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ABSTRACT 
A series of thin-skin thermocouple heat transfer tests were conducted 
uSlng scaled Space Shuttle models 1n the Arnold Engineering Development 
Center, von Karman faclllty (AEDC-VKF) Supersonic Wind Tunnel A and Hyper-
sonlc Wind Tunnel B to determlne aerodynamic heating on the Space Shuttle 
orbiter where data extrapolation or analytical predictions were not 
feasible and where previous data did not exist. Secondary test obJec-
tlves were to obta1n lim1ted yaw data and to obtain contingency abort 
trajectory data. The test series consisted of NASA tests OH84B and OH105 
in Tunnel Band IHl02 in Tunnel A with Space Shuttle orbiter models 56-0 
(0.0175 scale), 60-0 (0.0175 scale), and 83-0 (0.040 scale) configured 
into ten different model lnstallations. Included in the ten installa-
tions tested wer~ each orbiter model and the two 0.0175 scale models 
integrated with the 0.0175 scale external tank and solid rocket boosters. 
lii 
Data were recorded at Mach numbers 3 and 4 in Tunnel A with simulated 
Reynolds numbers of 1.Oxl06/ft to 4.0xl06/ft and at Mach 8 in Tunnel 
B with s1mulated Reynolds numbers of 0.5xl06 /ft to 3.7xl06 /ft. Model 
angle of attack varied from -40 to +40 degrees. Model yaw angle varied from 
-15 to +10 degrees. The high negative angle of attack was a contingency 
abort trajectory simulation. 
All objectives of the test series were fulfilled. Six hundred and eight 
(608) data runs were obtained to support the test objectives, 383 for 
test OH84B, 78 for test OH105, and 147 for test IH102. 
The model conf1gurations, instrumentation, test procedures, and data 
reduction are described in this report. 
Tabulated heat transfer data are presented in the Appendix. Volumes 1-4 
contain OH84B tabulations; likewise, Volume 5 contains OHl05, and Volume 
6 contains IHl02. 
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Aerodynamic heat1ng can be complex during the Space Shuttle flight cycle 
due to the exposure of the somewhat conventional airplane-shaped orbiter 
to the launch and reentry environments. A test series was conducted in 
the Arnold Eng1neering Development Center, von Karman Facility 40-in 
Supersonic Wind Tunnel A and 50-inch Hypersonic Wind Tunnel B during the 
per~od May 2-23, 1979 to obta1n heat transfer data in regions of the 
Space Shuttle orb1ter where data extrapolation or analyt1cal prediction 
are not feasible and where preV10US data did not exist. Additional 
object1ves were to obtain l1m1ted yaw data and to obtain contingency 
abort trajectory data. The test series combined three NASA tests, OH84B, 
OHl05, and IHl02, using three Space Shuttle orbiter scaled models, 56-0 
(0.0175 scale), 60-0 (0.0175 scale), and 83-0 (0.040 scale), installed in 
ten d1fferent configurations. 
Data were recorded from the orbiter models at Mach numbers 3 and 4 in 
Tunnel A for nominal Reynolds numbers rang1ng from 1.0xl06/ft to 4.0xl0 6/ 
ft and at Mach number 8 in Tunnel B for nominal Reynolds numbers ranging 
from 0.5xl06/ft to 3.7xl06/f~. Model angle of attack ranged from -40 to 
+40 degrees with model angle of s1deslip varying from -15 to +10 degrees. 




























Constants used to calculate R 
Model angle of attack, degrees 
Arnold Engineering Development Center 
Model skin thickness, inches 
Model sideslip angle, degrees 
Set of thermocouples recorded together 
First thermocouple location coordinate 
Second thermocouple location coordinate 
Model sk1n mdterial specific heat, Btu/Ibm-oR 
Center of Rotation 
Time rate of change of wall temperature, oR/sec. 
Body flap deflection angle, degrees 
Elevon deflection angle, degrees 
Speedbrake deflection angle, degrees 
Incidence angle of local model surface, degrees 
Reference heat transfer coefficient based on Fay 
and Riddell theory, Btu/ft2 - sec - oR 
Heat transfer coefficient based on RTO, Btu/ft2 
sec - oR 
Heat transfer coefficient based on TAW, Btu/ft2 -

































Reference length, inches 
Mach number 
Freestream viscosity, lbf-sec/ft2 
Viscos1ty based on stagnation temperature, 
lbf-sec/ft 2 
Tunnel stilling chamber pressure, psia 
Freestream static pressure 
Stagnation pressure downstream of normal shock, psia 
Tunnel freestream dynamic pressure, psi 
Heat transfer rate, Btu/ft2-sec 
Reynolds number per unit length 
Analytical temperature ratio 
Tunnel stilling chamber pressure adjusted for 
theoretical recovery factor, oR 
Free stream density, lbm/ft3• 
Stanton number based on HREF 
SWltch position 
Time when inltial model wall temperature was 
recorded before model injection, seconds 



















Computed adiabatic wall temperature, oR 
Thermocouple number 
Tunnel freestream static temperature, oR 
Tunnel stilling chamber temperature, oR 
Model wall temperature at midpoint of data interval, 
oR 
Initial model wall temperature before injection, oR 
Tunnel freestream velocity, ft/sec 
Von Karmen Facility 
Model skin material density, Ibm/ft 3 
Window number where specific thermocouples are 
located 
Model scale axial coordinate from model nose or 
leading edge of wing or vertical tail, inches 
Model scale axial coordinate from a point 235 
inches (FS) ahead of the orbiter nose, inches 
Percent of vertical tail chord 
Thermocouple axial location from model nose as a 
ratio to model length 
Model scale axial coordinate of nozzle, inches 
Model scale lateral coordinate, inches 
Full scale lateral coordinate, inches 
8 
SYMBOL MNEMONIC 








Model scale vertical coordinate, inches 
Full scale vertical coordinate, inches 
Percent of vertical tail span 
Ratio of thermocouple distance from model centerline 
to model semlspan 
Radial angle of thermocouple in model coordinates, 
degrees 
Radial angle of thermocouple on nozzle, degrees 
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REMARKS 
In presenting heat-transfer coefficient results, it is convenient to use 
reference coefficients to normalize the data. Equilibrium stagnation point 
values derived from the work of Fay and Riddell (Reference 6) were used to 
normalize the data obtained in this test. These reference coefficients are 
given by: 









Three Space Shuttle orblter models were used to obtaln the thln-skln 
thermocouple data for thlS test. Two of the test artlcles were 0.0175 
scale models of the full orblter and were deslgnated as the 60-0 and 
56-0 models. The third model was a 0.04 scale, 50 percent forebody model 
of the orbiter, and was identlfied as the 83-0 model. All of the models 
were supplied by Rockwell Internatlonal. 
The 60-0 model was a 0.0175 scale thln-skln thermocouple model of the 
Rockwell International Vehlcle 5 configuration. The model was construc-
ted of 17-4 PH stainless steel wlth a nominal skin thickness of 0.030 
in. at the instrumented areas. All thermocouples were spot welded to 
the thin-skin inner surface. 
A photograph of the 60-0 model injected in the Tunnel B test section is 
shown in Figure 1. The basic dimenslons and coordinate definitions for 
the 0.0175 scale model are shown in the sketch presented in Figure 2. 
The deflection angles of the speedbrake, body flap and elevons were 
varied during these tests and recorded on the tabulated data. 
The 56-0 model was a 0.0175 scale phase change paint model with the same 
external contour as the 60-0 model except for the vertical tail. The ver-
tlcal tail used was a slab tall of extended span used for previous oil flow 
tests to determine flow orientation at the leading edge. The pilot side 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
(left) of the fuselage has been replaced with a thin-skin thermocouple 
1nsert contoured to the vehicle lines. This insert was constructed of 
17-4 PH stainless steel with a nominal skin thickness of 0.020 in. at the 
thermocouple locations. A photograph of the 56-0 model injected in 
Tunnel A is shown in F1gure 3. The dimensions and coordinate system 
presented 1n F1gure 2 also apply to the 0.0175 scale 56-0 model. 
The 83-0 model was a 0.04 scale model of the forward 50 percent of the 
orbiter. This model was also constructed of 17-4 PH stainless steel w1th 
a nom1nal sk1n thickness of 0.030 in. A photograph of the 83-0 model 
injected in Tunnel B is shown in Figure 4. The coordinate system and 
bas1c dimensions for the 83-0 model are presented in Figure 5. 
Each of the orbiter models was installed in more than one configuration 
to fulfill the test requirements of Mach number (Tunnel selection), angle 
of attack, and yaw. Both the 56-0 and the 60-0 models were tested as the 
orbiter alone and were also mated with the external tank and both solid 
rocket boosters, designated as the OTS configuration. Installation 
sketches of each of the ten conf1gurat10ns are presented in Figure 6. 
The 1nstallations illustrated in Figures 6c and 6d each represent two 
configurations by interchanging the 56-0 and 60-0 models. Each ins calla-
tion was identified with a configuration code that is listed in Table 4. 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
Model Nomenclature 
Nomenclature used to describe the various components of the three models 
used for these tests are: 




FlO Body Flap 
M16 OMS Pod 
V30 Vertical Tail 
W127 Wing 




FlO Body Flap 
Ml6 OMS Pods 
Rl8 Rudder 
V8 Vertical Tail 
W116 Wing 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
Model 60-0 External Tank and SRBls (Vehicle 5 Configuration, VC72-
000002F Shuttle Conf1guration Control) 
T38 External Tank (Spike Nose), VC78-000002E Lines 
S26 So11d Rocket Booster, VC77-000002G and VC77-000003F 
Lines 
Model 83-0 Orb1ter (VL70-000l40C Lines) 
B60 Fuselage 
CIO Canopy 
Full scale and model scale dimensional data for the various components 
of the three models can be found in Table III. 





Tunnel A stilling chamber pressure was measured with a 15-, 60-, 150-, 
or a 300-psid transducer referenced to a near vacuum. Based on periodic 
comparisons with secondary standards, the accuracy (a bandwidth wh~ch 
~ncludes 95 percent of the residuals, i.e. 20 dev~ation) of these trans-
ducers is estimated to be w~thin ±0.2 percent of pressure or ±0.015 ps~, 
whichever is greater. St~ll~ng chamber temperature was measured with a 
copper-constantan thermocouple with an accuracy of ±30F. 
Tunnel B stliling chamber pre~sure was measured with a 200- or 1000-psid 
transducer referenced to a near vacuum. Based on periodic comparisons 
with secondary standards, the accuracy of the transducers is estimated 
to be within ±0.25 percent of pressure or ±0.3 psi, whichever is greater 
for the 200-psid range and ±O.25 percent of pregsure or ±0.8 psi, which-
ever is greater for the 1000-psid range. Stilling chamber temperature 
measurements were made with ChrometELAlumel~thermocouples which have an 
uncertainty of ±(1.5F + 0.375 percent of reading in of). 
Test Data 
The 60-0 model instrumentation consisted of 600 thirty gauge iron-constan-
tan and chromel-constantan thermocouples. Thermocouple locations for 
this model are illustrated in Figure 7; the dimensional locations and 
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INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 
skin thickness are listed in Table V. The thermocouples identified by 
a number only are iron-constantan. The thermocouples identified by a 
number followed by the letter A or Care chromel-constantan. The letter 
A designates a new thermocouple location added specifically for this 
test. The letter C designates the location of a previously existing 
thermocouple which has been repaired with chromel-constantan wire. 
The 56-0 model instrumentation consisted of 80 thirty gauge chrome l-con-
stantan thermocouples located on the thin-skin insert. The thermocouple 
locat10ns for th1s model are illustrated in Figure 8. The dimensional 
locations and skin thicknesses are listed in Table VI. 
The 83-0 model was instrumented with 482 thirty gauge chromel-constantan 
thermocouples as illustrated in Figure 9. The dimensional locations and 
skin thicknesses for the thermocouples on this model lare listed in Table 
VII. 
Data from a maximum of 97 thermocouples in Tunnel Band 96 thermocouples 
1n Tunnel A could be recorded during each tunnel injection. Seventeen 
sets of thermocouples were required to accommodate the large number 
of thermocouples on this test. These sets are called Constant Sets 
In Table II. A listing of the seventeen Constant Sets is given in 
Table VIII. This listing includes all of the thermocouples that were 
1nstalled for the test. Some of the listed thermocouples were determined 
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INSTRUMENTATION (Concluded) 
to be 1noperative and these have been deleted from the tabulated data. A 
total of three Constant Sets could be connected at one time. A three 
pos1tion selector switch was used to select the desired Constant Set for 
each injection. The last dig1t of the Constant Set number usually indi-
cates the selector switch pos1t10n number. The specif1c Constant Sets 
that were connected for each model conf1gurat1on are listed in Table IV. 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The von Karmen Gas Dynamlcs Facility (VKF) consists of multiple wind 
tunnels, ranges and chambers and is located within the Arnold Engineerlng 
Development Center (AEDC) in Tullahoma, Tennessee. The supersonic Tunnel 
A and hypersonic Tunnel B are part of this complex. 
Tunnels A and B (Figures 10 and 11) are continuous, closed-circuit, vari-
able density wind tunnels. Tunnel A has an automatically driven flexible-
plate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-in. test section. The tunnel can be 
operated at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 6 at maximum stagnation pressures 
from 29 to 200 psia, respectively, and stagnation temperatures up to 
7500 R at Mach number 6. Minimum operating pressures range from about 
one-tenth to one-twentieth of the maximum at each Mach number. 
Tunnel B has a 50-in.-diam test section and two interchangeable 'axisym-
metrlc contoured nozzles to provide Mach numbers of 6 and 8. The tunnel 
can be operated contlnuously over a range of pressure levels from 20 to 
300 psia at Mach number 6, and 50 to 900 psia at Mac~ number 8, with alr 
supplied by the VKF main compressor plant. Stagnation temperatures suffi-
Clent to avoid ai= liquefaction in the test section (up to l350o~) are 
obtalned through the use of a natural gas fired combustion heater. The 
entire tunnel (throat, nozzle, test sectlon, and diffuser) is cooled by 
lntegral, external water jackets. Each tunnel is equipped with a model 
lnJection system which allows removal of the model from the test section 
18 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Concluded) 
while the tunnel remains in operation. A description of the tunnels may 
be found in Reference 4. 
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TEST PROCEDURES 
The test was conducted at a nominal Mach number of 8 in Tunnel Band 
and nominal Mach numbers of 3 and 4 in Tunnel A. A summary of the spe-
clfic test conditlons is given in Table I. A more detailed rest summary 
showing all configurations tested and the variables for each is presented 
ln Table II. 
In the VKF continuous flow wind tunnels (A and B), the model is mounted 
on a sting support mechanism in an installation tank directly underneath 
the tunnel test section. The tank is separated from the tunnel by a 
pair of fairlng doors and a safety door. When closed, the fairing doors, 
except for a slot for the pitch sector, cover the opening to the tank, 
and the safety door seals the tunnel from the tank area. After the model 
is prepared for a data run, the personnel access door to the installation 
tank is closed, the tank is vented to the tunnel flow, the safety and 
falring doors are closed. After the data are obtained, the model is 
retracted into the tank, and the sequence is reversed with the tank 
belng vented to atmosphere to allow access to the model in preparation 
for the next run, if necessary. The sequence is repeated for each con-
figuration change. 
The initial step prior to recording the test data in each tunnel was to 
cool the model uniformly to approximately 80°F with high pressure air. 
Once the cooling cycle was complete, the desired model attitude was 
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TEST PROCEDURES (Concluded) 
established in the tank prior to injection. With the desired tunnel 
free stream conditions established, the model was then injected into the 
tunnel. At lift-off, the in1tial temperature, TW., for each thermocouple 
1 
on the selected Constant Set was recorded. In Tunnel A, the data acqui-
s1t10n sequence was started prior to the model reaching the airstream. 
When the model reached tunnel centerline, it was translated to the forward 
test section to clear an area of tank induced shock impingement. The 
data acqu1s1tion sequence continued unt1l the model reached the full for-
ward posit10n, approximately 8 seconds after lift-off. In Tunnel B, the 
model was injected directly 1nto the test section. Therefore, the data 
acquisition sequence was initiated at lift-off and continued for approxi-
mately 3 seconds after the model reached the tunnel centerline. After 
each injection the model was retracted, and the cycle was repeated to 
cool the model to an isothermal state. 
A BeckmanaD 210 analog-to-dig1tal converter was used in conjunction with 
a Digital Equipment corp.~ (DEC) PDP-II computer and a DEC-IO computer 
to record the temperature data. The Beckman~ converter sampled the 
output of each thermocouple approximately 15 times per second (0.068 
seconds per sample). 
21 
DATA REDUCTION 
The reduct10n of thin-skin thermocouple data normally involves only the 
calorimetric heat balance, which, in coefficient form is 
H(TO) = wbc DTWDT p TQ:'TW (1) 
Radiation and conduction losses are neglected in this heat balance, and 
data reduction simply requires evaluation of DTWDT from the temperature-
t1me data and determination of model material properties. For the 
present tests, radiation effects were negligible; however. conduction 
effects were potentially sign1ficant in several regions of the model. 
To permit identification of these regions and improve evaluation of the 
data, the following procedure was used. 
Separation of variables and integration of Eq. (1) assuming constant w, 
b, cp , and TO yields 
TO-'I'Wi 
TO-TIl 
S1nce H(TO)/wbcp is a constant, plotting in [(TO-TWi)/(TO-TW)l versus 
time will give e straight 11ne if conduction is negligible. Thus, 
(2) 
deviations from a straight line can be interpreted as conduction effects. 
The data were evaluated in th1s manner and, generally, a reasonably 1in-
ear portion of the curve could be found for all thermocouples. A linear 
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
least-squares curve fit of ~nl(TO-TWi)/(TO-TW)1 versus time was applied 
to the data. In Tunnel A the data reduction time was delayed for all 
thermocouples that were lnfluenced by the tank induced shock until they 
had cleared this region. The data reduct~on time for Tunnel B was typ~­
cally started at centerline. However, the data for Runs 5-239 were re-
duced start~ng 0.4 seconds after centerl~ne to obtain a linear portion 
of the curve. The curve f~t extended for a t~me span which was a function 
of the heat~ng rate, as shown on the following l~st. 
Range Number of Po~nts Time SEan! sec. 
DTWDT > 32 5 0.27 
16 < DTWDT < 32 7 0.41 
8 < DTWDT < 16 9 0.54 
4 < DTWDT < 8 l3 0.82 
2 < DTWDT < 4 17 1.09 
1 < DTWDT < 2 25 1.63 
DTWDT < 1 41 2.72 
In general, the t~me spans given above were adequate to keep the evalua-
t~on of the right-hand side of Eq. (2) within the linear region. The 
value of cp was not constant, as assumed, and the relation 
cp = 0.0797 + (5.556 x 10-5) TW, (17-4 PH stainless steel) (3) 
was used with the computed value nf TW at the midpoint of the curve fit. 
The max~mum variat~on of cp over any curve fit was less than 1.5 percent. 
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
Thus, the assumption of constant cp was reasonable. The value of density 
used for the 17-4 PH stainless steel sk1n was, w = 490 lbm/ft 3 , and the 
skin thickness, b, for each thermocouple is listed in Tables V, VI and 
VII. The four thermocouples (Tic No. 428, 429, 430, and 431) on the base 
of the 60-0 model, see Figure 7i, were attached to 15-5 PH stainless 
steel. The value of density for the 15-5 PH stainless steel was 490.75 
lbm/ft 3 , and the value of cp was 
cp = 0.0645 + (5.8 x 10-r,) TW, Btu/Ibm-oR. (4) 
The heat-transfer coefficient calculated from Eq. 2 was normalized using 
the Fay-Riddell stagnation point coefficient, HREF, based on a nose radius 
of 1.0 ft full scale (see Remarks section). 
In addition to computing heat-transfer coefficient using TO as the 
assumed adiabatic wall temperature, TAW, coefficients were computed using 
an assumed TAW of 0.95 TO and a computed value of RTO for the data in 
Tunnel A and 0.9 TO and RTO for the data in Tunnel B. The value of R is 
defined as TAW/TO. The value of R was computed by the following equation 
supplied by Rockwell Internatlonal (Reference 5). 
a3 
k = al + (a2) (sin(a + E»~ (5) 
where a is the model angle of attack and £ is the local model surface de-
flect10n angle at a selected thermocouple location. The values of aI' 

















The local model surface angles, E, for the appropriate thermocouples used 
, 
1n this test on the 60-0 model are presented in Table IX. The local sur-
face angles on the 83-0 model are presented in Table X. For those ther-
mocouples where E is not g1ven, an R value of 0.95 was used for Mach 
numbers 3 and 4 and a value of 0.9 was used for Mach 8. 
The method used to calculate the analytical temperature ratio, R, has 
been applied to all the tabulated data. However, in regions of separated 
flow or complex interaction, the basic assumpt10ns no longer apply, and 
the computed values of R should be used with care. 
The use of three assumed values of TAW provides an indication of the 
sensitivity of the heat-transfer coefficients to the value of TAW assumed. 
As can be noted in the tabulated data, there are large percentage dif-
ferences in the values of the heat-transfer coefficients calculated 
from the three assumed values of TAW. Therefore, if the data are to be 
used for flight predictions, the value selected for TAW/TO is obviously 
very important. 
Equations and methods documented in this section and used to reduce the 
resulting'data from this test ser1es were extracted directly from 
Reference 7. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The results of this test ser1es, OH-84B, OH-l05, and IH-102, were normal-
1zed heat transfer coefficients evaluated at the three assumed values of 
ad1abatlc wall temperature, TAW, for selected thermocouple locations on 
the 56-0, 60-0, and 83-0 models of the Space Shuttle orbiter. Data 
quality was deterrn1ned by two factors: (1) the linear least squares 
curve f1t of the log ratio versus time (see Data Reduction) and (2) com-
parison w1th preV10US data. Data quality for Tests OH-84B and OR-lOS in 
Tunnel B were Judged to be very good. Representative data from the lower 
centerl1ne of the 60-0 model for Mach number 8 in Tunnel B are presented 
1n F1gure 12. The figure also shows data from a previous test of the 
same model which compares very well with the present data. Data quality 
for Test IH-102 in Tunnel A was not nearly as good as data from Tunnel B. 
The log ratio plots indicated that the thermocouples were strongly influ-
enced by shocks emanating from the model installation tank and fairing 
doors as the mode] traversed fonv<lrd on centerline. For runs where 
sldesl1p angles were required, data from thermocouples oriented toward 
the top of the test section would be significantly different than data 
from the same thermocouples or1ented toward the bottom of the test sec-
tion where the model 1nstallat10n tank was. In some cases where a pure 
sideslip angle was required, runs were repeated to orient the thermocouple 
toward the top of the test sect10n. Therefore, although the Tunnel A 
data was completely reviewed at the facility before the final results 
were published, caution is required when using the data. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Continued) 
Two types of heat transfer data resulted from this test series, tabulated 
and plotted. Tabulated data are presented in the Appendix; ~H84B 1n Vol. 
1-4; 0Hl05 in Vol. 5 and IHl02 1n Vol. 6. The plotted data are data 
received by Rockwell wh1le on-s1te. These data are not included in this 
report but Table XI delineates those thermocouples selected from each 
constant set to be plotted. The three NASA tests completed during this 
program were intermingled for running efficiency and are reported in 
this document as a group. The data presented in the Appendix are l1sted 
1n consecutive order of the test data sets as outlined in Table II. The 
following w1ll help separate the data by NASA test number and by model 
number. 
Thermocouple 
Runs NASA Test No. Model No. Constant Sets 
5-203 OH-84B 60-0 (Bdse Sting) 111, 122, 133 
204-239 OH-105 60-0 711, 722, 733 
240-372 AFFDL* 60-0 
373-385 OH-105 60-0 811 
386-414 IH-l02 56-0 311 
415-443 OH-l05 83-0 911, 922 
444-555 IH-102 60-0 511, 522, 533 
556-575 IH-102 83-0 411, 422 
577-768 OH-84B 60-0 (Offset Sting) 211, 222 
*These tests were completed for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Labora-
tory using Model 60-0; data are not included in the Appendix. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Continued) 
DATA UNCERTAINTY 
An evaluat10n of the influence of random measurement errors is presented 
in this sect10n to provide a part1al measure of the uncertainty of the 
final test results presented in this report. Although evaluation of the 
systematic measurement error (bias) is not included, it should be noted 
that the lnstrumentatl0n accuracy values (see Instrumentation) used in 
th1S evaluat10n represent a total uncertainty combination of both sys-
tematic and two-sigma random error contributions. 
Accuracy of the basic tunnel parameters PO and TO and the two-sigma devia-
tion in Mach number determined from test section flow calibrations were 
used to est1mate uncertainties in the other freestream properties, using 






+ ... + 
2 
where I1F is the absolute uncertainty in the dependent parameter F = f(XI' 
X2' X3 ••• Xn); Xl' X2' X3.·· Xn are the independent measurements; and 
l1Xl, I1X2, I1X3 ••• I1Xn are the errors in the independent measurements. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Concluded) 
Uncertaint~ (±) , Eercent 
MACH NO. MACH NO. PO TO P-INF Q-INF RE/FT 
3.01 0.6 0.2 0.5 2.6 1.4 1.2 
4.01 0.4 0.2 0.5 2.4 1.5 1.2 
4.02 0.4 0.2 0.5 2.4 1.5 1.2 
7.90 0.4 0.27 0.4 2.5 1.7 1.2 
7.94 0.4 0.25 0.4 2.5 1.7 1.2 
7.98 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9 
7.99 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9 
8.00 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9 
Reduced Data 
Est~mated uncertainties for the lnd~vidual terms in Eq. (2) were used ~n 
the Taylor series method of error propagation to obtain uncertainty 
values of heat-transfer coeff~c~ent as represented typically by the 
ranges listed below: 
Uncertainty (±), percent 











These values assume that the uncertainty for the density, sk1n thickness, 
and specific heat of the thin skin material, as supplied by Rockwell are 
within ±l, ±3, and ±5 percent, respectively. 
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TABLE I. TEST CONDITIONS 
Mach Stagnation Stagnation Dynamic Static Reynolds 
Number Pressure Temperature Pressure Pressure Number 
lr'iACII NO. 
----
PO, psia TO, oR Q-INF, psia P-INF, psia RE/FT x 10-6 
3.01 10 710 1.7 0.27 1.0 
3.01 34 5.8 0.91 3.5 
3.01 37 6.3 0.99 3.8 
4.01 17 1.2 0.11 1.0 
4.02 33 2.4 0.21 2.0 
4.02 58 4.2 0.37 3.5 
4.02 66 710 4.8 0.42 4.0 
7.9 100 1250 0.5 0.01 0.5 
7.94 205 1260 1.0 0.02 1.0 
7.98 435 1300 2.0 0.05 2.0 
7.99 670 1320 3.1 0.07 3.0 
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TEST: [H JOl (VJ/18 .... '7) ] DATA SET /RUI~ NUM[3[R COLLA TIOI~ SUMMARY lUA 1 L ('/Z('/7, 
.- -
DATA SET PAR..Am(TER.s R£YNOLOf NUMRF:R. X 10" I r:T 
IC,ENTIFIER CONFIGURATION of. P Se ~AF ~S~ ~~~ ~W. :S';'-i-M Po ... O.S' 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.5" 1/.0 
-~ 
--
R'"\W'*3G. bO-!!rS 0 -10 0 0 0 .3(0 ~;) I .51/ ~~ 
-.-
'fKo 2 57 




1-3 I S,t "If3 ~ 
-
--
.5L<- Lj7~ '" 2 ... 
3 533 47tn c z 
-
39 I 51/ 4'}Q z 0 4-~S- c I: - -----------
-r- til 
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I::-
.1 Hb 441 
..,. 
533 
4-0 5 0 I 611 %9 I 




41 -~ ~I/ 4.0 I 5Jt 50'1 
-~ 2- 5Z-7.. 51/ 
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a OR fJ 
SCHEDULES 
TABLE II (Continued) 
.5Hr';--T S.{ 7 
- -
DATA SET/RUN NUI.\B[r~ COLL;\TIOI~ SUMI~;\RY 11);\ II '/20/7, 
PRR..AmCTER.s. R£'(NOLOr Nult1Rr II. Jl Ill" In-
5~ I~"F ~S& ,.,,": ~W. <'# .. ":r- 1..0 1/.0 f1\ (o~ Po~ 0.5 1.0 3.0 3·5 
0 0 0 4.0 "0 I 5:1 5'1" t./-J7CJ 
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SCHI:OULES 
TABLE II (Cont1nued) 
-_._-, .. - , 
.-~ 
DATA SET, RUN NUMBER COLLATIOt~ SUMM/,RY IUA 1 E:. (./:z.0/7, 
-
PRR..AtnkTERs. ~EYNOLDf NuMBER. x IOfo_l.~ 
5t! ~IIF ~St. ~~~ ~W. ~'!:I- i rV\ Po~ _-t" v.'5 1.0 '2,.0 3.0 3., Jj.O 
() 0 0 t/-.o ft,o I 5/1 512- 4'/4 
z- 52.Z- 51? If'!!! 
3 S?3 5/& #f, 
I 51/ Lftf7 
2- 5""z.-L- 44) 
3 5"33 #q 
.3.0 tfo 1 tJ' 2Io.fc. 55"E 
z +1-l- 5{,7 5"7"~ 
I +1/ ~z. 
2- 4-'- -z-. 5"3 
I 4-1/ 5(,,4- ,5"b 
2- 4-z.z.- 5~'.1 557 
I 411 'w 
2- 4z.t- 561 
io I 4./1 , 'i7t'J 
2- 4-z.t- 5"71 
I 4-11 57tf 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
-:Tv . -, . 
Iu II II -DATA SET/fWN NUMBER COLLATIOt~ SUMMARY (./ZO/T, 
PAR.AmCTER.s RE'(NOLOf NUMRr:R.. )/. 10'" / I=T 
5e ~-AF ~1~ ~~ .. ;; ~W. CE"± O.S" 2,.0 3.0 3.5' 11.0 ~ PO1\.. 1.0 
0 0 0 4.D 40 I 411 5(:,% 
~ 42-"2- 5"b9 























TABLE IlIA - MODEL 56-0 ORBITER DATA 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
. 
MODEL COMPON ENT : ___ B_O_D_Y_-_B--'6w2:.....-__________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ~ Configuration 140C orbiter fu~c:-1ag", MCR 200-R4 
Similar to HOA/B fU!lf"lagf" C'YCppt aft bodv r ~v\~pd and improved 
midbody-wing-boot rahin~. X = 940 to X = 1040. 
- g a 
MODEL SCALE: O. 0175 
DRAWING NUMBER i VL 70- 000140C, -000202C, - OOOZOSA 
VL70-000200B. -000203 
. , 
DIMENSIONS: FULl SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (IML: FWD Sta Xo=2.38), In. 12.90.3 22.58 
Length (OML: Fwd Gta Xo= 235), tn. 1293. 3 -ll: ... 6~3~ __ 
Max Width (At Xc, = 152.8,3), tn. 264.0 4.62 
Max Depth (At Xo ~ 1464). In. 250.0 4.38 
Fineness Ratio ___ 4_ • ..,;;;8..:.,9.:..9 • • 4. 899 
1"': ~ 2 
Area - Ft 







TABLE IlIA - (Continued) 
MODEL DI!AENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT : --=C::.:A:...:.:N:..:.O:::::P~Y_-_C-=-+-l 2:..-----------_ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confi'!uration 140C orbiter cane-py. Vehide 
cabin No. 31 updatrd to MeR 200- R4 Used with (US,.l3 ~e B6>-c2~'-_ 
r 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
DRAWI~G NUMBER: VL70-000140C. -000202B~.:--..;:.O..;:.O.;:..02~O~4=--____ _ 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo = 434.643 to 578), In. 143.357 z. 508 
Mox Width (At X = 513. 127), In. 152.412 
o 
2. 667 









TABLE IlIA (Contlnued) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL CD:1PONElH: ELEVON - ES7 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Elevon for configuration 140C. Hmgeline at Xo = 1387, 
elevon split hne?< .. = 312.5, 6. 0", beveled edges, and centerbodies. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
DRAWl NG NU\I.BER: VL70-000140C, -006089, -006092 
, 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCAl~ 
Area _ Ft
2 210.0 O. 064 
Span (equival ent) \ 6.111 - In. \ 349.2 
\ 
, 
Inb'd equivalent chord- In. 118.0 2.065 
Outbid equivalent chord 55.19 0.966 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord O. 20~6 O. 2096 
At Outbid equiv. chord 0.4004 0.4004 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0.0 O. 0 
Tailing Edge - 10.056 - 10.056 
Hingel t~e O. 0 O. 0' roduct of area & c) 
Ft3 Area Moment (:ms~~M~~} 1587.25 0.008 
Mean Aerodynamic Chodr', In. 90. 7 1. 587 
Hingeline dihedral (origin at 
Z = 26l.3509). deg. 5.229 5.229 
0 





TABLE IlIA (Continued) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT : ____ =B~O~D~Y~F~L~A~P~-~F~lO~ ________________ ___ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Con{i~uration HOC body flap. Hingcline located 
at Xo = 1532, Zo = 287. 
, 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
. 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000140C, -355114 
DIMENSIONS' : FULL SCALE 
L t..(Xo = 1525.5 to Xo = 1(13), In. 87.50 engln . 
Max Width (At L. E., X = 1525.5), In. 256.00 
o 
Max Depth (Xo= 1532), In. 
Fineness Ratio 
z Area - Ft 
19.798 
Max. Cross-SectionaHAt H. L.l 35. 196 
Plon(orm I 135.00 
Welted 









TABLE IlIA (Contlnued) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONEl'47 OMS POD - M'6 
GENERAL DESCP.IP- /)I~ : Confil!uration 140C orbiter O}'fS Pod - short pod. 
MODEL SeAL:: ~ f). 0175 I 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-008401, -008410 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
length (O~/.3 Fwd Sta Xo = 1310. 5),In. 258. 50 
. MaxWidth(J:..tX'o=: 1511), In. 136.8 
Max Depth fAt Xo = 1511). In. - 74.70 
Fineness P.~tio 2.484 
Area = FtZ 












TABLE IlIA (Cont~nued) 
MODEL DIMENSIO~AL DA7A 
MO~EL CO'~;"Oi jE~T: VERTI CAL - V 30 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Slab sided vertlca1 tall vith exter.ded span 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Thea) : Ft? 
P1anform 
Span - In. 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees 
Leading Edge 
Tralling Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chord3: 
Roct (Thea) WP 
Tl!:.' (Thea) WP 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 ~'lAC 
B.L. af .25 MAC 
Ai rfo i1 Section 
LeJding Wedge Angle - Oeg. 
Trai11ng Wedge Angle - Oeg 











26 25 26.25 
41. 13 -+ 1. 13 
263 50 4.699 
86. 7 5 1. 513 
193.12 3.330 
1474.87 25.2J1 
6.13.71 11. 352 
0.0 0.0 
11. 75 11. 75 







TABLE IlIA (Concluded) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
~ODEL :'.)"'PO~:Kr: WING-W J :67 
I --~~--~~-------------------------------------------
Configuration 140C orbiter wing, MeR 200-R4. Similar to 
140A/B wing W 1] 6 but with re!ineznents: improved wing-boot-midbodY fainng 
(Xo = 940 to Xo = 1040). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
Elevon split line relocated from Yo= 281 to Yo = 312.5). 
~. 
O",G. NO. VL70-000140C, -0002001 
!}!:-'ENS:O~S: 
TOiAL fJA .... A A~a ~.~~o.} FtZ 
?lan~orm 
S?an {T'Ieo In. 
As:>f!c qati o· 
Ra~ of Taper 
Ta~er Rat~o 
Dihedral Ang~e. degrees 
Inc ice.'\ce k.£le, degrees 
Aerodynarni c Twi st. degrees 
Sweep Sack Ang1es, degrees 
Leading Edge 
lrai ling Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Thea) B.P.O.O. 
liD, (Theo) B.P. 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
. W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.l. of .2.5 MAC 
EXPOSE~ DATA Z 
Area (lneo) Ft 





lip 1.00 E. 
l".AC Z 
Fus. Sta. of .2.5 MAC - . 
W.P. of .25 MAC . 
B.l. of .2.5 MC 




























11~~. ~a ~ • 0 










































TABLE III-B MODEL 60-0 ORBITER 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODELCOMPONENT: _____ B_O_D_Y __ -_B~6w2~ ____________________ __ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration HOC orbIter !u!"clagl". MCR 200-R4 
Similar to 140A/B fusf'la£.f> <'YCPpt aft body r f'vlc:pd and improved 
midbody-winS!-boot !airin~. XI) = 940 to XI) = 1040. 
.. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
. 
DRAWING NUMBER:. VL70-000140C, -000202C, -000205A 
VL70-000200B, -000203 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
Length (lML: FWD Sta Xo=238), In. 1290.3 
Length (OML: Fwd ~ta Xo= 235). In ____ . _1:;;...;Z"-,9:..:3,-,,.~3_ 
Max Width (At Xo = 1528.3), In. '264.0 
Max Depth (At Xo ~ .1464). In. 250,0 
Fineness Ratio 4.899 
.. :.. ... ~ 
• : Z 
Area - Ft 













TAB~E III-B (Continued) 
( MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT :_C~A~N;..-O,;;;..P~Y_-~C .... l .. 2 ___________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cenn!!uration 140C ercHer canC'py. 'Vehicle 
cabin No. 31 updatrd te MCR '200.R4. Useod with rus~1a!!e B oZ' 
MODEL SCALE: 0.'0175 
t 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000140C. -00020ZB. -000204 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
length (Xo = 434.643 to 578), In. 143.357 2.508 
. 
Max Width (At X = 513.127). In. 152. 41~ 
o 















TABLE III-B (Contlnued) 
MODEL '0IMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL CO:~PONENT: ELEVON - ES? 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Elevon for configuration 140C. Hingeline at Xo = 1387, 
elevon split line x,., = 312.5, 6.0". beveled edges. and centerbodies. 
MODEL SCALE: O. 0175 





Span (equivalent) - In. 
Jnbld equivalent chord- In. 
Outbid equivalent chord 
Ratio ~vable surface chordl 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 












Hingel t~eroduct of area &~) o. 0 
Area Moment (m~M~~} Ft3 1587.25 
Mean Aerodynamic Chodr', In. 
Hingeline dihedral (origin at 




















TABLE III-B (Contl~ued) 
. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODELCOMPONENT: ____ B~O_D~Y~F_L~A~P __ -~F~)~OL_ ________________ __ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration HOC body flap. Hingcline located 
atXo = 1532, Zo = 287. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
, 
- DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000140C. -355114 
.-
DIMENSIONS· : FULL SCALE 
l - ,-'Xo= 152.5.5 to Xo = 1(13), In. 87.50 engtn . 
Max Widlh (At L. E., X = 1525.5), tn_ 256.00 
o 
Max Depth' (Xo = 1532.), In. 19.798 
Fineness Ratio 
Area - Ft 2. 
Max. Cross-SectionaHAt H. L.l 35.1Q6 
PlanForm -, 135. 00 
Welted 











;fABLE III-B (Cont1.nued) 
( ·MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONE:-.7 OMS POD - M'b 
GENERAL DESCP.I?- j')U : Conf'il!uration 140C orbiter O~IS Pod - shod pod. . 
MODEL SeAL?:.: Q. 0175 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-00S401, -008410 
. 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
L Ih (OY':; Fwd Sta X = 1310. 5},ln. 25S. 50 ~g o. 4.524 
.\ • MaxVlidlh(J-.1 ~=: 1511), In. 






Fineness P.~lio 2.484 2.484 
Area = Ft. Z 







TABLE III-B (ContlllUed) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
PllCEl COMPONENT: R UDDE R - R 1 S ' 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The rudder is a secondary movable airfoil at the 
trailing edge of the'vertical fin that imparts yaw forces. This dimensional 
data ..vas calculated from the OML master dimensions •. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
DRAWING NUMBER: Vehicle 5 Configuration MeR zoo, Rev. 7 
Dll-'ENSlOtlS: FUll-SCALE P.ODEL SCALE 0 0 
Area - Ft~ ~1. 64 ~030 ~ 
Span (equiva1 ent) - °In. 198.614 3.476 
lnbld equivalent chord - In. 91.07 1.699 
Outbid equivalent chord - In. 50.80 0.889 
Ratio movable surface chordl 
total surface chord 
At lnbld equiv. chord 0.400 0.400 
At Outbid equiv. chord 0.400 0.400 
Sweep Back Angles, degree's 
leading Edge 34.833 34.833 
Tailing Edge 26 249 26 249 
.• Hingellne - 34.833 34.833 Product of Area & c), 3 
0.032 Area Moment (Hcno;Ka·~~:i:na) Ft 593.889 




TABLE III-B (Cont~nued) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DA~ 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICIJ. - V 8 
--------------------------------~-------
CENERAL DESCRIPI'ION: Configuration HOC orbiter vertical tail (identical 
to configuration 140A/B vertical tail). 
c 
MODEL SCALE: O. 017S 
DItt.r!ING NtJHB,!:.'rt: VL70-000140C, -000I46B· 
DD1EN5IOUS: 
TOTJ..L n&.TJ. 
J~ea (Tneo) - Ft2 
Pta nt' 0 I1ll 
Span (Theo) - In. 
I.jpec:t Ratio 
lULte or ~per 
Taper Ratio 
Sveep-Back Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
orra111ng £doe 
0.25 Eleaeot Line 
Cbordz: 
Ro::>t (Theo) ~.jp 
Tip (Theo) ~lP 
MhC 
Fu3. SUo or .25 MnC 
\l.P. or .25 W.C 
B.L. or .25 HAC 
. 1.1:-!oU Sect.ton 
Le:1dine ~edoe ... ngle - Deg. 
• Tra,lllnc YedGe 1.ncle - Deg. 




FULL SCALE MODEL SC/L:: 
413.253 
315.72 



































TABLE III-B (Concluded) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
:-v:> DEL :')".PO~ S'J;: W:NG-'.o! 11 t, --~~~~---------------------------------
~~~o.A._ ~£SCq,:'Ji"!o\: ConfH!:uration 5 .~~~~~-----------------------
NOTE: Identical to Wll! except airfoil thickness. Dihedral angle is along 
tr~i1in'" t"d{Y~ of wing. Geometric twist = O • 
. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
!)!:-'E.~S :O~S: 
, 
• TO"':"Al 'JA-A· ~rea l.1eO.) 'ftZ 
?lanform 
!>y"." {Pieo In. 
k,?ec~ ~atio 
~a~e of T~~er 
Ta~er Ratio 
Dinedra1 Ang~e, ~egrees 
Inc :c~'lce k.s~e. degrees 
Aerodynami c Twi st. ~e9rees 
Swee? Sack Ang1es. degrees 
Leadin!; Ec;e 
Tran ing EdSe 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
TiD, (Thea) B.P. 
I"AC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 JoIAC 
W.P. of .25 JoI.AC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA Z 
Area CTneo} 'Ft 
:>at a 





Tip 1.00 b 
,...At l' 
-. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P.'of .ZS MAC 
B.L. of .25 :-'AC 
AirfoB Section (j),ocblell Mod KASA) 
XXXX-64 




































































_ .. - ... ----... ----.------ _4> 
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TABLE III-C NODEL 60-0 TANK AND SRB'S. 
MODEL DIMENSIOHAL DATA 
\ 
MODEL COMPONENT: EXTERNAL TAnK - 1'38 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Spike nose conrigura::...;t;.;;;i""on;.;;.:.:..-________ _ 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
DRAWING NUM~ER: VC7S-OCOOO2t: : p:r DRAm:u) 
VC72-O(X)1JOZf SHU'ITLE COliFIG. DRAWING) 
(Dimensions are to tank structural OML, TPS not included). 
-
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 1850.525 32.384 
_ 331.00 5.792 
() Max Width 
Max Depth 
Fineness Ratio ~16S'L ~.687 
Area - Ft2 








~ , . 
l. 
TABLE III-C (Concluded) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET HarOR - .526 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The BS't~ is a.n external propulsion system 
which is jettisoned and recoverable after burnout. The BSRH's can~ 
------------------------------------------------------------
be refurbished and reused after recover,r. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 
. t •. 
DRAWING NUMBER: • S1m DBAlimJ - VC77-OOOOO2G, Vcrr-OOOOO3? 




Max Width tank dia., In. 
·1 
'I • 






w.P. ot BSRM centerline 
1.5. ot BSRM nose 















TABLE 111-0 MODEL R3-~ ORBITER 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT : ______ B_O_D __ Y_-__ B~6~O ______________________ ___ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 500/0 orbiter forebody. vehicle l40C. 
NOTE: This body includes a small portion of the wing glove. 
MODEL SCALE: O. 040 
DRAWING NUMBER: , VL70-000l40C 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 645.15 25.80 
Max Width . 330. 00 13.20 








TABLE I1I-D (Concluded) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: CANOPY ~ CIO 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: • Configuration 4 canopy and windshield as used 
with B 25 , six glass panes in windshield. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.040 r 
DRAWING HUMBE~ : VL70-000140B, 140C, 202B 
DIMENSIONS. FULL SCAlE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xc =434.643 to 670). In. 235.357 9.414 
) Max Width 







Nose/windshield intersection. X 0 = 434.643 17.386 
) 
66 
TABLE IV. CONFIGURATION CODES 
NASA TEST MODEL CONFIGURATION THERMOCOUPLE 
CODE CODE MODEL CONFIGURATION TUNNEL CONSTANT SETS 
(See F1.gure 6) 
OR-84B 10 60-0 BASE STING B 111, 122, 133 
OR-84B 20 60-0 OFFSET STING B 211, 222 
IR-l02 30 56-0TS A 311 
IR-l02 31 56-0 A 311 
IR-l02 40 83-0 A 411, 422 
IR-l02 50 60-0 A 511, 522, 533 
0' IR-l02 51 60-0 A 511, 522, 533 -.J 
IR-l02 60 60-0TS A 511, 522, 533 
OR-lOS 70 60-0 B 711, 722, 733, 811 
OR-lOS 80 83-0 B 911, 922 
"r::-/~/ 
TABLE "V. 60-0 MODEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS 
D~c- Full Scale Model Scale I Skin -x/L X z H.a.l'l Ho. Xo Yo Zo frOI y frol II> Thickne~ R~rk. 
nose FRL 
11 0 .35.01 0 - 0 0 - 0 .040 17-4 Botton: ~ 
:;' -- .;~ 41.4 
.113 .032 
~~-=r._'<!-j;47. 9 .226 .033 
;.-4 .02 60.8 .453 .040 
f-5 .03 t273.8 .679 .040 
6 .O~ ~86.7 .905 .040 
7 .05 299.6 1.132 .033 
B .06 312.6 1.358 .035 
9 .07 325.5 1.554 .032 
10 .00 1338.46 1.811 .032 
11 .09 351.4 2.037 .035 
I 
12 .10 364.3 2.263 .037 
13 .12 390.2 2.716 .040 
).4 .13 f403.1 2.942 .038 -- .J 
15 .14 ~16.0 3.169 .035 
16 .15 1429. 0 ~ . 3.395 .036 
i--r--' 
17 .16 f441. 9 ~ 3.621 .036 
18 .17 ~54. 8 P 3.848 .035 
19 .1B 1467. 7 ~ -1.074 .035 
20 .19 !480. 7 ~ 4.300 .035 
21 .20 493.6 P 4.527 .035 
. 
22 C .225 525.9 ~ 5.092 .035 
23 .25 558.3 5.658 .035 
24 .30 I, ,622.9 6.79C .035 
25 .35 687.6i 7.924: .035 
26 .40 752.3 9.05:: .034 
27 C .(5 816.9 10.1B~ .033 
28 C .-~ 881.6f> 11.31~ .032 
29 C .55 946.3 12.4(~ .030 
30 C .60 1010. • 13. sap .030 ~ .-
~ C .65 1075. l':.71h .030 
~2 C . 70 1140 . 15.8.413 .029 
"'''!. C .7S ~204.' 16. 97~ .030 
34C .80 269. t ~8.10 ~ 1 .030 . 1 11 .. 
68 




F\J 11 Scale Hodel Scale 
TIc x/L ~l XfW~1 z Skin H.at.'l No. Y,., Z Y fro n ¢ Th1cKno:t Ra::u..rJce 0 nose FRL 




19.06~ 0 wi 0 .029 11-4 BottoD ~ 
36C . 90 13913 . 0.369 .031 
----
37C . 92S~431. 20.931) .027 
3SC ~SO h463. 21.50 .027 
----
3 'X: .97~5. 22.06 .023 
1-- -
40 1.015]-547. 22.97 .030 
41 1. 03 n567. 23.31 ) .030 
42 1.04!:. ~586. 23.65 .028 
43 1.06 ~6G5.( I 23.97 II 'I .0265 I 
44 .05- ~99.6 25.0 1.132 .438 14 .032. Fuselage Bottom 
45 .10 ~M.3 20.0 2.263 .350 10 .O3l, 
:,ur:rilce 
46 .15 ~29.0 24.0 3.395 .420 1:;) .035 
18 .20 ~93.6 50.0 4.527 .875 
- ~4 .025 
-
soC .50 ~81.6 46.8 11.31 P .tH9 - .028 
. 
51C .60 !lOID. ~ 13. 58 ~ .025 
5~ .70 il140. 15.84~ .030 
s3: .80 i!.269.C 18.10 ;> .030 
5~ .90 il398.C 20.36~ .028 
s5: .95 1463.< 21.50 .025 . 
5f£ .975 1495.~ 22.06~ .OZB I 
57 1.015 1547. 22. 97 ~ .0'30 
58 1.03 11567. ~3. 31 t> .0)0 
59 1.045 tl586. 23.65 .030 
1.0601605.( . 031 . I 60 23.97 ~ 
6!C .~O :752.3 93.6~ 9.053 1.638 .032 
62:: .50 B~1.6 11.31 P .031 
6:{; .60 tI.OIO.' 13.58 ~ .033 
64:: .70 h140. 15.84 ~ .029 
6SC SO }'269.f 113.10p .031 
If:f' 90 '3ge ( :20 ~6 ~ ,D.30 
t-!~ QS 463.f Rl.50 .029 .975 ~95.Q 1 1 22. 061 r I .028 , 
" 
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TABLE v. cont1nued 
-- r-;~Sc<!le - Hodel Scale - -I 1/C ---- -f------..------- Skin Hat'1 x/L Xc Yo Zo X Y Z ~ Ho. froTi frort Th1ckne:s Rocarka nos.e FRL . 
j 69 ~.015 1547. 17 93.( - ~2. 97. 1.63 - - .0275 11-4 Fus. Bottoll Sur. 
I 70 1.03 1567.~ t;?3.31. .0285 
71 1.045 1586.~ ~3. 6S . .029 . 
72 1.06 1605. b ~3.97 , .OZT , 
169 .01 247.9 l3 0 .226 0 180 .033 Top £ 
170 .025 267.:: 3 .565 .031 
171 .050 299.f:7 1.129 .035 
172 .C75 1332.c ~.694 .035 
173 .100 364. ~3 12.258 .034 
17<; ~.25 396. t 6 12. 283 .032 
! 
1751.150 429.( 3.38 .032 
176 160 441.~ 3 3.613 .040 
177 .170 459.f 6 I3.B39 .040 
-
178 .180 ~b7. -: 9 14·064 .033 




182 .40 752. 2 9.053 .OU:. 
183 .45 816.( 9 10.18 026 
lA.d o;n 881. ( 5 11. 31 ~ .025 
lAO; C;S 946. 2 12.44 02~ 
H~f, f.O tOlO. (. 13.58 ) 01.5 
lR7 f,o; tl07S.~ 14.71 .0'24 
188 .70 p40.~ 15.B4~ .0'25 
189 .75 ~204.~ 16.97 ~ .01..55 
-. 







.031 Window III 8ott. 
I 
1 Q?, 12.80 478.( .~24 1.365 .031 T~~"R' h op 19 t 
1Q" 21.20 46o!. ~ .371 1.136 .030 Center I 
194 29.60 478.( .51B 1.365 .028 'Top L.eft i 
195 34.3C 4S2.i .602 .910 .030 
--. 
Bottoe: Ri9htl 
19b 40.4C 452.( .707 .910 .030 ~indo~ "~ Bot IO::n ti ri It. 
197 34.8C 47B.( .609 1.365 .030 'Top ni9ht 
lQS') 44.BQ 464. .7E4 !.l:!f) , .030 ~ Cpnter 
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TABLE V. Cont ~nued 
Full Sca.l~ Hodel Srale 
Tic Zo X Z ~ Skin ~t.ll 
No. x/L Xo Yo fron Y froe Thickne3 R cr::.a.r lc a 
nosp FRL 
1199 -
~3.20 ~7B.0 - .756 1.355 - .030 17-4 Window 112 Top LT 
-
- /:52.0 1.036 .910 200 ,9.20 .029 Bottom Left 
201 -- p2.40 j464.9 ~ .092 1.13E .029 Window 113 Cente 
202 .05 299.6 
-
:303.6 1.132 





42.5 204 342.4 -1.00 .033 lIT 
--
205 378.4 -0.37 60 .033 4ST 
206 .076 332.2 350.0 1.720 V ..().87 - .035 RCS 
207 .10 364.3 39.2C - 2.26:: .686 - 20 .038 




- -1.44: ~q .035 HHB 
210 ~ .410.0 , 0.175 119 I .037 
211 .15 429.0 40.8C - 3.39~ .714 - 20 .035 
212 62.or. - 1.085 - 25.5 .025 ca. 
213 79.2( 304.8 i 1.386 -1 Jib 40 .030 co.. 
214 \ 83.bC 314.4 l} ~.463 -1.49 45.5 .038 MHB 
215 .20 1493.6 65.80 287.2- ~4. 52? ~.148 _1 ,Q7 ':<,1 • .s .022 co.. 
216 I 75.6t. 292.0 1.323 _ ,Ro< ~t; .022 CCL 
217 85.2( 298.8 1.491 -1.77 4{) .020 co. 
218 -
320.0 
- -1.40< 51 .035 MHB 
219 - 360.0 ~-O.70< 67.5 .0:30 
, UT 
220C , 410.0 , , 0.175 96.5 .031 Upper Fuselage 
-
- I I 
I I , I "I t I 
-, I 
, - - 9.053 - - 15' .5 034 Upper :Fuselage 223 .40 752.3 
224 .45 a16.9~ 10.18:5 .o3t 
-, 
• 
225 .50 881.6 11.311 034-
226 .55 94b.3~ 12.4k 035 
227 .60 10lC. ~ 13.58 D 031 
228 .6~ 1075. ) 14.711 0325 
229 . 70 1140 . • 15.84 3 .03 0 
230 • 75 1204 . I 16.97 5 .030 




TABLE V. Contlnued 
\ - Full Scale Model Sc.,le t Skin Tic x/L Xc Yo Zo X y Z ~ Hat'l Ho. from fran Th1ckne~ RtC1lrlc. 
nose FRL . 
- 17-4 Upper Fusel .. oe 
234 .40 1752.3 P 
- -
9.053 
- - 135 . ,,)0 
235 .45 816. 9 ~ 10.185 . 030 
236 .50 881.6p 11. 315 .D?6 
237 .55 f946. 3 ~ 12.44b ::':'5 
238 .60 1010. ~ 13.58p .o~1 
239 .65 1075. ~ 14.71 .032 
240 .70 1140. ~ 15.84t3 j .030 
241 
1-- -
. 75 1204 . 16.97~ .032. 





• I I I I 
• 
· 
• • • -. 







. -. -. T -, J 
· 
• . 
, , , 
288 C .975 1496.! - 681.2 22.0f~ - 0.32~ - 0.030 ~ft FUselage Side 
I . • I I 
-I T -, T -, 
...... I • • J -I -I 1 -I -T 
• - I 




- I I -. -, -, • J -. . I 
t \ I I 1 
.- t 
1 I J I I , --- ---
388 .40 t752.3 
-
t+4~ .0 9.053 0.78 114 .031 U"[roe:- FUselage S 3. 
--~ 
389 .45 ~16.9C 10.l8p .O3~ • . 
390 .50 ~81.6 11.31 p 
• 0 ~ " . J 
• 391 .55 ~46.3 12.44t! .0315 
392 .60 ~010. ( 13.58 D .O~3S 
393 .65 [1075. c 14.71 .03 .. 5 
.-
394 .70 ~140. 15.849 .03f 
395 .75 U 204. ( \ 6. 97P .D3" 
396 .80 ~269 .c , . 18.l0p .034 , I ____ I 
. 
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TABLE V. Contlnued 






Full Scale r-lodc1 Scale 
TIc 2Y 1e"o~ Skin H..at. 'I 
Ho. xle X y Tic Thickne3 Rc::.Arx. S Xo "b from 
L.E. 
-
73C .30 0 140.5 0 ~.459 .020 17-4 Wing Lower Sur. 
71£ I .05 .670 I .020 I 
7!£ I .10 .340 .026 I 
7(J:. ! .20 i 2.680 ! I I .031 I 
>-7£ I .30 I :1.020 .030 I , • 
7fr I .40 I 5.360 .031 I • 
7g:: I .50 I D.7oo I .030 I I 
r---"- -- - -
! , I · ~a:: .60 3.040 .030 
Ble ! .70 I ~.380 ! .031 I 
8~ .80 0.72C I .030 I • 
83 2.06C 
I I 
.90 X .0305 
84 l V 2.73C l .. I 95 X .031 
I 
I 
8s.: .40 0 187.3 0 3.271 .022 I I I 
87t I .05 
, 
.438 i .031 I I I 
88C I I I · I .10 .876 .031 I I I 
-- j !. a9C I .030 I .20 .1..753 
90e ~ .30 I 2.629 I .031 I I I 
I I I I I 9Ie I .40 3.506 .029 I I 
92C I • 60 I 5.253 I . .033 ! 
93C .70 I 5.135 l .033 I I 
I ~.573 I I I 94C .75 , I .030 
95 .85 I ~.449 I .0295 I 
· 
96 I .90 I ~.88a : X .026 I 
· ~ 97 'i .95 V ~.3:!6 X .0275 
98c 
.45 0 210 -k.u:a 3 (,81 X .030 ! I . 
Q~ . 50 () 1234.1 () 4.0Q8 .027 I .' . I 
i 
· 10"':-.; 100"' .05 I .364 ! .029 
In}C ! 
I I i 10 I .727 .030 
I I I . 10:;!; ~_. 45~ I .031 . .20 I I I 
1 OJ:: I I ---I .30 ~ .18! .031 I , 
· 10£ .40 I . J2 .908 I .031 t 
lOS:: I .60 I ~.3b2 I .032 · • , 
10lC \l .70 I , ~.OB9 Y .03/ ~ V 
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TABLE V. Continued 
Win9 Tic Locations 
Tic 2Y --- p< E12vo Skin Hat'l 
---D -l Fu 11 Sc ~ 1 e ---;--}-'o-c!-c--l--S-c-",-l-(!--"-T---" ----'--~ ~ 
f---
NO • B )../C Xo Yo frorr. Y Tic Th1cK-nl!;) . R=arlca 
L.E. --r--4----~-_+----~-_4----~----~------+_--~~-----------~ 
107_J .50 .90 234. 6.543 4.098 X .0285 17-..Q Wing Lower Sur. 
10B_C .55 0 I 257.( 0 4.508 .026 
109C .60 I 0 2a1.( 0 4.918 .024 
ill~~ .~~2' :~~: :~: 
-----_r-+----~---+_~_;---~-~~---~---+-------~-+--~----+_------~ 
112C .075 .470 .030 
113C 1.10 .627 .031 
ll4C .20 .254 I .031 
ll5C .30 .882 .033 
116(' .40 i2.,s09 .032 





.50 ~.136 .032 
.60 ~.763 .032 
.70 ~.390 .031 
.80 ~.018 X .030 
121 .85 ~.331 X .0305 
~2_2--+__+_+~.~90~;_--__ r_~-~5.-64~s~_+~~--~-X~~~.~0~2~9~s~~+_~ 
123 95 ' b.958 X .0295 
----- ~~~.~~----_r~--~~~~~~----4-~~~~~~~+--+----~--------~ 
~1~24-~C_;~.6~5~~O~-+-_-~3~09.4 0 '5.327 .026 
125C .70 0 327.80 15 • 737 .017 
126C .025 ,.133 .024 
127C .10 /.531 .032 
120C . ;2) IL C61 .036 
12t;C .30 ·b..592 .036 r=~~r-~-r~~;-----~~~~~~~--+---~----~~~~-+~~~----+_---------
13cC .40 12.123 .035 
r=1~3~1~r-~~~.6~0~4-____ ~4-~~~.184 .035 
132 .90 ~.776 X .031 
r=1~~~3~~.7~S~~0~-4 ____ ~J~5~2~.=8 0 6.17~ .028 
134 .025 _121 .028 
135 .05 .2-H .030 
136 .10 .~83 .032 r--~r-1-~~~;-----~;_~--~~~--+---~~--~~~~-4~~~--~----------
137. .20 . c)~S .032 
138 .30 ~.4.:a· I .035 
139 .40 .930 .O~ 






TABLE V. Continued 
Full Scale Model Scale 
TIc x/c Xc Yo X Elevo Skin Hat'l 2Y 1Th1ckne:s Ho. B fror Y Tic R e::::la r k. L.E 
1.nC .75 .70 352.f 3.378 6.174 
.03/ 17-4 W,." Lower 5 .. r,f. 
142 I .80 3.860 X .027 
143 I .90 f4.343 X .0305 
. 
144 V .95 f4.584 X .0295 
145 .80 0 374. f 0 6.557 .024 
t-- I 146 .20 .868 .032 
147 .40 ~. 737 .031 
--
148 Y .90 ~.908 X .0305 
149 .85 0 398.1 0 6.967 .028 
150 i .20 .772 .031 
151 .40 ~.544 .030 
, 
152 .90 0 421.4 0 7.376 .028 
153 .10 .338 .030 
I 
154 I .20 .675 .031 
. 
155C I .30 1.013 .031 
j 
1.689 156 , .50 .031 
157C I .60 2.026 03"2-
158 I .80 2.702 X .0285 
159 .90 G.039 ," X .028 
160 .95 0 444.9i 0 7.786 .030 
"-I 161 • .05 .138 .031 I 
162 I .10 .276 .030 
163 I .20 .552 .032 
164 .30 .827 .031 
165 I .50 ~ 11. G79 .030 
---
166 I .70 p...931 X .0295 I 
167 I .80 ~.206 X .030 I 









246 .400 .05 187.3 .438 3.:!78 .02~ Wing U'Ct)er Sur!ac 
2(7 .20 .753 .028 
248 I .40 ~.506 ~ .02~ 
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TABLE V. ContlDued 
\-IING TIc lCCA110NS 
f'ull Scale }lC'd~l Scale r., evor TIc 2Y . Skin JUl'l 
Ho. 5 X/c XO Yo y ~-o~ Y Thickne:s R~rlc. .~ ... TIc i.E 
2l.9 .40 .60 P.B7.) 5.258 13.Z7B .020 17-1. '.line:: Unrer S·Jrf. 
250 .75 I 6.57) .030 
251 .80 7.011 X .029 
252 .95 J 8.)26 I X .025 ~ 
-
253 .60 .025 281.0 .157 ~.918 .009 
254 : .05 .)11. , .Oll , 
255 .10 ! .627 I .021 , 
256 1 .20 • 1.254 I .025 I 
257 .40 I 2.509 .021 
. 
.60 I .024 258 ).76) 1--
259 .75 4.703 .025 
260 .85 I 5.331 -X ·027 
J .-261 ~ .95 5.958 ~ x .020 
262 .70 .20 )27. S: 1.061 5.737 .024 
26) .110 2.1<3 I .025 , 
264 J .90 14.776 t X .028 
265 .75 .10 352. 2~ .4B) ~.147 .023 
266 I .to I .965 .023 
267 I .1.0 1.930 .025 
268 .60 2.895 .022 
--
269 .80 ~.860 X .02~ 
. 
710 .90 ~ f4.43C ~ X .028 I 
711 .00 .':0 . 37t.6~ ~. 9'JB ~.557 X .029 
712 .90 .~ t..21.9' .675 ~.)76 .025 
713 I .40 I P..)51 I .025 I 
- --274 ~ .60 
* 
12.026 I I V .030 
715 .95 .~ 1..L.L..91 .SS2 ~. 78f, .023 , 
716 , .40 I .10) i .030 
Z?7 I .50 
.-L .)7'1 I .025 I 
-VB .70 I .9)0 . .x .028 
-279 .90 I ~.4106 x .029 
2B) 
.9:> , :'?Lel 1 X .028 . 
. 
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TABLE V. Contlnued 
a~s Pod Tic Loc~t1ons 
f- Full Scale Hodel Scale Tic -- Skin H...at.'l x/L Xo Yo Zo X{<O~ Z No. Iro:n nJdcne~ Rtc.arka 
od L IFRL 
-=cr.:r--~ -~~ -3~~ =. I :::~ 17-:~ r~~ --~ ~ ~ -~--'J-~~ --- -- -,-= 
---~:-:: ~-'-- 1- - ;;.;;r ~~h - =  7t±Fi--........... -=-- = __ = 
=-= -::~ - =--=- =-=--=-= l - - - --- ---- - -
-==-= 
-m - -=-:~ I :k~--.=-s=-::J~~ ~ :0 r----J------ - 1:oJ 3 L. -4 0" == -:::: 
F-~ ---== -~~~ 1 __ ' J I ,,-= 
--.?= ~
298 1325 U06.9 428. c}I 030 
f-?9~_ I F-1B.77 489.2 033 
3~ I b7.73 511.-:l .030 
--
r201 148.78 506.7 .0lB 
_3q~_ 1350 ~23. 6 440.4 024 
303 I ~32 0 458.6 030 
--I r--3_04 10B.9 498.5 .032 
I --305 p9.5 524.4 02'1 
306 I I 47.3 515.5 .03/ I 
~0t_- =t---':q-~=== 8:-=~~ -~ - =- c=c --- --=-=  
30B 1375 ~11.6 ~21.6 . Ole:. 
309 ~30.0 440.~ 073 
I 
310 ~39.6 460.0 035 
311 ~13.8150~ .028 . 
312 r2.4 531.C .03/ 
-. 
313 1400 ;-;8.28 523.4 ·027 
p=- .. 
315 1425 15.0 415.1 031 
316 I 33.7 437.7 .030 
317 P.47.7 466.3 03B 
---I I 318 : 19.7 508.6 .027 I 
319 tn.34 536.5 o~O 
~ 1117.41 418.2p 320 1450 023 
321 1134.5 436.0 
.02" 
322 ~49.8 468.2 .033 
. I 323 b22.2 511.1 .0"25 t 
. 1 ~~.J ---' . 
-
. 
325 , ~B.3 526.6 .027 J 
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TABLE V. Continued 
0"1'; Pud Tic t..or. At ~ ons 
,..--
----,--------
-- ----- ---- ---
---- ----------
Full Scale Model SCAle 
rIc x ~frolD Skin KBt.'l . No. x/L X Yo Zo frorD Y Thickne~ R c::::ll1 r lea 0 Pod L FRL 
321 hSOO 136.1 431.(D ,02. T 11-1 
328 I ~51.2 470.': .03 b 
329 125.6 514,( 031 
1-330 ! 89.5 539.': .031 
331 l 55.7 532 . .; .05'1 
332 1525 
-
424.( o2«i Do .... T1ward Flring 
333 431.( .034 
Res 
-
334 440.C 035 
335 493.C 02." 
336 133.0 
-
030 Up.ward Firin9 RCF 
337 1545 
-
428.C .02.2- Downwd Firin9 HC 
338 434.( .027 











lA~~~ V. Continued 
VERTICAL TAIL TiC LOCATIONS 
/ -- [] - -------- ------ T-- - -- -- ---- ---- -FUll Scale Y.odel Sc.aJe 
Tic 'Iav xlc r-~-o--81 ;-n;=-r '"dd" Skln tut'l 
No. from rrc~ Tic Thickne~ H c:::..a ric. 
_ L.E. ,:ttL . 
lPJ .J?__ .10 ! 0315 /7- ~ External S'Jrrace 




343 .20 ..20 031 
- ----.--- -- ~ 344 I I . z> . c302 I .40 3L..5 .0,3 I 3 346 I .60 , .031 
347 ~ .00 .03'5 
--
-
348\ .30 .05 02'17 




351 • .50 .0318 
--I 
352 .90 x .C~O 
~ I )t;3 .LD .10 .0305 ~~- ~-- -r-3_~~_J .20 - .03'5 





357 .70 x 02tf 
358 ~ .90 x .02'18 
359 .;.0 .05 0285 I 
-
)60 I .70 x .02 e-
361 { .90 x .r 3'S I 
)62 .60 .05 .02«i 
)63 I .lO 
.02'S . 





366 .50 .0315 I 
)67 .70 x 
.028 I l J6S • .90 x .o~O 
369 ."0 .05 .0275 =J 
:370 I .70 x 
.0275 r- J' J71 .90 :It .f) Z1 
J72 .8') .0; 
.oZ, I 
J7) , .10 
. 02~3 t 
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TABLE V. Cont1nued 
VJ::'\TICAL TAIL Tic LOC,.·:: I OilS 
r:l----.- F u 1 ;-~-;:;-;---
"lodel Scale 
Tic z/f:N X Z Rudde Skin /o(al'l No. x/c Xo Zo from froD ric Thieme, R ec.a.rk" 
L.E. FRL 
r-
r--E~ .BO .40 o~1 17-4 External SurfacE 
--r-'--'-
t-R~ I .50 .o3ZS I 
376 I .70 X 028 
I I 377 'I .90 X .oZ9 
378 .QO .10 • o?, I I 
-
379 I .30 03 oS I 
-I 
~?O I .50 03l 
381 I .70 0308 
\~ . 382 .90 . 02'/8 
';83 .Q5 .30 .03/3 I 
~84 I .';0 .03IS 
385 ~, QO .o~3 ~ 
3'nC .0318 17-4 s ~tJ Br,lrc. C,vlly 
3Hc .0312 
! '1'C .0312 
.... 0 :c 
.0312 , 
80 
Table V. (Cont~nued) 
BASE HEATSHIELD THERMOCOUPLE I..OCATIONS 
FULl.. SCALE MODEl.. SCALE SKIN Tic Z FROM ~T'L THICK 
-NO. Yo Zo Y NESS REMARKS 
428 0 430 0 0.525 15-5 .032 
429 -70 430 -1. 225 0.525 .031 
430 0 320 0 -1.400 .0315 











'f~ ~ ""'l' 
al.::J 
IE 




































'fable v. (CONTINUED) 
Lever Lett SSK! Xozsle ~/C Loeat1on. 
(Xote Material) 
I I X FR<M EXrl' X !'Ra4 !XIT ¢n SKIN PLAKE F.S. IpLAKE M. S. MAT'L 'l'HICK-d41 }fESS, ,.-. 
I 
I 5.0 0.088 315 15-5 .030 





., 90 .032 135 .0325 
10.0 0.175 0 .0305 
~ t II I I ~I .0315 .032 15.0 I 0.263 . .029 t t 45 .0295 90 .030 
i 25.0 
0.438 0 .0255 




. (428 thr.l 431 on heat .h1eld) 
!'ILb le V. ( CONTINUED) 
Lover :Ilgh(: SElIE I'OU1eL'V/c Loeations 
.ote Material 
432 5.0 0.088 315 17-4 .o~f" 
433 0 .o;z" 
434 25 ,O:lfS 
435 45 .O:J.tf'l 
436 65 .o:z1t 
437 90 .tr.:l!f::z 
438 135 .03(J7 
439 10.0 0.175 0 .tJ:l.11 
440 
J ~ 25 .tJ:lfG 441 45 .D:l'f:l 4~ 65 .(J:lN. ~3 90 .D::zII 
444 15.42 0.270 0 .~71( 
445 ! ~ 25 I .o:r'IP 446 45 I .0:/'0 447 65 .(J:Jo'1l 448 90 ! .O:nil 












TABLE V. Contlnued 
Upper Wing Tic Lo~at!on6 






Lio • 5:>') 24.036 4.097 I 461 .55'Q I 57 .587 4.507 I ..c2 ' .61)') 281.004 4.917 ~3 .65') 304.1.21 I 5.327 I 
-61. , .7')') 327.833 I 5.737 I . 
..c5 .725 :39.546 I I I 5.91.2 , , , 351.255 /6.146 -c:> ! .75Q L07 I .775 I 362.963 6.351 
'-08 I .&>0 I 374.672 6.556 
1.59 I .825 I 386.3&J 16.761 I I -7') I .B5Q I 395.039 : 6.966 I 
~. 
, 
.675 : , 1.09.797 I I 7. i 71 -,. -72 ..., .~25 u33.2!.4 i 7. 5Bl z;-r .~~I) I L4L.923 I 17 •700 
1.""-: 
·975 , 456.031 I , ! 7·991 ' .. 
• S?A5 • 930.68 in tull scale 
... '1/: 274 R::? zy/r. - .900 
. 
SJaN I I 
T:iIC1J~S Y';'TtL, :8:':"'::'::5 
. /~. I I 
• 0:; gO j 17-4 'Wi;:;;; Upper ~w-! • 
.0305 I I .0;290 
.0:110 I .o~oo . I 
.0;2'10 I 1 
I 
.0:170 I 





.oJ'O I t I .0:270 I .0:150 I I I .OJCO r 
I zr 1'lT".w. SCAl.l': MODEL SCIU..E Llevcn SK:N 
7/C B I !'O. x/e I Yo I XnG,t Yo TIe ~ HAT'I DAF'::5 , LE 
!.76 .700 .61) I 3.125 5.737 .0300 17-4 1327 •83 "-':'%18 U;;:;'E:r Sw-:. 
.. 77 .75Q .5~ 1351.25 2.411 6.147 • O:J 'iO I 478 .&>0 .10 1374.69 .435 I 6.557 .0310 l.. ... 1 
J 
·31) i J I 1.305 J .03;J0 ,'7 I .. 00 I I .4~ I 1. 740 I .03:J.0 L.bl I .50 2.171 .03:J" 46.2 I -
'386.00 
i24.33JXo x .0:J.so 
.. 83 
. 52? 
- 24·33 6.756 x .0j,'O 424 ~ I .€5 t 3.4.65 ~ X .~SO 4e5 .90 3.6~ X .D::2f() 
.. E.6 
.B50 .10 397.94 .3~ 6·964 .03:10 457 
i .30 J 1.155 i J .O3()() ~:,3 .40 1.544 .0300 .. 59 .50 2. (x)') I .0300 "9'J I - 24.33J-'Xo x .O:J.,,, 
-91 
·900 I ·9~ i~1.50 i 3·~33 I 7.370 x • OJ'" 1 Y I 
83 
TABLE V. Continued 
I\IJ»]'I10N/IL Tic In(,A'J']UJS 
Tic !-10D;:l, l:.C f. LE SKIN 
fW. Xo Yo 20 THICKNESS WTERlAL LOCATION 
37A 4.553 0.252 .032 17-4 Lo .... er Nose (LH) 
38A 4.541 0.428 5.524 .033 
39A 4.515 5.696 .036 
4lA 5.626 6.002 .031 
45A 6.361 1.041 5.266 .028 
46A 5.470 .030 
47A 5·673 .031 
65A 8.610 4.893 .030 
70A 8.610 5. 88 .0 0 
107A 13·170 • 09 .02 Lower 1·lid fuselage 
1I4A 13.207 4.gn .031 (LH) 
1I5A 13.107 .024 
116A .020 
117A .017 
llSA .. .025 





1 5A .027 
1 A 2 .329 .030 Lo .... er Aft Fuselage 
187A 24.925 .031 
1880. 25.476 .028 
189A 25.923 .025 
126A 24.015 .028 
197A 24.1+80 .0 2 Lower :::levon ~) 
320A 2 .57 .0295 Aft Fuselage & 
32lA 24.913 .0265 E1evon Sp1~t Line 
322A 25.476 .027 (LE) 
323A 26.038 .029 
336A 24.576 4.902 .030 
337A 24.913 .031 
338A 25.575 .028 
339A 26.138 .026 
34lA 24.576 4.692 .030 
342A 24.913 4.692 .032 
343A 25.475 4.722 .031 
44A 26.0 8 4.75q .0 1 
2 9A 10. 59 .030* Upper lohng HE 
250A 11.Sl83 .028 
25lA 13.107 .030 
252A 14.195 .022 
253A 17.545 1.970 .026 
254A . 19.941 2.049 .018 
255A 22·330 2.047 .029 
256A 14.195 2.459 .020 
84 
TABLE V. Concluded 
ADDITIONAL Tic LOCATIONS 
Tic MODEl. SCALE SJaN 
NO. Xa Yo Zo 'l'H15lOOSS }'~TEiUA.L LOCATION 
251A 15.535 2.1,59 1,.159 .027 17-4 Upper Wing (RE) 
2S8A 16.875 .020 
259A 18.215 .016 
260A ·~19.555 .028 
26lA 20.895 .025 
262A 22.235 .030 
263A 23.576 .029 
279A 24.080 . .0 0* 
113A 27.2 .030 lover Body Flap 
19lA 27.268 .028 
31 A 27.27 5.122 .0255 Upper Body Fle.p 
31SA 28.011 .019 
31M 27.275 5.224 .0295 
317A 28.011 .028 
31BA 27.275 5.122 .0295 
19A 28.011 .0 5 
192.~ 2 .99~ 5.0 .031 Body Flap I Edge 
193A 27.265 5.092 .0305 
1 4A 27.6 9 ;.106 .0 1 
2 .091 0 Q. 0 .0 05 Venice.1 Tail 
7A 9.199 1.101 1.1 1 .031 Upper Mid FUselage 
88A 9.105 0.672 8.431 .026 (LP.) 
89A 9.111 1. 709 6.654 .031 
102.0. 10.806 1.638 8.089 .023 
10 10.806 0.861 8. 2 .01 
122A 13.071 1. .0252 Upper "~id F-.lse:age 
124A 13.101 1.128 .0308 (Ui) 
12 SA 13.071 0.868 .029 
l26A 13.101 0.560 .0285 
127A 13.101 0.280 .0245 
139A 15.341 1.584 .0331 
140A 15.'341 0.868 .0~1 
404A 11.574 1.572 .0301 
405A 11.549 1.120 .0322 
406A 11.514 0.868 .0285 
407A 0.560 .0284 
408A 0.280 .0260 
1J10A 19.84-; 1.572 .0334 
155.\ ~ 22.000 1.572 .0301 
.156A 22.000 0.868 .o~ 
·l51A 22.640 1.582 .03'>5 
-15BA 1.218 .02118 
159A 0.868 .~ 160.\ • 0.308 .0306 
3~ 22.610 0.014 .0218 













TIC No. b, In. X/L. 
1 0.0215 0.275 
2 0.0210 0.300 
3 0.0217 0.325 
4 0.0215 0.350 
5 0.0212 0.315 
6 0.0217 0.4nO 
'7 0.0215 0.·U5 
8 0.0218 0."50 
9 0.0219 0.475 
10 0.0220 0.500 
11 . O.UllO 0.525 
12 0.0222 0.55U 
13 0.0220 0.600 
14 0.0220 0.650 
15 0.0228 0.7(J0 
16 0.(J22U 0.75U 
11 0.0230 O.HUO 
18 O.019U 0.285 
19 O.Oltt'l 0.337 
20 0.U189 0.3')0 
21 O.(IlCJO 0.426 
22 0.0200 0.418 
23 0.0200 0.530 
24 0.0:lO5 0.561 
25 0.0205 0.620 
26 0.0205 0.670 











TABLE VI. 56-I) MODEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS 
TIC No. b. In. X/L. Zo TIC No. b, In. 
28 0.0203 0.750 420.0 55 0.0220 
29 0.0202 O.HUO 420.0 56 0.0170 
30 O.OlbU 0.814 420.0 
31 0.0210 0.200 "'00.0 




33 0.0199 0.250 60 0.0170 
34 0.0186 0.215 61 .. 0.0110 
35 o.oum 0.300 62 0.0172 
36 0.0190 0.325 63 0.0115 
31 0.011J2 0.350 
·604 O. () lIiD 
38 0.019U 0.315 65 • O. OHIO 
39 O. ()J81} 0."00 66 O.OltJO 
40 0.0188 0.425 61 O.OIIJH 
41 0.0195 0.450 68 0.0190 
42 O.OlOO 0.415 69 0.020n 
43 O.OlOU O. SOO 70 
. 
0.02(10 
. .., 0.0190 0.525 71 0.U195 
4S 0.020n 0.550 72 0.0190 
46 O.U20S 0.600 73 O.OI~O 
47 0.0210 0.650 74 0.0 Hit) 
48 0.0102 0.700 75 O.OIRS 
49 0.0105 0.750 76 0.0188 
50 0.0208 0.800 77 0.0170 
51 0.0180 0.H50 78 0.0172 
I 52 0.0180 0.875 ~, 53 0.0160 0.900 

























































LCCATION (mC1IES) (INCImJ ) xl L (INCHES) 
UPPER res lfOULES 
-7.5 315.0 0.0619 0.0265 
-7.5 326.7 0.0709 0.021.2 
-7.5 339.3 0.01b7 0.0275 
-7.5 ~57.0 0.09 113 0.0292 
-7.5 361.5 0.0978 0.0282 
-7.5 366.0 0.1013 0.0287 
-15.0 315.0 0.0619 0.0303 
-15.0 326.7 0.0709 0.0235 
-15.0 339.3 0.0807 0.0272 
-15.0 357.0 0.C9~3 0.0280 
. -15.0 361.5 0.0978 0.0270 
-15.0 366.0 0.1013 0.0292 
-22.5 339.3 \ 0.0801 0.0299 
-22.5 357.0 0.0943 0.0255 
~ -22.5 361.5 0.0978 0.0321 


































TABLE VII. Con~lnued 
SKIN 
T"rIICKNESS 
RAY LItrE (INCHES ) 
1 4 0.0308 
1 6 0.0440 
2 6 0'.0469 
3 3 '0.0292 
3 4 0.0304 
3 5 0.0319 







c 3 0.0319 , 
5 4 0.0322 
5 5 0.0]42 
6 2 0.0316 
6 6 0.0431 
7 3 0.0289 
7 4 0.0276 
7 5 0.0294 , 
B 1 0.0222 















































































. 1 0.0271 
2 0.0276 
6 0.0304 
~ TABLE VII. CONTINUED 
Xo Yo SKIN Tic iffiICKNESS 
NO. LOCATION (INCHES) (INCIDS) x/L (INCHF.s) 
ESCAPE HA'IT:H & 
WINDOW 
224 485.0 
-7.6 0.1933 0.0233 225 490.0 
-7.6 0.1972 0.0<,68 226 485.0 -18.0 0.1933 0.0236 227 490.0 -18.0 0.1972 0.0328 228 485.0 -30.6 0.1933 0.0288 
229 490.0 
-30.6 0.1972 0.0288 
230 547.9 -10.8 0.2425 0.03]4 
231 560.0 -10.6 0.2519 0.0324 
\0 232 567.0 -11.0 0.2567 0.0303 0 233 572.0 -11.0 0.2606 0.0340 234 547.5 -23.0 0.2416 0.0305 
235 559.5 -23·0 0.2509 0.0305 236 567.0 
-23·0 0.2567 0.0328 
237 572.0 -23.0 0.2606 0.031~ 
~ 






























TABLE VII. Contlnued 
X/L 
BOTTOM CENTERLINE 
236 25 0 0010 
237.37 0 0018 
240 25 0 0041 
244 00 0 0070 
248 28 0.0103 
254.40 0.0150 

















364 330 0 100 
428 995 0 150 
493 660 0 200 
558 325 0.250 
622.9QO 0 300 
687 655 0.350 
J 752 320 0 400 
816 985 0 450 
MHB LINE 
267 333 0 025 
299 665 0 050 
331 998 0 075 

















































































396 663 0 125 
428 995 0 150 
461 3275 0 175 
493 660 0 200 
525 993 0 225 
558 325 0 250 
590 658 0 2/5 
655 323 0 325 








































































































TABLE VII. Continued 
TIC Zo Xo X/L Skin TIC Zo Xo X/L Sk.n 
No Thickness No Thckness 
MHB LII\T£ (CONT'D) TOP CENTERLINE (CONT'D) 
340 400 0 " 719 988 o 375 O. 0300 374 254 50 0 0151 o 0293 
34 I t 752 320 0.400 0.0279 375 258 50 0 0182 O. 0306 342 784 653 0.425 O. 0270 376 262 75 0 0215 0.0295 
343 400 0 816 985 o 450 0.0276 377 266 75 0 0246 0.0288 
344 425 0 655 335 0 .. 325 0.031 378 271 00 0 0278 o Olo} 
345 
1 
687 655 o 350 O. 030 379 313 75 0 0609 O. 0275 
346 719 988 0.375 0.030 380 318 50 0 0646 O. 023 
347 752.320 o 400 O. 030 381 323 50 0 0684 0.029 
348 784 653 0.425 0.032 382 328 25 0 0721 0.0293 
349 816 985 o 450 O. 031 383 333 25 0 0700 o 030 
350 425 0 850 600 o 4760 0.033 384 338 00 o 0796 O. 0312 
385 358.00 0.0953 O. 02S8 
CCL LINE 386 362.60 0.0989 0.0205 
387 366 75 0 10 J 9 0.C275 
35J 299 665 0 050 O. 0271 388 385 00 0 1 160 0.0213 
352 331 998 0 075 0.0269 389 389 50 0 1 19 S O. 0325 
353 364 330 0 100 O. 0263 390 394 25 0 1231 0.0333 
354 396 663 0 125 O. 0268 391 399 00 0 1208 o 0357 
355 428 995 0 ISO 0.0273 392 403 75 0 1305 0.03134 
356 461 328 0 175 O. 03 II 393 408 00 0 1335 0 C379 
357 493 660 o 200 O. 0262 394 413 00 0 13 ie 0 0376 
358 590. 658 0.275 0.032 395 417 50 O. 1411 0 C335 
359 622 990 o 300 0.0310 396 422 25 0 1448 0 0332 
300 655 323 o 325 0.030 397 426 75 0 14S3 0.0332 
361 687 655 0.350 O. 0305 398 431. 50 0 1519 O. 03 15 
302 719 988 o 375 0.030 399 436 25 0 1550 o 0299 
363 752 320 o 400 0.032 400 439 63 0 1582 o 0302 
364 784 653 o 425 0.032 401 443 00 0 ) 608 0.02 Q O 
305 816 985 o 450 0.032 402 446.50 0 1635 0.0279 
366 850 600 0.4760 O. 0315 403 450 2S 0 1064 0.0272 
404 453 75 0 1691 0.0271 
TOP CENTERLINE 405 457 50 0 1720 o CZ i 1 ; O. (Z., I 406 461 00 0 1 i48 
307 235 000 0 0_00 o. 0263 407 463 75 O. 1769 o (239 
368 236 000 o 0008 0.0284 408 466 75 o 1800 0.0325 
369 237 500 0.0019 0.0262 409 471. 75 o 1831 0.0322 
370 239 750 0.0037 O. 0273 410 476 00 O. 1863 O. 0322 
371 242 500 o 0058 O. 0219 411 480 00 0 1894 0.033t-
372 246 250 0 0087 0.0268 412 474 is o 1931 0.03:.2 




































TOP C ElrI'ERLItfE 
. 
~ 
PIIm RICIHT (ero. 5 
Section) 
V 
TABLE VIL Cont inued 
'l'H~S , J Xo 9 
(INCImJ) X/L (nIDREES) (INCHES) i 
490.00 0.1972 0.0300 
500.00 0.2049 0.0)00 
525.993 0.2250 0.0221 
558.325 0.250 0.0262 I 590.658 .275 0.0330 
622.990 .300 0.0350 
655.323 .3a5 0.0330 
687.655 .350 0.0322 
719.988 .375 0.0329 
752.320 .400 0.0)28 
784.652 .425 0.0316 
816.985 .450 0.0335 
849.318 .475 0.034 






303 . 0.0288 
295 0.0288 
287.5 0.0292 
2SJ 0 .. 0293 ~v I ~~ 2i3 0.0295 
300 .050 352.5 0.025 


















































(nmRKFS) (INCHES) I 
. 
-




























































TABLE VII. Concluded 
Zo Xo 
































































TABLE VII 1. THERMOCOUPLE CONSTANT SETS 
CONSTANT SET 111 
MODEL: 60-O, OH-84B 
COORD 1 COORD2 Ch TC COORD 1 CooRD2 
Ch 
No No. No. 




35 374 6 8321 
36 375 69 322 
37 376 70 323 
.~ 
38 377 71 325 
39 378 I 72 327 
40 379 ! 73 328 
. 
41 380 
, 74 329 : 
42 381 , n 330 
43 382 7E 331 
, 44 383 77 332 
45 384 V \~ 78 333 
46 385 X/C Z/BV 79 334 
47 298 Xo Yo 80 335 
48 299 81 336 
49 300 82 337 
50 301 8~ 338 
51 302 84 339 
52 303 8f 368A 
53 304 I I 8E 397C 
I 87 398C 54 305 I I 
55 306 I 88 399C 
56 308 89 400C 
57 309 9C 110C 
, 
58, 310 91 lllC 
59 311 . 92 112C I 
60 312 I 9:: Il3C ! 
61 313 I 94 114C 
62 315 95 115C 
63 316 96 ll6C 
64 317 9, 117C 
r ,II 65 318 V , 
X/C Z/BV 66 319 Xo Yo 
96 





























Ch TC CooRDl No No. 
1 1 X/L 
2 2 ! 3 3 
4 4 X/L 












16 260 l 
17 261 x/C 














32 277 , 
33 473 2Y/B 
TABLE VII 1. (Continued) 
CONSTANT SET 122 
MODEL: 60-0 , OH-84B 
CooRD2 Ch TC CooRDl COORD2 No No. 
, 
~ 34 182 X/L ~ 
t 35 223 36 234 
~ 37 388 










48 231 ,Ii 
\ ,I 49 242 41 
y 50 279A Y 



















Xo 66 87A X/L Y 
97 
Ch TC COORDl CooRD2 
N 0. - No. 
67 88A X/L Y 








7E 122A I I 
7E l40A I 
77 139A 





8C 406A I 
81 405A I 
82 404A I 
8:: 410A \ -
I -84 156A I 
8E 155A ! 
86 36A I 
I 
87 160A I 
88 159A ; 
85 158A ~ 
9C 157A Y 
9] 320A Z 
321A ~ I 92 ! 9:: 322J! 
94 323J! X/L Z 
95 lI8C X/C Y 
9E 119( X/C Y 





































TABLE VIII. (Contlnuea) 
CONSTANT SET 133 
MODEL: 60-0. OH-84B 
COORD 1 COORD2 Ch No 
TC 
















































































































































Cb TC COORD 1 No No. 




















. 21 452 ,II 
~ 22 453 XN 
23 428 Yo 
24 429 t 25 430 
26 431 Yo 
27 40 X/L 
28 41 ; 
29 42 
43 . 30 
31 57 
32 58 ,II 
33 59 X/L 
TABLE VIII. (Contlnued) 
CONSTANT SET 211 
MODEL; 60- £) OH84B 
cOORD2 Ch TC COORDl No No. ' 
. 
4IN 34 60 X/L 
35 69 1 36 70 37 71 
38 72 X/L 
39 164 X/C 
40 165 













53 142 X/C 
\ 54 314A X/L 
4lN 55 315A . I 
I 
Zo 56 316A I I 
~, 57 317A I I 58 318A I Zo 59 319A 
• 60 113A 
I 
I 




Yo 64 194A 
Yo 65 186A 'f 
Yo 66 187A X/L 
99 
COORD2 Ch TC COOROl COOR02 N~ No. 
Yo 67 188A X/L Yo 
68 189A Yo 
69 196A Yo 




73 323A I 
I 
336A 74 I : 75 337A : I i I 
76 338A I I 
I i 
77 339A ! I I I 
78 
I I 341A t 
, I 
! 7~ 342A I t 
I 
, 







82 \ I 34C ¢ 
I I 
I 83 35C I I : . 
-' 
84 36C I I 




87 39C ¢ 
I 
I 8E 54C Yo 
· 
· 8~ 55C t I 
· 
I I 90 5t,C J t I 
i 
91 66C ~ t 92 67C '{ 93 68C Yo 
Yo 94 288C X/L Zo 
Zo 9~ 155C x/C Yo 
Zo 96 157C X/C Yo 
t 
Zo 9'1 141C X/C Yo 
Yo 
Yo 
Ch TC COORD 1 No No. 


















19 251 ,II 
20 252 X/C 
21 460 2Y/B 
22 461 2Y/B 
23 256 X/C 
24 257 ~ 25 258 
26 259 X/C 
27 462 2Y/B 




I 30 463 . 2Y/B , . 
31 262 X/C 
32 263 X/C 
33 476 2Y/B 
TABLE VIII. (Continued) 
CONSTANT SET 222 
MODEL: 60-0, OH-84B 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD1 No No. 
Yo 34 464 2y/B 
35 264 X/C 
36 465 2y/B 
37 265 X/C 
I 38 266 X/C 
I 39 267 X/C 
I 40 477 2Y/B 
I 41 268 X/C 
! 
I 42 466 2y/B I 
43 269 X/C 
44 270 X/C 
45 467 2Y/B 




50 468 ,II 
51 482 2y/B 
~ 52 271 X/C 
Yo 53 469 2Y/B 
Xo 54 483 
Xo 55 484 
Yo 56 485 
~ 57 486 58 487 
Yo 59 488 
Xo 60 489 
Yo 61 470 , 
~ Yo 62 490 
Xo 63 471 2y/B 
Yo 64 272 X/C 
Yo 65 273 X/C 
X/C 66 274 2Y/B 
100 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD 1 COORD2 No. No. 
Xo 6 7491 2y/B X/C 
Yo 6 8472 2Y/B Xo 
Xo 69 275 X/C Yo 
Yo 70 276 X/C Yo 
Yo 7] 277 2Y/B Xo 
Yo 72 278 X/C Yo 
Xo 7:3 279 X/C Yo 
Yo 7 4280 X/C Yo 
Xo 7~ 473 2Y/B Xo 
Yo 7€ 253 X/C Yo 
Yo 77 254 X/C I 
Xo 7S 255 X/C 
X/C 7E 197A X/L 
I 80 279A X/L t 
t 8] 130C X/C 
X/C 82 116C I 
Xo 8:3 117C 
X 84 l18C 
Yo 8f l19C I 
I 
Xo 8E 104C 
X 87 105C 
X/C 88 106C I 
8~ 92C I 
9( 93C I 
9] 94C I 
Y 9~ 78C I I 
X/C 9~ 79C I Xo 94 80C , 
\'1 
I 
X 9f S1C 'V 




TABLE VIII. (Continued) 
CONSTANT SET 311 
MODEL: 56-I), IH-102 
Ch TC COORD 1 COORD2 Ch TC COORDl COORD2 
Ch TC CooRDl COORD2 
No No .• . lio No. No. No • 
1 1 X/L Z 34 34 X/L Z 67 67 
X/L Z 
2 2 35 35 68 
68 I 
3 3 36 36 69 
69 
4 4 37 37 7C 
70 
5 5 ,"" 38 38 71 
71 
6 6 39 39 72 
72 
7 7 40 40 7~ 
73 
8 8 
. 41 41 74 74 
9 9 42 42 n 
75 
10 10 43 43 76 
76 
11 11 44 44 77 
77 
12 12 
, 45 45 7S 78 
13 13 46 46 7E 
79 ,It ,II 
14 14 47 47 8e 
80 X/L Z 
15 15 48 48 81 
16 16 49 49 82 
17 17 50 50 8~ , 
-
-
18 18 51 51 84 
19 19 52 52 85 
20 20 .53 53 8E 
I 
21 21 54 54 87 
22 22 55 !}5 8t: 
23 23 56 56 8~ 
24 24 57 57 9C 
25 25 58 58 9] 
26 26 59 59 9:2 
27 27 60 60 9:: 
28 2841 61 61 94 
29 29 62 62 9~ 
30 30 63 63 9E 
31 31: 64 64 9'4 
32 32 \f \' 65 65 
" " 33 33 X/L Z 66 66 x/L Z 
101 
Ch TC COORDl 
No No. 




277 .~ 5 
























30 303 . 
31 304 
32 305 ,lJ 
33 306 X/L 
TABLE VIII. (Contlnued) 
CONSTANT SET 411 
MODEL: 83-~, IH-102 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD1 NO No. 














48 324 I 
49 325 I 
50 326 I 
-
51 327 
1 52 328 53 329 I , . 54 330 I I 
4> 55 331 
I 





59 336 I 
I I 60 337 I I 61 338 I I 
62 339 I 63 340 I 
64 341 I I 
,lJ 65 342 t 





























Ch TC CooRDl COORD2 
Ne. No. 
67 345 X/L Z 





74 354 , 
75 355 i 
76 356 I 
77 357 I I 
I 78 358 
I 
79 359 I 







.84 . 364 Z 
I 8!: 427 ¢J 









9f 437 \~ 1 \ 
9€ 438 X/L 4> 
97 
Cb TC COORDl 
No No. 






























30 468 . 
. 
31 469 
32 470 \II 
33 471 X/L 
TABLE VIII. (Contlnued) 
CONSTANT SET 422 
MODEL: 83-0, IH-102 
COORD2 Ch TC COORDl No No. 




38 476 I I 
I 
39 477 I 
40 367 I 
I 41 368 
I '42 369 I 
I 370 43 
I 44 371 I 372 I 45 , I 1 46 373 I I 
I 
47 374 I 
375 I 
I 48 I 
I 376 I 49 I 
I 50 377 I 1 
I 51 378 I 379 j 52 I I 
I 53 380 I 
i I 
1 54 381 I I I 55 382 I I I 56 383 I I 
57 384 I 
i 58 385 
1 
59 386 I 
I 
60 387 I 
I 




~I 65 392 t 


















Ch TC CooRDl COORD2 
N ~- No .. 








74 401 I 




77 404 1 1 
405 
, 




81 408 ! 
82 409 
! 
I 83 410 -








88 415 I 8~ 416 I 





9:: 422 \ \1' 
96 423 X/L ~ 
91 
Ch TC COORDI No No. 
1 340 X/C 
2 341 I 





7 346 , 
8 347 
I 
9 348 I 




13 352 r 
14 353 
15 354 I 
16 355 
17 356 I 
18 357 I 
19 358 I 










30 369 . 
31 370 
32 371 ,It 
33 372 X/C 
TABLE VIII. (Continued) 
CONSTANT SET 511 
MODEL: 60-0, IH-102 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD 1 COORD2 No_ No 
. 
Z/BV 34 373 X/C Z/BV 
, 35 374 I 





. I 41 380 
I 42 381 I I 




48 299 , 
49 300 I 50 301 t 
, I 51 302 
52 303 
I 53 304 
, 54 305 
I 55 306 
, 56 308 , 
, 
309 57 I 
I 58 310 
-
I 
I 59 311 
60 312 I 
I 
I 61 313 I 





~ 65 318 ,II , 
Z/BV 66 319 Xo Yo 
104 
Ch TC COORD 1 COORD2 
NO. No. 
6 7 320 Xo Yo 





7] 325 i 
7'2 327 , 
73 328 I I 
74 329 I 
, 
i n 330 , I l 
7€ 331 , Yo I 
I 
77 332 I Zo I 
7E. 
t 333 I Zo 
n 334 Zo 
8C 336 I Yo 8J 337 Zo 
t 8:1 338 Zo 
8~ 339 Xo Zo -
-
84 249A X/L Yo 
8E 250A 
I 
86 251A I I 
8, 252A I 
I 
8E. 253A I , 
8~ 254A I 
9C 255A , , 
9] 256A 
9~ 257A i 
I 
9~ 258A I 
94 259A t 
9~ 260A ,It Yo 







































TABLE VIII. (Continued) 
CONSTANT SET 522 









































\ 42 481 
Y 43 468 
Xo 44 482 
Xo 45 271 





\ I 51 487 
Yo 52 488 
Xo 53 489 
Yo 54 470 
Yo 55 490 
Xo 56 471 
Yo 57 272 
Yo 58 273 
X/C 59 274 
X/C 60 491. 
Yo 61 472 
X/C 62 275 
Yo 63 276 
Yo 64 277 
Yo 65 278 









































































Ch TC COORDl No. No. 
























25 242 \I 
26 396 X/L 
27 191 Yo 
28 192 I.-
29 193 
30 194 ' 
31 195" 
32 196 \1/ 
33 197 Yo 
TABLE VIII. (Continued) 
CONSTANT SET 533 
MODEL: 60-O, IH-102 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD 1 No No. 
0 
4> 34 198 Yo 
4> 35 199 ! Zo 36 200 
Q 37 201 Yo 
cp 38 202 X/L 
Zo 39 203 
4> 40 204 
. 
41 41 205 
Zo 42 206 
<P 43 207 l 
l) 44 208 I 
I 
I 
Zo 45 209 , 
4> 46 210 I Zo 47 211 
I 
¢ 48 212 I <P 49 213 
Zo 50 214 ! 
<P 51 215 , 
cp 52 216 I 
Zo 53 217 ! 
, 
<P 54 218 I 
<P 55 219 I 
Zo 56 127A I 
4> 126A I 57 I I 
4> 58 125A I Zo 59 l24A I 
I Zo 60 122A I 
61 140A , 
62 139A ! 
, 
63 408A i 
t 
64 407A 
\11 65 406A t 



















Cb TC lcooRDl COORD2 N~ No. 





7~ 160A I 
7":- 159A ; 
74 158A Y 
7~ 157A Yo 
76 320A t Zo 
77 321A I 
78 322A I I 
0 
7~ 323A I 80 336A 
81 337.-\ I 
8~ 338A I 8~ 339A I " 84 -~ 341A 
-' 
8f 342A t 86 343A 





8£ 38A Yo 
9C 39A 
\ Zo I 
91 45A Yo 
9::: 46J1 i Zo , 
9:: 47J1 I Yo , 
94 70A ~ Yo 95 220( Zo 
9E 288( X/L Zo 
9~ 
. 
Ch TC COORD1 
No No. 

































32 371 ,~ 
33 372 X/C 
TABLE VIII. (Continued) 
CO~STANT SET 711 
MODEL; 60-0, OH-105 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD1 COORD2 1'\0 No. 











45 384 'V \11 
I 46 385 X/C Z/BV j 
I 47 298 Xo Yo I 
I 
, 48 299 , 
I 




52 303 l 
I 53 304 ! I I 
I 54 305 
I I 
55 306 i I ! I t I 56 308 
t I I 57 309 I 58 310 
I 59 311 ! 60 312 
j 
I t I 
61 313 I I I I 
62 315 I 
I 
63 316 I I 
64 317 t \il 65 318 Y 





-r.C ICOORD 1 COORD2 
1'\0. 1'\0. 
.-
67 320 Xo Yo 
68 321 
69 322 
7C 323 I 71 325 I 
72 327 I I 
73 328 I 
74 329 I 
I 
7~ 330 I 
'f 1 
7~331 i Yo 
7, 332 I Zo i 78333 t I 79 334 
I 8e 335 Zo 
I 
81 336 i y 0 
82 337 I Zo 
8:: 
I 
1 338 t 84 339 Xo 
8: 368A X!L Zo 
86 397C - -
87 398C - -
88 399C - -
89 400C - . -
9C 110C X/C Yo 
9] lllC I 92 112C ! 
I 
93 113C 
9f14C 9 115C : 
, 
9 l16C 't' • I 
9 117C x/C Yo 
TAnLE VIII. (Contlnued) 
1 ("-,~jr\!\f :-:'~,1 722 
':\"Jr-L' {,cI.U, OH-105 



































































32 277 t 









4 () 2]6 
41 3~0 
.12 ] S6 



























































































TABLE VIII. (Contlnued) 
CO~STANT SET 733 
MODEL: 60-0, OH-105 
C~~ ;~ -C~O~:l ~~O~D2 -n ~hl NT~-l-COORD; ~~-R~; 
NoN 0 • I! ., ~ J o. . ~ ___ ~ _________ 4-___ 4. ___ 1- • 
























































































































rf~-- ~~lOO~~1-1 C"~P.D2 
6jl 70A X/L ;--
68 107A I 
6 114A 
























































Cb ' TC COORD 1 ~~" ~ No. 
I 
1 276 X!C 
2 40 X!L 
3 41 
4 42 








13 72 \ il 
14 20 X/L 
15 251 x/c 
16 252 1 17 264 18 269 
19 270 x/c 
20 482 2y/B 
21 271 x/c 
22 483 2Y/B 
23 484 1 24 485 25 490 
26 491 2y/B 





32 107 , 
33 131 X/C 
I 
TABLE VIII. (Coritlnued) 
CONSTANT SET 811 
MODEL: 60-0, OH-105 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD1 COORD2 No No. 
. 
Yo 34 132 X/C Yo 
41 35 139 
36 140 
37 142 I 
<1>0 38 143 I 
Yo 39 144 I 
40 147 I ! 
, 41 148 
, 
42 150 I , 
43 151 , I 
I 44' 152 
I 
t 45 153 
Yo 46 154 I <I> 47 156 
Yo 48 158 I 
49 159 J, 50 162 \1' 
, 51 163 x/c Yo Y 
Yo 52 4lA X/L Zo I 
Xo 53 186~ Yo 
Yo 54 187A 
1 Xo 55 lS81 x/C 56 189J I x/C 57 196J! Yo 
Xo 58 336P Zo 
x/C 59 337J 
Yo 60 338J 
I 61 33911 
62 341J 
63 342J 
64 343J \11 
" 
65 3441 , r, Zo 
Yo 66 ll3J X/L Yo 
1]0 
Ch TC COORD 1 COORD2 
No. No. 
67 191A X/L Yo 
68 192A Zo 
69 193A Zo 
7C 194A Zo 
71 22C <I> 
72 36C \ I 73 37C i 
74 38C '¥ 
75 39C <I> 
7E 54C Yo 






7£ 66C I 
67C t I 8e , 
81 68C X/L 









8£ 9lC , 
9C 92C ! I 
, 




9:: l05C I 
: 
94 106C , i , , 
9! l41C I I • , i 
9E l55C t r 
97 157C x/C Yo 
TABLE VIII. (Cont;nuedr-
CONSTANT SET 911 
MODEL: 83-QS, OH-105 
Ch TC 
No NO. 
COORD1 COORD2 Ch TC No No. 
COORDl COORD2 Ch TC I,... No. No. ~ooRDl COORD 2 

























































































































































, ~n TC COORDl 
I No No. 

































32 286 , 
33 287 x/L 
TABLE VIII. (Concludedf 
CONSTANT SET 922 
MODEL: 83-O, IDH-105 
COORD2 Ch TC COORD1 COORD2 No No. 




38 292 I 





426 41 I 
42 427 
43 428 

















59 444 I 
I 60 445 i 
I 61 446 t I t 
62 447 
63 448 
64 449 • 
65 297 \1I -
~ 66 450 X/L ~ 
117 
Ch TC COORD 1 CooRD2 
N 0. • No. 
67 451 X/L ~ 
68 452 I 69 453 ! 
70 454 I I 
i 
71 455 








78 462 , , 
79 463 I 
80 464 : ! 1 
8] 465 I , I 
82 466 \ I 
83 467 , -
I -84 468 I 
8E 469 I I 
86 470 
, , 
87 471 • I 
8E 472 t 
8~ 473 ~ 
9C 303 -
91 474 i ~ 
9~ 475 ¢I 





, ~ 299 
9, 300 X/L -
TABLE ~. 60-0 MODEL LOCAL SURFACE DEFLECTION ANGLES 
T/C I Tic Tic I Tic NO cU::G NO E~ NO £ ~ NO E z::e:; 
1 90 21 2.0 41 -4.5 70 -4.5 
2 50 22C 1.4 42 -4.5 71 -4.5 
3 35.5 23 1.0 43 -4.5 72 -4.5 
4 23.0 24 
5 17.7 25 50 C (.0 73C 90.0 
6 14.4 26 51 C 74C 8.0 
7 12.0 27C 52 C. 75C 6.75 
. 
8 10.3 28C 53 C 76C 4.6 
9 8.6 29C 54 ~ nC!. 3.25 
10 7.3 30C 55 C, 78C 2.75 
11 6.4 31 C. 79 L! 1.0 
12 5.5 32C 61 C 1.0 80C 1.1 
13 4.3 33C 1 62 C 81 C- 0.75 
14 3.9 34C 1.0 63 C 82 c! -0.5 
15 3.6 35C -1.5 64 C 83 -5.7 
16 3.4 36C -2.0 65 e 
, 84 -8.0 
17 3.1 37C -2.6 66 C -2.0 
18 2.8 38C -3.2 67 C -3.2 
19 2.6 39C -3.8 68 l! -3.8 
20 2.3 40 -4.5 69 -4.5 
111 
---
TABLE IX. Concluded 
Tic Tic I Tic Tic ~ NO E !)'G NO E.:l£G flO £ t£G '!o 
86 C. 90 a I06e 0.6 127C 4.5 148 -7.25 
a7e 12.5 108 e- 90.0 12ac 2.25 149 90.0 
88C 6.9 10ge 90.0 129 C. 1.2 150 2.5 
89 C 2.5 lIoe 16.75 130C 1.2 151 2.0 
90e 1.1 11le 10.5 131 1.0 152 I 90 0 
91 C. 1.0 lI2e 6.25 132 -7.5 153 
I 3.75 
. I 92C 1.6 113C 4.0 133 90.0 154 3 0 . I 
93 C. 114C 
I 
1.1 1.5 134 18.0 155 C. ; 
~ ..,c 
,. L_ 
94 C 0.2 115C 1.5 135 9.0 157 c.1 1. 75 
95 -3.5 lI6C 1. 75 136 4.5 158 -3.0 
96 -7.5 117 C 1.1 137 2.1 159 -7.75 
97 -9.25 1I8e. 1.0 138 1.6 160 90.0 
98e 90.0 119C -0.5 139 1.5 161 8.5 
99C 90.0 120 -3.5 141 C. 1.0 162 5.0 
100e 11. 2 121 -4.6 142 -3.4 163 2.5 
101 C 5.0 122 -8.0 143 -7.4 164 2.0 
102 C 2.0 123 -9.25 144 -8.9 165 1.5 
103 C 1.5 124C 90.0 145 90.0 166 -0.5 
104 C. 1.25 125 e- so.o 146 2.0 167 -4.5 
105 C. 1.0 126C 17.5 147 1. 75 168 -7.5 
114 
-TABLE X. 
83-0 MODEL LOCAL SURFACE DEFLECTION ANGLES 
I 
I 
IE.. , "!)8;1 I I/: TIC L;, bS; 1Uo ~o. 
I 
Z73 89.<1 12q4 I.~ 
,271 05.0 I ;:1S /.0 
)..7<;" 75.:J . 
)'.7~ 4.1 . .) 
'L 71 3S,S 
1". ; "I 1.,3.0 
ISo ;) /·0 
2S1 I 20·0 
2g~ I 17,7 
UH Ir.,..~ 
:u'~ 15.1 
22:,~ 14.1 . 
z.oc. 13.'S \ 
ZS1 /Z.O . - . 
28S 5.0 , 
Zd1 3.1 -~ , 
2/~o 2.0 
Z91 I. D 
Z92 /. D 




I )I1S P"/) -SW. PoS. t WING UPPEI!. SUR-F.-Sf,/. P~S. 2- F"S.l..(J~€p., ~ -
--- ------....::.:...,.-----<--1--:----
,:/(: .v '_', 1 XI L TRACE -r/~ NO. 2. .".1" X. -r/c I/o. X / L. 
-
- -
I 2,.'Nj 0.843 :1. 4GO O,S'O 1373.S+ I S- 0.03 
--I 308 .881 461 .S>' G .04-
I 31)" 1.920 4G2 .~o 7 .oS 
! 37..0 ,939 





I ___ ~I ____ -+ ____ ~~4-G~?--~.~7~O--~_+--,~~9--+_-.0-7--+_----~----
I _'O? i o.gG2. 2. I 4-6S .71.S 10 .08 i 
i 309 I .r;~, 4G{' .7~ /I .ol1 I 
_~~ It:)' 1.9Z0 467 .715' /2.. ./0 II 
i ._<21 I. '13 9 4- ~ g . 8 0 /3.1 t. I 
---- --~~~~-----~------
i 3 Z 7 I. q 7 ~ ! 4 {; q . g2 S" /4 .13 I 
I J 141d ,SS' IS .14! I 
--1->-0-3 -- (-I). -:; t=-~2.--I!---3~---*I-4_-7'--+-...:...-=S....;.., S--+--I---J--, 6--+-':";. ,:....:S'~J-t---------l -----
-----+--,---~~--+_~~~~+__4--~ __ ~--~+_~---------
I 3 /0 • '8 S I Z 74 Jlo 18 ./7 -
I 3/7 .9z-0 47Z .925" 2.1 .20 ! 
---
.JZ2. ! ,939 2.77 .9S 2.3 .25' I 
-~~t~.~9-7~8~--~~r-4-73---r-.-9-7S--r--+--+-z-~---+-.-3-0--~+---~I-----
( _I ____ ~! ____ -+ ____ ~I ___ -+ ______ ~--__ 4_-2-S--~-.-3-~--~+_--~-----
I 2- 9 '1 I o. g 43 4 2' • 'ffJ ' 
i 304 .B6Z 27c.... .4S 
I J II . 88J 2.8 c... ,so 
I 31'/ 1.920 29<:- .sS' l 
I 323 .'139 :IDe.- .. GO 
I 32.'1 .'178 31c. ,G5 
I I 31. c- ,70 
I 300 0.84-3 S 33 c-- .75 I I 
I Ja.) .862. 34-e- .80 I -...:..~~~_+--~----_r----_4------~~~~~--_rrr--~------
I 3/2. . g81 I 3S'c- • '0 
I J!9 .92.0 
- -""'C-
I 330 • '178 ,q .IP -"-
__ ~ __ --_+----_+ __ --~~--__ ~----+_----~~)-7~~~,/~r~t~_+-------~I------
301 o. 8'1-3 6 
306 .862-
--~---+----~--~--+-----~-----+----~~----+-----~----~-----I 3/3 .901 I 
--------r-~--1_ __ ~~----~------r_----~----_+----~r_----~-----
'3ZS .93'1 ' I 
.--- -r--~~--~--r_----_+_----~----~------~----4_----~.-----








TABu: n. COH-t,.c" ci.. 
-- --




-_. __ . 
I -----C,:)f, ~ T 2. 1 Con ~ ~f ~,~ ?:> --, 1/ '-~(--- - - -i /S.JDY FLAP ~ SJI, PcJ5 . .1. .t..vv .. ,<. WING - S w. po~. 2-r---
7/c No.1 X/L Yo -1"'1c. NO. X/c 2':J-/b ::;:t:;" .ll:! ! I 
-
-
I 3)L 0.8S 0 /04c 0.4-0 o 50 I 
I J~ C- .90 I()SL..~ .Go , 
I 37(", .9')..5 jo6c- .70 I 
I 38L.- .95' 107 ,90 
I 31C- .975 
I 40 i ,.0 IS' Ill, c ,. 0.40 0.60 . I I 
I 4-1 I 1.03 117 c- .So I 
I 4-1 I 1. 0 ,/5 118 c. .60 
I 1/.3 , I, aG , lit! L- ! i .70 
. I 11.0 .80 i I I 
-
I S4LI 0.90 4G.~ I IZI .85 I I I 
I SS' G.- I ,9S' I /2'2. .90 I 
, Sb C- .t17S IZ3 • 9S . I 
I 57 I.OIS' I 
. 
1 S8 1.03 130 L,.. o.'tO 0.70 
I sCJ /.04S' 13 ) .GO ! 
I GO I /.06 131- .9 () I 
I 
-I I I . 
I GG c., 0.90 '13.6 143 o.JO O.1S" I 
I '7 C- .. 95 1'14 .9S t I 
! GS c.-I .975 
69 l.olS 
70 /. oj 
I 71 I 1.01~ I 
I 72- /.0 G 













I ____ L_ I I I I 
--
.--




lA~u=. n. C,'''-+' ..... -Ied... ' 
-G ,. -I- • TH-/oz. Mode./· 5/"'-a ~ ~ ~ , . -- - --- --- ------CO~1' C~+ .9/L - ---- ----- -
:,~ TRAce F'USELAG E SIDE ~Aeli ruSELAGE SIDE I T7c X7L T7c ~1 NO. Zo RO. X/L M £.10 ,
; J 1 1 .275 437.5 3 31 .200 400.0 
r 
2 .300 442.0 32 .225 I 3 • 325 ~5.0 ,~ -.. 33 .250 
4 .350 34 .275 
> 5 .375 35 .300 
f 6 .40 36 .325 1 .425 37 " .350 i~ 8 .45 38 .375 d I 9 .415 39 .400 I 10 .50 40 .425 
') 
I II .525 41 .450 
I 12 .550 42 .415 
Ii 
I 13 .600 43 .500 I 14 .650 44 .525 
t 15 .100 j 45 .550 16 .750 46 .600 ~ 11 .800 41 .650 
48 .100 
t~ 2 18 .285 420.0 -- 49 .150 c' 
t' 19 ·331 50 .800 , f<.:. 20 
·390 51 .850 I (! I , 21 .426 ';2 .815 1 t 22 .478 , 53 .900 i 23 .530 , 1 ~II,. 54 .925 24 .5'57 55 .950 
25 .620 









~ T!3B~FYI. C,,\'t--h ........ ~ • 
__ :@"" + ~_ rt!~/o 2.- -MoJel;: S-,,-C) 
Cvvt... :$',a.. + _ '3fl ,'~. 
TRACE: FUSEI.AGE SIDE 
NO. T7c X7L Zo 
4 56 





58 ~."'- ·350 ~ 
59 , ·375 
60 .400 
61 .425 









5 11 .200 355.0 
12 .225 









--- -- - --- -~ ------- -- -- --
-





i XD=1.70 X-lrC.:rIOJJ - Sill, poS.j tiPPEt<. f - S~ PoS. 2. () ,01' E l.. ~ e,cnJ T. - r~. Pos. 1. 
- -r/~ No.1 Xlt-7/c No.l.e- (D~J -r/c lIa. X/1- I 
-
I 42-7 343 367 0.00 0 1 404- (),/70 
I 41..'g 3JS" 3&8 .00 I 40S" ./7'L 
I q.1..'1 I Jl..'/- 3'9 .()o1.. 4:'" ./7 S" 
I 4-30 32..0 370 .004 
, 
, 4-~7 .177 
1431 I 3/0 37/ .00 (, 4-0~ ./ Bo , , 
! ~32.. 
, 
303 372 I ,ooq \ ' 4-0 q_ ./83 j 
1433 I 29r 373 .011- , 4.10 ,lSi I I 
, 4-34- 11..17.5 :'7'1- .olS 411 .1 q~ I I 43S" I 'Z.8 () l7j .0/8 4-/2.- ./ 'ltJ.. j , 
43' 1..73 376 .01. "L. 413 ,,91 1 . 
-- I 4/4 . I I i 377 .o1.S' , .1..0$' ! I 




371 . D'I ... ~ " "'1h .7..)1 ,\,. <l..f I 
I I J~o .0'5 "1'),1* ~. 417 :l7~· ' 
, -
! 3 '6/ .0'9 , 41'1 ,3D I 
I 1~2... ._g.?').. \~t' 41fT .32' I '<' 
. I 
.5 8'3 .076 '~~" 4:1-0 .3$"/ . 
-I I ji?- • oBo ~~! .... j' ,. ",#t.., .37,"" 
I I 35'S" ,a'1 J • y, 4-11- .4-01 I ',~ 
3Kb : .o9Cf . 41..3 .4-1-' ", I i Ow.: , . 
i J~7 .}tJ'L t ~ .\. 1;.'11 
Jr!~ ,II' ~~. -
-- -
- , - -
--I 389 ./1 ... 0 , 
--I I lQo ./1..3 ',. I 
I J q / ./27 
37t. ./3/ } 
393 .134- ~\I,' ;0. .. ~\.. r 
--,-~ '-- --- -- --
- ------ --
j 394 .13K 
• 
.. I I I 
. 39S ~ltll 
I 396 .,¥J ,. 'j I ~l 
-I-
3~7 .,'1l1 
-391 ./Sl.. I I 
I 319 .ls6 
-
-, 
4-00 ./SCf ~ 
'\ --- I i 4-0 I 





.It 7 " ~ I L I I '\ -- ---_ .... - -, ; --






5/1 COl\.... S~+ S-Z-.'2- Cavt. . (;<-+ 533 
--- - -
-I OMS POD - S1/. Pas. J 'ToP~ - Sri. POS. 2- l.D4'elt SIIJ~ ,4T el..EVdrJ GI'7P - Sv. p~!: _ 3 , 
II/C No.1 -r/c ,Al0./ X/I-X//.. ..,-p. lie €. ~/" I/o. X /t... -Co I 
- -r----
- - -
I '2. 9 g 0.843 I 16'1 0.<110 I 320/1 0 .. 906 I 31 g. 0 
, 
30r . gfl /70 • 01S'" 32111 .91.1 
J/ S- 0920 ! 17/ .oso 327./1 .'".6 
320 .9:YI t 177- 323A .'71 , .075 I 
-f-30'l.. /73 ,100 I ~ I 0.662- 2- 174- .n .. '5 (\.~ 33,,, (J.96' 280 ,-== 
I 30'1 .S81 17S' ,ISO . 33711 • ,),1. , I , 
3/6 ,12.0 
, 
176 niA "qJf-'& . ./60 • ,I. , . 
321 .'139 177 ./70 ' < ,{ :139A ,. .:\ .. $']3 .' 
..:..t ! ~----
317 • '178 , 178 ./80 f: ....... \ .. I l:~ j .. . 
-
17'i , '2.0 0 
-
~ JfiA o. '06 2. 6i 
3a3 D. 8 ''2. 3 191,. I 341. A • '1.1 ~ I .40 , J 
3/0 • 8fJ J I B'3 .1-S J4-3,q • q4~ I 1..70 i : 
317 .1~o 184- ,5'0 344-11 • cti3 1..71.. I 
-
I 3"l"L . '13'1 18S' .r~ -~, " , 
I 328 .. '178 I 9 {, .{,o ,;, 
:----. 
,87 ~, ,S- ,,\ ~' . , 
'LCjq 0.B43 4 188 .10 '-~ .. ~I;''''''''''''' 
304- .8b~ 189 .1S ~ .. \ ;. ~A .... 1 . - -~. ~-:: ,- \ 
311 .88/ 190 .Bo- ': "'i~;-
31r; .92.0 I , ~ J '" . , , . ,. , 
31.3 .93tt 1"f'~ ," 
-- ~ --~ 
- .- -
3'l.Q .978 , 
~ ;" 1 
300 .843 .; '., , ~~~ .. 




3/9 • 92.0 
, 
3Jo .'7'1 . . , ... 
. -< 
t 301 ' }! , 0.843 6 ~14 ~~ 
_Uo~ • 'iG 2- " . ',. 'I': -
-




- I 3,5' 
.'13rt '.' I I 
_ ... ---
4-_____ 






~- .... - .-- ---
-.1 , " t I . . - '~ ~ , 
-
-- -------., 
---r.-,t{ ! , , 171 , I -. 
- -
--1 I, 0 I 
I I 
I ' I 
~ - " 
___________ _ TA~~L~_~~_ (~~-l"~v-eJL, 
______ _ _ ___ F:r~t _~ __ C2 ~~~L9. s- _ __ ~od~1 ~; t.o-:..-C2 _~1fl~?e.. s.~--.;~~.t:-~ ___ _ 
-- --
/1 S.e+ VII l/i-"yt . 




ltQVE.t ~H P()$. t8uo'l fl.#,· Sw.p~S. f 
r--'-
.7/C wo.1 X/L Yo "'-/c. NO. I -r/cNc.1 ! 
--~--=.-- -, 36(' I 0.'10 0 I 
------
37 c- I • 'l'Z..S I 
----I 3 S c- I I . 'ISo I I 
, 3~ c..,.../ I I .Q7S , I 
-4-~ 1. 0 15 I I 
----4-1 1.03 , I I 
---
I 42- /.045' , I I 
I 43 1.0' , 
--
s4-e- 0.90 4{"S 't I 
~S" C- o 
.9S I I r----. 'I 
£{, C- .975 I I I I . 0 
57 l.olS I I -, 
' I 1 
--
---S! I /.03 t i· , I"" I 
--. 
I sq ,.0 tiS ! I I I 
--4-
, I " I GO /. (J' I 
f , 
6' c... 0.90 ,j.G I 
. I . , 
'7 C- 09.5' \ ~1 I I 
GB c- .Q,5 r ' I I ;1 , 'I , ' I 
69 "OIS I I _ I 
70 /.03 
71 /.04r WI t- . I 
72- /.06 ! 
, I , 
, 
I g6A ". g'l3 103.'14 , , i 
J17A • 'l1D /07 6-
liSA ,94 cf /(),/. ~ J 
Ii iffl .964- 1/ 3. 2. • 
; : 
=t , l 
_t_ I , I 
. 
, I , i , 
-I , 
, 
-~-- .-- --I . I I I 0 I 
-....-
--
~ f _ .. - -- -, 
-
• -- --






~ Co)L S~+ ql/ /1 3 ... + q2"L L.d>t. • 
--
=r t I --
I OPPER- £ - .IV, po s. 1 LoL/t::~ ~ - J rI. pvs. 2.. , -. . 
i -r/~ NO. 17/c WO. X/I- X/t- -rIG NO. 
- -
379 0.0 b I 273 0.0010 I 
380 .o6f 2.74- .OO{g I 
381 .069 1.. 7S" .0 04-/ I I 
381- .072- 2.76 • "070 
3&'3 • ()7 6 277 .0103 I 
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TABULATED SOURCE DATA 
DATASET TEST IDENTIFICATION 
MODEL 4TH COMPONENT OH84B OH105 IH102 
CHARACTER * DESCRIPTION VOL. PAGES ~OL. PAGES VOL. PAGES 
60 A FUSELAGE 1 1-284 5 1-37 6 1-89 
B FUSELAGE 285-444 38-62 -
C FUSELAGE 445-586 63-74 90-122 
D LOWER NOSE 587-650 75-86 123-155 
E LOWER NOSE 651-714 87-99 156-188 
F LOWER MID FUSELAGE VI 715-778 100-111 -
G LOWER AFT FUSELAGE 2 779-874 112-124 -
H LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE 875-970 - -
I AFT FUSELAGE/ELEVON 971-1126 125-137 189-221 
SPLITLINE 
J UPPER RH WING 1127-1281 138-149 222-252 
K LOWER BODY FLAP 1282-1377 150-162 -
L BODYFLAP EDGE 1378-1473 163-175 -
M VERTICAL TAIL 1474-1535 176-187 253-257 
N UPPER MID FUSELAGE 'V 1536-1655 188-211 258-320 
0 UPPER RH WING 3 1656-1811 212-223 321-353 
P WING MISC 
1 
1812-1907 224-236 354-386 
Q WING LOWER SURFACE 1908-2228 237-274 -
R WING UPPER SURFACE 2229-2484 275-299 387-450 
S OMS POD 2485-2618 300-323 451-516 
v T VERTICAL TAIL 2619-2752 324-347 550-615 
60 U SPEEDBRAKE CAVITY 2753-2756 - -
56 V FUSELAGE - - 649-731 
60 W WINDOWS 2757-2820 348-359 616-648 
1 X OMS POD 2821-2887 360-371 517-549 Y SSME NOZZLE 2888-3079 - -
60 X UPPER BODY FLAP 3080-3175 - -
60 1 ORBITER BASE 3176-3269 - -
83 2 CCL LINE - - 776-785 
3 FUSELAGE - - 756-775 
4 PILOT RT (X-SECT) - 387-414 806-825 
5 TOP CENTERLINE - 415-443 786-805 
6 MHB LINE - 444-457 746-755 
7 BOTTOM CENTERLINE - 458-471 732-745 
8 CANOPY - 472-501 -
v 9 UPPER RCS NOZZLES - 502-516 -
83 0 ESC HTCH + WINDOWS VI - 'V 372-386 VI -
,',1. Some components are collated into separate groups due to different geometric 
descriptions of the thermocouples groupings. 
2. In the tabulated data, the thermocouples numbered ###A appear as 2### and 




(THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2485 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USOI) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC GATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 25.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • 49.00 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
9 1.019 7.940 24.97 5591-06 205.0 1248. 91.68 .2205-01 .9732 3727. .6492-03 .7378-07 
RUN H~EF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
9 .24\5-01 .4026-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO 20 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) H!TAW) oooT OrlolDT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.O R .. O 9 Ra BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
3 1325.0 't28.60 298.00 .3896-02 .4732-02 .4732-02 .9000 .9411-04 .1143-03 .6650-01 .4946 541.0 
9 1325.0 't89.20 299.00 .1685-01 .2048-01 .2048-01 .9000 .4069-03 't947-03 .2860 1.930 544.8 
9 1325.0 506.70 301.('0 .3313-02 .'t021-02 .'t021-02 .9000 .8003-04 .9712-04 .5673-01 .4526 538.8 
9 1325 0 511.30 300.00 .8803-02 .1069-01 .1069-01 .9000 .2126-03 .2582-03 1503 1.118 540.8 
9 1350.0 't40 40 302.00 .8312-02 .1010-01 .1010-01 .9000 .2008-03 .2'-139-03 .l lo l6 1.315 542.6 
9 1350.0 't58.60 303.00 .4723-01 .5749-01 .5749-01 .9000 .1141-02 .1389-02 .7976 5.910 548.5 
9 1350.0 498.50 304.00 2995-01 .3641-01 .3641-01 .9000 .7233-03 .8794-03 .508'+ 3 538 54't.8 
9 1350.0 515 50 306.00 .5891-02 .7154-02 .7154-02 .9000 1423-03 .1728-03 .1006 .7243 540.6 
9 1350.0 524 40 305.00 .8322-02 .1011-01 1011-'0 I .9000 2010-03 .2441-03 1421 1.094 540 6 
9 137'3.0 't21 60 308 00 .2618-02 .3181-02 .3181-02 .9000 .6323-04 .7682-04 .4459-01 6214 542 5 
9 1375 0 440.00 309 00 .9291-02 .1129-01 1129-01 .9000 2244-03 .2727-03 .1581 1.533 543 0 
9 1375.0 460.00 310 00 .6179-01 .7523-01 .7523-01 .9000 .l't92-02 1817-02 I 042 6.614 549.5 
9 1375 0 503 40 311 00 .1919-01 .2331-01 2331-01 9000 .4636-03 .5631-03 3273 2 607 541 -; 
9 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .7109-02 .8628-02 .8628-02 9000 .1717-03 .2084-03 .1217 8766 539.1 
9 1400.0 523 40 313 00 7677-02 .9321-02 .9321-02 .9000 .1854-03 .2251-03 1312 I 085 540 0 
9 1425.0 't15 10 315.00 .4724-02 .5738-02 5738-02 .9000 • Il't 1-03 .1386-03 .8058-01 .5799 541 't 
9 1425.0 't37 70 '316.00 .1280-0 I .1555-0 I .1555-01 .qOOO .3093-03 .3757-03 .2184 1.624 541.6 
9 1425 0 466 30 317 .00 5020-01 .6105-01 .6105-01 .9000 .1212-02 1475-02 .8510 4 985 545 8 
9 1425 0 508 DO 318 00 .9895-02 1202-01 .1202-01 9000 2390-03 .2902-03 .1689 1.396 540 8 
9 1425 0 536 50 319 00 5211-02 .6324-02 .6324-02 91)00 1259-03 1528-03 .8918-01 .6639 539 I 
9 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .4346-02 5278-02 5278-02 9000 .1050-03 .1275-03 .7415-01 .7192 541.2 
DATE 23 rE9 80 OH8'+8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2486 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fRltUSOl1 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R oEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
9 1'+50.0 436.00 321.00 .9530-02 .1158-01 .1159-01 .9000 .2302-03 .2796-03 .1626 1.250 5'tl.5 
9 1450 0 468 20 322.00 3797-0 I 4617-01 .4617-01 .9000 .9171-03 .1115-02 .6444 It.348 545.0 
9 1450 0 511.10 323.00 7414-02 9001-02 9001-02 .9000 .1791-03 .2174-03 .1267 1.132 539.9 
9 1450 0 526 60 325 00 7640-02 9276-02 .9276-02 .9000 .18lt5-03 .2240-03 .1306 1.080 539.9 
9 1500 0 437 00 327 00 6778-02 8229-02 8229-02 .9000 .1637-03 .1988-03 .1159 8918 540 0 
9 1500 0 470 40 328 00 1680-01 2040-01 20ltO-01 9000 4058-03 .4928-03 .2868 1.779 540 9 
9 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .5523-02 6703-02 6703-02 .9000 1334-03 .1619-03 .9453-01 6811 539.0 
9 1500 0 532.30 331 00 5388-02 6538-02 6538-02 9000 .1301-03 1579-03 9230-01 .6065 538 4 
9 1500.0 539.40 330 00 .3201-02 3884-02 3884-02 .9000 .7730-04 .9381-04 .5480-01 .3949 538.7 
9 1525 0 424.00 332 00 1771-02 2149-02 2149-02 9000 .4277-04 5190-04 .3032-01 2335 538 8 
9 1525 0 431 00 333 00 5275-02 6402-02 .6402-02 .9000 .1274-03 .1546-03 .9027-01 .5929 539 I 
9 1525 0 440 00 334 00 1011-01 1227-01 1227-01 .9000 .2441-03 2963-03 1731 1.105 538 6 
9 1525 0 493 00 335 00 1690-01 .2051-01 .2051-01 .9000 .4082-03 4954-03 .2093 2.228 538 9 
9 1545 0 434 00 338 00 4158-02 5045-02 .5045-02 .9000 .1004-03 1219-03 .7126-01 .5898 538.1 
9 1545.0 '+'+3 00 339 00 8669-02 .1052-01 .1052-01 .9000 .209'+-03 .2541-03 .1'+8'+ .8,+98 539 0 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2'tB7 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rR'tUSDII 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 25.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • 49.00 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'l3 1f'T2 
8 1.994 7.980 24.96 .5594-06 433.2 1302. 94.76 .4510-01 2.010 3808. .1284-02 .7626-07 
RU'" HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFIRI 
F'T2SEC -.0175 
8 .3497-01 .2875-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER Rcl.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO f'T2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
8 1325 0 428.60 298.00 .641\-02 .7741-02 .7741-02 .9000 .2242-03 .2707-03 .1700 1.262 543.6 
8 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .5540-01 .6712-01 .6712-01 .9000 .1937-02 .2347-02 1.444 9.688 556.3 
8 1325 0 506.70 301.00 .5792-02 .6985-02 .6985-02 .9000 .2025-03 .2443-03 .1543 1.231 539.6 
8 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .1897-01 .2291-01 .2291-01 .9000 .6635-03 .8011-03 .5029 3.735 543.8 
8 1350 a 440.40 302 00 .1425-01 .1722-01 .1722-01 .9000 .4984-03 .6022-03 .3766 3.492 546.1 
8 i350.0 458.60 303.00 .1161 .1412 .1'+12 .9000 .4059-02 .4939-02 2.964 21.71 571.5 
8 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .4523-01 5469-01 .5469-01 .9000 .1582-02 1913-02 1.190 8.261 549.4 
8 1350.0 515 50 306.00 .5663-02 .6831-02 .6831-02 .9000 .1980-03 .2389-03 1507 1.085 540 5 
8 1350 0 524 40 305.00 .1119-01 .1350-01 1350-01 .9000 .3912-03 .4721-03 .2974 2.288 541.5 
8 1375.0 421.60 308.00 .3164-02 .3821-02 3821-02 .9000 .1106-03 .1336-03 8374-01 1.166 544.8 
8 1375 a 440.00 309 00 1596-01 .1928-01 .1928-01 .9000 .5580-03 .6741-03 .4215 4.078 546.3 
8 1375.0 460 00 310 00 1112 .1352 1352 gOOD .3889-02 4727-02 2.855 17.96 567.5 
8 1375 0 503 40 311 00 2400-01 2898-01 .289B-01 .9000 .8393-03 .1013-02 6360 5.061 543.8 
8 1375 0 531 00 312.00 .8451-02 1019-01 1019-01 .9000 2955-03 .3563-03 2255 I 625 538.7 
8 1400 0 523 40 313 00 7723-02 9315-02 9315-02 9000 2700-03 3257-03 .2057 1.700 540.1 
8 1425 0 415 10 315 00 7159-02 .8643-02 .8643-02 9000 2504-03 3022-03 .1899 I 365 543.2 
8 1425 0 437.70 316 00 1240-01 .1496-0 I .1496-01 .9000 .4335-03 .5233-03 .3291 2.445 542 7 
8 1425 0 466.30 317.00 .6292-01 .7609-01 .7609-01 .9000 .2200-02 .2661-02 I 654 9 667 550.0 
8 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .1293-0 I .1560-01 .1560-01 .9000 .4522-03 .5455-03 .3442 2.845 540.6 
8 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .5421-02 .6534-02 .6534-02 9000 1896-03 .2285-03 .1449 1.079 537.6 
8 1450 0 418.20 320.00 .6355-02 .7670-02 .7670-02 .9000 .2222-03 .2682-03 .1687 1.636 542.4 
DATE 23 F'EB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2't8S 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD fR4USOIl 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT oTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI oEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
8 1450.0 1+36.00 321.00 .1096-01 .1323-01 1323-01 .9000 .3833-03 .4625-03 .2914 2.241 5'11.4 
8 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .1+799-01 .5803-01 5803-01 .9000 .1678-02 .2029-02 1.262 8.499 51+9 .... 
8 1450 0 51 J. 10 323 00 .1010-01 1218-01 .1218-01 . 9000 .3531-03 1+258-03 .2693 2 .... 06 539.0 
8 1450 0 526.60 325 00 5737-02 6916-02 .6916-02 .9000 .2006-03 .21+19-03 .1532 1.268 538.1 
8 1500.0 1+37 00 327 00 8620-02 1039-01 .1039-01 .9000 .3011+-03 .3633-03 .2303 1.775 537 5 
8 1500 0 1+70 1+0 328 00 2738-01 3302-01 .3302-01 9000 .9573-03 1155-02 .7289 1+.520 540.2 
8 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .5581-02 6723-02 .6723-02 9000 .1952-03 .2351-03 .11+96 1.080 535.0 
0 1500 0 532 30 331 00 4942-02 .5953-02 5953-02 .9000 .1728-03 .2082-03 .1325 .8719 535.1 
B 1500 0 539.40 330 00 4051-02 .1+881-02 1+881-02 9000 1417-03 .1707-03 .1085 .7835 535.5 
8 1525 0 424.00 332 00 2384-02 .2872-02 .2872-02 .9000 8338-04 . 1004-03 6396-01 .1+937 531+.6 
8 1525 0 431.00 333 00 .7432-02 .8954-02 .8954-02 .9000 .2599-03 .3131-03 1991 1.310 535.6 
8 1525 0 440 00 334 00 .11+22-01 1713-01 .1713-01 .9000 .1+973-03 .5992-03 .3808 2.433 536.0 
8 1525.0 1+93.00 335 00 .1491-01 .1796-01 1796-01 91]00 .5211+-03 .6282-03 3995 3.082 535.6 
8 1545.0 1+31+.00 338 00 .5310-02 .6394-02 .6391+-02 .9000 .1857-03 .2236-03 .1426 1.183 533.7 
8 1545 0 1+1+3.00 339 00 .1366-01 .1645-01 .161+5-01 .9000 .4776-03 .5753-03 .3660 2.100 535.3 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH8~8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2'+89 
OH8~8 60-0 OMS POD IR4USOI) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA 
-
25.00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON - .0000 8DFLAP OK .0000 SPD8RK - 49.00 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 
7 2.996 7.990 24.92 .5613-06 666.7 1320 95.85 .6885-01 3.077 3835. .1939-02 .7713-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
F"T2SEC ... 0175 
7 4336-01 2344-01 
- -
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITo) HITA~) OOOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Rc o.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
7 1325.0 428 60 298.00 .8735-02 .1054-01 .105~-01 .9000 .3788-03 .'+569-03 2923 2.166 548.0 
7 1325.0 '+89.20 299 00 .9338-01 1136 .1136 .9000 .'+0'+9-02 .'+925-02 3.00'+ 19.9'+ 577.7 
7 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .8101-02 .9761-02 .9761-02 .9000 .3513-03 .'+233-03 .2725 2.168 543.9 
7 1325.0 511.30 300.!l0 .1690-01 .2039-01 .2039-01 .9000 .7330-03 .8842-03 .5655 '+.190 548.2 
7 1::'50.0 '+'+0.'+0 302 uo .233~-01 2819-01 .2819-01 .9000 .1012-02 .1223-02 .7759 7.170 553.0 
7 1350.0 458.60 303.00 .1256 .1533 .1533 .9000 .54'+7-02 .6650-02 3.973 28.83 590.3 
7 1350.0 '+98.50 304.00 .3839-01 '+6'+0-01 .46'+0-01 .9000 .1665-02 .2012-02 1.274 8.823 5'3'+ .5 
7 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .8022-02 .9670-02 .9670-02 .9000 .3'+79-03 .'+193-03 .2693 1.934 545.5 
7 1350 0 524.'+0 305 00 .9684-02 .1167-01 .1167-01 .9000 4199-03 .5063-03 .3250 2.'+95 545.7 
7 1375.0 '+21 60 308.00 .3772-02 .'+551-02 .4551-02 .9000 .1636-03 .197Lt-03 .1261 1.752 548.6 
7 1375.0 4~0 00 309.00 .3273-01 .3957-01 .3957-01 .9000 .1~19-02 .1716-02 1.083 10.43 556.'+ 
7 1375 0 '+60 00 310 00 .9ILt6-01 .1110 .1110 .9000 3966-02 '+813-02 2 973 18.68 570.0 
7 1375.0 503 '+0 311 00 .2220-01 .2679-01 2679-01 9000 .9627-03 .1162-02 7416 5.885 549 4 
7 1375 0 531.00 312.00 8666-02 • 1044-0 I .IO~'+-Ol .9000 .3758-03 .'+527-03 2919 2.099 542 8 
7 1400 0 523 40 313 00 8615-02 .1038-01 1038-01 .9000 .3736-03 .4502-03 .2896 2 389 5~'+.5 
7 1425 0 '+ 15. 10 315 00 .1311-01 .1581-01 .1581-01 .9000 .5683-03 .6856-03 .4383 3.143 548 '+ 
7 1~25 0 437.70 316 00 .2726-01 3292-01 .3292-01 .9000 .1182-02 .1428-02 .9079 6 716 551 7 
7 1425.0 466.30 317.00 .4377-0 I .5286-01 .5286-01 .9000 .le9S-02 .2292-02 1.'+56 8.501 552.5 
7 1425.0 508.60 318.00 .1189-01 .1434-01 • I '+34-0 I .9000 .5156-03 .6216-03 .3988 3.288 546.1 
7 IIt25.0 536 50 319 00 6696-02 8067-02 .8067-02 .9000 .2904-03 3498-03 .2255 1.676 5~3 a 
7 1450 0 418.20 320 00 1064-01 1283-01 .1283-01 .9000 .4613-03 .5564-03 3560 3 '+42 547.8 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 24S0 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+USOI) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HcTAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S Ra 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
7 1~50.0 436.00 321.00 .1~67-01 .1769-01 .1769-01 .SOOO .6360-03 .7672-03 .~908 3.762 5118.0 
7 1450.0 ~68.20 322 00 .3775-01 .4562-01 .4562-01 .9000 .1637-02 .1978-02 I 253 8.418 554.1 
7 1~50.0 511.10 323.00 .9969-02 .1202-01 1202-01 .SOOO .4323-03 5211-03 .33~8 2.982 5~5.2 
7 1~50.0 526 60 325.00 .7~38-02 .8962-02 .8962-02 .9000 .3225-03 3886-03 .2503 2.066 543 5 
7 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .7109-02 8566-02 .8566-02 .9000 .3083-03 .3715-03 .2392 1.838 5~3.7 
7 1500 0 ~70 40 328 00 2258-01 2723-01 .2723-01 .9000 .9791-03 .1181-02 .756'" ~.67'" 5"'7.1 
7 1500.0 51~ 00 329 00 .7901-02 .9519-02 .9519-02 .9000 .3426-03 .... 128-03 .2659 I.SI2 5 ... 3 5 
7 1500.0 532 30 331 00 .5593-02 .6735-02 .6735-02 .9000 .2"'25-03 .2920-03 .1888 1.239 541 3 
7 1500 0 539 ... 0 330 00 "'204-02 .5062-02 .5062-02 .9000 .1823-03 .2195-03 .1"'18 1.020 5 ... 1.7 
7 1525 0 ... 24 00 332 00 .2205-02 2656-02 .2656-02 .SOOO .956"'-0'" .1152-03 7"'~I-OI .5723 541.6 
7 1525.0 "'31 00 333.00 .5184-02 .624"'-02 62"'4-02 .SOOO .22"'8-03 .2708-03 .17 ... 8 1.1"'6 5"'2.3 
7 1525.0 ...... 0 00 33 .... 00 .1225-01 .1"'76-01 .1476-01 .9000 .531"'-03 .6402-03 .4125 2.S27 543.3 
7 1525.0 493 00 335.00 .1369-01 .16"'9-01 • I 6"'S-0 I .SOOO .5936-03 .7153-03 .... S06 3.539 543.7 
7 15"'5.0 ... 3 ... 00 338.00 .~269-02 5141-02 .5141-02 SOOO .1851-03 2229-03 .I~~I 1.191 541.1 
7 1545 0 4"'3.00 339.00 .1108-01 .1335-01 .1335-01 .SOOO .4806-03 .5790-03 .373'" 2.134 542.7 
) ) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0~8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2'+91 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD fR4USOI' 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 25.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. . 0000 SPDBRK • 49.00 
···TEST COND IT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 IFT2 
6 3.633 8.000 24 35 .1253-01 846.7 1358. 98 38 .8672-01 3.885 3890. .2379-02 .7917-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
6 ~89'i-0! 2122-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI ODOT DnroT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R·O.E R· BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
6 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1279-01 .1536-01 .1536-01 .9000 .6263-03 .7522-03 .5081 3.769 5'+6.3 
6 1325 0 489.20 299.00 .1122 .1361 .1361 .9000 .5493-02 .6663-02 '+ 2'+6 28.09 5B'+ .6 
6 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .1011-01 .1212-01 .1212-01 .9000 .4952-03 .5938-03 .'+0~8 3.227 5'+0.2 
6 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .1923-01 .230B-01 .2308-01 .9000 .9~15-03 .1130-02 .7647 5.675 545.5 
6 1350.0 '+'to 40 302.00 .3693-01 .4~45-01 .4'+~5-0 I .9000 .1809-02 .2177-02 1.'+53 13.'+2 55'+ .3 
6 1350.0 ~58.60 303.00 .1178 .1'+29 .1429 .9000 .5-68-02 .7000-02 '+.~51 32.36 586.1 
6 1350.0 ~98.50 304.00 .3779-01 .4542-01 .4542-01 .9000 .1851-02 .2225-02 I 495 10.38 549 9 
6 1350.0 515.50 306.00 .1011-01 .1212-01 .1212-01 .9000 4949-03 .5936-03 .4043 2.911 540.7 
6 1350.0 524.40 305 00 .1185-0! .1422-01 .1422-01 9000 .5805-03 .6963-03 .4736 3.643 541 7 
6 1375.0 421.60 308.00 .4357-02 .5232-02 .5232-02 .9000 213~-03 2562-03 .1733 2.412 545.4 
6 1375 0 ~'+O.OO 309.00 .'+'+68-01 .5381-01 .5381-01 .9000 2188-02 .2635-02 I 750 16.83 557.9 
6 1375.0 460 00 310.00 .8561-01 1033 .1033 9000 .'+192-02 5060-02 3.319 20 90 565.9 
6 1375.0 503.'+0 311 00 .2136-0! 2563-01 2563-01 .9000 .10'+6-02 1255-02 .8508 6.769 544., 
6 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .972~-02 1165-01 1165-01 .9000 '+762-03 5707-03 .390'+ 2.815 537.8 
6 1'+00 0 523.'+0 313 00 1053-01 .1263-01 1263-01 .9000 5158-03 618~-03 '+219 3 488 539 8 
6 I't25.0 '+15 10 315.00 .9938-02 .1193-01 1193-01 9000 .'+867-03 .58~1-03 .3962 2.8~B 5~3.7 
6 1~25 0 ~37. 70 316 00 .2510-01 .3015-01 .3015-0! .9000 .1229-02 .!'+76-02 .9973 7 397 546.5 
6 1425 0 '+66 30 317 00 ~O83-01 ~90~-01 ~90~-01 .9000 .2000-02 2401-02 I 623 9 505 546. I 
6 1425.0 508 60 318 00 1167-01 .1399-01 .1399-01 !JOOO 5714-03 6850-03 .4676 3.868 539.3 
6 1~25 0 536 50 319 00 .6814-02 8163-02 8163-02 9000 3337-03 .3997-03 2743 2 045 535 8 
6 1,+50.0 ~18 20 320 00 9102-02 .1092-01 .1092-0! .9000 .~~58-03 5349-03 .3633 3 521 50j28 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 21+92 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR'+USOI) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTO) HtTAW) aOOT onIDT Tlol 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
6 1'+50 0 436 00 321.00 .1744-01 .2093-01 .2093-01 .9000 .8541-03 .1025-02 .6958 5.34B 5113.0 
6 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .3406-01 .4090-01 .1+090-01 .9000 .1668-02 .2003-02 1.354 9.132 545.9 
6 1450 0 511 10 323 00 .9573-02 .1147-01 .1147-01 .9000 .4688-03 5618-03 .3844 3.437 537 6 
6 1450 0 526 60 325.00 9256-02 1109-01 .1109-01 9000 .4533-03 .5432-03 3717 3.077 537 6 
6 1500.0 437 00 327 00 9638-02 .1155-01 .1155-01 .9000 .4720-03 .5654-03 .3879 2 99e> 536.0 
G 1500.0 470 40 328.00 2348-01 .2814-01 .2814-01 .9000 .1150-02 .1378-02 9412 5.839 539.0 
6 150U 0 514 00 329.00 8068-02 9661-02 .9661-02 .9000 .3951-03 4731-03 .3254 2 350 534.2 
6 1500 0 532 30 331 00 .6447-02 .7718-02 .7718-02 .9000 3157-03 3779-03 .2605 1 716 532 8 
6 1500.0 539 40 330.00 .4030-02 .4823-02 .4823-02 .9000 .1973-03 2362-03 1628 1.177 532.5 
6 1525 0 424 00 332 00 2525-02 3022-02 3022-02 .9000 .1237-03 1480-03 .1021 .7892 532 0 
6 1525 0 431 00 333 00 .6577-02 .7873-02 .7873-02 .9000 .3221-03 .3855-03 .2657 1.751 532.8 
6 1525 0 440 00 334.00 .1645-01 .1971-01 .1971-01 9000 .8057-03 9650-03 .6627 4.238 535.1 
6 1525 0 493 00 335 00 .1242-01 .1487-01 .l't87-01 9000 6082-03 .7283-03 5005 3.863 534.7 
6 1545 0 434 00 338 00 .4964-02 5940-02 5940-02 9000 .2431-03 2909-03 2007 1.667 531.8 
6 1545.0 443 00 339.00 .1457-01 .1745-01 .1745-01 9000 .7135-03 8545-03 .5873 3 371 534.6 
) ) 
DATE 23 fEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2lt93 
OH8ltB 60-0 OMS POD IR'+US02) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC- DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -It.OOO ELEVON • .0000 
BDfLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNfL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1fT DEG. DEG. PSIA CEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI fT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
155 2.001 7.980 29 9'+ -'+.0'+1 '+31t 3 1301. 9'+ 69 .lt522-01 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07 
RUN HREf STN NO 
NUMBER BTUf R REF"IRI 
F"T2SEC -.0175 
155 3501-01 2870-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREf H/HREf H/HREf TA~oI/TO HtTO) HlTAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER Ral.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2S(C rT2SEC rT2SEC I SEC 
155 1325.0 '428.60 298.00 .2207-01 • 2661t-0I • 2661t-0I .9000 .7726-03 .9325-03 .5862 It.359 51+1.9 
155 1325.0 '4B9.20 299.00 • 1'+'42 .1755 .1755 .9000 .50'47-02 .61'4'4-02 3.677 2'+ .lt8 572.1 
155 132~.0 506.70 301 00 .3602-01 .'43'4"+-0 I • "+3"+'4-0 I .9000 .1261-02 .1521-02 .9608 7.66,,+ 538.8 
155 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3756-01 ."+531-01 .'4531-01 .9000 .1315-02 .1586-02 .9996 7.'t36 5'40.5 
155 1350.0 '4'40.'+0 302.00 .7390-01 .89'+9-01 .B9'49-01 .9000 .2597-02 .3133-02 1.932 17 BIf 55't.0 
155 1350.0 '458.60 303 00 .1180 .1'432 .1'+32 .9000 .'t133-02 .5015-02 3.055 22.'t9 561.5 
1:55 1350.0 't98.50 30'+.00 .'4Lt80-01 .5406-01 .5'406-01 .9000 .1569-02 .1893-02 1.192 8.309 5'40.9 
155 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .2985-01 3598-01 .3598-01 .9000 .10'+5-02 .1260-02 .7977 5.752 537 '+ 
155 1350.0 52'+.40 305.00 .25'+7-01 .3069-01 .3069-01 .9000 .8918-03 . 1075-02 .6820 5.261 536.0 
155 1375.0 '421.60 308.00 6455-02 .7790-02 .7790-02 .9000 .2260-03 .2727-03 .1715 2.391 5'41 6 
155 1375.0 440.00 309.00 8682-01 .1053 .1053 .9000 .3039-02 .3688-02 2.248 21.59 561.0 
155 1375 0 '460.00 310 00 .8300-01 I DOlt .1004 .9000 .2906-02 .35ILt-02 2.182 13.85 5'49.6 
155 1375 0 503.40 311.00 .2712-01 .3269-01 .3269-01 .9000 .9496-03 11'45-02 .7251 5.789 537.C: 
155 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .1556-01 .1874-01 1874-01 .9000 .5448-03 .6560-03 4183 3.023 532.9 
155 1400 0 523.'+0 313.00 .1667-01 2008-01 .2008-01 .9000 .5838-03 .7031-03 . '4474 3.710 534 3 
155 1'425.0 '415.10 315 00 .1328-01 1601-01 .1601-01 .9000 . Lt649-03 5606-03 . 35Ltl 2.551 539 0 
155 1'425.0 Lt37.70 316 00 5881-01 .710a-01 .7108-01 9000 .2059-02 2488-02 1.552 1 \.51 546.8 
155 I't25 0 Lt66.30 317 00 3e15-0t 4598-01 .Lt598-01 9000 .1336-02 .1610-02 1.019 5.997 537.4 
155 ILt25.0 508 60 318.00 1255-01 1511-01 .1511-01 .9000 .Lt395-03 .5291-03 3375 2.801 532.7 
155 1'425 0 536 50 319 00 9458-02 1138-01 .1138-01 9000 .3311-03 .3985-03 2548 1.905 531 0 
155 ILt50.0 418 20 320 00 1044-01 1259-01 .1259-01 .9000 .3656-03 .4407-03 2791 2.713 537.2 
DATE 23 F"EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2I+9't 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+US02J 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREf" TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=' .0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
155 1450.0 ~36.00 321.00 .3828-01 .4619-01 .4619-01 .9000 .1340-02 .1617-02 1.01B 7.832 5111.2 
155 1450.0 468.20 322 00 .306~-01 .3692-01 3692-01 .9000 .1073-02 .1293-02 .8197 5.555 536.5 
155 1450.0 511 10 323.00 9680-02 .1165-01 .1165-01 .9000 .3389-03 .4079-03 .2607 2.338 531.3 
155 1~50 0 526.60 325 00 9305-02 .1120-01 1120-01 .9000 .3258-03 .3920-03 2507 2.082 531.1 
15'1 1500.0 437.00 327.00 2~26-01 2922-01 .2922-01 .9000 .8~92-03 .1023-02 .6502 5.018 535.0 
155 1500 0 470 40 329 00 .2220-01 .2673-01 .2673-01 9000 .7774-03 .9358-03 5971 3.717 532.5 
155 1~:J0 0 514.00 329 00 8131-02 .9781-02 .9781-02 .9000 .2847-03 3424-03 .2195 1.589 529.7 
155 1500 0 532 30 331.00 .5685-02 .6835-02 .6835-02 .9000 .1990-03 .2393-03 1538 1.016 527 8 
155 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .5001-02 .6015-02 6015-02 9000 .1751-03 .2106-03 .1352 .9792 528.6 
155 1525 0 424 00 332 00 .3187-02 .3833-02 .3833-02 .9000 1116-03 1342-03 .8619-01 .6674 528 3 
155 1525 0 431 00 333.00 .1128-01 .1357-01 1357-01 .9000 .3950-03 4752-03 .3043 2.008 530 3 
155 1525 0 440 00 334.00 .3181-01 .3831-01 .3831-01 .9000 .111'+-02 .1341-02 .8535 5.459 534.3 
155 1525.0 493 00 335 00 .1111-01 .1337-01 .1337-01 .9000 .3891-03 .4681-03 .2998 2.320 530.0 
155 1545 0 434 00 338 00 7191-02 .8648-02 .8648-02 .9000 .2517-03 .3028-03 .19'14 1.616 528.7 
155 1545.0 4~3 00 339 00 .i?39~-01 .2882-01 .2882-01 .9000 .8381-03 . 1009-02 .6440 3.701 532.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2'+95 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I R4US02 I 






- -'+.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO t1U 
NUi'18ER 1FT DEO. DEO PSIA OEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
116 2.983 7.990 29.94 -4.039 669.2 1327. 96.36 .6911-01 3.088 38'+5. .1936-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =. 0175 
116 .4349-01 .2347-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU! OEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
116 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .4783-01 .5775-01 .5775-01 .9000 .2080-02 .2511-02 1.607 11.87 554.2 
116 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1381 .1683 .1683 .9000 .6005-02 .7317-02 4.442 29.35 587.0 
116 1325.0 506 70 301 00 3079-01 .3704-01 .370'+-01 .9000 .1339-02 .1611-02 I 053 8.389 5'40.6 
116 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3636-01 .4379-01 .'+379-01 .9000 .1581-02 .190,+-02 1.237 9.180 5lt4.6 
116 1350.0 4'+0.40 302.00 .8970-01 .1088 .1088 .9000 .3900-02 .lt73I-02 2.9'+6 26.98 571.3 
116 1350.0 458.60 303.00 .1179 .llt32 .llt32 .9000 .5127-02 .6227-02 3.851 28.15 575.6 
116 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .lt594-01 .5535-01 .5535-01 .9000 .1998-02 .2407-02 1.560 10.85 5lt6.0 
116 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .3014-01 .3626-01 .3626-01 .9000 .1311-02 1577-02 1.030 7.'t15 SltO.8 
116 1350.0 524.40 305.00 .2586-01 .3109-01 .3109-01 9000 .1124-02 .1352-02 .8859 6.82'+ 538.8 
116 1375 0 '+21 60 308 00 .1148-01 .1384-01 .1384-01 .9000 .4991-03 .6017-03 3883 5.395 548.6 
116 1375 0 440.00 309.00 .9582-01 .1161t .1164 .9000 .4167-02 .5063-02 3.122 23.74 577.4 
116 1375 0 '+60 00 310.00 .7739-01 .93'+6-01 .93,+6-01 .9000 .3365-02 .4061t-02 2.597 16.Itlt 555.1 
116 1375 0 503.40 311.00 .2687-01 3232-01 .3232-01 .9000 .1168-02 Ilt05-02 .9195 7.332 539.7 
116 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .14132-01 1791-01 .1791-01 9000 .6487-03 7790-03 5147 3 719 533 3 
116 1400 0 523 40 313 00 1475-01 1771-01 .1771-01 9000 .6412-03 .7702-03 .5079 It 210 534.7 
116 1425 0 415 10 315 00 129'+-01 1557-01 .1557-01 .9000 .5626-03 6769-03 .41t 17 3 179 54 1.4 
116 1425 0 437 70 316.00 6226-01 .7517-01 7517-01 .9000 .2708-02 .3269-02 2.092 15.46 554.0 
116 1425 a 466 30 317 00 .3424-0 I 4118-01 .4118-01 .9000 .1489-02 .1791-02 1.172 6.899 539.3 
116 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .1325-01 1591-01 .1591-01 .!J000 .5761-03 .6920-(13 .4563 3 783 534.7 
116 1425.0 536.50 319.00 .8363-02 .1004-01 .100'+-01 .9000 .3637-03 .4364-03 .2894 e.16't 530.8 
116 1't"30.0 't10.20 320.00 .9060-02 .1090-01 .1090-01 .9000 .3!:l't0-03 .47.58-03 .3103 3.013 539.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2't96 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US02J 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAIo//TO HUO) HITAW) OOOT OTIo/OT TIo/ 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO F"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
116 \450.0 436.00 321.00 .3652-01 .4398-01 .4398-01 .9000 .1588-02 .1912-02 1.2't3 9.548 5114 1 
116 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .2840-01 3415-01 .3415-01 .9000 .1235-02 .1485-02 .9732 6 588 538 6 
116 1450 0 511.10 323.00 8541-02 1025-01 .1025-01 .9000 .3714-03 .4459-03 2952 2.647 531 9 
116 1450 0 526.60 325.00 7501-02 .9001-02 .9001-02 .9000 .3262-03 .3914-03 .2596 2.156 530 8 
116 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .2268-01 .2726-01 .2726-01 .9000 .9863-03 .1186-02 .7786 6.00? 537 2 
116 1500 0 470 40 328 00 .1969-01 2365-01 2365-01 .9000 .8564-03 1028-02 .6799 4.231 532.8 
116 1500 0 514.00 .529 00 .7211-02 .8652-02 .8652-02 9000 .3136-03 .3762-03 .2499 1.809 529.8 
116 1500.0 532 30 331 00 5258-02 6303-02 6303-02 .9000 22c.5-03 .2741-03 .1829 1.209 526.6 
116 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .4534-02 .5436-02 .5436-02 9000 .1972-03 .2364-03 .1575 1.142 527 6 
116 1525 0 424 00 332 00 3177-02 3810-02 .3810-02 9000 1382-03 .1657-03 1103 .8543 528.2 
116 1525 a 431.00 333 00 1125-01 1351-01 1351-01 .9000 .4894-03 5873-03 .3897 2.571 530.5 
116 1525.0 440.00 334.00 .3425-01 .4118-01 .4118-01 9000 .1489-02 1791-02 1.174 7 494 538 4 
116 1525 0 493.00 335 00 .8935-02 .1072-01 .1072-01 .9000 .3886-03 .4661-03 .3097 2 397 529.5 
116 1545.0 434 00 338 00 .7145-02 .8570-02 .8570-02 .9000 .3107-03 .3727-03 .2479 2 062 528.7 
116 1545.0 443.00 339.00 2663-01 .3198-01 .3198-01 .9000 .1158-02 .1391-02 .9171 5 264 534.6 
-
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2lt97 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US02J 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA II 30.00 BETA 
- -It.OOO ELEVON - .0000 BDFLAP • . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
129 3.686 8.000 29.95 -4.052 853.2 1352 97.95 .8740-01 3.915 3881. .2408-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
129 4912-01 2108-01 
·--TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H!TAWI oooT Ofl.oIOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.O R-0.9 R- eTU/R eTU/R BTU I DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
129 1325.0 428.60 298 00 .51t07-01 .6530-01 .6530-01 .9000 .2656-02 .3208-02 2.088 15.3'+ 5S5.5 
129 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1323 .1613 .1613 .9000 .6501-02 .7923-02 1t.89S 32.IS 598.6 
129 1325.0 50S.70 301.00 ~560-01 .1t278-01 .1t278-01 .9000 .171t9-02 .2101-02 1.1t08 11.19 51tS.3 
129 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .38'16-01 .4628-01 .1t62B-01 .9000 .1889-02 .2273-02 1.512 11.18 551.S 
129 1350.0 41t0 itO 302 00 .9696-01 .1178 1178 .9000 .lt763-02 .5785-02 3.641t 33.12 586.5 
129 1350 0 1t58.60 303.00 .1120 .1359 .1359 .9000 .5500-02 .6677-02 1t.217 30.68 58't.9 
129 1350.0 498.50 304 00 .1t716-01 .5674-01 .5671t-01 .9000 .2316-02 .2787-02 1.853 12.85 551 e 
129 1350.0 515 50 306 00 2870-01 . 31t1tc-0 I 31t1t6-01 .9000 .11t 10-02 .1693-02 I. litO 8.202 51t2.7 
129 1350 0 524 itO 305 00 .2550-01 .3061-01 3061-01 .9000 .1253-02 .1501t-02 1.015 7.806 51t 1.6 
129 1375 0 421 60 308 00 .121t7-01 1503-01 .1503-01 .9000 6125-03 .7383-03 4859 6.717 558.4 
129 1375.0 41t0 Oil 309 00 101t3 .1269 .1269 .9000 .5123-02 6233-02 3 885 36.72 593.2 
129 1375 a 460 00 310 00 .6815-01 .8216-01 8216-01 9000 • .3348-02 .1t036-02 2 651t 16 77 558.9 
129 1375 0 503 itO 311 00 .2605-01 3127-01 .3127-01 .9000 .1279-02 1536-02 I 035 8 21t6 51t2.3 
129 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .1395-01 .1672-01 1672-01 .9000 .6853-03 8213-03 5593 4.037 535.5 
129 11t00.0 523 itO 313 00 .1393-01 1670-01 .1670-01 9000 6841t-03 .8205-03 .5578 4.620 536.7 
129 1425 0 415 10 315 00 1371-01 1648-01 161tB-01 .9000 6731t-03 .B096-03 5411 3.881 548 I 
129 11t25 C 437.70 316 00 6806-01 .8210-01 .8210-01 .9000 • 331t3-02 .4033-02 2 641 19.1t4 561 7 
129 1425.0 466 30 317.00 3043-01 .3653-01 3653-01 9000 .1495-02 .1794-02 1.211 7.109 51t1.6 
129 1425 0 50B.60 318 00 .1406-01 1686-01 .1686-01 .9000 .6909-03 .8284-03 .5625 4.657 537.'1 
129 1425.0 536 50 319.00 8400-02 1006-01 .1006-01 .9000 4126-03 4943-03 .3378 2.522 533 I 
129 1450 0 '118 20 320.00 .9262-02 . I 112-0 I .1112-nl .9000 .4550-03 .5464-03 .3673 3.557 544 4 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2'+99 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US02) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) H(1'AW) aDOT OTW01 TW 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R-0.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
129 1450.0 436 00 321.00 .3869-01 .4653-01 .4653-01 .9000 .1900-02 .2286-02 1.523 11.66 550 2 
129 1450 0 468.20 322 00 2523-01 .30?7-01 .3027-01 .9000 .1239-02 .1487-02 I.G05 6.794 540 8 
129 1450 0 511 10 323 00 .8577-02 .1028-01 .1028-01 .9000 .4213-03 .5048-03 .3443 3.083 534 4 
129 1450.0 526.60 325 00 .8131-02 .9741-02 .9741-02 9000 .3994-03 .4785-03 .3267 2.710 533 7 
129 1500.0 437 00 327.00 .2446-01 2936-01 .2936-01 9000 .1201-02 .1442-02 .9724 7.478 542 3 
129 1500 0 470 40 328 00 1753-01 .2100-01 2100-01 9000 .8610-03 .1032-02 7034 4 374 534 7 
129 1500 0 514 00 329 00 6947-02 .8317-02 8317-02 .9000 .3412-03 .40A6-03 .2799 2.025 531.3 
129 1500.0 532.30 331.00 .5389-02 .6447-02 6447-02 .9000 .2647-03 .3167-03 .2180 1.440 528.1 
129 1500.0 539.40 330.00 .4736-02 5668-02 .5668-02 .9000 .2327-03 .2784-03 .1913 1.385 529 3 
129 1525.0 424 00 332 00 3349-02 4009-02 .4009-02 9000 .1645-03 .1969-03 .1352 I 046 529 8 
129 1525.0 431 00 333 00 .1351-01 .1618-01 .1618-01 .9000 .6636-03 .7949-03 5429 3.576 533.5 
129 1525.0 440.00 334.00 .3683-01 .4422-01 .4422-01 .9000 .1809-02 .2172-02 I 463 9.314 543.2 
129 1525.0 493.00 335 00 .8205-02 .9826-02 9826-02 .9000 .4030-03 .4827-03 .3302 2.552 532.3 
129 1545 0 434 00 338 00 8128-02 .9731-02 9731-02 .9000 .3993-03 .4780-03 3276 2.721 531.1 
129 1545.0 443.00 339.00 .2894-01 .3472-01 .3472-01 .9000 .1422-02 .1705-02 1.156 6 618 538.9 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2'+99 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD tRWS03) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • • 0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
'"'UMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 IFT2 
152 1.983 7.980 29.96 -2.027 '+34.4 1309. 95.27 .4523-01 2.016 381B. .12BI-02 .7667-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
152 .3505-01 .2881-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO 0:0 T IC- NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
152 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .8095-02 .9730-02 .9750-02 .9000 .2837-03 .34IB-03 .21B7 1.629 537.9 
152 1325 0 489.20 299.00 .7100-01 .8596-01 .A596-01 .9000 .2489-02 .3013-02 1.871 12.55 557.0 
152 1325 0 506.70 301.00 2938-01 .3539-01 .3539-01 .9000 .1030-02 .1240-02 .7948 6.3'+6 537.0 
152 1325 0 5:1.30 300.00 .4478-01 .5,+01-01 .5401-01 .9000 .1570-02 .1893-02 1.202 B.933 5'+2.8 
152 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .1006-01 .1212-:)1 .1212-01 .9000 .3525-03 .4248-03 .2709 2.519 5'+0.1 
152 1350.0 458.60 303 00 .1156 .1403 .1403 .9000 .4052-02 .4918-02 3.009 22.10 565.9 
152 1350.0 498 50 304.00 .5660-01 6832-01 6832-01 .9000 .1984-02 .2395-02 1.513 10.52 5'+5.9 
152 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .1778-01 .2139-01 .2139-01 .9000 .6230-03 .7498-03 .4823 3. '+83 534.6 
152 1350 0 524 '+0 305.00 .2253-01 2712-01 2712-01 .9000 .7897-03 .9507-03 6104 It 709 535.7 
152 1375 0 421.60 308.00 .2345-02 .2826-02 .2826-02 9000 .8220-04 .9904-04 .6326-01 .8B30 539.1 
152 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .1129-01 .1361-01 .1361-01 .9000 .3959-03 • '+770-03 .3046 2.958 539.2 
152 1375.0 46G 00 310.00 .1167 1416 .1416 .9000 .4092-02 .1t962-02 3.055 19.27 562 0 
152 1375 0 503 40 311.00 2421t-01 .2918-01 2918-01 .9000 .8495-03 .1023-02 6556 5.235 536.9 
152 1375 0 531 00 312.00 .1327-01 1595-01 .1596-01 9000 .1t651-03 5594-03 .3612 2.612 532.1 
152 IItOO 0 523.1t0 313 00 .1415-01 1702-01 1702-01 9000 .1t959-03 .5967-03 . 381t1t 3.189 533.5 
152 I1t2S.0 415.10 315.00 8500-02 .1024-01 1024-01 9000 .2979-03 .3588-03 .2297 1.656 537 6 
152 1425 0 1t37 70 316 00 1404-01 .1690-01 .1690-01 9000 1t921-03 .5925-03 .3802 :=.835 536 I 
152 1425 0 1t66.30 317.00 .6209-01 7489-0 I 7489-01 9000 .2176-02 2625-02 I 666 9.774 51t3.0 
152 11t25,O 508.60 318.00 1086-01 .1307-01 1307-0: 9000 .3808-03 4580-03 .2958 2 1t56 531 9 
152 1425 0 536 50 319.00 .9019-02 .1084-01 1084-01 .9000 .3161-03 3800-03 .2459 1.839 530.7 
152 1450 0 418 20 320 00 7058-02 .BIt98-02 .8498-02 9000 .2474-03 2979-03 1912 1.859 536.0 
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEoC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2500 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR'+US03) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HlTO) HlTAW) aOOT oTWoT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R oEG. R 
TAW/TO H2SEC H2SEC H2SEC ISEC 
152 1450.0 436.00 321. 00 .1154-01 .1389-01 .1389-01 .9000 .4045-03 .'+869-03 .3130 2.415 535.0 
152 1450.0 408 20 322 00 .4688-01 .5652-01 .5652-01 .9000 .1643-02 1981-02 1.261 8.522 541.4 
152 1450 0 511. 10 323 00 .7701-02 9258-02 .9258-02 .9000 .2699-03 3245-03 .2100 1.884 530.6 
152 1450.0 526 60 325 00 9466-02 1138-01 .1138-01 9000 .3318-03 .3989-03 .2581 2.144 530.9 
152 1500 0 437 00 327 00 .8161-02 .9813-02 .9813-02 .9000 .2861-03 .3440-03 .2224 1.720 531.2 
152 1500 0 470 40 328 00 .2380-01 .2862-01 .2862-01 .9000 .8340-03 1003-02 .6473 4.029 532.6 
152 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .5186-02 .6231-02 6231-02 .9000 .1818-03 .2184-03 .1418 1.027 528.5 
152 1500 0 532 30 331 00 6813-02 .8181-02 .8181-02 9000 .2388-03 2868-03 .1868 1.235 526.6 
152 1500.0 539 40 330.00 5017-02 .6026-02 6026-02 .9000 1758-03 .2112-03 .1373 .9951 527.7 
152 1525 0 424 00 332 00 .2412-02 .2898-02 2898-02 9000 .8454-04 .1016-03 6603-01 .5115 527.7 
152 1525 0 431.00 333 00 .7650-02 .9194-02 .9194-02 9000 .2681-03 .3222-03 2090 1.380 529.3 
152 1525 0 440 00 334 00 .1362-01 .1638-01 .1638-01 .9000 .'+775-03 .5741-03 .3713 2.379 531.1 
152 1525.0 493 00 335 00 1930-01 .2322-01 2322-01 9000 .6765-03 .8I1tO-03 .521t1 4.01t7 534.0 
152 1545 0 431t 00 338 00 6298-02 .7568-02 7568-02 9000 .2208-03 .2653-03 .1722 1.'+32 528.7 
152 1545 0 1t43 CO 339.00 .141t9-01 .171t1-01 .171t 1-01 .9000 .5077-03 6104-03 .3951 2.272 530.5 
) ) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2501 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US031 
Ot-lS POD PARAMETRIC. DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 80FLAP • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IrT2 
113 2.997 7.990 29 96 -2.021 672.2 1327. 96.36 .6942-01 3.102 381t5. .19'+4-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR] 
rT2SEC '".0175 
113 .4358-01 .2342-01 
'''TeST DATA"· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI OoOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
113 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1450-01 .1745-01 .1745-01 .9000 .6320-03 .7605-03 .4960 3.688 5'+1.8 
113 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1121 .1361 .1361 .9000 .4885-02 .5932-02 3.669 24.38 575.6 
113 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .3748-01 .4510-01 4510-01 .9000 .1634-02 .1966-02 1.283 10.23 541.1 
113 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .5808-01 .7004-01 .7004-01 .9000 .2531-02 .3053-02 1.966 14.56 550.0 
113 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .3227-01 .3890-01 .3890-01 .9000 .1406-02 .1695-02 1.096 10.15 5lt7.7 
113 1350.0 458.60 303 00 .1481 .1802 .1802 .9000 .6453-02 .7856-02 4.795 31t.91 583.6 
113 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .4698-01 .5659-01 .5659-01 .9000 .20lt8-02 .2466-02 1.600 11.13 5lt5.3 
113 1350.0 515.50 306.00 .2454-01 .2949-01 .2949-01 .9000 1069-02 .1285-02 .~1t'+0 6.086 537.It 
113 1350.0 521t 40 305.00 .2767-01 .3327-01 .3327-01 .9000 .1206-02 .llt50-02 .91t98 7.315 539.0 
113 1375.0 421 60 308.00 3866-02 .lt652-02 .lt652-02 .9000 .1685-03 .2027-03 .1323 1.8lt5 5lt1 2 
113 1375 0 '+40.00 309 00 .3311-01 .3991-01 .3991-01 .9000 .11t43-02 .1739-02 1.125 10.87 Slf7.1t 
113 1375 0 460 00 310 00 .1099 .1330 .1330 .9000 .lt788-02 .5798-02 3 646 22.96 565.2 
113 1375 0 503 40 311.00 .2384-01 .2865-01 .2865-01 .9000 • 1039-02 1249-02 .819'+ 6.5ltO 537.9 
113 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .1552-01 .1864-01 1864-01 9000 .6765-03 .8122-03 .5371 3 882 532.7 
113 1400 0 523.40 313 00 .1370-01 1646-01 .1646-01 9000 .5973-03 7173-03 .4734 3 926 531t .1 
113 1425.0 415 10 315 00 1327-01 .1596-01 .1596-01 .9000 .5783-03 6956-03 .4550 3.276 539.9 
113 1425 0 437.70 316 00 1710-01 .2056-01 .2056-01 .9000 .745't-D3 .8960-03 .5885 4.385 537.2 
113 1'125 0 466 30 317 00 .5557-01 .669L-01 .6691-01 9000 2422-02 .2916-02 1 895 II II Slf4.0 
113 1425 0 508 60 318 00 1281-01 1539-01 1539-01 .9000 .5585-03 6708-03 4426 3 671 534 I 
113 1425 0 536 50 319 00 1040-01 1248-01 1248-01 9000 4533-03 5440-03 .3607 2.696 531 0 
113 1450 0 418 20 320 00 9693-02 .1165-01 .1165-01 .9000 .4225-03 5079-03 .3332 3.237 538.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2502 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US031 
RUN XO ZO T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER Rool 0 RcO.9 R .. 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
113 1450 0 436.00 321.00 .1032-01 .1240-01 .1240-01 .9000 .4497-03 .5403-03 .3560 2.747 535.2 
113 1450.0 468.20 322.00 4538-01 .5463-01 .5463-01 .9000 .1978-02 .2381-02 1.549 10.46 543.5 
113 1450 0 511 10 323 00 .1137-01 .1365-01 .1365-01 .9000 4956-03 .5951-03 .3933 3.524 533.1 
113 1450 0 526 60 325.00 .8758-02 .1051-01 .1051-01 9000 .3817-03 .4581-03 .3038 2.524 530 7 
113 1500 0 437.00 327.00 7656-02 9187-02 .9187-02 .9000 .3337-03 .4004-03 .2656 2.055 530 6 
113 1500 0 470.40 328.00 .2696-01 .3239-01 .3239-01 .9000 .1175-02 .1412-02 .9299 5.780 535.3 
113 1500 0 514.00 329.00 .6486-02 .7779-02 .7779-02 9000 .2827-03 .3390-03 .2257 1.635 526 3 
113 1500 0 532 30 331.00 6307-02 7561-02 .7561-02 .9000 .2749-03 .3295-03 .2200 1.454 526.4 
113 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .4972-02 .5961-02 .5961-02 .9000 .2167-03 2598-03 1733 1.256 527.1 
113 1525.0 424.00 332.00 .2878-02 3451-02 3451-02 9000 .1254-03 1504-03 .1002 .7763 527.7 
113 1525.0 431 00 333 00 .7301-02 8758-02 .8758-02 .9000 .3182-03 3817-03 .2538 1.675 529 2 
113 1525 0 440 00 334 00 .1644-01 1974-01 1974-01 .9000 .7166-03 8601-03 .5697 3 649 531.7 
113 1525 0 493 00 335.00 .1381-01 .1657-01 .1657-01 .9000 .6019-03 .7224-03 4790 3.704 530.9 
113 1545.0 434 00 338.00 .6079-02 .7291-02 .7291-02 .9000 .2650-03 .3178-03 .2115 1.759 528.4 
113 IS'i5 0 443 00 339 00 .1647-01 1977-01 .1977-01 .9000 .7178-03 8614-03 .5711 3.284 531.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2503 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US03J 
OMS POD PARAMETRI-C DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEO R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
126 3.688 8.000 29.95 -2.013 853 6 1352. 97.95 8744-01 3.917 3881. .2409-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
126 .4913-01 2107-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTO) HtTAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R-0.9 R· BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
126 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1434-01 .1722-01 .1722-01 .9000 .7044-03 .8460-03 .5688 4.224 541f.2 
126 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .1144 .1387 .1387 .9000 .5619-02 .6817-02 4.324 28.64 582.1 
126 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .5010-01 .b024-01 _6024-01 .9000 .2462-02 .2960-02 1.977 15.70 54a.5 
126 1'325.0 511 30 300.00 5889-01 .7087-01 .7087-01 .9000 .2894-02 .3482-02 2.31't 17.11 552.0 
126 1350 0 440.40 302.00 2992-01 .3600-01 .3600-01 .9000 1470-02 .1769-02 1.177 10.89 551.0 
126 1350.0 458 60 303 00 .1542 .1875 1875 .9000 .7575-02 .92! 1-02 5.762 41.80 591.0 
126 1350.0 498.50 304.00 4588-01 .5515-01 .5515-01 .9000 .2254-02 .2710-02 1.812 12.60 547.7 
1c!6 1350 0 515 50 306 00 .2789-01 .3346-01 3346-01 .9000 .1370-02 .1644-02 1. 111 7.997 540.7 
126 1350 0 524 40 305 00 2502-01 .3002-01 3002-01 .9000 .1229-02 1475-02 .9972 7.675 540 4 
126 1375.0 421.60 308 00 3842-02 .4615-02 .4615-02 9000 .188B-03 .2268-03 .1523 2.120 544.9 
126 1375.0 440.00 309 00 .2398-01 .2882-01 2882-01 .9000 .1178-02 .1416-02 .9481 9 170 547.0 
126 1375 0 460 00 310 00 1143 .1383 .1383 .9r:l00 .5618-02 .6795-02 4 383 27.52 571.5 
126 1375 0 503 '10 311 00 2471-01 .2965-0: 2965-01 .9000 .1214-02 .l't57-02 9853 7.855 540 2 
126 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .1522-01 .1824-01 .1824-01 9000 7477-03 8960-03 .6108 4 410 534 8 
126 1400 0 523 40 313 00 .1343-01 1609-01 .1609-01 9000 .6597-03 7905-03 .5388 4.466 535.0 
126 1425 () 415 10 315 00 .103() 01 1237-01 1237-01 .9000 .5061-03 .6076-03 4096 2.946 542 4 
126 1425 0 437 70 316 00 .2150-01 .2580-01 .2580-01 .9000 .1056-02 .1268-02 .8564 6.370 541 0 
126 1425 0 466 30 317 00 5604-01 6733-01 6733-01 .9000 2753-02 .330B-02 2 219 13.00 545.8 
126 1425 0 508 60 318 00 1206-01 1446-01 1446-01 .9000 .5928-03 7103-03 .4844 4 016 534.5 
126 1425 0 536 50 319 00 1033-01 1238-01 1238-01 .9000 .5078-03 6082-03 4157 3 104 533.0 
126 1450 0 418 20 320 00 9165-02 1100-0 I 1100-01 9000 .4503-03 5404-03 .3652 3 543 540.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2504 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4US031 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI QOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Rc O.9 R" BTU/R BTUIR BTUI CEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
126 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1277-01 .1532-01 .1532-01 .9000 .6277-03 .7527-03 .5108 3.936 537.9 
126 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .4295-01 .5161-01 .5161-01 .9000 .2110-02 .2536-02 1.702 11.48 545.4 
.126 1450.0 511. 10 323.00 .1097-01 .1314-01 .1314-01 .9000 .5388-03 .6455-03 .4403 3.943 534.4 
126 1450.0 526 60 325.00 .8871-02 .1062-01 .1062-01 .9000 .4359-03 .5220-03 .3570 2.963 532.6 
126 1500 0 437 00 327.00 1006-01 .1205-01 .1205-01 .9000 .4944-03 5922-03 .4043 3.12? 533.9 
126 1500 a 470.40 328.00 2839-01 .3404-01 .3404-01 9000 .1395-02 .1673-02 1 135 7 046 537.9 
126 1500 0 514.00 329 00 .6819-02 .8162-02 .8162-02 9000 .3351-03 .4010-03 .2753 1.992 530.1 
126 1500 0 532.30 331 00 .5682-02 6796-02 .6796-02 9000 .2792-03 .3339-03 .2302 1.522 527.0 
126 1500.0 539 40 330 00 .5198-02 .6219-02 .6219-02 .9000 .2554-03 3055-03 .2102 I 523 528.4 
126 1525 0 424.00 332 00 2989-02 3577-02 .3577-02 9000 .1'169-03 1758-03 .1208 .9351 529 2 
126 1525 0 431.00 333.00 .7955-02 .9524-02 9524-02 .9000 .3909-03 4679-03 .3208 2.116 531 0 
126 1525.0 440.00 334.00 1934-0 I .2317-01 .2317-01 .9000 .9501-03 .1138-02 .7764 4.965 53 .... 6 
126 1525 0 493.00 335 00 1211-01 .1451-01 1451-01 9000 .5952-03 7129-03 .4873 3.765 533.0 
126 1545 0 434.00 338 00 6098-02 7298-02 .7298-02 9000 2996-03 3586-03 2463 2.047 529 8 
126 1545.0 443.00 339.00 .1714-01 .2053-01 .2053-01 .9000 .8422-03 .1009-02 .6893 3 959 533.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2505 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US041 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -I. 000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 /rT3 IFT2 
149 2.015 7 980 29 95 -1.011 435.2 1297. 94.40 .4531-01 2.020 3801. .1295-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
149 3503-01 2862-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) aOOT on.JOT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
149 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .2601-02 .3136-02 .3136-02 .9000 .9112-04 1098-03 .6932-01 .5169 536.0 
149 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .2281-01 .2752-01 .2752-01 .9000 .7991-03 .9641-03 .6053 4.097 539.1 
149 1325.0 506 70 301.00 .3177-01 .3832-01 .3832-01 .9000 .1113-02 .1342-02 .8444 6.739 538.0 
149 1325.0 511 30 300.00 • 36Sl6-01 .4461-01 .4461-01 .9000 .1295-02 .1563-02 .9787 7.281 540.6 
149 1350 0 440.40 302.00 .3667-02 .4422-02 .4422-02 .9000 .1285-03 . 1549-03 9762-01 .9095 536.7 
149 1350 0 458 60 303.00 .1972-01 .2378-01 .2378-01 9000 .6906-03 .8330-03 .5239 3 902 538.1 
149 1350.0 499.50 304 00 .3643-01 4395-01 .4395-01 .9000 .1276-02 .1540-02 .9663 6.743 539.4 
149 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .2137-01 .2576-01 2576-U1 .9000 .7485-03 9023-03 .5694 4.109 535.9 
149 1350.0 524 40 305.00 .2061-01 2484-01 2494-01 9000 .7218-03 8700-03 5495 4 240 535.4 
149 1375.0 421.60 309 00 .1501-02 .1811-02 1811-02 9000 .5259-04 .6343-04 3990-01 .5572 538.0 
149 1375 0 440 00 309 00 4074-02 4912-02 .4912-02 9000 .1427-03 1720-03 1085 1.056 536 I 
149 1375 0 460 OC 310 00 .2459-01 2965-01 2965-C1 9000 .8614-03 1039-02 .6548 4.184 536.5 
149 1375 0 503 40 311 00 .1707-0 I .2057-01 .2057-01 9000 5981-03 7206-03 4562 3 649 533.9 
149 1375 0 531 00 312.00 .1199-01 .1443-01 1443-01 .9000 4196-03 .5054-03 3207 2.318 532 5 
149 1400 0 523.40 313 00 1578-01 .1902-01 .1902-01 9000 5528-03 6662-03 4211 3 491 534.9 
149 1425 0 415 10 315 00 3093-02 3729-02 .3729-02 .9000 .1083-03 1306-03 8235-01 .5914 1 536 5 
149 1425 0 437 70 316 00 .5555-02 6693-02 .6693-02 9000 .1946-03 .2344-03 .1484 1.108 533.8 
149 1425 0 466.30 317 00 .2533-01 3053-01 .3053-01 9000 .8872-03 .1069-02 .6756 3.979 535.1 
149 1425.0 508 60 318 00 .8299-02 9993-02 .9993-02 .9000 .2907-03 3500-03 2223 I 846 531.B 
149 1425.0 536.50 319.00 .9854-02 .1187-01 1187-01 9000 .3452-03 4156-03 .2640 I 972 532 0 
149 1450 0 418.20 320 00 .2482-02 2992-02 .2992-02 9000 .8695-04 1049-03 .6623-01 .6444 535.0 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH8~8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2506 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD fRI+USOI+) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HI!AW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
T6.W/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
11+9 11+50.0 '+36.00 321.00 .5511-0~ .6639-02 .6639-02 .9000 .1930-03 .2325-03 .11+71+ 1.138 ~33.3 
1~9 11+50.0 '+68.20 322.00 .1913-01 .2306-01 .2306-01 .9000 .6702-03 .8077-03 . 5108 3.465 31+.6 . 
149 11+50.0 511.10 323.00 .6890-02 8291+-02 .8291+-02 .9000 .2413-03 .2905-03 .1848 1.658 530.8 • 
149 1~50 0 526 60 325 00 .9860-02 1187-01 .1187-01 .9000 . 3~54-03 .4159-03 .2641 2.193 531.9 
149 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .5277-02 .6352-02 .6352-02 .9000 .1848-03 2225-03 .1417 1.09e; 530.3 
149 1500 0 ~70 40 328 00 1167-01 .1406-01 .1406-01 .9000 .4089-03 .4923-03 .3131 1.950 531 I 
149 1500 0 514 00 329 00 5117-02 .6157-02 6157-02 .9000 .1792-03 2157-03 .1376 9961 529.2 
149 1500 0 532 30 331 00 7155-02 .8607-02 8607-02 .9000 .2506-03 3015-03 1927 1.273 527.7 
11+9 1500.0 539.1+0 330.00 6302-02 7582-02 .7582-02 .9000 .2207-03 2656-03 .1695 1.228 528 8 
149 1525 0 ~21+.CO 332.00 9658-03 1162-02 1162-02 9000 .3383-04 4069-01+ .2601-01 .2015 527 9 
11+9 1525 0 1+31 00 333 00 .3795-02 .1+566-02 1+566-02 .9000 1329-03 .1599-03 .1021 .671+0 528 6 
149 1525 0 41+0 00 334 00 8504-02 1021+-01 1021+-01 9000 .2979-03 3585-03 .2284 1.464 529 8 
11+9 1525 0 ~93.00 335.00 .9135-02 .1099-01 . '099-01 .9000 .3200-03 .3851-03 .21+53 1.898 530. I 
149 15~5 0 43'+.00 338 00 .2561-02 .3081-02 .3081-02 9000 .8970-01+ • 1079-03 .6895-01 .5736 528.0 
11+9 1545 0 4~3 00 339.00 7597-02 .9I'tl-02 911+1-02 9000 .2661-03 .3202-03 .20 .. 2 I 176 529 I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2507 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US041 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP II .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
·"TEST COND I TI ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI f'TlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 lID 3.010 7.990 29 96 -.9974 670.7 1321. 95.92 .6926-01 3.095 3836. .1949-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREf' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI-
FT2SEC = 0175 
lID .4350-01 2338-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREf' H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT DTWOT TW NUMBER R-I.O R-O.9 R" 8TU/R BTUIR 8TUI CEG. R DEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC lID 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .6168-02 .7'+23-02 .7423-02 .9000 .2683-03 .3229-03 .2097 1.561 539.2 110 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .7220-01 .8739-01 .B739-01 .9000 .3141-02 3801-02 2.387 15.98 560.7 lID 1325 0 506.70 301 00 .3318-01 .3994-01 .3994-01 .9000 .1443-02 .1737-02 1.127 B.981 5'+0.1 110 1325.0 511.30 300 00 .'t785-01 .5771-01 .5771-01 .9000 .2082-02 .2510-02 1.610 11.93 547.3 110 1350 a 440.40 302.00 .7560-02 .9100-02 .9100-02 .9000 .3289-03 .3959-03 .2565 2.385 5't0.6 110 1350 0 458.60 303.00 .9323-01 .1130 .1130 .9000 .4055-02 4915-02 3.063 22.50 565.5 lID 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .5219-01 .6296-01 6296-01 .9000 .2270-02 .2739-02 1.75'+ i2.18 5'+8.2 11U 1350.0 SIS 50 306 00 .2034-0! .2'+46-01 2'+46-01 .9000 .8846-03 1064-02 6928 '+ 995 537.5 110 1350 0 524.40 305.00 .2431-01 .2925-01 2925-01 .9000 .1057-02 1272-02 826'+ 6 365 539.1 110 1375.0 421 60 308 00 .2416-02 .2908-02 .2908-02 .9000 .1051-03 1265-03 8205-01 I 145 5'+0 0 110 1375.0 440.00 309 00 .9117-02 .1098-01 .1098-01 9000 .3966-03 4775-03 3092 3.000 541 0 110 1375 0 460 00 310.00 1491-01 9053-01 9053-01 .9000 .3259-02 3938-02 2 495 15 79 555.0 110 1375 0 503 40 311 00 2166-01 2606-01 .2606-01 .9000' .9423-03 1134-02 7370 5.881 53B.!i 110 1375 0 531 00 312 00 • n70-01 .1646-01 1646-01 .9000 .5958-03 7159-03 .4688 3.386 533.8 110 1400 0 523 40 313 00 .1407-01 .1692-01 .1692-01 .9000 .6122-03 .7360-03 .4807 3 984 535.5 1 iO 1425 0 415.10 315.00 .6291-02 .7568-02 .7568-02 9000 .2736-03 3292-03 .2141 1.543 538 '+ 110 1425.0 437 70 '316.00 .1209-01 1454-01 1454-01 .9000 .5260-03 .6327-03 .4119 3.069 537.6 110 1425 a 466.30 317 00 .4522-01 5445-01 .5445-01 9000 .1967-02 .2369-02 I 532 8.990 541.9 110 1425.0 508 60 318.00 8996-02 1081-01 .1081 -01 .9000 3913-03 .4701-03 3085 2 560 532.5 110 1425.0 536 50 319 00 .9604-02 . I 153-UI 1153-01 9000 .4178-03 5018-03 .3296 2.463 531.7 110 1450.0 418 20 320 00 .5195-02 .6248-02 .6248-02 .9000 .2260-03 .2718-0:! 1771 1.722 536.8 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2508 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US04' 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTO) HtTAW) ODOT DTWOT TU 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEO. R OEO. R 
TAUITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
110 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1050-01 .1263-01 .1263-01 .9000 .4568-03 .5493-03 .3583 2.763 536.3 
110 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .3462-01 .4170-01 .4170-0 I .9000 .1506-02 .1814-02 1.173 7.926 541.9 
110 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .6597-02 .7922-02 .7922-02 .9000 .2B70-03 .3446-03 .2267 2.034 530.7 
i 10 1450.0 526 60 325.00 .8973-02 1078-01 .1078-01 .9000 .3903-03 .4688-03 .3078 2.556 532.0 
110 1500 0 437.00 327.00 .7491-02 .8996-02 .8996-02 .9000 .3259-03 .3913-03 .2573 1.989 531.2 
110 1500 0 470 40 328.00 .1901-01 .2284-01 .2284-01 .9000 .8270-03 9935-03 .6515 4 055 532.8 
110 1500.0 514.00 329 00 .5474-02 .6570-02 .6570-02 9000 .2381-03 .2858-03 1886 1.366 528.5 
110 1500 0 532 30 331 00 .6374-02 .7648-02 .7648-02 9000 .2773-03 3327-03 .2198 1 452 527.8 
110 1500 0 539.40 330 00 4861-02 5833-02 .5833-02 .9000 .2115-03 .2537-03 .1676 I 214 528.3 
110 1525 0 424.00 332.00 .1609-02 .1930-02 .1930-02 .9000 6998-04 .8396-04 .5549-01 .4298 527.7 
110 1525 0 431.00 333.00 .5469-02 .6564-02 .6564-02 9000 .2379-03 2855-03 1883 1.243 529.0 
110 1525.0 440 00 334 00 .1254-01 .1506-01 .1506-01 9000 .5456-03 .6552-03 .4309 2.761 531.0 
110 1525.0 493.00 335 00 1510-01 .1814-01 .1814-01 .9000 .6568-03 .7889-03 .5181 4.005 531.8 
110 1545 0 434 00 338.00 .4088-02 .4905-02 .4905-02 9000 .1778-03 .2134-03 .14\0 \.\73 527.9 
110 1545.0 443.00 339 00 .1164-01 .1397-01 .1397-01 .9000 .5062-03 6077-03 4003 2 303 529.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2509 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR\tUSOIt , 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST COND I TI ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XlO 6 IfT3 IrT2 
122 3.691t 8.000 30.04 -.9752 852.2 1349. 97.73 .8729-01 3.911 3877. .2411-02 .7861t-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
122 .4907-01 .2106-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO H(TOI HtTAWI aOOT DTIoolOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R"0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO fT2SEC fT2SEC fT2SEC ISEC 
122 1325.0 1t28.60 298 00 .8016-02 .9623-02 .9623-02 .9000 • 3931t-03 .1t722-03 .3178 2.361t SltO.9 
122 1325.0 4B9.20 299.00 .9139-01 .1106 .1106 .9000 .1t485-02 .5429-02 3.1t78 23. lit 573.1 
122 1325.0 506.70 301 00 3961-01 .4760-01 .1t760-01 .9000 .1944-02 .2336-02 1.561 12.1t 1 545.6 
122 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .5490-01 .6610-01 .6610-01 .9000 .2694-02 .3244-02 2.144 15.85 553.0 
122 1350.0 4\t0.40 302.00 .1172-01 .11t07-01 .1407-01 .9000 .5750-03 .6907-03 .4631 4.300 51t3.3 
122 1350.0 458 60 303 00 .1146 .1390 .1390 .9000 .5626-02 .6B23-02 4.323 31.53 580.2 
122 1350.0 498.50 301t.00 .4985-01 .5998-01 .5998-01 .9000 .2447-02 .2943-02 1.955 13 57 549 6 
122 1350.0 515.50 306.00 .2333-01 .2800-01 .2800-01 .9000 .1145-02 1374-02 .9250 6.660 51t0.5 
122 1350.0 524 40 305 00 .2424-01 .2909-01 2909-01 9000 .1189-02 .1428-02 9610 7 395 540.7 
122 1375.0 421 60 308.00 .2896-02 .3479-02 3479-02 .9000 .1421-03 .1707-03 .1146 1.596 542.6 
122 1375 a 440 00 309 00 .1172-01 .1407-01 .1407-01 .9000 .5751-03 .6907-03 4634 4.\t92 542.8 
122 1375.0 460.00 310.00 .9490-01 .1146 .1146 .9000 .4657-02 .5626-02 3.648 22 97 565.1f 
122 1375 0 503.40 311 00 .2281-01 2737-01 2737-01 .9000 .1119-02 .1343-02 .9050 7.211t 540 2 
122 1375 0 531.00 312 00 .1388-01 .1664-01 .1664-01 .9000 .6812-03 .8166-03 .5544 4.003 534.9 
122 14[10 a 523.40 313 00 .1356-01 1626-01 .1626-01 .9000 .6653-03 .7977-03 5406 4 479 536 I 
122 1425.0 415 10 315 00 .8446-02 .1014-01 .1014-01 .9000 .'+1'+5-03 .4975-03 .3350 2.412 540 '+ 
122 1425.0 437 70 316 00 .1464-01 .1757-01 .1757-01 .9000 .7185-03 .8621-03 .5P18 4.332 538 9 
122 1425 a 466.30 317 00 .5813-01 .6989-01 .6989-01 .9000 .2853-02 3430-02 2 287 13.39 547 I 
122 1425 0 508.60 31B 00 .1044-01 1252-01 .1252-01 .9000 .5126-03 61'+3-03 .'+174 3.461 534.3 
122 1425 0 536 50 319 00 9152-02 .1096-01 1096-01 9000 4491-03 .5380-03 .3665 2.737 532.7 
122 1450 a 41B 20 320 00 .6710-02 .8050-02 .8050-02 .9000 .3293-03 3950-03 .2667 2 591 53B 6 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2510 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR~USo~) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITOI HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.o R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
122 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1226-01 .1~71-ol .l't71-ol .9000 .6019-03 .7220-03 .4879 3.759 538.0 
122 1~50.0 468.20 322.00 .~632-01 .5567-01 .5567-01 .9000 .2273-02 .2732-02 I.B25 12.31 546.0 
122 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .7163-02 .8579-02 .8579-02 .9000 .3515-03 .4210-03 .2871 2.575 531.8 
122 1450.0 526.60 325.00 .9191-02 .1101-01 .1101-01 .9000 .4510-03 .5~0~-03 .3679 3.052 533.1 
122 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .9350-02 .1120-01 .1120-01 .9000 .4589-03 .51t98-03 .37~3 2.891 533.0 
122 1500.0 1t70 itO 328 00 2371-01 .281t3-01 • 281t3-0I .9000 .1161t-02 .1395-02 .91t65 5.893 535 3 
122 1500.0 511t 00 329 00 .511t9-02 .6163-02 .6163-02 .9000 .2527-03 .3025-03 .2071 1.500 528 9 
122 1500 0 532.30 331.00 .611t8-02 .7356-02 .7356-02 .9000 .3017-03 3610-03 .21t77 1.637 527.5 
122 1500.0 539.1t0 330 00 .1t803-02 .571t8-02 .571t8-02 9000 .2357-03 .2821-03 • 1931t 1.1t01 528.3 
122 1525 0 1t2~.00 332.00 1986-02 .2376-02 2376-02 .9000 • 971t5-01t 1166-03 .7995-01 .6192 528.2 
122 1525.0 1t31.00 333.00 .6542-02 7833-02 .7833-02 .9000 .3210-03 .381t~-03 .2627 1.733 530.4 
122 1525.0 1t1t0.00 334 00 .1524-01 .1826-01 .1826-01 .9000 .71t77-03 .8959-03 .6095 3.900 533.6 
122 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .1724-01 .2066-01 .2066-01 .9000 .81t60-03 .1011t-02 • 6881t 5.312 535.0 _ 
122 1545.0 1t3~.00 338 00 1t651t-02 .5570-02 .5570-02 .9000 . 2281t-03 .2731t-03 .1871 I 556 529.3 
122 151t5.0 It It 3 .00 3,9 00 .1379-01 .1651-01 .1651-01 .9000 .6766-03 .8101t-03 .5526 3.176 531.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2511 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD • R'tUSOS I 
OMS POD PARAMETRH: DATA 
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F"T2 
10 .5027 7.900 29.95 • 4910-02 9B.66 1239 . 91.88 1097-01 .'+790 3712. .3221-03 .7393-07 
RUN HREF STN r-.o 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
10 1692-0! .5712-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT DnroT TW 
NUMBER R"l.O Rc O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT~SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
10 1325.0 '+28.60 298.00 .5853-03 .7105-03 7105-03 .9000 .9906-05 .1202-0't .S965-02 .5195-01 535.5 
10 1325.0 '+89.20 299 00 8900-03 1080-02 .1080-02 .9000 .1506-04 .1828-0'+ .1058-01 .7175-01 535.9 
10 1325.0 506 70 301.00 8160-02 .9908-02 .9908-02 .9000 .1381-03 .1677-03 .9699-01 .77'+7 53S ... 
10 1325.0 511.30 300.00 7217-02 .8765-02 .8765-02 .9000 .1221-03 .1483-03 .8568-01 .6384 537.2 
10 1350 0 440.40 302 00 .1117-02 .1357-02 .1357-02 .9000 .1891-04 2297-04 .1327-01 .1236 537 0 
10 1350.0 458.60 303.00 .6243-02 7584-02 .i58'+-~2 .90110 .1057-03 .1283-03 .7406-01 .5517 537.8 
10 1350.0 498 50 30,+ 00 .6208-02 7537-02 7537-02 .9000 .1051-03 .1276-03 .7378-01 .5157 536.3 
10 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .1237-01 1503-01 .1503-01 .9000 .2094-03 .2543-03 1469 1.060 537.0 
10 1350.0 524 40 305.00 7590-02 .9215-02 9215-02 .9000 .1285-03 1560-03 9020-01 .6956 536.4 
10 1375 0 421 60 308 00 .5810-03 .7056-03 7056-03 9000 .9833-05 1194-04 6900-02 .9642-01 537.0 
10 1375.0 440 00 309.00 2175-02 2642-02 .2542-02 9000 .3682-04 .'+471-04 2582-01 2509 537 4 
10 1375.0 4EO 00 310 00 .1045-01 .1269-01 .1259-01 .9000 .1758-03 .2147-03 .1241 .7925 537.0 
10 1375 0 503 40 311 00 6725-02 8164-02 8164-02 .9000 .1138-03 .1382-03 8009-01 .6401 535 I 
10 1375 0 531 00 312 00 5302-02 .7649-02 7649-02 9000 1066-03 1294-03 .7502-01 .5415 535.3 
10 1400 0 523.40 313.UO .1005-01 .1222-01 .1222-01 9000 .1702-03 2068-03 .1194 .9890 537.1 
10 1425.0 415 10 315 00 1790-02 2174-02 .2174-02 9000 .3029-04 .3679-04 .2126-01 .1533 536 9 
10 1425 0 437 70 315 00 5720-02 .6946-02 6945-02 9000 9581-04 .1176-03 .6795-01 .5064 536 8 
10 1425 0 465.30 3'7 00 .1104-01 .1340-01 .1340-01 .9000 .1868-03 .2258-03 .1312 .7720 535 5 
10 1425 0 508 60 318 00 6251-02 7501-02 7601-02 9000 .1050-03 .1286-03 .7446-01 .6169 535 9 
10 1425.0 536 50 319 00 5773-02 7008-02 .7008-02 9000 9770-04 .1186-03 6859-01 .5123 535 6 
10 1450.0 418 20 320 00 1254-02 1522-02 1522-02 9000 2122-04 2576-04 1490-01 .1449 536.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2512 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US06) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAWl ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.o R=0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
10 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .3131-02 .3801-02 .3801-02 .9000 .5299-04 .6433-04 .3722-01 .2870 536.3 
10 1450 0 468 20 322.00 .8762-02 .1064-01 .1064-01 .9000 .1483-03 .1800-03 .1042 .7063 536.0 
10 1450.0 511 10 323 00 .5002-02 .6071-02 6071-02 .9000 .8465-04 . 1027-03 .5955-01 .5330 535.2 
10 1450.0 526 60 325.00 .7667-02 .9309-02 .9309-02 .9000 .1298-03 .1575-03 .9114-01 .7550 536 3 
10 1500.0 437 00 327 00 .1594-02 1934-02 .1934-02 .9000 .2697-04 .3273-04 .1900-01 .1466 534 4 
10 1500 0 470.40 328 00 4389-02 5325-02 .5325-02 9000 .7427-04 .9012-04 .5230-01 .3253 534.4 
10 1500.0 514.00 329 00 3184-02 .3864-02 3864-02 .9000 .5388-04 6539-04 .3794-01 .2740 534 5 
10 1500.0 532 303 331 00 4598-02 .5579-02 5579-02 9000 7782-04 .9441-04 .0485-01 .3613 533.8 
10 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .3405-02 4132-02 .4132-02 .9000 .5762-04 .6992-04 .4056-01 .2929 534.7 
10 1525 0 424.00 332.00 3085-03 3743-03 374.5-03 .9000 5220-05 6334-05 3679-02 2840-01 534.0 
10 1525 0 431 00 333.00 7778-03 .9436-03 9436-03 .9000 .1316-04 .1597-04 9277-02 .6110-01 533.9 
10 1525.0 440 00 334.00 .1691-02 2051-02 .2051-02 .9000 .2862-04 3471-04 2018-01 1291 533 6 
10 1525 0 493 00 335.00 3124-02 .3788-02 3788-02 .9000 .5286-04 6411-04 .3731-01 2882 532.9 
10 1545 0 434 00 338 00 5783-03 .7017-03 7017-03 .9000 .9787-05 .1188-04 .6893-02 .5716-01 534.3 
10 1545.0 443.00 339.00 .1839-02 .223;-02 .2231-02 .9000 .3112-04 .3776-04 .2192-01 .1258 534.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2513 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rR4USOSl 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
47 2 016 7.980 29.96 .2452-02 435.5 1297. 94.40 .1+534-01 2.021 3801. .1296-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
1+7 .3504-01 .2861-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
HUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aDOT DHIDT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
1+7 1325.0 1+28. SO 298.00 .7000-03 .8433-03 .81+33-03 .9000 .21+53-04 .2955-04 .1871-01 .1396 534.0 
1+7 1325.0 499 20 299.00 .8028-02 .9684-02 .9681+-02 .9000 .2813-03 .3393-03 .2133 1 • 1+ If 1+ 539.5 
47 1325.0 506.70 301.00 2535-01 .3058-01 .3058-01 .9000 .8882-03 .1072-02 .6729 5.367 539.1 
1+7 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3106-01 .3751-01 .3751-01 .9000 .1088-02 .1311f-02 .8202 6.094 543.0 
'.7 1350.0 If If 0 40 302 00 .2184-02 .2633-02 .2633-02 .9000 .7651-01+ .9221+-01+ 5917-01 .5421 536 3 
1+7 1350.0 1+58.60 303 00 .51f49-02 6572-02 .6572-02 .9000 .1909-03 2303-03 .1448 1.078 538.2 
1+7 1350.0 1+98.50 304 00 .1680-01 .2027-01 .2027-01 .9000 5886-03 7101-03 .4'+SI 3.114 538 7 
1+7 1350 0 515.50 306 00 .2651-01 .3200-01 .3200-01 .9000 .9290-03 1121-02 .7028 5 061 540.1 
47 1350.0 524 40 305 00 .1361-01 .1642-01 1642-01 .9000 4770-03 .5752-03 .3621 2.791 537.4 
47 1375.0 421 60 308 00 8832-03 .1064-02 .1064-02 .9000 3095-04 3730-01+ 2357-01 .3296 535.2 
1+7 1375 0 1+40.00 309 00 2898-02 31+94-02 .3491+-02 .9000 1015-03 1224-03 .7715-01 .7501 536 7 
47 1375.0 1+60 00 310 00 8807-02 1062-01 .1062-01 .9000 .3086-03 3721-03 .231f3 1.'+97 537.3 
1+7 1375 0 503 1+0 311 00 .1051-01 .1266-01 .1266-01 9000 .3681-03 .1+1+37-03 .2802 2.239 535 5 
1+7 1375 0 531.00 312 00 .92all-02 .1118-01 1118-01 9000 3251-03 3918-03 21+79 1 790 534.4 
1+7 11+00 0 523 1+0 313 00 .1828-01 2205-01 .2205-~t .9000 6405-03 7725-03 If 858 4 020 538 2 
1+7 11+25.0 415 10 315 00 3137-02 .3781-02 .3781-02 .9000 .1099-03 .1325-03 8369-01 .6041 535.2 
1+7 1425.0 1+37 70 316 00 .6969-02 8401-02 .81+01-02 9000 .241+2-03 .2944-03 .1856 1.381+ 536 4 
47 1425 0 1+66 30 317 00 .2690-01 3246-01 .3246-01 .9000 .91+24-03 1137-02 .7133 1+. 191 539 7 
47 1425.0 508 60 318 00 .5016-02 6045-02 .6045-02 .9000 .1757-03 2118-03 1339 1 110 53't 9 
1+7 1425 0 536 50 319.00 .8927-02 1076-01 1076-01 .9000 3128-03 3770-03 2382 1.776 535.3 
1+7 1450.0 418.20 320 00 .25'37-02 3131-02 .3131-02 .9000 .9101-04 .1097-03 .6929-01 .6742 535.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2511t 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD fR4US06) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTO) H(lAW) QDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
47 1450.0 436.00 321.00 6886-02 .8302-02 .B302-02 .9000 .2413-03 .2909-03 .1835 l.ltl5 536.2 
47 1450.0 468.20 322.00 2409-01 .2908-01 .2908-01 .9000 .8442-03 .1019-02 .6386 It.319 540.3 
It? 1450 0 511 10 323.00 4097-02 .4938-02 .4938-02 .9000 .1436-03 .1730-03 .1094 .9793 531t.8 
47 1450 0 526.60 325 00 1053-01 .1269-01 .1269-01 .9000 .3689-03 1t1t48-03 .2806 2.325 536.0 
47 1500 0 437.00 327 00 .'162'1-02 .5572-02 .5572-02 .9000 .1620-03 .1952-03 .123'1 9521 535 1 
'17 1500 0 1t70 itO 328 00 1356-01 1635-01 .1635-01 .9000 .4752-03 .5729-03 .3615 2 246 536.1 
1t7 1500 0 51'1.00 329 00 .3287-02 3961-02 .3961-02 .9000 .1152-03 .1388-03 .8785-01 . 631t6 53'1.0 
1t7 1500 0 532.30 331 00 6219-02 .7'192-02 .7'+92-02 .9000 .2179-03 .2625-03 .1664 1.096 533.2 
It? 1500 0 539 '10 330 00 .5663-02 6823-02 .6823-02 .9000 .1981t-03 .2391-03 .1513 1.092 53'1 3 
'17 1525 0 '+21t 00 332.00 .7659-03 .9225-03 .9225-03 .9000 268'1-0'1 . 3232-01t .2050-01 .1584 532.8 
'17 1525.0 '131.00 333 00 306'1-02 .3691-02 .3691-02 9000 • 107'1-03 1293-03 8191t-01 .5398 533.4 
'17 1525.0 1t'l0 00 331t.00 .7'135-02 .8957-02 .8957-02 .9000 .2605-03 .3138-03 1997 1.271 533.9 
1t7 1525.0 '193 00 335 00 .1175-01 .1416-01 • Pt16-01 .9000 .4118-03 .4963-03 .3136 2.420 535 0 
1t7 15'15.0 't31t.00 338 00 .203'1-02 .2'150-02 .2't50-02 9000 .7126-01t • 858'1-01t .5438-01 .1t511 533.5 
'17 15'+5.0 '1'13 00 339 00 .6107-02 .7360-02 .7360-02 .9000 .21'10-03 2579-03 .1630 .9353 531t 9 
DATE 23 FEB eo OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2515 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US061 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS·'· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEC. PSIA DEO. R CEG. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
76 3.039 7.990 29.97 .3283-06 671 6 1314. 95.41 .6936-01 3.099 3826. .1962-02 .7678-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC -.0175 
76 .4349-01 .2329-01 
···TEST DATA· .. • 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H!TO) H!TAW) QOOT DTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
76 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1954-02 .2352-02 .2352-02 .9000 .8499-04 .1023-03 .6600-01 .4918 537.1 
76 1325 0 489.20 299 00 .2418-01 .2916-01 .2916-01 .9000 .1051-02 .1268-02 .B084 5.455 544.8 
76 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .3614-01 .4357-01 .4357-01 .9000 .1572-02 .1895-02 1.212 9.648 542.8 
76 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3286-01 .3962-01 .3962-01 .9000 .1429-02 .1723-02 1.099 B.161 544.4 
76 1350 0 li40.40 302 00 .3240-02 .3903-02 .3903-02 .9000 .1409-03 .1697-03 .1091 1.015 539.7 
76 1350.0 458.60 303.00 .9916-02 .1195-01 .1195-01 .9000 .4312-03 .5196-03 .3332 2.478 SIt I .0 
7& 1350 0 498.50 301+.00 .3783-01 .4562-01 .1+562-01 .9000 .161+5-02 .1984-02 1.265 B.BOS 544.5 
76 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .271+7-01 .3310-01 .3310-01 .9000 .1195-02 .11+1+0-02 .9228 6.61+1 541.3 
76 1350 0 521+ 1+0 305 00 .1831+-0 I .2208-01 2208-0! .9000 .7971+-03 .9602-03 6181 4.761 538.6 
76 1375.0 1+21.60 308 00 .1223-02 .11+73-02 1473-02 .9000 .5319-01+ .6401+-04 .4122-01 .5755 538.6 
76 1375.0 440.00 309 00 .3310-02 .3986-02 .3986-02 .9000 .1440-03 1733-03 .1116 I 081+ 538.4 
76 137::.0 460.00 310 00 .1891+-01 2282-01 2282-01 .9000 8237-03 9922-03 .6372 4 064 540.1 
76 1375 0 503.1+0 311 00 .1836-01 .2211-01 2211-01 .9000 .7987-03 .9613-03 .6200 1+.950 537.3 
76 1375.0 531.00 312 00 1217-01 1464-01 1464-01 .9000 .5293-03 6366-03 .4127 2.981 531+ 0 
76 1400 0 523 40 313 00 .1415-01 .1703-01 .1703-0 I 9000 .6153-03 7405-03 .4779 3.958 536 9 
76 1425 0 415.10 315 00 .3150-02 .3791-02 .3791-02 .9000 .1370-03 161+9-03 .1063 .7669 537.3 
76 1425 0 437.70 316 00 8556-02 .1030-01 .1030-01 9000 3721-03 .4478-03 2889 2.153 537.1 
76 1425 0 466 30 317 00 .3368-(11 .4059-0 I .4059-01 SOOO .1465-02 .1765-02 I 131 o 640 541 5 
76 1425 0 508 60 318.00 6629-02 8212-02 .8212-02 9000 .2970-03 .3571-03 .2317 1.922 533 6 
76 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .9693-02 1165-01 1165-01 9000 .4215-03 .5069-03 3290 2.457 533 2 
76 1450 0 418 20 320 Oll 3238-02 3896-02 3896-02 9000 .1408-03 1694-03 1095 I 065 535 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2516 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US06) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/~REF TAWITO HITO) HITA,",) aOOT OTIoIOT TW 
NlIMBER R-1.0 R"0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
76 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .7911-02 .9519-02 .9519-02 .9000 .3440-03 .4140-03 .2676 2.064 535.9 
76 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .2916-01 .3514-01 .3514-01 .9000 .1268-02 .1528-02 .9790 6.617 541.7 
76 1450.0 511. 10 323 00 .5241-02 .6300-02 6300-02 .9000 .2279-03 .2740-03 .1782 1.597 532.0 
76 1450.0 526 60 325 00 .8106-02 9746-02 .9746-02 9000 .352~-03 .4239-03 .2752 2.283 533 1 
76 1500.0 437 00 327 00 .5652-02 .6793-02 .6793-02 .9000 .2458-03 2954-03 .1922 1.486 531 6 
76 1500.0 470 40 320 00 .1848-01 .2223-01 2223-01 9000 .8037-03 9666-03 .6265 3.897 534.1 
76 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .4082-02 .4903-02 .4903-02 .9000 .1775-03 .2132-03 1392 1.00B 529.2 
76 1500.0 532 30 331 00 .5738-02 .6891-02 .6891-02 .9000 .2495-03 2997-03 .1958 1.293 528.8 
76 1500.0 539 40 330.00 .4547-02 .5462-02 .5462-02 9000 .1977-03 .2375-03 .1550 1 122 529 6 
76 1525 0 424 00 332 00 .1003-02 .1204-02 .1204-02 .9000 .4362-04 .5238-04 .3426-01 .2653 529.1 
76 1525 0 431 00 333 00 3693-02 .4436-02 .1t436-02 .9000 .1606-03 1929-03 .1260 .8317 529.3 
76 1525.0 440 00 331t 00 9426-02 .1132-01 .1132-01 .9000 4099-(13 .4925-03 3212 2.059 530.1 
76 1525.0 493 00 335 00 1294-01 .1555-01 .1555-01 .900a .5626-03 6761-03 .41t03 3.405 531 1 
76 1545.0 1t34 00 338.00 .2630-02 .3159-02 .3159-02 .9000 .1144-03 .1374-03 .8976-01 • 7461t 528 8 
76 1545.0 1t43 00 339 00 .8275-02 .9943-02 .9943-02 .9000 .3599-03 .1t324-03 .2819 1 621 530.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2517 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRltUS06I 
::"5 000 PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • .000'1 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER IF'T DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 (j IFT3 IFTC! 
119 3.691 B.OOO 29.96 .4900-02 862.0 1360. 98.53 .8830-01 3.956 3893. .2419-02 .7928-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
FT25EC = 0175 
119 4943-01 2105-01 
- "·TEST DATA··. 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HlTOI HlTAWI aDOT OTIoI>T TW 
NUI'IBER Rei 0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTUm BTU I CEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
119 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1961-02 .2352-02 .2352-02 .9000 .9693-0'+ .1163-03 .7926-01 .5893 51f1.9 
119 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .2279-01 .2742-01 .2742-01 .9000 .1127-02 .1355-02 .9085 S.105 553.3 
119 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .4219-01 .5075-01 .5075-01 .9000 .2085-02 .2508-02 1.681 13.31 553. It 
119 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3975-01 .4785-01 .lt785-01 .9000 .1965-02 .2365-02 1.57B 11.65 556.5 
119 1350.0 4ltO.40 302 00 .3606-02 .lt330-02 .lt330-02 .9000 .1782-03 .2140-03 .llt49 I .3lt3 5lt6.6 
119 1350 0 458 60 303.00 .1274-01 .1531-01 .1531-01 .9000 .6296-03 .7567-03 .5093 3.170 550.6 
119 135C..0 498.50 304.00 .3869-01 .lt655-0 1 .lt655-01 .9000 .1913-02 2301-02 1 5'+0 10.67 554 .If 
119 1350.0 515 50 306.00 .2763-01 3320-01 .3320-01 9000 .1365-02 .1641-02 1.106 7.925 549.8 
119 1350 0 52'+ 40 305 00 .1705-01 .20lt7-01 2047-01 .9000 .8426-03 1012-02 .6855 5.261 546.1 
119 1375 0 421.60 308 00 .1632-02 .1959-02- .1959-02 9000 .8068-0'+ .9682-04 .6580-01 .9161 51t'+. I 
119 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .'+628-02 .5557-02 5557-02 .9000 .2287-03 .2747-03 .1860 1 800 546 4 
119 1375 0 460.00 310 00 .2921-01 .3513-01 .3513-01 9000 .1444-02 .1736-02 1.166 7 390 552.3 
119 1375.0 '303.40 311 00 .1895-01 .2276-01 2276-0! 9000 .9366-03 .1125-02 .7613 6.049 546 9 
119 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .1187-01 .1424-01 1'+24-01 9000 .5867-03 .7037-03 .4795 3.4lt8 542.4 
119 1400.0 523 40 313 00 1268-01 1521-01 .1521-01 .9000 6261-03 .7520-03 .5115 It 221 543.5 
119 Ilt25 0 415 10 315 00 .3964-02 4755-02 .4755-02 .9000 .1959-03 2350-03 .1602 1.153 541 9 
119 1'.25 0 437 70 316 00 .9533-02 .11'+4-01 .11"'4-01 .9000 .4712-03 5654-03 .3843 2.854 54 .... 0 
119 1425.0 466 30 317 00 .3896-01 "'684-01 4684-01 .9000 .1926-02 2315-02 I 557 9.099 551.0 
119 1425 0 508 60 318.00 6301-02 .7556-02 .7556-02 !l000 .3114-03 3735-03 .2549 2.107 5'+1.0 
119 1425 a 536 50 319 00 .8545-02 1025-01 1025-01 .9000 4224-03 5065-03 .3459 2573 540 7 
119 1 ... 50 0 418 20 320 00 3329-02 3992-02 3992-02 9000 .164')-03 .1973-03 .13 ... 6 1.305 541.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2519 
OHB48 60-0 OMS POD IRltUS06J 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HtTAW) OOOT onlDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
119 1~50.0 436.00 321.00 7600-02 .91IB-02 .91IB-02 .9000 .3756-03 .1t507-03 .3067 2.357 5113.1 
I i9 1~50.0 ~6B 20 322 00 3304-01 3972-01 .3972-01 .9000 .1633-02 .1963-02 1.320 8.B76 551.5 
119 1450 0 511.10 323 00 5016-02 .6014-02 .6014-02 .9000 .2479-03 .2972-03 .2031 I.BI3 5~0.5 
119 1~50.0 526 60 325 00 .6B~3-02 .8205-02 8205-02 9000 .3382-03 .~055-03 .2771 2.290 5LiO.5 
119 1500 0 ~37 00 327 00 .5267-02 6316-02 .6316-02 .9000 .2603-03 .3122-03 .2132 1.64(1 5~0 8 
119 1500.0 470 ~o 328 00 1692-01 2030-01 2030-01 .9000 .B363-03 .1003-02 .6829 4 228 5~3.1 
119 1500 0 51~ 00 329 00 Li077-02 ~886-02 ~886-02 .9000 2015-03 .2~15-03 .1654 1.192 538.7 
119 1500 0 532.30 331 00 .~3~B-02 5210-02 .5210-02 .9000 .2149-03 2575-03 .1766 I 161 537.8 
119 1500.0 539.,+0 330.00 .4554-02 .5459-02 .5459-02 .9000 .2251-03 2698-03 .1847 1.331 539.0 
119 1525 0 ~24 00 332 00 1023-02 .1225-02 .1225-02 .9000 5055-0~ .6057-G~ .4155-01 .3202 537.7 
119 1525 0 ~31 00 333 00 3620-02 ~340-02 .~3~0-02 .9000 1789-03 2145-03 146B .9641 539.Li 
119 1525 0 ~~o 00 33~ 00 9361-02 .1123-01 1123-01 9000 ~627-03 55~8-03 .3788 2.415 541.0 
119 1525 0 493 00 335 00 .1302-01 1563-01 .1563-01 .9000 . 6~36-03 .772~-03 5~7 4.030 5~~.4 
119 15~5 0 -+34 00 338 00 2580-02 3092-02 3092-02 9000 .1275-03 1528-03 .10~7 .8664 538.6 
119 15~5.0 443 00 339 00 .13136-02 .9755-02 .9755-02 .9000 .4021-03 .4822-03 .3294 1.885 540.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2519 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR~US08) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XID 6 IFT3 IFT2 
50 2.0~8 7.980 29 9~ 1.035 ~3~.8 1282. 93.31 .4526-01 2.018 3779. .1309-02 .7508-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
50 3~9~-01 .2843-01 
---TEST DATA-" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAI..uTO HIlO) HIlAW) aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
50 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .4520-03 .5450-03 .5450-03 .9000 · 1579-04 .1904-04 .1186-01 .8869-01 530.6 
50 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .4896-02 .~904-02 .590~-02 .9000 .1710-03 .2063-03 .128~ .8721 531.3 
50 1325.0 506.70 301 00 . I 13~-01 .1367-01 .1367-01 .9000 .3961-03 .4777-03 .2971 2.379 531.7 
50 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .1803-01 .2177-01 .2177-01 .9000 .6301-03 .7607-03 .~702 3.507 535.'t 
50 1350 0 4~0.40 302.00 .2161-U2 .2606-02 .2606-02 .9000 .7551-04 9104-04 .567~-01 .5304 530.2 
50 1350 0 458.60 303 00 .5569-02 6715-02 6715-02 9000 .1946-03 .23~6-03 .1461 1.092 530.9 
50 1350 0 498.50 30~ -00 .6~57-02 .7781-02 7791-02 .9000 .2256-03 .2719-03 .1699 1.192 528.5 
50 1350 0 515 50 306.00 1382-01 .1666-01 .1666-01 9000 4827-03 .5822-03 .3620 2.617 531.B 
50 1350 0 524.40 305.00 . 1030-01 .1242-01 .1242-01 .9000 .3600-03 4340-03 .2706 2.093 530 I 
50 1375.0 421 60 308 00 .1603-02 .1935-02 .1935-02 .9000 .5602-04 6759-04 4193-01 5870 5332 
50 1375 0 4~0.00 309 00 .6911-02 8335-·02 0335-02 .9000 2~15-03 .2912-03 .1811 1.765 531.6 
50 1375 0 460.00 310.00 .2~60-01 .2'367-01 2967-0i 9000 .8594-03 .1037-02 .6~35 4.119 532 8 
50 1375 0 503.40 311.00 .~431-02 .5337-02 5337-02 .9000 .1548-03 1865-03 .1169 .9381 526.7 
50 1375 0 531.00 312 00 .6801-02 8191-02 8191-02 9000 .2376-03 .2862-03 179~ 1.300 526 8 
50 1400 0 523.40 313 00 .1342-01 1619-01 1619-01 9000 .4690-03 5656-03 .3521 2 92~ 531 0 
50 1~25.0 415 10 315.00 .3024-02 3647-02 3647-02 9000 · 1057-03 1274-03 .7920-01 5727 532 0 
50 1425 0 437.70 316 00 8058-02 .9713-02 .9713-02 9000 2815-03 .3394-03 .2117 1.593 5299 
50 1425.0 466.30 317 00 .1921-01 2316-01 .2316-01 9000 .6711-03 .8090-03 .501+5 2 979 529 9 
50 1425 0 508.60 318.00 4417-02 .5321- 02 5321-02 .9000 .1543-03 1859-03 .1164 .9683 527.5 
50 1425.0 536 50 319 00 5372-02 6~71-02 61+71-02 .9000 · 1877-03 .2261-03 1~17 1.062 526 8 
50 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .2169-02 2616-02 2616-02 9000 7579-04 .9139-04 .5693-01 5552 530 6 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL. PAGE 2520 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USOal 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREr H/HREr TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 Roo BTUIR BTU/R STUI OEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO rt2SEC FT2SEC rt2SEC ISEC 
50 1450.0 ~36.00 321.00 .5096-02 .61~2-02 .61~2-02 .9000 .1781-03 .21~6-03 .13~1 1.038 5i?8.8 
50 1~50.0 468.20 322.00 .1~53-01 .1751-01 .1751-01 .9000 .5077-03 .6118-03 .3822 2.600 528.9 
50 1~50 0 511.10 323 00 ~26~-02 5135-02 .5135-02 .9000 .1490-03 .179~-03 .1125 1.012 526.3 
50 1~50.0 526.60 325 00 .6719-02 .8096-02 .8096-02 .9000 .23~8-03 .2829-03 .1769 1.472 527.9 
50 1500.0 ~37 .00 327 00 3027-02 36~5-02 .36~5-02 .9000 . 1058-03 .127~-03 7999-01 6203 525 4 
50 1500 0 ~70.40 329 00 6739-02 .811~-02 .811~-02 .9000 .2355-03 2835-03 .1781 1.113 525.3 
50 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .385~-02 46~0-02 .4640-02 .9000 .1347-03 .1621-03 .1019 .7398 524.7 
50, 1500.0 532 30 331 00 .3581-02 .4309-02 4309-02 .9000 .1251-03 .1506-03 .9487-01 .6282 523.4 
50 1500 0 539.~0 330.00 .2744-02 .3303-02 .3303-02 9000 .9588-04 .1154-03 .7264-01 .5274 524.0 
50 1525 0 42~.00 332 00 .4~61-03 5369-03 .5369-03 9000 .1559-04 .1876-04 . I 181-01 .9170-01 523.7 
50 1525 0 431.00 333 00 .1812-02 2181-02 .2181-02 .9000 .6332-0~ .7620-04 .4798-01 .3177 523 8 
50 1525.0 440.00 33~ 00 4493-02 .5408-02 .5~08-02 .9000 .1570-03 .1889-03 .IIS9 .7645 524 2 
50 1525.0 493 00 335.00 .4918-02 5917-02 .5917-02 .9000 .1718-03 .2068-03 .1303 1.012 523.1 
50 15~5.0 434 00 338.00 .1172-02 .1410-02 .1~10-02 .9000 .409~-04 .4927-04 .3103-01 .2587 523.7 
50 1545.0 443 00 339.00 .3951-02 .4756-02 .4756-02 9000 .1380-03 .1662-03 .1045 .6030 52~.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2521 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'tUS09) 





30.00 BETA . 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
···TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
53 1.993 7.980 29.95 2.037 434.6 1305. 94 9B .4524-01 2.017 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTU/ R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
53 .3504-01 .2875-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HITAW) aDOT DTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC ISEC 
53 1325.0 '+28.60 298.00 .4363-03 .5245-03 .5245-03 .9000 .1529-04 .1838-0'+ .1185-01 .8864-01 529.~ 
53 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1315-02 .1580-02 .1580-02 .9000 .4606-04 .5537-04 .3575-01 .2'+32 528.6 
53 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .9321-02 .1121-01 1121-01 9000 .3266-03 .3928-03 .2527 2.024 530.9 
53 1325.0 511.30 300 00 .9181-02 .1105-01 .1105-01 .9000 .3217-03 .3871-03 .2'+84 1.856 532.5 
53 1350.0 440.40 302.00 .2329-02 .2800-02 .2800-02 .9000 .8161-0lt .9810-0lt .6332-01 .5923 528.8 
53 1350.0 458.60 303.00 6690-02 .8043-02 .8043-02 .9000 .2344-03 .2818-03 .1818 1.360 529.1 
53 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .lt905-02 .5895-02 .5895-02 9000 .1719-03 .2065-03 .1336 .9378 527.5 
53 13~O.0 515.50 30b.eo .1467-01 • \764-0 I . !764-01 .9000 .5139-03 .6181-03 .3976 2.876 531.0 
53 1350 0 524 40 305 00 .7296-02 .8770-02 8770-02 .9000 .2556-03 .3073-03 .1984 1.536 ~28.5 
53 1375 0 1t21 60 308.00 .1011-02 .1216-02 .1216-02 .9COO .3542-04 .'+262-04 .2738-01 .3836 531.8 
53 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .3197-02 .3843-02 3843-02 .9000 .llcO-03 . 13'+7-03 .8687-01 .8'+78 529.1 
53 1375 0 '+60 00 310 00 .8422-02 .1012-01 1012-01 .9000 .2951-03 3547-03 .2292 1.'+71 527.9 
53 1375 0 503.40 311.00 .5555-02 .6672-02 .6672-02 9000 .1946-03 .2338-03 .1516 1.218 525.6 
53 1375 0 531 00 ;12.00 .5554-02 .6671-02 6671-02 9000 1946-03 .2337-03 1516 1.100 525 6 
53 1400 a 523.40 313 00 .1041-01 .1252-01 1252-01 9000 .3649-03 .4387-03 2831 2.354 528.9 
53 1425 0 415 10 315 00 .1982-02 2384-02 .2384-02 .9000 .6946-04 .8354-04 .5376-01 .3890 530.7 
53 1425 0 437 70 316 00 .4149-02 .4986-02 .4986-02 9000 .1454-03 1747-03 .1129 .8457 527.7 
53 1425 0 466 30 317 00 6763-02 .8125-02 .8125-02 .9000 .2370-03 2847-03 .1844 1.091 526.4 
'53 1425 0 508 60 318.00 4114-02 .4943-02 .4943-02 .9000 .1442-03 .1732-03 .1122 .9343 526.3 
53 1425 0 536 50 319 00 4345-02 .5220-02 .5220-02 .9000 .1523-03 .1829-03 .1186 .88B7 525.9 
53 1450 0 418 20 320 00 . 1057-02 .1271-02 1271-02 9000 .3704-04 4453-04 2873-01 .2804 529.1 
~, 
DA TE 23 F"EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2522 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'tUS09) 
RUN XO 10 TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTloIDT TW 
NUf'1BER R-I.O R'"O.9 R- 3TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
53 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .2646-02 .3179-02 .3179-02 .9000 .9270-04 .1114-03 .7207-01 .5584 5&?7.2 
53 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .5870-02 .7050-02 .7050-02 .9000 .2057-03 .2'+70-03 .1602 1.092 525.7 
53 14'50 0 511.10 323 00 .3236-02 .3886-02 .3886-02 .9000 .1134-03 .1362-03 .8837-01 .7951 525.2 
53 1450 0 526.60 325 00 5101-02 .6128-02 .6128-02 .9000 .1787-03 .2147-03 .1391 1.158 526.5 
53 • 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .1676-02 2012-02 .2012-02 .9000 .5871-04 .7049-04 .4584-01 .3558 523 8 
53 1500.0 470.40 328 00 1+914-02 .5900-02 .5900-02 .9000 .1722-03 .2067-03 • 131+1+ .839B 521+ 3 
53 1500.0 511+ 00 329 00 .1891-02 .2270-02 .2270-02 .9000 .6627-01+ .7955-01+ .5179-01 .3761 523.2 
53 1500.0 532.30 331.00 .2500-02 .3001-02 .3001-02 .9000 .8761-01+ 1051-03 .6858-01 .451+4 522.0 
53 i500.0 539 1+0 330 00 .261+8-02 .3178-02 .3178-02 .9000 .9277-01+ .1111+-03 .7251-01 .5266 523.1 
53 1525 0 421+.00 332.00 .1+248-03 .5099-03 .5099-03 .9000 .1489-01+ 1787-01+ .1161+-01 .901+0-01 522.7 
53 1525.0 431 00 333.00 .1126-02 .1352-02 .1352-02 .9000 .391+6-04 .1+736-04 .3086-01 .2045 522.5 
53 1525.0 41+0.00 331+ 00 .2908-02 .31+90-02 .3490-02 .9000 .1019-03 .1223-03 .7970-01 .5129 522 5 
53 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .4016-02 .4820-02 .4820-02 .9000 .1407-03 .1689-03 .1100 .8547 522 6 
53 1545.0 43 ... 00 338.00 701+8-03 .81+59-03 .8459-03 .9000 .2470-01+ .2961+-0,* .1932-01 .1611 522.5 
53 1545.0 443.00 339 00 .2489-02 .2987-02 .2987-02 .9000 .8720-01+ .101+7-03 .6817-01 .3936 522.9 
------ --- -------
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2523 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD I R'tUSI 0 I 
OMS POD PARAMETR]C DATA 




2.000 ELEVON - .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
***TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
5~ 1.990 7.980 29.95 2.038 ~3lt.8 1307. 95.13 .~526-01 2.018 3815. .128~-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
5'+ .3506-01 .2877-01 
-o"TEST DATA··. 
RJN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOr DTWOT Till 
NUMBER R'"I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
5~ 1325.0 ~28.60 298.00 .3906-03 .~693-03 .~693-03 .9000 .1369-0lt . 16~5-0~ .1066-01 .798~-01 527.9 
5~ 1325 a ~89.20 299.00 .1~30-02 .1717-02 .1717-02 .9000 .5011-0~ .6021-0~ .3906-01 .2660 527.2 
5~ 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .9062-02 .1089-01 .1089-01 .9000 .3177-03 .3819-03 .2lt68 1.977 529 9 
5lt 1325 0 511.30 300.00 .9066-02 .1090-01 .1090-01 .9000 .3178-03 .3822-03 .2't65 1.8lt2 531.2 
5~ 1350 0 lt~O.ltO 302.00 .22'12-02 269~-02 .269 .. -02 .9000 . 7861-0" .9 .... 3-0 .. .6128-01 .5738 527.1 
5~ 1350.0 lt58.60 303 00 .66"8-02 .7987-02 .7987-02 .9000 .2330-03 .2800-03 .1816 1.360 527.5 
5 .. 1350.0 lt98.5Ci 30".00 .5035-02 .60lt7-02 .6047-02 .9000 .1765-03 .2120-03 .1378 .968 .. 525 9 
54 1350 0 515.50 306 00 .1~53-01 17~7-01 .17~7-01 .9000 .5095-03 .6125-03 .3960 2.867 529.4 
54 1350.0 52~ ~o 305 00 .7060-02 .8~81-02 8~81-02 .9000 2"75-03 .2973-03 .1930 1."95 527.0 
5" 1375.0 ~21.60 306 00 .9191-03 .1105-02 .1105-02 .9000 .3222-0~ .387~-0~ 2502-01 .3509 530.1 
54 1375.0 ~~O 00 309 00 .3201-02 .36~6-02 38~6-02 .9000 .1122-03 .1346-03 87~5-01 8543 527 It 
54 1375.0 460.00 310 00 .8~87-02 .1019-01 1019-01 9000 .2975-03 .3573-03 2322 1.~91 526 2 
54 1375 0 503 ~o 311 00 .5~5~-02 65~7-02 .65~7-02 .9000 .1912-03 2295-03 .1496 1.202 52't ~ 
54 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .5386-02 .6~66-02 6~66-02 .9000 .1888-03 .2267-03 Ilt77 1.072 52lt 3 
5~ 1'+00 0 523.40 313 00 .IO~I-Ol .1251-01 .1251-01 .9000 36lt9-03 '+384-03 .284~ 2 366 527 5 
5" 1~25.0 ltl5 10 315 00 .1991-02 .2393-02 .2393-02 .9000 .6980-04 .8390-0~ .5't27-01 .3930 529 2 
5't 1~25 0 437.70 316 00 .4053-02 .5588-02 .5588-02 .9000 .1631-03 .1959-03 .127lt .95~6 525 9 
54 1425 0 466.30 317 00 .6783-02 .8145-02 81~5-02 .9000 .2378-03 2855-03 .1859 1.101 52't 9 
54 1425 0 508 60 318 00 't192-02 .5033-02 .5033-02 .9000 .1't70-03 .1764-03 .1149 9571 52lt.9 
5'+ 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .4340-02 5211-02 .5211-02 .9000 .1522-03 .1827-03 .1190 .8925 524 6 
5'+ 1~50.0 ltl8 20 320 00 . 1030-02 .1237-02 .1237-02 900tJ .3610-04 .4337-0~ .2812-01 .27~7 527 6 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH8~8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 252'+ 
OH8~8 60-0 OMS POD IR'+USIO) 
RUN ),,0 ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) QOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 RooO.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC ISEC 
54 1450 0 436.00 321.00 .2674-02 .3212-02 .3212-02 .9000 .9375-04 .1126-03 .7320-01 .5676 50?5.8 
54 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .5486-02 .6585-02 .6585-02 .9000 .1923-03 .2309-03 .1505 1.026 52'+.3 
54 1450 0 511 10 323 00 .3204-02 3846-02 .3846-02 .9000 .1123-03 .1348-03 .8792-01 .7915 523.9 
54 1450.0 526.60 325 00 .5264-02 .6320-02 .6320-02 .9000 .1845-03 .2216-03 .1442 1.201 525.1 
54 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .1776-02 2132-02 .2132-02 .9000 .6227-04 • ,473-04 .4882-01 .3791 522.7 
54 1500 0 470 40 328 00 4862-02 5835-02 .5835-02 .9000 .1704-03 2045-03 .1335 .8351 523.2 
54 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .2016-02 2418-02 .2'+18-02 .9000 7066-04 .8478-04 5545-01 .'+030 522.0 
54 1500 0 532 30 331 00 2490-02 .2987-02 .2987-02 9000 8731-0'+ 1047-03 .6863-01 '+551 520 6 
5'+ 1500.0 539.40 330.00 .2779-02 .333'+-02 .333'+-02 .9000 .97~1-04 .1169-03 .7645-01 .5557 521 8 
54 1525 0 424.00 332 00 3384-03 4060-03 .'+060-03 9000 .1186-0'+ 1 '+23-04 .9315-02 .7238-01 521.5 
54 1525.0 4~1 00 333.00 1042-02 .1250-02 .1250-02 .9000 .3654-04 .4383-01t .2869-01 .1902 521.1t 
5'+ 1525 0 41t0.00 33'+ 00 2880-02 .3455-02 .31t55-02 .9000 .1010-03 1211-03 .7927-01 5104 521.5 
54 1525.0 1t93.00 335 00 4001-02 .4800-02 .4800-02 .9000 .1'+03-03 1683-03 .1101 8555 521.7 
51t 1545 0 1t3'+ 00 338.00 6646-03 .7973-03 .7973-03 .9000 .2330-01t .2795-04 .1829-01 .1527 521.5 
51t 1545.0 443 00 339 00 .2445-02 .2933-02 .2933-02 .9000 .8570-04 .1028-03 .6726-01 .3885 521.9 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2525 
OHB4B 60-0 OMS POD IRI+USIII 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.OOo ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -1+.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEO PSIA CEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
161+ 2.005 7.9Bo 31+ 98 -1+.049 1+35 7 1302. 91+.76 .4536-01 2.022 3808. .1292-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC ... 0175 
164 .3507-01 2867-01 
·"TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HlTOI HlTAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R· BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC I SEC 
164 1325.0 1+28.60 298.00 .721+7-02 .8744-02 .8741+-02 .9000 .251+2-03 .3067-03 .1932 I. 1+36 51+1.6 
:61+ 1325.0 1+89.20 299.00 .8971-01 .IOB9 1089 .9000 .3ILt6-02 .3820-02 2.323 15.53 563.2 
161+ 132'5.0 506.70 301.00 1805-01 .2175-01 2175-01 .9000 .6330-03 .7630-03 .1+837 3.861 537.5 
164 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .29B2-01 .3601-01 .3601-01 .9000 .101+6-02 .1263-02 .7919 5.880 5't".1+ 
161+ 1350.0 1+1+0.40 302 00 .9964-02 .1203-01 .1203-0 I .9000 .349"'-03 .1+219-03 .261+8 2 .... 58 543 8 
164 1350 0 "'58.60 303.00 • 1107 .1344 .13 ...... .9000 .3882-02 . '+71 1+-02 2.861+ 21.06 563.8 
16'+ 1350.0 '.98 50 30'+ 00 .5191-01 .6271-01 .6271-01 .9000 .1821-02 .2199-02 1.376 9.575 545.6 
164 1350.0 515.50 306 00 1605-01 .1933-01 .1933-01 .9000 .5628-03 .6780-03 .4310 3.110 535.9 
164 1350.0 524.40 305.00 .1911-01 2302-01 .2302-01 .9000 6701-03 .8074-03 5130 3.957 536.1 
164 1375 0 421 60 308 00 .2454-02 .2963-02 .2963-02 .9000 8G07-04 . 1039-03 6527-01 .9092 543 3 
164 1375.0 41+0.00 309.00 .1108-01 .133B-01 .1338-01 9000 .3887-03 .4691-03 .2950 2 859 542.7 
164 1375 0 460.00 310.00 .7242-01 .8757-01 .8757-01 .9000 .2540-02 .3071-02 1.912 12 11+ 549 I 
164 1375 0 503 1+0 311 00 .2073-01 249B-01 .2498-01 9000 .7270-03 .8760-03 5563 4 1+1+3 536.5 
16'+ 1375 0 531 00 312 00 957 1-02 1152-01 1152-01 .9000 .3356-03 .'+040-03 .2583 1.867 532.2 
16'+ 1400.0 523.'+0 313.00 1058-01 127'+-01 .1274-01 9000 3712-03 .'+468-03 2853 2.368 532 9 
164 1425.0 L..15 10 315 00 6880-02 8297-02 8297-0<' 9000 .2413-03 2910-03 1838 I 32'+ 539 9 
16'+ 1425 0 437.70 316 00 .1090-01 1314-01 1314-01 .9000 .3823-03 .4608-03 .2921 2.176 537 5 
16'+ 1425.0 466 30 317 00 .4611-01 5562-01 .5562-01 9000 .1617-02 .1951-02 I 231 7 227 540.7 
16'+ 1425 0 508 60 318 00 9265-02 .1115-01 .1115-01 .9000 .32'+9-03 .3911-03 .2500 2 076 532.1 
164 1'+25.0 536 50 319 00 5984-02 7198-02 7198-02 .9000 .2099-03 .2524-03 .1619 1.211 530 1 
16'+ I't50 0 418 20 320 DO 5692-02 6861-02 6861-02 9000 .1995-03 .2405-03 .152'+ 1.481 537.9 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2526 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USIII 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREF" TAW ITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R Bfu/R BTUt CEO. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC tSEC 
164 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1123-01 .1353-01 .1353-01 .9000 .3939-03 .4746-03 .3014 2.325 536.4 
164 1450.0 46B.20 322.00 .3594-01 .4334-01 .4334-01 .9000 .1260-02 .1520-02 .9600 6.494 540 0 
164 1450 0 511 10 323.00 7549-02 .9084-02 .9084-02 .9000 .2648-03 .3186-03 .2039 I.B29 531.4 
164 1450 0 526 60 325.00 7100-02 8546-02 .8546-02 .9000 .2490-03 .':997-03 .1916 1.590 532.4 
164 1500.0 437 00 327 00 .8743-02 .1052-01 .1052-01 .9000 .3066-03 .3690-03 .2361 1.825 531.7 
164 1500.0 470 40 328 00 .2090-01 .2515-01 .2515-01 .9000 .7329-03 .8821-03 .5637 3.509 532.5 
164 1500.0 514.00 329 00 .6278-02 .7549-02 .7549-02 .9000 .2202-03 .2647-03 .1702 1.233 528.5 
164 1500 0 532 30 331.00 .4363-02 5244-02 .5244-02 .9000 .1530-03 .1839-03 .1186 .7839 526 7 
164 1500.0 539.40 330.00 .3350-02 4027-02 .4027-02 .9000 .1175-03 .1412-03 .9099-01 6595 527.2 
1610 1525 0 424 00 332 00 2030-02 .24'+0-02 .2440-02 .9000 7118-04 .8557-04 .5511-01 .4269 527.5 
164 1525 0 431 00 333 00 5974-02 .7185-02 .7185-02 .9000 .2095-03 .2520-03 .1619 1.069 529.0 
164 1525.0 440.00 334.00 .1499-01 .1803-01 .1803-01 .9000 .5256-03 .6324-03 .4049 2.594 531.3 
164 1525.0 '+93 00 335.00 .1496-01 .1801-01 .1801-01 .9000 .5247-03 .6316-03 .403B 3.121 532.1 
16'+ 1545 0 434.00 338.00 4483-02 .5391-02 .5391-02 .9000 .1572-03 1891-03 .1215 1.010 528.8 
164 1545.0 '+43 00 339 00 1311-01 • i578-01 .1578-01 .9000 4599-03 .5533-03 .35'+8 2 041 530.2 
DATE 23 F"E8 eo OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2527 
OHe~8 60-0 OMS POD 'R4USIII 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF"LAP • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER IF"T DEO. D:::O. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F"T3 1F"T2 
107 3.001 7.990 3~.9B -4.050 670.2 1323. 96.07 .6921-01 3.093 3839. .1944-02 .7731-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF"eR) 
F"T25EC -.0175 
107 .4350-01 23~I-OI 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TI.I 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC I SEC 
107 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1919-01 .2312-01 .2312-01 .9000 .8347-03 .1006-02 .6~96 4.823 544.5 
107 1325.0 489.20 299 00 .1100 .1335 .1335 .9000 .4785-02 .5805-02 3.600 23.99 570.2 
107 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .2021-01 .2430-01 .2430-01 .9000 .8791-0~ .1057-02 .6915 5.525 536.0 
107 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .4002-01 .4822-01 .4822-01 .9000 .1741-02 .2097-02 1.354 10.06 5If't.6 
107 1350.0 '+40 40 302.00 3455-01 .4166-01 .4166-01 .9000 .1503-02 .1812-02 1.163 10.77 548.4 
107 1350.0 458.60 303 00 .1438 .1749 .1749 9000 .6257-02 .7609-02 ~.656 33 99 57B.5 
107 1350.0 498 50 304 00 .~478-01 .5394-01 .539'i-01 .9000 .1948-02 .2346-02 1.51B 10.57 543.3 
107 1350.0 515.50 306 00 .1772-01 .2130-01 .2130-01 9000 .7708-03 .9263-03 .6073 4.385 534.8 
107 1350.0 524 40 305 00 .2198-01 .2642-01 .2642-01 .9000 .9560-03 11'+9-02 .752~ 5.80~ 535.7 
107 1375.0 421 60 30B.00 .4877-02 .5B7~-02 .587"'-02 .9000 .2121-03 .2555-03 .1653 2.303 543.3 
107 1375.0 440 00 309 00 3632-01 43BI-OI .4381-01 9000 .1580-02 1906-02 1.223 \I 82 549.7 
107 1375.0 460 00 310.00 .1240 .1503 .1503 .9000 .5392-02 .6536-02 4.073 25 62 567.3 
107 1375 0 503 40 311.00 2196-01 .26~0-01 .2640-01 9000 .9553-03 114B-02 .7519 6.007 535.7 
107 1375.0 531 00 312.00 9835-02 .1180-01 .1180-01 9000 .4278-03 .5134-03 .3391 2.455 529.9 
107 1 ... 00 0 523 40 313.00 1108-01 .1330-01 .1330-01 .9000 .4818-03 .5786-03 3810 3.163 531 9 
107 1~25.0 ... 15 10 315 00 .1482-01 .1784-01 178"'-01 9000 .6~44-03 .7758-03 5032 3.620 541.9 
107 1425.0 437 70 316 00 .1804-01 .2170-01 .2170-01 .9000 .7847-03 .9437-03 .6164 4.593 537.2 
107 1425.0 466 30 317 .00 .5999-01 7225-01 .7225-01 .9000 .2609-02 .3142-02 2.035 11.94 542.9 
107 1425.0 508 60 31B.00 .1081-01 .1298-01 .1298-01 9000 .4702-03 .5646-03 .3719 3 088 531.8 
107 1425.0 536 50 319 00 .59~30-02 7174-02 .7174-02 9000 2601-03 .3120-03 .2066 1.5~6 52B.4 
107 1450 0 418 20 320.00 .1085-01 1306-01 130f-01 .9000 .4721-03 5680-03 .3698 3.591 539 3 
DA T£ 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSOtllC TUNNEL PAGE 2529 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USII) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAWl OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
107 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1386-01 .1666-01 .1666-01 .9000 .6026-03 .7245-03 .4740 3.656 536 2 
107 1450.0 468.20 322 00 .4874-01 .5870-01 .5870-01 .9000 .2120-02 .2553-02 1.654 11.17 542.7 
, 107 1450 0 511.10 323 00 8554-02 .1027-01 .1027-01 .9000 .3721-03 .4466-03 .2949 2.647 529.9 
107 1450 0 526 60 325 00 .6873-02 .8249-02 .8249-02 .9000 .2989-03 .3588-03 .2370 1.970 529.7 
107 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .1203-01 .1445-01 .1445-01 .9000 .5233-03 .6284-03 .4141 3.201 531.5 
107 1500 0 470.40 328.00 .3233-01 .3886-01 .3886-01 .9000 .1406-02 .1690-02 1.108 6.888 534.9 
107 1500.0 514.00 329 00 .6519-02 .7819-02 .7819-02 .9000 .2835-03 3401-03 .2256 1.635 527 I 
107 1500.0 532.30 331.00 .4847-02 .5810-02 .5810-02 .9000 .2108-03 2527-03 1682 1.113 524.6 
107 1500.0 539.40 330 00 .3380-02 .4052-02 .4052-02 .9000 .1470-03 1762-03 1172 .8499 525.6 
107 1525.0 424.00 332.00 3335-02 .4000-02 .4000-02 .9000 .1451-03 .1740-03 .1155 .8949 526.7 
107 1525.0 .. 31 00 333.00 .9162-02 .1099-01 .1099-01 .9000 .3985-03 .4781-03 .3166 2.091 528 2 
107 1525.0 440 00 334 00 .2234-01 .2683-01 .2683-01 .9000 .9718-03 .1167-02 .7689 4.925 531.5 
107 1525 0 493.00 335.00 .1567-01 .1881-01 .1881-01 .9000 .6816-03 .8182-03 .5400 4.177 530.'+ 
t07 1545 a 434.00 338 00 .6830-02 .8193-02 .8193-02 .9000 .2971-03 3564-03 .2362 1.966 527.5 
107 1545 0 443 00 339 00 .1940-01 .2328-01 .2328-01 .9000 8436-03 1013-02 .6683 3 84'+ 530 5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2529 
OH8'+B 60-0 OMS POD IRltUS11 , 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.OOO ALPHA . 35.00 BE-TA • -It.OOO ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRI< • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS·--
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NllMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PS1A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
14 I 3.698 8.000 35 01 -3.996 856.0 1352. 97.95 .8768-01 3.928 3BBr. .2'+16-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REF(R) 
FT2SEC ... 0175 
1'+1 .4920-01 .2105-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTOI HCTAWI QOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER RsI.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
I It I 1325.0 '+28.60 298.00 .1878-01 .2260-01 .2260-01 .9000 .9241-03 .1112-02 .7394 5.470 551.6 
141 1325.0 '+89.20 299.00 .1087 .1318 .1318 .9000 .53'+8-02 .648'4-02 4. 127 27.37 579.9 
141 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .2131-01 .2559-01 .2559-01 .9000 .10'+9-02 .1259-02 .8482 6.753 5'+2.7 
141 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3'+81-01 .4186-01 .4186-01 .9000 .1713-02 .2060-02 1.37'+ 10.18 5lt9.5 
Ilt1 1350.0 ,+I.,O.ltO 302.00 . '+ 175-0 1 .5033-01 .5033-01 .9000 .2051t-02 .2'+76-02 1.630 15.02 558.'+ 
Ilt1 1350.0 '+58 60 303 00 .llt74 .1792 .1792 .9000 .7252-02 8816-02 5.526 itO. 11 589.7 
141 1350.0 ,+98.50 30'+ 00 4230-01 .5087-01 5087-01 .9000 .2081-02 .2503-02 1 670 11 59 549.5 
lit I 1350.0 515.50 306.00 .1785-01 .2142-01 .21'+2-01 .9000 .8781-03 1054-02 .7120 5.126 5ltO .8 
I It I 1350.0 524.'+0 305.00 2120-01 • 25ltlt-0I .2544-01 .9000 .1043-02 .1252-02 .81tlt6 6.495 541.8 
1111 1375.0 421.60 306.00 .5806-02 .6985-02 .6985-02 .9000 .2857-03 .3437-03 .2287 3.173 551.0 
141 1375.0 440.00 309.00 .'+159-01 .5014-01 .5014-01 .9000 .20'+6-02 .24fj7-02 1.622 15 59 559 a 
141 1375 0 460.00 310 00 1178 .1426 .1426 .9000 .5798-02 .7017-02 4.510 28 29 573.7 
lit I 1375.0 503.4U 311 00 .2133-01 .2561-01 .2561-01 .9000 .1050-02 .1260-02 .8496 6.766 542.3 
141 1375 0 531.00 312.00 9753-02 .1169-01 .1169-01 .9000 .'+799-03 .5752-03 .3914 2.82'+ 536.0 
141 1400 0 523 ItO 313 00 1002-01 1201-01 .1201-01 9000 .1+928-03 .5908-03 .'+014 3.323 537.2 
141 1425 0 415 10 315 00 .1717-01 .2065-01 .2065-01 .9000 .8'+49-03 1016-02 .6781 4.861 549.1 
\41 1'+25 0 437 70 316 00 .1905-01 2289-01 .2289-01 9000 .9375-03 .1126-02 7559 5 609 545.'+ 
141 1425 0 '+66.30 317 00 .5505-01 .6619-01 .6619-01 .9000 2709-02 .3257-02 2.175 12.73 5'+8.5 
1'+1 1'+25.0 50'" 60 318 00 .9908-02 .1188-01 .1188-01 .9000 .'+875-03 58'+5-03 .3970 3.287 537.'+ 
141 1425 0 536.50 319.00 .5959-02 7139-02 .7139-02- .9000 .2932-03 .3513-03 .2397 1.789 534.1 
141 1450 0 418.20 320 00 .1163-01 1397-01 .1397-01 .9000 .5721-03 .6874-03 .'+60£1 It '+59 5'+6.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODtL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK~ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ~30 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI It 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) oOOT onolDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO rT2SEC rT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
141 1450 0 1t36.00 321.00 .1520-01 .1825-0 I .1825-01 .9000 .7lt80-03 .8980-03 .6051 1f.652 5'12.6 
lit I 1450 0 1t68.20 322.00 .lt721-01 .5676-01 .5676-01 .9000 .2323-02 .2793-02 1.865 12.56 5ltB.6 
141 1450.0 511 10 323.00 9231-02 .1107-01 .1107-01 .9000 .4542-03 .54lt5-03 .3702 3.312 536.6 
lit I 1450.0 526 60 325 00 6155-02 .7376-02 .7376-02 .9000 .3029-03 .3629-03 .2474 2.051 534 9 
141 1500.0 437 00 327.00 .1342-01 1609-01 .1609-01 .9000 .6603-03 .7918-03 .5376 4.llt4 537.5 
141 1500.0 470 40 328 00 .3335-0: .4002-01 .ltOO2-01 .9000 1641-02 .1969-02 1.331 8.251t 540.4 
141 1500.0 514 00 329.00 .7083-02 .8484-02 .8484-02 .9000 .3485-03 .ltI74-03 2854 2.063 532.7 
Iltl 1500.0 ~32 30 331.00 .3640-02 .4358-02 .lt358-02 .9000 .1791-03 .2144-03 .1470 .9699 530.8 
141 1'500.0 539 40 330.00 .3378-02 1t01t1t-02 .ltOItIt-02 .9000 .1662-03 1990-03 .1361t .9865 531.2 
141 1525 0 424.00 332.00 .3293-02 .3942-02 .3942-02 .9000 .1620-03 1940-03 .1329 1.027 531.1f 
Ilt1 1525 0 1t31.00 333.00 .9448-02 .1132-01 1132-01 .9000 .4649-03 5569-03 .3802 2.504 533.7 
lit I 1525.0 440.00 334.00 2417-01 .2899-01 .2899-01 .9000 .1189-02 .1427-02 .9673 6.175 538. If 
tltl 1525.0 493.00 335 00 .1336-01 .1601-01 .1601-01 .9000 .6571t-03 .7879-03 .5365 4.139 535.B 
Iltl 1545 0 434 00 338.00 6833-02 8183-02 8183-02 .9000 3362-03 4027-03 • 2751t 2.286 532.5 
Iltl 1545.0 1t43 00 339.00 .2076-01 .2489-01 .2489-01 9000 1022-02 1225-02 8329 It 777 536.3 
• 
) 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2531 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I~USI2) 
OMS POD PARAMETRl.C DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 35 00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUt18ER 1FT DEO. DEG. PSIA OEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IrT3 IrT2 
161 2.002 7.980 3~.99 -2.012 ~36.0 1304. 9~.91 .~539-01 2.023 3811. .1291-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
rT2SEC =.0175 
161 .3509-01 .2869-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTO) HlTAWI aOOT onolOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R-0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R CEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F"T2SEC rT2SEC I SEC 
161 1325.0 ~28.60 298.00 .1485-02 .\789-02 .1789-02 .9000 .5212-04 .6278-04 .~003-01 .2985 535.7 
161 1325.0 ~89.20 299 00 .1345-01 1621-01 .1621-01 .9000 .4719-03 .5689-03 .3610 2.lt43 538.8 
161 1325.0 506.70 30 1.00 .~IE)O-Ol 5016-01 .5016-01 .9000 .1~60-02 .1760-02 1.115 8.886 5ltO.1 
161 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .~213-01 .508~-01 .508~-01 .9000 .1'+79-02 .178~-02 1.125 8.364 5~2.5 
161 1350.0 ~40.~0 302.00 2121-02 .2556-02 .2556-02 .9000 .7~'+3-0~ .8969-04 .5704-01 .5313 537.3 
161 1350.0 4'58 bO 303 00 .6108-02 .7358-02 .73'38-02 .9000 .214'+-03 .2582-03 .16~6 1.227 536.0 
161 1350.0 ,+98.50 304 00 .1'143-01 .\738-01 .1738-01 .9000 .5064-03 .6097-03 .3897 2.727 53~.1 
161 1350.0 515 50 306 00 2416-01 .2910-01 2910-01 .9000 .8~77-03 .1021-02 .6502 4.690 536.7 
161 1350 0 524.40 305 00 1287-01 1549-01 .15'19-01 .9000 .'+517-03 .5437-03 .3480 2.689 533.2 
161 1375.0 ~21 60 308 00 .1332-02 1605-02 1605-02 9000 .~673-04 5633-04 3574-01 .~990 538.7 
161 1375.0 440 00 309 00 7340-02 8846-02 .8846-02 .9000 .2'376-03 .3104-03 .1973 1.917 537.9 
161 1375.0 460 00 310 00 .2480-0 I 2989-CI 2989-01 .9000 .8702-03 1049-02 .6662 '+.25'+ 538.0 
161 1375 0 503 40 311 00 .6655-02 8006-02 .8006-02 .9000 .2335-03 .2809-03 .180'+ I ~'+5 531.1 
161 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .1161-01 1397-01 1397-01 .9000 .4074-03 4902-03 .31~~ 2.273 532 0 
161 1'+00.0 523 40 313 00 .119~-01 1437-01 .1437-01 .9000 .4191-03 .5044-03 3229 2 679 533 I 
161 1425.0 'tIS 10 315 00 .6294-02 .7585-02 .7585-02 .9000 2209-03 2662-03 .1693 1.221 537 3 
161 1425.0 ~37 70 316 00 1442-01 .1737-01 .1737-01 .9000 .5062-03 .6091-03 .3888 2.899 535.7 
161 1425.0 ~66 30 317 00 .4986-01 6011-01 6011-01 .9000 1750-02 .2109-02 1 337 7.858 5394 
161 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .4980-02 5990-02 .5990-02 .9000 .1748-03 2102-03 .1352 1.123 530.3 
161 1425 0 536 50 319 00 8272-02 9951-02 9951-02 .9000 .2903-03 .3492-03 .2243 1.671 5309 
161 1450 0 418 2u 320 00 4596-02 5535-02 5535-02 .9000 .1613-03 .1942-03 .1239 I 206 535.3 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8"+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2532 
OH8"+8 60-0 OMS POD IR"+USI21 
RUN XO ZG T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI HITAWI aOOT OTloIDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
161 1"+50.0 "+36.00 321 00 9077-02 .1093-01 .1093-01 .9000 .3185-03 .3835-03 .2"+50 1.892 534.4 
161 1"+50.0 468.20 322.00 .3"+08-01 .4107-01 ."+107-01 .9000 .1196-02 .1441-02 .9163 6.207 537.5 
161 1"+50 0 511 10 323.00 5257-02 .6323-02 .6323-02 .9000 .1845-03 .2219-03 .1"+28 1.281 529.8 
161 1"+50 0 526 60 325.00 .6204-02 .7463-02 .7463-02 .9000 .2177-03 .2619-03 .1681 1.396 531.4 
161 1500 0 437.00 327.00 .5674-02 .682'+-02 .6824-02 9000 .1991-03 .2395-03 .1541 1.19? 529.9 
161 1500 0 470 40 328.00 .1617-01 19"+5-01 .19"+5-01 9000 .5673-03 .682"+-03 .4387 2.733 530.5 
161 1500 0 514 00 329.00 .4767-02 .5730-02 .5730-02 9000 .1673-03 .2011-03 .1297 9398 528.2 
161 1500 0 532 30 331.00 .3366-02 404"+-02 .40"+4-02 .9000 .1181-03 .1419-03 .9188-01 .6076 525.9 
161 1500.0 539 40 330 00 .3721-02 .4"+72-02 .4"+72-02 .9000 .1306-03 .1569-03 .1014 .7348 527 3 
161 1525 0 "+24.00 332.00 .11B1-02 1"+20-02 .1420-02 .9000 4146-0"+ 4982-04 3219-01 .2494 527.3 
161 1525 0 431 00 333.00 .4025-02 .4839-02 .4839-02 .9000 .1413-03 .1698-03 1095 .7232 528.4 
161 1525.0 440 00 33"+.00 8917-02 .1072-01 .1072-01 .9000 .3129-03 3763-03 .2422 1.553 529.6 
161 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .1607-01 .1934-01 .1934-01 .9000 5640-03 .6786-03 .4352 3.364 532.0 
161 1545.0 43"+.00 338.00 .2763-02 .3321-02 .3321-02 9000 .9697-04 .1165-03 .7527-01 .6264 527.'+ 
161 15"+5.0 443.00 339.00 .7892-02 .9488-02 .9"+88-02 .9000 2770-03 .3330-03 .2147 I 236 528 5 
) ) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON[C TUNNEL PAGE 2533 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI2, 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST CONDIT[ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a ... RHO MU NLIM8ER 1FT DEO DEO. PS[A DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 104 3.010 7.990 35.0[ -1.989 670.6 [321. 95.92 .6925-01 3.095 3836. .1949-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtRI 
FT2SEC '"'.0175 
10't .'t350-01 .2338-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF T~W/TO HtTOI HtTAWI aDOT DTWOT TW NUMBER, R-I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BT ,I/R BTU I CEO. R CEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 104 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .2576-02 .3101-02 .3101-02 .9000 1120-03 .13't9-03 .B741-01 .6503 540.~ 104 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .31't4-01 .3792-01 .3792-01 .9000 .1368-02 .1650-02 1.057 7.119 548.0 104 1325.0 506 70 301.00 2596-01 .3124-01 .3124-01 .9000 .1129-02 .1359-02 .8811t 7.02B 539.9 10't 1325.0 51 i .30 300 00 .3771-01 .45't6-01 .4~1o-01 .9000 .1640-02 .1977-02 1.271 9.429 545.9 104 1350.0 440.40 302.00 .3385-02 .4070-02 .4076-02 .9000 .1473-03 .1773-03 ! :47 1.066 541.6 10'+ 1350 0 458 60 303.00 .15"4-01 .1871-01 .1871-01 .9000 .6758-03 .8138-03 .5263 3.913 541.9 104 1350 0 .. 98 50 304 00 .3569-01 "t298-01 .429S-01 .9COO .1553-02 .1970-02 1.209 9.426 541.9 104 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .2039-01 .2'+52-01 .2452-01 .9000 .8867-03 .1067-02 .6939 5.001 538.2 104 1350 0 524 40 305 00 .1714-01 .2062-01 .2062-01 .9000 .7458-03 .8968-03 .5849 It .511 536.4 104 1375 0 421.60 308 00 .1353-02 .1631-02 .1631-02 9000 .5887-04 .7093-04 .'+57'+-01 .6370 543.7 104 1375.0 '+40 00 309 00 .6070-02 .7307-02 .7307-02 9000 .2640-03 .3178-03 .2060 1.999 540.4 104 1375.0 460.00 310.00 .3823-01 .4606-01 .4606-01 .9000 .1663-02 .2004-02 1.292 8.222 544.0 10't 1375.0 503.40 311.00 .1470-01 .1767-01 .1767-01 .9000 .6394-03 .7685-03 .5027 4.019 53'+.~ 104 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .1028-01 .1235-01 .1235-01 .9000 .4472-03 .5372-03 .3525 2.548 532.4 104 1400 0 523.40 313 00 .1112-01 .1337-01 .1337-01 .9000 .4838-03 .5815-03 .3B05 3 155 534.2 104 1425.0 415 10 315 00 .4173-02 .5024-02 .5024-02 .9000 .1815-03 2185-03 .1'tIS 1.019 540.7 10"+ 1425 0 437 70 316 00 .1062-01 .1277-01 .1277-0 I 9000 .4617-03 .5555-03 .3612 2.690 538.5 104 1425 0 466.30 317.00 .4841-01 .5830-01 .5830-01 .9000 .2106-02 .2536-02 I 640 9.627 541.8 104 .425.0 508 00 318 CO .7034-02 .8448-02 .8448-02 .9000 .3060-03 3675-03 2414 2.004 531.8 104 1'i25 0 535 50 319 00 .6574-02 .7893-02 7893-02 .9000 .2859-03 .3433-03 .2259 I 689 530 8 104 1450 (1 418 20 320 00 .4064-02 .4890-02 4890-02 .9000 .1768-03 2127-03 .1383 1.343 538 6 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2531f 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POO IRlfUSl21 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT onloT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R STO/R STU/ OEO. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
101t 1450.0 1f36.00 321.00 .9309-02 .1119-01 .1119-01 .9000 .401f9-03 .1f869-03 .3175 2.1f49 536.4 
104 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .3546-01 .lf269-01 .1f269-01 .9000 .151f3-02 .1857-02 1.201f 8.141f 51f0 .2 
104 I1f50.0 511.10 323 00 59~6-02 7128-02 .7129-02 .9000 2582-03 .3100-03 .201f0 1.830 530.7 
104 1450 0 526.60 325 OU 6532-02 7944-02 .7844-02 .9000 .2841-03 .31f12-03 . 221f2 1.862 531.5 
104 1500.0 1f37 00 327 00 .6539-02 .7952-02 .7852-02 .9000 .2844-03 . 31f 16-03 .2246 1.736 531.1 
104 1500.0 470 40 329 00 .1768-01 .2123-01 .2123-01 9000 .7688-03 9231f-03 .6066 3.777 531 7 
104 1500.0 514.00 329 00 4700-02 .5639-02 5639-02 9000 .2044-03 .2453-03 .1621 1.175 527.6 
1Q4 1500.0 532 30 331.00 .36"8-02 .4376-02 .4376-02 9000 .1587-03 1903-03 .1261 .8335 526 3 
104 1500.0 539 40 330.00 .3385-02 .4061-02 .lf061-02 .9000 .1472-03 .1766-03 1168 .8465 527 If 
104 1525 0 1t24.00 332 00 1304-02 .1564-02 .1564-02 .9000 .5670-04 .6803-04 .4498-01 3lf85 527.3 
10lf 1525 0 431 00 333.00 
.iiei=gT- .5356-02 .5356-02 9000 .19lf 1-03 2330-03 1538 1.016 528.lf 104 1525 0 lf40 00 334 00 .1377-01 .1377-01 .9000 .lf989-03 .5990-03 • 39lf5 2 529 530.1 
104 1525.0 493.00 335 00 .llf98-01 1799-01 .1799-01 .9000 .6514-03 .7825-03 .5137 3.970 532.2 
J04 1545.0 1t34.00 338.00 .3363-02 .4035-02 .1t035-02 .9000 .1463-03 .1755-03 .1160 .9651 527.7 
104 1545 a 443 00 339 00 9835-02 1181-01 .1181-01 9000 4278-03 .5135-03 .3385 1.948 529.5 
OA TF 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2535 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI2) 






- -2.000 ELEVON - .0000 
8DFLAP - .0000 SPD8RK - .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG PSIA OEO R OEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
138 3.668 8.000 35.03 -1 972 849 0 1352. 97.95 .8696-01 3.896 3881. .2396-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF IRI 
FT2SEC -.0175 
138 .4900-01 .2113-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI aOOT on·IOT TW 
NUMBER R-l.0 R-O.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
138 1325.0 428.60 298 00 • 280lt-02 3371-02 .3371-02 .9000 .1374-03 .1652-03 .1105 .B187 5147.8 
138 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .4032-01 .4866-01 .lt866-01 .9000 .1976-02 .2381f-02 1.559 IO.1f2 562.8 
138 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .2676-01 .3217-01 .3217-01 .9000 .1312-02 .1576-02 1.055 B.378 547.1f 
138 1325 0 511.30 300.00 .4153-01 5005-01 .5005-01 .9000 .2035-02 .2453-02 1.615 11.91 558.1 
138 1350.Q 41f0.ltO 302 00 .4728-02 5689-02 .5689-02 .9000 .2317-03 .2788-03 .1854 \. 715 551.4 
138 1350.0 458.60 303.00 .4253-01 .5129-01 .5129-01 .9000 .2084-02 2513-02 1.6lt9 12.15 560.3 
138 1350.0 498.50 304 00 3777-01 .4548-01 .4548-01 .9000 .1851-02 .2229-02 1.1f77 10.23 553.9 
138 1350.0 515.50 306.00 .1996-01 .2399-01 .2399-01 .9000 .9781-03 1175-02 .7879 5.656 51f6.2 
138 1350.0 524 40 305.00 .1845-01 .2217-01 2217-01 .9000 .901f1-03 • 1086-02 .7283 5.589 546.1 
138 1375.0 421.60 308.00 .1501-02 .1805-02 .IB05-02 .9000 .7353-04 .8845-04 .5893-01 .8180 550.2 
138 1375.0 4ltO.00 309.00 .7328-02 .8815-02 8815-02 .9000 .3591-03 .lt320-03 .2878 2.778 550.3 
13A 1315.0 460.00 310 00 .4897-01 .5903-01 .5903-01 .9000 .21f00-02 .2893-02 1.903 12.02 558.8 
138 1375.0 503.40 311 00 .1576-1' I .1894-01 1894-01 .9000 .7723-03 .9279-03 .6229 1f.953 51f5.2 
138 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .1059 ·01 .1271-01 1271-01 .9000 5188-03 .6227-03 .4203 3.025 541.5 
138 1400 0 523 40 313 00 .1021-01 .1226-01 .1226-0 I 9000 .5005-03 .60(19-03 .4052 3.347 542 I 
138 1425 0 415.10 315 00 .4538-02 .5454-02 .5454-02 .9000 .2223-03 .2673-03 .1788 1.283 547 4 
138 1425 0 437 70 316.00 9510-02 1143-01 .1143-01 9000 .4660-03 5601-03 3748 2.779 5'.7.3 
138 142:' 0 466 30 317 .00 .4604-01 .5542-01 5542-01 .!:IOOO .2256-02 .2715-02 1.801 10 51 553 I 
138 1425 0 508.60 318.00 .7829-02 9399-02 9399-02 gOOD .3837-03 .4606-03 .3105 2.564 542 4 
138 1425 0 536.50 319.00 .6221-02 7464-02 .7464-02 9000 .3048-03 3657-03 2474 1.841 540.0 
138 1450 0 418 20 320 00 3921-02 .4711-02 .4711-02 .9000 .1921-03 .2309-03 .1548 1.497 546.2 
DATE 23 F'EB BO OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2538 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD fR'tUSI2, 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HIlO' HIlAW' COOT DTioolDT TW 
NUMSrR R"'I.O RaO 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
138 1450.0 ~36.00 321.00 .9141-02 .1098-01 .1098-01 .9000 .~~79-03 .5382-03 .360B 2.769 5116.0 
138 11+50.0 468.20 322.00 .3422-01 .~117-01 .~117-01 .9000 .1677-02 .2018-02 1.3~1 9.022 551.6 
138 1450.0 511.10 323 00 .6230-02 .7477-02 .7477-02 .9000 .3053-03 .3664-03 .247~ 2.207 541.4 
138 1450.0 526.60 325 00 .6221-02 .7465-02 .7465-02 .9000 .3048-03 3658-03 .2473 2.04~ 5~0.4 
138 1500.0 437.00 327.00 6768-02 .8124-02 .8124-02 .9000 3316-03 3981 -03 2686 2.065 541 9 
138 1500.0 470 40 328 00 1687-01 .2026-01 .2026-01 .9000 .8268-03 .9928-03 .6685 4.139 543.1 
138 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .4312-02 .5172-02 .5172-02 .9000 .2113-03 2534-03 .1717 1.237 539.1 
138 1500.0 532.30 331 00 .3066-02 .3676-02 .3676-02 .9000 .1502-03 .1801-03 .1224 .8046 537.2 
'38 1500.0 539 40 330 00 .3153-02 .3701-02 3781-02 .9000 .1545-03 .1853-03 .1256 .9053 538 5 
138 1525 0 424.00 332.00 .1357-02 .1628-02 .1628-02 .9000 .6650-04 .7975-04 .5410-01 .4168 538.2 
138 1525.0 431.00 333 00 .4697-02 .5635-02 .5635-02 .9000 .2301-03 .2761-03 .1868 1.227 539.8 
138 1525.0 440 00 334 00 • I 11+3-0 I .1373-01 .1373-01 .~OOO .5603-03 .6727-03 4534 2.888 542.5 
138 1525 0 493 00 335.00 .1~54-01 .1746-01 .1746-01 .9000 .7123-03 8555-03 .5750 4.417 544.4 
138 1545 0 434 00 338.00 .3577-02 .~290-02 .4290-02 .9000 .1753-03 .2102-03 .1424 1.178 538.9 
138 1545.0 443 00 339.00 .1059-01 1271-01 .1271-01 .9000 .5191-03 .6230-03 .4207 2.407 541.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2537 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I RitUS I 31 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP - . 0000 SPOBRI< • .0000 
---TESi CONDI T 10NS-" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEO. PSIA CEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'TlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IH2 
158 2.023 7 980 35 02 -.9923 It35 0 1293. 91t. II .lt529-01 2.019 3795. .1299-02 .7573-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REF'!R) 
F'T2SEC "'.0175 
158 3500-01 .2857-01 
-.. 
··-TEST DATA---
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HllO) HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NU~IBER Ral.O R"'0.9 R- BTU/R STU/R STUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC H2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
158 1325.0 It2B.60 298.00 .1381-02 .1666-02 .1666-02 .9000 .4835-04 • 5830-0lt .3660-01 .2729 535.7 
158 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1130-01 .1365-01 .1365-01 .9000 .3957-03 .lt776-03 .2980 2.017 539.It 
158 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .3625-01 .4379-01 .lt379-01 .9000 .1269-02 .1533-02 .9526 7.588 5If1.9 
!58 1325.0 511.30 300 00 .4610-01 5"72-01 .5572-01 .9000 .1613-02 .1950-02 1.208 8.970 51t1t.0 
158 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .4028-02 4860-02 .4960-02 .9000 .1410-03 .1701-03 .1063 .9899 53S.3 
158 1350 0 458.60 303.00 .1354-0 I .163'+-01 .1634-01 .9000 .1t738-03 .5719-03 .3571 2.659 539.0 
158 1350 0 498 50 304.00 .1218-01 .1469-01 1469-01 9000 .1t263-03 .5141-03 .3225 2.255 536.0 
158 1350.0 515 50 306.00 .2405-01 2903-01 .2903-01 .9000 .9417-03 .1016-02 .6342 It 569 539.2 
158 1350.0 524 40 305.00 .1005-01 .1211-01 .1211-01 .9000 .3516-03 .4240-03 .2663 2.055 535.1t 
158 1375.0 421 60 308.00 .2237-02 2700-02 .2700-02 .9000 7831-04 .9451-I)It .590lt-01 .82lt3 53S.7 
158 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .9735-02 .1175-01 .1175-01 .9000 .3lt07-03 .4113-03 2569 2.lt95 538.8 
158 :375 0 460 00 1;0 00 .3724-01 .4lt98-01 .4lt98-01 .9000 1303-02 .1571t-02 .9789 6.239 541.6 
158 1375.0 503 40 311 00 .9431-02 .1137-01 1137-01 .9000 .3301-03 .3979-03 .2503 2.002 531t.3 
158 1375 0 531 00 312.00 65ltl-02 .7884-02 .7884-02 9000 2290-03 .2760-03 .1738 t 255 533.8 
158 IItOO 0 523 40 313 00 1122-01 1354-01 .1354-01 .gOOO .3928-03 .4738-03 .2973 2 It63 535.9 
158 Ilt25 0 415 10 315 00 .3838-02 .4631-02 4631-02 .9000 .1343-03 .1621-03 .1015 ,7320 537.1 
158 Ilt25 0 437 70 316.00 .5698-02 .6872-02 .6872-02 .9000 .1991t-03 .2405-03 .1509 1.125 536 I 
158 1425 0 466 30 317 .00 .2161-01 .2607-01 .2607-01 .9000 .7565-03 9124-03 .5724 3.370 536.0 
158 1425 0 508 60 318.00 7059-02 .8509-02 .8509-02 .9000 .2471-03 .2978-03 .1875 1.555 533.9 
158 !425.0 536 50 319 00 5788-02 6975-02 6975-02 .9000 .2026-03 .2441-03 .1539 I 149 533.1 
158 1450 0 418 20 320.00 .2504-02 3020-02 .3020-02 .9000 .8764-04 .1057-03 .6633-01 6lt51 535.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ~38 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD fRitUS. JI 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT oTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEO. R CEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
158 1~50.0 '+36.00 321.00 .5~85-02 .6613-02 .6613-02 .9000 .1920-03 .231'+-03 .1'+55 1.123 53'+ .9 
158 1~50.0 468.20 322.00 .16~2-01 .1980-01 .1980-01 .9000 .57~9-03 .6932-03 .4354 2.953 535.2 
158 1~50.0 511.10 323.00 6238-02 7517-02 .7517-02 .9000 .2183-03 .2631-03 .1658 1.486 533.1 
158 1~50 0 526.60 325.00 .5439-02 6557-02 .6557-02 .9000 .1904-03 .2295-03 .14'+3 1.197 534.5 
158 1500.0 437.00 327 00 3680-02 .443~-02 .'+43~-02 .9000 .1288-03 .1552-03 .9790-01 .7565 532.5 
158 1500.0 470 40 328 00 .7135-02 8596-02 .8596-02 9000 .2497-03 3009-03 .1899 1.182 532.2 
158 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .5383-02 .6486-02 .6466-02 .9000 . 188~-03 .2270-03 .1433 1.036 532.0 
158 1500 0 532.30 331 00 .2237-02 2693-02 .2693-02 .9000 .7829-04 .9426-0~ .5975-01 .3944 529.5 
158 1500.0 539.'+0 330.00 .3636-02 .4379-02 .'+379-02 .9000 .1272-03 .1533-03 .9690-01 .7009 531 Co 
158 1525 0 '+2~.00 332 00 .7~15-03 8930-03 .8930-03 .9000 .2595-04 .3126-04 .1977-01 .1529 530.8 
158 1525.0 '+31 00 333 00 .2529-02 .3046-02 .30~6-02 .9000 .8850-0~ 1066-03 .6737-01 .4443 531.4 
158 1525.0 4'+0 00 33~ 00 6138-02 .739~-02 .7394-02 .9000 .21~8-03 2588-03 .1631+ 1.01+7 531.9 
158 1525 0 '+93.00 335 00 .5046-02 .6078-02 .6078-02 .9000 .1766-03 2127-03 .131+'+ 1.039 531.7 
158 15~5 0 1+3~. 00 338 00 .1879-02 2263-02 .2263-02 .9000 .6577-01+ .7921-01+ .5011-01 .1+162 530.8 
158 151+5.0 1+~3 00 339 00 5~43-02 6558-02 6558-02 .9000 .1905-03 .2295-03 .1449 .8329 532.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2539 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+USI31 
OMS POD PARAMETelC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP • .0000 SPDBRI< • .0000 
***TEST CONDIT IONS** * 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IF'T3 IFT2 
101 2.984 7.990 35.02 -.9871 670.0 1328. 96 43 .6919-01 3.092 3846. .1937-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
101 .4352-01 .2346-01 
***TEST DATA*** 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREf" H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HlTAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R-I.O R-O 9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
101 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1584-02 .1909-02 .1909-02 .9000 .6894-04 .8307-0't .5380-01 .3989 547.3 
101 1325.0 't89.20 299 00 .1336-01 .1610-01 .1610-01 .9000 .5812-03 .7008-03 .'t522 3.0't't 51t9.7 
101 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .2937-01 .3539-01 .3539-01 .9000 .1278-02 .15't0-02 .9983 7.933 51t6.6 
101 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3810-01 .'t596-01 .4596-01 .9000 .1658-02 .2000-02 1.286 9.514 551.9 
101 1350.C 440 40 302.00 .3860-02 .4654-02 .4654-02 .9000 .1680-03 .2025-03 .1307 1.210 51t9.3 
101 1350.0 458.60 303 00 .1207-01 .145E-OI 1456-01 .9000 .5254-03 .6335-03 .4087 3.027 549.7 
101 1350.0 't98.50 304.00 .1287-01 .1~50-01 .1550-01 .9000 .5601-03 .67't6-03 .'t383 3.050 51t5.2 
101 1350.0 515 50 306.00 .2223-01 .2677-01 .2677-01 .9000 .9672-03 .1165-02 .7565 5.'t32 51t5.6 
101 1350.0 524.40 305 00 .1098-01 1322-01 .1322-01 .9000 .4780-03 .5753-03 .3752 2.885 542.7 
101 1375.0 't21.60 308.00 .2455-02 .2960-02 .2960-02 .9000 . 1068-03 .1288-03 .8307-01 1.153 550.0 
101 1375.0 't40 00 309.00 .1035-01 1248-01 .1248-01 9000 .4503-03 .5't31-03 .3498 3.376 550.9 
101 1375 0 460.00 310 00 4817-01 5820-01 5820-01 .9000 .2096-02 2533-02 I 616 10.22 557.0 
101 1375 0 503 'to 311 00 8355-02 .1005-01 .1005-01 .9000 .3636-03 .4375-03 2856 2.274 51t2.':: 
101 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .8213-02 9879-02 9879-02 9000 3574-03 .4299-03 2814 2.026 !S40.'t 
101 1400.0 523.40 313 00 .1103-01 .1327-01 .1327-01 .9000 .4799-03 .5775-03 .3771 3 115 54 \.9 
101 1't25 0 415.10 315 00 .4713-02 .5680-02 .5680-02 .9000 2051-03 .2472-03 .1601 1.148 547.3 
101 1425 0 437.70 316 00 9397-02 1132-01 .1132-01 .9000 .4090-03 .4926-03 .3196 2.371 546.1 
101 1't25.0 4G5.30 3.7 00 3194-01 .3849-01 .3849-01 .9000 1390-02 .1675-02 I 084 6 3't I 547 9 
101 1't25 0 508 60 318 00 6667-02 8021-02 .8021-02 .9000 .2901-03 3't91-03 2282 1.885 51t \.3 
101 1't25.0 536 50 319 00 .6388-02 .7682-02 .7682-02 9000 .2780-03 .33't3-03 .2191 I 631 539.5 
101 Il,o.50 0 418 20 320 00 3054-02 3679-02 3679-02 .9000 .1329-03 1601-03 .1039 I 005 546 0 
DATE 23 F'EB BO OY84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 25It0 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD ·R'tUSI3) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' I-'/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) aOOT on.JOT TW 
NUM8ER Ral.O RaO.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU! DEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
101 1450.0 ,+36.00 321.00 .7254-02 .8736-02 .8736-02 .9000 .3157-1')3 .3802-03 .2470 1.896 5115.2 
101 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .2409-01 .2903-01 .2903-01 .9000 .1048 J2 .1263-02 .8190 5.522 546.5 
101 1450.0 511 10 223.00 .6177-02 .7431-02 .7'131-02 .9000 .2688-03 .3234-03 .2116 1.889 540.6 
101 1450.0 526 60 325 00 .6470-02 .7782-02 .7782-02 .9000 .2816-03 .3386-03 .2218 1.834 540.0 
101 1500.0 437 00 327.00 5224-02 .6285-02 .6285-02 .9000 .2273-03 .2735-03 .1789 1.37S 540.9 
101 1500 0 470 40 328 00 1059-01 .1274-01 .1274-01 .9000 .4610-03 .5546-03 .3629 2.250 5"0.5 
101 1500.0 514.00 329 00 .4539-02 .5457-02 .5457-02 .9000 .1975-03 .2375-03 • 1559 1.124 538 ... 
101 1500.0 532.30 331 00 .2793-02 .3357-02 .3357-02 9000 .1216-03 I't61-03 .9616-01 .6324 536 6 
101 1500.0 539.40 330.00 .2719-02 .3268-02 .3268-02 .9000 .1183-03 . I't22-03 .9348-01 .6740 537.7 
101 1525 0 42".00 332 00 .1053-02 .1266-02 .1266-02 9000 .4582-04 .5508-04 .3617-01 .2786 538.3 
101 1525 0 431 00 333.00 .3624-02 .4358-02 .4358-02 .9000 .1577-03 .1896-03 1243 .8162 539 5 
101 1525.0 440.00 334 GO .8"65-02 1018-01 .1018-01 9000 .3684-03 4431-03 2899 1.848 540.7 
101 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .8728-02 .1050-01 .1050-01 .9000 .3798-03 .4569-03 .2990 2.302 540 ... 
101 1545.0 434.00 338.00 .2748-02 .3304-02 . 33(14-02 .9000 .1196-03 .1438-03 .9438-01 .7810 538.4 
101 1545.0 443.00 339.00 .7612-02 9154-02 .9154-02 9000 .3313-03 3984-03 .2611 1 495 539 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 25'+1 
OHB4B 60-0 OMS POD IR'fUSIJ' 






- -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HIJ 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI f"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1f'T2 
135 3.6B3 B.OOO 3:5.07 -.9652 852.5 1352. 97.95 .8732-01 3.912 3881. .2406-C2 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC ... 0175 
135 .4910-01 .2109-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Ra O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUt CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
135 1325.0 42B.60 29B.00 .19B8-02 .238B-02 .2388-02 .9000 .9763-04 .1172-03 .7890-01 .5861 543.5 
!35 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1539-01 .IB50-01 .1850-01 .9000 .7557-03 .9083-03 .6083 If. 101 546.8 
135 1325 0 506 70 301.00 .2d04-01 .3367-01 .3367-01 .9000 .1377-02 .1654-02 1.111 B.841 544.1f 
135 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3933-01 .4732-01 .4732-01 .9000 .1931-02 .2323-02 I.Slt6 11.44 551.2 
135 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .2B57-02 .3432-02 .3432-02 .9000 .1403-03 .1685-03 .1131 1.049 545.5 
135 1350.0 458.60 303.00 .1511-01 .1816-01 .1816-01 .9000 .7419-03 .8917-03 .5971 1f.428 546.8 
135 1350.0 49B 50 304.00 .1690-01 .2029-01 .2028-01 .9000 .B297-03 .9958-03 .6724 1f.687 541.3 
135 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .2117-01 .2542-01 .2542-01 .9000 .1040-02 1248-02 .8413 6.051 542.4 
135 1350 0 524 40 305.00 .1282-01 .1538-01 .1539-01 .9000 .6295-03 .7551-03 .5115 3.940 539.0 
135 1375.0 421.60 308.00 .1315-02 .1591-02 .1581-02 .9000 .6459-04 .7761-04 .5198-01 .7227 546.8 
135 1375 0 440.00 309 00 .6475-02 7778-02 .7778-02 9000 .3179-03 3919-03 .2565 2.493 544.9 
135 1375 0 460 00 310 00 .3844-01 4624-01 4624-01 .9000 .IBB9-02 .2270-02 1.514 9.606 549.8 
135 1375 0 503 110 311 00 .9555-02 .1146-01 .1146-01 9000 .4692-03 5625-03 .3923 3.053 536.8 
135 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .9781-02 1172-01 1172-01 9000 .4803-03 .5757-03 .3916 2.826 536.2 
135 1400.0 523 40 313 00 .9888·02 .1185-01 .1185-01 .9000 .4855-03 .5821-03 .3955 3.275 537.1 
135 1425.0 415 10 315 00 .4273-02 .5132-02 5132-02 9000 .2098-03 .2520-03 .1695 1 219 543.7 
135 1425.0 437 70 316 00 .9691-02 .1163-01 .1163-01 .9000 .4758-03 .5710-03 .3857 2 869 541.0 
135 1425 0 466 30 317 00 3293-01 .3954-01 3954-01 .9000 .1617-02 .1942-02 I 308 7.670 543.0 
135 1425.0 508 60 318.00 7474-02 .8957-02 .8957-02 9000 .3670-03 .4398-03 .2997 2.485 535.0 
135 1425.0 536 50 319 00 6694-02 8020-02 8020-02 9000 .3287-03 3938-03 .2686 2.004 534 5 
135 1450.0 418 20 320 00 3132-02 3759-02 .3759-02 9000 .1538-03 .1846-03 .1246 1.209 541.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 251t2 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'tUSI3J 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTUiR STUI OEO. R OEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
135 1450 0 436.00 321.00 .7307-02 .8765-02 .8765-02 .9000 .3588-03 .4304-03 .2915 2.245 539.2 
135 1450 0 468.20 322 00 .2470-01 .2964-01 .2964-01 .9000 .1213-02 .1456-02 .9832 6.647 541.1 
135 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .6362-02 .7521-C2 .7621-02 .9000 .3124-03 .3742-03 .2555 2.289 533.7 
135 1450.0 526.60 325.00 .6228-02 .71,61-02 .7461-02 .9000 .3058-03 .3663-03 .2500 2.074 534.0 
135 1500.0 437.00 327 00 5513-02 .6605-02 .6605-02 .9000 .2707-03 .3243-03 .2214 I .71 (I 533.9 
135 1500.0 470.40 328.00 .1167-01 .1398-01 .1398-01 .9000 .5732-03 .6866-03 .4692 2.919 533.2 
135 1500.0 514.00 329 00 .3941-02 4717-02 .4717-02 .9000 .1935-03 .2316-03 .1589 1.150 530.5 
135 1500 0 532 30 331 00 .3081-02 .3687-02 .3687-02 .9000 .1513-03 .1810-03 .1245 8217 529.1 
135 1500.0 !S38.40 330 00 .2966-02 .3551-02 .3551-02 .9000 .1457-03 .1743-03 .1196 .8658 530.3 
13'5 1525 0 424.00 332.00 .1141-02 .1366-02 .1366-02 9000 .5605-04 .6708-04 .4605-01 .3563 530.1 
135 1525 0 431.00 333.00 3924-02 .4698-02 .4698-02 .9000 .1927-03 .2307-03 .1580 1.042 531.7 
135 1525 0 440.00 334 00 .9818-02 1176-01 .1176-01 .9000 .4821-03 .5774-03 .3946 2.526 533.1 
135 1525 0 493.00 335 00 .9542-02 .1143-01 .1143-01 .9000 .4685-03 .561~-03 .3833 2.960 533.6 
135 1545.0 434 00 338.00 .3061-02 .3665-02 .3665-02 .9000 .1503-03 .1799-03 .1234 1.025 530.8 
135 1545.0 '143.00 339 00 8977-02 1075-01 1075-01 .9000 .4408-03 .5278-03 .3614 2077 531.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 25't3 
0~q4B 60-0 OMS POD I RltUS 1'+ I 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
-MACH ., 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDF'LAP • .0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 1F'T3 IH2 
13 .5302 7.900 34 97 .2130-02 104.2 12"'0. 91.95 .1158-01 .5059 371'+. .3399-03 .7399-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REF'IR) 
rT2SEC ·.0175 
13 .1739-01 .5561-01 
---TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOY TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R P.TUI DEO. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
13 1325.0 '+28.60 298.00 .1130-02 .1371-02 .1371-02 .9000 .1966-0'+ .2385-0'+ .1389-01 .1038 ~33.0 
13 1325.0 It89.20 299.00 • 7797-0lt .9 ...... 9-0'+ .9'+"'9-0'+ .9000 .1356-05 .161t'+-05 .9612-03 .6532-02 530.9 
13 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .1168-01 .1'+16-01 .1'+16-01 .9000 .2032-03 .2'+63-03 .1'+37 1.150 532.5 
13 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .1008-01 .1223-01 .1223-01 .9000 .1751t-03 .2127-03 .1239 .92'+8 533.1f 
13 1350.0 It40 '+0 302 00 .1678-02 .2035-02 .2035-02 .9000 .2919-0lt . 35ltO-0'" .2063-01 .1926 532.9 
13 1350 a It58 60 303.00 .3lt63-02 .ltI99-02 .'+199-02 .9000 .602't-Olt .7303-0'" .'+262-01 .3181t 532.1 
13 1350.0 It98 50 30lt.00 .3693-02 .It'+76-02 .It .. 76-02 .9000 .6lt21t-01t • 7785-01t .'+556-01 .3191t 530.5 
13 1350.0 515.50 306.00 .174"'-01 .2116-01 .2116-01 .9000 • 3031t-03 .3680-03 .21'+3 1.5'+8 533.5 
13 1350.0 52 ....... 0 305 00 .1028-01 .12"'6-01 • 12't6-01 .9000 .1788-03 .2168-03 .1265 .9780 532.0 
13 1375.0 It21.60 308 00 .1295-02 .1571-02 .1571-02 .9000 . 2252-01t • 2733-01t .1587-01 .2220 535.0 
13 1375 0 It ... o 00 309.00 .3216-02 3900-02 .3900-02 .9000 . 5593-01t • 6783-01t .3952-'11 38"'9 533.1 
13 1375.0 ... 60 00 310.00 .6155-02 .7"'60-02 .7'+60-02 9000 .1071-03 129B-03 .7586-1..1 ... 861 531.1 
13 1375.0 503 .... 0 311 00 .3928-02 .... 758-02 .'+75B-02 .9000 .6B32-01t • 8277-01t .'+85"'-01 .3891 529.3 
13 1375.0 531.00 312.00 .6763-02 .819"'-02 .819"'-02 .9000 .1176-0: .1"'25-03 .83"'5-01 .60"'0 530.2 
13 1"'00.0 523 .... 0 313.00 .9520-02 .115 ... -01 .115"'-01 .9000 · 1656-03 .2008-Cl3 .1172 .9725 53~.2 
13 1"'25 0 4:5 10 315 00 .11"'1-02 .138"'-02 • 138"'-02 .9000 • 1985-0lt .21t08-01t .1'+01-01 .1012 533.B 
13 1"'25 0 "'37.70 316 00 .2526-02 .3062-02 .3062-02 .9000 .4394-01t .5326-0'" .3113-01 .2327 531.2 
13 1'+25 0 '+66 30 317.00 .7750-02 .9390-02 .9390-02 9000 . 13lt8-03 .1633-03 .9566-01 • 561t8 530.0 
13 1"'25 0 508 60 318.00 .2935-02 .3556-02 35~6-02 .9000 .5106-0'" .6185-0'" .3626-01 .301'+ 529.5 
13 Ilt25.0 536.50 319.00 .lt925-02 .5968-02 .5968-02 .9000 .8567-0'" • 1038-03 6078-01 • It 5'" 5 530.2 
13 1"'50.0 '+18 20 320.00 ''''05-02 • 170lt -OC? • 170lt-02 .9000 2"'45-04 . 2961t-0'" .1729-01 .168'+ 532.6 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 25 .... 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD 'R'tUSI'" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWHO HlTOI HlTAW' COOT OTIoIOT TW 
NUf18ER R=I.0 R-a.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
13 1450 0 436.00 '121 00 .1789-02 .2168-02 .2168-02 .9000 .3111-04 .3771-04 .2205-01 .1705 530.9 
13 1450.0 468.20 ~22 00 .6285-02 .7614-02 7614-02 .9000 .1093-03 .1324-03 .7763-01 .5280 529.5 
13 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .2237-02 .2710-02 .2710-02 .9000 .3891-04 .4713-04 .2767-01 .2485 528.7 
13 1450.0 526.60 325.00 .5727-02 .6940-02 .6940-02 .9000 .9961-04 .1207-03 .7066-01 .5871 530.3 
13 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .4095-03 4958-03 .4958-03 .9000 .7122-05 .8625-05 .5067-02 .3924-01 528.2 
13 1500 0 470.40 328 00 2795-02 .3385-02 .3385-02 .9000 .4862-04 .5887-04 .3461-01 .2160 527.7 
13 1500.0 51".00 329.00 .2073-02 .2510-02 .2510-02 .9000 .3606-04 .4365-04 .2568-01 .1861 527.7 
13 1500.0 532.30 331.00 .5102-02 .6\76-02 .6176-02 .9000 .8874-04 .1074-03 .6327-01 .4182 526.7 
13 1500 0 539 40 330 00 4679-02 5666-02 .5666-02 .9000 .8139-04 9855-04 .5793-01 4197 527 9 
13 1525 0 424 00 332 00 .1935-03 23'+3-03 23'+3-03 .9000 .3366-05 .4076-05 .2395-02 .1855-01 528.1 
13 1525 :) 431 00 333.00 .5194-03 .6290-03 .6290-03 9000 .9034-05 109"-04 .6430-02 .42"8-01 528.0 
13 1525 0 4'+0 00 33'f.00 .39'+"'-03 .... 775-03 .'+775-03 9000 .6861-05 .8306-05 .... 888-02 .3138-01 527.3 
13 1525.0 "'93.00 335.00 .2528-02 .3059-02 3059-02 .9000 .4396-0'" 5321-0'" .3137-01 2'+32 5262' 
13 15 ... 5 0 ... 3'+.00 338.00 .5671-03 .6867-03 .6867-03 .9000 .9865-05 119"'-0'+ .7023-02 .58'+3-01 5277 
13 15"'5.0 '+"3.00 339.00 .93,+5-03 .1131-02 .1131-02 .9000 .1625-04 1968-0'" .1158-01 .6669-01 527.5 
DATE 23 FEB (':0 OH84B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2545 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4USI'+1 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA . 35.00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFU.P • • 0000 SPD8RK • 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO S IFT3 IFT2 
60 2.004 7.980 34.98 .7044-03 '+3'+ 5 1300 9'+ 62 4523-01 2.016 3B05. .1290-02 .761't-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(Rl 
FT2SEC ".0175 
60 .3501-01 .286B-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HCTAWI OOOT DTWOT TW 
NlJr1BER R-I.O R-0.9 R· BTU/R BTU/R BtUI OEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
60 1325.0 '+28.S0 29B.OO .13'+0-02 .1613-02 .1613-02 .9000 • 't691-04 .5647-0'4 .3S01-01 .2691 531.9 
60 1325.0 '+89.20 299.00 .1435-01 .1728-01 .1728-01 .9000 .5025-03 .6052-03 .3849 2.612 533.6 
60 132~.0 506.70 301 00 .3535-01 .'+261-01 .42SI-01 .9000 .1238-02 .1'+92-02 .9,+,+'+ 7.5'+2 536.7 
60 1325.0 511.30 300 00 .5222-01 .6300-01 .• 6300-01 .9000 .1828-02 .2206-02 1.389 10.3'+ 539.9 
60 1350.0 440.40 302.00 .4127-02 .'+969-02 .'+969-02 .9000 .11t1t5-03 .1740-03 .1109 1.036 532.3 
60 1350.0 1;58.60 303 00 .1336-01 .1609-01 .1609-01 .9000 .1t677-03 .5633-03 .3580 2.672 534.2 
60 1350 0 498.50 304 00 .1126-01 .1355-01 .1355-01 .9000 .391t 1-03 1t71t2-03 .3032 2.126 530.3 
60 1350.0 515 50 306 00 2125-01 .2559-01 2559-01 9000 .7440-03 8959-03 5704 '+ 122 533.0 
60 1350 0 524.'+0 305 00 .1325-01 .1594-01 1594-01 9000 .'+639-03 .5582-03 .3567 2 759 530.7 
60 1375 0 421.60 308 00 .1998-02 2407-02 2407-02 9000 .6996-04 81t27-04 5353-01 .7489 53'+.5 
60 1375 0 1t40 00 309.00 .6692-02 .8058-02 8058-02 .9000 .23'+3-03 .2821-03 .1797 1 751 532.7 
60 1375 0 460 00 310 00 .1779-01 .211t2-01 .211t2-01 .9000 .6230-03 .7501-03 .4780 3.061 532.'+ 
60 1375.0 503 40 311.00 .1448-01 .1742-01 .1742-01 .9000 .5071-03 .6101-03 3903 3.128 530.0 
60 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .7143-02 .8589-02 8588-02 9000 .2501-03 3007-03 1931 I '+00 52'1.5 
60 1400.0 523.1t0 313 00 1018-01 1225-01 .1225-01 .9000 .3564-03 .4288-03 .2743 2.280 529 9 
60 11t25 0 1t15 10 315.00 .3089-02 .3720-02 .3720-02 9000 1082-03 1302-03 .8294-01 .5994 532 9 
60 1425 0 1t37 70 3.6 00 1t960-02 5969-02 5969-02 .9000 .1737-03 .2090-03 1335 .9985 530.7 
60 1425 0 466 30 317 00 1143-0 I .1375-01 1375-01 9000 4002-03 1t814-03 .3082 1.820 529 5 
60 1425 0 506 60 318 00 7125-02 8569-02 8569-02 9000 21t95-03 3000-03 .1924 1.600 528 3 
60 1425 0 536 50 319 00 6785-02 8158-02 8158-02 .9000 .2375-03 2856-03 .1834 1.373 527 6 
60 1450 0 418 20 320 00 2008-02 2417-02 ':1t17-02 .9000 7032-04 8463-04 5403-01 5267 531 3 
DATE 23 FES 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEoC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2546 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD rR'tUSI4) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HPEF TAJ"iITO HITO) HITAWI aOOT oTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O Ra O.9 R- 8TUlR STU/R 8TUI oEO. R oEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC. FT2SEC ISEC 
60 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .4137-02 .4977-02 .4977-02 .9000 .1448-03 .171+3-03 .1115 .8625 530.0 
60 11+50.0 1+68.20 322.00 7899-02 .9500-02 .9500-02 .9000 .2765-03 .3326-03 .2132 1.1+51 528.6 
60 11+50.0 511.10 323.00 .5613-02 .671+9-02 .671+9-02 .9000 .1965-03 .2363-03 .1518 1.365 527.2 
60 1450.0 526.60 325.00 .5891-02 .7083-02 .7083-02 .9000 .2062-03 .21+80-03 .1593 1.325 527.5 
60 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .2917-02 .3507-02 .3507-02 .9000 .1021-03 .1228-03 .7895-01 .611B 526.7 
60 1500.0 470.1+0 328.00 .6786-02 .8157-02 .8157-02 .9000 .2376-03 .2856-03 .1837 1.11+7 526.6 
60 1500.0 514.00 329.00 .4112-02 .1+91+2-02 • 49't2-02 .9000 .14't0-03 .1730-03 .1114 .8082 525.7 
60 1500.0 532.30 331.00 2823-02 .3390-02 .3390-02 .9000 .9883-04 .1187-03 .7676-01 .5081+ 523.0 
60 1500.0 539 40 330 00 5415-02 6506-02 6506-02 .9000 .1896-03 .2278-03 .11+69 1.066 525.0 
60 152'5.0 424.00 332.00 .511't-03 .6145-03 .6145-03 .9000 1791-0't .2151-01+ .1387-01 .1076 521+.9 
60 1525.0 431 00 333.00 .2130-02 2559-02 .2559-02 .9000 7't57-04 .8961-01+ .5775-01 .3820 525.3 
60 1525 0 440 00 33't .00 .5519-02 .6632-02 .6632-02 .9000 .1932-03 .2322-03 .11+96 9612 525.5 
60 1525.0 493 00 335.00 5562-02 .6683-02 .6683-02 9000 .1947-03 2340-03 1509 1.171 52Ct.7 
60 15't5.0 434 00 338.00 .lb3't-02 .1963-02 .1963-02 .9000 .5720-04 . 6873-0't .1+429-01 .3689 525.4 
60 1545.0 443.00 339.00 .5016-02 .6029-02 .6029-02 .9000 .1756-03 .2111-03 .1358 .7828 526.3 
, 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 251t7 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR'tUSI't) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.OOO ALPHA • 35.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
79 3 0,+7 7.990 35 01 - 6951-03 670.5 1310. 95.12 .6924-01 3.094 3820. .1965-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.Ci75 
79 .4343-01 .2~26-CI 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HlTAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC f'T2SEC ISEC 
79 1325 0 1t29.60 299.00 .1763-02 .2121-02 .2121-02 .9000 • 7655-01t .9212-01+ .5931-01 • It 1+ 25 53't.B 
79 132~.0 1t89.20 299.00 .1357-01 .1634-01 .1631+-0 I .9000 .5895-03 .7098-03 .1+555 3.086 536.9 
79 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .3145-01 .3789-01 .3789-01 .9000 .1366-02 .161+6-02 I 053 8.401 538.8 
79 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .1t140-01 1t992-01 4992-01 .9000 .1798-02 .2168-02 1.379 10.25 5't2.6 
79 1350.0 1t1+0.1t0 302.00 .5322-02 .61+06-02 .61+06-02 .9000 2311-03 2782-03 .1789 1.668 535.6 
79 1350.0 1t58.60 303.00 .1312-01 .1580-0 I .1580-01 .9000 .5698-03 .6862-03 • It 397 3.275 537.9 
79 1350.0 1+98 50 301+ 00 .1305-01 .1570-01 .1570-01 .9000 .5666-03 .6816-03 .1t397 3.078 533.6 
79 1350.0 515 !:IO 306 00 .2021-01 .21+32-01 .2432-01 9000 .8775-03 1056-02 .6793 1t.902 535.6 
79 1350.0 524.1+0 305 00 1040-01 .1250-01 1250-01 9000 4517-03 51+31-03 3513 2.716 531 8 
79 1375.0 1+21 60 308 00 2251-02 2711-02 2711-02 .9000 .9778-01+ 1177-03 .7551+-01 1 055 537 2 
79 1375.0 1+40 00 309 00 7975-02 9599-02 .£1599-02 .9000 .31+63-03 .1+169-03 2680 2.607 535 B 
79 1375.0 1+60 00 310 00 3123-01 .3764-01 3764-01 .9000 .1356-02 1635-02 1. 01+1t 6.65£:1 51+0 1 
79 1375 a 503 1+0 311 00 .1077-01 12g5-01 1295-01 .9000 .4678-03 .5623-03 .361+4 2 919 530 8 
79 1375.0 531 00 312.00 6944-02 8343-02 8343-02 .9000 .3016-03 .3623-03 .2355 1 706 528 8 
79 11+00 n 523 40 313 00 9608-02 1155-01 .1155-01 .9000 .4173-03 5017-03 .321+7 2 696 531 6 
79 11+25 0 1+15 10 315 00 3582-02 4311-02 .1+311-02 .9000 .1556-03 1872-03 .1204 8691 535 6 
79 1425 0 1+37 70 316 00 .7662-02 9216-02 .9216-02 .9000 3328-03 .1t002-03 .2~85 1.931 532 8 
79 1425 0 466 30 317 00 1908-01 2295-01 2295-01 .9000 8281+-03 .9966-03 6432 3 791 533.3 
79 1425 0 508 60 318 00 6908-02 8302-02 8302-02 9000 .3000-03 3606-03 2339 I 941+ 529.9 
79 1425.0 536 50 319 00 .6267-02 .7529-02 7529-02 .9000 .2722-03 .3270-03 .2125 1.590 52'3.8 
79 1450 0 418.20 320 00 .2362-02 2842-02 .2842-02 .9000 .1026-03 .1234 -03 .7960-01 .7751 533.8 
DATE 23 F'EB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK~ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 251+8 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI'+) 
RU~ )(0 ZO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HRE~ TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
79 1450.0 '+36.00 321.00 .5554-02 .6679-02 .6679-02 .9000 .2412-03 .2901-03 .1876 1.450 532.0 
79 1450.0 468 20 322 00 .1410-01 .1695-01 .1695-01 .9000 .6123-03 .7362-03 .4763 3.235 531.8 
79 1450 0 511. 10 323 00 6219-02 .7473-02 .7'+73-02 .9000 .2701-03 .3245-03 .2109 1.894 528.9 
79 I'+~O.O 526 60 325.00 5640-02 .6776-02 .6776-02 .9000 .2449-03 .2943-03 .1912 1.590 529.0 
79 1500 0 437 00 327.00 4190-02 5033-02 .5033-02 9000 .1820-03 .2186-03 .1422 1.101 528.2 
79 1500.0 470.'+0 328.00 8095-02 .9725-02 .9725-02 9000 .3516-03 4223-03 .2747 1. 713 528.3 
79 1500.0 514 00 329.00 .5512-02 .6620-02 .6620-02 .9000 .2394-03 .2875-03 1874 1.358 526.9 
79 1500 0 532 30 331.00 .2630-02 .3156-02 .3156-02 .9000 • I Pt2-03 .1371-03 .8977-01 .5943 523.9 
79 1500 0 539 40 330 00 3801-02 4563-02 4563-02 .9000 .1651-03 1982-03 .1294 .9384 525.9 
79 1525 0 424 00 332 00 9964-03 .1196-02 .1196-02 9000 .4327-04 5195-04 3393-01 2631 525.7 
79 1525.0 '+31.00 333 00 2725-02 .3272-02 .3272-02 .9000 1183-03 .1421-03 .9268-01 .6127 526.5 
79 1525 0 '+40.00 334.00 .6919-02 .83Ia-02 .8310-02 .9000 .3005-03 .3609-03 .2351 1.509 527.'+ 
79 1525.0 '+93 00 335.00 .6366-02 .7645-02 .7645-02 9000 .2765-03 .3320-03 .2166 1.679 526.'+ 
79 15'+5 0 '+34.00 338.00 .2122-02 .2549-02 .2549-02 .9000 .9217-0'+ .1107-03 .7218-01 .600B 526 6 
79 1545.0 '+43.00 339 00 6184-02 .7428-02 .7428-02 .9000 .2686-03 .3226-03 .2101 1.210 527.'+ 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 0~84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 25"9 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'tUSI't) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • • 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOF'LAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HIJ 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
132 3.694 8.000 35 03 . 6883-03 851+.1 1351. 97.87 .871+9-01 3.919 3880 • .2't13-02 .7876-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'(RI 
FT2S£C ".0175 
132 .491'+-01 .2106-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
PIJN XO 20 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO H(TO) HITAWI QOOT OnolOT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R"'0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC I SEC 
132 1325.0 1+28.60 298.00 .1806-02 .2167-02 .2167-02 .9000 .8877-04 .1065-03 .7200-01 .5359 539.6 
132 1325.0 1+89.20 299.00 .1395-01 .1675-01 .1675-01 .9000 .6858-03 .8230-03 .5556 3.758 5"0.5 
132 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .3231-01 .3880-01 .3880-01 .9000 .1588-02 .1907-02 1.282 10.21 5'+3.1 
132 \325.0 511 30 300.00 .4189-01 .5035-01 .5035-01 .9000 .2058-02 .2471+-02 1.653 12.26 5'+7.'+ 
132 1350.0 440.40 302.00 .5626-02 .6749-02 .6749-02 .9000 2765-03 .3317-03 .224'+ 2.088 539.0 
132 1350.0 458 60 303 00 .1682-01 .2020-01 .2020-0! .9000 .8267-03 9926-03 .6681 4.965 542 5 
132 1351...0 '+98 50 304.00 1212-01 .1454-01 1454-01 9000 .5958-03 7143-03 .4851 3.390 536.5 
132 1350.0 515 50 306 00 1874-01 .22'+8-01 .22'+8-01 .9000 9208-03 .1105-02 .7473 5.38,+ 539.1 
132 1350.0 52,+ '+0 305.00 1081+-01 .1300-01 1300-01 .9000 5328-03 6386-03 .1+31+1+ 3 352 535 '+ 
132 1375 0 421 60 308.00 .19'+7-02 .2338-02 2338-02 .9000 .9570-01+ .11'+9-03 .7739-01 1.079 542.0 
132 1375.0 '+'+0.00 309 00 .6939-02 .832'+-02 .8324-02 .9000 .31+10-03 .'+091-03 .2768 2.687 539 1 
132 1375 0 460 00 310.00 .31'+0-01 .3771-01 .3771-01 .9000 .15'+3-02 .1853-02 1.21+6 7.936 5,+3.1 
132 1375.0 503 '+0 311 00 9584-02 .11'+8-01 .11'+8-01 .9000 .1+710-03 .561+3-03 .3847 3.077 533.9 
132 1375 0 531 00 312.00 .720'+-02 852<;:1-02 8629-02 .9000 .35'+0-03 .'+240-03 .2897 2 094 532.4 
132 1400 0 523 40 313 00 921+6-02 .1108-01 1108-01 .9000 .454'+-03 5'+45-03 3710 3.076 53'+.3 
132 1425 0 415 10 315 00 3602-02 4322-02 4322-02 .9000 1770-03 .2121+-03 .1436 I 034 539.7 
132 1425 n 437 70 316 00 .6368-02 .7633-02 7633-02 .9000 3129-03 .3751-03 .2549 1.901 536.0 
132 1'+, , '+66 30 317 00 1677-01 2010 01 2010-01 9000 8239-03 .9875-03 .6716 3 954 535.5 
132 14e. ,. 508 60 318 00 7885-02 9446-02 9446-02 9000 .3875-03 4642-03 3169 2 629 533.0 
132 142~ 0 536 50 319 00 6051-02 .7246-02 7246-02 .9000 2973-03 .3561-03 .2435 I 820 531.7 
132 1450.0 418 20 320 00 .2519-02 .3021-02 .3021-02 .9000 .1238-03 .1485-03 1006 .9771 538.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2550 
OH8~8 60-0 OMS POD IRIfUSIIf) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.O R-0.9 R- STU/R 8TU/R STUI OEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
132 1~50.0 ~36.00 321.00 .5663-02 .6788-02 .6788-02 .9000 .2783-03 .3336-03 .2269 1.750 535.5 
132 1450 0 468.20 322 00 .110B-01 .1327-01 .1327-01 .9000 .544~-03 .6523-03 .~443 3.01~ 53~ .'+ 
132 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .6450-02 .7723-02 .7723-02 .9000 .3169-03 .3795-03 .2596 2.328 531.7 
132 1450.0 526 60 325.00 5183-02 .6206-02 .6206-02 .9000 .25~7-03 .3050-03 .20B5 1. 731 531 8 
132 1500.0 ~37.00 327.00 .4424-02 .5297-02 .5297-02 .9000 .217~-03 .2603-03 .1781 1.377 531.'+ 
132 1500.0 470 40 328.0(, .9049-02 .1083-01 .1083-01 .Pr)OO .~447-03 .5324-03 .3645 2.271 531.0 
132 1500 0 51~.00 329 00 .5896-02 .7058-02 .7058-02 .9000 .2898-03 .3469-03 .2378 1.721 530.1 
132 1500.0 532.30 331 00 .2429-02 .2906-02 .2906-02 .9000 .119~-03 .1428-03 .9840-01 .6505 526.5 
132 1500.0 539.40 330.00 .3171-02 .3794-02 .3794-02 9000 .1558-03 .1864-03 .1282 .9285 528.2 
132 1525 0 42~ 00 332 00 1089-02 .1304-02 .130'+-02 .9000 .535'+-0'+ .6406-0~ .4~01-01 .3'+OB 528.6 
132 1525.0 ~31.00 333.00 .2916-02 .3'+91-02 .3'+91-02 .9000 .1~33-03 .1715-03 .1177 .7766 529.7 
132 1525.0 ~~O.OO 334.00 .7035-02 .B'+23-02 .B423-02 .9000 .3'+57-03 .~139-03 .283'+ 1.816 530.9 
132 1525 0 493.00 335.00 .7525-02 .9009-02 .9009-02 .9000 • 369B-03 .4427-03 .3032 2.3'+5 530.7 
132 15'+5.0 ~34.00 338 00 .2426-02 .2903-02 .2903-02 .9000 1192-03 .1427-03 .979~-01 .81'+3 529.1 
132 1545.0 '+'+3.00 339.00 • 59CJ3-02 .7173-02 .7173-02 .9000 .29'+5-03 .3525-03 .2'+17 1.391 529.8 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2551 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD -fR~USI5) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . ~O DO BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 In2 
201 . ~9~5 7.900 39.95 -10.05 100.2 1266 93.88 .III~-Ol .~867 3752 . .3203-03 .755~-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtRI 
FT2SEC c.0175 
201 .1712-01 .57~1-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAW) ODOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R-I 0 RaO 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI CEG. R CEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
201 1325.0 ~28.60 298.00 .1218-01 .1~71-01 .1~71-01 .9000 .2085-03 2518-03 .1535 1.1~8 529.7 
201 1325.0 ~89.20 299.00 .7893-01 .9568-01 .9568-01 .9000 .1352-02 .1638-02 .9773 6.603 5~2.5 
201 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .S~~2-02 .1019-01 .1019-01 .9000 .1~~6-03 .17~5-03 .1065 .8537 529.0 
201 1325 0 511.30 300.00 .356~-01 .4309-01 .4309-01 .9000 .6102-03 .737S-03 .4~65 3.333 533.9 
201 1350.0 440 ~O 302.00 .3381-01 .4087-01 .~087-01 .9000 .5788-03 .6999-03 4237 3.953 533.8 
201 1350.0 ~58.60 303.00 1330 .1616 .1616 .9000 .2278-02 .2767-02 1.628 12.05 550.8 
201 1350 0 498.50 304.00 .4926-01 .5961-01 .5961-01 9000 .8435-03 .1021-02 .6148 4 296 536.8 
201 1350.0 515.50 306 00 5377-02 .6493-02 .6493-02 .9000 .9207-04 .1112-03 6779-01 .4908 529.~ 
201 1350 0 524. ~O 305.CO .203~-01 .2~59-01 2459-01 .9000 .3~84-03 .4210-03 .2554 1.97~ 532.5 
201 1375.0 421.60 308 00 6121-02 .739~-02 .7394-02 .9000 . I 0~8-03 .1266-03 .7705-01 1.080 530 5 
201 1375 0 440.00 309 00 2958-01 .3577-01 .3577-01 .9000 .506~-03 6125-03 .3702 3.603 53~ .6 
201 1375.0 460 00 310 00 1310 .1590 .1590 .9000 .2243-02 2723-02 1.608 10 21 548.5 
201 1375 0 503.40 311 00 .1905-01 .2303-01 2303-01 .9000 .3262-03 3943-03 .2391 1.913 532.-: 
201 1375.0 531.00 312 00 1163-QI .1~06-01 1~06-01 9000 .1992-03 2407-03 .1~6~ I 059 531.0 
201 I~OO 0 523 40 313 00 ~904-02 .5923-02 .5923-02 .9000 .8398-04 .101~-03 .6183-01 .51~0 529.~ 
201 1~25.0 ~15.IO 315.00 8811-02 106~-01 .106~-01 9000 .1509-03 1822-03 .1109 .8029 530.3 
201 lI125.0 ~37 70 316.00 .1977-01 2389-01 .2389-01 .9000 .3386-03 .4090-03 .2~B7 1.859 531 I 
201 1~25.0 ~66.30 317 00 .6557-01 .7938-01 .7938-01 9000 .1123-02 .1359-02 .8171 't.B05 538 0 
201 1425.0 508 60 318 00 9963-02 .120~-01 .120~-01 .9000 .1706-03 .2061-03 .1252 \.040 531.6 
201 1~25.0 536.50 319 00 .6904-02 .8339-02 B339-02 9000 .1182-03 . 1~28-03 .8694-01 .6501 530.3 
201 1~50.0 ~18.20 320.00 .7~49-02 8999-02 .8999-02 .9000 1276-03 15~1-03 .9376-01 9145 530 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2552 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'tUSI5) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) QOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
201 1450 0 '+36.00 321.00 .1417-01 .1712-0 I .1712-01 .9000 .2Lt26-03 .2931-03 .17BO 1.376 531.8 
201 ILt50.0 468 20 322.00 .4179-01 .5058-01 .5058-01 .9000 .7156-03 .8660-03 .5215 3.53Lt 536.9 
201 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .8860-02 .1071-01 .1071-01 .9000 .1517-03 .1833-03 .1113 .9982 531.9 
201 1450 0 526 60 325.00 .7054-02 .8523-02 .B523-02 .9000 .1208-03 .1459-03 .8870-01 .7366 531.3 
201 1500.0 437 00 327.00 .1343-01 .1623-01 .1623-01 .9000 .2300-03 .2779-03 .1687 1.304 532.1 
201 1500.0 470 40 328 00 2853-0: • 3LtLt9-0 I .3Lt49-01 .9000 .Lt885-03 5906-03 3576 2.225 533.6 
201 1500.0 514 00 329.00 .8123-02 .9815-02 9815-02 .9000 .1391-03 1681-03 .1021 .7383 531. 7 
201 1500 0 532.30 331.00 5122-02 .6185-02 6185-02 .9000 .8771-04 1059-03 6459-01 . Lt26Lt 529 2 
201 1500 0 539.40 330 00 3371-02 .4072-02 .4072-02 .9000 .5772-04 . 6972-0Lt 4246-01 .3073 530.2 
201 1525.0 424.00 332.00 .4844-02 5852-02 .5852-02 .9000 .8294-04 . 1002-03 .6095-01 .4713 530.9 
201 1525 0 431.00 333.00 .1216-01 .1469-01 .1469-01 .9000 .2082-03 .2516-03 .1528 I 007 532.0 
201 1525 0 440 00 334 00 .2191-01 .2648-01 .2648-01 .9000 .3752-03 .4535-03 .2748 1.759 533.1 
201 1525 0 493 00 335.00 .2763-01 .3343-01 .3343-01 .9000 .4731-03 .5724-03 3452 2.663 536.0 
201 1545 0 434 i.l0 338.00 .1094-01 .1322-01 .1322-01 .9000 .1874-03 .2264-03 .1375 1 142 531.7 
201 15Lt5.0 443 00 339.00 .2148-01 .2596-01 .2596-01 .9000 .3677-03 .4445-03 .2695 1.5Lt8 532.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2553 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI5) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 8ETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
188 1.010 7.940 39 95 -10 05 20~ ~ 1253. 92 05 .2199-01 .9703 373~. .6~~7-03 .7407-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NuMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
188 .2~13-01 .~042-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TI-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R-0.9 Roo BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
188 1325 0 ~2a.60 298 00 .1991-01 2~10-01 .2~10-OI .9000 .~806-03 .5816-03 .3~67 2.591 531.3 
188 1325.0 489.20 299 00 .1292 .1573 .1573 .9000 .3118-02 .3795-02 2.190 14.74 550.3 
188 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .128~-01 .1551-01 .1551-01 .9000 .3098-03 37~3-03 .2252 1.809 525.8 
188 1325 0 511.30 300 00 .6697-01 8113-01 .8113-Ca .9000 .1616-02 .1958-02 1.160 8 652 535.1 
188 1350.0 ~40 40 302.00 .8453-01 1027 .1027 .9000 .2040-02 .2477-02 1 447 13.~4 5~3.2 
188 1350 0 458.60 303 00 .1204 .1465 .1465 9000 .2905-02 .3535-02 2 045 15.15 5~8.8 
188 1350 0 498 50 304.00 4608-01 .5579-01 5579-01 9000 .1112-02 .1346-02 .8001f 5.60" 532.9 
188 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .8751-02 1058-01 .1058-01 .9000 .2114-03 .2554-03 .1538 1.116 525.3 
188 13')0 0 521f.~0 305 00 .2120-01 2553-01 .2553-01 .9000 .5116-03 .6185-03 .3708 2.872 527.9 
188 1375.0 421 60 308 00 .9199-02 1113-01 .1113-01 .9000 .2220-03 .2687-03 .1601 2.2~" 531.4 
188 1375 0 .. 40 00 309 00 8148-01 .9900-01 9900-01 9000 .1966-02 .2389-02 1.392 13 48 5~4.7 
188 1375.0 .. 60 00 310 00 1015 1233 .1233 .9000 .21f50-02 2974-02 I 741 II 09 5~2 2 
188 1375 0 503.40 311 00 .219'1-01 2653-01 2653-01 .9000 5294-03 .6'101-03 .3835 3.075 528.4 
188 1375.0 531.00 312 00 1026-01 1239-01 .1239-01 9000 2475-03 .2990-03 .1801 I 307 525.0 
188 I~OO.O 523.40 .313 00 7135-02 .8618-02 8618-02 .9000 .1722-03 .2080-03 .125~ 1.0~5 524.5 
188 1~25 0 415.10 315 00 1928-01 .2332-01 2332-01 9000 .~652-03 .5629-03 .3358 2.'129 530 8 
188 1425.0 437 70 316 00 2693-01 325Q-01 .3259-01 .9000 .6499-03 .7864-03 4693 3 509 530.7 
188 1425 0 466 30 317 00 6423-01 7779-01 7779-01 .9000 1550-02 .1877-02 I 114 6 564 534.0 
188 1425 0 508 60 318 00 1062-01 1283-01 1283-01 9000 .2563-03 3097-03 .186~ I 552 525.7 
188 1425 0 536.50 319 00 .6076-02 .7337-02 .7337-02 .9000 .1466-03 .1771-03 1068 .8015 524.0 
188 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .1289-01 .1558-01 .1558-01 .9000 .3110-03 .3761-03 .2250 2.196 529.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 255 .. 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD rR~USI51 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAWI aoOT CTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
188 1~50.0 '+36.00 321.00 .1527-01 .1846-01 .1846-01 .9000 .3685-03 .~L,55-03 .2671 2.069 527.8 
189 1450 0 ~68.20 322.00 3989-01 .~827-01 .~827-01 .9000 .9626-03 .! 165-02" .69~2 ~.717 531.5 
189 1450 0 ~II. 10 323.1)0 .1029-01 .1242-01 .1242-01 .9000 .2480-03 .2996-03 .1804 1.623 525.2 
199 1450 0 526 60 325.00 .9970-02 .1205-01 .1205-01 .9000 .240&-03 .2907-03 .1749 1.~56 525.8 
189 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .1091-01 .1306-01 .1306-01 .9000 .2610-03 .3152-03 .1899 I.~n 525.0 
189 1500 0 4?0.40 328.00 .1931-01 .2333-01 .2333-01 .9000 .4661-03 .5631-03 .3391 2.118 525.2 
189 1500 0 514 00 329.00 .9591-02 .1037-01 .1037 01 .9000 .2073-03 .2503-03 .1512 1.0!?8 523.3 
189 1500 a 532.30 331.00 74\7-02 8951-02 .8951-02 .9000 .1790-03 2160-03 .1309 .8668 521.9 
188 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .3214-02 3978-02 .3878-02 9000 .7756-04 .9359-04 5670-01 .'+122 521.6 
198 1525 a 424.00 332.00 4701-02 5675-02 . :56"5-02 .9000 1134-03 1370-03 .8274-01 .6424 523.3 
199 1525 0 431 00 333.00 .1193-01 1440-01 .1440-01 .9000 .2978-03 .3476-03 .2096 1.388 524.2 
189 1525 0 440 00 3311 00 .2312-01 2794-01 .2794-01 .9000 5580-03 6742-03 .4055 2.605 526.0 
189 1525 0 '+93.00 335.00 .2103-01 .2542-01 .2542-01 9000 .5076-03 .6134-03 .3695 2.856 526.7 
189 1545.0 434.00 338.00 1013-01 1223-01 .1223-01 .9000 2445-1)3 2952-03 .1782 1.486 523.7 
198 1545.0 443 00 339.00 .2487-01 .3005-01 .3005-01 .9000 .6003-03 .7252-03 .43&5 2.517 525.5 
DATE 23 f"EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2555 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD 'R~USI51 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC OAT A 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDf"LAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1f"T DEO. OEG. PSIA OEO R DEG R PSIA PSI F'T /SEC SLUOS L8-SEC 
'<10 6 /f"T3 /F'T2 
170 t.999 7.980 39 98 -10.08 43~. 3 1302 9~.76 .~522-01 2.016 3808 .1288-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREf" . STN NO 
NUMBER BTLI R REf"IRI 
f"T2SEC -.0175 
170 .3501-01 .2872-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREf" H/HREf" H/HREf" TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ODOT DTWDT TIo! 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEG. R CEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
170 1325.0 ~28 60 298.00 .~958-01 6000-01 .6000-01 .9000 .1736-02 2101-02 1.302 9.631 551.8 
170 1325.0 ~89.20 299 00 .117~ .1~27 .1427 .9000 .~111-02 .~997-02 3.016 20.12 567.9 
170 1325.0 506.70 301.00 1~68-01 .1768-01 .1768-01 .9000 .5140-03 .6191-03 .3943 3.152 53~.6 
170 1325.0 511.30 300 (10 .7733-01 .9361-01 .9351-01 .9000 .2708-02 .3278-02 2.027 14.98 553.2 
170 1350.0 440 40 302 00 .4949-01 .5990-01 .5990-01 .9000 .1733-02 2097-02 1.298 12.00 552.5 
170 1350.0 458 60 303 00 .1629 .1989 .1989 .9000 .5702-02 .6965-02 4.09'+ 29.80 583.8 
170 1350.0 ,+98.50 30'+ .00 .'+133-01 .'+990-01 .'+990-01 .9000 .14'+7-02 .17'+7-02 1.097 7.636 543.8 
170 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .1065-01 .1283-01 .1283-01 .9000 .3730-03 4'+91-03 .2866 2.010 533.4 
170 1350 0 52'+.40 305 00 .1872-01 .2256-01 .2256-01 9000 .6555-03 .7898-03 .5021 3.813 535.8 
170 1315 0 421.60 308.00 .9535-02 .1152-01 .1152-01 .9000 .3339-03 4032-03 .2528 3.519 544 5 
170 1375.0 440.00 309.00 .2878-01 .3'+7"'-01 .3'+77-01 .9000 .1008-02 .1217-02 .761'+ 7.368 5'+6.0 
170 1375.0 460.00 310 00 .1168 .1418 .1418 .9000 .4088-02 .4966-02 3 013 18 98 564 8 
170 1375.0 503.'+0 311.00 .2156-01 259B-01 .2598-01 .9000 .754B-03 9096-03 .5770 4.607 537 I 
170 1375.0 531.00 312 00 9757-02 .1174-01 .1174-01 9000 .3'+16-03 .4112-03 2627 1.899 532 7 
170 1400 0 523.'+0 313 00 B936-02 .1076-01 .1076-01 .9000 .3129-03 .3766-03 .2'+06 1.997 532 7 
170 1'+25.0 '+15.10 315.00 1059-01 1277-01 .1277-01 .9000 .3708-03 4'+71-03 .2825 2.035 539 6 
170 1425 0 437 70 316 00 1540-01 .1856-01 .1856-01 9000 .5391-03 .6497-03 .4120 3 070 537 '+ 
170 1425 0 '+66 30 317 00 6836-01 .8260-01 8260-01 .9000 .2394-02 2892-02 1.807 10 58 5'+6 7 
170 1425.0 508.60 31B 00 1012-01 .1218-01 .1218-01 .9000 .3543-03 4265-03 .2725 2.261 532.7 
170 1'+25.0 536.50 319 00 5509-02 6628-02 .6628-02 9000 .1929-03 .2321-03 .1488 I 113 530 2 
170 1450 0 '+18 20 320 00 .9127-02 .1100-01 .1100-01 .9000 .3196-03 .3853-03 .2'+38 2.368 538.6 
)ATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2556 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rR4US15) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT OTWDT TW 
~UM8ER R=I.o R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU! DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
170 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1556-01 .1875-01 .1875-01 .9000 .'5449-03 .6567-03 .4165 3.211 537.2 
170 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .5603-01 .6769-01 .6769-01 .9000 .1962-02 .2370-02 I.Lt82 9.997 546.1 
170 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .8196-02 .9863-02 9863-02 .9000 .2870-03 .3Lt::i4-o3 .2210 1.982 531.6 
170 1450.0 526.60 325.00 .1427-01 .1719-01 .1719-01 .9000 .4998-03 .6019-03 .3835 3.180 534.3 
170 1500 0 437 DO 327.00 .1857-01 .2237-01 .2237-01 .9000 .6502-03 .7833-03 .4980 3.8Lt2 535.7 
170 1500.0 470 40 328.00 .3347-01 .4034-01 .4034-01 .9000 .1172-02 .1413-02 .8959 5 563 537.3 
170 1500.0 514.00 329 DO .6524-(12 7957-02 .7967-02 .9000 .2319-03 2790-03 .1791 1.297 529.5 
170 1500.0 532 30 331 00 .9709-02 .1167-01 .1167-01 .9000 .3399-03 .4087-03 .2629 1.737 528.2 
170 1500.0 539 40 330.00 .3571-02 Lt293-02 .4293-02 .9000 .1250-03 1503-03 .9678-01 .7013 527 7 
170 1525 0 424.00 332 00 .5201-02 6256-02 6256-02 .9000 1821-03 2190-03 ILt06 1.088 529.7 
170 1525.0 431.00 333 DO ILt2o-01 .1708-01 .1708-01 .9000 .4970-03 .5982-03 3826 2.522 531.9 
170 1525 0 Lt40.00 33Lt 00 2960-01 3567-01 .3567-01 .9000 • 1037-02 .1249-02 .7935 5.071 536.2 
170 1525.0 1t93.0o 335 00 .2625-01 .3161t-01 .3161t-01 .9000 .9191-03 .1108-02 .7021t 5.414 537.5 
170 151t5 0 43Lt.00 338.00 . 931t6-02 .112Lt-01 1121t-01 .9000 .3272-03 .3937-03 2523 2.096 530 6 
170 15Lt5 0 443.00 339 00 .21t65-01 2969-01 .2969-01 .9000 .8633-03 .101t0-02 .6626 3.804 534.2 
\TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2557 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI5) 
15 POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA • "'0.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPOBRI( - .0000 
---TEST CONO I T IONS"-
~UN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
JMBER 1FT DEG. CEG. P51A OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
98 2.982 7.990 "'0.02 -10.11 669.7 1328. 96 .... 3 .6916-01 3.091 3846. .1936-02 .7760-07 
~UN HREF STN NO 
JMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT25EC ".0175 
98 .4351-01 .2347-01 
---TEST OATA-·· 
~UN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HCTAW) aOOT OTlolOl lW 
JMBER R=I.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
98 1325 0 ... 2B 60 298.00 .6187-01 .7484-01 .7484-01 .9000 .2692-02 .3256-02 2 063 15.19 561.'+ 
98 1325 0 489 20 299 00 1168 .1418 1418 .9000 .5080-02 6170-02 3 817 25.36 576.2 
99 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .1670-01 2008-01 .2008-01 .9000 .7268-03 .8736-03 .5742 .... 58 ... 537.6 
98 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .8549-01 .1034 .1034 .9000 .3719-02 .4499-02 2.952 21.00 560.9 
98 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .6478-01 .7842-01 7842-01 .9000 .2818-02 .3412-02 2.150 19.75 56 .... 7 
98 1350 a 458 60 303.00 .1447 .1765 .1765 9000 .6298-02 .7680-02 4.646 33.72 589.9 
99 1350 0 ... 99 50 304 00 .4021-01 4846-01 4846-01 9000 .1749-02 .2109-02 1.364 9 .... 79 547.9 
99 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .1176-01 .1414-01 .1414-01 .9000 .5118-03 .6150-03 .4050 2 922 536.3 
98 1350 0 524 40 305.00 .1740-01 .2092-01 .2092-01 .9000 .7572-03 .9104-03 .5976 .... 60 ... 538.'+ ge 1375.0 421.60 308.00 .1363-01 .1644-01 .1644-01 9000 .5929-03 7154-03 .4598 6.377 552.2 
98 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .3355-01 4049-01 .4049-01 .9000 .1460-02 .1762-02 1.131 10 90 553.0 
99 1375 0 460.00 310.00 .1058 1283 1293 .9000 .4604-02 .5582-02 3 489 21 92 569.9 
98 1375.0 503.40 311 00 .2002-01 .2408-01 2408-01 9000 .8709-03 .1048-02 .6859 5.468 540.1 
98 1375 a 531.00 312 00 9217-02 1107-01 1107-01 .9000 "'010-03 "'815-03 .3184 2.300 533.7 
98 1400.0 523.40 313 00 .1238-01 .1487-01 .1487-01 .9000 .5384-03 .6470-03 .4261 3.530 536.3 
98 1425.0 415.10 315 00 9560-02 . I 151-01 1151-01 .9000 4159-03 .5007-03 .3262 2.345 543 .... 
9B 1425 0 437.70 316 00 .1777-01 2138-01 2138-01 9000 .7732-03 .9302-03 .6081 4.522 541.2 
98 1425 a 466.30 317 00 .6248-01 .7535-01 7535-01 .9000 .2719-02 • 3278-r:? 2 113 12 35 550.3 
98 1425 a 508 60 318 00 1050-01 1262-01 1262-01 .9000 .4569-03 5489-03 .3620 3 000 535 4 
98 1425.0 536.50 319 00 6107-02 7331-02 7331-02 .9000 2657-03 .3189-03 2113 I 579 532.3 
98 1450 a 418 20 320 00 6399-02 .7699-02 .7699-02 9000 .2784-03 .3350-03 .2189 2.123 5 ... 1 .... 
.. 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2558 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USl151 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITOI HlTAWI OOOT DTI./OT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O Ra O.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
98 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1344-01 .1617-01 .1617-01 .9000 .5848-03 .7034-03 .4606 3.546 5110.1 
98 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .5193-01 .6261-01 .6261-01 .9000 .2259-02 .2724-02 1.757 11.83 549.9 
98 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .7865-02 .9444-02 .9444-02 .9000 .3422-03 .4109-03 .2718 2.435 533 4 
98 1450.0 526.60 325.00 .9778-02 .1174-01 .1171+-01 .9000 .4254-03 .5108-03 3378 2.802 533.7 
98 1500 0 1+37.00 327 00 1845-01 .2219-01 .2219-01 .9000 .8029-03 .9652-03 .6338 4.883 538.3 
98 1500.0 470.40 328.00 3341-01 4019-01 .4019-01 .9000 .1454-02 .1749-02 1.144 7.093 540.6 
98 1500.0 514.00 329 00 .6202-02 .7443-02 .7443-02 .9000 .2699-03 .3238-03 .2149 1.555 531.2 
98 1500.0 532.30 331 00 .7579-02 9091-02 .9091-02 .9000 .3298-03 .3955-03 2633 1.739 529.1 
98 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .4856-02 .5824-02 .5824-02 9000 .2113-03 .2534-03 .1687 1.221 529.3 
98 1525 0 424.00 332.00 5981-02 .7180-02 .7180-02 .9000 .2602-03 3124-03 .2070 1.600 532.3 
98 1525.0 431.00 333.00 .1614-01 .1939-01 .1939-01 .9000 .7023-03 .8438-03 .5562 3.660 535 7 
98 1525 0 440 00 334 00 .3277-01 .3943-01 .3943-01 .9000 .1426-02 .1715-02 1.122 7.150 54 I. I 
98 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .2304-01 .2770-01 .2770-01 .9000 _ .1002-02 1205-02 .791~- 6.097 "§38.3 
98 1545.0 434.00 338 00 1121-01 .1346-01 .1346-01 .9000 .4876-03 .5855-03 .3872 3.211 533.7 
98 1545 0 443 00 339 00 .2881-01 .3463-01 .3463-01 .9000 .1253-02 .1507-02 :9897 5.671_ 538.0 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2559 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI7) 
OM5 POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -'+.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TE5T CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IH2 
198 . 4952 7.900 39 96 -3.985 99.19 1256. 93.14 .1102-01 4816 3737 • .3195-03 .7'+95-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
198 .1701-01 .5744-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO 20 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
198 1325.0 '+28.60 298.00 .6623-03 .800'+-03 .800'+-03 .9000 .1127-01t .1361-01t .8199-02 .6139-01 527.9 
198 1325 0 489.20 299.00 .4680-02 .5656-02 .5656-02 .9000 .7961-04 .9621-01t .5793-01 . 391t3 52BO 
198 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .2971-02 .3591-02 .3591-02 .9000 .5051t-04 .6107-0'+ .3680-01 .2952 527 6 
198 1325.0 511.30 300 00 .3286-02 .3972-02 .3972-02 .9000 • 5588-01t . 6755-01t .1t062-01 .301t0 528 8 
198 1350.0 1t40.1t0 302.00 .2110-02 2550-02 .2550-02 .9000 • 3588-01t .1t338-01t .2608-01 • Cit It 0 528.8 
198 1350.0 1t58.60 303.00 .9036-02 1093-01 .1093-01 .9000 .1537-03 .1859-03 .1115 .8338 530.2 
198 1350.0 1t98.50 301t 00 .8763-02 .1059-01 .1059-01 .9000 .1490-03 .1802-03 .1083 .7593 529.3 
198 1350.0 515.50 306.00 5870-02 7096-02 .7096-02 .9000 9984-04 1207-03 .7256-01 .5255 528.9 
198 1350.0 524.1t0 305.00 .1t253-02 .511t1-02 .511t1-02 .9000 • 723"'-01t 871t5-0'" .5258-01 .1t071 528.8 
198 1375 0 1t21.60 308 00 • 101t9-02 .1268-02 .1268-02 .9000 .1784-01t 2157-01t 1295-01 .1816 529 8 
198 1375.0 1t40.00 309 00 .3393-02 .1t103-02 .1t103-02 .9000 .5771-01t .6978-01t .'t187-01 .1t08't 530.1 
198 1375.0 1t60.00 310 00 .141t6-01 171t9-01 .1749-01 9000 .21t59-03 2975-03 .1784 I • 1't3 530.5 
198 1375.0 503.40 311 00 .8982-02 .1086-01 1086-01 .9000 .1528-03 .1847-03 .1109 .8893 529 L, 
198 1375.0 531.00 312.00 .3568-02 1t312-02 4312-02 .9000 .6068-01t .7331t-01t .1t1t15-01 .3199 528.1 
198 1't00 0 523 itO 313 00 1t882-02 .5900-02 .5900-02 .9000 . 830"'-01t .1001t-03 .6042-01 .5026 528.1 
198 Ilt25 0 't15 10 315.00 .2309-02 2791-02 .2791-02 9000 .3927-0'" .... 748-0't .2853-01 .2066 529.1 
198 11t25 0 1t37.70 316 00 5621-02 6796-02 6796-02 .9000 . 9560-01t .1156-03 .691t2-01 .5193 529 6 
198 1'+25 0 1t65 30 317 00 .11t23-01 .1721-01 1721-01 .9000 .21t21-03 .2927-03 .1758 I 038 529.5 
198 11t25 0 508 50 318 00 7795-02 9425-02 9425-02 .9000 1326-03 .1603-03 9632-01 .e007 529.3 
198 11t25 0 536 50 319 00 .2811-02 3396-02 .3395-02 .9000 .1t781-04 • 5777-01t .3483-01 .2609 527 2 
198 11t50.0 1t18 20 320 00 .1259-02 .1522-02 .1522-02 9000 .211t2-04 2589-04 .1557-01 .1520 528.6 
.. 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2560 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI7) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
198 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .3985-02 .4817-02 .4817-02 .9000 .6778-04 .8193-04 .4926-01 .3814 5L?8.8 
198 1450.0 468.20 322 00 .1208-01 1460-01 .1460-01 .9000 .2054-03 .2483-03 .1493 1.015 529.0 
198 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .6677-02 .8070-02 .8070-02 .9000 .1136-03 .1373-03 .8258-01 .7417 528.5 
198 1450 0 526 60 325.00 .2848-02 3442-02 3442-02 .9000 .4844-04 5855-04 3526-01 .2933 527.9 
198 1500 0 437 00 327.00 .2830-02 3418-02 .3418-02 .9000 4813-04 .5815-04 .3510-01 .2721 526 4 
198 1500 0 470 40 328 00 7464-02 9017-02 9017-02 9000 .1270-03 1534-03 .9252-01 5776 526.8 
198 1500 0 514 00 329 00 3831-02 4629-02 .4629-02 .9000 .6517-04 .7874-04 .4748-01 .3442 527.1 
19'3 1500 0 532 30 331 00 2193-02 2648-02 .2648-02 .9000 .3729-04 4504-04 2723-01 .1801 525 7 
198 1500 0 539 40 330 00 2399-02 2898-02 .2898-02 .9000 .4080-04 4930-04 2973-01 .2155 527 0 
198 1525 0 424.00 332 00 .5698-03 6883-03 .6883-03 .9000 .9692-05 1171-04 7070-02 5480-01 526.2 
198 1525 0 431 00 333 00 1597-02 1929-02 .1929-02 .9000 .2717-04 .3282-04 .1982-01 .1310 526 2 
198 1525.0 440.00 334.00 .3805-02 .4596-02 .4596-02 .9000 .6472-04 .7818-04 .4721-01 3032 526 2 
198 1525 0 493 00 335.00 6589-02 7962-02 .7962-02 .9000 .1121-03 1354-03 .8162-01 .6324 527.4 
198 1545.0 434 00 338.00 .5676-03 .6855-03 6855-03 9000 .9654-05 1166-04 .7045-02 5867-01 525 9 




DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2561 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IRltUSI7) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -If.OOO ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC· 
X10 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
185 .9B52 7.940 39 97 -3.981 202.7 1267. 93.08 .2180-01 9622 3755. .6323-03 .7lf90-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFIRI 
F'T2SEC = 0175 
185 .240B-01 .4087-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/I-'REF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlOI HITAWI ODOT On.IDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 REO 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
185 1325.0 428 60 298.00 .8587-03 .1037-02 1037-02 .9000 .2068-0lf • 2496-0lf .1527-01 • II If3 528.1 
185 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .3336-02 .'t02't-02 .'t02't-02 .9000 .8032-04 9689-0lf .5947-01 .lf051 526.2 
185 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .9086-02 .1096-01 1096-01 .9000 .2188-03 .26't0-03 .1618 1.298 527.2 
18';) 1325 0 511.30 300.00 • 78't2-02 .9463-02 .9't63-02 .9000 .1888-03 .2279-03 .1396 1.0't6 527.3 
185 1350.0 4't0 'to 302 00 .2323-02 .2803-02 .2803-02 .9000 . 5593-0't 6750-0't .lfI3't-01 .3869 527.6 
185 1350.0 458 60 303.00 .8286-02 .1000-01 .1000-01 9000 .1995-03 .2't08-03 • I If7't 1.101t 527.7 
185 1350.0 't98.50 301t.00 .'t't46-02 .5363-02 .5363-02 .9000 .1071-03 .1291-03 .7~31-01 .5573 525.9 
185 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .1155-01 .1394-01 .139't-01 .9000 .2781-03 .3357-03 .2055 1.'t89 527.8 
185 1350.0 52't. 'to 305 00 .6604-02 .7967-02 7967-02 .9000 .1590-03 .1918-03 .1177 .9121 526.6 
185 1375 0 't21.60 308.00 .1758-02 .2123-02 .2123-02 9000 .'t233-0't .5113-0't .3116-01 .'t369 530.5 
185 1375 0 't'tO.OO 309 00 5984-02 • 722't-02 .7224-02 9000 .1't41-03 .1739-03 . 106't I 038 528 6 
185 1375.0 460 00 310 00 .3065-01 .3702-01 .3702-01 9000 .7379-03 .8914-03 .5430 3 't79 530 9 
185 1375 0 503 40 311 00 5032-02 .6069-02 6069-02 9000 .1212-03 1't61-03 .B983-01 .7216 525 3 
185 1375.0 531 00 312 00 4811-02 .5802-02 .5802-02 9000 .1158-03 1397-03 8590-01 .6232 525.2 
185 1't00.0 523 'to 313 00 7100-02 .8563-02 8563-02 .9000 .1709-03 .2062-03 .1267 I 055 525 7 
185 1't25 0 415 10 315 00 3212-02 .3878-02 .3878-02 .9000 .7734-04 . 9338-0't 5703-01 .'t 129 529 't 
185 1't25 0 437 70 316 00 6686-02 8070-02 .8070-02 .9000 .1610-03 19't3-03 1189 .8899 528 2 
185 1't25.0 466 30 317 00 2317-01 .2796-01 2796-01 9000 5579-03 6733-03 4125 2.439 527.3 
185 1't25.0 508 60 318 00 8290-02 .9999-02 9999-02 .9000 1996-03 2408-03 .1479 I 232 525 6 
185 1425.0 536 50 319 00 .3056-02 .3684-02 .3684-02 9000 .7358-04 .8871-04 .5464-01 .4099 52't I 
185 1't50 0 418 20 320 00 2404-02 .2902-02 2902-02 .9000 • 5789-0't . 6988-0't 't275-01 .4174 528 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2562 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI7l 
RUN XO ZO T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOl HITAWl COOT DTloIDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
185 1450.0 436.00 321 00 6353-02 .7666-02 .7666-02 .9000 .1530-03 1846--03 .1131 .8760 527.4 
185 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .1920-01 .2317-01 .2317-01 9000 .462'1-03 .5579-03 .3423 2 332 526.5 
185 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .8094-02 .9761-02 .9761-02 .9000 .1949-03 .2350-03 .1445 1.301 525 0 
185 1450 0 526.60 325.00 .3675-02 .4432-02 4432-02 .9000 .8848-04 .1067-03 6561-01 .5466 525.1 
185 1500 0 437 00 327 00 .4162-02 .5017-02 .5017-02 .9000 .1002-03 .1208-03 .7445-01 .5778 523.8 
185 1500 0 470 40 328 00 8348-02 1006-01 1006-01 9000 .2010-03 2423-03 .1493 .9335 523.8 
185 1500 0 514 00 329 00 5839-02 7039-02 7039-02 .9000 .1406-03 .1695-03 .1045 .7587 523.5 
185 1500 0 532 30 331 00 .1992-02 2399-02 2399-02 .9000 .4796-04 .5777-04 .3576-01 .2371 521.0 
185 1500 0 539 40 330.00 2257-02 2720-02 .2720-02 .9000 .5434-04 .6548-04 .4046-01 29-+0 522 2 
185 1525 0 424 00 332 00 1125-02 .1356-02 1356-02 9000 2709-04 .3265-04 .2016-01 1565 522.7 
185 1525 0 431.00 333 00 .3243-02 3909-02 3909-02 .9000 .7808-04 9411-04 5808-01 .3846 522.9 
185 1525.0 440 00 334.00 .7170-02 8643-02 .8643-02 .9000 .1726-03 .2081-03 .1283 .8255 523 3 
185 1525 0 493 00 335.00 .6596-02 .'/952-02 .7952-02 .9000 .1588-03 1915-03 .1180 .9159 523.7 
185 1545 0 434.00 338.00 .2221-02 .2677-02 .2677-02 .9000 .5349-04 .6445-04 .3983-01 .3323 ~22.1 
185 1545.0 443.00 339 00 .6842-02 .8245-02 .824"5-02 .9000 .1647-03 1985-03 .1226 .7077 522 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2563 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI7) 






- -4.000 ELEVON - .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
"·TEST COND I TI ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PS[A PSI f'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 In3 1f'T2 
176 1.997 7.980 39.97 -3.999 436.5 1307. 95.13 .4544-0 I 2.026 3815. . [289-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
176 3513-01 2971-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-[ .0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
176 1325.0 428 60 298.00 .1920-02 .2311-02 .2311-02 .9000 .6745-04 .8117-04 .5216-01 .3894 533.1+ 
176 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .6380-02 .7675-02 .7675-02 .9000 .2241-03 .2696-03 .1735 1.178 532.3 
176 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .1714-01 .2064-01 .2064-01 .9000 .6022-03 .7249-03 .4649 3.717 534.6 
176 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .1460-01 1757-01 .1757-01 .9000 .5128-03 .6172-03 .3963 2.958 533.9 
176 1350.0 440.40 302.00 .7892-02 .9499-02 9499-02 .9000 2772-03 .3337-03 .2141 1 998 534.2 
176 1350.0 458 60 303.00 .2227-01 .2682-01 .2682-01 .9000 .7823-03 9420-03 .6030 1+.496 535.9 
176 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .6087-02 .7319-02 .7319-02 9000 .2138-03 2571-03 .1659 1.163 530.7 
176 1350 0 5'5.50 306 00 .1592-01 .1916-01 .1916-01 .9000 .5592-03 .6731-03 .4321 3.121 534.0 
176 1350.0 524."0 305 00 .9497-02 .1142-01 .1142-01 .9000 .3336-03 .4013-03 .2585 1.998 531. 7 
176 1375 0 421.60 308 00 .3440-02 .4143-02 .4143-02 .9000 .1208-03 1455-03 .9304-01 1.300 536.7 
176 1375 0 440.00 309 00 .1488-01 .1792-01 .1792-01 .9000 5227-03 ,6295-03 .4027 3.915 536.3 
176 1375 0 460.00 310.00 .6970-01 .8416-01 .8416-01 ,9000 .2448-02 .2956-02 1.862 11.84 546.3 
176 1375 0 503 40 311.00 .7051-02 .8478-02 .8478-02 .9000 .2477-03 .2978-03 .1924 1.542 530.0 
176 1375 0 531.00 312 00 .6661-02 .8008-02 .8008-02 .9000 .2340-03 .2813-03 1818 1.316 529.7 
176 1400.0 523.40 313 00 .9545-02 .1148-0 I .1148-01 .9000 .3353-03 .4032-03 2601 2.160 530.9 
176 1425 0 415 10 315 00 .5442-02 6551-02 .6551-02 .9000 1912-03 .2301-03 .1475 1.065 535.0 
176 1425 0 437 70 316 00 1061-01 1217-01 .1277-01 .9000 .3727-03 .4485-03 .2883 2.153 533 1 
176 1425.0 466 30 317 00 3696-01 .4450-01 4450-01 .9000 .1298-02 .1563-02 1.001 5 894 535.6 
176 1425 0 50B 60 318 00 8671-02 .1043-01 1043-01 9000 .3046-03 3662-0~ .2363 1.963 530.8 
176 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .4321-02 .5201-02 5201-02 9000 .1520-03 1827-03 .1182 .8B45 529.0 
176 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .3625-02 4363-02 4363-02 .9000 .1273-03 1533-03 .9840-01 .9580 534 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2564 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRIfUSI7) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DT\.IOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 Roo BTU/R BTUIR BTU I DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
176 1450.0 436.00 321 00 B928-02 .1074-01 .1071f-01 .9000 .3136-03 .3773-03 .21f27 1.875 532.7 
176 11f50 0 468.20 322.00 .2720-01 .3275-01 .3275-01 .9000 .9556-03 .1150-02 .7376 5.003 531f.7 
176 1450.0 51 I 10 323.00 7908-02 .9508-02 .9508-02 .9000 .2778-03 .3340-03 .2157 1.936 530.1 
176 1450.0 526 60 325 00 2991-02 .3594-02 .3594-02 .9000 .1050-03 . 1262-03 .8179-01 • 6801f 528 0 
176 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .6293-02 .7564-02 .7564-02 .9000 .2211-03 .2657-03 .1720 1.331 528.7 
176 1500.0 470 40 328 00 1413-01 1698-01 .1698-01 .9000 .1f962-03 .5965-03 .3858 2.1f06 529 2 
176 1500.0 514 00 329 00 .5698-02 6846-02 6846-02 .9000 .2001-03 .2405-03 1560 I 131 527 3 
176 1500 0 532 30 331 00 21 10-02 2533-02 .2533-02 .9000 .71f12-01f 8898-04 5798-01 .3837 521f.1f 
176 1500 0 539.40 330 00 2359-02 2833-02 2833-02 .9000 • 8287-01f 9952-04 6471-01 4694 525 8 
176 1525.0 424 00 332 00 • 1363-02 .1638-02 .1638-tl2 9000 .4789-04 .5753-04 3734-01 .2893 526 9 
176 1525 0 431 00 333 00 .4148-02 4984-02 4984-02 9000 .1457-03 1751-03 1135 7498 527.8 
176 1525 0 440.00 334 00 .1004-01 1206-01 .1206-01 9000 .3526-03 .4237-03 .2744 1.760 528 If 
176 1525 0 493 00 335 00 .1182-01 1421-01 .1421-01 .9000 .4152-03 .4991-03 .3227 2.497 529.1f 
176 1545 0 434.00 338 00 .2970-02 .3568-02 .3568-02 .9000 • 1043-03 .1253-03 .8133-01 .6769 527 I 
176 1545 0 1f1f3 00 339 00 .9195-02 .1105-01 .1105-01 .9000 .3230-03 3881-03 2515 1.1f49 527.9 
" 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2565 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD 'R4USI7) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER /FT OEG DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
97 2.987 7 990 40 01 -4.020 670 8 132B 96 43 .6927-01 3.096 3846. .1939-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
97 4354-01 2345-01 
'--TEST DATA---
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aOOT OTWOT T\-I 
NUMBER R-I 0 R-C.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
97 1325.0 42B 60 298.00 .2857-02 .3436-02 .3436-02 .9000 .1244-03 .1496-03 .9808-01 .7300 539.4 
97 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1709-01 .2056-01 .2056-01 .9000 .7441-03 .8953-03 .5853 3.957 5ltl.2 
97 1325.0 506 70 301.00 1649-01 .1982-01 .1982-01 .9000 .7180-03 .8632-03 .5668 1t.523 538.3 
97 1325.0 511.30 300 00 .2293-01 2759-01 .2759-01 .9000 .9984-03 .1201-02 .7851 5.838 Sit I. 3 
97 1350.0 440 40 302 00 .6405-02 .7700-02 .7700-02 .9000 .2789-03 .3353-03 .2201 2.049 538.5 
97 1350 0 458.60 303 00 .4458-01 .5375-01 .5375-01 .9000 .1941-02 .2340-02 1.511 11.19 549.1 
97 1350.0 498.50 304 00 2496-0 I .3003-01 .3003-01 .9000 .1087-02 .1308-02 .8555 5.967 540.6 
97 1350 0 515.50 306 00 .1566-01 .1883-01 1883-01 9000 .6820-03 .8199-03 .5385 3.881 538 2 
97 1350.0 524.40 305 00 .1453-01 1746-01 .1746-01 .9000 .6325-03 .7602-03 5000 3.854 537.2 
97 1375.0 421.60 308.00 .2liO-02 2611-02 2611-02 9000 .9449-04 .1137-03 .7426-01 I 035 541.7 
97 1375 0 440 00 309 00 9155-02 1101-01 .1101-01 .9000 3986-03 .4794-03 .3139 3.0't7 540. I 
97 1375.0 460 00 310.00 5380-01 6485-01 .6485-01 9000 .2343-02 2824-02 I 826 II 60 548.2 
97 1375 0 503.40 311 00 1457-01 1750-01 1750-01 9000 .6343-03 .7622-03 5020 4 010 536.2 
97 1375 0 531 00 312.00 .8593-02 .IO~2-01 1032-01 .9000 3742-03 .4492-03 2973 2.149 533.0 
97 1400 0 523 40 313 00 8646-02 .1038-01 .1038-01 .9000 .3765-03 't521-03 .2987 2.'t77 534.3 
97 1425 0 415 10 315.00 5033-02 6054-02 .6054-02 9000 .2192-03 2636-03 li25 1.242 540.4 
97 1425 0 437.70 316 00 1078-01 1295-01 1295-01 9000 .4693-03 5641-03 .3706 2 760 538 0 
97 1425 0 466 30 317.00 3181-01 3826-01 3826-01 .9000 1385-02 1666-02 1.091 6 409 540 I 
97 1425.0 508 60 318 00 8176-02 .9818-02 9818-02 .9000 3560-03 4275-03 2826 2 344 533 8 
97 1425 0 536.50 319 00 4809-02 5772-02 5772-02 9000 .2094-03 2513-03 1667 I 245 531 7 
97 1450.0 418 20 320 00 3687-02 4433-02 .4'-.33-02 .9000 1605-03 .1930-03 1267 I 230 538.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2566 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4USI7) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R STU/R STU/ CEG. R OE'G. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
97 1450.0 436 00 321.00 .8697-02 .1045-01 .1045-01 .9000 .3787-03 .4551-03 .2995 2.309 536.8 
97 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .2580-01 3103-01 .3103-01 .9000 .1123-02 .1351-02 .8856 5.993 539.4 
97 1450.0 51 I 10 323.00 .7406-02 .8890-02 .8890-02 .9000 .3225-03 .3871-03 .2563 2.298 532.7 
97 1450 0 526 60 325.00 .4154-02 .4985-02 .4985-02 9000 .1809-03 2170-03 .1441 1.196 531 2 
97 1500.0 437 00 327 00 .6840-02 8210-02 .8210-02 .9000 .2978-03 .3575-03 .2369 I 830 532.3 
97 1500.0 470 40 328.00 1474-01 1770-01 .1770-01 .9000 .6418-03 .7706-03 .5102 3.175 532.8 
97 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .5368-02 .6440-02 .6440-02 9000 2337-03 .2804-03 .1864 1.349 530.3 
97 1500 0 53::.30 331 00 2607-02 3125-02 .3125-02 .9000 .1135-03 1361-03 9084-01 .6003 527.3 
97 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .3035-02 3639-02 3639-02 9000 .1321-03 1585-03 1056 .7646 528.7 
97 1525 0 424 00 332 00 .1521-02 1825-02 1825-02 9000 .6624-04 7946-04 .5286-01 .4091 529 6 
97 1525 0 431.00 333 00 4976-02 5970-02 .5970-02 .9000 .2167-03 2600-03 .1727 1.139 530.7 
97 1525.0 440 00 334 00 1302-01 .1563-01 .1563-01 .9000 .5669-03 6804-03 .4512 2.890 531 8 
97 1525 0 493 00 335 00 .1243-01 .1492-01 .1492-01 9000 .5411-03 6495-03 .4302 3.324 532 6 
97 1545.0 434 00 338 00 .3861-02 4631-02 4631-02 .9000 .1681-03 .2017-03 .1341 1.115 529.8 
97 1545.0 443 00 339 00 1171-01 .1'+05-01 .1405-01 .9000 5099-03 6119-03 .4063 2.336 530 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2567 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4USIBI 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
BODO ALPHA • 40.00 eETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IrT3 IF'T2 
195 .4938 7 900 39 96 -1 991 98.69 1254. 92.99 .1097-01 .1+792 3735. .3184-03 .74B3-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFtR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
195 .1696-01 .5753-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 RooO.9 R- 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI D£G. R DEG. R 
TAWITO rT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
195 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1110-02 .1342-02 .131+2-02 .9000 .1883-04 .2276-04 .1367-01 .1021+ 527.7 
195 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1006-02 .1215-02 .1215-02 .9000 .1706-04 .2061-01+ .1240-01 .BI+1+7-01 526.7 
195 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .5304-02 .6412-02 .6412-02 .9000 .8997-04 .1088-03 .6530-01 .5239 !i27.B 
195 1325 0 511.30 300.00 .3214-02 .3886-02 .3886-02 .9000 .51t51-04 .6591-01+ .3952-01 • 295B 528.7 
195 1350 0 440 40 302.00 .2317-02 .2801-02 .2801-02 .9000 .3930-04 1+751-04 .2851-01 .2669 !i28.1 
195 1350.0 458 60 303.00 .4834-02 .5841+-02 .581+4-02 .9000 .BI99-01t .9912-01+ .59I+B-01 .1+453 528.2 
195 1350.0 498 50 304 00 .4235-02 .5119-02 .5113-02 .9000 .7183-01+ .8682-01+ .5216-01 .3662 527.5 
195 1350 0 515 50 306.00 • 9691t-02 .1172-01 .1172-01 .9000 .1644-03 19B8-03 .1191 .8625 529.2 
195 1350 0 521+.40 305.00 .5201-02 .6288-02 6288-02 9000 .8822-04 .1067-03 .6402-01 1+958 528.1 
195 1375.0 421.60 308 00 .1243-02 .1503-02 1503-02 .9000 .2108-04 2550-04 1527-01 .2142 529.5 
195 1375 0 1t40.00 309 00 .4065-02 .4916-02 4916-02 .9000 6895-04 .8338-04 .4995-01 .1+875 529.2 
195 1375 0 460 00 310 00 7122-02 .8610-02 .8610-02 .9000 1208-03 1460-03 .8762-01 .5622 528.4 
195 1375 0 503 40 311 00 .4952-02 5985-02 .5985-02 9000 .8400-04 1015-03 .6102-01 4896 527.3 
195 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .4311-02 5210-02 .5210-02 .9000 .7313-04 8838-04 .5313-01 .3851 527.1 
195 1400 0 523 40 313 00 8941-02 1081-01 .1081-01 9000 1517-03 .1833-03 .1100 .9153 528.1 
195 1425.0 415 10 315 00 .1104-02 .1335-02 .1335-02 .9000 1873-04 2264-04 .1358-01 9836-01 528.5 
195 1425.0 437.70 316 00 .6417-04 .7757-04 .7757-0'+ .9000 1088-05 .1316-05 71399-03 .5914-02 527.9 
195 1'+25.0 466 30 317 00 8107-02 .9799-02 9799-02 9000 1375-03 .1662-03 .9982-01 .5900 527.B 
195 1425.0 508 60 318 00 .3393-02 4101-02 .'+101-02 .9000 .5756-04 6955-0'+ 4184-01 3483 526.8 
195 1'+25 0 536.50 319 00 .5975-02 .7220-02 .7220-02 .9000 .1013-03 .1225-03 .ncs-ol .5520 526.7 
195 1450 0 418 20 320.00 .9325-03 .1127-02 .1127-02 .9000 .1582-04 .1912-0'+ .1148-01 .1121 527.9 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 256B 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4USI81 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAIoUTO HITO) HITAW) QDOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
195 1450.0 436 00 321.00 .1957-02 .2365-02 .2365-02 .9000 .3319-04 .4011-04 .2410-01 .IB67 527.5 
195 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .6717-02 .8119-02 .8119-02 .9000 .1139-03 .1377-03 .8275-01 .5634 527.4 
195 1450.0 511.10 323 00 2278-02 .2752-02 .2752-02 .9000 .3863-04 .4667-04 .2812-01 2529 525.9 
195 1450.0 526 60 325.00 9031-02 .1092-01 .1092-(11 .9000 .1532-03 1852-03 .1111 .9243 528.2 
195 1500 0 437 00 327 00 7011-03 8467-03 .8467-03 .9000 .1189-04 1436-04 8666-02 .6723-01 524 9 
195 1500 0 470 40 328.00 3656-02 .4416-02 .4416-02 .9000 .6202-04 7490-04 .4520-01 .2825 524.8 
195 1500 0 514.00 329 00 2528-02 .3054-02 .3054-02 .gOOO .4289-04 .5180-04 .3124-01 2267 525 2 
195 1500 0 532 30 331.00 7398-02 8936-02 8936-02 .9000 .1255-03 .1516-03 .9142-01 .6048 525 I 
195 1500 U 539 40 330.00 6176-02 7462-02 .7462-02 9000 . 1048-03 .1266-03 .7622-01 .5528 526 I 
195 1525 0 424 00 332.00 3745-05 4524-05 .4524-05 .9000 .6353-07 .7673-07 .4628-04 3590-03 525.2 
195 1525 0 440 00 334 00 1052-02 .1271-02 .1271-02 .9000 .1785-04 .2156-04 .1302-01 8367-01 521f.5 
195 1525 0 493 00 335 00 3966-02 4791-02 .4791-02 9000 .6728-04 .8126-04 .1f901-01 .3801 525.2 
195 154!J.0 443 00 339.00 .7912-03 .9554-03 .9554-03 .9000 .13'i2-04 1621-04 .9788-02 .5647-01 524 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PACE 2569 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRItUSIBI 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
182 1 011 7.940 39 97 -1 995 206.3 1260. 92.56 .2219-01 .9793 3745. .6470-03 .71t49-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
182 .2427-01 .4037-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlOI HIlAWI aOOT DTioIDT TW 
NUM8ER R-1 0 R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
182 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1269-02 .1533-02 .1533-02 .9000 .3079-04 .3721-04 .2246-01 .1680 529.9 
182 1325.0 489.20 299 00 .2567-02 .3100-02 .3100-02 .9000 .6231-04 7524-04 .1t566-01 .3109 526.8 
182 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .1671-01 .2019-01 .2019-01 .9000 .'t055-03 .4901-03 .2959 2.371 529.9 
182 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .1772-01 .2142-01 .2142-01 .9000 .'t30 1-03 .5198-03 .3137 2.346 530.3 
182 13~0 0 440 40 302 00 .2779-02 .3358-02 .3358-02 .9000 • 6745-0't .8150-04 .4928-01 .'t610 529.0 
182 1350.0 458 60 303.00 8081-02 .9763-02 .9763-02 .9000 .1961-03 .2369-03 .1434 1.07't 528.3 
182 1350.0 4ge.50 304.00 .4951-02 .5978-02 .5978-02 .9000 .1201-03 .1451-03 .8804-01 .6183 526.9 
182 1350.0 515.50 306.00 .1840-01 .2224-01 2221t-01 .9000 .4't65-03 5397-03 .3257 ~.357 530.2 
182 1350.0 524.'t0 305.00 .1036-01 .1252-01 .1252-01 .9000 .251't-03 .3037-03 .18'+0 1.'t25 528.1 
182 1375.0 421 60 308.00 • tL+93-02 .1805-02 .1805-0~ .9000 .3622-04 .4381-0't .2636-01 .3692 532.1 
182 1375.0 't40.00 309.00 .3818-02 .4615-02 .4615-02 .9000 .9267-04 .1120-03 .6766-01 .E602 529.5 
182 1375.0 460.00 310 00 .8743-02 1056-01 .1056-01 9000 .2122-03 .2563-03 .1552 .9960 529.1 
182 1375 0 503.40 311 00 6399-02 .7726-02 .7726-02 .9000 .1553-03 .1875-03 .1138 .9138 526.6 
182 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .6362-02 .7682-02 .7682-02 .9000 .1544-03 .1864-03 1132 .8204 526.7 
182 1400.0 523.40 313.00 1102-01 1331-01 1331-01 9000 .2674-03 .3231-03 .1956 I 627 529 2 
182 1425 0 415 10 315 00 1688-02 .20't1-02 .2041-02 9000 .'t097-04 .4953-04 2987-01 .2161 530.7 
182 1425 0 437 70 316 00 4200-02 5074-02 .5074-02 .9000 .1019-03 .1231-03 .7457-01 .5582 528.1 
182 1425 0 466.30 317 00 .8138-02 .9826-02 9826-02 9000 .1975-03 .2385-03 • 14't8 .8562 526.7 
182 1425 0 508.60 318.00 .5103-02 .6161-02 .6161-02 .9000 1238-03 .1495-03 .9084-01 .756't 526.1 
182 1't25.0 536 50 319.00 .4400-02 .5312-02 .5312-02 .9000 .IOf.8-03 .1299-03 .7839-01 .5976 525.6 
182 1't50 0 't18 20 320 00 .1417-02 .1713-02 .1713-02 .9000 .3't.59-0't .'t156-04 .2511-01 2't51 529.'t 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2570 
OH8~8 60-0 OMS POD IRIfUSISI 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O Ra O.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R erUt OEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT25EC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
182 1450.0 436.00 321.00 3235-02 .3908-02 .3908-02 .9000 .7852-04 .9483-04 .57~S-01 .4453 50?7.6 
182 1450 0 468.20 322.00 8864-02 .1070-01 .1070-01 .9000 .2151-03 .2598-03 .1577 1.07'+ 526.S 
182 1450.0 '511.10 323.00 2861-02 .3~53-02 .3~53-02 .9000 .69~4-04 .83BO-0~ .510'+-01 .4593 524.7 
182 1450 0 526.60 325.00 .3627-02 .4379-02 .~379-02 .9000 .8802-04 1063-03 .6~54-01 .5373 526.'+ 
IB2 1500.0 437.00 327 00 1687-02 .2036-02 .2036-02 9000 .409~-0~ .49~0-0~ 3012-01 .2337 52'+.0 
IB2 1500.0 ~70.~0 328.00 5402-02 .6518-02 6518-02 .9000 .1311-03 1582-03 96~5-01 .6030 524.0 
182 1500.0 514.00 329.00 .3085-02 .3722-02 .3722-02 .9000 .7~86-04 .9032-0~ .5511-01 .4002 523.5 
182 1500.0 532 30 331.00 2~40-02 .2942-02 .29~2-02 .9000 .5920-0~ .71~0-0~ .~367-01 .289~ 522.1 
IB2 1500 0 539.40 330.00 4220-02 5092-02 .5092-02 9000 . I 02~-03 1236-03 7537-01 .5473 523.7 
182 1525 0 424.00 332.00 .3006-03 3626-03 3626-03 9000 .7294-05 881')0-05 .5369-02 4168-01 523.6 
182 1525.0 431.00 333.00 .9210-03 1111-02 .1111-02 .9000 .2235-04 2696-0~ .16~6-01 .1090 523.5 
182 1525 0 't40.00 33~. 00 .3209-02 3871-02 .3871-02 .9000 .7787-04 .9394-04 .573~-01 .3688 523.3 
182 1525.0 ~93.00 335.00 .5766-02 .6958-02 .6958-02 .9000 1399-03 .1688-03 .1029 .7987 524 2 
182 1545.0 43~ .00 338.00 .9377-03 .1131-02 .1131-02 .9000 .2276-04 .27~5-04 .1677-01 .1399 522.6 
182 1545.0 4~3.00 339.00 .285~-02 .3~43-02 .34~3-02 .9000 .6927-04 .8355-04 .5104-01 .2947 522.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2571 
OH8'+B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+USIB) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 80FLAP • .0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 S IFT3 IFT2 
173 2.017 7.980 39.99 -2.004 "36.3 1298. 94.47 .4542-01 2.025 3802. .1298-02 .7S02-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT25EC ... 0175 
173 .3508-01 .2860-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT On-lOT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R"O 9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
173 1325.0 '+28 60 298.00 .1592-02 .1918-02 1918-02 .9000 • 5585-0lt .6727-0'+ .lt269-01 .3187 533.3 
173 1325.0 489.20 299.00 4301-02 .5183-02 .5183-02 .9000 .1509-03 .1818-03 .1151 .780'+ 535.0 
173 1325.Q 506.70 301.00 .2727-01 .3291-01 .3291-01 .9000 .9566-03 .1151t-02 • 72ltS 5.777 5'+0.1 
173 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .2lt04-0 1 .2901-01 .2901-01 .9000 .8'+3'+-03 .1018-02 .S390 It.755 5'+0.0 
173 1350 0 440 40 302.00 .4573-02 .5510-02 .5510-02 .9000 .160'+-03 .1933-03 .122" I. Pt2 53'+.5 
173 1350.0 458 60 303.00 .1582-01 .1908-01 1908-01 .9000 .5549-03 .6691-03 .4218 3.1"2 537.6 
173 1350 0 '+98 50 30'+.00 .6929-02 .8350-02 8350-02 .9000 .2431-03 .2929-03 .1854 1.297 534.9 
173 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .2lt51-01 .2957-01 .2957-01 .9000 .8596-03 .1037-02 .6517 '+ .69'+ 539.5 
173 1350 0 52".40 305.00 .9609-02 .1158-01 1158-01 .9000 .3~71-03 .4062-03 .2570 1 983 535.2 
173 1375 0 421.60 308.00 .1946-02 .2345-02 .2345-02 .9000 .6825-04 .8225-0" .5201-01 .7272 535.6 
173 1375 0 440 00 309.00 .5291-02 .6377-02 .6377-02 .9000 .185S-03 .2237-03 . Pt 15 1.376 535.'+ 
173 1375.0 460.no 310 00 .1632-01 .1967-01 .1967-01 .9000 .5723-03 6899-03 . It 357 2.78'+ 536.'+ 
173 1375.0 503 ItO 311.00 .6776-02 .8163-02 .8163-02 9000 .2377-03 .2863-03 .1815 1.451 53'+.2 
173 1375 0 531.00 312.00 .6065-02 .7306-02 7306-02 9000 .2127-03 2563-03 .1625 1.17'+ 533.8 
173 1400 0 523 40 313.00 1100-01 .1325-01 1325-01 .9000 3857-03 4649-03 .2938 2. It 3'+ 535.9 
173 1425 0 415 10 315.00 .2631-02 .3170-02 3170-02 9000 .9229-04 .1112-03 .7040-01 .5083 534.8 
173 1425 0 437 70 316.00 .5876-02 .7081-02 7081-02 9000 20S1-03 2484-03 .1573 1 173 53.. 7 
173 1425 0 466 30 317 .00 9364-02 1128-01 .1128-01 9000 3284-03 .3957-03 .2507 1.477 53'+ It 
173 1425 0 508 60 318 00 8723-02 .1051-01 1051-01 9000 .3060-03 3688-03 .2331 1.932 535.7 
173 1425.0 536 50 319 00 6022-02 7255-02 7255-02 .9000 .2112-03 2545-03 .1613 1.20'+ 533.9 
173 1450.0 418 20 320 00 .1682-02 .2027-02 .2027-02 .9000 .5900-04 .7109-04 .4503-01 .4383 53'+ .'+ 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH8~B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2572 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IRitUSIB) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R~1 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEO. R OEO. R 
TA:..IITO F'T2SEC -F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
173 1~50.0 436.00 321.00 .~28~-02 .5162-02 .5162-02 .9000 .1503-03 .1810-03 .1146 • 88lt7 534.8 
173 J~50.0 468.20 322.00 .1029-01 .12ltO-01 .12~0-01 .9000 .3609-03 .4349-03 .2752 1.866 535.1 
173 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .6210-02 .7482-02 .7482-02 .9000 .2178-03 .2624-03 .1662 1.488 534.7 
173 1~50.0 526.60 325.00 .2142-02 .2579-02 .2579-02 .9000 .7515-04 .9046-04 .5763-01 .4787 530.8 
173 1500 0 437 00 327 00 .2943-02 .3545-02 .3545-02 9000 .1032-03 .1244-03 .7894-01 .609E1 533.1 
173 1500 0 470.40 328 00 8069-02 9721-02 .9721-02 .9000 2830-03 3410-03 .2162 1.345 533.7 
173 1500.0 514 00 329 00 .3074-02 .3702-02 .3702-02 .9000 .1078-03 .1299-03 .8247-01 .5961 532.8 
173 1500.0 532.30 331 00 .1436-02 .1729-02 .1729-02 9000 .5038-0~ .6064-04 .3864-01 .2549 530.6 
173 1500 0 539 40 330 00 3103-02 3736-02 .3736-02 .9000 .1088-03 .1311-03 .8325-01 .6019 532 7 
173 1525 0 42~.00 332 00 5425-03 .6532-03 6532-03 9000 .1903-04 .2291-04 . Jlt57-01 .1126 532.2 
173 1525.0 431.00 333.00 .2078-02 .2502-02 2502-02 .9000 .7288-0~ .8777-04 .5576-01 .3675 532.6 
173 1525.0 440 00 334.00 5440-02 6553-02 .6553-02 .9000 .1908-03 .2298-03 .1458 .9331 533.5 
173 1525.0 493.00 335 00 790~-02 .9524-02 .952'+-02 .9000 72772-03 .33~1-03 .2115 1.632 53'+.8 
173 1545.0 '+3'+.00 338.00 .1,+67-02 .1767-02 .1767-02 .9000 .5 JLt.6-0'+ .6197-0'+ .3939-01 .3270 532.2 
173 15,+5.0 '+'+3.00 339.00 .5309-02 .6395-02 .6395-02 .9000 .1962-03 .2243-03 .1'+2'+ 
_ - .~I21 ....533.3 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2573 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRLtUSI81 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • LtO.OO BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRI< • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PS[A DEG. R DEG. R PS[A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
89 3.018 7.990 40.02 -2.030 669.3 1317 . 95.63 .6912-01 3.0B9 3830. .1951-02 .7696-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
89 .43Lt3-01 .2336-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI __ OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEJ. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
89 1325.0 Lt28.60 298 00 .2326-02 .2801-02 .2801-02 .9000 .1010-03 .1217-03 .7838-01 .5830 5LtO.7 
89 1325.0 "89.20 299.00 .3107-02 .3737-02 .3737-02 .9000 .13Lt9-03 .1623-03 .105" .71Lt2 535.9 
89 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .2289-01 .2757-01 2757-01 .90110 .9944-03 .1198-02 .771" 6.1"8 5"0.9 
89 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .2052-01 .2"71-01 .2"71-01 .9000 .8911-03 .1073-02 .6912 5.1"1 5"0.9 
89 1350.0 .... O.LtO 302 00 .7309-02 .8801-02 .8801-02 .9000 .3I7Lt-03 .3822-03 .2Lt66 2.29Lt 539.8 
89 1350.0 "58 60 303 00 .3390-01 ."088-01 Lt088-01 .9000 .1"72-02 .1776-02 1.135 8."25 Slt5.5 
89 1350.0 Lt98 50 30Lt.00 .6011-02 7227-02 .7227-02 .9000 .2611-03 .3139-03 .20Lt2 I.Lt28 53'+.5 
89 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .1963-01 .2363-01 .2363-01 .9000 .B525-03 .1026-02 .6631 Lt.778 539.8 
89 1350 0 524."0 305.00 .8803-02 .1059-01 .1059-01 .9000 .3823-03 ."597-03 2~90 2.308 53".7 
89 1375 0 "21.60 308 00 .2211-02 .2665-02 .2665-02 .9000 .9601-04 .1157-03 .7"16-01 1.033 5'14.2 
89 1375.0 .... 0.00 309.00 .6673-02 .8034-02 .803'+-02 9000 .2898-03 3489-03 2252 2.187 539.5 
89 1375.0 Lt60 00 310.00 .2511-01 3023-01 .3023-01 .9000 .1091-02 1313-02 .8479 5."10 539.3 
89 1375.0 503 LtO 311 00 .9198-02 1106-01 1106-01 .9000 .3995-03 4802-03 3129 2.503 533.5 
89 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .56Lt7-02 .6785-02 .6785-02 .9000 .2453-03 2947-03 .1926 1.393 531.6 
89 1400 0 523.40 313 00 .9033-C,2 .1086-01 .1086-01 9000 .3923-03 . Lt717-03 .3070 2 546 534.1 
89 1425 0 415 10 315 00 .3923-02 .4726-02 .Lt726-02 .9000 .1704-03 .2053-03 .1320 .9492 542.1 
89 1425 0 Lt37 70 '316 00 .7687-02 .9252-02 9252-02 .9000 .3339-03 .LtOI8-03 .2599 1.936 538.1 
89 1425 0 466 30 317 00 .1397-01 .1680-01 1680-01 9000 .6067-03 .7296-03 .. 743 2.794 534.8 
89 1425 0 50B.60 318 00 .9B98-02 .1190-01 1190-01 .9000 .Lt299-03 5168-03 .3364 2.790 534.1 
89 1 .. 25 0 536 50 319 00 .4185-02 .5027-02 5027-02 .9000 .1817-03 2183-03 .1428 1.067 531.1 
89 1450.0 418.20 320 00 .2639-02 .3177-02 .3177-02 .9000 .1146-03 .1380-03 8900-01 .8639 5LtO.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 257 .. 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD 'R~USIBI 
RUN XO lO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~.j/TO H!TO) HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O Ru O.9 R- BTum BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
89 1~50.0 ~36.00 321.00 .6247-02 7517-02 .7517-02 .9000 .2713-03 .3265-03 .2116 1.631 536.9 
89 llt50 0 ~68.20 322.00 .1292-01 .155~-01 .155~-01 .9000 .5613-03 .6749-03 .~390 2.978 53~.6 
89 1~50.0 511.10 323.00 .8349-02 .1003-01 .1003-01 .9000 .3626-03 .~358-03 .28~3 2.5~8 532.7 
89 1~50.0 526.60 325.00 .2770-02 .3327-02 .3327-02 .9000 .1203-03 . 1~~5-03 .9~58-01 .7858 530 5 
a9 1500.0 ~37.00 327.00 ~93~-02 .5928-02 .5928-02 .9000 .2143-03 2575-03 .1683 1.301 531 5 
89 1500.0 ~70.40 328 00 1151-01 1383-01 .1383-01 .9000 .5000-03 .6007-03 .3928 2 1t~7 531 I 
89 1500 0 511t.00 329 00 . ~623-02 .5552-02 5552-02 9000 .2008-03 .2~11-03 .1581 I Ilt5 529.~ 
89 1500.0 532 30 331.00 2072-02 2486-02 .2486-02 .9000 8999-04 1080-03 .7113-01 .~703 526 2 
89 1500 0 539 40 330.00 2805-02 3367-02 .3367-02 9000 1218-03 1~62-03 .960~-01 .6958 528 2 
89 1525 0 '*24 00 332 00 1276-02 .1532-02 .1532-02 .9000 5542-04 6654-04 .~366-01 .3380 528.9 
89 1525 0 431.00 333 00 3204-02 .3847-02 .3847-02 .9000 .1391-03 .1671-03 .1095 .7227 529.7 
89 1525 0 440 00 334 00 .7807-02 .9377-02 .9377-02 .9000 .3391-03 4072-03 .2667 1. 710 530.1 
89 1525 0 493 00 335 00 .1045-0 I .1255-01 .1255-01 .9000 4539-03 .5452-03 3569 2.761 530.3 
89 1545.0 1t34.00 338 00 .2495-02 .2997-02 .2997-02 .9000 .1084-03 .1301-03 .8530-01 .7090 529 6 
89 15~5.0 ~43 00 339.00 .6840-02 .8215-02 .8215-02 9000 2971-03 3568-03 .2338 1.3~5 529.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2575 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD fRltUS201 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA 
-
40.00 apA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
***TEST CONDITIONS"· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC. SLUGS LB-SEC X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 191 .5026 7.900 39 96 - 998~ 99.61 12~7. 92.47 .1107-01 .~836 372'i. .3231-03 .7441-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
191 .1702-01 .5707-01 
···TEST DATA··' 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI COOT OTWOT TW NUM8ER R-1.0 R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R OEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC n2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 191 1325.0 ~28.60 298 00 .7050-03 .8535-03 .8535-03 .9000 .1200-01t • 1~53-01t .B597-02 • 61t29-0 I 530.3 191 1325.0 1t89.20 299 00 .1139-02 .1379-02 .1379-02 .9000 • 1939-0~ 23'+7-01t .1388-01 .91t36-01 530.5 191 1325 0 506 70 301.00 .936'+-02 .113~-01 .113~-01 .9000 • 159~-03 .1931-03 .11 '+0 .9128 531.5 191 1325 0 511.30 300 00 .6969-02 .8~'+3-02 .81t~3-02 .9000 .1186-03 .1'+37-03 .8"+71-01 .6327 532.6 191 1350 0 '+~o ~o 302 00 .2~83-02 .3007-02 3007-02 .9000 .1+227-0'+ .5119-01t .3025-01 .2827 531.0 191 1350.0 '+59 60 303.00 3056-02 .3701-02 3701-02 9000 .5202-0'+ .6300-0'+ .3720-01 .2780 531.5 191 1350.0 1t98 50 30'+.00 .3327-02 1t029-02 "+029-02 .9000 • 5661t-0'+ • 6859-01t .4053-01 .2B40 531.2 191 1350.0 515 50 306 00 .1650-01 .1999-01 .1999-01 9000 .2809-03 .3'+03-03 .2006 1.450 532.5 191 1350 0 52'+ '+0 305 00 9552-02 .1157-01 .1157-01 .9000 .1626-03 .1970-03 .1162 .8978 532.3 191 1375 0 '+21 60 308.00 .1056-02 .1279-02 .1279-02 9000 .1798-0,+ .2178-04 .1285-01 .1801 531.7 191 1375.0 '+'+0 00 309 00 .3621-02 .4386-02 .4386-02 9000 .6164-0'+ .7"+67-04 .4~05-01 4293 532.0 191 1375 0 460 00 310 00 .6061-02 73'+1-02 .7341-02 9000 .1032-03 .1250-03 .737~-01 .4723 531.9 191 1375 0 503 '+0 311 00 .3065-02 .3711-02 .37:1-02 .9000 .5218-0'+ .6318-04 .3735-01 .2992 530.9 191 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .7777-02 .9418-02 9418-02 9000 .1324-03 .1603-03 .9473-01 .6852 531.2 191 1400 0 523.40 313 00 .1045-01 .1265-01 .1265-01 9000 .1779-03 .2154-03 .1272 1.056 531.4 191 1425.0 415.10 315 00 .7220-03 8743-03 8743-03 9000 .1229-04 .l'i88-0'+ .8797-02 .6364-01 530.9 191 1425 0 466 30 317 00 6352-02 7694-02 7694-02 9000 .1081-03 .1310-03 .7732-01 4561 531. 7 191 1425 0 508 60 318 00 2029-02 .2'+57-02 2457-02 9000 .3454-04 4183-04 2'+72-01 .2053 531 0 191 1425 0 536 50 319 00 6091-02 .7375-02 .7375-02 9000 1037-03 1256-03 .7423-01 .5549 530 8 191 1450.0 436 00 321.00 125'+-02 .1519-02 .1519-02 9000 .2135-04 .2585-04 .1528-01 .1182 531.0 191 1450 0 '+68 20 322 00 5290-02 .6407-02 6407-02 .9000 .9006-04 .1091-03 .6'+39-01 .4375 531 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2576 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRlfUS201 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ODOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R"1 0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
191 tL+50.0 511.10 323.00 .1702-02 .2061-02 .2061-02 .9000 .2897-04 .3508-04 .2074-01 .1861 530.6 
191 1450.0 526.60 325.00 .7784-02 .9430-02 .9430-02 .9000 .1325-03 .1605-03 .9467-01 .7858 532.3 
191 1500 0 437.00 327.00 .'+290-03 .519'+-03 .5194-03 .9000 .7303-05 .88'+2-05 .5231-02 .40'+7-01 530.4 
191 1500 0 470.'+0 328 00 2061-02 2'+96-02 .2'+96-02 .9000 .3509-04 .4249-04 2513-01 .1566 530.5 
191 1500 0 51'+ 00 329 00 .2318-02 .2807-02 .2807-02 .9000 .3945-0'+ .'+778-0'+ 2823-01 20'+~ 531.0 
191 1500 0 532 30 331 00 .5602-02 6782-02 .6782-02 .9000 .9536-0'+ .1155-03 .6830-01 .4506 530.5 
191 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .3776-02 .'+573-02 .4573-02 .9000 .6428-0'+ 7785-0'+ .4599-01 .3327 531.2 
191 1525 G 424.00 332 00 .4273-0'+ .5175-04 .5175-04 9000 .7275-06 8810-06 .5205-03 .4025-02 531.2 
191 1525.0 '+31 00 333 00 6573-0'+ 7959-04 .7959-04 .9000 .1119-05 .1355-05 8009-03 .5283-02 530 9 
191 1525 0 '+40 00 334.00 .1071-02 .1297-02' .1297-02 .9000 .182'+-0'+ .2208-04 .1306-01 .8371-01 530.5 
191 1525 0 493.00 335 00 .2'+73-02 .299'+-02 .299'+-02 9000 .'+209-0'+ .5097-04 .3012-01 2329 531.2 
191 15'+5 0 434.00 338.00 .5040-04 6103-04 .6103-04 .9000 8580-06 1039-05 .6143-03 .5104-02 530.7 
191 15'+5 0 443 00 339.00 6550-03 .7931-03 .7931-03 .9000 .1115-0'+ 1350-04 .7986-02 .4593-01 530 5 
DA TE 23 F"EB SO OHS~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2577 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I R4US2 I I 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA . ~O.OO BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOF"LAP • .0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 In2 
192 .5105 7.900 39 99 -1.007 101 0 12~6. 92 40 .1123-01 .4906 3723. .3281-03 .7435-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REf"(RI 
F"T2SEC = 0175 
192 171~-01 .5663-01 
"·TEST DATA"· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO HITOI HITAWI QDOr DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
192 1325.0 ~28.60 298.00 .1102-02 .1333-02 .1333-02 .9000 .1889-01t .2285-0'+ .1356-01 .1015 527.6 
192 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .1976-02 .2389-02 2389-02 .9000 .3388-04 .lt096-0lt • 2ltltO-0 I .1663 525.5 
192 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .9751-02 .1180-01 .1180-01 .9000 .1672-03 .2022-03 .1201 .9632 527.5 
192 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .7505-02 .9081-02 .9081-02 .9000 .1287-03 .1557-03 .9238-01 .6917 527.7 
192 1350.0 4~0.40 302.00 .2650-02 3206-02 .3206-02 .9000 .lt5'+3-0lt .5lt96-01t .3265-01 .3057 527.0 
192 1350.0 '+58 60 303.00 355'+-02 .lt298-02 .lt298-02 .9000 .6092-01t .7368-0lt .lt383-01 • 328't 526.2 
192 1350.0 498 50 304 00 3778-02 .lt569-02 4569-02 .9000 .6478-0lf .7832-0lf .lf665-01 .3279 525.5 
192 1350.0 515 50 306.00 .1646-01 .1991-01 .1991-01 .9000 2822-03 .3'+14-03 .2025 l.lt67 528.0 
192 1350.0 52'+ 40 305.00 .9614-02 .1163-01 .1163-01 .9000 . 16~8-03 .1994-03 .118~ .917B 527.0 
192 1375 0 421 60 308 00 .1143-02 . I 381t-02 . I 381t-02 .9000 . I 959-01t .2372-0lf . 140lf-Q I .1969 529.3 
192 1375.0 440 00 309.00 .3947-02 .4775-02 4775-02 9000 .6766-04 8186-0lf .lf861-01 .lt7lfB 527.3 
192 1375 0 If60.00 310 00 6834-02 8265-02 .8265-02 9000 .1172-03 I It 17-03 .8433-01 .5lf17 525.9 
192 1375.0 503 40 311.00 3208-02 .3878-02 3878-02 .9000 .5500-0lf 66lf9-0lt .3965-01 .3186 52'+ .S 
192 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .7971-02 9639-02 9639-02 .9000 1366-03 1652-03 .9835-01 .7133 525 9 
192 ,400 0 523 40 313 00 1051-01 1272-01 1272-01 .9000 .1802-03 2180-03 .1296 1.079 526.6 
192 1425.0 415 10 315 00 68~8-03 8287-03 8287-03 9000 .1174-04 .l't21-0lt .8423-02 .6102-01 528.2 
192 1425 0 437 70 316 00 .9933-03 1201-02 1201-02 .9000 .1703-04 .2059-0lt 1226-01 .9187-01 525.9 
192 1425 0 466 30 317 00 .6897-02 8339-02 8339-02 9000 .1182-03 .1'+30-03 .8518-01 .5041 525.3 
192 Ilt25 0 508 60 318 00 2195-02 2653-02 2653-02 9000 .3763-04 45'+9-04 .2712-01 .2260 524 8 
192 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .6318-02 7640-02 .7640-02 9000 .1083-03 .1310-03 .7802-01 .5848 525 4 
192 1450.0 418.20 320.00 .5588-03 .6760-0:? .6760-03 9000 .9580-05 .1159-04 6882-02 .6723-01 527.2 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2578 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD fR'fUS21J 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT onroT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
192 1~50.0 436.00 321.00 .1411-02 .1706-02 .1706-02 .9000 .2~19-0~ .2925-04 .1741-01 .1350 525.8 
192 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .5225-02 .6316-02 .6316-02 .9000 .8957-0~ .1083-'03 .6454-01 .4399 525.1 
192 1~50 0 511 .10 323.00 .1989-02 .2~0~-02 .2~0~-02 .9000 .3~09-0~ .4121-0~ .2~60-01 .2214 524 2 
192 1~50 0 526.60 325.00 .7813-02 .9~51-02 .9~51-02 .9000 • 1339-03 · 1620-03 .9630-01 .8016 526.7 
192 1500 0 4'37.00 327 DO .7180-03 .B677-03 8677-03 .9000 .1231-0~ · 1~88-0~ .8887-02 .689E1-01 523.7 
192 1500 0 470.40 328.00 .2159-02 2609-02 2609-02 9000 .3701-0~ .~472-04 .2673-01 .1672 523.~ 
192 1500 0 514.00 329 00 .2534-02 .3062-02 3062-02 9000 .43~4-0~ .5250-04 .3137-01 2278 523 6 
192 1500 0 532.30 331 00 .6075-02 7340-02 .73~0-02 .9000 . 1042-03 .1258-03 .7530-01 .4988 522 7 
192 1500 0 539 40 330.00 .3721-02 .~~97-02 4~97-02 .9000 .6379-0~ · 7709-0~ .4606-01 33~5 523.6 
192 1525 0 424.00 332.00 3460-04 .~ 181-04 .~181-0~ .9000 .5931-06 .7168-06 .4281-03 .3323-02 523.8 
192 1525.0 431.00 333.00 .3101-03 .37~8-03 37~B-03 .9000 .5317-05 .6~25-05 .3839-02 .25~2-01 523.6 
192 1525 0 '+40 00 33~.00 .5581-03 .67~4-03 .674~-03 .9000 .9568-05 .1156-0~ .6913-02 ~447-01 523.2 
192 1525 0 493 00 335.00 .2557-02 .3090-02 .3090-02 .9000 .438~-0~ .5298-0~ .3166-01 .2~57 523.5 
192 1545 0 434 00 338 00 .3062-03 .3700-03 .3700-03 .9000 .5250-05 .63~4-05 .3792-02 .3162-01 523.4 
192 15~5.0 443.00 339.00 .8216-03 .9927-03 .9927-03 .9000 .1~08-0~ .1702-0~ .1018-01 .5876-01 523.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2519 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR'+US21) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU 
NUMBER ItT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'l/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'l3 IFT2 
179 1.009 7.940 39.99 -1.007 205.6 1259. 9?'+9 .2212-01 .9760 37'+3. .6'+5'+-03 .7't'+3-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFtR] 
tT2SEC = 0175 
179 .2422-01 .4042-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTO] HtTAW] OOOT OnleT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O Ra O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
179 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1349-02 .1633-02 .1633-02 .9000 • 3269-0't • 3957-0't .2366-01 .1765 53'+ .8 
179 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .5240-02 .6345-02 .6345-02 .9000 .1269-03 .1537-03 .9177-01 .6222 535.7 
179 1325.0 506 70 301 00 .1846-01 .2236-01 .2236-01 .9000 4473-03 .5417-03 .3229 2.579 536.6 
179 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .2510-01 3042-01 .3042-01 .9000 6081-03 .7369-03 .'t378 3.260 538.7 
179 1350.0 440.40 302 00 .3121-02 .3779-02 .3779-02 .9000 .7561-0't .915'+-04 .5469-01 .5099 535.'t 
179 1350 0 458 60 303.00 .3569-02 4321-02 .4321-02 9000 .8646-04 .1047-03 .6254-01 .4665 535.3 
179 1350 a 498 50 304 00 .5267-02 .6377-02 .6377-02 .900e .12'/6-03 .15'+5-03 .9224-01 .6449 535.6 
179 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .2373-01 2875-01 .2875-01 .9000 .5747-03 .6964-03 .4141 2.985 53B.2 
179 1350.0 524 40 305 00 1557-01 .IB85-01 .IB85-01 .9000 .3771-03 .4567-03 .2723 2.100 536.6 
179 1375 0 421.60 308.00 .1212-02 .1467-02 .1467-02 .9000 2935-04 .3554-04 .2121-01 .2965 536.1 
179 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .3940-02 .4771-02 .4771-02 .9000 9543-04 .1156-03 689'+-01 .6704 536.2 
179 1375.0 460.00 310 00 6159-02 .7't58-02 .7458-02 .9000 .1492-03 1807-03 .1078 .6893 535.9 
179 1375.0 503.40 311 00 .4827-02 .5844-02 .5844-02 9000 1169-03 1416-03 8460-01 .6762 535.2 
179 1375.0 531 00 312.00 1006-01 .1218-01 1218-01 .9000 .2436-03 .2949-03 1762 1.272 535.'t 
179 1400.0 523 40 313 00 .1301-01 .1576-01 1576-01 .9000 3153-03 3818-03 .2276 1.885 536.7 
179 1425.0 415 10 315 00 .1191-02 1442-02 .1442-02 9000 .2886-04 3493-04 2087-01 .1507 535.2 
179 1425 0 437 70 316 00 ,3422-02 4143-02 .4143-02 .9000 .8290-04 .1004-03 .5997-01 .4'+73 535.3 
179 1425.0 466 30 317 00 .7402-02 .8962-02 .8962-02 9000 .1793-03 2171-03 .1296 .7633 535 6 
179 1425.0 508 60 318 00 4125-02 .4994-02 .4994-02 9000 .9993-04 .1210-03 7228-01 .5991 535.3 
179 1425,0 536,50 319 00 .6833-02 .B272-02 8272-02 9000 .1655-03 .2004-03 .1197 .8930 535 3 
179 1450.0 418 20 320 00 5690-03 .6888-0? .6888-03 9000 .1378-04 1668-04 .997'+-02 .9705-01 535 0 
DATE 23 F'EB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA~E 2580 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US21) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT DTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R arul DEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
179 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1862-02 .2254-02 .2254-02 .9000 .4510-04 .5460-01+ .3261+-01 .2519 535.0 
179 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .8180-02 .9904-02 .990'+-02 .9000 .1982-03 .2399-03 .1433 .9719 535.3 
179 1450 0 511.10 323.00 .3283-02 .3974-02 .3974-02 .9000 .7953-01+ .9627-01+ • 5758-0 ! .5155 53'+.8 
179 1450 0 526 60 325.00 7275-02 8809-02 .8809-02 .9000 .1762-03 .2134-03 .1271+ 1.055 535.9 
179 1500.0 437 00 327 00 9207-03 .1114-02 .1114-02 .9000 .2230-04 .2699-04 .1616-01 .121+8 534.0 
179 1500.0 470.40 32B.OO 3571-02 .1+323-02 .4323-02 .9000 .8651-04 .1047-03 .6266-01 .3897 53'+.'+ 
179 1500 0 514.00 329 00 3607-02 .4366-02 .'+366-02 .9000 .8737-04 • 1058-03 .6326-01 .1+568 534.7 
179 1500 0 532 30 331 00 ."'832-02 58"'8-02 58"'8-02 .9000 .1171-03 .1417-03 .8483-01 .5586 534.0 
179 1500.0 539.40 330 00 5081-02 .6151-02 .6151-02 .9000 .1231-03 .1490-03 .8905-01 .6'+29 535.1 
179 1525 0 42"'.00 332 00 .4353-04 .5269-04 .5269-0'" .9000 . 1054-05 .1276-05 .7635-03 .589"'-02 53'+.6 
179 1525.0 '+31 00 333.00 .2010-03 .2432-03 .2"'32-03 .9000 .'+868-05 .5891-05 .3527-02 .2322-01 531+.2 
179 1525 0 "'40.00 33'" 00 1271-02 .1538-02 .1538-02 .9000 .3080-04 3727-04 .2233-01 .1'+29 533.7 
179 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .3966-02 .4801-02 .4801-02 .9000 .9608-04 .1163-03 .6956-01 .5369 53'+.7 
179 1545.0 434.00 338.00 .4926-03 .5960-03 .5960-03 .9000 • 1193-0'+ .1"'''''''-04 .86'+9-02 .7171+-01 533.8 
179 1545.0 '+'+3.00 339 00 .1151-02 .1393-02 .1393-02 .9000 .2788-0'+ .3373-0'+ .2021-01 .1161 533.7 
DATe 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 25BI 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRlfUS211 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.OOO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPtJ8RK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITI0NS*** 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO R DEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
167 2.003 7.980 .. 0.01 -1.009 "3".6 1301 9".69 ."525-01 2.017 3807. .1290-02 .7620-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC ·.0175 
167 3502-01 .2B69-01 
***TEST DATA*** 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 RooO.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
167 1325.0 "28.60 298.00 .130"-02 .1572-02 .1572-02 .9000 • "567-0" .5505-0" .3"85-01 .2596 537.5 
167 1325.0 "89.20 299.00 ."365-02 .5262-02 .5262-02 .9000 .1529-03 .18"3-03 .1167 .7903 537.'t 
167 1325.0 506 70 301.00 .3139-01 3788-01 .3788-01 9000 .1099-02 .1327-02 .8335 6.637 5"2.'t 
167 1325.0 511 30 300.00 28"8-01 .3"38-01 .3438-01 .9000 .9973-03 . 1204-02 .7556 5.614 5lt3.0 
167 1350.0 440 .. 0 302.00 .3143-02 . .3789-02 .3789-02 .9000 .1101-03 .1327-03 .8399-01 .7821 537.6 
167 1350 0 "58.60 303.00 .8744-02 • 105"-0 I .1054-01 .9000 3062-03 .3693-03 .2332 1.737 539.0 
167 1350 0 498.50 30.. 00 .5"15-02 .6526-02 6526-02 .9000 .1897-03 .2285-03 .1450 1.013 53S.'t 
167 1350 0 515.50 306 00 .2510-01 .3028-01 3028-01 .9000 .8790-03 .1060-02 .6681 It.a10 51t0.6 
167 1350 0 52'+ 40 305 00 .1255-01 .1513-01 1513-01 .9000 .4397-03 .5299-03 .3358 2.589 537.0 
167 1375 0 421 60 308 00 .1815-02 .2189-02 2189-02 .9000 6356-04 .7667-0" "835-01 .6746 540.0 
167 1375 0 "40.00 309.00 4611-02 5559-02 .5559-02 9000 .1615-03 .1947-03 .1231 1.196 538.2 
167 137<; 0 460 00 310 00 8427-02 .10i6-01 .1016-01 9000 .2951-03 3557-03 .2253 l.lt39 537.1 
167 1375.0 503.40 311 00 .6279-02 .7564-02 7564-02 .9000 .2199-03 .2649-03 .168" 1.346 535.0 
167 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .7521-02 9059-02 .9059-02 .9000 .2634-03 3173-03 .201B 1 457 534.7 
167 1 .. 00 0 523.40 313.00 .1158-01 1396-01 .1396-01 .9000 4057-03 .4889-03 3102 2 570 536.1 
167 1425.0 415 10 315,00 .2067-02 2492-02 2"92-02 .9000 .7239-04 8728-04 .5519-01 3978 538.2 
167 1 .. 25 0 "37.70 316 00 5526-02 .6660-02 6660-02 9000 1935-03 .2332-03 .1479 1.102 536.7 
167 1425 0 466 30 317 00 1010-01 1217-01 1217-01 9000 .3537-03 .4262-03 .2705 1.592 536 0 
167 1"25.0 508 60 318 00 .5723-02 6893-02 .6893-02 .9000 .200"-03 2'114-03 .1535 1.273 534 7 
167 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .4900-02 5900-02 5900-02 .9000 .1716-03 .2066-03 .1317 .9831 533.3 
167 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .1223-02 1474-02 1474-02 .9000 .4283-04 .5162-04 .3271-01 .3180 537 0 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2582 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR'+US21 I 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OnolOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.0 Re O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
167 1450.0 43S.00 321.00 .3350-02 .4037-02 .4037-02 .9000 .1173-03 .1414-03 .8969-01 .S918 53S.2 
167 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .9431-02 .113S-01 .1136-01 .9000 .3303-03 .3980-03 .2526 1.713 535.8 
167 1450.0 511 10 323.00 .3527-02 .4247-0?' .4247-02 .9000 .1235-03 .1487-03 .9477-01 .8491 533.4 
167 1450 0 526 60 325.00 .4031-02 4855-02 4855-02 .9000 .1412-03 .1700-03 .1082 .8975 534.1 
167 1500.0 437 UO 327 00 .1979-02 .2383-02 .2383-02 .9000 .6932-04 .8344-04 .5328-01 .'+ liB 532.1 
167 1500.0 470.40 328 00 .6593-02 .79.37-02 .7937-02 .9000 .2309-03 .2780-03 .1774 1.105 532.3 
167 1500.0 514.00 329 00 3109-02 3742-02 .3742-02 .9000 .1089-03 .1311-03 .8375-01 .6057 531.S 
167 .500 0 532.30 331.00 .2306-02 .2774-02 .2774-02 .9000 8077-04 .9716-04 .6227-01 • '+ II 0 529.7 
167 1500.0 539 40 330.00 3715-02 .4471-02 .4471-02 .9000 .1301-03 .1566-03 .1001 .7238 531.6 
167 1525 0 424 00 332 00 3351-03 .4040-03 .4040-03 .9000 .1176-04 • lit 15-04 .9048-02 .699S-01 531.1 
167 1525.0 431.00 333 00 .1029-02 .1238-02 .1238-02 .9000 .3604-04 .4337-04 .2772-01 .1828 531.'+ 
167 1525.0 440 00 334.00 .3391-02 .4089-02 .4089-02 .9000 .1190-03 .1432-03 .9149-01 .5860 531. 7 
167 1525.0 493.00 335 00 .7316-02 .8809-02 .8809-02 .9000 .2562-03 .3085-03 .1966 1.519 533.3 
167 1545.0 434 00 338 00 .8513-03 .1024-02 .1024-02 .9000 2981-04 .3588-04 .2295-01 .1907 530.8 
167 1545 0 443.00 339 00 .2958-02 .3560-02 .3~60-02 .9000 .1036-03 .1247-03 .7914-01 .'+585 531.0 
DATE 23 fEB eo OHe~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2593 
OHe~B 60-0 OMS POD IRliUS211 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . liO.OO BE-TA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDfLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDIT 10NS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO I1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IrT2 
85 3 028 7 990 liO.08 -1.03~ 670.0 1315. 95.~9 .6919-01 3.092 3827. .1956-02 • 7681i-07 
RUN HREf STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REfeR. 
rT2SEC .. 0175 
85 .~3~~-01 .2333-.01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREf H/HREf H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HITAW) acOT On-lOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R'" BTU/R BTum BTUI oEO. R oEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC I SEC 
85 1325.0 ~28.60 29B.00 .2575-02 .3101-02 .3101-02 .9000 .1119-03 .131t7-03 .8672-01 .61t55 539.5 
85 1325.0 ~89.20 299.00 .360~-02 .'1337-02 .1t337-02 .9000 .1566-03 .1881t-03 .1218 .8251 536.9 
85 1325.0 506 70 301.00 2679-01 .3228-01 .3228-01 .9000 .1161t-02 .lli02-02 .8997 7.167 51i t. 7 
85 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .2505-01 .3019-01 .3019-01 .9000 .1088-02 .1312-02 .a~06 6.21t8 5li2.3 
85 1350.0 ~~o.~o 302.00 .5800-02 .6985-02 .6985-02 9000 .2520-03 .3034-03 .1953 1.818 539.Ii 
85 1350 0 ~58.60 303.00 .2276-01 .271t~-01 .27~1t-01 .9000 .9887-03 .1192-02 .7621 5.660 5"'3.9 
85 1350.0 '198.50 30',.00 .6652-02 .8003-02 .8003-02 .9000 .2890-03 .3"'77-03 .2251 1.571t 535.7 
85 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .2022-01 .2~35-01 .2~35-01 .9000 .8785-03 . 1058-02 .681'" Ii.909 539.0 
85 1350.0 52~.1t0 305.00 .9049-02 .1088-01 1088-01 .9000 3931-03 .... 729-03 3065 2.365 535.1 
85 1375.0 "'21.60 308 00 .1390-02 .2398-02 .239B-02 9000 . 861t3-0'+ .101t2-03 .6677-01 .9307 5li2. I 
85 1375 0 ~1t0 00 309 00 .5393-02 .6~91t-02 .6~94-02 .9000 .231t3-03 .2821-03 .1817 1.764 539.2 
85 1375.0 '160 00 310.00 .1528-01 .1839-01 .1839-01 9000 .6637-03 .7990-03 .5152 3.289 538.1t 
85 1375 0 50j.'IO 311.00 8821-02 .1061-01 .1061-01 9000 .3832-03 .~608-03 .2992 2.393 533.9 
85 1375.0 531 00 312.00 5463-02 .656'3-02 .6565-02 .9000 2373-03 .2852-03 1858 1.3~'I 531.6 
85 I~OO 0 52'1 ~o 313.00 9212-02 .1108-01 .1108-01 .9000 .'1002-03 .'1813-03 3123 2 590 534 3 
85 1'125.0 '115 10 315 00 3501-02 4217-02 .4217-02 .9000 .152! -03 .1832-03 .1177 8477 5~0.'I 
85 1~25 0 ~37 70 316 00 .6284-02 .7563-02 .7563-02 .9000 .2730-03 .3286-03 2121 1.580 537.6 
85 1'125.0 ~66. 30 317.00 1080-01 .1299-01 .1299-0 I .9000 • 't69'1-03 .56'15-03 .3660 2.156 534.9 
85 1'125 0 508 SO 318 00 .9478-02 .11'10-01 .1140-01 .9000 .1t118-03 .4952-03 .!214 2.665 534.1 
85 1'+25.0 536 50 319 00 4644-02 5581-02 .5581-02 .9000 .2018-03 .2425-03 .1581 1.181 531.3 
85 1'150.0 '118.20 320.00 .2381-02 .2866-02 .2866-02 9000 • 1034-03 .12'15-03 .8026-01 .7795 53B.7 
01. TE 23 FEB 80 OH8ltB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 258'+ 
OH8ltB 60-0 OMS POD fR'+US21) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREr H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) COOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
85 11t50.0 ,+36.00 321.00 .5808-02 .6988-02 .698B-02 .9000 .2523-03 .3036-03 .1963 1.51'+ 536.6 
85 1450 0 468.20 322 00 .1103-01 .1327-01 .1327-01 .9000 .4793-03 .5765-03 .3736 2.533 535.2 
85 11t50.0 511.10 323.00 .7563-02 .9092-02 .9092-02 .9000 .3286-03 .3950-03 .2569 2.302 532.B 
85 1450.0 526 60 325.00 .2769-02 .3327-02 .3327-02 .9000 .1203-03 .11t45-03 .91t31-01 .7B34 530.7 
85 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .4257-02 .5115-02 .5115-02 .9000 .1849-03 .2222-03 .141t8 1.12(1 531.5 
05 1500.0 '+70.40 328.00 .1061t-01 .1279-01 .1279-01 .9000 .4623-03 .5556-03 .3621 2.255 531.5 
85 1500.0 514.00 329 00 .3823-02 .1t592-02 .4592-02 .9000 .1661-03 .1995-03 . 1301t .91t36 529.7 
85 1500 0 532.30 331.00 .201t7-02 .21t56-02 21t56-02 .9000 .8891-04 .1067-03 .7006-01 .4631 526.7 
85 1500.0 539.40 330.00 .3542-02 . 4251t-02 .4251t-02 9000 .1539-03 .1848-03 .1209 8753 529 I 
85 1525 0 421t.00 332 00 . 1008-02 .1211-02 .1211-02 .9000 . '+379-0'+ 5259-01t .31t40-01 .2663 529.1 
85 1525.0 '+31.00 333.00 .2518-02 .3025-02 .3025-02 .9000 • 1094-03 .1311t-03 .8587-01 .5668 529.6 
85 1525 0 41t0.00 334.00 5927-02 .7120-02 .7120-02 .9000 .2575-03 .3093-03 2020 1.295 530.0 
85 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .1015-01 .1220-01 .1220-01 .9000 .4411-03 .5299-03 .3459 2.675 530.5 
85 1545 0 ,+34 00 33B.00 .2066-02 .2482-02 .2482-02 .9000 • 8976-01t .1078-03 .70'+7-01 .5857 529.7 
85 1545.0 443 00 339.00 .5320-02 .6390-02 .6390-02 .9000 .2311-03 .2776-03 .1811t 1.044 529.6 
DATE 23 F"EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2585 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4US22) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DF"LAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS--· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER ItT CEO. DEO. PSIA CEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 ItT2 
16 .5159 7.900 40.01 -.3149-02 102.0 1245. 92.32 .1134-01 .4952 3721. .331'+-03 .7429-07 
nUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMB£R BTUI R REF"IRI 
tT2SEC -.0175 
16 .1722-01 .5634-01 
···TEST OATA-·· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R· BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC tT2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
16 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .7775-03 .9416-03 .9416-03 .9000 .1339-04 .1622-04 .9562-02 .7150-01 530.5 
16 1325.0 489 20 299 00 .4077-02 .4934-02 .4934-02 .9000 .7022-0'+ • 8497-01t .5035-01 .31t27 527.7 
16 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .1663-01 .2011t-01 .201'+-01 .9000 .2861t-03 .3468-03 .201t9 \.6'42 529.'4 
16 1325 0 51 \. 30 300.00 • 1'+45-0 I .1749-01 .1749-01 .9000 .2488-03 .3013-03 .1780 1.332 529.2 
16 1350.0 440.40 302 00 2789-02 .3377-02 3377-02 9000 .4804-0'+ .5816-04 .3436-01 .3211t 529.3 
16 1350.0 1t58.60 303.00 .3410-02 '+127-02 .4127-02 .9000 .5873-0,+ 7108-01t .1t208-01 .3150 528.2 
16 1350.0 498.50 304.00 4912-02 5943-02 .591t3-02 .9000 .8460-0,+ 1023-03 .6073-01 .'+265 526.8 
16 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .1317-01 .1594-01 .1594-01 .9000 .2268-03 27'+5-03 .1623 1.175 529.0 
16 1350 0 524 40 305.00 .1007-01 .1218-01 .1218-01 .9000 .1733-03 .2098-03 .1242 .9617 528.2 
16 1375 0 1t21 60 308 00 .9055-03 .1097-02 .1097-02 .9000 .1559-0'+ .1890-01t .1111-01 .1555 532.5 
16 1375 0 1t40 00 309.00 .3638-02 .4404-02 .1t1t04-02 .9000 .6265-04 .758'1-0'1 ."1t82-01 .4375 529.2 
16 1375 0 460 00 310 00 .5986-02 7243-02 .72'13-02 .9000 .1031-03 12'+7-03 • 7391t-0 I .'47'46 527.5 
16 1375 0 503 40 311.00 .3743-02 .4526-02 .4526-02 .9000 .6446-0,+ • 7794-01t .1t636-01 . 3721t 525 If 
16 1375 0 531.00 312.00 .7366-02 .8910-02 .8910-02 .9000 .1269-03 .1531t-03 .9113-01 .6608 526.3 
16 1400 0 523 itO 313.00 .7832-02 .91t78-02 9478-02 .9000 .1349-03 .1632-03 .9669-01 .8041t 527.8 
16 11t25.0 415 10 315 00 .7879-03 .9544-03 9544-03 9000 .1357-0,+ .1644-04 9684-02 .7005-01 531.1 
16 1425 0 437.70 316 00 2622-02 .3173-02 3173-02 .9000 .4516-04 5465-01t .3238-01 .2'125 527.6 
16 1'125.0 1t66 30 317.00 .6056-02 .7325-02 .7325-02 .9000 .1043-03 1262-03 .7492-01 • It It 32 526 3 
16 1425.0 508 bO 318.00 .2503-02 .3026-02 .3026-02 .9000 .1t310-01t 5212-01t .3099-01 .2581 525.6 
16 1425.0 536 50 319.00 .5577-02 6746-02 .6746-02 .9000 .9605-04 .1162-03 .6899-01 .5169 526 It 
16 1'+50 0 418 20 320 00 .7295-03 .8833-0~ .8833-03 .9000 .1256-01t .1521-04 .8983-02 . 8761t-0I 529 7 
DATE 23 F'E8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2586 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US22I 
RUN XO ZO T/C NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
16 14~0.0 '+36.00 321.00 .1283-02 .1552-02 .1552-02 .SOOO .2209-04 .2673-04 .1585-01 .1228 527.3 
16 1450.0 '+68.20 322.00 .4797-02 .5801-02 .5801-02 .SOOO .8261-04 .9991-04 .5939-01 .401t7 525.7 
16 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .2134-02 .2580-02 .2580-02 .9000 .3675-04 .4443-04 .2oIt5-01 .2380 521t.8 
16 1450 0 526.60 325.00 6085-02 .7360-02 .7360-02 .9000 1048-03 .1267-03 .7527-01 .6267 526.3 
16 1500.0 437.00 327.00 8135-03 9835-03 .9835-03 .9000 1401-04 .1694-01t .1009-01 .7829-01 521t.5 
16 1500.0 470 40 328.00 .2007-02 .2426-02 .2426-02 .9000 .3406-04 .1t177-01t .2491-01 .1557 524.0 
16 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .3224-02 .3897-02 .3897-02 9000 .5552-04 .6712-04 .1t001-01 2905 524.0 
16 1500 0 532 30 331 00 4216-02".5094-02 .5091t-02 .9000 .7260-04 .8773-04 .521t2-01 .3472 522.7 
16 1500 0 539.40 330.00 .3467-02 .1t191-02 .4191-02 .9000 .5971-04 .7217-01t .4304-01 .3125 523.8 
16 1525 0 1t21t.OO 332.00 .3733-03 .4513-03 .1t513-03 9000 6428-05 .7772-05 .4628-02 .3591-01 524.7 
16 1525 0 431 00 333.00 .2690-03 .3252-03 .3252-03 .9000 .4633-05 .5601-05 .3337-02 .2209-01 524.1t 
16 1525 0 440.00 334 00 .1246-02 .1505-02 .1505-02 .9000 .2145-04 .2592-04 .1547-01 .9953-01 523.3 
16 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .2306-02 .2787-02 .2787-02 .9000 .397~04 .4799-04 .2868-(11 .2228 522.5 
16 1545.0 434.00 338.00 .5147-03 .6221-03 .6221-03 .9000 .8864-05 .1071-0lf .6389-02 .5326-01 523.!! 
16 1545.0 4lf3 00 339.00 .1100-02 .1330-02 .1330-02 .9000 .1895-0lf ~.~90-0lf .1366-01 .7886-01 523...41 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBLtB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2597 
OH8LtB 60-0 OMS POD fRI+US2i!1 







• 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS··-
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'l3 IFT2 
32 I 002 7 9LtO 1+0 01 -.1050-02 205.9 1266. 93.00 .2215-01 .9775 3751+. .61+28-03 .71+81+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFfRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
32 .2427-01 .1+053-0 I 
---TEST DATA---
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aDOl onIDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F'l2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
32 1325.0 1+28.SO 298.00 .1117-02 .1348-02 .1348-02 .9000 .2709-0Lt .3271-oLt .1998-01 • I If 95 528. If 
32 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .71t51-02 .8998-02 .8998-02 .9000 .1808-03 .2183-03 .1331 .9050 529.S 
32 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .2858-01 .3452-01 .3lt52-01 .9000 .693Lt-03 .8377-03 .509Lt 1f.080 531.0 
3? 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3089-01 • 3731t-01 .3734-01 .9000 .7Lt96-03 .9060-03 .5496 4.105 532.5 
32 1350.0 440.40 302.00 .2576-02 .3110-02 .3110-02 .9000 . 6250-01t • 751t7-01t .1t606-01 .4308 528.9 
32 1350.0 1+58 60 303.00 3363-02 .1+060-02 .4060-02 .9000 .8160-0Lt • 9853-01t .6011-01 • It It 99 529.1 
32 1350.0 1+98 50 301t 00 7139-02 .8620-02 .8620-02 .9000 .1732-03 .2092-03 .1276 .8951 529.1 
32 1350.0 515 50 306.00 2Lt67-01 .2981-01 .2981-01 .9000 .5986-03 .7233-03 .1t393 3.177 531.8 
32 1350.0 521t 1+0 305.00 .1216-01 .11+69-01 1lt69-01 .9000 .2951-03 • 3561t-03 .2172 I G81 529.6 
32 1375.0 421 60 30B 00 1321-02 1596-02 1596-02 .9000 .3206-0'1 . 3872-0Lt .2358-01 .3306 530.2 
32 1375.0 1t40.00 309 00 .3737-02 .1+513-02 .4513-02 .9000 .9068-01t . 1095-03 .667'1-01 .6511 529.7 
32 1375.0 460.00 310 00 .5831t-02 701+5-02 .701t5-02 .9000 .II+IS-03 1709-03 • 101t3 .6687 529.2 
32 1375 0 503.1+0 311.00 .5765-02 .6958-02 .6958-02 .9000 .1399-03 1688-03 .1032 .8282 527.7 
32 1375.0 531 00 312.00 .6949-02 .8387-02 8387-02 9000 .1686-03 .2035-03 1245 .9025 527 3 
32 ILtOO.O 523 itO 313 00 1076-01 1300-01 1300-01 9000 2612-03 .3154-03 1925 1 601 528.8 
32 1425 0 1+15 10 315 00 7240-03 871t2-03 .871t2-03 9000 .1757-04 .2121-0'1 • 1295-01 9378-01 528.7 
32 11t25 0 1+37 70 316 00 .3710-03 4478-03 ItLt78-03 .9000 .9003-05 .1087-04 .6644-02 .4976-01 527.6 
32 1425 0 1+66 30 317 00 .6543-02 .7898-02 7S98-:02 .9000 .1588-03 .1917-03 .1171 • 6921t 527 9 
32 1425.0 508 60 318 00 .1)194-02 .6269-02 .6269-02 .9000 .1260-03 .1521-03 .9301-01 .7739 527.6 
32 ILt25.0 536 50 319 00 .6742-02 .8137-0c .8137 -02 .9000 .1636-03 .1975-03 .lc08 .9045 527.1+ 
32 1Lt50.0 1t18 20 320 00 .6218-03 7506-0:? .7506-03 .9000 .1509-04 . 1821-0Lt 1113-01 .1087 528.0 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE: 2599 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4US22) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW ITO H(TO) HCTAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BlU/R STUI OEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
32 1450.0 436 00 321.00 .1303-02 .1572-02 .1572-02 .9000 .3162-04 .3816-01t .2335-01 .1809 5~7.2 
32 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .5607-02 .6767-02 .6767-02 .9000 .1361-03 .1642-03 .1005 .6839 527.3 
32 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .4350-02 .5249-02 .5249-02 .9000 • 1055-03 .1274-03 .7799-01 .7011 526.8 
32 1450.0 526 60 325 00 .5719-02 6902-02 6902-02 .9000 .1388-03 .1675-03 .1025 .8528 527.2 
32 1500 0 437.00 327.00 .7625-03 9196-03 .9196-03 .9000 .1850-04 .2232-04 .1371-01 .1064 521t.7 
32 1500.0 470.40 328.00 .3137-02 .3783-02 .3783-02 .9000 .7612-04 .9180-04 .5639-01 • 3521t 52Lt 8 
32 1500 0 514.00 329.00 .Lt568-02 5511-02 .5511-02 .9000 .1109-03 .1337-03 .8205-01 .5952 525 5 
32 1500.0 532 30 331 00 .4162-02 5020-02 .5020-02 .9000 .1010-03 .1218-03 .7483-01 .1f951 524.8 
32 1500.0 539.LtO 330.00 .4958-02 .5982-02 .5982-02 .9000 .1203-03 .1451-03 .8901-01 .6456 525.8 
32 1525.0 42Lt.00 332 00 .2963-03 .3574-03 .3574-03 9000 .7189-05 .8672-05 .5322-02 .1f127-01 525.1t 
32 1525.0 431.00 333 00 .7186-03 .8667-03 .8667-03 9000 .17Lt4-0Lt .2103-01t .1291-01 .8544-01 525.1 
32 1525 0 4LtO.00 33Lt.00 .1058-02 .1276-02 .1276-02 .9000 .2568-04 .3096-04 .1905-01 .1225 523 8 
32 1525.0 493.00 335 00 .4341-02 5233-02 .5233-02 9000 .1053-03 .1270-03 .7818-01 .6069 523.5 
32 1545 0 1f34 00 338.00 .7403-03 8926-03 .8926-03 .9000 1796-(14 .2166-01t .1333-01 .1111 523.9 
32 1545 0 443 00 339.00 .1038-02 .1251-02 .1251-02 .9000 .2519-04 .3037-04 .1869-01 .1079 523.7 
DA n: 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2589 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US22l 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS··' 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEQ PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /F'T3 1F'T2 
73 2.006 7.980 40.03 - 1056-02 434 9 1300. 94.62 .4527-01 2.018 3B05. .1291-02 .7611+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRl 
FT2SEC =.0175 
73 .3503-01 .2867-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlOl HIlAW) OOOT onIDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R STU/ DEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
73 1325.0 42B.60 298.00 .1489-02 .1793-02 .1793-02 .9000 .5214-04 .6282-04 .3988-01 .2975 534.9 
73 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .4843-02 .5830-02 .5830-02 .9000 .1696-03 .2042-03 .1302 .B842 532.2 
73 1325.0 506 70 301 00 .3276-01 .3949-01 .3949-01 .9000 .11~8-02 .1383-02 .8754 6.991 536.9 
73 1325.0 511 30 300 00 .3077-01 .3709-01 3709-01 .9000 .1078-02 1299-02 .8221 6.127 537.0 
73 1350.0 440.40 31)2.00 .32:)8-02 .3936-02 .3936-02 .9000 .1145-03 1379-03 .8765-01 .8178 533.9 
73 1350.0 458 60 303.00 .6987-02 .8414-02 .8'+14-02 .9000 .2'+47-03 .2947-03 .1874 1.399 533.8 
73 1350.0 498.50 304 00 .5362-02 6'+53-02 .6453-02 .9000 .1678-03 2260-03 .1445 1.013 530.6 
73 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .2502-01 .3014-01 .301'+-01 .9000 .876'+-03 . 1056-02 .6705 4.841 534.1 
73 1350.0 524.40 305 00 .1317-01 1585-01 .1585-01 .9000 .4613-03 .5552-03 .3543 2.739 531.5 
73 1375.(' 1f21.60 308 00 .1910-02 .2303-02 .2303-02 .9000 . 6690-01f .8066-04 .5099-01 .7122 537.6 
73 1375.0 If If 0.00 309.00 5171-02 .6228-02 .6228-02 .9000 .1811-03 .2182-03 .1387 I 350 531f.0 
73 1375 0 460 00 310 00 .7372-02 .8874-02 .8874-02 9000 .2582-03 .3108-03 .1981f 1.271 531.4 
73 1375.0 503 40 311 00 .6935-02 .8341-02 .8341-02 .9000 .2429-03 .2922-03 .1873 1.502 528.7 
73 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .7938-02 9547-02 9547-02 .9000 .2781-03 3344-03 .2141f 1.553 528.5 
73 1400.0 523.40 313 (J:J 1167-01 .1404-01 1404-01 .9000 .4086-03 4918-03 .3141 2 609 530.9 
73 11f25.0 415 10 315 00 1880-02 2265-02 .2265-02 .9000 .6586-01f 7935-04 .5033-01 .3633 535.4 
73 11f25 0 1f37 70 316 00 3'71-02 3817-02 3817-02 .9000 .1111-03 .1337-03 .8523-01 .6367 532 2 
73 Ilf25 a 466 30 3'7 00 .9449-02 .1137-01 .1137-01 .9000 .3310-03 .398.5-03 .2!:-46 1.503 530.6 
73 11f25.0 508 60 318.00 5308-02 .6385-02 6385-02 9000 .1859-03 .?236-03 1433 1.192 5287 
73 1425 a 536 50 319 00 .4700-02 .5651-02 .5651-02 9000 .1646-03 .19S0-03 .1270 .9510 528 0 
73 11f50.0 418 20 320 00 .1023-02 .1232-02 .1232-02 9000 3585-04 .4317-04 .2746-01 2674 5336 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0.~4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2590 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US22) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.0 R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
73 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .3261-02 .3925-02 .3925-02 .900(1 • Il't2-03 .1375-03 .8775-01 .6785 531.4 
73 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .9627-02 .1158-01 .1158-01 .9000 .3372-03 .4057-03 .2595 1.764 530.1 
73 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .3271-02 .3933-02 .3933-02 .9000 .1146-03 .1378-03 .8849-01 .7952 527.5 
73 1450.0 526.60 325 00 .4572-02 .5497-02 .5497-02 .9000 .1601-03 .1925-03 .1237 1.029 527 4 
73 1500 0 437.00 327 00 .1940-02 .2332-02 .2332-02 .9000 .6796-04 .8170-04 .5252-01 .407(1 526 9 
73 1500 0 470 40 328.00 .6384-02 .7674-02 .7674-02 .9000 .2236-03 .2688-03 .1728 1.079 526 8 
73 1500.0 514.00 329.00 .3657-02 4396-02 4396-02 .9000 .1281-03 .1540-03 .9912-01 .7189 526 0 
73 1500.0 532 30 331 00 .3593-02 .4316-02 .4316-02 9000 .1259-03 1512-03 .9765-01 .6464 523.8 
73 1500.0 539.40 330 00 .4312-02 .5182-02 .5182-02 9000 .1510-03 .1815-03 I lEa .8481 525 6 
73 1525.0 424.00 332.00 .5097-03 6125-03 6125-03 .9000 .1785-04 2145-04 .1383-01 .1072 525.2 
73 1525 0 431 00 333.00 1308-02 .1572-02 .1572-02 .9000 .4582-04 .5506-04 .3549-01 .2348 525.2 
73 1525 0 440.00 334.00 3394-02 .4079-02 .4079-02 .90ao .1189-03 1429-03 .9205-01 5915 525.4 
73 1525.0 493.00 335 00 .7550-02 .9073-02 .9073-02 .9000 .2644-03 .3178-03 .2046 1.587 525.8 
73 1545.0 434.00 338 00 .1192-02 .1432-02 .1432-02 .9000 .4175-04 5017-04 .3233-01 .2693 525.4 
73 1545.0 443.00 339 00 .2872-02 .3451-02 .3451-02 .9000 .1006-03 .1209-03 .7786-01 .4490 525.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2591 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US22J 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEsT CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PsIA oEO. R oEO. R PslA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-sEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
82 3.020 7.990 40.06 -.1434-06 669.7 1317. 95.63 .6916-01 3.091 3830. .1952-02 .7696-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeRl 
FT2SEC = .0175 
82 .4344-01 .2335-01 
···TEsT DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTOJ HlTAWJ aOOT On-lOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O RaO 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ oEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2sEC FT2SEC F'T2sEC I SEC 
82 1325.0 428.60 298.00 1857-02 .2233-02 .2233-02 .9000 .8066-0'+ .9701-0'+ .6300-01 .1f699 535.5 
82 1325.0 '+89.20 299.00 .1f185-02 .5031-02 .5031-02 .9000 .1818-03 .2186-03 .1'+24 .9661 533.7 
8~ 1325.0 506 70 301.00 .2559-01 .3080-01 .3080-01 .9000 .1112-02 .1338-02 .8655 6.907 538.2 
82 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .2930-01 .3529-01 .3529-01 .9000 .1273-02 .1533-02 9881 7.351 5'+0.4 
82 1350 0 440.40 302 00 .3495-02 .4202-02 .4202-02 .9000 .1518-03 .1826-03 .1187 1.107 53't.7 
82 1350.0 45':.ou 303.00 .7969-02 • 9581f-02 .9581f-02 .9000 .3462-03 .4164-03 .2705 2.017 535.4 
82 1350.0 4S! ')0 504 00 .6032-02 .7247-02 .7247-02 .9000 .2621-03 .3149-03 .2057 1.441 531.7 
82 1350.0 51_ - I 306.00 .2073-01 .2494-01 .2494-01 .9000 .9007-03 . 1083-02 .7031 5.073 536.1 
82 1350.0 524.4 ... 305.00 .1203-01 .1446-01 .1446-01 .9000 .5228-03 .6283-03 .4098 3.166 532.9 
82 1375.0 421.60 308.00 .2096-02 .2523-02 .2523-02 .9000 .9105-04 . 1096-03 .7085-01 .9893 538.5 
82 1375 0 1f40.00 309 00 .5496-02 .6610-02 .6610-02 .9000 .2388-03 2872-03 .1865 1.815 535 4 
82 1375 0 460.00 310.00 .7435-02 .8936-02 .8936-02 .9000 .3230-03 .38B2-03 .2532 I 621 532 8 
82 1375.0 503 40 311 00 7880-02 .9465-02 9465-02 9000 .3424-03 4112-03 2693 2 158 530.2 
82 1375.0 531 00 312.00 .6608-02 .7935-02 .7935-02 9000 .2871-03 3447-03 .2261 I 637 529.1 
82 1400.0 523 40 313 00 .1031-01 .1238-01 1238-01 9000 .4477-03 5380-03 .3513 2.917 532.0 
82 1425.0 415 10 315 00 2606-02 3135-02 3135-02 9000 .1132-03 .1362-03 8833-01 .6372 536 4 
82 1425 0 1f37 70 316 00 .4903-02 5894-02 .5894-02 9000 .2130-03 .2561-03 .1668 1.245 533 6 
82 1425.0 466 30 317.00 .1125-01 .1352-01 .1352-01 9000 .4888-03 .5873-03 .3836 2.262 531.9 
82 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .6287-02 7552-02 .7552-02 .9000 .2731-03 .3281-03 .2147 1.783 530 7 
82 1425 0 536 50 319.00 4120-02 .4946-02 4946-02 9000 .1790-03 2149-03 .1411 1.056 528 3 
82 1450 0 418.20 320 00 .1684-02 2025-02 .2025-02 9000 .7316-04 8798-04 5721-01 5568 531t.7 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AFOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2592 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4US221 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OTIoIOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
82 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .4712-02 .5663-02 .5663-02 .9000 .2047-03 .2460-03 .1605 1.240 532.8 
82 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .1125-01 .1352-01 1352-01 .9000 .4889-03 .5875-03 .3835 2.604 532.3 
82 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .3988-02 .4788-02 .4788-02 .9000 .1733-03 .2080-03 .1365 1.226 528.7 
82 1450.0 526.60 325.00 3540-02 .4250-02 .4250-02 9000 .1538-03 .1846-03 .1213 1.009 528.0 
82 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .2787-02 .33'+7-02 .3347-02 .9000 .1211-03 .1454-03 .9543-01 .7389 528 6 
82 1500 0 470.40 328.00 .8781-02 .105'+-01 1054-01 .9000 .3815-03 .4581-03 .3004 I 873 529.2 
82 1500.0 514.00 329 00 3681-02 .4418-02 4418-02 .9000 .1599-03 .1919-03 1262 .9149 527.3 
82 1500.0 532.30 331.00 .3121-02 .37'+3-02 .3743-02 .9000 .1356-03 1626-03 .1074 .7109 524.5 
82 1500 0 539 '+0 330 00 .3630-02 .4356-02 .4356-02 .9000 .1577-03 1893-03 .1246 .9038 526.4 
82 1525 0 424 00 332 00 9607-03 .1153-02 .1153-02 .9000 4174-04 .5008-0'+ 3298-01 2556 526.5 
82 1525 0 431 00 333 00 18'+8-02 .2217-02 .2217-02 .9000 .8028-04 .9633-04 .6341-01 .4191 526.8 
B2 1525.0 440.00 334.00 .4129-02 4955-02 .4955-02 .9000 .1794-03 2153-03 .1416 9088 527.4 
82 1525 0 493 00 335 00 9588-02 .1151-01 1'51-01 .9000 .4165-03 5001-03 328'+ 2.543 528.3 
82 15'+5.0 434.00 338 00 1889-02 .2267-02 .2267-02 .9000 8208-04 .9851-04 .6479-01 .5391 527.3 
82 1545 0 443.00 339.00 .35'+9-02 .4259-02 .4259-02 .9000 .1542-03 .1850-03 .1217 .7011 527.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2593 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4U522) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
-
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. • 0000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
145 3.684 8.000 40.10 - 1083-02 B53.6 1353 9B.02 .B7Lt4-01 3.917 3883. .2'+OB-02 .78BB-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .... 0175 
145 4914-01 .2108-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREF H/HREF" TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R OEG. R 
TAWIlD FT2SEC FT2S£C rT2SEC ISEC 
145 1325 0 428 60 298.00 .1941-02 .232B-02 .232B-02 .9000 . 9536-0Lt .1144-03 .77Lt7-01 .5764 SIt 0 • 3 
ILt5 1325 0 489.20 299.00 .3957-02 . Lt7Lt3-02 .47Lt3-02 .9000 .1945-03 .2331-03 .1588 1.076 536.0 
145 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .2Lt52-01 .2943-01 .29Lt3-0 I .9000 .1205-02 .1446-02 .9775 7.787 5LtI.5 
145 1325 0 511 30 300.00 .2932-01 .3521-01 .3521-01 .9000 .ILt41-02 .1730-02 1.167 8.671 542.9 
145 1350.0 4LtO.40 3lt2.00 .4013-02 .4812-02 .4812-02 .9000 .1972-03 .2365-03 .1606 1.495 53B.4 
ILt5 1350 0 Lt58.60 303.00 5838-02 .6999-02 .6999-02 .9000 .2869-03 .3Lt39-03 .2339 1.7'+3 537.3 
145 1350.0 498 50 304 00 6277-02 .7520-02 .7520-02 9000 .3085-03 .3695-03 2525 1.767 53't. I 
145 1350.0 515 50 306.00 .1962-01 2353-01 2353-01 .9000 96Lt 1-03 .' 156-02 .7843 5.650 539.2 
145 1350.0 52Lt LtO 305 00 .1257-01 1507-01 1507-01 .9000 .6177-03 • -'LtOLt-03 .50Lt4 3.B91 536.1 
ILt5 n75.0 421 60 308 00 219Lt-02 .263Lt-02 2634-02 9000 • 1078-03 129Lt-03 8729-01 1.216 5Lt3.1 
145 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .5963-02 7151-02 .7151-02 .9000 .2930-03 .35ILt-03 .2386 2317 538.5 
ILt5 1375 0 460 00 310 00 8Lt23-02 .1009-01 .1009-01 .9000 .LtI39-03 .4960-03 .3383 2.163 535.5 
ILt5 1375 0 503 LtO 311 00 8162-02 .9776-02 .9776-02 .9000 .LtOIl-03 4804-03 .3286 2.629 533.&' 
ILt5 1375 0 531 00 312 00 6806-02 8151-02 8151-02 9000 33Lt5-03 .Lt006-03 27Ltl 1.981 533 I~ 
ILt5 ILtOO.O 523 40 313 00 .9226-02 1105-01 .1105-01 .9000 .4534-03 .5432-03 3710 3 076 534 4 
145 1425.0 415 10 315 00 .2214-02 2657-02 .2657-02 9000 .1088-03 .1306-03 .8830-01 .6355 541.0 
145 1425 0 437.70 316 00 .3991-02 .4784-02 .4784-02 .9000 .1961-03 .2351-03 .1601 1.193 536.5 
145 1425 0 466 30 317.00 .1110-01 .1330-01 .1330-01 9000 .5455-03 .6536-03 4464 2.630 534.4 
145 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .5423-02 6494-02 .6494-02 .9000 2665-03 .3191-03 2185 I 813 532.7 
145 1425 0 536 50 31-".00 .4109-02 4920-02 4920-02 9000 .2019-03 .2418-03 .1658 1.239 531 4 
145 1450 0 418 20 320 00 1533-02 .1839-02 1839-02 9000 .7533-04 .9035-0Lt 6128-01 .5951 539.1 
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 259'+ 
OH848 60-0 OMS POC IR'+US22) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITA\.I) aOOT cno/OT TW 
NUMBER Ral.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ CEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
145 1450.0 436.00 321.00 '+368-02 .5236-02 .5236-02 .9000 .2147-03 .2573-03 .1753 1.352 536.2 
145 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .1123-01 .1346-01 .1346-01 .9000 .5519-03 .6614-03 .4512 3.060 535.2 
145 1450.0 511.10 323.00 .3479-02 .4165-02 .4165-02 .9000 .1710-03 2047-03 .1405 1.260 531.0 
145 1450.0 526.60 325 00 2769-02 .3315-02 .3315-02 .9000 .1361-03 .1629-03 .1118 .9282 531.3 
145 1500 0 437 00 327 00 2442-02 .292"-02 .2924-02 .9000 1200-03 .1437-03 .9849-01 .76B 532.0 
145 1500.0 470 40 328.00 .8041-02 .9627-02 .9627-02 9000 .3951-03 ."731-03 .32"5 2.021 531.4 
145 1500.0 514 00 329 00 .4130-02 ."943-02 .49"3-02 .9000 .2030-03 .2"29-03 .1669 I 208 530.1 
145 1500.0 532 30 331.00 .3525-02 .4217-02 .4217-02 .9000 .1732-03 .2072-03 .1429 .9442 527.8 
145 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .4364-02 .5222-02 .5222-02 .9000 .2144-03 .2566-03 1766 1.278 529.4 
145 1525 0 42.. 00 332.00 1222-02 .1463-02 .1463-02 9000 6007-04 .7190-0" .4941-01 .3823 530.1 
145 1525 0 431 00 333.00 .1835-02 .2197-02 2197-02 .9000 .9018-0" .1079-03 .7413-01 .4891 530.6 
145 1525.0 440.00 33".00 .3207-02 .3839-02 .3839-02 .9000 .1576-03 1887-03 .1295 .8299 530.9 
145 1525.0 493.00 335.~0 .9246-02 .1107-01 .1107-01 .9000 .454"-03 .54"1-03 .3726 2.879 532.7 
1 .. 5 15"5.0 .. 34 00 338.00 2219-02 .2656-02 .2656-02 .9000 .1090-03 .1305-03 .8961-01 .7 .. '+4 530.7 
145 1545 0 4"3 00 339 00 2960-02 35"3-02 .35"3-02 .9000 1455-03 .17"1-03 .1197 .6BB" 530.1 
DATE 23 I'"EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKI'" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2595 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US25J 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 8ETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDI'"LAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER ItT OEO. OEO. PSIA DEO R DEG. R PSIA PSI tTlSEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 IFT2 
20 .5050 7.900 40 03 1.041 100.6 1251. 92.77 .1118-01 • 4882 3730 . .3252-03 .7465-07 
RUN HREI'" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REtlRl 
!'"T2SEC = 0175 
20 .1711-01 .5691-01 
"""TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREI'" H/HREI'" H/HREI'" TAWITO HITOl HITAWJ aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Rc O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R • TUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO tT2SEe tT2SEC ~ T2SEC ISEC 
20 1325 0 428.60 298.00 .9784-03 1184-02 .1184-02 .9000 .1674-04 .2026-04 .1208-01 .9035-01 529.4 
20 1325 0 489 20 299.00 • 1087-02 .1314-02 .1314-02 .9000 .1860-04 .2249-04 .1347-01 .9174-01 526.6 
20 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .1496-01 10'0-01 .1810-01 .9000 .2561-03 .3097-03 .1852 1.485 527.7 
20 1325 0 511.30 300.00 . 13?2-01 .1598-01 .1599-01 .9000 .2263-03 2736-03 .1635 1.22tt 528.1 
20 1350 0 414 0 40 302 00 .1013-02 .1225-02 .1225-02 .9000 .1734-04 .2097-04 .1251-01 .1171 528.8 
20 1350 0 458 60 303.00 .3272-02 .3956-02 .3956-02 .9000 5599-04 .6771-04 .4047-01 3030 527.9 
20 135C.0 498.50 304 00 2671-02 .3228-02 .3228-02 .9000 .4571-04 5525-04 .3313-01 .2328 525.9 
20 1350.0 515 50 306 00 1538-01 .1860-01 .1860-01 .9000 .2632-03 .3183-03 .1902 1.378 528.1 
20 1350 0 524 ltD 30= 00 .9707-02 .1174-01 117lt-01 .9000 .1661-03 .2009-03 .1202 .9308 527.4 
20 1375 0 421 60 308.00 .2431-03 .2942-03 .2942-03 9000 .4160-05 .5036-05 .2994-02 .4196-01 531.1 
20 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .1361-02 .1646-02 .1646-02 9000 .2329-04 .2B17-04 .1682-01 .1642 528 5 
20 1375 0 460 00 310.00 4327-02 .5231-02 5231-02 9000 .7405-04 .8952-04 .5359-01 .3441 527.0 
20 1375.0 503.40 311.00 .2371-02 .2865-02 2865-02 .9000 .4058-04 .4903-04 .2947-01 .2368 524.5 
20 1375 0 531 00 312.00 6962-02 .8413-02 8413-02 9000 .1192-03 .1440-03 8643-01 .6271 525.3 
20 1400 0 523 40 313 00 .834B-02 1009-01 .1009-01 .9000 .llt29-03 .1727-03 .1034 .8609 526.8 
20 1425.0 415 10 315 00 .8161-03 9875-03 .9875-03 9000 .1397-04 1690-04 .1007-01 .7287-01 529.9 
20 1425 0 437 70 316 00 3782-02 4572-02 4572-02 9000 6472-04 .7824-04 .4683-01 .3508 527.0 
20 1425 0 466.30 317 00 .4533-02 .5477-02 .5477-02 .9000 .7757-04 9374-04 5625-01 .3329 525.6 
20 1425 0 508 60 318 00 2816-02 3402-02 .3402-02 .9000 .4819-04 5823-04 .3498-01 .2914 524 9 
20 1425.0 536 50 319 00 .5433-02 6565-02 6:"65-02 9000 .9299-04 1124-03 .6745-01 .5056 525 3 
20 1450.0 418 20 320 00 8377-03 1013-02 1013-02 gooa .1434-04 .1734-04 .1035-01 .1010 528.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2596 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+US25) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) QoOT oTWoT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEO. R CEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
20 1450.0 ~36.00 321.00 .13'+5-02 .1625-02 .1625-02 .9000 .2301-0'+ .2782-0'+ .1666-01 .1291 5;?6.7 
20 1450 0 ~68.20 322.00 .313~-02 .3787-02 .3787-02 .9000 .536~-0'+ .6'+81-0~ .3892-01 .2653 525.0 
20 1,+50.0 511.10 323 00 3185-02 .38~B-02 38'+8-02 .9000 .5451-0'+ .6585-04 .3959-01 .3563 52~.'+ 
20 1450 0 526.60 325 00 6379-02 7708-02 .7708-02 .9000 · 1092-03 .1319-03 .7918-01 .6595 525.4 
20 1500.0 437 00 327.00 .76~6-03 .9235-03 .9235-03 .9000 · 1309-0'+ .1580-04 .9511-02 .7382-01 523.8 
20 1500.0 470 40 328.00 2165-02 .2614-02 .2614-02 .9000 3705-0'+ .'+47~-0~ .2695-01 .1685 523.4 
20 1500 0 514 00 329 00 4603-02 5559-02 .5559-02 .9000 .7877-04 .951'+-04 .5727-01 .'+158 523.7 
20 1500.0 532 3D 331.00 5351-02 .6460-02 .6460-02 .9000 .9157-0'+ .1106-03 6669-01 .'+'+18 522.4 
20 1500 C 539 40 330 00 4497-02 .5431-02 .5431-02 .9000 7696-04 .9295-0'+ 5597-01 .'+061f 523.5 
20 1525 0 42'+ 00 332.00 7955-03 .9610-03 .9610-03 .9000 1362-04 .1645-0'+ .9893-02 7677-01 52'+ I 
20 1525 0 431 00 333 00 9606-03 .1160-02 .1160-02 .9000 · 164'+-0'+ .1985-04 .1195-01 .7913-01 523.7 
20 1525 0 4'10 00 334 00 1016-02 .1227-02 1227-02 .9000 · 17'+0 -0'+ .2100-0'+ .1267-01 .8151-01 522.6 
20 1525.0 '+93 00 335 00 .2750-02 .3320-02 .3320-02 .9000 .'+707-0'+ .5681-0'+ .3'+32-01 .2667 521.5 
20 15'+5 0 '+34 00 338.00 .9674-03 .1168-02 .1168-02 .9000 .1656-0'+ .1999-0'+ .120'+-0 I .100'+ 523.2 
20 15'+5 0 '+'+3.00 339 00 .1253-02 .1513-02 .1513-02 .9000 .2145-0'+ .2590-0'+ .1561-01 .9012-01 523.0 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2597 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4U525) 







1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
35 1.011 7.940 ltO 05 1.018 204.7 1254. !J2.12 .2202-01 .9718 3736. .6lt52-03 .7'+13-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFCR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
35 .2416-01 .4041-01 
···TEST DATA-" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO I-I/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) HITAW) ODOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R'"I.0 R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC ISEC 
35 1325.0 428.60 298 00 .1614-02 .1952-02 .1952-02 .9000 .3898-01+ .1+71'+-0'+ .2822-01 .2111 529.7 
35 1325.0 1+89.20 299.00 .6592-02 .7972-02 .7972-02 .9000 .1592-03 .1926-03 .1151+ .7847 529.2 
35 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .1772-01 .211+3-01 .2143-01 .9000 .1+281-03 5177-03 3100 2.4Blt 529.6 
35 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .2968-01 3593-01 .3593-01 .9000 .7169-03 .8678-03 .5170 3 862 532.5 
35 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .2624-02 3173-02 .3173-02 .9000 .6337-04 . 7664-0lt .4590-01 .4293 529.3 
35 1350 0 458.60 303 00 .4305-02 .5206-02 .5206-02 .9000 .101+0-03 1258-03 .7533-01 .5636 529.2 
35 1350.0 498.50 301+.00 .6956-02 .8410-02 .8410-02 .9000 .1680-03 2031-03 .1219 .8553 528.4 
35 1350 0 515.50 306.00 .2115-01 .2558-01 2558-01 .9000 .5108-03 6179-03 .3693 2.672 530.7 
35 1350.0 524 40 305.00 .2102-01 .251+3-01 2543-01 9000 .5078-03 6143-::t3 .3673 2.B41 530 '+ 
35 1375 0 421 60 308 00 5225-03 6321-03 .6321-03 .9000 .1262-04 .1527-04 .9122-02 .1279 530.9 
35 1375 0 1,'i0 00 309.00 2392-02 2892-02 .2892-02 9000 .5777-04 6986-04 .ltIBI+-OI .4083 529 3 
35 1375 0 460 00 310 00 5636-02 .6815-02 6815-02 9000 .1361-03 .1646-03 .9871-01 .6332 528 6 
35 1375.0 503 40 311.00 4940-02 .5970-02 5970-02 9000 .1193-03 .1442-0~ 8675-01 .6963 526.7 
35 1375 0 531 00 312 00 1 1211-01 1354-01 1354-01 .9000 .2706-03 3270-03 .1965 1 421+ 527.4 
35 1400 0 523 40 313 00 1192-01 1442-01 .1442-01 .9000 .2880-03 3"82-03 .2087 1.735 528 9 
35 1425 0 415.10 315.00 .9608-03 .1162-02 1162-02 .9000 .2321-04 2807-04 .1680-01 .1216 530.0 
35 1425 0 437 70 316 00 .7306-04 .8832-04 .8832-04 .9000 .1765-05 .2133-05 .1281-02 .9592-02 527.8 
35 1425 0 466 30 317 00 .4909-02 .5933-02 .5933-02 9000 .1186-03 1433-03 8613-01 5093 527 3 
35 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .5566-02 .6727-02 .6727-02 £lOOO .1344-03 .1625-03 .9765-01 .8126 527.3 
35 1425 0 536.50 319 00 .7542-02 .9114-02 .9114-02 9000 .1822-03 .2201-03 .1324 9918 526.9 
35 1450 0 418 20 320 00 1370-02 1656-02 1656-02 .9000 .3309-04 4001-04 2398-01 .2340 529.0 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEoC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2598 
OH8~8 60-0 OMS POD I R4US25 I 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aOOT oTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 Ra O.9 R- BTU/R eTU/R STU I DEO. R CEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SE~ FT2SEC I SEC 
35 11+50.0 436.00 321.00 .137'+-02 .1660-02 .1660-02 .9000 .3318-0'+ .'+010-0'+ .2'+09-01 .1866 !5i!7.6 
35 1'+50.0 '+68.20 322.00 • Lt583-02 .5539-02 .5539-02 .9000 .1107-03 .1338-03 .80Lt6-01 .5'+79 526.9 
35 1'+50.0 511.10 323.00 .5883-02 .7109-02 .7109-02 .9000 .1'+21-03 1717-03 .1033 .9285 526.8 
35 1'+50.0 526.60 325.00 .75~7-02 9120-02 .9120-02 .91)00 .1823-03 .2203-03 .1325 1.103 526.9 
35 1500 0 '+37.00 327.00 1158-02 1399-02 .1399-02 .90\10 . 2798-0Lt .3380-0'+ 2039-01 .1581 525.1 
35 1500.0 ~70.'+0 328.00 .3107-02 .3753-02 .3753-02 .!:lOCO .7~06-0'+ 9065-0'+ .5'+70-01 .3'+18 52Lt.9 
35 1500 0 51'+ 00 329.00 .7'+87-02 .90'+6-02 .90Lt6-02 90~0 .1809-03 2185-03 .1316 • 95Lt2 526.2 
35 1500.0 532 30 331.00 56'+8-02 6820-02 6820-02 9000 .136Lt-03 .16Lt7-03 .9952-01 .6587 52'+.2 
35 1500 0 539 ~o 330.00 .5827-02 7038-02 7038-02 9000 .ILt07-03 .1700-03 .1025 .7'+35 525.5 
35 1525 0 '+2'+.00 332.00 5726-03 .6915-03 .6915-03 9000 .1383-0'+ 1670-0Lt .1008-01 .7818-01 525.0 
35 1525.0 '+31.00 333.00 1073-02 .1296-02 .1296-02 9000 2593-0'+ .3131-04 .1890-01 .1250 52'+.8 
35 1525.0 '+40.00 33'+.00 15~0-02 .1859-02 1859-02 .9000 3719-0Lt .'+'+90-0'+ .2713-01 .17~5 52'+.0 
35 1525 0 ~93.00 335.00 .6033-02 .7285-02 7285-02 .9000 .1'+57-03 .1760-03 .1063 • 82Lt6 52'+.'+ 
35 15'+5.0 '+3'+.00 338.00 1517-02 .1832-02 .1832-02 .9000 • 366Lt-0'+ .'+'+25-0'+ 2672-01 .2226 52'+.6 
35 1545 0 '+'+3.00 339.00 .1880-02 .2270-02 .2270-02 .9000 .'+5'+1-0'+ .5'+83-0'+ .3311-01 .1911 52'+.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ~99 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR~usaJ 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA • ~O.OO BETA • 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO R DEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
70 2.009 7.980 ~0.07 1.025 '+35.0 1299. 9~.5~ .~529-01 2.019 380~. .1293-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
Fr2SEC = 0175 
70 .3503-01 2865-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTOI HCTAWI ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO Fr2SEC rT2SEC Fr2SEC ISEC 
70 1325.0 ~28.60 298 on .1593-02 .1920-02 .1920-02 .9000 .5581-0'+ .672~-0~ .~263-01 .3181 53'+.8 
70 1325.0 ~89 20 299.00 ~621-02 .5565-02 .5555-02 .9000 .1619-03 · 19~9-03 .12'+0 .8~20 532.7 
70 1325.0 505.70 301.00 .3338-01 .~02~-01 .~02~-01 .9000 .1159-02 .1410-02 .8899 7.104 537.5 
70 1325.0 511.30 300 00 .3~85-01 .~205-01 .~205-01 .9000 .1221-02 • 1'+73-02 .9278 6.908 538.8 
70 1350.0 ~40.40 302 00 .3~28-02 .~130-02 .4130-02 .9000 .1201-03 .1'+45-03 .9175-01 .8558 53'+.5 
70 1350.J 458.50 303.00 .4006-02 .4825-02 ."825-02 .9000 .1"03-03 .1690-03 .107" .8018 533.'+ 
70 1350.0 ~98.50 30~.00 5~82-02 .6598-02 .6598-02 .9000 .1920-03 .2311-03 .1 .. 75 1.03,+ 530.5 
70 1350 0 515.50 306 00 .2365-01 .28~9-01 28"9-01 .9000 .8283-03 .9979-03 .6326 '+.568 53'+.9 
70 1350 0 52~ .. 0 305 00 .1608-01 .1936-01 1936-01 9000 .5631-03 .6781-03 ... 312 3.331 533.0 
70 1375 0 .. 21 60 308 00 .1 .. 70-02 .1772-02 1772-02 .9000 51"8-0" 6206-0~ .3922-01 .5 .. 80 536.9 
70 1375 0 .... 0.00 309.00 ."637-02 5585-02 .5585-02 9000 162"-03 .1956-03 .1242 1.209 53".1 
70 1375 0 .. 60 00 310 00 7132-02 8586-02 .8586-02 9000 .2498-03 3008-03 .1916 1.227 531 9 
70 1375 0 503 "0 311 00 .7234-02 870"-02 870"-02 9000 .253"-03 .30"9-03 19 .. 9 I 562 529 ... 
70 1375 0 531 00 312 00 9790-02 .1178-01 1178-01 .9000 3"29-03 .~ 126-03 2638 1.909 529.6 
70 1400 0 523 40 313.00 1185-01 .1427-01 .1"27-01 9000 ."152-03 .~998-03 .3185 2 6"5 531.'+ 
70 1"25 0 '+15 10 315.00 .1335-02 1609-02 .1609-02 9000 .4676-0'+ .5634-0" .3572-01 2579 53 ... 9 
70 1 .. 25 0 .. 37 70 316 00 .3937-02 ~7~1-(2 ~7"1-02 .9000 1379-03 · 1661-03 .1057 .7896 532.3 
70 1"25.0 466 30 317 .00 .7880-02 .9"83-02 .9"83-02 .9000 .2760-03 .3322-03 2121 1.252 530.1t 
70 1"25.0 508 60 318 00 '+126-02 496"-02 .'+96'+-02 9000 .14'+5-03 .1739-03 .1112 .92~8 529.0 
70 1 .. 25 0 536 50 319 00 522"-02 6283-02 6283-02 .9000 1830-03 .2201-03 .1410 1.056 528 I 
70 1 .. 50 0 418 20 320 00 .9072-03 1093-02 .1093-02 9000 3178-04 .3827-0" 2"32-01 .2359 533 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2600 
01-l84B SO-O OMS POD fR4US25' 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI - HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R CEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
70 1450.0 43S.00 321 00 2547-02 .3065-02 3065-02 .9000 .8920-04 .1074-03 .S84S-01 .5293 531.2 
70 1450.0 468.20 322 00 .7899-02 9505-02 .9505-02 .9000 .2767-03 .3329-03 .2126 1.446 530.1 
70 1450.0 511 10 323.00 .2976-02 .3579-02 .3579-02 9000 .1043-03 .1254-03 .8039-01 .7224 527.S 
70 1450.0 526.60 325 00 .4977-02 5986-02 .5986-02 .9000 .1743-03 .2097-03 .1344 1.118 528.0 
70 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .1488-02 1789-02 .1789-02 .9000 .5211-04 .6266-04 .4022-01 .311 e; 526.9 
70 1500 0 470.40 328.00 .5152-02 6194-02 .SI94-02 .9000 .1804-03 .2170-03 .1392 .8688 527.2 
70 J500 0 514 00 329 00 .4074-02 .4897-02 .4897-02 .9000 .1427-03 .1715-03 .1102 .7988 52S.5 
70 1500 0 532 30 331 00 .3538-02 .4251-02 .4251-02 .9000 .1239-03 .1489-03 .9600-01 .6355 524. I 
70 1500.0 539 40 330 00 .4552-02 .5472-02 .5472-02 9000 .1595-03 .1917-03 .1232 .8936 526.0 
70 1525 0 42't.OO 332 00 4717-03 .5669-03 5669-03 .9000 .1652-04 .1986-04 .1277-01 .9905-01 525.6 
70 1525 0 431.00 333.00 .8975-03 1079-02 .1079-02 .9000 .3144-04 .3178-04 .2431-01 .1608 525.4 
70 1525.0 440.00 334.00 .21't3-02 .2575-02 .2575-02 .9000 .7505-04 .9019-04 .5804-01 .3729 525.3 
70 1525.0 493.00 335.00 .6232-02 .7490-02 .7't90-02 .9000 .2183-03 .2624-03 .1688 1.309 525.5 
70 1545 0 434 00 338 00 .9501-03 1142-02 11't2-02 9000 .3328-04 .4000-04 2572-01 .2142 525.7 
70 15't5.0 4,+3.00 339.00 .1885-02 .2265-02 .2265-02 .90GO .6601-04 .7934-0'+ .5102-01 .2942 525.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2601 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I R'tUS26 I 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA . 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P C V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT oEG DEG. PSIA oEG R oEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
23 .5076 7.900 40.00 2.019 101.2 1252. 92.84 .1125-01 .4913 3732. .3270-03 .7471-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
23 .1717-01 .5676-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO 20 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI COOT OnolOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R· BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
23 1325.0 42B 60 298.00 .1401-02 .1694-02 1694-02 .9000 .21f06-04 .2909-01f .171f0-01 .1303 529.3 
23 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .1067-02 .1290-02 .1290-02 .9000 .1833-01f .2215-01f .1330-01 .9060-01 526.1 
23 1325 0 506 70 301.00 .1641-01 .1983-01 .1983-01 .9000 .2818-03 .31f05-03 .201f3 1.640 526.7 
23 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .1738-01 .2101-01 .2101-01 .9000 .2983-03 .3607-03 .2161 1.618 527.5 
23 1350 0 41f0 If 0 302.00 5218-03 .6309-03 .6309-03 .9000 8959-05 . I 08~-01f .61f83-02 .6067-01 528.0 
23 1350.0 1f58 60 303.00 .3020-02 .3E50-02 3650-02 .9000 .5185-04 .6267-01f .3757-01 .2811f 527.0 
23 1350.0 1f98 50 304 00 .2984-02 .3606-02 3606-02 .9000 .5125-04 .6191-04 .3723-01 .2617 525.1 
23 1350.0 515 50 306 00 .1883-01 .2276-01 .2276-01 .9000 3233-03 .3908-03 .231f1 1.697 527.4 
23 1350 0 521f 40 305 00 .1139-01 .1376-01 1376-01 .9000 1955-03 2363-03 • Ilf 18 1.100 526.2 
23 1375 0 1f21 60 308 00 3210-03 .3884-03 .3884-03 .9000 .5512-05 6668-05 3977-02 .5576-01 530.1 
23 1375 0 41f0 00 309.00 .1102-02 1333-02 .1333-02 .9000 1893-04 2288-04 .1370-01 .1338 527 9 
23 1375 0 460 00 310 00 3885-02 1f695-02 4695-02 .9000 6670-04 8061-04 .4840-01 .3109 526.1 
23 1375 0 503.40 311 00 2284-02 .2758-02 .2758-02 .9000 .3921-04 .4736-04 2855-01 .2295 523.-: 
23 1375.0 531 CO 312.00 .7132-02 8614-02 8614-02 9000 1225-03 1479-03 8904-01 .61f63 521f.5 
23 tlfOO 0 523 40 313 00 9053-02 .1094-01 .1094-01 9000 1554-03 .1878-03 1128 . 9391f 525.9 
23 1425 0 1f15 10 315 00 .6168-03 .71f60-03 7460-03 .9000 1059-01f .1281-01f 7656-02 .551f5-01 528 8 
23 Ilf25 0 437 70 316.00 1636-02 .1977-02 .1977-02 .9000 2809-04 .3394-04 .2038-01 1528 525.9 
23 1425 0 466 30 317 00 3866-02 4670-02 .4670-02 .9000 6638-04 .80IA-01f .4826-01 .2857 521+ 6 
23 Ilf25 0 5U8 60 318 00 2419-02 2922-02 .2922-02 .9000 4154-04 .5017-04 3023-01 .2520 524.0 
23 1425 0 536 50 319 00 5230-02 6317-02 6317-02 9000 8980-01f 1085-03 6531-01 4898 521+ If 
23 1450 0 418 20 320 00 6480-03 7835-0? 7835-03 .9000 .1113-04 1345-04 8057-02 7869-01 527.6 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL · ... 0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2602 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US215) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
23 1450.0 436.00 321.00 -.1193-02 .l't41-02 .1441-02 .9000 .20Lt8-0· .2Lt75-0Lt .1487-01 .1153 5':5.7 
23 1450:0 468 20 322.00 .2757-02 .3330-02 .3330-02 .9000 .lt734-V1 .5718-01t .34lt5-01 • 23Lt9 52Lt.1 
23 1450 0 511.10 323.00 .2353-02 . 28lt2-02 • 28lt2-02 .9000 .LtOltl-OIt .4880-04 .29lt3-CI .2650 523.1t 
23 1450 0 526.60 325.00 581'1-02 7023-02 .7023-02 .9000 .9984-01t .1206-03 .7260-01 .6050 521t.5 
23 1500.0 1t37.00 327.00 .6908-03 .83ltl-03 .93ltl-03 .9000 .1186-04 • I It 32-01t .8644-02 .671(1-01 523.0 
23 1500.0 470 40 328 00 .1713 02 2068-02 .2068-02 9000 .29ltl-01t • 3550-01t .2Ilt5-01 .13lt2 522.Lt 
23 1500.0 514 00 329 00 .3lt96-02 .lt221-02 1t221-02 9000 6003-01t . 72lt7-01t .lt375-01 .3178 522.S 
23 1500.0 532 30 331 00 4657-02 5621-02 .5621-02 .9000 . 7996-01t .9652-01t .5835-01 .3867 521.9 
23 1500.0 539 40 330 00 ItleO-02 50lt7-02 .50lt7-02 .9000 .7177-04 . 866S-01t .5231-01 .3800 522.8 
23 1525.0 1t21t 00 332 00 67Lt6-03 ellt6-03 .9Ilt6-03 9000 .1158-01t 1399-04 .8lt35-02 .6548-01 523.5 
23 1525.0 431 00 333.00 .1160-02 ILtOI-02 1401-02 .9000 .1992-01t .2lt06-01t .llt52-01 .9613-01 523.1 
23 1'525 0 4ltO 00 331t.00 .1055-02 .1274-02 • I 271t-02 .9000 .1812-01t 2181-01t .1323-01 .8511t-01 521.9 
23 1525.0 1t93.00 335 00 .1321t-02 .1591 "'2 .1597-02 .9000 .2213-01t .2743-01t .1662-01 .1292 520.6 
23 15ltS.0 431t 00 338.00 "561t-03 • I Olt6-02 .IOlt6-02 .9000 .1488-04 .179E-OIt 1085-01 .9051-01 5'?2.4 
23 151,5 0 4lt3 00 339 IJO 0"1t-0? .13'?1-02 .1321-02 .9000 .1879-04 .2268-04 .1371-01 .7919-01 522.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2603 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POC I R'+US26 I 
OMS POD PARAMETRlC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • '+0.00 8ETA . 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPOBRI< • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG. CEG PSIA CEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
38 I 003 7.940 '+0 02 2.013 203.6 1256. 92.27 .2190-01 .9666 3739. .6'+07-03 .7'+25-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFCRI 
FT2SEC ·.01'75 
38 .2410-01 4056-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTOI HITAWI QOOT OTlo.JOT TN 
NUMBER R"I.O R"0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
38 1325.0 428 60 298.00 .9492-03 .1148-02 .1148-02 .9000 .2287-04 .2766-04 .1660-01 .12'+2 529.9 
38 1325 0 '+89.20 299.00 .4214-02 .5094-02 .50g4-02 .9000 .1015-03 1227-03 .'7385-01 .5025 529.5 
38 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .1842-01 .2227-01 .2227-01 .9000 .4Lt39-03 .5366-03 .3226 2.587 528.8 
38 1325 0 511.30 300.00 .3149-01 .3809-01 .3809-01 .9000 .7587-03 .9179-03 .5Lt96 Lt. 108 531.3 
38 1350.0 440 40 302 00 .1430-02 .1729-02 1729-02 .9000 .3LtLt6-0Lt Lt166-0Lt .2502-01 .23LtO 529.6 
38 1350.0 Lt58.60 303 00 .3216-02 .3887-02 .3887-02 .9000 • nLt8-0Lt .9366-0Lt .5632-01 .4215 528.8 
38 1350.0 Lt98.50 30Lt 00 .4792-02 .5790-02 .5790-02 .9000 .1155-03 .1395-03 .8LtI5-01 .5909 527.0 
38 1350.0 515 50 306 00 .195Lt-01 .2362-01 .2362-01 .9000 .Lt708-03 .5692-03 .3419 2 475 529.5 
38 1350 0 52Lt.LtO 305.00 .2062-01 .2Lt93-01 .2't93-01 .9000 .Lt969-03 6008-03 .3609 2 793 529.5 
38 1375 0 Lt21 60 308 00 5074-03 .6138-03 .6138-03 9000 .1223-0Lt .ILt79-04 .8853-02 .12LtO 531.6 
38 1375.0 LtLtO 00 309.00 .1705-02 2062-02 .2062-02 9000 .LtI09-04 Lt969-0Lt .2984-01 .2912 529.5 
38 1375 0 Lt60 00 310 00 388Lt-02 .Lt694-02 Lt69Lt-02 9000 .9359-0'+ .1131-03 6811-01 .'+371 527.9 
38 1375 0 503 40 311 00 .3836-02 4632-02 .Lt632-02 9000 92'+2-0'+ .1116-03 .67Lt7-01 .5Lt19 525.6 
38 1375 0 531.00 312.00 1123-01 .1356-01 - 1356-01 .9000 .2705-03 3268-03 .1972 I Lt30 526.6 
38 ILtOO.O 523 LtO 313 00 1179-01 1424-01 142-.-01 .9000 2840-03 3432-03 2067 I 720 527.9 
38 1425.0 415 10 315 00 9705-03 . 117Lt-02 .11'7Lt-02 .SOOO .2339-0Lt . 2828-0Lt .1697-01 .1228 530.2 
38 ILt25 0 437 70 316 00 .1506-02 1820-02 .1820-02 9000 .3630-04 • Lt387-0Lt 26Lt3-0 I .1979 527.6 
38 ILt25 0 466 30 317 00 Lt098-02 4950-02 .Lt950-02 .9000 . 9875-0Lt 1193-03 .7203-01 .Lt261 526.3 
38 1425.0 508 60 318 00 5482-02 6622-02 .6622-02 .9000 1321-03 1596-03 .9636-01 8023 526.2 
38 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .5539-02 6690-02 6690-02 .9000 1335-03 1612-03 9743-01 .'7303 525.7 
38 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .7938-03 9597-03 9597-03 9000 .1913-04 2312-04 1390-01 .1357 529.0 
DATE 23 rEB BO OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2601f 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRIfUS26) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTIo.JQT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
HWITO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
38 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1262-02 .1525-02 .1525-02 .9000 .3041-04 .3675-04 .2216-01 .1717 5;?7.1 
38 1450.0 468.20 322 00 3787-02 .4574-02 .4574-02 .9000 .9126-04 .1102-03 .6663-01 .4541 525.5 
38 1450 0 511 10 323 00 .5660-02 6836-02 .6836-02 .9000 .1364-03 .1647-03 .9957-QI .8957 525.6 
38 1450 0 526 60 325 00 .6381-02 .7708-02 .7708-02 .9000 .1538-03 .1857-03 .1122 .9341 526.1 
38 1500.0 437.00 327 00 9324-03 .1126-02 .1126-02 .9000 .2247-04 .2712-04 .1644-01 .12715 523.9 
38 1500 0 470 40 328.00 2652-02 .3201-02 .3201-02 9000 .6390-04 .7713-04 .4678-01 .2925 523.5 
38 1500 0 514 00 329 00 .6402-02 7730-02 7730-02 .9000 1543-03 .1863-03 .1128 .8186 524 6 
38 1500 0 532 30 331 00 4227-02 .5100-02 .5100-02 .9000 .1018-03 .1229-03 .7465-01 .4945 522.7 
38 1500 0 539 40 330 00 .5368-02 .6481-02 .6481-02 9000 .1294-03 .1562-03 .9464-01 .6871 524.1 
.$8 1525 0 424 00 332 00 4751-03 5736-03 .5736-03 .9000 .1145-04 .1382-04 8378-02 .6502-01 523.9 
:)8 1525 0 431 00 333 00 8431-03 .1018-02 .1018-02 9000 .2032-04 .2452-04 .1487-01 .9843-01 523 8 
38 1525.0 440.00 334 00 1170-02 .1412-02 .1412-02 .9000 .2819-01f .3402-04 .2065-01 .1329 523.0 
38 1525 0 493.00 335 00 3645-02 .4398-0? .4338-02 9000 .8783-04 .1060-03 .6440-01 .5002 522." 
38 1545.0 434.00 338 00 .1004-02 1212-02 .1212-02 9000 .2420-,)4 .2921-04 .1773-01 .1479 523 0 
38 1545.0 443 00 339 00 .1224-02 .1477-02 .1477-02 .9000 .2949-04 3559-04 .2161-01 .1248 522.8 
DATE 23 F"E8 80 OH848 I-IODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2605 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD I RLtUS26 1 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 1+0.00 8ETA • 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 8DFLAP • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
---TEST COND IT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 ItTC? 
67 2 005 7.980 40 04 2 021 434.1 1299. 94.51+ .1+519-01 2.01Lt 380Lt. .1290-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
67 .3499-0 I 2868-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO H(TO) HITAW) aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R'" BTU/R BTU/R BTU! CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
67 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .2036-02 .21+51+-02 .21+54-02 .9000 .7123-0Lt 8:585-04 .51+32-01 .Lt050 536.1 
67 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .1+391-02 .5290-02 .5290-02 .9000 .1537-03 .1851-03 .1171+ .7968 53Lt.3 
67 1325.0 506.70 301 00 2969·01 .3579-01 .3579-01 .9000 • 1039-02 .1252-02 .7909 6.31Lt 537.3 
67 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .3753-01 .4529-01 .Lt529-0 1 .9000 .1313-02 .1585-02 .9961 7.'t11 51+0.2 
67 1350.0 440 LtO 3C::? 00 .295~-02 .3561-02 .3561-02 .9000 .1031+-03 .1246-03 .7882-01 .7346 536.3 
67 1350.0 458 60 303 00 .4310-02 .5193-02 .5193-02 9000 .1508-03 .1817-03 .1152 .8592 535 0 
.67 1350.0 498 50 304.00 .5185-02 .62Lt3-02 .6243-02 .9000 .1814-03 .2184-03 .1391 .9740 532.2 
67 1350 0 515 50 306 00 2327-01 .2805-01 .2805-01 .9000 .8144-03 .9814-03 .6213 't.484 535.7 
67 1350 0 524.40 305.00 .2045-01 .2464-01 .2464-01 9000 .7157-03 .8623-03 .5466 4 218 535 0 
67 1375 0 421 60 30!3.00 . 1004-02 .1210-02 1210-02 9000 .3512-04 .4235-04 2672-01 .3733 537.8 
67 1375 0 440 00 303 00 .3360-02 .4049-02 4049-02 9000 .1176-03 .1417-03 8970-01 .8725 535 8 
67 1375 0 460 00 310 00 6776-02 .8160-02 8160-02 9000 .2371-03 2855-03 1815 1.162 533 2 
67 1375 0 503 'iO 311.00 5555-02 .5G97-02 6697-02 9000 .1947-03 2343-03 1497 1.200 530 C 
67 1375 0 531 00 312 00 1225-01 .1474-01 1474-0 I .9000 4280-03 .5158-03 3290 2 380 530.9 
67 1400 0 523 40 313 00 1233-01 .1485-01 .1485-01 9000 1+315-03 5195-03 3307 2 744 532.5 
67 1425 0 415 10 315 00 1196-02 .1442-02 .14"2-02 9000 4185-04 .5044-04 .3193-01 .2304 535 8 
67 1425 0 437 70 316 00 2954-02 .3558-02 .3558-02 .9000 . ! 034-03 .1245-03 .7914-01 .5910 533 I 
67 1425 0 466 '30 317 00 .7106-02 .8554-02 .8554-02 9000 .2487-03 .2993-03 .1908 1 126 531.2 
67 1425 0 508 60 318 00 6390-02 1690-02 7690-02 9000 .2236-03 .2691-03 .1718 1.427 530 4 
67 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .4937-02 5939-02 5939-02 9000 .1727-03 .2078-03 .1329 9940 529 5 
67 14'"0 0 418 20 320 00 .7265-03 8752-0= 8752-03 .9000 .2542-04 .3062-04 .1943-01 .1892 534 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2606 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD 'R4US26) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HeTAW) aOOT OTWoT TW 
NUM8ER R=1 0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ oEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
67 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1987-02 .2392-02 .2392-02 .9000 .6953-0" .8371-0" .5330-01 .4\ 19 532.1 
67 1450.0 "68.20 322 00 • 6537-02 .7868-02 .7868-02 .9000 .2287-03 .2753-03 .1757 1.19 .. 530.7 
67 1450 0 511.10 323 00 .5302-02 .6378-02 .6378-02 .9000 .1855-03 .2232-03 .1428 1.282 529.1 
67 1450.0 526.60 325 00 5089-02 6122-02 .6122-02 .9000 .1781-03 .2142-03 .1370 1.139 529.1 
67 1500 0 "37 00 327 00 1144-02 .1376-02 .1376-02 9000 .4003-04 .4814-0't .3087-01 .2391 527.6 
67 1500.0 't70.40 328.00 .4268-02 .5133-02 5133-02 9000 · 1't9't-03 .1796-03 • I 152 .7187 527.5 
67 1500.0 514 00 329 00 .5510-02 .6625-02 .6625-02 9000 · 1928-03 2318-03 .1't87 1.078 527.'t 
6"" 1500 0 532.30 331 00 3323-02 .3994-02 • 399't-02 .9000 · I 163-03 . 1397-03 .8991-01 .5947 525.4 
67 1500 0 539 'to 330 00 4833-02 5811-02 .5811-02 .9000 .1691-03 .2033-03 .130't • 945't 527.3 
67 1~25 0 't2't.00 332 00 .5504-03 6617-03 .6617-03 .9000 I 926-0't 2315-0't .1487-01 .1152 526 7 
67 1525 0 431 00 333.00 8493-03 1021-02 1021-02 .9000 .2972-04 . 3573-0't 2295-01 .1517 526 4 
67 1525.0 440.00 33't 00 .1788-02 .21't9-02 .2149-02 .9000 .6257-04 7521-0't .'t836-01 3107 525 8 
67 1525 0 493.00 335 00 5103-02 6133-02 6133-02 9000 1786-03 .2146-03 .1380 1.070 525.6 
67 1545.0 434.00 338.00 1030-02 .1238-02 .1238-02 9000 3603-0't .'t331-0't .2782-01 .2316 526.4 
67 1545 0 443.00 339 00 .1't77-02 .1776-02 .1776-02 9000 _ 
, -
.5168-04 .E!.?13-0't .3993-01 .2302 526.1 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2607 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4Us271 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 SETA . 4.000 ELEVeN • .0000 
BDF'LAP - • 0000 sPDBRK - .0000 
···TEsT CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUMBER IF'T DEG. DEO. PslA DEG. R DEG. R PslA PSI rTisEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xio 6 IrT3 IF'T2 
26 .5059 7.900 40 02 4.008 100.6 1250. 92.69 .1118-01 .4885 3729. .3256-03 .7459-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'(RI 
F'T2sEC =.0115 
26 .1712-01 .5687-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlOI HlTAWI aOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- - BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SE:C F'T2SEC FT2SE:C ISEC 
26 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1633-02 .1975-02 .1975-02 .9000 .2796-04 .3381-04 .2018-01 .1511 527.9 
26 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .4711-02 .5694-02 .5694-02 .9000 .8063-04 .9746-04 .5834-01 .3975 526. I 
26 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .1562-01 .1888-01 .1888-01 .9000 .2674-03 .3232-03 .1935 1.553 526.1 
26 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .2340-01 .2829-01 .2829-01 .9000 .4005-03 .4842-03 .2893 2.167 527.1 
26 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .1106-02 .1337-02 .1337-02 .9000 .1893-04 .2289-04 .1367-01 .1280 527.4 
26 1350 0 458 60 303.00 .3674-02 4441-02 .4441-02 9000 6288-04 .7602-04 .4548-01 .3408 526.4 
26 1350.0 498 50 304 00 .6486-02 .7838-02 -838-02 .9000 .1110-03 .1342-03 .8044-01 .5654 525.2 
26 1350 0 515 50 306 00 .1739-01 .2102-01 .2102-01 .9000 .2976-03 .3598-03 .2151 I 560 526.9 
26 1350.0 524 40 3(;15.00 .1212-01 .1465-01 1465-01 .9000 .2075-03 .2508-03 .1502 I 165 525.8 
26 1375 0 421.60 308 00 .3123-03 3779-03 .3779-03 9000 .5346-05 6469-05 . 38't9-02 .5399-01 529.6 
26 1375.0 440.00 309 00 .1302-02 .1574-02 .157't-02 9000 .2229-0't 2695-04 .1610-01 1573 527.1 
26 1375 0 460 00 310 00 4618-02 5581-02 5581-02 9000 .7904-0't 9553-0't .5724-01 .3678 525.5 
26 1375.0 503.'t0 311 00 .3529-02 't263-02 .'t263-02 9000 .60't1-0't 7297-0't .4386-01 .3526 523.6 
26 1375.0 531 00 312.00 .7639-02 9228-02 9228-02 9000 1309-03 .1580-03 .9't85-01 .68B5 524.3 
26 1't00 0 523 'to 313 00 .91't9-02 .1106-01 1106-01 .9000 .1566-03 1893-03 • I 13't .9't't't 525 6 
26 1't25 0 415 10 315 00 .5008-03 .6058-03 .6058-03 9000 .8573-05 1037-04 6184-02 .4480-01 528.3 
26 1425 0 437.70 3i6 00 . 228't-02 2761-02 2761-02 9000 3910-0't 4725-04 .2831-01 .2122 525 6 
26 1't25 0 466 30 317.00 't300-02 519't-02 .519't-02 9000 .7359-04 .8891-0't .5339-01 .3161 52't 3 
26 1't25.0 50B 60 318 00 346\-02 't180-02 .'t180-02 9000 .5923-0't .7156-04 .4298-01 .!S83 524.0 
26 1425 0 536.50 319 00 .6't33-02 .7772-02 7772-02 9000 I 101-03 .1330-03 .7985-01 .5989 52't.5 
26 1't50 0 't18 20 320 00 .6210-03 .7509-0! 7509-03 9000 1063-0't 1285-04 .7681-02 .750't-01 527 2 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2608 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD I RI+US27 I 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TA~UTO HtTOI HITAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=O 9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R - 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
26 11+50.0 436.00 321.00 .1190-02 .1438-02 .11+38-02 .9000 .2037-04 .21+62-01+ .11+75-01 .1144 S:?S.If 
26 11+50.0 468.20 322 00 2908-02 .3513-02 .3513-02 .9000 .4978-01+ .6013-0lf .3613-01 .21+64 523.8 
26 1450.0 511.10 323.00 4316-02 .5213-02 .5213-02 .9000 • 7388-0lf .8924-01+ .5364-01 .lf829 523.7 
26 11+50 0 526.60 325.00 5994-02 .721+2-02 .7242-02 .9000 .1026-03 .121+0-03 .71+1+3-01 .6203 524 3 
26 1500.0 437.00 327 00 .2753-03 .3325-03 .3325-03 .9000 .1+713-05 .5692-05 .3425-02 .2660-01 522.9 
26 1500 0 470 40 328.00 .1490-02 .1799-02 1799-02 .9000 .2550-04 .3079-01+ .1851+-01 .1160 522 4 
26 1500.0 511+ 00 329 00 5697-02 .6880-02 .6880-02 .9000 .9751-04 1178-03 .7085-01 .5146 523.1 
26 1500 0 532.30 331 00 4703-02 .5678-02 .5678-02 .9000 8050-01+ 9718-04 .5858-01 .3882 521.9 
26 1500 0 539.40 330 00 4498-02 .5432-02 .5432-02 .9000 .7699-04 .9298-01+ .5596-01 .4065 522.8 
26 1525 0 424.00 332 00 2728-03 .3295-03 .3295-03 .9000 .4669-05 5640-05 .3391-02 .2632-01 523.5 
26 1525.0 431.00 333 00 4014-03 .4848-03 4848-03 .9000 .6871-05 8298-05 4992-02 .3306-01 523.1 
26 1525.0 440 00 334 00 .7624-03 .9205-03 .9205-03 .9000 .1305-04 1576-04 .9497-02 .6113-01 522.0 
26 1525.0 493.00 335 00 .2727-02 .3291-02 .3291-02 .9000 .4667-04 .5633-01+ .31+01-01 .2644 521.0 
26 1545.0 434 00 338.00 .5367-03 .6480-03 .6480-03 .9000 .9186-05 .1109-0lf .6679-02 .5572-01 522.5 
26 1"545 0 443 00 339 00 7836-03 .9462-03 .9462-03 .9000 .134\-04 . I 620-0lf .9757-02 .5636-01 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2609 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4US271 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH z 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA . 4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 0000 SP08RK .. .0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUM8ER ItT OEG. OEO PSJA DEO. R OEG. R PSJA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 ItT3 1F'T2 
41 1. 011 7.940 40.00 4.G13 204.3 1252. 91.98 .2198-01 .9699 3733. .6450-03 .7401-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(RI 
tT2SLC = 0175 
41 .2413-01 4041-:,)1 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO 10 TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlOI H( rAWI OOOT DTWDT - TW 
NUMBER Rzl.O Re O.9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
41 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1207-02 .1461-02 .1461-02 .9000 .2913-04 .3524-04 .2102-01 .1572 530.2 
41 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .5410-02 6543-02 6543-02 .9000 .1:"05-03 1578-03 .9434-01 .6419 528.8 
41 1325.0 506.70 301 00 .1495-01 .1808-01 .1808-01 .9000 .3607-03 .4361-03 .2609 2.092 528.3 
41 1325.0 511 30 300.00 .2630-01 3183-01 3183-01 .9000 .E346-03 .7680-03 .!t573 3.418 531.0 
41 1350.0 440 40 302.00 .1617-02 1956-02 .1956-02 .9000 .3901-04 .4719-04 .28\6-01 .2633 529 8 
41 1350 0 458 60 303 00 .4513-02 .5458-02 .5458-02 .9000 •• 089-03 . \.5\7-03 .7873-01 .5892 528 6 
41 1350.0 498.50 304 00 .6051-02 7315-02 .7315-02 .9000 1460-03 .1765-03 .1058 .7427 527 I 
41 1350.0 515.50 306 00 1756-01 2124-01 2124-01 .9000 4236-03 5124-03 .3061 2.216 529.2 
41 1350.0 524 40 305 00 .1695-01 2049-01 2049-01 .9000 .4088-03 .4944-03 .2956 2 289 528.7 
41 1375.0 421 60 308 00 .4496-03 .5443-03 .5443-03 .9000 . 1085-04 .1313-04 7806-02 .1094 532.0 
41 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .2112-02 .2555-02 .2555-02 .9000 .5096-04 .6164-04 3680-01 3590 529 6 
41 1375 0 !t60 00 310 00 .5755-02 .6958-02 .6958-02 9000 1388-03 1679-03 .1005 64!t9 527 9 
41 1375 0 503 40 311 00 3205-02 .3871-02 .3871-02 9000 7731-04 9341J-04 5617-01 .4512 525 I 
41 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .9608-02 .1161-01 1\£:11-01 9000 .2318-03 2801-03 .1682 1 220 526 0 
41 1400 0 523 40 313 00 .1172-01 .1418-01 .1418-01 .9000 2829-03 .3420-03 .2048 1.703 527.8 
41 1425 0 415 10 315 00 .8266-03 . 1000-02 1000-02 9000 .1994-04 2413-04 .1438-01 .10'+1 530.4 
41 1'+25 0 437.70 316 00 1350-02 .1633-02 .1633-02 .9000 .3258-0'+ .3938-0'+ 2359-01 1767 527.5 
41 1'+25.0 466 30 317 00 .5946-02 .7185-02 .7185-02 9000 1'+34-03 .1733-03 .10'+0 6155 526 3 
41 1425 0 508.60 318 00 4075-02 .4924-02 .4924-02 9000 9832-04 .1188-03 7140-01 .5947 525.5 
41 1425.0 536 50 319 00 6292-02 .7603-02 7603-02 .9000 1518-03 .1834-03 .1102 .8258 525 9 
'+1 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .1110-02 1343-02 .13'+3-02 .9000 2678-0'+ 3240-04 1935-01 1889 529 I 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2610 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD fRlfUS27) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTloIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO rT2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
~1 1~50.0 ~36.00 321.00 1305-02 .1578-02 .1578-02 .9000 .31~9-0lf . 3806-0lf .2282-01 .1768 5i?7.0 
41 1~50.0 ~"'8.20 322 00 .5329-02 .6439-02 .6~39-02 .9000 .1286-03 .1551f-03 .9335-01 .6361 525.6 
41 1450 0 511.10 323 00 5582-02 674~-02 .6744-02 .9000 .1347-03 .1627-03 .9781-CI .8799 525.3 
41 1450 0 526.60 325.00 7553-02 .9126-02 .9126-02 .9000 .1822-03 .2202-03 .1323 I 102 525.7 
41 1500 0 437 00 327 00 .6458-03 .7799-03 .7799-03 .9000 .1558-04 .1881-04 .1134-01 .8802-01 523.8 
41 1500 0 ~70.40 328.00 2349-02 .2837-02 .2837-02 .9000 .5668-04 .6844-04 4128-01 .2582 523.3 
41 1500 0 514 00 329 00 8199-02 9903-02 9903-02 9000 .1978-03 2389-03 .1438 1.04~ 52~.~ 
41 1500 0 532 30 331 00 .3438-02 .~151-02 4151-02 .9000 .8295-0~ 1001-03 6049-01 .~007 522. If 
41 1500 0 539 ~o 330.00 .~568-02 .5516-02 .5516-02 9000 1102-03 .1331-03 .8021-01 .5824 523.8 
41 1525 0 ~2".00 332 00 .312~-03 .377~-03 .377~-03 9000 7538-05 9104-05 .5~8~-02 .~256-01 52~. I 
41 1525 0 ~31.00 333 00 .5733-03 6924-03 .6924-03 9000 . 1383-0~ .1670-0~ . 1007-01 .666~-01 523.9 
141 1525 0 ~~o 00 334.00 .4909-03 .5927-03 .5927-03 9000 .118~-0~ .1~30-04 8631-02 .5553-01 522.9 
41 1525 0 493.00 335.00 .~175-02 .5040-02 5040-02 9000 .1007-03 .1216-03 .7345-01 .5705 522.If 
Ifl 1545.0 434 00 338.00 6693-03 .8081-03 8081-03 .9000 .1615-04 .1950-0~ .1176-01 .9810-01 523.1 
~I 1545.0 ~43.00 339 00 .7753-03 .9360-03 .9360-03 .9000 .1870-04 2258-04 .1363-01 .7871-01 522.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2611 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US27) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • 4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPOBRI< • .0000 
···TEST COND I T IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
63 I 99~ 7.980 39.99 4.0~9 ~33.3 1302. 94.76 .~511-01 2.011 380B .1285-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
FT2SEC -.0175 
63 .3~97-01 .2875-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI oooT onroT TW 
NUMBER Roo I 0 R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
63 1325 0 ~28 60 298.00 .2092-02 .2520-02 .2520-02 .9000 .7318-04 .8813-04 .5613-01 .4188 534.7 
63 1325 0 ~89 20 299 00 .6866-02 .8267-02 .8267-02 .9000 .2'+01-03 .2891-03 • 18'+4 1.252 533.6 
63 1325 0 506.70 .301 00 .2376-01 2862-01 .2862-01 .9000 .8309-03 .1001-02 .6369 5.091 535.1 
63 1325.0 51 1.30 300.00 .'+030-01 .~861-01 .~861-01 .9000 .1409-02 1700-02 1.072 7.976 5~0.8 
63 1350.0 ~~O.~O 302.00 .2393-02 2882-02 .2882-02 .9000 8369-04 .1008-03 .6~18-01 .5985 534.8 
63 1350 0 ~58 60 303.00 .5105-02 61~6-02 .61~6-02 .9000 .1785-03 .2149-03 .1372 1.025 533.0 
63 1350.0 ~98 50 30~.00 .4774-02 .5743-02 57~3-02 .9000 .1670-03 .2009-03 .1288 .9026 530.4 
63 1350 0 515 50 306 00 2061-01 2481-01 .2481-01 .9000 .7206-03 .8678-03 .5531 3.995 53".2 
63 135').0 524.~0 305 00 2054-01 247'+-01 2474-01 .9000 .7184-03 .8651-03 .5513 4.256 534.2 
63 1375 0 421 60 308.00 .89'+6-03 .1078-02 .1078-02 .SIOO .3129-04 .3770-0'+ .239"-01 .33 .. 5 536.6 
63 \375 0 440 UO 309.00 3016-02 .3633-02 3633-02 ..JOOO .1055-03 .1270-03 .8095-01 .7880 53 ... 3 
63 1375.0 460 00 310 00 .7176-02 8636-02 8636-02 .'3000 .2510-03 .3020-03 .1933 1.238 531.5 
63 1375.0 503 40 311 00 .2918-02 .3508-02 .3508-02 .9000 1021-03 .1227-03 .7897-01 .6335 527 9 
63 1375.0 531.00 312 00 .1085-01 .1304-01 .130"-01 .9000 .3793-03 4562-03 .2928 2.120 529.6 
63 1400.0 523 40 .313.00 1175-01 .1'+13-01 .1"13-01 9000 4108-03 .4943-03 .316'+ 2 628 531 .. 
63 1425.0 .. 15 10 315 00 .1278-02 .1539-02 • 1539-02 .9000 .4"68-04 5381-04 .3428-0 I .2476 53'+.5 
63 1425.0 437.70 316 00 .2794-02 .3363-02 .3363-02 9000 .9773-04 .1176-03 7525-01 5623 531 7 
63 1425 0 "66.30 317 00 .8690-02 .IOlt5-01 .1045-01 .9000 .3039-03 .3656-03 23'+5 1.38'+ 530.2 
63 1425.0 508 60 318 00 .4555-02 .5478-02 .5"78-02 .9000 .1593-03 1916-03 1231 1.023 529.0 
63 1~25 0 536 50 319.00 5081-02 .6108-02 .6108-02 9000 1777-03 .2136-03 .1375 1.029 528.1 
63 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .8660-03 .1042-02 .1042-02 9000 .3029-0Lf .3646-0" .2329-01 .2269 532.8 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2612 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US271 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTIoIOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R=O 9 R= eTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
63 1450.0 436.00 321.uJ .1909-02 .2297-02 .2297-02 .9000 .6678-04 .8034-0'+ .5148-01 .3'182 530.7 
63 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .7475-02 .8992-02 .8992-02 .9000 .2614-03 .3145-03 .2018 I.J73 529.7 
63 11+50.0 511.10 323.00 6232-02 .749-+-02 .7494-02 .9000 .2180-03 .2621-03 .1685 1.514 528.'+ 
63 145C 0 526 60 325.00 .5632-02 6772-02 6772-02 9000 .1970-03 .2368-03 .1523 1.267 528.3 
63 1500 0 437 00 327 00 1064-02 .1279-02 1279-02 .9000 .3722-04 .4473-04 .2886-01 .2237 526.3 
63 1500.0 470 40 328.00 3482-02 .4184-02 .4184-02 .9000 .1218-03 .1463-03 .9445-01 .5899 526.0 
63 1500 0 514.00 329.00 8410-02 .1011-01 .1011-01 .9000 .2941-03 .3536-03 .2277 I 650 527.5 
63 1500 0 532.30 331 00 3588-02 4310-02 .Lt310-02 .9000 .1255-03 .1507-03 .9756-01 .6Lt58 52Lt.2 
63 1500.0 539 LtO 330 00 5388-02 .6475-02 .6Lt75-02 .9000 .1884-03 .2264-03 .ILt62 1.060 525.9 
63 1525 0 424.00 332 00 9055-03 .1088-02 1088-02 .9000 3167-04 3805-04 .2457-01 .1906 525.6 
63 1525.0 431.00 333.00 .1283-02 .1541-02 .15LtI-02 .9000 .4487-04 5391-04 • 3Lt8Lt-0 I • 230Lt 525.3 
63 1525 0 LtLtO.OO 334 00 ILt88-02 .1788-02 .1788-02 .9000 .5205-01+ 6252-04 .4045-01 2601 52Lt 5 
63 1525.0 Lt93.00 335 00 .3803-02 .4568-02 • Lt568-02 .9000 .1330-03 1598-03 .1034 8019 52Lt.6 
63 1545.0 Lt3'i 00 338.00 .1453-02 .171+6-02 .17Lt6-02 9000 .5083-04 .6107-0Lt .3945-01 .3286 525.6 
63 15Lt5.0 Lt43.00 339.00 .l't87-02 1786-02 .1786-02 .9000 .5201-01+ .6248-01+ .Lt039-01 .2330 525.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA~E 2613 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US28) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • 10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
29 .5059 7.900 40.09 9.969 100.5 1249. 92.62 .1117-01 .4879 3727. .3255-03 .7453-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFtR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
29 .1710-01 .5687-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HtTAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 RaO.9 Rz BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
29 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .4140-03 .5011-03 .5011-03 .9000 .7081-05 .8571-05 .5086-02 .3803-01 530.'t 
29 1325.0 499.20 299.00 5865-02 .7100-02 7100-02 .9000 .1003-03 .1214-03 .7204-01 .4897 530.6 
29 1325 0 506.70 301.00 "7976-02 9653-02 .9653-02 9000 .1364-03 .1651-03 .9807-01 .7859 529.8 
29 1325.0 511.30 300.00 1455-01 .1762-01 1762-01 .9000 .2489-03 .3014-03 .1785 1.331+ 531.6 
29 1350.0 440 40 302 00 3384-03 . 't097-03 .4097-03 .9000 .5788-0"'1 7007-05 .4155-02 .3883-01 530 8 
29 1350 0 458 60 303 OU 2619-02 .3171-02 .3171-02 .9000 .'t480-04 .5424-04 .3216-01 .2401+ 530 9 
29 1350.0 499.50 30'+.00 .5943-02 .7194-02 .719'+-02 .9000 .1017-03 .1231-03 .7301-01 .5118 530.5 
29 1'350.0 515 50 306 00 1155-01 1399-01 .1399-01 .9000 .1976-03 .2392-03 1'+ 18 1.025 531.2 
29 1350 0 52'+ 40 305.00 .1509-01 .1927-01 .1827-01 9000 2581-03 .3125-03 .1852 1.432 531.3 
29 1375.0 421 60 308.00 .'t742-03 .57'+2-03 .5742-03 9000 .8111-05 .9822-05 .5815-02 .81,+7-01 531 7 
29 1375 0 440 00 309.00 9'+00-03 1138-02 .1138-02 .9000 1608-04 1947-04 .1153-01 \124 531.3 
29 1375 0 460.00 310 00 .4053-02 4906-02 .4906-02 .9000 .6932-0'+ .8391-04 .4976-01 .3189 530 8 
29 1375 0 503 40 3\1 00 .'+077-02 4933-02 .4933-02 9000 .6973-04 .8'+38-04 5016-01 .4020 529.4 
29 1375.0 531 00 312.00 .1121-01 .1357-01 .1357-01 9000 .1918-03 .2321-03 1379 .9982 529.6 
29 1'+00.0 523 40 313 00 6793-02 8223-02 .8223-02 9000 .1162-03 .1'+06-03 .8347-01 6935 530 3 
29 1425 0 415 10 315 00 .1373-02 1662-02 .1662-02 .9000 .2348-04 2842-04 168'+-01 .1218 531.2 
29 1425 0 437 70 316 00 .1835-02 2221-02 .2221-02 .9000 .3139-04 .3800-04 .2254-01 .1695 530 7 
29 1425.0 466 30 317 00 .4546-02 .5503-02 .5503-02 .9000 .7776-04 9413-04 .5583-01 .3296 530 6 
29 1't25 0 509 60 318 00 3518-02 4258-02 4259-02 .9000 .6017-04 7283-04 .4322-01 .3590 530.5 
29 1425.0 536 50 319 00 6205-02 .7510-02 7510-02 .9000 .1061-03 1285-03 .7623-01 .5700 530 '+ 
29 1450 0 418 20 320 00 .1527-02 1848-02 1848-02 .9000 .2611-04 .3161-0'+ .1875-01 .1828 530 8 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 261 .. 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD I R"US28 I 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI QDOT On-lOT TW 
NUM8ER R"'I.O R"0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R OEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
29 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .1633-02 .1977-02 .1977-02 .9000 .2794-04 .3382-0'+ .2006-01 .1552 530.6 
29 1450.0 468.20 322.00 .2938-02 .3557-02 .3557-02 9000 .5026-04 .6083-0'+ .3610-01 • 2'+5'+ 530 ... 
29 1450 0 511 10 323 00 3211-02 .3887-02 .3887-02 .9000 .5"93-04 56'+8-0'+ .3947-01 .3542 530.1 
29 1450.0 526 60 325 00 .4887-02 .5914-02 5914-02 .9000 .8358-0'+ 1012-03 .6006-01 .4991 530.1 
29 1500 0 437.00 327 00 .3753-03 .4542-03 .45"12-03 .9000 .6420-05 .7769-05 4617-02 .3573-01 529.6 
29 1500.0 470 40 328 00 1258-02 .1522-02 .1522-02 .9000 .2151-04 .2604-04 .1547-01 .9642-01 5213.7 
29 1500 0 514 00 329 00 2776-02 3361-02 .3361-02 .9000 .4749-0"1 .5748-04 .3411-01 .2468 530.4 
29 1500 0 5:32 30 331 00 .245"1-02 .2970-02 .2970-02 9000 .4197-04 .5079-0"1 .3019-01 .1993 529.3 
29 1500 0 539.40 330 00 .2240-02 2711-02 .2711-02 .9000 .3831-04 .4638-04 .2752-01 .1991 530 '+ 
29 1525 0 424 00 332.00 2062-03 2495-03 2495-03 .9000 3526-05 .4268-05 .2533-02 .1960-01 530.2 
29 1525 0 431 00 333 00 .2869-03 .3472-03 3472-03 .9000 4906-05 5938-05 .3527-02 .2327-01 529.9 
29 1525 0 440 00 334 00 .6433-03 7784-03 .7784-03 .9000 .1100-04 1331-04 .7917-02 5079-01 529 2 
29 1525 0 "193.00 335 00 .7559-03 .9143-03 .9143-03 .9000 .1293-0"1 1564-04 .9314-02 .7213-01 528.2 
29 1545 0 434 00 338 00 .5546-03 .6712-03 .6712-03 .9000 .9486-05 1148-04 .6818-02 .5666-01 529.9 
29 1545 0 443 00 339 00 9934-03 .1202-02 .1202-02 .9000 .1699-04 .2056-04 .1221-01 .7027-01 529.9 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2615 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US28) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8 000 ALPHA • "to.00 BETA • 10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP - 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
44 1.020 7.940 39 96 10.01 207 3 1257. 92.3"t .2230-01 .9842 3740. .6518-03 .7431-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUM8ER BTU I R REF'IR) 
FT25EC =.0175 
44 2432-01 .4022-01 
"'TEST DATA·'· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT onolDT TW 
NUM8ER R-1.0 R-0.9 Roo BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
"t"t 1325.0 428.60 29B.00 .1035-02 .1251-02 .1251-02 .9000 .2517-04 .3043-04 .IB30-01 .1369 529.5 
4"t 1325.0 489 20 299.00 .9259-02 .1119-01 .1119-01 .9000 .2252-03 .2721-03 .1640 1.116 528.2 
44 1325.0 506 70 301.00 .1362-01 .1646-01 .1646-01 .9000 .3312-03 .4003-03 .2413 1 935 52B.3 
4"t 1325.0 511 30 300 00 .1793-01 2167-01 .2167-01 .9000 .4359-03 .5269-03 3172 2.374 529.0 
44 1350.0 440.40 302 00 .1488-02 .1799-02 .1799-02 .9000 3619-04 4374-04 2634-01 2464 528.8 
44 1350 0 458 60 303.00 .3114-02 .3763-02 .3763-02 .9000 7574-04 9151-04 .5523-01 .4136 527.4 
44 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .7084-02 8557-02 .8557-02 .9000 1723-03 .2081-03 .1258 .8833 526.7 
..,4 1350.0 515 50 306 00 .1411-01 .1705-01 .1705-01 9000 .3431-03 4146-03 .2498 I 809 528.6 
44 1350 0 524.40 305 00 .1142-01 1380-01 1380-01 9000 .2778-03 3356-03 2025 I 569 527.6 
44 1375.0 421 60 308 00 9602-03 1162-02 .1162-02 .9000 .2335-04 .2825-04 .1693-01 .2372 531.7 
44 1375.0 440 00 309 00 .2401-02 .2902-02 .2902-02 9000 .5838-04 7057-04 4249-01 -.147 528.9 
44 1375 0 460.00 31G 00 4206-02 5080-02 .5080-02 .9000 .1023-03 .1235-03 7466-01 .4794 526 7 
4'+ 1375.0 503.40 311 00 .3251-02 3924-02 3924-02 .9000 .7906-0 t l 9544-04 5789-01 .4652 524.5 
44 1375 0 531 00 312 00 .8195-02 9895-02 9895-02 .9000 .1993-03 2406-03 1457 1 057 525 4 
44 1400 0 523 40 313 00 .8225-02 9934-02 9934-02 9000 .2000-03 .2416-03 1461 1.216 526 4 
"t4 1425 0 415 10 315 00 .1814-02 2193-02 .2193-02 .9000 .4411-04 5333-04 .3205-01 .2319 530 1 
44 1425 0 437 70 316 00 4511-02 .5450-02 .5450-02 9000 .1097-03 .1325-03 .8002-01 .5993 527.2 
44 1425 0 466.30 317 00 5252-02 6342-02 6342-02 .9000 .1277-03 1542-03 9339-01 .5527 525.4 
44 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .3083-02 .3722-02 .3722-02 9000 .7496-04 9050-04 .5487-01 .4572 52"+ 7 
44 1425 0 536 50 319 00 .4883-02 5896-02 5896-02 9000 .1187-03 .1'134-03 8687-01 .6513 525 1 
44 145G 0 418.20 320 00 .8953-03 .1082-02 1082-02 9000 .2177-04 .2631-04 .1585-01 .1547 528 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2616 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US2BI 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R-I.O Rz O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU! OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
44 1450.0 436.00 321.00 .2670-02 .3225-02 .3225-02 .9000 .6493-04 .7844-0'+ .4738-01 .3672 5~6.9 
44 1450 0 468.20 322.00 4688-02 5660-02 .5660-02 .9000 .1140-03 .1376-03 .8342-01 .5686 525.0 
44 1450.0 511 10 323.00 2806-02 .3387-02 .3387-02 .9000 .6823-04 .8235-04 .'+999-01 .'+500 524.0 
44 1450 0 526 60 325.00 .6163-02 7'142-02 .7442-02 .9000 .1499-03 .IBI0-03 .1096 .9129 525 4 
44 1500 0 437.00 327.00 8858-03 1069-02 .1069-02 .9000 .2154-04 .2600-04 .1580-01 .1226 523. '+ 
44 1500.0 470.'+0 328 00 1908-02 .2302-02 .2302-02 .9000 .'+639-04 .5598-04 .3405-01 .2130 522.B 
44 1500 0 514 00 329 00 2795-02 .3372-02 .3372-02 9000 .6796-04 8201-04 .4985-01 .3622 523.0 
44 1500.0 532 30 331.00 3121-02 .3765-02 .3765-02 9000 .7590-04 9155-04 .5578-01 .3696 521.B 
44 1500 0 539 40 330.00 .2580-02 .3112-02 3112-02 .9000 .6273-04 .7569-04 .4604-01 .3345 522.7 
44 1525 0 424 00 332.00 1195-02 1'142-02 1'+42-02 9000 .2905-04 3507-04 2129-01 1653 523.B 
'+4 1525 0 431 00 333 00 .1138-02 .1374-02 .1374-02 .9000 .2768-04 .3341-04 .2030-01 .1344 523.5 
44 1525 0 440.00 334.00 • 1059-02 1278-02 .1278-02 .9000 .2576-04 3108-04 1891-01 .1217 522.5 
44 1525 0 493 00 335.00 .1604-02 .1935-02 .1935-02 .9000 .3901-04 4705-04 2869-01 .2229 521 3 
44 1545.0 434 00 338.00 .1731-02 .2088-02 2088-02 .9000 .4208-04 .5078-04 3088-01 2575 523.0 
44 1545.0 443 00 339 00 .1621-02 .1955-02 .1955-02 .9000 3941-04 .4755-04 .2893-01 .1671 522.6 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2617 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4US28) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.00il ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • 10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP • .0001:' SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
57 1.996 7.980 40.01 10.01 434.1 1303. 94.84 .4519-01 2.014 3810. • 12B6-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REf(Rl 
FT2SEC ".0175 
57 .3501-01 .287'+-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT DTJ.oIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU! OEG. R OEO. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC I SEC 
57 1325.0 428.60 298.00 .1273-02 .1531-02 .1531-02 .9000 .4455-04 .5358-04 .34'+2-01 .2575 530.0 
57 1325.0 489.20 299.00 .9162-02 .1102-01 .1102-01 .9000 .320B-03 .3859-03 .2476 1 683 530.8 
57 1325.0 506.70 301.00 .2177-01 .2620-01 .2620-01 .9000 .7621-03 .9172-03 .5871 4.699 532.3 
57 1325.0 511.30 300.00 .2275-01 2739-01 .2739-01 .9000 .7966-03 .9590-03 .6128 '+.575 533.4 
57 1350.0 440.40 302.00 .1873-02 .2252-02 .2252-02 .9000 .6556-04 .7886-04 .5063-01 .4733 530.3 
57 1350.0 458 60 303.00 .3521-02 4235-02 .4235-02 .9000 .1233-03 .1483-03 .9533-01 .7132 529.4 
5"1 1350.0 498.50 304.00 .6986-02 8398-02 .8398-02 .9000 .2'+46-03 .2940-03 1894 1.329 528.2 
57 1350 0 515 50 306.00 .1897-01 .2283-01 2283-01 .9000 .6643-03 7994-03 .5118 3.700 532.2 
57 1350.0 524.40 305.00 .1653-01 .1989-01 1989-01 9000 .5786-03 .6963-03 4462 3 450 531.5 
57 1375.0 421 60 308 00 .1070-02 .1288-02 .1288-02 9000 .3747-0" .4510-04 .2888-01 .4047 531.9 
57 1375 0 440.00 309.00 2863-02 3444-02 3"44-02 9000 .1002-03 .1206-03 7741-01 .7550 530 .. 
57 1375 0 460 00 310.00 4526-02 .54"1-02 .5"41-02 9000 .1585-03 1905-03 1227 .7876 528 I 
57 1375 0 503 .. 0 311 00 .3377-02 .4058-02 4058-02 9000 .1182-03 .1421-03 .9187-01 .7378 525 8 
57 1375.0 531 00 312 00 .1035-01 .1244-01 .1244-01 9000 3623-03 4355-03 .2809 2.036 527." 
57 1400 0 523 40 313 00 9043-02 1087-01 1087-01 9000 .3166-03 3806-03 .2451 2 038 528.5 
57 1425.0 415 10 315 00 1766-02 2124-02 .2124-02 9000 6182-04 .7436-04 .4774-01 .3455 530." 
57 1425 0 437 70 316 00 3437-02 4133-02 .4133-02 9000 .1203-03 .1447-03 .9310-01 .6967 529 0 
57 1425.0 466 30 317 00 .5194-02 .6243-02 .6243-02 9000 .1819-03 2186-03 .1410 .8339 527.1 
57 1425 0 508 60 318 00 .3995-02 4801-02 .4801-02 .9000 .1399-03 1681-03 .1085 .9032 526 8 
57 1425 0 536.50 319.00 5022-02 .6035-02 .6035-02 .9000 .1758-03 2113-03 .1364 1.022 526.8 
57 1450 0 418 20 320 00 1695-02 2039-02 .2039-02 .9000 .5936-04 .7138-04 "590-01 .4479 529.4 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2618 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4US28) 
RUN XO ZO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
57 1450.0 436.00 321 00 4497-02 .5408-02 .5408-02 .9000 .1574-03 .1893-03 .1218 .9433 528.8 
57 1450 0 468.20 322.00 .5473-02 .6578-02 .6578-02 .9000 .1916-03 .2303-03 .1486 1.012 527.1 
57 1450 0 511.10 323.00 4179-02 .5021-02 .5021-02 .9000 .1463-03 .1758-03 .1137 1.023 525.7 
57 1450 0 526.60 325.00 3782-02 .4544-02 .4544-02 .9000 .1324-03 .1591-03 .1028 .8560 526.2 
57 1500.0 437.00 327.00 .3354-02 4029-02 4029-02 .9000 .1174-03 .1411-03 .9128-01 .7080 525.2 
57 1500.0 470.40 328.00 .4575-02 .5496-02 .5496-02 .9000 .1602-03 .1924-03 .1246 .7790 524.6 
57 1500 0 514.00 329.00 4536-02 5449-02 .5449-02 .9000 .1588-03 .1908-03 .1235 .8959 525.2 
57 1500.0 532 30 331 00 .2560-02 .3074-02 .3074-02 .9000 .8964-04 .1076-03 .6992-01 .4632 522.6 
57 1500.0 539.40 330 00 .3926-02 ,4716-02 4716-02 .9000 .1375-03 .1651-03 .1069 .7762 524.7 
57 1525 0 424.00 332 00 .3857-02 4633-02 .4633-02 .9000 .1350-03 .1622-03 .1049 .8136 525.6 
57 1525.0 431.00 333 00 3926-02 .4715-02 .4715-02 .9000 .1374-03 .1651-03 .1069 7076 524.7 
57 1525.0 440.00 334 00 .3915-02 .4701-02 4701-02 .9000 .1371-03 .1646-03 .1068 .6869 523 5 
57 1525 0 493.00 335.00 3219-02 3865-02 .3865-02 .9000 .1127-03 .1353-03 .8793-01 .6829 522.5 
57 1545 0 434 00 338.00 .4052-02 .4867-02 .4867-02 9000 .1419-03 .1704-03 .1103 .9185 525.3 
57 1545 0 443.00 339 00 .3811-02 .4577-02 .4577-02 .9000 .1334-03 1602-03 .1039 .5994 524.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2619 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTOI) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 25.00 BET~ • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • 49.00 
'''TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. CEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
9 1.019 7.940 24.97 .5591-06 205.0 1248. 91.68 .2205-01 .9732 3727. .6492-03 .737B-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
9 2415-01 .4026-01 
'''TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R'"I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU! OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
9 .10000·00 .10000+00 340.00 .2710-01 .3291-01 .3291-01 .9000 .6545-03 .7949-03 .4623 3.274 541.3 
9 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .B047-02 .9763-02 .9763-02 .9000 .1943-03 .2358-03 .1379 1.010 538.0 
9 .10000·00 .50000 342.00 .6104-02 .7405-02 .7405-02 .9000 .1474-03 1789-03 .1047 .7929 537.8 
9 .20000 .10000+00 3,+3.00 .241'+-01 .2929-01 .2929-01 .9000 .5830-03 .7075-03 .4132 2.977 539.0 
9 .20000 20000 344 00 .1011-01 .1227-01 .1227-01 .9000 .2442-03 .2963-03 .1734 1.284 537.6 
9 .20000 .40000 3'+5.00 .54'+0-02 .6598-02 .6598-02 .9000 .1314-03 .1594-03 .9344-01 .6676 536.6 
9 20000 .60000 346 00 .6349-02 7699-02 .7699-02 .9000 .1533-03 .1859-03 .1091 .7870 536.3 
9 20000 .80000 347.00 3586-02 .4347-02 .4347-02 .9000 .8661-04 1050-03 6172-01 .4385 535 1 
9 .30000 .50000-01 348.00 .3357-01 .'+077-01 4077-01 .9000 .8108-03 .9847-03 .5728 4.303 541.2 
9 .30000 .20000 349 00 6881-02 .8346-02 .B346-o2 .9000 .1662-03 .2016-03 .1182 .8524 536.7 
9 .30000 .40000 350.00 .5104-02 .6188-02 .6188-02 .9000 .1233-03 .1495-03 .8717-01 • 633'f 535.7 
9 .30000 .50000 351.00 6215-02 7535-02 .7535-02 .9000 .1501-03 1820-03 .1069 7521 535 5 
9 30000 90000 352 00 1859-01 .2255-01 2255-01 .9000 .4491-03 5446-03 .3193 2 380 536 Ei 
9 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 1555-01 .1887-01 .1887-01 .9000 .3757-03 .4557-03 .2669 1 957 537 1 
9 40000 20000 354 00 8307-02 .1007-01 1007-01 .9000 2006-03 .2433-03 .1427 I 013 536 3 
9 .4UOOO 50000 356 00 .4865-02 .5896-02 5896-02 9000 .1175-03 1424-03 .8382-01 6093 534.3 
9 40000 .90000 358 00 2622-01 .3182-01 3182-01 9000 .6334-03 .7685-03 .4495 3.371 538.0 
9 50000 .50000-01 359 00 3550-01 .4313-01 4313-01 9000 8575-03 1042-02 .6053 4.737 541 8 
9 50000 700CO 360 00 .7927-02 9609-02 .9609-02 .!JOOO 1915-03 .2321-03 .1365 1.091 534 8 
9 50000 90000 361 00 .1980-01 .2402-01 2402-01 .9000 .4783-03 5802-03 .3399 2 412 537 1 
9 60000 .50000-01 362 00 .3'+74-01 .4220-01 4220-01 9000 .8390-03 1019-02 5922 4.554 5lf1 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2620 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRI+UTOI) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HCTAW) aOOT OnolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TA~/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
9 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .2382-01 .2890-01 .2890-01 .9000 .5752-03 .6980-03 .1+079 3.089 538.5 9 .60000 .20000 361+.00 .1019-01 .1236-01 1236-01 .9000 .21+62-03 2985-03 .1752 1.293 536.0 9 .60000 .1+0000 365 00 .5820-02 .705,.-02 .7051+-02 9000 .11+06-03 .170"-03 .1003 .7061+ 53".0 9 .60000 .50000 366.00 .5022-02 .6085-02 6085-02 9000 .1213-03 .1"70-03 8666-01 .6162 533 2 9 .60000 .70000 367.00 .6133-02 .71+36-02 7"36-02 .9000 .1"81-03 .1796-03 . 1051+ .81+24 535.9 9 .60000 .90000 368.00 .1515-01 .1837-01 .1837-01 .9000 .3659-03 4"37-03 .2603 1.940 536 3 9 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .3363-01 .40B5-01 1+085-01 .9000 .8122-03 .9866-03 .5730 1+.61+6 542 2 9 .70000 .70000 370.00 .5771-02 .6999-02 .6999-02 .9000 .1394-03 .1691-03 9913-01 .8062 536 5 9 70000 .90GOO 371 00 .8372-02 .1016-01 .1016-01 .9000 .2022-03 .2"51+-03 .1432 1.103 539 5 9 .80000 .50000-01 372.00 .7113-03 .9633-03 .9633-03 .9000 .1718-01+ .2327-04 .819"-02 .5648-01 770 7 9 .80000 .10000+00 373.00 3273-01 .3972-01 .3972-01 .9000 .7905-03 .959'+-03 .5600 4.268 539.3 9 .80ll00 .40000 374.00 .8086-02 .9801-02 .9801-02 .9000 .1953-03 2367-03 .1393 1.006 534 7 9 .BOOOO .50000 375.00 .5838-02 .7075-02 .7075-02 9000 .1410-03 1709-03 .1006 .6931+ 531+.0 9 80000 .70000 376.00 .591+1-02 .7207-02 .7207-02 .9000 .11+35-03 1741-03 .1019 .8138 537.3 9 80000 .90000 377 00 .101+8-01 .1271-01 .1271-01 .9000 .2531-03 .3070-03 .1797 1 385 537.7 9 .90000 10000+00 .578 00 7193-01 .87""-01 .87""-01 .9UOO-- .1737-02 2112-02 I 222 8.782 5 ...... 2 9 900GO .30000 379 00 .23"7-01 .28-+7-01 28"7-01 .9000 .5669-03 6875-03 ... 031 2.955 536.6 9 .90000 .50000 380 00 .1204-01 .1459-01 .1"'59-01 .9000 .2907-03 .3525-03 .2070 1.447 535.6 9 .90000 70000 381 00 .681+"'-02 .8292-02 .8292-02 .9000 .1653-03 .2003-03 .1180 .8583 533.5 9 .90000 .90000 382 00 7891+-02 .9566-02 .9566-02 .9000 .1907-03 2311-03 1361 1.023 533.8 9 .95000 .30000 383 00 .3517-01 ."267-01 .1+267-01 .9000 .8"9"'-03 .1031-0a .6029 '+.305 537.9 9 .95000 .500.00 384 00 .22"6-01 .2723-01 .2723-01 .9000 .5'+2'+-03 6578-03 .3859 2.71+0 536.3 
9 .95000 .90000 385 00 1074-01 .1302-01 .1302-01 9000 .2595-03 .31,+5-03 .1851 1.256 531+.'+ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2621 
OH8~8 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRltUTOI) 





25.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 8DFLAP - .0000 SPOBRI( - 1t9.00 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU NUMBER 1FT OEO DEO PSIA OEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 8 1.991t 7.980 21t 96 559~-06 1t33.2 1302 91t.76 .1t510-01 2.010 3808. .1284-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
8 .3~97-01 .2875-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTO) HITAWI aOOT OTlo.JOT TW NUMBER Ral.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BlUIR BTU I CEG. R CEO. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 8 .10000+00 .10000+00 31t0.00 .2779-01 .3355-01 .3355-01 .9000 .9718-03 .1173-02 7370 5.211t 543.3 8 .10000+00 .30000 31t! .00 1180-01 .11t23-01 11t23-01 .9000 .1t128-03 .lt977-03 .31lt8 2.306 538.9 8 .10000+00 .50000 31t2.00 1041t-01 .1258-01 .1258-01 .9000 .3649-03 1t399-03 .2787 2.111 538.0 8 .20000 .10000+00 31t3.00 .2051t-01 .2~77-01 .2~77-01 .9000 .718~-03 .8662-03 .5477 3.91t6 539.2 8 .20000 20000 3't4.00 .7276-02 .8769-02 .8769-02 .9000 251t1t-03 .3066-03 .191t5 1.41t0 537.2 8 .20000 .40000 345.00 1t951t-02 .5969-02 .5969-02 .9000 .1732-03 .2087-03 .1327 .91t85 535 7 8 .20000 .60000 31t6 00 .7718-02 .9296-02 .9296-02 .9000 .2699-03 3251-03 .2069 1.491t 535.0 8 .20000 .80000 31t7.00 .5171t-02 .6230-02 .6230-02 .9000 .1809-03 2179-03 .1390 .9884 533.5 8 .30000 .50000-01 3~8 00 .312~-01 .3771-01 3771-01 .9000 .1092-02 .1319-02 .8290 6.223 5't2.7 8 .30000 20000 34'3 00 .5198-02 .6262-02 .6262-02 .9000 .1818-03 .2190-03 .1393 I 005 535.6 8 .30000 .~OCOO 350 00 .5as2-02 .7096-02 7096-02 .9000 .2060-03 .2~81-03 .1581 I 142 534.1t 8 .30000 .50000 351.00 .8368-02 .1008-01 .1008-01 .9000 .2926-03 3524-03 . 221t5 I 580 534.6 8 .30000 .90000 352 00 6080-01 .7345-01 .7345-01 .9000 2126-02 2568-02 1.607 1192 545.9 8 .40000 .10000"'00 353.00 .1614-01 .19~5-01 19~5-01 9000 56~4-03 .6801-03 .4318 3.166 536 6 8 .~OOOO .20000 354 00 .8629-02 .1039-01 1039-01 .9000 3017-03 .363~-03 .2313 I 643 535 I 8 1t0000 .50000 356.00 .7598-02 91~6-02 9146-02 9000 .2657-03 .3198-03 .201t3 1.486 532.8 8 40000 90000 358 00 .4659-01 5623-01 5623-01 9000 .1629-02 .1966-02 1.237 9 251 542 6 8 50000 .50000-01 359 00 .4069-01 .~915-01 1t915-01 9000 .1423-02 • 1719-02 1.077 8 416 5~1t 8 
- 8 .50000 .70000 360 00 1199-01 1~45-01 .1445-01 9000 4194-03 5052-03 .3211t 2 569 535.3 8 50000 90000 361 00 2332-01 2811-01 2811-01 9000 .8154-03 9830-03 r522~ 1t.411t 538 It 8 60000 50000-01 362 00 4041-01 4880-01 4880-01 .9000 .1413-02 .1706-02 I 069 8 212 544.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2622 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTOII 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Rac O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
8 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .2695-01 .3250-01 .3250-01 .9000 .9424-03 .1136-02 .7184 5.438 539.4 
8 60000 20000 364 00 .1166-01 .1405-01 .1405-01 .9000 .4078-03 .4913-03 .3124 2.307 535.5 
8 60000 .40000 365 00 9492-02 .1143-01 .1143-01 9000 .3319-03 .3996-03 .2551 1.797 533.2 
8 60000 .50000 366 00 .8463-02 .1019-01 .1019-01 9000 .2960-03 .3562-03 .2277 1.620 532 4 
8 60000 .70000 367 00 1123-01 .1354-01 .1354-01 .9000 .3927-03 .4733-03 .3002 2.397 537.3 
8 60000 .90000 368 00 .2007-01 .2419-01 .2419-01 .9000 .7019-03 8460-03 .5365 3.998 537 3 
8 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .3783-01 .4570-01 .4570-01 .9000 1323-02 1598-02 I 000 8 099 545.5 
8 .70000 .70000 370 00 1110-01 1338-01 .1338-01 .9000 .3881-03 4680-03 .2959 2.403 539.2 
8 70000 .90000 371 00 5828-02 .7022-02 .7022-02 .9000 2038-03 2455-03 .1561 I 204 535.9 
8 .80000 50000-01 372 00 1088-02 .1401-02 .1401-02 .9000 .3803-04 4899-04 .2214-01 .1562 719.5 
8 80000 • 10000"00 373 00 4720-01 .5697-01 5697-01 .9000 1651-02 .1992-02 1.253 9.531 542.8 
8 80000 .40000 374 00 1627-01 .1960-01 .1960-01 .9000 .5690-03 6854-03 .4359 3 146 535.5 
8 80000 .50000 375 00 .1185-01 .1427-01 .1427-01 .9000 .4144-03 4990-03 .3183 2.194 533.5 
8 .80000 .70000 376.00 .1367-01 .1649-01 .1649-01 9000 .4779-03 5765-03 .3639 2.900 540.3 
8 80000 .90000 377 00 .1868-01 .2253-01 .2253-01 .9000 .6532-03 7880-03 .4970 3.824 540.8 
8 90000 .10000+00 ~78.00 .8953-01 .1071 .1071 .9000 3096-02 3746-02 2.322 16.63 551.5 
8 .90000 .30000 379 00 .3879-01 .4679-01 .4679-01 .9000 .1356-02 1636-02 1.032 7.552 540.7 
8 .90000 .50000 380.00 .1769-01 .2132-01 .2132-01 9000 .6187-03 .7455-03 .4733 3.308 536.6 
8 .90000 .70000 381 00 1135-01 .1366-01 .1366-01 9000 .3969-03 4777-03 .3052 2 220 532 7 
8 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1065-01 .1282-01 .1282-01 .9000 .3723-03 .4483-03 .2859 2.148 533 7 
8 .95000 .30000 383.00 .3862-01 .4659-01 .4659-01 .9000 .1350-02 1629-02 1.028 7.327 540.7 
8 .95000 50000 38'+ 00 3240-01 .3907-01 .3907-01 .9000 .1133-02 . I 366-u2 .8638 6 124 539.3 
8 .95000 .90000 385 00 1639-01 .1974-01 .1974-01 9000 .5732-03 6904-03 .4396 2.982 534.8 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2623 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL I R'4UTO 1 ) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA . 25.00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 8DFLAP • • 0000 sP08RK • 49.00 
···TEsT CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUM8ER 1FT OEG. OEG. PslA OEG. R OEG. R PslA PSI FT/sEC SLUGS LB-sEC XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 7 2.996 7.990 24 92 • 5613-06 666.7 1320 . 95.85 .6885-01 3.077 3835. .1939-02 .7713-07 
RUN HREF sTN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF IRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
7 .4336-01 .23'+'+-01 
• "TEST DATA·" 
RUN 'lV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT onlDT TW NUM8ER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 7 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2795-01 .3372-01 .3372-01 .9000 .1212-02 .1'462-02 .9358 6.606 5'47.7 7 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1214-01 .1'te:3-01 .1'+63-01 .9000 .5266-03 .63'45-03 .'t089 2.988 5'43. I 7 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .915'+-02 .1102-01 .1102-01 .9000 .3970-03 .4781-03 308B 2.33'+ 5'41.8 7 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .2't05-01 .2899-01 .2899-01 .9000 .1043-02 .1257-02 .8086 5.809 5'44.5 7 .20000 .20000 3'+'+.00 8233-02 .9913-02 .9913-02 .9000 .3570-03 4299-03 .2780 2.05'4 5'4 I. I 7 .20000 .40000 345.00 .6157-02 .7'+12-02 .7412-02 .9000 .2670-03 .321'+-03 .2081 1 .lt8,+ 540.2 7 .20000 .60000 3'+6 00 9699-02 .1168-01 .1168-01 .9000 .4206-03 .5064-03 .3276 2.358 5'+0.8 7 .20000 .80000 347 00 .9355-02 .1126-01 .1126-01 9000 .'+057-03 .488'+-03 .3161 2 2'+0 5'+0.5 7 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 .'+021-01 .4853-01 '+853-01 .9000 .17'+4-02 .210'+-02 I 342 10 0'+ 5'+9.9 7 .30000 20000 3'49.00 73'+9-02 .88'+8-02 8848-02 .9000 .3187-03 3837-03 .2482 1.786 5'+0 9 7 .30000 '+0000 350 00 8712-02 .10'+9-01 1049-01 9000 .3778-03 4548-03 29'+'+ 2.119 5'+0.5 7 .30000 ,50000 351.00 .1231-01 .1482-01 1482-01 .9000 .5337-03 .6427-03 .4153 2 913 541 5 7 .30000 .90000 352 00 .5383-01 .6505-01 .6505-01 .9000 .233'+-02 .2821-02 I 786 13.20 55'+." 7 .'+0000 .10000+00 353.00 .1942-01 .2339-01 233~-01 .9000 .8420-03 .1014-02 6539 '+.779 5'+3 0 7 '+0000 20000 35'+ 00 1262-01 .1520-01 1520-01 9000 .5473-03 6592-03 4255 3 012 5'+2.2 7 .'+0000 .50000 356 00 .106'+-01 1280-01 1280-01 9000 .lt613-03 .5553-03 3595 2.606 5'+0 2 7 40000 90000 358 00 3787-01 .'+572-01 .4572-0i .9000 .16'+2-02 1983-02 I 263 9 405 551.0 7 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 .4548-01 .5497-01 5497-01 9000 .1972-02 .2384-02 I 508 11.72 555.2 7 .50000 70000 360 00 .1757-01 .2118-01 2118-01 9000 .7618-03 9185-03 5894 '+.685 546.0 7 .50000 90000 361 00 .3002-01 .3623-01 3623-01 9000 .1302-02 .1571-02 I 002 7 065 550.0 7 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .4245-01 5130-01 .5130-111 .9000 .18'+1-02 2225-02 1 '+07 10 75 555.3 
OA TE 23 FEB 80 OH9~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 262'+ 
OH8~8 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRlfUTOl1 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW ITO HtTOI HtTAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2St:C FT2SEC ISEC 
7 60000 .10000+00 363.00 .2965-01 .3578-01 .3578-01 .9000 .1286-02 .1551-02 .9911f 7.lf70 SlIB.7 
7 .60000 .20000 36~.00 .1586-01 .1911-01 .1911-01 .9000 .6876-03 .9287-03 .5330 3.918 5'+If.6 
7 60000 ~OOOO 365 00 .1343-01 .1617-01 .1617-01 .9000 .5822-03 .7011-03 .lf530 3.177 5'+ 1.6 
7 60000 .50000 366 00 .1212-01 .1459-01 .1459-01 .9000 .525~-03 .6326-03 .lf093 2.B99 5~0.B 
7 .60000 .70000 367 00 1735-01 .2094-01 .2094-01 .9000 .7525-03 .9080-03 .5799 ~ soe 5'+9. I 
7 .60000 .90000 368 00 3259-01 .3934-01 3934-01 9000 .1413-02 1706-02 1.088 8.051 550.3 
7 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .4275-01 .5170-01 .5170-01 .9000 .1854-02 .2242-02 1.413 11.37 557. If 
7 70000 .70000 370 00 1779-01 .2147-01 .2147-01 .9000 .7712-03 9312-03 .592~ 4 781 551.6 
7 .70000 90000 371 00 .9092-02 .1095-01 .1095-01 9000 .3943-03 .lf746-03 .3073 2 365 5lfO.3 
7 .80000 50000-01 372 00 .7250-03 .9169-03 9169-03 .9000 .3144-04 .3976-04 .1982-01 .llfl8 689.3 
7 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .5902-01 .7134-01 7134-01 .9000 .2559-02 .3094-02 1.955 IIf.78 555.7 
7 80000 ~OOOO 37~ 00 2524-01 3043-01 3043-01 9000 1094-02 1320-02 8461f 6.076 5~6.3 
7 80000 50000 375 00 .1939-01 2336-01 .2336-01 9000 .8~09-03 .1013-02 6526 If If75 543.6 
7 .80000 70000 376 00 .2824-01 .3413-01 .3413-01 9000 .1224-02 • 1~90-02 .9358 7.lfO~ 555.If 
7 80000 90000 377 00 3254-01 .3931-01 .3931-01 .9000 Ilfll-02 .1705-02 1.081 8.269 553.2 
7 90000 10000+00 378 00 8728-01 1057 1057 9000 3785-02 458~-02 2 864 20 38 563 I 
7 .90000 .30000 379 00 .3684-01 .~44~-01 .4445-01 9000 1598-02 1927-02 1.233 8.986 5~8 I 
7 .90000 .50000 380 00 .2285-01 .2756-01 .2756-01 9000 .9911-03 .1195-02 .7658 5.323 5~7 0 
7 90000 .70000 381 00 .1356-01 1633-01 .1633-01 .9000 .5882-03 .7083-03 .4577 3.315 51f 1.'+ 
7 .90000 90000 382 00 .1349-01 .1625-01 .1625-01 9000 .5850-03 .7046-03 .4548 3 403 542.3 
7 .95000 .30000 383 00 .3613-01 .~359-01 .~359-01 .9000 .1567-02 .1890-02 i 209 8.587 5~B.I 
7 .95000 50000 38~.00 .3056-01 .3687-01 3687-01 .9000 .1325-02 .1~99-02 1.023 7.221 5'+7.9 
7 .Q5000 .90000 38!3 00 .2051-01 .2471-01 2~71-01 .9000 .8893-03 .1071-02 .6905 4.663 5,+3.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2625· 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRIfUTOII 
VERT TAIL PAR~METRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 25 00 BETA .0(100 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • 49.00 
···TEST COND I T IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
6 3.633 8.000 24.95 . 1253-01 846 7 1358 . 98.38 .8672-01 3.885 3890 .2379-02 .7917-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
6 4897-01 2122-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/Bv XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R" 8TU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
6 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2631-01 .3157-01 .3157-01 .9000 .1288-02 .1546-02 1.050 7.427 51f3.0 
6 .10000+00 .30000 34 \. 00 .1374-01 .1648-01 .1648-01 .9000 .6730-03 8068-03 .5507 1f.032 539.1f 
6 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 .1029-01 .1233-01 .1233-01 .9000 .5041-03 .6040-03 .4137 3.136 536.9 
6 .20000 10000+00 343.00 .2443-01 .2929-01 .2929-01 .9000 . I 196-02 1435-02 .978'+ 7.046 539.9 
6 ,20000 .20000 344 00 .9632-02 • I 154-01 .1154-01 .9000 .4717-03 .5651-03 .3873 2.868 536.6 
6 .20000 .40000 345 00 7858-02 .9410-02 .9410-02 9000 .384B-03 4608-03 .3167 2.265 534 6 
6 .20000 60000 346.00 .1059-01 .1268-01 .1268-01 .9000 .5184-03 .6209-03 .4266 3.080 534.8 
6 20000 .80000 3·17 00 1250-01 .1497-01 .1497-0 I .9000 6119-03 7329-03 .5035 3 577 531+.9 
6 .30000 .50000-01 348.00 4597-01 .5522-01 5522-01 9000 2251-02 2704-02 1.823 13.65 547 9 
6 .30000 .20000 349.00 .7741-02 9271-02 9271-02 9000 .3791-03 4540-03 .3120 2.252 534.8 
6 .30000 .40000 350 00 .9230-02 .1:05-01 .1105-01 .9000 4520-03 5413-03 3722 2 688 534 If 
6 .30000 .50000 351 00 .1334-01 1598-01 .1598-01 9000 6535-03 7828-03 .5372 3.780 535.6 
6 .30000 90000 352 00 .5590-01 .6721-01 6721-01 9000 2737-02 3291-02 2.209 16.35 550.8 
6 .40000 . 10000+00 353 00 2067-01 .2477-01 2477-01 .9000 1012-02 1213-02 8297 6.079 538.0 
6 .40000 20000 354.00 .1363-01 .1633-01 .1633-01 9000 .6676-03 7998-03 .5480 3 890 536 7 
6 .40000 .50000 356 00 .1216-01 1456-01 1456-01 9000 .5954-03 7129-03 .4904 3 565 531+.0 
6 40000 .90000 358 00 .3670-01 4407-01 4407-01 9000 .1797-02 2158-02 I 459 10 90 545 8 
6 .50000 50000-01 359.00 4549-01 .5471-01 5471-0 I .9000 .2228-02 2679-02 I 795 13 97 552 a 
6 .50000 .70000 360 00 2002-01 2402-01 .2402-01 .9000 9804-03 . I 176-02 .7993 6 365 542.1f 
6 .50000 90000 361.00 3184-01 3822-01 .3822-01 .9000 1559-02 1872-02 I 267 8.957 544 9 
6 60000 50000-01 362 00 4095-01 4925-01 .4925-01 .9000 2006-02 2412-02 I 617 12 38 551 3 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2626 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTOI' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HI TAW) aDOT DTWOT Tlol 
NUMBER R-1.0 Rz O.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU! DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
6 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .2877-01 .3~53-01 .3~53-01 .9000 .1~09-02 .1691-02 1.1~8 B 678 5'12.7 
6 60000 .20000 36'1.00 .1661-01 .1991-01 .1991-01 .9000 .813~-03 .9751-03 .6660 ~.909 538.9 
6 60000 .40000 365 00 .1478-01 .1770-01 .1770-01 .9000 .7236-03 8667-03 .5949 ~.186 535 4 
6 60000 50000 366 00 .1368-01 1639-01 .1639-01 .9000 .6700-03 .8025-03 .5512 3 916 535 0 
6 60000 70000 367.00 .1927-01 .2313-01 .2313-01 .9000 .9~35-03 .1133-02 .7659 6.088 545.9 
6 60000 .90000 368.00 .3399-01 .'1081-01 .'1081-01 .9000 .166'1-02 .1998-02 1.352 10 O~ 545.3 
6 .70000 50000-01 369 00 '1326-01 .5206-01 .5206-01 .9000 .2118-02 .25'19-02 1.701 13.70 55~.9 
6 .70000 .70000 370 00 2006-01 .2~11-01 .2411-01 .9000 .9823-03 .1181-02 .7941 6.416 549.3 
6 .70000 .90000 371 00 .8970-02 .1075-01 1075-01 .9000 .4393-03 .5266-03 .3599 2.772 538.5 
6 .80000 50000-01 372.00 .2'111-03 .2897-03 .2897-03 9000 .1181-04 .1419-04 .9546-02 .7314-01 549.2 
6 .80000 .10000"00 373 00 6261-01 .7530-01 .7530-01 .9000 .3066-02 .3687-02 2.~71 18.71 551.8 
6 80000 40000 37'1 00 2769-0. .3322-01 .3322-01 .9000 .1356-02 .1627-02 I 106 7.957 542.0 
6 80000 .50000 375 00 .2209-01 .2649-01 2649-01 .9000 • 1082-02 1297-02 .8861 6.090 538.8 
6 80000 70000 376 00 .3357-01 .'1038-0 I ~038-01 .9000 .1644-02 .1978-02 1.322 10.47 553.~ 
6 .80000 .90000 377 00 .3598-01 '1326-01 '1326-01 .9000 .1762-02 .2118-02 I ~21 10.88 551.0 
6 90000 .10000+00 ~78 00 .9009-01 .1086 .1086 .9000 .4412-02 .5319-02 3.513 25 02 561.5 
6 90000 30000 379 00 .3686-01 '1'12'1-01 .~424-01 .9000 .1805-02 2166-02 1.470 10 7~ 543.3 
6 90000 .50000 380 00 .2544-01 .3053-01 .3053-01 .9000 .1246-02 .1495-02 1.015 7.0/0 543.0 
6 .90000 .70000 381.00 1466-01 .1756-01 .1756-01 9000 .7178-03 .8597-03 .5902 4.288 535.4 
6 90000 .90000 382 00 1330-01 .1594-0 I .1594-01 .9000 .6516-03 .7806-03 .5350 4.015 536.5 
6 .95000 .30000 .383.00 .3513-01 '1216-01 .'1216-01 .9000 .1720-02 2064-02 I '101 9.978 543.2 
6 95000 .50000 38'1.00 .3091- 01 .3708-01 .3708-01 .9000 .151~-02 .1816-02 1.235 8.7~1 5~2.0 
6 .95000 .90000 385.00 .2151-01 .2578-01 .2578-01 .9000 .1053-02 .1263-02 8632 5.8'14 538.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2627 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UT02) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -It.OOO ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONO IT IONS' • • 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI f'T/SEC !.LUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1f'TC! 
155 2.001 7.980 29.94 -4.041 434.3 1301 94.69 .4522-01 2.016 3807 .1289-02 .7620-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
155 3501-01 .2870-01 
···TEST DATA··' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DnolOT TW 
NUMBER R-1 0 R=0.9 Rz BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO f'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
155 .10000+00 .10000+00 3'+0.00 .2889-01 .3481-01 .3481-01 .9000 .1011-02 .1219-02 .7741 5.499 535.3 
155 .10000+00 .30000 3'+ \. 00 .1404-01 .1690-01 1690-01 .9000 .4916-03 .5917-03 3777 2.775 532.It 
155 .10000+00 .50000 3'+2.00 .1383-01 .1664-01 .166Lt-01 .9000 .48"11-03 5827-03 .3722 2.829 531.7 
155 .20000 .10000+00 343 00 .2646-01 .3186-01 .3186-01 .9000 .9262-03 .1115-02 .7103 5.131 533.8 
155 .2COOO .20000 344.00 .ILt47-01 .1741-01 17Lt1-01 .9000 5065-03 6095-03 .3896 2 892 531.5 
155 .20000 .40000 345 00 .8763-02 105Lt-01 .1054-01 .9000 .3068-03 .3691-03 .2363 I 693 530.5 
155 .20000 60000 346 00 .8067-02 .970Lt-02 .9704-02 9000 .282"1-03 .3397-03 2178 1.577 529. It 
155 .20000 .80000 3Lt7.00 .2490-02 .2993-02 2993-02 .9000 .8718-04 .10Lt8-03 .6751-01 .4818 526.3 
155 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 2111-01 .2542-01 2542-01 9000 .7390-03 .8899-03 .5669 4.275 533.5 
155 .30000 .20000 349.00 .9Lt62-02 .1138-01 .1138-01 9000 .3313-03 .3985-03 2553 1.847 530 I 
155 .30000 .40000 350 00 .8221-02 .9889-02 9889-02 9000 .2878-03 .3462-03 2219 I 606 529 7 
155 .30000 .50000 351.00 .1071-01 .1289-01 1289-01 .9000 .3750-03 .4511-03 .2890 2.039 53J.0 
155 .30000 .90000- 352.00 .Lt536-02 .5453-02 .5Lt:'3-02 .9000 .1588-03 .1909-03 .1228 .9199 527 , 
155 LtOOOO • 10000+00 353 00 .1860-01 .2239-01 2239-01 9000 .6513-03 7839-03 5008 3 681 531.8 
155 40000 20000 354.00 2259-01 .2720-01 .2720-01 9000 7910-03 .9524-03 6072 Lt 319 533 0 
155 .40000 .50000 356 00 2051-01 .2469-01 .2Lt69-01 9000 7181-03 8643-03 .5518 4 016 532 I 
155 .LtOOOO .90000 358 00 1373-01 .1652-01 .1652-01 9000 .4807-03 5782-03 .3707 2.792 529 5 
155 50000 50000-01 359 00 2815-01 .3393-01 3393-01 .9000 .9855-03 .1188-02 7520 5 897 537 6 
155 .50000 70000 360 00 1972-01 2373-01 .2373-01 .!JOOO .6903-03 .8308-03 5309 4.251 531.5 
155 .50000 .90000 361 00 .2085-01 2510-01 2510-01 9000 .7302-03 8788-03 5616 3 997 531.6 
155 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 .3726-01 4495-01 .4Lt95-01 .9000 .1304-02 .1574-02 9918 7.633 540 Lt 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEoC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 262B 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'tUT02) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HeTO) HITAW) OoOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TI.'tUTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
155 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .3985-01 .4802-01 .4802-01 .9000 .1395-02 .1681-02 1.066 B.080 536.6 
155 .60000 .20000 364 00 .4948-01 .5967-01 .5967-01 .9000 .1732-02 .2089-02 1.319 9.723 539.1 
155 60000 .40000 365 00 .5793-01 .6987-01 .6987-01 .9000 .2028-02 2446-02 1.545 10.85 539.2 
155 60000 .50000 366.00 .4257-01 .5131-01 .5131-01 9000 .1490-02 1796-02 1.138 8 076 537 I 
155 .60000 .70000 367 00 .1531-01 .1842-01 .1842-01 .9000 .5360-03 6'i49-03 .4127 3.30S 530 7 
155 60000 .90000 368 00 1459-01 1755-01 .1755-01 .9000 .5108-03 6143-03 .3944 2 952 528 6 
155 70000 50000-0. 369 00 .4575-01 .5523-01 .5523-01 .9000 .1602-02 1934-02 I 214 9.841 542.8 
155 70000 .70000 370 00 .1912-01 2301-01 .2301-01 9000 6693-03 8055-03 .5149 4.198 531.4 
155 7COOO .90000 371 00 4317-02 .5197-02 .5197-02 9000 .1511-03 1819-03 .1161 .8969 532.6 
155 80000 .50000-01 372 00 2698-02 .3430-02 .3430-02 .9000 .9444-04 1201-03 .5751-01 .4111 691.7 
155 80000 .10000+00 373 00 .5652-01 .6819-01 .6819-01 .9000 .1979-02 2387-02 1.505 11.46 540.3 
155 .80000 40000 374 00 4030-01 .4858-01 .4858-01 .9000 1411-02 1701-02 1.076 7.758 537.8 
155 .80000 .50000 375 00 .3484-01 .4199-01 .4199-01 .9000 .1220-02 .1470-02 .9328 6.420 536.0 
155 80000 .70000 376.00 .2087-01 .2512-01 .2512-01 .9000 .7307-03 8796-03 .5616 4.495 532.1 
155 80000 .90000 377 00 1544-01 .1857-01 .1857-01 .9000 .5404-03 6501-03 4166 3 223 529.8 
155 90000 .10000+00 378 00 .8244-01 9963-01 9963-01 9000 2886-02 3488-02 2 176 15 62 546 6 
155 .90000 .30000 379 00 .3426-01 4128-01 4128-01 .9000 .1199-02 1445-02 .9180 6.735 535.4 
15'5 .90000 .50000 380.00 2217-01 2669-01 .2669-01 9000 .7763-03 9343-03 5971 4.184 531.5 
155 90000 .70000 381 00 1608-01 .1935-01 1935-01 9000 .5630-03 6773-03 4341 3.163 529.6 
155 .90000 .90000 382.00 1629-01 1960-01 1960-01 9000 .5703-03 6861-03 4394 3.308 530.2 
155 .95000 .30000 383.00 .3896-01 4695-01 .4695-01 .9000 .1364-02 1644-02 I 042 7 445 536 6 
155 .95000 .50000 384 00 .2575-01 .3100-01 .3100-01 .9000 .9015-03 .1085-02 .6920 4.922 533.0 
155 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1703-01 .2049-01 .2049-01 .9000 .5963-03 7174-03 .4598 3 127 529.7 
DATE 23 F"EB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HVPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2629 
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IH4UT02) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BE fA • -'+.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDF"U\P • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER In DEO DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI n/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC X10 6 1F"T3 IFT2 116 2.983 7.990 29.94 -4 039 669 2 1327. 96 36 .6911-01 3.088 3845. .1936-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF"(RI 
n2SEC • 0175 
116 4349-01 .2347-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW NUMBER R=I.0 R"'O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R 8TUt DEG. R CEG. R TAWITO FT2SEC n2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 116 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2864-01 .3443-01 .34'+3-01 9000 .1245-02 .1497-02 .9833 6.978 537.2 116 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1748-01 .2099-01 .2099-01 .9000 .7600-03 .9128-03 .6021 '+.419 534.4 116 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1737-01 .2086-01 .2086-01 .9000 .7552-03 .9069-03 .5991 4.548 533.5 116 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .2105-01 .2528-01 .2528-01 .9000 .9153-03 .1099-02 .7255 5.240 53't.1 116 .20000 .20000 344.00 .1225-01 .1471-01 .1471-01 .9000 .5328-03 6396-03 .'t23't 3.1't3 532.0 116 .20000 .40000 345.00 .1066-01 .1280-01 .1290-01 .9000 .4636-03 .5565-03 • 368't 2.638 532.0 116 .20000 .60000 346.00 .1007-01 .1208-01 .1208-01 .9000 .4379-03 .5255-03 .3487 2.523 530.5 116 .20000 .80000 347.00 .3361-02 4029-02 . 't029-02 .9000 .1462-03 .1752-03 .1170 • 83't6 526.~ 116 30000 .50000-01 348.00 1852-01 .2225-01 2225-01 .9000 .8054-03 .9677-03 6371 4.800 535.6 116 30000 .20000 349 00 .1112-01 1335-01 .1335-01 9000 .4837-03 .5806-03 3847 2 782 531.4 116 30000 40COO 350 00 .1205-01 1447-01 1447-01 9000 .5241-03 .6291-03 416't 3 DID 532.2 116 .30000 .50000 351 00 .1688-01 2027-01 2027-01 .9000 .7342-03 .8817-03 5821 4.100 533.7 116 .30000 90000 352 00 .80't2-02 .9645-02 .9645-02 9000 3497-03 4194-03 2792 2.090 528 3 116 .40000 10000+00 353 00 .3303-01 .3970-01 3970-01 .9000 1436-02 .1727-02 1.134 8.309 537.3 116 .40000 .20000 354 00 .3490-01 .4196-01 .4196-01 9000 .1517-02 1825-02 1 195 8.472 539 2 116 .40000 50000 356 00 .1910-01 .2295-01 2295-01 9000 8307-03 .9978-03 .6580 't.782 534 6 116 .40000 90000 358 00 .1508-01 1810-01 .1810-01 9000 .6556-03 .7869-03 .5210 3 919 531.9 116 50000 50000-01 359 00 5053-01 .6094-01 6094-01 9000 .2197-02 .2650-02 1.707 13.30 550.0 116 .50000 70000 360.00 .1406-01 .1689-01 .1689-01 .9000 .6116-03 .7343-03 4853 3 882 533 2 116 .50000 .90000 361 00 .1500-01 1800-01 1800-01 .9000 .6521-03 7829-03 .5180 3 685 532 3 116 60000 .50000-01 362 00 .5291-01 6381-01 .6381-01 .9000 .2~01-02 .2775-02 I 786 13.68 550.2 
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2630 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRI+UT02) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.0 R=0.9 R- STU/R BTU/R STUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
116 60000 .10000+00 363.00 .5044-01 .6072-01 .6072-01 .9000 .2193-02 .2640-02 1. 71B 12.98 51t3.3 
116 60000 .20000 364.00 .4898-01 .5900-01 ":5900-01 .9000 .2130-02 .2566-02 1.663 12.22 51+5.9 
116 .60000 LIOOOO 365 00 1+"90-01 5765-01 .5765-01 .9000 .2083-02 .2507-02 1.631+ 11.45 542.4 
116 .60000 50000 366 00 3641-01 .1+379-01 4379-01 .9000 .1583-02 .1901+-02 1.247 8.838 539 3 
116 .60000 .70000 367 00 .1473-01 .1769-01 .1769-01 .9000 .61+07-03 .7693-03 5084 1+.067 533 2 
116 .60000 .90000 368 00 1376-01 .1651-01 .1651-01 .9000 .5984-03 .7181-03 4765 3.563 530 1+ 
116 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .6248-01 .7544-01 .754"+-01 .9000 .27\7-02 3281-02 2.099 16 91 554 3 
116 70000 .70000 370 00 1617-01 191+1-01 1941-01 9000 .7030-03 .8441-03 5577 4 543 533 2 
116 70000 .90000 371 00 3934-02 .4723-02 .4723-02 .9000 .1711-03 2054-03 1359 1.050 532.5 
116 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 3093-02 .3911-02 .3911-02 9000 .1345-03 .1701-03 8532-01 6097 692.3 
116 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .6908-01 8330-01 .8330-01 .9000 .3004-02 3622-02 2.334 17.70 549.7 
116 80ilOO .40000 374 00 .3742-01 4502-01 .4502-01 .9000 1627-02 1958-02 1 278 9.195 541.1t 
116 80000 .50000 375 00 3135-01 .3771-01 3771-01 9000 .1363-02 1640-02 1.073 7.371 539.8 
116 80000 .70000 376.00 .1845-01 .2216-01 .2216-01 .9000 .8024-03 9638-03 .6359 5.085 534.2 
116 .80UOO .90000 377 00 .1401+-01 .1685-01 .1685-01 .9000 .6106-03 7328-03 .4855 3 751t 531.5 
116 90000 10000+00 .578 00 7616-01 9189-01 9189-01 .9000 .3312-02 .3996-02 2 566 18 37 551.9 
116 .90000 .30000 379 00 .4075-01 .4903-01 .4903-01 .9000 .1772-02 .2132-02 I 392 10 18 541.0 
116 .90000 .50000 380.00 .1988-01 .2388-01 2388-01 9000 .8647-03 .1038-02 .6856 4 799 533 7 
116 .90000 .70000 381.00 .1534-01 .1841-01 .1841-01 9000 .6670-03 .8006-03 .5305 3 862 531.3 
116 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1550-01 .1861-01 .1861-01 .9000 .6742-03 8093-03 .5358 1+.030 532.0 
116 .95000 .30000 383.00 .3804-01 .4576-01 4576-01 .9000 .1654-02 .1990-02 I 301 9.276 540.3 
116 .95000 .50000 384.00 .2866-01 .3446-01 .3446-01 .9000 .1246-02 1499-02 9829 6.972 538.1 
116 95000 90000 385.00 .1680-01 .2016-01 .2016-01 .9000 .7303-03 .8766-03 5808 3 91+6 531.1t 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2631 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRltUT021 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP " • 0000 SPOBRK " .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2 129 3.686 8.000 29 95 -4.052 853.2 1352. 97.95 .8740-01 3.915 3881. .2408-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlRI 
FT2SEC -.0175 
129 .4912-01 .2108-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) COOT DTWDT TW NUMBER R=I.O R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R T&.W/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 129 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2896-01 .3475-01 .3475-01 .9000 .1422-02 .1707-02 1. 154 8.178 5'+0.3 129 .10000+00 .30000 34 1.00 • \151-01 .2100-01 .2100-01 .9000 .8601-03 .1032-02 .6992 5.121 538.7 129 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1539-01 .1845-01 .1845-01 .9000 .7561-03 .9062-03 .6169 4.678 535.8 129 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .21 \1-01 2539-01 .2539-01 .9000 .1040-02 .1247-02 .8464 6.102 537.8 129 .20000 .20000 344.00 .1305-01 .1564-01 .1564-01 .9000 .6412-03 7695-03 .5231 3.875 535.9 129 .20000 40000 345.00 .1114-01 .1335-01 .1335-01 .9000 .5470-03 .6557-03 .4460 3.187 536.3 129 .20000 .60000 346 00 .1014-01 .1215-01 .1215-01 .9000 .4983-03 .5969-03 .4078 2.947 533.3 129 .20000 .80000 347 00 .3215-02 3846-02 3846-02 .9000 .1579-03 .1889-03 .1301 .9275 528.0 129 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 2031-01 .2438-01 .243B-OI .9000 .9978-03 1198-02 .8086 6.074 541.2 129 .30000 20000 349 00 .1405-01 1684-01 .1684-01 .9000 .6904-03 .8275-03 .5632 4.064 535.9 129 30000 .40000 350 00 .1514-01 .1815-01 1815-01 9000 .74"'13-03 .8915-03 6061 4.372 536.6 129 .30000 50000 351 00 .1989-01 2386-01 .2386-01 9000 .97"/1-03 .1172-02 .7946 5.582 538.5 129 .30000 90000 352 00 .7563-02 9052-02 .9052-02 .9000 .3715-03 4447-03 .3053 2 283 530.0 129 40000 10000+00 353 00 .3690-01 .4431-01 4431-01 9000 .1813-02 2176-02 1.467 10 72 542.6 129 .40000 .20000 354.00 .3634-01 .4365-01 .4365-01 .9000 1785-02 .2144-02 I 440 10 18 544.9 129 .40000 50000 356 00 2366-01 .2839-01 .2839-01 9000 .1162-02 .1394-02 .9432 6.836 540.1 129 40000 .90000 358.00 1489-01 .1784-01 .1784-01 9000 .7315-03 .8764-03 .5984 4 497 533 7 129 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 5043-01 .6071-01 .6077-01 .9000 .2471-02 .2985-02 I 968 15.28 557 2 129 5000e .70000 360 00 1563-01 .1874-0 I .1874-01 .9000 .7679-03 .9204-03 6264 5.004 536 0 129 50000 .90000 361 00 .1618-01 .1939-01 1939-01 .9000 .79'i8-03 .9523-03 6496 4.617 534.4 129 60000 50000-01 362 00 5620-01 6714-01 6774-01 9000 .2761-02 3327-02 2 192 16 72 557.7 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA~E 2632 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UT021 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OD('\T OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ CEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
129 .60000 .10000+00 363 00 .5248-01 .6315-01 .6315-01 .9000 .2578-02 .3102-02 2.062 15.51 551.9 
129 .60000 .20000 364.00 .4608-01 .5543-01 .5543-01 .9000 .2264-02 .2723-02 1.815 13.30 550.1 
129 60000 40000 365.00 .4190-01 .5034-01 .5031f-01 .9000 .2058-02 2lf73-02 1.659 11.61 5lf5.6 
129 60000 50000 366 00 .3240-01 .3890-01 .3890-01 .9000 .1592-02 .1911-02 1.288 9.112 5lf2.7 
129 60000 .711000 367 00 .1424-01 .1706-01 .1706-01 .9000 .6994-03 .8381-03 .5710 If.56'+ 535.2 
129 .60000 90000 368 00 1382-01 .1655-01 .1655-01 .9C.00 .6789-03 .8130-03 • 5561f If. 157 532.2 
129 .70000 50000-01 369 00 7090-01 .8560-01 .8560-01 .9000 .3483-02 .4205-02 2.741 21 97 561f.7 
129 70000 70000 370 00 1488-01 .1783-01 .1783-01 9000 .7309-03 8760-03 5965 If 853 535.6 
129 70000 90000 371 00 3982-02 .4769-02 .lf769-02 .9000 .1956-03 2343-03 1600 1.236 533 If 
129 .80000 50000-01 312.00 7133-03 .8871-03 .8871-03 .9000 .3504-04 4358-04 .2418-01 .1753 661 6 
129 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 7100-01 .8554-01 8554-01 .9000 .3487-02 4202-02 2 773 20.95 556.5 
129 .80ll00 40000 374 00 3959-01 .4758-01 .4758-01 .9000 .1945-02 c337-02 I 565 11 23 546.8 
129 .80000 50000 375 00 .3156-01 .3790-01 .3790-01 .9000 .1550-02 1862-02 1.254 8.601 542.9 
129 .80000 .70000 376 00 .1718-01 .2060-01 .2060-01 .9000 .8439-03 1012-02 .6877 5.491 536.8 
129 80000 .90000 377 00 1369-01 .1640-01 .1640-01 9000 .6725-03 .8055-03 .5502 If.250 533.If 
129 90000 10000+00 j78 00 .7292-01 8787-01 .8787-01 9000 .3582-02 4316-02 2 845 20.31 557.3 
129 .90000 .30000 379.00 .4246-01 .5102-01 5102-01 .9000 .2086-02 2506-02 1.680 12.26 546.2 
129 90000 .50000 380.00 2122-01 .2544-01 .2544-01 .9000 .1042-02 1250-02 8491 5 932 537.1 
129 .90000 .70000 381.00 .1641-01 .1966-01 .1966-01 .9000 .8060-03 9655-03 .6596 If.797 533.If 
129 .90000 .90000 382 00 1629-01 .1952-01 .1952-01 .9000 .8001-03 9589-03 6531 If.904 535.4 
129 .95000 .30000 383.00 .3709-01 .4455-01 .4455-01 .9000 .1822-02 .2188-02 1.471 10.46 544.6 
129 .95000 .50000 384 00 .3035-01 .3644-01 • 3641f-01 .9000 .1491-02 .1790-02 1.207 8.5lf4 5lf2.2 
129 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1648-01 .1974-01 .1971f-Ol .9000 .8096-03 .9698-03 .6622 4.49't 533.7 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2633 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT03) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
B.OOO ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEG PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
15? 1.983 7.980 29.96 -2.027 434.4 1309. 95.27 .4523-01 2.016 3818. .1281-02 .7667-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUf'lBER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
152 3505-01 .2881-01 
·"TEST DATA·.· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) HtTAW) aDOT DTWOT T1-I 
NUM8ER R-l.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC FT2StC FT2SEC ISEC 
152 .10000+00 .10000+00 340 00 3004-01 .3618-01 .3618-01 .9000 • 1053-02 1268-02 .8133 5.77't 536.'t 
152 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 1258-01 .151't-Ol .1514-01 .9000 4411-03 .5305-03 .3424 2.515 532.5 
152 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1245-01 .1497-01 .1497-01 .9000 .4363-03 .5248-03 .3388 2.57't 532.3 
152 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .2526-01 .3039-01 .3039-01 .9000 .8855-03 1065-02 .6865 4.960 533.4 
152 .2000D .20000 344.00 .1448-01 .1741-01 • 17't1-01 .9000 .507't-03 .6101-03 • 39't4 2.928 531 3 
152 .20000 .40000 3't5 00 .9791-02 .1177-01 1177-01 .9000 .3432-03 .'t125-03 .2671 1.914 530.3 
152 .20000 .60000 3't6 00 .6708-02 .8060-02 .8060-02 .9000 .2351-03 .2825-03 .1834 1.328 528.7 
152 .20000 .80000 3't7.00 .2745-02 .3296-02 .3296-02 .9000 9620-04 .1155-03 .7528-01 .5373 526.2 
152 .30000 .50000-01 3't8.00 .2318-01 .2789-01 2789-01 .9000 .8125-03 9776-03 .6296 't.748 533.8 
152 .30000 .20000 3't9 00 .9167-02 .1102-01 .1102-01 9000 3213-03 3861-03 .2505 1.814 529 0 
152 .30000 .40eoo 350 00 .6't46-02 .77't'5-02 .77't5-02 9000 2259-03 2715-03 .1763 1.277 528 2 
152 .30000 .50000 351 00 7273-02 8739-02 .8739-02 .9000 . 25't9-03 3063-03 .1989 1.''104 528.6 
152 .30000 .90000 352 00 .4089-02 4912-02 .4912-02 9000 .1433-03 .1722-03 .1120 8391 527.1 
152 .40000 10000+00 353.00 .1643-01 .1975-01 .1975-01 9000 5759-03 6923-03 .4't82 3 296 530.4 
152 .40000 .20000 35't.00 . 111't-0 I .1339-01 .1339-01 -9000 .3905-03 .4593-03 .30't3 2 168 529 5 
152 .'t0000 50000 356 00 5947-02 7145-02 .7145-02 9000 .2084-03 2504-03 .1626 1.185 528.5 
152 40000 .90000 358.00 .5106-02 6133-02 .6133-02 .9000 1790-03 2150-03 .1398 1.05't 527 3 
152 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 .3287-01 .3961-01 .3961-01 9000 .1152-02 1;)88-02 . 886't 6.9't5 539.1t 
152 .50000 .70000 360.00 5028-02 60't2-02 .60't2-02 .9000 .1762-03 2118-03 .1375 1.103 528.1t 
152 .50000 90000 361 00 6't70-02 777't-02 7774-02 .9000 .2268-03 2725-03 .1770 1.262 528 I 
152 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .4't 13-01 .5322-01 5322-01 .9000 .15't7-02 1865-02 1.185 9.111t 542 It 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 263'+ 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRltUT03) 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAW) aOOT DTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC /SEC 
152 60000 -.10000+00 363.00 3872-01 .4664-01 .4664-01 .9000 .1357-02 .1635-02 1.046 7.919 538.3 
152 .60000 .20000 364.00 2940-01 .3539-01 .3539-01 .9000 .1030-02 .1241-02 .7960 5.876 536 2 
152 .60000 .40000 365.00 2432-01 .2925-01 .2925-01 .9000 .8523-03 .1025-02 .6610 It.656 533.1 
152 60000 .50000 366 00 .2022-01 .2432-01 .2432-01 .9000 .7087-03 .8524-03 .5500 3.913 532.6 
152 60000 .70000 367 00 .8684-02 .1044-01 .1044-01 .9000 _.3044-03 .3659-03 .2371 1.900 529 7 
152 60000 .90000 368 -00 .8952-02 .1075-01 1075-01 .9000 .3138-03 .3769-03 .2450 1.831t 527.9 
152 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 4945-01 .5970-01 5970-01 .9000 .1733-02 .2092-02 1.321 10.69 546 3 
152 70000 .70000 370 00 1470-01 .1768-01 .1768-01 .9000 .5154-03 6197-03 4007 3.267 531 3 
152 70000 90000 371 00 3988-02 4797-02 .4797-02 .9000 1398-03 1681-03 .1085 .8384 532 5 
152 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .2407-02 .3057-02 .3057-02 .9000 8438-04 1072-03 .5194-01 .3711 693.1 
152 80000 .10000+00 373 00 .4871-01 .5874-01 .5874-01 .9000 
.1707-0i 2059-02 1.308 9 956 542.It 152 .80ll00 .40000 374 00 .3017-01 .3633-01 .3633-01 .9000 .1057-0 1273-02 8163 5.888 536.7 
152 .80000 .50000 . _ 375 00 2397-01 .2884-01 .2884-01 .9000 .8401-0 1011-02 .6506 4 482 534 3 
152 .80000 .70000 376 00 .1531-01 .1841-01 .1841-01 .9000 .5367-03 6454-03 .It 171 3 340 531.6 
152 80000 .90000 377.00 1435-01 .1725-01 .1725-01 .9000 5031-03 .6047-03 .3918 3 031 529 9 
152 90000 10000+00 j78 00 
-
5316-01 641\'/-01 6414-01 9000 .1863-02 2248-02 l.lt24 10.21t 541t 2 
152 90000 .30000 379.00 2983-01 .3591-01 .3591-01 .9000 1046-02 .1259-02 8078 5.924 536 1 
152 .90000 .50000 38G 00 4371-02 .5251-02 .5251-02 .9000 1532-03 .1840-03 .1196 • 8391t 528.0 
152 90000 .70000 381 00 1279-01 .1537-01 .1537-01 .9000 .4483-03 5388-03 .3495 2.548 529.0 
152 90000 .90000 382.00 1317-01 .1583-01 .1583-01 .9000 .4616-03 .5547-03 .3596 2.708 529.6 
152 .95000 30000 383.00 .2653-01 .3193-01 .3193-01 .9000 .9300-03 1119-02 .7195 5.l't5 535 0 
152 .95000 .50000 384.00 .2336-01 .2811-01 .2811-01 .9000 .8189-03 .9853-03 .6345 It .511 533.8 
152 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1669-01 .2006-01 .2006-01 .9000 .5850-03 .7031-03 .lt558 3.100 529.5 
.. 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2635 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRItUT03) 
VERT TAIL PA'(AMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.OOO ALPHA 
-
30.00 BETA 
- -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP • .0000 SPD8RK - .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
113 2.997 7.990 29.96 -2.021 672.2 1327 96 36 .6942-01 3.102 3B1t5. .1941t-02 • 7751t-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
113 .4358-01 .2342-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) HITAW) OOOT DTJ,oJOT TW 
NUM8ER Rcl.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
113 .10000+00 .10000+00 3'+0.00 .2853-01 .3429-01 .31t29-01 .9000 .1243-02 .1494-02 .9817 6.968 ~37.0 
113 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1599-01 .1920-01 .1920-01 .9000 .6969-03 .8369-03 .5530 4.061 533.2 
113 .10000+00 .50000 31t2.00 .1519-01 .1823-01 .1823-01 .9000 .6611:3-03 .7946-03 .5255 3.992 532.7 
113 .20000 .10000+00 31t3 00 .21t20-01 .2907-01 .2907-01 .9000 .1055-02 .1267-02 .8358 6.037 53'+.3 
113 .20000 .20000 31t4 00 .1455-01 .1746-01 .1746-01 .9000 631t1-03 .7611-03 .5039 3.740 531 9 
113 20000 .40000 345 00 .1032-01 1238-01 .1238-01 .9000 4497-03 .5396-03 .3584 2.569 529 B 
113 .20000 .60000 346.00 .7821-02 .9381-02 9381-02 .9000 .3409-03 .4089-03 .2719 1.969 528 9 
113 .20000 .80000 347 00 .3295-02 .3949-02 .3949-02 .9000 .1436-03 .1721-03 .1150 .8209 525 B 
113 .30000 50000-01 348.00 .2388-01 2869-01 .2869-01 .9000 . 1041-02 .1251-02 8236 6.205 535 4 
113 .30000 20000 349 00 .1050-01 1259-01 .1259-01 9000 4575-03 .5488-03 .3647 2.640 529.5 
113 .30000 40COO 350 00 .7422-02 8902-02 .8902-02 9COO .3235-03 .3880-03 2581 1.870 528 7 
113 .30000 50000 351 00 7913-02 .9492-02 .9492-02 9000 .3449-03 4137-03 2751 I 942 529 0 
113 30000 90000 352 00 4051-02 4856-02 1t856-02 9000 1766-03 2116-03 1414 I 059 526 0 
113 .40000 10000+00 353 00 1993-01 2392-01 2392-01 9000 .8686-03 1043-02 6904 5 074 531.9 
113 40000 .20000 354 00 .1713-01 2056-01 .2056-01 .9000 .7464-03 8959-03 5933 4 222 531 8 
113 .40000 .50000 356 00 .9879-02 1165-01 .1185-01 9000 .4306-03 .5165-03 3433 2 502 529.3 
113 .40000 .90000 358 00 6268-02 .7516-02 .7516-02 .9000 2732-03 3276-03 .2183 I 646 527 5 
113 50000 .50000-01 359 00 3876-01 .4665-01 4665-01 9000 .1689-02 .2033-02 I 325 10 36 542.5 
: 13 .50000 ,70000 360 00 8085-02 .9698-02 .9698-02 9000 .3524-03 4226-03 2811 2 254 528.8 
113 50000 90000 361 00 8342-02 .1000-01 .1000-01 .9000 3636-03 4360-03 2903 2.070 526.2 
113 60000 .50000-01 362 00 .49SI-01 .6002-01 6002-01 9000 .2171-02 2616-02 1.693 12 99 51t6 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2636 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRltUT03J 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI ODOT DTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R"I 0 R=O.9 R" BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
113 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .~503-01 .5~17-01 .5~17-01 .9000 .1963-02 .2361-02 I .5~It 11.68 5110.2 
113 .60000 .20000 36~.00 .3332-01 .~006-01 .~006-01 .9000 .llt52-02 .17lt6-02 1.11t5 8.~1t2 538.3 
113 .60000 .1t0000 365 00 3366-01 .1t01t5-01 ~01t5-01 .9000 .11t67-02 .1763-02 1.160 8.162 535.8 
113 .60000 .50000 366 00 2906-01 3~91-01 .31t91-01 9000 .1266-02 1522-02 1.001 7.113 535 8 
113 .60000 .70000 367 00 .1307-01 1569-01 .1569-01 .9000 .5698-03 .6838-03 .1t535 3 633 530 8 
113 .60000 90000 368 00 1135-01 1361-01 1361-01 .9000 ~9~6-03 5931-03 .3950 2.957 528 0 
113 70000 .'50000-01 369.00 .5~21-01 .6539-01 6539-01 .9000 .2363-02 2850-02 I 833 lit 79 551.0 
113 .70000 70000 370 00 .151~-01 1817-01 1817-01 9000 .6598-03 7919-03 .52~9 ~.280 ~31.2 
113 .70000 .90000 371.00 3927-02 .1t71~-02 ~71~-02 .9000 .1712-03 2055-03 .1360 I 051 531 9 
113 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 .~046-02 5155-02 .5155-02 .9000 .1763-03 2247-03 .1087 .7704 710.2 
113 .80000 . 10000"00 373.00 518~-01 .6243-01 .62~3-01 .9000 .2259-02 .2721-02 1.767 13.43 544.7 
113 .80UOO .40000 37~ 00 .3177-01 3819-01 .3819-01 .9000 .1384-02 1665-02 1.091 7.865 538 It 
113 .80000 .50000 375.00 2638-01 .3170-01 .3170-01 .9000 .1150-02 .1382-02 .9094 6.260 535.8 
113 .80000 .70000 376 00 .1612-01 .193~-01 .1931t-01 .9000 .7021t-03 8431-03 5584 It.471 531.7 
113 80000 90000 377 00 .1400-01 .1679-01 .1679-01 .9000 .6100-03 7319-03 1t860 3 761 529.9 
113 90000 10000+00 .578 00 5' .. 03-01 6510-01 .6510-01 9000 .2355-02 2837-02 1.837 13.19 546.It 
113 90000 .30000 379 00 .3079-01 .3701-01 .3701-01 .9000 .1342-02 .1613-02 1.059 7.763 537.3 
113 .90000 .50000 380 00 .6523-02 .7822-02 .7822-02 .9000 .281t3-03 .31t09-03 .2271 1.591t 528.0 
113 90000 .70000 381.00 .1356-01 .1627-01 .1627-01 9000 .5910-03 .7089-03 .1t712 3. It31t 529 3 
113 90000 90000 382 00 .14'"0-01 .1728-01 .1728-0 I .9000 .6275-03 .7529-03 .~999 3.76" 530.0 
113 .95000 .30000 383.00 .277"'-01 .333"'-01 .333"'-01 .9000 .1209-02 .1~53-02 .9554 6.826 536.5 
113 .95000 .5UOOO 384 00 .21t80-01 .2980-01 .2980-01 .9000 .1081-02 .1299-02 8552 6.075 535.It 
113 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1697-01 2036-01 .2036-01 .9000 .7396-03 • 8871t-03 .5894 It.OOB 529.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2637 
OHB~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR~UT031 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BElA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PS[A DEG R DEG. R PS[A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
[26 3 688 8.000 29 95 -2.013 853 6 [352 97.95 .87~~-01 3.917 3801. .2409-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC " 0175 
126 .4913-01 2107-01 
···TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI COOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R"O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI OEG. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2S(C ISEC 
126 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2761-01 .3311-01 .3311-01 .9000 .1356-02 .1627-02 I. 104 7.829 538.1 
126 .10000+00 .30000 3~1.00 .1964-0 I 2355-01 .2355-01 .9000 .9651-03 .1157-02 .7867 5.768 536 6 
126 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1492-01 1788-01 .1788-01 .9000 .7330-03 .8783-03 .5990 4 546 534 It 
126 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .2303-01 .2761-01 .2761-01 9000 .1132-02 1356-02 9240 6.670 535.3 
126 .20000 .20000 344 00 .1432-01 1715-01 .1715-01 .9000 7035-03 8426-03 .5760 4.273 532.9 
126 .20000 40000 345 00 .9805-02 .117~-01 .1174-01 .9000 .... 817-03 .5768-03 .3951 2.830 531.6 
126 20000 60000 3"'6.00 8035-02 .9617-02 .9617-02 .9000 .3948-03 "'725-03 3243 2.3"'7 530 2 
126 .20000 80000 3~7.00 .3147-02 .376~-02 . 376't-02 .9000 . 15~6-03 .18't9-03 .1275 .909't 527.2 
126 .30000 50000-01 3~8 00 .2527-01 .3030-01 3030-01 .9000 .12't2-02 . 1~89-02 I 010 7.603 537.9 
126 .30000 20000 3~9 00 .1167-01 .1397-01 .1397-01 .9000 .5733-03 .6865-03 .... 703 3.'t01 531.It 
126 30000 't0000 350 00 8617-02 1031-01 .1031-01 9000 .... 234-03 .5068-03 3't78 2517 530.2 
126 .30000 50000 351 00 9513-02 .1139-01 .1139-01 9000 .'t67't-03 .5595-03 .3837 2.707 530.7 
126 .30000 90000 352 00 4020-02 't809-02 .'t809-02 .9000 .1975-03 2363-03 .1628 1.219 527.'1 
126 .40000 10000+00 353.00 2320-01 .2779-01 .2779-01 .9000 11"'0-02 1366-02 .9310 6 832 534.S 
126 "'0000 20000 354 00 .2006-01 2403-01 2403-01 9000 .9854-03 .1181-02 .8049 5.719 534 S 
126 .'tOOOO .50000 356 00 .1166-01 .1396-01 1396-01 .9)00 .5728-03 6860-03 ... 695 3 .... 17 532.1 
126 't0000 .90000 358.00 7233-02 .8655-02 .6655-02 .9000 .3554-03 "'252-03 .2924 2.202 529.0 
126 .50000 50000-01 359 00 .4353-01 .5233-01 5233-01 .9000 .2139-02 2571-02 I 719 13.'t1 S'tS 0 
126 .50000 .70000 360 00 .9017-02 .1080-01 1080-01 .!:l000 .... 't31-03 .5305-03 .3633 2.909 531 6 
126 .50000 90000 361 ao .9389-02 1124-01 .1124-01 .9000 .4613-03 5522-03 .3789 2 698 530.3 
126 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 5166-01 .6217-01 .6217-01 .9000 .2538-02 3055-02 2.030 15.53 551.9 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2638 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT03J 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAWITO HCTO) HITAW) QOOT OTloIOT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R 8TUI CEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
126 .60000 .10000+00 363 00 .4177-01 .5015-01 .5015-01 .9000 .2052-02 .2464-02 1.660 12.54 !51.3. I 
126 .60000 .20000 364.00 .3486-01 .4184-01 .418'1-01 .9000 .1713-02 .2056-02 1.388 10.22 541.5 
126 60000 .40000 365.00 .3119-01 .3741-01 3741-01 .9000 .1533-02 .1838-02 1.246 8.756 538.5 
126 60000 .50000 366.00 .2556-01 .3066-01 .3066-01 .9000 .1256-02 1506-02 1.022 7.251 537 9 
!26 .60UOO .70000 367 00 .1137-01 .1361-01 .1361-01 .9000 .5585-03 .6689-03 .4575 3.661 532.6 
126 .60000 .90000 368.00 1092-01 .1308-0 I 1308-01 .9000 .5368-03 .6'12'1-03 .'1'112 3.300 529.8 
126 70000 .50000-01 369.00 .5639-01 .6793-01 .6793-01 9000 .2771-02 3338-02 2.20'1 17.75 556.1 
126 70000 .70000 370 00 .1387-01 1661-01 .1661-01 .9000 .681'1-03 .8162-03 .5577 4.5'13 533.1 
126 .70000 .90000 371 00 3757-02 .'1'199-02 '1'199-02 9000 .18'+6-03 2211-03 .1512 1.168 532.6 
126 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .1788-02 .2278-02 2278-02 .9000 .8785-0'1 1119-03 .5521-01 .3889 723.2 
126 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .5307-01 .6381-01 .6381-01 .9000 .2608-02 3135-02 2 093 15.88 5'+8.8 
126 80000 .'+0000 37'1 00 3153-01 3783-0 I - 3783-01 .9000 15'+9-02 1859-02 I 256 9.0'15 5'+0.6 
126 .80000 .50000 375.00 .2576-01 .3089-01 3089-01 .9000 .1266-02 1518-02 I 029 7.071 538.8 
126 .80000 .70000 376.00 .1581-01 .189'+-0 I 189'1-01 .9000 .7767-03 9305-03 .6352 5.080 533 9 
126 .80000 .90000 377 00 .1359-01 .1627-01 .1627-01 .9000 .6676-03 7993-03 .5'+77 4 235 531.3 
126 90000 10000+00 j78.00 .5381-01 .6'17'+-01 .6'+7'1-01 .9000 .26'1'1-02 3181-02 2.118 15.17 550.6 
126 90000 .30000 379.00 .3012-01 .361'1-01 361'1-01 .9000 .1480-02 1775-02 1.202 8.80,+ 539.3 
126 90000 .50000 380.00 .82'17-02 9871-02 .9871-02 .9000 .'+052-U3 .'1850-03 3328 2.333 530.3 
126 .90000 70000 381.00 .131'1-01 .157'+-01 .157'1-01 .9000 .6'+58-03 7732-03 .5300 3.859 531.0 
126 .90000 .90000 3B2 00 .1322-01 .158'+-01 1584-01 .9000 .6498-03 7781-03 .5327 4.007 531.9 
126 .95000 .30000 383.00 .2755-01 .3305-01 .3305-01 .9000 .135"-02 .162'+-02 1.099 7.8"'1 539.5 
126 .95000 .50000 38'+.00 .2'+05-01 .2885-01 .2885-01 .9000 .1182-02 .1417-02 .9615 6.820 538.1 
126 .95000 .90000 385.00 • I '+97-0 I .1792-01 . 1792-01 .9000 .7355-03 .8805-03 .6037 4.103 530.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2639 
CH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAil IR4UTOLt I 
VERT TAil PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.OOO ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP • .0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/l MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 1FT! IFT2 
149 2.015 7.980 29.95 -1 011 Lt35.2 1297. 9Lt. LtO .Lt531-01 2.020 3BOI. .1295-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ·.0175 
1Lt9 .3503-01 .2862-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I 0 R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
ILt9 .10000+00 10000+00 3LtO.00 .2898-01 .3495-01 . 3Lt95-0 I .9000 .1015-02 .122Lt-02 .7713 5.Lt7Lt 537.0 
ILt9 .10000+00 .30000 3Lt1.00 .1255-01 .1512-01 .1512-01 .9000 .4395-03 .5295-03 .3353 2.462 533.7 
I Lt9 .10000+00 .50000 3Lt2.00 107Lt-01 • 129Lt-0 1 .129Lt-01 .9000 .3762-03 .Lt532-03 .2873 2.181 533.1 
ILt9 .20000 .10000+00 3Lt3 00 .2643-01 .3185-01 .3185-01 .9000 .9259-03 .1116-02 .7056 5.095 53Lt.6 
I't9 .2COOO .20000 344.00 .1536-01 .\850-01 .1850-01 .9000 .5380-03 .6Lt79-03 .LtIIO 3.050 532.6 
1-9 .20000 .LtOOOO 345.00 .1044-01 .1256-01 .1256-01 .9000 3656-03 .4401-03 .2800 2.007 530.7 
149 .20000 .60000 346 00 .6381-02 .7678-02 .7678-02 .9000 .2235-03 .2689-03 .1715 1.242 529.2 
149 .20000 .80000 347.00 .2284-02 .2747-02 . 27Lt7-02 9000 .8002-0Lt .9623-04 .6158-01 .4393 527.1 
149 .30000 .50000-01 348.00 .2206-01 .2658-01 2658-01 9000 .7727-03 9310-03 .5893 Lt.LtLt3 53Lt.0 
149 .30000 .20000 349.00 8727-02 .1050-01 .1050-01 .9000 .3057-03 3679-03 • 23Lt4 1.696 530.0 
149 30000 .4uOOO 350.00 .6268-02 .7541-02 .75Lt1-02 .9000 .2195-03 .2641-03 .1686 I 221 528.8 
149 30000 50000 351 00 5891-02 7087-02 .7087-02 9000 .2063-03 2482-03 .1585 I 119 528 Lt 
149 .30000 90000 352 00 2492-02 .2996-02 .2996-02 9000 .8727-0Lt 1050-03 .67IB-01 .5033 526 9 
149 .'10000 . 10000+00 353 00 .1357-01 .1634-01 1634-01 .9000 4754-03 5722-03 .3645 2.681 530.1 
149 .40000 .20000 354.00 .1018-01 .1226-01 1226-01 .9000 3567-03 .Lt293-03 . 273Lt 1.9Lt8 530.1 
149 40000 .50000 356 00 .6497-02 .7817-02 .7817-02 9000 .2276-03 .2738-03 .1748 1.274 528.5 
149 .40000 90000 358 00 3138-02 .3774-02 .3774-02 .9000 .1099-03 .1322-03 .8Lt58-01 .6377 527 3 
149 .50000 50000-01 359 00 2722-01 .3282-01 .3282-01 9000 .9536-03 .1150-02 .7254 5.694 536.0 
149 .50000 .70000 360.00 .5010-02 .6027-02 6027-02 .9000 .1755-03 .2111-03 .1348 1.082 528.3 
149 .50000 90000 361 00 .5004-02 .6019-02 .6019-02 .9000 .1753-03 .2108-03 .\3Lt7 .9600 528.Lt 
ILt9 .60000 .50000-0\ 362 00 .3508-01 .4231-01 .4231-01 .9000 .1229-02 1482-02 9319 7.\80 538.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2640 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'+UT04 I 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HlTOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.o R"0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
149 60000 .10000+00 363.00 2787-01 .3358-01 .3358-01 .9000 .9762-03 .1176-02 .7442 5.648 53'+.3 
149 .60000 .20000 364.00 .1882-01 .2266-01 .2266-01 .9000 .6591-03 .7938-03 .5035 3.724 532.7 
149 .60000 .40000 365 00 .1543-01 .1857-01 .1857-01 .9000 .5403-03 .6504-03 .4141 2.921 530.3 
149 .60000 .50000 366.00 .1309-01 .1576-01 .1576-01 .9000 .4586-03 .5520-03 .3518 2.507 529 6 
149 .60000 70000 367.00 .7860-02 .9457-02 9457-02 .9000 .2753-03 .3313-03 .21 [It 1.695 528.9 
149 60000 90000 368 00 7863-02 9458-02 .9458-02 .9000 2754-03 .3313-03 .2119 1.587 527.5 
149 .70000 50COO-01 369 00 .4076-01 .4919-01 .4919-01 .9000 .1428-02 .1723-02 1.080 8.766 540.2 
149 70000 .70000 370.00 .1090-01 .1311-01 .1311-01 .9000 .3817-03 .4593-03 .2929 2.391 529.1 
149 .70000 .90000 371 00 3267-02 .3935-02 .3935-02 .9000 . 1144-03 1378-03 .8748-01 .6761 532.2 
149 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .1187-02 .1561- 02 .1561-02 .9000 .4157-04 .5469-04 .2247-01 .1559 756.1 
149 .80000 • 10000+00 373.00 .4222-01 .5092-01 .5092-01 .9000 .1479-02 .1783-02 1.123 8.565 537.5 
149 80000 .40000 374.00 .2530-01 .3048-01 .3048-01 9000 .8863-03 .1068-02 .6763 4.886 533 6 
149 80000 50000 375.00 2054-01 .2473-01 .2473-01 .9000 .7193-03 .8663-03 5498 3.791 532.4 
149 .80000 .70000 376 00 1352-01 .1627-0 I .1627-01 .9000 .4735-03 5699-03 .3630 2.909 530 0 
149 80000 90000 377 00 .1237-01 .1488-01 .1488-01 .9000 .4332-03 5212-03 .3327 2.576 528.7 
149 .90000 .10000+00 .578.00 .5173-01 .6243-01 .6243-01 .9000 .1812-02 .2187-02 1.371 9 874 540.0 
1'+9 .90000 30000 379 00 .2657-01 .3201-01 .3201-01 .9000 .9308-03 1121-02 .7103 5 216 533.6 
149 .90000 .50000 380 00 .3673-02 .4418-02 .4418-02 .9000 .1287-03 1548-03 9893-01 694'+ 527.8 
149 .90000 .70000 381.00 .1068-01 .1285-01 .1285-01 .9000 37'+2-03 .'+502-03 .2877 2.098 528.0 
1'+9 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1045-01 .1258-01 .1258-01 .9000 .3662-03 .4405-03 .2813 2.120 528.3 
149 95000 .30000 383 00 .2507-01 .3019-01 .3019-01 .9000 8780-03 .1058-02 .6707 4 801 532.8 
1'+9 .95000 .50000 384.00 .2104-01 .2534-01 .2534-01 .9000 .7370-03 .8876-03 .5634 '+.009 532.2 
1'+9 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1463-01 .1760-01 .1760-01 .9000 .5125-03 6166-03 .3938 2.680 528.'+ 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MOCEL 60-0 IN THE AECC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2&+1 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'tUTO'+1 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BCFLAP • . 0000 SPCBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG. CEG. PSIA CEG. R CEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
110 3.010 7.990 29.96 -.9Q74 670.7 1321. 95.92 .6926-01 3.095 3836. .1949-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
110 .4350-01 .2338-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF HlltREF H/HREF TAW/TO H!TOI HtTAW) OOOT OTIoI)T TW 
NUM8ER R-1.0 R-0.9 Roo 8TU/R 8TU/R STU/ CEG. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
110 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2644-01 .3180-01 .3180-01 .9000 .1150-02 .1383-02 .9013 6.397 537.1 
110 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1449-01 .17'+1-01 .1741-01 .9000 .6304-03 .7575-03 .1f963 3.6'+':; 533.5 
110 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1536-01 .1845-01 .1845-01 .9000 .6681-03 .8027-03 .5262 3.996 533.1 
110 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .2181-01 .2622-01 .2622-01 .9000 .9489-0~ .1140-02 .7458 5.385 53'+.7 
110 .20000 .20000 344.00 .1198-01 .1439-01 1439-01 .9000 .5213-03 .6261-03 .4113 3.053 531. 7 
110 .20000 .40000 345.00 .1068-01 .1282-01 .1282-01 .9000 .4645-03 .5576-03 .3672 2.633 530.0 
110 .20000 .60000 346.00 .6866-02 .8239-02 8239-02 .9000 .2987-03 .3584-03 .2366 1.71'+ 528.3 
110 20000 .80000 347.00 .3059-02 3668-02 .3668-02 .9000 .1331-03 1596-03 .1058 .7549 525.8 
110 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 .2191-01 .2634-01 .2634-01 .9000 .9529-03 .1146-02 7478 5.632 535.9 
110 .30000 .20000 349 00 .8733-02 .1048-01 .1048-01 .9000 .3799-03 .4560-03 .3006 2.176 529." 
110 .30000 .40000 350 00 7627-02 .9154-02 9154-02 .9000 .3318-03 .3982-03 .2627 1 903 528.7 
110 .30000 50000 351 00 .7611-02 9134-02 9134-02 9000 .3311-03 .3973-03 2623 1.852 528." 
110 .30000 90000 352 00 .3559-02 .'1268-02 4268-02 9000 .1548-03 .1857-03 .1231 .9229 525~ 
110 40000 10000+00 353 00 .1583-01 1901-01 1901-01 9000 .6885-03 .8267-03 .5439 4.000 530.7 
110 40000 .20000 35'1 00 .1166-01 .1400-01 .1400-01 .9000 .5073-03 .6091-03 .4011 2.857 530.1 
110 .'10000 .50000 356 00 7467-02 8959-02 .8959-02 9000 .32'18-03 3897-03 .2575 1 878 527 B 
110 .40000 90000 358 00 .47'5-02 .5727-02 .5727-02 9000 .2077-03 .249\-03 .1651 1 246 525 8 
110 50000 .50000-01 359 00 3555-01 .'1279-01 .'1279-01 9000 .15'16-02 .1861-02 1 206 9 4'17 5'10 5 
110 50000 .70000 360 00 5615-02 .6735-02 .6735-02 .9000 .2'1'12-03 .2930-03 .1939 1 556 526 9 
110 50000 .90000 -361 00 6402-02 .7679-02 .7679-02 .9000 .2785-03 .3340-03 .2211 1.578 526 7 
110 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .'1801-01 5786-01 .5786-01 .9000 .2089-02 2517-02 1.621 12.'15 544.'1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 26'+2 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UT04) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU 1 OEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
110 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4098-01 .4930-01 .4930-01 .9000 .1782-02 .2145-02 1.394 10.56 538.7 
110 .60000 .20000 364.00 .3070-01 .3692-01 .3692-01 .9000 .1335-02 .1606-02 1.047 7.725 ~36.B 
lID 60DOO .40000 365.00 .2590-01 .3112-01 .3112-01 .9000 .1127-02 .1354-02 .8879 6.256 532.7 
110 60000 .50000 366 00 .2123-01 .2549-01 2549-01 .9000 .9233-03 .1109-02 .7290 5.189 531 2 
110 .60000 .70000 367 00 .9195-02 .1103-01 1103-01 .9000 .4000-03 .4799-03 .3172 2.545 527.6 
110 .60000 .90000 368 00 8248-02 .9892-02 .9892-02 9000 .3588-03 .4303-03 .2852 2.137 525.8 
110 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .5152-01 6214-01 .6214-01 9000 .2241-02 .2703-02 1.731 13.99 54e.4 
110 .70000 70000 370 00 .1284-01 1542-01 .1542-01 .9000 .5588-03 .6707-03 4421 3.608 529 5 
110 70000 .90000 371 00 .3268-02 .3925-02 3925-02 9000 .1421-03 1707-03 1121 .8667 531.9 
110 .80000 .50000-01 372.00 .2364-02 .3034-02 .3034-02 .9000 .1028-03 1320-03 6154-01 .4337 722.2 
110 80000 .10000+00 373.00 4850-01 .5841-01 .5841-01 .9000 2110-02 .2541-02 1 643 12.50 542.2 
110 80000 40000 374 00 2976-01 3579-01 3579-01 .9000 .1295-02 1557-02 1 015 7.324 536 5 
110 .eoooo 50000 375.00 2337-01 .2809-01 .2809-01 9000 .1017-02 1222-02 .8003 5.515 533 6 
110 80000 .70000 376.00 .1378-01 .1655-01 1655-01 .9000 .5995-03 .7198-03 .4738 3.797 530.3 
110 80000 90000 377 00 .1242-01 .1491-01 .1491-01 .9000 .5404-03 • 6486-(j3 .4281 3 315 528.5 
110 90000 10000+00 .n800 5138-01 .6190-01 .6190-01 .9000 .2235-02 .2693-02 1.737 12.48 543.6 
110 .90000 .30000 379 00 .2803-01 .3370-01 .3370-01 .9000 .1219-02 .1466-02 .9574 7.02Lt 535.4 
110 .90000 .50000 380.00 .5193-02 .6228-02 .6228-02 .9000 .2259-03 2709-03 .1795 1.261 526 I 
110 .90000 .70000 381.00 .1196-01 .1435-01 .1435-01 .9000 .5201-03 . 62LtO-03 .Lt122 3.006 528.1 
110 90000 .90000 382.00 .1046-01 .1255-01 .1255-01 .9000 .4551-03 .5Lt61-03 3605 2.717 528.5 
110 95000 .30000 383.00 .2't33~01 .2924-01 .2924-01 .9000 .1058-02 .1272-02 8322 5.953 534.3 
lID .95000 .50000 38Lt 00 .2276-01 .2735-01 .2735-01 .9000 .9900-03 .1190-02 .7792 5.540 533.6 
lID .95000 .90000 385.00 .1461-01 .1754-01 175Lt-01 .9000 .6357-03 .7629-03 .5035 3.Lt26 528.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 26't3 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'+UTO't1 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA 
-
30.00 BETA 
- -1.000 ELEVON - .0000 
BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
··'TEST CONDIT IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
122 3.691+ 8 000 30.0,+ -.9752 852 2 13,+9. 97.73 .8729-01 3.911 3B17. .2't11-02 .786'+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC -.0175 
122 .4907-01 .2106-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
T A~oI/ TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
122 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2696-01 .3235-01 .3235-01 .9000 .1323-02 .1588-02 I 070 7.5B'+ 539.B 
122 .10000+00 .30000 31+1.00 .1574-01 .1887-01 .11387-01 .9000 .7723-03 .9259-03 .6276 '+.603 536.0 
122 .10000+00 .scooo 3'+2.00 .15'+2-01 .1848-01 1848-01 9000 .7565-03 9068-03 6156 't.670 535.0 
122 .20000 .10000+00 3,+3.00 .2098-01 .2515-01 .2515-01 .9000 . 1029-02 .123'+-02 .8365 6.036 536.0 
122 20000 .20000 344.00 .1217-01 .1't58-01 1'+58-01 .9000 .5970-03 .7153-03 .'+867 3.610 533.'+ 
122 20000 40000 31+5 00 .1148-01 .1375-01 .1375-01 .9000 .5635-03 .6750-03 .'+600 3.294 532.3 
122 .20000 .60000 3'+6 00 .7026-02 .8411-02 .8'+11-02 .9000 .3'+'+8-03 '+128-03 .2825 2.0'+5 529.5 
122 .20000 .80000 347.00 .3175-02 .3798-02 3798-02 .9000 .1558-03 .186'+-03 .1280 9131 527.1 
122 .30000 .50000-01 3,+8.00 .2297-01 .2756-01 2756-01 .9000 .1127-02 .1352-02 .9128 6.865 538.9 
122 .30000 .20000 349.00 1008-01 .1208-01 1208-01 .9000 .'+949-03 .5927-03 4044 2.925 53J.'t 
122 .30000 .40000 350 00 .7844-02 9390-02 9390-02 .9000 .3849-03 4608-03 3152 2.281 529.9 
122 .30000 .50000 351 00 78'+9-02 9396-02 .9396-02 .9000 .3852-03 .4611-03 .315'+ 2.226 529.7 
122 .30000 .90000 352 00 .3376-02 4039-02 4039-02 .9000 .1657-03 1982-03 1362 I 020 526.7 
122 40000 .10000+00 353 00 1930-01 2313-01 2313-01 9000 9471-03 1135-02 1716 5.665 534 0 
122 40000 .20000 354 00 1421-01 1703-01 .1703-01 9000 .6975-03 8356-03 5689 4 046 533 0 
122 40000 .50000 356 00 8784-02 1052-01 .10~2-01 .9000 .4311-03 .5162-03 .3527 2.569 530.'t 
122 .40000 .90000 358 00 .5178-02 .619S-02 .6196-02 .9000 .2541-03 .3041-03 .2085 1.572 528.0 
122 50000 .50000-01 359.00 .4114-01 .49'+8-01 4948-01 9000 .2019-02 .2428-02 I 615 12 60 5'+8 7 
122 .50000 .70000 360 00 6581-02 .7879-02 7879-02 9000 .3230-03 .3866-03 26'+5 2.120 529.6 
122 50000 .90000 361 00 .7340-02 8786-02 .8786-02 .9000 .3602-03 '+312-03 2953 2.105 528.9 
122 60000 50000-01 362 00 5323-01 6410-01 6410-01 9000 .2612-02 3146-02 2 079 15.90 553.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2641+ 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR .. UTO .. ) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) LfITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER Ral.O RaO.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
122 60000 .10000+00 363 00 4598-01 .5524-01 .552"-01 .9000 .2257-02 .2711-02 1.816 13.71 5114.0 
122 .60000 .20000 364.00 .3186-01 .3824-01 .3824-01 .9000 .1563-02 .1877-02 1.263 9.305 540 6 
122 60000 .40000 365 00 .2757-01 .3307-01 .3307-01 .9000 .1353-02 .1623-02 1.097 7.713 537.7 
122 60000 .50000 366.00 .2190-01 . 26€6-0I .2626-01 9000 .1075-02 .1289-02 .8738 6.206 535 7 
122 60000 .70000 367 00 .8973-02 • 1074-01 .1074-01 .9000 ."404-03 .5273-03 .3603 2.886 530.5 
122 .60000 .90000 368 00 8828-02 .1056-CI .1056-01 .9000 .4332-03 5185-03 .3554 2.660 528.1f 
122 .70000 50000-01 369 00 5538-01 .6673-01 .6673-01 .9000 .2718-02 3275-02 2.154 17.3" 556.1 
122 70000 .70000 370 00 .1214-01 .1454-01 .1454-01 .9000 .5955-03 .7134-03 .4863 3.963 532.1 
122 70000 90000 371 00 .3299-02 .3952-02 3952-02 9000 .1619-03 1940 03 .1322 I 022 532.1 
122 80000 50000-01 372 00 1708-02 2233-02 223~-02 .9000 8383-04 1096-03 .4813-01 .3312 7745 
122 80000 .10000+00 373 00 .4972-01 .5978-01 .5978-01 .9000 .2440-02 2934-02 1.955 14 81f 547.6 
122 801100 40000 37.. 00 3065-01 .3678-01 3678-01 .9000 .150"-02 1805-02 I 217 8.764 539.7 
122 80000 50000 375 00 2440-01 2926-01 2926-01 .9000 .1197-02 1436-02 .971" 6 682 537 .. 
122 80000 70000 376 00 1453-01 .1741-01 17"1-01 .9000 7133-03 .8545-03 .5822 ".659 532.5 
122 80000 .90000 377 00 .1246-01 .1492-01 .1492-01 9000 .6114-03 7321-03 .5001 3.868 530.7 
122 .90000 .10000+00 378 00 .5215-01 .6273-01 .6273-01 .9000 .2559-02 .3079-02 2.047 14.67 549.0 
122 90000 30000 379 00 .2728-01 3272-01 3272-01 .9000 1339-02 1606-02 I 085 "7 953 537 9 
122 90000 .50000 380 00 5770-02 6905-02 6906-02 9000 .2032-03 .3389-03 2321 I 629 528.9 
122 90000 .70000 381 00 .1200-01 1"36-01 .1"36-\.11 .9000 .5888-03 70"9-03 4821 3.512 529.9 
122 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1197-01 .lIt3 .. -01 1434-01 .9000 .5876-03 
.
7°l6-03 't808 3.619 530.It 
122 .95000 30000 383 00 .2453-01 .2942-0' .29't2-01 .9000 120't-02 l't 4-02 .9765 6.97't 537.5 
122 .95000 .50000 38't 00 2234-01 .2679-01 .2679-01 .9000 .1097-02 1315-02 890 .. 6 321 536.7 
122 .95000 .90000 385 00 1't't5-01 .1730-01 .1730-01 .9000 .7092-03 8't92-03 5800 3 942 530.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2645 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UT06) 





30.00 BEJA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
···TEST CONDIT 10NS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
10 .5027 7.900 29.95 4910-02 98.66 1239. 91.88 .1097-01 .4790 3712. .3221-03 .7393-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
10 .1692-01 .5712-01 
---TEST OATA-·· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI H(TAWI aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER Rs 1 0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
10 .10000+00 .10000+00 31t0 00 .2530-01 .3071t-01 .3071t-01 .9000 .1t282-03 .5202-03 .2998 2.127 538.4 
10 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .8702-02 .1057-01 .1057-01 .9000 .1473-03 .1788-03 .1033 .7576 537.0 
10 .10000+00 .50000 31t2.00 .5572-02 .6766-02 .6766-02 .9000 .91t30-04 .1145-03 .6621-01 .5019 536.6 
10 .20000 .10000+00 31t3.00 .21t09-01 .2925-01 .2925-01 .9000 .1t077-03 .4951-03 .2860 2.063 537.1 
10 .20000 .20000 31t1t.00 9766-02 .1186-01 .1186-01 .9000 .1653-03 .2007-03 .1160 .8591 536.7 
10 .20000 .1t0000 31t5 00 .1t923-02 .5976-02 .5976-02 9000 .8331-01t 1011-03 .5855-01 .1t181t 535.9 
10 .20000 .60000 31t6 00 .3521-02 .. 275-02 .1t275-02 .9000 • 5959-01t .7231f-04 .1t189-01 .3023 535.8 
10 .20000 .80000 31t7 00 .1137-02 .1380-02 .1380-02 .90UO • 1921t -Olt . 2336-01t .1353-01 .9614-01 535 3 
10 .30000 .50000-01 31t8 00 .3077-01 .371t0-01 .371t0-01 .9000 .520B-03 .6329-03 . 361t0 2 737 539.7 
10 .30000 .20000 349 00 .8277-02 .1005-01 .1005-01 .9000 1401-03 1701-03 9835-01 .7095 536 5 
10 .30000 40COO 350 00 .4852-02 .5891-02 .5891-02 .9000 .8212-04 9969-04 .5772-01 .4165 535.9 
10 .30000 50000 351 00 4314-02 .5236-02 .5236-02 9000 .7301-04 8862-04 5133-01 .3611 535.6 
10 30000 90000 352 00 .3080-02 .3738-02 3738-02 9000 .5212-04 6326-04 .3665-01 .2733 535.6 
10 .1t0000 10000+00 353 00 1661-01 2018-01 .2018-01 .9000 .2812-03 3415-03 .1973 1.446 537.1 
10 .40000 20000 354 00 .1098-01 .1333-01 .1333-01 9000 1858-03 .2256-03 .1303 .9251 537.1 
10 40000 50000 356 00 5847-02 7099-02 .7099-02 9000 .9896-04 1201-03 .6951t-01 .5051 535.9 
10 40000 90000 358 00 .3362-02 4082-02 .1t082-02 9000 .5691-04 .6908-04 .3999-01 .3002 535 9 
10 50000 50000-01 359 00 3151-01 .3831-01 .3831-01 9000 .5332-03 .6484-03 .3717 2.909 541.5 
10 .50000 .70000 360 00 .2105-02 2556-02 .2556-02 9000 . 3563-01t 4325-04 .2507-01 .2003 535.2 
10 50000 90000 361 00 3234-02 .3928-02 .3928-02 .9000 5474-04 .6647-04 .3843-01 .2728 536.7 
10 60000 .50000-01 362 00 3402-01 4138-01 .4138-01 .9000 .5758-03 7004-03 4009 3.082 542.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH81+8 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 26"6 
OH81+8 SO-O VERTICAL TAIL; IR'+UTOSI 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI HITAWI QOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8:'" R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
10 .SCOOO .10000+00 363.00 .271+1-01 .3332-01 .3332-01 .9000 • '+6'+0-03 .5639-03 .321+2 2.'+53 539 9 
10 60000 .20000 361+.00 1391-01 .1690-01 .IS90-01 .9000 .2355-03 2861-03 .161+9 1.216 538.3 
10 60000 • '+0000 365 00 .9071+-02 .1102-01 .1102-01 .9000 .1536-03 .1865-03 .1078 .7577 536.9 
10 60000 .50000 366 00 .7109-02 8631-02 .8631-02 .9000 .1203-03 .11+61-03 .8'+51-01 .6000 536.2 
10 60000 .70000 367 00 3399-02 .1+126-02 .1+126-02 .9000 .5752-01+ 6983-01+ .1+01+3-01 .3231 535 8 
10 60000 .90000 368 00 .3789-02 .1+599-02 .4599-02 .9000 .6412-01+ 7784-0'+ .'+508-01 .3362 535.6 
10 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .3367-01 .4096-01 .4096-01 .9000 .5697-03 6932-03 3962 3 211 51+3.3 
10 70000 70000 370 00 4428-02 .5376-02 .5376-02 .9aOO .7494-04 9098-04 .5265-01 .4282 536.2 
10 70000 .90000 371 00 3525-02 .4279-02 .4279-02 9000 5965-04 .7241-04 .'+193-01 .3231+ 535.8 
10 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 2709-02 .3298-02 3298-02 9000 .4585-01+ 5582-04 3179-01 .241+1 51+5.2 
10 80000 .10000+00 373 00 .3457-01 .4203-01 .4203-01 .9000 5850-03 7114-03 .4078 3.105 5'+1.5 
10 80000 .40000 374 00 1161-01 , .1410-01 .1'+ 10-01 .9000 .1965-03 .2387-03 .1377 992B 537 8 
10 .80000 .50000 375 00 8077-02 .9809-02 .9809-02 .9000 .1367-03 .1660-03 9586-01 6594 537 '+ 
10 80000 .70000 376 00 5298-02 .61+34-02 .6431+-02 .9000 .8967-04 .1089-03 .6293-01 .5025 536 8 
10 80000 90000 377 00 5'+88-02 .6661+-02 .6664-02 .9000 .9288-01+ .1128-03 .6519-01 .5026 536.8 
10 90000 .10000+00 .578 00 .4012-01 .4881-01 .4881-01 .9000 .6790-03 .8261-03 .4723 3.396 5'+3.0 
10 .90000 30000 379.00 .1670-01 .2029-01 .2029-01 .9000 .2825-03 3433-03 1978 1.'+48 538.8 
10 .90000 .50000 380.00 .1681+-02 .2043-02 .2043-02 .9000 .2849-04 3458-04 2004-01 .1'+02 535 3 
10 .90000 .70000 381 00 .61+47-02 7828-02 .7828-02 9000 .1091-03 .1325-03 .7662-01 5563 536.5 
10 saooo .90000 382 00 .5915-02 .7183-02 .7183-02 gOOO .1001-03 1216-03 7022-01 • 526B 537.1 
10 .95000 .30000 383.00 .1646-01 2000-01 .2000-01 .9000 .2786-03 .3385-03 .1951 1.392 538.6 
10 .95000 .50000 381+ 00 1044-01 .1269-01 .1269-01 .9000 .1768-03 .2147-03 1238 .8782 538.2 
10 .95000 .90000 385.00 6852-02 .8323-02 .8323-02 .9000 .1160-03 .1'+OB-03 .8130-01 .5507 537.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2S'+7 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (RItUTOS) 







.0000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP • .0000 SPOBRK - .0000 
···TEST CONO I TI ONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER /FT OEO. DEO. PSIA OEO. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 ~7 2.016 7.980 29 96 .2~52-02 ~35.5 1297. 9~.~0 .~53~-01 2.021 3801. .1296-02 .759S-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
~7 .350~-01 .2861-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) aOOT OTI-IOT TW NUMBER R'"I.O R-0.9 R& 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R D£G. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC ~7 10000+00 .10000+00 3~0.00 .3175-01 .3829-01 .3829-01 .9000 .1112-02 . 13~2-02 .8~38 5.986 538.1 ~7 10000+00 .30000 3~1 00 .1528-01 .18~1-01 18~1-01 .9000 .5352-03 .6~50-03 .~076 2.990 535.2 
'+7 .10000+00 .50000 3~2.00 '32'+-01 .1596-01 .1596-01 9000 .~6~1-03 .5592-03 .3538 2.685 53~.3 ~7 .20000 .10000+00 3~3.00 2621-01 .3160-01 .3160-01 .9000 .9183-03 .1107-02 .6985 5 O~I 536.0 ~7 20000 .20000 344.00 .1485-01 .1789-01 .1789-01 .9000 .5202-03 .6269-03 .3966 2.9~0 53,+.3 ~7 .20000 .~OOOO 345.00 .8667-02 .IO~~-Ol .1044-01 .9000 .3037-03 .3657-03 .2320 1.661 532.1 ~7 .20000 .60000 346.00 .7305-02 .8797-02 .8797-02 .9000 .2559-03 .3082-03 .1956 I .'+ I" 532.3 ~7 20000 .80000 3~7 00 .2236-02 .2691-02 .2691-02 .9000 .7833-0'+ .9~2.9-0~ .6003-01 ."215 530.3 ~7 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 2052-01 2~75-01 2~75-01 .9000 .7190-03 .8671-03 .5~59 .. 109 537.'+ ~7 30000 .20000 349.00 .7799-02 .9394-02 9394-02 .9000 .2733-03 .3292-03 .2087 1.508 533.0 ~7 .30000 .~OOOO 350 00 5~33-02 .6542-02 65~2-02 .9000 .1903-03 .2292-03 1456 I 053 531.9 ~7 30000 .50000 351.00 .5014-02 .6038-02 6038-02 9000 .1757-03 .2116-03 13~3 .9'+70 532.0 ~7 3eooo .90000 352 00 1598-02 1923-02 .1923-02 9000 .5598-0~ .6737-0~ .~293-01 .3211 529 8 ~7 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 .1358-01 .1636-01 1636-01 9000 .~758-03 .5732-03 .3631 2 666 533 6 ~7 .~OOOO 20000 35~ 00 .9745-02 1174-01 .1174-01 9000 .3414-03 41 \3-03 2606 1.853 533 '+ ~7 ~OOOO .50000 356 00 .6147-02 7401-02 .7401-02 .9000 .2154-03 2593-03 .16~7 1.199 531 9 47 .40000 .90000 358.00 2220-02 2672-02 2672-02 9000 .7778-04 .9361-04 5962-01 ..... 89 530 I 
.. 7 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 .2453-01 .2960-01 2960-01 9000 8594-03 .1037-02 .650~ 5.095 539 8 ~7 .50000 .70000 360 00 .5984-02 .7205-02 .7205-02 .9000 .2097-03 2524-03 .1605 1.285 531 3 ~7 .50000 .90000 361 00 .4852-02 58~2-02 .5842-02 .9000 .1700-03 ..!047-03 .1301 9257 531 6 ~7 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 .296~-01 .3579-01 3579-01 .9000 .1039-02 .125~-02 
.78"1 6.031 5'+1 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 261+8 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT06) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) OOOT OTloolDT TW 
NUMBER R'"I.0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
47 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 2525-01 3045-01 .3045-01 .9000 .8847-03 .1067-02 .6714 5.087 537 7 
47 .60000 .20000 364 00 .1721-01 .2074-01 .2074-01 .9000 .6029-03 .7268-03 .4586 3.386 535.9 
47 60000 .40000 365.00 .1417-01 .1707-01 .1707-01 .9000 .... 964-03 .5980-03 .3789 2.669 533 .... 
47 .60000 .50000 366.00 .1216-01 .1"'6"'-01 .146"'-01 9000 • 4260-03 5131-03 .3255 2.315 532 7 
47 60000 70000 367 00 1078-01 1298-01 .1298-01 .9000 .3777-03 .4549-03 .2885 2.309 532 8 
... 7 60000 .90000 368 00 .1124-01 1353-01 .1353-01 9000 .3938-03 .... 741-03 .3012 2 251 531 7 
... 7 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 3"'98-01 "'227-01 .... 227-01 9000 .1226-02 1481-02 9217 7 ... 65 5 ... 4 6 
47 70000 70000 370 00 1063-01 .1280-01 .1280-0l 9000 .3724-03 . 4"'86-03 28 ...... 2.317 532.9 
47 70000 90000 371 00 .5810-02 .7000-02 .7000-02 9000 .2036-03 2453-03 .1553 1.199 533 8 
47 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .3236-02 4437-02 .4437-02 .9000 .1134-03 .1555-03 5430-01 3665 817.7 
47 80000 10000+00 373.00 3994-01 .4823-01 .4823-01 .9000 .1399-02 .1690-02 1 055 8 031 542.5 
47 80ilOO .40000 374 00 2349-01 2833-01 .2833-01 9000 8232-03 .9926-03 6252 ... 509 537.1 
47 80000 50000 375 00 1950-01 2351-01 .2351-01 9000 .6833-03 8239-03 .5195 3 575 536.5 
47 80000 70000 376.00 1310-01 .1579-01 .1579-01 9000 4591-03 .5533-03 3500 2.798 53... 5 
... 7 .80000 90000 377 CO 1194-01 1"'38-01 .1"'38-01 9000 .... 18 ... -03 5039-03 .3195 2 "'68 533 0 
... 7 .90000 .10000+00 .578 00 
-
.4938-01 .5955.;01 .5966-01 9000 .1730-02 2090-02 1.301 9 351 5 ....... 5 
... 7 90000 .300eO 379 00 2565-01 3094-01 .3094-01 9000 8988-03 1084-02 .6823 5 000 537 6 
... 7 90000 .50000 380.00 3029-02 .3646-02 .3646-02 .9000 1061-03 1277-03 .8128-01 .5697 530.7 
... 7 .90000 .70000 381.00 1020-01 .1229-01 .1229-01 .9000 .3575-03 .... 306-03 .2729 1 985 533.3 
... 7 90000 90000 382 00 122"'-01 .1"'75-01 .1"'75-01 .9000 .... 290-03 .5167-03 3275 2 .... 62 533.3 
... 7 95000 .30000 383 DO .2661-01 .3210-01 .3210-01 .9000 .9325-03 1125-02 7076 5.053 537.8 
... 7 .95000 .50000 38 .... 00 .2019-01 .243"'-01 .2"'3"'-01 .9000 .7073-03 8528-03 5373 3.813 537.0 
... 7 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1228-01 .1"'80-01 .1"'80-01 .9000 .... 30 ... -03 .5185-03 3286 2.230 533.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2649 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL !R4UT06) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA .. 30.00 8ETA .. .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP .. .0000 SPD8RK .. . 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
76 3.039 7.990 29 97 3283-06 E71 6 1314. 95 41 .6936-01 3.099 3826. .1962-02 .7678-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
76 4349-01 .2329-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R'"I.O R"0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
76 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2731-01 .3288-01 .3288-01 .9000 .1188-02 .1430-02 .9215 6.531 531.9 
76 .10000+00 30000 341.00 .1223-01 .1470-01 .1470-01 .9000 .5317-03 .6394-03 .4148 3.046 533.6 
76 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 • '406-01 .1691-01 .1691-01 .9000 .6116-03 ./353-03 ... 775 3.626 532.9 
76 .20000 • 10000+00 343 00 .2252-01 .2709-01 2709-01 .9000 .9794-03 1178-02 .7625 5.505 535.1 
76 20000 .20000 344.00 .1225-01 1473-01 .1473-01 9000 5329-03 6406-03 4165 3.091 532.2 
76 20000 40000 345 00 .1123-01 .1349-01 .1349-01 .9000 .4882-03 .5861-03 .3823 2.739 530.1 
76 .20000 .60000 346 00 .7503-02 .9012-02 .9012-02 9000 .3263-03 3919-03 .2560 I 854 529.1 
76 20000 .80000 347 00 .3016-02 .3620-02 .3620-02 .9000 1312-03 157"-03 .1033 .7372 526.2 
76 30000 50000-01 348 00 .1893-01 .2278-01 2278-01 .9000 .8231-03 .9905-03 6391 4.817 536.5 
76 30000 .20000 3 .. 9 00 .8165-02 .9812-02 9812-02 .9000 3551-03 4267-03 .2780 2.011 530.8 
76 .30000 .40eoo 350.00 821"-02 .9866-02 .9866-02 .9000 .3572-03 4291-03 .2803 2.030 529.0 
76 30000 .50000 351 00 .7692-02 9238-02 9238-02 9000 .3345-03 ."018-03 2625 1.85" 528.8 
76 30000 90000 352 00 2926-02 .3511-02 3511-02 9000 .1273-03 1527-03 .100" 7529 524.S 
76 .40000 10000+00 353 00 .1431-01 .1720-01 1720-0 I .9000 .622"-03 7"79-03 4870 3 581 531.1 
76 .40000 20000 35" 00 9522-02 1144-01 1144-01 .9000 4141-03 ."975-03 32,+6 2.312 529 8 
76 40000 50000 356 00 678'+-02 8145-02 8145-02 9000 2950-03 .35'+2-03 .2319 1.691 527 6 
76 40000 90000 358 00 3925-02 ."710-02 ."710-02 9000 .1707-03 .2048-03 .13 .. 7 1.016 525 0 
76 50000 50000-01 359 00 3051-01 .3676-01 3676-01 9000 .1327-02 1599-02 I 026 8 033 540.6 
16 .50000 "10000 360 00 5702-02 68"3-02 .6843-02 .9000 .2"80-03 .2916-03 .195" 1.569 525 8 
76 .50000 90000 361 00 .5756-02 6908-02 6908-02 .9000 .2503-03 3004-03 .1971 1.401 526 3 
76 60000 .50000-01 362 00 4577-0 I .5519-01 .5519-01 .9000 .1991-02 2400-02 I 532 11.77 544 I 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2650 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL I R ... UT06 I 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAWI aDOT OTlolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
76 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .36~6-01 .~388-01 .... 388-01 .9000 .1586-02 .190a-02 1.232 9.335 536.9 
76 60000 .20000 36~.00 225"'-01 .2710-01 2710-01 .9000 .9802-03 .1179-02 .76~7 5.653 533.5 
76 .60000 .~OOOO 365 00 .1719-01 .2064-01 .2064-01 .9000 .7474-03 .8978-03 .5862 .... 137 529 .... 
76 .60000 .50000 366 00 1~91-01 .1790-01 1790-01 .9000 .6~83-03 7786-03 .5086 3.625 529 0 
76 .60000 .70000 367 00 8878-u2 1066-01 1066-01 .9000 3861-03 .~635-03 .3038 2.438 526.9 
76 60000 .90000 368 00 8768-02 1052-01 1052-01 .9000 .3813-03 .~576-03 .3006 2.253 525.4 
76 70000 .50000-01 369.00 5270-01 .6362-01 6362-01 .9000 2292-02 2767-02 1.753 14.17 5~8 8 
76 70000 70000 370 00 .1094-01 .1313-01 1313-01 .9000 4757-03 .5712-03 .37.38 3.053 527.9 
76 70000 90000 371 00 .3~90-02 .4194-02 .4194-02 .9000 .1518-03 . 182~-03 .1187 9181 531 2 
76 80000 10000+00 373 00 4918-01 .5926-01 .5926-01 .9000 2139-02 2577-02 1.652 12 57 541 5 
76 80000 40000 37~ 00 .2739-01 .3295-01 .3295-01 .9000 1191-02 1~33-02 .9279 6.700 53 .... 8 
76 .80UOO .50000 375 00 2066-01 2~84-01 248"'-01 .9000 .8986-03 .1080-02 .7025 .... 845 531.9 
76 .80000 70000 376 00 1188-01 .1~26-01 1426-01 .9000 .5165-03 6203-03 .4053 3 250 528 9 
76 .80000 .90000 377 00 1122-01 .1347-01 .1347-01 .9000 .... 878-03 5857-03 .3835 2.971 527 5 
76 .90000 .10000+00 378 00 .5312-01 .6~04-01 .6404-01 .9000 .2310-02 . 27r:l5-02 1.779 12.79 543.4 
76 90000 .30000 379 00 .2910-01 .3380-01 .3380-01 .9000 .1222-02 1470-02 .9521 6.987 534.7 
76 90000 50000 380.00 .~547-02 5~56-02 .5456-02 .9000 1977-03 2373-03 .1559 I 095 525 ... 
76 .90000 70000 381.00 .1107-01 .1330-01 .1330-01 .9000 .4816-03 .5782-03 3786 2.762 527.5 
76 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1041-01 .1250-01 .1250-01 .9000 .4528-03 5~37-03 .3558 2.682 527.9 
76 .95000 30000 383 00 2569-01 3090-01 .3090-01 .9000 .1117-02 13"'~-02 .8711 6.231 534.1 
76 .95000 .50000 38~ 00 2261-01 2719-01 .2719-01 .9000 .9833-03 .1182-02 .7673 5 ~56 533.3 
76 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1404-01 .1686-01 .1686-01 .9000 .6107-03 .7333-03 .4795 3.<'63 528.4 
DATE 23 F~8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2651 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT06) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA 
-
30.00 8ETA . 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP • .0000 SPD8RK - .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
119 3.691 8.000 29.96 .4900-02 862.0 1360 98.53 .8830-01 3.956 3893. .2419-02 .7928-07 
RUN I-iREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TU/ R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
119 4943-01 .2105-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XVICV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DnolOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
119 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2819-01 .3383-01 .3.383-01 .9000 .1393-02 .1672-02 1.136 8.031 5'+'+.5 
119 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1796-01 .2154-01 .2154-01 .9000 .8876-03 1065-02 .7256 5.305 5'+2.2 
119 10000+00 .50000 342 00 .1521-01 .1824-01 .182'+-01 .9000 .7518-03 .9015-03 .6156 '+.657 5'+0 8 
119 .20000 10000+00 343.00 .1960-0: .23'51-01 .2351-01 .9000 .9687-03 .1162-02 .7913 5.690 542.8 
119 .20000 20000 344 00 1145-01 1372-01 .1372-01 .9000 5658-03 .6783-03 .4638 3.429 539.9 
119 20000 .40000 345.00 .1181-01 .1415-01 .1415-01 .9000 .5837-03 .6996-03 .4790 341B 539 0 
119 20000 60000 346 00 .6405-02 .7674-02 7674-02 .9000 .3166-03 .3793-03 .2603 1.877 537.3 
119 .20000 .80000 347 00 .3479-02 .4165-02 .4\i35-02 .9000 .1719-03 .2059-03 • I't 18 1.008 53'+.7 
119 .30000 50000-01 348.00 .1895-01 .2275-01 .2275-01 .9000 .9366-03 .1124-02 .7626 5.717 545.4 
119 .30000 20000 349 00 .8767-02 .1051-01 .1051-01 9000 .4333-03 .5193-03 .3557 2.563 538 8 
119 30000 40000 350 00 .7264-02 8704-02 .8704-02 .9000 .3590-03 .4302-03 .2951 2 12B 537.6 
119 30000 .50000 351 00 .7005-02 .8393-02 8393-02 9000 .3463-03 4148-03 .2847 2 002 537.3 
119 30000 90000 ~52 00 .3012-02 .3606-02 .3606-02 9000 1489-03 .1782-03 .1227 .9157 535 I 
119 40000 .10000+00 353.00 .1599-01 1917-01 1917-01 .9000 7901-03 9474-03 6'+72 4 736 5'+0 5 
119 .40000 20000 35'+ 00 1113-01 .1334-01 133'+-01 .9000 5501-03 6595-03 .4509 3.196 539.9 
119 40000 50000 356 00 7260-02 8698-02 .8698-02 .9000 3588-03 4299-03 .2950 2. I't I 537 6 
119 40000 90000 358 00 4104-02 4915-02 4915-02 .9000 2029-03 2429-03 .1672 1 255 535 4 
119 .50000 50000-01 359 00 3563-01 .4286-01 4286-01 .9000 .1761-02 2119-02 1.'+19 II 03 554.1 
119 50000 .70000 360 00 6024-02 7217-02 .7217-02 9000 .2977-03 3567-G3 .2'+47 1.95'+ 537 6 
119 .50000 90000 361 00 5936-02 7111-02 .7111-02 .9UOO 293'+-03 3515-03 .2'+13 1 713 537.1 
119 60000 .50000-01 362 00 5118-01 6166-G1 .6166-01 .8000 .2529-02 3048-02 2 022 15 41 560.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2652 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT06) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF, TAWITO HIlO) H(TAWI COOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
119 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .3970-01 .4769-01 .4769-01 .9000 .1962-02 .2357-02 1.593 12.01 5117.7 
119 .60000 .20000 364.00 2707-01 .3250-01 .3250-01 .9000 • 133B-02 .1606-02 I.OB8 7.989 546.5 
119 .60000 .40000 365.00 .2094-01 .2512-01 .2512-01 .9000 .1035-02 .1242-02 .8457 5.929 542.6 
119 60000 .50000 366.00 1694-01 .2032-01 .2032-01 .9000 .8374-03 1004-02 6855 4.855 541.1 
119 60000 .70000 367.00 9056-02 1085-01 .1085-01 .9000 .4476-03 .5364-03 3676 2.934 538.3 
119 60000 .90000 368 00 8877-02 .1063-01 .1063-01 .9000 .4388-03 .5256-03 3611 2.691 536.B 
119 70000 50000-01 369 00 .5250-01 6330-01 .6330-01 .9000 2595-02 3129-02 2 068 16 59 562.9 
119 70000 70000 370 00 .1064-01 .1275-01 .1275-01 .9000 5259-03 .6304-03 .4313 3.502 539.5 
119 .70000 90000 371 00 3260-02 3904-02 .3904-02 9000 .1611-03 1930-03 1328 1.025 535 4 
119 .80000 10000+00 373 00 4783-01 .5755-01 .5755-01 9000 .2364-02 2844-02 1 903 14 39 554 8 
119 80000 .40000 374 00 2777-01 .3336-01 .3336-01 .9000 .1373-02 .1649-02 1.114 7 993 547.9 
119 .80000 50000 375 00 2194-01 .2633-01 .2633-01 .9000 • 1084-02 .1301-02 8836 6.055 541+.8 
119 .80000 70000 376 00 1275-01 .1529-01 .1529-01 9000 .6303-03 .7558-03 5163 1+.115 540 6 
119 .80000 .90000 377 00 1111-01 .1331-0 1 1331-01 9000 .51+90-03 6581-03 4505 3 469 539.2 
119 .90COO 10000+00 378 00 .5439-01 .6551-01 .6551-01 .9000 .2688-02 . 323E1-02 2.154 15.37 558 1+ 
119 90000 .30000 379 00 2535-01 3165-01 .3165-01 .9000 .1302-02 1564-02 1.058 7.716 547.3 
119 9000i) 50000 380 00 4657-02 .5577-02 .5577-02 9000 2302-03 2757-03 .1896 1.325 536 0 
119 .90000 .70000 381 00 .1133-01 .1358-01 .1358-01 .9000 .5598-03 6710-03 .4594 3 331 539.0 
119 90000 .90000 382.00 .1162-01 .1392-01 .1392-01 .9000 5741-03 .6882-03 .4709 3.529 539 5 
119 95000 .30000 383.00 .2453-01 .2945-01 .2945-01 .9000 .1212-02 .1456-02 .9861 7.011 546.3 
119 .95000 .50000 384 00 2120-01 .2545-01 2545-01 .9000 1048-02 .1258-02 .8532 6.030 545.5 
119 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1369-01 1641-01 .1641-01 .9000 .6767-03 8113-Q3 .5546 3 752 540.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2653 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL (R4UT081 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - • 0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
-"TEsT CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PslA DEG R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
50 2 048 7.980 29.94 1.035 434.8 1282. 93.31 .4526-01 2.018 3779. .1309-02 .7508-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2sEC .. 0175 
50 .3494-01 2843-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAIoII aDOT OTIolOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R STU I OEG. R DEG. R 
TAIoI/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
50 .10000+00 10000+00 340.00 .2435-01 .2938-01 2938-01 .9000 .8509-03 .1027-02 .6375 't.S35 532.5 
50 .10000+00 .30000 341. 00 .8597-02 .1036-01 1036-01 .9000 .3004-03 3621-03 .2259 1.663 529.!5 
50 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1071-01 .1291-01 .1291-01 .9000 .37'+3-03 .4511-03 .2817 2.1't4 529.1 
50 .20000 10000+00 343.00 2030-01 .2'+48-01 .2'+'+8-01 .9000 .7093-03 8551-03 .5329 3.857 530.3 
50 20000 20000 344.00 .9207-02 .1109-01 .1109-01 .9000 .3217-03 .3876-03 .2424 1.803 528.1 
50 20000 .'+0000 345.00 .5175-02 .6233-02 .6233-02 .9000 .1808-03 .2178-03 .1364 .9796 527.0 
50 .20000 .600~0 346.00 4398-02 .5295-02 .5295-02 .9000 .1537-03 .1850-03 .1162 .8427 52'5.6 
50 20000 80000 347 . .00 .2329-02 .2803-02 .2803-02 9000 .8136-04 .9792-0'+ .6167-01 .4407 523.7 
50 .30000 .50000-01 348.00 .1636-01 .1973-01 1973-01 .9000 .5717-03 .6893-03 .4293 3.242 530.7 
50 30000 .20000 349.00 .6094-02 .7340-02 .7340-02 .9000 .2129-03 2565-03 .1608 1.166 526.6 
50 30000 .40eoo 350.00 .4141-02 .4987-02 4987-02 9000 .1447-03 .1742-03 .1094 .7932 525.9 
50 .30000 .50000 351 00 .3392-02 .4084-02 .408'+-02 .9000 .1185-03 .1,+27-03 .8965-01 .6342 525.1 
50 .30000 90000 352 00 .1818-02 .2188-02 .2188-02 .9000 .6353-0'+ 7646-04 .'+818-01 .3616 523.3 
50 .'+0000 .10000+00 353.00 .1019-01 1227-01 1227-01 .9000 .3559-03 .4286-03 .2688 1.981 526.3 
50 .'+0000 .20000 354.00 .73'+7-02 .8849-02 .8849-02 .9000 2567-03 .3092-03 .1939 1.384 526.3 
50 .40000 .50000 356.00 .4172-02 5024-02 .5024-02 9000 .1458-03 1755-03 .1102 .80'+7 525.6 
50 40000 90000 358 00 .2097-02 .2523-02 .2523-02 9000 .7325-0'+ 8816-04 .5553-01 .4194 523 6 
50 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 2080-01 2508-01 .2508-01 .9000 7266-03 8764-03 .54'+8 4.285 531.9 
50 .50000 70000 360.00 3148-02 .3789-02 .3789-02 .9000 .1100-03 1324-03 .8329-01 .6693 524 3 
50 .50000 .90000 361.00 .3022-02 .3638-02 .3638-02 .9000 . 1056-03 .1271-03 7997-01 .5713 524.3 
50 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .2737-01 .3304-01 .3304-01 .9000 .956'+-03 .1154-02 7149 5.520 534 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 QH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2651f 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL I RttUTOe I 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTOI HITAWI OOOT DTWOT TW NUMBER R=I.O Rz O.9 R" 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
50 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .2191-01 .26~2-01 .2642-01 .9000 .7656-03 .9231-03 .5751 4.373 530.5 50 .60000 .20000 364 00 .1336-01 .1610-01 .1610-01 .9000 .4668-03 .5626-03 .3516 2.606 528.~ 50 .60000 .40000 365.00 .1542-01 .1858-01 .1858-01 .9000 .5388-03 .6491-03 .4065 2.872 527.3 50 60000 50000 366.00 .1625-01 .1958-01 1958-01 9000 .5678-03 .6841-03 .4283 3.055 527 4 50 60000 .70000 367 00 .1112-01 1339-01 .1339-01 .9000 3885-03 .4679-03 .2935 2 356 526.4 50 .60000 90000 368 00 8944-02 1077-01 .1077-01 .9000 .3125-03 3762-03 2365 1.774 524.8 50 .70000 50000-01 369 00 .3506-01 4235-01 .4235-01 .9000 .1225-02 .1480-02 9119 7.413 537.3 50 70000 .70000 370 00 .1300-01 1566-01 1566-01 9000 .4541-03 5470-03 .3~29 2.802 526.7 50 70000 90000 371 00 .5753-02 6935-02 .6935-02 .9000 .2010-03 2423-03 1511 1.169 529 8 50 80000 .10000+00 373 00 .3655-01 .4~11-01 4411-01 9000 1277-02 15~1-02 9550 7.299 533.8 
50 80000 .~OOOO 37~ 00 1919-01 2313-01 .2313-01 .9000 .6705-03 .8082-03 .5043 3.651 523.5 50 80000 .50000 375 00 1502-01 1809-01 1809-01 .9000 .5247-03 6321-03 .3955 2.734 527 8 50 80000 .70000 376 00 1088-01 .1311-01 .1311-01 .9000 .3803-03 ~580-03 .2873 2.307 526.1 50 .80000 .90000 377.00 .1128-01 .1359-01 .1359-01 .9000 .3943-03 .4747-03 .2983 2.313 525 2 50 90000 .10000+00 378.00 5163-01 .G23t5-01 .6236-01 .9000 .1804-02 2179-02 1.344 9.698 536.5 50 90000 .30000 .579.00 .2261-0 I .2726-01 .2726-01 .9000 7901-03 9523-03 .5946 4 376 529.1 50 90000 50000 380 00 1312-02 1579-02 1579-02 .9000 4585-04 .5517-04 .3476-01 2445 523 6 50 .90000 .70000 381. 00 .1031-01 . 12~2-0 I .1242-01 .9000 .3604-03 .4339-03 .2726 I 990 ,)25.3 
50 90000 ,90000 382.00 .1036-01 .1247-01 .1247-01 9000 .3620-03 .4358-03 2739 2 067 525.0 50 95000 30000 383 00 .2382-01 .2871-01 .2871-01 .9000 .8322-03 1003-02 6259 4.488 529 6 50 .95000 50000 384 00 .2007-01 .2~19-01 .2419-01 .9000 .7012-03 8451-03 5278 3.762 528 9 50 95000 90000 385 00 .1492-01 .1797-01 .1797-01 .9000 .5213-03 .6277-03 .3942 2.687 525.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2655 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL rR4UT091 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 8ETA . 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP .. .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TEST COND I TI ONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
53 1.993 7.980 29 95 2 037 434.6 1305 9'+ 98 .452'+-01 2.017 3813. .1286-02 .76'+3-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = .0175 
53 .350'+-01 .2875-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT oT\.IDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
53 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .1939-01 .2332-01 .2332-01 .9000 .679'+-03 .8172-03 .5258 3.7'+'t 530.8 
53 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .3869-02 .'+650-02 .4650-02 .9000 .1356-03 .1629-03 .105'+ .7761 527.'t 
53 .10000+00 .50000 3'+2.00 8102-02 .9737-02 .9737-02 .9000 .2839-03 .3'+12-03 2205 1.679 528.0 
53 .20000 10000+00 3'+3.00 .1'+77-01 .1775-01 .1775-01 9000 .5175-03 .6220-03 .4018 2.911 528.2 
53 .20000 .20000 3'+4 00 6173-02 .7'+16-02 .7416-02 9000 .2163-03 .2598-03 .168'1 1.254 526.0 
53 20000 .'+0000 3'+5.00 .3224-02 .3872-02 .3872-02 9000 .1130-03 1357-03 8805-01 .6328 525.1 
53 20000 60000 340 00 2911-02 .3495-02 .3495-02 .9000 .1020-03 .1225-03 .7963-01 .5781 523.9 
53 .20000 .80000 347.00 .3537-02 .4246-02 4246-02 .9000 .1239-03 .1488-03 .9687-01 6925 523.1 
53 30000 50000-01 348 00 .1313-01 .1578-01 1578-01 .9000 .4599-03 5528-03 .3572 2.702 527.9 
53 .30000 .20000 349 00 4729-02 5680-02 5680-02 .9000 .1657-03 1990-03 .1292 . 937Lt 525 1 
53 .30000 40COO 350.00 3419-02 4105-02 4105-02 9000 1198-03 ILt38-03 9346-01 6783 52't.5 
53 30000 .50000 351 00 2939-02 .3529-02 .3529-02 9000 • 1030-03 1236-03 8040-01 .5691 524.0 
53 30000 90000 352 00 3170-02 .3805-02 3B05-02 9000 .1111-03 1333-03 8685-01 6520 522.-: 
53 40000 10000+00 353 00 9230-02 .1109-01 .1109-01 9000 3234-03 3884-03 2522 1 860 525 0 
53 40000 .20000 354 ou .6949-02 83'+4-02 83'+4-02 9000 .2435-03 .2924-03 1899 1 356 524 7 
53 LtOllOO .50000 356 00 3818-02 4585-02 .4585-02 9000 .1338-03 1606-03 .104Lt 7630 52Lt 2 
53 40000 90000 358 00 2508-02 3010-02 .3010-02 9000 8787-04 1055-03 .6872-01 .519'+ 522 5 
53 .50000 50000-01 359 00 2215-01 2663-01 2663-01 9000 .7761-03 9332-03 601'+ Lt 735 529 8 
53 .50000 70000 360 00 1920-02 .230'+-02 .230Lt-02 9000 6727-04 8074-0Lt .5263-01 . Lt23,+ 522 3 
53 .50QOO ,90000 361 00 2253-02 2705-02 2705-02 .9000 .7896-04 .9'+78-0Lt .6172-01 4412 523.1) 
53 60000 50000-01 362 00 2993-01 .3602-01 3602-0i 9000 .1049-02 .1262-02 .8097 6.256 532 6 
OATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2656 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT09) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF lAWITO HITO) HIlAW) OOOT CTioo/OT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI CEO. R CEG. R 
iAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
53 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .2276-01 2736-01 .2736-01 .9000 .7974-03 .9586-03 .6184 '+.706 529. I 
53 60000 .20000 364 00 1551-01 .1863-01 .1863-01 .9000 .5433-03 6530-03 .4221 3.129 527 7 
53 .60000 .40000 365.00 152'1-01 1831-01 .1831-01 9000 .5341-03 .6416-03 .4159 2.940 526.0 
53 60000 .50000 366 00 1358-01 .1631-01 .1631-01 .9000 .4759-03 .5716-03 .3708 2.647 525 5 
53 .60000 .70000 367.00 60'14-02 .7256-02 .7256-02 .9000 .2118-03 25'12-03 .1653 1.329 523.9 
53 .60000 .90000 368 00 5106-02 .6127-02 6127-02 .9000 .1789-03 21'17-03 .1400 1.051 522 I 
53 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .3828-01 .4609-01 4609-01 .9000 .1341-02 1615-02 1.032 8.394 535.4 
53 70000 .70000 370.00 .1167-01 .1402-01 1402-01 9000 4089-03 4911-03 .31A7 2.607 525.1 
53 .70000 90000 371 00 .3681-02 .4426-02 .4426-02 9000 .1290-03 1551-03 .9995-01 .7734 529.7 
53 80000 10000+00 373 00 .3918-01 .4714-01 .4714-01 9000 .1373-02 1652-02 I 060 8.108 532 4 
53 .80000 .40000 374.00 2'127-01 .2918-01 2918-01 .9000 .8504-03 .1022-02 .6596 4.776 529.0 
53 801100 .50000 375 00 2063-01 2'179-01 .2479-01 .9000 .7228-03 8688-03 5613 3.879 528.1 
53 .80000 .70000 376.00 1373-01 .1649-01 .1649-01 .9000 .4810-03 5778-03 3747 3.009 525.8 
53 .80000 .90000 377 00 1227-01 .1473-01 .1473-01 .9000 .4299-03 .5162-03 .3355 2.603 524.2 
53 90000 .10000+00 378 00 .5165-01 .6221-01 .6221-01 .9000 .1810-02 2180-02 1.391 10.0'+ 536.0 
53 90000 .30000 .579 00 .2390-01 2873-01 .2873-01 .9000 .8375-03 .1007-02 6501 4.786 528.4 
53 .90000 .50000 380 00 .1422-02 1706-02 .1706-02 9000 .4981-0'1 5979-0'1 .3897-01 .27'13 522.4 
53 90000 .70000 381.00 1171-01 1'106-01 .1406-01 .9000 .4102-03 '1925-03 .3202 2 3'10 524 I 
53 90000 .90000 382 00 .1339-01 .1608-01 .1608-01 .9000 .4691-03 5633-03 .3660 2.76'+ 52'+ 4 
53 95000 .30000 383 00 .2'103-01 .2888-01 .2888-01 .9000 .8'118-03 1012-02 .6~34 '+.687 528 5 
53 95000 .50000 384 00 .2079-01 2'199-01 .2499'01 9000 .7286-03 8757-03 5658 4.03'+ 528 I 
53 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1543-01 1852-01 .1852-01 9000 .5405-03 6'191-03 .4216 2.87'+ 52'+.7 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 26'57 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTIOI 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON - .0000 
8DFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 ItT3 ItT2 
54 1.990 7.980 29.95 2 038 434 8 1307 05.13 .1+526-01 2.018 3815. .1281+-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
54 .3506-01 2877-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HtTAWI aDOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R-0.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ OEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
51+ .10000+00 .10000+00 31+0.00 .1951-01 .231+5-01 .2345-01 .9000 .6838-03 8220-03 .5317 3.789 529.2 
51+ .10000+00 30000 341 00 .3952-02 .1+71+6-02 .1+746-02 9000 .1385-03 .1661+-03 .1082 .7973 526.0 
51+ .10000+00 .50000 31+2.00 .8171+-02 .9819-02 .9819-02 .9000 .2866-03 .31+1+2-03 .2236 1.703 526.5 
51+ .20000 .10000+00 31+3 00 .1502-01 1804-01 .1804-01 9000 .5266-03 .63':6-03 .1+108 2.979 526 6 
51+ 20000 .20000 344 00 .6165-02 .7401-02 7401-02 .9000 .2161-03 .2595-03 .16!:!1 1 260 521+.1+ 
51+ .20000 .1+0000 3'+5.00 .3037-02 .361+~-02 361+5-02 .9000 .1065-03 .1278-03 .8337-01 5996 523.6 
51+ .20000 .60000 31+6 00 .3009-02 .3610-02 .3610-02 .9000 .1055-03 .1266-03 .8272-01 .6011 522.1+ 
5'+ .20000 .80000 31+7.00 .3596-02 .'+311+-02 1+311+-02 .9000 .1261-03 1512-03 .9898-01 .7081 521.5 
51+ .30000 .50000-01 348 00 .1326-01 .1593-01 1593-01 .9000 .1+650-03 .5585-03 .3629 2.71+7 526.2 
51+ .30000 20000 349 00 1+579-02 5496-02 .51+96-02 .9000 .160~-03 1927-03 1257 .9132 523 1+ 
51+ .30000 I+OCOO 350 00 .3480-02 4176-02 .1+176-02 .9000 .1220-03 . 11+6'+-03 .9562-01 .691+6 522 8 
51+ .30000 .50000 351.00 .3103-02 3723-02 3723-02 .9000 1088-03 .1305-03 .8533-01 .601+1+ 522 3 
51+ .30000 93000 352 00 3117-02 3739-02 .3739-02 9000 .1093-03 1311-03 .8588-01 .61+53 520.9 
5'+ .1+0000 10000+00 353 00 9370-02 1125-01 .1125-01 9000 .3285-03 .3942-03 2573 I 900 523 3 
51+ .1+0000 .20000 354 00 7017-02 8421-02 .8421-02 .9000 .2400-03 .~952-03 .1928 1.378 523 0 
54 40000 50000 356 00 4004-02 4804-02 .1+80'+-02 9000 11+04-03 1681+-03 .1101 8051 522 3 
51+ 40000 90000 358 00 .2310-02 2771-02 .2771-02 9000 .8099-04 .9713-04 .6366-01 .4817 520 6 
54 50000 .50000-01 359 00 .2232-01 2683-01 2683-01 9000 .7826-03 .9404-03 .6093 '+.801 528 I 
54 .50000 70000 360 00 1815-02 .2177-02 .2177-02 .9000 .636'+-04 .76!2-04 .500'+-01 .1+030 520.4 
54 .50000 90000 361.00 2914-02 .3'195-02 3495-02 9000 • 1022-03 .1225-03 .8027-01 .5744 521.0 
Sit 60000 .50000-01 362 00 2997-01 3604-01 .3604-01 9000 .1051-02 .1264-02 .8151 6 30'+ 530.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 265B 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRlfUTI 01 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aOOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER REI.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
5'+ .60000 .10000+00 363.00 2271-01 .2728-01 .2728-01 .9000 .7961-03 • 9561f-03 .6206 If.727 5;?7. I 
5'+ .60000 .20000 36'+.00 .15'+1-01 .1850-01 .1850-01 9000 .5'+01-03 .6486-03 .'+218 3.130 525.7 
5'+ .60000 .'+0000 365.00 1539-01 .18'+7-01 .18'+7-01 .9000 .5394-03 6'+75-03 .'+222 2 988 52'+.0 
5'+ .60000 .50000 366.00 .1359-01 .1631-01 .1631-01 9000 .'+764-03 .5718-03 .3731 2.666 523 6 
5'+ 60000 .70000 367 00 .634'+-02 .7611-02 7611-02 .9000 .2224-03 2668-03 .1745 1.'+04 521 9 
5'+ .60000 .90000 368 00 .'+983-02 .5976-02 .5976-02 .9000 .17'+7-03 2095-03 .1374 1.033 520.0 
5'+ .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .3861-01 4646-01 .4646-01 .9000 1354-02 1629-02 1.046 8.522 533.6 
5'+ 70000 .7000a 370.00 1173-01 1407-01 .1407-01 9000 .'+111-03 .4934-03 .3222 2.638 523.1 
5'+ .70000 90000 371 00 .4451-02 .5349-02 .5349-02 9000 .1560-03 .1875-03 121'+ .9402 528.5 
54 80000 .50000-01 372.00 .1461-03 .1786-03 .1786-03 .9000 .5123-05 .6260-05 .3685-02 .2771-01 587.3 
54 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .3933-01 4729-01 4729-01 9000 1379-02 1658-02 I 070 8.19'+ 530.'+ 
5'+ .BOOOO .40000 374.00 .2439-01 2930-01 .2930-01 9000 .8549-03 1027-02 6666 If.832 526.9 
5'+ .80000 500GO 375 00 .2054-01 2467-01 .2467-01 .9000 7200-03 8648-03 .5620 3 888 526 I 
5'+ 80000 .70000 376.00 .1357-01 1629-01 .1629-01 9000 .4758-03 5711-03 .3725 2.994 523.8 
5'+ 80000 .90000 377.00 .1229-01 .1475-01 .1475-01 .9000 .'+308-03 5169-03 .3379 2 625 522.3 
54 90000 .10000+00 .578 00 .5159-01 6209-01 .6209-01 .9000 .1808-02 2177-02 1.397 10.09 53'+. I 
5'+ 90000 .30000 379 00 .2392-01 .2874-01 .2874-01 .9000 .8387-03 1007-02 .6543 If.822 526.5 
54 90000 .50000 380 00 .1364-02 1636-02 .1636-02 .9000 .4783-04 5737-04 .3760-01 .2649 520.5 
5'+ .90000 .70000 381 00 .1170-01 .1404-01 .1404-01 .9000 .4103-03 4923-03 .3219 2 355 522.1 
5'+ 90000 .90000 382.00 .1317-01 .1581-01 .1581-01 .9000 .4618-03 5541-03 .3622 2.737 522.5 
5'+ 95000 .30000 383.00 .2382-01 2861-01 .2861-01 9000 .8351-03 1003-02 .6514 4.678 526 6 
5'+ 95000 .500:10 384.00 .2068-01 .2484-01 .248'+-01 .9000 7249-03 .8707-03 .5658 '+.038 526.2 
5'+ .95000 .90000 38!j.00 .1571-01 .1885-01 .1885-01 9000 .5506-03 6607-03 't316 2.946 522.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2659 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT11 ) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
HACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -If.OOO ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU NUM8ER 1FT OEG. OEG PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-sEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 164 2.005 7 980 34.98 -4.049 435 7 1302. 94.76 .4536-01 2.022 3808. .1292-02 .7626-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU'18ER 8TU/ R REFtR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
16'+ .3507-01 .2'367-01 
···TEsT DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HITAW) OOOT DTWOT TW NUM8ER R'"I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI CEO. R OEG. R TAWITO FT2SEC rT2sEC FT25EC IsEC 164 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2321-01 .2803-01 .2803-01 .9000 .8160-03 .9831-03 .6246 4.435 536.2 164 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .II!:H-OI .1435-01 .1435-01 .9000 .4117-03 .5032-03 .3199 2.347 535.1 164 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .9476-02 .1141-01 .1141-01 .9000 .3323-03 .4000-03 .2558 I. 9'+3 532.1 164 .20000 10000+00 343.00 .2250-01 .2710-01 .2710-01 .9000 7890-03 .9503-03 .6053 4.371 534.5 164 .20000 .20000 3'+'t.00 9101-02 .1096-01 1096-01 .9000 3192-03 .384'+-03 .2449 1.816 53'1 3 164 20000 40000 3'+5.00 .8612-02 .1037-01 1037-01 .9000 .3020-03 3636-03 .2321 1.661 533.1 164 20000 60000 3'+6.00 .8624-02 .1037-01 .1037-01 .9000 .3025-03 3638-03 .2333 I f;Q 9 530 2 16'+ .20000 .BOOOO 347 00 .2610-02 .3136-02 .3136-02 .9000 .9153-04 .1100-03 .7098-01 .-:'1166 526.2 164 .30000 .50000-01 348.00 .161'+-01 .1945-01 .19'+5-01 .9000 .5659-03 .6821-03 .4321 3.257 537.1 16'+ .30000 20000 349.00 .9017-02 .1086-01 .1086-01 .9000 .3162-03 3809-03 .2'+26 \.152 534.5 164 .30000 .40000 350.00 8798-02 .1059-01 1059-01 .9000 .3086-03 .3714-03 2314 1.116 532.4 161t .30000 50000 351.00 .1190-01 1'132-01 .1432-01 .9000 4173-03 5023-03 .3211 2.263 532.2 16'. .30000 90000 352 00 .62'+8-02 7512-02 .7512-02 .9000 .2191-03 2634-03 .1696 1.270 527.8 164 .40000 .10000+00 353.00 .2268-01 .2733-01 .2733-01 .9000 .795't-03 9583-03 6090 4.466 536.0 164 '+00.00 .20000 354 00 2061-01 248'+-01 .2'+84-01 .9000 .7229-03 8713-03 5526 3.922 537.2 16'+ .40000 50000 356 00 .1580-01 .1902-01 1902-01 .9000 55't 1-03 6671-03 .4258 3.096 533.3 164 40000 90000 358 00 1196-01 1439-01 .1't39-01 .9000 .4195-03 '50't6-03 3236 2 437 530.2 16'+ 50000 50(J00-OI 359 00 .'+1'+8-01 .5012-01 .5012-01 9000 .1'+55-02 .1758-02 I 099 8.577 546.6 16'+ 50000 70000 360 00 1209-01 .1'+56-01 .1456-01 .9000 .'+2't2-03 5105-03 .3266 2.61'1 531.8 164 .50000 .90000 361 00 .1256-01 .1511-01 .1511-01 .9000 .'t'l05-03 .5300-03 .3396 2.418 530.7 16'+ .60000 50000-01 362 00 .45'tS-01 5496-01 .5496-01 .9000 .1595-02 .1927-02 I 20't 9.23& 5't6.7 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2660 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR'tUTII ) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF TAW/TO Hila) HITAW) OOOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R .. 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI oEG. R oEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
164 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4361-01 .5264-01 .5264-01 .9000 .1529-02 .181f6-02 1.160 8.760 5113." 
164 .60000 .20000 364.00 .4353-01 .5254-01 .5254-01 .9000 .1527-02 .1843-02 1.159 8.525 542.6 
164 .60000 .40000 365.00 .4630-01 .55BIf-01 .5584-01 .9000 .1621f-02 .1958-02 1.237 8.681 540.0 
164 .60000 .50000 366.00 .3682-01 4440-01 .4440-01 .9000 .1291-02 .1557-02 .9852 6.987 538 7 
164 .60000 .70000 367.00 1447-01 .1741-01 .1741-01 .9000 .5074-03 .6107-03 • 3901f 3.12'+ 532.3 
164 .60000 90000 368 00 .131f5-0: .1618-01 .1618-01 .9000 .4718-03 5675-03 3642 2.724 529.7 
164 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .3762-01 1f543-01 .4543-01 .9000 .1319-02 .1593-02 9981 8 082 545.1 
164 .70000 .70000 370.00 .1514-01 1823-01 .1823-01 .9000 .5310-03 6392-03 .4084 3.328 532 6 
164 .70000 90000 371 00 .4063-02 .4891-02 ."891-02 .9000 .1"25-03 .1715-03 .1096 .8 .. 67 532 6 
164 .80000 50000-01 372.00 3677-02 .4860-02 ."860-02 .9000 .1290-03 .1705-03 .6898-01 .4763 766.8 
164 .80000 . 10000+00 373.00 .3466-01 ."183-01 ."183-01 .9000 .1216-02 .1"67-02 .9242 7.036 541.5 
164 .80JOO ... 0000 371f 00 .3572-01 4309-01 .4309-01 .9000 .1253-02 .1511-02 .9536 6 866 540.5 
164 80000 .50000 375 00 .2776-0. .33"5-01 .33"5-01 .9000 .9735-03 .1173-02 .7442 5.119 537 2 
164 .80000 70000 376 00 1693-01 2039-01 2039-01 .9000 .5938-03 7150-03 .4562 3.649 533.4 
164 .80000 .90000 377 00 .1448-01 .1742-01 .17"2-01 .9000 5079-03 6111-03 .3914 3 027 530.9 
164 .90000 10000+00 .578 00 .3970-01 ."793-01 ."793-01 .9000 .1392-02 .1681-02 I 056 7 594 543.1 
16" .90000 30000 379.00 .2799-0i .3374-01 .3374-01 .9000 .9816-03 .1183-02 .7502 5.498 537 4 
164 90000 .50000 380 00 .1414-01 .1702-01 .1702-01 .9000 ."960-03 5969-03 3820 2.676 531.5 
164 .90000 .70000 381.00 .1544-01 .1858-01 .1858-01 .9000 .54I't-03 .6514-03 "173 3.039 530.9 
164 .90000 90000 382 00 1367-01 . i6"6-01 .16"6-01 .9000 .4795-03 5771-03 .3691 2 777 531.9 
164 .95000 .30000 383.00 .2319-01 .2793-01 .2793-01 .9000 8131-03 9797-03 .6226 4.450 536.0 
164 .95000 .50000 384 DO .2376-01 .286"-01 .2864-01 .9000 .833"-03 1004-02 6377 ".527 536.5 
164 95000 .90000 385 00 1662-01 .2000-01 .2000-01 .9000 .5829-03 .70I't-03 .... 91 3.052 531.2 
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2661 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTIII 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
107 3 001 7.990 34.98 -4.050 670.2 1323 !l6.07 .6921-01 3.093 3839. .1944-02 .7731-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
107 4350-01 .2341-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV'CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HITAW) oooT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
107 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 2759-01 .3316-01 .3316-01 .9000 .1200-02 .1442-02 .91+36 6.701 536.2 
107 .10000+00 .30000 31+ 1.00 • 1~:3-01 .1722-01 .1722-01 .9000 .6233-03 .71+90-03 .1+913 3.606 53'+.5 
107 .10000+00 .50000 31+2.00 .10'l?-01 .1263-01 .1263-01 .9000 .1+575-03 .5492-03 .3626 2.758 530. I 
107 .20000 .10000+00 31+3 00 .1;18-01 2063-01 .2063-01 .9000 .71+72-03 8972-03 .5913 1+ .277 531.3 
107 .20000 .20000 34~ 00 9509-02 . 111+2-0 I .111+2-01 .9000 1+136-03 .'t956-03 .3273 2.1+30 531. 3 
107 .20000 .'t0000 345.00 .1395-01 .1675-01 .1675-01 9000 .6068-03 .7286-03 .'t798 3.'t36 532.0 
107 .20000 .60000 346.00 .1260-01 .1512-01 .1512-01 .9000 .5't81-03 .6577-03 't350 3.150 529. I 
107 20000 80000 31+7.00 . 367't-02 't404-02 .'t't04-02 .9000 .1598-03 .1915-03 .1275 .9109 52".6 
107 .30000 .50000-01 3't8 00 .1968-01 .2366-01 .2366-01 .9000 .8559-03 1029-02 6734 5.072 536.0 
107 30000 .2000C 349 00 .1090-01 1309-01 .1309-01 .9000 't7't0-03 .5692-03 .37"9 2.711 531. 7 
107 30000 40COO 350.00 1497-01 . 179B-0 I .1798-0 I 9000 .6511-03 .7818-03 .5152 3.726 531.5 
107 .30000 50000 351 00 2158-01 .2592-01 .2592-01 .9000 .9386-03 .1127-02 .7414 5.224 532.8 
107 .30000 90000 352 00 .8058-02 .9661-02 .9661-02 .9000 .3505-03 .'t202-03 .2794 2.091+ 525.Ei 
107 .40000 10000+00 353 00 3427-01 .4121-01 4121-01 .9000 1491-02 .1792-02 1.172 8.595 536.4 
107 'tOOOO .20000 354 00 2890-01 .3475-01 .3"75-01 9000 1257-02 .1511-02 .9876 7 010 537.0 
107 40000 50000 356 00 .2241-01 2691-01 .2691-01 9000 9746-03 1171-02 .7700 5.602 532.6 
107 40000 90000 358 00 .1199-01 )438-01 .1438-01 9000 5213-03 .6254-03 .1+ 143 3 123 527.9 
107 50000 50000-01 359 00 .5664-01 6834-01 6834-01 9000 2463-02 .2972-02 I 904 11+.84 550.0 
107 .50000 70000 360 00 .1292-01 .1550-01 1550-01 .£lOOO 5619-03 . 67't1+-03 .4455 3.571 529.7 
107 50000 .90000 361 00 .1146-01 .1374-01 1374-01 9000 't983-03 .5978-03 .3960 2.821+ 527.9 
107 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 .5519-01 .6655-01 .6655-01 9000 .2't01-02 2895-02 1.859 14 26 548 I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2662 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTlI) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) OoOT oTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BrUt DEG. R DEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC tSEC 
107 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .5529-01 .6660-01 .6660-01 .9000 .2405-02 2997-02 1.872 ,,+ . 14 5114.0 
107 60000 .20000 364.00 .4932-01 5939-01 5939-01 .9000 .2145-02 .2583-02 1.672 12.30 543.1 
1(17 60000 40000 365.00 3991-01 .4799-01 .4799-01 .9000 .1736-02 .2087-02 1.364 9.591 536.8 
107 60000 .50000 366.00 3176-01 .3818-01 .3818-01 .9000 .1381-02 .1661-02 1.087 7.721 535.8 
107 60000 .70000 367.00 .1325-01 1590-01 .1590-01 .9000 .5762-03 .6915-03 4570 3 663 529 5 
107 .60000 90000 368 00 .1214-01 .1456-01 1456-01 .9000 .5281-03 .6333-03 .4203 3.149 526.8 
107 .70000 50000-01 369 00 .4501-01 5424-01 5424-01 .9000 1958-02 .2359-02 1.521 12.31 545 8 
107 70000 .70000 370.00 1366-01 1640-01 .1640-01 .9000 .5941-03 .7131-03 .4711 3.844 529.8 
107 .70000 90000 371 00 .3819-02 .4585-02 4585-02 9000 1661-03 .1994-03 .1314 1.016 531.4 
107 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 .2549-02 3137-02 .3137-02 9000 .1109-03 .1365-03 .7821-01 .5794 617.2 
107 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .4172-01 5021-01 .5021-01 9000 .1815-02 .2184-02 1.419 10 81 540.7 
107 80000 .40000 374 00 .3581-01 4308-01 .4308-01 .9000 1558-02 .1874-02 I 222 B 809 538.1 
107 .80000 50000 375 00 2812-01 .3380-01 .3380-01 9000 .1223-02 1470-02 .9630 6.630 535.4 
107 .80000 .70000 376.00 1620-01 1945-01 1945-01 .9000 .7048-03 8460-03 .5584 '+ 474 530.4 
107 80000 90000 377 00 .1366-01 .1639-01 .1639-01 .9000 5942-03 7129-03 .4720 3.655 528.3 
107 90000 .10000+00 378 00 .L+700-01 .5658-01 .5658-01 .9000 2044-02 2461-02 1.597 11.49 541.4 
107 90000 .30000 379 00 .331, -01 .3980-01 .3980-01 .9000 1 L140-02 1731-02 1.133 8.306 536.2 
107 90000 .50000 380.00 .1682-01 .2019-01 .2019-01 .9000 .7317-03 .8783-03 .5798 4.064 530.3 
107 90000 70000 381 00 .1482-01 .1778-01 .1778-01 .9000 .6446-03 .7734-03 .5121 3.733 52B.4 
107 90000 .90000 382.00 .1516-01 .1819-01 .IBI9-01 .9000 .6593-03 .7913-03 5230 3.939 529 4 
107 95000 .30000 383.00 .2906-01 .3493-01 .3493-01 .9000 .1264-02 .1519-02 .9951 7.114 535.4 
107 .95000 .50000 384 00 .2686-01 .3228-01 .3228-01 .9000 .1168-02 1404-02 9194 6 531 535.6 
107 .95000 .90000 385.00 1656-01 .1987-01 .1987-01 .9000 .7201-03 8641-03 .571B 3.890 52B.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2663 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'tUTIII 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -'t.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 1F'T3 IFT2 141 3.698 8.000 35.01 -3 996 856.0 1352. 97.95 .8768-01 3.928 3881. .2't16-o2 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
141 .4920-01 .2105- rJl 
"·TEST DATA"· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTIoIOT TW NUMBER R-1.0 Rc O.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI CEO. R CEO. R TAW/TO FT2SEC fT2S£C FT2SEC ISEC 1't1 • 10000+00 .10000+00 340 00 .2637-01 .3165-01 .3165-01 .9000 .1298-02 .1557-02 1.051 7.'t't6 S'tl." 1 't I .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1385-01 .1661-01 .1661-01 .9000 .6813-03 .8172-03 .5535 4.053 539.2 141 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 9960-02 .1193-01 .1193-01 .9000 .4901-03 .5872-03 .400't 3.039 5l1t .5 141 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1497-01 .1795-01 .1795-01 .9000 .7366-03 .8832-03 .5997 4.32't 537.6 l't I .20000 .20000 34't.00 .9519-02 .1141-01 • II 't 1-0 I .9000 .'t684-03 .5616-03 .3815 2.82't 537.2 l'tl .20000 .'t0000 3't5.00 .1690-01 .2027-01 .2027-01 .9000 .8317-03 .997't-03 .6768 4.832 539.0 l'tl .20000 .60000 346.00 .1328-01 .1591-01 .1591-01 .9000 .6534-03 .7828-03 .53't I 3.858 5l1t .2 l't I .20000 80000 347 00 .3756-02 't't94-02 .4494-02 .9000 .1848-03 2211-03 .1521 1.084 5e8 8 l'tl .30000 50000-01 348 00 1696-01 .2036-01 2036-01 .9000 .8346-03 .1002-02 .6762 5.079 5't1.5 141 30000 20000 349 00 .1083-01 1298-01 .1298-01 .9000 .5327-03 .6387-03 4340 3.130 536.9 141 .30000 .40000 350 00 .2167-01 .2599-01 .2599-01 .9000 .1066-02 .1279-02 .8673 6.251 538.3 141 30000 .50000 351 00 .2864-01 .3437-0 I 3437-0 I .9000 1409-02 .1691-02 1.143 8.021 540 7 141 .30000 .90000 352.00 .7333-02 8776-02 .8776-02 .9000 .3608-03 .4318-03 .2966 2.219 529.6 141 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 .3079-01 3695-01 3695-01 .9000 1515-02 .1818-02 1 228 8.984 541.0 141 40000 20000 354 00 2460-01 2952-01 2952-01 .9000 .1210-02 1453-02 9812 6.950 541.1 141 40000 50000 356 00 .2535-01 3041-01 3041-01 .9000 1247-02 .1496-02 1.014 7.358 538.4 141 40000 .90000 358 00 .1227-01 1469-01 1469-01 9000 6036-03 .7229-03 .4944 3.717 532.7 141 .50000 50000-01 359 00 5603-01 .6749-01 6749-01 9000 2757-02 .3321-02 2 194 17.05 555 9 141 50000 70000 360 00 1354-01 1622-01 1622-01 9000 6663-03 7981-03 .5452 4 361 533.4 141 .50000 90000 361 00 1206-01 1445-01 1445-01 .9000 5936-03 .7109-03 .4861 3.458 532.6 141 60000 50000-01 362 00 5888-01 7091-01 .7091-01 .9000 .2897-02 .3489-02 2 308 17.63 555.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 266't 
OH8t~ 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTlI) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) COOT onlOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TArl/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
141 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .5671-01 .6819-01 .6819-01 .9000 .2790-02 .3355-02 2.239 16.86 5119.2 
1'+1 .60000 .20000 36'+.00 .'+887-01 .5877-01 .5877-01 .9000 .2'+05-02 .2892-02 1.930 1'+.16 5'+9.0 
141 .60000 .'+0000 365 00 .'+022-01 .'+828-01 .'+828-01 .9000 .1979-02 .2375-02 1.602 11.23 5'+2.1 
1'+1 .60000 .50000 366.00 .3207-01 .38'+7-01 .3847-01 .9000 .1578-02 .1893-02 1.281 9.08'+ 539.G 
1'+1 .60000 .70000 367 00 .1362-01 .1631-01 .1631-01 .9000 .6699-0~ .802'+-03 .5'+83 '+.387 533.2 
141 60000 90000 368 00 .1236-01 .1'+79-01 1'+79-01 .9000 6079-03 .7279-03 .'+987 3.727 531.4 
141 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .'+906-01 .5907-01 .5907-01 .9000 .2'+1'+-02 .2906-02 1.925 15.52 55'+.1 
141 70000 .70000 370 00 .1'+30-01 1714-01 . 1711j-01 .9000 .7038-03 .8431-03 .5756 4.687 533.8 
141 70000 90000 371 00 .5008-02 .6000-02 .bOOO-02 .9000 .2,+64-03 .2952-03 .2015 1.556 533 9 
141 80000 .50000-01 372 00 2057-03 2651-03 .2651-03 .9000 .1012-04 .1304-04 .6103-02 .'+249-01 748.6 
141 80000 .10000+00 373 00 4625-01 .5559-01 5559-01 .9000 .2276-02 .2735-02 1.829 13.88 5'+7.7 
141 .80000 .40000 374 00 .3810-01 4576-01 .4576-01 .9000 .1875-02 .2252-02 1.513 10.87 544.5 
14 1 .80000 .50000 375 00 2963-01 .3'356-01 .3556-01 .9000 .1458-02 1750-02 1 181 8.105 541.6 
141 .80000 70000 376 00 .1667-01 .1998-01 .1998-01 .9000 .8203-03 9831-03 6696 5.351 535.5 
141 .80000 .90000 377.00 .1407-01 .1666-01 .1686-01 .9000 .6924-03 .8294-03 .5668 '+ 379 533.1 
141 900,)0 .10000+00 378.00 .6'i65-01 7779-01 .7779-01 .90GO .3181-02 .3828-02 2 545 18.22 551.5 
141 90000 30000 379 00 3272-01 .3928-01 .3928-01 .9000 .1610-02 1933-02 1.304 9.533 5'+2.0 
141 .90000 .50000 380 00 .18't3-01 .2208-01 .2208-01 .9000 .9068-03 .1086-02 .7410 5.184 53'+.4 
141 .90000 .70000 381 00 .1460-01 .17'+8-01 .1748-01 9000 .7182-03 8602-03 .5881 '+ 278 532.8 
141 90000 90000 382.00 .1455-01 .1744-01 .1744-01 .9000 .7159-03 .8579-03 5847 '+.391 535.0 
141 95000 .30000 383 00 .2~09-01 3490-C .3490-01 .9000 1'+31-02 .1717-02 1 161 8.279 540 4 
141 .95000 .50000 384.00 .2661-01 .319'+-01 .3194-01 .9000 .1309-02 .1571-02 1.060 7.509 541.6 
1'+ I .95000 .90000 3<35.00 .1597-01 .1914-01 .1914-01 .9000 .7859-03 .9416-03 .6425 4.359 534.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8ltB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 266' 
OH8ltB 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'tUTl21 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
"'TEST COND I T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
161 2.002 7.980 31t 99 -2.012 1t36 0 1301t . 91t.91 .1t539-01 2.023 3811. .1291-02 .763i-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
161 .3509-01 .2869-01 
···TEST DATA··' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DnroT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
161 .10000+00 .10000+00 31t0.00 .2022-01 .21t35-01 .21t35-01 .9000 .7097-03 • 851t6-03 .51t58 3.878 531t.7 
161 .10000+00 .30000 31+ 1 00 11t32-01 • 1721t-01 . 1721t-0 1 .9000 .5025-03 .601t9-03 3870 2.81t2 533.5 
161 .10000+00 50000 31t2.00 .1081t-01 .1305-01 .1305-01 9000 .3805-03 .1t579-03 .2937 2.232 531.8 
161 .20000 .10000+00 31t3 00 .2353-01 .2832-01 .2832-01 .9000 .82~8-03 .9939-03 .6365 't.601 532.8 
161 .20000 .20000 31t4 00 1212-01 1458-01 .1458-01 .9000 .1t253-03 .5117-03 .3283 2.1+37 531. 7 
161 20000 .1t0000 31t5.00 .5694-02 6848-02 .681t8-02 .9000 .1998-03 .21t03-03 • 151t6 1.108 530.0 
161 20000 .60000 31t6.00 .1+058-02 l1879-02 .1t879-02 .9000 .1421+-03 .1712-03 .1104 .7995 528.6 
161 .20000 .80000 347.00 2655-02 .3190-02 .3190-02 .9000 .9316-01t .1119-03 7237-01 .5164 526.8 
161 .30000 50000-01 31t8.00 171t9-01 2106-01 .2106-01 .9000 .6138-03 .7389-03 .4726 3.563 533.8 
161 .30000 .20000 31+9 00 .8611t-02 .1036-01 .1036-01 9000 3023-03 .3636-03 .2337 1.691 530.5 
161 .30000 1t0COO 350 00 .5960-02 .7166-02 .7166-02 .9000 2091-03 .2515-03 .1619 I 172 529.5 
161 .30000 50000 351 00 .4860-02 .5844-02 .5841t-02 9000 .1705-03 .2051-03 .1321 .9321 529 3 
161 .30000 90000 352 00 3118-02 3747-02 3747-02 .9000 . 1094-03 1315-03 .8495-01 .6363 527 2 
161 .1t0000 10000+00 353.00 .1398-01 .1682-01 .1682-01 .9000 .1t907-03 .5903-03 .3792 2.788 531 0 
161 1+0000 .20000 354 00 11t43-01 .1736-01 .1736-01 .9000 .5063-03 .6092-03 .3907 2.780 531.9 
161 40000 50000 356 00 .1127-01 1355-01 .1355-01 9000 .3953-03 4755-03 .3056 2 226 530 6 
161 40000 90000 358.00 .3599-02 4314-02 .4314-02 .9000 .1259-03 1514-03 .9773-01 7367 527.7 
161 .50000 50000-01 359 00 .2590-01 .3121-01 .3121-01 .9000 .9089-03 .1095-02 .6960 5.457 537.9 
161 50000 .70000 360 00 1022-01 1230-01 1230-01 .9000 .3588-03 .4316-03 2774 2.222 530.6 
161 50000 90000 361 00 6705-02 8062-02 8062-02 .9000 2353-03 2829-03 1823 1.299 529.0 
161 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .4055-01 4891-01 4891-01 .9000 .1423-02 1716-02 1 086 8.355 540.7 
DATE 23 FE8 eo OH8~8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2666 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR~UTI2) 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) acOT onroT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
161 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .3774-01 .~549-0 1 .4549-01 .9000 • 132~-02 .1596-02 1.013 7.673 538.6 
16: .60000 20000 364.00 .3165-01 .3813-01 .3813-01 .9000 .1111-02 .1338-02 .8513 6.281 537.2 
161 60000 40000 365 00 .3717-01 "'~77-01 .4477-01 .9000 .1304-02 .1571-02 1.001 7.0~1 536.2 
161 .60000 .50000 366 00 .380"'-01 ."'583-01 .~583-01 .9000 .1335-02 .1608-02 1.02~ 7.267 536.7 
161 .60000 .70000 367.00 .2215-01 2666-01 .2666-01 .9000 .7773-03 9357-03 .5985 4.787 533.6 
161 60000 .90000 368 00 1795-01 .2160-01 .2160-01 .9000 .6300-03 .7578-03 .~869 3.6~1 530 7 
161 .70000 50000-01 369.00 ."'890-01 .5903-01 5903-01 .9000 .1716-02 2071-02 1.305 10.57 5~3.5 
161 70000 70000 370.00 1597-01 .1921-01 .1921-01 .9000 .5603-03 .67"'2-03 .~325 3.525 531.9 
161 70000 .90000 371 00 "'919-02 .5919-02 .5919-02 .9000 1726-03 .2077-03 .1332 1.029 532.2 
161 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .3029-02 4000-02 .~000-02 .9000 1063-03 1"'0"'-03 570~-01 .3938 767.0 
161 .80000 10000+00 373 00 5372-01 6479-01 6479-01 9000 1885-02 227"'-02 1.438 10.95 5~0.9 
161 80000 .40000 374 00 2501-01 3012-01 3012-01 .9000 .8776-03 .1057-02 .6748 4 872 531f.8 
161 80000 50000 375 00 2204-01 2654-01 265~-01 9000 .7736-03 .9312-03 .5958 4.106 533.5 
161 80000 .70000 376.00 .1"'91-01 .1793-01 1793-01 .9000 .5231-03 .6293-03 .~039 3.231f 531.6 
161 80000 .90000 377.0(; .1289-01 1550-01 .1550-01 .9000 .4522-03 .5438-03 .3499 2 708 529.7 
161 90000 .10000+00 378.00 .6519-01 .78139-(;1 .7869-01 .9000 .2288-02 .2761-02 1 739 12.50 5"'3.4 
161 90000 .30000 379 00 28"'7-01 .3429-01 3429-01 9000 .9992-03 1203-02 .7682 5 638 534.8 
161 .90000 .50000 380 00 .3158-02 .3796-02 .3796-02 .9000 .1108-03 1332-03 .8596-01 .6033 528.0 
161 .90000 .70000 381.00 1150-01 .1383-01 .1383-01 .9000 .4035-03 .~852-03 .3126 2.278 529. I 
161 .90000 .90000 382.00 .1164-01 .1400-01 .1400-01 .9000 .4085-03 .4913-03 .3161 2.380 529.9 
161 95000 .30000 383 00 .2762-01 .3326-01 .3326-01 9000 .969"'-03 1167-02 7455 5.331 534.7 
161 .95000 .50000 384 00 .2069-01 .2490-01 .2490-01 .90no .7260-03 .8739-03 • 5591f 3.978 533.2 
161 .95000 90000 38~ 00 .1447-01 .1740-01 .1740-01 .9000 .5079-03 .6108-03 .3932 2.671f 529.5 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2667 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL I RIfUTI 2' 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PC;IA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 104 3.010 7.990 35 CI -1.989 670.6 1321. 95.92 .6925-01 3.0!:!5 3836. .19IfQ-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TU/ R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
104 4350-01 .233B-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aDOT OTWOT TW NUM8ER R-I.O R"0.9 R" 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO. R OEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2S£C FT2SEC ISEC 104 . iOOOO+OO • 10000+00 340.00 .2293-01 275B-01 2758-01 9000 .9975-03 .1200-02 .7819 5.551 536.9 104 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 1513-01 .1819-01 .1819-01 .9000 .65BO-03 .7910-03 .5168 3.791 535.3 104 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1028-01 .1235-01 .1235-01 .9000 .1f472-03 5371-03 .3527 2.680 532.0 104 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1905-01 .2289-01 .2289-01 .9000 .8287-03 .9958-03 .6525 If 715 533.3 104 .20000 .20000 3~4 .00 .1160-01 .1391f-01 .13~4-01 .9000 .501f8-03 .6064-03 .3978 2.952 532.6 101f .20000 .1f0000 345.00 .7555-02 .9072-02 9072-02 .9000 .3286-03 .3946-03 .2595 1.859 530.9 104 .20000 .60000 346.00 .5480-02 .6576-02 6576-02 .9000 .2384-03 .2860-03 .1888 J. 368 528.4 104 .20000 .80000 347.00 .3?i2-02 .3925-02 .3925-02 .9000 .11f23-03 .1707-03 .1131 .8068 526.1f 104 .30000 .50000-01 31f8.00 .1626-01 .1955-01 1955-01 .9000 .7071f-03 .8502-03 .5560 1f.191 531t .6 104 .30000 .20000 349 00 .9111-02 .1094-01 .1094-01 .9000 .3963-03 .1f759-03 .3130 2.265 530.8 104 .30000 .40COO 350 00 .8047-02 .9660-02 .9660-02 .9000 3500-03 .4202-03 .2768 2.001f 529.8 10~ .30000 50000 351.00 .7692-02 .9234-02 .9234-02 9000 .3346-03 .4016-03 • 261f7 1.868 529 6 104 30000 90000 352.00 3600-02 .4318-02 4318-02 .9000 .1566-03 1878-03 .12~4 .9323 526 , 104 .40000 10000+00 353.00 1582-01 1901-01 1901-01 9000 6883-03 .8268-03 5426 3.987 532.3 104 40000 .20000 354 00 1448-01 1740-01 1740-01 .9000 .6300-03 7569-03 .4964 3 531 532.7 104 40000 .50000 356.00 .1335-01 .1603-01 .1603-01 .9COO .5807-03 6973-03 ."586 3.339 530.9 104 40000 90000 358 00 .5303-02 .6361-02 6361-02 .9000 .2307-03 .2767-03 .1831 1.381 526 8 104 50000 .50uOO-OI 359 00 3317-01 3994-01 .3994-01 .9000 .1-i43-02 1737-02 I 125 8.804 541.2 104 .50000 .70000 360 00 .1313-01 .1576-01 1576-01 .9000 5710-03 .6856-03 .4510 3.613 530 7 IC4 50000 .90000 361 00 1090-01 .1308-01 1308-01 .9000 .4740-03 .5689-03 3753 2.675 528 8 104 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 .4881-01 5883-01 5883-01 .9000 .2123-02 .2559-02 I 646 12.63 545.5 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AECC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2668 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'+UTI2) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF' H/HREF" H/HREF' TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 Ra O.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR 8TUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
104 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 4241-01 .5103-01 .5103-01 .9000 .IB45-02 .2220-02 1.'+42 10.92 538.9 
104 .60000 .20000 364 00 .3424-01 .'+118-01 4118-01 9000 .1489-02 1791-02 1.166 8 597 537.9 
104 .60000 40000 365 00 .3315-01 39B6-01 .3986-01 .9000 .1442-02 .1734-02 1.131 7 959 536.0 
104 60000 .50000 366 00 .3001-01 .3607-01 .3607-01 .9000 .1305-02 .1569-02 1 025 7.2B4 535.1 
104 600GO .70000 367 00 1644-01 1974-01 .1974-01 .9000 .7152-03 .858B-03 .5647 4.52;:! 531.0 
104 .60000 .90000 368 00 .1471-01 .1765-01 .1765-01 9000 .6397-03 .7677-03 .5065 3.790 52B 9 
104 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .6282-01 .7581-01 7581-01 .9000 .2732-02 3298-02 2 105 17.00 550.2 
104 70000 .'70000 370 00 .1542-01 .1852-01 .1852-01 .9000 6708-03 .8055-03 .5301 '+ 32'+ 530 5 
104 .70000 90000 371 OU .4395-02 .5280-02 .5280-02 9000 .1912-03 .2296-03 .1507 1.165 532.2 
104 .80000 50000-01 372 00 .5831-03 .7637-03 7637-03 .9000 2536-04 3322-04 1'+17-01 9802-01 762.2 
104 .80000 10000+00 373 00 6129-01 .7385-01 7385-01 .9000 .2666-02 3212-02 2 070 15.74 544 1 
104 .BOuOO .ltOOOO 374 00 2995-01 .3602-01 .3602-01 .9000 .1303-02 1567-02 1.021 7 36'+ 536 9 
104 BOOOO .50000 375 00 2393-01 .2876-01 .2B76-01 .9000 .1041-02 .1251-02 .8186 5.639 531t.3 
101t BOOOO .70000 376 00 .1493-01 .1792-01 .1792-01 .9000 .6492-03 .7795-03 5129 4.109 530.5 
104 .BOOOO .90000 377 00 .1354-01 .1625-01 .1625-01 .9000 5888-03 .7068-03 .4660 3 607 529 2 
104 .90000 .10000+00 .n8 00 - .6543-CI .8009-01 .B00.9-01 9000 2890-02 3484-02 2 239 16 07 546.0 
104 .90000 .30000 379.00 .3229-01 .3882-01 .3882-01 9000 .1404-02 .1689, 02 1.102 8 085 535.8 
104 90000 50000 38fJ 00 .7440-02 .8928-02 .8928-02 .9000 .3236-03 .3883-03 .2565 1.800 528.2 
104 .90000 .70000 381.00 .1291-01 .1549-01 .1549-01 .9000 .5614-03 6737-03 .4448 3 243 528.4 
104 .90COO .90000 382 00 .1379-01 .1655-01 .1655-01 .9000 .5997-03 .7199-03 .4743 3.572 529.7 
104 .95000 .30000 383 00 .3057-01 .3675-01 .3675-01 .9000 .1330-02 .1599-02 I .0'+'+ 7.459 535.8 
r04 .95000 .50000 384.00 .2501-01 .3006-01 3006-01 .9000 .1088-02 .1308-02 8553 6.078 53'+.6 
104 .95000 .90000 3B~ 00 .1530-01 .1836-01 183G-01 .9000 .6654-03 .7986-03 .5266 3.582 529.2 
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2669 
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRlfUTl2) 





35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO NO 
NUM8ER ItT DEG. DEG PSIA CEG. R CEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
138 3.668 8.000 35.03 -1.972 849.0 1352. 97 95 8696-01 3.896 3881. .2396-02 .7882-07 
RUN HRE"- STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
tT2SEC = 0175 
138 .4900-01 .2113-01 
···TE5T DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HlTO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.0 R=0.9 R- BTUIR 8TU/R 8TUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
138 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2481-01 .2979-01 .2979-01 .9000 .1216-02 . \'+SO-02 .9821 S.9lt1 5'+3.1 
138 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1702-01 .2043-01 .2043-01 9000 .8339-03 .1001-02 .S754 4.939 541.8 
138 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .9624-02 .1154-01 .1151t-01 .9000 .lt7IS-03 .5651-03 • 3831t 2.90lt 538.6 
138 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1726-01 .2071-01 .2071-01 .9000 .8458-03 .1015-02 .6861 4.939 5ltO.6 
138 .20000 .20000 3lt4.00 .1187-01 .1424-01 .llt24-01 .9000 .581S-03 6978-03 .4722 3.491 539.8 
138 20000 .40000 345.00 .9061-02 .1087-01 .1087-01 .9000 .4440-03 .5325-03 .3610 2.576 538.6 
138 .20000 .60000 346.00 .6215-02 .7,+51-02 .7451-02 .9000 .3045-03 .3651-03 :2lt82 1.191 536.6 
138 .20000 80000 347.00 .3469-02 4155-02 .4155-02 9000 .1700-03 2036-03 .1390 .9881 533.9 
138 .30000 50000-01 348 00 1617-01 .1942-01 1942-01 .9000 .7925-03 9514-03 6ltl2 4 814 542 5 
138 .30000 20000 349 00 9411-02 .1129-01 1129-01 9000 4612-03 .5531-03 3749 2.702 538.7 
138 30000 40000 350 00 8723-02 1046-01 .1046-01 9000 4274-03 .5126-03 3478 2.501 538.0 
138 .30000 .~000(l 351.00 8210-02 9844-02 9844-02 9000 .4023-03 .4824-03 .3275 2.302 537.6 
138 30000 90000 352 00 36"3-02 .4364-02 .4364-02 9000 .1785-03 2138-03 .1460 1 090 533.-: 
138 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 .1525-01 .1829-01 1829-01 9000 7472-03 8964-03 6067 4 441 539 1 
138 40000 20000 354 00 1373-01 .1648 p OI .1648-01 .9000 6728-03 .8074-03 .5456 3 865 540 8 
138 .40000 .50000 356 00 1275-01 .1529-01 1529-01 .9000 6247-03 7493-03 .5075 3 680 539 2 
138 40000 90000 358 00 .6177-02 7403-02 .7403-02 9000 3027-03 .3627-03 .2471 1.855 535.4 
138 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 2928-01 3522-01 3522-01 9000 1435-02 .1726-02 1 150 8.960 550 2 
138 50000 .70000 360 00 .1148-01 1377-01 .1377-01 .9000 .5625-03 6747-03 .4573 3 648 538 7 
138 50000 .90000 361 00 1066-01 1279-01 1279-01 9000 .5226-03 .6266-03 4255 3 020 537 4 
138 60000 .50000-01 362 00 4697-01 5659-01 5659-01 9000 2302-02 2773-02 1.831 13.98 556.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2670 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UTI2) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEO. R 
TAWITO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
138 .60000 .10000+00 363.GO .4144-01 .4984-01 .4984-01 .9000 .2031-02 .2442-02 1.628 12.26 5119.9 
138 .60000 .20000 364.00 .307J-OI .3699-01 .3699-01 .9000 .1508-02 .1813-02 I 214 8.916 546.6 
138 .60000 .40000 365.00 .2927-01 3515-01 .3515-01 .9000 1434-02 .1722-02 1.159 8.122 543.5 
138 .60000 .50000 366 00 .2657-01 3191-01 .3191-01 .9000 .1302-02 .1564-02 1.052 7 440 543.8 
138 60000 .70000 367 00 .1431-01 1716-01 .1716-01 .9000 .7011-03 .8410-03 .5696 4.543 539.2 
138 .60000 .90000 368 00 1327-01 .1592-01 .1592-01 .9000 .6505-03 .7800-03 .5297 3.947 537.4 
13B .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .6492-01 7837-01 .7837-01 .9000 .3181-02 3840-02 2.506 20.10 563.8 
13B .70000 .70000 370.00 .1434-0 I 17?0-01 .1720-01 .9000 .7026-03 .8429-03 .5705 4.632 539.6 
138 .70000 .90000 371.00 4971-02 .5959-02 .5959-02 .9000 .2436-03 2920-03 .1987 1.532 536 2 
138 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .4726-03 6235-03 6235-03 .9000 .2316-04 3055-04 .1293-01 .8822-01 793.3 
138 .80000 10000+00 373 00 5932-01 .7145-01 .7145-01 .9000 .2907-02 .3501-02 2.315 17.50 555.3 
138 801100 40000 374.00 .3263-01 3922-01 3922-01 .9000 .1599-02 1922-02 I 286 9.227 547.3 
138 80000 50000 375 00 .2608-01 .3133-01 3133-01 .9000 .1278-02 .1535-02 1.031 7 063 545.0 
138 .80000 .70000 376 00 .1525-01 1830-01 .1830-01 .9000 .7473-03 8967-03 .6063 4.833 540.4 
138 .80000 90000 377 00 1390-01 1668-01 1668-01 9000 6813-03 8171-03 5539 4 266 538.7 
138 90000 .IOOOC+OO J78 00 .c3't77-01 .7805-01 .7805-01 .9000 .3174-02 .3825-02 2 521 17.99 557.4 
138 .90000 .30000 379 00 .3255-01 .3912-01 .3912-01 .9000 .1595-02 1917-02 I 284 9.366 546.7 
138 .90000 50000 380 00 8101-02 .9710-02 .9710-02 .9000 .3970-03 .4758-03 .3238 2.264 536.0 
138 900UO .7COOO 381.00 .1323-01 .1587-01 .1587-01 .9000 .6485-03 .7778-03 5274 3.826 53B.5 
138 .90000 .90000 382.00 .1301-01 .1561-01 .1561-01 .9000 .6375-03 .7650-03 .5171 3.B73 540.5 
138 .95000 .30000 383.00 .2861-01 .3438-01 .3438-01 .9000 .1402-02 .1685-02 1.130 B.037 5lt5.7 
138 .95000 .50000 384.00 .2569-01 .3087-01 .3087-01 .9000 .1259-02 .1513~02 1.014 7.165 546.1 
138 .95000 .90000 385.00 1~87-01 • 1901t-0 I .1904-01 .9000 .7775-03 .9328-03 .6315 4.273 539.5 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2671 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fRI+UTI3) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH II 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. . 0000 sPDBRK • .0000 
···TEsT CONDITIONs---
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO PslA DEO. R DEO. R PslA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
158 2.023 7.980 35.02 -.9923 '+35 0 1293. 91+.11 .'+529-01 2.019 3795. .1299-02 .7573-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIR) 
FT2sEC =.0175 
158 .<:500-01 .2857-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT onolDT TIoI 
NUMBER R-1.0 RaO 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
158 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2149-01 2593-01 .2593-01 .900) .7523-03 .9077-03 5679 It.030 537.7 
158 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1321-01 .159'+-01 1594-01 .9000 .462,+-03 .5578-03 .3'+97 2.56'+ 536.'+ 
158 .10000+00 50000 342 00 .9080-02 1095-01 .1095-01 9000 .3178-03 .3832-03 .2406 1.825 535.5 
158 .20000 .10000+00 343 00 .2001-01 .2413-01 .2413-01 .9000 .7003-03 .8445-03 .5301 3.826 535.7 
158 .20000 .20000 344.00 .1029-01 .1240-01 1240-01 .9000 .3601-03 .1+3'+0-03 .2731 2.021+ 53'+.3 
158 20000 .40000 345.00 .5250-02 .6327-02 6327-02 .9000 .1837-03 .2214-03 .1395 .9981 533.5 
158 20000 .60000 346 00 2958-02 .356'+-02 .3564-02 .9000 .1035-03 .12Lt7-03 .7875-01 5694 532.0 
158 .20000 .80000 347 00 .1887-02 .2273-02 2273-02 .9000 6605-04 .7954-04 .5032-01 .3583 530 8 
158 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 .1949-01 .2352-01 2352-01 .9000 6823-03 .8231-03 .515'+ 3.879 537.2 
158 .30000 20000 349 00 .7107-02 8565-02 .8565-02 9000 .2488-03 .2998-03 .1889 1.365 533 2 
158 .30000 40000 350.00 .4200-02 5060-02 5060-02 .9000 .1470-03 1771-03 1117 8077 532.5 
158 30JOO 50000 351 00 3326-02 4007-02 4007-02 9000 1164-03 1402-03 8856-01 62'+3 531 9 
158 !OOOO 90000 352 00 2341-02 2819-02 2819-02 9000 .8193-04 9868-0'+ .6240-01 .'+665 531.0 
158 .40000 10000+00 353 00 1382-01 1666-01 1666-01 9000 4838-03 .5832-03 .3670 2.694 534 I 
158 40000 .20000 354 00 1085-01 1308-01 .1308-01 9000 .3797-03 .4577-03 .2882 2 0'+9 533 8 
158 .40000 40000 355 00 .2322-09 2629-09 .2629-09 .9000 .8126-11 9201-11 .8994-08 .7767-07 185 9 
158 .40000 .50000 356 00 .6224-02 7500-02 .7500-02 .9000 .2178-03 .2625-03 .1655 1.204 532.8 
158 .40000 .90000 358 00 3155-02 .3800-02 3800-02 .9000 .110'+-03 .1330-03 .8404-01 .6323 531 5 
158 .50000 50000-01 359 00 3072-01 .3710-01 .3710-01 9000 .1075-02 .1299-02 .8075 6.320 541 6 
158 .50000 70000 360 00 .6777-02 .8168-02 .8168-02 9000 .2372-03 .2859-03 1801 1.440 533 5 
158 .50000 .90000 361.00 .4800-02 5784-02 .5784-02 9000 .1680-03 2024-03 .1277 .9084 532 6 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2672 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTl31 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT Tlol 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R - BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
158 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 .4803-01 .5806-01 .5806-01 .9000 .1681-02 .2032-02 1.257 9.655 5114.7 
158 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4338-01 5240-01 .5240-01 .9000 .1518-02 .1834-02 1.140 8.624 541.5 
158 .60000 .20000 364 00 .3549-01 .4286-01 .4286-01 .9000 .1242-02 .1500-02 .9336 6.875 541.1 
158 .60000 .40000 365 00 .3591-01 4335-01 4335-01 .9000 .1257-02 .1517-02 .9474 6.654 539.0 
158 60000 50000 366 00 .3624-01 4375-01 .4375-01 9000 .1268-02 .1531-02 .9555 6.774 539.4 
158 60000 .70000 367 00 2098-01 2530-01 2530-01 .9000 .7342-03 .8855-03 .5552 4 434 536.5 
158 .60000 .90000 368.00 .1639-01 .1976-01 .1976-01 .9000 .5738-03 .6916-03 .4354 3.250 533.8 
158 .70000 .50000-01 369.00 .5064-01 6125-01 .6125-01 .9000 .1772-02 .2144-02 1.322 10.70 546.6 
158 .70000 .70000 370.00 .1656-01 .1997-01 .1997-01 .9000 .5796-03 .6989-03 .4389 3.572 535.3 
158 .70000 .90000 371 00 .5449-02 .6568-02 .6568-02 .9000 .1907-03 .2299-03 .1447 1.117 533.9 
158 80000 .50000-01 372.00 .5140-02 .6911-02 .6911-02 .9000 .1799-03 .2419-03 .9073-01 .6204 788 3 
158 .80uOO .10000+00 373 00 .4597-01 .5553-01 .5553-01 .9000 1609-02 .1944-02 1.208 9.192 542.1 
158 80000 .40000 374 00 .2912-01 3514-01 .3514-01 .9000 .1019-02 .1230-02 .7683 5 537 538.7 
158 80000 .50000 375 00 .2398-01 .2893-01 .2893-01 .9000 .8393-03 .1013-02 .6342 4.363 537.0 
158 80000 .70000 376 00 .1516-01 1828-01 .1828-01 9000 5307-03 .6398-03 .4021 3 214 534.9 
158 80000 .90000 j77.00 .1267-01 1527-01 .1527-01 .9000 4436-03 .5345-03 .3369 2.603 533.1 
158 90000 .10000+00 378 00 .4920-01 .5945-01 .5945-01 .9000 .1722-02 2081-02 1 291 9.281 543.1 
158 .90000 .30000 379.00 .2568-01 3098-01 .3098-01 .9000 .8989-03 1084-02 .6792 4.979 537.1 
158 90000 .50000 380.00 .2334-02 .2811-02 .2811-02 9000 .8168-04 .9839-04 .6217-01 .4356 531 5 
158 90000 .70000 381.00 .1285-01 .1549-01 .1549-01 .9000 .4498-03 .5420-03 .~419 2.488 532 6 
158 .90000 .90000 3F!2.00 .1428-01 .1721-01 .1721-01 .9000 .4997-03 .6022-03 .3797 2.854 533.0 
158 .95000 .30000 383 00 .2415-01 .2913-01 .2913-01 .0000 .8451-03 .1019-02 .6391 4 567 536.4 
158 .95000 .50000 38't 00 .2195-01 .2647-01 .2647-01 .9000 .7683-03 .9265-03 58J1t 4.129 535.9 
158 95000 .90000 385.00 .1683-01 .2028-01 .2028-01 .90eo .5890-03 .7098-03 .4475 3.03B 533.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2673 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL rR4UTJ31 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RU~: RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HIJ NUMBER 1FT OEO. OEO. PSIA OEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS L8-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 101 2.984 7.990 35.02 -.9871 670.0 1328. 96.43 .6919-01 3.092 3846 .1937-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTU I R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
101 .4352-01 .23'+6-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~,IITO HIlOI H(TAW) OoOT orloloT TW NUM8ER R=\ 0 R=0.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI CCO. R DEO. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEr. 101 .10000+00 .10000+00 3'+0.00 .2278-01 .2741-01 .2741-01 .9000 .9912-03 .1193-02 .7794 5.519 541.4 101 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1554-01 .1869-01 .1869-01 .9000 .6763-03 .813'+-03 .5326 3.898 540.1 101 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .8966-02 .1077-01 .1017-01 .9000 .3902-03 .4689-03 .3085 2.338 537.0 101 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1770-01 .2127-01 .2127-01 .9000 .1701-03 .9258-03 .6082 4.384 537.9 101 .20000 .20000 344 00 .1136-01 1365-0\ .1365-01 .9000 .4942-03 .5941-03 .3906 2.891 537." 101 .20000 40000 345.00 .7286-02 .8754-02 .875'+-02 .9000 .3171-03 .3809-03 .2511 1.795 535.7 101 .20000 60000 346.00 .'+005-02 4810-02 .4810-02 9000 .1743-03 .2093-03 .1382 9981 534.6 101 .20000 .80000 347 00 .2184-02 .2622-02 .2622-02 9000 .9503-04 .1141-03 .7553-01 .5372 532.9 101 .30000 .50000-01 348.00 .1787-01 .2149-01 2149-01 9000 .1775-03 .9352-03 6122 4.601 540.3 101 .30000 20000 3'+9 00 8732-02 .1049-01 .1049-01 9000 3800-03 .4565-03 3009 2.171 535.8 101 30000 .40000 350 00 .6405-02 7693-02 .7693-02 9000 .2787-03 .3348-03 2209 I 595 535 I 101 .30000 .50000 351 00 .5349-02 6425-02 .6425-02 9000 .2328-03 .2796-03 .1846 1.300 534.5 101 .30000 90000 352 00 .2854-02 3'+26-02 .3426-02 .9000 1242-03 .1'+91-03 9875-01 .7376 532 Ei 101 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 .1'+66-01 !762-01 .1762-0 I 9000 .6381-03 7670-03 .5044 3.697 537.3 101 .4000G .20000 35't.00 .1382-01 .1661-01 1661-01 .9000 .601't-03 .7229-03 .4751 3.371 537 7 101 40000 .50000 356 00 1247-01 1't98-01 .1't98-01 9000 5't26-03 .6520-03 .4293 3.117 536 5 101 .40000 .90000 358 00 .3713-02 '+'t58-02 .4458-02 9000 .1616-03 .1940-03 .1283 .9647 ~33." 101 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 .2€l87-01 .3't78-01 .3'+78-01 9000 .1256-02 .1513-02 .9827 7.676 545.5 10' .50000 .70000 360.00 .1282-01 .1541-01 . I '3't 1-0 I .9000 .5578-03 .670't-03 .'t'+09 3.520 537.3 101 .50000 .90000 361 00 8728-02 .1048-01 .10't8-01 .9000 .3798-03 .'+562-03 .3011 2. 1't0 53 ... 9 101 60000 50000-01 362 00 4351-01 .52"5-01 .52"5-0 I 9000 . 1893-02 .2283-02 1."75 11 30 548 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 267 .. 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTl3) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT DTI·IOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
101 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .3814-01 .4591-01 .4591-01 .9000 .1660-02 .1999-02 1.302 9.935 5113.3 
101 .60000 .20000 364.00 .3260-01 .3924-01 .3924-01 .9000 .11t19-02 .1709-02 1.113 8.184 543.3 
101 60000 .40000 365.00 .3538-01 .4258-01 .4259-01 .9000 .1540-02 .1853-02 1.210 8.489 541. 7 
101 60000 .50000 366.00 .3283-01 .3951-01 .3951-01 .9000 .1429-02 .1719-02 1.122 7.941 542.4 
101 .60000 .70000 367.00 .1847-01 2221-01 .2221-01 .9000 .8039-03 .9665-03 .6342 5.060 538.7 
101 60000 .90000 368 00 1664-01 1999-01 .1999-01 .9000 .7241-03 .8700-03 .5731 4.273 536.2 
101 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .5373-01 .6485-01 .6485-01 .9000 .2339-02 2822-02 1.910 14.59 553.5 
101 70000 .70000 370 00 .1695-01 2038-01 .2038-01 .9000 .7376-03 .8868-03 .5821 4.729 538.5 
101 70000 .90000 371.00 .4942-02 .5936-02 .5936-02 .9000 .2150-03 2583-03 .1704 1.315 535.4 
101 .80000 50000-01 372.00 .3035-02 3904-02 .3904-02 .9000 1321-03 1699-03 .7877-01 .5528 731.3 
101 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .4844-01 .5837-01 5837-01 .9000 .2109-02 .2540-02 1.644 12.49 547.6 
101 .90000 .40000 374 00 .3029-01 3647-01 3647-01 9000 .1318-02 .1587-02 1.033 7.428 543.7 
101 .90000 .50000 375.00 .2473-01 2976-01 2976-01 .9000 .1076-02 .1295-02 .9462 5.809 5'+ 1.5 
101 .80000 .70000 376.00 .1624-01 1952-01 .1952-01 9000 .7065-03 .8495-03 .557,+ 4 '+47 538.7 
101 .80000 .90000 377 00 .1471-01 .1768-01 .1768-01 .9000 6399-03 .7692-03 .5056 3 897 537.6 
101 90000 .10000+00 .578 00 5't53-01 .6575-01 6575-01 .9000 2373-02 2861-02 1 845 13 22 550.1 
101 .90000 .30000 379.00 .2858-01 3440-01 .3440-01 .9000 .1244-02 .1497-02 .9757 7.130 543.1 
101 90000 .50000 380.00 .4570-02 .5487-02 5487-02 .9000 .1989-03 .2388-03 .1580 1.106 533.4 
101 .90000 .70000 381 00 .1231-01 .li80-01 .1'+80-01 .9000 .5356-03 .6439-03 .4238 3.076 536.9 
101 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1408-01 .If.92-01 1692-01 .9000 .6127-03 .7365-03 .4839 3.629 537.8 
101 .95000 .30000 383 00 .2602-01 .3132-01 .3132-01 .9000 .1132-02 .1363-02 .889,+ 6.336 542.3 
101 .95000 .50000 38'+.00 .2352-01 2830-01 .2830-01 .9000 .102'+-02 .1232-02 .<JOLt3 5.695 541.9 
101 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1720-01 .2068-01 .2068-01 .9000 .7'+85-03 .8998-03 .5913 '+.005 537.7 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2675 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR~UTl3) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 8ETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
"""TEST CONDITIONS""" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
135 3 683 8.000 35.07 -.9652 852.5 1352. 97.95 .8732-01 3.912 3881. .2~06-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
135 .~910-01 .2109-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) H(TAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-1.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
135 .10000+00 10000+00 3~0.00 .2~29-01 .291~-OI 291~-01 .9000 .1192-02 .1~31-02 .9670 6.851 5~0.7 
135 .10000+00 .30000 3~1.00 1673-01 .2006-01 2006-01 .9000 .8215-03 .9852-03 .6685 ~.85a 538.0 
135 .10000+00 .50000 3~2.00 .9255-02 .1109-01 .1109-01 .9000 .~5~5-03 .5~~5-03 .3715 2.820 53~.1 
135 .20000 10000+00 3~3 00 .1710-01 .2050-01 .2050-01 .9000 .8396-03 .1007-02 .68~1 ~.93~ 536.9 
135 .20000 .20COO 3~~.00 .1286-01 .15~2-01 .15~2-01 9000 .6315-03 .7569-03 .5153 3.817 535.9 
135 .20000 40000 3','3 00 9156-02 .1097-01 .1097-01 .9000 .~~96-03 .5385-03 .3680 2 63~ 533.1 
135 20000 60000 346 00 5026-02 .6017-02 .6017-02 9000 .2~68-03 .2954-03 .2026 I 466 530.6 
135 .20000 .80000 3~7.00 2998-02 .3587-02 .3587-02 .9000 . 1~72-03 .1761-03 1211 8632 528 8 
135 30000 50000-01 348.00 .1708-01 20~8-01 .2048-01 .9000 .83B5-03 1006-02 .6819 5.130 538 ~ 
135 30000 .20000 349 00 .9822-02 .1177-01 1177-01 .9000 ~823-03 .5777-03 39~6 2 851 533 5 
135 .30000 .~OOOO 350 00 .8884-02 .106~-01 .1064-01 .9000 .~362-03 .5224-03 .3575 2.585 532 1 
135 .30GOO .50000 351 00 . 75~ 1-02 .9028-02 .9028-02 9000 .3703-03 .4"33-03 .3038 2 1~2 531 3 
135 30000 .90000 352 00 .3772-02 .~512-02 ~512-02 .9000 .1852-03 2216-03 .1525 1.142 528.1 
135 40000 10000+00 353 00 1~11-01 1690-01 .1690-01 .9000 6928-03 8300-03 566~ 4 158 53~ 1 
135 .~OOOO .20000 354 00 .1370-01 .1642-01 . 16~2-0 1 9000 6728-03 .8063-03 .5~95 3.90~ 535 0 
135 ~oooo .500UO 356 00 .1535-01 1839-01 1839-01 9000 .7538-03 .9030-03 6165 4.483 533.7 
135 ~OOOO 90000 358.00 .47~6-02 5679-02 .5679-02 .9000 .2330-03 .2788-03 .1918 1 ~45 528.8 
135 .50000 50000-01 359 00 .2742-01 .3293-01 .3293-01 .9000 .13~7-02 .1617-02 1.089 8 515 543.1 
135 50000 70000 360 00 .1418-01 1698-01 1698-01 .9000 .6962-03 .8340-03 .5096 4 557 533 5 
135 50000 .90000 361 00 .10~0-01 1246-01 1246-01 .9000 .5109-03 6117-03 .4190 2.982 531.5 
135 60000 50000-01 362 00 4339-01 5216-01 5216-01 9000 .2130-02 .2561-02 1 711 13 12 548 4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2676 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR"+UTI3) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/~REF TAWITO HITO) HITAWJ OOOT OTWOT TW NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
135 60000 10000+00 363.00 .3518-01 .~222-01 ."+222-01 .9000 .1727-02 .2073-02 1.399 10.58 5111.5 135 .60000 20000 36"+.00 2737-01 .328~-01 .3284-01 .9000 .134"+-02 1612-02 1.092 8.045 539.5 135 60000 ."+0000 365 00 .3073-01 3685-01 .3685-01 9000 .1509-02 .1809-02 1.228 8.632 537.8 135 .60000 .50000 366.00 .2929-01 3512-01 .3512-01 9000 .1"+38-02 . 1724-02 1 171 8.309 537.5 135 .60000 70000 367.00 1669-01 .2000-01 .2000-01 9000 .8197-03 .9820-03 .6700 5 358 53"+ 2 1 35 .60000 .90000 368 00 1519-01 1818-01 .1818-01 9000 .7"+56-03 .8928-03 .6115 "+ 570 531 6 135 70000 50000-01 369 00 5"+00-01 6501-01 .6501-01 9000 .2652-02 .3192-02 2.117 17 07 553."+ 
,135 70000 70000 370 00 .1576-01 1888-01 .1888-01 .9000 .7738-03 .9271-03 .6328 5.153 533 9 135 .70000 .90000 371.00 ."+547-02 .5"+"+8-02 .5448-02 .9000 .2233-03 .2675-03 .1827 1.411 533 6 
135 .80000 50000-01 372 00 .1337-02 1720-02 .1720-02 .9000 .6566-04 84"+7-0"+ 3985-01 .2779 7"+4.8 
135 80000 .10000+00 373.00 .50,,+7-01 .6067-01 .6067-01 .9000 2"+78-02 .2979-02 1 993 15.12 547 6 135 .80000 .40000 374.00 2976-01 .3570-01 .3570-01 .9000 .1"+61-02 1753-02 1 187 8.547 539.5 135 80000 .50000 375 00 .2'121-01 .2903-01 .2903-01 .9000 .1189-02 .1'125-02 .9674 6.653 537.7 135 80000 .70000 376.00 15"+0-01 • 18't4-01 • 18't't-O' .9000 .7560-03 .9057-03 .6183 't.945 533.8 135 80000 .90000 377 00 1'168-01 1758-01 .1758-01 .9000 7207-03 8631-03 .590'1 'I 562 532.5 
135 90000 10000+00 378.00 .5558-01 6805-01 .6805-01 .9000 2778-02 .33'11-02 2 229 15 97 549.5 
135 .90000 .30000 379 00 3016-01 .3618-01 .3618-01 .9000 .1"+81-02 1776-02 1.202 8.802 539.7 
135 .90000 50000 380 00 6160-02 7373-02 .7373-02 9000 .3025-03 3620-03 2"+85 1.7"+3 530.1 135 .90000 70000 381 00 .1196-01 .1't32-01 .1't32-01 .9000 .5873-03 .7032-03 .'1820 3.509 531.1 
135 .90000 90000 382 00 1363-01 .1633-01 .1633-01 .9000 .669'1-03 8017-03 .5"+85 4.125 532.3 
135 .95000 .30000 383 00 .28"+1-01 .3408-01 .3"+08-01 .9000 .1395-02 1673-02 1.13"+ 8.089 539.0 
135 .95000 .50000 384.00 .2"+40-01 2927-01 .2927-01 .9000 .1198-02 .1"+37-02 .9745 6.912 538.4 
135 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1588-01 .1902-01 .1902-01 .9000 .7799-03 . 93"+0-03 6390 "+.339 532.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2677 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTlit ) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC. DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2 
13 .5302 7.900 34 97 .2130-02 104 2 1240. 91.95 .1158-01 .5059 3714. .3399-03 .7399-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtRJ 
FT2SEC "' 0175 
13 .1739-01 .5561-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I 0 R"O.9 R" BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
13 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 2538-01 .3079-01 .3079-01 .9000 .4ltI5-03 .5356-03 .3115 2.211t 531t.1 
13 .10000+00 .30000 3ltl.00 .8996-02 .1091-01 .1091-01 .9000 .1565-03 .1897-03 .1106 .8125 532.8 
13 .10000+00 50000 342.00 .6339-02 .7685-02 .76B5-02 .9000 .1103-03 .1337-03 .780lt-01 .5930 531.9 
13 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1881-01 .2280-01 .2280-01 .9000 .3272-03 .3967-03 .2318 1.676 531.'+ 
13 20000 .20000 344 00 .7201-02 .8727-02 .8727-02 .9000 .1252-03 .1518-03 .8879-01 .6595 530.7 
13 .20000 .40000 345 00 .3665-02 .4440-02 .4440-02 .9000 637"'-0'" .7723-04 .4524-01 .3243 529.9 
13 .20000 60000 346.00 .32"'9-02 .3936-02 3936-02 .9000 .5651-0'" .6846-04 401"'-01 .2907 529.3 
13 .20000 .80000 3 ... 7 00 .2557-02 3097-02 3097-02 9000 4 ...... 8-0 ... 5387-04 .3164-01 .2256 528.3 
13 . 30000 50000-01 3"'8.00 .2211-01 .2631-0 I 2681-01 9000 .3846-03 4664-03 .2720 2.053 532 ... 
13 30000 .20000 3 ... 9 00 5 ...... 1-02 6592-02 6592-02 9000 946"'-0'" .11"'7-03 6719-01 .4864 529.7 
13 .30000 .... oeo'J 350.00 2832-02 .3"'30-02 .3430-02 9000 "'926-04 .5966-04 3501-01 2536 528 8 
13 .30000 50000 351.00 2282-02 .2763-02 .2763-02 9000 396Q-04 4807-04 .2823-01 .1993 528 5 
13 .30000 .90000 352 00 .342 ... -02 .... 1 ... 7-02 .... 1 ... 7-02 .9000 .5956-04 7213-04 .4237-01 3172 528 :3 
13 "'0000 • 10000+00 353 00 .1299-01 .157"'-01 1574-01 9000 .2259-03 2738-03 .1604 1.160 529 9 
13 .40000 .20000 354 00 .7588-02 .9194-02 .919"'-02 .9000 .1320-03 .1599-03 .9371-01 6676 529.7 
13 .40000 .50000 356.00 .2280-02 2762-02 .2762-02 .9000 3966-04 "'803-04 .2820-01 .2056 528 6 
13 .40000 .90000 358 00 .4408-02 5338-02 5338-02 .9000 .7667-04 .9286-04 .5452-01 .4108 528 5 
13 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .2310-01 .2802-0r 2802-01 9000 .4019-03 .... 874-03 .2839 2.232 533 2 
13 .50000 .70000 360 00 .1060-02 .1283-02 .1283-02 9000 18"'3-0'" .2232-04 .1311-01 .1052 528 I 
13 .50000 90000 361 00 4259-02 .5159-02 .5159-02 .9000 .7"'08-04 .8973-0'" .5263-01 3750 529 2 
13 .60000 50000-01 362 00 2426-01 .2943-01 .2943-01 .9000 .4220-03 .5119-03 2978 2 300 533 9 
DATE 23 F'EB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2678 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fRI+UTII+) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT On.rOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.0 R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OED. R OED. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
13 .60000 .10000+00 363 00 .1982-01 .2403-01 .2403-01 .9000 .341+8-03 .4181-03 .2438 1.852 532.5 
13 60000 .20000 364 00 .1137-01 .1378-01 .1378-01 .9000 .1977-03 .2396-03 .1400 1.036 531.3 
13 .60000 .40000 365.00 .7242-02 .8774-02 8774-02 .9000 .1260-03 .1526-03 .8941+-01 .6312 529.7 
13 60000 50000 366.00 .5173-02 .6266-02 6266-02 .9:100 .8998-04 .1090-03 .6394-01 .4557 529 0 
13 .60000 .70000 367 00 .1980-02 .2398-02 .2398-02 .9000 .3444-04 .4170-04 .2450-01 .1965 528.3 
13 .60000 .90000 368 00 .4071-02 4930-02 .4930-02 .9000 .7081-04 .8575-04 .5041-01 .3775 527.8 
13 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .2540-01 3081-01 .3081-01 .9000 .4418-03 5360-03 .3116 2.537 534.3 
13 .70000 70000 370.00 .4402-02 .5332-02 .5332-02 .9000 .7657-04 .9274-04 5445-01 .4446 528.6 
13 .70000 .90000 371 00 2027-02 .2'157-02 .2457-02 .9000 .3527-04 4274-04 .21+99-01 .1932 531.0 
13 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 .1899-02 2319-02 2319-02 9000 .3304-04 .1+034-04 .2262-01 .1728 555 1 
13 eoooo .10000+00 373 00 .2903-01 .3520-01 .3520-01 .9000 .5049-ll3 6123-03 .3568 2.729 532.9 
13 .80000 .40000 374 00 .1145-01 .1388-01 1388-01 .9000 .1992-03 2414-03 .11+ 13 1.023 530.2 
13 .80000 50000 375 00 .9785-02 .1186-01 .1186-01 .9000 .1702-03 .2062-03 1208 .8339 530 0 
13 .80000 .70000 376.00 7884-02 9551-02 .9551-02 9000 .1371-03 .1661-03 .9740-01 .7808 529.4 
13 80000 90000 377 00 8462-02 1025-01 1025-01 .9000 .1472-03 .1783-03 .10'16 .8098 529.0 
13 .90000 .10000+00 .578 00 .4066-01 .4933-01 .4933-01 .9000 .7072-03 8580-03 .4990 3.601+ 53'+ I 
13 .90000 .30000 379 00 1819-01 .2205-01 .2205-01 .9000 .3164-03 .3835-03 .2244 1.650 530 6 
13 90000 50000 380.00 .1305-02 .1581-02 .1581-02 .9000 .2270-04 .2750-04 .1615-01 .1133 528 '+ 
13 .90000 .70000 381.00 .9545-02 .1156-01 .1156-01 .9000 .1660-03 2011-03 .1180 .860'+ 528 7 
13 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1189-01 .1"40-01 • 14'+0-01 .9000 2068-03 2505-03 1470 1.108 528.8 
13 95000 .30000 383.00 .2036-01 2'167-01 .2'167-01 .9000 .3541-03 4291-03 2510 J. 799 530.7 
13 .95000 50000 384 00 .1462-01 .1771-01 .1771-01 .9000 .2543- 03 .3080-03 .1805 1.286 529 7 
13 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1'177-01 .1789-01 .1789-01 .9000 .2569-03 .3111-03 .1825 1.2'+2 529.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2679 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTI4) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP ., . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI f'T/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 /FT2 
60 2.004 7.980 34.98 .7044-03 434.5 1300. 94.62 .4523-01 2.016 3905. .1290-02 .7614-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
60 .3501-01 .2868-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI QOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
60 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2322-01 .2795-01 .2795-01 .9000 .8128-03 .9786-03 .6236 4.436 532.5 
60 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1314-01 .1582-01 .1582-01 .9000 .4602-03 .5538-03 .3539 2.603 530.7 
60 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 .8943-02 .1076-01 1076-01 .9000 .3131-03 .3767-03 .2"'0 1.833 529.9 
60 20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1884-01 .2268-01 2268-01 .9000 .6598-03 .7939-03 .5015 3.672 530.5 
60 .20000 .20000 344 00 .9875-02 .1188-01 .1188-01 .9000 .3458-03 .4159-03 .2668 1.982 528 1 
60 20000 40000 345 00 5943-02 .7146-02 7146-02 .9000 2081-03 .2502-03 .1601 1.153 527.5 
60 20000 .60000 346 00 3250-02 3907-02 .3907-02 .9000 .1138-03 .1368-03 .8799-01 .6380 5265 
60 .20000 80000 347 00 1612-02 1937-02 .1937-02 .9000 .5644-04 6781-04 .43,..-01 .3124 524.1 
60 30000 50000-01 348 00 .1915-01 .2305-01 .2305-01 .9000 .6705-03 .8072-03 .5141 3.88" 532.1 
60 30000 20000 349 00 .6715-02 .8074-02 8074-02 .9000 .2351-03 .2827-03 .1815 1 316 527 5 
60 .30000 .40000 350 00 .3940-02 .4736-02 .4736-02 .9000 .1379-03 .1658-03 .1066 7728 526.9 
60 30000 .50000 351 00 3228-02 .3879-02 .3879-02 .9000 .1130-03 .1358-03 .8741-01 .6179 526 2 
60 .30000 .90000 352 00 1757-02 .2111-02 .2111-02 9000 .6151-04 .7391-0" 4765-01 .3573 52'+ 9 
60 40000 10000+00 353 00 .1340-01 1612-01 .1612-01 9000 4692-03 5644-03 .3618 2.663 528.7 
60 .40000 .20000 354 00 9717-02 1169-01 .1169-01 9000 3402-03 .4092-03 .2623 1 870 528.7 
60 .40000 50000 356 00 .4266-02 .5129-02 5129-02 9000 1494-03 1796-03 .1154 .8418 527.2 
60 '+0000 .90000 358.00 2782-02 .3343-02 .3343-02 9000 .9739-04 1170-03 .7539-01 .5689 525 6 
60 .50000 50000-01 359 00 .3073-01 .3704-01 .3704-01 9000 • 1076-02 .1297-02 .8213 6.'+45 536 3 
60 50000 70000 360 00 '+784-02 5752-02 .5752-02 .9000 .1675-03 2014-03 1294 1.038 527 2 
60 50000 .90000 361.00 .4243-02 .5101-02 5101-02 9000 .1486-03 1786-03 .1148 8192 526 8 
60 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .5316-01 6414-01 .6414-01 .9000 1861-02 .2246-02 1 .'+ 13 10 87 540 7 
DATE 23 F"EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2680 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fRltUTIIf' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO HtTOI HtTAW' aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R .. O 9 R= BTU/R BTUtR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
50 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 ~680-01 .56~I-OI .56~I-OI .9000 .1639-02 .1975-02 1.250 9.~7~ 536.8 
60 60000 .20000 35~.00 3502-01 .~340-01 .~3~0-01 .9000 .1251-02 .1520-02 .9628 7.108 536.1 
50 .60000 .~OOOO 365 00 339~-01 .~087-01 .~087-01 .9000 .1188-02 1~31-02 .9105 6.lf13 533.5 
60 .60000 .50000 366 00 .324~-01 .3907-01 .3907-01 .9000 . I 136-02 . 1368-02 .8701 6.187 533 6 
60 .60000 .70000 357.00 1547-01 .1862-0 I .1852-01 .9000 .5~17-03 6518-03 .~168 3.34(1 530.2 
60 5000e 90000 3'38 00 1308-01 1572-01 .1572-01 .9000 .4578-03 550~-03 .3535 2.647 527 5 
50 .70000 50000-01 369 00 5370-01 6482-01 .6482-01 .9000 . '880-02 .2269-02 1.~25 I I 55 542.0 
60 70000 .70000 370.00 .1796-01 .2161-01 2161-01 .9000 .6287-03 .7565-03 .~835 3.943 530.7 
60 .70000 .90000 371.00 6205-02 .7459-02 7'+69-02 .9000 .2173-03 .2515-03 1670 1.291 531 3 
60 80000 .50000-01 372.00 .13'+8-03 .1671-03 .1671-03 .9000 .4721-05 5850-05 .3180-02 .23'+5-01 626.2 
60 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 ~353-01 52'+7-01 .5247-01 .9000 .1524-02 .1837-02 1.163 8.878 536.5 
60 .80000 40000 37'+ 00 3365-01 .4055-01 .'+055-01 .9000 .1178-02 1420-02 .9012 6.506 53 ... 9 
60 .80000 50000 375 00 2857-01 .3440-01 34"0-01 .9000 .1000-02 1205-02 .7669 5.286 533.1 
60 .80000 .70000 376.00 .164'+-01 1978-01 .1978-01 .9000 5756-03 .6925-03 ."~29 3.5'+9 530.1 
60 80000 90GOO 377 00 .1'+73-01 1771-01 .1771-01 .9000 5155-03 6200-03 3977 3 080 528 2 
60 .90000 .10000+00 .578 00 .~·i~I-OI .5353-01 .5353-01 .9000 .1555-02 .1874-02 1.186 8.552 537.0 
60 90000 30000 379.00 .2607-01 .3138-01 .3138-01 .9000 .9126-03 .1099-02 .7005 5 148 532 I 
60 90000 .50000 380 00 .1919-02 .2305-02 .2306-02 .9000 .6719-0~ 8075-0~ .5200-01 .365~ 525.7 
60 90000 .70000 381.00 .1303-01 .1567-01 • 1567-01 .9000 .4563-03 5487-03 .3522 2.569 527.8 
50 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1'+78-01 1778-01 .1778-01 .9000 .5175-03 6224-03 .3993 3.010 SCSI 
60 .95000 .30000 383.00 .238'+-01 .2870-01 .2870-01 .9000 .8348-03 1005-02 .6413 1f.59" 531.5 
60 .95000 .50000 38'+ 00 2288-01 .2754-01 275~-01 .9000 .8012-03 .964~-03 .6156 1f.382 531.3 
60 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1638-01 .1969-01 .1969-01 .9000 .573~-03 6895-03 .'+~24 3.011 528.1 
DATE 23 f"EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2681 
OH8~8 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR~UT\I+ I 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 OUO ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDf"LAP • 0000 SPDBi'K • .0000 
·"TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER ItT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI f"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /tT3 ItT2 
79 3.0~7 7.990 35.01 -.6951-03 670 5 1310. 95.12 .6921+-01 3 09~ 3820. .1965-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREf" SlN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REf"IRI 
tT2SEC "'.0175 
79 . 1+3~3-0 I .2326-01 
···TEST DATA""" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREf" H/HREf" H/HREF" TAWITO HITOI HITAWI acOT OTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUm BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO f"T2SEC tT2SEC f"T2SEC ISEC 
79 .10000+00 .10000+00 31+0.00 2305-01 .277~-01 277~-01 .9000 .1001-02 .1205-02 .7759 5.513 531+.7 
79 .10000+00 .30000 31+ I .00 .1313-01 .1579-01 .1579-01 .9000 .5703-03 .6858-03 .1+1+31 3.255 532.6 
79 .10000+00 .50000 3"'2.00 .7373-02 .8862-02 8862-02 .9000 3202-03 . 38~9-03 .2~96 1.898 530.3 
79 .20000 10000+00 3~3.00 .1710-01 .2056-01 2056-01 .9000 .7~27-03 .8928-03 5786 1+.187 530.6 
79 .20000 20000 3~'" 00 .992~-02 · I 193-01 .1193-01 .9000 1+310-03 5179-03 .336'" 2.500 529 3 
79 20000 .~OOOO 3~5 00 6302-02 .7571-02 7571-02 .9000 .2737-03 .3288-03 .2139 1.535 528 2 
79 .20000 .60000 3~6 00 3200-02 · 38~2-02 .38~2-02 9000 .1390-03 .1669-03 .1088 .7891 526 5 
79 .20000 80000 3~7 00 1456-02 • t7~7-02 • 17"'7-02 .9000 .6323-0~ .7588-0'" .1+965-01 .351+6 521+.5 
79 30000 .50000-01 3~8 00 .1822-01 .2192-01 .2192-01 .9000 .7913-03 9519-03 611+5 1+ 635 533 I 
79 30000 20000 3~9 00 7997-02 .9608-02 .9608-02 .9000 .31+73-03 1+ 173-03 2713 1.965 528.5 
79 30000 I+OCOO 350 00 .5089-02 6112-02 6112-02 9000 .2210-03 265~-03 1730 1.251+ 526 9 
79 30000 50000 351 00 1+222-02 .5069-02 .5069-02 9000 .1833-03 2201-03 .11+37 1.016 526.2 
79 30000 90000 352 00 .2016-02 .2~19-02 .2"'19-02 .9000 .8751+-0~ 1051-03 6871-01 .5152 52 ... 8 
79 .... 0000 . 10000+00 353 00 1565-01 1881-01 .1881-01 .9000 .6797-03 .8169-03 5299 3.899 530.0 
79 1+0000 20000 35~ 00 1280-01 1539-01 .1539-01 9000 .5560-03 6682-03 .1+338 3 091 529 5 
79 .'i0000 50000 356 00 .7970-02 .957'i-02 957'i-02 .9000 .3'i61-03 .'i158-03 .2706 1.973 528 0 
79 'i0000 .90000 358 00 2991-02 3591-02 .3591-02 9000 1299-03 .1559-03 .1019 7687 525 5 
79 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .3730-01 .1+'i93-01 .'i'i93-01 .9000 .1620-02 .1952-02 1.2'i8 9.781 539 I 
79 .50000 70000 360 00 .8277-02 .99'i1-02 .99'i1-02 9000 .3595-03 .'i317-03 .2812 2.257 527 ... 
79 50000 .90000 361 00 5737-02 6889-02 6889-02 .9000 .2'i91-03 .2992-03 .1950 1.391 526 9 
79 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 .5026-01 .6061-01 6061-01 9000 .2183-02 .2632-02 1.67'" 12.87 5'i2 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF ~YPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE: 2682 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTI'tJ 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF" TAW/TO HITOI HtTAWI QDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Ra O.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R STU/ OEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO F"T2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC /SEC 
79 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4271-01 .5142-01 .5142-01 .9000 .1855-02 .2233-02 1.'+34 10.87 536.6 
79 .60000 .20000 36'+ 00 3785-01 .4558-01 .'+558-01 .9000 .16'+'+-02 .1979-02 1.269 9.363 537.5 
79 .60000 .'+0000 365 00 3681-01 .4'+30-0 I .4'+30-01 .9000 .1599-02 .192'+-02 1.238 8.717 535.0 
79 60000 .50000 366 00 .3301-01 .3973-01 3973-01 .9000 .1,+34-02 .1725-02 1.1 :0 7.885 535 3 
79 .60000 .70000 367.00 .1692-01 203'+-01 .2034-01 .9000 .73'+9-03 .8835-03 .5723 '+.58'+ 530.9 
79 60000 .90000 358 00 1'+12-01 .1696-01 .1695-01 .9000 .6130-03 .7365-03 .4790 3.585 528.4 
79 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .4995-01 .5026-01 .6026-01 9000 .2169-02 .2617-02 1 660 13.45 5'+'+.4 
79 70000 .70000 370 00 1775-01 .2133-01 .2133-01 .9000 .7707-03 9266-03 .6002 4.89'+ 531.0 
79 70000 .90000 371 00 6885-02 .8278-02 .8278-02 9000 .2990-03 .3595-03 2326 1.798 531.7 
79 .80000 .10000+00 373.00 '+140-01 4987-01 .4987-01 9000 .1798-02 .2166-02 1.387 10.58 538.2 
79 .80000 .'+0000 37'+ 00 .3097-01 .3728-01 .3728-01 .9000 .1345-02 .1619-02 1.041 7.512 53' a 
79 .80000 .50000 375 00 2577-01 .3100-01 .3100-01 .9000 .1119-02 .13'+6-02 .868'+ 5.984 533.7 
79 .80000 .70000 376.00 .1672-01 .2009-01 .2009-01 .9000 .7260-03 .B727-03 .5656 '+.531 530.5 
79 eoooo .90000 377 00 1526-01 .1834-01 .183'+-01 .9000 .6629-03 .7956-03 .5174 4.005 529.2 
79 90000 10000+00 378 00 .4629-01 5578-01 .5578-;;11 .9000 2010-02 2'+23-02 1 5'+7 11 1'+ 540.1 
79 ~OOO .30000 - ~79.00 2'S15-01 .3025-01 .3025-01 .9000 .1092-02 .131'+-02 8'+80 6.228 533.2 
79 .90000 .50000 380 00 .2802-02 .336'+-02 .336'+-02 9000 .1217-03 .1'+61-03 .9541-01 .6705 525.7 
79 90000 70000 381 00 1193-01 .1433-01 .1'+33-01 .9000 5181-03 .6223-03 '+051 2.955 527.7 
79 90000 90000 382 00 .1'+05-01 .1688-01 .1688-01 .9000 .6101-03 .7329-03 ,+766 3.592 528.4 
79 95000 .30000 383 00 .23'+2-01 .2817-01 .2817-01 .9000 1017-02 1223-02 .7902 5.657 532.8 
79 .95000 .50000 38'+ 00 .2137-01 .2570-01 .2370-01 .9000 .9280-03 1116-02 .7215 5.134 532.2 
79 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1607-01 1930-01 .1930-01 .9000 .6977-03 8383-03 .5'+50 3.709 528.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2683 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRItUTl't) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
132 3.694 8.000 35 03 .6883-03 854.1 1351. 97.B7 .8749-01 3.919 3880. .21+13-02 .7876-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
132 4914-01 .2106-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F"T2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
132 • 10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .231t0-01 .2006-01 .2806-01 .9000 .1150-02 .1379-02 .9345 6.630 537.9 
132 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1 "323-01 1585-01 1585-01 .9000 .6499-03 .7790-03 .5300 3.888 535.3 
132 10000+00 .50000 342.00 .7328-02 .8776-02 .8776-02 .9000 .3601-03 .4313-03 .2947 2 239 532.2 
132 20000 .10000+00 343 00 1657-01 .1985-01 .1985-01 .9000 .8142-03 9755-03 .6650 4.804 533.9 
132 .20000 .20000 344 00 .1021-01 .1223-01 .1223-01 .9000 .5017-03 .6008-03 .4105 3.046 532.4 
132 20000 40000 345 00 .6543-02 7833-02 7833-02 .9000 .3215-03 • 381t9-03 .2635 1.889 530.9 
132 .20000 .60000 346 00 .3182-02 .3807-02 .3807-02 9000 .1563-03 1871-03 .1285 .9307 529.7 
132 .20000 .80000 347 00 1706-02 2040-02 .2040-02 .9000 .8383-04 . 1003-03 .6907-01 .4928 526.7 
132 30000 .50000-01 348 00 1783-01 2137-01 2137-01 .9000 .8761-03 .1050-02 711t1 5.379 535.6 
132 30000 20000 349 00 .8103-02 9700-02 9700-02 9000 .3982-03 .1t767-03 3265 2.363 530.5 
132 .30000 1t0COO 350 00 .5787-02 5926-02 .6926-02 .9000 281t4-03 .3404-03 2336 1.691 529.4 
132 30000 .50000 351 00 .4916-02 5882-02 .5882-02 900t) .2416-03 2891-03 .1986 1.402 528 6 
132 .30000 .90000 352 00 .2327-02 .2783-02 .2783-02 9000 .111t3-03 1368-03 .9417-01 .7053 527.1 
132 .1t0000 10000+00 35~ 00 .1606-01 .1923-01 1923-01 9000 .7891-03 .9450-03 6'+59 4.71t6 532.2 
132 .40000 .20000 354 00 .1380-01 .1652-01 .1652-01 .9000 .6779-03 .8119-03 .5549 3.9'+8 532 2 
132 .40000 50000 356 00 .9120-02 .1092-01 1092-01 9000 .41t82-03 5365-03 3677 2.678 530.3 
132 .'+0000 90000 358 00 .331'+-02 .3964-02 .3964-02 .9000 1628-03 .1948-03 .1341 1.011 527 '+ 
132 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .3625-01 '+352-01 '+352-01 9000 .1781-02 2139-02 I 440 II 27 5'+2 2 
132 .50000 70000 360 00 .7876-02 .9428-02 .9'+28-02 9000 3870-03 .4633-03 .3174 2.543 530 5 
132 .50000 90000 361.00 6327-02 7572-02 7572-02 9000 .3109-03 3721-03 .2554 I 820 529 2 
132 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 4593-01 5518-01 .5518-01 .9000 .2257-02 .2712-02 1.818 13.96 545.0 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 268't 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTI4) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO HIlO) HI,AW) aOOT oTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R oEG. R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC tT2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
132 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 3798-01 .4557-01 .4557-01 .9000 .1867-02 .2239-02 1.514 11.46 539.4 
132 .60000 .20000 364.00 .3488-01 .4IB6-01 .4186-01 .9000 .1714-02 .2057-02 1.390 10.24 539.9 
132 60000 .40000 365.00 3422-01 .4104-01 .4104-01 .9000 .1682-02 .2017-02 1.368 9.614 537.4 
132 .60000 .50000 366.00 .3114-01 3734-01 .3734-01 .9000 .1530-02 .1835-02 1.245 8.B40 536 9 
132 .60000 .70000 367.00 .1604-01 1922-01 .1922-01 .9000 .7883-03 9444-03 .6443 5 154 533 4 
132 60000 .90000 368.00 1369·01 1638-01 .1638-01 .9000 .6725-03 .8051-03 .5519 4.127 530 I 
132 70000 .50000-01 369 00 4602-01 5533-01 5533-01 .9000 .2262-02 .2719-02 1.817 14 69 547 4 
132 .70000 70000 370 00 1709-01 2048-01 .2048-01 .9000 .8400-03 .1006-02 6865 5 591 533 5 
132 70000 .90000 371 00 .5139-02 .6157-02 .6157-02 .9000 .2526-03 3026-03 .2064 1.594 533 3 
132 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .1908-02 .2474-02 .2474-02 .9000 .9375-04 .1216-03 5535-01 .3833 760.2 
132 .80000 .10000+00 373.00 .4009-01 .4812-01 .4812-01 .9000 1970-02 .2365-02 1 595 12.14 541 3 
132 80000 .40000 37'+.00 .2991-01 3587-01 .3587-01 .9000 .1470-02 .1763-02 1.195 8.615 537 8 
132 80000 .50000 375 00 .2615-01 3136-01 .3136-01 .9000 .1285-02 1541-02 1.046 7.196 536.8 
132 .80000 70000 376.00 1698-01 203'+-01 .203'+-01 .9000 .83'+3-03 .9994-03 .6820 5.457 533.2 
132 80000 .90000 377.00 .1548-01 .1853-01 1853-01 .9000 .7605-03 9106-03 6232 4 819 531 2 
132 90000 .10000+00 .n800 .'+565-01 5603-01 5603-01 .9000 .2292-02 .2753-02 1.849 13.29 54'+.0 
132 90000 30000 379 00 2517-01 .3017-01 .3017-01 .9000 .1237-02 1483-02 1.007 7.383 536.6 
132 90000 .50000 380 00 3178-02 3802-02 .3802-02 .9000 1562-03 .1868-03 .128'+ .9014 528.2 
132 .90000 .70000 381.00 1123-01 .13'+'+-01 .134'+-01 .9000 .5519-03 .6605-03 .'+531 3.301 529.6 
132 90000 .90000 382.00 .1198-01 .1435-01 1'+35-01 .9000 .5890-03 .7051-03 4830 3.636 530.5 
132 .95000 .30000 383 00 2372-01 .28'+3-01 .28"3-01 9000 .1166-02 .1397-02 .9'+99 6.789 535.8 
132 95000 .50000 38'+ 00 2138-01 .2562-01 .2562-01 .9000 .1051-02 1259-02 .8572 6.091 53'+.9 
132 .95000 .90000 385 00 1'+'+1-01 1724-0 I .172'+-01 .9000 .7079-03 .8474-03 .5809 3.949 530 I 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2685 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTI51 







- -10.00 ELEVON - .0000 80FLAP - .0000 SP08RK - .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 201 • 4945 7.900 39.95 -10.05 100.2 1266. 93.88 .1114-01 .4B67 3752 • .3203-03 .7554-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'(RI 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
201 .1712-01 .57'+1-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HtTOI H(TAWI aOOT On-lOT TW NUMBER R-I 0 R"0.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG R OEG R TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 201 .10000+00 .10000+00 3,+0.00 .1606-01 .1939-01 .1939-01 .9000 .2749-03 3320-03 .2021t 1.442 529.It 201 .10000+00 30000 341 00 .1745-01 .2107-01 .2107-01 9000 .29B8-03 3608-03 .2200 1.619 529.4 201 10000+00 .50000 342.00 .6286-02 .7588-02 .7588-02 .9000 . 1076-03 .1299-03 7943-01 .6048 527.7 201 .20000 .10000+00 3,+3.00 .1053-01 .1271-01 .1271-01 .9000 .1803-03 .2176-03 .1330 .9637 527.9 201 .20000 .20000 3'+4.00 .1331-01 .1606-01 .1606-01 .9000 .2278-03 .2751-03 .1680 1.249 528.3 201 .20000 .40000 345 00 .2817-01 .3'+03-01 .3403-01 .9000 .482'+-03 .5827-03 .35'+7 2.542 530.4 201 .20000 .60000 346 00 .1025-01 1237-01 .1237-01 .9000 .1755-03 2119-03 .1293 .9363 528.9 201 .20000 80000 347 00 1560-02 .1883-02 IB83-02 9000 2671-04 322,+-0,+ 1973-01 .1408 527.0 201 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 .4611-01 5575-01 5575-01 .9000 7896-03 9546-03 5781 It. 359 533.5 201 .30000 .20000 349.00 .4739-01 .5728-01 5728-01 9000 .8114-03 9807-03 .5948 4 299 532 6 201 .30000 .40000 350 00 .'+181-01 5053-01 5053-01 9000 .7159-03 .8653-03 52'+7 3 793 532.6 201 .30000 .50000 351 00 .3760-01 4544-01 .4544-01 .9000 .6438-03 7781-03 .4719 3.325 532.6 201 30000 .90000 352 00 .5798-02 .7000-02 .7000-02 .9000 .9928-0'+ 1199-03 7318-01 .5477 528.6 201 .'+0000 .10000+00 353.00 .5400-0 I .6529-01 6529-01 .9000 .9247-03 1118-02 .6769 4.971 533 6 201 .40000 .20000 354.00 .7125-01 .8622-01 .8622-01 .9000 1220-02 .llt76-02 .8897 6 317 536.'+ 201 .40000 .50000 356 CO .3498-01 .4228-01 .4228-01 .9000 5990-03 .72'f0-03 .4389 3.193 532.9 201 .40000 .90000 358 00 .1553-01 .1876-01 .1876-01 9000 .2659-03 .3213-03 .1955 1.471 530 6 201 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 .4330-01 .52'+0-01 52'+0-01 9000 .7415-03 .8972-03 .5407 4.243 536.4 2(11 .5000n 70000 360 00 1188-01 .1435-01 .1435-01 .9000 2034-03 2457-03 .1494 1.197 530 9 201 50000 .90000 361 00 .11'+4-01 .1382-01 .1382-01 .9000 .1959-03 .2366-03 14'i0 1 025 530 6 201 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .3492-01 .4225-01 .4225-01 .9000 .5979-03 .7234-03 4360 3 363 536.3 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2686 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTl5J 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TOJ H(TAWJ ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 Roo 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
201 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .3892-01 .4709-01 .4709-01 .9000 .6665-03 .8063-03 .4866 3.690 535.6 
201 .60000 .20000 364.00 .5099-01 .6170-01 .6170-01 .9000 .8731-03 .1056-02 .6366 4 699 536.5 
201 .60000 .40000 365 00 4601-01 .5563-01 .5563-01 .9000 .7879-03 .9526-03 .5765 4.060 533.9 
201 60000 50000 366.00 .3097-01 3743-01 3743-01 .9000 5303-03 .6409-03 .3888 2.766 532.5 
201 60000 .70000 367 00 1227-01 1482-01 .1482-01 .9000 .2100-03 .2537-03 .1544 1.237 530.7 
201 .60000 90000 368 00 1100-01 .1329-01 .1329-01 9000 .1884-03 .2275-03 1387 1 037 529 6 
201 70000 50000-01 369 00 3023-01 .3657-01 3657-01 .9000 .5177-03 .6263-03 3778 3.074 535 8 
201 .70000 .70000 370 00 1423-01 .1719-01 1719-01 .9000 .2436-03 .2944-03 .1789 1 458 531.5 
201 70000 .90000 371.00 .3658-02 .4419-02 .4419-02 9000 .6263-04 .7567-04 .4600-01 .3557 531.2 
201 .80000 .10000+00 373.00 .3236-01 .3914-01 .3914-01 9000 .5541-03 .6702-03 .4049 3.092 535.0 
201 80000 40000 374.00 .5758-01 .6969-01 6969-01 9000 .9859-03 .1193-02 .7176 5.174 537 8 
201 .SOOOO .50000 375.00 4970-01 .6013-01 .6013-01 .9000 .8510-03 1030-02 .6211 4.275 535.8 
201 .80000 .70000 376 00 .2088-01 .2524-01 .2524-01 .9000 .3576-03 .4322-03 2621 2.098 532 6 
201 .80000 .90000 377 00 .1585-01 1915-01 .1915-01 9000 .2714-03 3280-03 .1992 1.540 531.7 
201 90000 10000+00 378 00 3316-01 4011-01 .4011-01 9000 .5677-03 .6868-03 .4144 2.991 535.7 
201 .90000 .30000 .n900 3107-01 .3757-01 .3757-01 .9000 .5319-03 6432-03 .3891 2 856 534.2 
201 .90000 50000 380 00 1886-01 .2279-01 .2279-01 .9000 .3230-03 3903-03 .2372 1.662 531.2 
201 .90000 .70000 381.00 2618-01 .3165-01 .3165-01 .9000 .4483-03 5419-03 .3286 2.391 532.7 
201 .90000 90000 382 00 1934-01 .2337-01 2337-01 9000 3311-03 4002-03 .2427 1.825 532.8 
201 .95000 .30000 383.00 .2535-01 .3065-01 3065-01 9000 .4341-03 .5247-03 .3180 2.276 533.2 
201 .95000 .50000 384 00 .4064-01 4917-01 .4917-01 .9000 .6959-03 8419-03 .5077 3 605 536.1 
201 .95000 .90000 385.00 .2543-01 3074-01 .3074-01 .9000 .4355-03 .5263-03 .3193 2.168 532.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON[C TUNNEL PAGE 2687 
OH848 60-0 VERT[CAL TA[L IR4UT151 
VERT TA[L PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST COND[T[ONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PS[A DEG. R DEG. R PS[A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 [88 [ 010 7 940 39 95 -[0.05 204.4 1253 92 05 .2[99-0[ .9703 3734 .6447-03 .7407-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
188 .2413-01 .4042-0[ 
---TEST DATA-·· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) HITAW) aDOT Dno/DT TW NUMBER R=I.O F\"0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 188 .[0000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2116-01 .2557-01 .2557-01 .9000 .5106-03 .6170-03 .3708 2.646 526.5 188 .10000+00 .30000 341 00 .1282-01 .1548-01 1548-01 .9000 .3093-03 3737-03 .2250 1.659 525.1f 188 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 .5969-02 .7207-02 .7207-02 .9000 .1441-03 1739-03 .1051 .8019 523 3 188 20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1155-01 .1395-01 1395-01 9000 .2787-03 .3365-03 .2033 1.476 523.1f 18B .20000 .20000 344.00 .1473-01 .1779-01 1779-01 .9000 3554-03 .4293-03 .2588 1.928 524.5 188 .20000 40000 345 00 .2848-01 .3441-01 .3441-01 .9000 6874-03 .8305-03 4997 3.590 525.8 188 .20000 .60000 346 00 .1022-01 .1234-01 .1234-0 I .9000 .2467-03 2978-03 .1801 1.309 522.5 188 20000 .80000 347 00 .1205-02 .1453-02 .1453-02 9000 .2908-04 .3508-04 .2131-01 .1525 520.0 188 .30000 .50000-01 348.00 .2006-01 .2424-01 2424-01 .9000 .4841-03 .5850-03 .3519 2.661f 525.8 188 .30000 .20000 349 00 6449-01 7802-01 .7802-01 .9000 .1556-02 .1883-02 I 124 B.133 530.5 188 .30000 40000 350 00 6701-01 .810B-01 8108-01 9000 1617-02 .1957-02 1.168 8 450 530 6 188 30000 50000 351.00 .5408-01 6542-01 6542-01 .9000 .1305-02 1579-02 .9431 6.654 530.1 188 30000 .90000 352 00 .6403-02 .7726-02 7726-02 .9000 1545-03 .1865-03 .1130 8489 521.3 188 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 5246-01 .6344-0 I 6344-01 .9000 .1266-02 .1531-02 .9[6[ 6.742 529.[ 188 40000 .20000 354 00 .5736-01 .6940-01 6940-01 .9000 .1384-02 .1675-02 .9996 7.118 530 6 188 .40000 50000 356 00 .2995-01 .3620-01 3620-01 9000 .7231-03 8737-03 5254 3 835 526 I 188 40000 .90000 35B 00 .1612-01 .1946-01 1946-0[ .9000 3889-03 4696-03 .2837 2.143 523 2 [88 .50000 50000-01 359.00 .7592-01 .9200-01 9200-01 .9000 .1832-02 .2220-02 1.313 10.30 536.1 188 50000 70000 360 00 8377-02 1011-01 .1011-01 9000 .2021-03 .2440-03 .1476 1.187 522.6 18B .50000 .90000 361 00 8266-02 .9977-02 9977-02 .9000 .1995-03 .2408-03 1457 1.042 522 2 188 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .6511-01 .7886-01 7886-01 .9000 .1571-02 .1903-02 1.129 8.7[6 534.2 
/ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2688 
OH94B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTI5) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
188 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .6412-01 .7761-01 .7761-01 .9000 .1547-02 .1873-02 1.115 8.468 532.3 
188 .60000 .20000 364.00 .5022-01 .6076-01 6076-01 .9000 .1212-02 .1466-02 .8750 6.477 530 7 
188 .60000 .40000 365.00 .3296-01 .3982-01 .3982-01 .9000 .7954-03 .9610-03 .5782 4.089 525.7 
188 .60000 .50000 366 00 .2412-01 .2913-01 .2913-01 .9000 .5820-03 .7029-03 .4238 3.027 524.4 
189 .60000 .70000 367 00 .9635-02 .1163-01 .1163-01 .9000 .2325-03 .2807-03 .1698 1.366 522.2 
189 60000 .90000 368.00 8521-02 .1028-01 .1028-01 .9000 .2056-03 2481-03 .1505 1.131 520 9 
188 .70000 .50000-01 369.00 .5313-01 6435-01 .6435-01 .9000 .1282-02 1553-02 .9214 7.502 534 I 
188 .70000 .70000 370 00 1282-01 .1548-01 .1548-01 .9000 .3094-03 .3735-03 .2257 1.849 523 I 
188 70000 .90000 371.00 .3469-02 .4194-02 .4191+-02 .9000 .8371-04 .1012-03 .6060-01 .4692 528 7 
188 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 .1869-02 .2336-02 .2336-02 .9000 4511-04 .5637-04 .2828-01 .2086 625.7 
188 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .5671-01 .6864-01 6864-01 .9000 .1369-02 .1657-02 .9861 7.544 532.1 
188 .80000 40000 371+ 00 .3731-01 .4510-01 .4510-01 .9000 .9004-03 1088-02 .6530 4.732 527.5 
188 .soooo .50000 375 00 2809-01 .3394-01 .3391+-01 9000 .6780-03 .8191-03 .4927 3.409 525 9 
188 .80000 .70000 376.00 1648-01 .1990-01 .1990-01 .9000 .3978-03 .4803-03 2900 2 331 523 7 
188 .80000 .90000 377 00 .1413-01 .1706-01 1706-01 .9000 .3409-03 .4116-03 .2488 I 932 522.9 
188 .90000 .10000+00 .578.00 .5'-i20-01 6560-01 .6560-01 .9000 .1308-02 .1583-02 .9431 6.820 531.7 
188 .90000 .30000 379 00 4382-01 .5298-01 5298-01 .9000 .1058-02 .1279-02 .7660 5.640 528.3 
188 .90000 50000 380 00 .1950-01 .2355'01 .2355-01 9000 .4706-03 .5683-03 .3431 2.413 523 7 
188 90000 .70000 381 00 .1545-01 1865-01 .1865-01 .9000 .3729-03 .4501-03 .2721 1.990 522 9 
188 .90000 .90000 3e2.00 .1424-01 1719-01 .1719-01 9000 .3436-03 .4149-03 .2507 I 894 523.1 
199 .95000 .30000 383.00 .4154-01 .5022-01 .5022-01 .9000 .1003-02 .1212-02 .7266 5.215 527.9 
189 .95000 .50000 384.00 .3216-01 .3887-01 .3887-01 .9000 .7762-03 .9381-03 .5635 4.020 526.7 
188 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1718-01 .2074-01 .2071+-01 .900a .4146-{)3 5005-03 .3027 2.066 522 I) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2689 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL rRlfUT 151 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
170 1.999 7.980 39.98 -10.08 '+3'+.3 1302 9'+.76 .'+522-01 2.016 3B08. .1288-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU!18ER BTUI R REFtRl 
FT2SEC = .0175 
170 3501-01 2872-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XVICV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTOl HtTAWl aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 Rs BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
170 .10000+00 .10noo+oo 340.00 .2185-01 .2632-01 2632-01 .9000 .7649-03 921'+-03 .5862 '+ . 16'+ 535.'+ 
170 .10000+00 30000 3'+1.00 2268-01 2733-01 .2733-01 .9000 7942-03 .9569-03 6082 '+ '+61 535 9 
170 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 8307-02 9996-02 .9996-02 .9000 .2909-03 3500-03 .2241 1.704 531.1 
170 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 • 1869-Cl .2251-01 .2251-01 .9000 .6546-03 7881-03 .5030 3.635 533.3 
170 .20000 20000 344 00 2832-01 .3't12-01 .3412-01 .9000 9917-03 .1195-02 .7595 5.627 535.8 
170 .20000 40000 3't'3 00 .'+112-01 .'+956-01 4956-01 .9000 1440-02 .1735-02 I 100 7.B50 537.9 
170 20000 60000 3't6.00 .1212-01 .1458-01 .1458-01 9000 't243-03 .510't-03 3275 2.370 529.9 
170 20000 80000 347.00 .3216-02 .3866-02 .3866-02 .9000 .1126-03 1354-03 .8724-01 . 622't 527.0 
170 .30000 50000-01 348 00 4589-01 5535-01 5535-01 .9000 .1607-02 .1938-02 1 22't 9.202 539.8 
170 .30000 20000 349 00 783't-01 .9't64-01 .9't6'+-01 .9000 27't3-02 3314-02 2 074 1't.89 51tS.6 
170 .30000 40eoo 350 00 5756-01 6943-01 69't3-01 9000 2015-02 2'+31-02 I 53't 11 05 51t0.3 
170 30000 50000 351 00 't553-01 .5488-01 .5488-01 9000 159't-02 1922-02 1 217 8 55't 538.1 
170 30000 90000 352 00 6158-02 7402-02 7't02-02 9000 .2156-03 2592-03 1669 1.250 527.4 
170 .'t0000 10000+00 353 00 68.30-01 82't3-01 8243-0 I .9000 .2392-02 2886-02 I 816 13.27 5'+2 4 
170 .'+0000 20000 354 00 6695-01 8083-01 8083-01 .9000 2344-02 2830-02 1 777 12 57 5'+3.7 
170 .40000 50000 356 00 3433-01 .'t136-01 .4136-01 .9000 .1202-02 .1448-02 .9207 6 688 535.8 
170 .'+0000 90000 358 00 1381-01 .1661-01 .1661-01 .9000 .4935-03 .5816-03 .3730 2.808 530.3 
170 .50000 50000-01 359 00 .7187-01 .8691-01 8691-01 .9000 .2516-02 .3043-02 1.893 14.75 5'+9.5 
170 .50000 70000 360 00 . 1136~01 .1367-01 .1367-01 .9000 .3979-03 '+787-03 .3069 2.'+59 530.'+ 
170 .50000 .90000 361.00 .1063-01 .1279-01 .1279-01 .9000 .3722-03 .4477-03 .2873 2.047 529.8 
170 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 .6684-01 .8080-01 .8080-01 9000 .2340-02 .2829-02 1.7G3 13 52 548.3 
DA TE 23 F'EB 80 OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2690 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'+UTl5) 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TA~.uTO HITOI HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R:I 0 R-O.S R" BTU/R B'tU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
170 60000 .10000+00 363 00 655'+-01 .7915-01 .7915-01 .9000 .2295-02 .2771-02 1.737 13.12 5114.6 
170 .60000 .20000 364 00 .4742-01 .5720-01 .5720-01 .9000 .1660-02 .2003-02 1.264 9.310 5'+0.4 
170 .60000 .'+0000 365.00 .3273-01 .3942-01 .3942-01 .9000 .1146-02 .1380-02 8786 6.183 535.0 
170 60000 .50000 366 00 2473-0 I .2977-01 2977-01 .9000 .8657-03 1042-02 .665'+ '+.733 533 I 
170 .60000 .70000 367 00 1081-01 .1301-01 .1301-01 .SOOO .3787-03 .4555-03 .2923 2.343 529.7 
170 60000 .£0000 368 00 1015-01 .1220-01 1220-01 .9000 .3552-03 .4271-03 .2748 2.057 528.1 
170 70000 50000-01 369 00 5715-01 .6907-01 .6907-01 .9000 .2001-02 2418-02 I 509 12 21 547.5 
170 70000 .70000 370 00 1226-01 Jlt75-0 I .1'+75-01 9000 .'+294-03 .5166-03 .3312 2 702 530 '+ 
170 .70000 90000 371 00 .3784-02 .4555-02 .4555-02 .SOOO 1325-03 .1595-03 1019 7877 532 3 
170 80000 50000-01 372 00 2133-02 .2788-02 .2788-02 .SOOO .7467-04 9761-04 .4136-01 2881 747.7 
170 .80000 • 10000+00 373 00 .57.36-01 6925-01 6925-01 .SOOO .2008-02 2425-02 1.523 11.58 543 4 
170 .80000 .40000 374 00 .3625-01 '+369-01 .4369-01 .9000 .1269-02 .1530-02 .9696 6 990 537 7 
170 .80000 .50000 375 00 .2733-01 3291-01 .3291-01 .9000 .9568-03 .1152-02 .7340 5.055 534 6 
170 .80000 70000 376 00 1586-01 .1908-01 .1908-01 .9000 .5552-03 6682-03 .4274 3 422 531 8 
170 80000 .90000 377.00 .1377-01 .1657-01 1657-01 9000 .4822-03 5800-03 3721 2 879 530 0 
170 90000 10000+00 J78 00 .5'i33-01 .6558-01 .6558-01 .9000 .1902-02 .2296-02 1.443 10.38 542 9 
170 90000 .30000 379 00 4189-01 5050-01 5050-01 9000 .1467-02 .1768-02 I 121 8.215 537.5 
170 90000 50000 380 00 1758-01 .2116-01 .2116-01 .9000 .6156-03 .7408-03 .4741 3.322 531 5 
170 90000 .70000 381 00 .1580-01 .1901-01 .1901-01 9000 .5533-03 6656-03 .4270 3 III 530,0 
170 90000 .90000 382.00 .1725-01 .2075-01 .2075-01 .9000 .6039-03 -.7267-03 .4655 3 503 530,9 
170 95000 .30000 383 00 .'+067-01 4903-01 .4903-01 .9000 .1424-02 • '717-02 I 087 7.758 538.5 
170 95000 500UO 384 00 .3213-01 .3871-01 .3871-01 .9000 .1125-02 . 355-02 .8612 6.115 536.1 
170 .95000 SOOOO 385.00 .1892-01 2276-01 .2276-01 .9000 .6623-03 7968-03 5106 3 471 530.7 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH8~8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2691 
OH8~8 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT 15) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • . 0000 SPDBRK • 0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
98 2 982 7.990 ~O.02 -10.11 669 7 132B. 96.~3 .6916-01 3.091 38~6. .1936-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REF!R) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
98 ~351-01 .23~7-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aDOT onmT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"'O 9 R· BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
98 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2156-01 .2592-01 .2592-01 .9000 .9382-03 .1128-02 .7407 5.254 538.2 
98 .10000+00 .30000 341 00 .1536-01 .1846-01 1846-01 .9000 .6684-03 .8032-03 .5286 3.875 536.8 
98 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1005-01 .1206-01 1206-01 9000 .4371-03 5248-03 .3'+74 2.638 533 0 
S8 20000 10000+00 343 00 .2259-01 .2714-01 .2714-01 .9000 .9827-03 .1181-02 .7785 5.619 535.5 
98 20000 20000 344.00 3482-01 .4188-01 .4188-01 .9000 1515-02 .11322-02 I 194 8.828 539.6 
98 .20000 .40000 345 00 .5319-01 6402-01 .6402-01 9000 ,2314-02 .2785-02 1 817 12.94 542.6 
98 .20000 60000 346 00 1655-01 .1986-01 .1986-01 .9000 .7199-03 8643-03 .5722 4.135 532 9 
98 20000 .80000 3~7 00 .3002-02 .3600-02 3600-02 .9000 .1306-03 .1566-03 1044 .7~38 528 6 
98 .30000 .50000-01 3~8 00 .6897-01 .8316-01 8316-01 .9000 .3001-02 .3618-02 2.334 17.46 549 7 
98 .30000 .20000 349.00 80~0-01 .9696-01 9696-01 .9000 . 3~98-02 .~218-02 2 720 19.~9 550 0 
98 3UOOO .~OOOO 350.00 .5~69-01 .658~-01 658~-01 9000 .2380-02 .2865-02 I 866 13 41 5~3 6 
98 .30000 50000 351 00 .4502-01 5417-01 5417-01 .9000 . 1959-02 2357-02 I 540 10 80 5~1 5 
98 .30000 90000 352 00 5743-02 6888-02 6888-02 .9000 2499-03 2997-03 1995 1.493 529 I 
98 40000 10000+00 353 00 6940-01 8360-01 8360-01 9000 .3019-02 .3637-02 2 360 17.22 5~6. I 
98 .~oooo .20000 354 OU .6605~01 .7961-01 .7961-01 9000 287'+-02 346~-02 2.2~0 15 81 548.3 
98 40000 .40000 355 00 2802-09 3170-09 3170-09 .9000 .1219-10 1379-10 .1392-07 .1202-06 185.9 
98 .40000 50000 356 00 .'3296-01 .3962-01 .3962-01 .9000 .1434-02 172~-02 I 133 8 223 537.5 
98 .40000 .90000 358 00 1213-01 .1~55-01 .1455-01 .9000 .5276-03 .6332-03 4198 3.158 531 9 
98 .50000 50000-01 359.00 751~-OI 9068-01 9068-01 .9000 .3267-02 39'+5-02 2.5::?5 19 63 555.0 
98 .50000 .70000 360 00 1192-01 1431-01 .1431-01 9000 .5185-03 622~-03 4122 3.299 532 7 
98 50000 90000 361 00 1145-01 1374-01 1374-01 9000 4981-03 5978-03 3964 2 821 531 9 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2692 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT15) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) OOOT OTIo.'OT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
98 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 6918-01 .8349-01 .8349-01 .9000 .3010-02 .3632-02 2.332 17.83 553.0 
98 60000 . 10000+00 363.00 .6463-01 .7784-01 7784-01 9000 .2812-02 .3387-02 2.200 16.61 545.2 
98 .60000 20000 364.00 .4857-01 .5848-01 .5848-01 .9000 .2113-02 .2544-02 1.655 12.16 544.5 
98 .60000 .40000 365.00 .3341-01 .4016-01 4016-01 .9000 .1454-02 .1747-02 1.149 8.080 537.1 
98 .EOOOO 50000 366.00 .2637-01 .3169-01 .3169-01 .9000 .1147-02 .1379-02 9084 6.451 536.0 
98 .60000 70000 367 00 .1112-01 .1335-01 .1335-01 .9000 .4840-03 .5809-03 .3852 3.0B4 531.8 
98 60000 90000 369 00 .1029-01 . IE34-0 I .1234-01 .9000 .4477-03 .5370-03 .3571 2 671 529 9 
99 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .5668-01 .6840-01 .6840-01 .9000 .2466-02 .2976-02 I 911 15.42 552 6 
98 70000 70000 370 00 1261-01 .1514-01 .1514-01 .9000 .5487-03 6587-03 .4363 3 555 532 5 
99 70000 900DO 371 00 3767-02 4523-02 .4523-02 9000 .1639-03 .1968-03 .1303 1.006 532.9 
98 80000 .50000-01 372.00 1702-02 2286-02 2286-02 .9000 .7406-04 9947-04 .3949-01 .2609 907.9 
98 80000 10000+00 373.00 5709-01 .6880-01 .6880-01 .9000 .2484-02 2993-02 1.938 1'+ 71 547.5 
98 80000 40000 374.00 3684-01 .4'+31-01 .4431-01 .9000 .1603-02 .1928-02 I 262 9 090 540.1 
98 80000 .50000 375.00 .2770-01 .3330-01 .3330-01 .9000 .1205-02 .1449-02 .9523 6 549 537.6 
98 .80000 70000 376.00 .1603-01 .1924-01 .1924-01 .9000 .6973-03 .8373-03 .5538 4 430 533.5 
98 80000 .90000 377.00 .1401-01 1682-01 .1682-01 .9000 .6095-03 .7316-03 .48'+9 3.747 532.2 
98 90000 10000+00 379 00 .5359-01 .6457-01 .6457-01 .9000 .2332-02 .2809-02 1.821 13.07 546.8 
98 .90000 .30000 379.00 .4211-01 .5066-01 .5066-01 .9000 .1832-02 2204-02 1.442 10.55 540.0; 
98 90000 50000 380.00 .1766-01 .2120-01 .2120-01 90eo .7684-03 .9226 03 .6104 4.272 533 3 
98 90000 .70000 381.00 .1543-01 .1852-01 .1852-01 .9000 6715-03 .8059-03 .5345 3.891 531.6 
98 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1745-01 .2095-01 .2095-01 .9000 .759l-03 .9116-03 .6036 4.539 532.7 
98 .95000 .30000 383.00 .4082-01 .4910-01 .4910-01 .9000 .1776-02 2136-0? I 398 9.965 540.7 
98 .95000 .50000 384.00 3206-01 .3855-01 .3855-01 .9000 .1395-02 1677-02 1.100 7 797 539.1 
98 .95000 .90000 385.00 1875-01 .2251-01 .2251-01 .9000 .8157-03 9791-03 6490 4.408 532 I 
) ) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2693 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTl71 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO I1U NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC X10 6 IFT3 /FT2 198 .4952 7.900 39.96 -3.985 99.19 1256. 93.14 .1102-01 .4816 3737. .3195-03 .7495-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ... 0175 
198 .1701-01 .5744-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT Dn"OT T\oI NUMBER R"'I.O R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R CEO R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 198 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .1570-01 .1898-01 .1898-01 .9000 .2670-03 .3228-03 .1942 1.38'+ 528.6 198 .10000+00 30000 3'+1.00 3931-02 .'+7'+8-02 .'+748-02 .9000 .6686-0'+ .8075-04 .'+880-01 .3597 525.8 198 .10000+00 .50000 3'+2 00 .1'+69-02 .1773-02 .1773-02 .9000 .2'+98-01t .3016-0,+ .1827-01 .1393 52'+.5 198 .20000 .10000+00 31t3.00 .825'+-02 .9974-02 .9974-02 .9000 • 1 '+0'+-03 1696-03 .1023 .7412 527.3 198 .20000 .20000 34'+ 00 .'+591-02 .55'+5-02 .5545-02 .9000 780S-01t 9432-04 .5697-01 • '+2'+ 1 526.2 198 .20000 40000 345 00 .2'+'+1-02 .2948-02 .2948-02 .9000 .4152-01t .50Ilt-0'+ .3035-01 .2181 52'+.9 198 .20000 60000 3'+6 00 • 89'+6-C,3 .1080-02 .1080-02 .9000 1522-04 1837-0,+ 1113-01 .8081-01 52'+.1 198 20000 80000 347 00 .5246-04 6332-0'+ .6332-0'+ 9000 8923-06 1077-05 .6535-03 '+670-02 523.'+ 198 .30000 .50000-01 31t8.00 .8661-02 .1047-01 .1047-01 9000 1473-03 1781-03 .1070 .8089 529.1 198 30000 .20000 349 00 .5255-02 .6347-02 .6347-02 9000 .8937-04 1080-03 6520-01 .'+729 526.1 198 30000 .40000 350 00 .3291-02 3973-02 .3973-02 .9000 .5597-04 6759-04 4090-01 .2968 521t.9 198 30000 50000 351 00 .2326-02 .2808-02 2808-02 9000 . 3956-01t .'+776-04 .2893-01 . "01t7 524.4 198 30000 90000 352 00 .9303-03 .1123-02 1123-02 .9000 . 1582-01t 1910-04 1159-01 .8695-01 523 5 198 40000 .10000+00 353 00 .8778-02 .1061-01 .1061-01 9000 .1493-03 .1804-03 .1088 .8016 527.0 198 .'+0000 .20000 35'+.00 7998-02 .9662-02 .9662-02 .9000 .1350-03 . 16'+3-03 .9921-01 .7079 526.'+ 198 .'+0000 .5COOO 356 00 .5'+23-02 .6548-02 .65'+8-02 .9000 .9225-04 111'+-03 .6746-01 .4929 521t.3 198 '+0000 .90000 358 00 .1940-02 231t2-02 2342-02 .9000 .BOO-04 .3984-0'+ .2'+15-01 1824 523.9 198 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 2661-01 .3218-01 .3218-01 .9000 ."'525-03 .5473-03 .3282 2 5alt 530.3 198 .50000 .70000 360 00 5375-02 6488-02 6488-02 .9000 .SI42-04 .1104-03 6689-01 5377 523.9 198 .50000 90000 361 00 .6092-02 7356-02 .7356-02 9000 1036-03 1251-03 7571-01 5406 525.0 198 60000 .50000-01 362 00 5640-01 6828-01 6828-01 .9000 .9593-03 .1161-02 .6921 5 34'+ 531t 2 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2694 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTI7) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAIoIITO HITO) HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 Rz BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
19B .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .5251-01 .6353-01 .6353-01 .9000 .8931-03 .IOBI-02 .6't62 't.910 532.1 
19B .60000 .20000 364.00 .3569-01 .4316-01 .'t316-01 .9000 .6071-03 .7341-03 .4't06 3.263 529 9 
198 60000 .40000 365.00 .265't-01 .3206-01 3206-01 .9000 .4515-03 5454-03 .3293 2.32B 526.3 
198 .60000 .50000 366 00 .2091-01 .2526-01 .2526-01 .9000 .3557-03 .4296-03 • 2598 1.855 525 ... 
198 60000 .70000 367 00 .1037-01 .1251-01 .1251-01 .9000 .1763-03 .2128-03 .1290 1.037 524.1 
198 .60000 90000 368 00 1178-01 1422-01 . 1't22-0 I .9000 .2004-03 2419-03 .1't66 1.099 524 3 
198 70000 50000-01 369 00 .'t891-01 .5923-01 .5923-01 .9000 .8320-03 .1007-02 .5996 .... 880 535 0 
198 .70000 70000 370 00 .1529-01 18't7-01 .IB47-01 .9000 .2601-03 .3141-03 .1898 1.552 525.8 
198 .70000 .90000 371 00 .'t478-02 .5414-02 .5't14-02 .9000 .7616-04 .9209-04 .5529-01 .'t278 529.7 
198 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 5270-02 .6667-02 .6667-02 .9000 .B964-04 .1134-03 .5370-01 .3903 656 6 
198 .BOOOO .10000+00 373 00 .'t264-01 .5161-01 .5161-01 .9000 .7253-03 8778-03 .5241 4.007 533.1 
198 80000 .40000 374 00 .3280-01 .3966-01 .3966-01 .9000 .55713-03 .6745-03 .4049 2.931 529.9 
198 80000 .50000 375 00 .2615-01 .3161-01 .3161-01 .9000 44'18-0~ 5376-03 .32'34 2 23" 528.6 
198 .80000 .70000 376.00 1847-01 .2232-01 .2232-01 .9000 .31'12-03 .3797-03 .2287 I .133" 527 8 
198 80000 90000 377.00 1767-01 .2135-01 .2135-01 .9000 .3005-03 .3631-03 2188 I 695 527 .... 
198 90000 .10000+00 ~78 00 .... 04'1-01 4896-01 .'1896-01 .9000 .6879-03 .8328-03 .4965 3.587 533.9 
198 90000 .30000 379.00 .2717-0 I .3286-01 3286-01 .9000 .4622-03 .5589-03 .335" 2.'t67 530 I 
198 90000 .50000 3BO.00 .2210-02 .2667-02 .2667-02 .9000 .3759-04 .'t536-04 .275"-01 .193B 523 0 
198 .90000 .70000 3BI 00 .1'16'1-01 1769-01 1769-01 .9000 2'190-03 3009-03 .181't I 32't 527 I 
198 90000 .90000 382.00 .1687-01 20'10-01 .2040-01 .9000 2870-03 .3469-03 .2087 1.573 528.5 
198 .95000 .30000 383 00 .2323-01 .2809-01 .2809-01 .9000 .3952-03 '1778-03 2871 2.059 529.3 
198 95000 .50000 384 00 2035-01 2460-01 .2'160-01 .9000 .3'161-03 ."18'1-03 .2515 J. 792 529.1 
198 .95000 .90000 385.00 1916-01 .2316-01 .2316-01 .9000 .32"'9-03 . 39't0-03 2369 1.612 528.9 
)-
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2695 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL rR4UTI7) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CONOI T IONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
IB5 .9B52 7 940 39.97 -3.981 202.7 1267. 93.0B .2180-01 .9622 3755. .6323-03 .71t90-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
185 .2408-01 .40B7-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 Rs O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
185 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .1823-01 .2200-01 .2200-01 .9000 4389-03 .5296-03 .3246 2.316 527.1 
185 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .5811-02 .7008-02 .7008-02 .9000 .1399-03 1687-03 .1037 .7649 525.3 
185 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 .3640-02 .4388-02 .4388-02 9000 .8765-04 1057-03 .6512-01 .4969 523 7 
185 .20000 10000+00 343 OC 1384-01 .1669-01 1669-01 .9000 .3332-03 4018-03 .2472 I 794 524 9 
185 .20000 .roooo 344.00 .6514-02 .7854-02 .7854-02 .9000 .1569-03 .IB91-03 .1165 .8678 524 2 
185 .20000 .40000 345 00 3528-02 4253-02 .4253-02 .9000 8496-04 . 1024-03 .6320-01 .4548 522 7 
185 .20000 60000 346.00 .1945-02 .2343-02 .2343-02 9000 .46B3-04 5642-04 3489-01 2536 521 5 
185 .20000 .BOOOO 347.00 .9674-03 1165-02 1165-02 9000 .2329-04 .2806-04 .1738-01 .1244 520 It 
185 30000 50000-01 348 00 14 .. 0-01 .1737-01 1737-01 .9000 3468-03 .4IB4-03 .2568 I 944 526 2 
185 30000 .20000 349.00 8542-02 1030-01 1030-01 9000 .2057-03 2479-03 .1529 1.110 523 5 
185 30000 40000 350.00 4775-02 5755-02 .5755-02 .9000 1150-03 .1386-03 8559-01 6220 522 3 
185 .30000 .50000 351.00 3371-02 4062-02 4062-02 .9000 8117-04 9780-04 6049-01 .4286 521 5 
185 .30000 90000 352 00 1276-02 1537-02 1537-02 .9000 .3072-04 3700-04 .229'+-01 172'+ 52C I 
185 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 1684-01 .2031-01 2031-01 9000 .4056-03 .4B90-03 .3011 2 222 524 I 
185 .40000 20000 35'+.00 .1550-01 1869-01 .1869-01 .9000 .3733-03 .4501-03 .2771 I 980 524 3 
18~ 40000 50000 356 00 .933'+-02 .1125-01 1125-01 9000 .2247-03 .2708-03 .1673 1.22'+ 522 I 
185 .'+0000 .90000 358.00 .2488-02 .2996-02 .2996-02 .9000 .5990-04 .7214-04 .4'+70-01 .3382 520 4 
185 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 .6282-01 .7593-01 .7593-01 .9000 .1513-02 1828-02 1.109 8.720 533.2 
185 .50000 .70000 360 00 .9084-02 1095-01 .1095-01 .9000 .2187-03 263b-03 .16<...8 1.309 522.1t 
185 .50000 .90000 361.00 .7925-02 .9550-02 .9550-02 .9000 .1908-03 .2300-03 .1420 1.015 522 It 
185 .60000 50000-01 362 00 5780-01 6986-01 .6986-01 9000 1392-02 1682-02 1.021 7.886 533 I 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2696 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR~UTl71 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TOI HITAW) aDOT DTlO/DT TW 
NUMBER Ral.O R"0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
185 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .5380-01 .6~98-01 .6~98-01 .9000 .1295-02 .1565-02 .9532 7.2~7 530.8 
185 .60000 .20000 364 00 .~35~-01 .5257-01 .5257-01 .9000 · I 0~8-02 .1266-02 .7732 5.728 529.2 
185 .60000 ~oooo 365 00 .~169-01 .5030-01 5030-01 .9000 · 100~-02 .1211-02 .7~26 5.2~8 526 9 
185 .60000 .50000 366.00 3775-01 .~55~-01 ~554-01 .9000 .9089-03 . 1097-02 .6730 ~.803 526 2 
185 .60000 .70000 367 00 .1902-01 2293-01 .2293-01 .9000 .4580-03 .5522-03 .3~03 2 735 523 8 
185 .60000 90000 368 00 1798-01 .2167-01 2167-01 .9000 .~330-03 .5217-03 .3223 2.~20 522 2 
185 70000 50000-01 369 00 .~232-01 5112-01 5112-01 .9000 .1019-02 .1231-02 7~98 6 115 530 8 
185 .70000 70000 370 00 2109-01 2542-01 .2542-01 .9000 .5077-03 .6122-03 .3768 3.083 52~ 5 
IB5 .70000 .90000 371 00 .60~5-02 7299-02 .7299-02 .9000 • I ~55-03 .1758-03 .1073 .8300 529 7 
185 .80000 .50000-01 372.00 .225~-02 2742-02 .27~2-02 .9000 .5~28-0~ .6603-0~ .3863-01 .2952 55~.9 
185 .80000 .10000+00 373.00 .3816-01 ~605-01 4605-01 .9000 .9188-03 .1109-02 .6787 5.203 527 9 
185 .80000 .'+0000 37~.00 .2~71-01 2981-01 .2981-01 .9000 .5950-03 .7177-03 .~411 3.200 525 '+ 
185 .80000 .50000 375.00 .1997-01 2~08-01 2~08-01 .9000 .~809-03 5798-03 3570 2.472 52~ 2 
185 .80000 .70000 376.00 1527-01 .1841-01 .18~1-01 .9000 .3677-03 4~32-03 .2733 2.198 523.4 
185 80000 90000 377 00 1625-01 1959-01 .1959-01 9000 3913-03 .~716-03 .2911 2 260 522.9 
185 90000 . 10000+00 .578 00 .3852-01 ~650-01 .~650-01 .9000 9275-03 .1120-02 6845 ~.958 528 7 
185 90000 .30000 379 00 2327-01 2807-01 .2807-01 .9000 5603-03 6758-03 ~155 3 064 525.2 
185 .90000 .50000 380 00 .3287-02 .3959-02 3959-02 .9000 791~-0~ .9532-0~ .5903-01 .~159 520.7 
185 90000 .70000 381 00 1122-01 1352-01 .1352-01 9000 2702-03 3256-03 2012 I 472 522 I 
185 .90000 .90000 382.00 .1317-01 .1587-01 .1587-01 .9000 3171-03 .3821-03 2360 I 78~ 522.5 
185 95000 .30000 383 00 .2207-01 2661-01 .2661-01 .9000 531~-03 .6407-03 .394~ 2 835 52'+.4 
185 .95000 .50000 38~ 00 .1973-01 2378-01 .2378-01 .9000 .~750-03 .5726-03 3527 2 520 52tt.O 
185 95000 .90000 385.00 .1484-01 .1789-0 I .1789-01 .9000 .357'+-03 4308-03 .2659 1.815 522.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2691 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UT171 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH II 8.000 ALPHA . 1t0.00 BETA • -It. 000 ELEVON • .0000 
BC'FLAP • .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
·"TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
176 1 997 7.980 39 97 -3.999 1t36.5 1307 95.13 .4544-01 2.026 3815. .1289-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
176 .3513-01 .2871-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TM-UTO HtTO) HfTAW) aDOT DlI-olDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
176 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2035-01 .2449-01 2449-01 .9000 .7148-03 .8601-03 .5531 3.933 533.0 
176 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .8571-02 .1031-01 .1031-01 .9000 .3011-03 .3621-03 .2335 1.716 531.2 
176 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .5497-02 6608-02 6608-02 .9000 .1931-03 2321-03 .1501 1.142 529.1 
176 .20000 .10000+00 3lt3.00 1557-01 IB72-01 .1872-01 .9000 .5470-03 .6576-03 .424B 3.075 530 0 
176 .20000 .20000 344.00 .8304-02 .99BI-02 .9981-02 .9000 .2917-03 .3506-03 .2268 1.685 529.2 
176 .20000 40000 345 00 .5174-02 .6217-02 6217-02 .9000 1817-03 .2184-03 .1416 1.016 527.8 
176 20000 .60000 346 00 .2986-02 3587-02 .3587-02 9000 1049-03 .1260-03 8183-01 .5933 526.5 
176 20000 80000 347 00 2361-02 2836-02 2836-02 .9000 .8294-04 .9960-04 6479-01 .4625 525.5 
176 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 1863 01 2241-01 2241-01 .9000 6544-03 7872-03 5067 3.823 532 4 
176 .30000 20000 349 00 .1464-01 1760-01 1760-01 9000 .5141-03 .6180-03 3994 2 891 529 8 
176 .30000 40COO 350 00 9856-02 .1185-01 .1185-01 9000 .3462-03 .4161-03 2694 1.951 528 5 
176 30000 .50000 351 00 .7791-02 9361-02 .9361-0a .9000 2737-03 3288-03 2132 1.506 527 5 
176 30000 90000 352.00 .3160-02 .3796-02 3796-02 .9000 .1110-03 1333-03 8667-01 .6496 525.9 
176 40000 .10000+00 353 00 2976-01 3580-01 3580-01 .9000 .1045-02 .1258-02 8092 5.945 532 6 
176 40000 .20000 354 00 3687-01 4439-01 4439-01 9000 .1295-02 .1559-02 9987 7 09'f 535 5 
176 'f0000 50000 356 00 2489-01 2994-01 2994-01 .9000 .8743-03 1052-02 .6776 1t.932 531 6 
176 40000 .90000 358 00 .4945-02 .59'f1-02 .5941-02 9000 .1737-03 .2087-03 1355 1.022 526 6 
176 .5ll000 50000-01 359 00 5081-01 6127-01 6127-01 9000 .1785-02 2152-02 1 367 10.70 5'f0 9 
176 .50000 .70000 360 00 .1965-01 2364-01 2364-01 , .9000 .6904-03 .8304-03 .5349 4.283 531 8 
176 50000 90000 361 00 .1616-01 .1943-01 1943-01 9000 5676-03 6824-03 4407 3 139 530.2 
176 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 4'f00-01 .5302-01 'i302-01 9000 .1545-02 .1862-02 I 186 9.132 539 3 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2698 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTl71 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI H(TAWI aOOT OTloIOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.O R=0.9 R" 8TU/R BTU/R 8TU/ CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
176 .60000 .10000+00 363 00 .4122-01 .4965-01 .4965-01 .9000 .llf48-02 .17lf4-02 1.115 8.lf53 536.6 
176 60000 .20000 364.00 .3612-01 .4350-01 .4350-01 .9000 .1269-02 .1528-02 .9770 7.211 536.6 
176 .60000 .40000 365 CO .3755-01 4520-01 .4520-01 .9000 .1319-02 .1588-02 1.018 7.167 531f.8 
176 60000 50000 366 00 3489-01 .4199-01 .4199-01 .9000 .1225-02 .1475-02 .9463 6.725 534.5 
176 60000 .70000 367.00 2090-01 2514-01 .2514-01 .9000 .7341-03 .8831-03 .5688 If.553 531 9 
176 60000 .90000 368 00 .2126-01 .2556-01 .2556-01 .9000 .7lf68-03 .8979-03 .5800 If.337 530.1 
176 70000 .50000-01 369.00 3625-01 4370-01 If370-01 .9000 .1273-02 1535-02 .9767 7 930 539.7 
176 70000 70000 370 00 .1522-01 1830-01 1830-01 .9000 .5346-03 .6429-03 If150 3.385 530.5 
176 .70000 .90000 371 00 If541-02 5462-02 .5462-02 9000 .1595-03 .1919-03 .1235 .9546 532 2 
176 .80000 .50000-01 372 UO 2221-02 2810-02 2810-02 .9000 .7801-0lf 9871-0lf .lf860-01 .3lf88 683.6 
176 80000 10000"00 373 00 3395-01 4088-01 4088-01 .9000 1193-02 .1436-02 .9189 7.015 536.1 
176 .80000 40000 374 00 2854-01 .3435-01 3435-01 .9000 .1003-02 1207-02 • 77lf5 5.591f 531f 2 
176 80000 .50000 375 00 2341-01 2816-01 .2816-01 .9000 .8221-03 9891-03 .6365 If.388 532 5 
176 80000 .70000 376.00 1525-01 .1833-01 1833-01 .9000 .5355-03 .6439-03 .lf156 3 329 530 6 
176 80000 .90000 377 00 1270-01 .1526-01 .1526-01 9000 .lflf59-03 5360-03 .3469 2 686 528.7 
176 90000 .10000+00 .578.00 3382-01 4073-01 4073-01 9000 1188-02 .1431-02 .9145 6 597 536 7 
176 90000 .30000 379 00 2317-01 .2787-01 .2787-01 .9000 .8138-03 .9790-03 6303 If 632 532 2 
176 90000 .50000 380.00 .9009-02 1083-01 1083-01 .9000 .3165-03 3803-03 .2463 1.728 528 If 
176 90000 70000 381 00 1214-01 .1458-01 . 1'.58-0 I 9000 .lf263-03 5123-03 .3318 2 If19 528 2 
176 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1249-01 .1501-01 1501-01 .9000 .4387-03 5273-03 .3413 2.571 528 7 
176 .95000 30000 383 00 2093-01 .2517-01 .2517-01 .9000 .7352-03 .8842-03 5700 If.084 531.3 
176 .95000 50000 3&-+ 00 .2149-01 .2585-01 .2585-01 .9000 .7550-03 .9080-03 .5852 If. 165 531.6 
176 .95000 .90000 385 00 1674-01 .2012-01 .2012-01 .9000 .5881-03 7068-03 .lf571f 3.112 528 9 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE: 2699 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTl71 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 8ETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8CFlAP = .0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
"-TEST CONDITIONS-·· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEO. PSIA OEO R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS l8-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
97 2.987 7.990 40 01 -4.020 670.8 1328. 96.43 .6927-01 3.096 3846. .1939-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF (Rl 
F'T2SEC = .0175 
97 .4354-01 .2345-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTOI HCTAW) aOOT DnIDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R=O 9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI CEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
97 .10000+00 .10000+00 340 00 .2152-01 .2587-01 .2587-01 .9000 .9373-03 .1127-02 .7407 5.257 537.1f 
97 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1137-01 .1366-01 .1366-01 .9000 .4952-03 .5948-03 3925 2.880 535.0 
97 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .6978-02 8377-02 8377-02 .9000 .3038-03 .3647-03 .2416 1.835 532 6 
97 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1579-01 1896-01 .1896-01 .9000 6876-03 .8257-03 .5460 3.945 533 6 
97 .20000 .20000 344 00 .9133-02 .1096-01 1096-01 9000 .3977-03 .1077'+-03 .3161 2.345 5328 
97 .20000 .40000 345.00 .7517-02 .9022-02 .9022-02 .9000 .3273-03 .3928-03 .2605 1.866 531.7 
97 .20000 .60000 346.00 .4723-02 .5665-02 5665-02 .9000 2056-03 .2467-03 .1641 1.188 529 7 
97 .20000 80000 347 00 .2887-02 .3462-02 .3462-02 .9000 .1257-03 .1508-03 .1004 .7160 528.6 
97 30000 .50000-01 3,+8.00 .2157-01 .2592-01 2592-01 .9000 .9392-03 .1129-02 7'+25 5 589 537 1 
97 .30GLlO .20000 349 00 .1'+98-01 1798-01 1798-01 .9000 6521-03 .7830-03 5178 3.7'+1 5336 
97 .30000 40COO 350 00 1183-01 .1420-01 1420-01 .9000 5152-03 .6183-03 .4099 2.96,+ 532 0 
97 30000 50000 351 00 .1166-01 l'iOO-O I .1400-01 9000 5079-03 6096-03 .4043 2 850 531 7 
97 .30000 .90000 352 00 4062-02 .4871-02 4871-02 .9000 .1769-03 .2121-03 14 [It 1.058 528.5 
97 40000 10000+00 353 00 .3538-01 .4252-01 4252·01 9000 15'+1-02 .1852-02 I 218 8.924 537 It 
97 .40000 20000 354 00 3828-01 .4603-01 .4603 01 .9000 1667-02 200'+-02 1 31'+ 9.315 539 3 
97 .40000 40000 355 00 .5599-09 6336-09 6336-09 9000 2'+38-10 2759-10 .2784-07 2404-06 185 9 
97 ,40000 .50000 356 00 25"18-01 .3097-01 .3097-01 9000 .1123-02 13'+9-02 .8889 6 457 535 8 
97 .40000 .90000 358 00 9247-02 .1109-01 1109-01 .9000 4026-03 .4831-03 .3210 2.1t[6 530 5 
97 50000 .50000-01 359 00 5138-01 6191-01 .6191-01 .9000 2237-02 .2696-02 I 747 13 6'+ 546 9 
97 .50000 .70000 360 00 .1862-01 .2236-01 2236-01 .9000 8106-03 .9736-03 .6'+29 5 1'+0 534 5 
97 50000 90000 361 00 .1751-0 I 2102-01 2102-01 .9000 .7624-03 9154-03 6056 4.306 533 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2700 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTI7I 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OoOT OTWOT Tlol NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 97 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 4713-01 .5676-01 .5676-01 .9000 .2052-02 .2472-02 1.605 12.32 5'15.6 97 60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4487-01 .5399-01 .5399-01 .9000 .1954-02 .2351-02 I 535 II 60 542.2 97 .60000 20000 364.00 4046-01 .4868-01 .4868-01 .9000 .1762-02 .2120-02 I 385 10 20 541.3 97 60000 .40000 365.00 .3893-01 .4680-01 .4680-01 .9000 .1695-02 .2038-02 1.339 9.407 538.0 97 60000 50000 366.00 .3425-01 .4116-01 .4116-01 9000 .1491-02 1792-02 1.179 8.371 536 8 91 60000 70000 367.00 .1747-01 .2098-01 .2098-01 .9000 .7608-03 .9136-03 6042 4.833 533 6 97 60000 .90000 368.00 1722-0 I .2066-01 2066-01 .9000 .7497-03 .8998-03 5968 4 459 531 7 97 7000G .50000-01 369 00 .3986-01 .4800-01 4800-01 .9000 .1736-02 .2090-02 1.358 11.00 545 2 97 70000 .70000 370.00 .1564-01 .1877-01 .1877-01 .9000 .6808-03 .8173-03 .5411 4.409 532 8 97 70000 .90000 371 00 4262-02 .5117-02 .5117-02 .9000 .1856-03 2228-03 .1475 I 139 533.0 97 80000 50000-01 372.00 .5191-02 .6348-02 .6348-02 .9000 2260-03 2764-03 .1648 I 232 598.8 97 80000 .10000+00 373.00 .3774-01 45'+0-01 4540-01 .9000 .1643-02 1977-02 1 294 9.855 540.5 97 .80000 40000 374.00 3151-01 3788-01 .3788-01 .9000 .1372-02 .1650-02 1 082 7.799 5~8 8 97 80000 .50000 375.00 26'+1-01 3173-01 .3173-01 .9000 .1150-02 .1382-02 .9098 6.260 536.5 97 80000 .70000 376 00 .1635-01 1963-01 .1963-01 .9000 .7117-03 .85'+6-03 .5654 4 523 533.2 97 80000 .90000 377.00 .13'+1-01 .1610-01 .1610-01 .9000 .5839-03 7008-03 4648 3 594 531 6 97 90000 .10000+00 378.00 .3599-01 .4330-01 4330-01 .9000 .1567-02 1885-02 I 233 8.872 541 I 97 90000 .30000 379.00 .2658-01 .3194-01 3194-01 .9000 .1157-02 .1391-02 .9160 6.717 536.3 97 90000 .50000 380 00 .1493-01 1793-01 .1793-01 9000 6503-03 7807-03 5169 3 619 532 8 97 .90000 .70000 381 00 .1261-01 .1513-01 1513-01 .9000 .5492-03 .6590-03 4377 3.187 530.7 97 .90000 .90000 382.00 .1418-01 .1702-01 .1702-01 .9000 .6177-03 .7'+12-03 .4919 3.701 531.3 97 .95000 .30000 383.00 .2452-01 .2946-01 .2946-01 .9000 .1068-02 .1283-02 .8'+59 6.047 535.6 97 .95000 .50000 384 00 .2317-01 278'+-01 .2784-01 .9000 .1009-02 .1212-02 .7994 5.678 535.4 97 95000 .90000 385.00 .1643-01 .1972-01 .1972-01 .9000 .7155-03 8587-03 .5697 3.871 531.5 
) ) 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2701 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL rR4UTlBI 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
-MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 195 .4939 7.900 39.96 -1.991 99.69 1254. 92.99 .1097-01 . 4792 3735 . .3184-03 .7483-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
195 .1696-01 .5753-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XVICV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HITOI HIlAW) OOOT On.JOT TW NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R STUI OEG. R OEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 195 .10000+00 .100CO+00 340.00 .2180-01 .2636-01 .2636-01 .9000 .3698-03 .4472-03 .2681 1.911 528.9 195 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .5070-02 .6125-02 .6125-02 .9000 .8600-04 .1039-03 .6259-01 .4615 525.9 195 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .2872-02 .31f69-02 .3469-02 .9000 .4872-04 .5883-04 3552-01 .2709 524.5 !95 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 1181-01 .1428-01 .1428-01 .9000 .2001f-03 .2421-03 .1457 1.056 526.6 195 .20000 .20000 344 00 3522-02 .4254-02 .4251f-02 .9000 .5974-04 7216-04 .4351-01 .3240 525.3 195 .20000 .40000 345 00 .2046-02 .21f70-02 .2470-02 .3000 .3470-04 .4190-01f .2531-01 .1820 521f 2 195 20000 .60000 346 00 2048-02 2473-02 .21f73-02 .9000 .31f75-01f 4 I 95-01f .2537-01 .1842 523 6 195 20000 80000 31f7 00 2119-02 .2558-02 2558-02 .9000 . 3591f-04 4338-04 2627-01 .1878 522.9 195 .30000 .50000-01 31f8 00 9685-02 .1171-01 .1171-01 .9000 1643-03 1986-03 1191 .9003 528 7 195 30000 .20000 349 00 2693-02 3253-02 3253-02 9000 .4568-01f 5517-01f 3330-01 .21f16 521f 8 19~ 30000 .40000 350 00 2012-02 2429-02 2429-02 9000 .31f13-01f 4121-04 2491-01 .1809 523 8 195 .30000 .50000 351 00 2126-02 2567-02 .2567-02 9000 .3607-04 1f351f-01f .2634-01 .1865 523 3 195 .30000 .90000 352 00 2927-02 3533-02 .3533-02 9000 .4965-04 5992-01f .3629-01 .2725 522 fj 195 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 .4559-02 .5506-02 5506-02 9000 .7732-04 9339-04 .5633-01 .4154 525 2 195 40000 .20000 351f 00 2793-02 .3373-02 .3373-02 .9000 .4737-04 .5721-04 3455-01 .21f68 521f 3 195 .40000 50000 356 00 .1667-02 2012-02 .2012-02 .9000 .2827-04 . 31f 13-04 .2067-01 1511 522 6 195 40000 90000 358 00 .31f69-02 4187-02 .4187-02 .9000 .5884-04 .7102-04 4299-01 .3249 522 9 195 .5000e .50000-01 359.00 3183-02 .3846-02 3846-02 9000 .5398-04 .6523-04 .3925-01 3096 526 6 195 50000 .70000 360 00 9423-03 1137-02 1137-02 9000 .1598-olf 1929-04 .1170-01 9412-01 521 9 195 50000 .90000 361 00 3931-02 4745-02 4745-02 .9000 .6667-04 .8049-04 4869-01 .3480 523 If 195 60000 .50000-01 362 00 6212-02 7508-02 .7508-02 9000 .1054-03 .1273-03 .7650-01 5926 527 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 ~ 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2702 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTIB) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) HlTAW) aOOT OTt-oIDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
195 .60000 . 10000+00 353.00 .7808-02 .9435-02 .9435-02 .9000 .1324-03 .1600-03 .9625-01 .7332 5~6.9 
195 .60000 .20000 364 00 .6308-02 .7619-02 .7619-02 .9000 .1070-03 .1292-03 .7795-01 .5787 525.1 
195 .60000 .40000 355 00 .2816-02 .3399-02 .3399-02 9000 .4776-04 .5765-04 .3492-01 .2473 522.6 
195 60000 .50000 356.00 .1445-02 .1744-02 .1744-02 .9000 .2451-04 .2958-04 .1795-01 .1284 521.5 
195 .60000 70000 357 00 .6484-03 .7823-03 .7823-03 9000 .1100-04 .1327-04 .8055-02 .6484-01 521.2 
195 60000 .90000 358 00 3807-02 4594-02 .4594-02 .9000 .6457-04 .7792-04 .4725-01 .3548 522.0 
195 .70000 50000-01 359 00 .1595-01 .2049-01 .2049-01 .9000 .2875-03 .3476-03 .2083 1.700 529.1 
195 70000 .70000 370 00 .1804-02 .2177-02 .2177-02 .9000 .3059-04 .3592-04 .2238-01 .1834 522.0 
195 .70000 .90000 371 00 1323-02 .1599-02 .1599-02 9000 .2244-04 .2713-04 1627-01 .1259 528.6 
195 80000 .50000-01 372 00 9602-02 1171-01 .1171-01 9000 .1629-03 .1985-03 .1136 .8672 556.2 
195 80000 .10000·00 373 00 3956-01 4785-01 .4785-01 .9000 .6711-03 8117-03 .4856 3 719 530.0 
195 .80aoo .40000 374 00 .1636-01 .1976-01 .1976-01 .9000 .2774-03 .3352-03 .2018 1.464 526.1 
195 80000 .50000 375 00 .1151-01 1390-01 1390-01 .9000 .1952-03 .2357-03 .1422 .9838 525 3 
195 80000 70000 376 00 .5368-02 .6481-02 6481-02 .9000 .9104-04 . 1099-03 .6644-01 .5340 523.9 
195 .80000 .90000 377 00 .5950-02 .7184-02 .7184-02 9000 .1009-03 .1218-03 .7364-01 .5715 524 0 
195 .90000 .10000+00 378 00 5'-+26-01 .6566-01 .6566-01 .9000 9203-03 .1114-02 .6642 4 803 531.9 
195 90000 .30000 379 00 3451-01 4172-01 .4172-01 9000 5853-03 7076-03 4246 3 126 528.3 
195 .90000 50000 380 00 .1538-02 .1856-02 .1856-02 .9000 .2608-04 31'17-04 .1909-01 .1344 521.8 
195 .90000 70000 381 00 1100-01 1329-01 .1329-01 .9000 .1867-03 2254-03 .1361 .9937 524.8 
195 30000 90000 382 00 1066-01 .1288-01 1288-01 .9000 .1808-03 2184-03 .1316 .9931 525.9 
195 .95000 .30000 383 00 .3622-01 .'1379-01 .4379-01 .9000 6144-03 7427-03 4457 3.198 528.2 
195 .95000 .50000 384 00 .2614-01 .3158-01 .3159-01 .9000 .4433-03 5357-03 .3223 2.300 526.7 




DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2703 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR'tUTl81 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -2.000 [LEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO PSIA DEO. R OEO R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
182 1.011 7.940 39.97 -1.995 206.3 1260. 92.56 .2219-01 .9793 37Lt5. .6470-03 .7'titS-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC •. 0175 
182 .2Lt27-01 .4037-01 
... 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT OT\oIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTum BTU! CEO. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
182 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .1722-01 .2081-01 .20BI-01 .9000 .4179-03 .50Lt9-03 .3053 2.176 529.0 
182 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .5550-02 .6703-02 .6703-02 .9000 .13Lt7-03 .1627-03 .986Lt-01 .7266 521.3 
182 .10000+00 .50000 3Lt2.00 .4233-02 .5110-02 .5110-02 .9000 .1027-03 .1240-03 .7537-01 • 57Lt5 525.S 
182 .20000 .10000+00 3Lt3.00 .1556-01 .1879-01 1879-01 .9000 3776-03 • Lt559-03 .2768 2.007 526.5 
182 .20000 .20000 3't't.00 .6631-02 .8006-02 8006-02 .9000 .1609-03 • 19Lt3-03 .1181 8790 526.0 
182 .20000 40000 3't5 00 2813-02 .3395-02 3395-02 .9000 .6827-0Lt 823B-04 5020-01 .3609 524.3 
182 .20000 .60000 3Lt6 00 .2569-02 .3099-02 .3099-02 .9000 . 6235-0't • 7522-0't .Lt591-01 • 333Lt 523.3 
182 20000 80000 3't7 00 1557-02 .1878-02 1878-02 .9000 . 3779-0't 4557-0't .2788-01 .199Lt 522.0 
182 .30000 .50000-01 3't8 00 .1125-01 .1359-01 1359-01 .9000 2731-03 .3297-03 .2001 I 514 526.8 
182 .30000 20000 349.00 .2735-02 .3299-02 3299-02 .9000 .6636-04 8007-04 4883-01 .3546 523.8 
182 .30000 .40COO 350.00 .1715-02 2069-02 .2069-02 .9000 .4162-04 .5020-04 3066-01 2227 522.9 
182 .30000 .50000 351 00 .2128-02 .2567-02 2567-02 9000 5165-04 6229-04 .3808-01 .2697 522.4 
182 .30000 .90000 352.00 .3087-02 .3723-02 .3723-02 .9000 .7492-04 .9034-04 .5528-01 .4152 521 .8 
182 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 5125-02 6184-02 6184-02 .9000 .1244-03 1501-03 .9150-01 6752 524 .0 
182 40000 .20000 354 CO 350 \-02 4224-02 4224-02 .9000 8497-04 .1025-03 .6257-01 .4472 523.4 
182 40000 .50000 356 00 222\-02 2678-02 .2678-02 .9000 .5389-04 . 6499-0Lt .3974-01 .2907 522.2 
182 .40000 .90000 358 00 .3554-02 4285-02 4285-02 9000 862't-04 1040-03 .6363-01 .4810 521 .9 
182 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .1099-01 ,1327-01 1327-01 .9000 2668-03 .3221-03 .1957 1.544 525.2 
182 50000 70000 360 00 2636-02 .3178-02 3178-02 .9000 .6395-04 .7713-04 4718-01 .3796 52C'.0 
182 50000 .90000 361 00 4253-02 5129-02 5129-02 .9000 . 1032-03 .1245-03 .7610-01 5442 522.Lt 
182 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 3961-01 4789-01 .4789-01 9000 .9611-03 .1162-02 .7002 5.414 531.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2704 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAll rR~UTIB) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OoOT oTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
182 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .37~~-01 .~52~-01 .~524-01 .9000 .90B6-03 .1098-02 .6637 5.050 529.2 
182 60000 .20000 36~.00 .2352-01 .28~0-01 28~0-01 .9000 .5708-03 6893-03 .~18~ 3 103 526 B 
182 60000 ~oooo 365.00 .1529-01 18~5-01 .18~5-01 .9000 .3711-03 .~478-03 .2729 1.931 524.3 
182 .60000 .50000 366.00 .1178-01 1~21-01 .1~21-01 .9000 .2860-03 .3~50-03 .2106 1.505 523 2 
182 60000 .70000 367.00 .~901-02 .5911-02 .5911-02 9000 .1189-03 . 1~3~-03 .8772-01 .7058 522 2 
182 60000 .90000 368.00 .5707-02 .6881-02 .6881-02 .9000 .1385-03 .1670-03 .1023 .7681 521.~ 
182 .70000 .50000-01 369.00 .5618-01 .6799-01 .6799-01 9000 . 1363-02 1650-02 .9885 8 0~6 53~.6 
182 .70000 .70000 370.00 886~-02 1069-01 .1069-01 .9000 .2151-03 2595-03 .1585 I 298 522 8 
le2 .70000 .90000 371.00 2821-02 .3~09-02 .3~09-02 9000 .68~6-0~ 8273-0~ .5001-01 .3871 529 I 
IB2 .80000 .50000-01 372.00 .5159-02 6~84-02 .6484-02 9000 .1252-03 .1574-03 .7713-01 .56~2 6~3 5 
182 80000 .10000+00 373.00 .4869-01 5885-01 .5885-01 .9000 1182-02 .1~28-02 .8615 6 596 530 5 
182 .80000 .~OOOO 37~.00 ~~99-01 .5~37-01 5~37-01 9000 .1092-02 1319-02 .7973 5 772 529.~ 
182 80000 .50000 375.00 .3328-01 .4018-01 .~OIB-OI .9000 .B076-03 .9752-03 .5917 ~.092 526.9 
182 80000 .70000 376.00 .1612-01 1945-01 .19~5-01 9000 .3913-03 ~721-03 .2878 2.313 52~.2 
182 80000 90000 377.00 1361-01 16~2-01 16~2-01 9000 3303-03 3985-03 .2~32 I 888 5235 
IB2 .90000 .10000+00 .578.00 .3888-01 .4698-01 .~698-01 .9000 .9~36-03 11~0-02 .6892 ~.990 529.2 
182 90000 .30000 379.00 386~-01 .4667-01 .~667-01 9000 .9377-03 1133-02 .6866 5.057 527.5 
182 .90000 .50000 380.00 .2196-02 .26~8-02 .26~8-02 .9000 .5330-0~ .6~27-0~ .393~-01 .2770 521 6 
182 .90000 .70000 381.00 .1980-01 .2389-01 .2389-01 9000 .~805-03 .5798-03 .3536 2 584 523.9 
182 .90000 .90000 382.00 .1812-01 .2186-01 .2186-01 .9000 4397-03 5305-03 .3235 2.~43 5239 
182 .95000 .30000 383.00 3181-01 .38~0-01 .38~0-01 .9000 .7720-03 .9320-03 .5664 ~.06a 526.0 
182 .95000 .50000 384 00 .3763-01 .4545-01 .45~5-01 .9000 .9133-03 1103-02 .6690 ~.773 527. I 
182 .95000 .90000 385.00 .2517-01 .3037-01 .3037-01 .9000 .6109-03 .7371-03 .4492 3.063 524.3 
) ) 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TlJNNEL PAGE 2705 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL I RLtUTIBI 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.OOO ALPHA • 40 00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP .. . 0000 sPD8RK • .0000 
·"TEsT CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG DEG PslA DEG R DEG. R PslA PSI fT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 In2 
173 2.017 7.980 39.99 -2.004 436 3 1298. 94.Lt7 .Lt542-01 2.025 3802. .1298-02 .7602-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R R£F(RI 
FT2SEC ".0175 
173 .3508-01 .2860-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTOI HITAWI OoOT oTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.0 R-O 9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R oEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC fT2sEC fT2SEC /SEC 
173 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .1794-01 .2163-01 2163-01 .9000 .629Lt-03 .7588-03 .Lt791 3.LtOI 536.5 
173 10000+00 .30000 341.00 8626-02 .1040-01 1040-01 .9000 .3025-03 .3646-03 .2306 1.692 535.Lt 
173 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .6856-02 8261-02 .8261-02 .9000 .2405-03 .2898-03 .1835 1.393 53Lt.5 
173 20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1783-01 21Lt9-01 .2149-01 .9000 .6255-03 .7539-03 • Lt769 3.442 535.3 
173 .20000 20000 344 00 7487-02 9020-02 9020-02 9000 2626-03 .3164-03 .2006 1.487 533.9 
173 20000 .40000 345 00 .4177-02 .5031-02 5031-02 .9000 1465-03 .1765-03 .1120 .BOI4 533.3 
173 20000 60000 346 00 .2551-02 3072-02 .3072-02 .9000 8947-04 .1077-03 .68'+8-01 .4950 532.Lt 
173 20000 80000 3'+7 00 2136-02 2572-02 .2572-02 9000 7493-04 9022-0'+ .5738-01 '+083 531.9 
173 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 1395-01 1682-01 1682-01 .9000 4894-03 .5900-03 3727 2 807 536 2 
173 .30000 20000 3'+9 00 6031-02 .726'+-02 726'+-02 9000 2115-03 .2548-03 .1617 1.168 533 Lt 
173 .30000 40COO 350 00 3061-02 3687-02 .3687-02 9000 1074-03 .1293-03 8214-01 5937 532.7 
173 30000 50000 351 00 2082-02 2507-02 .2507-02 9000 7303-04 8794-0'+ .5591-01 .39'+0 532 2 
173 30000 .90000 352 00 3417-02 .'+115-02 4115-02 .9000 .1199-03 14'+3-03 .9166-01 .68,+6 532 9 
173 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 .1133-01 1365-01 1365-01 91100 397'+-03 4788-03 .3033 2.226 5!4 Lt 
173 .40000 20000 354 00 .9195-02 1108-01 1108-01 9000 .3225-03 .3886-03 .2461 1 749 534 6 
173 40000 .50000 356 00 .3934-02 .4738-02 .4738-02 .9000 1380-03 1662-03 1055 .7671 533.3 
173 .'+0000 .70000 357 00 4663-10 .5512-10 5512-10 .9000 .1636-11 .1933-11 .1379-08 .1109-07 454 8 
173 40000 .90000 358 00 .4211-02 .5072-02 .5072-02 .9000 .1477-03 .1779-03 .1129 .8483 533.5 
173 50000 50000-01 359 00 4406-01 .5325-01 5325-01 .9000 1545-02 .1868-02 1.162 9.072 545 9 
173 50000 70000 360 00 4187-02 5045-02 .5045-02 9000 .1469-03 .1770-03 .1121 .8964 534 3 
173 50000 90000 361.00 .4938-02 5949-02 5949-02 9000 .1732-03 2087-03 .1322 .9399 534 2 
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2706 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UTIB) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R"'0.9 R- 8TU/R 8fU/R 8TU! OEG. R OEG. R 
TA~/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
173 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 .5689-01 .6882-01 .6882-01 .9000 .1996-02 .2414-02 1.491+ 11.45 5'18.9 
173 60000 .10000"00 363.00 5324-01 6435-01 .61+35-01 .9000 .1867-02 .2257-02 1 .404 10.59 545.9 
173 .60000 .20000 36,+.00 4557-01 .5506-01 .5506-01 .9000 . 1598-02 .1931-02 1.204 8.949 544.6 
173 60000 40000 365.00 .4329-01 .5228-01 .5228-01 .9000 .1518-02 • 1834-02 1.146 8.032 543 0 
173 60000 .50000 366 00 3437-01 4148-01 .4148-01 9000 .1206-02 1455-02 .9123 6.462 540.9 
173 60000 .70000 367 00 8784-02 .1059-01 .1059-01 .9000 .3081-03 .3713-03 .2348 1.876 535 5 
173 60000 .90000 368 00 6654-02 801't-02 8014-02 .9000 .2334-03 2811-03 1781+ 1.332 533 3 
173 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .4186-01 5060-01 .5060-01 .9000 .1468-02 1775-02 I 103 8.926 546 1+ 
173 70000 .70000 370 00 1791-01 2161-01 2161-01 9000 .6283-03 .7579-03 .4770 3.876 538 5 
173 70000 .90000 371 00 .3568-02 4299-02 .4299-02 .9000 .1252-03 .1508-03 .9556-01 .7378 534.2 
173 80000 .10000"00 373 00 .3698-01 4L165-0 1 .4465-01 .9000 .1297-02 1566-02 .9787 7.446 543.0 
173 801100 .40000 374 00 .3008-01 3630-01 .3630-01 .9000 .1055-0? .1273-02 .7988 5.751 540 5 
173 80000 .50000 375 00 2991-01 .3610-01 .3610-01 .9000 .1049-02 .1266-02 .7945 5.456 540 4 
173 80000 .70000 376 00 2574-01 .3106-01 .3106-01 .9000 9028-03 . 1089-02 .6841 5.455 539 9 
173 80000 90000 377 00 2103-01 .2536-01 2536-01 9000 .7376-03 .8894-03 .5608 4.323 537.4 
173 90000 10000+00 ~78 00 .5050-01 .6103-01 6103-01 9000 .1771-02 .2141-02 1.333 9.578 545.0 
173 .90000 .30000 379 00 .1903-01 2296-01 .2296-01 .9000 .6677-03 .8052-03 .5072 3.716 538 0 
173 .90000 .50000 380 00 2972-02 .3579-02 .3579-02 .9000 .1042-03 .1255-03 .7971-01 .5580 533.0 
173 90000 70000 381 00 .1291-01 1556-01 .1556-01 9000 4529-03 .5457-03 3454 2510 535 0 
173 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1824-01 2199-01 .2199-01 .9000 .6399-03 .7714-03 .4870 3.655 536.6 
173 95000 .30000 383.00 .1797-01 2167-01 .2167-01 .9000 6303-03 .7600-03 .4794 3.424 537.1 
173 .95000 .50000 384.00 .1724-01 2079-01 .2079-01 .9000 .6047-03 .7292-03 .4598 3.263 537.3 
173 .95000 .90000 385 00 1819-01 .2193-01 .2193-01 .9000 .6381-03 .7691-03 .4862 3 296 535 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2707 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRIIUTlS) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU NUM8ER 1FT DEO DEO PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC XIO 6 /rT3 /f'T2 89 3.018 7.990 40.02 -2 030 669.3 1317. 95.63 .6912-01 3.089 3830. .1951-02 .7696-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
89 .4343-01 .2336-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW NUMBER Ral.O RaO.9 R,. BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 89 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2272-01 .27311-01 .2734-01 .9000 .986B-03 1187-02 .7691 '5.458 537.3 89 .10000+00 30000 341 00 1025-01 1232-01 .1232-01 .9000 .4452-03 .5353-03 3485 2.559 533.9 89 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 5807-02 .6976-02 .6976-U2 9000 2522-03 .3030-03 19BI 1.506 531.2 B9 .20000 .10000"00 343.00 . 1784-01 .2145-01 .2145-01 .9000 .7749-03 9316-03 6069 4.385 533.5 89 .20000 .20000 344.00 .8241-02 .9900-02 .9900-02 .9000 .3579-03 .4300-03 2812 2..088 531.1 89 .20000 40000 345.00 4745-02 5697-02 5697-02 9000 .2061-03 .2474-03 .1623 1.164 529.3 89 .20000 .60000 346 00 2159-02 .2591-02 .2591-02 91100 .9375-04 .1125-03 .7401-01 .5364 527.2 89 .20000 .80000 347 00 .1412-02 1694-02 1694-02 .9000 .6134-04 7359-04 4851-01 .3463 525 7 89 30000 50000-01 348 00 1670-01 2008-01 2008-01 9000 .7253-03 8721-03 .5672 4.275 534 6 89 30000 20000 349 00 8166-02 9807-02 9807-02 9000 .3546-03 11259-03 2790 2.020 529 8 89 .30000 40COO 350 00 4254-02 5106-02 5106-02 9000 1848-03 2218-03 1457 1.056 527.9 89 30000 .50000 351 00 273~-C2 3280-02 3280-02 9000 1187-03 1424-03 9371-01 .6622 527 I 89 30000 90000 352 00 .2670-02 .3204-02 3204-02 9000 .1160-03 1392-03 9169-01 .6871 526.1 89 .40000 10000+00 353 00 2221-01 2670-01 2670-01 9000 .9648-03 1160-02 7558 5 551 533 3 89 40000 20000 354 00 2075-01 2494-01 2494-01 .9000 9010-03 1083-02 .7060 5 021 533 I 89 .40000 .50000 356 00 .8000-02 9603-02 9603-02 .9000 3474-03 4171-03 .2740 1 998 528.1 89 .40000 90000 358 00 3555-02 .4266-02 4266-02 9000 .1544-03 .1853-03 .1219 9196 526 8 89 .50000 50000-01 359 00 .5257 01 6341-01 6341-01 .9000 .2283-02 .2754-02 1.757 13.72 546 9 89 50000 .70000 360 00 .75'55-02 .9067-02 9067-02 .9000 .3281-03 3938-03 .2590 2.078 527.4 89 .50000 90000 361 00 5958-02 7152-02 7152-02 9000 2588-03 .3106-03 .2042 1.456 527.7 89 r·60000 50000-01 362 00 4776-01 5759-01 .5759-01 9000 2074-02 .2501-02 1.601 12.29 545 a 
• 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 270B 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'+UTI B) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAIoIITO H(TOI HCTAIoII aDOT OTIoIOT TIoI NIJM8ER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEO. R OEO. R 
TAIoIITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
89 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4518-01 .5441-01 .5441-01 .9000 .1962-02 .2363-02 1.522 11.52 5'10.7 
89 .60000 .20000 364.00 .4309-01 .5189-01 .5189-01 .9000 .1871-02 .2254-02 1.453 10.70 540.5 
89 .60000 .40000 365.00 .4769-01 .5740-01 .5740-01 .9000 .2071-02 .2493-02 1.611 11.31 538 9 
89 .60000 .50000 366.00 .4272-01 5141-01 5141-01 .9000 .1855-02 .2233-02 1.445 10 25 537.8 89 60000 .70000 367 00 .1917-01 .2304-01 .2304-01 .9000 .8325-03 .1001-02 .6529 5.22S 532 4 
89 .60000 .90000 368 00 1507-01 1810-01 .1810-01 .9000 .6545-03 .7861-03 .5151 3.854 529 7 
89 .70000 50000-01 369 00 3807-01 4589-01 .4589-01 .9000 .1654-02 .1993-02 1.278 10 36 543 6 
89 70000 .70000 370 00 .2268-01 2727-01 .2727-01 .9000 .9851-03 1184-02 .7712 6 280 533 8 
89 .70000 90000 371 00 6586-02 .7915-02 .7915-02 .9000 .2860-03 .3438-03 .2242 1.733 532 7 
89 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .3993-01 .4807-01 .4807-01 .9000 .1734-02 2088-02 I 349 10.28 539.1 89 80000 .40000 374.00 2653-01 .3190-01 .3190-01 .9000 .1152-02 .1386-02 .9002 6.498 535.4 
89 80000 50000 375.00 .2273-01 2732-01 2732-01 .9000 .9871-03 .1187-02 .7730 5.327 533 5 
89 .80000 .70000 376 00 .1741-01 2092-01 .2092-01 .9000 .7561-03 9085-03 5937 4.754 531.5 89 80000 .90000 377 00 1964-01 .2360-01 .2360-01 .9000 .8530-03 .1025-02 .6700 5 181 531.2 89 .90000 10000+00 378 00 .6657-01 8031-01 .8031-01 .9000 .2891-02 3488-02 2.226 15 97 546 9 89 .90000 30000 j79 DO .2112-01 2538-01 .2538-01 .9000 9172-03 .1102-02 .7189 5.281 532.8 89 .90000 .50000 380.00 .3158-02 3790-02 .3790-02 .9000 .1372-03 .1646-03 .1084 .7613 526 5 
89 .90000 70000 381 00 .9825-02 1179-01 .1179-01 .9000 .4267-03 .5122-03 .3366 2.454 527.9 
89 900CO 90000 382 00 1239-01 1488-01 .1488-01 .9000 .5380-03 6461-03 4235 3 190 529.5 89 95000 .30000 383.00 .2528-01 .3040-01 .3040-01 .9000 . 1098-02 .1320-02 .8592 6.146 534 3 
89 .95000 .50000 384.00 .1606-01 .1929-01 .1929-01 .9000 .6974-03 .8380~03 .5473 3.894 531.9 
89 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1418-01 .1702-01 .1702-01 .9000 .6157-03 .7393-03 .4848 3.297 529.3 
r 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2709 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRltUT20) 





40.00 BtTA --1.000 ELEVON - .0000 BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG CEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 191 .5026 7 900 39 96 -.99B4 99.61 1247 92 47 .1107-01 .4836 3724. .3231-03 .7441-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
191 .1702-01 .5707-01 
- - °TEST DATA-" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) HITAW) aOOT OTWDT TW NUMBER R=I 0 R-0.9 Roo 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEO. R DEG. R TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 191 10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2446-01 .2962-01 2962-01 .9000 4165-03 .5043-03 .2982 2.123 530.7 191 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .6145-02 .7436-02 .7435-02 .9000 .1046-03 .1266-03 .7510-01 .5528 528.8 191 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .5378-02 .6508-02 .6508-02 9000 .9156-04 1108-03 .6575-01 .5004 528.6 191 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1256-01 .1520-01 .1520-01 .9000 .2138-03 .2588-03 .1534 \. 111 529.2 191 .20000 .20000 344.00 6276-02 7595-02 .7595-02 9000 .1058-03 1293-03 .7671-01 .5703 528.7 191 .20000 .40000 345.00 .3684-02 .4458-02 .4458-02 .9000 6272-04 7589-04 .4506-01 .3233 528.2 191 20000 .60000 346 00 .2587-02 .3130-02 .3130-02 .9000 .4405-04 5329-04 .3165-01 .2293 528.1 191 .20000 .80000 347 00 .1068-02 .1292-02 .1292-02 .9000 .1818-04 2200-04 .1308-01 .9326-01 527.5 191 30000 50000-01 348.00 .7597-02 .9201-02 9201-02 .9000 .1293-03 1566-03 .9247-01 .6980 531.6 191 30000 .20000 349 00 2777-02 .3361-02 3361-02 9000 .4728-04 .5721-04 .3395-01 .2459 528 5 191 .30000 .40000 350 00 1693-02 .2049-02 2049-02 .9000 .2883-04 .3488-04 2071-01 .1501 528 I 191 .30000 50000 351.00 1428-02 1728-02 .1728-02 9000 2432-04 2942-04 1748-01 .1234 528 0 191 .30000 .90000 352 00 .3261-02 3947-02 3947-02 9000 5552-04 6719-04 3987-01 2984 528 ~ 191 40000 .10000+00 353 00 4392-02 .5315-02 5315-02 9000 7476-04 9048-04 5364-01 .3947 529 2 191 40000 .20000 354.00 2398-02 2902-02 .2902-02 9000 .4082-04 4940-04 .2931-01 2089 528 7 191 .40000 .50000 356 00 .1754-02 2122-02 2122-02 9000 2986-04 3613-04 .2)1t5-01 .1564 528 2 191 40000 .90000 358 00 .4113-02 .4977-02 4977-02 .9000 .7002-04 .8473-04 5025-01 .3786 528.9 191 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .2718-02 .3292-02 .3292-02 .9000 .4627-(\4 5604-04 .3309-01 .2603 531.5 19) .50000 .70000 360 00 .1845-02 2233-02 .2233-02 . ~lOOO .3141-lJ4 .3801-04 .2255-01 .1809 528.6 191 .50000 .90000 361 00 .4394-02 5318-02 .5318-02 .9000 .7480-04 .9054-04 .5364-01 3821 529 6 191 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .4646-02 .5628~02 .5628-02 .9000 .7909-04 .9581-04 .5648-01 .4365 532.5 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2710 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT20, 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV _ TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAWITO HITOI HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEr.. R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
191 .60000 .10000+00 363 00 5715-02 .6922-02 .6922-02 .9000 .9729-04 .1178-03 .6957-01 .5287 531.6 
191 .60000 .20000 364.00 .3856-02 .4668-02 .4668-02 .9000 .6565-04 .7948-04 .4703-01 .3482 530.2 
191 6000(1 .40000 365 00 .2160-02 .26I't-02 .2614-02 .9000 .3677-04 .4449-04 .2640-01 .1864 528.7 
191 60000 .50000 366 00 .1688-02 .2042-02 .2C42-02 .9000 .2873-04 .3476-04 2064-01 .1472 528 I 
191 60000 .70000 367 00 .2354-02 2848-02 .2848-02 9000 .4008-04 .4849-04 2879-01 .2308 528.3 
191 60000 90000 368 00 .5735-02 6940-02 6940-02 .9000 .9762-04 1181-03 .7008-01 5245 528 8 
191 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .6522-02 7903-02 7903-02 .9000 .1110-')3 1345-03 .7921-01 .6452 533 3 
191 .70000 70000 370 00 .2494-02 3018-02 .3018-02 .9000 .4246-04 .5139-04 .3048-01 .2488 528.8 
191 70000 .90000 371.00 .2055-02 .2488-02 .2488-02 .9000 .3498-04 .4236-04 .2504-01 .1936 530 9 
191 .80000 10000+00 373 ')0 .1357-01 1644-01 .1644-01 .9000 .2310-03 .2799-03 .1647 1.259 533.4 
191 80000 .40000 374 00 .4733-02 5731-02 5731-02 9001.1 .8058-04 .9757-04 .5770-01 .4175 530.7 
191 BOOOO 50000 375 00 .3503-02 4241-02 .4241-02 .9000 .5964-04 7219-04 .4274-01 2951 530 0 
191 80000 .70000 376 00 2499-02 3025-02 .3025-02 9000 4254-04 .5150-04 . 3050-0 1~ 2444 529 8 
191 80000 .90000 377 00 6687-02 8096-02 .8096-02 .9000 .1138-03 1378-03 8154-01 .6308 530 4 
191 90000 .10000+00 378 00 .2065-01 2504-01 .2504-01 9000 .3515-03 4262-03 .2500 I 805 535 4 
191 90000 .3eooo ~79 00 1090-01 .1320-01 1320-01 .9000 .1855-03 .2248-03 1325 .9732 - 532 6 
191 'JOOOO .50000 380 00 1698-02 2054-02 .2054-02 .9000 2890-04 .3497-04 .2077-01 .1458 528.2 
191 .90000 70000 381.00 .4369-02 .5289-02 5289-02 9000 7438-04 .9004-04 .5332-01 .388'+ 529 8 
191 90000 90000 382 00 8053-02 9751-02 9751-02 9000 .1371-03 1660-03 9811-01 7383 531 0 
191 .95000 30000 383 00 .1232-0 I .1482-01 .l't92-01 .9000 2097-03 .2540-03 .1499 1.074 531.8 
191 95000 .50000 384 00 .6300-02 7629-02 .7629-02 .9000 . 1072-03 .1299-03 .7673-0' 5462 531 2 
191 95000 .90000 385.00 .1090-01 1320-01 .1320-01 .9000 1856-03 .2248-03 .1327 .9015 531.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2711 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT21) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
-
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IrT2 
192 .5105 7.900 39 99 -1.007 101.0 121+6. 92.40 .1123-01 .4906 3723. .3281-03 .7435-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRl 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
192 .1714-01 .5663-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DHIDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. If 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
19? .10000+00 .10000+00 340 00 .2392-01 .2894-01 .2894-01 .9000 .4101-03 .4961-03 2944 2.099 527.8 
192 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .6373-02 .7708-02 7708-02 .9000 .1093-03 .1321-03 .7862-01 .5795 526.1 
192 10000+00 .50000 342 00 5748-02 .6950-02 .6950-02 .9000 .9854-04 .1191-03 7095-01 .5408 525 7 
192 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1256-01 .1518-01 1518-01 .9000 2153-03 .2603-03 .1551 1.125 525.2 
192 .20000 .20000 344 00 .6514-02 .7875-02 .7875-02 .9000 .1117-03 . 1350-0~ .8049-01 .5995 525.0 
192 20000 .40000 345 00 .3967-02 .4796-02 .4796-02 .9000 .6802-04 8222-04 .4905-01 .3526 524.5 
Ig2 .20000 .60000 346 00 .2977-U2 .3598-02 .3598-02 .9000 .5103-04 6168-04 3683-01 .2674 523 9 
192 .20000 80000 347.00 .1255-02 1516-02 1516-02 .9000 .2152-04 2600-04 .1555-01 .1111 523.1 
192 30000 50000-01 348 00 ,7669-02 .9276-02 9276-02 .9000 1315-03 .1590-03 .9453-01 .7154 526 7 
192 .30000 .20000 349 00 .3148-02 .3805-02 3805-02 9000 5397-04 .6523-04 3595-01 .2828 524 0 
192 .30000 .40eoo 350 00 .1682-02 20:2-02 .2032-02 9000 .2883-04 .3484-04 2082-01 .1512 523 6 
192 30000 50000 351 00 1804-02 2180-02 2180-02 9000 .3093-04 3738-04 2234-01 1582 523 3 
192 .30000 .90000 352 00 3207-02 3875-02 .3875-02 9000 5498-04 6644-04 .3969-01 2978 523.-: 
192 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 4131-02 4993-02 4993-02 .9000 .7083-04 8561-04 5110-01 .3770 524 2 
192 .40000 20000 354 O~ 2525-02 3051-02 .3051-02 .9000 4328-04 .5231-04 .3124-01 .2233 523 8 
192 .40000 .50000 356 00 .1563-02 .1889-02 1889-02 .9000 .2680-04 .3239-04 .1935-01 .1415 523.5 
192 40000 .90000 358 00 4056-02 4903-02 4903-02 .9000 .6954-04 8405-04 .5020-01 .3792 523 8 
192 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .3030-02 .3664-02 .3664-02 .9000 .5194-04 .6281-04 3737-01 .2948 526 I 
192 50000 .70000 360.00 2030-02 .2454-02 .2454-02 9000 .3481-0" .4207-04 .2513-01 .2020 523 8 
192 50000 90000 361 00 .5011-02 6057-02 6057-02 9000 8591-04 .1038-03 6197-01 .4427 524 4 
192 60000 50000-01 362 00 .4853-02 5871-02 .5871-02 9000 8320-04 1006-03 .5979-01 4633 527 0 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MOOEL 60-0 [N THE AEOC VKr HYPERSON[C TUNNEL PAGE 2712 
OHB4B 60-0 VERT[CAL TAIL IR4UT21) 
RUN ZV/BV XVICV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREr H/HREr TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=[ .0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAHITO Fl2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
192 60000 .10000+00 363.00 5571-02 .6738-02 .6738-02 .9000 .9551-04 .1 [55-03 .6871-01 .5236 526.3 
192 .60000 .20000 364.00 4139-02 5004-02 .5004-02 .9000 .7096-04 .8579-04 .5114-01 .3796 525.1 
192 .60000 .40000 365 00 2307-02 .2789-02 2789-02 .9000 .3956-04 .4781-04 .2856-01 .2022 523.7 
192 60000 .50000 366.00 1780-02 .2151-02 2151-02 .9000 .3051-04 .3687-04 .2204-01 .1576 523 2 
192 .60000 70000 367 00 2401-02 2902-02 .2902-02 .9000 .4117-04 .4974-04 .2974-01 .2391 523 3 
192 .60000 90000 368 00 5619-02 6789-02 6789-02 .9000 .9633-04 .1164-03 .6959-01 .5223 523.2 
192 70000 50000-01 369 00 7103-02 .8593-02 .8593-02 .9000 1218-03 .1473-03 8745-01 7145 527 5 
192 70000 70000 370 00 .2767-02 3344-02 3344-02 9000 .4744-04 .5732-04 .3428-01 .2807 523.1 
192 .70000 .90000 371 00 2239-02 2710-02 2710-02 .9000 .3839-04 4647-04 2751-01 .2130 529 0 
192 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 1322-01 .1600-0 I 1600-01 .9000 .2267-03 .2742-03 1628 I 249 527.3 
192 .80000 .40000 374 00 .5055-02 .6111-02 6111-02 .9000 .8666-04 .1048-03 .624"7 01 .4534 524.8 
192 80000 50000 375 00 .3774-02 4561-02 .4561-02 .9000 .6470-04 .7820-04 4669-01 3234 524.0 
192 .80000 .70000 376 00 .2828-02 .3417-02 3417-02 .9000 .4848-04 5858-04 3501-01 .2815 523.4 
192 .80000 .90000 377 00 6885-02 .8321-02 .8321-02 .9000 .1180-03 .1427-03 8519-01 .6612 523.9 
192 90000 10000+00 3"78 00 1981-01 2398-01 .2398-01 .9COO .3397-03 .4111-03 .2437 1.765 528.4 
192 90000 .30000 379.00 1077-01 .1302-01 .1302-01 .9000 .1846-03 .2233-03 .1329 .9796 526.0 
192 90000 .50000 380 00 1909-02 2307-02 .2307-02 .9000 .3273-04 .3955-04 .2363-01 .1663 523.5 
192 90000 .70000 381.00 4131-02 4992-02 .4992-02 .9000 .7083-04 .8558-04 .5118-01 .3742 523.0 
192 90000 90000 382 00 7363-02 8900-02 8900-02 9000 1262-03 1526-03 9109-01 .6879 524 I 
192 .95000 .30000 383 00 .1183-01 1430-01 .1430-01 .9000 2028-03 2452-03 1462 1.051 525.0 
192 .95000 .50000 384 00 .6525-02 .7887-02 .7887-02 .9000 1119-03 .1352-03 .8069-01 .5764 524 3 
192 .95000 90000 385.00 .1208-01 .1460-01 .1460-01 .9000 .2071-03 2503-03 .1494 1.019 524.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2713 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT211 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP '" .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND I TI ONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R oEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
179 1.009 7.940 39.99 -1.007 205 6 1259 92.49 .2212-01 .9760 3743. .6454-03 .7443-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
179 .2422-01 .4042-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAWI aOOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU! oEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
179 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 1789-01 .2166-01 .2166-01 .9000 .4334-03 .5246-03 .3136 2.228 535.0 
179 .10000+00 .30000 341 00 .7246-02 8770-02 .8770-02 9000 .1755-03 .2124-03 .1272 .9338 534.0 
179 .10000+00 50000 342.00 .5867-02 7100-02 .7100-02 .9000 .1421-03 .1720-03 1030 .7823 533.7 
179 .20000 .10000+00 343 00 1565-01 .1894-01 1894-01 .9000 .3792-03 .4589-03 .2748 I 985 5339 
179 .20000 .20000 344 00 7407-02 .8962-02 .8962-02 .9000 .1794-03 .2171-03 .1301 .9650 533 4 
179 .20000 .40000 345 00 .5292-02 6403-02 6403-02 .9000 .1282-03 .1551-03 .9305-01 .6661 532.8 
179 .20000 .60000 346 00 3865-02 .4675-02 .4675-02 .9000 .9363-04 1132-03 .6801-01 .4916 532 3 
179 .20000 .80000 347 00 .1909-02 .2308-02 2308-02 .9000 .4624-04 .5592-04 .3362-01 .2392 531 7 
179 30000 .50000-01 348 00 12G5-01 1532-01 1532-01 .9000 .3065-03 3711-03 2218 1.671 535.0 
179 30000 .20000 349 00 .6475-02 .7834-02 .7834-02 9000 .1568-03 .1898-03 .1138 .8222 533 2 
179 .30000 .40COO 350 00 .44B7-02 5428-02 .5428-02 9000 .1087-03 1315-03 .7894-01 5706 532.5 
179 30000 .50000 351 00 .3758-02 .4546-02 4546-02 .9000 .9104-04 1101-03 6615-01 .4662 532 I 
179 .30000 .90000 352 00 .3200-02 .3869-02 3869-02 9000 .7751-04 9373-04 .5636-01 4212 531 ~ 
179 40000 10000+00 353 00 4268-02 5162-02 5162-02 9000 . 1034-03 .1250-03 .7507-01 .5516 532.4 
179 .40000 20000 354 00 .3259-02 3942-02 3942-02 9000 7894-04 9548-04 .5735-01 .4081 532 I 
179 .40000 .50000 356 00 2504-02 3028-02 3028-02 9000 6065-04 7334-04 .4410-01 .3210 531 5 
179 40000 .90000 358 00 4867-02 5886-02 5886-02 9000 .1179-03 .1426-03 .8567-01 .6444 532 0 
179 .50000 50000-01 353 00 .3902-02 .4722-02 4722-02 .9000 9453-04 .1144-0'3 .6855-01 5387 533 5 
179 .50000 70000 360 00 .2925-02 .3537-02 .3537-02 .9000 .7085-04 .8569-04 .5149-01 .4122 531 9 
179 .50000 90000 361 00 5444-02 .6586-02 6586-02 .9000 .1319-03 .1595-03 .9576-01 .6812 532 5 
179 .60000 50000-01 362 00 .7046-02 .8529-02 .8529-02 9000 .1707-03 .2066-03 .1235 .9533 534.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 271't 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR~UT2J) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HCTAW) aOOT OnleT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BtU/R BTU/ OEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
179 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .705~-02 .8537-02 .8537-02 .9000 .1709-03 .2068-03 .1238 .939~ 53~.3 
179 60000 .20000 36~.00 ~8~9-02 .5867-02 .5867-02 .9000 .1175-03 .1~21-03 .8522-01 .6300 533.2 
179 .60000 .~OOOO 365.00 .3277-02 .3963-02 .3963-02 .9000 .7938-0~ .9600-0~ .5772-01 .~070 531.5 
179 60000 50000 366 00 2~6~-02 .2979-02 .2979-02 .9000 .5968-0~ .7216-0~ .~3~3-01 .3092 531.0 
179 60000 70000 367 00 .2676-02 .3235-02 .3235-02 .9000 .6~BI-O~ .7837-0~ .~715-01 .3776 531.2 
179 60000 .90000 368.00 .537~-02 6~99-02 6~99-02 .9000 .1302-03 . 157~-03 .9~68-01 7076 531.4 
179 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .1151-01 .139~-01 .139~-01 .9000 .2788-03 .3376-03 .2016 1.6~0 535.6 
179 .70000 .70000 370.00 28~9-02 34~6-02 .3~~6-02 .9000 .6902-0~ .83~7-0~ .5019-01 .~092 531.5 
179 .70000 .90000 371 00 .1958-02 .2369-02 .2369-02 .9000 .~7~~-0~ 5738-0~ .3~~5-01 .2662 532 ~ 
179 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .1969-01 .238~-01 238~-01 .9000 ~770-03 .5775-03 .3~48 2.633 535 7 
179 .80000 .~OOOO 37~ 00 .8539-02 .1033-01 .1033-01 .9000 .2069-03 .2503-03 .1500 1.08~ 533.5 
179 .80000 .50000 375 00 .6~1~-02 7760-02 .7760-02 .9000 . 155~-03 .1880-03 1127 .7768 533.2 
179 .80000 70000 376 00 .~63~-02 .5606-02 .5606-02 .9000 1123-03 .1358-03 .8150-01 .6522 532.7 
179 .80000 90000 377 00 .6382-02 .7720-02 .7720-02 .9000 . 15~6-03 .1870-03 .1122 .8671 532 7 
179 .90000 .10000+00 378.00 .3603-01 .~365-01 .~365-01 .9000 .8727-03 .1057-02 .6291 ~.535 537.8 
179 90000 .30000 .n9.00 .1613-01 .1953-01 .1953-01 .9000 .3908-03 .4730-03 .2830 2077 53~.6 
179 .90000 .50000 380 00 .2870-02 .3~71-02 .3471-02 .9000 .6952-0~ .8~07-0~ .5055-01 .35~2 531.5 
179 .90000 .70000 381 00 .6826-02 8258-02 .8258-02 .9000 .165~-03 2000-03 1200 .8732 532.8 
179 90000 90000 382 00 9368-02 1133-01 .1133-01 9000 .2269-03 27~5-03 .16~7 I 238 532.8 
179 .95000 .30000 383 00 .1952-01 .2363-01 .2363-01 .9000 .~728-03 5723-03 .3~2~ 2.~~9 534.6 
179 .95000 .50000 384.00 .1233-01 .1~92-01 .1492-01 .9000 .2986-03 36J1t-03 .2164 1.538 534.1 
179 95000 .90000 385.00 .1270-01 1537-01 .1537-01 .9000 .3077-03 .3723-03 .2232 1.515 533.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2715 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL rR'+UT211 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . '+0.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER ItT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F"T2 
167 2.003 7.980 40.01 -1.009 43'+.6 1301. 94.69 .4525-01 2.017 3807. .1290-02 .7620-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
tT2SEC • 0175 
167 .3502-01 .2869-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV Xv/cv TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HtTOI HtTAWI ODOT OTioIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 Rz BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC F'T2SEC tT2SEC /SEC 
167 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .1761-01 .2122-01 .2122-01 .9000 .6167-03 .7430-03 .4717 3.350 535.8 
167 .10000+00 .30000 3LtI.00 .8031-02 9671-02 .9671-02 .9000 .2813-03 .3387-03 .2157 1.584 533.6 
167 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .9381-02 1130-01 .1130-01 .9000 .3285-03 .3956-03 .2522 1.915 533.1 
167 .20000 .10000+00 3Lt3.00 .1840-01 .2217-01 .2217-01 .9000 .64Lt4-03 .7763-03 .4932 3.561 535.3 
167 .20000 .... ~""nn 344.00 .7722-02 .9296-02 .9296-02 .9000 2704-03 .3256-03 .2078 1.542 532.4 
167 .20000 40001' 3'+5 00 4368-02 .5255-02 5255-02 .9000 1530-03 .18Lt1-03 .1178 .8439 530.8 
167 .20000 Ml'l"" 346 00 2668-02 3209-02 .3209-02 .9000 9343-0Lt .1124-03 7210-01 .5221 529.0 
167 .20000 347.00 3597-02 .4325-02 .4325-02 .9000 .1260-03 .1515-03 972Lt-01 .6931 528.7 
167 .30000 .5t... III 348 00 1'+50-01 .1747-01 17Lt7-01 .9000 .5078-03 .6118-03 3887 2.929 535.2 
167 .30000 .2000 ... 349.00 .417Lt-02 5023-02 5023-02 9000 .1'+62-03 .1759-03 .1126 .81Lt5 530.7 
167 30000 '+0000 350.00 .2295-02 .2760-02 2760-02 9000 8036-0'+ .966~-04 .6201-01 . Lt'+91 529.0 
167 .30000 .50000 351 00 .2227-02 2678-02 .2678-02 .9000 .7798-04 .9378-0Lt .6021-01 • Lt252 528.6 
167 .30000 .90000 352 00 4759-02 .5723-02 5723-02 9000 .1667-03 .200Lt-03 .1287 .9633 528.5 
167 .40000 .10000+00 353 00 .8795-02 .1058 :11 1058-01 9000 .3080-03 .3707-03 2369 I 7Lt2 531.5 
167 '+0000 .2COOO 354 00 .5365-02 .6455-02 6455-02 .9000 .1879-03 .2261-03 .1'+'+8 I 031 530.2 
167 .'+0000 50000 356 00 3178-02 .3822-02 .3822-02 .9000 1113-03 1338-03 .859'+-01 6265 528.5 
167 40000 .90000 358 00 5277-02 63'+5-02 63'+5-02 9000 1848-03 .2222-03 .1'+27 I 076 528.3 
167 .5000e 5UOOO-01 359 00 .2109-01 .2542-01 .25'+2-01 9000 .7385-03 .8902-03 .5637 4 '+21 537.'+ 
167 .50000 .70000 360.00 .2699-02 3246-02 .32'+6-02 .9000 9'+54-0't .1137-03 .7303-01 .5858 528.2 
167 .50000 .90000 361 00 526'+-02 6331-02 .6331-02 .9000 .184'+-03 .2217-03 .1'+23 I 014 529 0 
167 60000 .50000-01 362 00 4020-01 '+855-01 '+855-01 .9000 . JLt08-02 .1700-02 I 065 8.185 5Lt3.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2716 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL 'RItUT21) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
167 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4019-01 .4848-01 .4848-01 .9000 .1407-02 .1698-02 \.070 8.\00 5110.2 
167 .60000 .20000 364.00 .2626-01 .3164-01 .3164-01 .9000 .9196-03 .1108-02 .7030 5.189 536.3 
\67 60000 .40000 365.00 Il~20-0 I .1709-01 1709-01 .9000 .4973-03 .5985-03 .3827 2 698 531.3 
167 .60000 .50000 366.00 .8964-02 .1078-01 .1078-01 .9000 .3139-03 .3777-03 .2420 1.724 529 9 
167 60000 70000 367 00 3056-02 .3674-02 .3674-02 .9000 .1070-03 .1287-03 .8270-01 .6634 527.9 
167 .60000 90000 368.00 .5856-02 7041-02 7041-02 .9000 .2051-03 2466-03 .1585 1.187 527 9 
167 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .5052-01 .6106-01 .6106-01 9000 .1769-02 2138-02 1.333 10.78 547 3 
167 70000 70000 370 00 .5398-02 .6492-02 6492-02 9000 .1890-03 .2274-03 .1459 1.191 529.1 
167 70000 90000 371 00 2573-02 .3097-02 .3097-02 9000 .9012-04 1085-03 6925-01 5352 532 2 
167 80000 .50000-01 372 00 2335-02 .3174-02 .3174-02 .9000 .8179-04 .1111-03 .4028-01 2730 808.2 
167 .80000 10000+00 373.00 5662-01 .6836-01 6836-01 .9000 .1983-02 .2394-02 1.502 11.42 543 3 
167 80ilOO 40000 374 00 3832-01 .4523-01 .4623-01 .9000 .1342-02 1619-02 1.021 7.353 539 9 
167 80000 .50000 375 00 2766-01 .3333-01 .3333-01 .9000 .9687-03 1167-02 .7405 5.096 536.2 
167 .80000 .70000 376.00 1243-01 .1496-01 .1496-01 .9000 .4353-03 5240-03 .3346 2.678 532 1 
167 .80000 90000 377 00 .1172-01 .1410-01 .1410-01 .9000 .4105-03 .4939-03 .3159 2 443 531.0 
167 .90000 .10000+00 .578 00 .7059-01 .8532-01 .8532-01 .9000 .2472-02 .2988-02 1.863 13.37 547 0 
167 .90000 .30000 379.00 .3719-01 4484-01 .4484-01 .9000 .1302-02 1570-02 .9927 7.272 538.5 
167 .90000 50000 380.00 .3563-02 .4284-02 4284-02 .9000 .1248-03 1500-03 9640-01 6766 528 I 
167 .90000 .70000 381.00 1586-01 .1909-01 .1909-01 .9000 .5554-03 6685-03 .4268 3.106 532.1 
167 90000 .90000 382 00 1750-01 2107-01 2107-01 9000 .6130-03 .7381-03 4703 3.535 533 4 
167 .95000 30000 383 00 3344-01 4031-01 4031-01 .9000 .1171-02 .1412-02 8935 6.381 537.6 
167 .95000 .50000 384.00 3240-01 .3905-01 3905-01 .9000 .1135-02 .1368-02 .8655 6.141 537.8 
167 95000 .90000 385 00 .2226-01 .2680-01 .2680-01 .9000 .7795-03 .9385-03 5983 4.062 533.1 
) ) 
CATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AECC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2717 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fRlfUT21I 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP • • 00:llJ SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
85 3.028 7.990 40 08 -1.034 670.0 1315. 95.49 .6919-01 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC ".0175 
85 .4344-01 .2333-01 
"·TEST OATA---
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H'HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HlTAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R 8TU/ OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
85 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2163-01 .2603-01 .2603-01 .9000 .9398-03 .1131-02 .7312 5.191 536.6 
85 .10000+00 .30000 341 00 .1033-01 .1241-01 1241-01 .9000 .4485-03 .5393-03 .3504 2.573 533.5 
85 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .5633-02 .6768-02 6768-02 .9000 .2447-03 2940-03 .1918 I 458 530.9 
El5 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1694-01 .2037-01 .2037-01 .9000 .7360-03 .8849-03 .5749 4.154 533.5 
85 .20000 .20000 344 00 7492-02 .9004-02 .9004-02 .9000 .3255-03 3912-03 .2549 1.893 53 •• 5 
85 20000 .40000 345 00 .4893-02 .5877-02 .5877-02 .9000 .2126-03 2553-03 .1669 1.197 529 3 
85 .20000 .60000 346 00 .2115-02 .2538-02 .2538-02 .9000 .9IB6-04 1103-03 .7232-01 .5242 527.If 
85 20000 .80000 3'i7 00 .1224-02 1468-02 .1468-02 .9000 5316-04 6379-04 .4193-01 .2993 525.9 
85 .30000 .50000-01 348 00 .1469-01 .1767-01 1767-01 .9000 63BI-03 7676-03 4974 3.748 535.2 
85 30000 .20000 349 00 .6488-02 .7794-02 7794-02 .9000 .2818-03 3386-03 2211 1.600 530 2 
85 .30000 40COO 350.00 .2913·02 .3497-02 3497-02 .9000 1265-03 1519-03 .9952-01 .7210 528.1 
85 .30000 50000 351 00 .1844-02 .2214-02 .2214-02 9000 8012-04 9617-04 6310-01 4459 527 I 
85 .30000 .90000 352 00 2596-02 .3116-02 .3116-02 .9000 .112B-03 .1354-03 8891-01 .6662 526 It 
85 .40000 10000+00 353 00 .1477-C1 .1775-01 1775-01 9000 6417-03 7713-03 5021 3 689 532 ~ 
85 .40000 20000 354 00 1228-01 .1476-01 1476-01 .9000 5335-03 6411-03 4179 2.975 53\.~ 
85 .40000 50000 356 00 4509-02 5'i13-02 .5413-02 .9000 .1959-03 .2352-03 1542 I 125 527 5 
8: 40000 .90000 358 00 3846-02 .4617-02 .4617-02 .9000 .1671-03 2006-03 .1317 .9929 526 8 
8.) .50000 50000-01 359 00 .4724-01 .5698-01 .5698-01 .9000 .2052-02 .2475-02 1.578 12 33 545 6 
85 50000 .70000 360.00 4098-02 .4919-02 .4919-02 .9000 .1780-03 .2137-03 1402 I 125 527.2 
85 50000 9:1000 361 UO .5286-02 6347-02 6347-02 .9000 .2297-03 .2757-03 1807 1.289 527.7 
85 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 5344-01 .6449-01 .6449-01 .9000 2322-02 2802-02 I 782 13 67 547.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 27IS 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IAAUT211 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~.JITO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT oTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 RooO.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
85 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .5073-01 .6115-01 .6115-01 .9000 .2204-02 .2657-02 1.701 12.B5 5112.8 
85 60000 .20000 364.00 4836-01 .5829-01 .5829-01 .9000 .2101-02 2532-02 1.6"!2 11.94 542.5 
85 .60000 .40000 365.00 .4509-01 .5428-01 5428-01 .9000 . 1959-02 .2358-02 1.521 10.68 538.4 
85 60000 .50000 366.00 .3599-01 .4330-01 4330-01 .9000 . 1564-02 .1881-02 I 218 8.64B 535 9 
85 60000 .70000 367.00 .1032-01 .1240-01 1240-01 .9000 .4483-03 5385-03 .3520 2 822 529 5 
85 60000 .90000 368.00 .8173-02 .9811-02 9811-02 .9000 .3550-03 .4262-03 .2795 2.093 527 4 
85 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .4568-01 .5511-01 5511-01 .9000 .1984-02 2394-02 1.52'3 12.34 546 2 
85 70000 .70000 370.00 .2045-01 2459-01 2459-01 .9000 .8884-03 1068-02 .6941 5 653 533.4 
85 .70000 .90000 371.00 .5473-02 .6578-02 6578-02 .9000 .2378-03 .2858-03 .1860 1.438 532 2 
85 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 .2663-02 .3382-02 .3382-02 .9000 .1157-03 1469-03 .7155-01 .5104 696 2 
85 .80000 .10000+00 373.00 .5099-01 6144-01 .6144-01 .9000 2215-02 .2669-02 1.711 13.02 542.3 
85 80000 .40000 374 GO 2859-01 .3440-01 .3440-01 .9000 1242-02 1494-02 .9661 6.969 536 7 
85 .80000 .501)00 375 00 .2739-01 3293-01 3293-01 .9000 1189-02 1431-02 .9262 6.375 535 9 
85 80000 .70000 376.00 2263-01 .2722-01 .2722-01 .9000 .9831-(13 1182-02 7673 6 135 534 2 
85 .80000 .90000 377 00 2178-01 2618-01 .2618-01 .9000 .9463-03 1138-02 .7400 5717 532.7 
85 90000 10000+00 378 00 .7204-01 .8696-01 .8696-01 .9000 .3130-02 .3778-02 2.398 17.20 548.3 
85 .90000 .30000 379.00 2750-01 .3309-01 .3309-01 .9000 .1195-02 1437-02 .9306 6.826 535 8 
85 90000 .50000 380 00 .2835-02 3403-02 3403-02 .9000 .1232-03 .1478-03 .9708-01 .b819 526.6 
85 90000 .70000 381 00 1006-01 1208-01 .1208-01 .9000 4368-03 5247-03 3432 2 501 529 2 
85 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1409-01 .1694-01 .1694-01 .9000 .6122-03 .7357-03 4794 3.606 531.7 
85 95000 .30000 383 00 .3191-01 .3841-01 3841-01 .9000 1386-02 .1669-02 1.076 7.683 538.2 
85 95000 .5001J0 384.00 .1924-01 2313-01 .2313-01 .9000 .8357-03 .1005-02 6531 't.645 533.1 
85 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1538-01 .1848-01 .1848-01 .9000 .6681-03 .8027-03 .5238 3 560 530 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2719 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UT22) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-sEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
16 . 5159 7.900 40 01 -.3149-02 102.0 1245 . 92.32 .1134-01 .1+952 3721. .3314-03 .71+29-07 
RUN HREr sTN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R RErIR) 
FT2SEC ., 0175 
16 .1722-01 .5631+-01 
···TEsT DATA··· 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAWI aDOT DT\oIOT TH 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2sEC FT2SEC ISEC 
16 .10000+00 .10000+00 31+0.00 .1572-01 .1904-01 .1901+-01 .9000 .2708-03 .3278-03 .1937 1.380 529.5 
16 .10000+00 30000 341. 00 .6558-02 .7937-02 .7937-02 .9000 1129-03 .1367-03 .8093-01 .5959 528.1 
16 .10000+00 50000 342.00 .3957-02 .1+788-02 .1+788-02 .9000 .6815-04 .8245-01+ 4891-01 .3726 527.0 
16 .20000 .10000+00 343 00 7644-02 .9246-02 .921+6-02 .9000 .1316-03 .1592-03 .91+54-01 .6855 526.5 
16 .20000 .20000 344.00 .3561-02 .1+307-02 .4307-02 .9000 6133-01+ .7417-04 .'+409-01 .3282 525.B 
16 .20000 .40000 345 00 2687-02 .3250-02 .3250-02 .9000 4628-04 .5596-01+ .3329-01 .2392 525.3 
16 20000 .60000 346.00 .2056-02 .2486-02 .2486-02 9000 .351+1-04 .42dl-01+ .2550-01 .1851 521+.'+ 
16 .20000 80000 31+7.00 1471-02 .1778-02 .1778-02 9000 .2533-01+ .3061-04 1827-01 .1306 523 3 
16 30000 50000-01 348 00 5539-02 .6702-02 6702-02 9000 .9540-04 .1151+-03 6845-0 I 5179 527.1 
16 30000 20000 349.00 .2562-02 .3097-02 .3097-02 .9000 .1+412-04 .5331+-04 3176-0 I .2305 521+ 7 
16 30000 .40COO 350.00 .2043-02 .2470-02 .2470-02 9000 .3519-01+ .1+254-04 .2536-01 18lfl 521f. I 
16 .30000 50000 351 00 2107-02 2547-02 2547-02 9000 .3629-04 4386-04 2616-01 1852 523.7 
16 30000 90000 352 00 .3409-02 4120-02 4120-02 9000 .5871-04 7095-04 4235-01 3178 523 3 
16 .40000 . 10000+00 353 00 5647-02 .6828-02 6828-02 .9000 9725-04 .1176-03 7001-01 .5164 521+ B 
16 .40000 20000 354.00 .3126'02 3779-02 3779-02 9000 .5384-04 .6508-04 3878-01 2771 521+.2 
16 .40000 .40000 355 00 .1180-08 1337-08 .1337-08 .9000 .2032-10 2302-10 .2151-07 .1858-06 185.9 
16 .40000 50000 356 00 2339-02 .2828-02 2828-02 .9000 .4029-04 .4869-04 .2905-01 2123 5236 
16 .... 0000 90000 358 00 .4279-02 .5172-02 .5172-02 .9000 • 7369-0lf .8907-04 .5315-01 .4015 5235 
16 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 7294-02 8826-02 .8826-02 .9000 .1256-03 .1520-03 .9012-01 7105 527.3 
16 50000 .70000 360 00 .2715-02 3281-02 3281-02 SilOO .4676-04 .5650-04 .3374-01 2713 523 I 
16 .50000 .90000 361 00 5901-02 7133-02 7133-02 9001) 1016-03 1228-03 .7325-01 .5233 521+ 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2720 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL I RltUT22 I 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TOI H(TAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
16 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 .1125-01 .1362-01 .1362-01 .9000 .193B-03 . 23lt5-03 .139S 1.076 5i?7.7 
16 60000 .10000+00 363.00 9568-02 .1157-01 .1157-01 .9000 .16lt8-03 .1993-03 .1183 .9011 526.8 
16 .60000 .20000 36~.00 .5167-02 .6247-02 • 62lt7-02 .9000 .B89B-0~ .1076-03 .6LI02-01 .4753 525.1 
16 60000 .40000 365.00 2680-02 .3239-02 .3239-02 .9000 .4615-0~ • 5578-0lt .3328-01 .2356 523.6 
16 60000 .50000 366.00 .2118-02 2559-02 .2559-02 .9000 36~7-0~ .4407-0~ .2632-01 .1881 523 1 
16 60000 .70000 367 00 3226-02 .3898-02 3898-02 .9000 .5555-04 6713-0lt .400B-01 .3223 523 1 
16 .60000 .90000 368 00 .6514-02 7871-02 .7871-02 .9000 .1122-03 1355-03 .8098-01 .607S 522 8 
16 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .1459-01 1766-01 .1766-01 .9000 2513-03 .3041-03 .1801 1.471 527 9 
16 70000 .70000 370 00 3419-02 4131-02 .~131-02 .9000 .5888-04 7111t-Olt .4250-01 .3lt80 522 9 
16 .70000 .90000 371 00 3975-02 .480S-02 .lt809-02 9000 .6845-0~ 8282-0lt .lt909-01 .3803 527.5 
16 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .1806-01 .218~-01 .2184-01 .9000 .3109-03 .3762-03 .2232 I. 712 526.9 
16 80DOO .ltOOOO 37~ 00 .4501-02 5441-02 5441-02 .9000 .7752-0~ 9370-0lt .5586-01 .~055 52Lf. I 
16 .80000 .50000 375 00 .3255-02 .3934-02 • 393Lf-02 .9000 .5606-0~ .6776-0~ .lt043-01 .2801 523.5 
16 80000 .70000 376 00 .3656-02 .4418-02 .~418-02 .9000 .6296-0~ 7609-0~ .454~-01 • 365Lf 523.1 
16 80000 .90000 377.00 .7098-02 8578-02 8578-02 9000 .1222-03 .1477-03 .8818-01 .6846 523.3 
16 90000 10000+00 .n8.00 2593-01 .3137-01 .3137-01 .9000 .lt465-03 5402-03 .3203 2.322 527.2 
16 .90000 30000 379.00 .8879-02 .107~-01 .107Lf-01 9000 .1529-03 1849-03 .1101 .8121 52~. 7 
lEi 90000 .50000 380.00 .2620-02 3167-02 3167-02 .9000 .'t512-0~ 545Lf-OLf 3251t-01 .2290 523.It 
16 90000 70000 381 00 ~684-02 5659-02 .5659-02 9000 .B066-0~ 9746-04 5825-01 . Lf260 522.5 
16 .90000 .90000 382 00 .8217-02 9931-02 .9931-02 .9000 .1~15-03 1710-03 1021 .7711 523.4 
16 .95000 .30000 383 00 1029-01 .12LfLf-01 .12~Lf-01 .9000 .1772-03 .2ILf3-03 .1276 .S176 52Lf 5 
16 .95000 .50000 30Lf 00 5254-02 6350-02 .6350-02 .9000 .90LfS-OLf .109Lf-03 .6525-01 Lf663 523.5 
16 .95000 .90000 385.00 .10~6-01 .126Lf-01 .126~-01 .9000 .1801-03 2177-03 .1298 .B85~ 523.8 
) --
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2721 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fRlfUT221 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • If 0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLA!:> a .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HIJ 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SFC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
32 1.002 7.940 If 0.01 -.1050-02 205.9 1266. 93.00 .2215-01 .9775 3751f. .6lf28-03 .7lfBLf-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
32 .2'127-01 .lf053-01 
"·TEST DATA"· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
32 .10000+00 .10000+00 3'10.00 .2128-01 .2569-01 .2569-01 .9000 .5163-03 • 6231f-03 .3805 2.712 528.B 
32 • 1000O~00 .30000 3lfl.00 .7810-02 .9lf21f-02 .9lf21f-02 .9000 .1895-03 .2287-03 .llfOI 1.033 526.3 
32 .10000+00 .50000 3'12.00 5366-02 .6lf73-02 6lf73-02 9000 .1302-03 1571-03 .9636-01 .73LfS 525.6 
32 .20000 .10000+00 3lf3.00 .1383-01 1669-01 1669-01 .9000 3356-03 .lf050-03 .2480 J.798 526.8 
32 .20000 .20000 3'1'1.00 .6929-02 8359-02 8359-02 .9000 .1681-03 .2028-03 . 121f1f .9258 526.0 
32 .20000 40000 3'15.00 .4636-02 5591-02 .SS91-02 .9000 .1125-03 .1357-03 .8336-01 .5992 52'1.6 
32 .20000 .60000 3'16 00 .3528-02 .4253-02 .'1253-02 .9000 .8560-04 .1032-03 .6353-01 .14613 523.6 
32 .20000 .80000 3'17 00 .1957-02 2359-02 .2359-02 .9000 .1f7S0-01f . 572't-01f .3530-01 .2525 522.3 
32 .30000 .50000-01 3't8 00 .1118-01 .1350-01 1350-01 .9000 .2713-03 .3275-03 2002 1.511f 527.8 
32 30000 20000 349 00 .'1678-02 .56'11-02 56'11-02 .9000 1135-03 .1369-03 .8lf09-01 .6103 521f 8 
32 .30000 't0000 350.00 .3771-02 .45't7-02 .4547-02 9000 .9151-04 .1103-03 6789-01 .'t930 523 B 
32 30000 .50000 351.00 3728-02 4495-02 .'t495-02 .9000 .90lf7-04 .1091-03 .6717-01 .14756 523 2 
32 30000 90000 352 00 .35'18-02 4275-02 4275-02 9000 .8609-04 .1037-03 .6't05-01 .lfBII 521.6 
32 .lfOOOO .10000+00 353.00 .5097-02 6147-02 61'17-02 9000 .1237-03 .1'192-03 .9168-01 6761f 52'1.5 
32 .40000 .20000 35'1 00 3'155-02 '1166-02 '1166-02 9000 • 838't-0't 1011-03 .6220-01 .'14lf5 523.8 
32 .lfOOOO .50000 356 00 2781-02 .3352-02 .3352-02 9000 6749-0't .8134-0'1 .50IB-01 .3670 522 2 
32 .lfOOOO 90000 358 00 50B4-02 .6127-02 .6127-02 .9000 .1234-03 • JLtB7-03 .9175-01 6936 522 0 
32 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 7638-02 .9214-02 .9214-02 .9000 .1853-03 2236-03 .1372 1.082 525 6 
32 .50000 .70000 160 00 3025-02 . 3645-02 .3645-02 .9000 . .7341-0't • 884't-0't .5467-01 • If If 01 521 0 
32 .50000 .90000 361 00 .5785-02 6973-02 .6973-02 9000 .140't-03 1692-03 .IOlf3 .7458 522.6 
32 .60000 50000-01 362 00 1172-01 141't-01 l'tllf-Ol .9000 .2844-03 .3't31-03 .2102 1.629 526 If 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2722 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRltUT22I 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 Roo BTU/R BIU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
32 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .9116-02 .1099-01 .1099-01 .9000 .2212-03 .2568-03 .1639 1.250 50?4.9 
32 .60000 .20000 364.00 .46-,0-02 .5631-02 .5631-02 .9000 .1133-03 .1366-03 .8410-01 .6248 523.7 
32 .60000 .40000 365 00 .3681-02 .4435-02 .4435-02 .9000 .8931-04 .1076-03 .6645-01 .1f708 521 7 
32 60000 .50000 366 00 2765-02 .3331-02 .3331-02 .9000 .6710-01f .8084-0-+ .4997-01 .3576 520.9 
32 60000 .10000 367.00 2830-02 .3410-02 3410-02 .9000 686S-01f 8274-01f .5115-01 .If 118 520 9 
32 .60000 90000 368 00 5539-02 6674-02 .6674-02 .9000 134'+-03 .1619-03 .1001 .7518 521 2 
32 .70000 50000-01 369 00 .1685-01 .2033-01 .2033-01 .9000 If 088-03 '+933-03 .3021 2. '+69 526 7 
32 .70000 70000 370 00 .319'+-02 38'+8-02 .38'+8-02 .9000 .77'+9-04 .9337-0'+ .5768-01 .4727 521.3 
32 .70000 .90000 371 00 3517-02 '+2'+6-02 '+246-02 .9000 .8535-04 1030-03 .6299-01 .4879 527.7 
32 .80000 50000-01 372.00 .1430-02 .1736-02 .1736-02 .9000 3'+71-04 .'+212-0'+ .2497-01 .1916 5'+6.1f 
32 .80000 .10000+00 373.00 .196'+-0 I .2370-01 .2370-01 .9000 .'+767-03 5751-03 .3526 2.706 526.0 
32 .80000 .'+0000 374.00 .7286-02 8785-02 .8785-02 .9000 .1768-03 .2132-03 .1311 .9521 523.9 
32 .80000 .50000 375 00 .5959-02 .718'+-02 .718'+-02 .9000 .11f'+6-03 1743-03 .1074 .7440 523.1 
32 .80000 .70000 376.00 .4546-02 .5479-02 .5479-02 .9000 .1103-03 .1330-03 .8199-01 .6595 522.5 
32 80000 90000 377 00 6672-02 .8042-02 .801f2-02 .9000 .1619-03 .1951-03 .1203 .9343 522.6 
32 .90000 .10000+00 ~78 00 3087-01 .3726-01 3726-01 9000 7491-03 9042-03 .5526 1t.004 527.9 
32 .90000 .30000 379 00 .1175-01 .1417-01 .1417-01 .9000 .2852-03 .3439-03 .2111t 1.559 521f.1t 
32 .90000 .50000 380 00 3451-02 1t159-02 .4159-02 .9000 .8375-04 1009-03 6232-01 • It 389 521.5 
32 90000 70000 381 00 .5975-02 .7202-02 .7202-02 9000 .llt50-03 1748-03 1078 .7880 522.5 
32 90000 .90000 382.00 .8196-02 .9879-02 .9879-02 .9000 .1989-03 2397-03 .1477 1.116 522.8 
32 95000 .30000 383 00 .1327-01 .1600-01 .1600-01 .9000 .3220-03 3883-03 .2387 1. 716 524.6 
32 .95000 .50000 384 00 .9780-02 .1179-01 .1179-01 .9000 .2373-03 .2861-03 .1761 1.259 523 7 
32 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1166-01 .llt05-01 • IIt05-0 I .9000 .2929-03 .3410-03 2100 l.lt33 523.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2723 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT22) 
VEHT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEO. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2 
73 2.006 7.980 40 03 -.1056-02 434.9 1300. 94.62 .4527-01 2.018 3805. .1291-02 .7614-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REF"tRI 
FT2SEC -.0175 
73 .3503-01 .2867-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TtC NO H/HREF" HtHREF" HtHREF" TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI OOOT DnIDT T\.I 
NUM8ER R"I.0 R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUt OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
73 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .1665-01 .2004-01 .2004-01 .9000 .5833-03 .7020-03 .4480 3.189 531.5 
73 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .8209-02 .9876-02 .9876-02 .9000 .2875-03 .3459-03 .2214 1.629 529.7 
73 • 10000+00 .50000 342.00 .1039-01 .1250-01 .1250-01 .9000 .3641-03 .4379-03 .2806 2.136 528.8 
73 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1729-01 .2080-01 2080-01 .9000 .6056-03 .7285-03 .4663 3.376 529.6 
73 .20000 .20000 344.00 .7415-02 8917-02 8917-02 .9000 .2597-03 .3123-03 .2005 1.491 527.7 
13 .20000 .40000 345 00 4536-02 .5453-02 5453-02 .9000 .1589-03 .1910-03 .1228 .8817 526.8 
73 .20000 60000 346 00 .2785-02 3346-02 3346-02 .9000 .9754-04 .1172-03 .7556-01 .5483 525.0 
73 .20000 .80000 347 00 .3806-02 .4572-02 .4572-02 .9000 .1333-03 .1602-03 .1033 .7379 524.7 
73 .30000 50000-01 348 00 .1446-01 .1739-0 I 1739-01 .9000 .5064-03 .6092-03 3897 2.944 530.0 
73 .30000 20000 349.00 .3754-02 .4512-02 4512-02 .9000 .1315-03 .1580-03 .1017 .7378 526.1 
73 .30000 40COO 350 00 .2551-02 3065-02 3065-02 9000 .8934-04 .1074-03 6921-01 .5022 525 0 
73 .30000 50000 351 00 .2796-02 3360-02 3360-02 .9000 .9795-04 .1177-03 7591-01 .5371 524 7 
73 .30000 .90000 352 00 .4658-02 .5597-02 5597-02 .9000 .1632-03 1960-03 .1264 .9481 524 8 
73 40000 10000+00 353.00 7801-02 9377-02 9377-02 9000 .2732-03 .3284-03 2113 1 557 526 5 
73 .40000 20000 354 00 4884-02 .5870-02 5870-02 .9000 1711-03 .2056-03 132~ 9447 526 0 
73 40000 .50000 356 00 3618-02 4347-02 4347-02 .9000 .1267-03 .1523-03 .9820-01 .7172 524 9 
73 .40000 90000 358 00 .4910-02 5900-02 5900-02 .9000 1720-03 .2067-03 .1332 1.006 525 1 
73 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .1884-01 .2267-01 .2267-01 .9000 6598-03 .7942-03 .5069 3 988 531.5 
73 .50000 .70000 360 00 3052-02 .3666-02 .3666-02 .9000 .1069-03 .1284-03 .8290-01 .6663 524 1 
73 .50000 .90000 361 00 .5779-02 6945-02 6945-02 .9000 .2024-03 .2433-03 .1568 1.119 525.3 
73 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 3053-01 .3577-01 3577-01 .9000 .1059-02 .1288-02 .8180 6 314 534 6 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL HGE 272't 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR~UT22) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HeTO) HeTAW) aDOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R" BTU/R _ BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
73 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 2580-01 .3106-01 .3106-01 .9000 .9039-03 .IOB8-02 .69~~ 5.279 531.~ 
73 60000 .20000 36~.00 .171~-01 .2063-01 .2063-01 .9000 .6005-03 .7225-03 .~62~ 3.~25 529.7 
73 .60000 .~OOOO 365.00 8970-02 .1078-01 .1078-01 .9000 .31~2-03 .3777-03 .2~30 1.718 526.2 
73 .60000 .50000 366.00 .602'1-02 7238-02 ."7238-02 .9000 .2110-03 .2535-03 .1635 1.167 52~.9 
73 .60000 .70000 367 00 3015-02 .3622-02 .3622-02 .9000 .1056-03 .1269-03 .8189-01 .6581 52~.2 
73 .60000 .90000 368.00 6'1'1~-02 7741-02 .7741-02 .9000 .2257-03 .2711-03 .1750 I 313 52~.2 
73 .70000 .50000-01 369.00 .~34~-01 .5238-01 .5238-01 9000 .1522-02 .1835-02 I 159 9.414 539.2 
73 .70000 70000 370 00 .4183-02 5026-02 .5026-02 .9000 .1~65-03 .1760-03 .1135 .9286 524.9 
73 .70000 .90000 371.00 3038-02 3655-02 .3655-02 .9000 .106~-03 .12BO-03 .8189-01 .6336 530 0 
73 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 1301-02 1637-02 .1637-02 9000 .4557-04 5735-04 .2885-01 .2087 666 6 
73 80000 .10000+00 373.00 .5945-01 .7168-01 .7168-01 .9000 .2082-02 .2511-02 1.587 12.10 537.7 
73 .80000 .~OOOO 37'1.~0 .2788-01 3356-01 .3356-01 .9000 .9767-03 1176-02 .7500 5.~24 531.7 
73 .80000 .50000 375 00 .1927-01 .2319-01 .2319'=-01 .9000 .6751-03 ~8122-03 5201 3.592 529.4 
73 .80000 .70000 376 00 .9503-02 .1142-01 .1142-01 .9000 .3329-03 .4001-03 .2574 2.067 526.3 
73 80000 90000 377.00 1001-01 .1202-01 .1202-01 .9000 .3505-03. .4212-03 a713 2 lo't-.- 525 5 
73 .90000 .10000+00 .578 DO .7613-01 9186-01 .9186-01 .9000 .2667-02 .3218-02 2 023 14.56 541.0 
73 .90000 .30000 379.00 .4410-01 5310-01 .5310-01 .9000 .1545-02 1860-02 1.18'+ 8.69'+ 533 2 
73 .90000 .50000 380 00 .3518-02 .4227-02 .~227-02 .9000 .1232-03 1481-03 .9554-01 .6718 524.5 
73 90000 70000 381 00 .1369-01 .1645-01 1645·01 9000 .4794-03 .5763-03 .3707 2 705 526.6 
73 .90000 .90000 382.00 .1639-01 .1971-01 1971-01 .9000 .57'12-03 .6904-03 .4432 3.341 527.7 
73 .95000 30000 383.00 4358-01 .5249-01 5249-01 .9000 .1527-02 .1839-02 1.169 8 368 533.6 
73 .95000 .50000 384 00 .3622-01 4361-01 .4361-01 .9000 .1269-02 1528-02 .9726 6.917 533.0 
73 .95000 .90000 385.00 2231-01 .2682-01 .2682-01 .9000 .7814-03 .9395-03 .6033 4.107 527.6 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2725 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT221 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
82 3.020 7.990 40.06 -.1"'3"'-06 669.7 1317 95 63 .6916-01 3.091 3830. .1952-02 .7696-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REF!RI 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
82 .... 3 ...... -01 .2335-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
92 .10000+00 .10000+00 3"'0.00 .2073-01 .21t92-01 2492-01 .9000 .9006-03 .1083-02 .70"'9 5.011 53 ... 0 
82 .10000+00 .30000 3"'1.00 .9829-02 .1181-01 .1181-01 .9000 .4270-03 .5130-03 .3354 2.466 531.2 
82 .10000+00 .50000 3"'2 00 ""'35-02 8930-02 .8930-02 .9000 .3230-03 .3880-03 25 ... 1 1.933 530.0 
82 .20000 .10000+00 343 00 .1631-01 .1959-01 1959-01 .9000 .7085-03 .8511-03 .5568 4.028 530.8 
82 20000 20000 34... 00 7207-02 8651t-02 8654-02 .9000 3131-03 .3760-03 .21t67 1.83'" 529.0 
82 .20000 .... 0000 345 00 .5562-02 .6677-02 6677-02 9000 .21t17-03 .2901-03 .1906 1.368 527.8 
132 .20000 .EOOOO 346 00 .2631t-02 .3160-02 .3160-02 .9000 111t1t-03 1373-03 9048-01 .6562 526.1 
82 20000 80000 347.00 .1866-02 .2238-02 2238-02 9000 .8105-01t .9721-01t 6420-01 ... 586 52... 6 
82 .30000 50000-01 3 ... 8 00 .1370-01 1647-01 .16"'7-01 9000 5954-03 .7155-03 1t672 3.526 532 0 
82 .30000 20000 349 00 1t666-02 .5599-02 5599-02 .9000 .2027-03 .21t33-03 1600 1.160 527.2 
82 .30000 1t0COO 350 00 2191-02 2629-02 2629-02 .9000 .9519-01t .111t2-03 .7528-01 .51t60 525 9 
82 .30000 50000 351 00 2258-02 2708-02 2708-02 .9000 .9808-04 1177-03 .7762-01 .51t90 525.2 
82 30000 90000 352 00 3705-02 .4444-02 4444-02 .9000 1609-03 1931-03 1273 .9543 525.7 
82 .40000 10000+00 353 00 1010-01 1212-01 1212-01 .9000 "'388-03 5267-03 .3459 2 547 528.4 
82 .40000 20000 354 00 7545-02 9057-02 .9057-02 .9000 3278-03 .3935-03 2585 I 843 528 I 
82 40000 40000 355 00 1871-08 2117-08 2117-08 .9000 .8127-10 9198-10 9190-07 .7936-06 185 9 
82 .... 0000 50000 356 00 3220-02 3863-02 .3863-02 .9000 .1399-03 .1678-03 .1106 .8075 525.9 
82 40000 90000 358 00 .5209-02 6250-02 6250-02 .9000 .2263-03 .2715-03 .1789 1.350 526.0 
82 .50000 -50000-01 359 00 .2763-01 3325-01 .3325-01 ~:1000 1200-02 .1"'4"'-02 9354 7.337 537 4 
82 50000 70000 360 00 3253-02 3902-02 3902-02 9000 .llt 13-03 .1695-03 .1118 8980 525.5 
82 50000 90000 361 00 6154-02 .7385-02 .7385-02 9000 .2674-03 3209-03 2112 1.507 526.7 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 272d 
OHB4B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT221 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREr H/HRc:r H/HREr TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R STUI OEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
82 60000 .50000-01 362 00 .5083-01 .6127-01 .6127-01 .9000 2208-02 .2662-02 1.706 13. II 5114.0 
82 60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4730-01 .5696-01 .5696-01 .9000 .2055-02 .247'+-02 1.596 12.08 540.0 
82 .60000 .20000 364 00 .3614-01 .4349-01 4349-01 .9000 .1570-02 .1889-02 1.224 9.031 537.2 
82 60000 .40000 365 00 2134-01 2564-01 2564-01 .9000 .9272-03 .1114-02 .7284 5.137 531.1 
82 60000 .50000 366 00 .1426-01 1713-01 1713-01 .9000 6197-03 .7441-03 .4881 3.47El 529.1 
82 60000 .70000 367 00 4368-02 .5240-02 .5240-02 .9000 .1898-03 .2277-03 .1501 1.206 525.7 
82 .60000 .9UOOO 368 00 6684-02 .8019-02 .8019-02 .9000 .2904-03 .3484-03 .2231 1.722 525.7 
82 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 .6498-01 7844-01 .7844-01 .9000 .2823-02 .3408-02 2.167 17.51 549.1 
82 .70000 70000 370 00 8664-02 .1040-01 .1040-01 .9000 3764-03 .4518-03 .2970 2.427 527.5 
82 .70000 .90000 371.00 .4065-02 4882-02 .4882-02 .9000 .1766-03 .2121-03 .1388 1.07'+ 530.6 
82 .80000 50000-01 372 00 1304-02 1651-02 .1651-02 .9000 5664-0'+ .7172-0'+ .3548-01 .2538 690.3 
82 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 .6365-01 .7671-01 .7671-01 .9000 .2765-02 3333-02 2.139 16.27 543.3 
82 .80000 .40000 374.00 4215-01 .5074-01 .5074-01 .9000 .1831-02 .2204-02 1.425 10.27 538 5 
82 .80000 .50000 375.00 .3380-01 .4066-01 .4066-01 .9000 1468-02 .1766-02 1.146 7.884 536.4 
82 80000 70000 376 00 1773-01 2130-01 .2130-01 9000 7705-03 9255-03 .6054 4 849 530.9 
82 .80000 90000 !.77 00 1624-01 1950-01 .1950-01 .9000 7057-03 8474-03 5559 4.303 529.0 
82 .90000 .10000+00 378.00 6373-01 .7682-01 .7682-01 .9000 .2769-02 3337-02 2.139 15.37 544.1 
82 .90000 .30000 379.00 3647-01 4386-01 .4386-01 .9000 .1584-02 1905-02 1.238 9 082 535 3 
82 90000 50000 380 00 .3374-02 .40'+8-02 .4048-02 9000 1466-03 1759-03 1160 .8150 525.6 
82 90000 .70000 381 00 .1679-01 .2016-01 2016-01 .9000 7293-03 .8757-03 5745 '+.188 528.9 
82 .90000 .90000 382 00 .2005-01 .2409-01 .2409-01 .9000 .8712-03 .1046-02 .68'+9 5.155 530.5 
82 .95000 .30000 383.00 .3245-01 .3903-01 3903-01 .9000 .1410-02 .1696-02 1.101 7.87'+ 535.'+ 
82 .95000 .50000 384 00 .3027-01 .3640-01 36'+0-01 .9000 .1315-02 1581-02 1.028 7.308 53'+.7 
82 .95000 .9COOO 385 00 .2355-01 .2828-01 .2828-01 .9000 .1023-02 .1229-02 .EO'+5 5.469 530.2 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2727 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT221 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IrT2 
145 3 684 8.000 40. 10 -.1083-02 853.6 1353 98 02 .8744-01 3.917 3883. .2408-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
145 .'t914-01 .2108-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HlTO) HITAW) OOOT Ollo/OT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R-0.9 Roo 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
1't5 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2193-01 .2629-01 .2629-01 .9000 .1078-02 .1?92-02 .8790 6.239 536.9 
145 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .1068-01 .1279-01 .1279-01 .9000 .521,6-03 .6285-03 .4293 3.151 53'+.3 
1 't5 • 10000+00 .50000 3',2.00 .9223-02 .1105-01 .1105-01 .9000 .4532-03 .5't28-03 .3715 2.822 532.9 
145 20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1517-01 .1816-01 .1816-01 .9000 .7453-03 .8926-03 .6107 4.413 533.2 
l't5 .20000 .20000 344 00 .6940-02 8307-02 .8307-02 .9000 3"'10-03 .'t082-03 280't 2.082 530.6 
1't5 .20000 .'t0000 345.00 .6538-02 .7826-02 7826-02 .9000 .3213-03 38't6-03 .26't1 1.893 530.6 
145 .20000 60000 346.00 .3972-02 't752-02 't752-02 .9000 .1952-03 .2335-03 .1609 1.165 528.5 
1't5 20000 80000 347 00 't318-02 5165-02 .5165-02 .9000 .2122-03 .2538-03 1750 I 2lt8 528.0 
Ilt5 .30000 50000-01 348 00 .1337-01 1602-01 1602-01 9000 .6572-03 ."1871-03 .~38't 't.061 533 3 
145 30000 20000 3lt9 00 .4775-02 5713-02 5713-02 9000 2346-03 2808-03 1932 J .399 529 2 
145 .30000 'tOCOO 350 00 . 30~4-02 36't1-02 .36't1-02 9000 .149F-03 1789-03 1233 .8931 528 't 
1't5 .30000 50000 351 00 .2574-02 3079-02 3079-02 9000 .1265-03 1513-03 .104't .7372 527 7 
145 .30000 90000 352 00 6934-02 .8296-02 8296-02 9000 3408-03 .'t077-03 2809 2.102 528.'t 
145 40000 .10000+00 353 00 • 1091-01 1306-01 1306-01 9000 .5361-03 6't16-03 It't08 3 21.j2 530 't 
14'5 .40000 20000 354 00 .726't-02 8692-02 8692-02 9000 .3569-03 .'t271-03 .2939 2.094 529 't 
1't5 .40000 50000 356 00 .3480-02 't162-02 't162-02 .9000 1710-03 .2045-03 l'tll 1.029 527.7 
145 40000 .90000 358 00 7736-02 9257-02 .9257-02 9000 3802-03 45't9-03 .3131 2 359 529.0 
145 .50000 50000-01 359 00 1127-01 .3751-01 3751-01 .9000 1537-02 .18't3-02 1.250 9.79't 539 3 
145 .50000 70000 360.00 .3651-02 .'t367-02 .'t367-02 .9000 . 1791t-03 .21't6-03 .1't79 J .187 528 I 
145 .50000 .90000 361.00 7808-02 93't3-02 93't3-02 .9000 .3837-03 .'t591-03 .3159 2 251 529.2 
145 .COOOO 50COO-OI 362 00 5260-01 6319-01 .6319-01 9000 .2585-02 .3105-02 2 086 1£1. 0 I 54!,;' 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2728 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR'+UT22' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO, HITAW, OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 Ra O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
145 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .4005-01 .4803-01 .Lt803-01 .9000 .1968-02 .2360-02 1.602 12.13 538.7 
ILt5 .60000 .20000 36Lt.00 .2841-01 .3406-01 .3Lt06-01 .9000 .1396-02 .1673-02 1.139 8.409 536.6 
1 Lt5 .60000 .LtOOOO 365 00 .2118-01 .2537-01 .2537-01 .9000 .10LtI-02 .12Lt7-02 .8529 6.008 533 3 
145 .60000 .50000 366 00 1565-01 1874-01 • 187Lt-01 .9000 .7692-03 .9208-03 .6317 Lt .Lt96 531 Lt 
145 .60000 .70000 367 00 4977-02 5954-02 .5954-02 .9000 .2446-03 .2926-03 .2016 1.617 528.4 
145 .60000 .90000 368.00 7849-02 9389-02 .9389-02 .9000 .3857-03 4614-03 .3181 2.382 528.0 
145 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .6789-01 8168-01 .8168-01 .9000 .3336-02 .401Lt-02 2.672 21.56 551.7 
145 .70000 .70000 370.00 .1028-01 .1231-01 .1231-01 .9000 .5053-03 .6048-03 415Lt 3.388 530.7 
145 .70000 90000 371 00 .3883-02 .4650-02 .4650-,12 .9000 1908-03 2285-03 .1565 1.209 532.7 
145 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 .8318-03 .1107-02 .1107-02 .90eO .4087-04 5440-04 .2223-01 .1506 808.8 
1Lt5 .80000 10000+00 373 00 .5730-01 6890-01 .6890-01 .9000 2820-02 .3386-02 2.281 17.35 5'+3.7 
145 .80000 40000 374 00 .4291-01 .5149-01 .51Lt9-01 .9000 .2108-02 .2530-02 1.711 12 31 5,+ 1.3 
1 Lt5 .80000 .50000 375.00 .3449-01 4136-01 4136-01 9000 .1695-02 2032-02 1.391 9.Lt93 538 0 
145 .80000 70000 376 00 .1859-01 2227-01 .2227-01 .9000 .9134-03 .1094-02 .7478 5.981 533.9 
145 .80000 90000 377.00 .1596-01 .1910-01 .1910-01 .9000 .7840-03 .9387-03 .6436 4 975 531.8 
1Lt5 .gOOOO .10000+00 .518 00 .5532-01 66Lt2-01 .6642-01 .9000 .2719-02 3264-02 2.201 15.82 543 2 
145 .90000 30000 379 00 .3723-01 4465-01 • LtLt65-01 .9000 .1830-02 .219Lt-02 I.Lt90 10.91 538.3 
145 90000 .50000 380 00 3844-02 .4598-02 • Lt598-02 .9000 .1889-03 2259-03 1559 1.09Lt 527.5 
145 90000 70000 381 00 1620-01 1939-01 1939-01 9000 .7959-03 .9529-03 .6537 4 759 531.'+ 
ILt5 90000 .90000 382 00 .1759-01 .2107-01 2107-01 .9000 .8646-03 .1036-02 .7086 5.327 533.1 
145 .95000 .30000 383.00 3186-01 .3820-01 .3820-01 .9000 .1566-02 .1877-02 1.277 9 124 536.9 
145 .95000 .50000 384.00 .3347-01 .LtOI3-01 .4013-01 .9000 .1645-02 .1972-02 1.3LtI 9.512 537.6 
ILt5 .95000 .90000 38~ 00 21Lt2-01 2565-01 .2565-01 .9000 .1052-02 1260-02 .8627 5.857 532 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2729 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT25) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • ItO.OO - 8ETA • 1.1l00 ELEVON • .0000 8DFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST COND IT IONS - - -
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT CEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PS: FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
20 .5050 7.900 40.03 1 • Olt 1 100.6 1251. 92 77 .1118-01 • 4882 3730 • .3252-03 .7lt65-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ·.0175 
20 .1711-01 .5691-01 
---TEST DATA-·· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAWI OOOT DTIoolDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TCl FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
20 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.00 .2057-01 .2488-01 .2488-01 .9000 .3521-03 .lt258-03 • 25lt4 1.81'+ !52B.2 
20 .10000+00 .30000 3ltl.00 .7456-02 .9012~02 9012-02 .9000 .1276-03 • 15'+2-03 • 92lt6-01 .6815 526.1 
20 .10000+00 .50000 3lt2.00 .4748-02 .5737-02 5737-02 .9000 .8126-G4 .9818-olt .5897-01 .lt496 !5Z5.0 
20 .20000 10000+00 343.00 .1125-01 1359-01 .1359-01 .9000 .1925-03 .2326-03 .1397 1.01'+ 525. I 
20 .20000 20000 344.00 .4905-02 .5926-02 5926-02 .9000 .8395-04 .1014-03 .6096-01 .4542 524.5 
20 .20000 .40000 345.00 .2725-02 .3291-02 .3291-02 .9000 .4664-0lt .5633-0lt .3391-01 .2438 523.7 
20 20000 .60000 346.00 .2437-02 .2943-02 2943-02 9000 .4171-04 .5036-04 .3035-01 .2205 522.9 
20 20000 .80000 347 00 2289-02 2763-02 .2763-02 .9000 .3917-04 .4729-04 • 2851t-01 .2041 522.1 
20 30000 50000-01 348 00 1433-01 .1732-01 1732-111 9000 2452-03 2964-03 .1776 1.34'+ 526 6 
20 .30000 ".20000 349 00 .4241-02 .5122-02 .5122-02 9000 .7258-04 8766-04 5277-01 .3831 523.7 
20 .30000 40COO 350 00 .2050-02 2476-02 2476-(12 9000 .3509-04 .4237-04 2554-01 1855 522.8 
20 30000 50000 351 00 .2058-02 2485-02 .2485-02 .9000 3522-04 .4253-0' .. 2566-01 .1817 522.3 
20 ~0000 90000 352 00 .3806-02 4594-02 4594-02 9000 6513-04 .7863-04 4746-01 .3564 522.0 
20 .40000 10000+00 353 00 . I 133-01 .1369-01 1369-01 9000 1939-03 2342-03 .1408 1.039 524 4 
20 .40000 20000 354 00 .6140-02 .7416-02 7416-02 .9000 .1051-03 .1269-03 .7642-01 .5461 523.5 
20 40000 50000 356 00 2279-02 .2751-02 .2751-02 .9000 .3900-04 .4708-04 .2841-01 .2078 522 1 
20 40000 .90000 358 00 .4696-02 .5669-02 5669-02 .9000 8036-04 .9702-04 .5855-01 .4lt26 522.1 
20 50000 .50000-01 359 no 2083-01 .2518-01 2518-01 .9000 3565-03 .4309-03 .2582 2.036 526.4 
20 50000 70000 360.00 .1759-02 .2123-02 .2123-02 .9000 .3011-olt .3634-04 .2196-01 .1768 521.2 
20 .50000 90000 361 00 4725-02 5704-02 .5704-02 .9000 .8086-04 .9763-04 .5888-01 .4210 522.5 
20 .60000 .50000-01 362 00 2238-01 2705-01 .2705-01 .9000 .3829-03 .4629-03 .2772 2.148 526.8 
DA TE 23 F"E8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONI( TUNNEL PAOE 2730 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT25! 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HITO! '"'I TAW! ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER RaiD R"O.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEO. -R CEO. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
20 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .1816-01 .2194-01 2194-01 5000 .3107-03 .3755-03 .2252 1.717 5~5.8 
20 60000 .20000 364.00 1006-01 1215-01 .1215-01 9000 .17L2-03 2080-03 .1250 .9285 524.5 
20 60000 .40000 365 00 .5981-02 .7220-02 .7220-02 9000 .1024-03 .1236-03 7454-CI .5280 522 4 
20 60~1)0 .50COO 366.00 3827-02 4619-02 461~-02 9000 .6549-04 7905-04 .4775-01 3416 521 6 
20 60000 .70000 367.00 .1984-02 2394-02 2394-02 9000 .3395-04 .4098-04 .2477-01 .1994 521 I 
20 60COO .90000 368.00 4245-0t? 5124-02 5124-02 9000 .7265-04 6763-04 .5300-01 .3982 521.1 
20 70000 500CO-01 369 00 2139-01 .2586-01 .2586-01 9000 3661-03 4425-03 2650 2 166 "'26 7 
20 70000 7000il 370 00 .2948-02 3558-02 3558-02 9000 5045-04 .6089-04 .3680-01 .3016 521.2 
20 70000 .90000 371 00 .2060-02 2491-02 2491-02 9000 .3525-04 4263-04 2548-01 .1973 527 9 
20 80000 .10000+00 373 00 2040-01 .2466-01 .2466-01 9000 3491-03 4220-03 2531 1.942 525.9 
20 80000 40000 374.00 8750-02 . 1057-01 1057-01 9000 .1497-03 1809-03 .1089 .7909 523.1t 
~C .80'::00 .50000 375 00 6980-02 8428-02 8428-02 9000 .1 :95-03 1442-03 .8597-01 .6021 522 6 
20 .8COOO .7COOO 376.00 4731-02 5712-02 5712-02 9000 8097-0't 9775-04 5901-01 . 't748 ~I 9 
20 80000 90000 377.00 .5703-02 .6884-02 6884-02 9000 • 9759-0't 1178-03 .7113-01 .5526 521 9 
20 90000 .10000+00 378 00 2321-01 .2805-01 2805-01 9000 3972-03 4801-03 288D- C 089 525 8 
20 90('00 30000 .579 00 1122-01 .1355-01-- 1355-01 90110 ~1921-03 .2319-03 .1397 I 031 523.3 
20 .90000 'SOCOO 380 00 .2481-02 2995-02 2995-02 9000 .'t246-0lf 5125-04 3095-01 .2179 521.8 
20 90000 70000 381.00 .6222-02 .7511-02 .7511-02 9000 • 1065-03 1285-03 7763-01 5680 521.7 
20 90000 .90000 382.00 .6827-02 8242-02 8242-02 9rJQO .1168-03 .1411-03 8506-01 6't30 522.5 
20 95000 .30000 383 00 .1173-01 1't16-01 1416-01 9000 .2007-03 2424-03 1461 1.051 523 0 
20 .95000 :0000 3B't 00 .9206-02 .1112-01 1112-01 9000 .1575-03 1902-1)3 1147 .8197 522 9 
20 .95000 .90000 385 00 9't68-02 .1143-01 . Il't3-0 I 9000 .1620-03 1957-03 1179 .8047 522.9 
DA TE 23 FEe eo OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2731 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UT25) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH & 8 000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP • • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUM8ER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA DEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
35 1.01 I 7.940 40.05 1.019 204 7 1254. 02.12 .2202-01 .9718 3736. .6452-03 .7'i13-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC &.0175 
35 .2416-01 4041-01 
·"TEST DATA··' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HRE:F H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R-0.9 R& BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEG R 
TAW/TO n2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
35 .10000+00 .10000+00 340.(1;:: .1940-01 .2226-01 .2226-01 .9000 .4446-03 .5376-03 .3220 2.295 529.3 
35 .10000+00 .30000 341 uO .7588-02 9172-02 9172-02 9000 .1833-03 2216-03 1330 .9795 528.0 
35 .10000+00 .50000 342 00 .5494-02 6640-02 .6640-02 9000 .1327-03 1604-03 .96"4-01 .73 .. 7 527.0 
35 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1654-QI .1999-01 .1999-01 9000 .3995-03 .4828-03 .2901 2.103 527." 
35 20000 .20000 344.00 .7548-02 .9122-02 9122-02 9000 .1823-03 .2204-03 .1325 .9858 527.1 
35 .20000 40000 345.00 .4565-02 .551'1-02 5514-02 9000 .1 \03-03 .1332-03 .8025-01 .5765 525 8 
35 .20000 60000 346.00 .3318-02 4007-CJ2 .4007-02 9000 .801'1-04 .9680-04 5839-01 .1t237 525.1 
35 .20000 .80000 31t7 00 IQ10-02 2306-02 2306-02 9000 .1t613-0't .5570-0" 3366-01 .2 .. 05 52.. 0 
35 .30000 .50000-01 349 00 .1498-01 1811-01 1811-01 9000 3619-03 4375-03 2622 1.982 529 0 
35 .30000 20000 349 GO 1t735-02 .5721-02 5721-02 9000 1144-03 .1382-03 8325-01 6039 525 8 
35 .30noo 40eoo 3'50 00 26al-02 .3238-02 3238-02 9000 6477-04 7822-01t 4720-01 3425 52"9 
35 .3(,0110 .50000 351 00 .2733-02 3300-02 3300-02 9000 6600-04 7971-04 4813-01 3405 524 5 
35 30000 90000 352 00 .3648-02 4'tU5-02 4405-02 9000 8811-04 1064-03 .6-+27-01 4821 524 3 
35 4(1000 .10000+00 353 00 .6601-02 .7975-02 7975-02 9000 15Q5-03 .1926-03 1160 .8552 526 0 
35 .40000 20000 354 00 .4326-02 5225-02 .5225-02 9000 10';5-03 .1262-03 .7610-01 5434 525 3 
35 .40000 .50000 356 00 293';-02 354"'-02 .354'1-02 9000 .7086-0't 8560-0'; 5169-01 .3776 524 5 
35 .'t0000 .90000 358 00 5177-02 6252-02 .6252-02 9000 1250-03 .1510-03 9114-0l 6880 524 8 
35 .50000 50000-01 3'::19 00 7234-02 87't3-02 87';3-02 9000 \747-03 .2112-03 .1269 I 001 527 2 
35 .50000 .70000 360 00 .2816-02 3';00-02 3400-02 9000 6802-0'; .8212-0Lf .Lf96Lf-01 .3990 523 9 
35 50000 90000 361 00 6312-02 762Lf-02 762Lf-02 9000 1525-03 18Lf2-03 1110 .7928 525 4 
35 .60000 50000-01 362 00 1015-01 1227-01 1227-01 9000 2't51-03 2963-03 1778 1.377 528 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSONlf TUNNEL PAGE 2732 
OH8~8 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR'tUT25) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/Cv TIC NO HIRREr H/HREF H/HREr TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R"O 9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
35 60000 .10000+00 363.00 9484-02 .1146-01 .1146-01 9000 .2291-03 .2769-03 .1664 I 267 527.3 
35 .60000 20001' 364.00 .6120-02 .7395-02 .7395-02 3000 .1478-03 .1786-03 .1075 .7976 526.4 
35 60000 .40000 365 00 4657-02 5624-02 .562~-02 3000 1125-03 1359-03 8200-01 .5802 5i4 7 
35 .60000 .50000 366 00 3696-02 4463-02 4463-02 3000 .8928-04 1078-03 .6514-01 .4654 524 0 
35 60000 .70000 367 00 280t-02 .~382-02 3382-02 9000 .6766-04 8170-04 .4938-01 .396~ 523 9 
35 60000 .90000 368 00 5869-02 .7087-02 .7087-02 9000 .1418-03 1712-03 .1034 7761 524 0 
35 70000 .50000-01 369 00 1463-01 1769-01 1769-01 9000 3534-03 4272-03 .2563 2.093 528 4 
35 70000 .7000J 370 00 3453-02 4170-02 4170-02 9000 .83 .. 1-04 1007-03 6087-01 .4981 524 0 
35 70000 90000 371 CO 3529-02 4267-02 1t267-02 9000 8525-01t 1031-03 6178-01 .4783 528 9 
35 80000 50000-01 37?OO .1t816-02 6194-02 .6194-02 9000 1163-03 1496-03 6559-01 • It 692 689 9 
35 80000 .10000·00 373 00 .2001t-01 .2422-01 2422-01 9000 .1t840-03 5851-03 .3512 2 692 528.1 
35 801100 40000 371t 00 .9592-02 1159-01 .1159-01 9000 .2317-03 2799-03 .1686 I 223 526 0 
35 .80000 50000 375.00 .771t3-02 .9354-02 9351t-02 9000 .1870-03 .2259-03 1361 .9419 525 8 
35 80000 70000 376 00 4881-02 5895-02 5895-02 9000 1179-03 11t24-03 . 8593-01 .690 .. 52.. 9 
35 .80000 .90000 377.00 6393-02 7721-02 7721-02 9000 1544-03 1865-03 1126 8733 52" 7 
35 90000 .10000+00 .n800 2868-01 31t68 -0 I 3468-01 9000 6927-03 8378-03 .5015 3 631 529 6 
35 .90000 .30000 379.00 1461-01 1765-01 1765-0 I 9000 .352a-03 ."263-03 2565 I 890 526 7 
35 90000 50000 380 00 3332-02 "023-02 ."023-02 9000 801t8-0~ .9719-0" .5871-01 .1t128 524 3 
35 90000 7C:J00 381 00 .6716-02 .8111-02 8111-02 9000 1622-03 1959-03 .1183 861t0 521t.6 
35 90000 .90000 382 00 7861-02 .9495-02 91t95-02 9000 1899-03 2294-03 • 1383 1.01t .. 525 3 
35 95000 30000 3A3 00 .1589-01 .1920-01 1920-01 9000 .3837-03 1t637-03 .2789 2.003 526 8 
35 .95000 .50000 38~ 00 .1274-01 .1539-01 .1539-01 9000 .3077-03 3718-03 .2239 1.598 526 0 
35 .95000 90000 38'3.00 .1252-01 1512-01 .1512-01 9000 .3023-03 .3652-03 .2203 I 502 525 0 
DA TE 23 FEe eo OH84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONII TUNNEL PAGE 2733 
OH84S 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR'tUT251 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
M'CH 
-
8.000 ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
SOFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. OEO PSIA DEf3 R DEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
70 2.009 7.980 '+0.07 1.025 ,+35 0 1299 '!'+ 54 .'+529-01 2.019 3804. .1293-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
rT2SEC "' 0175 
70 .3503-01 .2865-01 
···TCST OATA·H 
RUN ZVIBV xv/ev TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H"EF TAWITO HITOI I1ITI.WI OOOT On-lOT TW 
NUMBER Rsl.O R-0.9 R"' BTU/R BTUIR BTUI CEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC FTeSCC ISEC 
70 .IOGOO+OO .10000+00 3'40.00 .1707-01 2056-01 .2056-01 9000 .5981-03 .7200-03 .'+58 .. 3.262 532.1 
70 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .7437-02 .8548-02 .89'+8-02 9000 2605-03 3134-03 .2003 I. '+7'+ 529.6 
70 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .9529-02 11,+7,0 I .11'+7-01 .9000 .3338-03 .'+016-03 .2567 1.953 529.6 
70 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1753-01 .2110-01 .2110-01 9000 6141-03 .7390-03 .'+719 3 '+15 530.3 
70 .20000 .20000 344.00 .76::16-02 .91'+8-02 9148-02 9000 2664-03 3204-03 .2052 1.526 528.3 
70 .20000 40000 345.00 .5118-02 6154-02 6154-02 9000 1793-03 2155-03 .1383 .9925 527.'+ 
70 .20000 6COOO 346 00 .3125-02 3756-02 .3755-02 9000 .1095-03 .1316-03 .8461-01 .6138 525 6 
70 .20000 80000 347 00 3889-02 .4674-02 .4674-02 9l'00 .1362-03 11337-03 .105'+ .7525 525.1 
70 .30000 50000-01 348 00 .1515-01 .1824-01 1824-01 9000 5308-03 6389-03 .4076 3 078 530.8 
70 .30000 20000 349 00 4090-02 .4917-02 4917·02 9'100 1433-03 1722-03 1106 .8018 526.7 
70 30000 .40COO 350 00 .2714-02 3262-02 .3262-02 '1000 9508-04 .1143-03 7350-01 5332 525.6 
70 30nOO 50000 351.00 .2518-02 .3027-02 3027-02 9000 8822-0'+ 1060-03 .6825-01 .4828 525.0 
70 30000 90000 352 00 .4759-0c- 5720-02 .5720-02 9000 1667-03 2003-03 .1289 9666 525 3 
70 .40000 10";00+00 353 00 .9172-02 1103-01 1103-01 9000 3213-03 3863-03 2478 I 62'5 527 3 
70 40000 20000 354 00 .4886-02 5874-02 .5874-02 9000 1712-03 2058·03 .1322 .9432 526.4 
70 40000 50000 356 00 .2915-02 3503-02 .3503-02 '3000 1021-03 1227-03 .7899-01 5769 525 0 
70 .40000 .90000 3~8 00 .5674-02 6819-02 6819-02 gOOD 1988-03 2389-03 .1537 I 160 525 3 
70 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .2071-01 2493-01 2493-01 9000 7253-03 .8731-03 .5562 If 375 531 8 
70 .SOOOO 70000 360 00 287,+-02 3453-02 .3'+53-02 ')000 1007-03 .1210-03 .7793-01 .E262 524 5 
70 .50000 90000 361 00 .5880-02 7068-02 .7068-02 3UuO 2060-03 2476-03 .1592 1.136 525 7 
70 60000 50000-01 362 00 .2912-01 3508-01 3508-01 90GO 102iJ-02 1229-02 .7797 5.020 53'+ 2 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONII TUNNEL PAGE 273't 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR"UT251 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TOI HITAWI ODOT OTIoIOT TW 
NUMi'lER R=I.O R-O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
70 60000 .10000+00 363 00 .2071-01 .2~93-01 .2'+93-01 9000 .7255-03 .8731-03 .5575 ".2~0 530.3 
70 60000 .20000 36~ 00 .1320-01 1588-01 1588-01 9000 .'+625-03 .556~-03 .3559 2.637 529.0 
70 .60000 ~OOOO 365 00 9683-02 116~-01 1164-01 9000 .3392-03 ~078-03 .2617 1.849 527.0 
70 60000 50000 366.00 7294-02 .8768-02 8768-02 9000 .2555-03 3071-03 197'+ 1.~09 525 9 
70 .60000 .70000 367 00 3010-02 .3617-02 .3617-02 9000 .105~-03 1267-03 .8158-01 .655~ 52~ 8 
70 .60000 90000 368 00 .593~-0~ .7130-02 .7130-02 9000 .2078-03 2497-03 .1609 1.21)7 52'+ 6 
70 .70000 50000-01 369 00 .'+040-01 .~870-01 4870-01 9000 · 1'+ 15-02 1706-02 I 078 B.763 536 9 
70 70000 .70000 370.00 .'+50~-02 5~r2-02 5412-02 9000 .1578-03 1896-03 .1220 .9982 525.1 
70 .70000 .90000 371 00 2958-02 .3~59-02 .3559-02 9000 · !036-03 . 12~7-03 7961-01 .6159 530 3 
70 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .19~1-02 2'+~8-02 2'+~8-02 9000 .6799-0~ 8575-0~ .'+262-01 .3076 671.7 
70 80000 10000·00 373 00 .'+587-01 .5527-01 .5527-01 .9000 .1607-02 .1936-02 1.227 9.369 535.2 
70 80ilOO '+0000 374.00 .2'+69-01 .2972-01 .2972-01 9000 .86'+9-03 .1041-02 .6635 '+.798 531.5 
70 .80000 .50000 375 00 .1868-01 .2248-01 .22 ... 8 01 9000 65'+5-03 .7875-03 .5031 3.'+73 530 0 
70 .80000 70000 376 00 .8613-02 .1036-01 1036-01 9000 • '3017-03 3627-03 .2327 I 867 527 3 
70 80000 90000 377 00 8727-02 .10~9-01 .10~9-QI 9000 .3057-03 3675-03 2361 1 830 526." 
70 90000 .10000+00 .57B 00 6'188-01 .7826-01 .7£126-01 9000 2273-02 .2741-02 1.726 12.'+'+ 539 I 
70 .90000 30000 379 00 .3482-0 I .'+193-01 '+ 193-0 I 9000 .1220-02 .1~69-02 9337 6.858 533 1 
70 90000 .50000 380 00 .3668-02 .'+'+08-02 .'+'+08-02 9000 .1285-03 154'+-03 99'+0-01 .6988 52'+ 9 
70 .90000 70000 381 00 .1277-01 1536-01 1536-01 91)00 .,+,+73-03 5378-03 .3~51 2517 527 2 
70 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1258-01 .1513-01 .1513-01 9000 .'+407-03 .5300-03 .3397 2.561 527.8 
70 .95000 30000 383 00 .3576-01 ."307-01 ."307-01 9000 .1253-02 .1509-02 .9582 6 856 533.7 
70 95000 .50000 38" 00 .309'+-01 3726-01 .3726-01 9000 .108"-02 .1305-02 .8303 5.906 532 6 
70 • 95000 .9('000 385 00 .1925-01 .2315-01 • .2315-01 9000 .67"2-03 8109-03 519'+ 3.53'+ 528 .. 
OA TEo 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE "EDC VKF HYPERSONT TUNNEL PAGE 2735 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL 1~4UT261 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • 0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIO"' ... ••• 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
23 .5076 7.900 40.00 2 019 101.2 1252. !l2.84 .1125-01 .'+913 3732. .3270-03 .7'+71-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ".0175 
23 1717-01 • 567EHJI 
"·TEST DATA··' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HITOI HITAWI ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
23 .10000+00 10000+00 340.00 ,2362-01 .2854-01 .2854-01 9000 .'+055-03 .4901-03 .2939 2.097 526.8 
23 .10000+00 30000 3"1.00 7814-02 .94"0-02 .9440-02 9000 .13'+2-03 1621-03 .9749-01 .7190 525.1 
23 .10000+00 .50000 342.00 .5362-02 .6475-02 .6475-02 9000 .9206-0,+ 1112-03 .6700-01 .5112 523.9 
23 20000 .10000+00 3'+3.00 .1390-01 .1679-01 .1679-01 9000 .2386-03 2882-03 .1735 1.260 '52'+.4 
23 20000 .20000 3 .... 00 6480-02 .7826-02 .7826-02 9000 .1113-03 134"-03 .8098-01 .6035 523 9 
23 .20000 40000 3"5 00 .4327-02 5224-02 5224-02 9000 .7 .. 30 04 8971-04 5414-01 .3895 523.0 
23 20000 .60000 346 GO .3173-02 .3830-02 3830-02 9000 .5448-04 .6577-04 .3974-01 .2888 522 2 
23 .20000 80000 347 00 1873-02 .2260-02 .2260-02 9000 3216'04 3881-04 .2349-01 .1681 521 2 
23 .30000 50000-01 348 00 .2051-01 2479-01 2479-01 9000 3522-03 .'1257-03 2555 1.934 ~26.3 
23 30000 20000 349 00 7705-02 .9304-02 930'1-02 gOOD .1323-03 .1598-03 9635-01 6997 523 4 
23 .30000 40eoo 350 r.o .47 .. 3-02 5726-02 5726-02 9000 81"5-0" .9832-04 59'10-01 'i316 522 .. 
23 30000 50000 351 00 4009-02 4839-02 '1838-02 9000 6883-0'1 8308-0'1 5024-01 .3559 521 8 
2~ .30000 90000 352 00 2219-02 2677-02 2677-02 9000 3810-0'1 4597-0'1 2783-01 .2091 521 I 
23 40000 10000+00 353 00 1327-01 1603-01 1603-01 9000 .2279-03 2752-03 1660 1 225 523 4 
23 40000 20000 35" 00 1025-01 .1238-0 I 1238-01 .9000 1760-03 .2!26-03 1282 .9162 523 4 
23 .40000 L,OOOO 355 00 .3550-09 4022-09 4022-09 9000 .6095-11 6906-11 6"96-08 .5610-07 185 9 
23 .'+0000 .50000 356 00 5587-02 674"-02 6744-02 9000 .9594-0'1 1158-03 7002-01 .5122 521 9 
23 40000 90000 358 00 2B39-02 3427-02 3427-02 9000 4876-04 .588"-0'1 3561-01 .2693 521 2 
23 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 .1695-01 2046-01 .20'18-01 !JOOO .2911-03 3517-03 .211'1 I 668 525 5 
23 50000 70000 360 00 3101-02 :741-02 .37 .. 1 -02 9000 5324-04 .6424-04 .3891-01 .3133 520 8 
23 .50000 90000 361 00 4873-02 5882-02 5882-02 9000 8368-04 .1010-03 6107-01 .4369 521 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2736 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL 'R~UT26) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ooOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O Rz O.9 R- BTUrR BTU/R BTU I OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEt /SEC 
23 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 .1085-01 .1311-01 .1311-01 9000 .1863-03 .2251-03 .135~ 1.050 5~5.1 
23 60000 .10000+00 363,00 .9505-02 1148-01 .1 1~8-01 9000 .1632-03 .1971-03 .1186 .9048 52".7 
23 60000 .20000 36~.00 .6756-02 .81'58-02 .8158-02 9000 .1160-03 .1401-03 .8~49-01 .6278 523.3 
23 60000 .40000 365 00 5811-02 .701~-02 .7014-02 9000 .9978-0~ 120~-03 .7283-01 .5161 521 7 
23 60000 .50000 366 00 "782-02 5771-02 .5771-02 9000 .8212-04 9909-0~ .5999-01 4293 521 I 
23 60000 70000 367.00 3895-02 .'+700-02 '+700-02 9000 .6698-04 8070-0'+ .'+887-01 .393~ 520.9 
23 .60000 .90000 368 00 .58'+1-02 7048-02 .70'+8-02 9000 .1003-03 1210-03 7330-01 .5508 520 8 
23 70000 50000-01 369 00 .8166-02 9865-02 .9865-02 9000 .1'+02-03 .1694-03 1019 .8336 52'+.9 
23 70000 .70000 370 00 5290-02 6384-02 .6384-02 9000 .9083-04 1096-03 6635-01 .5,+38 ~21 1 
23 70000 .90000 371.00 5018-02 6062-02 6062-02 9000 8617-0" 10'+1-03 6266-01 .'+861 52".5 
23 80000 50000-01 372.00 .1429-02 .1761-02 .1761-02 9000 2 .. 5,+ 04 .302'+-0'+ 1630-01 .1225 587.5 
23 80UOO .10000+00 373 00 .11'+2-01 1379-01 .1379-01 9000 .1961-03 .2368-03 .1'+27 1.096 52'+ 0 
23 80000 .40000 37~ 00 6991-02 8440-02 .8440-02 .9000 .1200-03 .1449-03 875'+-01 .6361 522 4 
23 80000 50000 375 00 .6446-02 7781-02 7781-02 .9000 .1107-03 .1336-03 8077-01 .5599 522 0 
23 .80000 70000 376 00 6903-02 .8332-02 8332-02 .9000 • I 185-03 .1'+31-0~ .8651-01 .6961 521.8 
23 \80000 90000 !J77 00 8710-02 .1051-01 1051-01 9000 .1'+96-03 1805-03 •• 091 .-8478 522.0 
23 .90000 10000+00 378 00 .1857-01 ~244-01 224'+-01 9000 .3189-03 3853-03 .2318 1.682 52'+ 8 
23 .90000 30000 379 00 .7360-02 88f'5-02 8885-02 9000 .126'+-03 .1526-03 .9215-01 .6805 522 5 
23 .90000 .!:JOOOO 380 00 .2375'02 2867-02 2867-02 9000 .4079-0" 4922-0" 2980-01 .2099 521 0 
23 .90000 .70000 381 00 7420-n2 8955-02 8955-02 9000 .1274-03 1538-03 .930S-01 6808 521 3 
23 .90000 .:'0000 382.00 .1018-01 1229-01 .1229-01 9000 .1747-03 2110-03 .1274 .9629 522 6 
23 .9SJOO .30000 383 00 7903-02 9S't0-02 9S"0-02 9000 • I 3S7-03 1E:-8-03 9898-01 .7123 522 2 
23 9S000 .50000 38'+.00 .8368-02 1010-01 1010-01 9000 • tLt37-03 .173~-03 .1048 .7~97 522.1 
23 95000 .90000 385.00 .1"46-01 1746-01 .1746-01 9000 .2483-03 2998-03 .1811 1.236 522.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf' HYPERS:'"C TUNNEL PAGE 2737 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT26) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH "' 8 oe J ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
80FLAP - .OU: I SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDI TI JNS- --
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. H OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
3B 1 003 7.940 40.02 2.013 203 6 1256. 92.27 .2190-01 .9666 3739. .6407-03 .7425-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
38 .2410-01 .4056-01 
···TEST OAT.··· 
RUN IV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT on.JOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
3B 10000-00 .10000-00 340.00 .1707-01 .2064-01 .2064-01 .9000 .4114-03 .4973-03 .2993 2.134 528.1 
38 10000-00 .30000 341.00 .6620-02 .7997-02 7997-02 .9000 .1595-03 .1927-03 .1163 .8572 526.5 
38 .10000-00 50000 342 00 .4659-02 .5626-02 .5626-0" .9000 .1123-03 .1356-03 8201-01 .6253 525 2 
38 20000 .10000+00 343.00 .2077-01 2510-01 2510-0: .9000 .500b-03 .6048-03 .3649 2 645 526.B 
38 .20000 .20000 344.00 .1017-01 .1229-01 .1229-01 9000 .2452-03 2961-03 .1790 1.333 525.7 
3B 20000 .40000 345 00 4984-02 6017-02 .6017-0, 9000 1201-03 1450-03 .8783-01 .6314 52".4 
3B 20000. .60000 346 00 2746-02 3314-02 3314-0" .9000 .6618-04 7987-04 't847-01 .3521 523.2 
3B 20000 BOOOO 347 00 • I ~80-02 .1665-02 1665-02 .9000 3325-0't 40 11-04 2440-01 17't5 521.9 
3B 30000 50000-01 34B 00 .2030-01 2453-01 .2't53-01 9000 4892-03 .5911-03 .3561 2 693 527 B 
3B .30000 .20000 349 00 .7303-02 .8BIB-02 BBIB-OE 9000 176()-03 2125-03 1286 .9333 524.9 
3B .30000 40eoo 350 00 .3831-02 .4696-02 't696-02 9000 9376-04 1132-03 6866-01 't986 523 4 
3B 30000 50000 351 00 .3547-02 4281-02 4281-02 .9000 B548-04 1032-03 626't-01 .'t't36 522 9 
3B .30000 .90000 352 00 2897-02 3495-02 3495-02 .9000 6981-04 .8't21-04 5123-01 38't8 521 -: 
38 'tuOOO 10000-00 353 00 .1045-01 1262-01 1262-0 9000 2518-03 .30't0-03 .18"'1 I 358 524 5 
38 .'t0000 20000 35't 00 .7567-02 9135-02 9135-C2 9000 1823-03 2201-03 1333 952't 52 .... 't 
38 40000 .'tOOOO 355 00 8't31-09 9552-09 9552-09 9000 2032-10 .2302-10 .2173-07 I B77-06 185 9 
3B 40000 50000 '356 00 .42'30-02 5104-02 5104-02 9000 1019-03 .1230-03 .7470-01 5462 522 7 
3B 40000 .90000 35B 00 .3450-02 .4163-02 4163-0;: 9000 B315-04 1003-03 6101-01 .4613 521.9 
38 .50000 .50000-01 359.00 8745-02 1056-01 1056-01 1000 2107-03 .2545-03 .1539 I 214 525.4 
3B .50000 .70000 360 00 .2345-02 2828-02 282A-02 9000 5650-04 .6816-0" .4149-01 .3340 521 3 
38 .50000 90000 361 00 .4733-02 5710-02 .57IlJ-fc 9000 1140-03 .1376-03 .8364-01 5981 522 3 
DATE 23 rEB eo OH848 t'oODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSC~IC TlNIEL PAGE 2738 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR"UT26) 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HCTAW) oooT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
38 .60000 .50000-01 362.00 .8005-02 .9667-02 .9667-02 .9000 .1929-03 .2330-03 .1"09 1.093 5~5 3 
38 .60000 . 10000+00 363 00 .7016-02 .8"72-02 8"72-0:: .9000 .1691-03 .20"2-03 .1235 .9"21 52.. 9 
38 .60000 .20000 364 00 ."788-02 5780-02 .5780-0~ .9000 .1154-03 .1393-03 84"5-CI .6273 523 8 
38 .60000 40000 365 00 5178-02 6248-02 6248-02 .9000 . 1248-03 .150')-03 9148-01 6480 522 4 
38 .60000 50000 366 00 .4724-02 5700-02 .5700-0~ .9000 .1138-03 1373-03 .8353-01 .5975 521 9 
38 60000 70000 367 00 3428-02 4136-02 .4136-02 .9000 .8261-0" 9965-0" 6064-01 .4880 521 6 
38 60000 90000 368 00 4847-02 .5847-02 .5847-02 .9000 .1168-03 1"09-03 8578-01 .6444 521 3 
38 .70000 5000J-OI 369 00 .1462-01 .1766-0 I .1766-01 .9000 .3524-03 4251)-03 2573 2.104 525 5 
38 700CO 70000 370 00 .5394-02 6509-02 .6509-02 .9000 .1300-03 .1568-03 9533-01 .7808 522 3 
38 .70000 .90000 371.00 .3107-02 3755-02 .3755-02 .9000 .7487-04 9049-04 5446-01 .4217 528 3 
38 .80000 50000-01 372 00 .5012-02 6425-02 .6425-02 .9000 .1208-03 1548-03 6895-01 .4945 684 7 
38 .80UOO .10000+00 373 00 1492-01 .1801-01 .1801-01 .9000 .3594-03 "340-03 .2628 2 018 52" 5 
38 .80000 .40000 37'+ 00 .8161-02 .9850-02 9850-02 9000 .1967-03 2374-03 1'+40 1.046 523 4 
30 80000 50000 375 00 8518-02 .1040-01 .1040-01 9000 .2077-03 2506-03 1521 1.054 523 I 
38 80000 70000 376 00 .9J59-02 1093-01 .1093-01 9000 2183-03 2635-03 1599 I 286 523 I 
38 .80000 .90000 !,77 00 .9730-02 .117'+-01 .1174-0 I .9000 .2345-03 2829-03 .1719 I 335 522.7 
38 .90000 IUOOO+OO 378 00 .2410-01 2910-01 .2910-0 I .9000 .5806-03 7013-03 .4239 3 075 525 7 
38 90000 30000 379 00 7833-02 9'+54-02 945'+-02 9000 .1887-03 2278-03 .1382 1.020 523.5 
38 .90000 50000 380 00 .2243-02 .2706-02 2706-CC' .9000 .540"-0" 6520-04 .3967-01 2793 521 6 
38 90000 .70000 381.00 .9695-02 .1170-01 .1170-C1 9000 .2336-03 .2819-03 1713 1.253 522.5 
38 90000 90000 382 00 1349-01 1629-01 1629-01 .9000 .3252-03 3925-03 2381 I 799 523.5 
38 .95000 .30000 383 00 8239-02 9942-02 .9942-0~ .9000 .1985-03 2396-03 1455 1.047 522 7 
38 .95000 50000 384 00 .104g-01 1265-01 .1265-01 .9000 .2527-03 3049-03 .1851 1.323 523.2 
38 .95000 .9000J 385 00 . !827-01 .2205-01 .2205-01 .9000 ."403-03 5314-03 .3225 c.200 523 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2739 
OH8'+B SO-O VERTICAL TAIL IR'+UT26) 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA .. 1t0.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP .. • 0000 SP08RK .. .0000 
"'TEST CaNOl T I JNS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. CEG. PSIA OEG. fi OEQ. R PSIA P~I FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 Ir13 IFT2 
67 2.005 7.980 itO 0'+ 2.021 1t3'+. I 1299. !)It.5'+ .'t519-01 2.01lt 380lt. .1290-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ".0175 
67 .3'+99-01 .2868-01 
···TEST DA":'''''' 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREf" H/HREF H/HPEr TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWil!) FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
67 .10000+00 .10000+00 3,+0.00 .1699-01 .201t6-01 .20ltS-01 .9000 .5946-03 .7160-03 .4552 3.238 533.0 
67 .10000+00 .30000 3'+1.00 .7275-02 .8755-02 .8755-02 .9000 .254S-03 .3063-03 .1956 1.'t39 530.3 
67 .10000+00 .50000 3'+2.00 .8560-02 .1030-01 .1030-01 .9000 .2995-03 .3604-03 .2303 I. 752 529.8 
67 .20000 .10000+00 3'+3 00 .1867-01 .2248-01 .22'+8-01 .9000 6534-03 7866-03 .5013 3.625 531.5 
67 .20000 .20000 3'+4.00 .8563-02 .1030-01 .1030-01 .9000 .2996-03 3605-03 .2305 1.713 529.5 
67 .20000 .'t0000 345.00 .5'+72-02 .6580-02 .S580-02 9000 .1915-03 .2302-03 .147S 1.059 527.7 
67 .20000 .soooo 346 00 .3220-02 .3872-02 .3872-02 .9000 .1127-03 .1355-03 .8701-01 6309 526 5 
67 .20000 80000 3'+7.00 .3'+04-02 4091-02 4091-02 .9000 .1191-03 1'+32-03 .9207-01 6573 525 7 
67 .30000 50000-01 3'+8.00 1534-01 18'+7-01 1847-CI 9000 .5368-03 6-.63-03 '+116 3.IOS 532 0 
67 .30000 .20000 3'+9 00 5161-02 .6207-02 6207-(2 9000 .1806-03 .2172-03 1391 I OOB 528.1 
67 .30000 '+OCOO 350 00 3332-02 4078-02 .4078-02 9000 .1187-03 .1'+27-03 .9162-01 6642 525 8 
67 .30000 .50000 351 00 2956-02 .3553-02 .3553-0" 9000 1031t-03 12'+3-03 7990-01 5649 526 I 
67 .30000 .90000 352 00 .. 003-:lc '+811-02 '+811-0':: 9000 .1'+01-03 1683-03 1083 BI17 525 S 
67 .'+0000 .10000+00 353 {)O .80'+'+-02 9675-02 9675-02 9000 .2815-03 3385-03 2169 1.597 528 I 
67 .40000 .20000 35'+ 00 '+955-02 5959-02 .5g59-0L' .13000 173'+-03 2085-03 .1337 .9'536 527.5 
67 .'+0000 50000 356 00 .2776-02 3336-02 .3336-02 .9000 9713-0'+ .1167-03 .7508-01 5'+82 525 7 
67 .'+0000 .90000 358 00 It863-02 58,+'+-02 58ltlt-02 .9000 17'12-03 .20'+5-03 .1316 .9928 525 5 
67 .50000 50000-01 359 00 1200-01 1'+'+4-01 I'+ltlt-O~ 9000 4199-03 5053-03 .3225 2.538 530 6 
67 50000 .70000 360 00 3193-02 .3837-02 3837-02 .9000 .1117-03 .13'+3-03 8643-01 .e91t'+ 525.1 
67 50000 .90000 361 00 58'+9-02 7031-02 7031-02 9000 20'+7-03 2lt60-03 .1581 1.128 526 2 
67 60000 50000-01 362 00 .1731-01 208'+-01 2081t-01 9000 .6056-03 7291-03 ,+64'+ 3 589 531 9 
DATE 23 FEB eo OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERS~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 27 .. 0 
OHe .. B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR .. UT261 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO -H/HREF H/HREF H/HREr TAWITO HITOI HlTAW') aOOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/Te FT2SEC FT2SEC P2stC ISEC 
67 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 .1222-01 .1470-01 .1'-170-01 .9000 ."275-03 .5t"3-03 .3288 2.502 5i?9." 
67 .60000 .20000 36".00 .7233-02 .8699-02 • 6699-0c. .9000 .2531-03 .30 .... -03 .1950 1.'+'+5 528 2 
67 60000 ... 0000 365.00 .7 .... 5-02 .8951-02 8951-f)c .9000 .2605-03 3132-03 .2011 1.'+21 526.7 
67 .60000 .50000 366 00 .6667-02 801"-02 801"-\;'- .9000 .2333-03 280"-03 .1802 I 286 526.1 
67 .60000 70000 367 00 ."155-02 "99"-02 .499"-OE .9000 . I't5 .. -03 1748-03 .112" .9024 525.8 
67 .60000 .90000 3£'9 00 6667-02 8012-02 .8012-02 .9000 .2333-03 .2804-03 1804 1.353 525.2 
67 70000 .50000-01 369 00 2423-01 2918-01 2918-CI .9000 .Ellt77-03 .1021-02 .6491 5.288 533.0 
67 .70000 70000 370 00 6779-02 .8150-02 8150-02 .9000 2372-03 .2852-03 .1832 1."98 526 3 
67 .70000 90000 37 1.00 .3041-02 3659-02 .3659-02 .9000 1064-03 1280-03 .8173-01 .6321 530.5 
67 .80000 .50000-01 372 00 .2980-02 .3907-02 .3907-02 .9000 IOlt3-03 .1367-03 .5702-01 .396" 751 7 
67 .80000 10001)+00 373.00 2649-0, 3188-01 .3188-01 .9000 9268-03 1116-0~ .7112 5.4"2 531.'+ 
67 .80ilOO ... 0000 37".00 .1529-01 .18ltO-01 .1840-0' .9000 .5351-03 .6438-03 4117 2.981 529.4 
67 .80000 50000 375 00 1"07-01 .1692-01 .1692-0: 9000 .4923-03 5921-03 .3791 2.619 528 6 
67 .80000 .70000 376.00 1094-01 .1315-01 .1315-C: 9000 3826-03 .4601-03 .2950 2.367 527.7 
67 80000 90000 377 00 1107-01 1331-01 .1331-0! .9000 .3872-03 4656 03 .2989 2 316 526 9 &, 
.90000 .10003+00 .He 00 .4500-01 5421-01 .5421-01 .9000 .1575-02 .1897-02 I 203 8 689 534 5 
67 90000 .30000 379.CO 1'-67-0 I 1765-01 .1765-0' .9000 5134-03 6176-03 3953 2.910 528.8 
67 .90000 .50000 380 00 .21:j45-02 3419-02 .3"19-02 .9000 9955-04 1196-03 .7701-01 .5"13 525 1 
67 .90000 .70000 381 00 1115-01 1341-01 1341-01 .9000 .3902-03 .46QI-03 .3012 2 197 526 8 
67 .9COOOO .90000) 382.00 .1566-01 .1883-01 .1883-01 .9000 5478-03 6599-03 It220 3 180 526.3 
67 .95000 .30000 383 00 1575-01 .189 .. -01 .1891t-Ol 9000 5510-03 6628-03 ."2"3 3.0"3 528.7 
67 .95000 .50000 38".00 .1630-01 .1962-01 .1962-0. .9000 5705-d3 .686"-03 ... 390 3.128 529.2 
67 .95000 .90000 385.00 .2055-01 .2"72-01 2472-Cl .9000 7190-03 .8649-03 5536 3.767 528.7 
OA TE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 27't1 
OHB48 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT271 
VERT TAIL PARAMETR(C DATA 
MACH • 8 0(0 ALPHA • ItO.OO BETA • It.OOO ELEVON • .0000 
BDF"LAP .OOCO SP08RK • .0000 
···TEST CONDIT I.:INS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 I FTC? 
26 5059 7.900 ItO.02 It.OOB 100 6 1250. !J2.69 .IIIB-Ol .4B85 3729. .3256-03 .7459-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF"IR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
26 .1712-01 .5687-01 
·"TEST OAT"··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF" H/~EF" H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aooT Ofl..IOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Rc O.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW!Te FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
26 .10000+00 .10000+00 3ltO 00 .2265-01 .2737-01 .2737-( .9000 .3B76-03 It686-03 .2805 2 002 526.1 
26 .10000+00 30000 341.00 8995-02 .1087-01 .10B7-(\ .9000 .15"'0-03 1860-03 .1116 B233 524.7 
26 .10000+00 50000 342.00 .4922-02 5945-02 .5945-C2 9000 .8424-04 .1018-03 .6117-01 "'668 523.5 
26 .20000 .10000+00 343 00 2051-01 2"'78-01 2"'78-0 1 .9000 .3511-03 .4242-03 .2546 1.8"'8 524.4 
26 .20000 20000 34 .... 00 .9899-02 1196-01 .1196-01 .9000 .169"'-03 .2047-03 .1230 .9165 523.9 
26 .20000 .... 0000 345 00 5578-02 6736-02 6736-02 9000 9547 04 .1153-03 6938-01 .... 991 523.0 
26 .20000 .60000 346 00 .... 357-02 .5261-02 .5261-')2 .9000 7"'58-04 .9006-04 .5"'25-01 .3942 522.3 
26 20000 80000 3 ... 7 00 .151"'-02 1827-02 1827-02 .9000 .2591-04 .3128-0 .... .1888-01 .1351 521.1 
26 .30000 .'l0000-01 3 ... 8 00 .2253-01 .2722-01 2722-')1 .9000 .3856-03 .4660-03 2793 2.115 525.3 
26 .30000 '"20000 349 00 .9947-02 .1201-01 .1201-J .9000 .1703-03 .2057-03 1236 .8979 523.5 
26 .30000 'tOCOO 350.00 .7189-02 8681-02 8681-02 .9000 .1230-03 .1"'86-03 .8945-01 .6499 522.7 
26 .30000 50000 351 00 7388-02 8920-02 .8920-02 9000 1265-03 1527-03 9197-01 651 ... 522.4 
26 30000 .90000 352 00 2084-02 .2516-02 2516-';)" 9000 3568-04 "'307-04 .2599-01 .1952 521 3 
26 .... 0000 10000+00 353 00 8782-02 1061-01 1061-:d .9000 1503-03 1816-03 1092 8061 523.3 
26 ... 0000 .20000 35'" 00 .7502-02 9060-02 9060-X .9000 1284-03 1551-03 .9331-01 6670 523.0 
26 .40000 .'tOOOO 355 00 .4748-09 5380-09 5380-J[; 9000 .8127-11 .9209-11 .86"'6-08 .7't66-07 185 9 
26 '10000 .50000 356 00 6978-02 8'125-02 8425-0c' .9000 1194-03 .lIt42-03 .86S6-01 6352 522 4 
26 .40000 .90000 358.00 .3796-02 4582-02 "'582-0;: .9000 .6497-04 7843-04 .4730-01 35'17 521 6 
26 .50000 50000-01 359 00 .6763-02 .8170-02 8170-C, !JOOO .1158-03 1399-03 B397-01 6630 52'1 3 
26 50000 .70000 360 00 2320-02 2801-02 2801-J<: 9000 .3972-0'1 .'179'1-0'" 2894-01 .2329 521 I 
26 .50000 90000 361 00 5671-02 6848-02 .68'18-r .. 9000 .9708-04 .1172-03 .7060-01 .5048 522 4 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 27'+2 
OH848 60-0 VERTIC'L TAIL IR'+UT27) 
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITA"') QDOT DTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEO. R 
TAW/TC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
26 60000 .50000-01 362.00 .1221-01 .1475-01 .1 '+75-0 I .9000 .2090-03 • 2525-tl3 .1515 1.175 52'+.7 
26 .60000 .10000+00 363 00 8739-02 .1056-01 1056-01 .9000 .1'+96-03 .1807-03 .1085 .8277 524 3 
26 60000 .20000 36'+ 00 3621-02 4373-02 .4373-CE .9000 .6198-04 .7485-04 .4505-01 .3348 522.9 
26 60000 .40000 365 00 2372-02 2864-02 .2864-G~ .9000 '+061-04 4902-04 .2957-01 .2095 521 6 
26 60000 .50000 366.00 1978-02 2387-02 .2387-0c .9000 .3385-04 .'+086-04 .2466-01 .1765 521.1 
26 60000 .70000 367 00 3542-02 4276-02 .'+276-02 9000 .6063-0,+ .7318-04 4415-01 .3554 521.'+ 
26 60000 90000 36a 00 7913-02 9552-02 .9552-02 9000 .1354-03 .1635-03 9861-01 .7'+07 521 6 
26 70000 .50000-01 369 00 2235-01 2700-01 2700-0i 9000 .3825-03 4622-03 2771 2.267 525.2 
26 .70000 .70000 370 00 5017-02 6057-02 6057-0~ .9000 .8588-04 1037-03 6252-01 .5123 521 6 
25 .70000 .90000 371 00 .4't1+-7-02 5378-02 5378-0 .9000 .7612-04 9205-04 5499-01 .'+261 527.2 
26 80000 .10000+00 373 00 .1850-01 .2235-01 2235-01 .9000 .3166-03 3825-03 .2296 I 763 524.5 
26 80.:100 .40000 374.00 .3300-02 39C5-02 3985-02 9000 .5649-04 6821-04 .4109-01 2986 522.3 
26 80000 50000 375.00 .3724-02 4490-02 4496-')2 .9000 .6374-0'+ 7695-04 4639-01 .3216 521 9 
26 .80000 .70000 376.00 .6788-02 8197-02 .8197-02 .9000 .1162-03 1'+03-03 .8452-01 .6800 522 3 
26 80000 90000 377 00 .1262-01 .1524-01 1524-01 .9000 .2160-03 2608-03 .1571 I 220 522.3 
26 90000 .10000+00 ,578 00 2335-01 2822-01 2822-0 1 .9000 .3997-03 4830·03 .2898 2.103 524 8 
26 .90000 .30000 375 00 .5298-02 .6397-02 6397-Ci .9000 .9068-04 1095-03 .6595-01 .4871 522.4 
26 .90000 .50000 380 00 .4187-02 5054-02 505'+-·:;2· .9000 7166-0'+ .6652-04 5217-01 .367,+ 521.7 
26 90000 .70000 381 00 .6789-02 8197-02 8197-', 9000 1162-03 1403-03 8459-01 .6188 521.8 
26 .90000 .90000 382 00 .1371-01 1656-01 .1656-J· .9000 .2347-03 2835-03 1705 1.289 523 2 
26 .95000 30000 383 00 .6679-02 8065-02 8065-:<- .9000 1143-03 .1380-03 8317-01 .5986 522 2 
26 95000 .50000 38'+ 00 .5523-02 .6668-02 .6668-:<: .9000 .9454-04 .1141-03 .6879-01 .'+920 522.0 
26 95000 .90000 38S 00 .1940-01 2344-01 234'+-~1 .9000 .3321-03 .'+012-03 .2411 1.645 523.7 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCIIC TUNNEL PAGE 27'+3 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT271 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0C1 ALPHA • 1t0.00 BETA . 1t.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. • 001:·) SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDIT I.)NS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG H DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 I FTC? 41 1.011 7 91t0 40 00 4.013 204 3 1252. 91.98 .2198-01 .9699 3733. .61t50-03 .7401-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIPI 
rT2SEC ".0175 
41 .2413-01 .401t1-01 
···TEST DATJ··· 
RUN ZV/BV XVICV TIC NO H/~REF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aDOT OTWOT TW NUM8ER R=I.O RcO 9 R" 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R OEG R TAW/TO rT2SEC r12SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
Itl .10000+00 .10000+00 3'+0.00 .1594-01 .1927-01- .1927-01 .9000 .3B44-03 1t648-03 .2783 1.985 527.8 Itl .10000+00 .30000 3'+ 1.00 .5745-02 .6943-02 6943-0c 90eo .1386-03 1675-03 .1006 .7413 526.1 41 .10000+00 .50000 3'+2.00 3877-02 .4683-02 .4683-0c .9000 .9352-04 .1130-03 .6798-01 .5185 524.8 41 .20000 • 10000 -00 343.00 .2441-01 .29'31-01 2951-01 9000 .5889-03 .7119-03 .4268 3.094 526 9 41 .20000 .20000 34\; 00 .1385-01 .1673-01 .1673-0 9000 .3340-03 .4036-03 .2424 1.804 526.0 41 .20000 40000 345.00 .6734-02 8135-02 .8135-0c 9000 .1625-03 1962-03 .1181 .8491 524.6 41 .20000 .60000 346 00 .2932-02 3540-02 3540-02 .9000 .7073-04 .8539-04 .5154-01 .374,. 522.9 41 20000 80000 347.00 .9'555-03 1153-02 1153-0C: .9000 .2305-04 2782-04 .1683-01 1204 521.6 41 30000 .50000-01 348 00 .1966-01 .2377-01 2377-01 9000 .4743-03 .5734-03 3436 2.599 527.3 41 .3000(1 .20000 3'19 00 9217-02 .1113-01 1113-01 .9000 .2224-03 .2686-03 1617 1.174 524 5 41 ~000(l .40COO 350 00 4841-02 .5845-02 .58'15-02 9000 .1168-03 1410-03 8503-01 6175 523.5 41 .30000 .50000 351 00 3783-02 '1567-02 4567-02 9000 .9125-04 1102-03 6651-01 .4710 522.8 41 30000 .90000 352 00 .226'1-02 .2732-02 2732-02 9000 .5462-04 .6592-04 3987-01 2995 521 -: 41 40000 .10000+00 353 00 7188-02 .8681-02 8681-02 9000 .173'1-03 2094-03 1262 9309 52'1 1 41 40000 20000 354 00 .5537-02 .6687-02 6687-02 9000 1336-03 1613-03 9724-01 6948 523 8 41 .40000 50000 356 00 .4010-02 4841-02 48'11-02 9000 .9573-04 .1168-03 7050-01 .5155 522 8 41 'Ioaoo .90000 358 00 .3675-02 '1437-02 .4437-02 .9000 .8867-04 1070-03 6468-01 .4890 522 2 41 .50000 50000-01 359 00 1'178-01 1785-01 .1786-0 I 9000 3566-03 .4308-03 2590 2.0'1'1 525 3 41 .50000 .70000 360 00 2689-02 3246-02 .32'16-02 9000 6488-04 7831-0'1 .4736-01 .3811 521 7 It\ 50000 90000 361 00 5126-02 6189-02 6189-02 .9000 .1237-03 1'193-03 .9013-01 6443 522 9 1t1 60000 .50000-01 362 00 .2196-01 2655-01 .2655-01 .9000 5299-03 6404-03 .38'12 2 977 526 7 
OA TE 23 rEB 80 OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKr HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 27'tlf 
OH9'+B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IRlfUT27) 
RUN 7V/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAWITO HIlO) H(TAW) aOOT OTIoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R .. BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/Te rt2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
41 .60000 .10000+00 363 00 .1133-01 1369-01 .1369-CI .9000 .2733-03 .3301-03 .1996 1.515 5;?4.8 
41 .60000 20000 36'+ 00 3341-02 4034-02 .403'+-CC .9000 .8059-0'+ .9732-04 .5870-01 .lf361 523 If 
41 .60000 '+0000 365 00 .2581-02 .3123-02 .3123-C~ .9000 .6242-04 .1534-04 .4554-CI .3226 522.1 
ofl 60000 500~0 366 00 .2401-02 .2898-02 .2898-Ci. 9000 .5193-04 6992-04 4229-01 .3025 521 6 
41 60000 100 0 361 00 32'19-02 ~3922-02 3922-Lc .9000 .7839-04 .9462-0'1 .5720-01 .460~ 521.9 
'+1 60000 .90000 368 00 6658-02 .8037-02 .8037-r,2 .9000 .1606-03 .1939-03 1172 .8800 522.1 
41 70000 .50000-01 369 00 .2169-01 .2621-01 2621-1..1 .9000 .5232-03 .6324-03 .3793 3 099 526 8 
41 70000 10000 370.00 4750-02 5134-02 .5";34-0<: 9000 .1146-03 .1383-03 .8351-01 6845 522 4 
41 "70000 90000 371 00 5052-02 6108-02 6108-0c. 9000 1219-03 .141'+-03 8822-01 6833 521 9 
41 80000 10000+00 373 00 .1'+89-01 .1799-01 1799-0 I 9000 3593-03 .4341-03 .2610 2.004 525 I 
41 80000 40000 37'+ 00 2720-02 3283-02 3283-02 .9000 .6561-04 .7921-04 .4783-01 .3475 522 7 
41 80000 50000 375 00 .2855-02 3446-02 .3'+46-02 9000 .6887-04 8314-04 .5022-01 3481 522.4 
'+1 - 80000 .70000 376.00 .5827-02 7036-02 .7036-JC: .9000 .1'+06-03 .1697-03 1024 .823,+ 523 2 
41 80000 90000 377.00 1237-01 1'+94-0 I .1'+94-01 .9000 .298'1-03 .360'+-03 .2173 I 687 523 5 
41 90000 10000+00 378 00 2067-01 .2498-01 .2498-0' .9000 4S87-03 6025-03 .3621 2 621 525.5 
41 90000 .30000 ~79.00 .'+003-02 -4832-02 4832-0. .9000 9556-04 .1166-03 7039-01 .5197 522.7 
'+1 90000 50000 380.00 2832-02 3'+18-02 .3'+18-CC 9000 6831-04 82'+5-04 .4985-01 .3509 522 0 
41 90000 70000 381 00 .5358-02 6468-02 .6468-02 9000 1293-03 1560-03 .9'+29-01 .6896 522 3 
41 90000 90000 392 00 1369-01 1652-01 1652-'" 9000 .3299-03 3995-03 2401 1 813 52'+ 0 
41 .95000 .30000 383 00 .5698-02 6879-02 . 6819--Ji- 9000 .1375-03 .1659-03 .1002 .12LO 522.7 
'+1 .95000 50000 384.00 .'+'137-02 5356-02 .5356-~, .9000 1070-03 .1292-03 .1806-01 .5582 522.3 
41 .95000 90000 385 00 1702-01 2056-01 2056-- • .9000 .'+107-03 .4960-03 .2990 2.039 523.7 
DA TE 23 FE8 80 OH948 MODEL 60-0 I N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC IH C TUNNEL PAGE 2745 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT271 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH c 8.C(O ALPHA . 40.00 BETA . '+.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP = .OCC') SPOBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO OEO. PSIA OEO F- OEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
63 1.994 7.980 39 99 4.049 433.3 1302. 94.76 .4511-01 2.011 3808. .1285-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
63 .3497-01 .2875-01 
• --TEST OATJ"-
RUN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER Ral 0 RcO.9 Ra 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
63 .10000+00 .10000+00 340 00 .1695-01 2040-01 .2040-0. .9000 .5928-03 .7134-03 4561 3.246 532.2 
63 .10000+00 .30000 341.00 .8434-02 .1014-01 .1014-01 .9000 .2950-03 3548-03 .2277 1.675 529.7 
63 .10000+00 50000 342.00 .6616-02 .7955-02 .7955-(2 9000 .2314-03 2782-03 .1789 1.362 528.4 
63 20000 .10000+00 343.00 .2329-01 2803-01 .2803-0 .9000 8145-03 .9803-03 626B 4 532 532.1 
63 .20000 .20000 3'+4.00 .1203-01 . I't47-0 I .1447-01 .9000 4206-03 .5059-03 .3249 2.415 529.2 
63 .20000 40000 345 00 .5599-02 .6730-02 6730-Cc 9000 .1958-03 .2354-03 .1517 I 089 527.1 
63 20000 .60000 346 00 .3027-02 .3638-02 .3638-02 .9000 1059-03 1272-03 .8216-01 .5960 525.6 
63 20000 .80000 347 00 .lfi93-02 203'+-02 2034-02 .9000 5922-0'+ 7113-04 .'t605-01 3290 524 I 
63 30000 .50000-01 3'+B 00 .1670-01 2009-01 2009-01 .9000 58'+0-03 .7028-03 4497 3.395 531 6 
63 .30000 20000 3't9 00 .6792-02 B165-02 8165-02 9000 2375-03 .2855-03 1839 1.333 527.It 
63 30000 '+oeoo 350 00 4lt80-02 5385-02 5385-02 9000 .1567-03 .1883-03 1215 .8806 526.6 
63 30000 .50000 351 00 .3573-02 '+293-02 It293-02 9000 .12'+9-03 1501-03 9696-01 6856 525 7 
63 .30000 .90000 352 00 2501-02 .300lt-02 .300'+-02 9000 .87'16-0'1 1051-03 6797-01 5098 524 ~ 
63 40000 .10000+00 353 00 7301-02 8776-02 8776-02 SOOO .2553-03 .306S-03 IS78 I '157 527 I 
63 .'tOOOO .20000 35'+ 00 5076-02 6101-02 6101-(2 9000 1775-03 213'+-03 .1375 9810 527.1 
63 .'t0000 50000 356 00 .'t151-02 4988-02 .'1988-02 SOOO 1'152-03 17't5-03 .1126 8220 526 0 
63 40000 .90000 358 00 3771-02 't531-02 4531-0.' 9000 1319-03 1585-03 1024 .7729 525 3 
63 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 1750-01 .2106-01 2106-01 9000 6120-03 7364-03 .4717 3.712 530.9 
63 50000 70000 360 00 2776-02 3335-02 .3335-0, .9000 .9708-0,+ 1166-03 7541-01 .E058 52't.9 
63 50000 .90000 361 00 '1827-02 5801-02 5801-02 9000 1688-03 .2029-03 .1309 93't0 526 4 
53 60000 .50000-01 362 00 .18'10-01 2215·01 2215-0 9000 6't37-03 .77't5-03 .'t959 3 83'+ 531 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2746 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT27) 
R'JN ZV/8V XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAUITO HlTO) HlTAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
63 60000 .10000+00 363.00 .9669-02 1163-01 .1163-Ci .9000 .3382-03 .4066-03 .2614 1.990 5~8 5 
63 60000 .20000 364 00 .4323-02 .5197-02 .5197-02 .9000 .1512-03 .1811-03 .1171 .8679 527.4 
63 60000 .40000 365 00 4029-02 .4841-02 .4841-Ci. .9000 .1409-03 .1693-03 .1093 .7724 526.2 
63 60000 .50000 366 00 .3488-02 4191-02 4191-t:" .9000 .1220-03 • 1466-03 9467-01 .6759 525 6 
63 60000 .70000 367 00 .3532-02 .4244-02 .4244-C<: .9000 .1235-03 .1484-03 .9586-01 .7699 525 6 
63 60000 .90000 368 00 6692-02 8040-02 8040-02 9000 .2340-03 2812-03 .1817 1.362 525.3 
63 .70000 .50000-01 369 00 . 1932-01 2325-01 2325-0 • 9000 .6755-03 8130-03 5200 4 239 531 8 
63 .70000 7000iJ 370 00 .5004-02 6013-02 6013-02 .9000 1750-03 2103-03 .1358 I 110 525 7 
63 .70000 90000 371.00 2927-02 .3521-02 .3521-02 .9000 • 1024-03 1231-03 .7894-01 6106 530 5 
63 80000 .50000-01 372 00 .9751-03 1224-02 .1224-02 .9000 .3410-04 .4281-04 .2182-01 .1582 661 8 
63 80000 10000·00 373 00 1404-01 1689-01 .1689-0: .9000 .4911-03 .5906-03 3792 2.905 529 4 
63 80ilOO .40000 374.00 4498-02 5407-02 5407-02 9000 .1')73-03 .1891-03 .1218 8831 527 3 
63 .80000 50000 375 00 4451-02 5349-02 5349-02 9000 .1557-03 1871-03 .1206 8343 526 7 
63 .80000 .70000 376 00 .6300-:J2 7572-02 .7572-C2 .9000 .2203-03 .2648-03 .1708 I 371 526.6 
63 80000 90000 377 00 .1143-01 1374-01 1374-0. 9000 3998-03 .4806-03 .3098 2 400 527 0 
63 90000 10000+00 .n800 .1977-01 .2258-01 .2258-0' 9000 .6563-03 .7897-03 5056 3.657 531 2 
63 .90000 30000 379 00 .~908-02 .7101-02 .7101-02 9000 2066-03 .2483-03 .1601 I 180 526.8 
63 90000 50000 380 00 2506-02 .3010-02 .3010-(<: 9000 8764-04 1053-03 6809-01 .4787 52'+ B 
63 90000 .70000 381.00 .5612-02 67'+3-02 6743-C2 9000 .1963-03 2358-03 1524 I 112 525 4 
63 .90000 90000 382.00 .1150-01 1383-01 .1383-( 9000 .4023-03 .4836-03 .3114 2.348 527.'+ 
63 .95000 .30000 ~83.00 .7389-02 8881-02 .8881-GiJ .9000 .258"-03 .3106-03 2002 1.437 526.9 
63 .95000 .50000 384 00 .5901-02 7091-02 .7091-C2 .9000 .206"-03 .2'+80-03 .1600 1 142 526.'t 
63 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1525-01 .1834-01 .1834-Q .9000 .5335-03 .6'+13-03 '+129 2.810 527.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 27'+7 
OH8~B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL 'R~UT281 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.CCO ALPHA . '+0.00 BETA 10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .OLC 0 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDIT ·JNS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. r; DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
29 .5059 7.900 '+0 08 9.969 100 5 12~9. 92.62 .1117-01 .'+B79 3727. .3255-03 .7Lt53-07 
RUN ... REF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
29 .1710-01 .5687-01 
···TEST DAT~,··· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE~ TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O RzO 9 R= BTU/R eTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
29 .IOOOO+CO .10000+00 3~0.00 .1365-01 .1652-01 .1652-: .9000 .2335-03 .2825-03 .1680 1.197 529.2 
29 .10000+00 30000 3~1.00 .616'+-02 .7'+55-02 7Lt55-0(, .9000 • 105'+-03 .1275-03 .7602-01 .5599 527.7 
29 .10000+00 50000 3Lt2 00 .5ILt5-02 .6223-02 .6223-:i 9000 .8801-0~ 106'+-03 .63Lt6-01 .Lt833 527.S 
29 .20000 .10000+00 3~3.00 .7809-02 .9LtLt6-02 .94Lt6-uc- .9000 1336-03 .ISI6-03 .9628-01 .6976 527.9 
29 .20000 20000 3'tLt 00 .7128-02 8621-02 8621-0, .9000 1219-03 .1~75-03 .8789-01 .6538 527.7 
29 .20000 .40000 3~5.00 .7331-02 B867-02 .8867-0, 9000 1254-03 .1517-03 .90~0-01 .6487 527.8 
29 20000 .60000 3~6. 00 .~432-02 .5360-02 .5360-CC .9000 7580-0~ 9167-0~ .5Lt67-01 .3962 527.5 
29 30000 50000-:)[ 3~8 00 .5650-02 .6836-02 6836-0C: .9000 . 966Lt-04 1169-03 .6959-01 .5261 528.S 
29 .30000 .20000 3~q.00 .45LtI-02 .5Lt92-02 5Lt92-02 9000 .7767-0~ .939~-04 .5601-01 ... 059 527.5 
29 .30000 .~OOOO 350.00 .5487-02 .b636-02 6636-02 9000 9385-04 .1135-03 6766-01 .Lt903 527 7 
29 .30000 5(,COO 351 00 .Lt8'i1-02 .5855-02 5855-02 9000 8281-04 1002-03 5972-01 -.219 527 5 
29 30000 90000 352 00 2097-02 2537-02 .2537-02 9000 3587-04 Lt339-0" _2586-01 .1937 527 7 
29 .40000 10;:;')0+00 353 00 .9056-02 .1095-01 1095-0 9000 15Lt9-03 1874-03 .1116 8219 528 I 
29 /"40000 .20000 354 00 .3585-02 4335-02 Lt336-0? 9000 6132-04 7416-04 .Lt422-01 315Lt 527.5 
29 LtOOOO .50000 356 00 .1749-02 2115-02 .2115-02 .9000 2991-04 3617-04 .2.58-01 .157~ 527 3 
29 LtOOOO .90000 358 00 .3916-02 4737-02 .Lt737-0? .9000 6698-04 B102-04 .Lt82~-0 I 3636 528.3 
29 50000 .50000-01 359 00 .2120-01 2566-01 2566-0 .9000 3626-03 ~389-03 260~ 2 050 530 5 
29 .50000 .70000 360 00 .1571-02 .1899-02 .1899-0': 9000 2687-0~ . 32~9-04 1938-01 .1555 527.2 
29 .50000 90000 361 00 .5162-02 .62~6-02 5246-02 .'JOOO .8830-04 1068-03 6354-01 .4528 529 I 
29 .60000 50000-01 362 00 1721-0 ! 2083-01 2083-0' 9000 2943-03 .3563-03 .2111 I 632 531.4 
29 .60000 10000+00 363 00 1082-01 1310-01 .1310-0 9000 1850-03 .2240-03 .1329 I 010 530.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2749 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL fR4UT281 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW ITO HIlOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOl TW 
NUMBER -R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
29 .60000 .20000 364.00 .3066-02 3709-02 .3709-0;: .9000 .5244-04 .634'+-04 .3775-01 .2797 5;?8.B 
29 .60000 .40000 365.00 .9976-03 .1206-02 .1206-0; .9000 .1706-0'+ .2064-0'+ .1231-01 .8695-01 527.'+ 
29 60000 .50000 366.00 .6659-03 .8052-03 .8052-~- .9000 .1139-0'+ .1377-0'+ .8219-C2 .5863-01 527 0 
29 60000 70000 367 00 .2182-02 .2639-02 .2639-(, .9000 3732-04 .4514-04 2691-01 .2159 527 6 
29 60000 90000 368 00 .632't-02 7650-02 .7650-::, .9000 .1082-03 .1309-03 7792-01 .583<' 528 4 
29 .70000 50000-01 369 00 1457-01 1764-01 .176'+-0 9000 .2491-03 .30\7-03 .1787 1.457 531.4 
29 70000 .70000 370 00 .3013-02 3644-02 .3644--i 9000 5153-04 6233-04 .3713-01 .3032 528.1 
29 .70000 9000a 371 00 3404-02 .'t121-02 .'+121-Ci? .9000 .5823-04 7049-04 .4178-01 .3230 531.2 
29 .80000 50000-01 372 00 .1769-02 2235-02 . 2235-1l2 9000 .3026-04 .3823-04 .1814-01 .1323 649.2 
29 .80000 .10000+00 373 00 116't-01 .1409-01 • 1'+09-0 J .9000 .1991-03 2410-03 .1430 1.094 530.6 
29 .80000 .40000 374.00 2118-02 2563-02 .2563-0,' .9000 .3623-04 .4383-04 .2608-01 .1889 528.7 
29 .801l00 .50000 375 00 2015-02 .2437-02 .2437-0.' .9000 .3446-04 .'+ 169-04 .2482-01 .1715 528 5 
29 .80000 70000 376.00 .4218-02 5104-02 5104-0,' .9000 .7215-04 .8730-04 5192-01 .'+163 529.1 
29 .80000 .90000 377.00 .8941-02 .1082-01 .1082-0; 9000 1529-03 .1851-03 .1099 .8501 530 I 
29 .90000 .10000+00 378 00 .1606-01 .1945-01 .19'+5-C .9000 .2747-03 .3327-03 1970 I 424 53\. 7 
29 90000 30000 .579 00 3'-159-02 4185-02 .'+185-0,' 9000 5916-0'+ 7158-04 4255-01 3131 529.'+ 
29 .90000 .50000 380 00 .9934-03 .1201-02 .1201-0r:' 9000 .1699-04 .2055-0" .1226-01 .8605-01 527.3 
29 .90000 .70000 381.00 4't22-02 .5351-02 .5351-0? .QOOO .7564-04 .9152-04 5"43-01 3967 529.0 
29 90000 .90000 382.00 1002-01 .1213-01 .1213-0 .9000 .1714-03 .2075'03 .1230 .9253 531.2 
29 .95000 .30000 383 00 5101-02 6173-02 .6173-0<' .9000 8725-04 1056-03 .6275-01 4499 529 5 
29 95000 .50000 384.00 .3679-02 ."451-02 .4451-0C' .9000 .6292-04 7613-0" .4527-01 .3226 529.2 
29 .95000 .90000 385.00 .1415-01 ,\714-01 .171"-0. 9000 .2421-03 .2931-03 .1737 I 180 531 2 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSCNtC TUNNEL PAGE 27'+9 
0H84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL I RltUT2B I 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.oro ALPHA . '+0 00 BETA • 10.00 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP '" • OO( 0 SPOBRK • .0000 
.. • TEST COND 11 ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT I SEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
'+4 1.020 7.940 39.96 10 01 207 3 1257. 92 34 .2230-01 .9842 37'+0. .6518-03 .7"31-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
.... .2"32-01 .'+022-01 
···TEST oAT~·.· 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlOI HITAWI aOOT oU.JOT TW NUMBER R'"I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R oEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
.. It .10000+00 .10000+00 3"0.00 .9"90-02 • \1"6-01 .11'+6-( .9000 .2308-03 .2788-03 .1685 1.202 526.7 It .. .10000+00 .30000 3"1.00 .'+232-02 .5110-02 .5110-Dc' .9000 .1029-03 .12'+3-03 .7526-01 .5550 525.3 
'+It .10000+00 .50000 3'+2 00 .lt710-02 5687-02 • 5687-l'? 9000 .11'+5-03 .1383-03 .8382-01 .6392 52'+.9 
'+'+ 20000 .10000+00 3"3.00 .1099-01 .1326-01 .1326-0' .9000 .2672-03 3226-03 .1955 1."19 52'+ 9 
.... .20000 .20000 3"'+ 00 6962-02 8406-02 8 .. 06· OC' .9000 .1693-03 2044-03 .1239 .9231 524 8 
'+ .. 20000 ... 0000 3"5 00 .5145-02 .6210-02 .6210-02 .9000 .1251-03 .UI0-03 .9169-01 .6593 523.9 
.... .20000 .60000 346 00 .3140-02 3789-02 3789-02 .9000 .7637-04 9215-04 5605-01 .4072 522.7 4 .. 20000 .80000 347 00 .7015-03 8461-03 .8461-03 .9000 .1706-04 2058-04 .125"-01 .8975-01 521 3 
'+ .. 30000 .50000-01 348 00 .6667-02 .80"9-02 AO"9-02 .9000 .1621-03 1957-03· .IIB6 .B985 525 0 
't'+ .30000 .20000 349 00 .5886-02 7105-02 7105-02 .9000 1431-03 1728-03 1049 .7616 523.9 
.. '+ 30000 .'+ocoo 350 CO .5273-02 6363-02 6363-02 9000 .1282-03 1547-03 9402-01 6828 523 '+ 
'+ .. .30000 .50000 351 00 .'+171-02 5033-02 5033-02 .9000 .101"-03 1224-03 7445-01 .5272 522.7 
'+ .. 30000 90000 352 00 9628-03 1161-02 1161-02 9000 2341-04 .2824-0" 1721-01 .1293 521 .... 
'+ .. ... 0000 .10000+00 353 00 .8963-02 1082-01 1082-0 9000 .2180-03 2631-03 1598 1.179 5237 
't'+ .'+0000 20000 354.00 3723-02 4492-02 .4492-02 .9000 9053-04 .1092-03 .6644-01 .4750 522 7 44 .40000 .50000 356 00 .1961-02 2365-02 2365-0": 9000 .4768-04 .5752-0" .3503-01 .2562 522 0 
'+4 .. 0000 .90000 358 00 2<;34-02 3057-02 3057-0r .9000 6163-0" 7"34-04 .'+528-01 3424 521 9 
'+4 50000 50000-01 359 00 .2652-01 3204-01 .3204-0. .9000 6450-03 .7791-03 .'+711 3.715 526 4 44 50000 .70000 360.00 .1061-02 .1280-02 .1280-02 !l000 2581-04 .3113-04 .1898-01 1528 521 3 44 50000 .90000 361 00 .3762-02 ."539-02 ."539-02 9000 .9149-04 .110"-03 .6715-01 '+801 522 7 4" 60000 .50000-01 362 00 .2587-01 3125-01 3125-0: .9000 .6291-03 7599-03 '+591 3 558 526 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2750 
OH848 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT28J 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF lAWITO HtTOJ HITAWJ OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R=0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R STU I OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
44 .60000 .10000+00 363.00 • 1302-01 .1572-01 .1572-( • .9000 .3166-03 .3823-03 .2318 1.767 5L?4.7 
44 .60000 .20000 364 00 .2688-02 .3243-02 .32'+3-(, .9000 .6536-04 .7888-04 .'+795-01 .3564 523 0 
4'+ 60000 .'+0000 365.00 7190-03 .8673-03 .8673-(i: .9000 .17'+9-0'+ .2109-04 .1285-01 .9109-01 521.5 
4'+ 60000 .50000 366 00 .5151-03 .6212-03 .6212-03 .9000 .1253-0'+ .1511-04 .321'+-02 .6593-01 521 I 
44 60000 70000 367 00 1483-02 .1789-02 1789-0t" .9000 .3G06-0'+ 4350-0'+ .2651-01 .2134 521.4 
44 bOOOO 90000 368 00 .529'+-02 .6387-02 .6387-0, .9000 .1287-03 .1553-03 .9461-01 .7105 521.B 
44 .70000 50000-01 369 00 .2698-01 .3259-01 .3259-0, .9000 .6561-03 7926-03 .4786 3.910 527 2 
'+'+ 70000 70000 370 00 . 2192-02 2644-02 .264'+-: ... .900e .5330-04 .6429-04 .3918-01 .3210 521 6 
4'+ 70000 90000 371 00 6051-02 .7308-02 .7308-:)c· .9000 1'+71-03 1777-03 .1075 .8333 526 I 
4'+ .80000 50000-01 372 00 2957-0'+ .3737-04 .3737-':· .9000 7190-06 9089-06 .4326-03 .3JL.7-02 655 0 
4" .80000 10000+00 373 00 1698-01 .2050-01 .2050-01 .9000 .4129-03 4985-03 3023 2.321 52'+ 6 
44 80000 40000 374 00 1'+24-02 .1718-02 .1718-J2 .9000 .3464-04 .4179-04 .2545-01 .1849 522 I 
4'+ 80000 .50000 375 00 .1245-02 .1501-02 .1501-02 .9000 .3026-04 3651-0'+ .2224-01 .1542 521 7 
'+'+ .80000 .70000 376 00 .2981-02 .3597-02 .3597-:1<: .9000 .7250-0" .8747-04 .5326-01 .4286 522.1 
'+ .. 80000 90000 377.00 .7660-02 .Q2"2-02 .92'+2-02 .9000 .1863-03 2247-03 .1368 1.062 522 5 
4'+ 90000 10000+00 378 00 .2596-01 .313'+-01 .313'+-0 .9000 .6312-03 .7622-03 .4614 3.3'+6 525 7 
'+'+ 900(10 30000 379 00 3659-02 .4'+14-02 '+414-:!i 9000 8897-04 1073-03 6533-01 4825 522 3 
44 .90000 .50000 380 00 9978-03 .120'+-02 .120'+-ui' .9000 .2427-04 .2927-0'+ .178'+-01 1256 521 5 
44 90000 .70000 381.00 3082-02 .3718-02 .3718-::2 .9000 .7496-0" .90'+1-0'+ .5511-01 ,+e32 521 .. 
4 .. 90000 90000 382 00 8891-02 .1073-01 1073-en .9000 . 2162-03 .2609-03 1586 1 199 522.9 
4 .. .95000 30000 383 00 5788-02 .6983-02 .6983-:; .9000 .1"08-03 .1698-03 .103'+ .7'+39 522.3 
4 .. 95000 .50000 384.00 .3070-02 .370'+-02 3704-(.- .9000 7,+67-04 9007-04 .5488-01 3926 521.6 
44 .95000 .90000 385 00 .1233-01 1488-01 .1'+88-0 1 .9000 .299B-03 .3617-03 .2198 1.500 523.'+ 
) 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHBlt8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAOE 2751 
OHBltB 60-0 VERTICAL TAtl IRltUT281 
VERT TAIL PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0C 0 ALPHA . ItO.OO BETA • 10.00- El-EVON • .0000 
BDFlAP oDeD SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS'" 
RUN RN/l MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P C V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS lB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
57 1 996 7.980 40 01 10 01 't3't I 1303. !:lit 81t .lt519-01 2.01lt 3810. .1286-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC z 0175 
57 .3501-01 .2871t-01 
"""TEST OATs""" 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) COOT DnroT T\oI 
NUMBER R:I 0 R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO R DEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
57 .10000+00 .10000+00 3ltO.00 .7281-02 .8751t-02 • 8751t-(1' .9000 .2549-03 3065-03 .1975 I 't08 528.1 
57 .10000+00 .30000 3ltl 00 .6191-02 .7441-02 .7441-rr .9000 .2167-03 2605-03 .1681 1.238 527.2 
57 .10000+00 50000 342.00 "'017-02 Blt33-02 .B433-0c! .9000 2lt57-03 2952-03 .1906 I 452 526.9 
57 .20000 .10000+00 343.00 .1049-01 1261-01 .1261-(" .9000 .3673-03 .4414-03 .2847 2.063 527.'+ 
57 .20000 20000 344.00 .5lt99-02 6607-02 .6607-02 .SOOO 1925-03 2313-03 1'+96 I I 14 ~25.8 
57 .20000 .ltOOOO 345.00 .4257-02 5111t-02 5114-02 .9000 .1490-03 1790-03 .1159 .8328 525.2 
57 20000 60000 346.00 5250-02 6306-02 6306-02 .9000 .IB38-03 2208-03 . 1'.30 I 038 521t.5 
57 .2COOO 80000 3 .. 7 00 20'.9-02 2461-02 2lt61-:J2 .9000 .7175-0lt 8614-04 .5~9't-01 3999 523.0 
57 .30000 .50000-01 3lt8 00 1009-01 1212-01 1212-01 9000 .3532-03 4245-03 2738 2.071 527." 
57 30000 .20000 3"9 00 .5373-02 .6455-02 .6"55-02 9000 .1881-03 2260-03 )463 1.061 525 2 
57 .30000 40COO 350 00 3510-02 4215-02 .4215-0c .9000 .1229-03 1476-1)3 9504-01 6942 52" 3 
57 .30000 .50000 351 00 3232-02 3881-02 .3881-02 .9000 .1131-03 1359-03 8812-01 6237 523 8 
57 .30000 90000 352 00 2710-02 .3254-02 3254-0':- 9000 .9489-0lt 1139-03 7399-01 5554 523 C 
57 .40000 .10000·00 353 00 9197-02 1105-01 1105-CI 9000 .3220-C3 386E,-03 .2503 1 846 525 2 
57 .40000 20000 354 00 3611-02 4337-02 4337-02 9000 1264-03 1518-03 .9839-0 I 7028 521t 3 
57 40000 40000 355 00 1486-07 1682-07 1682-0 • 9000 .5201-09 5888-09 ~i809-06 5016 05 185 ~ 
57 40000 .50000 356 00 2166-02 2600-02 2600-0? 9000 .7582-0" 9104-04 5910-0: 4320 523 2 
57 .40000 90000 358 00 .3799-02 .4562-02 4562-0,' 9000 1330-03 1597-03 .1036 .7B27 "i?3 6 
57 .50000 .50000-01 359 00 2lt03-01 2889-01 2889-0' .9000 .8 .. 12-03 1012-02 6507 5 125 529 I 
57 .50000 .70000 360 00 2237-02 .2685-02 2685-02 9000 7830-04 9399-04 .6109-01 .4914 522 5 
57 .50000 90000 361 00 .4805-02 5772-02 5772-02 .9000 .1682-03 2021-03 1309 9348 521t 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2752 
OH84B 60-0 VERTICAL TAIL IR4UT281 
RUN ZV/BV XV/CV TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI COOT DnroT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TA~UT( FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
57 60000 .50000-01 362.00 .2450-01 .2946-01 .2946-(, .9000 .8576-03 .1031-02 .6632 5.133 529 3 
57 .60000 10000+00 363 00 .1127-01 .1354-01 .1354-C. .9000 .3945-03 .4740-03 .3064 2.335 526.0 
57 60000 .20000 364.00 .2968-02 .3565-02 • 3565-CC' .9000 .1039-03 1248-03 8088-CI .6007 524.3 
57 .60000 40000 365 00 .1259-02 .1512-02 .1512-'Jc· .9000 4408-04 .5292-04 .3440-01 2437 522.4 
57 60000 .50000 366 00 .1021-02 .1226-02 .1226-02 .9000 3575-04 .4291-04 .2792-01 .1997 521 8 
57 60000 70000 367 00 2446-02 .2937-02 .2937-02 .9000 .8565-04 1028-03 .6681-01 .5374 522 6 
57 .60000 .90000 368 00 .6346-02 7619-02 .7619-'::2 .9000 .2222-03 2667-03 .1732 I 300 523.0 
57 .70000 50000-01 369 00 .2682-01 3226-01 .3226-:1; .9000 .9388-03 1129-02 7251 5.916 530.3 
57 70000 .70000 370 00 2800-02 .3362-02 3362-0<" .9000 .9803-04 1177-03 .7645-01 .6260 522 9 
57 .70000 90000 371 00 4724-02 .5680-02 .5680-0C: 9000 1654-03 1989-03 1280 .9913 528 6 
57 80000 50000-01 372 00 .8960-03 . 1079-02 .1079--2 9000 .3137-04 3779-04 .2404-01 .1854 536.2 
57 .80aoo .10000+00 373 00 1763-01 2119-01 .2119- .9000 .6173-03 7418-03 4791 3 675 526 5 
57 .80000 .40000 374 00 .1815-02 .2179-02 .2179-: i .9000 .6354-04 .7629-04 4953-01 .3597 523 2 
57 .80000 50000 375 00 .1508-02 .1810-02 .1810-' • .9000 .5279-04 6337-04 .4117-01 .2853 522 6 
57 80000 "0000 376 00 3618-02 .4345-02 .4345-:. .9000 1267-03 .1521-03 .9867-01 .7932 523 7 
57 80000 90000 .!.77 00 8356-02 .1076-01 1076-. .9000 .3135-03 3766-03 .2439 1.892 524 7 
57 .90000 .10000+00 378 00 2725-01 3276-01 .3276< .9000 9540-03 1147-02 7382 5 346 528.8 
57 .90000 30000 379 00 .4620-02 .5549-02 .5549-0': .9000 .1618-03 1943-03 .1259 .9293 524 I 
57 .90000 50000 380 00 3125-02 3752-02 .3752-~c .9000 1094-03 1314-03 .8529-01 6001 523 2 
57 .90000 70000 381 00 .3368-02 4043-02 .4043-L'c. .9000 .1179-03 .1415-03 .9195-01 .6723 522 8 
57 .90000 90000 382 00 .8544-02 1026-01 .1026-(;' .9000 2991-03 3593-03 .2326 1.756 525.1 
57 .95000 .30000 383 00 .6721-02 8071-02 .8071-02 .9000 .2353-03 2826-03 .1832 I 317 524 0 
57 .95000 50000 384 00 3906-02 4690-02 .4690-C2 .9000 .1368-03 1642-03 1066 .7616 523 If 
57 .95000 .90000 385 00 ! 122-01 1348-01 .1348-0 .9000 .3927-03 .4718-03 .3053 2.081 525.2 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS(~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2753 
OHB4B 60-0 SPEEDBRAKE CAVIl', IR4UUOI) 
SPDBRK CAVITY PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH OK B.erJ ALPHA . 25.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. . O ... l:l SPDBRK • 49.00 
·"TEST CONDI! ONS·" 
-
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. P DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
9 I 019 7.940 24 97 .5591-06 205 0 124B. 91.68 .2205-01 .9732 3727 .6492-03 .737B-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
~UM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
9 .2415-01 4026-01 
'''TEST OAT .. • .. 
RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HPEF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TU 
NUM8ER R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
9 1.0000 1397 0 .33326-02 .4039-02 .4039-02 .9000 .8049-04 .9755-04 .5743-01 .4044 534 2 
9 1.0000 1398 0 .29091-02 .3526-02 .3526-02 .9000 .7026-04 .B515-04 .5013-01 .3598 534.2 
9 1.0000 1399 0 .10350-02 .1254-02 .1254-02 .9000 .2500-04 .3029-04 1784-01 .12BI 533 9 
9 1.0000 1400.0 56784-03 .6881-03 .6881-03 .9000 .1372-04 1662-04 .9788-02 .7025-01 534.0 
DATE 23 F"EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 I~ THE AEOC V~F" HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 275't 
OH848 60-0 SPEED8RAKE CAVIT' IR4UU011 
SP08RK CAVlTY PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.010 ALPHA • 25.00 BETA .0000- £LEVON • .0000 
BOF"LAP z .00lO SPOBRK • 49.00 
···TEST CONOIl ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUM8ER ItT OCG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 ItT2 
8 1.994 7.980 24.96 .5594-06 433.2 1302. 9't.76 .4510-01 2.010 3808. .1284-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF"IRI 
tT2SEC =.0175 
8 .3497-01 .2875-01 
···TEST OAT.···· 
RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAW/Teol HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO tT2SEC F'T2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
8 1.0000 1397.0 .40251-02 .4845-02 .4845-02 .9000 .1408-03 .1694-03 .1083 .7632 532.3 
8 1.0000 1398.0 .26940-02 .3242-02 .3242-02 .9000 .9421-04 .1134-U3 .7254-01 5212 531.7 
8 1.0000 1399.0 .96593-03 1162-02 .1162-02 .9000 .3378-04 .4064-04 .2603-01 .1871 531.0 
8 1.0000 1400.0 .82541-03 .9932-03 .9932-03 .9000 .2886-04 .3473-04 222"-01 .1599 531.0 
) 
DA n: 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2755 
OH84B 60-0 SPEEDBRAKE CAVIT' fR4WOII 
SPDBRK CAVITY PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.er 0 ALPHA • 25 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. .0('( 0 SPDBRK • 49.00 
.... TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO ,. DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2 
7 2.996 7.990 24 92 .5613-06 666 7 1320. 95.85 6885-01 3.077 3835. .1939-02 .7713-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = .0175 
7 .4336-01 .2344-01 
···lEST DA7,.··· 
RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H!TOI HITAWI aDOT DnIDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
7 I 0000 1397.0 .42234-02 .5083-02 .5083-02 .9000 .1831-03 .2204-03 .1429 I 00" 539.4 
7 1.0000 1398.0 .26873-02 .323'+-02 .323"-02 .9000 .1165-03 . 11+02-03 .9103-01 .6518 538 5 
7 1.0000 1399 0 .81672-03 .9825-03 .9825-03 .9000 .3542-0'+ .4260-04 .2770-01 .1985 537.4 
7 1.0000 1400.0 .10609-02 .1276-02 .1276-02 .9000 .4601-04 5534-04 .3599-01 2579 537.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VI<F HYPER'~'I'HC TUNNEL PAGE 2756 
OH848 60-0 SPEED8RAI<E CAVI-' IR'4UUOI) 
SPOBRK CAVITY PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0tO ALPHA • 25.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP .. .OCIO SPOBR)( • 49.00 
···TEST CONOI', ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA OEG. I' OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
~IO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
6 3.633 8.000 24.95 .1253-01 846 7 1358. 98.3B . B672-0 I 3.885 3B90. .2379-02 .7917-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
6 .4897-01 .2122-01 
·"TEST OAT,,··· 
RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HIlOI HITAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
6 1.0000 1397.0 .44754-02 .5355-02 .5355-02 .9000 .2192-0! .2623-03 .1811 1.277 531.5 
6 1.0000 1398.0 .29086-02 3480-02 .3480-02 .9000 .142'4-03 .1704-03 .1178 .8465 530.9 
6 1.0000 1399.0 .98022-03 .1172-02 .1172-02 .9000 .4800-0'4 .574-1-04 .3977-01 .2861 529.2 
6 1.0000 1400.0 .12681-02 1517-02 .1517-02 .9000 .S210-01f .7427-04 .5146-01 .3702 529.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2757 
OH94B 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UWOIl 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.aO ALPHA . 25.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP . O( f 0 SPOBRK • 49 00 
·"TEST CONOI~ JNS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG - OEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
5 3.644 8 000 24 96 .8346-02 847 3 1356. 98 24 .8678-01 3.898 3887. .2384-02 .7905-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REI'"( R I 
FT2SEC = 0175 
5 .4898-01 .2119-01 
···TEST OA''''··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI COOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R~I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
5 I 0000 191.00 .17746-01 .2134-01 2134-01 .9000 .8691-03 .1045-02 .6994 5.009 551 0 
5 1.0000 192.00 .50842-01 6140-01 6140-01 .9000 .2490-02 3007-02 I 964 13 95 567.0 
5 I 0000 193.00 25628-01 .3087-01 3087-01 .9000 1255-02 1512-02 1.002 7.387 557.6 
5 1.0000 194 00 .11356-01 .1365-01 1365-01 9000 .5562-03 6686-03 .4484 3 558 549.5 
5 I 0000 195.00 .43018-01 .5192-01 5192-01 .9000 .2107-02 2543-02 I 667 12.25 564.6 
5 2.0000 196.00 10670-01 1283-01 1283-01 .9000 5226-03 6283-03 4213 3 120 549.5 
5 2 0000 197.00 37919-01 4571-01 4571-01 9000 .1857-02 2239-02 1477 10 88 560.1 
5 2.0000 198 00 20165-01 2427-01 2427-01 9000 9976-03 .1189-02 .7913 5.845 554 5 
5 2 0000 199 00 .245~5-01 2956-01 2956-01 9000 .1203-02 .1448-02 9630 7 113 554 9 
5 2 0000 200.00 84517-02 1016-01 1016-01 9000 4139-03 4976-03 3338 2.558 549 2 
5 3.0000 201 00 .11712-01 1407-01 1407-01 9000 .5736-03 6893-03 .4634 3 553 5-0 8 
OA TE 23 FEB 80 OHSItB HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPER:.t ~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2758 
OH8ltB 60-0 WINDOWS I RltUW02 I 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.(.1 0 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -'+.000 ELEVON • .0000 BOF'LAP • .0[, 0 SPOBRK • .0000 
·"TEST CONOI. ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
157 2.008 7.980 29 9't -1t.031t 1t31t 8 1259. 91t.51t .1t527-01 2.018 3801t. .1292-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
157 .3502-01 .2866-01 
···TEST OAT ... ••• 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF' TAIo.JITO HfTOJ HfTAWI ODOT OTWOT HI 
NUMBER R:I.O R=O 9 R: BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
157 1.0000 191.00 .30778-02 .3711-02 .3711-02 .9000 .1078-03 1300-03 .8205-01 5917 537.'+ 
157 1.0000 192.00 .90109-02 .1088-01 1088-01 .9000 .3156-03 .3809-03 .23BB I. 718 5'+1.9 
157 1.0000 193.00 .511t68-02 .6209-02 .6209-02 .9000 .1802-03 .2171t-i)3 .1368 1.019 539.'+ 
157 1.0000 19'+.00 .29066-02 • .350'+-02 .350'+-02 .9000 .1018-03 .1227-03 .7752-01 .6190 537.1 
157 1.0000 195.00 .78706-02 .91t9B-02 .91t98-02 .9000 .2756-03 3326-03 .2089 1.553 51t0.9 
157 2.0000 196.00 37'+71-02 .1t518-02 .1t518-02 .9000 .1312-03 .1582-03 .9988-01 .71t1t1 537.5 
157 2.0000 197.00 81t255-02 .1017-01 1017-01 .9000 .2951-03 .3562-03 2234 1 66? 51t 1 .It 
157 2.0000 19B.DO .7152't-02 862B-02 .8628-02 .9000 .2505-U3 .3022-03 .1902 1.415 539.5 
157 2.0000 199.00 .91883-02 .1109-01 1109-01 .9000 .3218-03 .3B83-03 .2439 1.815 51t0.5 
157 2.0000 200.00 .7't316-02 . 8961t-02 .896'+-02 .9DOO .2603-03 .3139-03 .1977 1.523 539.0 
157 3.0000 201.00 .11132-01 .1343-01 1343-01 .9000 .3899-03 1t703-03 2959 2 278 539.7 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 I N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSI 'NI C TUNNEL PAGE 2759 
0H84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW02) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.C1 10 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -~.OOO ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = .00'10 SPDBRK • .0000 
'''TEST CONDI' ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
118 3.023 7.990 29 94 -4 046 673.4 1321. 95.92 .6954-01 3.108 3836. .1957-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
118 .4359-01 .2333-01 
"'TEST OAT •••• 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAWl aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-1 0 R=O 9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R ElTUI DEG. R D£G. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTc?SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
118 1.0000 191.00 .30525-02 .3672-02 .3672-02 .9000 .1331-03 .1601-03 .1041 .7504 538.2 
118 1.0000 192.00 .93395-02 .1125-01 .1125-01 .9000 .4071-03 .4904-03 .3165 2.275 543.3 
118 1.0000 193 00 61775-02 .7436-0~ 7436-02 .9000 2693-03 3241-03 2102 1.564 5'+0.2 
118 1.0000 194 00 .40831-02 .4912-02 4912-02 .9000 .1780-03 .2141-03 .1393 1.112 538.1 
118 1.0000 195 00 .11192-01 .1348-01 1348-01 .9000 .4878-03 .5877-03 .3790 2.815 51t3.7 
118 2.0000 196 00 .54113-02 .6510-02 .6510-02 .9000 2359-03 .2838-03 .1845 1.374 538.3-
118 2 0000 197 00 11982-01 .1443-01 1443-01 .9000 .5223-03 .6292-03 4059 3 016 543.1t 
118 2 0000 198.00 86584-02 .1042-01 .1042-01 .9000 .3774-03 4543-03 2945 2.191 540 It 
118 2.0000 199 00 .11691-01 .1408-01 :408-01 .9000 .5096-03 6136-03 3970 2.952 541.6 
118 2 0000 200 00 .85322-02 .1027-01 .1027-01 .9000 3719-03 4476-03 .2904 2.235 539 9 
118 3 0000 201 00 12974-01 1562-01 1562-01 .9000 .5655-03 6808-03 4411 3.394 5 .. 0.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERS~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2760 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW02) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0ao ALPHA • 30.00 BETA- • -it.OOO ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0010 SPOBRl< • .0000 
"""TEST CONDI ··ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SlUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
131 3.694 8.000 29.96 -It. 050 855.1 1352. 97.95 .B759-01 3.924 3881. .2'+14-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC =.0115 
131 .4918-01 2106-01 
"·TEST OA;~··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) COOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 Roo BTU/R BTU/R BTU! OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
131 1.0000 191. 00 .30137-02 .3618-02 .36IB-02 .9000 .1432-03 .1779-03 .1199 .8619 542.9 
131 1.0000 !92.00 .87062-02 .1047-01 .1047-01 .9000 .4281-03 .5150-03 .3433 2.'+60 5'+9.9-
131 1.0000 193.00 .60032-02 .721'+-02 .7214-02 .9000 .2952-03 .3548-03 .2377 1.763 546.4 
131 1.0000 19'+.00 .46513-02 .5584-02 5584-02 .9000 .2287-03 .2746-03 .1851 I . '+7'+ 542.5 
131 1.0000 195 00 11927-01 .1'+35-0 I .1'+35-01 .9000 .5865-03 7056-03 4698 3.'+77 550.7 
131 2.0000 196.00 .54205-02 .6509-02 .6509-02 .9000 .2666-03 .3201-03 .2154 1.600 543.5 
131 2 0000 197.00 13227-01 1591-01 1591-01 .9000 6505-03 .782'+-03 .5213 3.859 550.2 
131 2 0000 198 00 83603-02 1005-01 1005-01 .9000 .'+111-03 .'+941-03 .3309 2.'+53 546.9 
131 2.0000 199.00 .12190-01 1465-01 .1465-01 9000 .5995-03 7206-03 4821 3.574 547.5 
131 2 0000 200.00 84269-02 .1013-01 1013-01 .9000 .'+144-03 .'+979-03 .3340 2.564 545 7 
131 3.0000 201.00 .13390-01 .1609-01 1609-01 9000 .6585-03 .7912-03 .5309 't.075 5 .. 5.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPERSfNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2761 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UW031 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8. Cf"O ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP ., oor 0 SPDBRK • .0000 
• "TEST CONDI~ ::INS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEO. PSIA DEG P DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
154 2.002 7 980 29 96 -2 027 435 I., 1303 94.84 .4533-01 2.021 3810. .12'30-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
15'+ .3506-01 .2869-01 
." "TEST DA 1 .""" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HIlAW) ODOT DTloIDT TW 
NUMBER Rool.O R=O 9 R- 8TU/R 8TUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2S£C FT2SEC ISEC 
154 1 0000 191.00 .88285-02 .1065-01 .1065-01 .9000 .3096-03 3735-03 .2357 1.696 5'+1 • .3 
154 1 0000 192.00 .15234-01 1840-01 .1840-01 .9000 .5341-03 .6451-03 .4045 2.905 545.3 
154 I 0000 193 00 76495-02 .9229-02 9229-02 .9000 .2682-03 .3236-03 .2041 1.518 541.6 
154 1.0000 194 00 38354-02 .4624-02 4624-02 .9000 1345-03 1621-03 .1027 8197 538.7 
154 1.0000 195 00 .10184-01 .1229-01 1229-01 9000 .3571-03 '+310-03 .2712 2.015 5 .. 3.1 
154 2.0000 196 00 39299-02 4738-02 4738-02 .9000 .1378-03 .1661-03 .1053 7838 538.7 
154 2 0000 197.00 909'+5-02 1097-01 .1097-01 .9000 .3189-03 3848-03 2425 1.802 542.2 
154 2.0000 198 00 76141-02 .9\85-02 9185-02 9000 2670-03 3220-03 .203'+ 1 513 540.8 
154 2.0000 199 00 84635-02 1021-01 1021-01 9000 .2968-03 .3580-03 2260 1.681 5'+1.1 
154 2 0000 200 00 55898-02 6740-02 6740-02 9000 1960-03 2363-03 1496 I 152 539 6 
154 3 0000 201 00 60131-02 .7250-02 7250-02 9000 .2108-03 .25'+2-03 .1610 1 240 539.0 
DATE 23 FEB eo OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2762 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW031 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH . 8. ))0 ALPHA • 30.00 8ETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP .. .ODO SPOBRK • -11000 
···TEST CONOI r 'ONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEO. PSIA OEO. 4 OEO. R PslA PSI F'T/SEC sLUOs LB-sEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
115 3.006 7.990 29.95 -2 017 672.0 1321+. 96.14 .6940-01 3.101 3841. .1948-02 .7736-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
115 43'56-01 .2339-01 
···TEsT OIoT.··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWil:: HITOI HITAWI COOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R OEO R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC F'T2sEC ISEC 
115 1.0000 191.00 83359-02 .1003-01 1003-01 9000 .3631-03 .1+369-03 • 28't5 2.0't8 5't0.3 
115 1.0000 192.00 .16291-01 .1963-01 .1963-01 9000 .7096-03 .8552-03 .5519 3.963 5't5 9 
115 1.0000 193.00 .73101-02 .8811-02 8811-02 .9000 .3210-03 .3861+-03 .2512 1.868 5't 1.3 
115 1.0000 19't.00 305't"-02 .3613-02 .3613-02 .9000 .1330-03 .1600-03 10't6 8350 531.5 
115 1.0000 195.00 .105':17-01 .1271-01 1271-01 .9000 .4598-03 .5538-03 3586 2 66't 543.8 
115 2.0000 196.00 3"291-02 .1+123-02 .1+123-02 9000 . 1't91+-03 .1796-03 .117't .8749 531.5 
115 2.0000 191.00 90283-02 .1087-01 .1087-01 9000 .3933-03 .1+131+-03 .307't 2 286 51+1 9 
115 2.0000 198.00 .10051-01 .1210-01 1210-01 9000 .'t378-03 .5270-03 .3't25 2.5't1 541 't 
115 2.0000 199.00 .12627-01 .1520-01 1520-01 9000 .5500-03 .6622-03 '+297 3.193 542 5 
115 2 0000 200 00 59695-02 .1180-02 .1180-02 9000 2600-03 .3128-03 .20'+1 I 572 538.7 
115 3.0000 201.00 .66545-02 .800'+-02 800't-02 .9000 .2899-03 .3't81-03 .2276 I 753 538 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP~S.~IC TUNNEL PAGE: 2763 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IRLtUW03) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8.') '0 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -2.0(){) ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP " .(O)JO SPDBRI< • .0000 
···TEST CONol r ONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. oEO. PSIA oEO ~ DEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 IH2 
128 3.686 B.OOO 29.95 -2.016 854.2 1353 08 02 8750-01 3 920 3883. .2409-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
128 4916-01 .2108-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 a R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC f'T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
128 1 0000 191 00 .86468-02 .1039-01 1039-01 .9000 .4251-03 .5106-03 3433 2 466 545.1 
128 1.0000 192.00 .16530-01 .1990-01 1990-01 .9000 8126-03 .9781-03 6495 4.646 553.4 
128 1 0000 193 00 .63990-02 .-r692-02 .7692-02 9000 3146-03 .3781-03 .2531 1.876 5Lt8.0 
128 1 0000 194.00 .29433-02 3532-02 3532-02 9000 .1447-03 1736-03 .1174 .9357 541.1 
128 1.0000 195 00 .10814-01 1301-01 1301-01 .9000 5316-03 6394-03 .4264 3 156 550.6 
128 2 0000 196 00 .35199-02- .4225-02 .4225-02 9000 1730-03 .2077-03 .1403 1.043 541 8 
128 2.0000 197 00 10063-01 .1210-01 1210-01 9000 .4947-03 5947-03 3981 2 950 548 0 
128 2 0000 198.00 11177-01 .1344-01 1344-01 9000 .5494-03 6605-03 4422 3277 547 9 
128 2 0000 199 00 14882-01 1789-0 I 1789-01 9000 7316-03 .8794-03 5888 4 365 547.8 
128 2 0000 200 00 55903-02 .6711-02 .6711-02 9000 274B-03 .3299-03 .2226 1.711 542 8 
128 3 0000 201 00 74557-02 8949-02 .8949-02 9000 3665-03 4399-03 2970 2 284 5't2 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH9~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSlNlC TUNNEL PAGE 276'+ 
OH9~B 60-0 WINDOWS IR~UWO~) 
HINDQl..JS PARAMETRIC DAT-A 
MAl.H • 8.0)0 ALPHA 
· 
30.00 BEU • -1.000- ElEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .00)0 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDlrIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
151 1.991 7,990 29 9~ -I oo~ '135 3 1312 95.'19 .'1532-01 2 020 3823. .1281-02 .768'1-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
151 .3510-01 .2882-01 
"·TEST DATA"· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HR(F H/HREF H/HREF TAH/T~ HITO) HITAHI ODOT DTWDT Tlot 
NUMBER R"1 0 R"0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEO. R 
TAH/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
151 1.0000 191.00 .16~96-01 1989-01 .1988-01 .9000 .5790-03 .6979-03 .~"59 3.209 5"1.6 
151 I 0000 192.00 .2't6~~-01 2973-01 .2973-01 .9000 .8650-03 • I 0~3-02 .663'1 '+.766 5'+'+.7 
151 1.0000 193.00 .11525-01 .1389-01 1399-01 .9000 .~046-03 .'+874-03 .3122 2.323 5'+0. I 
151 1.0000 19~ 00 ~83~9-02 .5821-02 5821-02 .9000 .1697-03 .2043-03 131'+ 1.0~9 537.2 
151 1.0000 195 00 .15~06-01 .1857-01 .1857-01 .9000 .5~08-03 .6518-03 .'+ 162 3.09'+ 5~2.0 
151 2 0000 196.00 • '+36~~-02 52~~-02 .525~-02 .9000 .1532-03 · 184~-03 1186 .88~1 537.2 
151 2.0000 197 00 .11720-01 1'+12-01 1'+12-01 9000 .'+11'+-03 '+957-03 .3172 2 360 5't0.6 
151 2.0000 198 00 .7~185-02 .893~-O2 893~-02 9000 260'+-03 .3136-03 201~ 1 500 539.3 
151 2 0000 199 00 85623-02 .1031-01 1031-01 .9000 .3005-03 .3620-03 .2322 1.729 538.9 
151 2.0000 200 00 5't328-02 65~ 1-02 .65~1-02 .9000 .1907-03 .2296-03 .1'+76 1.138 537.6 
151 3.0000 201 00 62889-02 .7572-02 7572-02 9000 .-2207-03 .2658-03 1709 I 317 537 6 
DATE 23 FEB eo OHe"'B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNE1. PAGE 2765 
OHe ... B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWO'+) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.:l )0 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. .0::10 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA -BElA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. f; DEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
112 2.995 7.990 29 9 ... - \. 000 673.3 1329 96.50 .6953-01 3.107 3e ... e. .19"15-02 .7766-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
112 .... 363-01 .23"'2-01 
···TEST OAT"··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/Te' HIlO) HIlAJ.I) OOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R"1 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
112 1.0000 191.00 .17138-01 .2063-01 .2063-01 .9000 .7"'78-03 8999-03 5875 ... 22 ... 5"'3.0 
112 1.0000 192.00 .275"'2-01 .3320-01 .3320-01 9000 1202-02 .1 ...... 8-02 .9371 6 718 5"18.9 
112 1.0000 193 00 .10735-01 .1292-01 .1292-01 .9000 .'+68"'-03 .5635-03 .3686 2.7"'0 5"'1.8 
112 1.0000 19 .... 00 .'+0629-02 .... 883-02 "'883-02 9000 .\773-03 .2131-03 1"'02 I 119 537.7 
112 1.0000 195 00 .15583-01 .1876-01 .1876-01 .9000 6799-03 .8186-03 .5331 3 957 5"14.6 
112 2.0000 196.00 .38"'61-02 .... 622-02 .... 622-02 9000 1678-03 .20\7-03 1328 9893 537 ... 
112 2 0000 19";'.00 12097-01 1"'56-01 .1"'56-01 .9000 .5278-03 .6352-03 .... 1'+7 3 081 5"12.9 
112 2.0000 198.00 .80523-02 .968"'-02 968"'-02 9000 .3513-03 "'225-03 .2771 2.062 5"'0.0 
112 2.0000 199.00 .10 ...... 3-01 1256-01 .1256-01 9000 4556-03 .5"'80-03 .3591 2 672 5"'0.5 
112 2 0000 200 00 55"'16-02 .6661-02 .6661-02 9000 .2"'18-03 .2906-03 1912 1 473 537 9 
112 3 0000 201 00 71370-02 .8580-02 8580-02 9000 3114-03 3743-03 .2460 1 895 538 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS )NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2766 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW04J 
- WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8 :JO ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP • .OC 10 SPDBRI< - .0000 
---TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6' IFT3 IFT2 
125 3 687 8.000 29 96 - 9824 854.5 1353. 98.02 .8753-01 3.921 3883 .2410-02 7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
125 .1+917-01 .2107-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWIl( HIlO) HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
125 I 0000 191.00 19034-01 .2288-01 .2288-01 .9000 .9358-03 .1125-02 .7528 5 399 548 3 
125 1.0000 192.00 .31679-01 .3815-01 .3815-01 .9000 .1558-02 .1876-02 1.242 8.880 555.0 
125 1.0000 193.00 .10915-01 1312-01 .1312-01 9000 5367-03 .6't't9-03 • It 326 3.208 5lt6.6 
125 1.0000 191t.00 .lt32't4-02 .5190-02 .5190-02 9000 .2126-03 .2552-03 .1725 I 37't 541.5 
125 1.0000 195 00 .17212-01 2070-01 .2070-01 .9000 .8't63-03 .1018-02 .6791 5.027 550.2 
125 2~0000 196.00 _ :35871+-.,02 , .'+30\t-J)2 _1i3D4-D2 , . .9000 .J76\t-03 .2116-03 • .1433 j .0.66 540.5 
125 2.0000 197.00 .13291-01 .1598-01 .1598-01 3000 .6535-03 .7855-03 5260 3 899 !)47 7 
125 2.0000 198.00 .10059-01 .1208-01 .1208-0 I 9000 .4946-03 .5941-03 .3994 2 961t 51t:'.2 
125 2.0000 199.00 .13016-01 .1564-01 .1564-01 9000 .6ltOO-03 .7689-03 .5162 3 830 51t6.0 
125 2.0;)00 200.00 60820-02 .7300-02 7300-02 9000 .2990-03 .3589-03 .2424 I 864 54 1.9 
125 3 0000 201.00 .81216-02 .9748-02 9748-02 9000 .3993-03 .lt793-03 .3237 2.490 5'f2 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC -vKF" HYPER:JNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2767 
OHB'+B 60-0 WINDOWS I R'+UW06 I 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
B 000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP &- • oe')o SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. OEO. PSIA DEO ;. OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
12 • 5316 7.900 29 95 .736'+-02 10'+ 3 1239 91.BB .1159-01 .5065 3712 . .3'+06-03 .7393-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ".0175 
12 .17'+0-01 .5555-01 
···TEST DA14··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWil: HITOI HITAWI OOOT Dn.IOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU' DEO. R CEO. R 
TAW/lO FT2SE(, FT2SEC Fl2SEC ISEC 
12 1.0000 191.00 .12810-01 .1557-01 .1557-01 .9000 .2229-03 .2709-03 .1559 1.123 539.5 
12 1.0000 192.00 .23167-01 .2817-01 .2817-01 9000 .'+032-03 .'+902-03 .2813 2.025 5'+0.9 
12 \. 0000 193.00 12786-01 155'+-01 155'+-01 .9000 .2225-03 .270'+-03 .1556 1.158 539.If 
12 1.0000 19'+.00 .58266-02 7079-02 .7079-02 9000 .10Ilf-03 .1232-03 .7101-01 .5667 538 3 
12 1.0000 195.00 .13902-01 .1690-01 .1690-01 9000 .2'+19-03 29'+1-03 .1691 1.258 539.8 
12 2 0000 196.00 53367-02 .6'+8'+-02 6'+8'+-02 9000 .9288-0'+ .1128-03 650'+-01 . '+8'+'+ 538 '+ 
12 2 0000 197.00 .10961-01 .1332-01 .1332-01 9000 .1908-03 .2319-03 .1333 9920 539 9 
12 2.0000 198.00 .73997-02 8991-02 .8991-02 9000 .1288-03 1565-03 .9012-!H 6710 53B 9 
12 2 0000 199.00 75'+85-02 .9172-02 9172-02 9000 .13I't-03 1596-03 9192-01 684'+ 538.9 
12 2 0000 200.00 .'+9249-02 598'+-02 598'+-02 9000 .8571-0'+ .10'+1-03 .5997-01 '+619 539 0 
12 3 0000 201 00 .52945-02 0'+32-02 6'+32-02 9000 .92I1f-O'l 1119-03 .6'+5'+-01 .'+973 538.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 rN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2768 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW061 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH a 8.0JO ALPHA • 30.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0:)0 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONOI TlONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. -OEG. PS1A DEG. ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
49 2 016 7.980 29.96 -.2452-02 435 6 1297. 94 40 .4535-01 2.021 3801. .1297-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT25EC =.0175 
49 3504-01 .2861-01 
···TEST OAT"··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITC HlTOI HIlAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
49 1 0000 191.00 .2554C-OI .3084-01 .3084-01 .9000 .8950-03 .1081-02 .6751 '+.856 542.3 
49 1.0000 192.00 .37501-01 .4534-01 .4534-01 .9000 .131"-02 .1589-02 .9856 7.07" 5"6.6 
'+9 1.0000 193.00 .17169-01 .2072-01 .2072-01 .9000 6017-03 .7261-03 .4551 3.386 540.2 
49 1.0000 194 00 .81271-02 .9800-02 9800-02 9000 .2848-03 .3434-03 .2:63 1.727 537 0 
49 1.0000 195.00 .21160-01 .2555-01 2555-01 9000 .7'+15-03 8953-03 .5598 4.162 5'+1 B 
'+9 2.0000 196.00 .604B7-02 .7292-02 7292-02 9000 .2120-03 .2555-03 1612 1 202 536.2 
'+9 2.0000 197.00 15'+61-01 .1866-01 .1866-01 9000 5418-03 .6538-03 .4100 3 051 539 9 
'+9 2.0000 198 00 .87251-02 .1052-01 1052-01 9000 .3057-03 .3687-03 .2322 1.730 537 3 
49 2.0000 199.00 .99766-02 .1203-01 1203-01 .9000 .3496-03 .4217-03 .2651 I 97'+ 538.4 
49 2 0000 200.00 551"5-02 6649-02 6649-02 .9000 .1932-03 .2330-03 .1469 1.133 536.6 
49 3 0000 201 00 73269-02 .8834-02 883'+-02 9000 .2568-03 .3096-03 .1951 1.50lf 536.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC N I C TUNNEL PAGE 2769 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS rR4UW061 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B.OIO ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • DDOO ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .00lO SPD8RK " .0000 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG f- OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
78 3.052 7.990 29 97 -.2449-02 670 0 130B 94.9B .6919-01 3 092 3BI7. .1966-02 .7643-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
78 4340-01 2325-01 
···TEST OAT, ••• 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/Te· HITOI HITAWI aDOT DTt..JDT TW 
NUMBER Rsl 0 R=O 9 R. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
78 1.0000 191.00 26960-01 .3256-01 3256-01 .9000 .1170-02 .1413-02 BB93 6.379 547.7 
7B 1.0000 192.00 .43275-01 5235-01 .5235-01 .9000 .IB7B-02 2272-02 I 416 10 13 553.6 
7B 1.0000 193.00 .16263-01 .1962-01 .1962-01 .9000 .7059-03 .8517-03 .5390 4 003 544.1 
78 I.COOO 194 00 .74956-02 9036-02 .9036-02 .9000 .3253-03 .3922-03 .2496 1.990 540.4 
78 : 0000 195 00 .22960-01 .2773-01 2773-01 .9000 9965-03 .1204-02 .7576 5 616 547 5 
78 2 0000 196 00 52814-02 6364-02 6364-02 .9000 2292-03 2762-03 .1762 1.312 539 I 
78 2.0000 197 00 15834-01 1911-01 1911-01 9000 6872-03 8294-03 .5243 3 892 544 7 
78 2 0000 198 00 76929-02 .9275-02 9275-02 9000 .3339-03 4025-03 .2560 I 904 540.9 
78 2 0000 199 00 10426-01 1257-01 1257-01 .9000 4525-03 5456-03 3467 2 578 541 5 
78 2 0000 200.00 54895-02 .6615-02 .6615-02 9000 2383-03 2871-03 1831 1 410 539 3 
7B 3 0000 201.00 .84118-02 1014-01 1014-01 9000 3651-03 4400-03 .2804 2.159 539 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2770 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW06) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.U 0 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • .0000 - ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP '" .0('(0 SPDBRI< • .0000 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2 
121 3.693 8.000 29.97 .4899-02 853 8 1351. 97.87 .8746-01 3.918 3880 .2412-02 .7876-07 
RUN HREF sTN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC ... 0175 
121 .4913-01 .2106-01 
···TEsT DA ", ••• 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R'"0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC IsEC 
121 1.0000 191.00 .31489-01 .3788-01 3788-01 .9000 .1547-02 .1861-02 I 239 8.876 550.0 
121 1.0000 192.00 56507-01 .6819-01 .6819-01 .9000 .2776-02 .3351-02 2.188 15.58 562.5 
121 1.0000 193 00 .19225-01 .2311-01 .2311-01 .9000 .9446-03 .1135-02 .7595 5 632 546.7 
121 1 0000 194.00 .87829-02 .1054-01 1054-01 .9000 4315-03 .5179-03 3495 2.785 540.8 
121 1.0000 195.00 .28291-01 3404-01 .3~04-01 .9000 .1390-02 1672-02 1.112 8 228 550.8 
121 2.0000 196 00 .60383-02 .7244-02 7244-02 .9000 .2967-03 .3559-03 2407 1.792 539.4 
121 2.0000 197.00 .18964-01 .2279-01 2279-01 9000 .9318-03 .1120-02 .7493 5 557 546.5 
121 2 0000 :98 00 84274-02 .1012-01 1012-01 .9000 .4141-03 .4970-03 3351 2.491 541.5 
121 2 0000 199 00 .11856-01 1424-01 .1424-01 .9000 .5825-03 6995-03 .4704 3 495 543. J 
121 2.0000 200 00 .56134-02 6734-02 .6734-02 .9000 .2758-03 .3309-03 .2239 1.724 538.9 
121 3.0000 201 00 .96081-02 .1153-01 .1153-01 .9000 .4721-03 .5665-03 .3825 2 944 5't0 5 
) 
DATE 23 ;-[8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSt'lle TUNNEL PAGE 2771 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UW071 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC UATA 
MACH .. 8.CIO ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP . oora SPDBRK • .0000 
">TEST CONDI· ::lNS»> 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEO. F< DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
148 2.006 7.980 29.97 - 4892-02 43 ... 9 1300 94 62 .... 528-01 2.018 3805. .1292-02 .7614-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
148 3503-01 2867-01 
»>TEST OAT~»> 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aoOT OTlo/OT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
148 1 0000 191.00 26672-01 .3223-01 .3223-01 9000 .9343-03 .1129-02 .7044 5.058 545.7 
148 1.0000 192 00 .39990-01 4839-01 4839-01 .9000 .1401-02 .1695-02 1.049 7 512 550.9 
148 1.0000 193 00 .18256-01 .2205-01 2205-01 9000 .6395-03 .7724-03 4831 3 587 544.3 
148 1 0000 194 00 83306-02 .1005-01 1005-01 .9000 2918-03 3521-03 .2214 I 765 540.B 
148 1.0000 195 00 22732-01 .2747-01 2747-01 .9000 .7963-03 .9622-03 .6002 .... 452 546.0 
148 2.0000 196 00 62943-02 .7593-02 7593-02 9000 2205-03 .2660-03 1675 I 247 539.9 
148 2.0000 197 00 16111-01 1946-01 1946-01 .9000 .5644-03 .6BI6-03 .4263 3.165 544 3 
14B 2 0000 198 00 84598-02 .1021-01 1021-01 .9000 2963-03 3576-03 .2247 1 671 541.5 
148 2 0000 199.00 . 10489-01 .1266-01 1266-01 9000 .3674-03 .4435-03 2783 2.069 542 2 
148 2.0000 200 00 52738-02 6361-02 6361-02 9000 1847-03 2228-03 1404 1.0B1 539 5 
148 3.0000 201 00 71905-02 8676-02 8676-02 9000 2519-03 3039-03 .1911 1 471 5 .. 0 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8"B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VI(f' HYPER~lINIC TUNNEL PAGE 2772 
OH8 .. B 60-0 WINDOWS IRWW08) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0'10 ALPHA • 3U.00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP .00110 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDI· ONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. II DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
52 1.990 7.980 29 9 .. 1.035 "3" 8 1307. !35.13 .'+526-01 2.018 3815. .128"-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
52 3506-01 .2877-01 
···TEST [jATV" 
RUN WINDOw TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITU HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUM8[R R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
52 1.0000 191.00 .32310-01 3899-01 .3899-01 .9000 .1133-02 .1367-02 .86 .. 3 6.213 5'+3 6 
52 1.0000 192.00 .52309-01 .6321-01 .6321-01 .9000 .183"-02 .2216-02 : 389 9 956 5"9.2 
52 I 0000 193.00 25851-0! .3117-01 3117-01 .9000 .9062·03 . 1093-02 .6938 5 159 5"1.1 
52 1.0000 19" 00 .12085-01 .1"56-01 .1"56-01 9000 ."236-03 .5103-03 3259 2 602 537 '+ 
52 I 0000 195.00 .30915-01 3730-01 .3730-01 .9000 108't-02 1308-02 .8270 6.1"3 5't3.6 
52 2 0000 196.00 10251-01 123"-01 123"-01 .9000 . 359't-03 ."328-03 277fY 2.065 536.0 
52 2 0000 197.00 210't8-01 .2537-01 2537-01 .9000 .7379-03 8895-03 5658 '+ 210 539.9 
52 2 0000 198 00 11068-01 .1333-01 .1333-01 .9000 .3880-03 't673-03 2987 2 226 536 9 
52 2 0000 199.00 . I 29't't-0 I .1559-01 1559-01 .9000 .'+538-G3 .5't67-03 .3 .. 90 2.600 537 5 
52 2 0000 200.00 't8300-02 581't-02 .581't-02 .9000 .1693-03 2038-03 .1307 1 009 53't 6 
52 3 0000 201 00 66""6-02 .7999-02 7999-02 .9000 .2329-03 .280"-03 .1797 1.387 535 1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2773 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWlaJ 
WINDQI.-IS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0 0 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA . 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. • 00-0 SPDBRK .. .0000 
"·TEST CONOI ONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSlA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
56 1.998 1 980 29 94 2.039 435 I 1304 94.91 .4530-01 2.019 3811. .1288-02 .1637-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0115 
56 .3505-01 .2812-01 
---TEST DAT~"· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HIlAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
56 1.0000 191 00 .30258-01 .3651-01 .3651-01 .9000 .1061-02 .1280-02 .8072 5.805 51t2.1 
56 1.0000 192 00 .57357-01 6936-01 6936-01 9000 .2011-02 2431-02 I 515 10.85 550.3 
56 I 0000 193 00 38019-01 .4591-01 4591-01 .9000 1335-02 1611-02 1.014 1.521 54 .... 3 
56 1.0000 19 ... 00 .19696-0 I .231"'-01 237"'-01 .9000 .6905-03 8323-03 5282 ... 21 ... 538.1 
56 I 0000 195 00 43118-01 5208-01 .5208-01 9000 .1511-02 1826-02 1 1"'5 8 "'96 5"'6.0 
56 2 0000 196 00 1"'681-01 1769-01 1769-01 • 9000 .51"'6-03 6201-03 394 ... 2 939 531.3 
5f) 2.0000 191 00 28159-01 3396-01 3396-01 .9000 9871-03 1191-02 1528 5 599 5"'1 0 
5b 2 0000 198 00 . 1 ...... 01-01 .1135-01 1135-01 .9000 .50"'B-03 6083-03 .3870 2 88 ... 531.1 
56 2.0000 199 00 .1"'696-01 .1171-01 .1171-01 9000 .5151-03 6208-03 39 ... 1 2 941 537 .... 
56 2 0000 200 00 56394-02 6790-02 6790-02 .9000 1977-03 2380-03 1520 1 114 53'" 6 
56 3 0000 201 00 66720-02 .8033-02 8033-02 9000 .2339-03 2816-03 1199 1.389 53'" ... 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 ~N THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE C77If 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UWII) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.O~10 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -'+.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. • 001')0 SP08RK • .0000 
***TEST CONDIT ONS*" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. H DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
166 2.007 7.980 34.98 -It 060 435.1 1300. 9'+.62 .'+530-01 2.019 3805. .1292-02 .7614-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
166 3504-01 .2866-01 
···TEST DA1'A··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NU~18ER Rool 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. P OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
166 1 0000 191.00 11359-01 .1371-01 1371-01 9000 .3980-03 .4805-03 .3012 2.166 543.0 
166 I 0000 192.00 .77184-02 .9317-02 .9317-02 .9000 .2704-03 .3264-03 20't9 1.474 5't21 
166 1.0000 193 00 .60882-02 .7347-02 .7347-02 .9000 .2133-03 .2574-03 .1618 1.203 -5'+ 1 • 1 
166 1.0000 19'+.00 .38114-02 .4599-02 4599-02 .9000 .1335-03 .1611-03 .1014 8081 540.5 
166 1.0000 195 00 .62003-02 .7482-02 7482-02 .9000 2172-03 2621-03 1648 1.226 541 0 
166 2.0000 196.00 .'+0912-02 .'+937-02 4937-02 .9000 .1433-03 .1730-03 .1088 .8088 5'+ 1.0 
166 2 0000 197 00 .68172-02 .8228-02 8228-02 9000 2389-03 .2883-03 1811 1.347 51t I 5 
166 2.0000 198 00 .68941-02 .8321-02 .8321-02 .9000 2416-03 .2915-03 .1831 1 361 541 7 
166 2.0000 199 00 .84376-02 .1018-01 10IA-0; .9000 2956-03 3568-03 .2240 1.665 542.0 
166 2 0000 200.00 .71164-02 .8593-02 8593-02 .9000 .2493-03 .3011-03 .1886 1.449 5'+3.3 
166 3 0000 201.00 .97080-02 .1172-01 .1172-01 .9000 .3401-03 .'+106-03 .2576 1.981 5't2 2 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER ~ 'Ij I C TUNNEL PAGE 2775 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWII I 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.CIO ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = O:'\.O SPDBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CONDit ()NS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO I'1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA [JEG DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
109 3 001 7 990 34 99 -4 047 671.6 1325 96 21 .6936-01 3.099 3842. .1946-02 .7742-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
109 4355-01 .2340-01 
···TEST OAT,··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI OOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER RzI.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
109 1.0000 191.00 .11680-01 1406-01 .1406-01 .9000 5087-03 .6125-03 3976 2 858 543 I 
109 1.0000 192 00 .75795-02 .9128-02 9128-02 .9000 .3301-03 .3975-03 2578 1.853 543.7 
109 I 0000 193 00 .61271-02 .7375-02 .7375-02 .9000 2668-03 3212-03 2089 1.553 541 9 
109 1.0000 194 00 .40889-02 4919-02 4919-02 .9000 .1781-03 2142-03 1398 I 115 !J39.7 
109 I DODO 195 00 62999-02 .7584-02 7584-02 9000 2744-03 3303-03 .2146 1 595 542 4 
109 2 0000 196 00 .39985-02 4810-02 4BIO-02 9000 1741-03 .2095-03 1368 1.018 539.4 
109 2 0000 197 OU .67431-02 8118-02 8118-02 9000 .2937-03 3536-03 2296 1.707 542 7 
109 2 0000 198 00 72821-02 .8766-02 8766-02 .9000 .3171-03 3818-03 2481 I 844 542 2 
109 2.0000 199 00 .91094-02 .1097-01 1097-01 9000 .3967-03 4776-03 3103 2 306 542.5 
109 2 0000 200 DO 71338-02 8586-02 8586-02 9000 3107-03 .3739-03 .2434 1 872 541 4 
IU9 3 0000 201 00 98896-02 1130-01 1190-01 9000 4307-03 5184-03 .3374 2 595 5-+1 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 m THE AEOC --vT<rHYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2776 
OH8'+B 60-0 WINDOWS fR'+UWII) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0[,0 ALPHA . 35.00 8EJA 
- ~.OOO ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0Ot 0 SPOBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONOI" ONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
1'+3 3.686 8.000 3'+ 98 -'+.0'+3 85'+.1 1353. 98 02 .87tt9-01 3.919 3883. .2'+09-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
1'+3 '+915-01 210B-01 
'''TEST OAT .... 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/Tn HITOI HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
1'+3 1.0000 191.00 .12200-01 .1'+66-(}J .1466-0 I .9000 .5997-03 .720'+-03 48'+0 3 476 545.5 
143 I 0000 192.00 .89910-02 .1080-01 1080-01 .9000 .4420-03 5309-03 3568 2 563 545.2 
143 1.0000 193 00 .79193-02 .9510-02 .9510-02 9000 .3893-03 4674-03 .3149 2 338 543.8 
143 I 0000 194 00 .48625-02 5836-02 5836-02 .9000 .2390-03 .2869-03 .1938 I 544 51t1 7 
143 I 0000 195 00 80232-02 .9634-02 963'+-02 .9000 .3944-03 .4736-03 3191 2.370 543.6 
143 2 0000 196.00 .510'+8-02 .6127-02 .6127-02 9000 2509-03 .3012-03 2034 1 512 542.1 
143 2 0000 197 00 83501-02 1003-01 1003-01 9C!00 .4104-03 4929-03 3320 2 466 5"3.7 
143 2 0000 198 00 78867-02 .9471-02 9471-02 .9000 .3877-03 4655-03 3135 2 328 544 0 
143 2 0000 199 00 .89415-02 .1074-01 .1074-01 .9000 .4395-03 .527B-03 3554 2.640 544.0 
143 2.0000 200 00 65441-02 .7859-02 .7859-02 .9000 .3217-03 .3863-03 .2601 1 998 544 I 
1'+3 3 0000 201 00 96330-02 1157-01 .1157-01 .9000 .4735-03 .5687-03 .3828 2 941 5 .. 4.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 I~ THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2777 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWI2) 
WI"lDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.O'O ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -2 noo ELEVON .. .0000 
BOFLAP .0010 SPOBRK .. 0000 
···TEST CONOI IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA "BElA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG. R DEG R PsIA PSI FT/sEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
163 2 006 7 980 35 01 -1.994 434 8 1300 84 62 .4527-01 2.01B 3805 .1291-02 .7614-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
163 3503-01 2867-01 
···TEsT DA- •••• 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OHroT TW 
NUMBER Ra 1 0 R=0.9 R· BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2sEC ISEC 
163 1.0000 191 00 22378-01 .2703-01 .2703-01 9000 .7838-03 .9467-03 5921 4.254 544 3 
163 1.0000 192.00 .13893-01 .1677-01 1677-01 .9000 4866-03 .5874-03 3687 2.652 542.0 
163 1 0000 193 00 11927-01 1439-01 I't39-0 I 9000 .4178-03 5041-03 .3169 2 357 541 2 
163 1.0000 194.00 .65357-02 7883-02 7883-02 .9000 .2289-03 2761-03 1741 1 389 539 1 
163 1.0000 195 00 .91301-02 .1102-01 1102-01 9000 .3198-03 3859-03 .2427 1 805 540 7 
16~ 2.0000 196.01) .52426-02 6322-02 6322-02 .9000 1836-03 2214-03 .1398 I 041 538.5 
163 2 0000 197 00 .76833-02 9268-02 9268-02 9000 .2691-03 3246-03 .2045 1- 522 539.7 
163 2.0000 198 00 69145-02 8340-02 .8340-02 ';:l000 2422-03 .2921-03 .1841 I 370 539.5 
163 2 0000 199 00 .77332-02 .9329-02 .9329-02 9000 .2709-0-3 3267-03 .2058 I 5,2 539 8 
163 2.0000 200 00 46073-02 5558-02 .5558-02 9000 1614-03 1947-03 .1226 9441 539 7 
163 3 0000 201 00 .51147-02 6168-02 6168-02 9000 1791-03 2160-03 1363 1.050 538 6 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER51 NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2778 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWI2) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0 0 ALPHA 
"' 
35.00 BET-A "' -2.000 ELEVON "' .0000 
8DFLAP .. .00..-0 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDI~ ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEO. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
106 3 013 7.990 35 02 -1.984 670.6 1320 95 85 .6925-01 3.095 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
106 4349-01 2337-01 
···TEST OAT \" •• 
RUN WINDOW 1,'; NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R"1 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
106 I 0000 191 00 .20666-01 .2490-01 .2490-01 .9000 .8988-03 .1083-02 .6982 5.020 542.9 
106 1.0000 192 00 .14243-01 1715-01 1715-01 .9000 .6194-03 .7461-03 .4816 3.464 542 2 
106 1.0000 193 00 .11212-01 1349-01 .1349-01 .9000 .4876-03 .5859-03 .3303 2.831 539.6 
106 I 0000 19'i.00 74133-02 8915-02 8915-02 9000 .3224-03 3877-03 2525 2 017 ~36 4 
106 1.0000 195.00 .99161-02 .1194-01 .1194-01 .9000 .4313-03 5191-03 .3362 2 502 540 0 
106 2 0000 196 00 .54152-02 .6511-02 .6511-02 9000 .2355-03 2832-03 1846 I 377 535 7 
106 2.0000 197 00 .83290-02 .1002-01 1002-01 .9000 .3622-03 4359-03 .2829 2 106 538.8 
106 2 0000 198 00 .88776-02 1068-01 1068-01 9000 3861-03 .4645-03 .3017 2 247 538 2 
106 2.0000 199 00 .81024-02 9749-02 9749-02 9000 .3524-03 .4240-03 .2753 2 050 538 5 
106 2 0000 200 00 .49964-02 6008-02 .6008-02 .9000 .2173-03 2613-03 1703 1 313 536 2 
106 3 0000 201 00 .50232-02 60'i2-02 6042-02 .9000 .2185-03 .2628-03 1710 1.319 536 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERr,)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2779 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWl21 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0'10 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEYON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. . 00:)0 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST CONDlrONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
140 3.683 8.000 35 02 -I 979 853 5 1353 98 02 8743-01 3 917 3883. .2407-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
140 .4914-01 2109-01 
··.TEST DATA.··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T) HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= aTUIR BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
140 1 0000 191.00 22535-01 2711-01 .2711-01 9000 .1107-02 .1332-02 .8878 6.358 550.9 
140 1.0000 192.00 17301-01 2081-01 .2081-01 .9000 8501-03 1022-02 6822 4 888 550.2 
140 1 0000 193.00 12361-01 1486-01 .1486-01 .9000 6074-03 .7300-03 '1891 3.626 5'17.3 
1'10 1.0000 194.00 66946-02 8039-02 8039-02 .9000 .3290-03 3950-03 2661 2 117 5'13~9 
140 I 0000 195 00 .10660-01 1281-01 .1281-01 .9000 .5238-03 6296-03 .'1216 3 125 5'17.8 
140 2 0000 196.00 6'1127-02 7699-02 .7699-02 9000 3151-03 3783-03 .2551 1.895 5'13 2 
140 2.0000 197 00 93942-02 1129-01 1129-01 9000 4616-03 5546-03 .3723 2 762 546 2 
140 2 0000 198 00 97316-02 1169-01 .1169-01 9000 .4782-03 .5745-03 3859 2 863 545 6 
140 2.0000 199 00 85678-02 1029-01 .1029-01 9000 4210-03 .5057-03 3399 2.523 545 2 
140 2 0000 200 00 54695-02 6568-02 6568-02 .9000 2688-03 3227-03 2174 J .670 543 7 
140 3 0000 201 00 .55621-02 .6679-02 .6679-02 9000 .2733-03 3282-03 .2211 I 699 5'i3 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN 'tHE AEDC VKF HYP.ERSONIC iUNNEL PAGE 2780 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS tR4UWI3) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.010 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP '" . 0) }O SPDBRK • .0000 
·"·TEST CONOI1'IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R" DEG R PSIA PSI FT I SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
160 2.003 7.980 35 01 -.9963 435 2 1302. 94.76 .4531-01 2.020 3808. .1290-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
160 .3505-01 2869-01 
·"TEST OAT"."·" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
160 1 0000 191.00 .30622-01 .3698-01 .3698-01 .9000 .1073-02 .1296-02 8124 5.837 544.7 
160 1.0000 192.00 23194-01 2800-01 .2800-01 9000 .8130-03 .9813-03 .6170 ..... 37 542.7 
160 1.0000 193.00 14162-01 1708-01 .1708-01 .9000 .4964-03 .5987-03 3780 2 813 5"0.2-
160 1 0000 194.00 .90826-02 1095-01 1095-01 .9000 .3183-03 .3838-03 2429 1 938 538.5 
160 1.0000 195 00 .11635-01 1403-01 .1403-01 .9000 .4078-03 .4918-03 3108 2 313 539 5 
160 2.0000 196.00 .72099-02 8691-02 8691-U2 9000 .2527-03 .30"6-03 .1930 I 438 537.9 
160 2 0000 197 00 .95043-02 .1146-01 1146-01 .901'0 .3331-03 .4017-03 2541 1 892 538 B 
160 2.0000 198 00 .71382-02 8604-02 8604-02 9000 .2502-03 .3016-03 1911 1.424 537.8 
160 2 0000 199 00 .71612-02 8633-02 .8633-02 .9000 .2510-03 _3026-03 1917 I 428 537 9 
160 2.0000 200 00 .4b916-02 .5656-02 5656-02 .9000 .1644-03 .1982-03 .1255 967'+ 538 2 
160 3.0000 201.00 .52153-02 .E286-02 .6286-02 .9000 • L82B-03 .2203-03 1397 1.077 537 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERStNIC TUNNEL PAOE 2781 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS rR4UWI31 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 9.0('0 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .00' 0 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONOI- ONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT OEO. OEO. PSIA OEO. R OEO. R PSIA ~SI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
103 3 014 7.990 35 03 -.9919 669 2 1318. 95 71 .6911-01 3.088 3832. .1949-02 .7701-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
103 .4343-01 .2337-01 
·"TEST OATV·· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.O R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEO. R 
TAW IT 0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
103 I 0000 191.00 30077-01 3629-01 3629-01 .9000 .1306-02 1576-02 1.006 7 212 54B.O 
103 I 0000 192 00 .26159-01 .3156-01 3156-01 9000 1136-02 .1371-02 .8753 6 280 547,3 
103 I 0000 193 00 .13521-01 .1629-01 .1629-01 9000 5B73-03 7075-03 .4553 3 384 542.4 
103 1.0000 194 00 .92076-02 .1109-01 .1109-01 .9000 3999-03 4816-03 .3108 2.478 540.4 
103 1.0000 195.00 .12749-01 .1536-01 .1536-01 9000 .5537-03 6673-03 4288 3.186 5'+32 
103 2 0000 196 00 .75673-02 .9109-02 .9109-02 900G 3287-03 .3956-03 2559 I 905 539.0 
103 2.0000 197.00 .10904-01 1313-01 .1313-0l .9000 .4736-03 .5704-03 .3675 2 733 541 6 
103 2 0000 198 00 .91614-02 .1103-01 .1103-01 9000 3979-03 .4791-03 3095 2.303 540.0 
103 2 0000 199.00 80358-02 9677-02 .9677-02 3000 .3490-03 4203-03 2712 2017 540 7 
103 2 0000 200 00 53389-02 6425-02 .6425-02 9000 2319-03 2791-03 1808 1 393 539 I 
103 3 0000 201 00 60725-02 7310-02 7310-02 9000 .2638-03 3175-03 .2053 1.581 539 I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER50NIC 'FUNNEL PAGE 278t? 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWI31 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 100 ALPHA . 35 00 8ETA • --LOOO ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0 )00 SPOBRK .. .0000 
···TEsT COND'fIONs··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. OEG. PslA OEG r. OEG R PslA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-sEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
137 3.676 8.000 35.07 -.9690 851 9 1353 98 02 .8726-01 3.909 3883. .2403-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2sEC = 0175 
137 .4909-01 .2111-01 
··-TEST !:IA .0.---
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWIT) HlTOI HITAWI OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R=0.9 Roo 8TU/R BTUm BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
137 1.0000 191.00 .30708-01 3695-01 .3695-01 900e .1508-02 .1814-02 I 207 8.638 552.1 
137 I 0000 192.00 .29104-01 .3502-01 .3502-01 .900e .1429-02 .1719-02 I 144 8.190 551.8 
137 1.0000 193 00 .14502-01 .1742-01 .1742-01 .900G .7119-03 .8553-03 .5745 '+ 263 545.7 
137 1.0000 194.00 .94108-02 1130-01 .1130-01 .9000 .4620-03 .5548-03 .3737 2 974 543.8 
137 1.0000 195.00 .11t296-01 .1718-01 .1718-01 900e .7018-03 .8434-03 5654 4 193 546.9 
137 2.0000 196 00 .79124-02 .9496-02 .9496-02 9000 .3884-03 .1t662-03 3150 2 342 541. 7 
137 2 0000 197.00 .11507-01 .1382-01 .1382-01 9000 .5649-03 .6786-03 4561 3.385 545.2 
137 2.0000 198 00 .97921-02 .1176-01 .1176-01 .9000 .4807-03 5772-03 3889 2 B89 51t3.6 
137 2.0000 199.00 .88090-02 .1058-01 .1058-01 900e .4324-03 ~5192-03 3500 2 601 543.2 
137 2 0000 200.00 60774-02 .7294-02 7294-02 9000 .2984-03 .3581-03 .2419 I B61 541 8 
137 3 0000 21l1.00 .62722-02 .7528-02 7528-02 .9000 .3079-03 .3696-03 2496 1.920 5-t2.0 
DATE" 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER ONI~ TUNNEL PAGE 2783 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWIltl 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . e. 00 ALPHA . 35 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = .0 00 SPDBRK - .0000 
---TEST CONU! IONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. ~ DEG R PSIA PSI f"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1f"T3 1f"T2 
15 5155 7 900 34 95 2148-02 101.7 1243 92 17 1130-01 4937 3718. .3309-03 .7't17-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBtR BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
15 1719-01 5638-01 
---TEST DATA--' 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T) HIlO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R OE:G. R 
TAWITO f"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2S[C ISEC 
15 1 0000 191 00 20301-01 2466-01 2466-01 9000 .3't90-03 .4238-03 .2456 1.769 539.0 
15 1 0000 192 00 .22902-01 2781-01 .27BI-0l 9000 .3937-03 .4781-03 2772 1.997 538 7 
15 1.0000 193 00 .13470-01 .1635-01 1635-01 .9000 .2316-03 .2811-03 .1633 1.217 537.5 
15 1.0000 19't 00 56035-02 6800-02 6800-02 9000 .9632-04 .1169-03 6804-01 .5435 536.3 
15 I 0000 195 00 .12639-01 153't-01 153't-01 9000 .2173-03 2637-03 .1532 1.142 537.3 
15 2 0000 196 00 52621-02 6385-02 6385-02 .9000 9046-0't .1098-03 6392-01 .4766 536.0 
15 2 0000 197 00 10054-01 1220-01 1220-01 9000 .1728-03 2098-03 1219 .9085 537 2 
15 2.0000 198 00 65245-02 7917-02 7917-02 .9000 .1122-03 1361-03 7923-01 5907 536 3 
15 2 0000 199 00 67616-02 8205-02 8205-02 9000 1162-03 1410-03 8209-01 6119 536.4 
15 2 0000 200 00 43861-02 .5323-02 5323-02 9000 .75't0-04 91't9-04 5325-01 4107 536 4 
15 3 0000 201 00 49232-02 5973-02 5973-02 .9000 8463-04 1027-03 5981-01 4614 535 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VI(f" HYPErt-50NIC TUNNEL PAGE 27B4 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWI41 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8. )00 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP .0')00 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDI nONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
62 1.995 7.980 34.99 - .1400-02 434.9 1305. 94.98 .lt527-01 2.018 3813. .1287-02 .7643-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
62 .3505-01 .2874-01 
···TEST DIoTA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWIT~ HIlOI HITAWI aOOT onIDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R"0.9 R'" 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
62 1.0000 191.00 .37445-01 4523-(H .4523-01 .9000 .1312-02 .1585-02 .9950 7 141 5"6.6 
62 1.0000 192.00 .32978-01 .3981-01 .3981-01 .9000 .1156-02 .1395-02 8788 6.314 54'+.'+ 
62 I 0000 193.00 .16560-01 1997-01 1997-01 .9000 5805-03 6998-03 .4440 3 304 539.8 
62 1.0000 194 00 12199-01 I\t70-01 .1470-01 .9000 .4276-03 .5154-03 3275 2.613 538 8-
62 1.0000 195.00 .15772-01 1902-01 1902-01 .9000 .5528-03 6665-03 .4229 3.148 539 6 
62 2 0000 196.00 95601-02 1152-01 .1152-01 .9000 .3351-03 4038-03 2570 I 91Lt 537 B 
62 2.0000 197 00 .10725-01 1292-01 1292-01 .9000 .3759-03 4530-03 2882 2.147 537 9 
62 2 0000 198 00 83783-02 1009-01 .1009-01 9000 .2937-03 .3538-03 .2255 I 681 536 9 
62 2 0000 199 00 .83130-02 1002-01 1002-01 900h .2914-03 3511-03 2236 1.666 537 2 
62 2 0000 200 00 50617-02 6097-02 6097-02 .9000 1774-03 2137-03 1363 1 051 536 5 
62 3 0000 201 00 58979-02 7105-02 .7105-02 .9000 .2067-03 2't90-03 1588 1.224 536 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2785 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWI4) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 )00 ALPHA . 35 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP • • JJOO SPD8RK • .0000 
"'rEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO HJ T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO. OEG. PSIA DEO ,~ DEO R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
81 3 030 7 990 35 02 - 6903-03 670 5 1315 95.49 6924-01 3.094 3827 .1957-02 .7684-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
81 4346-01 .2332-01 
"'TEST O'&:'A'" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TP H(TO) HITAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
81 1.0000 191.00 .28077-01 4597-01 4597-01 .9000 .1655-02 . 1998-02 I ~67 9 084 548.9 
81 1.0000 1'32.00 38710-01 4673-01 4673-01 .9000 1682-02 2031-02 1.2'38 9.238 548.8 
81 1.00eo 193.00 16027-01 1931-01 1931-01 .9000 .6965-03 8392-03 .53E6 4.005 541 4 
81 1.0000 194.00 .12613-01 .1519-01 .1519-01 900e .5482-03 6604-03 4241 3 380 540 9 
81 I 0000 195.00 .17824-01 2148-01 2148-01 .900e 7746-03 9337-03 .5979 4 443 542.8 
81 2.00no 196 00 .10113-01 .1218-01 .1218-01 .900e .4395-03 5292-03 .3409 2 538 538 9 
81 2 0000 197.00 12650-01 .1524-01 152.,-01 .9000 .5497-03 .6622-03 4255 3.165 540 7 
81 2.000() 198 00 .94163-02 1134-01 1134-01 9000 .4092-03 4928-03 3174 2 363 539 I 
81 2.0000 199.00 .91184-02 .1098-01 .1098-01 900e .3963-03 4771-03 .3074 2 289 538 8 
81 2 0000 200.00 54749-02 .6590-02 6590-02 9000 2379-03 2864-03 .1849 I 425 537 5 
81 3 0000 201 00 .63232-02 7612-02 .7612-02 900e 2748-03 3308-03 .2134 I 644 538 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPl::; iON I C TUNNEL PAGE 2786 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IRI+UW 11+) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC {lATA 
MACH . B. )00 ALPHA . 35 00 BEtA • 0001) ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP " (,)00 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONCIrIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TC T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA OEG. DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
134 3.680 8.000 35 02 -.6917-03 8528 1353. 98.02 .8735-D1 3 913 3883. .2405-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
131+ .1+912-01 2109-01 
···TEST D/TA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 Ra O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
134 1.0000 191.00 .1+3069-01 .'5189-01 5189-01 .9000 2115-02 .2549-02 1.681+ 12.02 556.7 
131+ 1.0000 192.00 .47936-01 5777-01 .5777-01 .9000 2355-02 2838-02 1 871 13.35 558.0 
131+ 1.0000 193.00 .19333-01 2323-01 2323-01 .9000 .9496-03 .111+1-02 .7655 5 678 51+6.5 
134 1.0000 194.00 .13618-01 .1636-01 .1636-01 .900Cl .6689-03 8035-03 5401 4 295 545.2 
134 1 0000 195.00 .23034-01 2770-01 2770-01 .900e .1131-02 .1361-02 .9086 6 729 549 6 
134 2.0000 196 00 .11846-01 !-t22-0 1 1422-01 .900() 5818-03 .6986-03 1+709 3 499 543.3 
131+ 2.0000 197.00 .15783-QI 1896-01 1896-01 .900e .7752-03 .9313-03 .6258 4.644 545 1+ 
134 2 OUOO 198 00 11841-01 1422-01 1422-01 900a .5816-03 6983-03 4706 3 496 543.5 
134 2.0000 199 00 .10779-01 .1294-01 1294-01 9000 5294-03 6357-03 4285 3 183 543 3 
134 2 0000 200 00 56120-02 6735-02 6735-02 .9000 2756-03 3308-03 2236 I 720 51+1 1+ 
134 3.0000 201 00 .67701-02 8124-02 8124-02 9000 .3325-03 3990-03 2699 2 076 5 .. 1 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 27B7 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWI5) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA • '+0 00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. COOO SPDBRK • .0000 
'''TEST CONCI T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TC. T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
203 .4973 7.900 39 90 -10 06 99 51 1255 93 06 1106-01 .4831 3736 .3207-03 .74B9-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
203 1703-01 5732-01 
···TEST D/TA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWIl:) HITO) HIlAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER Rcl.O R=O 9 R- BTum BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
203 I 0000 191 00 .26695-02 3230-02 .3230-02 9000 4547-04 .5501-04 .3290-01 .2380 531.2 
203 1.0000 192 00 .80167-02 9700-02 .9700-02 .900e 1366-03 1652-03 9874-01 .7141 531.6 
203 1.0000 193 00 .70019-02 .8472-02 .8472-02 .900e .1193-03 1443-03 8626-01 .6447 531.5 
203 I 0000 19'+ 00 .47796-1)~ .5782-02 .5782-02 .9000 8142-04 .9850-04 5890-01 .4717 531 2 
203 1.0000 195 00 .10958-01 1326-01 1326-01 .9000 .IS67-03 2258-03 .1350 I 009 531.3 
203 2.0000 196 00 .72870-02 8817-02 8817-02 .9000 1241-03 1502-03 8974-01 6706 531 7 
203 2 0000 197 00 13420-01 .1624-01 .1624-01 9001) 2286-03 2766-03 1653 I 235 531.8 
203 2 0000 198 00 17296-0 I .2093-01 2093-01 .9000 2946-03 .3566-03 2128 I 589 532 5 
203 2 0000 199.00 .16714-01 2023-01 .2023-01 .9000 .2847-03 .3446-03 .2056 1.535 532.6 
203 2 0000 200 00 13348-01 1616-01 1616-01 900} .2274-03 2752-03 .1641 I 268 532 8 
203 3 0(100 201 00 13162-01 1593-01 .1593-01 900e .2242-03 .2713-03 .1620 I 253 531 9 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 27B8 
OH8~B 60-0 WINDOWS fR~UW151 
WINDOWS PARAMETR[C DATA 
MACH . BODO ALPHA • ~O.OO BETA • -10.00 ELEVeN • .0000 
BDFLAP • .f 000 SPDBRI< • .0000 
"""TEST CCND TlONS··· 
RUN RN/L r1ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA OEG ~ OEG. q PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
[90 I.OO~ 7.9~0 39 95 -IO.O~ 205 0 1261. 92 f)" .2205-01 9131 37~6. .6425-03 .745~-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
190 .2'+19-01 .'+052-01 
···TEST D. TA··· 
RUN WiNDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWI 0 HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
190 I 0000 191 00 .38B61-02 .~69B-02 46~8-02 9000 .9'+02-0" .1 [37-03 6859-01 '+962 531.1 
190 1.0000 192.00 90022-02 1088-01 1088-01 .9000 .2178-03 2633-03 .1588 I. !lt9 531.5 
190 I 0000 193 00 .75-+53-02 .9123-02 .9123-02 9000 .1826-03 2207-03 !331 .99~6 531 6 
190 1.0000 19~ 00 .'+9155-02 5942-02 59'+2-02 .9000 .1189-03 1438-03 .8680-01 .6953 530.8 
190 I 0000 195.00 .12868-01 1556-01 1556-01 .9000 .3113-03 3765-03 2268 I 695 532 I 
190 2.0000 196 00 .69'l47-02 8397-02 8397-02 .9000 • !680-03 .2032-03 1225 .9155 53: 6 
190 2 0000 197 00 .163~8-01 197 ]-01 1977-01 900d .3955-03 .'+78'+-03 2881 2 152 532." 
190 2 0000 [98 00 I B5"6-0 I .2243-01 22"3-01 9000 ."'+87-03 .5"28-03 326'" 2 '+38 533.2 
190 2.0000 199 00 190£,1-0 I 2306-01 2306-01 9000 .'+612-03 5579-03 .3354 2 50'+ 533 5 
[90 2.0000 200 00 13861-01 .1677-01 1677-01 .9000 .335'+-03 '+057-03 2439 I 883 533 5 
190 3 0000 201 00 12872-01 .1557-01 1557-01 .900~ .311'+-03 3767-03 .22E8 I 753 532.5 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2789 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWl5J 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8 000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDI T ION •• .. 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG R <lEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
li2 2.004 7.990 39 98 -10 09 434.9 1301. a".69 .4528-01 2.018 3907. • 1291-02 .7620-07 
RUN YREF STN NO 
NUI',Et.R BTUI R REF (RI 
F"1'2SEC =.0175 
172 .3'503-01 2968-01 
"·TEST DATA·· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO I( TOI H(TAWI aDOT DnmT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- ITU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO ~T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
172 1.0000 191.00 .62642-02 .7565-02 7565-02 9000 ~195-03 .2650-03 .1660 1.193 544 3 
172 I 0000 192.00 .li862-01 .1433-01 .1..-33-01 .9000 1\56-03 .5019-03 .31'12 2.25B 51f'+.6 
172 1.0000 193 00 89190-02 .'077-01 .1077-01 9000 3125-03 . 311't-03 .2363 1.155 5'+1f.'+ 
112 I 0000 191f.00 .5011f1-02 .6121-02 .6121-02 .9000 '778-03 .21'+1-03 .1346 1.011 5'+3 6 
112 I 0000 195 00 15856-01 .1916-01 .1916-01 .9000 555-03 6111-03 .1t194 3.112 5'+5.1 
112 2.0000 196 00 .12199-02 9193-02 8193-02 9000 2550-03 .30BI-03 .1328 1.'+31 541t.8 
112 2 0000 191 00 .19131-01 .2312-01 2312-01 9000 ':;104-03 .8102-03 5056 3.150 546 5 
172 2 0000 198 00 .22051-01 26G6-01 .2666-01 .9000 ,121-03 9341-03 .5811 1t.311 541 9 
172 2.0000 199 00 .21983-01 2651-01 2651-01 9000 7102-03 9310-03 5198 1t.291 541.9 
172 2 0000 200 ,,0 15121-01 .1901-01 1901-01 9000 508-03 6660-03 .1t141 3 173 51t8 B 
172 3 0000 201 00 12290-01 14a5-01 .1485-01 .9000 . '306-03 5202-03 .3250 2 1t95 5ot5 8 
DATE 23 tEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKt HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2790 
OH84B 60-0 WINOOWS IR'tUWIS) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 BOtLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"·TEST COND I TI ONS" •• 
RU"l RN/L MACH ALPHA B_TA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER ItT OEO. OEO PSIA OEG. R )EG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
100 3.008 7.990 40.00 -10.10 673.1 132S. ~".21 .69S1-01 3.106 3842. .1950-02 .7742-07 
RUN HREt STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RErIR) 
tT2SEC -.OI7S 
100 4360-01 .2338-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAW/TO -fITO) HIlAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUf'l8ER R-1 0 R-0.9 R- lTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO ~T2SEC FT2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
100 1.0000 191.00 • 7S:,,~-02 .9122-02 .9122-02 .9000 .3302-03 .3977-0$ .2575 1.850 544.7 
100 1.0000 192.00 .l't390-01 .1734-01 .1734-01 9000 1527"-03 .7561-03 .4886 3 508 546.0 
100 1.0000 193.00 97104-02 .! 170-01 .1170-01 .9000 .... 234-03 .5100-03 .3304 2 453 544.4 
100 1.0000 194.00 .52382-02 .6308-02 .6308-02 .9000 .228"-03 2750-03 .1784 1.420 543 ... 
100 I 0000 195.00 .16508-01 1989-01 .1989-01 .~ooo .7197-03 867"-03 .5601 4.155 546 4 
100 2 OOCO 196 00 76089-02 .9166-02 .9166-02 .9000 .3318-03 .3996-03 .2587 1 921 54.. 8 
100 2 0000 197.00 .19833-01 2391-0 I 2391-01 9000 .36"7-03 . 1042-02 .6723 .. 984 547.3 
100 2 OOCO 198.00 23860-01 2~n8-C I 2878-01 .9000 1040-02 .1255-02 8063 5 971 549 6 
100 2.0000 199 on .23228-01 .2801-01 2801-01 9000 1013-02 .1221-02 .7B51 '5 815 S"94 
100 2 0000 200 00 16641-01 2007-01 .2007-01 9000 7256-03 8751-03 5627 4 311 549 2 
100 3 0000 201.00 .12"78-01 1504-01 1504~01 .9000 5440-03 65~5-03 "237 3 252 5ot5 9 
OA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2791 
OH8'+B 60-0 WINDOWS IRWWI71 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 1+0.00 BETA • -1+.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPOBRK • .01100 
···TEST CONDITION~··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
200 .5083 7.900 39.9" -3.996 100.7 121+7 !:2.1+7 .1119-01 .I+B91 3721+ • • 326B-03 .71+1+1-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R R~F'IR) 
FT2SEC • 0175 
200 1712-01 .5675-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HlTAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
200 I.GOOO 191 00 .11305-01 .1368-01 .136B-OI .9000 .1935-03 .231+2-03 .13B8 1.005 529.6 
200 1.0000 192 00 .90823-02 .1099-01 .1099-01 9000 1555-03 .1882-03 .1116 .8077 529.2 
200 I 0000 193 00 .63'+29-02 "'675-02 .7675-02 9000 1086-03 131'+-03 .7800-01 .5839 528 3 
2CO 1.0000 19'+.00 31960-02 .3866-02 3866-02 .9000 5'+71-0'+ .15618-0'+ .3936-01 .3158 527.3 
200 1.0000 195.00 .6169'+-02 .7'+6'+-02 .71+6'+-02 .9000 1056-03 .1278-03 7591-01 5683 528.0 
200 2 0000 196 00 37602-02 '+5'+8-02 • '+5'+8-02 9000 6'+37-0'+ 7787-01+ '+631-01 .3,+68 527.3 
200 2 0000 197 00 5369'+-02 6'+96-02 6'+96-02 .9000 9192-01+ .1112-03 .6607-01 1+9'+ 7 527 9 
200 2 0000 198 00 .61IG77-02 7752-02 7752-02 9000 1097-03 1327-03 7886-01 5905 527.7 
?OO 2 0000 199 00 68'+21-02 8278-02 .8278-02 9000 1171-03 1'+17-03 8 .. 19-01 6303 527 9 
200 2 0000 200 00 68371-02 .8272-02 8272-02 9000 1170-03 1'+16-03 8'+12-01 6~15 527 9 
200 3 0000 201 00 78G78 02 9,+ .. 6-02 .9'+,+6-02 .9000 1337-03 1617-03 9606-01 7'+'+0 528 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 r.H8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2792 
OH8~B 60-0 WINDOWS IRltUWl71 






- -'+.000 ELEVON - .0000 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRI( - .0000 
---TEST CONDITI0~5---
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
IB7 1.008 7.9~0 39.9€ -3.991 205 a 1257. g2.3~ .2205-01 .9731 37~0. .6~~5-03 .7~31-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
rT2SEC ,. 0175 
187 2~IB-OI .'i0~~-01 
---TEST DATA-·· 
RUN Wlt-.OOW TIC NO ~/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~/TO HITOI HITAWI COOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O Roo O.9 R· BTU/R BTU/R STUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC fT2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
187 1.0000 191.00 .\71~8-01 .2075-01 .2075-01 .9000 .~ 1'.7-03 .51119-03 2999 2.167 533.3 
187 1.0000 192.00 10595-01 .1282-01 .1282-01 .9000 .2562-03 .3099-03 .1857 1.3'i2 532.0 
187 I 0000 193.00 .11096-01 .13'i2-01 .13~2-01 .9000 2683-03 .32'i6-03 .19"5 1.~53 531.9 
187 1.0000 19'i.00 56015-02 .6773-02 .6773-02 9000 ,1355-03 1638-03 98"0-01 .788" 530 2 
187 1.0000 195 00 .B9"03-02 .1081-01 .1081-01 .9000 2162-03 2615-03 .1569 1.\73 530.9 
187 2.0000 196 00 "6899-02 5669-02 .5669-02 .9000 1134-03 .1371-03 82"0-01 6163 529.9 
187 2.0000 197 00 .75938-02 9183-02 .9183-02 9000 1836-03 2221-03 1333 .9969 530.6 
187 2 0000 198 00 63207-02 76"3-02 76"3-02 9000 1528-03 184B-03 1110 .8299 530 5 
187 2.0000 199 00 63217-02 7645-02 76"5-02 9000 1529-03 .18"9-03 .1110 -8298 530.7 
187 2 0000 200 00 .5~98"-02 6770-02 .6770-02 .9000 1354-03 1637-03 .9832-01 .7605 530.1t 
187 3 0000 201 00 .6786"-02 .8208-02 .8208-02 .9000 .16"1-03 .1985-03 .1191 .9211 530 9 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONI': TUNNEL PAGE 2793 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS IRlfUWl71 
WINDOWS "ARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA 
-
'+0.00 BETA • -'+.000 ELEVeN • ~OOOO 8DFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDI T ION •• ••• 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEO R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
178 2 003 7.980 39.97 -4 003 If3'5 3 1302. ~4.76 .lt532-01 2.020 3808. .1291-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
178 3505-01 .2868-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R-I.O R2 O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
178 I 0000 191.00 .20661-01 .2lt92-01 .2lt92-01 .9000 . 72lt2-03 .8736-03 .5515 3.971 5lfO.2 
178 1.0000 192 00 .11327-01 .1365-01 .1365-01 9000 .3971-03 .lt786-03 .3031t 2.188 537.5 
178 I 0000 193 00 Ilt486-01 .1746-01 1746-01 .9000 5078-03 .6122-03 3878 2.888 538.\ 
178 I 0000 194 00 .85920-02 .1035-01 .1035-01 .9000 3012-03 .3629-03 2307 1.8lt3 535.8 
178 1.0000 195 00 99249-02 1196-01 1196-01 9000 3lt79-03 .ltI92-03 .2662 1.984 536 6 
178 2.0000 196 00 66829-02 80lt9-02 80'~9-02 9000 .2343-03 2822-03 1797 1.3'+1 531t 7 
178 2 0000 197 00 .96980-02 .1169-01 1169-01 9000 .3400-03 .lt096-03 2602 I 940 536.3 
178 2 0000 198 00 98928-02 1192-01 1192-01 .9000 .3468-03 .It 178-03 2654 1.979 536.3 
178 2.0000 199 00 89288-02 .1076-01 .1076-01 9000 .3130-03 3771-03 2396 I 786 536 2 
178 2 0000 200 00 51733-02 6230-02 6230-02 9000 .1813-03 .2184-03 1391 I 074 531t.It 
178 3 0000 201 00 58538-02 .7051-02 .7051-02 9000 2052-03 2472-03 1573 1.214 535 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSOM·: TUNNEL PAGE 279'4 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWl71 
WINDOWS ~ARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH • B.OOC ALPHA . '+0.00 8ETA • -'+.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .oooe SPDBRK • .0000 
oooTEST CONDITIC~).o. 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUf'1BER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R CEG. R PSIA P~I FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
96 2.98B 7.990 '+0 00 -4.027 670.3 1327. 96.36 • 6922-01 3.093 3845 • .1939-02 .7751f-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
rT2SEC ... 0175 
96 .4352-01 .2345-0 I 
···TEST DATA· .. • 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOl HITAWI OOOT onroT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
96 1.0000 191.00 .22695-01 .2735-01 2735-CI .9000 .9877-03 1190-02 .7696 5 521 5lf7.5 
96 I 0000 192.00 .13767-01 .1658-01 .1658-01 .9000 .5992-03 .721'+-03 .4691 3 371 543.8 
96 1.0000 193 00 .16791-01 .2022-01 .2022-01 9000 .7308-03 .8802-03 5711 '+.239 545.2 
96 1.0000 194.00 .89826-02 .1081-01 .1081-01 .9000 .3909-03 4705-03 3067 2.443 542.0 
96 1.0000 195.00 .11493-01 .1383-01 .1383-01 .9000 .5002-03 .6020-03 .3923 2.916 542.3 
96 2.0000 196 00 .70977-02 85'+ 1-02 .8541-02 .9000 .3089-03 .3717-03 .2425 I 803 541.6 
96 2.0000 197.00 .11768-01 .14\fi-01 1416-01 .9000 .5122-03 6164-03 .4019 2.988 542.0 
96 2.0000 198.00 .12011-01 1446-01 .1446-01 .9000 .5227-03 6293-03 4096 3 041f 543 0 
96 2.0000 199 00 95138-02 .1145-01 .1145-01 9000 .4141-03 4982-03 .3251 2 418 541.If 
96 2 0000 200 00 617:9-02 .7433-02 .7433-02 .9000 _2688-03 .3235-03 2109 I 622 542 0 
96 3.0000 201.00 .61899-02 .74+7-02 .7,+,+7-02 9000 .269'+-03 .32'+1-03 .2118 I 630 5-+0 5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON C TUNNEL PAGE 2795 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWI8) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . ,+0.00 BETA • -2.otlO ELEVON • .0000 
BOF!..AI'> • • 0000 SP08RK • .0000 
·"TEST CONOI T IOtIS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER ItT DEG OEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
197 .4998 7.900 39.96 -1.991 100.2 1257 !l3 21 .1114-01 .4867 3739. .3226-03 .7501-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
197 .1710-01 5716-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAWI aOOT 01lolOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE.G. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC tT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
197 1.0000 191.00 .19090-01 .2310-0t .2310-01 9000 .3265-03 .3950-03 .i'~6'+ 1.709 532.5 
197 1.0000 192.00 .13205-01 .1597-01 .1597-01 .9000 .2258-03 .2732-03 1638 1.184 531.5 
197 1.0000 193 00 .10847-01 !312-01 .1312-01 .90ao .1855-03 .2244-03 .1345 1.006 531.1f 
197 I 0000 194 00 45982-02 .5559-02 5559-02 .9000 ;861t-04 9507-04 .5717-01 .1t582 5296 
IY7 I 0000 195.00 .88074-02 .1065-01 .1065-01 .9000 .1506-03 .1822-03 .1093 .B175 530.7 
197 2.0000 196.00 .'+6310-02 .5598-02 .5598-02 .9000 7920-01t . 9571t-04 5760-01 .1t310 529.3 
197 2 0000 197 00 .79698-02 9637-02 9637-02 9000 .1363-03 .1648-03 9899-01 .1'+02 530.1f 
197 2 0000 198 00 .58139-02 .7029-02 .7029-02 .9000 .99,+3-04 1202-03 7229-0r .5408 529 6 
197 2.0000 199 00 .585'+7-02 .7078-02 7078-02 9000 1001-03 .1211-03 7279-01 5445 529 7 
197 2 0000 200 00 48384-02 5849-02 5849-02 .9000 8275-04 1000-03 6017-01 4637 529.5 
197 3 0000 201.00 .57662-02 6971-02 6971-02 9000 9861-04 .1192-03 7170-01 .5548 529 6 
DATE 23 F'EB SO OH81+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPElt_ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2796 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IAAUWI8' 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • & '00 ALPHA . 1+0.00 8E.TA • -2.000 £LEVON • .0000 8DF'LAP • • U'OO SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONtI, 'IONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA F'1 TC T P Q V RHO t1U 
NUMBER IrT DEG. DEG. PSIA CEG. 'j OEG. R PSIA PSI F'TlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IrT2 
lSI+ .9995 7.940 39.97 -2.001 204 9 1261+. 92.86 .2204-01 .9726 3751. .6't06-03 ,71+72-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
rT2SEC ".0175 
18 .. 2420-01 .'t059-01 
.. -
'''TEST DATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC F'r2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
184 1 0000 191.00 .28222-01 .3415-01 3415-01 .9000 .6829-03 .8265-0~ .'t969 3.585 536.1 
19't 1.0000 192.00 .1'tIIO-OI .1706-01 .1706-01 .9000 .3't1't-03 .'t129-03 .2494 1.802 533.3 
18't 1.0000 193.00 .15't18-01 . l861+-0 I .1864-0 I .9000 .3731-03 .1+511-03 2726 2 036 533.0 
184 1.0000 194.00 .91879-02 .1110-01 1110-01 .9000 .2223-03 .2687-03 .1628 1.304 531.It Ie .. 1.0000 195.00 .103!8-01 • 12't7-01 .1247-01 .9000 .2't97-03 .3018-03 .1827 I 365 532.0 
18't 2.0000 196.00 .73270-02 .8855-02 .8855-02 .9000 .1773-03 21't3-03 .1299 .9707 531.2 
\81t 2.0000 197.00 .96693-02 .1169-01 .1169-01 .9000 .2340-03 .2828-03 1713 I 280 531 7 
184 2.0000 198 00 .79934-02 9659-02 9659-02 .9000 .1934-03 .2337-03 1417 I 059 531.0 
IS't 2.0000 199.00 7't647-02 9023-02 .9023-02 9000 .1806-03 .2183-03 .1322 .9878 531.8 
18't 2.0000 200 ao 't3907-02 5305-02 .5305-02 .9000 .1062-03 .128"-03 .7790-01 6025 530.5 
18't 3.0000 201.00 .47687-02 5762-02 5762-02 .9000 .1154-03 .1394-03 .8"56-01 .65 .. 0 530.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2797 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UWl81 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA-
MACH . 8 000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .OJOO SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONtJl rJ ONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
175 1.988 7.980 39.99 -2 005 434 9 1308. 95.20 4528-01 2.018 3817. .1284-02 .1661-07 
RUN HREF 5TN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC • 0175 
1i5 3507-01 2878-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT T\.I 
NUMBER R-l.0 R"0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
175 I 0000 191 00 .35691-01 .4307-01 .4307-01 900e .1252-02 .1510-02 .9560 6.870 5'f4.0 
175 I 0000 192 00 .16112-01 .1941-01 .1941-01 .9001. .5650-03 .E.806-03 .4348 3.134 538.1 
175 1.0000 193.00 .18081-01 .2179-01 .2179-01 .9000 .6340-03 .1640-03 4874 3.629 538.9 
175 1.0000 194.00 .13136-01 .1582-01 .1582-01 .9000 .4606-03 .5548-03 .3548 2.833 537 3 
175 1 0000 195.00 .12484-01 .1503-01 .1503-01 .9000 .4378-03 5271-03 .3376 2.516 536.5 
175 2 0000 196.00 .99609-02 .1199-01 .1199-01 .9000 3493-03 .4206-03 .2694 2.008 536 4 
175 2 0000 197 00 .11944-01 .1438-01 .1438-01 .9000 .4188-03 .5043-03 .3231 2.409 536 3 
175 2.0000 198 00 .10560-01 .Inl-Ol 1271-01 90lle .3703-03 4459-03 .c857- 2.130 536.1 
175 2 0000 199 00 .92463-02 1113-01 .1113-0 I 9000 .3242-03 3904-03 2502 1.866 536.0 
175 2 0000 200 00 56804-02 .6839-02 6839-02 9000 .1992-03 2398-03 .1538 1.187 535 5 
175 3 0000 201 00 .70481-02 8486-02 .8486-02 .9003 .2472-03 2976-03 1908 1.472 535.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEFSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2798 
OHB~B 60-0 WINDOWS IR'tUWI81 
WINDOWS PARAI£TRIC DATA 
MACH . E 000 ALPHA • 'to.00 BETA • -2.000 £LEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .( 000 SPD8RK • .0000 
"'TEST CONt nONS" • 
RU~ RN/L MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEO. ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 
93 2 993 7.990 'to.02 -2.035 672.1 1328 96.'t3 .69~1-01 3.102 3BItS. .191t3-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
93 1t359-01 .23~3-01 
"'TEST O"TA'" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW,·;) HCTOI HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-\ 0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R STU/R STUI DEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
93 I 0000 191.00 .39032-01 .'t703-DI .~703-01 .9000 .1701-02 .2050-02 1.329 9 535 5'tS.7 
93 1.0000 192 00 .19752-01 • 2377-01 .2377-01 .900r • .S609-03 .1036-02 .S768 1t.870 S'tI.5 
93 I.OOCO 193 00 .19~16-01 .2336-01 .2336-01 .900() .8~63-03 .1019-02 .6652 't.945 51t!. 7 
93 1.0000 194.00 11497-01 .1392-01 .1382-01 .900!) .5011-03 .6025-03 .395~ 3.155 538.5 
93 1.0000 195.00 .1't8BI-01 1790-01 .1790-01 9000 .6lt86-03 7BCi-03 .5109 3.802 51t0.0 
93 2.0000 196.00 82359-02 9997-02 .9897-02 .900n 3590-03 ~311t-03 .2839 2.116 536.7 
93 2.0000 197 00 \ltlt79-01 17~ 1-01 .17'+ 1-0 I .9000 .63.11-03 .7589-03 .1t971t 3.703 539." 
93 2.0000 198 00 .10739-01 .1291-01 .1291-01 .900n .1t681-03 .5627-03 .3696 2.753 538.0 
93 2.0000 199 00 10763-01 .1291t-01 .1291t-01 9000 .4691-03 5540-03 ,3703 2.758 538.3 
93 2 0000 200 00 ~21t~7-02 .5100-02 .5100-02 .9000 .1850-03 .2223-03 Ilt65 1 130 ~36 0 
93 3 0000 201 00 71986-02 8651-02 .9651-02 .9000 .3139-03 3770-03 .21t82 I 9'4 536 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2799 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UW211 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . e 000 ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • • 1000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CO~:ITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO Te T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
194 . 5043 7.900 39.9B -1.003 100.'+ 1251. 92 77 .1116-01 .'+876 3730 • .32'+7-03 .7'+65-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R RErIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
19'+ .1710-01 5695-01 
'''TEST ~.\TA··· 
RUN WINDOW T IC r~o H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF" TAw/ro H(TO) HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
194 1.0000 191.00 .23250-01 .2815-01 .2815-01 .900e .3976-03 .4815-03 .2857 2.065 532.2 
194 1.0000 192 00 .17114-01 .2072-01 .2072-01 .900~ .2927-03 .35'+4-03 .210" 1.5?1 531.9 
19" 1.0000 193 00 .129710 -01 .1570-01 .1570-01 .900e .2219-03 2686-03 .1597 I. 19'+ 531.0 
19" I 0000 19'1.00 .59651-02 .7217-02 .7217-02 .900e • 1020-03 .123'1-03 .7356-01 .5896 529.6 
19 .. 1.0000 195 00 • 10"76-0 I .1268-01 .1268-01 .90ue .1792-03 .2169-03 .1290 .96 .. 2 530.9 
19'1 2 0000 196 00 .5'1702-02 .6617-02 .6617-02 90CC 9356-0" .1132-03 .6750-01 .5051 529.2 
19" 2.0000 197 00 89213-02 .1080-01 .1080-01 .90eo .1526-03 .18'16-03 .1099 .B218 530.'+ 
19'1 2 0000 198 00 66836-02 .8086-02 8086-02 9000 .11lt-3-03 .1383-03 .82"'1-01 .6167 529.5 
19'1 2.0000 199 00 .63998-02 .77'13-02 .77"3-02 901'( .1095-03 . 132"-03 7891-01 5902 529 e 
19" 2 0000 200 00 '1'1655-02 .5"02-02 .5402-02 .90er .7637-0't .9238-04 .55J2-01 .'1267 529.0 
194 3 0000 201 00 "8328-02 .5847-02 • 58't-7-02 .900(\ .8266-04 1000-03 .5962-01 '161'+ 529 '+ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPf.RSONIC TIJNNEL PAGE 2900 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW211 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • LOOO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVaN • .0000 
BOFLAP • • 0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TEST CQt.t ITlONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TCJ T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER IFl DEG oEG. PSIA CEQ R oEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IfT2 
181 .9960 7.940 39.97 -1.003 203.7 1262 92.71 .2191-01 .9670 374B. .6379-03 .7460-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
fT2SEC =.0175 
181 .2412-01 .1+067-01 
···TEST rATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~l TO H(TOI HITAWJ OoOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R DEG. R 
TAW ITO FT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
181 1.0000 191.00 .34083-01 .4129-01 .4129-01 .9000 .8221-03 .9961-03 .5940 4.279 539.2 
101 1.0000 192.00 .18896-01 .2288-01 .2288-01 .900r .4558-03 .5518-03 .3306 • 2.385 !:o36 4 
181 I 0000 193.00 .16707-01 2022-01 .2022-01 .90OL .4030-03 .ltB78-03 .2925 2.181 536 0 
181 1.0000 194.00 .10730-01 .1298-01 129B-01 .90Gr. .2588-03 .3132-03 .1881 1.50lt 534.9 
181 t.OOOO 195.00 .lIlt76-01 .1389-01 1389-01 .900tJ .2768-03 3350-03 .2012 1 501 534.9 
181 2.0000 196 00 .87811-02 1062-01 .1062-01 .90(lr .2118-03 .2562-03 15ltl 1.151 533.9 
181 2 0000 197.00 .10051-01 .1216-01 .1216-01 .900ll .2lt25-03 .2931+-03 .1763 1 315 531t.6 
181 2.0000 198 00 .90661+-02 1097-01 .1097-01 .9000 .2187-03 .261+6-03 .1591 1.188 534.1 
181 2 0000 199 00 .60009-02 .9680-02 9680-02 .90ao .1930-03 2335-03 .ILf04 I.Olt8 534.2 
181 2.0000 200 00 41+872-02 .5Lf27-02 .5427-02 .9000 .1082-03 .1309-03 .7883-01 .6089 533.3 
181 3 0000 201 00 47827-02 5785-02 5785-02 .900!) .1154-03 .1396-03 .8398-01 .6485 533.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2801 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UW21) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 1:.000 ALPHA 
-
40.00 BETA 
- -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP - :l000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CO"l[ I T IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO rC' T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC; R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
169 2.008 7 980 40.02 -1.013 435.3 130r 9 .... 62 .4532-01 2.020 3805. .1293-02 .761"'-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
169 .3505-01 .2866-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN W1r-.;)()W TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW TO HITO) HITAWJ OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER Rz1 0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
169 . 1.0000 191 00 .42161-01 .5103-01 .5103-01 .9001') .1"'78-02 .178B-02 1.105 7.907 5~2.0 
169 I (j000 192.00 .23186-01 .2801-01 .2801-01 .90011 .8126-03 .9818-03 .6128 '+.'+00 5'+5.6 
169 1.0000 193.00 18924-01 .2286-01 .2286-01 .900\.1 .6632-03 8011-03 .5007 3.717 51t'+.6 
169 1.0000 19 .... 00 15686-01 1894-01 • 1891t-01 .9COO .5497-03 .6638-03 '+156 3.308 5lt3.6 
1'69-."" 1.0000 195.00 .13574-01 .1639-01 .1639-01 .9000 .... 757-03 57"'3-03 .3601 2.676 5lt2.6 169 2.0000 196.00 .11957-01 .1'+lt3-01 .lltlt3-01 .9000 .4190-03 .5058-03 .3175 2.361 5ltl.9 
169 2.0000 197 00 12493-0 I .1508-01 .1508-01 .9000 .lt378-03 .5285-03 .3317 2.lt66 5lt2.1 
169 2.0000 198 00 .11258-01 1359-01 .1359-01 .900 ) .3946-03 .4762-03 2990 2 223 5ltl 8 
169 2.0000 199.00 .95015-02 .1147-01 .lllt7-01 900 ) 3330-03 It019-03 .2523 I 876 5ltl.9 
169 2.0000 200 00 52840-02 6375-02 .6375-02 .900'1 1852-03 .223"'-03 1lt06 I 082 5ltO 5 
169 3.0000 201 00 74988-02 9051-02 .9051-02 .9000 .2628-03 .3172-03 .1992 I 532 50tl 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER30NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2802 
OH84B 60-0 WINOOWS IR4UW21) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 )00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .I)JOO SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDI- IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TC T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG q DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
88 3.008 7.990 40.09 -1 038 670.2 1321 95 92 .6921-01 3.093 3836. .19'+7-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ".0175 





RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T1 HITO) HlTAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
88 1.0000 191.00 .41388-01 .4999-01 .4999-01 .9000 .1800-02 .2174-0~ 1.381 9 880 553 2 
88 1.0000 192.00 .21617-01 .2606-01 .2606-01 .9000 .9400-03 .1133-02 .7276 5.222 546.6 
88 1.0000 193 00 .19715-01 2377-01 .2377-01 .9000 .8573-03 .1033-02 .66'+1 4.927 546.0 
88 1.0000 194.00 .12713-01 .1532-01 .1532-01 .9000 .5528-03 .6660-03 .4296 3.419 543.6 
88 1.0000 195.00 .15421-01 .1858-01 .1858-01 .900(1 .6706-03 .80eO-03 5205 3.865 544 4 
88 2.0000 196 00 .902'+2-02 1087-01 .1087-01 .9000 .3924-03 .4725-03 .3057 2.272 541.8 
88 2.0000 197.00 .15765-01 .1900-01 .1900-01 .9000 .6855-03 .8260-03 .5322 3 951 544 4 
88 2.0000 198 00 .10164-01 .1224-01 .1224-01 .9000 .4420-03 .5322-03 .3440 2.557 542 2 
88 2.0000 199 00 .10863-01 .1308-01 .1308-01 9000 .4724-03 .5690-03 .3675 2.730 542.8 
88 2.0000 200 00 44343-02 5339-02 .5339-02 .9000 .1928-03 .2321-03 .1504 1 157 5't0.9 
88 3.0000 201.00 .69223-02 8336-02 .8336-02 .9000 .3010-03 .3625-03 .2344 1.802 5 .. 2 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HY~S~lC TUNNEL PAGE 2803 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW221 
WINDOI-lS PARAMETRIC DATA-
MACH . B. lOa ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEY"N • .0000 BDFLAP • 0)00 SPD9RK • .0000 
···TEST CONCI "IONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 Y RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
18 .5054 7.900 40.00 -.3140-02 100.3 1248 !32 54 .1114-01 .4869 3726. .3250-03 .7'+47-07 
RUN HRC::F STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
18 .1708-01 .5691-01 
···TEST O~TA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlOI HITAW' OOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
18 1.0000 191.00 26487-01 .3213-01 .3213-01 .9000 .4525-03 .5"88-03 .3216 2.319 537.0 
18 1.0000 192 00 .2I't52-0 I .2602-01 2602-01 9000 .3665-03 .4444-03 .2607 1.880 536.4 
18 1 0000 193 00 .16054-01 1946-01 .1946-01 .900e .27'+2-03 .3325-03 .195'+ 1.457 535.2 
10 1.0000 194 00 .80737-02 .9785-02 .9785-02 .900e .1379-03 .1672-03 .98'+1-01 7870 534.1 
18 I 0000 195 00 11578-01 1403-01 1403-01 .9000 .1978-03 2397-03 1411 I 053 53 .. 5 
18 2.0000 196 00 .64988-02 7875-02 7875-02 9000 1110-03 1345-03 .7927-01 .5917 533.7 
18 2 0000 197 00 97718-02 1184-01 1184-01 .9000 1669-03 2023-03 1191 8884 53".5 
18 2 0000 198 00 73305-02 8883-02 8883-02 9000 1252-03 1517-03 8940-01 6674 533.7 
18 2.0000 199 00 .70054-02 8489-02 8489-02 9000 .1197-03 1450-03 8542-01 6376 533.9 
18 2 0000 200 00 40747-02 4938-02 4938-02 9000 6961-04 8435-04 4969-01 3837 533.8 
18 3 0000 201 00 45061-02 5460-02 5460-02 9000 .7698-04 9328-04 5497-01 4245 533 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPEFSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2904 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS I R4UW22 I 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8 000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • (000 SPOBRK • .0000 
---TEST CON['ITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG oEG. PSIA OEG R CEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
34 1.029 7.940 39.99 • 1042-02 208 4 1254. 92 12 .2242-01 .9894 3736 . .6568-03 .7413-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
34 .2437-01 .4005-01 
---TEST LIITA---
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWI 0 HITO) HITAW) aDOT OTWoT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2~EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
34 1.0000 191.00 .38381-01 .4657-01 .'+657-01 .900n .9355-03 .1135-02 .6671 4.803 540.6 
34 1.0000 192.00 .24962-01 .3026-01 .3026-01 .91)00 6084-03 .7376-03 .4355 3.139 537.9 
34 1.0000 193.00 .17890-01 .2168-01 216B-01 .9000 .4360-03 .5284-03 3126 2 330 536.7 
34 1.0000 194.00 .13454-01 .1630-01 .1630-01 .9000 .3279-03 .3974-03 2351 1.878 536.6 
34 I 0000 195 00 .13068-01 .1583-01 .1583-01 .9000 .3185-03 .3859-03 2287 1.705 535.7 
3'+ 2.0000 196 00 .10595-01 .1284-01 1284-01 .9000 .2582-03 .3129-03 .1854 1.382 535.8 
3'+ 2 0000 197 00 .10723-01 .1299-01 .1299-01 900U .2614-03 .3166-03 .1878 1.401 535.2 
34 2.0000 19B 00 .10643-01 .1289-01 .1289-01 .9000 .2594-03 .3I't2-03 .1863 1.390 535.3 
34 2 0000 199 00 .81977-02 .9929-02 .9929-02 9000 1998-03 .2420-03 I't36 1.072 534.8 
34 2 0000 200.00 '+b632-02 6649-U2 .5649-02 .9000 .1137-03 .1377-03 8167-01 6303 535 0 
34 3 0000 201 00 .53362-02 .6463-02 .64b3-02 9000 .1301-03 .1575-03 .9352-01 .7219 534.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL ?AGE 2805 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UW22) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . o 000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP • 1000 SPDBRK • .000.0 
"·TEST CONn'TIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO I1U 
N'JMBER 1FT OEG. OEO. PS1A OEG R CEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
75 2 004 7.980 40.04 - 1423-06 43\+ 9 1301 94.69 4527-01 2.018 3807. .1291-02 .7620-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR] 
FT2SEC = 0175 
75 .3503-01 .2868-01 
•• 0TEST I.J\TAoOO 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW'~O HITO] HlTAWI aDOT DnolOT t\ol 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTU I DEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
75 1.0000 191 00 44868-01 .5425-01 5425-01 .90e'J .1572-02 .1901-02 1.182 8.471t 548.7 
75 1.0000 192 00 .27316-01 .3298-01 .3298-01 .900l .9570-03 .1155-02 7247 5.210 543 It 
75 1 0000 193 00 .19215-01 .2319-01 2319-01 9000 6732-03 .8123-03 .5112 3.801 51t 1.3 
75 1.0000 134.00 16907-01 .2040-01 2040-01 9000 .5923-03 7146-03 .lt499 3 585 51t 1.1 
;75 1 0000 195 00 .14526-01 .1752-01 1752-01 .90eo 50813-03 6138-03 3873 2.882 539.7 
75 2.0uuO 196 00 .13218-01 . 1591t-01 .1594-0 I .9000 .lt631-03 5585-03 .3526 2 621t 539.3 
75 2 0000 197 00 .120b5-(U .1455-01 1455·01 900a 4227-03 .5097-03 .3219 2 397 539.0 
75 2.0000 198 00 12677-01 1529-01 1529-01 .90(t!.J 4441-03 .5356-03 3382 2 518 5~9.0 
75 2 0000 199 00 98046-02 1182-1)1 1182-01 900') .3,+35-03 '+1'+2-03 .2616 I 9'+7 539.1 
75 2 0000 200 00 5'+713-02 .6596-02 .6596-02 9000 1917-03 2311-03 .1462 I 127 537.7 
75 3 0000 201 00 801t86-02 .9706-02 9706-02 900J .2820-03 3400-03 2147 I 654 539 I 
OA TE 23 F'EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HY~lS~C TUNNEL PAGE 2806 
OH8~B 60-0 WINDOWS IR~UW221 
WINDOWS PARAt1ETRIC DATA 
MACH • & 000 ALPHA • 1t0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF'LAP • • JOOO SPOBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CON':.TlONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO;: T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1F'l DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'l3 1F'l2 
8~ 3.017 7.990 ~0.07 • 2139-02 669 8 1318. 95.71 .6917-01 3.091 3832 • .1951-02 .7701-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RErlRI 
rT2SEC = 0175 
84 .~345-01 .2336-01 
···TEST CATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlOI HITAW) oooT DTIIDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'l2SEC F'l2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
8~ 1.0000 ISI.OO .~5551-01 .5503-01 .5503-01 .900t .1979-02 .2391-02 1.515 10.B~ 552.5 
8~ 1.0000 192.00 .28~71-01 3435-01 .3~35-01 900e .1237-02 .1'192-02 .9541 6.8~7 5~6.7 
8~ 1.0000 193.00 .19962-01 .2406-01 .2~06-01 .9000 .867~-fJ3 .1045-02 .6715 ~.988 5~3.5 
B~ I 0000 194.00 .14952-01 .1801-01 .IBOI-OI .9000 .6~97-03 .7828-03 .5038 '1.012 542.3 
8~ 1.0000 195.00 .15397-01 .1855-01 .1855-01 .90et .6690-03 8060-03 .5188 3856 542.3 
84 2.0000 196.00 .11312-01 .1362-01 .1362-01 .900e .4916-03 .5920-03 .3819 2.840 5'10.8 
84 2 0000 197.00 .15688-01 .1890-01 .1890-01 .90Gt .6817-03 .,)213-03 .5285 3.928 5lt2.'t 
84 2.0000 198 00 .12296-01 .1481-01 .llt81-01 .900e .5343-03 .6'135-03 .4149 3 085 5ltl 2 
8~ 2 0000 199.00 • I 1991-01 • 1't~4-01 I~'t't-Ol 9000 .5210-03 .6276-03 4044 3 007 5ltl 5 
8~ 2.0000 200 CO .. 8372-02 .5823-02 .5823-02 .900e .2102-03 2530-03 .1637 1.260 539 a 
8 .. 3.0000 201.00 79837-02 .9612-02 .9612-02 9000 .3469-03 .4177-03 .2698 2.077 539 B 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2807 
OH8~B 60-0 WINDOWS IR~UW221 
WINOOlolS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
f'.000 ALPHA . ~O.OO BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
SDFLAP .. 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST cortITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO l( T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG. PSIA DEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
1~7 3.67? 8.000 ~O.IO -.2161-02 850.8 1353 98 02 .8715-01 3.90~ 3883 .2~00-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER STUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
1~7 ~906-01 .2112-01 
·"TEST l.ATA·" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~,TO H(TOI HITAWI OOOT DnolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R STUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
1~7 I 0000 191 00 46652-01 .5622-01 .5622-01 .90CI· .2289-02 .2758-02 1.819 12.98 557.9 
1~7 1.0000 192 00 .33959-01 .~086-01 .4086-01 .90(,1' .1666-02 .2005-02 1.33'+ 9 554 551. 7 
1~7 I 0000 193 00 22424-01 2695-01 2695-01 .90Cll 1100-02 .1322-02 .8863 6 572 5~7 _0 
147 I.UOOO 194 00 .13398-0 I 1609-01 .1609-01 .90:,J .6573-03 7894-03 5311 4 225 544.6 
1~7 1.0000 195 00 14765-01 1773-0 I 1773-01 . 9 .. " or .7244-03 8699-03 .5857 4.349 544 I 
147 2 OQOO 196 00 11037-0 I 1325-01 .1325-01 .900(1 .5415-03 6500-03 't386 3 259 542.7 
1't7 2 0000 197 00 14422-01 .1732-01 1732-01 90GO .7075-03 8497-03 .5721 't 248 54't.1 
147 2.0000 198 00 .14052-01 1687-01 .1687-01 .90:)0 6894-03 8278-03 5577 't.142 543 7 
1't7 2 0000 199 00 15020-01 1804-01 1804-01 .90:;": .7369-03 .8851-03 .5951 't.'t17 545 I 
1't7 2 0000 200 00 .50625-02 .6075-02 .6075-02 .900t: 2484-03 2980-03 .2016 1.551 541 0 
1't7 3 0000 201 00 75771-02 .9096-02 .9096-02 .90UO .3717-03 4462-03 3012 2.316 5-+2.5 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2808 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS fR4UW21t) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • f .000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONnITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 1- T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMElER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
87 3.025 7.990 40 26 • 9099-02 670.1 1316 95 56 .6920-01 3.092 3829 • .1955-02 .7690-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
87 .43't5-01 .2333-01 
---TEST I ATA--· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW TO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT DTIoIOT TW 
NUM8ER R-I.O R-0.9 Roo BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC Isec 
8'7 1.0000 191 00 .45551-01 .5506-01 .5506-01 .900( .1979-02 .2393-!l2 I 507 10 79 551t 0 
87 1.0000 192 00 .285'+9-01 .3't't6-01 .3't46-01 .90Q·, .12'+1-02 1't97-02 .9521 6.828 5'+8.1 
87 1.0000 193 00 .2011'+-01 2'+26-01 .2't26-01 .900e .87'+0-03 .105'+-02 .6734 1t.998 545.2 
87 1.0000 19't 00 .13605-01 .16'+0-01 .16't0-01 .900 .5912-03 7128-03 't559 3.626 5't't.5 
87 1.0000 195 00 1't935-01 .1800-01 .1800-01 .900" .6't90-03 .7823-03 .5009 3.720 5't3.8 
87 2.0000 196 00 .11176-01 .13't7-01 .13't7-01 .900') .'t856-03 5852-03 .3755- 2.790 5't2.5 
87 2.0000 197 00 .1't610-01 .1761-01 .1761-01 .900) .63't8-03 .765't-03 .'t898 3 637 5't't .1 
87 2.0000 198 00 .12696-01 • !530-01 1530-01 .90!l) .5517-03 .66't9-03 't263 3.169 5't2.9 
87 2 0000 199 00 .12342-01 .1'+88-01 .1488-01 900il .5363-03 6't6't-03 .1t142 3.077 543.3 
87 2.0000 200 00 .'t617't-02 .5562-02 .5562-02 .90:)!) .2006-03 .2't17-03 .1554 1.196 540.9 
87 3.0000 201 00 .76027-02 .9161-02 .9161-02 .9000 .3304-03 .3981-03 .2556 1.965 5 .. 2. J 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB'+B MODEL 60-0 IN TI-£ AEOC VKF HYPE, SON I C TUNNEL PAGE 2809 
OH8'+B 60-0 WINDOWS IR'+UW25) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8 000 ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA 1.0tl0 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .1000 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST CONtI T IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT CEG. DEG. PSIA CEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
22 .5090 7.900 '+0.03 1.039 101.5 1252. 92.8'+ .1128-01 .'+927 3732. .3279-03 .7'+71-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
22 .1719-01 .5668-01 
., 
···TEST [l"TA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW,~O HIlO) HIlAWI aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI CEG. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
22 1.0000 191.00 .29713-(1I .3601-01 .3601-01 .900'1 .5109-03 .6192-03 .3657 2.639 535.8 
22 1.0000 192.00 .28607-01 .3'+66-0 I .3'+66-01 .9000 .'+919-03 .5960-03 .3523 2.5'+3 535.1f 
22 1.0000 193.00 .20080-01 .2'+32-01 .2'+32-01 .9000 .3'+53-03 .'+182-03 .2'+77 I.B'+9 53'+.2 
22 1.0000 19'+.00 .10978-01 .1329-01 .1329-01 .9000 .1888-03 .2285-03 .1358 I.OB7 532.3 
22 1.0000 195.00 .1't993-01 .1816-01 .1816-01 .90on .2578-03 .3122-03 .1852 1.383 533.2 
22 2.0000 196 00 .82'+8'+-02 .9986-02 .9986-02 .9000 .1'+18-03 .1717-03 .1020 .7623 532.2 
22 2.0000 197.00 .11386-01 .1379-01 .1379-01 .9000 .1958-03 .2370-03 .I'+OB 1.051 532.6 
22 2.0000 198 00 90302-02 .1093-01 .1093-01 9000 .1553-03 .1880-03 .1117 .83'+4 532.3 
22 2.0000 199 00 .79010-0Z- .9566-02 .9566-02 9000 .1359-03 .16'+5-03 .9771-01 .7299 532.5 
22 2.0000 200 00 4329'+-02 52'+1-02 .52'+ 1-02 .900a .7'+4'+-04 .9011-04 .5358-01 • '+ 141 531.9 
22 3.0000 201 00 .47891-02 .5737-02 .5797-02 .900n .8235-04 .9968-0'+ .5927-01 4581 531 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2810 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW25) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 9.000 ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA • 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP • .JOOO SPDBRI( • .0000 
···TEST CONO!TIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 In2 
37 1.021 7.9"0 40.06 1.019 207.3 1256. 92 27 .2230-01 .9842 3739. .6523-03 .7425-07 
RUN ~EF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTU I R REFIRI 
-
FT2SEC -.0175 
37 .2432-01 .4020-01 
·.·TE5T O~TA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/~F H/HREF H/HREF TAW' ;0 HnO) HnAWI acOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER Ral.O Rz O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
37 i .0000 191.00 .'+1724-01 .5062-01 .5062-01 .9000 .1015-02 .1231-02 .7251 5.219 5"1.0 
37 1.0000 192.00 .33699-01 .4085-01 ."085-01 .9000 .819'+-03 .993'+-03 .587" ".232 538.8 
37 1.0000 193.00 .20865-01 .2528-01 .2528-01 .9000 .5073-03 .61"6-03 .3649 2.720 536.5 
37 1.0000 19'+ .01} • I 721t9-0 I .2090-01 .2090-01 .900e ."19"-03 .5081-03 .3017 2.'+10 536.3 
37 1.0000 195.00 .16081-01 .19"7-01 .19'+7-01 .900t .3910-03 ."735-03 .2817 2.101 535.2 
37 2.0000 196.00 .13178-01 .1596-01 .1596-01 .900e .320'+-03 .3881-03 .2307 1.720 535.8 
37 2.0000 197.00 .12032-01 .1"57-01 .1"57-01 .900e .2926-03 .3543-03 .2109 1.57" 53 ... 8 
37 2.0000 198.00 .11"19-01 .1383-01 .1383-01 .9000 .2776-03 .3362-03 .2001 1."92 535.1 
37 2.0000 199.00 .85801-02 .1039-01 .1039-01 .9003 .2086-03 .2526-03 .1505 I. 123 534.3 
37 2.0000 200.00 .51167-02 .6197-02 .6197-02 .9000 .1244-03 .1507-03 .896"-01 .6918 535.1 
37 3.0000 201.00 .63"07-02 .7678-02 .7678-02 .900e .1542-03 .1867-03 .1112 .8582 53".6 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYP£ftSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2811 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS IR\tUW251 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • ~ 000 ALPHA • 40 00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .JOOO SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST COtlC I T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO T~ T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI f"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFr3 1f"T2 
72 2.004 7.980 40.09 02B 435 4 1302 94 76 .4533-01 2.021 3808. .1291-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC • 0175 
72 3506-01 2868-01 
"'TEST CATA'" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAW/TO HIlOI HIlAWI aOOT On-lOT TW 
NUMBER Rcl 0 R-0.9 Ra 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC ISEC 
72 1.0000 191.00 .47541-01 .5748-01 5748-01 .9000 .1667-02 .2015-02 1.254 8.992 549.0 
72 1.0000 192.00 .36585-01 .4421-01 .4421-01 .900e .1283-02 .1550-02 .9683 6 950 546.7 
72 I 0000 193 00 .20377-01 .2458-01 2458-01 .90t(, 7144-03 .8619-03 .5433 4.040 541.2 
72 1.0000 194 00 .200'56-01 .2420-01 .2420-01 90(0 .7031-03 .8485-03 .5342 4 255 541.9 
72 1.0000 195 00 .17305-01 .2088-01 2088-01 .90ee .6067-03 7319-03 .4616 3 433 540.8 
72 2 0000 196 00 15671-01 1890-01 1890-01 90lt' 5494-03 6627-03 .4181 3.111 540.6 
72 2 0000 197 00 .12590-01 .1518-01 1518-01 90er 4414-03 .5322-03 3365 2 505 539 3 
72 2.0000 198 00 .13762-0 I 1660-01 .1660-01 .900l .4825-03 5B19-03 .3674 2 734 540.1 
72 2 0000 199 00 .11436-01 1379-01 1379-01 gooe .4009-03 .483'5- 03 3056 2.275 539 3 
72 2 0000 200 00 55187-02 .6653-02 .6653-02 900Ci .1935-03 2332-03 .1477 I 138 538 0 
72 3 0000 201 00 .86357-02 .1041-01 .1041-01 .9000 .3027-03 .3651-03 .2308 1 777 539 5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 I N THE AEOC--Vl'F HYFERSON I C TUNNEL PAGE 2812 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW26) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH . ( .000 ALPHA • 40.00 8ETA . 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CO~rITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI f'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
25 .5071 7.900 39 99 2.019 101.0 1251 92.77 .1122-01 .4903 3730. .3265-03 .7't65-07 
RUN HREr" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
25 .1715-01 .5679-01 
·"TEST DATA·" 
RlJN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~,TO HIlO) HtTAW) aOOT OUoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 Roo BTU/R STU/R STUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAI../ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
25 1.0000 191 00 .30513-01 .3699-01 .3699-01 .900 I .5233-03 6343-03 .3739 2.69S 536.2 
25 1.0000 192.00 .36969-01 .'+482-01 .4'+82-01 .900 I .63't0-03 .76B6-03 .4527 3.266 536.6 
25 I 0000 193.00 .25043-01 .3034-01 .3034-01 .9001 4295-03 .5203-03 .3076 2.296 53'+.4 
25 1.0000 19'+ 00 .130S0-01 .Isect-Ol 1584-01 .900') .2243-03 2717-03 .1610 1.288 533.0 
25 1.0000 195.00 .17912-01 .2170-01 .2170-01 .900': 3072-03 3721-03 .2202 1.6't4 533.8 
25 2.0000 196 00 .97669-02 .IIS3-01 .1183-01 .9000 1675-03 2028-03 .1202 .8979 532.9 
2':. 2.0000 197 00 .12525-01 .1517-01 .1517-01 .900v .21'18-03 .2601-03 .15't2 I 152 532 8 
2~ 2 0000 198 00 .96589-02 .11i0-01 1170-01 .9000 .1656-03 .2006-03 .1189 .8881 532.8 
25 2.0000 199 00 .82975-02 .1005-01 .1005-01 9000 .1'123-03 .1723-03 .1022 .7631 532.7 
25 2.0000 200 00 't6870-02 .5675-02 5675-02 .900(· .8038-04 .9733-04 .5773-01 .'t461 532 5 
25 3.0000 201.00 .54265-02 6570-02 .6570-02 .900e .9306-0'1 .1127-03 .6687-0J .5168 532.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~9 MODEL 60-0 rN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2813 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR~UW261 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH I 000 ALPHA . '+0.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONJITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA eE-IA PO -, T P a v RHO MU ; 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEl> R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
~O I 021 7.9~0 ~0.02 2.016 206.8 125~ 92.12 .2225-01 .981B 3736. .65IB-03 .7~13-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ., 0175 
~O .2~28-01 .~021-01 
• 
"'TEST lATA'" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA,",TO HlTOI HlTAWI aOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I 0 R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
~O I 0000 191 00 .'t1906-01 .5086-01 .50B6-01 9001 .1017-02 .1235-02 . 72't5 5.213 5'+1.6 
'to 1.0000 192 00 .'+2361-01 .51~I-OI .51'+1-01 .900J .1028-02 .1248-02 .7327 5.273 5't 1.3 
ItO 1.0000 193 00 .25956-01 .31't7-01 31'+7-01 9001) .6302-03 76~0-03 .'t511 3 361 537.8 
40 I 0000 19~ 00 20127-01 2~~0-01 2~~0-01 9CC' .~881-03 5923-03 .3501 2.796 537.2 
'to 1.0000 195 00 20533-01 2~88-01 2~B8-0 I 9001 .~985-03 6042-03 .3515 2.665 536.6 
~o 2.0000 196 00 14901-01 .1806-01 .1806-01 .900J .36IB-03 ~38~-03 .259'+ I 934 536.6 
'+0 2.0000 191 00 12~55-0! 1509-01 .1509-01 .900J .302~-03 3663-03 .2172 1.620 535.5 
ItO 2.0000 198 00 .12292-01 .1489-01 .1~89-01 .9(100 298't-03 3616-03 21~3 I 59B 535.7 
40 2 0000 199 00 98342-02 1191-01 .1191-01 90l)) .2388-03 2892-03 • 1716 I 280 53't.9 
'to 2.0000 200 00 66910-02 8106-02 .8106-02 9C':O 1625-03 1968-03 .1166 .899B 535.7 
~O 3 0000 201 00 6698~-02 .811~-02 .BII~-02 .90:::) .1626-03 1910-03 .1169 .9019 535.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH81+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf' H"f7 RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 281'+ 
OH8'+B 60-0 WINDOWS IRI+UW26) 
~INDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • '1.000 ALPHA • "0.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDF"LAP • 0000 SPDBRI< • .0000 
"'TEST CO. lIT IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO fJ T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DE-G. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
69 2.003 7.980 "0 01 2.011 "33.8 129? 9".51+ ."516-01 2.013 3801+. .1289-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIR) 
F"T2SEC =.0175 
69 .31+98-01 .2869-01 
···TEST DATA'" 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAIo/TO HITO) HITA"" aDOT Dn.JOT TW 
NUMBER R'"I.O R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
69 1.0000 191.00 ."6B02-01 .5661-01 .5661-01 .90eo .1637-02 .1980-02 1.227 B.795 5"9.2 
69 1.0000 192.00 ... 253 .. -01 .51'+1+-0 I .51'."-01 .90eo .1"88-02 1799-02 I 116 7.999 5"8.7 
69 1.0000 193.00 .2"65"-01 .2977-01 .2977-01 .9000 .862"-03 .101+ 1-02 .6519 ... 8 .... 5"2.8 
69 1.0000 19".00 .21361+-01 2580-01 2580-01 .9CCJ .71+73-03 902'+-03 56'+7 ' .... 95 5"3.0 
69 1.0000 195.00 .19691-01 .2378-01 .2378-01 .9000 .6888-03 8316-03 5206 3 869 51+2.B 
69 2.0000 196.00 .17627-01 .2128-01 .2128-01 .9000 .6166-03 .71+42-03 .1+669 3."72 5'+ 1." 
69 2 0000 197.00 13052-01 • 1575-01 .1575-01 .90ro ."565-03 .550B-03 .31+63 2.577 51+0.0 
69 2.0000 198.00 16428-01 .1983-01 .1983-01 .90()0 .57'+6-03 .6935-03 .435" 3.238 5'+ I. 0 
69 2.0000 199.00 .12367-01 .1'+92-01 1'+92-01 90eo ."326-03 5220-03 3280 2."'+0 5"0.5 
69 2.0000 200.00 591+05-02 .7163-02 .7163-02 .90[0 .2078-03 .2505-03 .1581 1.219 537.6 
69 3.0000 201.00 .8216'+-02 .9911-02 .9911-02 .geoo .2871+-03 3'+67-03 .21B3 1.681 539.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HY~ERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2815 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW27) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 3.000 ALPHA • '+0.00 BETA . '+.000 ELEVON • .OOCO 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPD8R1< • .0000 
···TEST CCNJ IT IONS·" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO 10 T P Q V RHO HU 
~UM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
28 .5063 7.900 40.02 4 000 100 5 124E. 92.54 .1116-01 .4B78 3726. .3256-03 7447-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEr; z 0175 
28 1710-01 5686-01 
---TEST DATA··· 
PUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF T.6WTO HITOI HIlAWI aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 Rs BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
28 I 0000 191 00 27040-01 .3279-01 .3279-01 .9teO 4623-03 .5606-03 .3290 2.374 536.1 
28 1.0000 192.00 .48819-01 .5924-01 .5924-01 .9rro .8347-03 .1013-02 .5921 4.267 538.4 
28 1.0000 193.00 .41097-01 .4985-01 .4985-01 .9([0 .7027-03 8524-03 .4992 3.720 537.2 
28 1.0000 194.00 .16921-01 .2051-01 .2051-01 gero .2893-03 .3507-03 .2064 1.650 534.3 
28 1.0000 195 00 30560-01 .3705-01 3705-01 .gero 5225-03 6335-03 .3721 2 775 535.6 
28 2.0000 196 00 .13506-01 .1636-01 .1636-01 .9000 .23C9-03 2798-03 .1650 1.232 533.1 
28 2.0000 197 00 .17767-01 .2153-01 2153-01 .9.10 3038-03 .3681-03 2169 1.619- 533.8 
28 2 0000 198 00 11'+33-01 .1385-01 .1385-01 90GO .1955-03 2369-03 .1397 I 0'+3 533.2 
28 2.0000 199.00 89950-02 1090-01 .1090-01 .9 .. 00 .1538-03- .1863-03 .1099 .8211 532 9 
28 2 0000 200 00 56960-02 .6900-02 .6900-02 .9::00 .9739-04 1180-03 • 6966-0 t 5383 532 '+ 
28 3 0000 201 00 .65395-02 .7921-02 .7921-02 .9"'')0 .1118-03 .1354-03 .7999-01 .6181 532 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEr ~lC TUNNEL PAGE 2816 
OH848 60-0 WINDOWS fR41JW27) 
WINDOWS PARAHETRIC DATA 




".000 ELEVON - .0000 
BOFLAP - rooD SPDBRK - .0000 
---TEST CON: TIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO T(l T P a v- RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
43 1.018 7.940 40.00 4.023 206 3 1254 92.12 .2219-01 9794 3736. .6502-03 .71+13-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
fT2SEC -.0175 
43 .2425-01 .4025-01 
·--TEST D,\TA··-
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWIiO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER Ral 0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
43 1.0000 191.00 .37578-01 .4561-01 .4561-01 .9000 .9112-03 .1106-02 .6490 1+.670 51+ I ."5 
1+3 1.0000 192 00 .57481-01 .69B5-01 .6985-01 .9000 .1391+-02 .1694-02 .9868 7.085 Slt5.7 
43 1.0000 193.00 .1+8694-01 .5911-01 .5911-01 .9000 .1181-02 .1431+-02 .8398 6.21+2 51+2.5 
43 1.0000 134.00 .27473-01 .3332-01 .3332-01 9000 .6662-03 .8079-03 .4163 3.800 538 7 
43 1.0000 195 00 .34725-01 4212-01 4212-01 .9000 8421-03 .1021-02 6013 4.475 539.6 
1+3 2.0000 196.00 .19505-01 .2361+-01 .2361+-01 .9000 .4730-03 .5732-03 .3391 2.527 536.8 
43 2.0000 191.00 .19232-01 .2330-01 .2330-01 .9000 .4664-a3 5651-03 .331+6 2.1+91+ 536.3 
1+3 2.0000 198.00 .1'*606-01 .1710-01 .1770-01 .9000 .351+2-03 .4291-03 .2543 1.896 535.8 
43 2 0000 199.00 .97014-02 .1175-01 .1175-01 .9000 .2353-03 .2850-03 .1690 1.261 535.1 
43 2 0000 200 00 9153B-02 .1109-01 1109-01 .9000 .2220-03 .2689-03 .1595 1.231 535 2 
43 3.0000 201 00 18213-02 .9413-02 .9413-02 .9001') .1891-03 .2291-03 .1364 1.053 531+ 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC V1<F HYPEIISONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2817 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IRIfUW27) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 000 ALPHA . If 0.00 BETA • 1f.QQ.Q ELEVeN • .0000 
BDFLAP • • 1000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONO TlONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO Til T P a V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
65 1.997 7.980 If 0 . 03 1f.032 If 31f If 1303 9If.BIf .1f522-01 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ,. 0175 
65 .3502-01 .2873-01 
···TEST D.\TA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW' a Hila) HITAWI acOT DnroT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=0.9 R- 8TU/R BTUIR 8TUI DEG. R OE:G. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SE:C FT2SE:C ISEC 
65 1.0000 191 00 .1f5051-01 .51f50-01 .51f50-01 .900") .1578-02 .1909-02 1.186 8.1f89 551.3 
65 1.0000 Ig2 00 .64532-01 .78IB-01 .7818-01 .900J .2260-02 .2738-02 I 686 12.01f 556.6 
65 1.0000 193.00 1f6163-01 .5583-01 .5583-01 .900~ .1617-02 .1955-02 1.216 9.001 550.5 
65 I.oooa 194 00 26041-01 .3146-01 .311f6-01 900,) .9120-03 .1102-02 .6895 5 1f78 51f6 7 
65 1.0000 195.00 .32257-01 .3B99-01 .3899-01 90(0 .1130-02 1365-02 .8527 6 320 51f7.9 
65 2.0000 196 00 202Lt6-01 .2Lt41f-01 .2IfLtIf-01 .9000 .7091-03 .8561-03 .5379 3.99Lt 51f'+-. I 
65 2.0000 197 00 .17696-0 I 2136-01 .2136-01 90(1') 6198-03 .7Lt80-03 .1f708 3 1f98 5'13 I 
65 2 0000 198 00 .17782-01 .2146-01 .211f6-01 .90GO .6228-03 .7517-03 . Lt729 3 511f 5'13 2 
65 2.0000 199 00 .13553-0t .1636-01 1636-01 90~0 .1f747-03 .5728-03 .3608 2 682 51f2.5 
65 2 oooa 200 00 96658-02 .1166-01 1166-01 .90(10 .3385-03 .1f08Lt-03 .2578 I 983 51f1 I 
65 3.0000 201.00 87028-02 1050-01 .1050-01 .90(0 .30Lt8-03 .3677-03 2322 I 787 5 .. 0 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHSItB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL .pAGE 2818 
OH8ltB 60-0 WINDOWS I R ... UW28 I 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 13.000 ALPHA • "'0.00 B£TA . 10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .JOOO SPDBRI< - • 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a 
" 
RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI f'T/S£C SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
31 .5055 7.900 1t0.08 9.971 100.7 1251. 92.77 .1119-01 .... 887 3730. .3255-03 .7"'65-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
!-'UMBER BTUI R REF"lRI 
FT2SEC = .0175 
31 .1712-01 .5688-01 
···TEST OATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HR£F H/HR£F H/HREF TAW I TO HUO) HtTAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
31 1.0000 191.00 .90219-02 .1093-01 .1093-01 .9000 .15"'5-03 .1872-03 .1105 .7972 535.6 
31 1.0000 192.00 12379-01 .1500-01 .1500-01 .9000 .2120-03 .2569-03 .1516 1.09'" "535.6 
31 1.0000 193.00 .26838-01 • 3251t-0 I . 3251t-01 .900C .... 595-03 .5571-03 .3282 2 1t"'6 536.6 
31 1.0000 19 .... 00 .31907-01 .3869-01 .3869-01 .9000 .5"63-03 .6625-03 .3897 3.111 537.3 
31 1.0000 195 00 .19018-01 2305-01 2305-01 .900e .3256-03 . 391t7-03 2328 1.736 535.8 
31 2.0000 196.00 .3"970-01 .... 2 .. 0-01 ."2"0-01 .9000 5988-03 .7261-03 ."271 3 183 537.3 
31 2.0000 197 00 26327-01 3191-01 3191-01 .900t .1t508-03 .5"6"-03 .3221 2 't01 536.2 
31 2.0000 198 00 .30726-01 3725-01 .3725-01 .900(· 5261-03 .637B-03 3758 2 802 536.3 
31 2.0000 199.00 20271-01 .2"57-01 .2't57-01 9000 .31t71-03 1t207-03 .2'+82 I 851 535.6 
31 2 0000 200.00 .10629-01 .1288-01 .1288-01 .9000 .1820-03 .2205-03 .1303 I 006 "531t.7 
31 3.0000 201.00 70587-02 .8550-02 .8550-02 .9000 .1209-03 .1"6'+-03 .8665-01 .6692 533.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYI'':!SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2819 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW2BI 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . F 000 ALPHA • 40 00 BETA 10.00 ELEVeN • .0000 
BDFLAP • . )000 SPDBRK • 0000 
···TEST cOI.r (TtONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO i( T P 0 V RHO HU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC R DEO R PSIA PSI FT I SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
46 1.011 7.940 40 01 10 10 207 3 1264 92 86 .2230-01 .9842 3751. .6482-03 .7"'72-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
46 2434-01 .4035-01 
···TEST rATA··· 
RUN \JINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HtTAWI ODOT On-roT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
46 ! .0000 191.00 .13963-01 .1691-01 1691-01 900e .3399-03 .4115-03 .2467 1.778 537.9 
... 6 1.0000 192.00 .11775-01 .1425-01 .1425-01 .90el .2866-03 .3470-03 2082 1.502 537.2 
"'6 1.0000 193.00 .24218-01 .2933-01 .2933-01 .900e .5895-03 .7139-03 .... 274 3.183 538.6 
... e 1.0000 194 00 .36381-01 .4"'11-01 4"'11-01 .90(G .8856-03 1074-02 6389 5.088 542.2 
... 6 1.0000 195.00 .19257-01 .2332-01 .2332-01 .90('( .4687-03 5676-03 .3402 2.534 537.9 
46 2 0000 196 00 .... 3917-01 .5324-01 .5324-01 .90GO 1069-02 .1296-02 7717 5 738 541.8 
46 2.COOO 197 00 .295"'7-01 3579-01 3579-01 .900e .7192-03 .8712-03 5209 3.877 539.4 
46 2 0000 198 00 .36138-01 4377-01 4377-01 9000 .8797-03 . 1065-02 6373 ... 745 539.1 
46 2.0000 199 00 24025-01 2909-01 2909-01 900(· .5B48-03 7080-03 4247 3 165 537 .... 
46 2 0000 200.00 .1285"-01 .1555-01 .1555-01 .9000 .3129-03 .3786-03 2279 1.759 535.3 
46 3 0000 201 00 .70000-02 8468-02 .8468-02 90110 .1704· 03 .2061-03 12 ... 3 .9596 534 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC-VKF HYFfRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2820 
OH84B 60-0 WINDOWS IR4UW2B) 
WINDOWS PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . e.ooo ALPHA • 40.00 BETA 10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONtITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RIiO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DE(· R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
59 1.995 7.980 40.01 10.00 433.9 1303 94.84 .4517-01 2.014 3B10. .1286-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
59 .3500-01 .2814-01 
---TEST DATA··· 
RUN WINDOW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA»,TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R'"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
59 1.0000 191.00 .19241-01 .2322-01 .2322-01 .9001) .6735-03 .8128-03 .5119 3.681 542.6 
59 1.0000 192 00 .15068-01 .IBI8-01 .1818-1l1 .900) .5274-03 .6362-03 .4017 2.B92 5't 1.0 
59 1.0000 193.00 .321't9-01 .3882-01 .3882-01 .900t) .1125-02 .1359-02 .B531 6.333 51f't.6 
59 1.0000 19'+.00 .'t9115-01 .5941-01 .59't1~01 .900J .1719-02 .2080-02 1.292 10.24 551.1 
59 1.0000 195.00 .31826-01 .3843-01 .3843-01 .900) .111't-02 .13't5-02 .8't't0 6.264 5't5.0 
59 2.0000 196.00 .50010-01 .6053-01 .6053-01 .900::: .1753-02 .2119-02 1.321 9 189 5't8.7 
59 2.0000 197.00 .'t9203-01 .5948-01 . 59't8-0I .900'.) .1722-02 .2082-02 I 29B 9.619 5't8.7 
59 2.0000 198 00 . 35't \7-0 I .4275-01 .'t215-01 .900l .12't0-02 .1496-02 .9414 6.993 5't3.3 
59 2.000\! 199.00 23315-01 .2819-01 .2819-01 .900f) .8182-03 .9868-03 .6235 't.639 540.5 
59 2.0000 200 00 .11457-01 1381-01 .1381-01 .9000 .'t010-03 .4833-03 .3066 2.363 538 Q 
59 j 0000 201 00 .59578-02 .7171-02 .7177-02 .900!) .2095-03 .2512-03 .1599 I 233 536 0 
DATE 23 rEB BO OH8'+B MODEL 60-0- IN THE AEOC VKr -HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2B21 
1 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I RItUXO 1 I 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 1.000 ALPHA • 25.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
" BorLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • 49.00 
"'TEST COO) I T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA --BETA PO T~ T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1ft DEG DEO. PSIA OE.l> R OEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IfT2 
9 1.019 7.940 24 97 .5591-06 205 0 1248 91 68 .2205-01 .9732 3727. .61t92-03 .737B-07 
RUN HREr STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RErlRI 
rT2SEC .. 0175 
9 .21t15-01 4026-01 
···TEST JATA·· • 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H"'EF TAW/TO HtTOI HITAWI aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"'O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TA~ TO fT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
9 1525.0 133.00 336 00 . 391t0-02 .1t780-02 ltiij:;-02 .9000 .9517-01t . 1151t-03 .6762-01 .5039 53'7.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYpr RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2822 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I R4UXO I ) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • .000 ALPHA • 25.00 BETA .1)000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPD8R1< • 49 00 
···TEST CCNJITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TJ T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG CEG. PSIA DE') R DEG. R PSIA PSI nJSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
8 1.994 7.980 24.96 . 5594-06 433.2 1302. 94.76 .4510-01 2.010 3808 . .1284-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC ... 0175 
8 .3497-01 .2875-01 
···TEST JATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/KREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R" 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAt.. ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
B 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .3359-02 .4043-02 .4043-02 .9000 .1175-03 1414-03 .9038-01 .6752 532.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 m THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONI C TUNNEL PAGE 2823 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UXOI) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 000 ALPHA "W 25.00 BETA • ..!I 0 00 ELEVeN • .0000 8DFLAP • .(,000 SPDBRK • 49.00 
···TEST CONCI TlONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. O~G. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L9-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1f'T2 
7 2 996 7 990 21+ 92 .5613-06 666.7 1320 95 85 .6885-01 3.077 3835. .1939-02 .7713-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC = .0175 -
7 .4336-01 .2344-01 
---
···TEST 0 TA··· 
RUN XO VO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRF.F TAW/TO HtTQI H!TAW) aDOT DnIDT TW 
N\JM8ER R=I.0 R=0.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW' 0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
7 1525 0 133.00 336.00 .3531-02 .4251-02 .425' 02 .9000 1531-03 .1943-03 .119It .8888 539.B 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH81+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPC"SONlC TUNNEL PAGE 282't 
OH848 60-0 OMS POO IR'tUXOl) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH fJ 000 ALPHA 25.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 0000 
BOFLAP • 000 SPOBRI< • .. 9 00 
• "TEST C()t.J) TlONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO To) T P Q V- RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT I SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
6 3.633 B 000 21+.95 .1253-01 81+6 7 1358. 98.38 .8672-01 3.885 3890. .2379-02 .7917-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
6 l+a97-01 2122-01 
···TEST O'TA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR':F TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI oooT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT25EC ISEC 
6 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .2955-02 .3535-02 .3535-02 .9000 .11+1+7-03 1731-03 .1197 .8955 530.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPt:~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2825 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rR4UX02) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 000 ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -It.OOO ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP • JOOO SPDBRK • 0000 
···TE5T COI'Q IT IONS· .. 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 1:- T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
155 2.001 7.980 29.94 -4.041 434 3 1301 94 69 .4522-01 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF IR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
155 3501-01 2870-01 
"·TEST (O\TA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H';:F TAW/TO HIIO) HITAW) 0001 OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R-O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG R 
TAI..u TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
155 iS25 0 133 00 336 00 .328B--()2 3953-02 .395:-02 .9000 .1151-03 .1384-03 .8910-01 .6675 526.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYP~RSONtc TUNNEL PAGE 2826 
OH84B SO-O OMS POD (R4UX021 
OMS POD lPARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . E.OOO ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -'+.000 ELEVON - .0otlO 
BDFLAP - DODO SPOOR!( - .0000 
---TEST cor-r IT 10NS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO rc T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
lIS 2.983 7.990 29.9" -4.039 SS9 2 1327 96 36 .6911-01 3 088 3845. .1936-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
116 .1+31+9-01 .231+7-01 
---TEST ("TA"-
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HF'£F TAIo.IJTO HITOI HITAWI aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG R 
TA~ TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
116 1525.0 133 00 336.00 .321+0-02 .3881+-02 .388'--02 .9000 .1"09-03 .1689-03 .1127 .8LtI+'+ 526.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 m THE AEDC VKF HYPfRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2827 
0H84B 60-0 OMS POD IRlfUX021 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • f.OOO ALPHA . 30.00 BETA • -1f.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CO'll" ITIONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO -l- T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI IT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xl06 1F"T3 IFT2 
129 3.686 8.000 29.95 -'+.052 853.2 1352 97.95 .871f0-01 3.915 3881. .21f08-0?' .7882-07 
RUN I-IREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
129 1f912-01 210B-01 
."TEST nATA"· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ooOT cnIDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.0 R"'0.9 R· BTU/R BTU/R BTU I CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW'TO F"T2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
129 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .3203-02 ' .3832-02 383;>-02 .9000 .1573-03 .1882-03 .1295 .969,+ 528.5 
dArE 23 FEB 80 
OMS POD' 
RUN RN/L MACH 
NUMBER 1FT 
XIO 6 
152 1.983 7.990 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
152 .3505-01 .2881-01 
RUN XO VO 
NU~18ER 
152 15<'5.0 133.00 
~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVP"RSONIC TUNNEL 
OH8~ 60-0 OMS POD 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 1.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA 














···TEST COUOI T IONS"· 
PO '3 T 
PSIA oEG R CEO R 
It31t .It 1309 95 27 
···TEST DATA··· 
H/HREF H/HitEF TAW/TO 
R-0.9 R-
TAW 'TO 










• -2.000 El.EVON • .0000 
V RHO HU 
FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
In3 1F'T2 
3818. .1281-02 .7667-07 
OoOT OTWOT Til 
BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
FT2SEC I SEC 
. II It7 .8596 526.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2829 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4UX03J 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 1.000 ALPHA 
-
30.00 BETA • -2.000 
-ELEVON • .0000 80FLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CON) 1 TI ONS··· 
RUN \ RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TJ T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DE1 R DEG fI PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
113 2.997 7.990 29.96 -2.021 672 2 1327 96.36 .691+2-01 L102 3845. .1944-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
113 4358-01 2342-01 
"·TEST -:lATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAl-oil TO HtTOJ HtTAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
113 1525.0 133.00 336 00 .3367-02 4036-02 .4C!'.-02 9000 .11+68-03 .1759-03 .1175 .8811 525.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHSItO HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VJ(F' HYPEFSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2830 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX03) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -2.000 Et£VON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .rooo SPoBRK - 0000 
"-TEST CONe: T IONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TC T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 -/FT2 
126 3.688 8.000 29.95 -2 013 853 6 1352. 97 95 .8744-01 3.917 3881. .2409-02 .7882-07 
RIIN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
126 4913-01 .2107-01 
---TEST oATA--· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HPrF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER Roo I 0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW" 0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
126 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .2994-02 .3580-02 .358(-02 .9000 .1"71-03 .1759-03 .1213 .9086 527.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8ltB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPERSONI C lUNNEL PAGE 2831 
OH8ltB 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX04) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. Er 000 ALPHA .. 30.00 BETA .. -1.000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BDFLAP .. .11000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
***TEST CONO TlONS*** 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
149 2 015 7.980 29 95 -1.011 435 2 1297 94 40 .4531-01 2.020 3801. .1295-02 .7596-07 
RUN -HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
11t9 .3503-01 .2862-01 
** *TEST 0 TA*" 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO Hila) HITAW) aDOT D1W01 TW 
NUMBER Ra 1.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG R 
TAW, 0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
149 1525.0 133 00 336.00 .2365-02 .281t4-02 .2844 02 .9000 .8282-04 .9960-04 .6376-01 .'+776 526.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE-AEDC VKF HYPEISONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2B32 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD tR'+UXO'+1 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8 000 ALPHA 
-
30 00 BETA 
- -1.000 ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP - ,000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COM) TIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TI) T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG CEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
110 3.010 7.990 29.96 -.997~ 670.7 1321 95 92 .6926-01 3.095 3936. . 19~9-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
110 .~350-01 .2338-01 
···TEST OUA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR':F TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OT/.mT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEG R 
TAW/ro FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
110 1525 0 133.00 336.00 370~-02 .'t't't3-02 • 't't't 3 -02 .9000 .1611-03 .1933-03 1280 .9590 526.'+ 
DA TE 23 rEB 80 OH8'tB MODEL 60-0 I N THE AEDC VKr HYPE ~SON I C TliNNEL PAGE 2833 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX041 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 6.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -1.000 -"ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP a .JOOO SPOBRK • .0000 
***TEsT CONOITIONS*** 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO T: T P Q V RHO M'J 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEO R DEG R PSIA PSI tTl SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
122 3.694 8.000 30 04 -.9752 852.2 1349. 97.73 8729-01 3.911 3877. .2411-02 .7864-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
122 .4907-01 .2106-01 
···TEST ')ATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HJ;£F TAW/TO HlTOI HITAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 Ra O.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTlJl OEG. R DEG. P 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC fT2SEC I SEC 
122 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .3"'66-02 .... 147-02 .... 1 ... -;-02 .9000 .1701-03 2035-03 .1398 1.01t7 526.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2831t 
OH8'+B 60-0 OMS POD IRltUX06) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . E.OOO ALPHA 
-
30.00 BETA .0000 ELEYO~ - .0000 
BOFLAP • .0000 SPD8RK - .0000 
• • • TEST CONt IT IONS" • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TC' T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. -CEO. PSIA DEI'. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
10 .5027 7.900 29.95 .lt910-02 98.66 I 23!: 91 88 .1097-01 . 1+790 3712 • .3221-03 .7393-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ".0175 
10 .1692-01 .5712-01 
···TEST r .. TA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HlI-'f~F TAW/TO HlTOI HITAWI QOOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEG. R 
TA". TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
10 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .9299-03 .1128-02 . II;:r -02 .9000 . I 57'+-Olt 1909-0lt .1109-01 .8282-01 533.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVFF1S0NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2B35 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX06) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
I 000 ALPHA 
-
30.00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. 'l000 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST CO.~t I T IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TI T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. -PSIA DEC R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
47 2.016 7.980 29.96 .2'+52-02 435.5 129- 94 40 .4534-01 2.021 3801. .1296-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ... 0175 
47 350'+-01 .2861-01 
.··TEST tlATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HCTAW) ODor onolOT TW 
NUMBER R'"I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW. TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
47 1525.0 133 00 336.00 .2679-02 .3226-02 .322(.-02 .9000 .9385-04 .1130-03 .7170-01 .5356 532.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPiRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2836 
OH84B 60-0 OMS-POB IR4UX06) 





30.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDrLAP .. 0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
···TEST CON[lITIONS··· 
RUN RN,L MACH AlPHA BETA PO 10 T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC· R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
76 3.1139 7.990 29.97 . 32B3-06 671 6 131lt 95.41 .6936-01 3.099 3826. .1962-02 .7678-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
76 .'+349-01 .2329-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H.C:EF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) QOOT Dn.JOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAWtTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTbEC ISEC 
76 1525.0 133 00 336.00 2943-02 .3534-02 • 35JL -02 .9000 .1280-03 .1537-03 .1006 .7537 527.5 
)--
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE: SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2837 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4UX06) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-




.0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP - . 000 SPDBRK - .0000 
···TEST COMJ TIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO Tn T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG. PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XlO 6 Ifi3 IFT2 
119 3.691 8.000 29.96 4900-1)2 862 0 1360 98 53 8830-01 3.956 3B93~ .2'f19-02 .7928-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
119 4943-01 2105-01 
···TEST 'O\TA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR':::F TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I OEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
119 1525.0 133 00 336.00 .3037-02 .3639-02 .3639-02 .9000 .1501-03 .\799-03 1235 .9202 537.1 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONtc TUNNEL PAGE 2838 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+UX08) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 6.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .:l000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COf41: IT IONS·" 
RU~ RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO y~ T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG~ PSIA DEll. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
50 2.0'+8 7.980 29.9'+ 1.035 '+3'+.8 1282. 93.31 .'+526-01 2.018 3779. .1309-02 .7508-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtRl 
FT2SEC -.0175 
50 .3'+9'+-01 .28'+3-01 
···TEST LATA"· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I1FEF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAWI aDOT DTloIOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG. R 
TAIoo/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2S£C ISEC 
50 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .19'+7-02 .23'+3-02 .234::'-02 .9000 .6802-0'+ .8185-0'+ .5159-01 .3872 523.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE lSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2839 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+UX09) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. LOOO ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BOFlAP • JOOO SPOBRI( • .0000 
---TEST CO"'[ ITiONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 11 T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA DEC R OEG. R PSIA PSI n/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
53 I 993 7 9ao 29.95 2.037 434 6 130:- 94 98 .4524-01 2.017 3813. .1286-02 7643-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
53 3504-01 .2875-01 
---TEST t'ATA---
RUN XO YO TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HlHr,EF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) COOT OYWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG. -R 
TAW. TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
53 1525 0 133.00 336.00 .1437-02 1724-02 .172'-02 .9000 .5035-04 .6042-04 3941-01 2959 522.0 
DATE 23 rEB BO OH8'tB MODEL 60-0- IN THE AEoC VKr HYPI RSONIC TUNNEL PAG[ 281t0 
DH8ltB 60-0 OMS POD IRItUXIOI 







2.000 ELEVON - .0000 
BDFLAP - 0000 SPDBRK - .0000 
···TEST CON..11TIONS ..... 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO "I) T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. oEG. PSIA oEO R oEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
54 1.990 7.980 29.95 2.038 434 8 1307 95 13 .4526-01 2.018 38t5. .1284-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RErlRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
54 .3506-01 .2877-01 
···TESl DATA"· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/lflEr TAWITO HIlOI HITAWI aooT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R CEO. R 
TAli 'TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT25EC ISEC 
54 1525.0 133.00 336.00 1284-02 .1540-02 .154 )-02 .9000 .4502-0'+ 5400-0'+ .3537-01 .2658 520.9 
'. 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2841 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX11) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . '1.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA • -4.000 -ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CO ... ) IT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO T:'l T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEO R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3- IFT2 
164 2 005 7.980 34.98 -4.0~9 435.7 13(.2 94.76 .4536-01 2.022 3B08 .1292-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
16~ 3507-01 .2867-01 
···TEST :lATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/"~EF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R'" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
164 1525.0 133.00 336 00 .394~-02 4740-02 .47-.D-02 .9000 1383-03 .1663-03 1072 .8033 526.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC Vl<F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 28'+2 
OHB'+B 60-0 OMS POD fR'+UXIII 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -If.OOO ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST C~)ITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO T:) T P Q 'J RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA orr R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
107 3.001 7.990 3'+.98 -If. 050 670.2 132: . 96 07 .6921-01 3.093 3839. .194'+-02 .7731-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC • 0175 
107 .'+350-01 .2341-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO VO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIt-REF TAWITO HITOI HITAW) "ODOT DTloIOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG~ R 
TAl-ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
107 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .'+257-02 .5103-02 .51C3-02 .9000 .1851-03 .2220-03 .1476 1.107 525.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~a HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2643 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR~UXII ) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. -3.000 ALPHA . 35.00 SETA • -~.(1)0 £LEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CC~uITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BCTA PO .0 T P 0 V- RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG. DEC>.. PSIA ore R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
I~I 3.698 8.000 35.01 -3.996 856.0 13'3" • 97_95 .8768-01 3.928 3881. .~16-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU~tBER BTUI R REF (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
I~I .~920-01 2105-01 
"'TEST ~ATA'" 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/IJREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-O 9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
I~ I 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .3934-02 .4710-02 .47 0-02 9000 .1936-03 2317-03 .1590 1.189 53IY .... 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 I N THE AEDC VKF Hl'P::RSONl.C TUNNEL PAGE 2844 
OH8'+B 60-0 OMS POD IR'+UXI2) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -2.000 £lEVON • .0000 
BOF"LAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CC~DITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 0 T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSI 0::1. R DEG. R PSIA PSI RISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
161 2.002 7 980 34.9q -2.012 436 0 13Cl 9'+.91 .'+539-01 2.023 3811. .1291-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
161 3509-01 .2869-01 
"·TES- DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER Ra 1.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TA...tITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC ISEC 
161 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .'+095-02 .4920-02 .49"'0-02 .9000 .1,+37-03 .1727-03 .1117 .8365 526.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH&+B MODEL Gn-O IN THE AEOC VKF HY'ERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2845 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rRIfUXI2) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.Ooo ALPHA .. 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CO~IO IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DL:~ R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xio 6 IFT3 IFT2 
104 3.010 7 990 35 01 -1.989 670 6 1321 95.92 .6925-01 3.095 3836. .1949-02 .7719-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
104 .4350-01 2338-01 
···TE57 DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/~REF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT onDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.o R"0.9 R' 8TtJ/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
T\W/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ~c 
104 1525.0 133 00 336 00 .3926-02 _4710-02 .4710-02 .9000 .1708-03 .2049-03 1357 1.016 5264 
DATE 23 fEB 80 OH8lfB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKf HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 28'+6 
OH8IfB 60-0 OMS POD IRlfUXI21 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA • 35 00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 BDfLAP • .0000 SPOBRK • 0000 
···TEST C:~DITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1fT CEG. OEG. PSIA nt'3. R OEG. R PSIA PSI fT/SEC SLU!3S LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 ,fT2 
138 3.668 8.000 35 03 -1.972 81f9.0 13~2. 97.95 .8696-01 ~.8S5 3881. .2396-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREf STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
fT2SEC = 0175 
138 .1f900-01 2113-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREf h/riREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) OOOT uTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DES. R 
TAWITO fT2SEC fT2SEC fT2SEC ISEC 
138 1525.:1 133.00 336 00 .3603-02 .4321-02 .'f~~1-02 9000 .1765-03 .2117-03 .1436 1.069 538.3 
DATE 23 fEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF H"QERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 28'+7 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD (R~UXI3) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH v 8.000 ALPHA 
-
35.00 BETA 
- -1.000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BOfLAP .. .0000 SPDSRK - .0000 
"·TEST r("\I01T IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1fT DEG. DEO. PSIA D£3. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
158 2.023 7 9BO 35.02 -.9923 It35.0 12£'3. 91t .11 .~529-01 2.019 3795. .1299-02 .7573-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU, R REf(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
158 .3500-01 .2851-01 
···TES DATA·" 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREf H/HREF H.HREf TAWITO HIlO) H(TAW) OOOT D1WOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
T~W/TO fT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
158 1525 0 133 00 336.00 .19~0-02 2335-02 2'2;35-02 .9000 .67B9-0~ . 817~-01+ .5179-Ot .3871+ 529.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" ~PERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 28lf8 
OH8~B 60-0 OMS POD (R~UXI3J 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.OOO ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP • .0000 SPDBRI< • .0000 
"·TEST C't'NDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG. DEG. PSIA ~G R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F"T3 1F"T2 
101 2.98~ 7.990 35.02 -.9871 670.0 131'8. 96.lf3 .6919-01 3.092 38tt6. .J937-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTu I R REF"lRI 
F"T2SEC -.0175 
101 .'+352-01 .23'+6-0 I 
---TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HR£F H/HREF H.HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-O.S ". BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEG. R 
• :.10.11 TO FT2S£C F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
101 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .2780-02 .33~1-02 .3-"'+1-02 SOOO .1210-03 . I ~5't-03 .S56't-01 .7127 537 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF ~YPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 28'+9 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR'tUXI3) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 35.00 BETA 
- -1.Oon ELEVON - .0000 
BDFLAP - • 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST :JNDiTiONS-" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P '1 V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA D:::G R DEG. R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
135 3.683 B.OOO 35.07 -.9652 852 5 1~52. '17 95 .8732-01 3.912 3881. .2406-02 .7882-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
135 .'+910-01 2109-01 
---TE.ST DATA---
RUN XO )0 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF ~/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 " .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC,. R OEG R TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISE: 
135 1525.0 133.00 336.00 2991-02 3579-02 3579-02 .9000 .1468-03 1757-03 .1207 .9033 529.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OU84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2850 
OHa'iB 60-0 O~S POD IR4UX141 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALP'-!A . 35.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP .0000 SPOBR, .. .oeoo 
"'TEST C01l.0 IT IONS'" 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 'FT DEG OEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. K PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
13 .5302 7.900 34 97 .2130-02 104.2 1240. m .95 .1158-01 .5059 3714. .3399-03 .7399-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
I~UM8:::R BTU I R REF(RI 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
13 .1739-01 .5561-01 
·"TEST DATA·'· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/I-tREF H/H?EF TAW/TO H(fOI H(TAWI aOOT on-lOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
13 1525 0 133.00 336.00 .2731-02 .3307-02 .3307-02 .9000 .4751-04 .5751-04 .3385-01 .2535 527.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHa4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2851 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UXI4) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA 35 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON - .0000 
BQFLAP 0000 SPDSRK 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS'·' 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
60 2.004 7.980 34 98 7044-03 434.5 1300. g.. 62 4523-01 2.016 3805. 1290-02 .7614-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
60 .3581-01 2868-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) H(TAW) aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
60 1525.0 133.00 336.00 1993-02 .2394-02 .2394-02 .9000 .6977-04 .8382-04 5411-01 .4059 524.2 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2852 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rR4UXI't) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B.OOO • LPHA .. 35 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP . 0000 SPDBRK 0000 
·"TEST CONDiTIONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUf"SER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2 
79 3.047 7.990 35 01 -.6951-03 670.5 1310. 95.12 6924-01 3.094 3820. .1965-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
79 4343-01 23;:>6-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT DTI-IDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
79 1525 0 133.00 336.00 .2262-02 .2715-02 .2715-02 .9000 9822-04 .1179-03 .7707-01 .5779 525.0 
DATE 23 FEEl 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2853 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4UXI4) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPhA . 35.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 0000 SPDBRK = .0000 
"'TEST CONO IT IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA CEG R (,EG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
132 3 694 B.OOO 35 03 .6883-03 854 1 1351. 97.87 .8749-01 3.919 3880. .2413-02 .7876-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
132 .L914-01 .2106-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF h/HREF TAWITO HITO) H(TAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTv/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
132 15-5.0 133 00 336.00 2549-02 .3049-02 .3049-02 .9000 .1253-03 .1499-03 1031 7721 527.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2854 
CH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRI+UXI5) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA • -10 00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .0000 SPD8RK 0000 
"·TEST CONDITiONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG q 0:::0. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
201 1+91+5 7.900 39 95 -10 05 100.2 1256. 93.88 .1114-01 • 4867 3752 . .3203-03 .7551+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
201 .1712-01 5741-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO f-//HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DHolDT TW 
NUMBER R"I 0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R cEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
201 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .7603-02 9181+-02 .9IBIt-02 .9000 .1302-03 .1573-03 9571-01 .7157 530.4 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MOQEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONiC TUNNEL PAGE 2855 
O~84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX[51 
OMS POD PARAMETR[C DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA = -10.00 ELEVON = .0000 
BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK 0000 
···TEST COND[T[ONS··· 
RU"l RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMB[R 1FT DEG DEG PS[A OEG. R OEG. R PS[A PSI FT/SCC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 [88 I 010 7.940 39 95 -10.05 204 4 1253. 92 05 .2199-01 .9703 3734. .6447-03 .7"'07-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R IlEFtRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
188 2413-01 40"'2-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(lOI HITAWI aDOT DTWOT lW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTulR BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
IB8 1525.0 133 00 336.00 .5562-02 6712-02 .6712-02 .90DC .1342-03 .1620-03 .9813-01 .7371 521.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUN~EL PAGE 2856 
OH94B 60-0 OMS ?OD IR ... UXI5) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. "'0.00 BETA '" -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP . 0000 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT Ll".:G DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
170 I 999 7.9BO 39 98 -10.08 "'3'" 3 1302. 9 .... 76 .4522-01 2 016 3808. .1288-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
170 3501-01 .2872-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA\..IITO HcTO) HITAW) aOOT DTI'IDT TI.I 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R STU/R BTUI DEG. P DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
170 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .5857-02 .7041-02 .7041-02 .9000 .2051-03 .2465-03 .1588 1.189 527.'+ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0r'84B MODEL 60-0 IN Tr'E AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2857 
CH84B 60-0 OMS POD rR'tUXI5) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 000 AL"'riA .. 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP • 0000 SPDBPK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG CEG PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
9B 2 982 7 990 'to 02 -10 II 669 7 1328 95.'t3 .6916-01 3.091 38't6. .1936-02 .-.760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER_ BTUI R REFtR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
98 4351-01 .23't7-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/r'REF fJ/HREF T A"ITO HtTO) HtTAW) aDOT Dn.JDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R t3TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
98 1525 0 133.00 336 00 .5219-02 6260-02 .6260-02 .9000 .2271-03 .2723-03 . 181 't 1.357 528.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2858 
OM84B 60-0 O~S POD rRlfUX171 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACri .. 8 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA .. -If.OOO ELEVON .. .0000 
BDFLAP = . 0000 SPDBRK .. 0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PS[A OE:G. R DEG R PS[A PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
198 .4952 7.900 39.96 -3.985 99.19 1256 93. [4 .1 [02-01 .4816 3737. .3195-03 .7495-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'(RI 
F"T2SEC = .0175 
198 .1701-01 5744-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF' T A~·.JI TO H(TOI HITAWI OOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O RooO.9 R" BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
198 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .2375-02 2B68-02 2868-02 .9000 .4039-04 4878-04 .2948-01 .2210 525.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK~ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2859 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX171 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 
" 
40 00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 0000 SPDBRK = .0000 
***TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPIiA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
185 .9B52 7 940 39 97 -3 981 202.7 1267 93 08 .2180-01 .9622 3755. .6323-03 .7490-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
185 2409-01 4087-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF T AI-l ITO HITOI HITAI-ll aDOT DnolDT TI-l 
NUMBER Ral.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAI-lITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
185 1525.0 133.00 336 00 .2690-02 3241-02 .3241-02 .9000 647£)-04 .7804-04 .4828-01 .3626 521.4 
DATE 23 FED 80 OHS48 MODEL 60-0 IN TME AEDC V~F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2860 
OM84B 60-0 eMS POD rR4UXI71 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 
"' 
40 00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPD8RK 0000 
·"TEST COND I TI ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM3ER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
176 1.997 7.980 39 97 -3 939 436 5 1307. 95 13 4544-01 2.026 3815. .1289-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NJMBER STUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
176 .3513-01 2871-01 
---TEST DATA--' 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/I-'REF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HCTAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER Rz1 0 RzO.9 Rz BTU/R 8TUIR 8TUI OEO. R DEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
176 1525.0 133.00 335 00 4242-02 .5095-02 5095-02 9000 .1490-03 .1790-03 .1163 .8714 526.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2861 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rR4UXI7) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
I"'~CH 8 ODD A~PHA 40 00 BETA .. -4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 0000 SPDBRK 0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMB!:R 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. P PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XiO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
97 2.987 7 990 40 01 -4 020 670 8 1328 96 43 .6927-01 3.096 3846. .1939-02 .7760-07 
PUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
97 .4354-01 2345-01 
···TEST DATA·'· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/hREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) H(TAW) ODOT OHoIDT TI-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
97 1525 0 \33.00 336 00 4028-02 4831-02 4831-02 .9000 .1754-03 2103-03 .10.,'11 J .049 528.6 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN ThE. AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2862 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UXI8) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .. -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • 0000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
"'iEST CO~DITJOf'..S'" 
RUN RN/L MACI-i ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEO R DEG R PSIA PSI FTlSEe SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
195 .4938 7.900 39.96 -1.991 98.69 125'+. 92.99 .1097-01 .4792 3735. .3184-03 .7483-07 
RUN !-REF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
FT2SEC " 0175 
195 .1696-01 .5753-01 
'''TEST DATA'" 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTiolDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R" 9TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG. R 
TA:..I/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
195 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .3389-02 .4092-02 .4092-02 .9000 .5748-04 .6941-0'+ .'+192-01 .31'+'+ 524.1+ 
--
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MOJEL 60-0 IN ThE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2863 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD fR4UXI81 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA = 40 00 BETA .. -2 000 ELEVON "' 0000 
BCFLAP .0000 SPDBRK = .OOCO 
---TEST COND IT IONS - - -
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 
182 1.011 7 940 39 97 -I 995 206 3 1260 92.56 .2219-01 .9793 3745 .6470-03 .7449-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
182 .2427-01 4037-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/I-'~EF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=i 0 R=O 9 R= BTum BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
IB2 1525.0 133.00 336.00 3912-02 1+719-02 1+719-02 .9000 .9495-01+ 111+5-03 .6998-01 .5253 522.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC YKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2864 
OH8iB 60-0 O~S POD IR4UXI8) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA = 40 00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 0000 SPDBRK ,. 0000 
·"TEST CONDiTIONS··· 
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a Y RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG q DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
173 2.017 7 980 39.99 -2.004 436 3 1298. 94.47 .4542-01 2.025 3802. .1298-02 .7602-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
173 .35::J8-01 .2860-01 
"·TEST DATA-·· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/f-'REF H/HREF' TAW/TO .... 1 TO) HITAW) aDOT onolDT TW 
NUMBER R=I a R=O.S R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC f"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
173 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .2790-02 .3359-02 .3359-02 .9000 9786-01+ .1178-03 7497-01 .5602 531.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OYS"B MODEL 60-0 IN ThE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2865 
OrlS~B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UXI81 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA = -2.000 ElEVON .0000 
BDFlAP 0000 SPDBRK 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS·" 
RUN RN/l MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMSER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS lB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
89 3.018 7 990 40.02 -2 030 669 3 1317. 95 63 .6912-01 3.0S9 3830 .1851-02 .7696-07 
RUN HREF STN f'..0 
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
89 4343-01 .2336-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/hREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) HCTAW) ODOT DTWDT TI-I 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
89 1525 0 133.00 336.00 3399-02 .4080-02 .4080-02 .9000 1476-03 1772-03 .1164 .8715 528.0 
" '\1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF rlYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2866 
OHS4B 60-0 OMS POD (R4LIX20) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH S 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 0000 SPDSRK = 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMaER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X\O 6 IFT3 IFT2 
Hli .5026 7 900 39.96 -.9984 99 61 1247. 92.47 .1107-01 .4836 3724 .3231-03 .7441-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BiUI R RErCR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
191 .1702-01 5707-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.0 R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
T AIo.JI TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
191 1525 0 133 00 336.00 .2350-02 .2846-02 .2846-02 .9000 .4001-04 4844-04 2865-01 .2143 530.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MOS:L 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2867 
OhB48 60-0 OMS PGD rR4UX21) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 0000 SPDBRK .. 0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG PSIA O=:G R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS lB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 /FT2 
192 .5105 7.900 39 99 -I 007 10i .0 1246 92 40 .1123-01 4906 3723. .3281-03 .7435-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
192 1714-01 5663-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HcEF H/HRE:F H/I-'~E:F TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) aDOT OTWJT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BT~JlR BTUI OEO. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
192 1525.0 133 00 336 00 2290-02 2767-02 2767-02 .9000 3926-0" 4743-04 .2837-C1 .2129 523.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 
OMS POD 
RUN RN/L MACH 
NUMBER 1FT 
XlO 6 
179 I 009 7 940 
RUN hREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
179 2422-01 .4042-01 
RUN XO YO 
NUMBER 






OY84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE ASDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 




39 99 -1.007 







ALPHA " 40 00 
SPD8RK 0000 
···TEST CONDITICNS··· 
PO TO T P 
PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA 
205 6 1259. 92 49 2212-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
H/h~EF H/HREF TAWITO HeTO) 
R=O 9 R= BTU/R 
TAWITO Fi2SEC 
't731-02 4731-02 .9000 .9470-04 
















OEG. R DEG. R 
ISEC 
.5123 533.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2869 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IRLtUX211 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON - .0000 
8DFLAP 0000 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST COND I-IONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
167 2 003 7.980 40 01 -I 009 434.5 1301 94 69 .4525-01 2.017 3807. .1290-02 .7620-07 
RUN HPEF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
167 3502-01 .2869-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/hREF TAWITO HtTO) HtTA\..Il OOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=Q 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R 8TUI DEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
167 1525.0 \33.00 336.00 .2623-02 3156-02 .3156-02 .9000 9186-04 .1105-03 .7077-01 5292 530.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2870 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD rRlfUX21) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 8ETA • -1.000 ELEVON • .{JOOO 
BDFLAP .. . 0000 SPD8RK • .0000 
···TE~T CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XlO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
85 3 028 7.990 40 08 -1.034 670.0 1315 95 49 .6919-01 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF CR) 
F'T2SEC .. 0175 
85 .4344-01 .2333-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) He'AW) aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R STUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
85 1525.0 133 00 336 00 .3343-02 4015-02 .4015-02 .9000 .1452-03 .1744-03 .1142 .8550 528.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B '1IJDE"L 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2871 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX22) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA .. 40.0n 8ETA 0000 ELEVC'N • 0000 
8DFLAP 0000 SPD8RK = .0000 
'''TEST COND IT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
16 5159 7 900 40.01 - 3149-02 102 0 1245 92.32 .1134-01 4952 3721. .3314-03 .7't29-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUH8ER 8TUI R REF("ll 
FT2SEC = 0175 
16 .1722-01 5634-01 
·"TEST DATA··' 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/I-'REF" H/H"lEF" H/HREF" TAWITO H(TOl H(TAWl aDCiT DTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=l 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
16 1525.0 133.00 336 00 2693-02 • 325't-02 325't-02 .9000 .'t637-0't .5605-0't .334't-01 .2510 523.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONI~ TUNNEL PAGE 2872 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD rR4UX22I 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 0000 SPDBRK .0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OE:G. R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LS-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
32 1.002 7 940 40 01 -.1050-02 205 9 1266. 93.00 .2215-01 .9775 3754. .6428-03 .7484-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STU I R REF(R) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
32 2427-01 4053-01 
"'TEST DATA"· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HCTAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"O.9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
32 1:525 0 133.00 336 00 .4621-02 .55n-02 .5572-02 .9000 .1121-03 .1352-03 .8313-01 .6235 524.3 
r.t. TE 23 r-:B 80 OH84B MODFL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA~E 2B73 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD eR4UX22) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 0000 SPDBRK 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEG PSIA DEO R DEO R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 IF'Tc 
73 2.006 7 980 40 03 - 1056-02 434 9 1300. 94 62 4527-01 2 018 3BOS. .1291-02 .7614-07 
RIJN HREF STN NO 
Nur-9::R BTU/ R REFeR) 
F'T2SEC =.0175 
73 3503-01 .2867-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H.HREF TAW/TO HeTO) HtTAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI OEO. R DEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
73 IS2S.0 133.00 336.00 3038-02 36S0-02 .3650-02 .9000 . 1064-03 .1279-03 .B24S-01 .6183 524.9 
DATE 23 FE'B 80 OH8'tB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 287'+ 
OH8't8 60-0 OMS POD rRLtUX22J 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA : 40.00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .0000 SPD8RK 0000 
···TE5T COND IT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
82 3.020 7.990 'to 06 -.143't-06 669 7 1317. 95 63 .6916-01 3.091 3830. .1952-02 .7696-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
82 "+3't't-01 2335-01 
···TE5T DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF L..f/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTJ.oIDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2C;EC ISEC 
82 1525.0 133.00 336.00 3561-02 .4273-02 . Lt273-02 9000 .1547-03 .1856-03 .1223 .9161 526.'+ 
) -
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2875 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD (R4UX221 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'" 
8 000 ALPr'A 
'" 
40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BDFLAP 0000 SPD8RK 0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NuMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R CEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F"T2 
145 3.684 8.000 40 10 -.1083-02 853 6 1353. 98.02 .87'+4-01 3.917 3883. .2408-02 .7888-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(Rl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
145 4914-01 .2108-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF r'/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWl ODOT Dn.rDT TW 
NUMBER R-1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
145 1525.0 133.00 336.00 3536-02 .4231-02 4231-02 .9000 1738-03 .2079-03 1432 1 071 528.B 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2876 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX25) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0CO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
6DPLAP = 0000 SPDSQK .. .0000 
···TEST COND I TI ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
20 5050 7 900 40 03 1.041 100 6 1251. 92.77 .1118-01 .4882 3730. .32~2-03 .7465-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R PEFIR) 
FT2SEC = 01.5 
20 .1711-01 .5691-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF T AIo.JI TO H(TO) H(TAW) aOOT on.jDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 "1= BTUIR 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
20 1525.0 133 00 336 00 .4421-02 .5339-02 .5339-02 .9000 7567-04 .9137-04 .5506-01 .4133 523.0 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN T~E AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2877 
OW84B 60-0 OMS POD (R4UX25) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 A~.PHA 40.00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON .. .0000 
6DFLAP 0000 SPD8RK 0000 
·"TEST CONOITIO~S··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
35 ! .011 7 940 40 05 018 204 7 125-+ 92.12 .2202-01 9718 3736 .6452-03 7413-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUI"BER BTUI R RE"lRl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
35 .2416-01 .4041-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO yo TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OHroT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
35 152C,.0 133.00 336.00 8305-02 .1003-01 .1003-01 .9000 2006 03 .2423-03 .1461 1.096 525.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 II~ TI-'E AEDC VKF ~YPERSONIC TUNNEL PAQ( 2B78 
CH8i8 50-0 O~S POD IR4UX25) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40 00 BETA 1.000 ELEVON • .0000 
SDFLAP .0000 SPD8RK 0000 
---TEST COND IT IONS- --
RUN RN/L MACH ALPI-'A BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R CEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
70 2 009 7.980 40 07 025 435 0 1299. 94.54 .4529-01 2.019 3804. .1293-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R ~EF(R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
70 3503-01 .2855-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/H~EF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO _ HIlO) HIlAI-I) ODOT DTI-IOT TI-I 
NJMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R CEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
70 1525.0 133.00 336.00 .2579-02 .3100-02 3100-02 9000 9035-04 .1036-03 .6988-01 .5239 525.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2879 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX26) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA . 2.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP . 0000 SPDBRK 0000 
"'TEST CONO I T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG R DEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
23 .5076 7.900 40 00 2.019 101 2 1252. 92 84 1125-01 .4913 3732. .3270-03 .71+71-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
23 .1717-01 .5676-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/I-'RE'" H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIrO) HtTAW) COOT OnolOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
23 1525 0 133.00 336 00 2991-02 3610-02 3610-02 9000 .5135-01+ .6199-01+ .371+7-01 .2811+ 522.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2880 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD rR4UX261 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA 
'" 
40 00 8ETA .. 2.000 ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP COOO SPDBRK OOCO 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFi3 tFT2 
38 I 003 7 940 40.02 2 013 203.6 1256. 92 27 .2190-01 .9566 3739 .6407-03 .7425-07 
RUH HREF STN /"0 
NUMBER STUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
38 2410-01 .4056-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt OEO. R DEC R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
38 1525.0 133.00 336.00 4631-02 .55B9-02 .5589-02 .9000 1116-03 1347-03 .8171-01 .6131 523.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2881 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX26l 
01'15 POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA = 40 00 SETA . 2 000 ELEVON • .0000 
SDFLAP 0000 SPCSRK 0000 
·"TEST COND I T IONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG D~G PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
67 2 005 7.980 40.04 2 021 434.1 1299 94 54 . 4519-01 2 014 3804 . .1290-02 .7608-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(Rl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
67 3499-01 2868-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO yo TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOl H<TAWl OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWtTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
67 1525 0 133.00 336.00 3699-02 .4447-02 4447-02 .9000 .1294-03 1556-03 9996-01 .7490 526.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC YKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2882 
OY84B 60-0 OMS POD rR4UX27) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA 40 00 8ETA . 4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = 0000 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH A,-PHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
26 .5059 7.900 40 02 4.008 100.6 1250. 92.69 .1118-01 .4885 3729 .3256-03 .7459-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(Rl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
26 .1712-01 5687-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
PUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF "'/H~EF T A 1-11 TO H(TO) H(TAWl aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R DEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
26 1525.0 133.00 336 00 .4913-02 .5932-02 5932-02 .9000 .8410-04 1015-03 .6117-01 .4593 522.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0~84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2BB3 
0~84B 60-0 OMS POD rR4UX27) 
OMS POD PARA!',ETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALoHA = 40.00 BETA .. 4.000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BOFLAP 0000 SPDSRK .. 0000 
·"TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
41 1 Oil 7 940 40 00 4 013 204.3 1252. 91 98 2198-01 .9699 3733. .6450-03 .7401-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMaER BTUI ~ REFeRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
41 .2413-01 .4041-01 
···TEST DATA'·' 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I a R=O 9 P= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
41 1525 0 133.00 336 00 5833-02 .7045-02 .70'+5-02 .9000 .1407-03 .1700-03 102,+ .7681+ 523.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2884 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD (R4UX27J 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA .. 40 00 8-TA . 4.000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK 0000 
·"TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG PS!A DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
03 1 994 7.980 39.99 4 049 433 3 1302. 94 76 .4511-01 2.011 3808 .1285-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
63 .3497-01 .2875-01 
···TES; DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI H!TAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
63 1525.0 133.00 336 00 4184-02 5028-02 .5028-02 .9000 .1463-03 1758-03 .1135 .8507 526.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCN!C TUNNEL PAGE 2885 
OH84B 60-0 OMS POD I RltUX28) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALP'"lA 
"' 
40.00 BETA 10.00 ELEVON "' .0000 
BOFLAP 0000 SPD8RK " .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS'" 
RUN RNtL MACH ALPHA BCTA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 tFT3 IFT2 
29 .5059 7 900 40.09 9 969 100 5 1249 92 62 .1117-01 .4979 3727. .3255-03 .7453-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUt R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
29 1710-01 .5687-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT onolDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt OEG. R OEG R 
TA\.:tiO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
29 1525 0 133.00 336 00 .7728-03 9352-03 .9352-03 .9000 .1322-04 .1600-04 9503-02 .7108-01 529.7 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 28B6 
OH848 60-0 OMS POD IR4UX28) 
OMS ~OD PARAMETRIC DATA 
~ACH 8 000 ALPHA .. 40 00 8ETA 10.00 ELEVON • .,0000 
8C·l.AP : 0000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
·"TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN 'RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
44 1.020 7 940 39 96 10 01 207 3 1257. 92 34 2230-01 .9842 3740 .6518-03 .7431-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STU I R REFIR) 
rT2SEC = .0175 
4't .2432-01 .4022-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HrTAW) ODOT Oil-lOT TW 
NUMBER R:l 0 R=0.9 p,-= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI OEO R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
44 1525.0 133.00 336 00 .1817-02 2192-02 .2192-02 .9000 .'t419-04 .5332-04 .3245-01 .2437 522.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2887 
OH8~8 60-0 OMS POD rR4UX28) 
OMS POD PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. 1+0 00 BETA 10.00 ELEVON .. .0000 
BD"LAP 0000 SPCBRK 0000 
···TEST CO~ID I T IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
57 1.996 7 980 1+0 01 10 01 434 I 1303. 94.81+ .4519-01 2 014 3810. .1286-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFCR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
57 3501-01 2874-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN XO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) HtTAW) ODOT OTWQT TW 
NUMBER R"'I 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
57 1525 0 133 00 336 00 2553-02 .3066-02 .3066-02 .9000 .8937-04 .1073-03 .6961-01 .5222 523.B 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0~84B MO~EL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 288B 
OH84B 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE IR'tUY291 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 000 ALPHA : 'to.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP -12 50 SPC8RK • 0000 
···TEST :ONJI T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
717 5091 7 900 39.99 3469-02 100 3 12't2. 92.10 1115-01 .'t869 3717 .3266-03 • 7't 11-07 
RUN HREF ~TN NO 
NU'1BER BTUI R REF(RI 
F'T2SEC = 0175 
717 .1707-01 .567't-01 
""TEST DATA"· 
RUN ZO l"'S PHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/hREF TAWITO H(TOI H!TAWI aDOT DTWDT Tlol 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEO R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
717 88000-01 315.00 432 00 .2283-02 .2758-02 .2758-02 9000 . 3897-0't .4708-0't .2810-01 2192 520.7 
717 .88000-01 00000 433 80 11't8-01 .1387-01 .1387-01 9000 1959-03 2368-03 l'tll 1.067 521. 7 
717 .88000-0' 25.000 434.00 't868-01 5888-01 .5888-01 9000 8309-03 1005-02 5953 't 698 525 2 
717 .89000-01 45.000 435 00 6758-01 8179-01 8179-01 .9000 1154-02 1396-02 .8245 6.238 527 0 
717 88000-01 65 000 't35 00 1985-01 2400-01 2400-01 9000 3389-03 4096-03 2't35 1.840 523 0 
717 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 4339-02 .5242-02 52'12-02 90GO .7406-04 8949-04 .5333-01 't116 521 5 
717 B8000-01 135 00 438 00 979"7-03 1183-02 1.83-02 9000 1672-04 2020-0't .. 206-01 .8855-01 520 6 
717 .17500 00000 439 00 .9142-02 1105-01 1105-01 9000 1560-03 .1885-03 .1123 .8461 522.0 
717 .17500 25 000 't't0 00 2017-01 2438-01 21t38-01 9000 341t2-03 't161-03 .2474 1.955 523 0 
717 .17500 't5 000 441 00 500"-0 I 605't-01 .6054-01 9000 851t1-03 1033-02 6112 It 706 526 I 
717 17500 65 000 1t1t2 00 1751t-Ol .2121-01 .2121-01 .9000 .2994-03 3620-03 .2151 1 636 523 3 
717 17500 90 000 1t1t3.00 .1t019-02 .4856-02 .4856-02 .9000 6860-04 8290-04 .4941-01 3866 521 5 
717 .27000 .00000 441t 00 6700-02 .8095-02 8095-02 9000 li44-03 1382-03 .8236-01 .677't 521 5 
717 .27000 25 000 445 00 2561-01 3096-01 .3096-01 9000 4372-03 .5285-03 .3142 2.440 523 0 
717 27000 45 000 446 00 4685-01 5666-01 .5666-01 .9000 7997-03 9673-03 5730 4 604 525.1 
717 27000 65.000 1t1t7 00 .1319-01 1595-01 .1595-01 9COO 2252-03 2722-03 1620 1. 313 522 4 
717 27000 90.000 448.00 3495-02 4222-02 .4222-02 9000 .5955-01t 7207-C4 .4298-01 3436 521.1 
7Ji 43800 00000 449 00 .4687-02 5661-02 .5651-02 9000 8000-04 9664-04 .5771-01 4519 520.3 
717 43800 25 000 450 00 2099-01 .2536701 2536-01 9000 3582-03 .4329-03 .2579 1.997 521. 7 
717 .43800 45 000 1t51.00 .4098-01 .4954-01 .4954-01 9000 .6995-03 .8456-03 5025 3 956 523.2 
717 '+3800 65 000 1t52 00 .1208-01 .1460-01 . Jlt60-0 I 9000 2062-03 2492-03 .11t83 1.133 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUN"JEL PAGE 2889 
OHB'+9 60-0 55 ME NOZZLE IR'+UY29) 
RUN ZO M5 PHI TIC NO H/H~EF H/H"'EF H/HREC" TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT25EC FT25EC FT25EC ISEC 
717 '+3800 90 000 '+53 00 306-+-02 3702-02 .3702-02 9000 .5230-0'+ 6319-0'+ .3767-01 .2918 521 4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2890 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY29l 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPI-lA 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP -12.50 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST eOND IT IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
715 1.013 7.940 39 99 .3469-02 207 7 1254. 92.66 .2234-01 .9860 3751. .6495-03 .7472-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
715 2436-01 .4031-01 
···TEST CATA-·· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HqEF H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HCTAWl aDOT cnmT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG R 
TAl-IlTO F'l2SEC FT2SEC FT?SEC ISEC 
715 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 3331-02 .4013-02 .4013-02 .9000 8115-04 .9777-04 .6032-01 .4707 520.3 
715 .88000-01 00000 433 00 .1'+87-01 1791-01 .1791-01 .9000 .3622-03 4365-03 2690 2.035 520 9 
715 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 .6567-01 .7929-01 .7929-01 9000 .1600-02 1932-02 I 177 9.278 527.9 
715 88000-01 45 000 435.00 7983-01 .9642-01 .9542-01 .9000 15.5-02 .2349-02 1.429 10 80 529.0 
715 .88000-01 65.000 436 00 2116-01 2550-01 .2550-01 9000 5155-03 6214-03 3824 2 891 521.9 
715 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 .4482-02 .5398-02 .5398-02 9000 . 1092-03 1315-03 8127-01 6279 519.4 
715 .88000-01 135.00 438 00 1431-02 .1723-02 .1723-02 9000 3487-04 .4199-04 .2601-01 .1912 518.0 
715 .17500 .00000 439 00 1136-01 .1369-01 1369-01 .9000 .2767-03 3335-03 2054 1 548 521.5 
715 17500 25 000 443 00 2618-01 3157-01 .3157-01 9000 6379-03 .7693-03 4719 3.727 523.9 
715 17500 45.000 441 00 .6257-01 .7555-01 .7555-01 9000 .1525-02 1841-02 1 122 8 628 527.9 
715 17!J00 65 COO 4"12 00 182"1-01 .2199-01 .2199-01 9000 .44"15-03 5358-03 3296 2 508 522.2 
715 .17500 90 000 443 00 .45"19-02 .5479-02 .5"179-02 9000 .1108-03 1335-03 .82"19-01 .6"161 519.4 
715 .27000 00000 "1"1"1 00 .7909-02 .9530-02 9530-02 9000 1927-03 2322-03 .1"132 1 178 520.'7 
715 .27000 25 COO "1"15 00 3228-01 3893-01 .3893-01 9000 7865-03 9"185-03 5821 "I 519 523.6 
715 27000 45.000 "1"16 00 5285-01 .6381-01 .6381-01 9000 .1288-02 .1555-02 .9"189 7 616 526 9 
715 .27000 65.000 "147 00 1324-01 1596-01 .1596-01 .9000 .3226-03 .3889-03 .2394 1 941 521.6 
715 .27000 90.000 448 00 3606-02 4343-02 .4343-02 9000 .8785-04 1058-03 .6542-01 .5234 519.1 
715 .43800 00000 449 00 6447-02 .7768-02 .7768-02 9000 .1571-03 .1893-03 .1168 .9141 520.4 
715 .43800 25 000 450 00 .2925-01 3527-01 .3527-01 9000 7128-03 .8594-03 5278 4.084 523.1 
715 .43800 45 000 451 00 3910-01 .4715-01 .4715-01 9000 9526-03 .1149-02 7045 5.544 524.1 
715 .43800 65 000 452 00 .1095-01 1320-01 .1320-01 9000 .2668-03 .3215-03 1980 1.513 521.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN T~E AED: VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2891 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY29) 
RUN ZO MS PH! TIC NO H/HPEF H/HREF H/HREF TAI-lITO HlTO) HlTAW) uOOT OTloJDT TI-l 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
715 43800 90.000 453.00 2866-02 3452-02 3432-02 9000 .6983-04 .8411-04 .5197-01 .4029 5!9.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2892 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY29l 
, SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. -15 00 
SDFLAP -12 50 SPDBRK = 0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS'·' 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1FT? IFT2 
709 2 011 7 980 40 04 1046-01 432 9 1294. 94 18 4507-01 2.009 3796. .1292-02 .7579-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
709 3492-01 .2865-01 
···TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) H(TAWl aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI OEG R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
709 .88000-01 315.00 432 00 4566-02 5484-02 .5484-02 .9000 1594-03 1915-03 1232 .9611 520.9 
709 88000-01 .00000 433 00 1875-01 2254-01 .2254-01 .9000 6549-03 7871-03 5046 3.813 523.2 
709 88000-01 25 000 434 00 .6428-01 7748-01 .7748-01 9000 2245-02 2706-02 I 705 13 40 534 0 
709 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1335 1616 1616 9000 4663-02 5642-02 3 477 26 03 548.1 
709 88000-01 65 000 436 00 33C8-01 .3980-01 3980-01 9000 1155-02 1390-02 8852 6 674 527 4 
709 88000-01 90 000 437 00 .6278-02 7542-02 7542-02 .9000 2192-03 2634-03 .1692 1.306 521 9 
709 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1688-02 2026-02 2026-02 9000 5893-04 7076-04 4560-01 .3350 519 8 
709 17500 00000 439 00 1383-01 1652-01 1662-01 .9000 4830-03 .5805-03 .3721 2 801 523 4 
709 .17500 25 000 440 00 .2470-01 2971-01 2971-01 .9000 8626-03 1037-02 6620 5.222 526 2 
709 .17500 45 000 441 00 1073 1296 1296 .9000 3746-02 4527-02 2 811 21 45 543 3 
709 .17500 65 COO 442 00 2894-01 3482-01 3482-01 9000 .1010-02 1215-02 7737 5.871 527 9 
709 .17500 90 000 443 00 6078-02 7302-02 7302-02 .9000 2123-03 2550-03 1638 1 282 521 9 
709 27000 80000 444 00 1005-01 .1208 -01 .1208-01 9000 3511-03 4218-03 .2710 2.229 521 8 
709 .27000 25 000 445 00 3532-01 4248-01 42'18-01 .9008 1233-02 1483-02 9462 7 334 526 5 
709 .27000 45 000 446 00 9358-01 1129 .1129 .9000 3268-02 3944-02 2 468 19 69 538.5 
709 .27000 65 000 447 00 1964-01 .2361-01 2361-01 .9000 6857-03 8246-03 .5267 4.261 525.5 
709 27000 90 000 448 00 5019-02 .6029-02 .6029-02 .9000 1753-03 .2105-03 .1354 1.082 521.3 
709 .43800 00000 449.00 .7907-02 9497-02 .9497-02 .9000 2761-03 3316-03 .2134 I 670 520.9 
709 .43800 25 000 450 00 .4108-01 4942-01 .lt942-01 .9000 .1434-02 .1726-02 I 099 8 489 527 3 
709 43800 45 000 451 00 6418-01 7730-01 .7730'-01 .9000 2241-02 2699-02 1 708 13 39 531.6 
709 .lt3800 65 000 452 00 1618-01 1945-01 1945-01 .9000 5651-03 .6794-03 4345 3 314 524 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2893 
Ona~8 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY29) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/H~EF H/I-'~EF I-'/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT on,OT TW 
NUMBER R=\ 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
709 .43800 90 000 453.00 497\-02 5972-02 5972-02 .9000 .1736-03 .2086-03 .1339 1 037 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OY848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2894 
OH849 60-0 SSM~ NOZZLE IR4UY29) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ,. 8 000 ALPHA = 40.00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
SDFLAP ,. -12.50 SPDSRK .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO -0 T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
707 3.005 7.990 40 06 .6989-02 671.7 1324 06 14 6937-01 3.100 3841. .1947-02 .7736-07 
RUN I-'REF STN NO 
NUMBER BTu I R REF"(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
707 lt355-01 .2339-1)1 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) hIT .. W) aOOT DTWDT TJ..I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU' DEG R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
707 .68000-01 315.00 432 00 4448-02 .5334-02 533-+-02 9000 .1937-03 2323-03 1543 1.200 527.0 
707 .88000-01 .00000 "33 00 2202-01 .2642-01 .2642-01 .9000 .9586-03 1151-02 .7613 5 733 529.7 
707 .88000-01 25.000 434 00 8170-01 9845-01 .9845-01 .9000 .3558-02 4288-02 2.768 21.62 545 7 
707 .88000-0\ 45.000 435 00 1325 1602 .1602 .9000 5769-02 .1;978-C2 4 405 32 78 560.0 
707 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 .5136-01 6174-(JI 6174-01 9000 .2237-02 2689-02 1.762 13 22 536 2 
707 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 .9046-02 1085-01 1085-01 .9000 3940-03 4725-03 .3138 2.415 527.1 
707 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1912-02 2291-02 2291-02 9000 .8325-04 9977-04 .6554-01 .4878 524.3 
707 .17500 .00000 439 QO .' 645-01 1974-01 1974-01 .9000 .716"1-03 8599-03 .5683 4.264 530.4 
707 .17500 25 000 440 00 .3311-01 3978-01 3978-01 .9000 1442-02 1733-02 1.139 8.944 534 2 
707 .17500 45.000 "41 00 1066 1287 .1287 9000 46 .... 3-02 5606-02 3.575 27 15 553.6 
707 .17500 65 000 442 00 .4408-01 5300-01 5300-01 9000 1920-02 2308-02 I 509 II 40 537 5 
707 17500 90 000 443 00 .8256-02 9901-02 9901-02 9000 .3595-03 4312-03 .2864 2.234 527.1 
707 .27000 00000 444.00 .1140-0 I .1367-01 1367-01 9000 .4963-03 595"-03 3946 3 233 528 Ei 
707 .27000 25 000 445 00 .4528-01 5442-01 5442-01 9000 .1972-02 2370-02 1.554 11.99 535 7 
707 .27000 45.000 446 00 9993-01 1205 1205 9000 4352-02 5249-02 3 371 26 75 549 I 
707 27000 65 000 44'/ 00 3092-01 3714-01 .3714-01 9000 346-02 1617-02 1.064 8 572 533 5 
707 .27000 90 000 448 00 6751-02 809:i-02 .6095-02 .9000 940-03 3525-03 2343 I 867 526 7 
707 43800 00000 4"g 00 .8006-02 9502-C2 .9502-02 .9000 S487-03 4182-03 2777 2.167 527 I 
707 .43800 25.000 450 00 .5572-01 .670\-01 .6701-01 9000 2427-02 2918-02 I 906 14.63 538.3 
707 .43800 45 000 451 00 ,7728-01 .9301-01 .9:01-CI 9000 .3366-02 4050-02 2.635 20 56 540.7 
707 43800 65 000 452 00 .2274-01 .2731-01 .2731-01 9000 .9904-03 1189 02 7843 5 959 531.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 Oh848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2895 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY291 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI H(TAWI ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= aTU/R aTUIR aTUI DEO R DEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IS~C 
707 43800 90.000 453.00 5494-02 .6589-02 .5589-02 9000 2393-03 .2869-03 .1907 1 1+73 526 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2896 
OH8~B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY30) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP OOOP SP:JSRK 0000 
...... TEST CONDITIONS .. •• 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUM8ER /FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
719 .5000 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 100.3 1257. 93 21 .1115-01 .4B69 3739. .3227-03 .7501-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
719 .1711-01 .5715-01 
•• .. TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/MREF TAW/TO H(TO) HCTAW) ODOT DTWDT TI-I 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC ISEC 
719 .88000-01 315 00 432.00 2350-02 .2833-02 .2833-02 .9000 .... 020-04 .4845-04 2967-01 2317 518.7 
719 .88000-01 00000 433 00 9612-02 .1159-01 1159-01 .9000 16't4-03 1982-03 1213 .9183 ~19.0 
719 .88000-01 25.000 434 00 6228-01 .7518-01 .7518-01 .9000 1055-02 1286-02 780'+ 6.163 524 1 
719 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 .1097 1325 .1325 .9000 .1876-02 2267-02 1.369 10 36 526.8 
719 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 3320-01 '+003-01 .4C03-01 9000 5679-03 6848-03 .4182 3 16'+ 520.3 
719 88000-01 90 000 437 00 6821-02 8220-02 .8220-02 .9000 .1167-03 1406-03 .8615-01 .6660 518 3 
719 .88000-01 135.00 43B 00 2041-02 2458-02 2458-02 9000 34£10-04 4205-04 .2582-01 .1899 517.0 
719 .17500 00000 439 00 .8451-02 .1019-01 IC19-01 9000 .1446-03 .1743-03 .1065 8037 519.7 
719 17500 25 000 440 00 2437-01 .2939-01 .2939-01 9000 .4168-03 5027-03 3066 2.425 521.0 
719 .17500 45 000 441 00 7689-01 .9286-01 9286-01 9000 .1315-02 .1588-02 9505 7 395 526 3 
719 .17500 65 COO 442 00 .2834-01 3489-0 I 3489-01 9000 4949-03 .5969-03 .3642 2.773 520 9 
719 .17500 90.000 443 00 .6352-02 .7655-02 7555-02 .90:1C .1087-03 .1309-03 .8024-01 .6289 518 2 
719 .27000 .00000 444 00 .6312-02 .7608-02 .7608-02 .90GO .1080-03 .1301-03 7962-01 .6555 519 3 
719 27000 25 000 't45 CO .3156-01 .3806-01 3806-01 9000 .5399-03 6511-03 3971 3.086 521 2 
719 .27000 45 000 446 00 6769-01 .8171-01 8171-01 9000 .1158-02 .1398-02 8478 6.814 524.4 
719 .27000 65 000 '+47 00 1920-01 .2315-01 .2315-01 .9000 .3284-03 .3960-03 .2420 1.964 519 7 
719 .27000 90 000 448.00 5579-02 .6722-02 .6722-02 .9000 9542-04 1150-03 .7050-01 .564'+ 517 9 
719 .43800 00000 449 00 .5215-02 .6285-02 .6285-02 9000 8920-04 1075-03 .6581-01 .5156 518 9 
719 .43800 25 000 450 00 2203-01 .2656-01 .2656-01 9000 .3768-03 .4543-03 .2775 2 151 520.0 
719 43800 45 000 451 00 .5575-01 .6726-01 .6726-01 .9000 .9536-03 .1151-02 .7000 5 512 522 6 
719 43800 65.000 452 00 1848-01 2229-01 .2229-01 9000 .3162-03 .3812-03 .2328 I 780 520.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYDERSONiC TUNNEL PAGE 2897 
OH84B 60-0 SSM~ NQZZLE IR4UY30) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HPEF H/HREF H/hREF TAWITO H(TO) HCTAW) QDOT OnolDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
719 .43800 90.000 453.00 4770-02 .5749-02 .5749-02 .9000 .8160-04 .9834-04 .6025-01 .4673 5:8.4 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2898 
OH84B 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE IR4UY301 
55 ME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA ., 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST (.ONO IT IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS L8-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 713 9943 7.940 39 99 6941-02 204 3 1265. 93 00 2198-01 9699 3754 6378-03 .7484-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUI"BER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
713 .2417-01 4069-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT OTWDT TW NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG R OEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 713 .88000-01 315.00 432 00 2951-02 3554-02 .3554-02 .9000 7134-04 8591-04 .5323-01 .4155 519.5 713 .88000-01 00000 433.00 1104-01 1329-01 .1329-01 .9000 .2667-03 3213-03 .1988 1.504 520.3 713 88000-01 25.000 434 00 6339-01 .7652-01 .7652-01 .9000 1532-02 1849-02 I 131 8.913 527 7 713 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 8166-01 9863-01 .9863-01 .9COO 1974-02 2384-02 1.453 10 98 529.8 713 88000-01 65 000 436 00 2086-01 2514-01 .2514-01 9000 5042-03 .6077-03 .3747 2.832 522 5 713 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4815-02 5800-02 .5800-02 .9000 1164-03 .1402-03 8673-01 .6697 520.4 713 88000-01 135 00 1+38 00 1164-02 1401-02 .1401-02 9000 2812-04 .3386-04 .2101-01 .1544 518.8 713 17500 00000 439 00 9390-02 1131-01 1131-01 9000 2270-03 2734-03 1090 I 274 521.0 713 .17500 25 000 440 00 2440-01 2942-01 2942-01 9000 5697-03 7110-03 4377 3 457 523 6 713 .17500 45 000 "41 00 6354-01 7671-01 7671-01 9000 1536-02 1854-02 I 132 8 706 528 5 713 . 1750J 65 COO 442 00 1786-01 2153-01 2153-01 9000 .4317-03 .5203-03 3206 2 439 522 9 713 17500 90 000 443 00 4481-02 5398-02 .5398-02 .9000 1083-03 1305-03 .8072-01 6320 520 4 713 27000 00000 444 00 8011-02 .9651-02 .9651-02 .9000 1936-03 .2333-03 .1442 1.186 520 9 713 .27000 25.000 445.00 31190-01 3725-01 3725-01 9800 .7468-03 9003-03 5543 4 303 523 4 713 27000 45 000 446 00 .5171-01 6241-01 6241-01 9000 .1250-02 1509-02 .9231 7 408 527 2 713 .27000 65 000 447.00 .1354-01 1632-01 .1632-01 .9000 .3273-03 3944-03 2433 1.972 522 2 713 27000 90.000 448 '10 .4023-02 .4845-02 4845-02 9000 .9723-04 .1171-03 .7251-01 5799 520 0 713 .43800 00000 449.00 .6987-02 .8415-02 .8415-02 9000 1683-03 .2034-03 .1259 9862 519 9 713 .43800 25 000 450 00 3318-01 4000-01 .4000-01 9000 8020-03 .9668-03 .5965 4.607 523 2 713 .43800 45 000 451 00 .3659-01 4412-01 4412-01 .9000 8845-03 . 1066-02 .6564 5.167 523 6 713 .43800 65 000 452.00 .1164-01 .1403-01 .l't03-01 9000 .2813-03 .3390-03 2093 1.599 521 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2899 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY30) 
RUN ZO HS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HCTAW) aOOT oTWoT TI-I 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I oEO. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
713 .43800 90.000 453.00 .3008-02 .3623-02 .3623-02 .9000 .7270-04 .8757-04 .5420-01 .4200 5':0. I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2900 
OY84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY30) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA .. 40 00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
8DFLAP • 0000 SPD8RK 0000 
"·TEST COt\DITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA CEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
711 I 399 7.980 40 06 1048-01 436 8 1307. 95.13 .4548-01 2.027 3815. .1290-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF[Rl 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
711 .3514-01 .2870-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H'HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOl H'TAWl OOOT DTWCT TW 
NUMBER R-! 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
711 88000-01 315.00 432.00 3029-02 3635-02 .3535-02 9000 . 1064-03 1277-03 8350-01 .6509 522 2 
711 88000-01 00000 433 00 .9149-02 1098-01 1098-01 .9000 .3215-03 3858-03 .2520 I 904 523.0 
711 88000-01 25.000 434 00 .5421-01 .6522-01 6522-01 9000 .1905-02 2292-02 I 474 1159 532.9 
711 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .1228 1483 .1483 9000 4314-02 5210-02 3 276 24.53 547.3 
711 88000-01 63 000 435 00 3360-01 4037-01 .... 037-01 9000 1181-02 1419-02 9190 6 925 528 3 
711 88000-01 90 000 437.00 7233-02 8679-02 8679-02 9000 2542-03 .3050-03 1994 1.538 522.2 
711 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .971-02 23(;4-02 2364-02 9000 6927-04 8306-04 .5450-01 400'" 519 8 
711 .17500 .00000 439.00 7179-02 8616-02 8616-02 .9000 2523-03 3028-03 1977 I 488 523 2 
711 17500 25.000 440 00 1703-01 2045-01 20lt5-01 .9000 5994-03 7187-03 4675 3.689 525 5 
71' 17500 It5 000 It41 00 9747-01 1176 1176 9000 3425-02 4132-02 2 616 19 97 543 0 
711 .17500 65 000 442 00 2902-01 3488-01 3488-01 .9000 1020-02 1226-02 7935 6 019 528 6 
711 .17500 90 000 "'43 00 6537-02 7843-02 78lt3-02 9000 2297-03 2756-03 1802 1 410 522 I 
711 .27000 00000 444 00 6375-02 7550-02 7650-02 .9000 2240-03 2688-03 1756 1.443 522 8 
711 .27000 25 000 445 00 3373-01 4053-01 4053-01 .9000 1185-02 .1424-02 9225 7 144 528 3 
711 27000 It5.000 446 00 8087-01 97lt2-01 97"'2-01 .9000 2842-02 .3423-02 2 186 17 45 537 6 
711 .27000 65 000 It47 00 .1950-01 .2342-01 2342-01 .9000 .6851-03 8228-03 5348 4 325 '526 0 
711 27000 90.000 449 00 5232-02 6277-02 6277-02 .9000 1839-03 .2206-03 1444 I 154 ~21 4 
711 .43800 00000 449 00 7234-02 8680-02 E680-02 9000 2542-03 .3050-03 1993 1.558 522 6 
711 43800 25 000 450 00 4385-01 5272'01 .5272-01 .9000 1541-02 1852-02 1.197 9.229 529 9 
711 .lt3800 45.000 451 00 .4664-01 5607'01 5607-01 .9000 163g-02 1970-02 I 273 9.986 52!l 9 
711 43800 65 000 452 00 .1395-01 1676-01 .1676-01 .9000 4904-03 5888-03 3833 2 922 525.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2901 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY301 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HCTAW) aDOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R"I 0 R"O 9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU I OEO. R OEO. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC Fi2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
711 .43800 90 000 453 00 4471-02 5365-02 .5365-02 .9000 1571-03 1885-03 .1232 .9539 522.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8<,.B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2902 
OH848 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE IR4UY301 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
8DFLAP . 0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TLST CONVITIONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPf-lA SETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI Fi/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFi2 
705 3 029 7 990 40.07 3498-02 670.2 1315. 9'" 49 .6921-01 3 093 3827. .1956-02 .7684-C-: 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFtRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
705 .4345-01 .2332-01 
··'TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TM.JITO HtTOI HtTAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=0.9 p= 8TU/R 8TU/R BWI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC {SEC 
705 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 3311-02 .3978-02 .3978-02 .9000 1439-03 .1728-03 .1128 .8757 530.5 
705 88000-01 00000 433 00 8950-02 1075-01 .1075-01 .9000 3689-03 4673-03 .3047 2.292 531.2 
705 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 6996-01 .8440-01 8440-01 .9000 3040-02 3667-02 2 335 18.23 546 5 
705 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1197 1449 .1449 9000 5200-02 .6297-02 3 924 29.20 560.1 
705 88000-01 65 000 436.00 5956-01 .7177-01 .7177-01 .9000 2568-02 3119-02 1.998 14 95 542 4 
705 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 1111-01 1336-01 .1335-01 9000 4828-03 .5804-03 .3773 2.894 533 2 
705 88000-01 135 00 438.00 1684-02 2023-02 2023-02 .9000 .7316-04 8788-04 .5740-01 .4196 530 0 
705 17500 00000 439 00 .7613-02 9150-02 9150-02 .9000 3308-03 3976-03 .2589 1.941 531 9 
705 17500 25.000 440 00 .2046-01 .2461-01 2461-01 9000 .8888-03 1069-02 6927 5.438 535 4 
705 17500 45 000 441 00 9625-01 .1164 .1164 .9COO 4182-02 5057-02 3 178 24 12 554.7 
705 17500 65 000 442 00 .5241-01 6319-01 6319-01 9000 .2277-02 .2746-02 1.755 13.20 544 2 
705 17500 90 000 443.00 1042-01 .1253-01 .1253-01 .9000 4529-03 5445-03 3540 2.753 533 1 
705 .27000 00000 444 00 6706-02 .8059-02 .8059-02 .9000 .2914-03 3502-03 2282 1.868 531 4 
705 .27000 25 000 445 00 3805-01 4581-01 4581-01 .9:100 .1653-02 .1990-02 I 284 9.894 538.1 
705 27000 45 000 446 00 9229-01 1115 .1115 9000 4010-02 .4844-02 3 061 24.26 551.3 
705 27000 65 000 447 00 .3925-01 .4727-01 4727-01 9000 .1705-02 2054-02 1.321 10.61 540 1 
705 .27000 90 000 448 00 .7877-02 .9467-02 .9457-02 .9000 .3422-03 .4113-03 2679 2 129 531.9 
705 43800 00000 449 00 9265-02 1113-01 .11 !3-01 .9000 4025-03 .4837-03 3155 2 457 530.9 
705 43800 25.000 450 00 .4874-01 .5871-01 5871-01 9000 .2118-02 2551-02 I 640 12 58 540.4 
705 43800 45.000 451 00 7596-01 9160-01 .9160-01 .9000 3300-02 .3980-02 2.541 19 79 544.6 
705 .43800 65 000 452 00 2911-01 .3504-01 .3504-01 9000 • .1265-02 .1522-02 9839 7.457 536 9 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2903 
OH848 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE IR4UY301 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) HCTAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= STU/R STU/R STUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
705 43800 ?O.OOO 453.00 .6172-02 7418-02 7418-02 ~ooo 2682-03 3223-03 .2098 t .616 532.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2904 
OYB4B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY31) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 2 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP .. -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000 
"·TEST COND IT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
725 4997 7.900 39.98 - 1733-01 100 5 1259. 93.36 .1117-01 .4878 3742. .3228-03 .7513-07 
RUN HREF SiN NO 
NUMBER STU I R REFIR) 
F"T2SEC = 0175 
725 .1713-01 .5716-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 P= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
725 88000-01 315.00 432 00 2651-02 3201-02 .3201-02 9000 4539-04 5481-04 .3324-01 2586 526 4 
725 .88000-01 00000 433 00 1383-01 .1670-01 .1670-01 .9000 2369-03 2861-03 .1735 1 309 526.2 
725 .88000-01 25 000 434.00 .5928-01 .7167-01 .7167-01 .9000 .1015-02 1227-02 .7396 5.822 530.2 
725 88000-01 45 000 435.00 6623-01 .8007-01 8007-01 .9000 .1134-02 1371-02 8257 6 236 530.6 
725 88000-01 65.000 436 00 .2120-01 2560-01 .2560-01 qooo 3631-03 4384-03 .2660 2 006 526 I 
725 88000-01 90 000 437.00 5499-02 6639-02 6633-02 .9000 9417-04 1137-03 .6905-01 .5318 525 5 
725 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2688-02 .3245-02 .3245-02 .9000 .4603-04 .5557 04 3373-01 .2471 525.8 
725 .17500 00000 439.00 1088-01 1314-01 .1314-01 .9000 1864-03 2251-03 1365 1.026 526 2 
725 17500 25 000 440 00 2549-01 .3079-01 3079-01 3000 4365-03 5273-03 3192 2 516 527.5 
725 17500 45 000 441 00 4814-01 .5819-01 .5819-01 9000 .8245-03 9965-03 6012 4 621 529.5 
725 17500 65. COO 442 00 2043-01 2468-01 246'3-01 9000 3499-03 .4226-03 2560 I 943 527.1 
725 17500 90 000 443.00 .5235-02 6320-02 6320-02 9000 .8965-04 1082-03 .6574-01 .5134 525 4 
725 27000 00000 444 00 .8723-02 .:053-01 1053-01 .9000 .1494-03 1804-03 1094 .8978 526 2 
725 27000 25 000 445 00 2644 -01 .3193-01 3193-01 .9000 4527-03 5468-03 .3313 2.568 526 8 
72'5 27000 45 000 446 00 .5019-01 .6e65-01 6e65-01 9000 8596-03 .1039-02 6272 5.029 529 0 
725 27000 65 000 447 00 15'i5-01 .1865-01 .1865-01 9000 .2645-03 .3194-03 .1937 1.567 526 2 
725 .27000 90 000 448 CO 4659-02 5623-02 .5623-02 9000 .7977-04 .9629-0'i .5851-01 .4667 525 1 
725 43800 .00000 449.00 .6223-02 ./512-02 .7512-02 .9000 . 1066-03 .1286-03 7816-01 6104 525.2 
725 43800 25 000 450 00 1783-01 2153-01 .2153-01 .9000 .3053-03 .3686-03 .2237 I 728 526.0 
725 .43800 45.000 451 00 .5471-01 .6611-01 6611-01 .9000 .9370-03 1132-02 .6839 5.369 528 7 
725 .43800 65.000 452.00 1863-01 2250-01 .2250-01 .9000 .3190-03 .3853-03 .2336 1.780 526 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE: 2905 
OH84B 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE IR4UY311 
RUN ZO MS PH! TIC NO H/H~EF H/HPEF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R B1UI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
725 .43800 90.000 1+53 00 .3519-02 .4248-02 .4248-02 .9000 .6027-04 .7276-04 .41+20-01 .3417 525.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUf\JNEL PAOE 2906 
OH8'-tB 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY311 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFlAP = -12 50 SPDBRK • 0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN R"l/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO PSIA DEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
739 9893 7 940 39.98 - 2427-01 204 .0 1269 93 22 .219'+-01 .9684 3758. .6353-03 .7502-07 
RU!~ HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
739 .2416-01 .4077-al 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlO) HITAWI ODOT DTWDT TW 
"lUM8ER ~= 1 0 R=O 9 p~ BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEO R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
739 .88000-01 315.00 432 00 2286-02 2759-02 .2759-02 9000 5523-0'1 6668-04 4083-01 .3171 529.4 
739 .88000-01 .00000 433.00 1468-01 .1773-01 1773-01 9000 .3546-03 4283-03 2615 1.969 531.0 
739 88000-01 25 000 434.00 456-+-01 5520-01 .5520-01 .9000 1103-02 1334-02 8079 6.341 536 I 
739 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .7323-0 I .8860-01 .8850-01 9000 1769-02 2141-02 1.293 9.732 537.7 
739 88000-01 65 000 436 00 1584-01 1913-01 .1913-01 9000 3827-03 4622-03 2822 2.123 531.3 
739 88000-01 90 000 437 00 .3612-02 .4361-02 4351-02 9000 8728-04 1054-03 .6449-01 .4956 529.8 
739 88000-01 135.00 438 00 1242-02 .1499-02 1-,99-02 9000 .3000-04 3621-04 2219-01 .1623 528.9 
739 17500 00000 439 00 1070-01 1293-01 1293-01 .9000 .2586-03 312'1-03 .1908 1.431 531 0 
739 17500 25 000 440 00 1999-01 .2415-01 2415-01 9000 '1829-03 .5835-03 .3555 2.796 532.5 
739 17500 45 000 441 00 5482-01 .6633-01 6633-01 9000 1325-02 .1603-02 9681 7.409 537.8 
7~9 .17500 65 COO 442 00 1519-01 1835-01 1835-01 9000 3669-03 .4433-03 2702 2.046 532.2 
7::'9 17500 90 000 443 00 .3338-02 .4031-02 .4031-02 9000 8067-04 9739-04 5960-01 4644 529 8 
739 .27000 Gaooo 444 00 8034-02 970a-02 9700-02 9000 1941-03 2344-03 1434 1 174 530 I 
739 27000 25 000 445 00 2578-01 311'5-01 3115-01 9000 6230-03 7527-03 4585 3 543 532 7 
739 27000 45 000 446 00 4551-01 55C3-01 5503-01 9000 1100-02 1330-02 8061 6.441 535.6 
739 27000 65 000 447 00 .1067-01 1289-01 1289-0: 9000 2578-03 3114-03 .1901 1.53'+ 531 I 
739 .27000 90 000 448 00 2759-02 333i-02 .3331-02 9000 6657-04 8048-04 .4930-01 .3924 529.3 
739 .43800 00000 449 00 6299-02 .7603-02 7603-02 9000 1522-03 • 1837-03 . 1126 .8773 529.1 
739 43800 25 000 450 00 2323-01 2806-01 .2806-01 9000 5614-03 .6781-03 .4139 3.189 531.4 
739 ."43800 45 000 451 00 .3487-01 4213-01 .4213-01 9000 8425-03 1018-02 .6202 4.859 532 5 
739 .43800 65.000 452 00 .923'1-02 1115-01 .1115-01 9000 2231-03 .269'+-03 .1646 1.252 530 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNt-.EL PAGE 2907 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY31) 
RUN ZO MS PHI T/C NO H/fJREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT on.JOT TW 
NUM8~R R=1 0 R=O.9 R= 8TUIR BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO Fi2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
739 43800 90.000 453 00 2166-02 .2615-02 .2615-02 9000 .5234-04 .6318-04 .3869-01 .2984 529.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH81+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HvcERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2908 
OH848 00-0 SSME NOZZLE IRI+UY311 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA .. 1+0.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP .. -12.50 SPD8RK .. .0000 
"""TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
737 2.003 7.980 1+0 01+ -.2093-01 431+. I 1300. 94.62 .1+520-01 2.015 3805 • 12B9-02 .7611+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
737 .3~00-0~ 2870-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI T'C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R"1 0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R F)TUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT25EC FT2SE.C fT2SEC ISEC 
737 .88000-01 315 00 1+32 00 .3725-02 .1t1t81-02 .1t4?1-02 .9000 1301+-03 1568-03 • 1001+ .7801 529.2 
737 88000-01 00000 1+33 00 181S-01 2188-01 .2188-01 .9000 6352-03 7656-03 .1+890 3 680 531.0 
737 88000-01 25 000 -+31+ 00 61+76-01 7811+-01 7814-01 9000 2265-02 .2735-C2 1.720 13.47 540.6 
737 88000-01 1+5 000 435 00 1012 1223 .1223 .9000 3542-C2 .'i280-02 2 669 20.00 5'i6.2 
737 88000-01 65 000 1+36 00 211+1+-01 2582-01 2582-01 .9000 7501+-03 90~5-03 .5758 4.330 532.4 
737 .88000-QI 90 000 437 00 .4279-02 511+8-02 51'18-02 900r) .1498-03 .1802-03 .1153 .8866 529.4 
737 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1603-02 1928-02 1928-02 9000 .5610-01+ .671+7-01+ .1+329-01 .3167 528.1 
737 .17500 00000 439 00 .11+65-01 .1761+-01 .1761+-0 I 9000 5129-03 .6173-03 .391+0 2.951+ 531.5 
737 .17500 25 000 1+40 00 .2776-01 .331+4-01 3344-01 9000 9716-03 .1170-02 .71+35 5.81+ I 534.4 
737 .17500 'i5 000 41+1 00 791+9-01 .9603-01 9603-01 9000 2782-02 .3361-02 2 ICO 16 01 51+5.0 
737 .17500 65 COO 'i1+2 00 1861-01 2240-01 2240-01 .9000 6512-03 .781+1-03 .4994 3.780 532 8 
737 .17500 90 000 4't3 00 4391+-02 5286-02 5286-02 9000 .1538-03 1850-03 .1185 .9231 529.4 
737 .27000 00000 1+1+1+ 00 1081+-01 1301+-01 1304-01 9000 3791+-03 .4565-03 2920 2 391 529 9 
737 .27000 25 000 445 00 .3782-01 4556-01 .4556-01 9000 .1321+-02 .1594-02 1 014 7.826 531+.0 
737 27000 1+5 000 1+1+6 00 .6349-01 .7660-01 .7660-01 9000 2222-02 .2681-02 I 687 13 45 540.4 
737 27000 65.000 1+1+7 00 .1335-01 1606-01 1606-01 9000 4671-03 5622-03 .3587 2.893 531.6 
737 .27000 90 000 1+48.00 3777-02 1+543-02 .451+3-02 .9000 .1322-03 .1590-03 1019 .8109 529.0 
737 .43800 .00000 1+1+9.00 8986-02 .1081-01 .1081-01 .9000 .311+5-03 3783-03 .2423 1.889 529 2 
737 .43800 25 000 '150 00 .3739-01 .'1505-01 .1+505-01 .9000 .1309-02 .1577-02 I 001 7 698 534.9 
737 .43800 45 000 '151 00 '1310-01 5192-01 5192-01 .9000 .1508-02 .1817-02 1.151+ 9.031 53'1.7 
737 .43800 65 000 452 00 .111+6-01 .1379-01 .1379-01 9000 .1+010-03 .4826-03 .3083 2.31+4 530.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2909 
OH848 60-0 SSME ~OZZLE IR4UY31) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/I-'REF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI H(TAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I~EC 
737 43800 90 000 453 00 .3152-02 3791-02 .3791-02 .9000 .1103-03 .1327-03 .8500-01 .6558 529.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2910 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY31) 
SSMC NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'" 
8.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDi'"LAP -12.50 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA . PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG CEG PSIA OEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
727 3 035 7.990 40 06 -.2097-01 670.9 1314. 95 41 .6928-01 3 096 3826. .1960-02 .7678-07 
RUN HREF STN dO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
727 .1t347-01 2330-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
727 .88000-01 315.00 432 00 .5521-02 6627-02 .6627-02 9000 2400-03 2881-03 .1889 1.1t69 526.5 
727 88000-01 00000 1t33 00 2330-01 2799-01 .2799-01 9000 1013-02 .1217-02 .7938 5.977 530.0 
727 88000-01 25 000 434 00 8817-01 .1065 .1065 .9000 .3833-02 .4628-02 2 928 22.82 51t9.7 
727 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 .1634 .1979 .1979 9000 .7100-02 8602-02 5 344 39.71t 561.0 
727 .88000-01 65 oeD 436 00 5800-01 6981-01 .6981-01 9000 2521-02 3031t-02 I 957 14.68 537.1t 
727 .88000-01 90 000 437.00 8130-02 9761-02 9761-02 9000 3534-03 .4243-03 2779 2 138 527 4 
727 .88000-01 135.00 438 00 1718-02 2062-02 2062-02 9000 .7469-04 8963-04 5890-01 .4315 525.1 
727 .17500 .00000 439.00 1906-01 2291-01 2291-01 9000 8286-03 9956-03 .6490 4.869 530.4 
727 .17500 25 000 1t40 00 .3935-01 .4735-01 .1t735-01 9000 1711-02 2059-02 I 229 10.43 5!6.7 
727 .17500 45 000 441 00 1287 .1557 .1557 .9000 .5594-02 .6769-02 4.233 32.08 557.0 
727 .17500 65.000 442 00 5046-01 .6076-01 .6076-01 9000 2193-02 .2641-02 I 700 12.83 538.7 
727 .17500 90 000 443.00 7852-02 9427-02 9427-02 9000 34!3-03 4098-03 . 2681t 2 091t 527.3 
727 .27000 00000 1t44 00 1403-01 .1685-01 1685-01 9000 .6099-03 .7323-03 .4792 3 928 528.0 
727 .27000 25 000 445.00 4324-01 5201-01 5201-01 .9000 .1879-02 22JI-02 1 463 11.29 535 2 
727 27000 45 000 446 00 1213 .1466 .1465 9000 5272-02 6373-02 4 009 31 75 553.2 
727 .27000 65 000 447 00 3341-01 4017-01 4017-01 9000 .1452-02 1746-02 1.133 9.132 533 2 
727 .27000 90.000 448 00 6757-02 8110-02 .8110-02 .9000 .2937-03 3525-03 .2311 1.8't2 526.7 
727 .43800 .00000 449 00 1216-01 1't59-01 JLi59-0 I 9000 .5285-03 6344-03 4161 3.2-+8 526.3 
727 .'t3800 25.000 450 00 't128-01 .1t964-01 .495't-01 90eo .179't-02 2157-02 1.'t00 10.77 533.5 
727 .'t3800 45 000 451 00 .1075 .1297 .1297 .9000 .4674-02 5637-02 3.593 27.98 5't4.9 
727 .43800 65 000 452 00 .2658-01 3195-01 .3195-01 9000 .1155-02 .1389-02 .903't 6 865 531.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2911 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rRlfUY31I 
RUN ZO MS PH! TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) COOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
727 .43800 90 000 453 00 .6133-02 7362-02 .7362-02 9000 2656-C'3 .3200-0; .2097 1.620 520.8 
:.(., Te 23 'fe 80 C .... G4B MOJEL 60-0 !r~ THE AEOC VKF" HyprRSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2912 
OH848 50-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY32J 
SS"'E tlQZZc.[ PARAMETRIC QATA 
MACH 30000 ALPHA • 40.00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP .. -5.000 SPDBRK • 1)000 
•• *TEST CONuITION~··· 
RU'l RN/L "IACH ALFHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
M.lM3ER 'F T DEG OEG PS1A DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI rTiSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XID 6 IrT3 1fT? 
723 ~ ']~~7 7.90'J 39 97 - 1731-01 10·()'1 1263 ~ 3 66 .1113-01 4862 3748. .3207-03 .7536-07 
~L'I ~p[r STN 'jC 
'L"-':[l eT j, r "Er(?~ 
FT2SEC :: ~175 
723 !7: : -c 1 5i35-111 
•• -rEST DArA""""-
PUll. 70 ~~s PH; TIC NC H/f-qEr H/H>iLF" H/ ... >iE' ~ AIM TO HllOI HI r AWl OOOT OTWOT TW 
r~L'~8::i? R= I 0 R=C 9 R= srUIR 3TU/n SlUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITD f'T2SEC F T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
723 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2935-02 3532-02 .3532-02 '}QOO 5020-04 6042-0" .3746-01 2928 516.5 
723 P20GO-01 00000 "33 00 11 ~;:>-O I 1375-01 1375-0. gOOD 1953-03 2352-03 1456 I 104 517 2 
723 880eO-01 25 oeD 43" 00 "349-0 I 5240-01 5240-0 I 9000 7"139-03 8964-03 5522 4.369 520.'t 
"723 88000-0. 45 OOG 435 CO b'"'82-01 8176-01 8176-01 '3000 116C-02 1399-02 .858Q 6.514 522.3 
723 83000-01 65 cae ,,->6 IJ'J 2~47-01 2"65-01 2"165-01 9000 3502-03 4217-03 2607 I 975 518.1 
723 83001)-01 '30 ':)00 .. 37 00 5'''' -02 6188-02 6188-02 gOOD 8795-04 1059-03 6563-01 .5078 516.5 
723 8800::1-01 13~ CtJ "138 or; 33"9-02 4030-02 4030-02 gOOD 5729-04 6894-04 4281-01 3152 515 ... 
""23 17500 0:::003 .. 33 ']0 97'>-02 117~-01 .1175-0 I 'lOOo 1668-03 2009-03 .1242 9380 518 I 
723 17 500 25 000 4-il) OJ 2033-01 2448-01 2448-01 "000 3477-03 .4188-03 2587 2.048 518 8 
723 17'.)00 1,5 000 "'''II [,0 4922-01 5812-0j .5812-01 9000 8248-03 9942-03 6113 ... 718 521 5 
723 17500 1=,5 ceo 442 00 !805-01 2174' 01 2174 -0 I qOOo 3088-03 3719-03 2298 1.752 518 6 
723 17580 90 GOO 4"3 00 "758-02 5727-02 ,5727-02 '1000 .8139-04 9797-04 6073-01 4764 516 5 
72~ 27(;00 1)00(,0 't,,+11 00 7015-0c- 8447-02 8447-02 <JOoO 1200-03 1445-03 .8941-01 7368 517.C 
723 2-;000 25 coo 445 aD 2."16-01 2669-01 2659-01 'JOOO 3791-03 .4556-03 2821 2 195 518 6 
723 27000 "<j oae 446 00 4458-01 5372-01 5372-01 ,'.1000 7626-03 9190-03 5658 4.556 520.7 
723 2"7003 65 DOC' 447 OC '382-01 1655-0 1 1665-01 !ClonG 2365-03 2!l4"1-o3 .1761 I 430 518.0 
723 2-U':;0 90.000 4"18 CO 4125-02 4"%5-02 .4965-02 '~OOO .7056-04 8492-04 5267-01 .4220 516 3 
723 43800 flOOOO 449 ,)0 50G5-0'::' 6C25-o2 6026-02 JOOO 8562-04 \031-03 5384-01 .5007 517 0 
723 43f300 25 000 450 00 ISOU-OI 2168·01 .2168-01 )000 3079-03 3708-03 .2292 1.777 518 't 
723 43800 45 DOC 451 CO 4179-01 .5035-01 .5035-01 '3000 .714Q-03 8613-03 .5310 4 188 519.9 
723 43800 65.0GO 452 00 1357-01 153'~-01 1634-01 3000 .2321-03 .2795-03 .1727 1.322 51S 3 
CA TE 23 r[9 Be OI-l[48 MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VK~ HYPERSONI( TUNNEL PAGE 2913 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY321 
R .... N ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HPEF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI H(TAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NtA"iBlR R-=1 Q R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC' FT2SEC ISEC 
723 438ao 90 ::JOO 453 00 3031-02 3648-02 .3648-02 '3000 5184-04 6241-0Yt .3857-01 .3002 5:6 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 CH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONI ~ TUNNEL PAGE 291't 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR'tUY321 
3S'~E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA • 'to.OO BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12 50 
BDFLAP • -5 000 SP08RI< • .0000 
"·TEST (' )NDI T IONS"· 
°l"N PN/L MACY ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO ~ 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
741 99 .. 3 7 940 39 99 -.2082-01 20".3 126G. J3.00 .2198-01 9699 375". .6378-03 .7"8't-07 
RU'~ HREF STN NO 
:"J'~B£R 8h)! R P[F'R' 
FT2S[C = 0175 
7"1 .241"7-01 4C~9-(li 
·"TEST DATA··' 
RUN ZO HS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HI TO) HI TAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NIJMBER R= I 0 R=O 9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DE-G. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
7"1 88000-01 315 00 .. 32 00 2565-02 3098-02 .3098-02 9000 .6200-04 7489-04 "558-01 .3538 530." 
741 53ll00-01 Geoco 433 co 1252-01 1512-01 1512-01 9000 3026-03 3655-03 2224 I 674 530.8 
741 89000-01 25 000 .. 34 00 5332-01 6453-01 .6453-01 .9000 .1289-02 1560-02 9391 7.367 537.0 
7"1 e80CO-01 '<5 000 435 00 5146-01 6225-01 6225-01 9000 1244-02 1505-02 9086 6 8'<6 535 2 
741 88000-01 65 000 ,,36 00 1345-01 1625-01 1625-01 9000 3251-03 3927-03 2389 1.798 530.9 
741 SBaOO-OI 90 000 437 00 3377 02 4078-02 "078-02 9000 8163-04 9857-04 .6010-01 't619 529." 
7"1 88CGO-01 13:' GO "39 00 1"2g-02 I 726-()2 1726-02 9000 .3454-04 4172-04 2543-01 .1859 529.5 
741 175(10 .oooeo 439 00 94€,4-02 .11-13-01 1143-01 9000 2289-03 2764-03 1681 I 260 531.0 
"I'il 17500 25 000 4"n 00 20G5-01 2495-01 ""95-01 9000 4990-03 5,)31-03 3659 " 877 532." 741 17500 45 000 "41 00 "192-01 5059-0: .5069-01 9000 .1013-02 1225-02 7404 5.676 534 8 
741 17500 65 COl) 4'-2 00 1204-01 1455-01 .1"!l5-01 9000 .2910-03 3516-03 2138 I 620 531.1 
741 17500 90 000 4 .. 3 0::1 3298-02 .3983-02 3983-02 9000 7972-04 9626-04 5870-01 "574 529." 
741 27000 00000 44'1 00 7104-0c .8581-02 8581-02 9000 .1717-03 2074-03 1263 I 034 ~30.3 
741 27000 25 000 445 00 2813-01 3401-01 3"01-01 9000 6800-03 8220-03 "983 3 850 532.9 
741 27000 '-5 00') 446 00 3372-01 4076-01 4076-01 9000 8150-03 9852-03 5969 4.775 533 3 
741 .27000 65 000 447 00 8397-02 1014-01 .1014-01 9000 2030-03 2451-03 1493 1.205 530 2 
741 27000 90 000 448 on 2799-02 .3379-02 .3379-02 9000 676't-04 8167-04 .4983-01 .3966 529.0 
741 '-3800 .00000 449 00 70n-02 8464-02 8464-02 .9000 .1694-03 2046-03 .1246 . 970't 530.2 
., • I '13800 25.000 450 00 .2747-01 .3320-0 I 3320-01 9000 .6639-03 .802"-03 .4868 3 748 532 5 
7 .. 1 43800 45 000 4';1 co 2~la-01 .25')9-01 2559-01 9000 .5119-03 .6185-03 .3760 2 948 531.2 
7 ... 4~80D 65.000 45C? 00 ./",ie-02 .9147-02 9147-02 9000 . 1830-03 2211-03 .) 345 I 023 530.6 
Drl 23 FTa 80 0~8"8 r~ODEL 50-0 !N TyE AEDC VKr HYPERSO~!t TUNNEL PAGE 2915 
OH84B 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE rR"UY32I 
RUN ;:0 M3 PH! TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAW) aOOT onlOT TW 
NU~18ER R= 1 a R=C 9 R- BTU/R BTUTR BTUI OEG R OEG. R 
TAW ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
741 43800 90.000 453 00 1708-02 2063-02 2063-02 9000 4129-0" .4987-04 .30 .. 0-01 .23"5 529.5 
OA TE 23 rEB 80 CH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf HYPERSON C TUNNEL PAGE 2916 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRLfUY321 
SS'1E ~'OZZLE PARAMETRIC DA'A 
MACH = 8.COO ALPHA "' 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • ·12.50 
BDFLAP "' -5.000 SPDBRK "' oobo 
···TEST CCNOITIOIIS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPhA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT [)EG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PS.) F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /F"T3 . In2 
735 I 997 7 980 40.0S - 2095-01 434 8 130'+. 94.91 .4527-01 2.01B 3911. .1287-02 :7637-07 
RUN I-'REF STN NC 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
735 .3504-01 2873-01 
"'TEST DATA·" 
~UN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/I-'f;EF H/hREF HIHREF TAWITO HI Tal HI TAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
"'UMBER R~I 0 R'O 9 R= BTU/P BTUIR BTU/ OEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTeSEC rtc?SEC ISEC 
735 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 .4557-02 5,+72-02 .5,+72-02 .9000 1597-03 1918-03 .121t5 .9699 521t.0 
735 88000-01 00000 43~ 00 1428-01 1715-01 1715-01 9000 500 l l-03 6010-03 3899 2.91t3 521t.6 
735 85000-01 25.000 43"i 00 5768-01 6944-01 6944-01 .9000 2022-02' 2433-02 1.557 12.23 533 6 
735 88000-01 45 000 435 00 B790-01 1058 1058 9000 .3077-02 3708-02 2 356 17 72 538 0 
735 88000-01 65'0('0 436 00 201,+-01 2'+20-01 2420-01 9000 7059-03 8490-U3 .5490 4.11t2 525 9 
73~ 88000-01 90 000 4~7 00 4682-02 .5621-02 5621-02 9000 16'+ 1-03 1970-03 .1281 9980 522.9 
735 88000-01 135 00 '138 00 1809-02 2171-02 .2171-02 9000 .6339-01t 7606-04 4960-V1 .361t1 521 2 
735 17500 OOCOO 1t39 00 1076-01 1293-01 1293-01 9000 3772-03 4531-03 2938 2 210 524.9 
735 17500 25 000 440.00 203 1 -01 .24'+0-01 21t40-01 9000 7117-03 8552-03 5527 '+ 358 527.0 
735 .17500 45 000 441 DO 6923-01 .8342-01 B342-01 9000 2426-02 2923-02 I 860 lit 2'+ 537.2 
735 .17500 65 COU "42 00 1765-01 2122-01 2122-01 9000 .6187-03 7435-03 4806 3 61t9 526 9 
735 175('0 90 000 443 00 4583-02 5502-02 5502-02 .9000 .1606-03 1928-03 .1254 9805 523 0 
735 27COO OCOOO 4'+4 00 8Si7-0C:' 1071-01 .1071-01 9000 3125-03 3753-03 2'+35 2.000 52'+ .. 
735 27GOO 25 ~oo 445 00 3232-01 3S8S-01 3886-01 .9000 1133-02 1362-02 .8780 . 6 798 528.5 
735 ~7000 45 000 446 00 .5602-01 6743-01 67't3-01 .9000 1963-02 .2363-02 I 512 12.10 533.'t 
735 .27000 65 000 1t47 00 .1255-01 1507-01 1507-01 9000 .'+396-03 5281-03 .3422 2.769 525.2 
7 5 .27000 90 000 448 00 3863-02 4637-02 4637-02 9(100 .135't-03 .1625-03 .1057 .81t't6 522.5 
135 43800 .00000 't'+S.OO 8500-02 .1021-01 1021-01 9000 2979-03 3577-03 .2323 I.BI6 523.B 
735 .43800 25 000 450 00 .35,7-01 .4301-01 .'t301-01 .9000 .125'+-02 .1507-02 .9707 7.'+87 529.3 
735 1t3000 45 000 "51 CO 3570-01 4292-01 '+292-01 9000 1251-02 1501t-02 .9689. 7.601t 529.2 
735 .43800 65 000 452 00 9767-02 1173- 0 I 1173-01 9000 .3423-03 .4111-03 2666 2.033 52'+.7 
DATE 23 FEG 80 OH848 MODel 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF H PERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2917 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4l1Y32I 
PU'4 ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HPEF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUI"'8EP R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEO. R DEO. R 
TAWITO FT25EC FT2SEC FT25EC ISEC 
735 .43800 90 000 453 00 3114-02 3738-02 3738-02 9000 .1091-03 .1310-03 8521-01 .6594 5~2.B 
DAr[ 23 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr H(PERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2918 
OH8 4 B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR'tUY32) 
SSME t\OZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 oDe ALPHA 
· 
100 00 BFrTA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDrLAP • -5.00e SPD8RK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDITICNS··· 
RUN RN'L MAC'; ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 5 1f'T3 ItT2 
729 3 003 7.990 40 07 - 2097-01 668.3 1320. !J5 85 6901-0 I 3.081t 3835. .191t3-02 .7713-07 
PUN H>lEF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF"lR) 
FT25EC = 0175 
'729 4342-01 .234 \-0\ 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN 20 f"S PHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H( TO) H!TAI~) ODOT Dn-lDT TW 
f\J'J~9EP q~ , 0 R=O 9 P= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG R OED R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
729 38000-01 315.00 ~32 00 3797-02 4555-02 4555-02 .9000 1648-03 .1978-03 .1307 I 016 527.0 
729 88000-01 .00000 433 CO 1741)-01 2089-0: .2089-01 .9000 .'7555-03 .9U68-03 .5976 1f.~03 528.7 
729 88000-01 25 000 434 Oil ' 017 1227 .1227 9000 .4415-02 5327-02 3.401 26 51 549 3 
729 89000-01 45.000 435 CO .8038-0\ .9686-01 .9686-01 .9000 · :!490-02 4205-02 2.706 20 30 5'i4.2 
729 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .2629-01 3158-01 3158-01 .9000 11'+2-02 .1371-02 .8997 6.769 531.6 
729 88000-01 gO 000 437 00 .5400-0c 6477-02 6477-02 .9000 .234,+-03 2812-03 1860 1.432 526 4 
729 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1691-02 2028-02 202a-02 9000 .7342-04 8803-04 .5837-01 .4278 524.6 
729 17500 00001) 439,00 \498-01 1798-01 .1798-01 9000 6502-03 780S-03 5135 3.854 529.8 
729 17500 25.000 440 00 36~3-01 .'+367-01 4367-01 9000 1577-02 1896-02 I 239 9 736 534.1 
729 17500 45 000 't41 00 6120-01 7370-0: -370-01 .9000 2657-02 3200-02 2.066 15.78 542 0 
729 .17500 65.COO 442 uO 2176-01 2614-01 2614-01 .9000 9'4'+6-03 .1135-02 7441 5 635 531.9 
729 17500 90 000 443 00 5018-02 6019-02 6019-02 9000 .2178-03 2613-03 .1728 1.349 52E1.2 
729 27000 00000 444 00 1121-01 .1345-01 .1345-01 9000 .'i866-03 5840-03 3853 3.158 52a.0 
729 27000 25 OCO 445 DO 5623-01 6763-01 6763-01 9000 2441-02 2936-02 1.911 14 73 537 0 
729 .27000 45.000 446.00 4811-01 5787-01 5787-01 .9000 2089-02 .2512-02 I 634 13 05 537 2 
729 27000 65 000 447 00 1384-01 .1661-01 .1661-01 .9000 6007-03 .7211-03 47'+8 3 834 529.2 
729 27000 90 000 448 00 .3818 02 4579-02 4579-02 .9000 1658-03 .1988-03 1316 1.050 525 5 
729 43800 .00000 449.00 1208-01 1449-01 .1449-01 .9000 
",'-03 .~293-03 4154 :!t.24 I 527. 5 729 43800 c5.000 450.00 .6091-01 .7331-01 .7331-01 .!JOOO • 6"'5-02 • 183-02 2.064 1_.91f 53".1 729 '13800 It:; coo 451.00 • i!'t91t-0 I .29~·01 
.2m-01 .9000 ; alf02 .1300-02 .8539 6.695 53t.l 729 43800 ~5.000 452 00 .1019-01 .1295-01 • I -01 .9000 1 -03 .5621t-03 .370"1 2.B21 529.7 
DATE 23 FEB 90 0-i94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPE~50NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2919 
OH84B-60-0 SSME NOZZLE I IRlfUY321 ~ 
RUN ZO MS PHl TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR:r TAW/TO HCTOI HITAWI aopT OTWOT 11-1 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TtU OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/rO FT2SEC FT25EC fT2SEC ISEC 
729 .43800 90 000 453 00 3551-02 4260-02 .,+260·02 .9000 .1542-03 .1849-03 .1223 .9'+'+9 5~6.3 
DATE 23 Frs 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC V.:f" HYPERSONIC lUNNEL PA~E 2920 
OH848 60-0 SSME NO~ZLE IRltUY33) 
SS"1E NOZZLE PARAME)RIC DATA 
MACH .. E.OOO ALPHA .. itO 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
80f"LAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • 0000 
···TEST CO'JriTIONS··· 
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO Te T P a v RHO MU 
NUMtlER 1FT DEO DEO PSIA OEO R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
721 .5028 7.900 39 98 - 1386-01 100 9 1257. 93 21 1121-01 .ItB97 3739 • 32lt5-03 .7501-07 
G'J": I-'PEF STN NO 
NU"',8t:R BTu 1 P REF(R) 
f"T 2SEC = 0175 
721 1715-01 5699-01 
···TEST [ATA··· 
RuN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF ~/HF[F TAW,·O HI ·01 HI TAWI OOOT o 11 .. 10 T TW 
NUXBER R:I.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEO R OEO R 
TA~, TO FT2SEC f"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
721 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2817-02 3397-02 .339-1-02 .9000 4831-0'+ .5826-01t .3555-01 .2773 520.8 
721 88000-01 OOOGO 433 00 1215-01 1466-01 146£'-01 .9000 2085-03 2515-03 .1532 1.158 521.9 
721 88000-01 25 000 434 00 5596-01 6758-01 .675(-01 9000 .9600-03 .1159-02 .7020 5.51t0 525.1t 
721 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .7371t-01 a908-01 890F-01 9001) 1265-02 .1528-02 .9231 6.984 526.9 
721 88000-01 65 000 43(j 00 .2206-01 2661-01 266 -01 .9000 3784-03 4554-03 .2781 2.102 521.8 
721 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 5207-02 6279-02 627"-02 9000 8932-04 .1071-03 .6575-01 5076 520.6 
721 88000-01 13~ 00 438 00 .2792-02 3366-02 .3366-02 9000 4789-04 5771t-04 .3530-01 2593 519.7 
"'21 17500 OOCOO 439 00 .9703-02 .1171-01 .117 -01 .9000 1664-03 2008-03 .1223 9212 522.1 
721 17500 25 000 4"0 00 2539-01 .3061t-01 306"-01 9000 4355-03 .5255-03 .319" 2.523 523 3 
721 17500 45 000 441 00 .5189-01 6267-0: 626--01 9000 8901-03 1075-02 .6505 5.010 525 8 
721 17500 65.COD .. 42 00 .20a5-01 2515-01 251!':,-01 .9000 .3576-03 .4315-03 2621t I 996 522.9 
721 17500 90 000 443 00 .4880-02 5884-02 588" -02 9000 8370-04 1009-03 .6161-01 1t823 520 6 
721 27000 00000 444 00 6602-02 7964-02 796"-02 .9000 .1132-03 1366-03 .8325-01 6847 521.£ 
721 .27000 25 000 445 OC 2341-01 2824-01 282' -01 .9000 1t015-03 484"-03 291t7 2 289 522.7 
721 27000 45 000 446 00 4566-01 .5512-01 551 i"O I .9000 7832-03 9'i55-03 .5733 1t.607 521t.6 
721 27000 65 000 447 00 1519-01 .1932-01 1832-01 .9000 .?605-03 311t3-03 .1911t 1.551 522 I 
721 27000 90 O~O 448 00 .3821-02 4608-02 ,4601l-02 .9000 .E~S4-01t .7S03-01t .4826-01 .3858 520.'+ 
721 '+3800 00000 449 00 'i661-02 . !i621-02 .562' -02 .9000 • 7995-01t .9643-01t .5890-01 .4601 521 2 
721 1t3800 25 000 'iSO 00 .1606-01 .1938-01 .193~-01 .!JOOO .2755-03 .332'+-03 .2023 1.566 522.3 
721 1t3800 45 000 '+SI 00 .4257-01 .5138-01 .5130-01 .9000 .7302-03 .8814-03 .5350 4.210 521t.O 
~21 43800 G~ 000 452 00 .1456-01 .1757-01 .17~7-01 .9000 .21t98-03 .3011t-03 .1834 I '+00 522.5 
• I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 CI-1548 MODEL 60-0 tN THE AEDC VKF HYPE HSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2921 
01-1848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I RltUY33 I 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H~CF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R oEG. R 
TAW. iO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
721 43800 90 000 453.00 • .3512-02 .lt235-02 423~'-412 .9000 .6024-04 7265-04 .4432-01 .3lt33 50?O.9 
DATE 23 FEB eo OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPI~SONIC rUI""lEL PAGE 2922 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY331 
SS~E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
'"IACH !. 000 ALPHA . 40.00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONJITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L t-'ACH ALPI-fA BETA PO T) T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 'FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG R DEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IF T3 IFT2 
743 I cIa 7 940 39 99 - 2081-01 209 4 1267 !l3 08 .2253-01 9941 3755. .6532-03 .7490-07 
PUN HREF STN NO 
N'JMBER 8TUI R REFIR) 
Fr2SEC = 0175 
7"i3 2447-01 4021-01 
'''TEST :'ATA·· • 
RU'l ZO :15 rr·q T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIH,EF TAW/TO HI TO) H( TAW) aOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I a R=O 9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITC FT2SEC FT2SEC Fr2SEC ISEC 
743 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2597-1)2 .3135-02 .3133-02 .9000 .6355-04 7672-04 4690-01 3641t 52B.7 
743 88000-01 00800 433 00 .1105-01 1334-01 .133 .. -01 9000 270'+-03 3264-03 .1996 1.50lt 528.5 
743 8800['1-01 25 000 434 00 6395-01 7735-01 7735-01 9000 1565-02 .1893-02 1.145 B.989 535.3 
7'13 88001)-01 45.000 435 00 4506-01 5446-01 5lt43-0 I .9000 1103-02 .1333-02 8091 6.103 533.0 
743 88000-01 65 DOC 436 00 1330-01 1606-01 1605-01 .9000 3256-03 3931-03 2401 I.B09 529 2 
743 88000-01 90 000 437 00 350'5-02 .4231-02 4231-02 .9000 8579-0lt 1035-03 .6339-01 .4877 527 B 
743 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .1425-02 1720-02 .172()-02 9000 3488-0lt 4209-0lt .2577-01 .1886 527.7 
7'13 17500 00000 439 00 9059-02 1095-01 .109S-01 .9000 .2219-03 2680-03 .1637 1.229 529. I 
743 17500 25.000 440 00 2333-01 2818-01 .2BI8-01 9000 5709-03 6897-03 4200 3.305 531 i 
743 17500 45 DCO 441 00 3796-01 .4588-01 .45E9-0 I .9000 9292-03 1123-02 .6820 5.231t 532.6 
743 17500 65 COO 442 00 1145-01 1382-01 138?-01 9000 2802-03 .3383-03 2066 1.566 529.4 
743 17500 90 000 443 00 3211-02 3876-02 38,=-02 .9000 7860-04 9486-04 5808-01 4530 527.7 
743 27000 00000 444 00 .7730-02 9333-02 .93'!?-02 9000 1892-03 2284-03 1395 I 143 529 1 
743 27000 25.000 445 00 3018-0: .3645-01 3645-01 9000 7386-03 8922-03 .5435 4 203 530.9 
743 27000 45 000 446 00 .2946-01 3559-01 .35~9-01 .9000 .7210-03 8710-03 .5303 4 247 531.2 
743 27000 65 000 447 00 7959-02 9608-02 96C9-02 9000 .1948-03 .2352-03 1438 I 162 528.5 
743 .27000 9(1 000 448 00 2810-02 .3392-02 3392-02 .9000 6879-04 .9301-04 .5085-01 .4051 527.4 
743 43800 00000 449 00 7857-02 .9485-02 .94ES-02 9000 .1923-03 .2321-03 .1419 1.106 52B.7 
743 43800 25 000 450 00 .2817-01 .3403-01 .34('3-01 .9000 6995-03 .8329-03 .5073 3.910 530.9 
743 .43800 'i5 000 451.00 .1672-01 .2019-01 2019-01 9000 .4093-03 .49"2-03 .3019 2.370 529.1 
743 .Lt3800 65 000 '152.00 .6880-02 IB306-0C' .83(5-02 .9000 .16a4-03 .2033-03 .12 .. 2 9456 529.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8413 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP~RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2923 
OY848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRI+UY33) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/""EF TAWITO HIlOl HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TIo! 
NUr.8ER R= 1.0 R=O 9 R: BTU/R - BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R TAhlTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
743 .43800 90 000 453 00 2405-02 2902-02 2902-02 .9000 5886-01+ .7104-01+ .1+351-01 .3359 527.5 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OYS4B MODEL 60-0 [N T~E AEDC IKF HYF ERSON [ C TUNNEL PAGE 292Lt 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRLtUY3l1 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 0.000 ALPHA . LtO.OO BETA .0000 ELEVON • -1C!.50 
BDF:"'AP = 0000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
•• °T :5T CO~ 0 IT [ONS·" 
RUN P"J/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO '0 T P a v RHO MU 
NUt-:2ER 1FT lJEG DEG. PSIA DEC R OEG R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 If'll IFT2 
733 I 990 7 9S0 ltD 04 -.2091-01 433 B 130~' 04 98 .4516-01 2.013 3813. .1283-02 .761+3-07 
PJN .... REF STN NO 
NUMBER BTul R PEFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
733 3501-01 2a77-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
q 1·1 
...". ZO r~s o~ ... T TIe '10 ~/~REF Y/HREF H/~r<EF' TAIUTO H( TO) HITAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NU:--BER R=I 0 R=O 9 Ra 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAli ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
733 .88000-01 315 00 432 CO .2805-02 3370-02 .33'0)-02 .9000 .9819-04 .1180-03 761+1-01 .59Lt3 526.1+ 
733 88000-01 00000 433 00 1303-01 1566-01 15f6-01 9000 .'<563-03 .5464-03 .3544 2.671 528 0 
733 88000-01 25.000 434 00 .8891-01 1073 10-3 9000 .3113-(12 .3757-02 2.369 18 52 543.7 
733 .68000-01 LIS 000 435 00 4735-01 5704-01 570'-1-01 .9000 1658-02 .1997-02 I 27'+ 9.595 536.1 
733 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .1558-01 .1874-01 .18"'-t-01 .9000 5'+56-03 ~6561-03 .1+227 3.183 530 0 
733 88000-01 3D 000 437 00 360~-02 .4332-02 .'+3'~-02 9000 [262-03 .1517-03 .9812-01 .7550 527 3 
733 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1736-02 2085-02 2085-02 9000 6077-04 7300-04 .1+732-01 .3466 525 9 
733 .17500 00000 '+39 00 1045-01 1?56-01 1255-01 9000 3659-03 .4399-03 2841 2 131+ 528 2 
733 17500 25 000 '+1+0 00 29S9-0[ 3561-01 35bl-01 9000 1036-02 .12'+7-02 7997 5 287 532.7 
733 17500 45 000 441 00 3996-01 1+812-01 1+812-01 9000 .1399-02 .1685-02 1.076 8.250 535.2 
733 17500 65 COO 442 00 1284-01 1544-01 .15L'4-01 .9000 .4494-03 5404-03 3'+81 2 638 530.1 
733 .17500 90 000 443 00 3489-02 1+193-02 41';13-02 9000 1222-03 1468-03 9498-01 7410 527.2 
733 .27000 OOOGf) '+44 00 8613-02 1035-01 10 ;:;-01 9000 3015-03 3623-03 .234'+ I 922 527.3 
733 27000 25 000 445 00 4603-01 .5541-01 55LII-01 9000 1611-02 1940-02 1.242 9 588 534 0 
733 .27000 4~ 000 1.046 00 3089-01 .3718-01 .37 8-01 9000 1081-02 .1302-02 .8339 6.670 533 6 
733 .27000 65 000 447 CO 90 (1)-02 1083-01 . 1083-0 I .9000 .3154-03 .3792-03 .2446 1.977 528.6 
733 27000 90 000 448 00 2780-C2 3340-02 33110-02 .9000 .9733-04 .1169-03 .7573-01 .6036 526 6 
733 43800 00000 1+49 00 .1091-01 .1311-01 .13,1-01 9000 .3819-03 4588-03 .2971 2 31B 526 8 
733 43800 25 000 450 00 .4343-01 5227-01 52~7-01 .!l000 .1520-02 .1830-02 1.172 9.022 533.6 
733 43800 45 000 45\ .00 1622-01 1950-01 19'30-01 .9000 5679-03 .6828-03 .1+1+04 3.457 529 2 
733 43800 65 000 452 00 7347-02 9831-02 8851-02 9000 .2572-03 .3092-03 .1997 1.520 528.4 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2925 
OH8'iB 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY33) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=O.9 R- 8TU/R 8TUIR BTUI OEG. A OEG. R 
TAl': 'TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
733 43800 90 CuD 453.00 2178-02 2617-02 .26 7-02 9000 .7625-0'+ .9161-0'+ .5932-01 .4581 5&?6.B 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPE.SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2926 
OH84S 60-0 55ME NO~ZLE IR4UY331 
S5"'E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH a e.ooo ALPHA . '+0 00 SETA • .0000 ELEVON • -12 50 
BDFLAP = 0000 SPD8RK "' .0000 
"·TEST CONeITIONS--· 
RIJN RWL MACH ALPHA BETA PO Te T P a v RHO HU 
NI.;;-OBER 1FT DEO OEG PSIA OEG. R DEO R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 In2 
73. 3 017 7 990 40 06 - 2096-01 671 5 1320 !35 85 .6935-01 3.099 3835. .1953-02 .7713-07 
. 
RL'N HREF" SHl Nt) 
NUM5EP STUI R cEFIRl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
731 4352-01 .2335-01 
---TEST [ATA---
Pl.:~ ZO MS FrJ' TIC NO Y'HREF I-I/HREF Y/HFEF TAWITO HI TOI HI TAW) OOOT OTWDT TW 
NU"'SER R=I 0 R=0.9 Rs STU/R 8TU/R 8TU! OEG. R OEO R 
TAW/'O f T2SEC FT2SEC' FT2SEC ISEC 
731 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 .3705-00: 4'+39-02 443S-02 9000 .1612-03 .1932-03 .1286 1.002 522.2 
731 .88000-01 00000 433 00 .1663-01 1993-01 1993-01 9000 7236-03 .8675-03 .5757 4.348 524.1 
73
' 
88000-01 25 000 434 00 9183-01 1106 . I loe; 9000 .3997-02 .4815-02 3 105 24 29 542 8 
731 seOOO-OI 45 000 435 00 .7531-01 9068-01 .906E' 01 9000 3278-02 .3946-02 2 553 19.19 540.7 
731 880CO-01 65 JOO 436 00 2850-01 3420-01 .342C-01 9000 .1240-02 .1488-02 .9828 7 409 527.4 
731 8S::100-01 90 000 437 00 5541-02 6638-02 .663E:·02 9000 2411-03 .2889-03 .1925 I 486 521.3 
731 88000-01 13':J 00 439 00 .1795-02 2149-02 214S'02 90eo 7810-04 9351-04 6253-01 .4596 519 0 
"31 17500 oeCioo 439 00 1475-01 1769-01 176~'OI 9000 6419-03 7698-03 5099 3.835 525.3 
731 17500 25 000 440 00 3945-01 4738-01 4738-01 9000 1717-02 2062-02 I 35'+ 10.66 531.0 
731 17500 45 000 441 00 5256-01 6322-01 6322-01 9000 2288-02 2752-02 I 790 13 71 537 I 
731 17500 65 COO 442 00 2329-01 2795-01 .279~·01 9000 1014-02 1216-02 8027 6 092 527 8 
731 17500 90 COO 443 00 5267-02 6310-02 .63It-02 9000 2292-03 2746-03 .1830 I 432 521.2 
731 27eoo oeooo 444 00 .1273-01 1526-01 .1526 -01 .9000 5541-03- 6643-03 4408 3.621 524.1 
731 27eoo 25 000 445 00 .5044-01 .6059·01 60S"-01 9000 219S-02 2637-02 I 728 13 36 532 2 
731 270~0 45 000 446 00 3591-01 4312-0 I 431, -01 9000 .1':>63-02 1877-02 1 232 9.871 531 0 
731 27080 65 000 447 00 1425-01 .1709-01 170~1-0 I .9000 6203-03 7438-03 .4930 3 990 524 8 
731 27000 90 COO 4'f8 00 .3941-02 '.721-02 4721-02 9000 1715-03 2055-03 1371 I 096 520.S 
731 43800 00000 449 00 1607-01 .1927-01 192- 01 9000 6996-03 .8387-03 .5566 4.3S0 524.0 
731 .43800 25 000 450 00 .3948-01 4740-01 .474[-01 .gOOO 1718-02 .2063-'02 I 356 10 46 530 2 
731 43800 45 000 451 00 1424-01 1708-0 I I7CP-OI 9000 6199-03 .7434-03 4926 3 87'+ 525.1 
731 43800 65 000 4':>2 00 94'12-02 1132-01 .113i 01 9000 4109-03 .4926-03 .3270 2.494 524.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 I"ODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEPSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2927 
0f-'84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY33) 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/f-'REF H/HREF H/HFF F TAWITO HITOI HtTAW) POOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R., 8TU/R BTU/R STUI OEG. R OEO. Ii 
TAW,;O FT2SEC f'T2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
731 43800 90 000 453 00 3000-02 3594-02 .359L -02 .9000 .1306-03 1564-03 .1043 .8075 5;?1.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2928 
OH848 00-0 SSME NCZZLE IR4UY3 .. ) 
SS"lE NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. II 000 ALPHA .. 40.00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
80FLAP - 2.50 SPOBRK • 0000 
'''TEST CONI)ITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO T') T P a v RHO MU 
NUX9ER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IrT2 
633 5017 7 900 39 93 - 3449-02 100.0 1252 ~2 B4 • 1112-01 4B57 3732 . .3232-03 .7471-07 
RUN '''''lEF STN NO 
NUMBER BTI.II R REFIR) 
FT2SEC " 0175 
6E 1707-01 5709-01 
"'TEST OAT A·" 
RuN ZO MS PH: TIC f'.:J H/HREF H/HREF H/' .. n~F TAWITO HlTO) HlTAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
Nu~8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEO. R OEG R 
TAW-TO FT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
633 88000-01 315 00 432 00 1848-02 2234-02 .223-1-02 .9000 3154-04 .3813-04 .2285-01 .1777 527.2 
633 88000-01 00000 433 00 8147-02 9849-02 98"+3-02 .9000 1391-03 1681-03 .1007 7595 527.4 
633 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2791-01 3376-01 .3375-01 .9000 4764-03 5763-03 .3441 2 710 529 .. " 633 88000-01 45 000 435 00 5228-01 6328-01 632d-01 9000 8926-03 .1080-02 6429 4.854 531.4 
633 88000-01 65 000 436 00 2623-01 3172-01 .3In-01 .9000 4478-03 5lt16-03 .3236 2.438 528 9 
633 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4734-02 .5724-02 572-1-02 9000 8082-04 9771-04 .5854-01 4504 527 4 
633 88000-01 13:' 00 438 00 1975-02 .2388-02 .238,-02 .9000 3372-04 4076-04 .2445-01 .1790 526 8 
633 .17500 00000 439 00 8325-02 1007-01 1007-01 .9000 1421-03 1719-03 .1028 .7724 52e.2 
633 17500 25 000 440 00 1588-01 1920-01 1920-01 9000 2710-03 3278-03 1959 I 543 528.9 
633 .17500 45 000 441 00 3287-01 .3977-01 .3977-01 9000 5611-03 6790-03 4045 3.107 530 8 
633 17500 65 COO 442 00 .2129-01 2575-01 .257'5-01 .9000 3635-03 .4396-03 .2627 1.992 529 0 
633 .17500 90 00'1 443 00 .4574-02 .552~-02 5523-02 9000 .7808-04 .9439-04 .5656-01 .4413 527.3 
633 27000 00000 444 00 6346-02 .7672-02 .7672-02 9000 .1083-03 .1310-03 .7842-01 .6429 527.7 
633 27000 25 000 445 on .1168-01 1413-01 1413-01 .9000 1995-03 2412-03 1443 1.118 528 0 
633 27000 45 000 446 00 .2282-01 2761-01 .2761-01 9000 .3896-03 4713-03 .2814 2.256 529.3 
633 27000 65 000 447 00 1329-01 1607-01 .1607-01 9000 .2268-03 2743-03 .1641 I 325 52B 4 
633 27000 90 OCO 448 00 .3559-02 ."302-02 .430?-02 .9000 .6076-04 7345-04 4402-01 .3508 527.1 
633 .43800 00000 449 00 .4639-02 .5608-02 5603-02 .9000 .7919-04 .9573-04 .5735-01 .4474 527 4 
633 43800 25.000 450.00 6265-02 .7574-0e .757-1-02 .~OOO • 1070-03 .1293-03 .7146-01 e9ao 527.4 
633 43800 45 000 451 00 .1127-01 .1363-01 .136!-01 .9000 .1924-03 .i?326-03 .1391 1.092 528.5 
633 .43800 65.000 452 00 .9424-02 .1140-01 .114:)-01 .9000 .1609-03 .1946-03 .1163 .8855 528.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VI(F HYP :qSON toe TUNNEL PAGE 2929 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY3,+) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/~REF H/HREF H/H~EF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BrUIR BTUIR BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAW'TO FT2SEC f"T2SEC fT2SEC ISEC 
633 43800 90.000 453 00 .2072-02 250'+-02 .250-+-02 - .90.00 .353.7-04 .4275-01t .2562-011 .1978 5':7.3 
.'  
• 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OM8,+8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYF.RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2930 
OH8'+B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR\tUY3,+) 
, SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MAC'-I 3 000 ALPHA . '+0 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON 10 -5.000 
BOFL.AP = -12.50 SPD8RK • .0000 
"'TEST COf\)ITIONS'" 
°UN P'\I/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 10 T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA DEC R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 1f'l3 IFT2 
659 t 001 7 940 39 97 - 4645-06 206.7 t27C 93 30 .2223-01 • 9811 3760 . .6'+31-03 .750B-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BiUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
659 2432-01 4053-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
~IJ'\I ZO MS p .... r TIC NO H/HREF H/HRF.:F H/f-REF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
N'JMBER P"I 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTUIR 8TUI OEG. R OEQ R 
T A~ • TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
659 .88000-0' 31'3 00 432 00 998'+-03 .1202-02 .12[2-02 .9000 2'+29-04 2923-04 .1822-01 .1'+22 519.5 
659 88000-01 00000 433 00 5147-02 .6197-02 61~ 1-02 .9000 1252-03 1507-0'3 .9383-01 .7100 520.2 
659 88000-01 25 000 434 00 1951-01 2350-01 23~ 0-01 9000 47"'5-03 5'/17-03 .35'+3 2.800 522 9 
659 88000-01 45 000 "'35 00 .2176-01 2623-01 26,3-01 .9000 5293-03 6381-03 3943 2.987 52'+ 7 
659 88000-01 65 000 436 00 2107-01 2538-01 .25-8-01 .9000 5125-03 6174-03 .3830 2 895 522.It 
659 .88000-01 90 000 437 GO 3541-02 .'+263-02 .'+2~'3-02 9000 8612-0lt 1037-03 .6'+55-01 .lt9B6 520.1 
659 88000-01 13:' 00 438 00 15'+2-02 .1856-02 18'6-02 .9000 3750-04 4514-04 .2815-01 2069 519.0 
659 . 1750U 00000 '+39 00 5109-02 6152-02 .61~2-02 .9000 12"'3-03 .1"'96-03 .9307-01 .7018 520 7 
659 17500 25 000 440 00 1615-01 1946-01 19'6-01 9000 3929-03 .'+73'+-03 .2934 2.318 523.1 
659 17500 45 000 441 00 1396-01 1682-01 16('2-01 9000 3396-03 .4092-03 .2532 1 952 52'+ 0 
659 17500 65 000 4'+2 00 1570-01 .1891-01 .18'11-01 .9000 3818-03 4600-03 .2852 2.170 522.7 
659 .17500 90 000 '+43 00 .3216-02 3872-02 .38 2-02 9000 7822-0'+ 9417-04 .5863-01 .'+591 520.1 
659 27000 OOoGC "44 00 3854-02 46'+0-02 '+6"')-02 .9000 9374-04 1129-03 .7023-01 5779 520." 
659 27000 25 000 4'+5 00 1183-01 .1425-01 14i'5-01 9000 2877-03 3466-03 .2151 1.671 522 0 
659 .27000 45 COO '+46 00 .1007-01 .1213-01 12 3-01 9000 2"'+9-03 2950-03 1830 1 '+72 522 6 
659 .27000 65 000 447 CO 86'+'+-02 10'+1-01 10· 1-01 9000 2103-03 .2532-03 1')73 1 275 521 6 
659 .27000 90 {JOO 1,48 00 2119-02 2551-02 25'11-02 9000 .515"-0'+ .6205-0'+ ~865-01 .3091 519.8 
659 .'+3800 .00000 .... 9 00 2790-02 .3359-02 • 33r ,9-02 9000 6786-0!' .8170-04 .5088-01 3985 519 9 
659 .lt3800 25 000 '+50 00 5267-02 .63"'2-02 .63"2-02 9000 .1281-03 .1543-03 .9597-01 .7435 520.6 
659 .'t380C '+5.000 Lt51 DC .'+404-02 .5303-02 .53)3-02 .9000 .1071-03 .1290-03 802't-01 6325 520 6 
659 .143800 65.000 "'52.00 .4331-02 .5223-02 .52.~'3-02 .9000 .1055-03 1270-03 .7895-01 .6031 521.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEl.. PAGE 2931 
OH848 60-0 SSME N)ZZLE IR'tUY34 ) 
PUN ZO MS PH, TIC NO HI Ht;'£F H/HREF HIt REF TAW/TO HITO] HITAW] OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEO. R OEG R 
TAl ITO FT2SEC - FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
65~ 't3800 90 000 't53.00 1258-02 .1515-02 15 1)-02 .900n .3060-04 .3684-04 .2294-01 .1/78 5&?0. I 
, f 
DA TE 23 F"EB 80 01-184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYf'ERSONIC TUNNEL Pj\QE 2932 
OH848 60-0 SSM~ ~OZZLE IR4UY34) 
55'1£ NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON "' -5.000 
8DFLAP la 50 SPOBRK .. .0000 
'''TEST cor 1::11 T 10NSf"· , . , 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 0 T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA DE,; R OEO R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
647 I '285 7 980 40 00 3471-02 436 3 1312 95.49 .4542-01 2.025 3823. .1284-02 .7684-07 
Rur~ HQEF STN t.0 
NUI"'BER 8Tul R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
647 3514-01 2878-01 
"'TEST !lATA'" 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/H~EF H/HREF H/-lREF TAW/TO HIlO) H(TAW) aOOT OnlOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TUtR BTU/R BTUI OEO R OEG R 
T A ,I TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
647 88CCO-0: 315 00 "f?2 00 1403-02 .168'+-02 .1634-02 .9000 '+930-04 5916-04 3879-01 3020 524.8 
647 88000-01 OOCOO 433 00 9131-02 1096-01 .1035-01 9000 3209-03 3852-03 2520 1.901 526 3 
647 88000-01 25 0']0 434 00 5359-01 . 641.t9-0I .64'i9-01 9000 1883-02 2266-02 I 462 11.47 535.5 
647 89000-01 1.t5 000 435 CO 9138-01 .9812-01 9812-01 .9000 2860-02 3448-02 2.199 16.51 542 6 
6'<7 .88000-C1 65 000 436 CO 2000-01 .2402-01 .24)2-01 .9000 7029-03 .8441-03 5510 4.153 527.7 
647 88000-01 90 COO '<37 00 5693-02 6832-02 68"32-02 9000 .2001-03 2401-03 1574 1.213 524 9 
647 .88000-01 135 00 438 00 1835-02 2201-02 22)1-02 9000 61.t48-04 .7735-04 .5085-01 3729 523 2 
647 1750:3 00000 439 00 9919-02 1071-01 1071-01 9000 3134-03 .3763-03 .2458 I 847 527.3 
647 17500 25 000 440 DC 2403-01 2889-01 .2839-01 9000 8"145-03 1015-02 6594 5.189 530 9 
647 17500 45 000 "141 00 6100-01 .7349-01 73-.9-01 9000 2144-02 2582-02 1 655 12 65 539 7 
647 17500 65.000 442 00 1805-01 2168-01 21-38-01 9000 6341-03 7618-03 4962 3.763 529 I 
647 17500 90 000 443 00 .5432-02 6520-02 6520-02 9000 1909-03 2291-03 .1502 I 173 525 I 
647 27000 .00000 444 00 6873-02 B251-02 .82~1-02 9000 2415-03 2899-03 1896 1.556 526 .. 
647 27UOO 25 000 445 00 2272-01 2729-01 2729-01 . 9000 .7982-03 .9590-03 6245 4.833 529 4 
647 27000 45 000 446 00 3875-01 .4660-01 .4630-01 .9000 1362-02 1638-02 I 060 8.476 533 5 
647 .27000 65 000 447 00 1388-01 .1679-01 .16"79-01 9000 1.t9'2-03 5899-03 3850 3.110 527 9 
647 27000 90 000 1.t48 00 4819-02 5783-02 5733-02 9000 1693-03 2032-03 .1333 1.063 524 8 
647 438'JO 00000 449 00 4811-02 5774-02 5774-02 9000 1690-03 .2029-03 1329 1.038 525 5 
647 .43800 "'3 000 450 01) 9405-02 1129-01 .11?9-01 9000 3305-03 3968-03 .2593 2.003 527.0 
647 43800 1.tJ 000 451 00 .1221-01 .1466-01 .1466-01 .9000 .4291-03 .5153-03 .3363 2.642 527.B 
647 43800 65 000 452 00 1050-01 1261-01 .1231-01 9000 .3691-03 .4432-03 .2895 2.205 527.3 
OATE 23 FrB 80 01-l84B 110DEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPIRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2933 
OH8~B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY3'+1 
f'U"l ZO MS Pf-'I T IC I~O H/HPEF H/HREF" H/Hl eel'" TAW/TO HCTOI HCTAWI aOOT DTWDT TW 
Nl.'I'SER R=I 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R OEG. R 
TAW ro F"T2SF.C - FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
6 4 7 43800 90 000 453 00 '+891-02 .5970-02 5871-02 .9000 .1719-03 2063-03 1351 1.0'+'+ 525 5 
DATE 23 FEB eo Oh84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYP:RSON!~ TUNNEL PAGE 2934 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE 1114UY34 ) 
SS"'E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
"' 
"?OOO ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BOFLAP = -12 50 SPDBRK c 0000 
I 
···TEST CCf\)ITICNS'" 
RU~ RN/L ~'AC'"i ALPf-IA BETA PO 1) T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEC R DEG R PSIA PSI rTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
649 ~ 013 7 990 40 03 6967-02 670 5 132C. !J5 85 6924-01 3 094 3835 .1950-02 .7713-07 
RUN HREF STr-: NO 
NU .... BER BTUI R PU (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
6 .. 9 4Z'+9-0 I 2337-01 
···TEST )ATA·" 
'" ~.~ za ~s p~' TIC ,,~c ·J/f-I':'EF H/HREF H/~~EF TAWITO HITO) HI TAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUl1aER R~I 0 R~O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG R DEG R 
TAl-ITO Fi2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
649 B8000-01 3.5 00 432 00 4096-02 4915-02 4915-02 .9000 1781-03 2137-03 .1411 I 097 527.5 
649 88000-0i 00000 433 00 1-+92-01 1791-0 I .1791-01 .9000 .6490-03 7791-03 5129 3 863 529 3 
649 88000-01 25 000 434 00 '::110 1220 1220 9000 "394-02 5306-02 3.374 26 28 551 8 
649 88001]-01 45 000 435 00 1104 1333 13~3 9000 4802-02 5797-02 3.691 27.59 551 0 
649 88000-01 65 000 436 00 2606-01 3132-01 31:::2-01 9000 1133-02 1362-02 .8908 6 694 533 7 
649 880JO-OI ~o 000 437 00 6291-02 7552-02 75~2-02 9000 2736-03 3284-03 2163 1.663 529 2 
649 e8000-01 13~ co 438 00 1715-02 2058-02 .20~8-02 9000 7458-04 8948-04 .5913-01 4328 526 9 
649 17500 00000 439 OJ 14:0-01 1694-01 16~"-01 9000 .6133-03 .7366-03 ."'836 3 627 531 2 
649 17500 25 COO 440 CO 3419-01 4110-01 4110-01 9000 1487-02 1788-02 1 166 9 1~1 535 6 
649 17500 45 COO 441 ClO 9194-01 1109 IIC9 9000 3998-02 .4824-02 3 082 23 46 548 9 
6t9 17500 65 COO 442 00 .2418-01 2907-01 .29((1-01 .9000 1052-02 12E4-02 8251 6.239 535 0 
649 17500 90 JOO 443 00 6081-02 .7300-02 7300-02 9000 2645-03 3175-03 2090 I 629 529 3 
6"9 27000 OOOCO 444 00 1062-01 1275-01 .12-5-01 .9000 4617-03 5543-03 3649 2.989 529 3 
649 27000 25 DOC 445 00 3830-01 4604-0: .46L4-01 .9000 1665-02 2002-02 I 307 10 09 534 9 
6"9 27000 45 000 440 00 66'''-01 7965-01 .791:5-01 .9000 2876-02 3464-02 2 238 17.82 541 7 
649 27000 65 000 447 00 .2042-01 2454-01 24:,'t-0 I 9000 8881-03 1067-02 698" 5.627 533 3 
649 27000 90 000 4-+9 CO 5418-02 6503-02 65(3-02 .9000 2356-03 .2828-03 1864 I 484 528 5 
649 43800 00000 449 00 6730-02 8075-02 80-5-02 .9000 2927-03 3512-03 2319 1.809 527 3 
649 43800 25 000 450 00 1627-01 .1953-01 .19~ 3-01 9000 .7074-03 .8493--03 5587 4 309 529 8 
649 43800 45 000 451 00 28-+2-01 3416-01 34 6-0 I 9000 1236-02 .1486-02 ,9718 7 611 533.5 
649 43800 65 000 452 00 '926-01 2314-01 23 4-01 9000 8375-03 • IOU6-02 ,6594 5.010 532 3 
OA TE 23 .f8 8') OH8 l l8 MOCEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYF~RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2935 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY34) 
PUN 20 t1S PHI TIC NO H/I-'REF H/HREF H/"~EF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT CTWCT TW 
NU'BE~ R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG R CEO. R 
TA~ I TO FT2SEC FT2SEt; FT2SEC ISEC 
649 43900 9Q 000 453 00 5637-02 6765-02 67E~-02 9000 245t-03 .2942-03 .1939 1.496 528.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2936 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY35) 
SS'1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACY 1,3 000 ALPHA & 40 00- BETA 0000 ELEVON • -5 000 
8DFLAP 5.000 SPOBRK 0000 
'''TEST COIIDI T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO 0 T P Q V RHO MU 
NJ'1S[R II:"T DEO DEO. PSIA om. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
635 4992 7 900 39 96 -.3458-02 99 17 124CJ. 92.62 1102-01 4815 3727. .3212-03 7453-07 
RU"l HREF STN NO 
'JU;-:8E~ BTul R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ., 0175 
635 .1699-01 5725-01 
"'TEST DATA··· 
PUN ZO MS PHi TIC NO I-1/HREF H/HREF H/~~EF TAWITO HIlOI HITAW) OOOT OT40T TW 
f',UMBER R"I 0 R=O 9 p., 8TU/R STU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TA.,JITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
635 88000-01 315 00 432 00 1568-02 .1895-02 .1835-02 ~OOO 2664-04 3222-04 .1924-01 .1496 525.6 
635 88000-01 00000 433 00 6433-02 7778-02 7778-02 .9000 . 1093-03 1322-03 7895-01 .5955 526.4 
635 88000-01 25 000 434 00 .2252-01 2724-01 .2724-01 9000 3827-03 .4529-03 .2759 2.174 527.8 
635 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .4802-01 5B12-01 .58 2-01 .9000 8160-03 .9875-03 5856 4.432 529.8 
535 28000-01 55 000 436 00 1555-01 1881-01 1831-01 9000 2643-03 .3195-03 .1908 1.439 526.8 
635 88000-01 90 000 437 00 3895-02 4709-02 .47)9-02 9000 6619-04 8000-04 .4786-01 3586 525.6 
635 E8000-01 135 00 438 00 2540-02 3069-02 3059-02 9000 .4315-04 5215-04 .3123-01 .2288 524.9 
635 17500 00000 439.00 5806-02 7021-02 70~1-02 9000 9866-04 .1193-03 .7119-01 .5351 527.0 
635 17500 25 000 440 00 1102-01 1333-01 1333-01 9000 1872-03 2264-03 .1350 1.064 527 7 
635 17500 .. 5 000 441 00 3047-01 3686-01 36'36-01 9000 -5176-03 .6263-03 3724 2.863 529 2 
635 17500 65 000 442 00 1344-01 1626-UI 1626-01 9000 2284-03 .2762-03 .1649 1 252 526 9 
635 .17500 90 000 443 00 3606-02 43:'9-02 .43:59-02 9000 6127-04 7405-04 .4431-01 3450 525 5 
635 27000 oooeo 444 ClO 4851-02 5865-02 58-36-02 90LlO 8243-04 9967-04 .5950-01 4880 525 6 
635 27000 25 000 445 00 1055-01 1298-01 .1238-01 9000 1809-03 .2188-03 1305 I Oil 527 4 
635 .27000 45 GOO 446 00 2010-01 2432-01 .2432-01 9000 3416-03 .4131-03 .2462 I 975 527.8 
635 27000 65 000 447 00 9157-02 1107-01 . II ')7-0 I 9000 1556·03 1881-03 1123 .9079 525.8 
535 27000 90 000 448 00 3286-02 3972-02 .3972-02 9000 5584"'04 .6749-04 .4039-01 .3221 525.'+ 
635 '+3800 00000 449 00 3545-02 .'+286-02 .'+236-02 9000 6023-04 7282-0'i .4349-01 .339'+ 5266 
635 .43800 25 000 450 00 5005~02 8051-02 .6051-02. .9000 .050'i-04 1028~03 .6142-01 .4745 526.4 
635 43800 45 000 45! .00 .8648-02 .1045-01 10-16-01 .9000 .1469-03 .1777-03 .1061 8333 52~.9 635 43800 65 000 'i52 00 5998-02 7253-0<;1 .7c:'3-02 .9000 .1019-03 .1232"03 .7358-01 5606 52 .7 
) ) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4G MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HY'~RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2937 
OHB4B 60-0 SSME ~OZZLE IR'+UY351 
RU:--.l ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HI iqEF TAW/TO HITOI H(TAWI aOOT OHoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 Rc 8TU/R 8TU/R 81UI OEG. R OEG R 
TA UTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
635 '+3800 90 000 453 00 2308-02 .2790-02 .27·m-02 .9000 .3921-0'+ 1+740-0'+ .2835-01 .2190 525.8 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2936 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY35) 
S5""E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACY '3 000 ALPHA a 40.00- 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
80FLAP = 5 000 SPDBRK = .0000 
"'TEST COl JOlT IONS'" 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO 0 T P a v RHO MU 
NJ...,SER /I:"T DEG DEG. PSIA DEB. R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
635 .4992 7 900 39 96 - 345B-02 99 17 124q 92.62 1102-01 4815 3727. .3212-03 7453-07 
RU"l HREF STN NO 
"lu;-:aE~ 8TLlI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
635 .1699-01 5725-01 
···TEST DATA'" 
PUN 20 MS PHi TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HI -iREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OT40T TW 
I'.Ut"BER R~I 0 R~O 9 P= BTUIR BTUIR 8TUI DEG R OEG R 
TA~/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
635 88000-01 315 00 432 00 .1568-02 1895-02 .1835-02 ~OOO 2664-04 3222-04 1924-01 .1496 526.6 
535 88000-01 00000 433 00 6433-02 7778-02 .7778-02 .9000 .1093-03 1322-03 7895-01 .5955 526.4 
635 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2252-01 2724-01 2724-01 .9000 3827-03 4629-03 2759 2.174 527.8 
635 88000-01 45 000 435 00 4802-01 5812-01 .58 2-01 .9000 8160-03 .9875-03 5866 4 432 529.8 
635 8S000-01 55 000 436 00 1555-01 1881-01 1831-01 9000 2643-03 3195-03 1908 ).439 526.8 
635 68000-01 90 000 437 00 3895-02 .4709-02 .47)9-02 9000 6519-04 8000-04 .4786-01 3686 525.6 
635 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .2540-02 3069-02 .3039-02 9000 4315-04 5215-04 .3123-01 .2288 524 9 
635 17500 00000 439.00 5806-02 7021-02 .70-?1-02 9000 .9866-04 1193-03 7119-01 .5351 527.0 
635 17500 25 000 440 00 .1102-01 1333-01 1333-01 9000 1872-03 2264-03 1350 1.064 527 7 
635 17500 ~5 000 441 00 .3047-01 .3686-01 36'36-01 9000 -5176-03 6263-03 3724 2.863 529 2 
635 17500 55 COO 442 00 13-+4-01 1626-01 .1626-01 9000 2284-03 .2762-03 .1649 I 252 526 9 
635 17500 90 000 443 00 3606-02 43:'9-02 .4359-02 9000 6127-04 7406-04 .4431-01 3460 525 5 
635 .27000 OOOCO 444 ClO 4851-02 5866-02 58-36-02 90ao 8243-04 9967-04 5950-01 4880 526 6 
635 27000 25.000 445 00 1065-01 1288-01 .1238-01 9000 1809-03 .2188-03 1305 1 011 527 4 
635 .27000 45 000 446 00 2010-01 2432-01 .2432-01 .9000 3416-03 .4131-03 2462 I 975 527.8 
635 27000 65 000 447 00 .9157-02 1107-01 .11')7-01 9000 1556-03 1881-03 1123 9079 526.8 
635 27000 90 000 448 00 3286-02 .3972-02 .3972-02 9000 5584"04 .6749-04 4039-01 .3221 525.4 
635 43800 00000 449 00 3545-02 4286-02 .4236-02 9000 6023-04 7282-0'1 '13'19-01 .339'1 5266 
635 43800 25 000 450 00 5005~02 .8051-02 .6051-02 9000 .850'1-0'1 1028-03 .6142-01 .4745 526.4 
635 43800 45.000 451.00 .8548-02 .1046-01 IOi6-01 9000 .1'159-03 .1777-03 ,1051 8333 52~ 9 635 43800 65 000 '152 00 599S-02 7253-02 .7iS3-02 .9000 .1019-03 .1232"03 7358-01 5606 52 .7 
OA TE 23 FEB 80 01-184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HY~ERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2939 
OH94B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY35) 
RU'J ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H'~REF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OHolOT TW 
NUMBER R:l 0 R:O.9 R\' BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEG. R 
H"ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
557 .43800 93 000 453 00 1150-02 .1388-02 .1lf29-02 .9000 2765-0't. .3338-04 2041-01 .1577 526.5 
DATE 23 >EB eo OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE 4EDC VKF HYPI 1S0NIC TUNNEL PAGE 29'+0 
OH848 60-0 SSME NCZZLE IR4UY351 
SS"oE NOZZLE PARAMETRIC OAT A 
MACI 1.000 ALPHA 
" 
40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BOFLAP = - 3 000 SPOBRK .. .0000 
·"TEST CON""l I T IONS" • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO T) T P a v RHO MU 
NUI":BER 1FT OEG OEG P51A OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
645 I 997 7 980 40 01 - 4664-06 43,+ 4 1303 9'+ 84 .4522-01 2.016 3810. .12&7-0e .7631-07 
RUN f-'oEF ST'~ NO 
i';J~BEq 81"",1 R PEF'Rl 
C" T2SEC = 0175 
645 3302-01 2873-01 
• "TEST ~ATA··· 
RU'l ;:0 MS P'"'! TIC NO H/f-',,(EF H/HREF H/H~EF TAW/TO HI TOI HI TAWl OOOT OTWOT TW 
Nl.i"'2::R p~1 0 R=O 9 0= STU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG R 
TAWtTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
645 .89000-01 315 CO 432 00 2747-02 ~304-02 330+-02 9000 .9619-04 1157-03 7425-01 5762 530 8 
645 88000-01 00000 '"33 00 1299-01 1.563-01 .156!-01 9000 45'19-03 .5'175-03 350'+ 2 635 532.'+ 
6'15 88000-01 2:: 000 '134 00 8439-01 1021 1021 9000 2955-02 3574-02 2.225 17.34 5'19 9 
645 88000-01 45 CDC 435 00 3890-01 .'1688-0 I '168S-01 9000 1362-02 .1642-02 I 043 7 8'16 537.'+ 
645 88000-01 65 000 436 00 2100-01 2528-01 2523-01 9000 7353-03 8855-03 5647 4 242 534 6 
645 88000-01 90 000 437 00 6460-02 7774-02 7774-02 .9000 2262-03 2723-03 .174'1 1.338 532 0 
E4'J 88000-01 13~ 00 438 00 .1589-02 1911-02 1911-02 9000 5563-04 6692-04 '1298-01 3141 530. I 
6'i5 175CO 00000 433 00 1 ~40-0 I 161'1-01 1614-01 .9000 4694-03 5652-03 3608 2.702 533.9 
S'i5 17500 25 000 '140 00 3081-01 3714-01 371-+-01 .9000 1079-02 1301-02 8252 6.'170 537 9 
645 17500 '15 000 441 00 3564-01 4418-01 441 ;-01 .9000 1283-02 .15'17-02 9798 7 494 539 I 
645 17500 55 COO '142 00 1813-01 2185-01 2IE:.-01 9000 6351-03 7651-03 .'1870 3 680 535 9 
6'i5 17500 90 000 '143 00 5965-02 7178-02 717e-02 9000 2099-03 2514-03 1610 I 253 532 0 
645 27000 00000 444 00 1081 -01 1301-01 13el-01 9000 3i85-03 .4556-03 2915 2 384 532 ~ 
645 .27000 25 000 445 00 3250-01 3916-01 391=--01 9000 1138-02 .1371-02 .8709 6 713 537 4 
645 27000 'i') 000 446 00 3225-01 3887-01 .38E?7-01 9000 .1130-02 .1361-02 8642 6 899 537 5 
645 27000 65 COO 447 00 1730-01 2084-01 'foe",-ol .9000 .6060-03 .7299-03 .... 6 ... 9 3 7"'2 535 It 
645 27000 90 000 448 00 501"'-02 .6033-02 O~ ~.-02 9000 .1756-03 2113-03 1354 • 1 077 531.5 
6'i5 .'13800 00000 4~g 00 7047-02 8479-02 84";9-02 9000 2468-03 2969-03 .1903 I 481 531 7 
645 43800 25 000 450 00 1482-01 .1784-01 .176~-01 9000 .5!89-03 .6248-03 .3988 3.069 534 0 
6'15 .43800 ... 5 000 45i 00 .2066-01 2488·01 248B-01 .9000 .7237-03 .8715-03 .5560 4 352 534 ... 
645 .'13800 65 000 '152 00 .1799-01 .2166-01 216&-01 .9000 16299-03 .7587-03 .'1934 3.667 535 3 
DA TE 23 FrB 80 0'1848 MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP:RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 29Ltl 
OrB48 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE fRLtUY351 
R1...H': ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/r''1EF H/HREF HIH·EF TAW/TO HtTOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NLC"EER '1=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
'tAWI TO FT2SEC - FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
545 43500 90 000 453 00 5008-02 6027-02 6027-02 .9000 . 1754-0~ .2111-03 .1352 1.042 531.8 
DATE 23 FEB !?J OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN ThE AEDC VKF HYF~RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2942 
OH84B 60-0 55 ME NOZZLE rR4UY35) 
SS"IE NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACI-f 8 000 ALPHA 
"' 
40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP ., -~.OOO SPDBRK 0000 
···TEST COr-DITIONS·" 
RUN RN/L l"'\CH ALPHt.. BETA PO 10 T P a v RHO MU 
NU:-1BER ItT DEG DEG PSIA DEC R DEG R PSIA PSI F"TlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F"T3 1F"T2 
655 2 999 7.990 40 01 6952-02 675 0 133C !36 58 . 6970-01 3.115 3849 • .1948-02 .7772-07 
RUN HPEF STN NO 
NUMBER BTul R REF(RI 
FT2SCC = 0175 
655 4369-0 1 2340-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/I-'~EF HHREF" TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
Nuf'5ER R=! 0 R=O 9 R= BTIJ/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG R 
TM ITO FT2SEC tT2SEC f"T2SEC ISEC 
£.>55 .8800e-o' 3,5 00 432 00 4112-02 4924-02 4924-02 9000 1796-03 2151-03 1447 I 127 524.1 
65~ 88000-01 00000 433 00 1537-01 1841-01 18'-1-01 .9000 6714-03 8044-03 5398 4.073 525 7 
655 B8000-01 25 000 434 00 "275-01 8752-01 87~2-01 .9000 .3178-02 .3823-02 2 504 19 59 541 9 
655 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1824-01 2186-01 21f6-01 9000 7967-03 .9'352-03 6382 4 825 528.6 
655 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 2309-01 .2768-01 27[ 8-01 9000 1009-02 .1209-02 .8080 6.088 528.6 
655 88000-01 90 000 437 00 1179-01 .1412-01 .14 2-01 .9000 5150-03 .6169-03 .4145 3 194 524.8 
655 88000-01 135 GO 438 00 1990-02 2382-02 23t2-02 9000 .8695-04 1041-03 .7029-01 .5160 521 3 
655 :750U 00000 439 00 1492-01 1788-0 I .17&8-01 .9000 6517-03 7812-03 5224 3.924 528 0 
655 .17500 25 000 440 00 4034-01 4844-01 481.'t-01 .9000 1762-02 2116-02 1 401 11.01 534 5 
655 17500 45 000 441 00 1754-01 .2104-01 .21 ( 'toO I 9000 7665-03 .9191-03 6140 4 721 528 7 
655 [7500 65 coa 442 00 2075-01 .2489-01 24119-01 .9000 9065-03 1087-02 .7254 5 500 529 5 
655 17500 90 000 443 00 109"l-01 1311-01 13.1-01 9000 4780-03 5726-03 .3846 3 004 525 0 
655 .27000 00000 444 00 1129-01 1353-01 13~,3-0 1 9000 4933-03 5912-03 3964 j 253 526 I 
655 27000 25 000 445 00 3485-01 4181-01 41HI-01 9000 1522-02 .1827-02 I 215 9 395 531 4 
655 .27000 45.000 448 00 1682-01 2016-01 20 6-01 9000 .7348-03 .8809-03 5890 4.725 528.1 
655 27000 65.000 447 00 2660-01 3192-01 31'1=-01 9000 1162-02 1394-02 9287 7.493 530.7 
655 27000 90 000 448 00 8540-02 1023-01 .IO,!3-01 .9000 3731-03 .4468-03 3008 2.401 523 6 
655 .43800 00000 449 00 7286-02 .8727-02 .87,'7-02 .9000 .3183-03 3813-03 2562 2.001 524 8 
655 43800 25 000 usa 00 1760-01 2110-01 21'0-01 .9000 17688-03 9216-03 .6163 4.757 528 0 
655 43800 45.000 451 00 1487-01 1782-01 . I7fl2-0 1 .9000 6496-03 .7785-03 5217 4 100 526 6 
655 .43800 65 000 452 00 2602-01 3121-01 • 31,~1-0 1 .9000 .1137-02 .1364-02 .9088 6.912 530 2 
DATE 23 ""E8 ao 01-1949 MODEL 60-0 IN T~E AEOC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 291t3 
OH848 60-0 SSME ~OZZLE IRItUY35) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HnHEF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) aOOT OTWOT TI-I 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. A DEG. R 
TM TO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
655 43800 90 000 453.00 7812-02 .9357-02 93! 1-02 .9000 .3413-0~ .4088-03 .2750 2 127 5;?3.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01;848 "MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2944 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR"UY36I 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
, 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA . 1+0.00_ 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK = 0000 
···TEST COtIJITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 0 T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DE; R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
537 5033 7.900 39.93 - 6897-02 99.99 121+ I '32.62 .1111-01 .1+855 3727. .3238-03 .7"53-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
Fr2SEC " 0175 
637 .nC6-01 .5702-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RJ~ ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/-tREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTl>loT TW 
r-..:t..'~8ER R:1.0 R=O 9 11= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEG. R OEG R 
TA"'(/TO Fr2SEC f"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
637 .88000-01 315 00 1+32 00 2567-02 3103-02 .3113-02 .9000 4379-0" .5295-01+ 3161-01 .21+59 526.7 
637 .88000-01 00000 1+33 00 6224-02 7525-02 .7525-02 .9000 .1062-03 .1281+-03 .7670-01 .5785 526 4 
637 .88000-01 25.000 434 00 3397-01 1+110-01 .'t110-01 .9000 5796-03 7013-03 1+169 3.284 529 3 
637 B8000-01 "5 000 "35 00 1+546-01 5502-01 .55')2-01 9000 .7756-03 .9386-03 .5576 4 213 529 8 
637 88000-01 E5 COO 1+36 00 1145-01 1385-01 1335-01 9000 195"-03 .2363-03 11+09 I 062 527 6 
637 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 .3232-02 3907-02 39n-02 .9000 .551"-04 .6666-01+ 3982-01 3066 526 4 
6"37 .89000-nl 135 00 438 00 1968-02 2379-02 2379-02 .9000 3357-04 .4058-01+ 2426-01 1777 526 0 
637 17500 00000 433 00 5958-02 7205-02 72J5-02 .9000 .1017-03 1229-03 7336-01 .5514 527 0 
637 17500 25 GOO 440 00 1290-01 .1560-01 1530-01 .9000 2201-03 .2662-03 1587 I 251 527.6 
637 .17500 45 000 41+1 00 3185-01 3855-01 3835-01 .9000 .51+31+-03 6576-03 3907 3 003 529.7 
637 17500 65 COO 4"2 00 1065-01 1288-01 1288-01 9000 1817-03 2197-03 1310 391+0 527.7 
637 .17500 90 000 41+3 00 31+33-02 4151-02 .4151-02 9000 5858-01+ .7082-01+ .1+231-01 .3303 526.3 
637 .27000 00000 1+41+ 00 .1+780-02 5780-02 .5780-02 .9000 8156-01+ .9861-01+ 5888-01 .1+829 526.'7 
637 27000 25 000 41+5 00 121+8-01 .1509-01 I:J9-01 .9000 .2129-03 a571+-03 1535 1 190 527.4 
537 .27000 1+5 000 446.00 2192-01 .2652-01 .2652-01 .9000 .371+0-Ql .4521+-03 .2691+ 2 161 528 3 
637 .27000 65 000 41+7 00 .6976-02 81+36-02 .81+36-02 9000 1190-03 .11+39-03 .8587-01 .691+1 527 2 
637 .27000 90.000 448 00 .2629-02 .3178-02 .3178-02 9000 .1+485-04 51+21-01+ 321+0-01 .2583 526.1 
637 1+38no .00000 1+1+9 00 .3488-02 .1+217-02 .1+217-02 9000 5951-01+ .7195-01+ .1+298-01 .3355 526.4 
637 .43800 25.000 1+50 00 .5996-02 .7250-02 7250-02 9000 .1023-03 1237-03 .7388-0J .5706 526.5 
637 .43800 45 000 1+51 00 .91+61-02 111+4-01 11'+1+-01 .9000 161'+-03 .1952-03 .1161+ 9149 ~27 2 
637 43800 65 000 1+52 00 .5070-02 .6131-02 .6131-02 .9000 .8651-01+ .J 01+6-03 .62'+2-01 .4755 527 I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HY'SRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 291+5 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRI+UY36) 
RUN ZO 1"S !PHI TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREFi H/~qEF" TAW/TO Hila) HCTAW) acOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR 8TU/R BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAUTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
637 43800 90 000 453 00 2634-02 3185-02 .3135-02 9000 .1+1+91+-01+ 51+33-01+ .321+6-01 2507 526 4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HY~ERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 294S 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R4UY36) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ,. B.OOO ALPHA ,. 40.00 BETA 0000 ELEVON ~ -5.000 
8DFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK ,. .0000 
···TEST CO,DIT IONS·'· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1.U 
NUMBER 1FT OEO. OEG PSIA DD. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTa 
663 I 016 7 940 39 97 -.4643-06 207 3 12E:'. 92.56 2230-01 • 9840 3745 • 6501-03 .7449-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SE.C = 0175 
663 2433-0 I 4028-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/H~EF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NU"'BER R=I 0 R.,O 9 R~ BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG 
" 
OEG R 
TtW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
663 .88000-01 3,5 00 432 00 ' 146-02 1382-02 l~e2-02 9000 2787-04 3361-04 2057-01 1604 521 6 
663 e8000-01 coooo 433 00 8577-02 1034-01 I (34-0 I .9000 2086-03 .2516-03 1538 I 1133 522.4 
663 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2856-01 3448-01 .3448-01 9000 6948-03 8389-03 5098 4 022 526.0 
663 88000-01 45 000 435 00 4647-01 5511-01 .5611-01 .9000 1130-02 1365-02 8283 6 268 526.9 
663 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 1002-01 1208-01 .le08-01 .9000 2437-03 2939-03 .1798 I 359 522 0 
663 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4651-02 5608-02 5E08-02 9000 .1131-03 1364-03 8355-01 6449 521 2 
E63 8BOOO-01 135 00 438 00 1374-02 1656-02 If5S-G2 9000 3343-04 4030-04 2474-01 1817 519.8 
663 .17500 00000 439 00 7305-02 8814-02 .8E 14-02 9000 .1777-03 2144-03 1308 .9848 523.6 
663 17500 25 000 440 00 1012-01 1221-01 1<'21-01 .9000 2463-03 .2971-03 1813 I 432 523 4 
663 17500 45 GOO 441 00 3475-01 .4196-01 .4196-01 9000 8454-03 .1021-02 6198 4.771 !i26.5 
663 .17500 65 COO 442 00 8982-02 1083-01 lta3-01 .9000 .2185-03 .2635-03 .1611 1.226 522.4 
663 17500 90 000 443 CO 4249-02 .5123-02 .5123-02 .9000 1034-03 .1246-03 7633-01 5973 521.2 
663 27000 00000 444 00 .6055-02 7304-02 7:'04-02 .9000 .1473-03 1777-03 .1085 8917 523.0 
663 27000 25 000 445 00 .1169-01 1411-01 IL 11-0 I .9000 2845-03 .3432-03 .2094 I 626 523 5 
663 27000 45 000 446 00 2123-01 2562-01 .2~62-01 9000 5163-03 .6231-03 3796 3 050 524.6 
663 27000 65 000 447 00 6447-02 7775-02 .T75-02 9000 1568-03 .1891-03 .1156 9368 522.4 
663 271]1)0 90 000 448 00 .3783-02 4561-02 .4~'61-02 .9000 9203-04 .1109-03 .6799-01 .5435 520 9 
663 43800 00000 4"'9 00 .3990-02 4812-02 ,'+tI2-02 9000 .9707-04 .1171-03 .7160-01 5~01 522.0 663 .43800 25 abo 450 00 5"71-02 6598-02 6~(38-02 9000 1331-03 1605-03 .9815-01 .7 99 522.2 
663 .43800 45.000 'i51.00 .7003-02 .8446-02 0' 46-02 9000 .1704-03 .2055-0~ .1256 .9889 522 5 
663 ,43aOD 65.00el 452 Oil .4336-0a .5230-02 .5,30~02 9000 • 1055-03 .12'72-03 .7779-01 .5940 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-'848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF" HVPEF1SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2947 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UV36) 
RUN zo MS PI-'I TIC NO H/HPEF H/HREF H/HF-F.F TAWITO HCTO) HITAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUt"Bt:R R=[ 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R DEG R 
TAW, :0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
653 43500 90 000 453 00 2302-02 2775-02 277~ -02 9000 .5599-04 6751-0'+ .4135-01 3202 521 3 
- . -
DATE a3 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC vKF HYPfRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2948 
01184B 60-0 S5t1E NCZZLE IR4UY361 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACI-' = 1'1. 000 ALPHA .. 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFLAP = 0000 SPD8RK .. .0000 
'''TEST CONll I TI ONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TI) T P a v RHO MU 
NV13ER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
643 2 006 7 990 39 98 -.IG40-01 434 5 1299 !l't 54 't523-01 2.015 3804. .1291-02 .7608-07 
RUN "REF STN NO 
NUMB[R BTUI P REr(~) 
FT2SEC : 0'75 
6-+3 3501-01 2957-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PH' TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H,EF TAWITO HlTO) HlTAWI aOOT DrlolDT TW 
NUi"':6ER R=I 0 R:O 9 q: I3TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG R OEG R 
TAW' TO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
643 88000-01 315 C:J 4~2 00 2769-02 3331-02 .333.-02 .9000 969-+-04 1166-03 .7465-01 5799 528 7 
6't3 88000-01 OOOOG 433 00 170'5-01 2051-01 2051-01 .9000 5967-03 7180-03 4588 3.455 529.8 
643 880GO-OI 25 000 434 00 6796-01 8207-01 8207-01 9000 2379-02 2873-02 I 797 l't 05 5't3.4 
6't3 88000-01 45 000 435 00 2070-01 2't92-0' .2't9~-01 .9000 7246-03 872't-03 5557 4 194 531.8 
643 88000-01 6'5 000 435 00 1301-01 .1565-01 .156'5-0 I 9000 4554-03 5490-03 .3't99 2 634 530 3 
6-+3 8BOOO-01 9C 000 437 00 1282-01 1543-01 154 ~-Ol 9000 4't89-03 5't0 1-03 .3451 2 652 529 8 
643 88000-01 13:' GO 438 00 1580-02 1900-02 190)-02 .9000 5532-04 6653-0't 4266-01 3122 527 5 
6"3 17500 00000 439 00 1'599-01 1912-01 .1912-01 .9000 5561-03 669't-03 .4267 3 199 531 't 
6'13 17::00 25 DOG -+40 00 4139-01 '1989-01 .'t98~-01 .9000 1't49-02 17'16-02 I 105 8 670 536 2 
5't3 17500 "5 000 4'11 00 1805-01 2173-01 2173-01 9000 6317-03 7605-03 48't't 3 719 531 9 
6't3 17500 55 COO 442 00 1165-01 1't02-01 .1402-01 9000 4078-03 4907-03 3134 2.376 530 I 
6'13 17500 90 000 4't3 00 1125-01 1353-01 .1353-01 9000 3937-03 't737-03 3027 2 359 529 8 
6't3 27000 00000 44't 00 1187-01 1429-01 .1't23-01 9000 't156-03 .5001-03 3197 2 61B 529 e; 
6'13 27000 25 GOO 445 00 3073-01 3702-01 370?-0 I 9000 1076-02 1296-02 8233 6 359 533 't 
643 27000 45 Doa 446 00 1520-01 1829-01 .1829-01 9000 5320-03 .6'103-03 't086 3 273 530 8 
6'13 27000 65 000 'I .. ..., OC .1140-01 .1371-01 .1371-01 .9000 3990-03 't801-03 3066 2.'t75 530 I 
6't3 27000 90 COO 4-+8 00 .9-+72-02 1139-01 1139-01 .9000 .3316-03 .3988-03 2553 2 033 528 6 
6'13 .'t3800 00000 't"9 00 .7328-02 .8813-02 .881!-02 9000 .2565-03 .3085-03 .1977 I 5'12 528 0 
5'13 .'t3800 25 000 450 00 .1340-01 1612-01 .1612-01 .900.0 .4692-03 .564't-03 .3609 2 7S't 529 't 
6't3 .'t360Q 45 000 451.00 9528-02 .11't6-01 .11't-=--01 .9000 .3336-03 .4012-03 .2568 2 016 528 9 
G't3 .143800 b5.000 't52 00 .9936-02 .1195-01 .IIS5-01 .9000 .3478-03 .'t185-03 2676 2 036 529.3 
DATE 23 FrB 80 OY84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP,:RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 291t9 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rRItUY36) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HRE'" H/HREF H/HlEF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DHolDT HI 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW'TO FT2SEC 
-
FT2SEC FT2SEC' ISEC 
6"3 43800 90 000 453 00 9792-02 1178-01 117,-01 9000 3428-03 .4123-03 .2639 2 036 5~8.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF Hyp~RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2950 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY361 
SSME NOZZL.E PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 5.000 ALPHA ., 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP = .0000 SPoBRK ., 0000 
···T:ST CO~)ITIONS··· 
RU~J P"l/L. MACH ALPHA BETA PO TJ T P a v RHO MU NUr-BER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLU~S LB-SEG XI0 6 IF" 3 IFT2 653 2 998 7 990 40 02 6962-02 672.4 132i 96 36 .6944-01 3 103 3845. .1945-02 .7754-07 
RU"l hREF SiN NO 
N'.''',3ER BTul R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
653 4359-01 2341-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HtTAWI aOOT onolOT TW NU'1SER R=I 0 R=O 9 R" STU/R BTUIR 8TUI OEO. R OEO R 
TA~ ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC C53 8801J0-OI 315 00 432 00 5190-02 6221-02 .62c:-02 .9000 2262-03 .2712-03 .1810 1.407 526.7 653 .68000-01 .00000 433 00 1722-01 2065-01 20E5-01 .9000 7506-03 .9002-03 5993 4.517 528.2 653 88000-01 25 000 434 00 3267-01 .3924-01 39c4-01 .9000 1424-02 .1710-02 1.129 8 B68 534 I 653 88000-01 -t5 000 435 00 1171-01 .1405-01 .14(5-01 9000 5106-03 .6125-03 .4071 3 077 529 3 653 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 2023-01 2427-01 24c "-0 I 9000 8819-03 .1058-02 .7025 5 290 530 0 653 88000-01 90 000 437 00 1335-01 1601-01 .16f, -01 9000 5819-03 6978-03 .465, 3.579 521 4 653 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1982-02 .2374-02 .2r4-02 9000 8638-04 .1035-03 .6936-01 .5086 523 1 653 .17500 .00000 439 00 .PiO-Ol 2051-01 .20~I-OI 9000 7452-03 .8941-03 .5936 4 454 530 I 653 .17500 25 000 '140 00 .3790-01 4555-01 455~-01 .9000 1652-02 1986-02 I 305 10 2"i 536.7 653 .17500 45 000 441 00 .1041-01 12'56-01 125b-01 9000 .'1564-03 54/5-03 3641 2.799 529 I 653 17500 65 COO 442 00 1751-01 2101-01 .21.'1-01 .9000 7632-03 .9159-03 607'1 4.602 530 8 653 17500 90 000 443 00 1254-01 1504-01 15( '1-01 9000 5468-03 6556-03 4368 3.407 527 1 553 27000 00000 444 00 1235-01 1481-01 .14~1-01 .9000 .5384-03 .6457-03 4297 3 522 528 5 653 .27000 25.000 445 00 2505-01 3009-01 .30(·9-0 I .9000 .1093-02 .1312-02 8680 6 109 532 2 653 .27000 '15.000 446 00 1019-01 1222-01 12Lc?-0 I 9000 .4441-03 5327-03 .3544 2 842 528 7 653 27000 65 000 447 00 2365-01 2839-01 .28:.9-01 9000 1031-02 1231-02 .8190 6 604 532 I 653 .27000 90 000 448 00 9370-02 1123-01 .1123-01 9000 4084-03 .4896-03 .3270 2 607 526 0 653 43800 00000 449 00 7919-02 9493-02 .9493-02 9000 .3452-03 .4138-03 2761 2 155 526 7 653 .43800 25 000 450 00 .1554-01 1864-01 
. 1~5'+-0 I 9000 6774-03 .8126-03 .5401 4 166 529 3 653 .43800 4.=:.000 Lt51 00 1100-01 .1319-01 .1 ,9-01 .9000 4794-03 .5749-03 .3829 3 007 521.9 653 .'t3800 65.000 Lt52 00 .2340-01 .2808-01 .28(8-01 .9000 .1020-02 .1224-02 .8111 6 165 531.'1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYFFRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2951 
0'184B 60-0 SSt-"E t'.JZZLE IR'+UY36I 
RUN ZO MS PH! TIC NO H/'-'REF H/HREF H/~REF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI aOOT DTWDT TW 
NuMBER R=! 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TA~ ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
653 43800 90 000 453 00 .7958-02 .9539-02 .95:U-02 .9000 .3469-03 .4158-03 .2777 2.146 526 1 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B 110DEL 60-0 IN TYE AEDC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2952 
OH848 60-0 SSME N3ZZLE fRI+UY37J 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 1+0 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • -5 000 
BDFLAP '" 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000-
···TEST COtIDJTIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO -0 T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEI •• R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2 
639 5035 1.900 39 95 - 1383-01 99.79 124~ !J2 1+7 1109-01 1+845 3721+. .3237-03 .71+1+1-07 
"U'J HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
F12SEC = 0175 
639 1704-01 5702-01 
···rEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/H"EF" H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR 8TUI OEG. R DEG R 
TA UTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
639 88000-01 3,5 00 432 00 5506-02 6652-02 .66~2-02 .9000 9381-04 .1133-03 6786-01 .5287 523 3 
639 88000-01 oooeo 433 00 1594-01 1926-01 .1926-01 .9000 2716-03 .3281-03 1966 1 485 522.9 
639 .88000-01 25 000 ~34 00 '328 .1609 .16J3 .9000 2264-02 .2742-02 1.619 12 73 531 6 
639 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 7071-01 .8551-01 .85 )1-01 .9000 1205-02 1457-02 .8679 6 569 526 4 
639 .88000-01 65 0(10 436 00 1144-01 1382-01 .1332-01 .9000 .1950-03 2355-03 .l'-tl3 1.068 521 9 
639 88000-01 9C 080 437 00 4343-02 5243-02 .52-.3-02 .9000 7399-04 8931f-04 .5369-01 4145 '521 I 
639 88000-0, 13'j 00 438 00 2884-02 3482-02 .3432-02 .9000 .4915-04 5933-04 .3569-01 2621 520.4 
639 .17500 00000 "39 00 1602-01 1936-01 1936-01 .9000 .2730-03 3299-03 .1973 1 485 ~24 0 
639 17500 25 000 440 00 5087-01 6152-01 61'52-01 .9000 8668-03 1048-02 .6242 4 923 526 5 
639 .17500 45 000 441 00 .5794-01 7007-01 .70')7-01 .9000 .9872-03 1194-02 .7110 5473 526 5 
639 .17500 65 COO 442 00 1214-01 .1466-01 1466-01 9000 .2068-03 2499-03 .1497 1.139 522.7 
639 17500 90 000 443 00 38'-+0-02 .4636-02 4636-02 9000 6543-04 7900-04 .4748-01 .3716 521 0 
639 27000 00000 44"i 00 1105-01 .1335-01 1335-01 .9000 1882-03 2274-03 .1362 1.119 523 3 
639 2700U 25 000 445 00 4734-01 .5724-01 .5n4-01 9000 .8066-03 9752-03 5817 4.511 525.5 
639 27000 45 000 446 00 3849-01 .4653-01 .4653-01 9000 .6559-03 7929-03 .4732 .3 801 525.2 
639 .27000 55 000 447 00 8748-02 1057-01 1057-01 .9000 .1491-03 .1800-03 .1080 .8748 522 3 
639 27000 90 000 448 00 3533-02 .4265-02 .42=55-02 .9000 6020-04 .7268-04 .4369-01 .3492 520 9 
639 .43800 00000 449 OC 8285-02 .1001-01 .IOJI-01 9000 lit 12-03 .1706-03 1021 7985 523 2 
639 43BOO 25.000 450 00 1699-01 2052-01 .2052-01 9000 2894-03 .3497-03 .2093 1 619 523.5 
639 43800 45 000 451 00 1449-01 .1750-01 17'j0-01 .9000 a .. 6g-03 2983-03 1787 1 407 522 9 
639 ... 3800 65 000 452 00 6801-02 .8215-02 .82IS';Oc! 9000 .1159-03 .1400-03 .8392-01 .6407 522.5 
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2953 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY37) 
RUN ZO MS P'-ll TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIIIREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
T AIIITO f".T2SEC FT2SEC f"T2SEC ISEC 
639 43800 90 000 453 00 3902-02 4712-02 47 2-02 9000 6648-04 8028-04 .4822-01 3735 5~1.3 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP[RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 295'+ 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY371 
5SME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACI-' a £ 000 ALPHA "10.00 BETA UOOO ELEVON • -5.000 BDFLO\P = ! 000 SPOBRK 0000 -
···TEST CONt ! T IONS··· 
RUN RN/L .. 11ACH ALPHA BETA PO H T P C V RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1f'T2 661 1 021 7.940 39 97 - 4544-06 206 B 1254 G2 12 .2224-01 .9816 3736. .6517-03 .7't13-07 
RUN HREF ST'~ i'.8 
NuMBER BTlil R CErIR) 
FT25EC = 0 1'5 
66! 2429-01 4021-01 
·"TEST [1\TA··· 
PUN ZO MS P4! TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HF'EF TAWITO HITO) H( TAW) COOT Oll-.JOT TW 
NUMBER p= 1.0 R=O 9 R= 8TUIR 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW TO F72SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
661 88000-01 3 15 00 432 00 3307-02 3991-02 399 -02 9000 8028-04 9690-04 5871-01 4576 522.'+ 661 88COO-01 GOOOO 433 00 8559-02 1033-(11 103 ;-01 9000 2078-03 .2508-03 1518 1.lIt7 523 0 661 88000-01 25 000 434 00 .6788-01 8213-01 82\3-01 9000 .1648-02 1994-02 1 190 9.366 531 3 661 83000-01 45 000 435 00 1860-01 2246-01 2241', -0 1 .9000 .4516-03 5452-03 3297 2 499 523.5 661 88000-01 65 000 436 00 8001-02 9655-02 965')-02 9000 1942-03 2344-03 .1421 1.07'+ 522 0 661 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4122-02 4974-02 1t97L.-02 9000 1001-03 1207-03 .7330-01 .5658 521 2 65. 890S0-01 13~ CO ... 38 00 1849-02 2230-02 223]-02 9000 .1t1t89-01t .5415-04 3294-01 2420 520 0 66i 17500 'JJOOO 433 00 8'1 .. 3-02 9710-02 9711-02 9000 .1952-03 2357 03 1426 1 073 523 5 661 17500 25 000 1t40 00 25G2-01 3095-01 309-;-01 .9000 6220-03 7514-03 4526 3 571 525.9 661 17500 45 000 441 00 1739-01 2099-01 2091-01 9000 4221-03 5097-03 3081 2.375 523 9 661 17500 65 COO 442 00 7634-02 9215-02 921.1-02 9000 1853-03 2237-03 .1354 1.030 522.9 661 17500 90 000 443 00 3775-02 4554-02 1t55'-t-02 9000 9163-04 1106-03 6712-01 5253 521 2 661 27000 OCCOO 444 GO 6245-02 7~38-02 7531-02 .9000 1516-03 1830-03 11 08 9103 523 0 661 27000 25 000 445 00 2491-01 3008-01 3008-01 9000 6046-03 7303-03 4404 3 416 325.3 661 27000 45 000 446 00 1664-01 2009-01 .2003-01 9000 .4040-03 .'-1878-03 .2950 l' 371 523.6 651 27000 65 000 '-1'-1'" 00 6136-02 .7406-02 .740:5-02 9000 1'-190-05 1798-03 1089 8823 '522 5 661 27000 90 000 448 00 .3030-02 .3655-02 365-;-02 .9000 7356-04 8874-04 5390-01 '-1309 ~20 9 661 .1t3800 00000 449 00 .4027-02 4860-02 .1t86 )-02 .9000 .9777-04 .1180-03 .7151-01 5594 522 2 
661 43800 25 000 450 00 .1026-01 1239-01 .123)-01 .9000 .2492-03 3008-03 1821 1 409 523 1 661 .43800 1t5 000 451 00 .1002-01 .1209-01 .120l-01 .9000 .2432-03 .2936-03 .1778 1.400 522.8 661 .43800 65 000 452 00 .'-1829-02 .5828-02 15823-02 .9000 .1172-03 .1415-03 .8571-01 .6544 522 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0,"84B MODEL 60-0 1 N THE AEDC VKF HYPI '~SON I C TUNNEL PAGE 2955 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY37) 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HPF.:F TAW/TO H(TO) HlTAW) , OOOT OTWDT TW 
NU116ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R I BTU I DEO R OEG R 
TAW ro FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
661 43800 90 000 453 00 2094-02 2527-02 .252 '-02 9000 5084-04 .6134-n4 .3721+-01 .2884 521 2 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC \KF ~YP~RSONtC TUNNEL PAGE 2956 
OH848 60-0 SSME N(ZZLE IR'tUY371 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACI' LOOO ALPHA 
" 
40.00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 80Ft AP ).000 SP08RK .. 0000 
---TlST CON) IT IONS"· 
RUN RWL MACH AlPYA BETA PO TJ T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
641 2 028 7.980 39 99 - 6938-02 435 7 1292 !J4 03 4536-01 2 022 3794. .1302-02 .7567-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU'1BER BTU I R REt'"IRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
641 3502-01 2854-01 
···TEST JATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H~EF TAWITO HITO) HITAWI ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SlC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISE:C 
641 88000-0! 315 00 432 00 2502-02 3005-02 300~-02 .9000 8761-04 1053-03 .6753-01 5268 520 9 641 88000-01 COOOO 433 00 1685-01 2026-01 .2023-01 .9000 5902-03 7094-03 4539 3 431 522 6 641 88000-01 25 000 434 00 8(197-01 9774-01 .977-1-01 .9000 2836-02 3423-02 2 134 16 73 539.0 641 8<1000-01 45 000 435 00 2049-01 2464-01 .24E-I-01 .9000 7176-03 8629-03 5503 4.168 524 8 641 88000-01 65 000 436 00 9658-02 1161-01 .1161-01 9000 3382-03 .4066-03 .2599 1.964 523 2 641 88000-01 90 01)0 437 00 1007-01 1210-01 .121 J-OI 9000 3526-03 4237-03 2715 2 095 521 8 641 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1804-02 2166-02 21E3-02 .9000 6317-04 7586-04 4880-01 3586 519.2 641 17500 00000 439 CO 1604-01 .1929-01 19c~-01 9000 .5617-03 .6754-03 4309 3 243 524 5 641 17500 25 COO 440 00 5226-01 6297-01 6297-01 9000 .1830-02 2205-02 I 391 10.94 532 0 641 17500 45 000 441 00 1855-01 2233-01 .2233-01 9000 6502-03 7820-03 4982 3 837 5254 641 .17500 65 COO 442 00 .9118-02 1096-01 .1096-01 .9000 3193-03 .3838-03 2454 1 867 523 2 641 17500 90 000 443 00 8696-02 .1045-01 .1(j45-01 .9000 .3046-03 3660-03 .2343 I 833 522 3 641 27000 00000 444 00 1178-01 1416-01 .1415-01 9000 .4126-03 4S59-03 .3173 2 608 522 8 641 27000 25 000 445 00 3682-01 4432-01 .44:!2-01 .9000 .1289-02 1552-02 9845 7 624 528.2 641 .27000 45 000 446 00 1599-01 1923-01 .1923-01 .9000 5602-03 .6736-03 4298 3 454 524 4 641 .27000 65.000 447 00 8676-02 .1043-01 .1043-01 .9000 .3039-03 3652-03 .2336 1 892 522.9 641 27000 90 000 448 00 7502-02 .9013-02 .9013-02 .9000 2627-03 3156-03 .2024 1.617 521 3 641 .43800 00000 449.00 .6089-02 7315-02 .7315-02 9000 .2132-03 .2562-03 1644 1 286 520 9 641 .43800 25 000 450.00 .1456 ·01 .1751-01 • J7~ 1-01 .9000 .5101-03 6131-03 3919 3 032 523 3 641 .43800 "5.000 451.00 .9483-02 .1140-01 .1140-01 .9000 .3321-03 .3991-03 2555 2 012 522 3 641 .43800 65 000 452 GO .7348-02 18831-02 .88:?I-02 .9000 .2573-03 .3093-03 .1979 1.511 522.5 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2957 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R4UY37) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO f-I/HREF H/HREF H/r:/EF TAW/TO HIlOl HIlAWI OOOT OTWOT T(.I 
NUMBER P=l 0 R=O 9 R: 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAIooITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
C41 43800 90 000 453 00 .7099-02 .8530-02 .85:!J-02 9000 .2486-03 - 2987-03 .1914 1.482 521 8 
.. 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEoC JKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2958 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY37) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. e 000 ALPHA 
"' 
40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP = 5 000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CO~ 0 I TlONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH A~PHA BETA PO 10 T P a v RHO MU 
Nlf1BER 1FT DEG oEG. PSIA DEC R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
651 2 990 7 990 40 05 3490-02 671 4 132E. 96 43 .6934-01 3 098 3846. 1941-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBE.R BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
651 4356-01 2344-01 
• 
···TEST DATA··· . 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/ .... REF' TAW/TO HITO) HtTAWl aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEO. R OEO R 
TAl ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
651 .88000-01 315 CO 432 00 .2534-02 3035-02 30'')-02 9000 1104-03 1322-03 .8882-01 .6921 523.0 
651 88000-01 OOGGO 433 00 1995-01 2391-01 23~ I-Oj .9000 8690-03 104\-02 6966 5 256 526.0 
651 88000-01 25 DDt) 434 00 2372-01 .2845-01 28' 5-01 9000 1033-02 1239-02 8244 6.491 529 7 
651 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1466-01 1757-01 17:.7-01 9000 6385-0"3 7654-03 5115 3.871 526 6 
651 88000-01 65 QOO 436 00 2438-01 2924-01 29< it-O 1 .9000 1062-02 .1274-02 .8495 6 403 527.9 
651 88000-01 90 COO 437 00 9442-02 .1131-01 11 1-01 .9000 4113-03 .4927-03 3307 2.550 5236 
651 .88000-01 135 CO 438 00 2113-02 2530-02 .25,;0-02 .9000 9207-04 1102-03 .7428-01 .5454 520 8 
651 17500 00000 439 00 1822-01 2184-01 .2Ib'4-01 .9000 7936-03 .9515-03 6350 4 771 527 6 
051 17500 25 OeJO 440 00 2895-01 3475-01 .3475-01 .9000 1261-02 1514-02 1.002 7 881 532 7 
651 17500 45 000 441 00 1278-01 1532-01 .15,2-01 9000 5569-03 6675-03 4460 3.433 526 7 
651 17500 65 COO 442 00 2169-01 2602-01 2602-01 .9000 9451-03 1134-02 .7548 5 725 529 0 
651 17500 90 000 443 00 .86'-+0-02 .1035-01 .103'3-01 90eo 3764-03 4509-03 .3026 2.365 523 8 
651 27000 00000 444 00 1256-01 1505-01 .1505-01 .9000 5470-03 6555-03 4387 3 601 525 C 
651 27000 25 000 445 00 .2148-01 2576-01 2575-01 .9000 9359-03 1122-02 7483 5.795 528 j 
651 27000 45 000 446 00 1369-01 1641-01 160..1-01 _9000 5964-03 7149-03 4780 3 838 526 2 
651 .27000 65 000 447 00 .2267-01 .2718-01 .27'8-01 .9000 9874-03 1184-02 .7890 6373 528 6 
651 27000 90 000 448 00 7040-02 8432-02 84.12-02 .9000- 3067-03 3673-03 .2467 1.970 523 2 
651 43800 00000 449 00 7345-02 8798-02 .87g8-02 .9000 32.00-03 3833-03 .2573 2 Oil 523 6 
651 .43800 25 000 450 00 1456-01 .1745-01 .17,,5-01 .9000 6343-03 7603-03 .5083 3.926 526 4 
651 43800 45 000 451 flO 1780-01 2134-01 213 .. -01 .9000 .7755-03 .9295-03 .6215 4.885 526.2 
651 43800 65 000 452 00 2058-01 .2468-01 241)8-01 .9000 .8966-03 .1075-02 .7172 5.461 527 7 
OA TE 23 ~"E8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2959 
• 
0~8~B 60-0 SSME N~ZZlE IR4UY371 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I--REF TAW/TO HtTO) HITAW) aOOT OTJ.olDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R B1U/R STUI OEG. R D£G. R 
TA~ 'TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
651 43800 90 000 453 00 6008-02 7196-02 71£b-02 9000 2617-03 .3135-03 .2105 1 629 52:1.3 
CATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'18 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC /KF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 296g 
OH8'18 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY381 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA .. 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP = ·12 50 SPDBRK .. 0000 
···T~ST COrOITIONS··· 
RUN RNtL MACH ALPHA BETA PO '0 T P 0 V RHO MU NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA DE(· R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 11'"T3 I FTC? 
631 .5096 7 900 39 97 .138'1-01 101 0 12 .. ·, . 92.47 .1122-01 4903 3724. .3276-03 .7441-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
631 1714-01 566B-OI 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ze MS PHI TIC r-.o H/HREF H/HREF HII-REF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR 8TUIR BTUI OEO R OEG R 
TAli/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT:SEC ISEC 
631 88000-01 3 1 5 00 432 GO 1936-02 2218-02 22'8-02 .9000 3147-04 3802-04 2277-01 177'+ 523 0 
631 98000-01 00::100 433 00 5987-02 7111-02 .71 1-02 .9000 .10C9-03 .1219-03 7305-01 5521 522.7 631 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 1713-01 2070-01 20 '0-01 .9000 2936-03 35'18-03 2120 1.674 524 4 
631 .89000-01 '15 000 435 00 .'1087-01 .49'12-01 4942-01 .9000 .7006-03 8471-03 5050 3 82'1 525 B 
631 89000-01 65 000 '136 00 8356-01 .1011 .10 I 9000 1432-02 1734-02 I 028 7.744 529.0 631 88000-01 90 000 '137 00 830'1-02 1003-01 .1013-01 .9000 1'123-03 .1720-03 1031 7948 522 7 
631 88COO-01 135 00 438 00 2875-02 3471-02 .34"71-02 .9000 4928-04 59~0-0'l 3574-01 2623 521.4 
631 17500 00000 '139 00 5445-02 .6579-02 .65-'9-02 9000 .9333-04 1128-03 .6752-01 5084 523 2 631 17500 25 000 440 00 .1069-01 1292-01 .12~2-01 9000 .1833-03 2214-03 .1325 I 047 523.6 631 17500 45 000 'I'll 00 3867-01 .4676-01 .'+6-6-01 9000 .6629-03 .8016-03 4776 3.677 526 2 631 .17500 65.000 442 00 .6676-01 8080-01 .80 :l0-0 I .9000 11'14-02 1385-02 .8211 6.227 529 2 6.51 17500 90 000 '1'13 00 .84'+'1-02 1020-01 .10;!0-01 9000 1'147-03 17'18-03 10'18 8195 522.7 
631 27000 00000 444 00 .4660-02 .5630-02 .56.50-02 .9000 7988-04 9651-04 5781-01 4751 523.0 631 27000 25 000 4'15 00 1579-01 .1908-01 . 19~J8-0 I .9000 2706-03 3271-03 1956 I 518 523 9 631 27000 45 000 4'16 00 .4520-01 5466-01 5455-01 .9000 77'18-03 9369-03 558 .. '+ 484 526 0 631 27000 65 000 4'17 00 3001-01 3627-01 .36'?7-01 .9000 5144-03 6218-03 3715 3 006 524.6 631 27000 90 000 448 00 662'1-02 8000-02 .80'iD-02 .9000 .1135-03 1371-03 B225-01 6571 522 c> 631 43800 00000 449 00 .3757-02 .4538-02 .4538-02 .9000 .6439-04 .7779-0'1 .4661-01 3645 522 8 631 .'+3800 25 000 450 00 .1092-01 .1319-01 .1319-01 .9000 .1871-03 .2261-03 1354 1 0'+7 523 2 631 .'+3800 '15 000 451.00 .2388-01 .2895-01 .2835-01 .9000 '''093-03 ,"9'16-03 .2958 2 327 524.0 631 .43800 65.000 452.00 .1421-01 .1717-01 i1717-01 .9000 .2't36-03 .29'14-03 .1762 I 344 523 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8.,B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP:~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2961 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRItUY3S) 
RUN ZO I'lS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H,EF ,TAWITO HIlO) H(TAW) aDOT DTWOl TW 
NU:-iBER R=1 0 R=Q 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R D£G. A 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
631 1t3800 90 000 1t53 00 1t990-02 .6028-02 602? -02 .9000 . 8551t-01t 1033-03 .6197-01 .1t7ge 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP:RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2962 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R4UY!8) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MAC'i :? 000 ALPHA . ItO.OO 8ETA .0000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BDF. AP .. -12 50 SPDBRK .. .0000· 
"'TCST COr..:l1T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TQ T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEr R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XID 6 IFT3 IFT2 
605 I 013 7 940 39 97 1385-01 206 2 12'5E. 92 It2 2218-01 9787 37lt2 .6lt77-03 7lt37-07 
RUN '"'REF STN NO 
NUMBER 8Tul R REF(RI 
F-:-2SEC = 0175 
605 .2425-01 4035-01 
'''TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO "15 PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/~REF' TAW/TO HtTOl H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT 1W 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8 TUI DEG. R OEG R 
TA~ ITO FT25EC FT25EC FT25EC ISEC 
605 880CO-01 315 CO ... 32 00 2087-02 .2515-02 2515-02 9000 5063-04 6101-04 3742-01 .2923 518 5 
605 .880CO-01 00000 "33 00 2215-02 2669-02 26£9-02 9000 5372-0't 6lt73-0't 3972-01 .3009 518.3 
605 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2048-01 2't70-01 21t-O-01 9000 4968-03 5992-03 .3659 2.893 521 2 
605 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 4009-01 4839-01 48:;'9-01 .9000 9724-03 1174-02 7131 5 It03 521t.3 
605 88000-01 65 000 436 00 1695-01 2043-01 .20~3-01 .9000 4110-03 It955-03 3030 2.293 520.3 
605 .88000-01 90 COO 437 00 .3235-02 .3898-02 38S8-02 9000 7846-04 9455-04 5799-01 '1'183 5113.5 
605 88000-01 135 00 '138 00 1772-02 213'1-02 21::;'1-02 .9000 4297-0't 5176-0't 3180-01 .2339 517 5 
605 17500 JOOOo 439 00 2272-02 2738-02 27:8-02 9000 5511-0't .6641-0'1 .'+072·01 3071t 518.7 
605 17500 25 COQ '140 00 7251-02 .87ltl-02 874:-02 9000 1759-03 2120-03 .1298 I 027 519 7 
605 17500 45 000 441 00 .2545-01 .3071-0: .30-:-01 9000 6172-03 .74lt8-03 It533 3 495 5233 
605 17500 65 COO 442 00 1151-01 1388-01 13En-01 .9000 2793-03 .3367-03 2058 1.567 520.8 
605 .7500 90 000 It., 3 00 3019-02 3638-02 .36:'0-02 .9000 7322-04 882't-04 .5413-01 It242 518 It 
605 27000 00000 444 00 1789-02 2156-02 21~,G-02 .9000 .lt340-04 5230-04 .3208-01 26lt2 518 G 
6C5 27000 25 000 445 00 8370-02 1009-01 10Oq-01 9000 2030-03 2447-03 1498 I 165 519 8 
605 27000 45 000 446.00 1417-01 1709-01 1709-01 .9000 3437-03 4145·03 .2532 e 039 521 0 
605 27000 65 000 447 00 .6570-02 .7920-02 .7920-02 .9000 .1593-03 1921-03 .1175 .9534 520 I 
605 27000 90.000 It48 00 2150-02 .2591-02 .25~1-02 .9000 .~216-04 6285-04 3857-01 30B7 518 2 
605 .43800 .00000 It49 00 1462-02 .1762-02 .1'762-02 .9000 • 3546-Ci-i ."273-04 .2622-01 .2055 518 2 
605 .lt3800 25 000 450.00 .4111-02 .'1955-02 .lt955-02 .~OOO ,9971-04 1202-03 .7368-01 .5713 518 8 
605 .43800 It5.000 451 00 .5136-02 .6190-02 ~$i90·02 .9000 ,1246-03 .1!501"03 .9199-01 .7256 519.2 
605 .43800 65.000 'l52 00 13519-02 ,lt2't2-02 .... 2'·2-02 1"000 ;13536-0"1 l029-03 .6301-01 .481B 519 5 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 01-184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2963 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R4UY3a) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HPEF H/~REF TAWITO H(TO) H<TAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=\ 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTum BTUI OEG R OEG. R 
TM ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2StC ISEC 
605 43800 90 000 453 00 1512-02 1822-02 .18,2-02 .9000 .3666-04 .44la-04 .2709-01 2101 5:8.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0'-!84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYICRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2964 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY38) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC OAT4 
MACH 13.000 ALPHA = 40.00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP . 12.50 SPD8RK ., 0000 
"·TEST COl /'J IT IONS" • 
RUN R~./L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO 0 T P a v RHO MU 
NUMaER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEI, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
xI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
603 2 009 7 sao 39 99 1734-01 43"1 1 r29" 9"1 "10 ."1519-01 2 (,014 3801. 1292-oC! .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU'1BER 8TUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
603 3498-01 2866-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS P'-!I TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITOI HI TAWI ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG R 
TA UTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
603 88000-01 315 00 432 00 1026-02 1232-02 .12.52-02 .9000 .3590-04 4309-04 .2788-01 .2176 519 9 
603 .88COO-Ol 00000 433 00 2.313-02 3497-02 .3437-02 90~0 1019-03 1223-03 7912-01 5987 520.2 
b03 880(10-01 25 000 "13"1 00 2123-01 2551-01 .25'31-01 .9000 7"127-03 8924-03 .5738 4 532 524.0 
603 88000-01 45 000 "135 00 6449-01 7766-01 .77:36-01 .9000 2256-02 .2717-02 1.725 13 02 532 1 
603 88000-01 65 COG 436 00 "1782-01 5752-01 ,5752-01 .9000 1673-02 2012-02 I 286 9 698 527 6 
603 88000'01 90 000 437 00 5743-02 6895-02 68-35-02 .9000 2009-03 2"112-03 1559 1 204 520 4 
603 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .2008-02 2410-02 .2410-02 9000 7023-04 8429-04 5463-01 4015 518 9 
603 17500 00000 439 0') 2621-02 3147-02 .31 t7-02 .90l'0 9168-04 1101-03 7115-01 5365 520.6 
603 17500 25 000 440 00 8229-02 9883-D2 .98'33-02 9000 2878-03 3"157-03 .2230 1.762 522.1 
603 17500 45 000 441 00 4029-01 "1847-01 ."18-0-01 9000 .1409-02 1696-02 1.083 8325 528 6 
603 17'500 65 COO 442 00 3603-01 .433"1-01 4334-01 9000 .1260-02 1516-02 9680 7 343 528 5 
603 17500 90 000 443 00 5703-02 .6847-02 68-i7-02 .9000 1995-03 2395-03 1549 1.212 520 5 
603 27000 00000 444 00 1917-02 .2301-02 .23)1-02 9000 .5706-0"1 .8050-0"1 .5206-01 428"1 520 3 
603 27000 25 000 445 00 .9628-C2 .1156-01 .1136-01 .9000 3368-03 "1045-03 2608 2 026 522 2 
603 27000 45 000 446 00 .2433-01 2925-01 .29':5-01 9000 8512-03 1023-02 6565 '5 273 525.4 
603 27000 65 000 447 00 1767-01 2123-01 .21~3-01 9000 6181-03 .7"127-03 ."1778 3.868 523.8 
603 .27000 90 000 4"18 00 4744-02 .5696-02 .56'36-02 9000 1660-03 .1993-03 .128B I 030 520 6 
603 .43800 00000 4"19 00 .1406-02 16B7-02 .1627-02 9000 ."1917-0"1 .'5902-04 3818-01 .2990 520 I 
603 .43800 25 000 "150 00 .4838-02 .5809-02 .58')9-02 .9000 .1692-03 .2032-03 .1313 I 017 521 0 
~03 .'i3800 4~ OOi "€I 'iO 19426·02 '1132-01 .1 I 32-01 19000 .3297-03 .3960-03 .2555 2.D13 521 7 03 1"3800 b5.00 It f 0 ii197-02 1 105-01 U 1)5-01 ,gOOO 1~217-03 .3865-03 .2490 1.901 522 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYI>£RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2965 
0f-l848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY381 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/'FlEF TAWITO H!TO~ H!TAWI aOOT onlDT Tlol 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R: BTU/R STU/R BTU I OEG R OEG. R 
TAUTO FT2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
603 43800 90 000 453 00 34-'4-02 4171-C2 4111-02 9000 1215-03 .1459-03 
-
.9428-01 7303 520.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF Hr~ERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2966 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fR4UY38J 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC CATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. -12 50 SPOBRK .0000 
···TEST CO~DITIONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO ro T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG OEG PSIA DE:> R OEG R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 , 1FT! IFT2 H. 
581 2.994 7 990 40 05 1047-01 671 7 • 1327 96 36 .6937-01 3.100 3845. .1943-02 .775"-0 
R~N HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
581 4357-01 2.3"2-01 
·.·TEST DATA·'· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HI-REF TAW/TO HITO) • HITAW) OOOT OTWDT TI-I ,~ ~ 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEO.~R CEO R'~' 
T/I..lITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISE 
581 88000-01 315 00 432 00 1023-02 1226-02 1;:26-02 9000 4456-04 .5341-04 3567-01 .2774 526 2 
581 88000-01 C')OOO 433 00 6872-02 .8240-02 .82'10-02 9000 2994-03 .3590-03 2392 1.803 527.7 
581 88000-01 25 000 434 00 1787-01 21't5-01 21'15-01 .9000 7787-03 .93"4-03 .62'JI 4.880 530.4 
581 88000-01 45 DOC 435 00 7426-01 8940-1.:1 .8S't0-01 .9000 .3235-02 3895-02 2.534 19.0L 543.5 
581 88000-01 65 COO 43G 00 8670-01 1044 . I C"4 9000 3777-02 45"8-02 2.956 22 10 544.0 
581 88000-01 90 OO~ .. 37 00 7872-02 .9437-02 .9437-02 .9000 3430-03 4111-03 2744 2.112 926.6 : i 581 88000-01 135 M 438 00 2094-02 2509-02 .2:-09-02 9000 .9122-0k .. 1093-03 .7317-01 .5363 524.5 ' 
581 175CO .COOOO 439 00 5191-02 • 622't-02 .622'+-02 9000 .2261-0~ .2712-03 .1807 I 357 527.7 ' .-.: 
581 17500 25 000 440 00 7706-02 924f-02 .92"1-02 .9000 .3357-03 :4026-03 2681 2. 1)3 528 I 
581 17500 45 000 441 00 4808-01 .5782-01 5';'82-01 .9000 .2095-02 2519-02 I 6"9 12.61 539 3 
581 17500 65 000 442 00 6658-01 8019-01 8('19-01 .9000 .2901-02 .3494-02 2.267 17.05 5 .. 5 2 
581 17500 90 000 443 00 7609-02 9123-02 .9123-02 9000 3'l15-03 3975-03 .2652 2 069 526.9 
581 27000 00000 444 00 3473-02 416"-02 .416'+-02 9000 .1513-03 1814-03 .1210 9919 527 3 
581 .27000 25 000 445 00 8390-02 .1005-01 .IC06-01 9000 .3655-03 4383-03 2920 2 261 527 9 
581 27000 45 000 446 00 3072-01 368tOl 3~,B9-01 .9000 1338-02 1607-02 1.061 8.490 533.6 
581 27000 65 000 447 00 3547-01 426 -01 .... ,lIt-OI • 9000 ~ .1545-02 .1856-J2 1.225 9 862 53".3 
581 27000 90 000 .. 48 00 7055-02 8"59-02 8~~8-02 .9000 .307"-03 .3685-03 2 .. 59 I 960 526.7 
581 43800 00000 4"9 00 .1726-02 2J69-02 2(69-02 9000 7520-04 901"-04 .6019-01 .'+698 526 2 
581 .43800 25 000 .. 50 00 4217-02 .5055-02 .5(55-02 9000 1837-03 2202-03 1 .. 70 I 135 !j26 7 
581 .43800 "5 000 "51 ,UO 1139-01 '366-01 .1:66-01 .9000 "960-03 .5949-03 3958 3.107 528.8 
581 43800 65 000 .. 52 00 1"7"-01 .1769-0 I liG9-01 .9000 . 6424-03 .7708-03 .511 .. 3.889 530.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HY~ERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 296~ 
OHB4B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY38) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HRlf H/HREF H/·'REF TAWITO HtTO) HtTAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER Rei RaO 9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEO. R 
TA~/1O FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IS£C 
581 43800 90 000 453 00 5365-02 .6432-02 .6432-02 .9000 .2338-03 .2802-03 .1869 1.44"+ 5~7.0 
f ' 
• 
DATE 23 FE'B 80 OH8'tB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HY'ERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2968 
OH8'tB 60-0 SSME tJQZZLE IR4UY381 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA lt~ 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP c -5.000 SPOBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CO\lD1TIONS'" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DE:>. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS lB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTc 
621 't99lt 7 9QO 39 93 1380-01 97 55 1235. 91.5B .108lt-01 4736 3706 .3195-03 .7369-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BT01 R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
62 1 1682-01 5733-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/-iREF TAWITO HlTOI H(TAWI aOOT ~jWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI CEG. R DEG R 
T~WlTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
621 88000-01 315 CO lt32 00 2549-02 3083-02 .3(83-02 9000 .4286-04 5185-0lt 3053-01 .2380 522 4 
621 88000-01 00000 lt33 00 5614-02 6791-02 .6791-02 .9000 .94lt2-04 1142-03 .672't-01 .5082 522 5 
621 .88000-01 25 000 't34 00 2206-01 2670-01 .2670-01 9000 .3710-03 .4491-03 .2635 2.080 524.6 
621 8800a-01 45 000 435 00 6lt35-01 .7798-01 .779S-01 .9000 .1082-02 .131 J -02 .76 .. 7 5.783 528.1 
621 88ioo- 01 65.000 436 00 4a35-0' 4885-01 .4885-01 .9000 6786-03 .8216-03 .4811 3.631 525.6 
621 88 00-01 90 000 't37 00 45a7-02 .545lt-02 54Slt-02 9000 .7581-04 9173-04 5393-01 4159 523.2 
621 88000-01 135 00 lt38 00 .1865-02 i!256-02 .2256-02 .9000 .3137-04 • 3794-0lt 2234-01 .1639 522.5 
621 17500 00000 lt39 00 5088-02 .6156-C2 .6156-02 9000 8558-0't 1035-03 .6091-01 .4587 522.9 
621 17500 2':> 000 440 00 1267-01 1534-01 .1:3It-01 9000 2131-03 .2580-03 .1515 1.196 524 0 
621 17000 45 000 441 00 .5589-01 .677lt-01 6 ... .., .. -01 9000 .9399-03 .1139-02 663lt 5 101 528 8 
621 17500 65 COO 't't2 00 3398-01 .4115-01 .ltl !5-01 9000 5715-03 .6920-03 4050 3.077 52J.'=l 
621 17500 90 000 443 00 't470-02 5't08-a2 .51.08-02 9000 7517-0't 9096-04 .53't9-01 .. 182 '323. / 
621 27000 00000 4't'+.00 't398-02 ~320-02 .5~20-02 .90(}() 7396-0'+ 89'+8-0't 5266-01 .'+329 522 7 
621 27000 25 000 4't5 00 .1842-01 2229-01 22i~9-01 .9000 3097-03 . 37't9-03 2200 I 707 524 3 
621 27000 45 000 446.00 4574-01 5540-01 5~"0-01 .90CO .7693-03 9318-03 5447 4 373 526.6 
621 27000 65 000 447 00 1602-01 1939-01 1~:)9-0j 9000 269'+-03 .3261-03 1914 I 549 52'+.2 
621 2"'000 90 000 448 00 3733-02 '+516-02 .4=:6-02 .9000 6278-04 7596-04 4'+69-01 3569 ~2.8 62, 43800 00000 449 00 ::454-02 4177-02 .4177-0.:: 9000 .5e08-04 .7025-04 4140-01 !239 5 1.9 
62! 43800 25.000 lt50 00 1096-01 .1326-01 1::26-0 I 90110 18't4-1)3 .2231-03 1312 1.016 522 9 
621 '+3800 '+5.000 451 00 .1't83-01 1795-01 .1";95-01 9000 2'+95-J3 .3018-03 1775 /.397 523./ 
621 43800 65 000 't52 00 8356~02 .1011-01 .1011-01 9000 .1't05-03 .1701-03 9993-01 .7625 523.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF H)~ERSO~lC • UN~£L PAGE 2959 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY191 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO rl/HREF H/I-tREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAW, aOOT OH./OT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R· BTU/R 8TU/R BTU I OEG. A OEG. R 
THIITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
621 43800 90 000 453 00 1435-02 . £736-02 . 1~ -:6-02 .9000 2414-04 .2920-04 .1719-01 .1330 t);?2.6 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH948 MODEL 60-0 I~ THE AEOC VKF H'PERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2970 
OH848 60-0 SSME ~OZZLE IR4UY39) 
S'::'1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8~000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BCFLAP " -5 000 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PC TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBCR 1FT DeG OEG. PSIA DtG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
615 1 002 7.940 39 97 .1384-0] 204 7 121->1. 92 64 .2202-01 9716 3746. .6415-03 .745'+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
F'T2C;EC = 0175 
615 2418-01 4055-01 
.. ·TES7 DATA·· .. 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.0 R=0.9 R: 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
T',W/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
615 88000-01 31~ 00 432 00 .2682-02 3233-02 3233-02 9000 6485-04 7816-0'+ .'+800-01 .37'+5 520.5 
615 88000-01 00000 ,+33 00 7123-02 8586-02 .8536-02 9000 1722-03 2076-03 127'+ .9638 520.8 
615 88000-01 25 000 '+3'+ 00 5613-01 .6779-01 .6778-01 .9000 .1357-02 .1639-02 .9951 7.845 527.3 
615 88000-01 45 000 435 00 6533-01 .7888-01 .7888-01 .9000 1579-02 .1907-02 1.159 8.766 527.1 
615 88000-01 65 000 436 00 1447-01 .1745-01 . P-+5-0 I .9000 3498-03 .4218-03 2586 I 955 521.5 
615 88000-01 90 000 437 00 3103-02 3739-02 .3739-02 9000 .7503-0'+ .90'+0-04 .5562-01 .4297 519 3 
615 .88000-01 135 00 '+38 00 1897-02 2285-02 .2285-02 .9000 .'+586-04 .5524-04 3"04-01 2503 518 '+ 
615 .17500 00000 439 00 7270-02 8764-02 .8764-02 9000 .1757-0.3 .2119-03 .1299 9790 521 6 
615 17500 25'000 440 00 .1992-01 2403-01 2->103-0 I 9000 .48IG-03 5A08-03 .3553 2.808 522.9 
615 17500 45 000 441 00 .4357-01 .5260-01 .5250-01 .9000 . 1053-02 1272-02 .7736 5.956 526 3 
615 17500 65 COO 442.00 .1210-01 .1459-01 .1-+59-01 9000 .2925-03 .3526-03 2152 I 646 521 5 
615 .17500 90 000 443 00 .2672-02 .3219-02 ,3~19-02 .9000 6460-0'+ .7783-04 4789-01 .3752 519.3 
615 27000 .00000 444 00 5569-02 .6714-02 .6714-02 .9000 .1346-03 1623-03 9957-01 8191 521 I 
615 27000 25 000 445 00 .1920-01 2315-01 .2315-01 9000 4641-03 .5597-03 3427 2.662 522.3 
615 .27000 45 000 446 00 2496-01 .3011-01 .3011-01 9000 .6035-03 7280-03 4'+48 3 576 523 6 
615 27000 65 000 447.00 7075-02 8528-02 8528-02 .9000 .1710-03 2062-03 .1266 I 027 520 5 
615 .27000 90.000 448 00 2144-02 .2583-02 .2583-02 .9000 5182-04 6244-04 .3843-01 .3074 519.2 
615 .43800 ,00000 449 00 .3690-02 .'+44B-02 • Lf'-t't8-02 .9000 .8922-04 • 1075-03 6603-01 5169 520 6 
615 .43800 25.000 450 00 ,7590-02 ,9149-02 .9149-02 .9000 .1835-03 .i??12-03 .1358 1.052 520 8 
615 .43800 45.000 451.00 1~739.02 11053"01 IID5rt .~COO Igl U·03 .e5lf7-03 .~63 I 23Z 520 9 615 .43800 65.000 '152.00 1 270·02 .liJtli"Qi 
.'3$ • , ~QO .le'1 .. ·u ,IS3S·al i 25-01 .7202 521.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 t~OD!CL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF H'PERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2971 
0H84B 60-0 SSME NOZZ[E ~4UV3g) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H \.!REF TAWITO H(TO~ H!TAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8En R=\ G R=O 9 R- BTU'R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
1 MITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
615 43800 90 000 453 00 1806-02 2177-02 .2 77-02 .9000 .43G7-04 .5262-04 .3236-0t .2508 519.7 
.; 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF H'PERSONIC TUNNEL ~G£ ZS"7f-
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZlLE IR4UV~1 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH c 8.000 ALPHA a 40.00 BETA . oroo ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000 
···TEST C;NDITJONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA D~G. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-S~C 
XIO 6 IFT3 1FT 
593 2.004 7.980 40 00 1389-01 436.0 13)3. 94 B'+ .'+539-01 2.023 3810. .1292-02 .7631-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
593 3509-01 2867-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF fJ,HREF TAW/TO H!TOI H!TAWI ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG R 
TLW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
593 88000-01 315 00 '+32 00 96'+7-03 .1158-02 .1158-02 .9000 .3385-0'+ '+062-0'+ 26'+6-01 .2063 521.1 
593 88000-01 00000 '+33 00 3'+49-02 '+1'+0-02 41'tO-02 .0000 .1210-03 1'+52-03 9456-01 7151 521.'+ 
593 .88000-01 25 000 ,+34 00 3002-01 3609-01 .:!509-01 .9000 .1053-02 .1266-02 8159 6.430 528.0 
593 88000-01 45 000 '+35 00 5962-01 7183-01 .7183-01 .9000 .2092-02 2520-02 I 604 12.08 535.9 
593 .88000-01 65 000 435 00 2850-01 .3426-01 .2-t26-01 9000 · 1000-02 .1202-02 7752 5 844 527.5 
593 88000-01 30 000 437 00 4461-02 5354-02 .~::;54-02 9000 .1565-03 .1879-03 .1223 9437 521.5 
593 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1886-02 2262-02 .2262-02 .9000 6617-04 7938-04 5182-01 3807 519.6 
593 17500 00000 439 00 .3382-02 4059-02 4059-02 .9000 1186-03 I't24-03 9264-01 .6980 521.9 
593 17500 25 000 4'tO.00 1063-01 1277-01 .1271-0 I .9000 3730-03 .4479-03 2905 2.294 523 8 
593 17500 45 000 441 00 3973-01 .4781-01 .'t781-01 9000 139't-02 .1677-02 1.075 8.255 531.4 
593 17500 65 COO 4't2 00 2142-01 2574-01 .~FI74-0t .9000 7516-03 9032-03 5831 4.427 526.8 
593 17500 90 000 443.00 't4-t4-02 .5333-02 .~333-02 .9000 1559-03 1871-03 .1218 .9532 521.4 
593 27000 00000 444.00 .2443-02 .2932-02 .~932-02 9000 .8572-04 .1029-03 6695-01 .5506 521.Ei 
593 27000 25.000 445.00 .1140-01 1368-01 .1368-01 .9000 3999-03 4801-03 .3116 2.419 523.5 
593 .27000 '+5 000 446.00 2255-01 2710-~1 ,,"'10-01 .9000 79' 1-03 .9508-03 .6136 4.9~5 527 0 
593 .27000 65 000 447.00 1104-01 .1326- I .1326-01 9000 .3874-03 4653-03 .3017 2.4"c 524.0 
593 2'7000 90.000 448.00 .3332-02 3999-02 .:999-02 !JOOO • 116~-O3 .1403"03 9141-01 7307 520 9 
593 43800 00000 449 00 1712-02 .2055-02 .2055-02 .9000 .6007-04 7209-04 .469't-OI 3674 521.2 
593 '+3800 25.000 Lt50.00 .5615~02 .6740-02 • f"40-02 9000 • 1970-03 .2365-03 .1537 1.190 522.3 
~93 .4~aOO 4<j·aQO ~U:~g •8361-02 .10~7-01 .1007-01 .9000 .2941-03 .3531-03 .2293 1.805 523 0 gil o It NeD 6t. QO .blb ·08 ,8. 6-0~ &iI11J"OG! .9000 .2~89-03 .2S69-0J .1862 1.421 523 2 
DAT[ 23 FEB BO OH848 MODcO:L 60-0 IN THE AEDG VKF ~YPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2913 
OH848 BO-O SSt-:E NOZ7LE fR4UY39) 
"'UN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREr H/HRCF' IJ/HREr TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NL;M8ER R=1.0 Fl"O 9 ~= BTUIR BTU/R , BTU/ OEO. R OEO. R 
TlWITO F12SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
593 43800 90 000 453 00 2970-02 3564-02 3564-02 .9000 .1042-03 .1250-03 .8142-01 6306 5;?1.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MOOEL 60-0 1 N THE AEC:: VKF ~IYPERSON 1 C TUNNEL PAGE 297't 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I R4UY'39 I 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMCTRIC DATA 
MI;CH 8.000 ALPHA .. LtO.OO BETA .0000 ELEVON .. 0000 
EDFLAP -5.000 SPOBRK .. 0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS." 
RUN RN/L MACH AL.PHA BCTA PC TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA nEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 579 2.9~7 7.990 'to 02 .10Lt'+-OI 670 8 I j25. 96.21 6927-01 3.096 38't2. .19lt3-02 .7742-07 
RUN HRn STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2'3EC = 0175 
579 .lt353-01 2342-01 
"'TE,T DATA'" 
RUN ZO M5 P'-!I TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HlHREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OTwor TW NUMBER R"I 0 R=0.9 R" BTIJ/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R DEG. R 
-AW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC Isec 579 88000-01 315 00 It32.00 .6830-03 .8199-03" .3199-03 900(1 2973-0lt 3569-0lt .2357-01 .IB28 531.B 579 .88000-01 00000 433.00 3953-02 4747-0? ;7lt7-02 9000 1721-1)3 2066-03 1363 I 025 532 5 579 8800('-0' 25.000 434 00 2772-01 3333-01 3333-01 9000 .1206-02 .llt51-02 9lt83 7.'t31t 538.6 579 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 9722-01 .1175 175 9')00 4231-02 5113-02 3 252 21t 21t 556.2 579 88000-01 65 000 436 00 51"0-01 .6188-01 .5188-01 'JOOO 2237-02 . 2691t-02 I 750 13 09 5lt2.6 579 88000-01 90.000 437 00 1'3540-02 7853-02 7853-02 9000 2847-03 .3418-03 2254 I 730 532.7 579 88000-01 135.00 438 00 1910-02 2292-02 .:?.?92-02 9000 .8313-0Lt 9977-0Lt 6600-01 . Lt822 530.7 579 .17500 00000 It39 00 3898-02 Lt682-02 .1682-02 .9000 1697-03 .2038-03 1343 I 006 533.0 579 17500 25.000 440 00 .1205-01 .14lt8-01 . 448-01 9000 '52Lt5-03 .63u3-03 4139 3 250 535.5 579 17!:'00 45 000 441 00 .6240-01 7526-01 7526-01 .9000 .2716-02 .3276-02 2.106 15 02 5lt9.5 579 17500 65 COO It42 00 It274-01 5146-01 jllt6-01 9000 .1960-02 .22LtO-02 I It51t 10 95 542.9 579 17500 90 000 443 00 6154-02 7~30-02 7390-02 9000 26'1~-O3 .3217-03 2121 1.650 532 "1 579 27000 00000 444 00 .2887-02 3467-02 3467-02 .9000 1257-03 . 1'109-03 9956-01 81lt2 532.5 579 .27000 25 000 445 (10 1208-01 .ILt52-01 .llt52-01 9000 5260-03 6319-03 .lt155 3 207 53'1.6 579 27000 4'5.000 446 00 3810-01 4586-01 1586-01 9000 .IG5a-02 .1996-02 I 299 10 35 541 3 579 27000 65 000 447 ao 2367-01 .2846-01 ::8'16-0 I 9000 1030-02 !239-02 .8103 6 511t 538 0 579 27000 90 000 448 00 5350-02 6424-02 . ;'+2Lt-02 9000 .2329-03 .2796-03 .18't6 1.467 532.1 579 .43800 .00000 449 00 . 1986-02 .2385-02 ?385-02 .9000 . 861t5-04 1038-03 .6852-01 .5333 53Z 0 579 43800 25.01)0 Lt5!} 00 5708-02 6854-02 5851t-02 9000 .2481t-Q3 .2983-03 .19157 1.515 532.7 
'579 43800 It5.000 It51, 00 1266-01 .1522-01 1522-01 9000 5~13-03 6621H)3 .1f351t 3 407 534.9 579 43800 65.000 It5~ 00 1244-01 11094-01 149Lt-01 .9000 .51t13-03 .650'1-03 .4272 3 2't 1 535.1t 
DA T[ 23 FTB 80 0f-<848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC v¥r HYPERSOJ[C TUNNEL PAGE 2975 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY39) 
R'JIJ ZO MS PHl TIC NO H:HPEF H/HREr ~/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT DTWDT Tw 
NU:'E':::R R=I 0 R",u.9 R'" 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO ~r2SEC tT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
579 '-3800 90 OCO 453 00 3981-02 .4780-02 4780-02 .9000 1733-03 .2081-03 .1373 [ .057 53;?:!! 
OATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSOIIC TUNNEL PAGE 2976 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR"'UY"'OI 
SS~E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
tlACH = 8.001 ALPHA . ... 0 00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
80FLAP = • 0001 SP08RK • .0000 
···TEST CONOITIJNS·· ... 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMFlER ItT OEO oeo PSIA OEO R OEO R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 ItT3 In2 
623 4983 7 900 39 97 .1384-01 99 83 1256 93.14 .1109-0! "'8117 3737 .3215-03 .7"'95-07 
RUN HPEF STN N:) 
Nl;M8ER BTL'I R REFIR) 
Fl2'...E'C = 0175 
623 170b 0' .5726-01 
·"TEST OATA'" 
PUN ZO '1S PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~/TO H( TO) HITAWI aOOT Dn.IDT TW 
NUMBER P=I 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R BrulR BTUI OEG. R DiG R 
. TAW/TO rT2SEC FT2S£C rT2SEC ISEC 
623 88000-01 315 00 "'32 00 2674-02 3227-02 .3227-02 .9000 4552-04 5507-04 3338-01 .2600 524.0 
623 88000-01 00000 433 00 4QI7-02 .5935-02 5935-02 9000 .8390-04 .1013-03 .6143-01 .4641 523.5 
623 88000-01 25 000 434.00 .1848-01 .2232-01 2232-01 .9000 .3153-03 3808-03 .2303 1.817 525.3 
623 88000-01 'i5 Q'JO 435 00 .6431-01 7774-01 .7774-01 .qOOO 1097-02 . 132'7-02 .7Q73 6.026 529 I 
623 88000-01 65 000 436 00 3489-0 I 4214-01 .4214-01 .9000 5954-03 7190-03 .4348 3.281 525.5 
623 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4758-02 57'13-02 5743-02 .9000 8119-04 9799-0" .5947-01 .... 585 523.3 
623 88000-01 13~.OC '138 00 2265-02 2733-02 2733-02 .9000 3865-04 '166"-0" 2833-01 .2078 522.6 
623 I 7500 .00000 439 00 5434-02 6559-02 .6559-02 9000 9272-0'1 1119-03 .6785-01 .5108 523.9 
623 .17500 25.000 4'10 00 .1208-01 1458-01 1458-01 9000 2060-03 2'188-03 1506 I 189 52... 7 
623 17500 45.GOO 441 00 5632-01 6810-01 6810-01 .9000 9610-1)3 1162-02 6976 5.361 529.8 
623 17500 65.COO 442 00 3034-01 3724-01 .3724-01 .9000 5262-03 .6355-03 3841 2 916 525.7 
623 17500 ql) 000 4'13 CU 4844-02 5846-02 .5846-02 9000 8266-04 .9976-04 .6055-01 473" 523.1 
623 27000 OGOOO '144 00 4688-02 .5659-02 .5659-02 .9000 8000-0" .9657-04 .5856-01 ."811 523.-; 
623 .27000 25.0ao 445 00 2051' JI .2489-01 2489-01 .9000 3518-03 .4248-03 2570 1.993 525.2 
623 .27000 '15 000 '146 CO 4893-01 .5913-01 .5913-01 9000 8350-03 100~-02 6079 '1.877 527 6 
623 .27000 65 00(1 4 .. 7 CO 1554-01 1876-01 1876-01 .9000 2651-03 3201-03 10?!? 1 570 52" 3 
623 27000 90 000 4'18 00 4 156-02 5015-02 5015-02 .9000 7092-0'1 8558-0'1 .5197-01 .4150 522 8 
6:>7 ~~ 43800 .oooco 4'19 00 3956-02 47711-02 4774-0<' 9000 6750-04 8146-0" .... 9 .. 3-01 .3864 523 4 
623 .43800 25 000 450 00 IU09-nl 17ul-01 .1701-01 9000 2404-03 .2903-03 1759 1.300 52".1 
623 43800 45.000 451 1)0 1993-01 21t1)6-0 I 2"06-01 9000 .3401-03 41C6-03 2486 1 956 52Lf 6 
623 43800 65 oeD 452 00 9679·02 .1168-01 1168-01 .90GO .1652-03 .199'1-03 1208 .9216 52 .... 2 
OATE 23 <TB 80 01-'8.,B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSOJIC TUNNEL PAGE 29T7 
OH8'+8 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRLtUYIfO) 
RUN LO MS PHI TIC NO H/HRET H/HREF' I-'/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NU~18ER R=\ .0 R:O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
623 43800 90 000 453 00 2915-02 3518-02 3519-02 9000 't97't-04 .6003-0't .3644-01 .2820 5.?3.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01;848 MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO'HC TUNNEL PAGE 2978 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR'+UY'+OI 
SS'1E NOZZ .... E P~RAMr.TRlt DATA 
MACH . 8.00J ALPHA . ,+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVO~ • .0000 
BCFLAP 000) SPOBRI( • .0000 
"'TEST CO"lDIT IJNS··· 
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER IF'T CEG OEG PSIA DEO. R OEO. R PSJA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS La-SEC ),,10 6 IrT3 IrT2 
613 I 004 7 940 39 97 .1731-01 20'+ 8 1260 !l2 56 .2203-01 9721 37'+5. .6'+23-03 .7'+'+9-07 
RUN HREF' STN :-10 
NUMBE.R BTUI R REF(RI 
F'T25EC ,. 0175 
613 2'-18-0' .. 052-01 
"·TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO MS FHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREr TAW/TO HtTOI H(TAWI OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I :J R=O 9 R= BTU/R BT\J/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO rT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
613 88000-01 315 00 432 00 .2779-02 .3351-02 .3351-02 .9000 .6719-04 .B102-0'+ .'+959-01 .3867 ~1.6 
6'::; ;SJOO-OI 00000 433 00 .1005-01 1212-01 .1212-01 .9000 .2'i31-03 2931-03 .1793 1. 356 522.0 613 88000-01 25 000 434 ;)0 5581-01 .6743-0 I .6743-01 .9000 .1349-02 1630-02 .9851 767 52B.9 613 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .1572 .1906 .1906 .9000 .3803-02 4609-02 2.739 0.59 539.'+ 
613 88000-01 65 000 436 00 2229-01 2689-CI .2689-01 .9000 5390-03 6502-03 .3971 .000 523 a 
613 88000-01 9u 000 437 00 3913-02 .4717-02 "717-02 .9000 .5'+61-04 11'+0-03 .6«;92-01 5399 520.6 
5.3 8t:aOu-01 135 00 438 00 1808-02 2179-02 .2179-02 9000 '+372-0'+ 5269-0'+ ,3236-01 .2378 519.5 
613 17500 00000 439 00 1041-01 .1255-01 1255-01 .9000 2516-03 .3035-03 .1854 I 396 522.9 
613 17500 25.000 440 00 2683-01 3239-01 3239-01 .9030 ~4e9-03 7832-03 .4762 3 757 525 '1 
613 .17500 45.000 4'11 00 .1126 136't 136'+ .9000 2723-02 3299-02 I 969 15 OB 536.7 
613 17500 65 COQ 442 00 1940-01 .2341-01 .2341-01 9000 4591-03 5659-03 3455 2 628 523 I ~ , 
613 17500 90 OGO '-43 00 3590-02 .'t327-02 .'t327-02 !:lOOO 96ao-0'+ 1046-03 .6416-01 .5023 520.5 
613 27000 000:10 444 GO 79g"-02 .::'040-02 9640-02 .9000 .1933-03 2331-03 1~25 1.172 522.1 
613 27000 25 000 '1<,5 00 .3836-01 .4630-01 4E30-01 .9000 9274-03 .1119-02 .6909 5.279 525 6 
613 27000 45 000 446 00 5849-01 .7065-01 .7065-01 .9000 1't14-02 1709-02 I 036 e 30~ 527.5 
613 27000 65 000 4't7 00 .1129-01 1361-01 1361-01 9000 .2729-03 3292-03 .2012 J .630 522 It 
613 27000 90.000 448 00 2879-02 .3470-02 3"+70-02 .9000 6960-04 8399-04 51,+S"'01 ."IIIS 520 3 
613 . '+3800 00000 44'3 00 .6058-02 7305-02 .7305-02 .9000 1465-03 1766-03 .1081 .8454 521 9 
613 43800 25 coa 450 co 1526-01 1041-01 .1841-01 .!l000 3690-03 4451-03 .2720 2.105 522 6 
613 43900 45 DuO 'i51 Or) 1312-01 1583-01 1583-01 9000 3173-03 .3821-03 .2339 I.B42 522 5 
513 43800 63 OGO 452 00 76:)6-02 9174-02 .9171t-02 .9000 .1939-03 .2219-03 .1356 I 035 522.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 Mo:lEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2979 
OH848 60-0 SSME N"lZZLE fRIfUYIfOl 
RUN ZO HS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTO) HITAloII OOOT OTlolDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUt OEG. R D£G. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
613 43800 90 000 453 00 2471 02 .2979-02 .2979-02 9000 5974-04 7202-01f ..... t .. -Ol .31f20 5~O.7 
t , 
, 
DATE 23 FEB4 aD 
.'1 
Orl8-tB ~ODEL 60-Q IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER50 lIC TUNNEL PAGE 2980 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR'tUy'tO) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
~ MACH .. 8 OOJ ALPHA . 'to 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP ,. 000) SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONO I TI ;NS"· 
RUN RNtL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUf1BER 1FT OEO OEO PSIA OEO R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC !jLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1FT;! 
S95 2 001 7.980 40 02 .1392-01 435 8 130lt. glf.91 .'t537-01 2.022 3811. .1290-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU"lBER 8hU R REFIRI 
F"T2SEC = 0175 
595 3:'09-01 2859-01 
• "TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZG MS PHI TIC NO H/~"EF H/HREF H/HREF TAWtTO HtTO! HITAWI ODOT OHolOT TW 
t'\U~3ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BlUtR BTU/R STUI OEG R OEG. R 
TAW/TO '"l2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
595 88000-01 315 01) 432.00 1673-02 .2008-02 .2008-02 .9000 5867-04 .7045-04 .'t577-01 .3566 523.5 
595 88000-01 OOOCO 433 00 9938-02 .1193-01 .1193-01 9000 .3486-03 4187-03" .2717 2.052 524.3 
595 8BOOO-Ol 25 oeo 4311 00 8535-01 1041 .1041 9000 .3029-02 .3652-02 2.315 18.1't 539 If 
59'3 8BOOO-01 45 000 435 00 7757-01 9355-01 .9355-01 .9000 2721-02 .3282-02 2.078 15.62 5't0 .2 
595 8BOOO-01 65.000 435.00 25lt9-01 3064-01 .3064-01 .9000 8942-03 . 10';'5-02 .6932 5.22't 52e.'t 
59') .88000-01 90..000 437 00 .5104-02 6128-02 .6128-02 .9000 1791-03 .2150-03 .1397 1.077 523.4 
595 8S000-01 135.00 438 00 2408-02 2890-02 .2890-02 .9000 .8449-04 1014-03 6604-01 4846 522.0 
595 .17500 .00000 439 00 9820-02 1180-01 .1180-01 .9000 3445-03 .'+138-03 .2681 2.017 525 4 
595 1751)0 25 000 4t,(, 00 30S9-01 3715-01 3715-01 .9000 1081t-02 .1303-02 8382 6 599 530.1 
595 17500 It5 COG 4ltl r.J0 5572-01 6712-01 6712-01 .9000 .1955-02 2355-02 I 500 II 49 536.2 
595 17500 65.000 442.00 2026-0' 2436-01 2436-01 .9000 .7109-03 8546-03 5513 If .183 528.1 
595 17500 90 OUO 443 00 4857-(12 5831-02 .5831-02 9000 .1704-03 2046-03 1329 I 039 523.'t 
595 27000 00000 444 00 7252-02 8710-02 8710-')2 gOOD 25'+4-03 3056-03 .1982 1.627 524.8 
595 27000 25 000 445 CO 2434-01 2925-01 .2925-01 .9000 .8538'03 1026-02 6626 5 133 527 6 t 595 27000 45.000 446 OJ 3155-01 .3795-01 .~795-01 9000 1107-02 1331-02 .855E 6.954 53~.6 595 27000 . 65 000 44'7 00 1312-01 1577-01 .1577-01 .9000 4604-03 .5532-03 3578 2.893 52 .6 
595 27000 90 000 448 00 5003-02 .6007-02 .6007-02 .9000 .1755-03 .2107-03 .1369 I 093 523.7 
595 .4~800 00000 449 00 4127-02 .4955-02 .49~5-0c .9000 .1448-03 .1738-03 .1129 .8821 52'+.0 
595 4:!>800 Cf5.000 450.00 B~17-02 1023-01 .1023-01 .9000 2988-03 .3586-03 .2329 I.BOO 524.5 
595 .~3iQO ~.ooo 451.00 1111-0 I 1335-01 .1335-01 .9000 .3898-03 .4682-03 30]4 2 386 525 3 595 I • III .030 If'S3.1l0 .10"-01 .12lfg·O I .lilfO-OI 9000 .36a2-03 .4351-03 .2817 2.147 525.8 
DAlE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF f-IYPERSOIHC TUNNEL PAGE 2981 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR"UY"OI 
RUN ZO MS PHl TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=\ .0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTl:JlR aTUI DEG. R D£G. R 
.d323-02 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
595 43800 90.000 453.00 .5266-02 .6323-02 .9000 .\8"7-03 .2218-03 .1 .... 1 1.IIS SL?3.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF H'PERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 291112 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRLtUyitOI 





itO 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 0000 
BDFLAP '" OOOC SPDBRK .. .0000 
"'TEST CONOI T Ie \is·'' f J 
~ 
RU"J RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v R~'O MU 
NUI"'3ER In DEG DEG. PSIA D':G R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
'-(10 6 /F'T3 /FT2 
577 3 019 7 990 40 05 6989-02 670.3 13.8. Q5 71 .6922-01 3.093 3832. .1952-02 .7701-07 
RU"J HREF STN NO 
'lvMEE~ 8 Tul P ~EF(RI 
F72SE.C = '3:-;5 
577 4347-01 2335-01 
... T£ST DATA'" 
PUN ZO 1-'5 PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI HITAWI OOOT DHmT TW 
NUMBE? R=I 0 R=0.9 Rs 8TUIR 8JU/R BTUI DEG R OEO. R 
TAW/TO 
.9000' 
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
577 88000-01 315 00 4~2 00 9176-03 11 C2-02 .1102-02 .3989-04 4792-04 .3135-01 .2432 531.7 
577 58000-01 COOOO 433 00 7215-02 8671-02 .8571-02 .900C 3135-03 3769-03 2461 1.850 533.1 
577 88000-01 25 000 434.00 ."892-01 5895-01 .5895-01 9000 2127-02 2563-02 I 647 12.88 5'+3.1 
577 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1035 .1253 .1253 9000 4505-02 .5448-02 3 "27 25.5" 556.9 
577 E8000-01 65.COO 435 00 3286-01 3955-01 3955-01 9000 1428-02 1719-02 I 113 8 347 538 3 
577 88('00-0: 90 000 437 CO 5218-02 6271-02 6271-02 9000 2268-03 2726-03 1779 1.365 533.2 
5·,'7 88000-01 135 00 438 00 166'J-02 1994-02 1'394-02 9000 7215-04 8669-04 5670-01 ."140 531.9 
577 17500 08000 439 00 f,Q',5-02 8348-02 .8348-02 9000 3C 19-P3 3629-03 2366 1.772 53" 0 
577 17:'00 25 OOC 440 00 1714 U 1 2062-01 2%2-01 9000 .7"52-113 8963-J3 5821 4 568 536 5 
577 175CO ... S O,jO 441 00 7!95-01 867-.- n i 3574-01 9000 3123-\)2 3"171 ·02 2 398 18.24 550 0 
577 li500 65 COO .. 42 ::'0 2309-01 3503-01 3503-01 9000 1265-02 1523-02 9837 7.419 539 9 
5/7 I 1500 90 000 4"3 00 5114-02 6147-02 6147-02 9000 2223-03 2672-03 17 .. 4 1.357 533 2 
577 27000 oooeo 444 00 5219-02 .6272-02 6272-02 9000 2269-03 272'-03 1780 1.455 533 C 
577 27000 25 :JOO 445 00 1618-01 1945-01 1946-01 .9000 703-.-03 8459-03 5504 4 2 .. 7 535.3 
577 .27000 .. 5 000 4'16 00 "366-01 5260-01 5260-0i, 9000 .1898-02 2(>87-02 I 471 11.71 542 7 
577 27000 65 000 4117 GO 1076-01 2256-01 2256-01 .9000 .8153-03 9808-03 63E6 5 120 536 9 
577 27000 90 aGO 448 00 "409-02 5299-02 5299-02 .9000 191'-03 2303-03 1504 I 195 532 9 
,,--. 
- I' "3803 ooooa 4'-3 00 3337-02 4010-02 "010-0;: 9000 1"~I-03 .1743-03 1139 .8866 532 2 5-7 43800 25 ;jOD '050 tlO 7376-02 8865-02 6'365-02 .9000 32C6-03 38')4-03 2515 1 936 533 2 
577 43800 45 000 451 00 1529-01 1839-01 1839-01 9000 6648-03 7995-03 :'201 .. 070 535.3 
'177 43'300 C'J onu 1:'2 00 1310-111 1576-0! 1576-01 9000 .5696-03 6850-03 .4't54 3 378 535 7 
, . 
- DATE 23 FTB 80 OH848 rioDEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC T'JNNEL PAOl 2993 
OH849 60-0 S'iME NOZZLE IR4UY4(f) 
'''IN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H~EjF THUTO HITO) HtTAW) OOOT OTWOT TI-I 
NU"':BER R=I 0 R=O 9 I R= 8TU/R 8TU/R fTU' OEO. R OEO. R TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC T2SEC ISEC , 
577 43800 90 000 453 00 4048-02 4866-02 48G6-0&! 900D .1760-0S .2'115-03 .4380 1.062 533 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 29BIf 
OH84B 50-0 SSME NOZZLE IRIfU'flfll 
55"1£ NCZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B ooe ALPHA 
'" 
40 00 BETA .1l000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. 5 DOC SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST C )NOI T I C~S··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
Nt.;K8ER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA O':G. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 5 IFT3 IFT2 
525 5056 7 900 39 96 1729-01 100 I 12t6. 92.1f0 1112-01 4859 3723. .32"'9-03 .7"'35-07 
RUN HREF SiN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT25EC = 0175 
625 1705-01 569 1 -01 
··'TEST DATA'·· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF T AJ,U TO HtTO) HITAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUK8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 Roo 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
525 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2785-02 3356-02 .3356-02 .9000 .1f752-0'" 5743-01f .3430-01 .2672 523.8 
525 88000-01 00000 433 00 3848-02 4649-02 .'f649-02 .9000 6555-01f .7932-04 474"'-01 .3584 523.1 
525 88000-01 25 000 434 00 '246-01 .1505-01 .1505-01 .9000 .2125-03 .2570-03 1533 I 211 52 .... 4 
625 88000-01 "5 000 Lf35 00 4741-01 5735-01 .5735-01 .9000 .8089-03 978"-03 5813 4 399 527.0 
625 88000-01 6'j 000 Lf36 00 2693-01 .3255-01 .3255-01 9000 .1f595-03 555"-03 .3315 2.503 521f.2 
525 88000-01 90 000 437 00 .... 518-02 5"'59-02 51f59-02 .9000 • 7709-01f 9313-01f 5571f-01 .... 299 522.6 
525 88000-01 135 00 ... 38 00 2288-02 2753-02 2753-02 .9000 . 3903-01f 471"'-04 .2825-01 2073 521 9 
625 17500 00000 439 00 3806-02 "'599-02 .... 599-02 .901)0 5493-01f 78"'7-0'" .... 690-01 353! 523 .... 
625 17500 25 000 4-;0 00 8027-02 9701-02 .9701-02 9000 1369-03 1655-03 9881-01 .7803 521f I 
625 17500 1f5 000 4'~ I 00 .... 050-0' .... 901-01 .... 901-CI .9000 .6910-03 .8361-03 4960 3 815 527 9 
525 17500 65 COO 4 ... 2 00 .2"'09-01 2912-01 2912-01 .9000 .... 110-03 "'959-03 2965 2 251f 52 .... 1f 
525 17500 90 000 "'43 00 "'579-02 5652-02 5552-02 9000 .7982-0'" .95"'3-0'" .5773-01 "'515 522.5 
525 27000 00000 4'.'" 00 .3528-02 .... 263-02 4253-02 .9000 .5019 0'" 7273-01f 43"'8-01 .3573 523 3 
625 27000 25 000 ...... 5 00 .151f1-01 .185~-01 1863-01 .9000 2629-03 3178-03 1896 I 472 52... 3 
625 27000 ... 5 000 445 00 .1f433-01 .5~62-01 5352-01 9000 756"'-03 91"'8-03 .5 ...... 0 If 367 525.5 
625 27000 65 000 Lt47 00 1389-01 1678-01 .1678-01 9000 2369-03 2863-03 1711 I 395 523.7 
625 27000 90 000 4"'8 00 3815-02 "'609-02 .... 609-02 .9000 5509-0'" 7853-0'" .tt709-01 3762 522 2 
625 43800 00000 Lt49 00 3540-02 .1f398-02 "'398-02 .9000 .6210-0tt 750"'-01f ...... 87-01 3508 523 2 
625 ... 3800 25 000 Lt50 00 1805-01 2184-01 218tt-01 .9000 .3082-03 3725-03 .2223 I 719 524.4 
525 ... 3800 tt5 000 451 00 2793-01 3375-01 3376-01 .9000 .4755-03 .5759-03 .3436 2 703 52 .... 5 
625 4~800 65 000 452 CO 1129-01 .1365-01 1355-01 .9000 .1927-03 .2329-03 .1390 1.061 52 .... 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2985 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fR'tUY41I 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO '"i/HREF H/HREF H/HREf" TAW/TO HITOI H!TAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=\ 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R CEO. R 
T~!UTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
'325 43800 90.000 453 00 2792-02 .3373-02 .3373-02 .9000 4764-04 5755-04 .3446-0\ .2668 522.3 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERsO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2986 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UV411 
sSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH . B.ooe ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP .. 5.00e SP08RK " .0000 
···TEsT CONOI T leNS·" 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NIJMBER IF~ OEO OEO PslA OEO. R CEG R PslA PSI FT/sEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTa 
611 9367 7 940 39 96 .1384-01 204 6 1265 Qa.93 .2201-01 .9711 3752. .6391-03 .7lt78-07 
PU\i YREF ST'" NO 
NUM8ER BTu/ Q REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 01'75 
611 2418-01 .4064-01 
"·TEST DATA'·· 
RUN ZO Ms PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HllOI HITAW; aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC FT2sEC FT2SEC ISEC 
611 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2020-02 .2433-02 2433-02 .9000 4885-04 .5883-04 .3641-01 2843 519.2 
611 88000-01 00000 433 00 7431-02 8950-02 8950-02 .9000 1797-03 .2164-03 1339 1.013 519.6 
611 .88000-01 25 000 434.00 .3493-01 .4212-01 4212-01 .9000 8446-03 1019-02 .6253 4.937 524.4 
611 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .1100 .1330 .1330 .90UO 2661-02 .3217-02 1.948 14.69 532.8 
611 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .1711-01 .2061-01 2061-01 .9000 .4138-03 488~-03 .3081 2.332 520.1 
611 88000-01 90 000 437 00 3323-02 4001-02 .4001-02 .9000 .8036-04 .9675-04 .5998-01 .4637 518.2 
611 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .2038-02 .2453-02 .2453-02 .90eo 4929-04 5933-0" .3684-01 .2710 517.3 
611 17500 OOQOO 439 00 .8108-02 .9770-02 .9770-02 9000 .1961-03 .2363-03 .1"58 1 099 521.0 
611 17500 25 000 440 00 1685-01 .2031-0J 2031-01 .9000 .4075-03 .4911-03 .3027 2.393 521.8 
611 .17500 45 000 441 00 .9015-01 .1090 1090 .9000 .2180-02 .2635-02 1.597 12.26 532 a 
611 17500 65 ceo 442 au .1587-01 .1912-01 .1912-01 .9000 .3838-03 .4623-03 2857 2 176 520.3 
611 .17500 90 000 443 00 2898-02 .3489-02 .3489-02 9000 .7008-04 8438-04 5231-01 .4100 518 2 
611 27000 00000 4 .. 4 00 .7149-02 .8612-02 .8BI2-02 .9000 .1729-03 .2083-03 1286 I 059 520.6 
611 27000 25 000 445 00 .3337-01 4023-01 4023-01 .9000 8070-03 .9729-03 5987 4 649 5228 
611 .27000 45 000 446 00 .5095-01 .61'17-01 .6Ui7-01 .9000 1232-02 1487-02 .910'1 7.311 525 8 
611 .27000 65.000 447 00 .9655-02 .1163-01 .11~3-01 .9000 .2335-03 2613-03 .1739 1 411 519 8 611 27000 9 000 4'18 00 .23B2-02 .2868-02 2E168-02 .9000 .5760-04 .6935-0'1 .4301-01 .3443 518.1 
611 43800 00000 4'49 00 .5672-02 .6832-02 .6832-02 9000 .1372-03 .1652-03 .1021 .7999 520 0 
611 43800 25.000 450 00 .2094-01 .2524-01 .2524-01 .9000 .~065-03 .610"-03 .3763 2.914 521.7 
611 .43800 45.000 451.00 .1"80-01 1783-01 .1783-01 .9000 .3579-03 .4312-03 2663 2 099 520.7 
611 .43900 65.000 452.00 .6388-02 .'1694-02 .7694-02 .9000 .1545-03 .1861-03 .1150 9794 520.0 
DA TE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2987 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fRLtUyLt 11-
PUN ZO MS PHI T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT 0jWOT TW 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=O 9 "= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI o G. R DEG. R TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
611 43800 90 000 453 00 2P+9-~2 .2588-02 2588-02 .9000 .5197-01t . 6257-01t .3877-01 .3007 5:8.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 298B 
, 
OH8~B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fRWYIf1) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
"MACH . B.OOC ALPHA • 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. 5.00e SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITICNS··· 
RU'l RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO ' TO T P a. v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R' PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 ItT2 
597 2.013 7 980 '+0.02 1392-01 1f3~ .8 1297. 91f.1f0 .1f526-01 2.018 3801. .1294-02 .7596-07 
RU'j HREF STN NO 
t-lUMBER BTUI R REFIR) , FT2SEC z 0:7'3 
5~'" 350,-01 21i53-01 
•• ·TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTO) HlTAWl aDOT DH-IDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 Rl'- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
lkW/TO FT2SEC tT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC ~7 B8000-01 315 00 4~2 00 la99-02 2279-02 279-02 .9000 6647-01f .7979-0'+ .5161f-01 .4031 519.7 5 7 880rO-01 00000 If 3 to 8379-02 1006-01 .lO06-01 .9000 .2933-03 3522-03 .2276 1.722 520.8 
'5 7 88000-01 25 000 1f34 00 6905-01 8318-UI .8318-01 .9000 21f17-02 .2912-02 1 81f5 11f.50 533.5 
597 88000-01 1f5 000 1f35 00 5677-01 .6832-01 .6'832-01 .9000 .1987-02 2392-02 1.521f 11.51 529 8 
597 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .2678-01 3218-01 3218-01 9000 9375-03 .1127-02 .7240 5 1f67 524.4 
597 88000-01 90 000 437 00 5102-02 6125-02 6125-02 .9000 .1786-03 211f1f-03 .1388 1.072 519 7 
597 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2402-02 2883-02 2883-02 .9000 8411-04 1009-03 .6545-01 .4812 518 5 
597 17500 .00000 439 00 ,B509-02 1022-01 1022-01 9000 .2979-03 3578-03 .2308 1.739 521 9 
597 .17500 25 000 1f40 co 2502-01 3007-0 I 3007-01 9000 .8759-03 1053-02 .6758 5.334 525 I 
597 17500 1f5 000 441 00 3838~01 1f616-01 .1f616-01 9000 .131f4-02 .1616-02 1.034 7.955 527 3 
597 17500 65 coo 4"2 00 19a8-01 .2389-01 .2389-01 9000 .6959-03 8302-03 5375 If.OB7 52-1 2 
597 17500 90 000 443 00 4990-02 5991-02 5991-02 .9000 .171f7-03 2097-03 1356 1.062 520 3 
597 27000 00000 '+'14 co 6020-02 7229-02 7229-02 .9000 2108-03 .2531-03 1635 I 31f5 521 a 
597 27000 25 000 If l i5 00 .1942-01 .2333-01 2333-01 .9000 6798-03 .8167-03 5258 If 083 523 2 
597 27000 45 000 41f5 00 2206-01 2651-01 2651-01 9000 .7723-03 .9281-03 5961f If 793 524.4 
597 27000 65 000 1f47 00 1091-01 1310-01 .1310-01 9000 .38IB-03 1f586-03 .2958 2 397 522.1 
S97 27000 90 000 1f48 00 3927-02 .1f714-02 4714-02 .9000 .1375-03 16~0-03 .1068 .85~2 ~19.B 
S97 1f3aoo 00000 1f1f9 '00 .3731-02 1f1f79-02 .1f'+79-02 .9000 1306-03 .1568-03 1011f .7937 !l20 If 
997 1f3800 25 000 450 00 7140-02 8973-02 8573-02 .9000 2500-03 3001-03 1939 1.502 520.8 
597 43800 l,5 000 1f51 00 9136-02 1097-01 1097-01 .9000 .3199-0'1 .3841-03 .2480 I 954 i21 3 597 43800 65 000 452 00 6965-02 8364-02 8364-02 9000 .E''r38-03 2928-03 .1890 I 444 21.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKt HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 2989 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fRlfUYlfl) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAWt aDOT DTWDT TW , 1 t.UMBER R=l 0 R=0.9 r~= BTU/R BTUIR BTU! DEG. R DEG. R l rAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
597 43800 90 000 453 00 3[08-02 .373[-02 373[-0;: .9000 108B-03 [306-03 .8450-01 6548 520 1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSC'IIC TUNNEL PAGE 2990 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLe IR4UY41,; 
I 
SSMf NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ,. 8.oeo ALPHA . '10.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. 5.oeo SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST ':OND I T IONS" • 
RU:~ RWL MAC'-l ALPI-'A BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 /rT2 
583 2 999 7 990 40 05 .1396-01 671.1 1325 96.21 .6930-01 3.097 3842. .1944-02 .7742-07 
RJN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REFIRl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
583 .4354-01 .2341-01 
"'TEST DATl'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HI TO) HITAW) ODOT OT\.oIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
583 88000-01 315 00 432 00 265'+-02 3179-02 .3179-0i: 9000 .1155-03 .138,+J03 .9261-01 .7216 523.0 
583 88000-01 00000 433 00 120'+-01 14'+3-01 .1443-0: .9000 5241-03 6281-03 .4193 3.166 52'1.6 
583 88000-01 25 DOLI 43'+ 00 1069 1289 1289 .9000 '+653-02 .5612-02 3 607 28.12 5lt9.4 
583 88000-01 45.000 435 00 .1102 .1329 1329 .9000 4799-02 .5788-02 3 721 27 83 549.4 
583 88000-01 65 000 436 00 4382-01 5261-1)1 .5261-0: .9000 1908-02 2291-02 1 513 11.38 531.7 
583 88000-01 90 000 437 00 7435-02 8908-02 8908-0, 9000 .3237-03 3878-03 .2593 1.999 523 6 
583 88000-01 135 CO 438 00 2221-02 2659-02 2659-02 .9000 9670-0'+ 1158-03 .7772-01 .5707 520.9 
583 17500 00000 439 00 .1179-01 1413-01 1413-0 9000 5131-03 .6151-03 .4099 3 082 525.9 
583 17500 25 oou 4't0 00 4073-0r '+892-01 4892-0. 9000 1773-02 2130-02 I 404 11.04 532.9 
583 17500 45 oeD 41f I 00 .7880-01 .9487-01 9487-0 9000 3431-02 4130-02 2 683 20 49 542 6 
583 17500 65 COO 442 00 3784-01 4543-01 4543-0. 9000 1647-02 .1978-02 1 305 9 883 532.2 
583 17500 90 000 443 00 .7186-02 8610-02 .8610-0, 9000 3129-03 37'+9-03 2506 I 958 523.8 
583 27000 00000 444 00 .8103-02 .9710-02 9710-0,' 9000 .3528-03 4227-03 2823 2 319 52'+.4 
583 27000 25 000 445 00 3110-01 3731-01 3731-01 9000 1354-02 1624-02 I 077 8.34 2 528 8 
583 27000 45 000 446 00 4718-01· 5658-01 5668-0' 9000 2054-02 2468-02 I 623 12 98 534 4 
583 27000 65.000 447 00 2695-01 3234-01 .3234-0 9000 .1173-02 1408-02 9325 7 527 529.9 
583 27000 90 .000 448 00 .6697-02 8023-02 8023-02 900e .2916-03 .3493-03 2337 I B66 523 2 
583 4380e 00000 449 00 4271-02 5117-02 .5117-0<' .9000 1859-03 .2228-03 .1491 1.165 523.0 
583 43800 2:' 000 450 GO 98'+5-02 .1180-01 1180-0 0000 .4286-03 .5136-03 3430 2 652 524 4 
583 43800 45 000 451 00 1830-01 219'+-01 2194-0 .9000 7966-03 9553-03 .6355 4.9"4 526.9 
583 43800 65 000 452 00 1912-01 2294-01 .2294-0 .9000 8326-03 .9986-03 6635 ~ 052 527 8 
DATE 23 FtB 80 0'-;848 MODEL 60-0 I N THE AE.DC VKF HYPE:RSC til C TUNNEL PAGE 2991 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY411 
RUN ZO 11S PHI T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI ooOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R" 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
583 43800 90 000 453 00 6085-02 .7290-02 7290-0, 9000 .2649-03 .3174-03 .2122 1 641 5~3 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEOC VKF' HYPERSCfHC TUNNEL PAGE ~992 
OHB4B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY421 
SSf-1E NOZZLE PARAMETR[C DATA 
MACH a.o( 0 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 2 a.O(O SPDBRl( .. 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··' 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS[A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS l8-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 /FT: 
619 5067 7.9CO 39 95 . 1383-01 99 45 1239 • 91.88 • I [05-01 .4B29 3712 • • 32't7-03 .7393-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
rT2SEC = 0175 
619 169q-01 5689-01 
• "TEST DATI ••• 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/H~EF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HI TOI HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= STU/R 8TU/R erul OEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
619 88000-01 315 00 432 00 .2894-02 3499-02 3499-02 .9000 4917-04 .5945-0'+ .3522-01 .2745 522.3 
619 88000-01 .00000 433 00 .2677-02 3236-02 .3236-0; 9000 .45't9-04 5't99-04 3261-01 2 .. 65 521 8 
619 88000-01 25.000 434 00 "513-02 9086-02 9086-0i.' 9000 [276-03 1544-03 .9132-01 .721" 523 3 
619 88000-01 45 000 435 00 2379-01 2879-01 2878-0 .9000 40't3-03 't891-03 .2888 2 188 52 .. 3 
619 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .'t021-01 4865-01 .4865-0 .9000 6833-03 8257-03 ."879 3 683 524 7 
619 88000-01 90 000 437 00 .5761-02 6964-02 .6964-0 .. : 9000 9788-04 1183-03 .7017-01 5414 521 8 
619 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2710-02 3274-02 .3274-02 .9000 4604-04 556't-04 .3306-01 .2427 520 7 
619 17500 00000 439 00 2812-02 3400-02 3400-02 .9000 .4778-04 5777-04 .3't23-ul 2579 522 2 
619 17500 25 000 't't0 00 .'t700-02 5683-02 5683-02 .9000 . 7986-0't 9656-04 .5718-01 4519 '522 6 
619 17:'00 45 DOC 't41.00 2078-01 2514-01 .2514-0. 9000 3531-03 't272-03 2523 I 9't4 52't 3 
619 17500 65 COO 't42 00 3372-01 't080-01 't080-0 .9000 5729-03 6932-U3 't088 3 107 525 I 
619 17500 90 000 443 00 .5755-02 6957-02 .6957-02 9000 9779-04 1182-03 7010-01 5485 521 8 
619 27000 .OOCOO 't'14 00 .254:-02 3072-02 .3072-0? .9000 4318-04 .5220-04 3094-01 .2544 522.1 
619 27000 25 000 't45 00 .B8't 1-02 10159-01 1069-1)1 .9000 1502-03 1817-03 1075 .8347 523 0 
619 27000 45 000 446 00 .2717-0 I .3287-01 3287-0_ ~9000 4616-03 .5584-03 .3297 2 649 ~24.5 
619 27000 55 000 447 00 .2219-01 2683-01 .2683-0. .901)0 .3770-03 4559-03 .2697 2.184 523.3 
619 27000 90 000 448 00 4905-02 .5929-02 • 5929-0j> .9000 .8335-04 .1007-03 5978-01 .'t777 521.4 
619 43800 00000 't49 00 .3263-02 3944-02 . 39'f4-02 .9000 .55't4-04 .6702-04 .3973-01 .3108 521.9 
619 438')0 25 (laO 450,00 1305-01 1578-01 .1578-0' .!JOOO .2217-03 2681-03 1'588 I 229 522.6 
619 43800 45 000 '+51 00 3735-01 4519-01 4519-0 .9000 .6346-03 .7678-03 .4533 3 566 524 4 
619 43800 65 000 452 00 1822-01 .2204-01 .2204-0 .9000 13096-03 .3744-03 .2214 I 689 523 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN ~HE AEDC VKF HVPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2993 
I 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE ~ I, IR4UY421 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H~EF fAloI/TO HtTO) KtTAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 q .. , BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DECL R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
619 43800 90.000 453 00 .3752-02 4536-02 .4536-0, .9000 .6375-04 .7706-04 .4570-01 .3538 521.8 
DAiE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HfPERSWIC TUNNEL PAGE 299 .. 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY .. 2l 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0ro ALPHA • 40 00 8ETA . 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 8.0(1) SP08RK .. .0000 
···TEST CONOIT ONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
Nur"mER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
617 I 002 7 940 39 97 1731-01 206 2 1267. 93.08 .2218-01 .9787 3755. .6431-03 .7"90-07 
RUtl HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
617 2428-01 .4052-01 
.. °TEST OAT •••• 
RUN ZO MS PrU TIC NO H/HREF H/HREf' H/HREf' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT On.JOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEO. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
617 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2031-02 2446-02 2'146-0,' 9000 4932-0'1 .59"1-04 3678-01 2869 520.8 
617 .88000-01 00000 433 00 5174-02 6233-02 .6233-i'? .9000 .1257-03 .1514-03 .9370-01 .7088 521.0 
617 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 .1983-0' 2392-01 .2392-0. .9000 .4817-03 .5808-03 .3574 2.822 524 6 
617 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 9015-0t 1089 1089 .9000 2189-02 .2645-02 1.610 12.16 531.1 
617 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 2632- 01 .3171-01 3171-0' 9000 6391-03 .7702-03 .4757 3.595 522.4 617 88000-01 90 000 437 CO 3602-0 4338-02 .4338-02 9000 8748-04 1053-03 6536-01 .5049 519.5 
617 88000-01 13:' 00 438 00 .1902-0 2290-02 2290-02 .9000 .4619-04 5561-04 3456-01 2540 518 6 
617 17500 00000 439 00 5539-0 6674-02 6674-0,' 9000 1345-03 1621-03 .1002 7554 521.5 
617 17500 25 000 440 00 1189-01 1434-01 .14~-0, .9000 2888-03 3481-03 .2149 I 698 522.8 
617 17500 45 000 441 00 .7700-01 .9302-01 9302-0· 9000 .1870-02 .2259-02 1.375 10 56 531.3 
617 .17500 65 COO 442 00 .2387-01 .2876-01 .2876-01 9000 5796-03 6985-03 4311 3 280 522.8 
617 17500 90 000 443.00 .3384-02 4075-02 .4075-02 .9000 8218-04 9896-04 6140-01 4809 519.5 
617 27000 00000 '144 00 5398-02 6503-02 6503-0c! 9000 .1311-03 1579-03 9769-01 8034 521.5 
~17 27000 25 000 445 00 2603-01 .3138-01 .3138-01 9000 .6322-03 7621-03 '1697 3 646 523.7 
~17 27000 45 000 446.00 6299-01 .7602-01 7602-0' .9000 .1530-02 18'16-02 1.130 9 068 527.7 
fi17 27000 65 000 '147 00 1346-0 I 1622-01 .162~-Oj .9000 3269-03 3938-03 2435 1 97'1 521.7 
517 27000 90 000 'i48.00 .2707-02 .3260-02 .3260-0.? ,9000 6575-04 7916-04 .4913-01 3931 519.3 
617 43800 .00000 449 00 .6250-02 .7529-02 7529-02 .9000 .1518-03 .1828-03 .1131 8849 521.5 
617 .'13800 25 000 450.00 ,2780-01 .3352-01 .3352-0' .9000 .6752-03 8141-03 5014 3 878 524 0 
617 .43800 45 000 "51.00 .2738-01 .3300-01 .3300-0 .9000 .6649-03 .8015-03 .4942 3.890 523.4 
i17 ... 3800 ti5.000 "52.00 .8509-01 .1025-01 .1025-0 ,9000 .2066-03 .2489-03 .1541 1.177 521.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 2995 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R4UV42) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlO) HLTAW) aDOT DnolDT 1101 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STU/ DEG R CEO. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F't2SEC F"T2SEC /SEC 
617 43800 90 000 453.00 .1959-02 .2359-02 2359-0c .9000 .4757-04 .5728-04 .3553-01 ~754 519.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AE~C VKF HYPERSJNIC TUNNEL PAGE 299B 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY'I21 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0JO ALPHA • '10 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP z 8.0JO SPOBRK • 0000 
···TEST CONO IT IONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
591 I 988 7 980 40 01 .1391-01 '133 9 1306. 95.05 .'1517-01 2.013 381'+ • 1283-02 .76'19-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(P) 
rT2SEC = 0175 
591 3501-01 2878-01 
-
"·TEST DATA»> 
RUN ZO HS Pf-II TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H!TOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/Te F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
591 .89000-01 315 00 432 00 2304-02 2764-02 .2764-C~ .9000 .8067-04 .9678-0'+ 6326-01 .4933 521 5 
591 88000-01 000110 433 00 .1282-01 .1539-01 1539-CI .9000 .'1490-03 5390-03 3513 2.655 523.2 
591 88000-01 25 000 434 00 ! 122 1355 .1355 .9000 .3930-02 .4743-02 2.993 23.'+0 54'+ I 
591 88000-01 45 OCO 435.00 .1215 1467 1467 .9000 4254-02 5135-02 3.237 2'+.28 54'+.7 
591 .8BOOO-01 65 000 436 00 2950-01 3545-01 3545-( 1 .9000 .1033-02 1241-02 B034 6.056 527.8 
591 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4665-02 5600-02 .5600-(2 .9000 1633-03 1961-03 .1278 9856 523 2 
591 88000-01 135.00 438 00 1991-02 2389-02 2389-(2 .9000 .6972-04 8364-04 .5468-01 .4014 521.4 
591 17500 01)000 439 00 .1278-01 1535-01 1535-(1 .9000 4476-03 5374-03 3497 2 632 524 4 
591 17500 25 000 440 00 .46GO-01 5606-01 5606-(1 .9000 .1632-02 1963-02 I 263 9 934 531 7 
591 17500 45 000 441 00 .8808-01 1062 1062 9000 .3084-02 3718-02 2 363 18 07 539.3 
591 17500 65 COO 442 00 2273-01 2731-01 2731-( ; ... .9000 .7959-03 9563-03 6194 4 701 527.5 
591 17500 90 000 443 00 4484-02 5382-02 5382-(2 .9000 .1570-03 1884-03 .1229 9607 523.0 
591 27000 00000 444.00 9070-02 1089-01 .1089-( 1 .9000 .3176-03 3812-03 2484 2 041 523 " 591 27000 25 000 445 00 .3806-01 4574-01 457'+-CI .9000 .1333-02 .1601-02 1 036 8 025 528.0 
591 27000 45 000 446 00 4719-01 5676-01 .5676-(1 .9000 .1652-02 .1987-02 1.280 10.26 530 9 
59! 27000 65 000 '1'17 00 1289-01 .15'18-01 .1548-(-1 9000 .4513-03 .5't20-03 .3522 2 850 525.2 
591 270-00 90 000 448 00 3816-02 4580-02 . 't580-(" .9000 . 1336-03 .160't-03 .1046 8356 522 6 
591 '13800 00000 449 00 .5749-02 .13899-02 .6899-C? .9000 .2013-03 2'fl6-03 .1577 1.234 522 I 
591 '13800 25 000 450 00 1273-01 .1528-01 .1528-01 .9000 .4457-03 .5350-03 .3487 2.698 523 4 
591 .'13800 45 000 '1'31 .00 .1560-01 .1873-01 .1873-(' .9000 .5463-03 .6559-03 4267 3 357 524.5 
591 .43800 65 .000 '152.00 .1005-01 .1206-01 .1206-( I .9000 .3517-03 .4223-03 .2748 2 096 524 4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2997 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UYli21 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=1 0 R=0.9 RIO BTUtR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R pEG. R 
TAWITC f"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC • 591 .43800 90 000 453 00 4(\38-02 .4846-02 48't6-C~ .9000 1'11'1-03 .1697-03 .1106 .8561 5t?3. I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 299B 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY42) 
SS'IE NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0:::0 ALPHA .. 40 00 8ETA • 0000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BDFLAP B.CJO SPDBRK .. 0000 
"'TEST CQNOIT IONS'" 
1 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
N"MBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG. F OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
589 3 003 7 990 40 07 1748-01 673.7 1327. g6.36 .6957-01 3 109 3B45. .1949-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
589 4363-01 2339-01 
oooTEST OA H.··· 
RUN ze MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) aDOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R TAW/Te, FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
589 88000-01 315 CO 432.00 3322-02 .3979-02 .3979-(2 .9000 1449-03 1736-03 1165 .9073 523.1 589 88000-01 .00000 433 00 1556-01 .1864-0 I .1864-C: .9000 6787-03 S133-03 5442 4.IOB 524 9 589 88000-01 25 000 434 00 '207 .1457 .1457 .9000 .5265-02 6359-02 4.062 31 57 555 3 589 88000-0J 45 000 435 00 1703 2060 2060 .9000 7433-02 8988-02 5.697 42 39 560 2 589 88000-01 65.000 436 00 4512-01 .5417-01 .5417-( I .9000 • 1969-02 2364-02 I 564 11.76 532.3 589 88000-01 90 000 437 00 .6778-02 8119-02 .8119-(2 9000 .2957-03 3542-03 .2376 I.B32 523 3 589 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .2339-02 2800-02 .2800-C,2 .9000 .1021-03 1222-03 8224-01 6039 520 8 589 17500 00000 439 00 1550-01 1858-01 .1858-( 1 9000 .6761-03 8105-03 5410 4 067 526.5 589 17500 25 000 440 00 .5385-01 6474-01 6474-('1 .9000 .2349-02 2825-02 1 852 14 52 53B 2 589 17500 45 000 441 00 1251 1510 .1510 9000 . 5458-tl2 6588-02 4 219 32 03 553.7 
589 17500 65 COO 442 00 3981-01 4780-01 .4780-(,1 .9000 .1737-02 2086-0a 1.379 10 44 532.7 589 17500 90 000 443 00 6664-02 7982-02 7982-(2 9000 .2908-03 3483-03 2335 1 826 523 4 589 .27000 .00000 444 00 1044-01 1250-01 .1250-( I 9000 -.4553-03 5456-03 3651 2 9g8 524 8 589 27000 25 000 445 00 .4832-01 5802-01 .5802-(1 .9000 2108-02 .2531-02 I 673 12 92 533.1 589 27000 45 000 445 00 709S-01 8534-01 .8534-(1 .9000 .3097-02 372-+-02 2 440 19 47 538.6 589 .27000 65 000 447 00 3046-01 3655-01 .3655-['1 .9000 .1329-02 .1595-02 1.059 8 552 529.7 589 .27000 90 000 448 00 .6635-02 .7947-02- .7947-02 .9000 .2895-03 3467-03 2327 1.858 523 0 589 43800 00000 449.00 6550-02 7847-02 7847-£,2 9000 .2858-03 3424-03 2296 1.794 .. 523 5 
589 43800 25 000 450.00 1517-01 1818-01 1818-(': gOOD .6619-03 7932-03 5304 4.100 525 3 589 .43800 45 000 451.00 2161-01 2591-01 2591-( I 9000 .9429-03 . I 131-02 75~5 5 919 527 6 593 43800 65 000 452 00 2079-01 2493-01 2493-r1 9000 .9072 03 1088-02 7244 5 515 528.1 
DA n .. 23 FEB 80 OH84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER:~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 2999 
OH8 is 60-0 SS~1E NOZZLE IR4UV .. 21 
RUN ZO MS PHI T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HITAWI ODOT DTloIDT TW 
NUt1BER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/Te FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
589 43800 90 000 453 00 6333-02 .. 7587-02 7587-(2 9000 2763-03 3310-03 .2219 1.716 5i?3.8 
DATE. 23 FES 80 OH84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3000 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY4!1 
SS'1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.COO ALPHA • 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 15.00 SPDBRK • 0000 
"·TEST CONO 11 IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. F OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 627 5147 7 900 39 95 .1383-01 101.4 1242. 92 10 .1127-01 .4923 3717. .3302-03 .7411-07 1 
RUN f-oREF STN NO I 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
627 1716-01 564 3-01 
···TEST OA1A··· 
RUN ZO MS PI-li TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) OOOT OT(.l)T TW 
NUM8ER R:I 0 Re O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/Te, FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
627 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 .29Lt4-02 3558-02 .3558-(,2 .9000 .5052-04 6107-0Lt .3632-01 .2830 522.8 627 8ROOO-0! .00000 433 00 1925-02 2327-02 2327-[2 9000 .3305-04 . 399Lt-04 2379-01 .1799 521 8 627 88000-0! 25 000 43Lt 00 Lt033-02 4876-02 4876-( 2 .9000 6923-04 .8368-04 .4976-01 .3932 522 9 627 S8000-01 45 000 435 00 .7729-02 9346-02 .9346-(2 .9000 1327-{l3 . 160Lt-03 .9523-01 .7217 523 8 627 '~9000-0 I 65 000 436 00 1285-01 1554-01 .1554-( 1 .9000 .2206-"03 .2666-03 1585 1.198 522 9 627 saaoo-o! 90 000 437 00 4469-02 .5401-02 5401-12 .9000 7671-04 9269-04 .5524-01 .4263 521 5 627 88000-01 135 00 438 00 3100-02 .3745-02 3745-f2 .9000 5321-04 6428-04 3835-01 .2816 521.0 627 17500 00000 439 00 1570-02 .1898-02 1898-1 i? .9000 2695-04 3257-04 1940-01 .1461 522.1 627 17500 25 000 440 00 2774-02 3352-02 3352-C2 .9000 4760-04 .5753-04 .3424-01 2706 522.3 627 17500 Lt5 000 441 00 6811-02 8235-02 8235-C2 .9000 1169-03 1413-03 .8395-01 .6Lt72 523 5 627 17500 65 COO Lt42 00 9917-02 .1199-01 1199-1. : 9000 1702-03 2058-03 1223 9298 523.4 627 17500 90 000 4Lt3 CO 3992-02 4824-02 .4924-lc' 9000 6852-04 8279-04 4935-01 3861 521 4 627 27000 00000 444 00 1510-02 1824-02 1824-L2 .9000 .2591-0'i 3131-04 1865-01 .1533 522.0 627 27000 25 000 445 CO 3573-02 4318-02 4318-12 9000 .6132-0Lt 7411-04 4411-01 .3426 ~24 627 27000 45 000 446 00 .6392-02 7728-02 7728-L~ .9000 1097-03 1326-03 .7881-01 .6337 3 4 627 27000 65 000 447 00 .740g-02 8955-02 .8955-(2 .9000 .1272-03 1537-03 9143-01 .7408 522.6 627 .27000 90 000 448 00 4092-02 4944-02 .4944-[2 .9000 7022-04 .8485-04 5059-01 .4043 521 3 627 43800 00000 449 00 .1421-02 1717-02 .1717-12 9000 .2Lt39-04 .2948-04 .1756-01 .1373 521.9 627 43800 25 000 450 00 2726-02 .3294-02 .3294-02 .9000 • 4678-0Lt .5654-04 .3368-01 .2607 521.9 627 43800 45 000 451 00 4747-02 .?738-02 5738-02 .9000 8148-04 .9B48-04 .5861-01 .4616 522 3 627 43800 65 000 452 00 5954-02 .'7197-02 .7197-1J2 .9000 .1022-03 .1235-03 .7349-01 .5611 922 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0'-l84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3001 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY431 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/fJREF H/HREF ~HREF TAW/TO H(TOI HITAW) ODOT OTWDT 1 TW R~ N\,;MBER R=I 0 R=O 9 BTU/R1 BTU/R BTUI OE13. R OEG' TAW/T( FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
627 43800 90.000 453.00 5948-02 7188-02 7188-(2 9000 .1021-03 .1234-03 .7349-01 .5690 5L?1 .8 
t 
J 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER5~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3002 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY4J) 
, 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = B.COO ALPHA • 40 00 BETA .. .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP • 15.00 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDIT IONS·" 
RUN R"l/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUt'3ER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG F DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
609 I 024 7 940 39 98 .1386-01 209.1 1261. 92 64 .2249-01 .9925 3746. 6553-03 .7454-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBE~ BTUI R RErIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
609 2443-01 4012-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF T AI~I TO HIlO) HIlAW) aDOT DnolDT TI-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWIT( FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
609 .88000-01 315.00 432 00 2690-02 3244-02 .3244-(2 .9000 .6573-04 7927-01f .4B51-01 .3780 522.7 
609 .88000-01 00000 433 00 2025-02 2441-02 2441-(,2 9000 .49·+7-04 .5966-01f 3651f-01 .2762 522 I 
609 88000-01 25 000 434 00 8535-02 1030-01 .1030-(,\ .9000 .2085-03 .2517-03 .1533 1.210 525 5 
609 88000-01 45 000 435 00 3333-01 4026-01 .4026-01 .9000 .8145-03 .9837-03 .5967 1f.513 52B 0 
609 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 3909-01 .4718-01 .4718-(,1 .9000 .9551-03 .1153-02 .7022 5.299 525 5 
609 88000-01 90 000 437 00 7269-02 8764-02 .8764-(-2 .9000 .1776-03 .2142-03 .1312 1.012 521 9 
609 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1817-02 2190-02 .2190-(12 9000 .4439-04 5350-04- 3287-01 .21f14 520 3 
609 17500 ('0000 439 00 2009-02 21f23-02 2423-(,2 9000 4910-04 5921-04 .3625-01 .2730 522.5 
609 .1750U 2:' 000 440 00 4568-02 5511-02 .5511-()2 .9000 1116-03 1347-03 .8227-01 6497 523 7 
609 17500 45 000 441.00 2348-01 .2835-01 .2835-1'1 .9000 5737-03 692B-03 .4207 3 237 527 4 
609 .17500 65 COO 442 00 .3171-01 3828-01 .3828-1 I .9000 7748-03 9352-03 5&94 4.326 525 7 
609 17500 90 000 443 00 7156-02 .8629-02 .9629-12 .9000 .1749-03 2108-03 .1291 I 010 522 I 
609 27000 00000 444 00 1854-02 .2236-02 .2236-C2 9000 .4531-04 5464-04 3345-01 2750 522.4 
609 .27000 25 000 445 00 6344-02 .7654-02 .7654-(2 9000 1550-03 1870-03 .1142 .B860 524.1 
609 27000 45 000 446 00 2102-01 2537-01 2537-(1 .9000 5136-03 .6199-03 3"75 3.032 525 6 
609 27000 65 000 447 00 2083-01 2514-01 25 Pt-I'I .9000 .5091-03 .6142-03 .3750 3.036 524 I 
609 27000 90 000 448 00 .6305-02 7602-02 .7602-12 .9000 .1541-03 .1858-03 1138 .9097 521 7 
609 .43800 00000 449 00 1885-02 .2274-02 .2274-('2 9000 .... 607-04 .~555-04 .3402-01 .2661 522.3 
609 .43800 25 000 450 00 .6176-02 .7450-02 .7'i50-02 .9000 .1509-03 .1820-03 .1113 .e611 523 2 
609 .43800 45 000 451.00 .1490-01 .1797-01 ,1797-01 .9000 13640-03 ."'391-03 .2684 2.112 523 4 
609 .43800 ti5.000 452.00 dS9O-01 1~280-01 ,1280-01 11000 1"617-03 .fl571-03 .1401 2.594 524.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER',ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3003 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY43) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/I-4R[F" H/HREF H/HREI" TAW/TO Hila) HtTAW) ODor DHoIDT TI-I 
NUM8ER R=I a R=0.9 ,~= BTU/R 8TU/R STU I DEG. R DEG~ R 
'fAWIT!) FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
609 43800 90 000 453 00 .7187-02 .8666-02 8666-')2 .9000 .1756-03 .2118-03 .1297 1 .001t 522 0 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB ... B MODEL 60-0 IN THE -AEDC VKF HYPER~.ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 300 .. 
OHB4B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY .. !) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8. )')0 ALPHA . 4{).00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. 15 00 SPDBRK .. .cooo 
···TEST CONOI IONS··· 
RUN RN'L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P C V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. I~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
599 1.990 7 980 40 04 174"'-01 ... 35 0 1307. 95.13 .4528-01 2.019 3815. 1285-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FTi?SEC = 0175 
599 .3506-01 .2876-01 
"'TEST DA"A··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE" TAWITO HITO) H(fAW) COOT DnmT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 RooO.9 R- eTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWI T ) rT2SEC FT2S£C rT2SEC ISEC 
599 88000-01 315 CO ... 32 00 2095-02 .2512-02 .2512-12 9000 .73 ...... -0 ... .8909-0'+ .5771-01 .'+502 520 8 
599 88000-01 00000 '+33 00 1609-01 .1931-01 1931-J1 9000 .56'+1-03 6770-03 .4421 3.3'+1 523 0 
599 88COO-01 25 000 '+3'" OC 1290 155B 155B 9000 .4523-02 5462-02 3.434 26 80 5"'7.3 
599 .88000-01 45 000 '+35 00 1180 1'+22 .1'+22 .9000 4136-02 4988-02 3 164 23 76 5"'1 6 
599 .88000-01 65 000 4.36 00 '+136-01 .4968-01 4968-JI .9000 .1450-02 .1742-02 1.130 8.524 527 I 
599 88000-01 90 000 437 00 533'+-02 6399-02 6399-12 9000 .1870-03 22'+'+-03 1469 I 13,+ 521 0 
599 88000-01 135 00 '+38 00 2"'51-02 2939-02 2939-)2 .9000 8595-0'+ 1030-03 .67,9-01 ... 975 519.1 
599 17500 00000 '+39 00 1452-0 I .1755-01 1755-11 9000 .5127-03 6155-03 .40 3 3.020 524.1 
599 17500 25 000 ... 40 00 5530-01 .6653-01 6653-JI .9000 1939-02 2333-02 1.500 II 79 533.0 
599 17500 45 000 41+1 00 88'+5-01 .1066 .1066 9000 .3101-02 3736-02 2 385 18 26 537 6 
599 17500 65.COO '+42 00 .3211-01 3858-01 .3858-01 9000 1126-02 .1353-02 8767 6 652 527 9 
599 17500 90 000 ...... 3 00 5282-02 6336-02 .6336-02 9000 .1852-03 2222-03 1'+55 I 139 520 9 
599 27000 00000 '+44 00 9338-02 .1120-01 .1I20-JI .9000 .327'+-03 .3929-03 2568 2 III 522 3 
599 2"'000 25.000 445 00 5057-01 .6079-01 .6079-) I 9000 1773-02 2131-02 I 378 10.b6 529.5 
599 .27000 45 000 '+46 00 5349-0 I 6'+32-01 .6"'32-JI 9000 . 1876-02 2255-02 1.'+55 11 66 530 8 
599 27000 65 000 447.00 1731-0 I .2078-01 .2078-01 9000 6069-03 7286-03 47"'9 3 8 ... 4 ,52'+.2 
599 .~7000 90 000 '+48 00 430"'-02 .5162-02 .5152-')2 9000 1509-03 1810-03 1186 9483 520 6 
599 .... 3800 00000 449 00 .5538-02 .6643-02 .66'+3-:::2 .9000 .1942-03 .2329-03 .1525 1.193 521.3 
599 .'+3800 25 000 '+50 00 1761-01 .211'+-01 .21Ilt-:i1 .9000 .6176-03 7'+ 13-{)3 '+833 3.738 524 I 
599 .... 3800 'i5.000 '+51 CO .1881-01 .2258-01 .i?258-:!I .9000 .6595-03 .7917-03 .5163 .... 063 523 9 
'99 .'+3800 65.000 '+52.00 .12'+3-01 11"'92-01 .1'+92-)1 .9000 .... 358-03 .5231-03 .3"'13 2.605 523 ... 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER iONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3005 
OH848 60-0 SSM( NOZZLE IR4UY43) 
-RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/I1PEF H/HREF H/HRE'" TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW} aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG R CEG. R 
TAW/T') FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
599 43800 90 000 453 00 4193-02 .5030-02 .5030-)2 .9000 .1470-03 1764-03 1155 .8946 ~I I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER iONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3006 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY431 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.100 ALPHA • 40'00 'BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP 15 00 SPDBRK • 0000 
···TEST CONDI: IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG PSIA OEG. ~ OEG R .PSIA , PSI rTlSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 I IFT3 IFT2 
'585 ? 982 7 990 40 06 1397-01 669 7 1328. D6 43 .6916-01 3.091 3846.... .1936-02 .7760-07 
RUN HPEF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
565 4351-01 234 i-Ol 
t 
···TEST DATA··· j , 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE' TAWITO HtTO) HITAWI aDOT on./OT T"" 
NUMBER R=1 0 R,.O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/T:) FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
585 B8000-01 315 00 432.00 :3:0 1 -02 .3715-02 .3715-~2 .9000 .1349-D3 1616-03 1083 8434 524.6 
585 88000-01 .00000 433 00 /768-01 2119-01 .2119-JI .9000 .7691-03 9220-03 .6159 4.&45 526.9 
585 88000-01 25 000 43'+ 00 .1288 .1556 .1556 .9000 .5604-02 .6770-02 4.319 33.55 556.9 
585 8aOCO-01 45 000 435 00 1234 1489 .14089 .9000 .5370-02 .6480-02 4.160 31.07 552 9 
585 88000-01 65 000 436 00 4010-01 4B13-CI 4813-:1 .9000 .1745-02 2094-02 1.388 10 44 532.1 
585 88000-01 90 000 437 00 5353-02 .6412-02 .6412-)2 .9000 .2329-03 2790-03 .1872 1.443 S23.8 
585 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2221-02 .2659-02 2659-:12 .9000 .9661-04 .1157-03 .7785-01 5713 521.9 
585 17500 00000 439 00 .1755-01 2105-01 211J5-)1 9000 .7636-03 9157-03 .6102 4 583 528.5 
~85 17500 25 000 1,40 00 5956-01 71b4-01 7164-)1 9000 .2591-02 .3117-02 2.040 15 97 540 5 
585 175CO 45 000 ~41 00 9358-01 1128 .1128 9000 .4071-02 .4906-02 3.179 24 22 546 8 
~rs 17500 65 COO 442 00 3309-01 3972-01 .3972-01 .9000 .1440-02 1728-02 1.145 8 671 532 2 17500 90.000 443.00 5JLi 1-02 .61386 02 .6158-~2 9000 .2237-03 2679-03 .1798 I 405 523 8 
585 27000 00000 44~ '00 1163-01 1394-01 I 394-:1I .9000 .5059-03 6064-03 4(153 3 325 526 5 
585 27000 25 000 445 00 5035-01 6048-0 I 60413-01 9000 2191-02 2631-02 I 737 13 41 534.8 
585 27000 45 000 446 00 5488-01 .6596-01 .6596-01 .9000 .2388-02 .2870-02 I 888 15 07 537.2 
585 27000 65 000 447 00 .1984-01 .2380-01 .2380-01 9000 8634-03 1035-02 6896 5.568 529.0 
585 27000 90 000 448 00 4708-02 5639-02 .5639-(,2 .9000 2049-03 .2454-03 1647 I 315 523.5 
585 .43800 .00000 449 00 6694-02 .8021-02 8021-02 .9000 .2912-03 3490-03 2338 I 826 525.0 
585 43800 25 000 450 00 1593-01 .1910-01 .1910-:11 .9000 .6931-03 _8309-03 .5549 4 285 521 I 
585 43800 45 000 1.51 00 1739-01 2085-01 .2Q85-01 9000 .7564-03 9070-03 .6051 It 753 527 7 
595 ... 3800 65 000 452 00 1346-01 .1614-01 1614-01 9000 .5857-03 7022-03 .4686 3 569 527 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER iONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3007 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE 1R4UYlt31 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRt'· TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OoOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTUIR BTUI DEG. R oEO. R 
TAWI T) FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
585 43800 90.000 453.00 4790-02 .5738-02 5738-)2 .9000 .2084-03 .2496-03 .1674 I 295 524.2 
I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 Oh84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC Vtcr HYPER:ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 300B 
> OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I RltUY44) 
SSME N07ZLE PARAMET~IC DATA 
MACH .. 8. JOO ALPHA • LtO 00 aETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. 23.50 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDI TlONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG. q DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
629 5153 7 900 39 96 . 1729-01 101.S 1244. 92'F5 .1131-01 .'+940 3720 • .3309-03 .7423-07 
• 
P'JN HREF ST~ NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF !R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
629 172:1-01 .5638-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREi" TAW/TO HIlO) HtTAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R STU/R BTUI DEG. R DEO. R 
TAW/T~ FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
629 88000-01 3i5.00 432 00 2796-02 .3379-02 .3379-02 .9000 .4809-0'+ .5812-04 3465-01 .2700 523.1 
629 88000-01 00000 433 00 2559-02 .3092-02 3092-:12 .9000 .4401-04 .5318-04 .3174-01 .2400 522.3 
629 .88000-01 25 000 434.00 3728-02 4506-02 4506-02 .9000 .6412-04 .7749-04 .4622-01 .3652 522.9 
629 .88000-01 45.000 435.00 .5761-02 .6963-02 .6963-02 .9000 .9909-04 1198-03 .7140-01 5413 523.1 
629 .88000-01 65 000 436.00 .7339-0~ 8869-02 .8869-02 .90CO 1262-03 1525-03 9097-01 .6874 522.9 
629 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4011-02 4846-02 4846-02 90lJo .6899-04 8335-04 4982-0 I .3845 521.5 
629 88000-01 135.00 438 00 2938-02 3548-02 . 3548-()2 .9000 .5052-04 6102-04 3652-01 2681 520.9 
629 .17500 00000 439 00 2074-02 2506-02 2506-02 .90pO .3566-04 .4310-04 .2571-01 .1937 ~22.6 
629 17500 25 000 440 00 2649-02 3201-02 3201-02 9000 .4556-04 5505-04 3285-01 .2596 522 7 
629 17500 45 000 441 00 5154-02 .6229-02 6229-02 .9000 .8865-04 1071-03 .6388-01 .4926 523.0 
629 17500 65.000 442 00 6582-02 7955-02 .7955-02 9000 1132-03 .1368-03 8159-01 .6207 522.9 
629 17500 90 000 443 00 3499-02 4227-02 4227-C2 .9000 6019-04 .7271-04 '+347-0 I .3401 521.4 
629 27000 00000 444 00 1883-02 2275-02 2275-(,2 .9000 3238-04 .3913-04 .2335-01 .1919 522 fj 
629 .27000 25 000 445 00 .2895-02 .3499-02 3499-02 .9000 .4980-04 .6018-04 3591-01 .27B9 522.6 
629 .27000 45 000 446 00 .5002-02 .6046-02 .6046-02 .9000 8603-04 1040-03 .6200-01 .1f9B6 523.0 
629 .21000 65 000 447 00 .5098-02 .6160-02 .6160-C'i:! .9000 .8768-04 • 1059-03 .6323-01 .5123 522 5 
629 27000 90 000 448 00 .3196-02 3861-02 .3861-02 .9000 .5497-04 .6641-01+ .3971-01 .3171+ ~21 3 
629 .43800 00000 449 00 .1850-02 .223'3-02 ~c235-02 .9000 .3182-01+ .381f5-04 .2294-01 .1791+ 522.5 
629 .1+3800 25.000 450 00 .2135-02 .2579-02 .2579-(12 .9000 13671-04 .'+436-04 .2649-01 .2050 522.2 
629 43800 45 000 451 00 .3756-02 .4538-02 .1f538·02 .9000 .6459-04 .7805-04 .4658-01 13669 522.5 
629 43800 65 000 1f52 00 .3758-02 14541-02 14541- 02 .9000 16463-04 17810-04 .4660-01 ,3558 522.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 lr~ THE AEDC VKF HYPER:;ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3009 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY44) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF f-'/HREF H/HRE- TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI aOOT OTWOT Tlot 
NUMBER R"'I.O R=O 9 R", BlUm BTU/R BTU/ OEG R OEG. R 
TAW/TJ FT2SEC FT2lEC FT2SEC ISEC 629 43800 90 000 453 00 .3712-02 .4485-02 .4485-)2 .9000 .6385-04 .771 -04 .4609-01 .3569 5~1.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPEflSONIC TUNNEl:.. PAGE 3010 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRItUYItItI 
SSME NOZZLE PARAME'TRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 000 ALPHA .. 1t0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. 21 50 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONO TIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NU~18ER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
607 9872 7 940 39 96 1383-01 205 3 1276 93 74 .2208-01 . 971t1t 3769 • .6358-03 .7543-07 
RU'J HREF STN NO 
N\:MBER BTU! R REqRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
607 2425-01 1t078-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR:F TAWITO HCTOl HCTAI-Il OOOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 Ra O.9 Roo • BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. ,. DEG. R 
TAI-:/~O FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
607 88000-01 315 00 It 32 00 .2641-02 .3177-02 .3177'02 9000 6407-04 7708-04 4843-0 I .3780 519.8 
607 88COO-01 00000 433 00 2882-02 3466-02 3466-02 9000 6991-04 .8410-04 5287-01 .4003 519.1t 
607 88000-01 25 000 434 00 8552-02 .1030-01 1030-01 .9000 .2075-03 2498-03 1563 1.235 522.1t 
607 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1716-01 2067-01 2067-01 .9000 4164-03 .5015-03 3131 2.373 5237 
607 88000-01 65 000 436 00 1849-01 .2225-01 2225-01 .9000 4486-03 5399-03 3384 2.559 521.3 
607 88000-01 90 000 437 00 7425-02 .8932-02 8932-02 9000 1801-03 2167-03 .1362 1.052 519.6 
607 88000-01 135 00 438 00 1996-02 .2400-02 .2400-02 9000 .4843-04 5823-04 3670-01 2699 517 9 
607 17500 00000 439 00 .2522-02 3034-02 .3034-02 .9000 ,6118-04 .7360-04 4624-0\ 3488 519 8 
607 17500 25 000 440 00 .5288-02 6363-02 6363-02 .9000 1283-03 .1544-03 9681-01 7657 521.0 
607 17500 45 000 441 00 1233-01 .14B4-01 1484-0 I 9000 .2991-03 3601-03 2250 1.735 523.2 
607 17500 65 COO 442 00 .1436-01 1728-01 1728-01 9000 3484-03 4193-03 2628 2 001 521.2 
607 .17500 90 000 443 00 7038-02 8467-02 8467-02 9000 .1707-03 2054-03 .1291 1 011 519.6 
607 27000 00000 444 00 2089-02 2513-02 2513-02 9000 .5068-04 6096-04 3831-01 3154 519 -: 
607 27000 25 000 445 00 .5904-02 .7106-02 7106-02 .9000 1'132-03 1724-03 1081 .8399 521.2 
607 .27000 45 000 446 00 1094-01 1317-01 1317-01 9000 .2655-03 3196-03 .2000 I 609 522.3 
607 27000 65 000 447 00 .1171-01 1409-01 .1409-01 .9000 1284\-03 .3419-03 .2144 1 739 520 9 
607 _27000 90 000 448 00 7199-02 .8660-02 .8660'02 .9000 .1747-03 2101-03 .1321 1.057 519.5 
607 43800 00000 449 00 1783-02 .2145-02 .2145-02 .9000 4327-04 .5205-0'1 .3212-01 2563 519 4 
607 .43800 25 000 450 00 . 387Q-02 .4667-02 .1f667-02 .!lOOO .9411-01t 1132-03 7111-01 .5511 520 I 
607 43800 45 000 451 00 .9672-02 .1164-01 .1164-01 .9000 .1?34;-03 .282'1-03 .1771 1.396 520.8 
607 .43800 65 000 452 00 .1492-01 .1796-01 .1796-01 ,9000 ,3621-03 .'1357-03 .2733 2 088 521.0 
} 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEllSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3011 
OHB48 60-0 SSM( NOZZLE IR'fUY'f'f) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRJ j TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) ODOT OHmT tw 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=O 9 -.R= 8TU/R .BlUlR BTUI DEQ P OEG R 
TAW/'O FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
607 43800 90 opo ~3 00 9580-02 ,1153-01 1153 ,01 9000 .2324-03 2796-03 .1756 1 361 5020.1 
j 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEISONIC TUNNEL PAGE 30lc 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE 1F;!4UY4 .. , 
, 
SSME NOZZLE • PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFL/,P = 25.50 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST COND'TIONS·'· 
" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T I P a v RHO t1U 
NUr-:SER I::-T DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L9-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTc 
601 1 999 7 980 39 99 1388-01 435 3 1304 94 91 .4531-01 2.020 3811 .1289-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTul R REFIR) 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
601 3585-01 2871-01 
···TEST DHA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR:F TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT OTWDT TW 
NUf",8ER R=I 0 R;0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/ro F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
601 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2009-02 2412-02 2412-02 .9000 .7044-04 .8456-04 .5500-01 .'t286 522.9 
601 83000-01 00000 433 CO 1177-01 1413-01 .1413-01 .9000 .If 125-03 .4954-03 3215 2 428 524.3 
601 88000-01 25 000 434 00 • I 059 1279 .1279 .9000 3712-02 4484-02 2 813 21 96 546.1 
601 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1040 .1256 .125E .9000 .3648-02 .4402-02 2.777 20 84 542.6 
601 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .6555-01 7891-01 .7891-01 .9000 .2298-02 2767-02 1.769 13.30 533 8 
601 88000-01 90 000 437 00 6975-02 8371-02 8371-02 9000 241t5-03 .2935-03 .1911 I 474 522.3 
601 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2099-02 .2518-02 2518-02 .9000 .7358-04 8827-04 .5763-01 .4233 520.4 
601 17500 .00000 439 00 1184-0 I 1422-01 1422-0 I .9000 4151-03 4986-03 .3232 2.431 525 2 
601 t7500 25 000 440 00 4592-01 .5528-01 5528-01 .9000 1610-02 1938-02 I 241 9.751 533.2 601 7500 45 000 441 00 .8442-01 .1018 IDlE .9000 2960-02 3569-02 2 262 \7.29 539 6 
60! 17500 65 COO 442 00 5212'"01 .6275-01 .627=-01 .9000 1828-02 2200-02 1 407 10 65 533 6 
501 17500 90 000 4'-13.00 7361-02 8835-02 .883~-02 9000 2581-03 3098-03 2016 1.577 522 3 
601 27000 00000 444 00 9163-02 .IIGO-OI 1100-01 9000 .3213-03 3858-03 2503 2 055 524.~ 
601 27000 25 000 445 00 5945-01 7157-01 7157-01 .9000 2085-02 2509-02 1.605 12 40 533 6 
601 .27000 45 000 446 00 6858-01 .8262-01 826E-01 .9000 .24135-02 .2897-02 1 845 14 74 536 3 
601 .27000 65 000 447 00 .3538-01 4255-01 425=-01 .9000 .1240-02 1492-02 .9596 7.745 530 0 
601 27000 90 000 448 00 .5925-02 7110-02 .711C-02 .9000 .2077-03 .2493-03 1624 I 297 521 9 
601 .43800 00000 4'19.0! .6936-02 .8328-02 832E-02 9000 .2432-03 .2920-03 .1897 1.483 523.7 601 .43800 25 000 450.0 .2945-01 .3540-01 .354C-OI .9000 .1032-02 .1241-02 .g003 6 176 528 5 
601 .43800 45.000 451 0 .3020-01 .3631-01 .,631-01 .9000 • 1059-02 .1273-02 214 6 450 '528 1 
601 "3800 BS.OOO "52 0 .2126-01 .25'55-01 .255~-01 ,9000 ,7Lf!J5-03 .8958-03 .5792 4.413 526.7 







PHl TIC NO 
90 000 '+53 00 
6.0-0 IN THE AEOC WF HYPEI1S0NIC TUNNEL 
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H/HREF H/HREF H/HR:F TAW/TO 
R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 
TAW/ra 






















DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AE:DC VKF" HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 301'+ 
OH8,+B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRLfUYLf'i) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRlC DATA 
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA . '+0 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
t BDFLAP • 23.50 SPDBRK ... 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 




587 3.006 7.990 '+0.06 .1398-01 1323. 96.07 .6933-01 3.098 3839. .19Lf8-02 .7731-07 , 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF IRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
587 ,+353-01 2339-01 
··-TEST C6.TA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-'''::F TAW/TO HCTOl HI TAWl OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=\ 0 R=O 9 R= BTum BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWI10 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
587 88000-01 315.GO '+32 00 2'+10-02 2888-02 .2B8E-02 .9000 1049-03 .1257-03 .8382-01 .6528 5238 
587 88000-01 00000 '+33 00 .1499-01 1797-01 .1197-01 .9000 6524-03 7822-03 .5202 3.926 525.4 
587 B8000-01 25.000 43'+ 00 .1189 1435 .143!: .9000 .517'+-02 6247-02 3 985 31.02 552.4 
587 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 1296 1565 . I 56!: .9000 5641-02 6812-02 4 342 32 42 553.0 
587 .88000-01 65.000 436.00 6157-01 7402-01 .7'+02-01 .9000 2680-02 .3222-02 2 107 15.81 536.'+ 
587 88000-01 90 000 437 00 6323-02 7577-02 .7577-02 .9000 2753-03 .3298-03 .2201 1.897 523.2 
587 88000-01 135 00 '+38 00 2289-02 27'+1-02 .27'+1-02 .9000 9963-04 1193-03 .7987-01 586'+ 521 0 
587 '7500 .00000 439 00 1'+58-01 \749-01 .1149-0 I .9000 63'+8-03 .761'+-03 5050 3 791; 527.2 
587 17500 25 000 '+'+0 00 530'+-01 .6379-01 6379-01 9000 2309-02 .2777-02 I 813 14 22 537 6 
587 .17500 45 000 '+'+1 00 1035 12'+8 .12'+E. 9000 4505-02 5'+33-02 3.'+88 26 56 548 3 
587 17500 65 COO '+'+2 00 5063-01 .6087-01 6087-01 .9000 220'+-02 2650-02 I 732 13.09 536 6 
587 .17501) 90 000 '+'+3 00 6393-02 7661-02 7661' 02 .9000 2783-03 3335-03 .2225 I 739 523.3 
587 .27000 00000 '+'+'+ 00 9703-02 1163-0J .116:!-01 .9000 .422'+-03 506'+-03 .3368 2 765 525 2 
597 27000 25 000 '+'+5 00 5683-:1I 6831-01 .6831-01 .9000 2'+7'+-02 2974-02 1.948 15 03 535 '+ 
587 27000 '+5 000 '+'+6 00 7363-0 1 8859-01 885S-01 9000 .3205-02 3857-02 2 510 20 02 539 5 
587 .27000 65 000 447 00 3188-01 3827-01 3827-01 .9000 .1388-02 .1666-02 I 099 8.B70 530 5 
587 .27000 90 000 4'+8 00 5750-02 6889-02 .688S-02 .9000 .2503-03 .2999-03 .2002 I 599 522.7 
597 '+3800 .00000 '+'+9 00 6819-02 8173-02 .817::-02 .9000 2968-03 .3558-03 .2369 I 851 524.5 
587 43800 25.000 '+50 00 2350-01 .2920-01 292a-01 .90(10 .1023-02 1227-02 .812'+ 6.26g 528 5 
587 43800 45.000 '+51 00 .2670-01 3204-01 .320"-01 .9000 1162-02 .1395-02 922'+ 7 2'+0 529 I 
587 43800 65 000 '+52 00 1865-01 2238-01 .2238-91 .9000 .8120-03 97'+1-03 6'+55 It 916 527.7 
! 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPE,SONIC TUNNEL . ~AGE 3015 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rRttuyltlt) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/I;IREF H/HR:F TAW/TO HllO) HtTAWI aOOT OHolOT TW 
NUMBER R=\ 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R -BTUIR BTU/ OEO. R DEO lit 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
587 43BOO 90.000 453 00 .4927-02 .5904-02 591Jl+-02 9000 .2145-03 .2570-03 • 1711+ 1.326 523.'+ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-f84B MODEL 150-0 IN THE AEDC VI:F HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3016 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR"UY"5, 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5_000 BDFLAP .. -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000 
"·TEST CONe IT IONS· .. 
RUN R"</L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TC T P a v RHO { HU NUM8ER ItT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS '-B-SEC X10 6 IrT3 IrT2 681 5058 7 900 39 93 -.103"-01 101 2 1255 93.06 11;:>5-01 . 4913 3736 . .3262-03 7489-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFtRI 
rT2SEC =.0175 
681 .1718-01 568"-01 
···TEST (,"TA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HF::F TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ODOT OHoIDT TW NUM8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R TAW/TO tT2SEC tT2SEC rT2SEC /SEC 
681 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 .3631-02 .4383-02 .438!-02 .9000 .6237-04 7528-04 .4561t-01 .3556 522.9 681 88000-01 00000 433 00 .2269-02 2738-02 . 273€-02 9000 .3898-04 .4703-04 .2B55-01 .2159 522.1 681 88000-01 25 000 434 00 '851-02 2234-02 .223"-02 9000 3180-04 3837-0" 2330-01 IBLt2 522 0 681 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 .3252-02 3924-02 .3924-02 .9000 5586-0" 67"0-0" "09t+-01 .3106 521 8 681 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .58~3-02 .7038-02 .703E,-02 .9000 .1002-03 .1209-03 .73lt2-01 .5551 521 9 681 .88000-01 90 000 "37 00 7735-02 9333-02 933:'-02 9000 1329-03 1603-03 .9733-01 .7509 522.1 681 88000-01 135.00 438.00 3""7-02 ."158-02 "15E-02 9000 .5921-0" 71 It 3-0lt .43lt5-01 .3191 520.9 681 .17500 00000 .. 39 00 1776-02 21""-02 .21""'-02 9000 3051-0" 3682-0" 2235-01 .1684- 522 3 681 17500 25 000 " .. 0 00 1782-02 .21!$0-~ 215e-02 9000 3051-0" 369"-04 22lt2-01 .177r 522.1 681 17500 .. 5 000 .... 1 00 .2682-02 .3236- 323e;-02 9000 "607-0"1 5559-04 3376-01 .2605 521 9 681 17500 65 COO 442 00 5367-02 .6"76- 2 6"76-02 9000 9219-04 .1112-03 6752-01 5138 522 3 581 17500 90 000 .. 43 00 6974-02 .8"15-02 • 81t I':. -02 9000 .1198-03 .1445-03 .8776-01 6865 522.1 581 .27000 00000 .. 44 00 1"08-02 .1700-02 .170(-02 .9000 .2"19-04 2919-0" .1772-01 1457 522.3 681 27000 25 000 4"5 00 .1659-02 2001-02 .2001-02 .9000 28"9-04 3"38-04 .2087-01 1622 522.0 681 .27000 "5 000 .... 5 00 2352-02 2838-02 .283£'-02 .9000 ."040-0" It87"-04 2960-01 2382 521 9 681 .27000 65 000 .. 47 00 4916-02 5933-02 .593:-02 .9000 .8445-0" 1019-03 6187-01 5013 522 1 681 27000 90 oeD 4"8 00 6534-02 .788"-02 .788L -02 .9000 .1122-03 135"-03 .8225-01 6573 521.8 681 ... 3800 00000 449 00 1279-02 .154"-02 .154 L 02 ,900Q .2197-04 .2652-04 .1610-01 .1259 522.1 681 .43800 25.000 450.00 '1366-02 • 16"9~O~ • I 61f£.--02 .900(] t 23 .. 1 - O"l .2832-0" .1720-01 .1332 521."1 601 .43800 "5 000 '151.00 • 850-0': 1~2!3-QI ,223~-O2 .1000 '~179-Q'i .3~35-04 12330-01 .1835 521 1 681 ."13800 65 000 '152 00 .'1209-02 ,5079-Q .~07~-be ,S1000 i E30~()1t Ie 25-04 .!. 9'1-01 .40"2 521." 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC V~F HYPERSON[C TUNNEL PAGE 30[7 
OHB4B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fR4UY't5) 
PUN ZO MS pJ..t[ TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/Hf EF TAW/TO HrTO) HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBE'1 R=l 0 R=O 9 Ro: BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R OEG. R 
TAW,'rO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
681 43800 90 000 453 00 5385-02 6498-02 6'+9( -02 .9000 9250-04 1116-03 .6777-01 • 52't7 522 0 
, ' 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPfRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3018 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRI+UYI+!51 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMt:TRIC DATA 
MACH . f 000 ALPHA .. 1+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. 5 000 
80FLAP = -~ 000 SPDBRK 0000 
··-TEST CONu IT IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO Ttl T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEG ~ OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
667 I 005 7 91+0 39 96 - 6922-02 205.3 1261 !l2 61+ 2208-01 .9744 3746 .61+33-03 .71+54-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
667 2"21-01 ~Q4g-01 
··-TEST IJATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HPEF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUf"'BER R:I.O R=O.9 R= BTtJ/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
667 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 1916-02 2312-02 .2312-02 .90do .1+639-01+ 5597-04 3415-01 2658 524.6 
667 88000-01 00000 433.00 9722-03 .1173-02 1173-02 .90cro 2351+-01+ .2840-04 .1735-01 .1310 523.8 
667 88000-01 25 000 434 00 1854-02 .2237-02 223'-02 9000 41+89-04 .5415-04 .3307-01 .2611 524 0 
667 88000-01 45 000 435 00 4697-02 5668-02 5668-02 .9000 .1137-03 1372-03 837'+-01 .631+4 52'+ 4 
667 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 1417-01 1710-01 .1711-01 9000 3430-03 .4140-03 2521 1.903 525 6 
667 88000-01 90 000 437 00 1162-01 .1402-01 .1402-01 .9000 .2812-03 3393-03 2070 1.595 524.6 
667 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2359-02 2844-02 .284<'-02 .9000 5711-04 .6887-04 .4216-01 3093 522.1+ 
667 17500 00000 439 00 8306-03 1002-02 .1002-02 .9000 2011-04 2426-04 1481-01 1115 52'1 I 
667 17500 25 000 440 00 1199-02 1''147-02 .144"'-02 9000 2904-04 .3503-04 .2139-01 1689 524 0 
667 17500 45 000 441 00 4102-02 4950-02 .4950-02 .9000 9933-04 .1199-03 7312-01 5635 524 5 
657 17500 65 COO 442 00 12-17-01 .1506-01 .1501':;-01 .9000 .3020-03 3646-03 221S 1.685 526 2 
667 17500 90 000 443 00 .1025-01 1237-01 1237-01 9000 2482-03 2995-03 .1827 1.427 521+.7 
667 27000 00000 444 00 7507-03 .9057-03 9057-03 9000 1817-04 2193-04 1339-01 1100 524 I 
667 27000 25 000 445 00 1402-02 1691-02 .169, -02 9000 3394-04 1+094-04 .2500-01 1940 52Lf 0 
667 27000 45 000 446.00 4271-02 5153-02 515J-02 9000 1034-03 1248-03 .7611-01 6116 524 6 
657 27000 65 000 447 00 1374-01 1659-01 .165:;1-01 .9000 332;-03 4017-03 .241+3 1.975 526 4 
667 27000 90 000 448 00 8582-02 .1035-01 • 103 j-O I .9000 .2078-03 2507-03 .1531 I 222 521+ 0 
667 .43800 00000 449 00 7709-03 .9301-03 930.-03 .9000 1866-04 .2252-04 1375-01 1075 524 0 
667 43800 25 000 450 00 .1281-02 .1545-02 .154l-02 19000 .310\-04 3741-04 .2285-01 .1768 523 8 
667 .43800 45 000 451 00 .5517-02 .6657-02 .6657-02 ,9000 .1336-03 .1612-03 19829-01 7732 524 7 
667 .43800 65 000 452 00 .1423-01 .1718-01 .1713-01 ,9000 13445-03 .4160-03 12529 1.927 526 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3019 
OH8~-60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY45) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HICF TAW/TO -';(10) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R srum STU I DEG. R OEG. R 
. TAW. to FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
667 43800 90 000 453 00 8359-02 .1009-01 .10011-01 9000 .2024-03 .2442-03 .1489 1.151 525.0 
\ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPIRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3020 
OH8,+B 60-0 SSME flCZZLE IRLtUYLt51 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
. 
MAC~ .. 11.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
eorLAP .. -'>.000 SPDBRK • 0000 
'''TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO Til T P a v RHO HU 
NUt-SER 1FT DEG DEO. PSIA uEO R DEO. R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 In3 In2 
687 1.992 7 980 40 00 - 6947-02 434.9 1306 95 05 .'+527-01 2.018 3814. .1285-02 .7649-01 
PUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RErlRI 
tT2SEC .. 0175 
687 .3505-01 2875-01 
"'TEST lATA'" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/H~Er TAWITO HtTO) HITAW) aDOT DTWOT TH 
NUMBER R=I.0 R;0.9 R= 8TU/R EHU/R BTUI OEO. R OEG R 
TAH'TO tT2SEC tT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
687 .88000-01 315 00 432.00 1325-02 .1591-02 .159, -02 .9000 '+643-04 .5576-04 .362,+-01 .2820 525 3 
687 88000-01 00000 '+33 00 2905-02 3'+139-02 348':1-02 .9000 1018-03 .1223-03 7~47-01 .5998 525 3 
687 .88000-01 25 DOG '+3'+.00 4718-02 .5666-02 .5665-02 9000 1654-03 1986-03 .1290 1.018 525.6 
687 880CO-01 45 000 435 00 145'+-01 1759-01 .175'3-01 .9000 .5132-03 6167-03 3991 3.018 528.0 
687 88000-01 65 000 436 00 5653-01 7048-01 .704-3-01 .9000 .2052-02 .2'+71-02 1.580 11.85 535 6 
687 98000-01 90 000 '+37 00 9273-02 .111'+-01 .111 .. -01 9000 .3251-03 390'+-03 .2535 I 952 525 8 
687 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .2318-02 .2782-02 . 218·?-02 9000 8125-04 9153-0'+ 6355-01 .4660 523 4 
681 1'7500 00000 ,+39 00 .2286-02 2746-02 .2145-02 .9000 8014-0lf .9625-04 .6253-01 4104 525.If 
687 .17500 25 COO 440 00 3047-02 3659-02 3659-02 .9000 .1068-03 .1283-03 8333-0r .6576 5255 
587 17500 45.000 441 00 .1327-01 .1595-01 .1593-01 9000 4053-03 5591-03 .3618 2 783 528 0 
687 .17500 65 COO 442 00 4890-01 .5892-01 .5892-01 9000 1114-02 .2065-02 I 316 9.934 538.0 
687 17500 90 000 443 00 .9392-02 .1128-01 .1128-0 I 9000 3292-03 3955-03 2561 2.00'+ 526 I 
687 27000 00000 444 00 1928-02 ,a315-02 .231'3-02 9000 6758-04 .8116-04 .5275-01 4330 525.2 
687 .27000 25 000 445 00 .3716-02 .4463-02 .4463-02 .9000 1303-03 .1554-03 .1016 .7880 5l?5.5 
687 .27000 45.000 '+46 00 .1502-01 .1805-0 I .1805-01 .9000 5255-03 .6328-03 4093 3 283 528 3 
687 21000 65.000 447 00 4303-01 5180-01 .518.)-01 .9000 1509-02 1816-02 I 16'+ 9 .l79 533 9 
681 27000 90 000 ,+49 00 7254-02 8711-02 8111-02 .9000 .2543-03 .3054-03 .1985 1.583 525 0 
687 .43800 00000 449 00 .1455-02 .1748-02 .1743-02 .9000 .5102-04 .6126-0lf .3964-01 3113 524 7 
687 l'43800 25.000 li50 00 .3750-0e .lt504-02 .450 .. -02 .9000 .1315-03 .1579-03 . 1026 
.713 • 525 2 687 .1t3800 45. ~OO It51 iO .1854-01 Ic229-01 ,2223-01 19000 .6501-03 11812-03 .5056 3. 11 528 0 
fi8'7 ,luallO 6~, oil .. ~a. 0 .1135-01 13712-01 • 377j-OI -.9000 .1099-02 .1322-02 8501 6. 65 531 1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE.RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3021 
O~48 BO-O SSME NCZZLE I R4UY"S I 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HI1EF" TA~UTO HITOI HITAWI aOOT DTWOT TW 
NU:1BER R=1 0 Ra O.9 Rs 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEO. R OEO. R 
TAW TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
687 ... 3800 90.000 453 00 .6214-02 .7462-02 .746':'-02 .9000 2178-03 .2616-03 .1700 I 31 .. 525.2 
\ 
I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC vKt HYPo :RSOIllI C TUNNEL PAGE 3022 
OH848 60-0 SSHE NOZZLE I R4UY45 I 
SS"1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
~ACt = LDOO ALPHA' a ,+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
DrLAP = -3.000 SP08RI< • .0000 
---TEST CON) IT IONS-·· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO T) T P a v ~HO MU NUM8ER 1FT OEO. OEO. PSIA OEO R OEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC S4UGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 In3 IFT2 
701 2.998 7 990 40 05 -.6978-02 669.5 
. 
1323 96.07 .6914-01 l.D90 3839. .1942-02 .7731-07 
'RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFIRI 
F"T2SEC =.0175 
701 .4347-01 2342-01 
---TEST )AT4·" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H-1EF TAW/TO HIlOI HITAWI aOOT DTWDT T/.I 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI OEO R DEG. R 
I TAW 'TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
701 88000-01 315 00 432 00 .7852-03 9427-03 .9427-03 .9000 .3413-0lt .409B-0,+ .2702-01 .2096 531. I 
701 88000-01 00000 433 00 3044-02 .3655-02 .3655-02 .9000 1323-03 .1589-03 1047 .7877 531.5 
701 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 6157-02 7395-02 .7393-02 .9000 2677-03 3215-03 .2115 1.663 532.4 
701 .88000-01 45 000 1435 00 1697-01 2040-01 204J-OI .9000 7377-03 .8867-03 .5807 4.375 535.5 
701 88000-01 65.000 ,,36 00 8022-01 .9675-01 .9675-01 9000 3487-02 4206-02 2.699 20.13 548 6 
701 88000-01 90 000 437 00 1244-01 .1495-01 149;'-01 .9000 .5409-03 6499-03 .4268 3 273 533.7 
701 8g000-01 135 00 438 00 .1979-02 2375-02 237-;-02 9000 8601-04 1033-03 .6808-01 .4973 531 2 
701 17500 .00000 439 00 .2678-02 3216-02 321~-02 .9000 .1164-03 1398-03 9213-01 69(19 531.3 
701 17500 25 000 440 00 3969-02 4766-02 4766-02 9000 1726-03 2072-03 1365 I 074 531.It 
701 17500 45 000 441 00 .1626-01 1954-01 195-i-01 .9000 .7067-03 8495-03 5564 4 264 535.4 
701 .17500 65 COO 442 00 6579-01 .7947-01 7947-01 .9000 2860-02 3455-02 2.199 16 47 553 9 701 .17500 90.000 443.00 1349-01 1621-01 1621-01 9000 5864-03 7046-03 4623 3 ~94 534.3 101 .27000 00000 444 00 2115-02 2540-02 254J-02 .9000 9196-04 110'+-03 7280-01 5~59 531 0 701 21000 25.000 445 00 5397-02 6'+80-02 648:)-02 .9000 2346-03 2817-03 .1856 1. 35 531 7 
1,01 21000 45.000 446 00 .2254-01 2710-01 2710-01 .9000 9799-03 .1178-02 .7700 o )Lt9 536.9 101 27000 65.000 447 00 5552-01 6691-01 6691-01 .9000 241'+-02 2909-02 I 876 15.02 545.6 
701 27000 90 000 448 0.0 9091-02 1092-01 .1092-01 .9000 .3952-03 .4747-03 .3123 2 482 532.5 
701 43800 00000 449 00 .1701-0e .2041-02 2041-02 .9000 .7393-04 .8874-04 .5857-01 4562 530 4 
701 .43800 25.000 450 00 6648-02 .7983-02 .7ge3-02 .9000 2890-03 .3470-03 .2287 1 762 531.5 
701 43800 45 000 451 00 .3299-01 3967-0' .396-1-01 .9000 .1434-02 .1725-02 J 127 8.e07 537.1 701 .43800 65 000 452 00 .3668-01 .4413-01 .4413-01 .9000 .1595-02 .1919-02 1.250 9.460 539.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPfRSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3023 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRItUYlfSI 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H/'CF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAloIl aOOT OTloIDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTl1fR BTUJR BTUI DEG R DEO. R 
TAW TO FT2SEC F-t2.SEC FT2SEC I SEC 
701 43800 9Q 000 1t53 00 7068-02 .8488-02 84811-02 ' 9000 .3073-03 .3690-03 .2429 1.171 532.1 
DATE 23 FE8 60 (lH848 MODEL 60-0 IN,THE AEDC Kf HYP:RSCNIC TUN~El PAGE 3024 
OH848 60-0 5SME N~ZZLE IR4UY461 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DAH 
MACH 3.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .. .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP ,. • 0000 SPOBRK • .0000 
~··TEST CONJIT IONS·" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO T') T P a v RHO MU 
NuMBER 1FT DEG DEG P51A CEG. R OEG. R PS-I A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
679 5025 7.900 39 97 - 6923-02 100.5 1255. 93.06 • 1117-01 .48Bl 3736 • .3241-03 .74B9-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
fT2sEC = 0175 
079 1712-01 5703-01 
···TEsT )ATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/"~EF TAWITO HITO) H( TAW) OOOT OT\.IOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 RooO.9 Roo 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEO R 
TAl-ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC fT2SEC ISEC 
679 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 .3899-02 4709-02 .47C3-02 .9000 6676-04 8063-04 4869-01 .3789 525.4 
679 88000-01 00000 't33 00 .2324-02 .2806-02 .28C5-02 .9000 3979-04 4804-04 2905-01 .2193 524.5 
679 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 2056-02 2482-02 .24E2-02 .9000 3520-04 .4250-04 2570-01 .2029 5245 
679 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .3749-02 4527-02 .4527-02 .9000 .6419-04 .7751-04 .4688-01 .3552 524.4 
679 .88000-01 65 000 ,,+36 00 .5929-02 .7159-02 .71~3-02 9000 1015-03 1226-03 .7412-01 .5596 524.5 
679 88000-01 90 000 437 00 .648~-02 7830-02 .78!0-02 .9000 .1110-03 1341-03 .8105-01 6245 524 6 
679 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .336 -02 .4064-02 .40E04-02 .9000 .5764-04 6958-04 4213-01 3099 523.6 
679 .17500 00000 439 00 1865-02 2252-02 22!:2-02 .9000 .3194-04 .3856-04 2332-01 1755 524.6 
679 17500 25 000 440 00 1708-02 .2063-02 2063-02 .9000 2925-04 .3532-04 2136-01 1686 524.5 
679 .17500 45 000 441 00 3019-02 .3646-02 3646-02 9000 5169-04 6242-04 .3775-01 .2909 524.3 
679 .17500 65.COO 442 00 5317-02 6421-02 .6421-02 .9000 .9104-04 1099-03 .6645-01 5050 ::ai'4 8 
679 .17500 90 000 443 00 5900-02 7124-02 71':4-02 9000 .1010-03 .1220-03 7376-01 5763 ~24.5 
679 .27000 00000 444 00 .1383-02 .1670-02 .1670-02 .9000 2368-04 2859-04 .1729-01 .1420 524 5 
679 .27000 25 000 445 00 1600-02 1931-02 19!1-02 9000 .2739-04 .3307-04 .2000-01 1552 524 3 
679 .27000 45 000 446 OU .2487-02 3003-02 .30C3-02 9000 4258-04 .5142-04 .3110-01 .2499 524.3 
679 .27000 65.000 447 00 4491-02 5423-02 .5423-02 9000 7690-01t 9285-04 5614-01 .4544 524.6 
679 .27000 90 000 448 00 5401-02 6521-02 .652!-02 9000 9247-04 . I I 16-03 .6755-0: .5391 524 2 
679 .43800 00000 449 00 1224-02 .1478-02 .1470-02 9000 .2096-0ct 2531-04 .1531-01 .1196 524.3 
679 .... 3800 25.000 450 00 1526-02 .1842-02 1842-02 9000 2613-04 .3154-04 .1909-01 .1477 521+.0 
679 4"380Q 45 000 451 00 2013-02 .2430-02 .2"30-02 9000 .3446-04 .4-160-0" .2518-01 .1981 524.0 
679 43800 65 000 452 00 .3480-02 4202-02 ."20<'-02 9000 5958-011 .7195-04 .4349-01 .3316 524.8 
; 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP:RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3025 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I R4UVLf6 I 
RUN ZO MS PHI T/C NO H/HREF I-U~REF HI'" ~EF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT ono/OT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= eTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAhlTO FT2S£C FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
679 43800 90 000 453.00 .4107-02 4959-02 .lf95~-02 .9000 .7032-04 • 8490-Qlf .5136-01 .3972 5L?4.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEOC IKF' HYPE"RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3026 
OH84B 60-0 SSME N'JZZLE IR4UY461 
SSME NOZZLE PARAI'IETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5 000 
BOFLAP • .0000 SPDBRI( • .0000 
···TEST CO~OITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEO PSIA DEC-. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
665 1 003 7.940 39 97 - 1732-0[ 205.8 r26e 92 93 2213-01 • 9768 3752 . .6'129-03 .7478-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
665 2425-01 .4052-0[ 
···TEST DATA··· 
RIJN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' HI .. REF TAW/TO HIlO) HtTAW) OOOT CTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=[ .0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO R OEG R 
TAt-; I TO FT2SEC H2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
665 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 1773-02 2142-02 .2IL2-02 9000 4301-0'1 .5[96-04 3[56-0[ .2450 530.8 
665 88000-01 00:)00 433 00 1164-02 .1406-02 .14e6-02 .9000 2822-04 3'109-04 2073-01 .1561 530. [ 
665 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 .2063-02 2492-02 .2492-02 9000 .5004-0't .60'15-04 3674-01 .2892 530.5 
665 88000-01 45 000 435 00 .1466-02 5396-02 .53£'.6-02 .9000 .1083-03 .1309-03 .7946-01 5999 531.1 
665 .88000-01 65 000 436.00 1091-01 .1319-01 .1319-01 .9000 .2647-03 3199-03 .1939 1.'158 532.1 
665 Q8000-01 90 000 437 00 8'167-02 1023-GI .IOC::3-01 .9000 .2054-03 2<+82-03 .1506 1.156 531.5 
66'5 tJ8000-01 135 00 438 00 .2003-02 2 .. 19-02 .2"!9-02 9000 4857-0'1 5868-04 .3566-01 2606 530.4 
665 .17500 00000 439.00 9360-03 1131-02 .1131-02 .9000 2270-04 ,27"2-0" 1667-01 1251 530 I 
665 17500 2'::1 000 '140 00 1309-02 .1581-02 1581-02 .9000 .317 .. -04 3835-04 .2331-01 1835 530.2 
665 .17500 45 000 'I'll 00 .3592-02 4340-02 .43L,O-02 ,9000 8713-0'1 1053-03 6392-01 .4~10 531.0 
665 17500 65 000 442 00 9164-02 1108-01 .IIOB-OI 9000 .2223-03 2687-03 .1628 I 232 532.4 
665 17500 90 000 443.00 .8092-02 .9781-02 .9781-02 .9000 .1963-03 2372-03 1438 I 119 532.1 
665 .27000 00000 444 00 89'10-03 1080-02 .IOBO-02 9000 .2168-04 2619-04 1593-01 .1304 530.1 
665 27000 25 000 445 00 1363-02 16'17-02 . 1647-02 9000 3306-0'1 .399 .. -0 .. .2'128-01 .1879 530.2 
665 .27000 .. 5 000 446 00 3325-02 4018-02 • 4 III 8-02 .9000 .8065-0'1 9745-0 .. .5918-01 .47'10 530.9 
665 .27000 65 000 447 00 8609-02 .1041-01 .1041-01 9000 .20e8-03 2524-03 .1529 1.233 532 2 
665 27000 90 000 448 00 7033-02 .B500-02 .85[,0-02 9000 .1706-03 2062-03 .1250 .9941 531.6 
665 .43800 00000 '1'19.00 8017-03 .968 .. -03 . 968tf-03 .9000 .1945-04 2349-04 .1429-01 .1113 529.9 
665 '13800 25 000 450.00 1035-02 .1250-02 .12fO-02 .9000 .2510-~'1 .3032-04 .18'14-01 1422 529.8 
665 .43800 45 000 '151 00 .2944-02 .3556-02 • 35i;6-02 .9000 .7139-01+ .8625-01+ .5242-01 .4111 530 5 
665 43800 65 000 452 00 .7973-02 ,9636-02 .96:0'02 .9000 .1934-03 .2337-03 • 14 ['7 1 077 532.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYF~RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3027 
OH848 60-0 SSME N~ZZLE rR4UY46) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC N~ H/HREF H/HRE.F H/I-REF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT OTL.JDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG R OEG. R 
TAIo:/TO FT2SEC fT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
665 43800 90 000 453 00 6819-02 .8241-02 .82'"1-02 9000 .1654-03 1999-03 .12t2 .9337 531.8 
, 
~ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'tB MODEL . 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3028 
OHB'tB 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I RLtUy'ttl' 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DAM 
MACH • 0.000 ALPHA .. 'to.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BOFLA? • .0000 SPOBRI( • 0000 
···TEST CO~DIT\ONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA DEC. R DEG. ~ PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 
-. '.'tl-Ol 
If T3 IFT2 689 I 996 7.980 39.99 't3't.3 130:-. 91f.84 .'t521-01 2.015 3810 .1287-0e .7631-07 
RUN I-'REF SlN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'lRl 
FT2SEC =.0175 
689 .3502-01 2873-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/IREF TAI-I/TO HtTOI HCTAWI ODOT OTI-IOT T[..I 
NU~8ER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTUIR alUIR BTUI DEG R OEG. R 
TAIJITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 689 .88000-01 315 00 't32 00 .15B9-02 .1910-02 .19 0-02 .9000 .5565-04 6690-01f 4311-01 .3350 528.0 689 .88000-01 .00000 433 00 2569-02 3088-02 .30r.B-Q2 .9000 .8996-04 .1081-03 .6972-01 .5256 527.6 689 88000-01 25 000 43't 00 't731-02 5689-02 56~9-02 9000 1657-03 .1992-03 1282 1.010 528.7 689 .88000-01 1f5 000 't35 00 .1505-01 1811-01 18 I-OL .9000 .5271-03 .6342-03 .4068 3.072 530.9 689 .88000-01 65.000 1f36 00 5555-01 .6695-01 .66r~5-0J .9000 .1945-02 • 231fLt-02 1.'t87 \I 15 538 0 689 88000-nl 90 000 437 00 8250-02 .9920-02 . 99r!0-02 .9000 2889-03 .31f7't-03 .2235 I 718 529 0 689 88000-01 135.00 't38 00 .2017-02 2't25-02 24?S-02 .9000 .7065-0't 8't92-0't .5'+76-01 .'+007 52' 5 689 17500 00000 ,+39.00 .2161-02 2597-02 .25~11-02 .9000 .7567-0'+ .9095-0't 5866-01 't1f07 527.5 689 17500 25.000 't't0 00 2606-02 3133-02 .31 :'3-02 .9000 .9126-04 1097-03 7073-01 .5575 5277 689 17500 't5 000 't'+1 00 .13't9-01 1623-01 .16.!3-01 9000 .'+725-03 568'+-03 3647 2 802 530 7 689 .17500 65 GOO 't't2.00 '+608-01 5558-01 55'18-01 .9000 161't-02 1946-02 I 230 9277 5't0 3 689 .17500 90 000 4't3 00 8520-02 1025-01 10<!5-01 9000 .2983-03 3588-03 2307 I 798 529.2 689 27000 00000 44't 00 .1657-02 .1992-02 19IJ2-02 .9000 • 580't-0't 6975-04 't500-01 3690 527.3 689 .27000 25 000 't't5 00 .3822-02 .4595-02 .'t5'l5-02 9000 1338-03 1509-03 1037 8031 527.9 689 .2/000 45.000 4'+6.00 .15't0-01 1853-01 • 18'J3-01 .9000 539't-03 .6489-03 .'t152 3 334 531 0 689 .27000 65.000 't't7 00 3760-01 ,+531-01 .lt5 ;)-01 9000 .1317-02 1586-02 1 008 8.108 536 9 689 27000 90.000 41f8 00 6605-02 .791f1-02 79' 1-02 .9000 .2313-03 2781-03 .I7QI I 425 528.3 689 .1f3800 .0Booo 1f49 00 .1't2'+-02 .1711-02 .17 1-02 .9000 .1f9B5-0t.t .5991-0'+ .3868-01 .3019 526 7 689 .'t3800 25.000 450.00 It244-02 .5101-02 - .51 JI-02 .9000 .1486-03 .1786-03 1152 .8895 527 4 
g89 
'''i:00 1t5·100 451.00 .1964-01 .c363-01 .23'13-01 .9000 .6877-03 .8273-03 5310 4 165 530 5 99 ," 00 ,.. oa 't1il.CO .2Cl14-01 .3508-01 .3519-01 .9000 .1020-02 .1228-02 7846 5 956 533 7 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3029 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fR4UY461 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/PREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) aOOT on-/OT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R - 8TU/R BTUI OEG R CEO. R 
TA~ ITO FT2SEC f'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
689 43800 90 000 453.00 .5785-02 .6955-02 .69~5-02 .9000 .2026-03 .2435-03 .1569 1.211 528. I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYfERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3030 
OH84B 60-0 SSM( NOZZLE I R4UY4f;; I 
SSME NOZZLE PARAME:TRIC DATA! 
MACH . 8-.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5 000 
BoFLAP ~ • 0000 SPoBRI( • .0000 
···TEST CO~DITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO 10 ! T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xio 6 IFT3 IFT2 
699 2 999 7 990 40 05 -.6984-02 670 4 132'- . 96.14 .6923-01 3.094 3841. .1944-02 .7736-07 
RUN HREF STN NO . 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRl ) 
F~2SEC =.0175 .. 
699 .4 51-01 2341-01 
···TE5T nATA··. 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/rREF TAW/TO HIlOl HITAWl aDOT DTW1T TW NUM8ER R=1 0 R=0.9 Rz BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO R DEO R 
TA~ITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
699 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 .7216-03 8663-03 .86E3-03 .9000 .3139-04 .3769-04 .2'187-01 .1930 531.3 699 .88000-01 .00000 432 00 .3520-02 .4226-02 .42,'6-02 .9000 .1531-03 .1839-03 .1213 .9122 531.9 
699 .88000-01 25 000 434 00 .5862-02 7040-02 .70' 0-02 .9000 .2550-03 .3063-03 .2017 J .586 532.7 
699 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 .1996-01 .2400-01 .241'0-01 .9000 .8686-03 .1044-02 .6834 5.145 536 8 
699 .8BoOO-01 65 000 436 00 8319-01 1003 .1013 .9000 3620-02 .4366-02 :?803 20.90 5'19 2 
699 .88000-01 90 000 .. 37 00 989'1-02 1188-01 .11f-8-01 .9000 4305-03 .5171-03 .3403 2.610 533.2 699 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .2060-02 2473-02 .2,+',3-02 9000 3961-0'+ . 1076-03 .7099-01 .5184 531.5 699 .17500 .00000 '+39 00 .3001-02 3603-02 .3613-02 .9000 1306-03 .1568-03 • r031t ~7754 531.6 699 .17500 25 000 440.00 .4172-02 .5009-02" .50'g-02 .9000 .1815-03 2179-03 .1'+37 I 130 532. r 699 17500 45.000 441 00 1918-01 .2306-01 23'6-01 .9000 834'+-03 .1003-02 .6568 5.0~1 536.5 699 .f7500 65.000 442 00 .673'+-01 .8132-01 .81 ;a-Ol 9000 .2930-02 3538-02 2.255 16.89 553 9 699 .17500 90 000 4"3.00 .1062-01 .1275-01 .12-'3-01 9000 .4619-03 5548-03 .36 .. 8 2 837 533 7 
699 .27000 00000 '+4'+ 00 .2378-02 2855-02 28~J5-02 9000 .1035-03 .12'+2-03 8199-01 .6710 531.2 699 .27000 25.000 .. 45 00 .5663-02 6800-02 680J-02 9000 .246'+-03 2959-03 .1951 1.508 532.0 
699 .27000 45.000 4'+6 00 25'+7-01 3063-01 . 30b3-0 I 9000 .1108-02 1333-02 • 8703 5 9 .... 538.a 699 27000 65.000 447 00 .5260-01 6337-01 .63 :7-01 9000 .2288-02 .2757-02 I 782 I't.28 54'+ 9 
699 .27000 90.000 4'+8.00 7'+52-02 .89'+9-02 • 89L,9-02 9000 .3242-03 3893-03 .2566 2 039 532.2 699 .43800 oooeo 449.00 J845-02 .2215-02 .22.5-02 .9000 .8027-0'+ .9635-0,+ .6367·01 .4959 530 5 
699 .113800 25.000 450 00 7636-02 .9169-02 .9169-02 .9000 3322-03 .3989-03 2630 2.026 532 0 699 .'+3800 45.000 451 00 ,+'162-,,1 '+887-01 48l11-0! .9000 .1767-02 .2126-02 I 300 10.82 539.'+ 699 .43800 65.000 '+52 00 3782-01 '+551-01 .450:;1-01 .9000 .16'+6-02 .1980-02 1.290 9.765 539.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MC''lEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3031 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R4UY46) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/f1REF H/HREF HI I~EF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWDT 1W 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R - BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAri/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SlC ISEC 
699 .43800 90 000 453 00 .5792-02 .6955-02 .69i5-02 .9000 .2520-03 .3026-03 .1995 I 536 532.1 
O.tTE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HY~RSONIC TUNNEl., PAGE 3032 
4 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY471 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
HACH . a-. 000 ALPHA .. .. 0 00 PETA • .00atl ELEVeN • 5.000 
80FLAP .. 8.000 SP08R1< • ooo~ 
~ i "·T~ST , JOITlONS·" , 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA DE1. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
683 5030 7 900 39 93 -.6896-02 100.5 125-i. {J2 99 1111-01 .!fBBD 3735. .32'-12-03 .7"83-07 I 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REFlR) I , 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
683 .1712-01 5700-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO HS PHI TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr H/oiREF UW/TO H'10 1 HITAWI aOOT OTW01 TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= B1U/R BTUIR BTUI OEG R CEG. R 
TAIooIITO f"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
683 88000-01 315.00 "32 00 .3322-02 .4012-02 _4012-02 .9000 .5697-04 6868-0" .41"6-01 .3228 52".6 
683 88000-01 .00000 433 00 266"-02 .3216-02 .3216-02 .9000 .4560-04 5506-04 .3328-01 .2514 523 9 
683 88000-01 25 000 434 00 .2695-02 325"-02 32:4-02 9000 .4613-04 .5570-0" 3367-01 2659 523 8 
6$3 .88000-01 45 000 435 00 3622-02 4373-02 .4373-02 9000 .6201-04 .7486-04 .4527-01 .3431 523 6 
683 .880:JO-01 65.000 436.00 .4635-02 .5597-02 .5597-02 .9000 .793'3-0" .9580-04 .5793-01 4376 523.~ 683 '.88000-01 90 000 "'37.00 .4018-02 4850-02 .48'30-02 .9000 .6877-04 .8303-0'+ .5021-01 3871 523 
683 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .3812-02 .4601-02 .1t601-02 9000 .6525-0" .7876-04 . Lf767-0I 3~97 523 0 
683 17500 00000 "39 00 .lr9- 02 2389-02 23~9-02 .sooo 33~7-0" 4090-04 2472-01 1£:51 5239} 
683 17500 25 000 440.00 2 06-02 .2543-02 .25-i3-02 .9000 .3605-04 .4353-0" 2632-01 2078 523 B 
683 17500 45 000 441.00 2782-02 .3359-02 .3359-02 9000 4763-0" 5750-04 .3477-01 2681 523.6 
683 17500 65 COO 4"2.00 .4098-02 4948-02 49'-18-02 .9000 7015-0" 8470-04 .5120-01 3893 523 8 
683 17500 90 000 443 00 3565-02 4304-02 .43,,4-02 .9000 6103-04 7367-04 .4457-01 3484 523,4 
683 27000 00000 444 00 .1752-02 2115-02 .2115-02 9000 2998-04 .3620-04 2188-01 1798 523 B 
683 .27000 25 000 445 00 1871-02 .2259-02 2259-02 9000 3203-04 .3867-04 2339-01 ,1815 523.6 
683 27000 45 000 446.00 2249-02 .2716-02 .2716-02 9000 .3850-0" .4648-04 .2811-01 2260 523.6 
683 27000 65 000 447.00 .33"1-02 .4034-02 .4034-02 9000 5719-04 .6904-04 4l75-01 .3381 523.6 
683 27000 90.000 448 -00 3358-02 .4054-02 .405"'-02 .9000 57"9-04 .69"0-04 4199-01 .3353 523 2 
683 .43800 00000 449 00 1277-02 .1541-02 • 15·t\-02 9000 .2185-04 .2638-04 .1595-01 1247 523.5 
683 43800 25 000 450 00 .1376-02 1661-02 .IES1-02 .9000 .2355-04 .2843-0'+ .1720-01 .1331 523.2 
683 43800 45 000 451 00 1907-02 .2303-02 .2:?03-02 9000 3265-04 .3941-04 .2385-01 1871 523.2 
683 .43800 65 000 452.00 2686-02 3243-02 3<:-.3-02 .90GO .4598-0" '5552-0" .3356-01 .2561 523 Ei 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 1 N THE AEDC VKF HYI 'CRSON 1 C TUNNEL PAGE 303' 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R'iUY"'; 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/I-lREF HJHREF HIII,.~EF TAWITO HITO) HITAW1- OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=! 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. " TAIII!O FT~stc FT25EC FT2SF.C ISEC 523.1~ 683 .43800 90 000 453 00 2488-02 3003-02 30113-02· 9000 .4259-04 .5140-04 .3110-01 .24(113 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 303,. 
OH848 60-0 SSM[ NOZZLE I R4UY47 I 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ~ A 000 ALPHA . 40 CO BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 BOFLAP .. E1.000 SPDBRK • 0000 
"'TEST CO~niTIONS'" 
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU t NUI"BEP In DEO. DEG. PSIA DEC. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'l/SEC SLUGS LB-SET XIO 6 1F'l3 1F'l2 669 I DID 7 940 39 95 - .1037-01 205.9 125~ 92.49 2215-01 .9773 3743. .6462-03 .7443-61 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMB£~ BTUI R REFIP' 
F'l2SEC = .0175 
669 2424-01 .4040-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
"UN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/~REF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TI-I NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R DEQ • TA~'ITO F'l2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
669 .88000-01 315.00 432 00 .1923-02 2319-02 23'9-02 9000 .lt660-04 .5622-0" .3429-01 .2672 522.8 669 88000-01 .00000 433.00 .1528-02 .1943-02 .IBL 3-02 9000 .370"-04 4467-04 .2726-01 .2062 522.2 669 88000-01 25.000 434.00 .2599-02 .3135-02 .3135-02 9000 6301-04 .7600-04 4639-01 .3666 522 .. 659 8800Q-OI 1t5.000 435 (,0 3744-02 .4516~02 45 6-02 9000 g075-0't .1095-03 .6583-01 .505B 5~2.3 669 88000-01 65.000 436.0() 650Q-02 7841-02 .78l l-02 9000 .1~';'S-03 .1901-03 .1159 .8762 522.8 669 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 5401-02 .7720-02 .77<'0-02 9000 .1:551-03 .1871-03 1143 8BI5 522.2 669 .B8000-01 13~.00 438 00 .2715-02 .3273-02 .32"3-02 9000 .5582-04 .7935-0" .4858-01 3568 520.6 669 .17500 00000 439 00 1315-02 1586-02 .1566-02 9000 .3187-04 .38"5-04 23't6-01 1767 522.6 669 .17500 25 000 440 00 1748-02 2109-02 2[(.9-02 .9000 4238-04 .5: 12-04 3120-01 2466 522 5 669 .17500 45 GOO 441 00 2934-02 3539-02 3539-02 9COO 7113-04 8579-04 5237-01 .. 040 522 4 669 .17500 65.000 442.00 5"55-02 6581-02 6581-02 .9000 1322-03 .1595-03 9728-01 .7401 523 0 669 .17500 90 000 443 00 550i-02 .6635-02 .6635-02 9000 1334-03 1608-03 .9822-01 7683 522.2 669 27000 .00000 444 00 .1167-02 .1407-02 .14(17-02 .9000 .28a8-04 3411-0" .2082-01 .1711 522.6 669 27000 25.000 445.00 .1562-02 1884-02 .18L'4-02 9000 .3787-04 .4568-0" 2788~01 .2166 522.4 669 27000 45.000 446 00 .2399-02 2894-02 2894-02 9000 5816-04 7015-04 4282-01 .3445 522 4 669 27000 65 000 447 00 4231-02 5104-02 .511'''-02 9000 .1026-03 1237-03 .7548-01 6115 522.7 669 .27000 90 000 448 00 5097-02 6147-02 .61"7-02 .9000 .1236-03 1490-03 9103-01 7273 521 9 669 43800 00000 449 00 8624:-03 • 1040-02 10"0-02 .9000 .2090-04 .2522-04 1539-01 120 .. 522.5 669 4381)0 25.000 450.00 1078-02 .1300-02 .1300-02 .9000 .2613-04 .3t51-04 .192"-01 .1 .. 90 522.? 669 .43800 45.000 "~1.00 . 1715-02 .t?069-02 er~·02 .9000 .4~'7-0" .51)~"-O" ~2-01 .2412 522. , 669 .43900 135.000 It e.oo .3"'-02 3110·o~ .3 .. oe naOoo .7 ""0" ,~ Q"O't • 1"01 ,"14\3 522.9 
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DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HY~ERSON r. TUNNEL PAOE JO!S 
OH84B 60-0-SSME NOZZLE I R'tUT't.iU 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH = .a.000 ALPHA '" '+0.00 BETA • • 0000- ELEVON • 5.000 BOFLAP '" 8.000 SPD8RK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDIT lor~S"· 
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT OED. OEG PSIA IJEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 
7 980 t ItT3 IFT~ 685 2.023 39 98 -.6930-02 434 5 1292. 9'+.03 .'t523-01 2 016 3/9'+. .1298-02 .7567-0'1 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 017': 
685 3,+97-01 285B-01 
.·.TEST OATA· .. • 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC Ni H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~/TO HtTOI HtTAWI OOOT oHoIoT TW 
NUMBER R"I 0 R=O 9 R: BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG R OEO. A 
TAW/TO tT2S[C FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
685 88000-01 315 00 '+32.00 .1539-02 .1852-02 .1852-02 .9000 5382-0'+ 6'+77-0'+ .411'+-01 .3198 527.4 
685 88000-01 00000 '+33 00 1631-02 .1962-02 .1962-02 .9000 5703-0'+ 6862-0'+ '+359-01 .3287 527.2 
685 88000-01 25 000 '+3'+.01) .28'+8-02 3'+28-02 3'+28-02 .9000 .9961-0'+ 1199-03 7605-01 5993 528.2 
685 88000-01 45 000 '+35 00 .7972-02 9599-02 9599-02 .9000 .2788-03 3357-03 .2125 I 606 529.5 
685 88000-01 65 000 ,+36.00 .2'5'+4-01 3065-01 .3065-01 .9000 8896-03 • 1072-02 6752 5.077 532.7 
685 88000-01 90.000 '+37 00 .100'+-01 1208-01 .1208-01 .900D .3510-03 4226-03 .2676 2.057 529.3 
685 88000-01 135.00 '+38 00 1933-Q2 2326-02 .2326-02 .9000 .6760-0'+ .8135-04 .5165-01 .3760 527.5 
685 17500 .00000 439 00 .1176-02 1'+15-02 .1415-02 .9000 '+ 113-0'+ · '+949-0'+ .31'+'+-01 .2363 527 2 
685 17500 25.000 '+'+0 00 .1592-02 1916-02 1916-02 .9000 .5569-0'+ 6701-04 .4255-01 .335'+ '527.5 
68'" 17500 '+5 000 4'+1 00 6'+93-02 .7817-02 7817-02 .9000 2271-03 273'+-03 1731 1.331 529 3 
685 17500 65.COO '+42 00 2085-01 2514-01 2514-01 9000 .7293-03 8792-03 5528 '+.182 533 7 
685 17500 90.000 '+43 00 9631-02 1160-01 .1160-01 .9000 3368-03 4056-03 .2568 2 001 529.'t 
685 27000 00000 '+4'+ 00 .8915-03 1073-02 1073-02 .9000 .3118-0" 3751-04 238'+-01 1955 527 0 
685 27000 25 000 445 00 2039-02 .2454-02 245lt-02 .90~ .7132-0';1 .8582-0'+ 5450-01 .4222 527.5 
685 27000 45 000 '+46 00 6579-02 .7921-02 7ge1-02 .90 .2301-0~ .2770-03 175'+ 1.'+07 529 2 
685 27000 65.000 4'+7 00 2192-01 .2642-01 .2642-01 .9000 .7665-03 9238-03 5815 4 686 533 0 
685 2700(' 90.000 4'+8 00 8573-02 . 1 0~2-0 1 , 1032~01 .9000 .2998-03 .3610-03 .2287 1.821 528 9 
685 '+3800 00000 449 00 .7522-03 .90'+9-03 .90'+9-03 .9000 .2631-04 .3165-0'+ .201'+-01 .1572 526.0 
685 '+3800 25.000 '+50 00 .1670-02 .2009-02 .2009-02 .9000 .58't0-04 .70;?6-0't 't469"01 .3'+52 526.'t 
685 .'+3800 ,+5.QOO .. 51 00 • 6686"0i! .80 .. 7·02 • BO't7-0e .cgQO .233~-O3 .281'+-03 .1786 t .'+03 52'7.9 
6a5 .ItJlOO 65.dO. "5e ot • IB61"0. .f~2"'U • 2C'ti-O 1 .' 00 •• 50 -03 • '781f0-03 • It 9 .... 3.757 531 9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 TN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSON:C TUNNEL PAOE 3037 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY't7) 
RUN ZO MS PH! TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= 8TIJIR BTUIR BTUI OEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2~C FT~EC FTZSEC ISFC 
685 4381)0 90.000 453.00 8252-02 9935-02 .9935-02 .9000 .2885-03 .31+15-03 .2201 1.698 ~9.2 
DAfE 23 F[8 80 OHB48 MODeL 60-0 IN THr A[OC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3038 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4Uy,.71 
SS'1E NOZZLE PAf\4.~,ETR I C DATA 
MACH .. 6.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ElEVON • 5.000 
eDFlAP .. 8.000 SPOBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS 
Rutl FN'L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TC T P a v RHO MU 
NIJ~BER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R II!::G. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS l8-SEC 
XIO 5 IfT3 IFT2 
703 C 990 7 990 40 01 - 5955-02 558 4 13c4 '3fJ.14 .6903-01 3.085 38lfl. .1938-02 .7736-07 
PU:~ "'PEF STN NO 
:>.U:1BER BT01 R RSFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0 175 
-:03 4344-01 2345-0 I 
.. °TEST DATA"· 
RUN 10 MS PHI TIC NO H/H"lEF HIHREF H/HREF ~W/TO HI iO) HI TAW) ODOT 01l'0T TW 
NL.f"BEP R=I 0 R=O 9 R= E:TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC rt2SEC ' fT2SEC ISEC 
703 .88000-01 315.00 432.00 1031-02 1236-02 1236-02 .<JJOO .4478-04 .5371-04 3567-01 .2774 527.1 
703 S8000-01 00000 433.00 1921-02 2304-02 .2304-02 · '!JOO .8345-04 .1001-03 6647-01 .5012 527.1 
703 88000-01 25 GOO 434.00 .~023-02 6026-02 .6026-02 ')JOO .2IB2-03 2618-03 1736 1.367 528 ,. 
703 .880Del-01 45 000 435.00 .1492-01 1791-0 I 1791-01 gOOD 6480-03 7779-03 513,. 3.876 531.4 
703 88000-01 65 000 436 00 .6008-01 .7231-01 7231-01 JooO .2610-02 .3141-02 2 042 15.29 5ltl.2 
703 88000-01 90 ceo 437.00 1429-01 .1715-01 1715-01 .9elOo .6209-03 .7450-03 .4932 3.792 529.3 
703 88:)00-01 135 00 438.00 .22A9-02 2744-()2 2744-02 . .:l000 9945-04 .1192-03 .7936-01 .5813 525.7 
~J3 1.500 OOelOO 439 00 . I f;:'9-02 1989-02 1989-02 .q,)oo 7206-04 81342-04 .5740-01 .4314 527.1 
703 1"7500 25 000 44n co .3059-02 3669-02 3659-02 ~OOO 1329-03 1594-03 1058 8335 527.8 
703 1 75elO "5 000 441 CO 1314-01 1577-0: 1577-01 1000 5709-03 5[0:,3-']3 4525 3 475 531.1 
703 1'7::ao 55. COO 442 00 5173-01 6231-01 6231-01 · ):100 2247-02 2707-02 I 752 13 18 544.2 
703 17500 90 000 443.00 1411-01 .1694-01 1594-01 ')000 6132-03 7357-03 4871 3 796 529 3 
703 27000 .00000 444 00 .1,77-02 1652-02 1652-02 .3300 5983-04 7175-04 4766-01 .3909 527.C 
703 27elOO 25 000 'I45.0[) ;253-02 5101-02 ')I 0 1-02 · JOOO 1847-03 2216-03 1'00 1.138 528.2 
70.5 27000 45 000 1046.1)0 1460-01 1752-01 1752-01 3000 .6341-03 7612-03 .5027 4.026 530.9 
703 27[)00 65 000 447.CO 5392-01 6491-01 6491-01 3000 2343-02 2820-02 I 832 14 7G 5"1.6 
703 270ao 9el.000 448 :JO £l878-02 1185-01 1185-01 3000 .4291 -03 .5147-03 .3415 2.720 527.9 
703 43800 .00000 449 00 1277-02 1531-02 .1531-02 3000 5548-0; .66:'2-04 .'1422-01 .3'151 526.6 
703 1,3800 25.000 450.00 .3914-02 4694-02 .4694-02 ')000 .1700-03 2039-03 .1354 I 046 527.1 
703 43800 45 000 451.00 2209-01 .2651-01 2651-01 · ),)00 9593-03 1152-02 7599 5.956 531 6 
703 43800 65 000 452 00 4527-01 54'14-01 5444-01 WOO .1967-02 2365-02 I '546 11.71 537.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-,848 MODEL 60-0 IN 7ME AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3039 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY47J 
pl.JN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF H/HFEF AW/TO HtTO) HITAW) oOOT Dn.jDT TW 
r,UMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 Rc 8TU/R BTU/~ BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2S£C FT25EC ISEC 
703 43800 90 000 453.00 7125-02 854 6-02 .8546t,02 .ll'JOO 3095-03 .3713'--03 .2463 1.902 527.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 O'"i84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNel PAGE 30 ... 0 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I R"'UV ... a I 
SS:'1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
"' 
~ 000 ALPHA . 40.00 8ETA • 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
8DF"LAP • :5 00 SPD8RK • 0000 
"'TEST CONC,ITIONS··· 
PUN RN/l MACH A~PHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R JEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XID 6 1F"T3 1F"T2 
6'15 5021 7 900 39.94 -.6904-02 100 2 1253 !l?Sl • 1114-0 I 4866 3733. .3235-03 .7"'77-07 
~UN HPEF STN NO 
N\JKBER BTUt R REFIRI 
F"TtSEC = .0175 675 17 9-01 5706-01 
"·TEST DATA·'· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF rAW/TO HI Tal HI TAWI ODOT on.JOT TW 
tlUt-'BER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
675 8aOOU-01 315.00 432 00 2616-02 3163-02 .3163-02 .3000 .4471-04 .5405-04 .321+2-01 .2520 527 7 
675 .88000-01 .00000 433 00 2322-02 .2807-02 2807-02 .'3000 .3969-04 4797-04 2~78-01 2170 527 .... 
675 88000-01 25 000 434 00 .' 923-02 .2324-02 .2324-02 ?OOO .3286-04 3972-04 .2 83-01 .1878 527.6 
675 89000-01 45 COO 435 00 .2560-02 .3095-02 .3095-02 3,)00 .4375-04 5289-04 3li2-0! 2399 527 6 
67 5 88000-01 65 000 436 00 3040-02 .3675-:2 3675-02 30(10 .5195-04 6280-04 .3766-01 .2839 527.7 
675 88000-01 90 000 437 00 3082-02 .3726-02 3720-02 .3000 52€8-04 6368-04 .3818-01 .2937 527.9 
675 68000-0. 13') 00 438 00 3210-02 .3881-02 3881-02 '3000 .5486-04 6632-04 3978-01 2SI1 527.6 
675 17500 .00000 43'3 00 17'<3-02 2107-02 2107-02 .9000 .2978-04 3600-04 .2160-01 1623 527 .... 
675 17'500 25 000 440 00 1534-02 1854-02 1854-02 3000 2621-04 3168-04 1901-01 1498 527.5 
675 17500 45 000 441 00 2047-02 2475-02 .2475-02 3000 3"i99-04 4230-04 2~37-01 .1952 527.6 
675 17500 65 COO 442 00 .2657-02 3212-02 .3212-02 1000 .4'J40-04 5489-04 3291-01 2497 528 0 
675 17500 90 000 443 00 .2575-02 3113-02 .3113-02 . '3000 .4400-04 5319-04 3190-01 .2488 527 7 
675 27000 oooeo 444 00 .1479-02 1788-02 .1788-02 3000 .2527-0" 3055-04 1833-01 .1503 527.3 
675 27000 25 DOC 445 00 .1518-02 .1835-02 1835-02 .9000 2594-04 3n6-04 1882-01 .1458 527.3 
675 27000 45 000 446 00 1685-02 2037-02 2037-02 '30UO .2880-04 3481-04 2088-01 1675 527.5 
675 27000 65.000 447 00 2153-02 2603-02 2603-02 .3000 .3680-04 4449-04 2668-01 2156 527.7 
675 270ClO 90.000 448.00 2339-02 .2827-02 .2~f-02 '3000 .3997-04 .4832-04 .2899-01 .2310 527 ... 
675 43800 .OOCOO 449 00 .1498-02 .1811-02 .19 1-1)2 "3000 .2~60-04 3094-04 .1859-01 .1 ... 51 526 5 
6~5 4380C 2') 000 450.00 .1350-02 16~1-02 
.IUI- 02 ,~or .2 07-04 .2788-04 .1676-01 .1294 526 4 575 43800 45 000 451 00 1540-02 .1861-02 18 1-02 .?O 0 .e~32-04 .3160-04 1911-01 .1502 526 6 
675 43800 65.000 452 00 .2103-02 251t2-02 2 2-02 .;)0 0 13 !J4-04 . 4.!~1s-04 .2606-01 .ISB'+ '527.7 
:lATE 23 FEB 80 0'1948 MODEL 60-0 IN T~E AEoC VKF HYPERSONiC TUN~'EL 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE 
RUN ZO MS Prll TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF "AI-IITO 
NUMBER R=\ 0 R=O 9 R= 
TAW/TO 





HtTOI H( TAI-Il aOOT 
BTU/R BTU/R BTUI 
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC 











I • , 
J ... TE 23 ',"[8 80 C~t8L,8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC V~F H~ERSONIC TUNNEL F'AGE 3042 
CH5'-+8 60-0 SSME ~OZZLE IR4UY't8) 
S5ME NOZZLE PARAMETRrC DATA 
tACH .. [ .000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON .. 5.000 
DFLAP .. ·S.OO SPDBRK .. .0000 
"<TEST COND IT IONS ... 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NlJ'1BER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA OEG R JEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-sEC 
XIC 6 IFT3 IFT2 
673 I 003 7 940 39 97 -.6929-02 205.6 1264 9?B6 2211-01 .9759 3751. .6427-03 .7472-07 
RUN HP[· STN "'0 
NUM8E" BW' R REFtR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
673 ,,424-01 .4052-01 
"'TEsT DATA··· 
RU~ ZO ~s °Hi TIC '\;0 H/HRE~ H/ .... "EF H/HP[F rAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R:O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO rT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC IS(C 
673 .Baooo-ol 3i5 00 432 00 .2593-02 3126-02 3126-02 • :000 6284-04 .7577-04 .4655-01 .3627 523.0 
673 .88000-01 OGOOO 433 CO 262'1-02 3163-02 316_~-02 -;000 6360-04 .7668-04 4713-01 .3562 522.6 
673 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2936-02 3539-02 3533-02 ;000 .7116-04 8579-04 .5272-01 't166 522.8 
673 .8BOO,)-01 45 000 435 00 .4217-02 5084-02 5084-02 ?OOO 1022-03 .1232-03 7576-01 .5745 522 6 
673 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 5405-02 6517-02 6517-02 !i000 1310-03 1590-03 .9711-01 .7340 522.5 
673 8t1,)00-01 90 000 "~7 00 3847-02 .4637-02 .4637-02 · ,1000 .9325-04 .1124-03 .6919-01 .5339 521. 7 
673 88000-01 135 00 4S8 00 .2218-02 2673-02 2673-02 ;000 5377-04 6479-0't 3995-01 .2934 520.7 
673 .17500 00000 439 00 171,0-02 2098-')2 2098-02 .::000 .4218-04 5086-04 .3125-01 2354 522.9 
673 17500 25 000 440 00 .1992-02 2402-02 2402-02 ;000 .4829-04 .5822-04 3578-01 .2827 522.7 
673 17S00 45.000 441 00 3118-02 3759-02 3759-02 ;000 7557-04 9110-01t 5600-01 .4319 522.6 
673 17500 65.COO 442 0(1 .42-i3-02 5115-02 5115-02 :-000 .1028-03 1240-03 .7621-1J1 5799 522.7 
673 17500 90 000 443 0') .2905-02 3501-02 3501-02 .?OOO 7040-04 8485-04 .5225-01 .1t089 521.6 
673 27000 ')0000 444 00 ,345-02 1622-02 1622-02 ;000 3260-04 3931-04 .2416-01 .1986 522.7 
673 2iCCIO 25 DCA 445.00 .1874-02 2260-02 2260-02 · :'000 4543-04 5477-04 3367-01 .2615 522 6 
673 .27rco "'5 coo 4\$ 00 .2510-02 3026-02 .3026-02 .;t000 6OfB-01f 733'1-04 .4509-01 3627 522 5 
673 27000 65 000 44'7 00 2799-02 .3374-02 3374~02 9000 6783-04 8177-04 .5029-01 .4075 522 3 
67~ 27000 90.0CO 4 .. e.00 2063-C2 248e;-02 2485-02 .:1000 SOOI-O'" .6026-04 3712-gl 2967 521.3 
673 43800 .00000 449.00 10~6-02 .1310-02 .1310-02 :1000 2633-04 .3175-04 .1952- I .1526 522.5 
673 43800 25 000 4~O.00 .13'19-02 16~3-02 • 16~3-02 .::-000 3343-04 4030-0't .21t79-01 .19I9 522 2 
f3 .438QO itS 000 1t1i'00 lli~0-02 21 3-02 .21 3-02 :000 .4290-04 .5171-04 .3IBI-OI .2506 522 2 1] .438110 '!i.QOO , .00 .2.&3-02 .2Ltln-02 .2"27-02 .?OOO .14880-04 5882-04 3617-01 .2761 522 5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 O'-l84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE ~EDC VKF HYPERSONlC TUNNEL PAGE 30~3 
OHB4B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UYLtB) 
RIJ"": ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HFiEF' TAWITO HIlO) HIlAWI ODOT Oll-IOT 6~G. Nur18ER R= 1 0 R=O 9 R= STU/R BTU/n- STUI OEG. R R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
673 43800 90 000 453 00 1840-02 .22IS-02 2218-02 ;000 .4461-0Lt .5376-04 .3311-01 .2565 5<?I.Lt 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0"'8-'8 MODEL. 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3044 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE. IR4UY'iSI 
{. 
SS'1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
£1.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA . OOO!) ELEVON • 5.000 
8DFLAP .. :5.00 SPDBRK • 0000 
•• ,. rEST CONDI~IO~S'" 
.i 
PUN R'UL MACH ALPI4A BETA PO • TO T P 
'!. ~ V RHO '1U 
r:L:r~8ER 1FT OEG DEG. PSIA eto. ~ JEO. R PSIA psI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
691 I 993 7 980 39 99 - 6942-02 434 6 1305 !3t 98 .4524-01 2 017 3813. .1286-02 .761+3-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
N./19ER BTul R PErm) 
FT2~EC = .0175 
691 35014-01 .2875-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAWJ OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER k-=I.0 ~=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR 8TUI DEO. R DEC R T~W/TO fT2SEC FT2SEC FTC'SEC ISEC 
691 88000-01 315.00 :,+32.00 .1570-02 18a7-02 .1 97~02 .3000 .5500-04 6613-04 '1262-01 .3309 529.8 
691 68{)~0-01 00000 11+33.00 2160-02 25'91-02 . 2!5911 02 .9000 .7569.-(pt 9100-01t !lB71-01 . It 1+ 22 529.1 
691 880GO-01 25 000 434.00 3157-02 3795-02 .3795-02 .9000 Ir06-03 ,330-03 .8572-01 .6750 529.6 
691 Beooa-OI 45.000 It35.00 8287-02 99b7-02 9967-02 .~;)OO .2903-03 3492-03 . 22lt7 1.696 530.9 
691 88000-01 65 000 436.00 2137-01 .2572-01 2572-01 9000 .7lt87-03 .9012-03 .5773 1+.339 533.6 
691 8COOO 01 90 000 1t37.00 .1130-01 1359-01 .1359-0 I .3000 3959-03 .4761-C3 .3063 2.352 530.9 
691 88000-01 135.00 lt38.00 .2274-02 2734-02 2734-02 . ;)000 • 7968-01t 9580-01t .6178-01 .1t517 529.3 
691 .17500 00000 439 00 .1<;50-02 1864-02 I 861t-02 3000 5lt32-04 6530-04 .1+211t-01 .3164 528.9 
691 17500 25 000 41t!J.00 2038-02 2450-02 2450-02 .3000 71ltO-Olt 8584-04 .5539-01 .4363 529.0 
fgl 17500 It5.000 "'II 00 6529-02 7853-02 7853-02 9000 .2288-03 2751-03 .1771 1.361 ~30.5 
611 .17500 65 COO 442.00 1674-0' .2015-01 .2015-01 ~OOO 5864-03 .7060-03 4516 3415 531t 6 
691 17500 90 000 443.00 1028-01 1237-01 .1237-01 9000 3602-03 .4333-03 .2787 2 170 531 0 
691 27000 00000 41t'l 00 1300-02 1563-02 .1563-02 9000 4555-0lt 5lt76-04 . 3531t-Ol 2896 528 6 
691 27000 25 000 4lt5 00 2331-02 .2802-02 2802-02 9000 8166-04 9817-01t .6335-01 .lt904 529.0 
691 27000 lt5 000 1+46.00 6371-02 7662-02 7662-02 9000 2232-03 2681t-03 .1728 I 385 530.1t 
591 27000 65 000 447.00 1676-01 2017-01 .2017-01 .3000 .5871-03 7067-03 .lt521t 3 6lt4 531t 0 
691 27000 90 000 It48 00 9245-02 1112-01 .1112-01 ;.9000 .3239-03 3895-03 .2509 1 996 530.1 
691 43800 .00000 It49 00 1061t-02 1279-02 127£)-02 9000 3727-0lt It480-01t .2B94-01 .2256 528.3 
691 .lt3800 25 COO 450 00 c010-02 2lt16-02 2lt16-02 .~OOO .7044-0lt .8lt66-04 .5lt69-01 .&te21 529.2 
691 43800 It5 000 '151 00 6lt06-02 7703-02 7703-02 9000 2245-03 2699-03 1739 1.!65 529.7 
691 .lt3800 65.000 452 00 1473-01 1773-01 •• 773-01 .3000 .5161-03 6211-03 3981t 3.0E'6 5~.7 
DA TE 23 F'EB 80 OH8'iB MOGEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF YYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3045 
OH8'i8 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY4BI 
R"N ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOl HtTAWl OOOT onmT TW 
NU:1BER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BW/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
691 43800 90 000 453 00 8525-02 .1025-01 .1025-0 .9000 2987-03 .3593-03 .2312 1.782 530.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-'848 I"'ODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF -iYPERSCNIC Tl;NNEL PAGE 301t6 
\ 
OH8;~ 60-0 SSME ~OZZlE J IRItUYItBI , 
SSM:: NOZZLE -PA~AMETRIC OATA 
MACH 8 010 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP = 15.tO SPOBRK • 0000 
'''T[ST CONDIT ONS'" 
! 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA OEG R OEG Ii PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
697 2 939 7 990 40 00 -.6947-02 66B.9 1322. !J6.00 .6908-01 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07 
RU'l '-iREF STN 1'<0 
'lUM8::P BTU' P PEFrR) 
FT2SEC " 0175 
E97 4345-01 2342-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RuN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HeTO) He TAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUI'mCR R:I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SCC F'T2S£C F'T2SEC ISEC 
697 88000-01 3.5.00 432.00 8568-03 1028-02 .102B-0.~ 9000 .3723-04 4'166-04 • .2958-01 2300 527.2 
697 8BOOO-01 00000 433 00 .2280-02 2735-02 2735-0.! .9000 9906-04 1188-03 .7867-01 5931 527.5 
£'97 88000-01 25 000 '134 00 4954-02 5945-02 5945-02 9000 2153-03 2583-03 1707 1.345 528.5 
£,97 88000-01 45 000 435 00 1537-01 1845-01 1845-0' .9000 6676-03 8015-03 5281 3.988 530.7 
697 88000-01 65 000 436 00 5498-01 6615-01 6615-0 9000 2389-02 2874-02 1.869 14.01 539.1 
697 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 .1639-01 1966-01 1966-0' .9000 .7119-03 8544-03 5643 It 338 529.1 
697 .88000-01 13~ 00 438 00 2479-02 2972'02 2972-0~ .9000 1077-03 1291-03 8578-01 .6285 525.1 
697 .17500 .00000 439 00 IBOI-()2 2160-02 2160-0.? 9000 7823-04 .9385-04 .6213-01 4668 527.5 
697 . 17500 25 000 440 00 2956-02 3558·02 3558-0.~ 9000 1288-03 .1546-03 1023 8058 528.0 
697 17500 45 000 .. 41 00 .1336-01 1605"01 1605-0 9000 5807-03 6972-03 4591 3 526 530.9 
697 .17500 65 COO 442 00 4803-01 5783-01 5783-0 9000 2087-02 2513-02 1.627 12 20 541.9 
697 17500 90 000 443 GO 1655-01 1988-01 1988-0 .9000 7196-03 8637-03 5700 4.442 529 5 
697 27000 00000 444 00 1411-02 1693-02 I 693-0 . .? 9000 6132-04 7356-04 .4871-01 3994 527.3 
697 27000 25 000 4't5 00 392'7-02 4712-02 4712-02 9000 .1706-03 .20'+7-03 1354 1.049 527.9 
697 .27000 45 000 446 00 1476-01 .1772-01 1772-0. .9000 6412-03 7699-03 .5071 4.062 530.8 
697 270lJO 65.000 447 00 5104-01 6144-01 6144-01 9000 2218-02 .2670-02 1.732 13 90 !l40 8 
697 27000 90 000 448 00 1185-01 I't23-0 I .1423-0. 9000 .5152-03 6182-03 4090 3.258 527.9 
697 43900 ,00000 449 00 1199-02 1438-02 1438-0;- .9000 5209-04 .6249-0'+ .4140~01 .3230 527.0 
697 .4'3800 25 000 450 00 4(157-02 4868-02 4868-0 ) gOOD .1753-03 .2115-03 1399 1 080 528.2 
697 't3800 45 000 451 00 1707-01 2050-01 2050-0, .9000 .7418-03 8906-03 .5868 4 602 530 6 




DATE 23 FEB SO OHS4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS( tUC TUNNEL PAGE 30't7 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY't8) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HR[F H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) H'TAW) aDOT OHoIOT HI 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
597 43800 90 000 453 00 9140-02 .1097-01 .1097-0' .9000 3971-03 4764-03 .3153 2. 't33 5~7.8 
OA TE 23 F'EB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNr~EL PAGE 3048 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZL~ IRLtUYLt91 
SSME NOZZLE PARA~TRIC DATA '. 
MACH .. 8.0Uf) ALPH" . 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 5 000 
8DFLAP 23.',) SPD8Rt< .. 0000 
···TEST I..UNDIT ONS··· 
PUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMaER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 1F"T2 
677 5060 7.901) 39 96 - 6920-02 101.1 1254 02.99 .1124-01 .Lt909 3735. .3262-03 .7Lt83-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTul R REFIRI 
FT2SlC = 0175 
677 1717-01 5684-:11 
···TEST OAT,··' 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H( TO) 'i IT AW I aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUt",BER R=I 0 R"O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/~ 8TUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC /SEC 
677 88000-01 315.00 432 00 .2781-02 .3358-C2 .3358-01 9000 .4775-04 5766-0'+ .3481-01 2710 524.5 
677 88000-01 00000 433 00 2626-02 .3171-02 .3171-0 ? .9000 4509-04 5444-04 .3290-01 .2484 52Lt.1 
677 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2490-02 3006-02 3006-0? 9000 4275-04 5162-0'+ 3119-01 2463 524.0 
677 88000-01 45 000 '+35 00 3035-02 3666-02 3666-02 .9000 5213-04 6294-0'1 3806-01 .2884 523.6 
6'77 880:)0-01 65 COO 436 00 3697-02 4463-02 .4463-0"? 90eo 6347-04 7662-04 4635-01 3502 523.3 
677 88000-1)1 90 000 437 00 3251-02 .3924-02 .392'+-0~ .9000 5581-0'1 .6737-0'+ .'+078-01 .314'+ 523 I 
677 88000-01 13:' 00 438 00 3777-02 4559-02 '+559-0 ? .9000 6485-04 .7827-04 47'+1-01 .3'179 522.6 
677 17500 .00000 439 00 .1677-02 2025-02 .2025-0? .9000 .2879-0'1 3477-0Lt .2100-01 .1581 52Lt.2 
677 17500 25 000 44U 00 1952-02 2357'02 2357-U-? 9000 3351-0Lt . Lt046-0'+ 2Lt'+5-01 1931 52'+.1 
677 17500 45 OCO 441 00 2473-02 2986'02 2985-02 .9000 .42'17-0'1 .5127-04 .3100-01 .2390 523 7 
677 17500 65 CDC 4'12 00 31-+6-02 3798-02 3798-0? .9000 .5'+01-0'1 6521-0'+ 39'+3-01 2999 523.6 
677 17500 90 000 443 00 3179-02 3838-02 .3838-0~ .9000 5'+59-0'1 .6'589-0'1 3989-01 3119 522.9 
677 27000 0001)0 444 00 1500-02 1932-02 1932-0 ? 9000 2748-0" 3318-04 200Lt-01 16'16 52'1 <: 
677 27000 25 000 4"5 00 .18ILt-02 .2191-02 2191-0 ? .9000 31.5-0" .3761-04 2273-01 .1764 52Lt.0 
677 27000 '+5 000 .. 46 00 2118-02 .25::'7-02 .2557-11? .9000 3636-0Lt .4390-0" .2654-01 .213" 523.7 
677 27000 65 000 4 .. 7 00 .2418-02 2919-02 2919-0? .9000 4151-04 .5011-04 .3031-01 .2'154 523.Lt 
677 27000 90 000 ""8 00 .2825-02 3410-02 .3'1 I O-O? .9000 4851-0'1 5855-0'+ . 35Lt5-01 2831 522.8 
677 "3800 00000 4'19 00 .150'j-02 .1817-02 1817-Q: 9000 .258"-0" .3120-0Lt .1886-01 .J.!t7,+ 523.9 
677 '13800 25 000 450 00 1362-02 16Lt4~02 164'+-02 .9000 .2338-0'1 2822-0" .1707-01 .1320 523.6 
677 43800 45 000 451 00 1754-02 .2118-02 2118-02 .9000 3011-0" 3636-04 .21.99-0 I . (131 523.5 
677 43800 65 000 452 0(' 2411-02 .2912·02 2912-02 .9000 4140-0'1 .4999-04 .3022-01 .2305 523.9 
DATE 23 rES 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKr '-IYPERSCINIC TUNNEL PAGE 3049 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I R'tUY't9 I 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr rl/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI HtTAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2S£C FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
677 43800 90.000 453 00 2142-02 .2585-02 2585-0,' .9000 .3678-04 .4440-04 .2687-01 .2079 523.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 Oh84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSIINIC TUNNEL PAOE 3050 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR'iUY'iS) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0110 ALPHA . 'iO 00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BOFLAP • 23.';0 S!'~Ht\ a .0000 
"·TEST CONDIT ONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO. OEG PS!A OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'lISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
67! I 007 7.940 39 96 -.103B-0! 204.7 1257. 92.34 .2202-01 .S716 37'i0. .6435-03 .7"31-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R PEFIR) 
F'T2SEC = 0175 
671 .2416-01 4047-01 
"·TEST DATA··' 
RUN ZO MS PH! TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAI-Il aOOT OTI-IOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 p=o 9 R= BTU/R STU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
671 88000-01 315 00 432.00 . IS6! -02 22'+7-02 2247-0'? .9000 4'+97-04 .5429-04 .3293-01 .2564 52".5 
671 88000-01 00000 433 00 1800-02 2173-02 2173-0.? .9000 43'+9-04 .5250-04 .3186-01 .2406 524.1 
671 88000-01 25 000 434 00 3215-02 3881-02 3881-0:? .SOOO 7769-04 9378-04 .5689-01 .4491 52'i.'+ 
671 88000-01 '+5.000 435 00 .'+142-02 .5000-02 .5000-G~ .SOOO 1001-03 1208-03 .7331-01 .5555 524.2 
671 88000-01 55 (leo 436 00 .4511-02 5445-02 5445-02 .SOOO 1090-03 .1316-03 .7988-01 6033 523.9 
671 88000-01 90 000 437 00 3193-02 3853-02 3853-0 ? .9000 7716-0'+ 9311-04 5659-01 .'i363 523.3 
671 88000-01 135 DC 438 00 2208-02 .2664-02 2664-0! .9000 .5336-0'+ .6437-04 3918-01 .2875 522.4 
671 17500 1'0000 439 00 1608-02 19'+2-02 I 942-0"? .9000 .3886-0'+ .4692-0'i 281,6-01 2142 52'i .'+ 
671 17500 25 000 4'+0 00 2191-02 2645-02 2645-0.? .soOo 5294-04 .6390-04 .3876-01 .3061 52'+.'+ 
671 17500 45.000 4'+1 00 3261-02 3936-02 .3936-0~ 9000 7878-04 .9510-0'i 5771-01 .'i447 52'i.2 
671 .17500 65.COO 442 00 37-+3-02 '+518-02 4518-0.? .9000 .9044-04 1092-03 6626-01 5038 52'i.1 
671 17500 90 000 443 00 2450-02 2956-02 2956-0"? .9000 .5920-0'+ .7143-04 .43'i2-01 .3395 523.1 
671 27000 00000 444 00 1~03-02 181'i-02 1814-0: .SOOO .3631-04 .'i883-0'+ 2659-01 .2184 52'i.3 
671 27000 25 000 '+45 00 2114-02 2552-02 2552-02 .9000 .5107-0'+ 6!65-04 37'tI-0 I .2903 52'+.2 
671 27000 ,+5.000 446.00 2696-02 3255-02 32S5-0:? .9000 .6515-0" .7864-04 . 'i772-0 1 .3836 52'+.1 
671 27000 65.000 447 00 2460-02 2969-02 2969-0'? .9000 .594'+-011 7174-04 .4356-01 3527 523.8 
671 27000 90 000 448 00 2176-02 .2626-02 2626-02 .9000 .5258-04 . 63'+5-0'i .38S8-0! 3081 523.0 
671 '+3800 00000 449 00 .1317-02 .1589 4 02 .1589-0: .9000 .31 !:1I-0,+ • 38'+0-0'i .2331-01 .1821 52'+.1 
671 .'+3800 25.000 450 00 1422-02 .1716-02 .1716-0-? .9000 .3'i35-01f . '+ (\t6-04 .2518-01 .1947 523.8 
671 .'+3800 45.000 451.00 16'17-02 1987-02 .1987-02 .9000 .3979-0'+ • 'i802-01t .2917-01 .2296 523 6 
671 .'+3800 65.000 452.00 .1753-02 .2116-02 2116-02 .9000 .4236-04 .5113-0'i .310'+-01 .2368 52'i.0 
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH8<,B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF' HYPERS(INIC TUNNEL PAGE 3051 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IRliUV .. g) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=J 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC Ff2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
67' 43800 90 oeo 453 00 2209-02 .2665-02 .2665-0,' .9000 .5337-04 .6440-0" .3915-01 .3030 5:?3.0 
OA TE 23 FT8 se C .... 849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE Aroe VKF" HYPERSCtlIC TUNNEL PAGE 3052 
OH848 60-0 SS~E NOZZLE IR4UY'+91 
SS~E NOZZLE PARAMETRl e DATA 
MACH 
'" 
8.0l0 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BoFLAP .. 23.!.O SP08~K • .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
PLN RNIL MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER I"T DEG oEO PSIA DEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
Xli 6 IFT3 /FT2 
693 200 7.980 40.00 -.1042-01 434.5 1302. 94.76 .4523-01 2.016 3808. .1288-02 .7626-07 
PU'~ .,RCF STJ\j NO 
NU~9E'~ STUI R PEF(R) 
Q2SEC = 0175 
693 3502-01 2871-01 
"'TEST DATi.··· 
PUN LO MS PH: TIC NO H/HREF H/HR£F H/HREF TM.jtT() HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUI"'S[P R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG R oEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC Fr2SEC ISEC 
693 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2154-02 2586-02 .2586-0.' .9000 7543-04 905~-04 .5876-01 .4580 522.6 
693 88000-01 oooeo 433 00 2803-02 .3365-02 .3365-0.' 9000 .9816-04 1178-03 7649-01 .5781 522.4 
693 S800U-01 25.0(10 434 00 6797-02 8164-02 .8164-0,' .9000 2380-03 2859-03 .1851 1.461 524 1 
693 8S000-01 45 000 435 00 2263-01 2721-01 2721-0 .9000 7926-03 .9528-03 .6136 4.641 527.5 
693 88000-01 65 000 436 00 3173-01 3816-01 .3816-0 .9000 .1111-02 .1336-02 .8588 6.470 528.8 
6 Q -.:> 88000-01 90.000 437 00 1217-01 1461-01 1461-0 9000 .4262-03 .5118-03 .3318 2.558 523.2 
693 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2476-02 2972-02 2972-02 .9000 8673-04 .IQ41-03 .6775-01 .4976 520.4 
693 17500 oeooo "39 co 2249-02 2700-02 2700-0.! 9000 7975-04 9454-04 .6135-01 .4622 522.6 
693 17500 25 000 440 00 3678-02 4417-02 4417-0.-' .9000 1288-03 1547-03 1003 7919 523.4 
693 17500 45 000 441 00 1618-01 .1945-01 .1345-0 .9000 5667-03 6812-03 4391 3.379 526 9 
693 17500 65 COO 442 00 2513-01 .3022-01 .3022-0. .9000 8800-03 1058-02 6796 5 153 529.4 
693 17500 90 000 443 00 1141-01 1310-01 .1370-0 .9000 3997-03 4799-03 .3111 2 432 523.3 
693 2700:1 00000 444.00 1856-02 2229-02 2229-0~ 9000 6501-04 7804-04 5065-01 .4164 522.5 
693 27 000 25 000 4't5 00 .4479-02 -5379-02 5379-0:? .9000 1569-03 1884-03 .1221 .9475 523.6 
693 27000 45 000 446.00 1327-01 1594-01 .1594-0 9000 4647-03 5584-03 .3606 2 896 525.7 
693 27000 65 000 447 00 2025-01 2434 -0 I 2434-0 I .9000 .7090-03 Bj24-03 5488 4.'+34 527.7 
693 27000 90 DOC 448.00 .1041-0 I .1250-01 .1250-0 .9000 .3645-03 4 76-03 .2840 2 268 522.5 
693 43900 00000 449 00 1534-02 .IB'tI-02 .IB'tI-O~ .9000 .5370-04 .6"'47-04 4187-01 .3275 522.1 
693 43800 25 000 450 00 .3E38-02 ,4368-02 436B-0"? .90(10 .1274-03 .1530-03 .9924-01 .7681 522.7 
693 43800 4~ 000 451 00 1010-01 .1213-01 .1213-0. 9000 3537-03 .4248-03 .2750 2.164 52'+.1 
693 "3800 65 000 452 00 1725-01 2074-01 2074-0 .9000 .6043-03 7263-03 .'t681 3 566 526.'9 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OY848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3053 
OH8~8 60-0 SSME NOZZLE (R4UY49) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HiTAW) OOOT On"DT TW 
NU"3E~ R=I 0 R=Q 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
693 '"'3800 9~ 000 453 00 .1044-01 . 125'+-01 125'+-0 .9000 .3657-03 .4391-03 .2849 2 205 522.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN Tr-iE AEDC VKF HYPERS(lNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3051+ 
0~~49 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY491 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
"' 
8.01'0 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA 
"' 
.0000 ELEVON "' 5.000 
BDFLAP .. 23.'.0 SPOBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUI-1BER 1FT DEG. OEG PSIA OEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2 
695 3 030 7.990 40 02 - 6963-02 669 0 1313. 95 34 .6909-01 3 087 3825. .1956-02 .7672-07 
RUN hREF STN NO 
NUM6EQ BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
595 4340-01 .2332-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO HS P~I TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HI TO) HITAW) ODOT on.DT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
695 89000-01 315 GO 432 00 1412-02 .1695-02 .~695-02 .9000 6129-04 7354-04 4B29-01 .3759 524.8 
695 83000-0 1 CCCfJO 433 CO 3951-02 474<::'-02 .4742-02 9000 1714-03 2058-03 1349 I 018 526 0 
695 88000-01 25 000 434 00 1131-01 1359-01 1359-0' .9000 4910-03 .5898-03 3848 3.030 529 1 
69::' 8800:)-Ol 45 000 435.00 .4657-01 ~609-01 .5609-0 .9000 2021-02 2434-02 1.564 11.76 538.9 
695 88000-01 65 000 436 00 7725-01 9306-01 9306-0 .9000 3353-02 4039-02 2.591 19 41 539.9 
695 88000-01 90 000 437 00 .1480-01 1778-01 1778-0, 9000 .6423-03 7715-03 5032 3.869 529.1 
695 88000-01 135 CO 438 00 1936-02 2324-02 2321+-0 ' .9000 8404-04 1008-03 6621-{11 .4852 524 8 
6 Q - 1""7500 ~OfJOO 439 CO 3344-02 40l4-02 40 14-0.~ .9000 1451-03 1742-03 .1142 .8587 525.9 _:J 695 17500 5 000 440 00 5456-02 6551-02 6551-0: .9000 2368-03 2843-03 .1861 1 467 527.0 
695 17500 4 000 441 00 .3434-01 4133-01 4133-0. 9000 1490-02 .1794-02 I 157 8 861 536 4 
695 17500 65 COO 442 00 70'i7-01 8496-01 8496-0 9000 lI058-02 3687-02 2 353 17 72 543.1 
695 17500 90 000 443 CO 1470-01 1765-01 .1765-(, 9000 6378-03 .7661-03 4998 3 896 529.0 
695 27000 00000 4t4 00 2885-02 3462-02 3462-0 ) .9000 .1252-03 .1503-03 9855-01 .8089 525.~ 
695 .27000 25 000 445 00 7785-02 9348-02 9348-0-? 9000 .3379-03 .4057-03 .2653 2 055 527 5 
695 .27000 '15 O(JO 446 00 2914-01 .350'1-01 .3504-01 .9000 1265-02 .1521-02 .9857 7 886 533 2 
695 27000 65 COO 4'17 00 5989-01 7217-01 .7217-01 9000 2599-02 3132-02 2 004 16 08 5'11.5 
695 27000 90 000 4'18 00 1085-01 1303-01 .1303-a. 9000 .4710-03 5655-03 .3699 2 947 527.4 
695 43800 0000:1 449 00 2500-02 29~9~02 2999-0': 9000 .1085-03 .1302-03 .8551-01 .6680 52'1.'1 
6!i5 "13800 25 000 "150 00 7: 18-02 8543-02 8543-0? .9000 .3089-03 .3708-03 2430 1.877 526 I 
M5 43800 45 000 451 00 3105-01 3732-01 3732-01 .9000 .1348-02 1620-02 1.054 8.265 530 7 
695 43800 65 000 452 00 .5028-01 6052-01 6052-01 9000 .2182-02 2627-02 I 692 12.82 537.4 
• DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS( Ir~ I C TUNNEL PAGE 3055 
OH848 60-0 SS~'E NOZZLE IR4UY491 
R~N ZO MS PHI TIC NO HlHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI ODOT On-lOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TUIR BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
69'5 43800 SO 000 453 00 .8908-02 1070-01 1070-0 9000 .3866-03 .4642-03 .3036 2.344 527 :3 
OAT~ 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO\lIC TUNNEL PAGE 3056 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fR ... UY501 
SS'1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0ng ALPHA .. "'0.00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP = . 001) SPDBRK , • .0000 
·"TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RU\l RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO I1U 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 I FTC? 
767 5029 7 900 39 98 - 3466-02 100.1 1251 !:I2 77 .1113-01 ... 863 3730. 
. 3238-0t .7"'65-07 
RUN YREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RtF (Rl 
FT25EC = 0175 
767 170a-01 .5703-01 
···TESt OAT,··· 
t ~ 
p'...l~ ZO MS PYi TIC "l0 H/HQEF H/HREF H/~REF TAW/TO HIlOI HCTAW) aDot Dn"OT TW 
NUt-'BER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BrU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
767 88000-0: 315 00 432 00 2574-02 .3115-02 .3li5-0;? .9000 4397-04 5319-04 3170-01 .2461 529.7 
767 88000-01 .00000 433 00 1708-02 .2066-02 2066-a.! 9000 2918-04 .3529-04 2108-01 .1588 528 ... 
767 88COO-01 25 000 434 OC , 340-02 .1621-02 1621-02 .9000 2289-0'" 2769-04 165'+-01 130'+ 528 1 
767 88000-01 45 000 435 00 2414-02 .2919-02 .2919-0~ .9000 .'+123-0'+ 4986-04 .2980-01 .225'+ 527.9 
767 .88000-01 65 000 436 00 3456-02 '+180-02 '+180-0~ .9000 5903-04 7139-0'+ .4265-01 .3215 528.1 
767 8800el-01 90 oeD 437 co 3642-02 "''+05-02 "''+05-0? .9000 6221-0'+ 7524-04 ...... 92-01 .3,+55 528.5 
767 89000-01 13~ 00 438 00 37:58-02 .4545-02 '+545-02 9000 6418-0'+ .7763-0'+ .4633-01 .3388 528.8 
767 17500 .00000 439 00 . 1262-02 1526-02 1526-02 .9000 2155-0'+ 2607-0'+ .1556-01 .1169 528.6 
767 17500 25 000 440 00 1308-02 .1582-02 1582-0"? .9000 2234-0'+ .2701-0'+ .161'+-01 .1271 528.3 
767 17500 45 000 441 00 1926-02 2329-02 .2329-02 .9000 3289-04 3977-0'+ 2377-01 .1828 527.9 
767 17500 65 CCO 442 00 2996-02 3623-02 3623-02 .9000 5116-04 6188-0'+ .3696-01 280'+ 528.3 
767 17500 90 000 443 00 3229-02 3905-02 3905-0'? .9000 .5515-04 5669-04 3983-01 3106 528.3 
767 27000 oooeo 44-+ 00 1013-02 1225-02 I 225-0o? 9000 1729-04 2092-04 1249-01 .102'" 528.5 
767 27000 25 COO 445.00 1142-02 .1381-02 1381-0? .90CO 1950-0'" 2359 4 04 1409-01 1091 528.0 
767 27 000 43.000 446 00 1639-02 1982-02 1982-02 .9000 2800-04 .3386-04 2024-01 .1623 527.9 
767 27000 65.000 4'+7.00 235,-02 28'+6-02 .28'+6-0~ .9000 .4019-04 .4861-04 .290'+-01 .23'+6 528.1 
;67 27000 90.0CO 448 00 2835-02 3428-02 .3'+28-02 .9000 4841-04 5855-0'+ .3'+98-01 .2786 528 1 
767 43800 00000 449 00 99E3-03 1205-02 1205-02 .9000 1702-0'+ 2058-04 1229-01 9588-01 528. J 
767 43800 25 000 450.00 6830-03 1068-02 .1068-02 .9000 1508-0'+ .1823-04 1090-01 .8,+ 19-0t 527.5 
767 43800 '+5 000 451.00 .1524-02 .1843-02 1843-0': .9000 .2603-04 .3148-04 .1883-01 .1479 527.5 
767 .43800 65 000 '+52.00 2265-02 .2;40-02 .2;40-0~ .9000 .:3869-04 .4679-0'+ .2795-01 2128 528 2 








OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPERSIIN1C TUNNEL 



































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AtDC \'KF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3058 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY501 
SSM!:: NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 8ETA 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
8DFLAP 0000 5PDBRK 0000 
, 
···TEST CONDIT'ONS··· 
PUN RWL MACt-' ALPHA 8ETA PO TO i P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER In OEG DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
757 I O-t3 7 940 39 99 - 4654-06 214.1 1265 92.93 .2302-01 016 3752. .6687-03 .7478-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF"lR) 
FT2SEC ". 0175 
757 2474-01 3973-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF TAWITO HITO) H!TAWI OOOT OTWDT TW 
"JU:-'BER R=1 0 R=O 9 R". BTU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC fT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
757 88COO-OI 315 00 432 00 3709-02 4474-02 4474-0" .9000 .9174-04 1107-03 .6780-01 .5275 525.6 
757 88000-01 .OCOOC 433 00 .1822-02 2198-02 2198-0 ! .9000 4507-04 5436-04 3334-01 .2516 525.0 
757 88000-01 25 000 43,+ 00 '783-02 2152-02 2152-0 ' 9000 .4411-04 5322-04 3260-01 .2573 525.6 
757 880ce-01 45 oae 435 DC 2972-02 3586-02 . 3586-0'? 9000 7353-04 8B71-04 5432-01 .4112 525.9 
757 88000-01 65.000 436 00 4785-02 5774-02 .5774-0~ 9000 1184-03 .1428-03 .8737-01 .6590 526 5 
757 88000-01 90 000 437 00 5699-02 6878-02 6878-0:? .9000 1410-03 1701-(13 1040 8002 527.0 
757 88000-01 13:' 00 438 00 2865-02 3456-02 .3456-0 ? 9000 .7086-04 8549-04 .5238-01 .3837 525.5 
757 17500 00000 439 00 1295-02 1563-02 \563-0: 9000 .3204-04 3866-04 2370-01 .1782 525.2 
757 17500 25 oeD 440 00 .1299-02 1568-02 .1568-0'? .9000 .3214-04 3878-04 .2376-01 1875 525.4 
757 17500 45 000 "41 00 2304-02 .2779-02 2779-01 9000 5698-04 6875-04 .4210-01 .3242 525.9 
757 17500 65 CO!) 442 00 .3962-02 4781-02 4781-0: 9000 9800-04 1183-03 .7232-01 5491 526 7 
757 17500 90 000 443 CO 4528-02 5465-02 5465-0 ? .9000 1120-03 1352-03 .B265-0\ .6450 526 8 
757 27000 00000 444 co 8263-03 9968-03 9968-05 .9000 2044-()4 2466-04 .1512-01 1241 525.1 
757 27000 25 000 445 00 1195-02 1442-02 .1442-0 ? .9000 2957-04 3567-04 2186-01 1695 525.4 
757 27000 45.000 446 00 1863-02 2248-02 . 22-t8-0': .9000 4609-04 5561-04 .3406-01 2735 525.B 
757 27000 65.000 447 00 3106-02 3749-02 .3749-0? .9000 .7684-04 9272-04 5673-01 .4587 526 4 
75' 27000 90.000 lf48 00 3572-02 4311-02 .,,311-02 9000 8837-04 1066-03 .6526-01 5202 526.2 
757 43800 ooono 449 00 9513-03 1147-02 .1147-0: 9000 .2353-04 .2838-04 1742-01 .1361 52lf.4 
757 43800 25 0" 450 00 .9561-03 .1153-02 1153-02 .9000 2365-04 .2852-04 .1750-01 1353 524.5 
757 43800 lf5 OCO 451 00 .15L,a 4 02 .IB67-02 .1867-02 .9000 .3830-04 .'i619-0lf .2833-0 .2228 52".9 
757 .43800 65.000 452 00 .2141-02 .2584-02 .2584-02 .9000 .5297-04 .6391-04 .:5911-01 .2980 526.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER=~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3059 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR'+UY50) 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/H~EF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R- BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG R 
TAWITC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
757 438iJO 90 000 4':>3 00 2462-02 297\-02 2971-(2 .9000 .6090-04 7349-04 .4497-01 .3'+74 526.3 
DATE 23 FES 80 0"848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPER~:iNlC TUN~JEL PAGE 3060 
OHS4B 60-0 SSME NOZZ~E IR4UY501 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRrC DATA 
MACH 8.COO ALPHA • lfO 00 8ETA • .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
80FLAP = . oeoo SP08RK .. .pOOO 
"'TEST CONDI110NS'" 
RUN PN/L MACH PLPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER ',T OEG OEG. PSIA DEG F OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LS-SEC 
>- 6 IfT3 IFT2 
755 1 S'Jo 7 980 40 06 - 4684-06 429 7 1307. g5.13 .4lf7lf-01 1.994 3815. .1269-02 .7655-07 
Rt,;N HQ(F' STN NO 
NUMBER 8TJI R REFIRI 
F'i2SEC = 01/5 
755 3;85-0' 2894-01 
"'TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/NREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO tI( TOI HlTAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBEP R=I 0 R=O 9 R,. STUIR 8TULR STUI OEG R OEG R 
TAW/T( rT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
755 .880GO-01 315 00 1.032 00 2084-02 2505-02 .2505-(2 .9000 7263-04 . 8729-01t .5652-01 .lf392 528 It 
755 88000-01 oooca 433 00 1787-02 .2147-02 2Ilf7-(c! .9000 6228-0lf 7483-0lf .4855-01 3661 527 2 
755 88000-01 25 000 434 00 '662-02 .1997-02 .1997-( 2 9000 5794-01t 6960-0lf .lf516-01 .3561 527 I 
755 8SCOO-OI lf5 000 435 00 3197-02 3841-02 38lfl-(2 .9000 Illlf-03 1339-03 .8679-01 • 656lf 527 7 
755 88000-01 65 000 436 00 8"80-02 1019-01 1019-( I .9000 2955-03 3552-03 .2298 I. 731 529.0 
755 88000-01 gO 000 437 00 1955-01 2351-01 2351-( I 9000 6813-03 8194-03 .5281 If.055 531 5 
755 88000-01 13':: 00 438 00 2203-02 2647-02 2647-(,2 .9000 7678-04 9220-04 .5980-01 lf376 527 8 
755 17500 oooeo 439 JI) .1?"3-02 1494-02 Ilf94-l2 9000 4333-04 5206-04 3377-01 .2538 527.2 
755 17500 25 000 4"0 00 1410-02 1694-02 1694-(2 9000 4913-04 5903-04 3830-01 3020 S27.1 
755 17500 45 000 441 00 2700-02 3244-02 3244-(2 9000 9409-04 .1130-03 .7331-01 .56lfl 527.4 
755 17500 65 COO 442 00 7467-02 8975-02 8975-12 .9000 2602-03 .3128-03 2023 1.53lf 529 2 
755 17500 90 000 443 00 1512-01 1818-01 1818-rl .9000 .5268-03 .6336-03 lf083 3.179 531 6 
755 27000 00000 444 00 .9469-0:: 1138-02 1138-l2 .9000 3300-04 3965-0lf 2573-01 2110 527 I 
755 21000 25 000 445 00 1307-02 .1570-02 1570-(2 .9000 lf554-04 5470-04 .3551-01 .2752 526.9 
755 27000 45 000 446 00 2341-02 2812-02 .2812-(2 .9000 .8158-04 9801-0lf .6357-01 5101 527 If 
755 27000 65 000 447 00 6397-02 7689-02 .7:"19-(2 .9000 2229-03 2680-03 .173" l.lfOO 528.9 
755 27000 90 000 448.0C j 135-01 1366-01 .1366-( 1 .9000 3959-03 .4759-03 .3077 2 lf49 529 If 
755 43800 00000 449.00 8091-03 .9719-03 .9719-[ 3 .9000 2820-04 3387-0lf .2199-01 1716 526 7 
755 lf3800 25 COO 450 00 1086-02 1305-02 .1305-12 .9000 .3787-04 lf543-04 .2955-01 2282 526.lf 
755 .43800 45 000 "51.00 1995-02 2397-02 .2397-(,2 .9000 6955-04 .8355-04 • 542lf -0 I lf262 526 8 
755 .43800 65.000 452.00 .4763-02 572lf-02 .5724-l,2 .9000 .1660-03 .1995-03 .1291 .9928 528 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0"948 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3061 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fR4UY50) 
QUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HPEF H/HREf TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUM8E~ R= I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R B'TU/R STUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWI TC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I'SEC 
755 43800 90 000 453 00 .7718-02 9277-02 9277-(2 9000 2690-03 .323S-03 .2092 1 EN4 528.8 
DATE 23 Frs 80 OH84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3062 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZ~E 1 R4UY50 I 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ., 8 (00 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP • O( no SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDI110NS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a V I RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DE() DEG PSIA DEG F DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLU"S LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
745 3 041 7 990 40 06 - 3495-02 670 5 1312. 95 27 .692'+-01 . 3 094 3823 1962-02 .7666-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RE":RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
745 4344-01 2328-01 
"*TEST DA-A··· 
~U~ ZO MS P~I TIC "l::J f-I/f-IqEF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTOI HITAWI OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWIl( FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
745 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 2213-02 2661-02 .2661-r2 .9000 9616-04 1156-01 .7497-01 581'+ 532.0 
745 88000-01 00000 433 00 2493-02 2997-02 2997-l2 .9000 .1083-03 .\302-03 8446-01 6354 531 a 
745 880~lO-0 I 25 000 434 00 '958-02 2366-02 .2366-r2 .9000 .8550-04 1028'03 6663-01 5240 532 3 
7'+5 88000-01 45 DCA 4~5 ~~ 4275-02 5141-02 5141-l..? .9000 . 1857-03 .2233-03 1446 I 090 533.2 745 88COO-01 65.000 436 1317-01 1595-01 . 1585-r: .9000 5722-03 eg86-03 44'+1 3 334 535.6 
745 88000-01 90 000 437 00 2324-01 2799-01 2799-( 1 9000 1010-02 .1216-02 7809 5.976 538 2 
745 68000-01 135 00 438 CO .2455-02 2952-02 2952-[;2 .9000 1067-03 1282-03 .8314-01 6070 532 2 
745 17500 .00000 439 00 1799-02 2163-02 .2163-( .? 9000 7817-04 .9398-04 .60g6-01 4570 531.9 
745 17500 25.000 440 00 .1695-02 2037-02 2037-l2 9000 7361-04 .8850-04 .5739-01 .4514 532 0 
745 17500 45 000 441 CO 36~7-02 .44tl -02 4411-[ = 9000 1593-03 1916-03 1240 .9511 533.4 
745 i7500 65 COO 442 aD 12 1-01 .1470-01 1"70-( I 9000 5305-03 .6385-03 4114 3 109 536 2 
745 17500 90 000 4'13 aD 1992-01 2399-01 2399-1 I 9000 .8654-03 1042-02 6695 5 195 538.0 
7"5 .27000 00000 444 00 1276-02 1533-02 .1533-1 : .9000 5541-04 6661-04 .4323-01 3537 531 ~ 
745 27000 25 000 445 00 1457-02 1751-02 1751-l',: _9000 .6328-04 7607-04 4935-01 3815 531 8 
745 27000 ... 5 000 4'1E 00 3370-02 4053-02 4053-112 9000 .1"'6'+-03 1761-03 .1140 .9117 533.3 
745 27000 65 aGO ... 47 00 .1150-01 1384-01 .1384-u1 9000 .4995-03 6011-03 3875 3 118 535 9 
7'+5 27000 90 000 448 00 1473-01 1772-01 1772-1)1 9000 .6399-03 .7699-03 ... 969 3 941+ 535 0 
7'+5 '+3800 00000 449 00 9361-03 1125-02 1125-02 9000 4066-04 ,+887-04 .3176-01 .2474 530.6 
745 43800 25 000 450 00 .1230-0'; 1478-02 .1478-11~ ~1000 5342-04 6420-04- 4171-01 !215 530.8 
745 43800 45 000 451 00 .3018-02 3629-0a 3629-U2 9000 .1311-03 1577-03 1022 8011 532 I 
745 42800 65 000 452 00 8411-02 1012-01 1012-'11 .9000 .3654-03 "'396-03 .2840 2.155 53'+.5 
DATE 23 ~T8 80 OH8l+8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDe YKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3063 
OH84B 60-0 SS~1E NOZZLE IR4UY50) 
~UN ZO MS PHi TIC NO f-'/H~EF H/HREF H/HREf TAWITO H(lO) H(TAW) aOOT OHolDT TW 
NUMBER P=I 0 R=0.9 R= eTU/R eTU/R STU I OEG R OEG. R 
TAWITC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
745 43800 90 000 453 00 9923-02 .1194-01 tt94-Ct .9000 4311-03 .5187-03 .3349 2 576 :534.8 
DATE 23 FrB 80 0'"'84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3064 
OH84B 60-0 SSM:: NOZZLE IR4UY51) 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
-MACH 8.( 00 ALPHA . itO 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP .. 15 00 SP08RK = 0000 
,. 'TEST CONOI' IONS··' 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPr'A BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG OEG. PSIA DEG F DEG R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS U~-SEC 
X10 6 IfT3 IfT2 
765 '5049 7 900 39 98 - 3466-02 100 4 1250. 92 69 .1116-01 4B75 3729 .3249-03 .7459-07 
RU:~ HREF SON NO 
NUMBER STUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = C175 
765 1710-01 5692-01 
···TEST DA-A·" 
PUN ZO MS P"ll TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREI TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBEFl ReI 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/H BTUI DEG R OEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
765 SBOOO-Ol 315 00 432 00 3517-02 .4254-02 .4254-[.2 .9000 .6014-04 7274-04 .4336-01 .3369 52e.S 
765 .88000-01 .00000 433 00 .2683-02 3244-02 3244-112 .9000 .4588-04 .5548-04 .3315-01 .2499 521.2 
765 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2590-02 3132-02 31 32-l!2 .9000 .4429-04 .5355-0'+ .3201-01 .2524 527.1 
765 .89000-01 45 000 435 00 340 I -02 'i I 13-02 .4113-02 .9000 .5816-04 .7032-0'+ .4204-01 .3181 526.9 
765 88000-0: 65 000 436 00 4067-02 4918-02 4918-02 .9000 .6955-04 .8409-04 .5026-01 .3790 527 0 
765 88000-01 90 000 437 00 3929-02 4751-02 4751-02 .9000 .6718-04 .8124-04 .4852-01 .373"1 527.'t 
765 88000-01 135 00 438 00 3135"02 3791-02 .3791-112 9000 5360-04 6483-04 3868-01 2830 528 0 
765 17500 00000 439 00 2!J18-02 2440-02 2440-1)2 .9000 3451 -04 .4173-04 2492-01 1873 527 '+ 
765 .17500 25 000 440 00 2004-02 2423-02 .2423-'12 .9000 3427-0'+ 4143-04 2476-01 1952 527.1 
765 17500 45 000 441 00 2571-02 3109-02 3109-!J2 9000 .4396-04 5315-04 3177-01 .2'+45 526.9 
765 17500 65.COO 442 00 3472-02 4198-02 4198-J~ .9000 .5936-04 7178-04 4289-01 3255 527.2 
765 17500 90 000 443 00 3369-02 't073-02 ."I073-J? .9000 .5760-04 .6965-04 .4161-01 .3247 527 2 
765 27000 00000 444 00 1582-02 1913-02 1913-1.? .9000 2706-04 .3272-04 1955-01 .1603 527 3 
765 27000 25 000 445 00 1843-02 .2229-02 .2228-.12 .9000 .3151-04 .~810-04 .2278-01 176~ 526 9 
765 .27000 45.000 4-.6 00 2288-02 2766-02 .2766-J3 9000 3912-04 ."1730-04 2828-01 .226 526 9 
765 27000 65.000 447 00 .2704-02 3269-02 .3269-J~ .9000 .'4623-04 5590-04 .~341-01 .2701 527.0 
765 27000 90.000 448 00 2964-02 3583-02 .3583-0 .9000 .506B-04 .6127-04 .3662-01 .2918 527 0 
765 .43800 00000 449 00 1336-02 1616-02 .1616-')2 .9000 .2285-04 .2762-04 .1651-01 .1289 526 9 
765 43800 25 000 450 00 1393-02 1684-02 .1684-J2 .9000 .2382-0"1 .2879-0'+ .1723-01 1331 526.4 
765 43800 4'5.000 451.00 1756-02 2123-0) .212)-02 .9000 3002-04 .3630-04 .2172-01 1707 5264 
765 43800 65.000 45« 00 238"-0<1 .2sa2~0 .298 .. Jl .cJOO~ .40715-0" .4928-04 .2945-01 .2~43 527 I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 t"'OOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER=ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3065 
0~84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I RtfUY5 I I 
PU"l ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF T/lW IT 0 HCTOI HlTAWI COOT OTloJOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 ~= ~ BTUIR BTU/R STUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW!TC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC . 
765 43800 90 0\)0 453 00 .2502-02 3025-02 3025-(2 .9000 4278-04 5173-04 3091-01 .2387 527. I 
, 
D,;7E 23 FEB 80 OHS-+8 MCJEL 60-0 IN T~E AEDC VKF HVPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3066 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY511 
SSt"E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 DID ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7 500 
BE»'"LAP 15. )0 SPD8RK • .0000 
• "TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI f'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
759 I 001 7 940 39 99 - 4655-06 206 7 '270. 03.30 .2224-01 .9813 3760. .6433-03 .7508-07 
RUN !-PEF STfli NO 
NU'15ER BTUI R REFI~l 
FT2SEC = 0175 
759 2433-01 4053-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
p -:~ Z'" vc.: ~ , .:> pl-l! TIC NO H/ .... REC' I-I/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HcTOJ HITAWJ OOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I a R:O 9 Rc BTU/P BTU/R BTUI DEG R OEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
759 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 3290-02 3969-02 3969-02 .9000 .8003-04 9656-04 5937-01 .4615 527.B 
759 88000-01 00000 433 00 2824-02 3406-02 3406-02 9000 6869-04 8284-04 5104-01 .3850 526.5 
759 88000-01 25 000 '134 00 2905-02 3503-02 3503-02 .9000 7065-04 8522-04 5249-01 4140 526.7 
759 88000-01 45.000 '+35 00 3860-02 <;655-02 4655-0.? 9000 .9389-04 1132-03 6976-01 5279 526 7 
759 .880eO-01 65.000 435 00 .<;810-02 5802-02 .5802·02 .9000 1170-03 1411-03 .8692-01 .6555 526.9 
759 88000-01 90 000 "37 DC 3765-02 4541-02 .4541-02 9000 9158-04 .1105-03 6803-01 5236 526.8 
759 8eOCO-OI 135 00 't38 CO 2076-02 2504-02 2504-0-? 9000 5050-0'" .6091-04 3752-01 2747 526.7 
759 17500 .00000 "39 GO Ig49-02 2350-02 .2350-02 9000 .47"'1-04 .5718-04 3522-01 .2648 526.7 
759 17500 25 oeD 440 00 2139-02 2579-02 2579-0': 9000 5203-04 .6275-04 3866-01 .3049 526 6 
759 17500 45 000 "'II 00 2865-02 3455-02 3455-02 9000 6969-04 8405-04 5179-0 I 3986 526.6 
759 17500 65 COO ~42 00 3892-02 4694-02 '1694-0c 9000 9467-04 .1142-03 7031-01 .5338 527.0 
759 17500 90 000 "'13 DO 3095-02 3732-02 3732-0~ 9000 7528-04 .9079-04 5594-01 4366 526.6 
759 27000 01)000 444 00 1583-02 1909-02 1909-C= 9000 3851-04 4644-04 2861-01 .2347 ~26 Ej 
759 27000 25 000 445 00 1898-02 .2290-02 2290-02 .9000 4618-04 5570-04 3432-01 26FO 526 5 
759 27000 '15 000 446 DO 2338-02 .2819-02 2819-(': .9000 .5687-04 6858-04 4226-01 3392 526.5 
759 27000 65 COO 447 00 2558-02 3085-02 .3085-C2 .9000 6223-04 7505-04 4624-01 .3738 526.6 
759 27000 90 000 449 00 23-+7-02 .283:-02 ;;831-C:: .9QOO 5710-04 .6886-04 4245-0: .3384 526 3 
759 .43800 00000 449 00 1401-02 1690-02 1690-C= .9000 • 340B-04 .4110-04 .2534-01 1978 526 1 
759 43800 25.000 450 00 1503-02 .1812-02 1812-C2 .9000 .3655-0'+ .4408-04 .2719-01 2101 525 8 
759 '+3800 45 000 451 00 18'+0-02 2218-02 2218-02 .9000 .4,+75-04 .5396-04 3328-01 2616 525.9 
759 .43800 65.000 452 00 .1967-02 2373-02 2373-(= .9000 .4786-0'+ .5772-04 3556-01 2709 526.6 
!)ATE 23 FEB 80 01-,8,,8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSINIC TUNNEL PAGE 3067 
OH8,,8 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR'tUY51 I 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HqEF H/HqEF H/HREF TAWITO H(TOI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NV13:CR R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
759 .43800 gO 000 453 00 1574-02 1899-02 1S99-0? 9000 3B30-04 .4619-04 2B'I6-01 2199 526 5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8>+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS)~IC TUNNEL PAGE 306B 
OH848 60-0 SSHE NOZZLE IR4UY511 
SSME NOZZLE P"RAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.010 ALPHA .. '+0.00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP 15.10 SPD8RK .. 0000 
---TEST COND I T lONS' .. 
RUN ~N/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T p. a v RHO MU 
NuMBER In DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTi.' 
753 2 020 7 98C 40 04 - 4578-06 '+34 '+ 1293. !l4- II '+523-01 2.016 3795. .1297-02 .7573-07 
~U"J HREF STN ~,o 
No.JM6EP BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC ~ 0175 
"753 3498-01 2859-01 
"·TEST DAT4'" 
RUt'-; za MS PI-! T IC '~O '-l/HPEF f-l/HREF H/f-'REF TAW/TO l .. ltTOJ H(TAWJ ODOT DTWDT TW 
Nl.:MBE" R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC ISEC 
753 88000-01 31': CO '+32 00 2437-02 2933-02 2933-0:? 9000 852,+-0'+ 1026-03 6512-01 .5059 529 7 
753 88000-01 OOOGO '+33 00 2£43-02 3180-02 3180-0; 9000 .9243-04- 1112-03 .7072-01 .5331 527.6 
753 88000-01 25 000 434 00 858-02 2248-02 2248-0? 9000 6534-04 .7862 .. 04 5001-01 3942 527 '+ 
'53 8800:)-01 '+5 000 '+35 00 2710-02 3261-02 3261-0-? 9000 9478-0'+ 1140-03 7251-01 .5'+85 527.6 
753 88000-01 65 000 436 00 54"12-02 6550-02 6550-0? .9000 1903-03 2291-03 .1455 1 096 528 3 
753 88000-01 90 OOQ 43"7 00 1:22-01 1351-01 1351-01 .. 90CO 3924-03 .. '+725-03 .2992 2 299 530.1 
753 88000-01 135 00 4-3B 00 2682-02 3228-02 3228-02 9000 9381-04 1129-03 .7172-01 52'+7 528 I 
'53 17500 00000 '+39 00 1850-J2 2226-02 2226-0: .9000 .6471-04 7787-04 4951-01 3720 527 6 
753 17500 25.000 440 00 .1763-02 2122-02 2122-0? 9000 .6167-0'+ 7421-04 .4720-01 .3721 527 4 
753 17500 45 000 441 GO .2196-02 2642-02 26'+2-0:' 9000 7680-0" 9241-')4 .5878-01 .'+522 527 4 
753 17500 65 COO 442 00 >+852-02 584Q-02 5840-C:: 9000 1697-03 2043-03 1296 9828 529 0 
753 17500 90 000 443 00 8925-02 1075-01 1075-CI .. 9000 3122-03 3759-03 2381 I 855 530 I 
753 27000 00000 444 00 1296-02 1560-02 1560-02 .9000 4534-0'+ 5456-04 3470-01 2845 527 I, 
753 27000 25 000 445 00 1376-02 1655-02 I 655-C2 9000 4811-04 5789-04 3683-01 2854 527 I 
753 27000 45 000 '+46 00 .1778-02 2139-02 .2139-C? .9000 6219-0'+ 7'+83-04 '+760-01 3819 527 3 
753 27000 65 000 447 00 3852-02 4637-02 4637-C? 9000 1347-03 .1622-03 .1030 .8315 528 6 
753 27000 90 000 4'+8 00 7179-02 8642-02 .86'+2-C? .900a .2511-03 3023-03 1918 1.527 529 0 
753 .43800 00000 449 00 9582-03 .1153-02 . 1153-C~ 9000 .3351-04 4032-04 2567-01 .2003 526 8 
753 .43800 25 000 450 00 1076-02 1294-02 1294-C2 .!JOOO 3763-04 4527-0'+ .2883-01 .2227 526 '+ 
75:$ .'+3800 45 000 451 00 1489-02 1791-02 179t-C2 .9000 .5207-04 .6264-04 3988-01 3134 526 7 
753 .43800 65.000 '+52 00 2761-02 3323-02 3323-(2 9000 .9657-0'+ .1162-03 .7383-01 .5621 528 I 
60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERS)NIC TUNNEL t O"TE 23 FEB 80 0'-84B t-'OOEl PAGE 3069 
t 
01-<848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE fR4UY51' 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO HIH:<EF H/HREF H/HREF" TAW/TO H!TO) H!TAW) aOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBE~ R=l 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC Fl2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
753 43800 90 000 453 00 .6253-02 .7526-02 7526-0: 9000 2187-03 .2032-03 1671 1.290 528.6 
DA TE 23 fTB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSJ~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3070 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY511 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA .. 40.00 8ETA • 0000 ELEVON .. 7.500 
80FLAP .. 15 00 SP08RK .. .0000 
"'TEST CONO I T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L t-1ACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a \' RHO MU 
NUM9ER 1FT OEQ OEG PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
747 2 979 7 990 40 06 - 4686-06 6611 0 1316. !J5.56 .6BI6-01 3.0'16 3829. .1925-02 .7690-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFI~I 
FT2SEC = 0175 
747 4312-01 .2351-C1 
"'TEST DAtA'" 
RUt'. ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HllO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NU~lBER R=I 0 R=O 9 p= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG R OEG R 
TAWITC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
747 88000-01 315 00 432 00 2591-02 3113-02 .3113-0? .9000 1117-03 1342-03 8761-01 6797 531.5 747 
.88000-01 00000 433 00 2443-02 2935-02 2935-0:- .9000 .1054-03 1266-03 8270-01 .622'" 530.8 747 88000-0 25 OCO '134 DC 194'1-02 2336'702 2336-0? .9000 8384-0'" - .1007-03 6580-01 5178 530.9 7 ... 7 8800']-01 '15 OCQ 435 00 4400-02 5288-02 5288-C': .9000 .1897-03 2280·03 1487 1.123 531.7 747 88000-01 65 000 436 00 1301-01 .156"'-01 156"'-01 9000 560s.-03 .6745-03 '1384 3.2S'" 53 ... I 747 88000-01 90 000 437 00 2164-01 260.4-01 2604-CI SOOO 933~-03 1123-02 7272 5 570 536.5 747 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2293-02 2755-0? 2755-C:- .9000 9886-04 1188-03 7751-01 .5660 531.7 
747 17500 OOCOO 439 00 1778-02 .2135-02 2135-C:- .9000 7666-04 9209-04 6018-01 .4515 530.6 747 .17500 25 000 440 00 .1694-02 2035-02 .2035-C2 9000 730"'-04 8775-04 5734-01 .'t513 530 6 747 17500 45 000 4 ... 1 00 .3889-02 467"'-02 "'67"'-C? .9000 167"7-03 2015-03 1314 1.009 532.0 7 ... 7 17500 65 COO 442 00 1186-01 1"'26-01 1"'26-Cl .9000 511"'-03 .6150-03 399't 3 020 53 .... 7 747 17500 90 000 ... 43 00 1838-01 2211-01 2211-Ci .9000 7926-03 9536-03 6177 4 796 536 4 747 27000 CODOO 444 00 1295-02 1556-02 1556-C,' .9000 .5!:i87-0'" 6712-0" .... 388-01 3593 530 3 747 27000 25 COO 445 00 1479-02 1777-02 1777-(2 9000 6379-04 7662-04 .500S-01 .3874 530 ... 
747 27000 45 000 4"'6 00 36-10-02 "'375-02 .... 375-(2 .9000 1570-03 1886-03 .1230 98"'8 532.0 74"7 27000 65.000 4 ... 7 00 " 1162-01 1398-01 .1398-(1 .9000 5011-03 6026-03 3914 3 152 53'1.6 747 27000 90 000 4'18 00 1399-01 1682-01 .1682-CI 9000 6033-03 725'1-03 .'1714 3.743 534.3 
7't7 '13800 00000 4't9 00 .9792-03 1176-02 1176-C2 9000 't223-04 5072-0'1 .3318-01 2585 529.9 7'17 43800 25 000 't50 00 12'10-02 1489-02 11t89-C2 9000 .5345-01t .fiIt20-04 .4200-01 3238 529.9 7't7 .43800 45 000 451 00 .3555-02 .'1271-02 .'1271-C2 .9000 .1533-03 18't2-oi .1202 91t24 531.5 747 '13800 65 000 452 00 9035-02 1086-01 .1096-( : 9000 .3896-03 469"'-03 .3048 2.314 533.5 
DA -~ 23 FEB 80 0'1848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3071 
OH848 60-0 SSHE NOZZLE rR ... UY51 ) 
pur; ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/I-'RE· H/ .... REF H/H~EF TAW/to ~(TO) HITAW) aOOT OTWDT HI 
NUMBE~ R=! 0 R=O 9 R= BTIJ/R BlUlR BTUt DEC. R DEG. R 
TAWTO FT2SEC .f"T2SEC FT2Sf;C /SEC 
747 4380() 90 000 453 00 1088-01 1308-01 1308-0 I .9000 4692-03 .5640-03 .3671 2 826 533.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 (lH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSlNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3072 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY52) 
SS'1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
"' 
8.0 )0 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP "' 23. SO SPDBRK .. 0000 
·"TEST CONDIT[ONS··· 
R'..IN RN/L MACH ALP~A BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEC DEG. PSIA OEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
753 4981 i 900 39 97 - 3462-02 99 31 1252. 92 84 .1104-01 .4822 3732 3209-03 . 7'+7 [ -07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SCC = 0175 
763 1701-01 5729-JI 
···TEST DAT-\·" 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTl,jDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG R DEG. R 
TAW/TC rT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
763 .88000-01 315 00 432 00 4422-02 5341-02 5341-0: .9000 7522-04 9C85-04 5475-01 .4264 523.8 
763 88000-01 00000 433 00 3528-02 4261-02 '+261-0? 9000 .6(10[-0'+ 7247-04 4370-01 330[ 523.5 
763 88000-01 25 000 43" 00 32<'2-02 3915-02 .3915-02 9000 .5514-0'+ 6660-04 '+011-01 3167 524 2 
763 85000-01 45.000 435 00 3774-02 4558-02 4558-0~ 9000 6419-04 775'1-04 4670-01 3538 524 2 
763 88000-01 65 000 436 00 42B4-02 .5174-02 5174-02 9000 7287-04 8BOI-04 5301-01 4003 524 2 
763 88000-01 90 000 437 00 3815-02 .4608-02 4608-0:! .9000 .6490-04 .7839-0,+ 4721-01 3639 524.2 
763 88000-01 135 00 4~8 00 3396-02 4101-02 4101-C.2 .9000 5776-04 .6976-04 .'+205-01 3083 523.7 
763 17500 00000 439 00 2553-02 3095-02 3095-C: .9000 .'+359-04 5264-04 31'13-01 2389 523.8 
763 17500 25 008 440 00 2541-02 3069-02 3069-(= 9000 4322-04 .5220-04 3145-01 2484 524.0 
753 17500 45 000 441 00 2899-02 3501-02 3501-C2 9000 4931-04 5956-04 .3587-01 .2765 524 2 
763 17500 65 COO 442 00 3479-02 4203-02 4203-(2 9000 5918-04 7148-04 43G3-01 3271 524 5 
763 17500 90 000 443 00 3216-02 3885-02 3885-(2 9000 5"71-04 6608-04 3981-01 3111 52'+ I 
763 27000 00000 444 00 2117-02 2557-02 2557-(: 9000 .3602-04 4350-04 2622-01 2154 523 6 
763 27000 25 000 445 00 .2333-02 2817-02 2817-(: 9000 .3968-04 4792-04 2888-01 2241 523 9 
763 27000 45 000 446 00 .2390-02 .2887-02 2887-(2 9000 4065-04 4910-04 2958-01 2377 524 2 
763 27000 65 000 447 00 .2833-02 3422-02 3422-(~ 9000 4819-04 5820-04 3505-0) 2838 524 2 
763 27000 90 000 448 00 .2547-02 3076-02 .3076-C2 .9000 .4333-04 5233-04 3153-01 .2517 523.9 
163 <'3800 00000 449 00 .1923-02 .2322-02 .2322-(2 .9000 • 327(l-04 .3950-04 .2384-01 1864 523.0 
763 .43800 25 000 450 00 .1818-02 .2195-02 2195--(2 .9000 .3092-04 .3734-04 .2253-01 .17'+3 523.1 
763 ,43800 45 000 451.00 .207!H12 .250[J"0~ • 250fi" c.c~ .9000 .3530-04 .4263-04 .2571-01 .2024 523.3 
763 ,43800 65 000 452 00 12484-02 .3001"0 .3001·Ci ,900d .4i26-04 ,~)I 0'+-04 .3073-01 2344 521+.3 
DA TE 23 FEB BO 0'184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS( IHC TUNNEL PAGE 3073 
OH34B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE I RlfUY52) 
P~N ze MS pur TIC t~O H/riREF I;!/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) HITAW) OOOT DTWDT lW 
NLJ;13E'1 R=. 0 p=o 9 R= BTUIR 8TU/R BTUI OEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO F12SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
763 43800 90 000 453 00 1590-02 1920-02 1920-0, 9000 2704-04 3266-04 .1966-0t .1520 5L?4.5 
1< 
OAT;: 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF ~YPERS(mC TUNNEL PAGE 307Lt 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rRLtUY52) 
SS"1E NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
-MACH 8.0l 0 ALPHA . LtO.OO BETA 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BoFLAP ,. 23 'JQ SPDBRK • oooe 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NuMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSJA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
761 I 006 7 940 39 99 - 4652-06 206 4 1265. 92.93 .2220-01 .9799 3752. 6449-03 .7478-07 
RU"l HREF STN N'J 
NUMBER BTUI ~ PE'"rRJ 
FT25EC = 0175 
761 2429-01 .4046,01 
•• ·TEST OAT , ••• 
PU'1 ZO MS Ph! TIC NO H/HPEF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlOJ H(TAWJ aoOT DTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEG R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
761 88000-01 315 00 432 00 .3234-02 3906-02 3906-0,! .9000 7856-04 9487-04 .5778-01 4488 529 I 
761 88000-01 00000 433.00 3316-02 4003-02 .4003-0.' .9000 .8055-04 9723-04 5936-01 4474 527.7 
761 88000-01 25.000 434 00 3645-02 4400-02 4400-0,? 9000 8854-04 1069-03 6525-01 5143 527.8 
761 88000-01 45 000 435 00 4624-02 5581-Q2 55BI-O.~ .9000 1123-03 1356-03 8278-01 .6261 527.7 
761 88000-01 65 000 436 00 4875-02 5885-02 58B5-0" .9000 .1184-03 1429-03 .8726-01 .6578 5?7 8 
761 .88000-01 90 000 437 00 3464-02 4182-02 4182-0" 9000 84 I Lt-Olt 1016-03 .6200-01 4770 5fn 8 
761 .88000-01 135 00 438.00 2206-02 2663-02 2663-0 ) 9000 5358-0lt 6469-04 3946-01 .2887 528.2 
76! 17:'00 00000 439.00 2~84-02 2878-02 2878-0 ' .9000 .5791-04 6991-04 4267-01 .3205 527.9 
761 17500 25 000 440 00 .2643-02 .3190-02 3 190-0' .9000 6419-04 7749-04 It731-01 3729 527.7 
761 17500 45 000 441 00 3472-02 4191-02 4191-0? .9000 8434-04 1018-03 6216-01 4783 527 6 
761 17500 65 COO 442 00 3985-02 4810-02 4810-0' 9000 9679-04 1168-03 7131-01 5412 527 9-
761 17500 90 000 1143 00 2713-02 3275-02 3275-0 ? 9000 6591-0Lf .7956-0lt 4858-01 .3790 527.6 
761 27000 00000 Lf l14 00 .1981-02 2392-02 2392-02 9000 4813-04 5810-0lt 3547-01 .2908 527.8 
761 27000 25 000 4Lf5 00 .2429-02 2933-02 2933-0 ? .9000 5902-01f 7124-04 4351-01 3371 527.5 
761 27000 Lf5 000 446 00 .2918-02 3523-02 3523-02 .9000 7099-04 8557-04 .5226-01 Lf193 527.5 
761 27000 65 000 447 00 .2897-02 34135-02 3496-0 ? 9000 .1036-04 8Lf9ti-Olt 5187-01 .lt192 527.5 
761 27000 90 000 4'18 00 2261-02 .2729-02 2729-0 ~ 9000 .5493-04 6630-0Lf .4050-01 3227 527.3 
761 43800 00000 449.00 .1829-02 .2208-02 .2208-0 ' .9000 .4'143-04 .5362-04 .3276-01 2555 527.4 
761 43800 25 000 450 00 1839-02 2219~O2 .2219~0 ~ .9000 .4467-04 .5391-04 .3296-01 .2545 526.9 
761 43800 45 000 451 00 2071-02 .21500-02 .2500-02 9000 .5032-04 .6073-04 .3713-01 .2917 526 9 
761 .43800 65 000 452 00 .2152-02 ~98~O2 • 259B-0:? .9000 .5229~O'i .6311-04 .3854-01 2935 527 '5 
DATE 23 lOEB 6Q OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN T~E AEDC VKF ~YPERS(NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3075 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY52) 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWHO H(TO) H!TAW) aOOT OTWQT TW 
N\.JMBER R=1 a R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
761 43800 9:1 000 453 00 1347-02 1626-02 1-626-0,' 9000 3272-G4 3949-04 .2412-01 .1863 5~7.3 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH948 M:)OEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERS0I41C TUNNEL PAGE 3076 
OHB48 60-0 SSME NOZZLE rR4UY52) 
55 ME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = B.OIO ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BOFLAP .. 23.',0 SPOBRK ~ .0000 
···TEST CONO IT ONS··· 
, 
RUN RN/L • MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
751 1 9B7 7 980 40 05 - 4685-06 435 2 1309. 95.27 .4531-01 2 020 381B. .1284-02 .7667-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
Fi2SEC = .0175 
751 3908-01 .2878-01 
···TEST OAT.\··· 
RUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HIlAW) aOOT OTWOT- TW 
NU~BER R=1 D R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG R OEG R 
T MU TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
751 88000-01 315.00 432 00 2661-02 3197-02 .3197-0 ? .9000 9335-04 .1122-03 .7284-01 .5660 528.3 
751 88000-01 COOOO 433 00 3070-02 3688-02 3588-0 ? 9000 1077-03 1294-03 8407-01 6336 528 I 
751 88000-01 25 000 434 00 2822-02 3391-02 3391-0-! 9000 9900-04 1190-03 .7720-01 6081 528 9 
751 88000-01 45 000 435 00 "390-02 5276-02 5276-0~ 9000 1540-03 .1851-03 1200 9070 529.4 
751 88000-01 65 000 '136 00 6651-02 7993-02 .7993-0 ? .9000 .2333-03 2804-03 .1818 I 369 529 6 
751 88000-01 90 000 437 00 4388-02 .5273-02 . 5273-0.! .9000 .1539-03 .1850-03 1199 9219 529.5 
751 88000-01 135 00 438 00 .2695-02 3237-02 .3237-0-: .900C .9454-04 1136-03 .7381-01 5400 527.9 
751 17500 00000 439 00 2277-02 2736-02 .2736-0~ .9000 .7989-04 9599-04 .6235-~1 4683 528 2 
751 17500 25.000 440.00 .2275-02 .2734-02 2734-0~ .9000 7983-04 .9592-04 .6228- I .4907 52a 5 
751 17500 45 000 441 00 3459-02 .4157-02 .4157-0~ .9000 1214-03 1458-03 9460-0r .7273 529.2 
751 17500 65 COO 442.00 5018-02 6031-02 6031-02 .9000 .1760-03 2116-03 .1371 1.040 529 7 
751 17500 90 COO 443 00 3835-02 4610-02 4610-02 .9000 1346-03 1617-03 1049 8177 529 I 
751 27000 00000 444.00 . 1715-0~ .2060-02 2060-0.? .9000 6016-04 7228-04 4697-01 .3850 527 9 
751 27000 25 000 445.00 .2034-02 2444-02 2444-0"? .9000 7137-04 8575-04 5570-01 .'+314 528 2 
751 27000 45 000 446 00 2665-02 3202-02 .3202-02 .9000 9348-0'+ 1123-03 .7290-01 5845 528 9 
751 27000 65 000 '+47.00 3360-02 4038-(12 .4038-0~ .9000 .1179-03 1417-03 9186-01 .7417 529.3 
751 27000 90 000 4't8 00 2855-02 3431-02 .3431-0~ .9000 .1002-03 1204-03 7815-01 .6223 5285 
751 .43800 00000 443 00 .1272-02 .1528-02 1528-02 .9000 .4464-04 .5361-04 3490-01 .2723 526 9 
751 .'IaBOO 25 000 r .00 .~467-02 .1762-02 .1762-02 .9000 .5146-04 .6181-04 4023-01 .3106 527.0 ~;~ • ... 11°0 _45.0°1 U:ii ,tlf"02 .2158-02 .2158-0:? .9000 .6303-04 .7571-04 .4925-01 .3869 527 't ,*, 00 "100 ,t ~"Ofi1 ,l'7iJ-Qi .2793-0-1 i9000 .8155-04 .9800-04 6361-01 .4841 528 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO"lIC TUNNEL PAGE. 3077 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE f R'+UY'52) 
PUN ZO MS PMI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT oHoloT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R"O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG R oEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC Fl'2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
751 43800 90.000 453 00 2131-02 2561-02 .2561-0,' .9000 .7478-04 .8985-04 5835-01 .4502 528 '+ 
\ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MO:lEL 50-0 IN TI-'E AEDC vKr HYP~RSINIC TUNNEL PAGE 3078 
OH848 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR4UY521 
SSME NOZZLE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 OU:> ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. 7 500 
BDFLAP 23.';0 SPOBIf!K .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS·" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v AHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEG. R OEG R PSIA PSl F'T/5EC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
749 2 959 7 990 40 06 - 4686-06 659.9 1322. 96 00 68r5-01 3 045 383B .1916-02 .7725-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
749 43\5-01 2358-01 
'''TEST OAT,,·" 
PU"I ZO MS PHI TIC NO I-'/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TA~.lJ TO HIm) HITAWI aOOT On-lOT TW 
~~l,..:r""~[p R",' 0 R=O 9 A= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG A OEG R 
TAWITn FT2SEC F'T2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
749 88000-01 315 00 432 00 .2484-02 .2982-02 • 2982-0.? .9000 1072-03 1287-03 8488-01 .6590 529.9 
749 88000-01 CADDO 433 DC .3391-02 4070-02 .1f070-0? .9000 • \'t63-03 1757-03 .1159 .8727 529.8 
749 88000-01 2'.: 000 434 00 .2616-02 3Jltl-02 311f\-0:? 9000 1129-03 1355-03 .8936-01 .7034 530.2 
749 88000-01 45 000 435 00 4563-02 5478-02 5478-02 9000 1969-03 2354-03 1557 1.176 530 7 
749 88000-01 55.000 436 00 1153-01 1384-01 ,1384-01 .9000 .4974-03 .5975-03 3927 2 953 532.2 
749 880eO-01 90 000 '+37 00 1067-01 1282-01 1282-0. .9000 .4605-03 5531-03 .3637 27~ 532.0 
749 88000-01 135 00 438 00 2973-02 3568-02 3568-0~ .9000 .1283-03 .1540-03 1016 74~ 529.5 749 17500 00000 439 00 2546-02 3!l55-02 3055-0~ .9000 .1098-03 1318-03 8702-01 .65 529.5 
749 17500 25 000 440 00 2409-02 2891-02 2891-02 .9000 1040-03 1248-03 8234-0\ 64~ 529 6 
749 .17500 45 000 441 00 3949-02 4741-02 47't 1--02 .9000 .1704-03 2046-03 1347 I 0?}5 530.9 
749 17500 65 COO 442 00 8950-02 1075-01 1075-01 .9000 .3862-03 4639-03 .3048 2 309 532 4 
749 \7500 90 000 443 00 .8721-02 1047-01 1047-01 .9000 3764-03 4520-03 2973 2 31\ 531 7 
749 27000 CADDO 444.00 1974-02 2369-02 2369-02 .9000 .8520-C4 1023-03 6753-01 .5532 529 I 
749 27UOO 25 000 445 00 2227-02 2672-02 2672-0: .9000 9608-04 1153-03 .7612-01 .5891 529.1f 
749 27000 4~ 000 446 00 3232-02 .3880-02 3880-0 ? .9000 1395-03 1675-03 .1103 .8839 530.6 
749 27000 65.000 447 00 6047-02 7262-02 .7262-0~ .9000 .2609-03 3134-03 .2062 1 663 531.6 
749 27000 90.000 448 00 7023-02 8433-02 8433-02 9000 3031-03 3639-03 .2396 I 905 531.1 
749 43800 .00000 449 00 1454-02 1744-02 1744-0= .9000 .6273-04 .7527-04 1f977-01 .3880 528.1f 
749 43800 25 oeD 450 00 1810-02 2172-02 .2172-02 .9000 7811-04 9373-0'1 .6195-01 .4780 528.5 
749 43800 45 000 451 00 2371-02 2846-02 .2846-0: .9000 1023-03 .1228-03 .8107-01 .6362 529 4 
749 43800 65 000 452 00 3831-02 4600-02 4600-02 .9000 .1653-03 .1985-03 .1307 .9939 531 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0,..,848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK" HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3079 
OH84B 60-0 SSME NOZZLE IR'tUY52) 
PUN ZO MS PHI TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT DHoIDT TW 
"<UMBER R=1 0 R .. O 9 R= BTU/R ~TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
749 43800 90 00.0 453 00 5191-02 6232-02 .6232-0.' 9000 .2240-03 2659·03 .1772 I 366 530.6 
DA TE 2:' ~'E8 eo 0'184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK- -IYPERSC 'I I C TUNNEL PAGE 3080 
OH84B 60-0 UFDER BODY FLAP I R4UZ29 I 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH a OCC' ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA _ onoo ELEVON .. -15.00 
BDFLAP -12 !:(I SPDBI:lK .. 0000 
"'TEST CONOI T IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T l' a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
717 5091 7 900 39 99 3469-02 100 3 1242. !:I2. 10 .1115-01 .4869 3717 .3266-03 • 71t 11-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
"'UMBER fFUI R REFIRl 
FT2SEC =.0175 
717 1707-01 5674-01 
•• -TEST OA TJ ••• 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO HI TOl HITAWI aOOT OTWDT TI-I 
Nl.!.12Ei'! R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R OEG. R 
TAWITO fT2SEC fT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
717 00000 28 017 2315 a 2384-02 2880-02 2880-0c 9000 4069-04 4916-04 2932-01 .31t78 521.1 
717 87500 27.275 2316 0 2339-03 2825-03 .2825-0: 9000 3993-05 4B23-05 2882-02 .2201t-01 519.9 
717 87500 28 017 23!7.0 2671-02 3226-02 .3226-0, .9000 4559-04 5507-04 3287-01 . 261t7 520.6 
717 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 1470-02 1776-02 1776-0<- .9000 2510-04 3031-0't .1811-01 .138tt 520 1 
717 I 8370 27 275 2.3!8.0 86'"1\-03 104't-02 10'+4 -0,' 9000 .1475-04 .1782-04 .1064-0J 8131t-01 520 2 
DATE 23 FE.B 80 OH84 8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3081 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP fR4UZ291 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0eo ALPHA 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -15 00 
BDFLAP -12 ~o SPDBRK .0000 
"""TEST :ONDIT toNS"'" 
RUN RN/L MAC'"i ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NU"1BE~ 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/src SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
715 1.013 7 940 39 99 .3469-02 207 7 1264 g2 86 2234-01 9860 3751 6495-03 7472-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
715 2436-01 4031-01 
"""TEST DATI""" 
RUN YO t"S XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TA~.JITO H(TO) H(TAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
715 00000 27 274 2314 0 2504-03 3019-03 .3019-0:' .9000 6100-05 7355-05 4519-02 .3991-01 522.9 
715 00000 28 017 2315 0 2939-02 3543-02 .3543-02- 9000 7159-04 .8631-04 5303-01 6285 522.9 
715 87500 28 017 2317 0 3315-02 3995-02 .3995-02 .9000 B076-04 9735-04 .59CJO-01 .4820 522 0 
715 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 2391-02 2881-02 .2881-0,- .9000 .5825-04 7019-04 432'1-01 .3304 521.3 
715 1.8370 27 275 2318 0 1069-02 1289-02 1289-0, 9000 2605-04 3140-04 1930-01 .1473 522 B 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 1"1 THE AEOC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3082 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP rR4UZ291 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0('0 ALPHA = 40 00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP -12 ~O SPDBRK .0000 
"'TEST ~OND IT IONS' • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 
709 2 all 7 980 40 04 1046-01 432 9 1294. !l4.18 .4507-01 2 009 3796. .1292-02 .7579-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REt"(~) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
709 3"92-01 2B65-01 
., 'TEST DATI'" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
709 00000 27 274 2314.0 4373-03 5254-03 5254-0: .9000 1527-04 .1835-04 1178-0 I 1041 522.3 
709 .00000 28 017 23.5 0 5010-02 .6024-02 602Lt-0,- .9000 1750-03 2104-03 1345 1 593 524.8 
709 87500 27 275 2316 0 .2285-03 .27Lt5-03 27'+5-0::; .9000 .79')8-05 9584-05 6158-02 4703-01 521.8 
709 .87500 28 017 2317 0 4423-02 .5316-02 5316-02 .9000 15Lt5-03 .1856-03 1190 .9568 523.3 
709 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 2471-02 .2968-02 .2968-0<" .9000 8628-04 .1037-03 .6658-01 .508Lt 522.0 
709 1.8370 27 275 2318 0 .1268-02 .1523-02 .1523-02 .9000 ."'+26-0" .5318-04 .3415-01 2608 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF -iYPERSC N LC ..rUNNEL PAGE 3083 
\ 
OH8-iS 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP 1P'4UZ29) 
JPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0(0 ALPHA .:. '+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVO"! ., -15 00 
BDFLAP -12.U) SPDBRK ., .0000 
"'TEST CONDITiONS'" 
RU'l RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a IJ RHO MU 
NUMBEP 1FT DEO oEO PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IH2 
707 3 005 7 990 40 06 6989-02 671 7 1324 96 14 6937-01 3 100 3841. .1947-02 .7735-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
707 4355-01 2339-01 
'''TEST DATI ••• 
j 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HPEF H/HREF TAWITO I HITO) HIlAW) aOOT DIWOT TW 
NL~9E~ R=I 0 R=O 9 q= BTU/R BTU:R STUI DEO R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
707 00000 27 274 2314 0 3320-03 .3987-03 3987-0:" .9000 1446-0-+ 1736-04 .1145-01 .1006 532 0 
707 00000 28 017 2315 0 7151-02 8590-02 8590-0~> .9000 3114-03 .3741-0.3 2460 2.900 533.6 
707 87500 27 275 2316 0 2065-03 2479-03 .2479-0.' .9000 .8992-05 10BO-Oit 7125-02 5415-01 531 3 
707 87500 28 017 2317 .0 5868-02 7044-02 7044-0, 9t100 2555-03 3068-03 2026 I 622 531 0 
707 I 6970 28 QI7 2319 0 ' 3582-02 4299-02 4299-0, 9000 1560-0~ 1872-03 1238 9414 530 I 
707 I 8370 27 275 2318.0 1582-02 1900-02 1900-0c' .9000 .6S90-04 8273-04 .5456-01 4146 531.8 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERsCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3081t 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR'+UZ301 
up~ BODVFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0(0 ALPHA .. ltD 00 BETA .0000: ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP .00('0 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEsT COND I TI ONS· • • 
RUN . RN/L ' . MACH ALPHA BCTA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PslA CEG. R CEG R PslA PSI FT/sEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F"T2 
719 5000 7 900 39 98 3465-02 100.3 1257. 93.21 .1115-01 .'t869 3739 .3227-03 .7501-07 
RUN HREF STN '<0 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIA) 
F"T25EC = .0175 
719 1711-01 5715-01 
···TEsT DATI---
RUN YO MS XO Ms TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/l1REr TAW/TO HITO) HITAWl aOOT OTWOT TW 
NU~8ER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG R 
TAI.UTO f'T25EC FT25EC F"T2SEC ISEC 
719 00000 27.27'+ 2314.0 '+573-03 5516-03 .5516-0: .9000 .7822-05 9'+35-05 .5750-02 .5081-01 521 5 
719 00000 28.017 2315.0 '+532-02 5'+67-02 .5't67-02 .9000 .7753-0'+ 9352-0'+ 5695-01 .6753 522.0 
719 87500 27 275 2316 0 .6474-03 7809-03 .7809-0:- 9000 .1107-0'+ 1336-0'+ 81't3-02 6221-01 521.it 
719 B75ao 28 017 ~317 0 6880-02 8299-02 8299-0, 9000 1177-03 1420-03 8653-01 .696,+ 521.5 
719 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 .2522-02 30'+1-02 .3041-02 9000 431'+-0'+ 5201-04 317B-01 2429 520.1 
719 1 8370 27.275 l3IB.O .1133-02 1366-02 .1366-0. 9000 .1937-04 .2336-04 1't25-01 1089 521.1 
\ -
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF I-iYPERSC.NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3085 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP rR'+UZ30) 
UPR BODY"LAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.0(0 ALPHA .. '+0 00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP " 00(0 SPOBRK .0000 
"""TEST :ONOIT ONS""" 
RUN RN/L '1ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBE~ 1FT OEIJ DEG PSIA I)EG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2 
713 9943 7 9'+0 39 99 69-11-02 20'+ 3 1265. 93 00 .2198-01 .9699 375'+. .6378-03 .7'+8'+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R PEFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
713 2417-01 4069-01 
···TEST DATI··· 
RUN YO MS XO '15 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TI-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TA~·UTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
713 .00000 27 274 2314 0 1770-03 .2132-03 .2132-0.{ 9000 .'+279-05 .515'+-05 .3190-02 .2821-01 520.1 
713 oocoo 28 017 23i5 0 .3977-02 4792-02 .,+-792-0,' .9000 .9612-0'+ .115S-03 7150-01 .8'+78 521.8 
713 87500 27 275 2316 0 1383-03 IS65-03 1665-0-; .9000 3342-05 4025-05 .2'+92-02 .1905-01 520.0 
713 87500 28 017 2317 0 .5562-02 6102-02 .6702-0,' .9000 13'+'+-03 .1620-03 .1001 .8055 521 3 
713 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 2168-02 2511-02 .2611-0,' .9000 .5239-0'+ .5310-0'+ 3907-01 .2987 520 0 
713 1.8370 27.275 2318.0 .1051-02 1265-0;: .1266-0,' .9000 .25'+0-0'+ .3060-0'+ .1894-01 .1448 520.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3086 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BOD~FLAP IRLtUZ301 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH- = a.oco ALPHA . LtO.OO 8ETA .0000 ELEVON .. -15.00 
80FLAP -= OOCO SP08RI< • .0000 
• 
·"TEST COND IT I ONS· • • 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG. rSIA DEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
711 I 999 7 980 40 06 . leLt8-01 Lt36.8 1307 • 95.13 .Lt548-01 2.027 3815. .1290-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = el75 
711 351Lt-01 .2870-01 
···TEST OATI··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO H!TOI H!TAW) aOOT onO/DT TW 
NUMBER R-I 0 Rc O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
I TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SE.C ISEC 
711 .00000 27 274 231Lt a .31)89-03 Lt430-03 Lt430-0;' .9000 .1295-04 .1557-04 .1013-01 .8929-01 525.6 
71\ .00000 28 017 2315 0 6106-02 .7335-02 .7335-0, 9000 .2145-03 2577-03 .1673 I 978 527 0 
71\ .B7500 27 275 2316 0 .3585-03 4305-03 .4305-0~ .9000 .1260-04 1513-04 .9846-02 .7507-01 525.2 
71\ .87500 28.017 2317 0 .8400-02 .1009-01 .1009-01 .9000 2952-03 .3545-03 .2305 1 851 525.8 
711 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 4379-02 5257-02 5257-0c .9000 .1539-03 .1847-03 .120'+ .9179 52Lt.5 
71\ I 8370 27 275 2318 0 2092-02 2512-02 2512-0<: .9000 .7351-04 .8828-04 ."57Lt 1-0 I . Lt376 525.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 11'>1 .Y( AEDC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3087 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP (R'tUZ301 
UP" 80::lYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B 0(0 ~.~rlA .. 'to 00 eETA 0000 ELEVON -15.00 
BDFLAP .OO( D SPOBRK .0000 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RU"l RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
xlO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
705 3 029 7 990 40 07 3498-02 670 2 1315. 95 't9 .6921-01 3 093 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
705 .43't5-01 2332-01 
···TEST OATh··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAWI OOOT OHIOT TW 
NUMi3ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIf~ 8TUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
-;05 OOCOO 27 274 2314 0 6072-03 7298-03 7298-0 j .9000 2638-04 3171-04 .2064-01 .1814 532.3 
705 .00000 28 017 2315 0 .7013-02 d't35-02 .B435-0,~ .9000 3047-03 .3665-03 2375 2.798 535.l 
705 87500 27 275 2316 0 .8403-03 1010-02 1010-0r' .9000 3651-04 . 4388-0't .2857-01 .2171 532 l 
70'1 .87500 28 017 2317 0 9308-02 1119-0i 1119-0 9000 4044-03 .4863-03 3158 ~.525 533.9 
705 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 4649-02 5589-02 5589-0.' .9000 2020-03 2428-03 .1580 I 200 532.6 
705 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 2522-02 .3032-02 .3032-02 9000 .1096-03 1317-03 • 8569-0 t .6509 532.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE. AEDC VKF -fVPERS{lHC ItlNNEL PAGE 3088 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY F'LAP rRl+UZ31) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8.0LO ALPHA. & '+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDF'LAP • -12.~ SPDBRK .. .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS'" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER In DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
725 4997 7 900 39 9B - 1733-01 100 5 1259. 93.36 .1117-01 487B 37'+2. .3228-03 .7513-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
Nl':-:8ER BTUI R R[F!R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
725 .1713-01 5716-01 
"'TEST DAT.\··· 
RUN VO MS XO '1S TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OoOT oTWDT TW 
NUMBE.R R= I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC R DEC R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
725 GOOOO 28.017 2315 0 3015-02 36'+'+-02 . 36l+'+-0..! 9000 5163-04 .6240-04 376"1-01 .4447 529.5 
725 B7500 28 017 2317 0 3970-02 .4798-02 479B-0.? 9000 6799-04 .8216-04 4960-01 .3977 529.1 
725 I 6970 2B.017 2319 0 .2072-02 2504-02 .2504-0~ 9000 35"19-04 4288-04 2592-01 .1973 528.2 
725 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 1050-02 .1269-02 1269-9,' 9000 1799-04 2173-0'+ 131'+-01 .1000 528 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS( 11iC TUNNEL PAGE 3089 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ31) 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 Ot ,) ALPHA 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP -12 ~,J SPD8RK "- .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS'" 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NoJMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
739 9893 7 9.,~ 39 98 - 2"27-01 204 0 1269 !J3 22 .2194-01 9684 3758 .6353-03 .7502-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STUI R PEF'R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
739 2416-01 4077-01 
'''TEST OAT"'" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOl HITAWl aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMaER R= I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
739 00000 28 017 2315 0 2997-02 3620-02 .3620-0,' 9000 7242-04 8746-04 5342-01 6306 531.0 
739 .87500 28 017 2317 0 2198-02 2654-02 2654-0" 9000 5312-04 6413-04 .3925-01 3145 529 B 
739 ' 6970 28 017 2319 0 1679-02 2027-02 2027-0.' 9000 .4057-04 4898-04 2999-01 2282 529 5 
739 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 1052-02 1271-02 1271-0,J 9000 2543-04 3070-04 .1880-01 .1430 529 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OI~848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERS(iNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3090 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP I RltUZ3 I 1 
UP~ BODYFLAP PARA1'1ETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.01 U ALPHA .. 1+0.00 8ETA .. 0000 ELEVON .. -12.50 
BDFLAP " -12.! IJ SPD6PK " .0000 
"'TEST CONC,iT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v I RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA DEG R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT /SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X!O 6 /FT3 IFTa 
737 2 003 7.980 40 04 -.2093-01 434.1 1300. 94.62 .1+520-01 2_015 3805 .1289-02 .7611+-07 
RUN HREf STN NO 
NUI"8ER BTUI R RtFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
737 .3500-01 .2870-01 
"'TESI OAT .. ••• 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R:0.9 R= 8TUIR BTum BTU! OEG R OEG R 
TAI..IITO FT2SEC F"T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
737 00000 27 274 2311+ 0 1626-03 .1958-03 .1958-03 .9000 .5691-05 .6851-05 4370-02 .3841-01 531.B 
737 00000 28.017 23i5.0 3747-02 .4514-02 .451't-02 .9000 1312-03 .15BO-03 r004 1.183 534.2 
737 .87500 27.275 2~16 0 .1398-03 1683-03 1683-0J .9000 489'1-05 5891-05 3759-02 .2S57-01 ~31 6 
737 87500 28 017 2317 0 4199-02 .5056-02 5056-0~ .900:) .1469-03 .1769-03 .1125 .9009 l3.3 
737 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 .2473-02 2977-02 .2977-0,~ .9000 8655-04 .1042-03 66 .. 4-8 1 .50't9 532.0 
737 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 .1163-02 .1 't00-02 l'tOO-OC? .9000 .4071-04 .4900-04 .3128- 1 .2377 531.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL bO-O IN THE AEDC VKF I-IYPERS(tNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3091 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ31) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.01,0 ALPHA . 40. 00- BETA 0000 ELEVON • -12 50 BDFLAP j, -12. r ,Q SPDBRK 0000 
.i·TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUl"BER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
727 3 035 7 990 40 06 - 2097-01 670 9 131't. 95 41 .6928-01 3.096 3826. .1960-02 .7678-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
727 4347-01 .2330-01 
···TEST OAT •••• 
RUN YO MS XO '1S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
727 00000 27 274 2314 0 3390-03 4065-03 '-+065-0 i .9000 1473-04 1767-04 .1164-01 .1028 523.5 
727 OOOUO 28 017 2315 0 8686-02 1043-01 1043-0 .9000 ,3775-03 .'+535-03 .2961 3.49B 529.3 
727 87500 27 275 2316 0 .3846-03 .4613-03 '+613-0~ .90ao .1672-04 2005-04 1320-01 1007 523.9 
727 87500 28 0!7 2317 0 .5613-02 6736-02 6736-0 ' 9000 2440-03 2928-03 1922 1.5'+3 526.0 
727 I 6970 28.017 2319 0 3880-02 .4656-02 .4656-02 9000 .16B6-03 2024-03 1328 1 012 526.0 
727 I 8370 27 275 2318 a 2030-02 .2436-02 2436-0~ .9000 .8822-04 1059-03 6952-01 .5300 525.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 CH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF '"IYPERS(NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3092 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IR .. UZ3'?l 
UPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0(0 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP ,. -5.0(U SP08RK .. .0000 
·"TEST CONDIT ONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R CEG. R PSIA PSI f'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 
723 4957 7 900 39 97 -.1731-01 100.1 1263. 93.66 .1113-01 .4862 3748. .3201-01 .1536-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R PEF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
723 1711-01 5736-01 
···TEST OAT,.··· 
RIJN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NU"1BE~ R=! 0 P=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU! DEG R UEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
723 .00000 27 274 2314 0 .1509-03 1819-03 1819-0 ; 9000 .2581-05 3112-05 .1910-02 1686-01 522.8 
723 00000 28 011 2315 0 3327-02 .'+011-02 4011-0.' .9000 .5691-04 .6861-04 .4215-01 .4991 522.1 
723 .87500 28.011 2317 0 3881-02 .,+677-02 .4671-0.' .9000 .6638-04 .8000-04 .4924-01 3965 520.9 
723 1 6970 28 011 2319 0 2329-02 .2806-02 .2806-0,' .9000 3984-0Lt Lt800-0Lt .2959-01 .2263 519.9 
723 1.8370 21 211.5 2318 0 1194-02 .1439-02 .1 Lt39-0,! .9000 .2042-0Lt .2462-04 .151Lt-01 .1156 521.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF I-iYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3093 
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP rR'+UZ32) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC D"TA 
MACH 
'" 
B 0(0 ALPHA 
'" 
'+0 00 BETA 0000 ElEVON • -12.50 
BDFlAP = -5.0(0 SPDBRK .. .0000 
"·TEST CONDIT:ONS··· 
RuN RN/l MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
741 99lt3 7 9ltO 39 99 - 2C82-01 20lt 3 1266. 93 00 .2198-01 .9699 375,+. .6378-03 .7'+8'+-07 
RUN I-IREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0'75 
741 2417-01 4069-01 
···TEST DATI ••• 
RUN YO MS XO '1S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTO) HITAW) aDOT DTloIDT Tt.! 
NUMBER R=I a R=O 9 R" BTUIR STUIR BTUI OEG R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
7'+1 00000 2B 017 2315 0 2628-02 .3i75-02 3175-0r 9000 6351-04 7675-04 .4660-01 5lt97 532 0 
7'+1 .87500 28 017 2317 0 .3618-02 .4372-02 .4372-01" .9000 .8745-0'+ . 1057-03 6422-01 .5142 531.4 
7'+1 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 .1999-02 .2'+14-02 .2'+1'+-OC· .9000 .4831-0'+ 5836-04 3552-01 ,2701 510 .. 
741 1 8370 27 275 2318.0 .1301-02 .1572-02 .1572-0<' ,9000 .3l45-0'+ .3799-0'+ .1313-01 11759 510.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER:ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3094 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP I R4UZ3C? I 
UPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8. ;00 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 £l.EVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP -5 :000 SP-DOOK .. .0000 
··-TESi CONDI TIONS---
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA CEG. :; DEG. R PSIA PST FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
735 1 S97 7 980 40 06 - 2095-01 434.8 1304 94 91 .4527-01 2.018 3811. .1287-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU"1BER BTUI R REF (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 




RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE:" TAWITO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT CTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R CEG R 
T Awn:J FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
735 00000 27 274 2314 0 3566-03 4285-03 4285-03 .9000 .1250-04 .1502-04 9708-02 .8556-01 526.8 
735 .00000 28 017 2315 0 4207-02 5057-02 5057-02 9000 .1474-03 .1772-03 .1144 1.353 527.7 
735 B7500 27 275 2316 0 3085-03 3707-03 .3707-03 9000 IOB1-04 129S-04 8407-02 6407-01 526.1 
735 .87500 28.017 2317 0 .'3952-02 7151-02 7151-('2 .9000 2086-03 2506-03 1621 I 301 526.4 
735 I 6970 28.017 2319 0 7026-02 .8442-02 8442·02 .9000 2462-03 295S-03 1913 1.458 ~?6 6 
735 I.B370 27 275 231B 0 .3933-02 4728-02 .4728-02 .9000 .1378-03 .1657-03 1069 8137 28.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER50NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3095 
O~84B 60-~ UPPER eODY FLAP IR4UZ321 
UPR aODYFLAP PARAME1'RIC DATA 
MACH .. 8. ~'OO ALPHA ~ 40 00 • BETA .0000 ELEVON .. -12.50 
8DFLAP -5 000 SPD8RK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDllI0NS··· 
RU"J RNIL MACH ALPHA BlTA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT DEG o G PSIA lEG. =? DEG R PSIA PSI F'T ISEC SLUGS • LB-SEC 
Xl0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
729 3 003 7 990 40 07 - 2097-01 668 3 1320 a5 85 6901-01 3.094 3835 1943-02 .7713-07 
RUt-. HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF CA) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
729 4342-01 .2341-01 
···TEST OtTA··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR£f TAW/TO H!TO) HITA"') aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 a R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R OEG. R 
T Awn (l FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
729 00000 27 274 2314 a .1897-03 2277-03 2277·03 .9000 .8234-05 9884-05 .6511-02 5732-01 529.! 729 00000 28 017 2315 0 5136-02 .6167-02 .6167-02 9000 .2230-03 e678-03 1760 2.078 530. 
729 87500 27 275 2316 a 3015-03 .3618-03 3618-03 9000 .1309-04 .1571-01+ 1035-01 .7877-01 528 • 
729 87500 28 017 2317 0 . 694e-02 8~33-02 8333-02 9000 .30\4-03 .3618-03 2382 I 910 529.2 
729 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 .471'+-02 .~ 58-02 5659-(12 .9000 2046·03 .el+~6-03 .1619 1.232 528.8 
729 1.8370 27 275 2318 0 .1752-02 .2102-02 .2102-02 .9000 .7605-04 .9128-04 .6015-01 4578 528.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' H¥PER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3096 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ331 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.:00 ALPHA • !.to-. 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP = • C:OO SPD8RK • 0000 
···TES' COND IT IONS" • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO. PSIA DEG. ~ D£G R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
721 5028 7 900 39 98 -.1386-01 100 9 1257 93 21 1121-01 4897 3739. .32'+5-03 .7501-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRl 
FT2SEC = C175 
721 1715-01 5699-01 
···TEST D,61A··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE~ TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT DH.JDT TW 
I'.U:18ER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BfU/R BTU/ DEG R DEG R 
TAWI10 FT2SEC F'J2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
721 00000 27 274 2314 0 3482-03 4204-03 '+20'+-(13 .9000 .5974-05 7212-05 4373-02 .3858-01 524 1 
721 00000 2B 017 2315.0 3805-02 4594-02 .'+594-02 .9000 6527-04 7881-04 .4771-Q1 .5656 52lt.9 
721 .87500 27 275 2316 0 "803-03 .5798-03 5"98-03 .9000 .8238-05 9945-05 .6033-0:! 4601-01 52lt It 
721 B7500 28 017 2317 0 .6668-02 - 8050-02 .8050-['2 .9000 .1144-03 .1381-03 8371-01 .6732 524 4 
721 1 F..970 28 017 2319 0 2377-02 2858-02 2868-02 .9000 .4071-04 4920-04 2992-01 ,2284 522.9 
721 1 8370 27 275 2318.0 1387-02 1675-02 1675-02 .9000 2380-04 2873-04 1?'t4-01 .1330 52lt.0 
DA TE. 23 ~"EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK- HYPER;ONIC TUNNEL PAGE: 30i?, 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAF fR4UZ33) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 ~OO ALPHA . 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVGN • -12_50 
BDFLAP .. CC'OO SPDBRK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDllI0NS·" 
RU~J RN/L MACH ALPHA SUA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUr-'BER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. :> DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
743 I 018 7 940 39 99 - 2C81-01 209 4 1267 93.08 2253-01 9941 3755 6532-03 .7490-07 
RUN HREF SIN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFfR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
743 .2447-01 4021-01 
···TEST DftTA··· 
RUN YO MS XO '15 TIC NO H/f-lREF H/HREF H/HR£F TAW/TO HITO) HI TAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
I\JU~lBER 1'\=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG R DEG R 
TA\..I11 a FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
743 00000 28 017 2315 0 3657-02 4419-02 4419-('2 9000 8950-04 1081-03 .6577-01 7759 531.9 
743 87500 28 017 2317 0 5029-02 .6075-02 6075-(;2 .9000 1231-03 !487-03 9051-01 .72"+8 531.3 
743 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 2009-02 2426-02 2426-02 9000 "+916-0"+ 5937-04 3621-01 2751+ 530.0 
743 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 gS57-03 1190-C2 1190· 02 9000 2412-04 2914-04 1777-0 I .1351 530.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'tB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK::' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3098 
OH8'tB 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP fR'tUZ331 
UPR BOoYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
I 
MACH 8.COO ALP~!. itO 80 , 5ETA _0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BoFLA" '" .COOO SPD .. .00 0 
"'TEST CONDIT IONS·'· 
RU'II RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT oEG oEG PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
733 I 990 7 980 'to 0'+ - 2091-01 1t33 8 1305. 94 98 .4516-01 2.013 3813. .12B3-b2 .76't3-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
733 3501-01 2877-01 
"·TEST OtTA··· 
RUN YO MS XO ~S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OoOT oTWDT TW 
NUt-'BER R;I 0 R;0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R OEG R 
TAW/10 FT2SEC FT2SE(' FT2SEC ISEC 
733 .00000 27 27't 231't 0 2't65-03 2963-03 2963-03 9000 8629-05 .1037-0't . 6699-0e 5900-01 52B.3 
733 .00000 28.1117 2315 0 6539-02 .7865-02 .7865-02 .9000 .22B9-03 2753-03 1771 2.090 531.1 
733 87500 27 ~75 2316 0 't091-03 .'t918-03 4918-03 .9000 1432-04 1722-04 1112-01 .Blt63-01 528 5 
'33 87500 28 017 2317 0 813't-02 9782-02 .9782-02 .9000 .2848-03 31+24-03 .2205 1.767 530.3 
733 1.6970 28 01'7 2319 0 .3841-02 .lt618-02 IItTle-OC .900g .13'+5-03 .J617-03 .10't3 .7933 529.3 
733 1.8370 27 275 2318.0 .18iO-D2 •• 176·Q2 ,2 "Is-De .900 ,6J!O"CIt .'r6Ig·0lt ."917"01 .37't2 !i2S.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEFSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3099 
t 
OHe4B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAF rR4UZ33) 
Upp BUDYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'" 
8 COO ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ElEVON • -12.50 
BOFLAP ( (100 SPD8RK .0000 
···TEST CONOI TlONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. -PSIA OEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
731 3 017 7 990 40 06 -.2096-01 671 5 1320 95 B5 .6935-01 3.099 3835. .1953-02 .7713-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R ~EF!'~ ) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
731 4352-0 1 2335-0 I 
···TI::ST OJ-A··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREr TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NU~BER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BlU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO R OEG R 
TAwro FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
731 looeo 27 274 2314 a 4514-03 5"15-(\3 .5415-03 .9000 1964-04 2357-04 1557-01 1371 527.3 
731 0000 28 017 23i5 a 7525-02 9030-02 9030-1l2 9000 .3275-03 3930-03 2592 3 064 528.2 
731 97500 27 275 2316 0 -'g75-03 9568-03 .9568-03 9000 3471-04 .4164-04 2751-01 2096 527_0 
731 8750') 28 017 2317 a 9775-02 1173-01 1173- 01 9000 "254-03 ~I03-03 337 .. 2 708 526.6 
731 I 6970 28 017 2319 a 5323-02 63&+-02 .6384-02 9000 .2317-03 .2778-03 .1840 I "03 525.4 
731 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 2586-02 3103-02 3103-02 9000 .1125-03 1350-03 .8922-01 .6796 ~7 0 
~ 
" . 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEFSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 310U 
OH84a 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAF I IR4UZ3' ~ 
UPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 /JOO ALPHA . 40 00 BETA • .0000 El.EVON • -5.000 
80FLAP .. -1< 50 SPOBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONO T/ONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v °HO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA CEG. R _DEG. R P,IA PSI FTlSEe SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
633 5017 7.900 39 93 -.3449-02 100 0 1252. 92.81f .11 '~-Ol .4857 3732 3232-03 .7'171-07 
PUf\J HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BrUI R REF'(R) 
FT25EC " 0175 
633 1707-01 5709-01 
··.TEST O/,TAu. 
RUN YO M5 XO '15 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) I'HTAW) aOOT !)n.OT TW 
NUMBCR R"I 0 R"0.9 R= BTU/R eTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWI 0 FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC ISEC 
633 00000 28 017 2315 0 1110-02 134.3-02 1343 02 .9000 1995-04 .2293-04 .1370-01 .1618 529.1 
633 87500 28.017 2317 0 1834-02 2219-02 2219 02 .9000 .3132-01f . 3788-0Lf .2263-01. .1915 529.0 
633 I 6970 28 017 2319.0 2280-02 2758-02 2758 02 .9000 . 3893-0Lf .'i708-0Lf 2911f-01 .211f2 528.7 
633 I 8370 27 275 2318.0 8617-03 .101f2-02 .1042 ::12 .9000 . /471-01f I 779-01f 1062-01 .8081-01 529.6 
OA T[ 23 rEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK~ HYPERSONIC rUNNEL PAGE 3101 
\ 
OH8~B 60-0 UPPER BOD~ FLAP IR'tUZ3't I 
IJP~ BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 0.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ElEVON • -5.000 
BOFlAP ',. -!2.50 SPDBRK • 0000 
···TEST CO"lD IT IONS' •• .. 
R'JN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER ItT OEG CEG PSIA DEG R J':G. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
659 1.001 7 940 39 97 - .4~"5-06 206.7 1270. !l1.30 .2223-01 9811 3760. 6431-03 .7508-07 
!;(u: .. HREF SiN NO 
"UI"'!?ER BiUI R RE><R' 
tT2SEC = CI75 
653 2~~2-01 4C53-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
, 
R''':N YO MS ~ XC '1S TIC "lO t-'/HREF H/yREF H/HREF rA(.IITO HIlO) HI TAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NL'M6ER R= 1.0 R=0.9 R= 8lUtR BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R \ TAW/TO r 2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
659 00000 2'1 274 2314 0 4241-03 5108-03 5108-03 .3000 1032-04 1242-04 .7715-02 6818-01 521.7 
659 .00000 28 017 23:5 0 2006-02 2417-02 2417-02 .:000 .4880-04 5878-04 3649-01 .4327 521.9 
659 87500 27 275 2316 0 '739-03 2094-03 2094-03 ?OOO .4231-05 5094-05 .3168-02 .2't20-01 520 9 
S59 87500 28 017 2317.0 2837-02 3417-02 3417-02 ~OOO .6902-04 8311-0" 5167-01 .4160 ~=?I .0 
659 I 5970 28 017 ~3!9 0 2332-02 .2807-02 .2807-02 ?OOO 5672-04 6828-0" .4252-01 3251 519.9 
659 I 837J 27 275 318 0 1295-02 1559-02 1559-02 :000 .31"9-04 3791-04 2359-01 1803 520.5 
r 
DA,E 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3102 
OH848 60-0 UPPER 80DY FL/,P IR4UZ3LfJ 
IJPQ 80D~FlAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 19.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFlAP " -12.50 SPDBRK .. 0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L t-'ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER IrY DEG !)EQ PSIA OEG R :EG. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X:O 6 'FT3 IFT2 
f;47 I 985 7 980 40 00 3"71-02 Lf36 3 1312. 05 49 .'+542-01 2 025 3823. .128'+-02 • 768Lf·07 
RUN H='E'" STN NO 
NU:-.t3ER BTUI R REr (RI 
Fr2SEC = 0175 
6"i7 3::: "i-Ol 2il78-Ql 
"'TEST DATA·" 
RU"I ~o MS XO MS TIC ~~O H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NIJ:-.BER R= 1 0 R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTU/R - BTUI OEG R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC rT2SEC F"T2SEC ,SEC 
647 00000 27 274 2314 0 3365-03 4044-0~ .'+04'+-03 3000 .1182-04 1421-0Lf 9239-02 .8129-01 530.3 
647 00000 28 017 2315 0 2624-02 3152-02 3152-02 .3000 9219-0'+ .1108-03 .7209-01 .8515 529.7 
6'+7 87500 27 275 2316.0 '231-03 1479-03 .1479-03 2000 .'+327-05 5199-05 .3385-02 2576-01 529 3 
647 87500 28 017 2317 0 .4713-02 5662-02 .5662-02 . :lOOO 1656-03 1989-03 .1296 1.039 529.1 
647 1 5970 28 017 2319 0 3211-02 3857-02 .3957-02 .9000 1129-03 1355-03 .9943-01 .6733 529 0 
647 1 8370 27 2-:5 2319 0 .1361-02 .1635-02 .1635-02 .?COO .4782-04 !:>74'5-04 .3742-01 .28'+7 529.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSOr-.lC TUNNEL PAGE 3103 
OH8~B 60-0 UPFER 800'1', FL"P rR4UZ341 
l,;"'~ eODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 13.000 ALPHA . 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFLAP ., -12 50 SP08RK "' .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'·' 
RU'1 q'\;/L MhC--l A_P"lA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
r,I.JI"BER IF~ LEG DEG PSIA OEG R :'::0 R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XI0 6 ItT3 IFT2 
649 3 013 7 990 40 03 6967-02 £70 5 1320. -!:5 85 .6924-01 3 094 3835 .1950-02 .7713-07 
Rl,;N HP[F STN NO 
~k'''''8ER BTUI R PEFtR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
£ .. 3 4Z4:'-O I 2;~li-'J' 
.. 'TEST DATA'" 
Rl,;~' YO l"S XO '1S TIC N:) I-l/HREF H/HREF I-I/HREF 1 AI-lI TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R= I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BIU/R BTUI OEG. R OEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
649 OOOOr) 27 ~7 .. 2314 0 "278-03 5134-03 5134-03 .9000 .1860-04 2232-04 1472-01 .1297 528.2 
649 00000 23 017 23.5 0 4644-02 5577-02 5~Tl-02 gOOD 2019-03 2425-03 .IS92 I.B79 531.3 
649 87500 27 275 2316 0 2126-03 2551-03 2551-03 9000 92115-05 1109-04 .7318-02 .5572-0: 528.0 
649 8750Q 28 017 23'7 0 "518-02 5424-02 .'3424-02 ,gaoo . 1965-03 .2359-0~ 1552 1.244 529.7 
649 1 6970 28 017 23:9 0 3429-02 4117-02 4117-02 ,9000 .1491-03 )790-03 .1178 .8961+ 529.5 
649 1.8:no 27 275 2318 0 1677-02 2013-02 2013-02 9000 .7293-04 .8754-01+ .5768-01 .4390 52B.7 
• • OATE 23 FrB BO t" ... S4B MODEL 60-0 IN THEtEDC VKF" HYPt·RSON I C TUI'INEl PAGE 3104 
OH848 60-0 PER BODY Fl\P fR4UZ351 
UF" 80~YFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 3.000 ALPHA = 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVQN • -5.000 GDF'lAP .. -',s. 000 SPD8RK = 0000 
">TEST CON:> I TI 0"1:-' •• 
RuN P'UL M:'(.H ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUt-'3ER In OEG OEG PSIA OEG R [lEG. R PSIA PSI tT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 IFT2 
635 4992 7.900 39 96 -.345B-02 99 17 1249 ~'2.62 .1102-01 4815 3727. .3212-03 .7453-07 
R'"""N ,.rE, S Tf'... ...... ) 
NlJt-'BErl BTUI P "EFIR) 
F"T 2SEC = 0175 
635 :r::,'Y~·UI '57.?5-(l' 
'''TEST DATA'" 
QU'l YO MS XO vs TIC NO H/t-.REF H/HREF' H,HREF' TAW/TO HI TC/l HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
fur-BEP R:I.O R:O 9 R .. 8TU/R BTU/R 8TUI OEG. R DtG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F'T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
6~5 00000 28 017 23:5 0 2048-02 2'+78-02 .2478-02 9000 .3480-04 4211-04 2506-01 .2962 528.6 
635 .8-;'500 28 017 23i7 0 3172-02 ~836-02 3836-02 9000 5389-04 5517-04 .3889-01 .3121 527.0 
635 I 6970 28 017 2:'19 0 2::09-0? .2'+2R-02 .2428-02 9000 34 !4-04 4126-04 2469-01 .1883 525.3 
6:5 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 5287-03 6387-03 .6387-03 '3000 ,8984 -05 1085-04 6516-02 .'+973-01 1323.4 
J 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODE:.. 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF "Pt:~SONI( TUNNEL PAGE 3105 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR"UZ35) 
v'PR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA a "0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP • -5 000 SPDIiRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDITION~'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFl2 
657 986(1 7 940 39 99 - 4654-06 202 4 1265. tl2 93 .2177-01 .9606 3752. .6322-03 .7478-07 
p~"~ f-'REF STN 1-.0 
NU~'8ER BTU/ R REF(R) 
FT2SEC - 0175 
657 2-i05-01 4086-01 
"'TEST DATA"-
QUN YO MS xo ~S l/C NO HIH~EF H/HREF H/HREF rAW/TO H(lO) HI TAW) OOOT ~WDT TW 
NUMBER R= I 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
657 00000 2/ 274 231" 0 .3120-03 .3766-03 .3766-03 9000 .7505-05 .9057-05 5537-02 .4880-01 526.8 
657 COOOO 28 017 2315 0 3002-02 3625-02 .3625-(12 9000 7221-04 8718-04 5318-01 .6285 528.3 
657 87500 27 275 2316.0 1671-03 .2016-03 2016-03 9000 ."019-05 .4850-U5 .2965-02 .2259-01 526.9 
657 87500 28 017 2317 .0 .4119-02 4972-02 .4972-02 3000 9906-04 .1196-03 .7~98-01 .5855 527.9 
657 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 .2529-02 .3052-02 .3052-02 3000 6082-04 .7341-04 .4"B6-01 • 3 .. 17 527.2 
657 I 8370 27 275 2318.0 1446-02 .1746-02 1746-02 9000 .3479-04 .4199-04 .2566-01 .1954 527 2 
DATE 23 FES 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKC' HYPERSON [I TUNNEL PAGE 3106 
O~84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP I RLfUZ35 I 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
, 
MACH . B.OOO ALPHA . 40 00 anA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
SllFLAP ,. 
-5.000 SPOBRI( • .0000 
"'TEST CO~:O IT ION',··· 
PUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NU'12EP 1FT DEO OEO. "SIA OEG. R OEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XID 5 IFT3 I FTC? 
645 I 9'37 7 980 40 01 - 4664-06 43'+ 4 1303. 3'f .8Lf .4522-01 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07 
p'J"l !-'PEF STN NO 
NU"lBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2S~C = 0175 
645 3502-01 2873-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN yo MS XO :-IS TIC NO H/ .... REF H/H'iEF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HtT AWl aOOT OTlolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DtG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC ISEC 
645 00000 27 274 2314 0 .2576-03 3102-03 .3102-03 9000 .9022-05 1086-04 6933-02 .6087-01 534 3 
645 00000 28 017 23i5 0 4456-02 5368-02 5368-02 9000 .1561-03 1880-03 1196 I.Lf08 536.1 
6'+5 .87500 27 275 23:6 0 ' 7"9-02 2106-02 2106-02 9000 .612'+-04 7376-04 .Lf700-01 .3565 535.3 
645 .87500 2B 017 2317 0 5910-02 7118-02 .71IB-02 9000 .2070-03 2493-03 .1t5B8 I 269 535.5 
645 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 .3C34-02 4371-02 • Lf377-02 9000 .li'13-03 .IJi33-03 .9~71-01 .7413 53'5.0 
645 I 8370 27 275 2318 a .1775-02 .2139-02 213B-02 9000 .6118-04 .1I1GB-OLf .4 '75-01 .3123 53" 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON I ( TUNNEL PAGE 3107 
OH848 60-0 UFPER BODY FLAP rR4UZ351 
IJpq BODVFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
Mf,CH 8.000 ALPHA 
" 
40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON OR -5.000 
BDFLAP -5 000 SPD8RK z .0000 
, 
"'TEST COND I T ION')" • 
. 
PU"I Ptx/L MACH ALPHA GETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG. DEG. PSIA DEC., R JEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
655 2 '?99 7 990 40 01 6'352-02 675 0 1330 '}6.58 6970-01 3.115 3849. .1948-02 .7772-07 
RUN HREF stN NO 
"JUMBER BTUI R PEteR) 
F~2SEC " 0175 
655 .. 359-01 23 .. 0-01 
"'TEST DAiA'" 
RUN VO MS XO HS TIC NO H/HPEF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HeTO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT 1104 
NUr-:SER R=I 0 R=0.9 R" • BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/tO FT2SEC FT2SECi FT2SEC ISEC 655 00000 27.274 231 .. 0 5568-03 6~77-03 .6677-03 3000 2433-04 2917-0 . 1947-01 .1714 529.3 
655 00000 28.017 2315 0 5631)-02 6753-02 6753-02 9000 .2460-03 2950-0 1968 2.324 525).8 
655 87500 27.275 2316 0 ~229-Q3 6270-03 6270-03 9000 2284-04 2739-04 1830-01 .1393 528.5 
655 87500 28.017 2317 0 74:1-02 8885-02 8885-02 9000 3238-03 3881-03 .2595 2.0BI 528.2 
555 I 6970 28 017 231'? (J 5279-02 6329-02 6329-02 900J 2307-03 2765-03 .1850 1.'tOg 527.6 
1155 I 8370 27.275 2318 0 2497-02 .2994-02 29'34-02 9000 1091-03 .1308-03 .8739-01 .6652 52B.5 
DA TE 23 FEB BO 0l-iB48 MODEL 60-0 IN TYE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3108 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IR4UZ361 
UPR BOovFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH : 8.010 ALPHA ItO 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BOFLAP • OO')!) SPOBRK .. .0000 
"'TE5T CONDIT ONS'" 
PU\J qN/L MACH ALPHA eETA PO TO T . P Q. V RHO I1U 
N'J;-<BER ItT DEO DEG PSIA DEO. R DEO R PSIA PSI FTlSEe SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /F'T3 /FT2 
637 5033 7.900 39 93 - 6897-02 99 99 121t9. !::I2 62 .1 I 11-01 .4855 3727. .3238-03 .71t53-07 
RU~l YREF STN 1'.0 
l"I0MBEQ BWI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
637 1705-,)1 5702-01 
•• 'TEST OAT.\*·' 
PUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlOI HrTAWI oDOT cnIDT TW 
NU'''lSeR R~ I 0 R=0.9 Rx: BTU/R BTU/R STUt CEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
637 00000 28.017 2315 0 2B72-02 3476-02 .31t76-02 .9000 4g00-01t .593l-OIt .3519-01 .1t155 530.1t 
637 87500 27.275 2316 0 1352-03 1635-03 1635-03 .9000 2306-05 279 -05 1661-02 .1264-01 528.1t 
637 e7500 28.017 2317 0 4388-02 .5309-02 5~09-0:: .9000 .7485-04 9059-04 5381t-01 .1f315 529.5 
637 I 6970 28.017 2319 0 2045-02 .2Itl't-02 
.2rlt - 0:: .9000 3430-04 1t221-01t .2511t-01 .1913 $28.1t 
637 I 83"'0 27 275 23:8.0 1565-02 .189)-02 .1 93-02 .9000 .2670-04 .3230-04 .1923-01 111t61t S28.2 
DATE 23 Frs 8j OH84S MODEL 
upp SODyrLAP 
RUN RN/L 11ACH ALPHA 
NUMBEP IFi DEG 
XIO 6 
663 I 016 7 940 39 97 
RUN hPEF Sir. N'J 
NU .... B[P 97":1 R REF I?) 
FT25£C =.0\75 
£i63 2433-Cl "028-0l 
QUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO 
NUM3ER 
663 .00000 27 274 2314 0 
563 00000 28 017 2315 0 
663 87500 28 017 2317.0 
663 I 6970 28.017 2319 0 
663 I 8370 27.275 2318 0 
60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSl~IC TUNNEL 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER eOQ' F-LAP 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
f'lACH ,. 8.0 )0 ALPHA 1t0.00 BETA 
BDFLAP .. 00)0 SPOBRK .. 0000 
"'TEST CONDIT JONS'" 
BETA PO TO T P a 
OEG PSIA DEG. R DEO R PSIA PSI 
- 4643-06 207.3 1260. 02 56 2230-01 9841) 
"'TEST DATV" 
H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO .HIlO) HIlAWI 
R" 1.0 R"O 9 R .. BTU/R BTUIR 
TAW/Te F"T2SEC FT2SEC 
1477-03 .1792-03 1782-03 .9000 1.3592-05 4335-05 
4154-02 5014-02 5014-0; 9000 1011-03 1220-03 
6071-02 7326-02 7326-0': .9000 1477-03 1782-03 
.2702-02 3259-02 3259-02 9000 6573-04 .1928-04 
















ELEVON • -5.000 
RHO t1U 
SLUGS L8-SEC 
ItT3 I FTC! 
.6501-03 .11t1t9-01 
DT\.IOT TW 






.1913 523 9 
" 
DATE 23 FrB 80 Of--84B t-10DEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS:NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3110 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ361 
\JP~ BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. a 0)0 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON .. -5.000 
BDFLAP OOJO ' SPD8RK • 0000 
"'TEST COND IT IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACh ALPI-fA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
N.JM8ER 1FT CEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
643 2 ClO6 i 9S0 39 98 -.10-;0-01 434 5 1299. '34 54 4523-01 2.016 3804. .1291-02 .7608-07 
PJN HPEF STN :,/J 
N\J"':BER BTUI R REf (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
643 3501-01 2867-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN vO MS XO M5 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
r-.UMBER R"I 0 R=0.9 R" BTUIR BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEO. R 
TAl-UTe FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
643 .00000 27 274 2314 0 3559-03 .4283-03 .4283-(3 9000 1246-04 1499-04 .9571-02 .8419-01 530.5 
543 00000 28 017 2315 0 5629-02 6779-02 6779-(2 .9000 .1970-03 2373-03 1508 1.778 533.2 
643 87500 27 275 2316 0 3364-03 .4049-03 4049-(3 .9000 1178-04 .1417-04 .9043-02 6876-01 530.7 
643 87500 28.017 2317 0 . 8532-02 1027-01 1027-( • .9000 2987-03 .3596-03 .2288 I 831 532 7 
643 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 .4444-02 .5350-02 53~0-(2 .9000 .1556-03 .1873-03 .1193 .9068 531.7 
643 1.8370 27.275 2318 0 1916-02 .2307-02 2307-(2 90eo .6709-04 8075-04 .5149-01 3914 531 2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBLfB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3111 
OH8LfB 60-0 UPPER BODv FLAP IRIfUZ36) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 COO ALPHA . 40 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP ,. 0(00 SPDBRK • .0000 
+'+TEST COND 11 iONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. OEO PSIA OEO F CEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 1F"T3 IFT2 
653 2 998 7 990 40.02 .6962-02 672.4 1327. 96.36 .6944-01 3.103 3845. .1945-02 • 775'f-07 
RU"-: HqEF STN NO 
NUMBEI'I BTU I R REFIRI 
F"T2SEC = .0175 
653 .4359-01 .2341-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RJN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/ ... REF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/to HITQI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R= 1 0 R-0.9 R- BTum BTum BTUI OEO. R OEG. R 
TAWIl( FT2SEC fT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
653 .00000 27.274 231'f.0 6146-03 .7377-03 7377-L3 .9000 .2679-04 3216-04 .2129-01 .1972 531.9 
653 00000 28.017 2315.0 7092-02 851'7-02 8517-(>2 .9000 3091-03 3712-03 2452 2.891 533.5 
653 . 87t500 27.275 2316.0 1315-02 .1578-02 1578-C'? .9000 .5732-04 .6880-0,+ .4557-01 .3463 531.6 
653 .87500 28 017 2317 .0 .9925-02 1191-01 .1191-CI 19000 .'+326-03 .5193-03 .3'+38 2.753 531.9 
653 1.6970 2B 017 2319 0 5325-02 .6390-02 .6390-C.' .9000 ,2321-03 2785-03 .1~ 1.'t06 530.3 653 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 .e826-02 .3392"02 . 3392"C2 ,9000 ,1232-03 , ".79-03 .9 -01 "7'+45 S31.If 
DATE 23 FEB 80 Of-l848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC ~UNNEL PAGE 3112 
O~848 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IRlfUZ37J 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMLTRIC OAU 
MACH . 8.(,00 ALPHA 
'" 
If 0 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP • !5. (.00 SP08RK '" .0000 
··~TEST CONOI-'ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER In OEG DEO. PSIA OEO. r DEG. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC sLuGS lB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
639 5035 7 900 39 95 - 1383-01 99 79 12lf7. 02.lf7 1109-01 • If8lf5 3721f. .3231-03 .7 ...... 1-1)7 
RUN HREF STili NO 
NUMBER BTul R REFIR) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
639 1704-01 5702-01 
·"TEST OA. V·· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF' H/HR~F" H/HREr TAW/TO HlTOI HrTAW) OOOT OH.JDT TW 
NUM3E~ R=I.O RsO. R- BTU/R BTU/R STU/ OEO. R CEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
639 00000 2B.017 2315.0 .3833-02 .lt631f-02 .lt631f-C2 .9000 6531-0lt .7896-04 .lt70B-01 .5572 525.1 
639 87500 28.017 2317 0 6706-02 .8107-02 8107-02 9000 .lllf3-03 .1381-03 .82lf5-01 .6623 525.1 
639 1.6970 28 017 2319.0 2594-02 .3135-02 .3135-02 .9000 .4lf20-0lf .53'+1-04 .319,+-01 .2'+37 5~3.9 
639 1.8370 27 275 2318 0 1216-02 .1'+72-02 .l't72-0.? .9000 2075-0lt 2508-04 Ilf97-01 .11lfl 525.1 
". 
DA nO. 23 FEB 80 OH84B ~ODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER10NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3113 
OH84B 50-0 UPPER BOCY FLAP, fR4UZ371 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC OAT A 
• MACH = 8.1100 ALPHA a 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 BDFLAP .. S.llOO SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONOI IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEC F'SIA CEG n OEG. R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XiO 5 IFT3 IFT2 
661 1.021 7.940 39 97 - .4644-06 206 8 1254 92.12 2224-01 .9B16 3736. .6517-03 .7413-07 
RUN HREF STN 1\.0 
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = C175 
661 2428-01 4021-01 
"'TEST OA-A·" 
RUN YO 115 XO '15 TIC :40 H/HREF H/HREr H/HRE- TAW/TO HITO) HtTAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NL,'BER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTum BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TJ FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
661 .00000 27.27'+ 231'+.0 2238-03 .2703-03 2703-J3 .9000 .5434-05 .6563-05 .3961-02 .3It9l+-0 I 524.8 
661 .00000 28.017 2315.0 .5660-02 6836-02 6836-J2 .9000 .137'+-03 .1660-03 .1001 1.185 525.3 
661 87500 27 275 2316 0 .l'i20-03 .1714-03 171'+-13 .9000 .3'+46-05 4162-05 .2513-02 .1917-01 52'+.4 
661 87500 28 017 2317 0 .7648-02 9235-02 .9235-12 .9000 1857-03 2242-03 .135'+ 1.0B8 52Lt.4 
661 1.69'70 28 017 2319 0 32'+8-02 3921-02 .3921-112 .9000 .7885-0'+ .9519-0'+ .5760-01 .4396 523.3 . -661 1 8370 27.275 2318.0 .1818-02 .2195-02 .2195-12 .9000 Lt'+13-04 . 5329-01f .3218-0: 2't55. 52't.1f 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'1B MODEL 60-0 IN THE: AEDC VKf' HYPER' J)N I C TUNNEL PAGE 311'+ 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY rLAP rR4UZ371 
upp 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC OAT.". 
MACH . 8.L'JO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 I ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP 5.noo SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST CONol'IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEO. PSIA OEG. I' OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
6'11 2 028 7 980 39 99 - 6938-02 435.7 129i'. 9'1.03 '1536-01 2 022 3794. .1302-02 .7567-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
641 .3502-01 2854-01 
···TEST OA A··· 
RUN YO MS XO '1S TIC NO H/HR£F H/t-IREF H/I-'PE T4W/TO HtTOI HITAt./1 OOOT ollO/DT TW 
NUMBER R"I 0 R=0.9 R'" BTU/R BTU/P BTU! D£G. R OEG. R 
TAW/T) FT2SEC FT25EC FT25EC /SEC 
641 .00000 27 27'1 231'1 0 6245-03 7505-Q3 7505-13 .9000 .2187-04 2628-0'1 .1683-01 .1487 522.2 
641 00000 28 017 2315.0 .6378-02 766d-02 .7668-J2 .9000 .2234-03 2695-03 .1715 2.032 ~23 8 
641 .87500 27.275 2316.0 .1533-02 .1842-02 181f2-12 .9000 5368-04 6452-0'+ .'+128-01 .3152 522.6 
641 .87500 28.017 2317 0 .1040-01 ,1250-01 .1250·01 .9000 .36'+2-03 4378-03 279B 2.249 523.5 
641 1.6970 28 017 2319 0 5924-02 .7120-02 7120'J2 .9000 .2075-03 .2494-03 .1595 1.218 522.7 
641 1.8370 27 275 2318.0 2416-02 .290"-011 .2904-1~ .9000 .8461-04 1017-03 .6510-01 .4971 522.3 
DA TE 23 FTB eo OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSflHC TUNNEL PAGE 3115 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ37J 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.010 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. -5.000 
BDFLAP 5.0.1 13 SP08RK .. .0000 
···TEST CONO I T .)NS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 I FTC? 
651 2 990 7 990 40.05 3490-02 671.4 1328 g6 43 .6934-01 3.098 3846. • 191f1-DC! .7760-01 
PU"J I-'''':O:F STN t\O 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RJ 
FT2S[C -= 0175 
651 43'56-01 2344-01 
-
•• ·TEST OAT , ••• 
PUN YO MS XO "1S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAH/TO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT OTJ,-IOT TW 
NUMBEP R~I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAHITO F'T2SEC ;r2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
6'31 .00000 21 274 2314.0 .6516-03 .7932-03 .7932-03 .9000 .28~-01f .3"~5-()\f .2301-01 .~33 527.2 
651 00000 28 017 2315 0 7970-02 9559-02 9559-01 9000 .347~-03 .-\f (SIf-Q3 .2772 3.276 5291 
651 .87500 27 275 2316 0 2322-02 2784-02 2781f-0,~ 9000 1011-03 .t213-03 .8091-01 .6161 527.7 
651 87500 28 017 2317 0 1263-01 1514-01 1514-0 9000 5500-03 6595-03 4399 3.528 528 0 
651 1.6970 28 017 2.319 0 6306-02 7558-02 7558-02 9000 2741-03 .3292-03 .2202 1.678 5Z6.2 
651 1.8370 27 275 2318 0 3136-02 3759-02 37S9-0? .9000 .1366-03 .1638-03 . 109lf .8331 1)C1.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0'"i848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS)~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3116 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR'+UZ38) 
UP~ BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 0)0 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP -12 )0 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN R"I/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG OEO. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
63! 5096 7 900 39 97 .1384-01 101 0 1247. Q2 ... 7 1122-01 .... 903 3724. .3276-03 .7441-07 
RUN HqEF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFtRI 
FT2SEC " 0175 
631 171"'-01 .5668-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREf" H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT DTWD.r TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"0.9 R" 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R D£G. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC fT2SEC F'T2S£C ISEC 
631 00000 28.017 2315 0 .626"'-03 7571-03 .7571-03 .9000 .1074-04 .1299-04 .7751-02 .9178-01 521f.7 
631 87500 28 017 2317 0 2120-02 .2562-02 .2562-02 .9000 .3633-0'" .4392-0't- 2623-01 .2107 521t.B 
631 1 6970 28.017 2319.0 1275-02 1541-02 .1541-02 .9000 .2185-04 .2641-04 .1578-01 .1204 52 ...... 
631 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 .4921-03 .5950-03 .5950-03 ,9000 • 8'435-05 • l020-04 .6082-02 .... 637·01 525.6 
DATE 23 FES 80 OH8"B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSJNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3117 
OH84s 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP fR4UZ38) 
UPR SODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH "' 8 0)0 ALPHA '" 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP .. -12. :0 SPOBRK .0000 
I 
•• -TEST CONDlTlONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH AL.PHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUt18ER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEO R OEG. R PSIA PST FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IfT3 IH2 
605 1 013 7 940 39 97 1385-01 206.2 1258. 92.42 .2218-01 9787 3742. .6"77-03 .7'+37-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
605 2425-01 4035-01 
'''TEST OAT,.··· 
RUN yo MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/i-iREF TAI-UTO HITO) HITAWI ODOT onlDT TW 
NUI18ER R= 1.0 R=0.9 R .. BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TC fT2SEC rT2SEC rt2SEC ISEC 
605 00000 27 274 2314 0 2710-03 .3267-03 3267-C3 .9000 .6572-05 7924-05 4846-02 .'t285-01 520.4 
605 .00000 28 017 2315 a 1973-02 237S-02 2378-C2 9000 "784-04 5768-04 .3527-01 ."186 520.4 
605 87500 27.275 2316 0 3241-03 3907-03 3907-(3 .9000 7862-05 9477-05 .5800-02 .4't3'+-01 519.9 
605 87500 28.017 2317 0 2906-02 3503-02 3503-(2 .9000 .7049-0,+ .8497-04 .5200-01 .4189 519.9 
605 1 6970 28 017 2319 a 1555-02 187'+-02 187"-(2 .9000 .3772-04 4546-0" .2787-01 .2132 518 8 
605 I 8370 27 275 231B 0 1201-02 1449-02 1'+48-(2 9000 .2914-04 3512-0'+ 2150-01 .16 .... 519 6 
'. r 
DATE 23 fEB 8e 01-i84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEoe VKf HYPER5:NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3118 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BOD' FLAP 1 RltUZ38"1 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.COO ALPHA . ltO.OO BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP • -12.50 SPOBRI< • .0000 
'''TEST CONOIT10NS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA ro TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEO. PSIA OEO. f; OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS lB-SEC 
X!O 6 IFT3 IFT2 
603 2 009 7 980 39 39 . 1734-0: 434 1 1297 . 9'+.40 .'+519-01 2 014 3801. .1292-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU'1BER BTU I R REC'( R) 
FT2<:EC = 0175 
603 3498-01 .2B66-01 
"-rEST DATA'·· 
RUN VO MS XO '1S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NU~;8ER R=! .0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TUI D£G. R OEG. R 
TAWITC F'T2SEC FT25EC f"T2SEC ISEC 
603 .00000 27 274 2314 0 2935-03 .3527-03 .3527-(3 .9000 .1027-0'+ .1234-04 .7931-02 .6999-01 52lt.2 
603 .00001) 28.017 2315 0 .3096-02 .3721-02 .3721-02 .9000 .1083-03 1301-0~ .8365-01 .9908 52'+.e 
603 87500 27 215 2316 0 .11'+7-03 .1378-03 .1378-03 .9000 4011-05 4819-05 3102-02 .2367-01 523.tt 
603 87500 28 017 231/.0 ltlt93-02 5398-02 .5398-02 .900(}- 1572-03 .1888-03 1216 .977" 523.3 
603 1.6970 28.017 2319.0 .2268-02 . 272lt-02 .272"-02 9000 .7933-04 9527-0'+ .6150-01 .ltS9S 521.5 
603 ! 8370 27.275 2318 0 1522-02 .1828-02 .1828-(,2 .9000 5323-0" 6395-0lt .ltIIS-Ot .314" 523.0 
.. 
DATE 23 FEB 88 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3119 
OHB48 60-0 UPPER BOOf FLAP I R'+UZ38 I 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 (00 ALPHA 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • 0000 
BOFLAP " -12 50 SPDBRK .. .0000 
"'TEST CONOIl iONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG F- OEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
>-10 6 IFT3 In2 
581 2 994 7.990 40 a5 1047-01 671 7 1327. 06 36 .6937-01 3 100 3845 1943-02 .7754-07 
RUN I;PEF STN NO 
NUMBER BTul R R:F(R) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
581 4357-01 2342-0 I 
"'TEST OA \ ••• 
RUN YO HS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF . TAW/tO H( TO) HtTAWI OOOT on.jOT TW 
t.UMBER R'" 1.0 R"'O 9 R= BTum BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEC> R 
TAlUn, FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
581 00000 27 274 2314 0 3251-03 3903-03 3903-t 3 9000 1417-04 .1701-04 1125-01 .9887-01 532.4 
581 00000 28 017 2315 O' 2975-02 .3571-02 3571-1.2 .9000 .1296-03 1556-03 .1030 1.215 532.2 
581 87500 27 275 2316 0 2g11-03 3494-03 3494-[3 .9000 .1268-04 1522-04 .1008-01 .7662-01 531.7 
581 87500 28 017 2317 0 .5079-02 .6096-02 6096-r2 .9000 .2213-03 2656-03 .1760 I 409 531.4 
581 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 .3564-02 .'+277-02 4277-12 .9000. .1553-03 .1854-03 1236 .9399 530 7 
581 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 .1604-02 .1925-0i .1925-['2 .9000 .6968-0'1 .8389-04 .5554-01 .4220 531.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 TN THE AEDC VKF" HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAOE 3120 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP ,R4UZ391 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA l, 
MACH 8.(00 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP -5 (00 SPDBRK .0000 
"""TEST CONDI- lONS'" 
PUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUl":aER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEO. n DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
621 4994 7.900 39 93 1380-01 97.55 1235 91 58 1084-01 4736 3706. .3195-03 .7369-07 
RUN HREF SrN NO 
i'.\JC18ER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC " 0175 • 621 1682-01 5733-01 • 
'''TEST OA ~ •• " 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF' H/HREr TAW/TO HIlOI HITAW) ODOT on.DT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEQ R DEG R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
621 00000 2B 017 2315 0 2453-02 2968-02 296('- )2 .9000 .4126-04 4993-04 293"'-01 3476 523 6 
62! 87500 28 017 23.7 0 3058-02 3700-02 .3700-)2 9000 .5143-0'" 6223-04 .3658-01 29"'1 523.4 
621 I 6970 28.017 2319 0 8735-03 .1057-02 1057- 12 .9000 1469-04 1778-04 1045-01 7980-01 523.1 
621 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 8097-03 9797-03 9797-13 .9000 .1362-04 1648-04 9693-02 .7399-01 522.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-'84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPER'ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3121 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ39) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 11)0 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP .. -5 1,:)0 SPDBRK 0000 
"'TEST COND I -( ONS··· 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NU'1aER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA DEG I! OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F"T3 In2 
615 1 002 7 940 39 97 .1384-01 204 7 1261 Q2.64 2202-01 9716 3746 .6415-03 .7454-07 
RUN HREF" STN NO 
NU'1eER BTUI R REF(P) 
'"T2S[S r :175 
615 2418-01 4055-01 
···TEST DA,A'" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OoOT oTlolDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG. R oEG R 
TAW/T:) F"T2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
615 00000 28 017 2315 0 3132-02 3777-02 3777-'J? 9000 7572-04 .9132-04 5589-01 .6625 522.6 
\ 615 87500 28 017 2317 0 'i247-02 .5122-02 5122-J2 .9000 .1027·03 1238-03 7582·01 .6099 ~22.3 
615 1 6970 28.017 2319.0 1980-02 2387-02 2387-02 9000 4787-04 .5771 04 3540-0\ .2705 521.\ 
615 I 13370 27 275 2318 0 .1111-02 .1340-02 1340- )2 .9000 .2686-0'+ .3239-04 .1983-01 .1514 522.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDr VKF -iypmSCIHC TUNNEL PAGE 3122 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IRLtUZ39I 
UP~ BODYF:"t.P PARAMETPIC DATA 
MACH 8 oro ALPHA = 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON ., 0000 
BDFLAP -5 DC 0 SPOBRK .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS'" 
RU~~ RN/L MACri ALPf-'A BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG CEG PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEt SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
593 2 CO-t 7 98~ 40 00 1389-01 436 0 1303 g4 B4 .4539-01 2 023 3810. .1292-02 .7631-07 
RUN ~REF STN NO 
NUMBER 5TJI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
593 :!509-01 2867-01 ... 
"'TEST OAT .. ••• 
RUN YO MS xo MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAI.UTO HITO) HITA"') OOOT on.JDT TW 
Nl,MBER R-I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R EnUI oro. R OEQ R 
TAHITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
593 00000 27 274 2314 0 3099-03 3724-03 . 3724-0 ~ .9000 . 1087-04 1307-04 8436-02- .7435-01 526 7 
593 00000 29 017 23i5 0 5133-02 61"70-02 6170-02 .9000 .1801-03 2165-03 1396 1 651 527 3 
593 87500 27 275 2316 C 2336-03 2806-03 2806-0 i 9000 8195-05 9846-05 6367-02 4853-01 525 8 
593 87500 28 017 231, 0 7239-02 8697-02 .8697-0,' 9000 2540-03 3051-03 1973 1 584 525 9 
593 1 6970 28 017 23:9 0 4017-02 .4824-02 4824-0,> 9000 1409-03 1693-03 1097 .8370 524 2 
593 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 1797-02 215B-02 .215B-0! 9000 .6304-04 7573-04 4900-01 3735 525 .. 
DATE 23 ""EB 80 /01-'84B MeDEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSrJ'IIIC TUNNEL PAGE 3123 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ3S1 
UPR 80Dye-LAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8 0 10 ALPHA 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .(JOOO 
BDFLAP .. -5.010 SPDBRK " .0000 
. 
•• iTEST CONDIT JNS··· 
PL.N R.~, L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMaER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
579 2 997 7 990 40 02 1044-01 670 8 1325. !36 21 6927-01 3 096 3842. .1943-02 .77"+2-07 
PUN HREF S-:-N '.0 
~UMBER BTU I R PEe-I,) 
FT2SEC = el75 
579 4353-01 2342-01 
···TEST OAT\··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS T/::: NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NUi1BER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
579 00000 27 274 2314 0 3037-03 3651-03 3651-03 .SOOO 1322-04 .1589-04 . 10"+1-01 9125-01 537.3 
579 00000 28 017 2315 0 5781-02 .6953-02 6953-0? 9000 2516-03 3027-03 1917 2 32-. 539 0 
579 87500 27 275 2316 0 '7611-03 9151-03 9151-03 9000 .3313-04 3983-04 2608-01 1976 537.5 
5-'0 ,~ 87500 28 017 2317 0 8236-02 9904-02 9904-0 : .9000 3585-03 4311-03 2819 2.2"+9 538.3 
579 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 .4163-02 5005-02 5005-02 9000 1812-03 2178-03 1427 I 082 536 9 
579 1 8370 27 275 2316 0 2049-02 2464-02 2464-02 .9000 8919-04 . 1072-03 .7019-01 5318 537.7 
OA TE 23 FEB 80 0'-1848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3124 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER 800Y FLAP IR4UZ401 
UPR BODY FLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0JO ALPHA LtC 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP OO~O SPDBRK .. 0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 'FT oEG DEG PSIA oEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X:O 5 IFT3 IFT2 
623 4983 7 SC':J 39 97 .1384-01 99 83 1256 93.14 .1109-01 .'t8-n 3737 .3215-03 .7495-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
N0MBER BrUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
623 1706-01 5726-01 
···TEST DAT~··· 
RUN YO :-IS XO 'IS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/H~EF TAW/TO H( TO) HITAWI OOOT DTWOT fl.., 
NUl":8ER R=l a P=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/Te FT2SEC FT2S(C FT2SEC ISEC 
623 00000 28 017 2315 0 3510-02 't239-02 4239-0? .9000 5989-04 .7234-0't 4373-01 .5175 525.6 
623 B7500 28 017 2317 0 4539-02 .5481-02 .5't81-02 .9000 77't5-0Lf 9352-04 5661-01 .4548 524.8 
623 1.6970 28 017 2319.0 1538-02 .1857-02 1857-02 .9000 2625-0't .3168-04 .1921-01 .1465 523.9 
623 1.8370 27 275 2318.0 7948-03 ,9596-03 ,9596-C~ .9000 I 356-0't .1637-04 .9921-02 .7568-01 524.2 
OA TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3125 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ40) 
UPR BODvFLAP PA,RAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B 0)0 ALPHA 40.00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP .OOJO SPOBRK .0000 
·"TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
N'Y19ER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEG R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
6'3 1 OD" 7 940 39 97 1731-01 204 8 1260 Q2 56 2203-01 .9721 3745 6423-03 .7'+49-07 
RUN hREF STN NO 
NL''12ER 6iUI R PEr (AI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
513 2"f'8-01 4U52-01 
···TEST OA1/'" 
RUf'.4 VO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAW) OOOT OHmT TW 
NUt"BEP R= 1.0 R=O 9 K= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
T AWl T( FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
'313 00000 27 274 2314 0 2956-03 .3567-03 3567-(2- 9000 71'+8-05 8624-05 .5259-02 .4642-01 523.9 
613 noooo 28 017 23i5 0 4336-02 5233-02 5233-(2 9000 1048-03 1265-03 7704-01 .9122 524.R 
5i3 87500 c;.7 275 2316 0 2689-03 3245-03 324:'-( :, 9000 6:'02-05 7845-05 4787-0~ .3653-01 5235 
613 87500 28 017 2317 0 6401-02 7724-02 7724-(,' 9000 15'+8-03 1867-03 1139 .9153 524 0 
613 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 2579-02 .3230-02 3230-CC' 9000 6476-04 7811-04 4776-01 .3647 522 3 
613 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 .11.t46-02 .1745-02 1745-C:' .9000 3497-04 .4218-04 .2575-01 1965 523 3 
DATe 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS:NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3126 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ401 
UPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.COO ALPHA .. "'0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. .0000 
8DFLAP .. DeaD SPDBRK z 0000 
"·TEST CONO IT IONS· .. 
PUN RN/L MACf- ALPf-'A 8ETA PO TO T 0 Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA OEG F OEG. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F"T2 
595 2 001 7 980 "'0 02 1392-01 435 B 1304. 94.91 .4537-01 2 022 3811. .1290-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF SIN f'.O 
NUt"AER BTUI R RE"(R) 
FT2SEC = el75 
595 3508-01 2869-01 
"·TEST OA1A·" 
RUN YO MS XO :1S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HlTAWl OOOT OTWOT 114 
f\.UM8ER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTum BTU/R BTUI CEO. R OEG. R 
TAWIT( F"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
595 00000 27 274 2314 0 3455-03 415"'-03 415'+-t,3 .9000 .1213-04 1457-04 .9"'15-02 .8296-01 527.2 
595 1I0000 28 017 23i5 0 6486-02 7797-02 7797-(2 _9000 .227~-03 2735-03 .1764 2.084 52B.5 
595 87500 27 275 2316 a 2969-03 3567-03 . 3567-C3 9000 1042-04 1252-0'" 8093-02 6166-01 526.6 
595 87500 28 017 2317 0 9206-02 1106-01 .1106-(' I 9000 .3230-03 3881-03 .2508 2.012 527 3 
595 1 6970 28.017 2319.0 .5509-02 6619-02 .6619-C2 9000 .1933-03 2322-03 .1503 I 1"'5 526.1 
595 1.83"10 27 275 2318 0 .2091-02 2513-02 2513-(2 .9000 7337-04 8816-0'" 5700-01 4343 526.7 
DA7E 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC V1<F HYPERf,O~ I C TUN""'EL PAGE 3127 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP I R'iUZ'i 0 I 
UDR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 (00 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 0(00 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST COND I' IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. F OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
577 3 019 7 990 40 06 6989-02 670 3 1318. !l5 71 6922-01 3 093 3832. .1952-02 .7701-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NIJu 8ER BTUI 0 REF (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
577 434 7-01 2335-01 
···TEST OA-.\··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HPEF H/H~EF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT On-lOT T1-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R" OTUIR BTU/R STUI OEG. R O£G. R 
T AWl Til F"T2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
577 00000 27 274 2314 0 4432-03 5329-03 • 5329-1l3 9000 1926-04 .2316-01+ 1508-01 .132'i 531+.8 
577 .00000 28 017 2315 0 8103-02 .9751 ·02 9751-112 9000 .3522-03 1+239-03 .27 .. 6 3.230 538.1 
577 87500 27 275 2316 0 .""7402-03 8900-03 8900-1/3 9000 .3217-0" 3869-0'. .2518-01 .1911 53".9 
577 87500 2B 017 2317 0 .1058-01 .1273-01 .1273-11 9000 ."599-03 5533-03 .3591 2.867 536.9 
577 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 4647-02 .5587-02 .5587-11: .9000 .2020-03 2"29-03 1~81 1.200 531t.9 
577 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 .2571-02 .3092-0ct .30Q2- 12 .9000 .1118-03 • 13""-03 .97"1-01 .6633 535.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3128 
OY848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP rR4UZ41) 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'"' 
8 tOO ALPHA . ,",0.00 8ETA .oqoo ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP ., 5.(00 SPOBRK = .0000 
···TEST CONOI'IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
MUM8ER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG P DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IfT2 
625 .5055 7 900 39 96 1729-01 100 t 1246. 92."0 .1112-0 I .4859 3723 .3249-03 .7435-07 
RU"I HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFrRI 
FT2SEC = 01"75 
625 .1706-01 .5691-01 
·"TEST OA- \ ••• 
• 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREI TMUTO HITOI HITAWI oOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO fT2SEC fT2SEC fT2SEC ISEC 
625 00000 28.017 2315.0 .3956-02 ."784-02 478 .. -112 .9000 .6749-04 8162-04 .4857-01 .5747 526.0 
625 87500 28.017 2317 0 .6495-02 .1853-02 .1853-02 .9000 1108-03 1340-03 1981-01 .6410 525.'+ 
625 I 6970 28 011 2319 0 2011-02 .2'+3,1-02 .2431-02 .9000 .3432-04 '+148-04 .2,+76-01 .1888 524.3 
625 I 8310 27 215 23'8 0 .8076-03 .9763-03 9763-fl3 .9000 1378-0'+ 1666-04 ,9935-02 .1578-01 524 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 Of-'849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCUIC TUNNEL PAOE 3129 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IRI+UZ'f1 I 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8.0(0 ALPHA ., 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON .. 0000 
BDrLAP = 5.0( 0 SPDBRK ,. 0000 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BCTA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEO. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
611 9967 7 940 39 95 13B'f-01 204 5 1265 '32 93 2201-01 .9711 3752. 6391-03 .7'f78-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
''It,.''9ER BTUI R REFlRJ 
FT2SEC = 0175 
611 .2418-01 .'f064-01 
·"TEST OAT , ••• 
RUN YO MS XO :-IS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H~HREF TAW/TO HITOI H(1AWI ODOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R-O 9 Rio BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
611 00000 27 274 2314 0 2603-03 3138-03 3138-01 .9000 .6295-05 .7588-05 4671-02 .4126-01 522.6 
611 00000 28 017 2315 0 5567-02 6711 ~02 .6711-0~ .9000 1346-03 1623-03 99B7-01 I 18'f 522.9 
611 87500 27 275 2316 0 1328-03 1600-03 1600-0~ 9000 .3211-05 3970-OS .238'f-02 .1821-01 52j?2 
611 87500 2S 017 2317 0 7325-02 8B28-02 8828-0 ' .9000 1771-03 .2135-03 1316 I 059 5...":>2.0 
611 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 331+3-02 .4028-02 .'f028-0" .9000 .8085-04 .9741-04 6016-01 .'f598 520.6 
611 1 8370 27 275 2318.0 .1424-02 .1716"02 .1716-01 .9000 • 3.,44 -Olt 11t151~04 .2559-01 .1951+ !S2l .7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSIJ"IIC TUNNEL PAGE 3130 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IRLtUZLtI I 
UP~ BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • BOlO ALPHA LtO.oJ BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = 5 0)0 SPD8RK'" .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ~NS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPYA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R P~IA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LlrSEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 I FTC! 
597 2 013 7 9S0 40 02 .1392-01 43<, 8 1297 g4.40 .4526-01 2.018 3801 .1294-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NC 
I'iU~8ER ShJl R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
597 3501-01 2863-01 
···TEST OAT V·· 
RUN YO MS xO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF" TAWITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTIIDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-O 9 R= BTU/R 8Tum BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
597 00000 27 27Lt 231Lt 0 6272-03 7538-03 .7538-03 .9000 .2196-0Lt 2639-0Lt .1696-01 ILt97 524.2 
597 .00000 28 017 2315 0 8400-02 .1010-01 1010-01 9000 29't1-03 3535-03 2268 2 685 525.'+ 
597 .87500 27.275 2316 0 .5309-03 5379-03 6379-03 .9000 1859-04 2233-04 .1437-01 .1097 523.5 
597 .87500 28.017 2317 0 1178-01 .1416-01 1416-01 9000 4124-03 Lt955-03 .3186 2.561 52't I 
597 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 6834-02 8209-02 8209-0? .9000 2393-03 287't-03 1853 1.'t15 522.3 
597 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 2286-02 2746-02 27'16-02 .9000 8003-04 9615-04 .6190-01 • Lt72't 523.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3131 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZI+I) 
UPR 8ClDYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 0)0 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP = 5 0)0 SPDBRK .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT ONS'" 
\ 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPI-JA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO. FSIA CEO R OEG R PSIA PSI F1/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 
583 2 999 7.990 40 05 1395-01 671.1 1325 96 21 .6930-01 3 097 3842. . 1944-02 .7742-07 
RUN HREF STN Nt') 
"IJ:18E~ STUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = CI75 
583 4354-01 2;41-01 
"'TEST OAT,1'" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H( TO) HITAW' aDOT Ol(.oIDT TW 
NUM9ER R=I.O R=O 9 R~ 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OED. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2S[C /SEC 
583 00000 27 274 2314 0 9630-03 1155-02 1155-0.? 900g .4192-04 5029-04 .3338~01 .2939 528.5 
583 00000 28 017 2315 0 9386-02 1127-01 .1127-01 .900 .4086-03 4904-03 3245 3.832 530.5 
583 87500 27 275 2316 0 1178-02 1412-02 .1412-02 9000 .5126-04 6149-04 .4083-01 3109 528.2 
5E'3 .87500 28.017 2317 0 1317-01 .1580-01 1580-01 .9000 .5732-03 6877-03 .1+561 3.656 SC91 
583 I 6970 28 017 23'9.0 6515-02 .7812-02 .7812-0: .9000 .2836-03 .3401-03 2261 I 722 527 3 
583 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 .3178-02 .3812-U2 3OI2-0? .9000 .1383-03 165g-03 1102 .8386 528 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 I ~ THE Aloe VKF HYPERs~Nte TUNNEl. PAGE 3132 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ421 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 o~o ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 8.000 SPOBRK .. .oooq 
"·TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a 'I RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO. OEO. PSIA OEG. r. CEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC )1'10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
619 5067 7.900 39.95 .1383-01 99 45 1239 !l1.88 .1105-01 4829 3712. .3247-03 .7393-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU'-'SER BTUI R ~EF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
619 16'39-01 5689-01 
···TEST OA11..··· 
RUN YO MS XO :1S TIC NO H/H~EF' H/HREC' H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BYU/R BTUI OEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TC' FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
619 00000 28.0 17 2315 0 .5512-02 .6671-02 .6671-C2 .9000 .9366-04 .113'+-03 . Gil80-0 I .7906 525.5 
619 87500 28 017 2317 0 .7823-02 .9466-02 .9466-(2 .9000 .1329-03 1608-03 .9485-01 .7619 525.1 . 
619 I 6970 28.017 2319.0 .2399-02 .2902-02 2902-(·2 .9000 .40i6-04 .4931-04 2913-01 .2222 52't.O 
619 L.8370 27 275 2318.0 .1033-02 .1250-02 .1250-(.2 .9000 • 1756-oLt .212Lt-01t .1254-01 .9564-01 521t.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER:ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3133 
OH848 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IR4UZ421 
UPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRI~ -DATA 
MACH.! 
"' 
8 COO ALOHA 
'" 
40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
80FLAP • 8. (au SPDBRK .. .0000 
"·TEST CONDIT'ONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
;~UM8ER 1FT DEG DEG P51A DEG. Fi OEG R PSIA PSJ.. FT SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 I IFT3 IFT2 
617 1 002 7 9"0 39 97 r731-01 206 2 1267 '33 08 .2218-01 9787 3755. .6431-03 .7490-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R PEF CRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
617 .2428-01 4052-01 
···TEST DA'!\··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI OOOT OHolCT TW 
NUM8ER R=I a R=O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R STUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAW!T( FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
617 .00000 27 274 2314 0 2105-03 .2539-03 2539-(3 9000 .5113-05 6165-05 3794-02 .3348-01 524.6 
617 .00000 28 017 2315 0 6596-02 .7955-02 .7955-(2 9000 .1602-03 1932-03 1188 t .406 525.1 
617 .87500 28 017 2317 0 8971-02 1082-01 1082-(·1 9000 .2179-03 2626-03 1618 1.301 523.9 
617 1.0970 28 017 23i9 0 3709-02 4470-02 4470-(2 9000 9006-04 .1085-03 .6702-01 .51l7 5226 
617 1.8370 27 275 2318 0 .1381-02 1664-02 .1664-( 2 9000 3353-04 4042-04 2492-01 .1901 523.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 313'4 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ4c) 
UP~ BuOYF"LAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.CDO ALPHA 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFLAP .. 8 COO SPDBRK 0000 
···TEST CONOll ONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG F DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 In3 1f"T2 
591 1.988 7 980 40 01 .1391-01 433 9 1306 95 05 .4517-01 2 013 3814. .1283-02 .7649-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
F"T2SEC = CI~5 
591 3501-01 28"79-01 
···TEST DA·A··· 
RUN YO MS ;(0 MS TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUt OEG R OEG R 
T AI,UTe' FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
591 00000 27 274 2314 0 8212-03 98~9-03 .9859-(3 .9000 2875-04 3452-04 2247-01 .1983 524.2 
591 00000 28 017 2315.0 1123-01 .1349-01 .1349-1, 9000 3932-03 .4721f-03 3059 3.617 527.6 
591 .87500 27.275 2316 0 8897-03 .1068-02 1068-12 .9000 .3115-04 371f0-04 2435-01 .1858 52'+ I 
591 .87500 28 017 2317.0 .1383-01 .1661-01 1661-11 .9000 .4843-03 .5817-03 3774 3.029 526.4 
591 I 6970 28.017 2319.0 7839-02 .9413-02 91f13-l2 .9000 .2745-03 3296-03 .2144 1.635 524.7 
591 1.8370 27 275 2318.0 2706-02 .3249-02 . 3249-f 2 9000 9474-04 .1137-03 .7406-01 .5650 524.0 
DATE 23 FEB 8G OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPER!:ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3135 
OH84B 50-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ'+2) 
UPR S0DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.COO ALPHA . '+0 00 8ETA • 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 8.(00 SPD8RK • 0000 
···TEST CONDIT 'ONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
589 3 003 7 990 40 07 1748-01 673.7 1327 96.36 .6957-01 3.109 3845. .19'+9-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REtlRI 
FT2SEC " 0175 
589 4353-01 2::39-01 
···TEST OA·A··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO - H/HREF H/HREF H/HREI TAWITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R 8Tum STU I OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2<;EC FT2SEC /SEC 
589 00000 27 27'. 2314 0 1072-02 1285-02 1285-12 .9000 .4677-04 .560f'l-04 .3738-01 .3293 527.'+ 
589 00000 2A 017 2315 a 1077-01 1292-01 1292-01 9000 4700-03 553~-03 .3743 4."20 530.2 
589 87500 27 275 2316 0 1479-02 1773-02 .1773-02 .9000 6452-04 .7735-0" .5160-01 3931 526.9 
589 87500 28 017 2317 0 157"-01 1888-01 .1888-Ll1 .9000 .6859-03 .8238-03 .5"81 4.395 528.6 
589 I 6970 28 017 2319.0 9543-02 .1144-01 1144-111 .9000 .'+16'+-03 .4992-03 .3332 2.539 526.5 
589 1 8370 27 275 2318.0 3757-02 "504-0c ."504-1)2 .9000 .1639-03 .1955-03 • 1311 .998" 527.1 
\ 
\TE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60 -0 I N I HE AEDC YKF ~YPERSCtH C TUNNEL PAGE 3136 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BOD1 FLAP fR'tUZ'+31 
JP~ BOOYFlAP 1 PARAr-lETRI(z DATA 
MACH 8 0(0 ALPHA 
" 
'+0 00 8ETA 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BOFlAP. 15.( 0 SPD8RK = .0000 
"'TEST,CONDIT'ONS'" 
I ; 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO l p a v RHO '< MU ) NUMBER 1FT OEG OEO. PSIA DEG. R OEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS .i lB-SEC XIO 5 IF13 IFT2 627 5147 7 900 39 9e: 1383-01 101 4 12'+2. 02 10 1127-01 .'+923 3717 3302-03 .7'+11-07 RUN HREF STN NO NU"'o8EP BTUI R REI'"( R I 
FT2SEC' = 0175 .. 
- , 
627 1716-01 56'+3-01 
- - ~ .... 
···TEST OAT • ••• 
RU~ YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/~REF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
627 .00000 28 017 2315 0 .1080-01 1307-01 .1307-0 .9000 .1853-03 22'+3-03 .1325 1.567 -526.7 
627 .87500 27 275 2316 0 110'+-03 .1336-03 .1336-03 .9000 .1896-05 2293-05 1359-02 1036-01 52'+.9 
627 87500 28 017 2317 0 .1445-01 .17'+8-01 \748-0 .9000 2479-03 .3000-03 177'+ 1 '+25 526.0 
627 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 '+'+56-02 5390-02 .5390-0,' .9000 76'+9-0'+ .9251-0'+ 5'+8'+-01 '+182 ~2'+.7 
627 I 8370 27.275 2318 0 1'+29-02 .1729-02 .1729-0.' .9000 .2'+53-0'+ 2967-0'+ 1759-01 .13'+1 S2't.9 
) -
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER5(NIC rUNNEL PAGE 3137 
OH848 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IR .. UZ431 
UP~ BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 OOJ ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP t5.110 SPOBRK 0000 
···TEST CONDIT JNS··· 
RuN PN/L MACH ALPHh BETA -PO 10 T P a v RHO MlJ 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEG R OEG R P51A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
609 1 02'" 7 940 39 98 1386-0 I 209 I 1261 !J26'" .22"'9-01 .9925 37"'6. .6553-03 .7"5"'-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU'1BEP stUI R REF!RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
609 24"'3-01 "'012-01 
···TEST OAT,·" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITOI H(TAWI aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=l ° R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEO R TAW/TO tT2SEC FT2SEC tT2SEC /SEC 
609 00000 27 27'" 231'" ° 5543-03 6691-03 6691-01 9000 135"'-04 1635-0'" 9957-02 .B781-01 525 6 609 00000 28 017 2315 ° 1256-01 1517-01 1517-0 9000 .3070-03 3707-03 2252 2 66'" 526.9 
609 .87500 27 275 2316 ° 5229-03 6311-03 6311-0S 9000 .1278-04 1542-04 9395-02 .7162-01 525.3 
609 87500 28 017 2317 0 17"'2-01 2103-01 2103-0 I .9000 4257-03 5139-03 3127 2.511 526 0 
609 1.6970 28 017 2319.0 7675-02 9262-02 . 9262-0"'? .9000 .1875-03 2263-03 .1380 1.053 524.8 
609 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 2155-02 .2601-02 .2601-0 ? .9000 .5266-0'" 6355-0'" 3873-01 .2953 525.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60·0 IN THE AEDC VI<F" HYPERS' )"11 C TUNNEL PAGE 3138 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BOO' FLAP IR'+UZLt31 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRTC OAr A 
MACH = 8.0)0 ALPHA 
'" 
40ioo BETA- .0000 ELEVON .. 0000 
8DFLAP = 15 leJ SPOBRK ,. .0000 
"'TEST CONO IT 'ONS' • • 
RUN RN/L "'oACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSt f'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 . IF" 13 1F"T2 
599 I 990 7 938 40 0-; 1744':0' 435 0 1307. ~5 13 '+528-01 2.019 3815. .1285-02 7655-07 
RU"! H"EF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
599 3505-01 2876-01 
"'TEST DAT\'" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HqEF H/HREF H/'"lREF TAWITO HtTOI H(TAWI OOOT CHoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R STUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAWITQ FT2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
599 00000 27 274 2314 0 1043-02 .1252-02 • 1252-0~ .9000 .3656-0'+ .4391-0'+ .2855-01 .2517 525.8 
599 00000 28 017 23.5 0 .1145-01 1376-01 1376-01 .13000 .'+-015-03 .'+825-03 .3126 3.696 528 I 
599 87500 27 275 2316 0 2348-02 .2820-02 2820-0? 9000 .823 .... -0'+ 9890-04 6428-01 '+8~9 526 0 
599 8750') , 28 017 2317 0 1865-01 22'11-01 2241-01 .9000 .6542-03 .7858-03 5103 
'+ O~ 526 7 599 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 1053-01 1264-01 1264-01 .9000 3692-03 '+432-03 2887 222 52<t 6 
599 I 8370 27 275 2318 a 3909-02 4694-02 .'+69'+-0:- 9000 1371-03 1646-03 .1071 .81 1 525.6 
Of-TE 23 FE8 80 0"'848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3139 
OH848 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP r R'iUZlt31 
UPR BOOYFLAP PARAMETRlC DATA 
MACH 8 O}O ALPHA ., '+0 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
80FLAP 15 JO SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDIT IONS'" 
PUN RWL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IF'T2 
585 2 982 7 990 40 05 1397-01 669 7 1328 96 43 .6916-01 3 091 38,+6. 1936-02 .7760-07 
~UN f-IREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R QEF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
585 '+351-01 2347-01 
···TEST DA~A··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H<TOI HITAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUt1BEP R=I 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG. R OEG. R 
T AJ,.u Te' FT2SEC FT2SE.C FT2SEC ISEC 
585 00000 27 27'+ 231'i.0 2906-U2 .3486-02 3'+86-(2 9000 .126'+-03 1517-03 1008 8871 530 I 
585 .00000 28 017 2315 0 .1233-01 1480-01 .1'+80-[1 9000 536'+-03 6'+38-03 '+267 5 031t 532 I 
585 97500 27 275 2316 0 5'+02-02 6482-02 6482-(2 .9000 2350-03 2820-03 .1873 1.'+2li 530.8 
585 87500 28 017 2317 0 .1984-01 2381-01 2381-(1 .9000 6633-03 1036-02 .6876 5.506 531 2 
'585 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 .P248-02 9892-02 9892-[2 .9000 358Q-03 '+304-03 .2868 2 183 528 5 
585 1 8370 27 275 2318.0 ,'+173-02 5006-02 50G6-C~ 9000 1816-03 2178-03 .1'+50 1.103 529 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER~~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3Jlf0 
Oh848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IF; UZ441 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = B.CCO ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON "' 0000 
BDFLAP 23.50 SPDBRK • 0000 
"'TEST CONDI1:ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA OEO. F- OEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLIJGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 I FTc 
629 5153 7.900 39 g6 .1729-01 101.8 1244. 92.25 .1131-01 .'f9'10 3720 3309-03 .7'f23-07 
RU'l HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R PE-(R) 
FT2SEC : CI75 
629 .1720-01 5638-01 
.. ··TEST DA1/.··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREf" H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OnolDT TW 
NUMBER R:I 0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
629 .00000 27.274 23lt 0 2561-03 3098-03 .3098-'3 .9000 .'f405-05 5328-05 3162-02 2788-01 525.8 629 .00000 28 017 231 0 1542-01 .1866-01 .1866-(1 .9000 .2652-03 3210-03 1$00 2 211f7 527.3 
529 87500 27 275 231 0 4391-03 5311-03 5311-C3 9000 7552-05 9135-05 .5"21-02 .1f132-01 525.9 
629 87500 28 017 231 0 2128-01 2571f-01 . 257'f-l1 .9000 .3660-03 'f428-03 2625 2 107 526.'f 
629 1 6970 28 017 231~ 0 7519-02 .90914-02 .909lf-02 .9000 .1293-03 .1564-03 .9290-01 7093 525 3 
629 1 8370 27 275 231~.0 2218-02 .2683-02 .2693-(2 .9000 .3815-0Lf .'f6(\t-04 2739-01 2089 525 6 
DATE 23 FE8 80 01-1848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONI~ TUNNEL PJ.GE 3141 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ44 ) 
UPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRTC DATA 
MACH = 8 (00 ALPHA 40 00 ' 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 23 50 SPDB~I( 0000 
"'TEST COND I' IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q 'v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG F DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 , IFT3 IFT2 
607 9872 7 940 39 96 1383-01 205 3 T276 !J3.74 .2208-01 .9744 3789 .6358-03 .7543-01 
RU"l H~EF STN NO 
NUI"8ER 8T01 R REF(R) 
'T2C:EC = 0175 
607 2425-01 4078-01 
'f *TEST DA ", .. 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREI TAW/TO HCTO) H!TAW) aOOT OHmT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEQ R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
607 00000 27 274 2314 0 1748-02 2105-02 .2105-(,2 .9000 .4241-04 .5106-04 3193-01 .2820 522.8 
607 00000 28 017 2315 0 1556-01 .1874-01 .1874-111 9000 .3774-03 'tS47-03 2835 3.351 524.6 
601 87500 27 275 2316 0 4434-02 5340-02 5340-l'2 .9000 1016-03 .1296-03 .8085-01 .6168 524.1 
607 87500 28 017 2317 0 2364-01 2847-01 .2847-ul 9000 5735-03 69C7-03 It311 3.466 523.9 
607 I 6970 28 017 23:9 0 8990-02 1082-01 .1082-111 .9000 .2181-03 .2625-03 .1645 1.257 521.'+ 
607 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 3778-02 .4548-02 .4548-112 .9000 9165-04 1103-03 6905-01 .5273 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER~.ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 31't' 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR'+UZ'+,+' 
UPR BOoYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'" 
8 (00 ALPHA '" '+0 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 BOFLAP 23 50 SP08RK .0000 
···TEST CaNOl' IONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEG. f OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
601 I 999 7,980 39 99 1388-01 ,+35.3 130'+ !J't.91 .,+531-01 2.020 3811. .1289-02 .7637-07 
RUN ~REF STN NO 
NUMSER BTUI R REF :R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
60i 3506-01 2871-01 
···TEST OA A··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HR£F H/HREF H/HREI T AWl TO HITO) HITAW) ooOT oHoIOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=O 9 R: STU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TI/ FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
601 00000 27 27't 2314 0 .1955-02 2350-02 • 23S0-1I? 9000 6855-04 • 823S-0't 532't-0
' 
.'+691 527.1 
601 00000 28 017 2315 0 1559-01 .1875-01 .1875- II .9000 .5'167-03 6575-03 '+228 't.992 530.3 
601 87500 27 275 2316 0 .5520-02 6636-02 .6636-12 9000 1935-03 2327-03 1500 1. 1'+2 528.5 
601 87500 28 017 2317 0 :::604-01 .3132-01 .3132- II 9000 9131-03 1098-02 .7071 5 668 529 3 
601 1 6970 28 017 23:9 G 1330-01 .1598-01 159B- II 9000 ,+663-03 .5603-03 .3825 2 762 526.3 
601 I.S370 27 275 2318.0 5337-02 .6't13-02 .6't 13- 12 .9000 1871-03 .2248-03 .1'+53 1.107 526.9 
DATE 23 FES 80 OH84B MODEL-60-0 IN T~E AEDC VKF HYPERSC"IC TUNNEL PAGE 31'+3 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP fR4UZltltl 
UPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 0(0 ALPHA 
'" 
ItO 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BDFLAP .. 23.=0 SPDBRK .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER /FT DEG. DE.G PSIA DEG. R DEO R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS l8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
587 3 006 7 990 40 06 1398-01 671 3 1323 96.07 6933-01 3 098 3839. .1948-02 .7731-07 
RJN f-'~EF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI ~ REF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
587 4353-01 2339-01 
"'TEST DATI'" 
RUN YO M5 XO "15 TIC NO H/HREF H/HRtF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUM'3ER R=I.O R=O 9 R: aTUm BTU/R BTUI OEG R CEG R 
TAWITO FT25EC FT25EC FT25EC ISEC 
587 00000 27 274 2314.0 3898-02 4681-02 4681-0c 9000 1697-03 2038-03 .1342 1.180 531.7 
587 00000 28 017 2315 0 1431-01 1719-01 1719-0 9000 6230-03 7484-03 .4919 5 799 533 I 
587 87500 27 275 2316 0 1285-01 15<;5-01 .1545-0 9000 5595-03 6724-03 't4CJ6 3.3't3 535 I 
587 87500 28 017 2317 0 2450-01 .2943-01 29<;3-0 9000 1066-02 .1281-02 .8<;2't 6 741 532 7 
587 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 • 1280-01 1543-01 1543-0 .9000 5597-03 6717-03 .'t439 3 377 529.5 
587 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 4916-02 .5901-02 5901-02 .9000 21ltO-03 2569-03 1695 1.289 530 5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF -IYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 31't4 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ45} 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'" 
8.0(0 ALPHA = 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 5 000 
BDFLAP = -5.0(0 SPDBRK .. .0000 
***TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
681 5058 7 900 39 93 -.1034-01 101 2 1255 03 06 .1125-01 .4913 3736. .3262-03 .7489-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF!RJ 
FT2SEC = 0175 
681 1718-01 5684-01 
··.TEST OAT,,··· 
RUN vo MS XO MS TIC NO H/I-IREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) H!TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
681 .00000 28 017 2315 0 3658-02 .... 419-02 .4419-02 .9000 .6284-04 7591-04 .ttJ380-01 .5420 525.8 
681 87500 28.017 2317 0 3966-02 "'789-02 "'789-02 .9000 .6813-04 8226-04 4976-01 .3999 524.3 
681 ) 6370 28.017 2319 0 1587-02 1916-02 .1916-0,J .9000 .2726-04 .3290-04 .1993-01 1521 523.4 
681 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 .701"'-03 .8469-03 .8469-0 i .9000 1205-04 .1"'55-04 .8798-02 .6711-01 524.5 
DA TE 23 ~"E8 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCNlC TUNNEL PAGE 31"'5 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ45) 
UDR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 011) ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. 5 000 
BDFLAP -5 ono SPDBRK • 0000 
"'TEST COND IT, )N5'" 
RUN RN'L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
tlUM3ER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R CEQ R PSIA PSI FT/5EC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
667 1.005 7 940 39 96 -.6922-02 205 3 1261 92.6'+ .2208-01 .9744 3746 .6433-03 .7454-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
667 2421-01 ."049-01 
"'TEST OAT ,". 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HqEf' H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlOI HITAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
667 00000 27 274 2314 0 2626-03 .3169-03 .3169-05 9000 6358-05 .7673-05 .4677-02 .'t126-01 525.1 
667 00000 28 017 2315 0 2952-02 .3563-02 3563-0c? .9000 7146-04 8626-04 .5253-01 .6218 525 6 
667 67500 28 01' 2317 0 4347-02 .5245-02 5245-02 9000 1052-03 1270-03 .7746-01 .622'+ 52'+.7 
667 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 2059-02 .2464-02 .2484-02 .9000 4986-04 .6014-04 .3676-01 .2806 523.'+ 
667 I 8370 27 27:. 2318 0 9392-03 .1133-02 .1133-0'? .9000 2274-04 .274"'-04 .1674-01 .1277 ':52'+.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSI~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3146 
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP I R4UZ45 I 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MhCH . 8.0)0 ALPHA . 40 00 8ETA 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP = -5.0JO SPD8R14 • 0000 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v - RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEO DEO. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 lFT3 IFT2 
687 I 992 7 980 40 00 - 6947-02 434 9 13015. 95 05 .'+527-01 2.018 3814 .1285-02 .7649-07 
PUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBE~ BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
687 3505-01 2875-01 
···TEST OAT \ ••• 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT HI 
NUM8ER R= I 0 R=0.9 Roo BTlJlR BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F'T2SEC f'T2SEC ISEC 
687 .00000 27 274 2314 0 .Ino-o! 2126-03 .2126-03 9000 6204-05 .7452-05 48~4-02 4261-01 526.5 
687 00000 28 017 2315 0 4370-02 5252-02 5252-02 .9000 .1532-03 .18't1-03 1191 1 408 528.1 
687 87500 27 275 2316.0 4879-04 5861-04 5861-0. .9000 .1710-05 2054-05 .1333-02 .1015-01 526.5 
687 87500 28 017 2317 0 5957-02 7157-02 7157-0-? .9COO .2088-03 .2509-03 .1625 1.30't 527.2 
687 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 .3005-02 3609-02 3609-0? .9000 .1053-03 1265-03 .8210-01 .6256 526.2 
687 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 .1112-02 .1337-02 1337-02 .9000 .~900-04 .4685-04 .3037-01 .2314 526.9 
DATE 23 FE8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSJN[C TUNNEL PAGE 311+7 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZlf51 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8 0:0 ALPHA 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDiLAP -5 o ~o SPD8RK 0000 
···TEST COND[T[ONS··· 
RIJN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PS1A DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
Xl0 6 IrT3 IFT2 
701 2 998 7 990 40.05 -.6978-02 669 5 1323. !J6.07 .6914-01 3.090 3839. .191t2-02 .7731-07 
RUN HREF STN Nt) 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC " 0[75 
701 .4347-01 2342-01 
···TEST OAT!'··· 
RUN VO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HtTAWI OOOT OT\..JOT TW 
NUMBER R"I 0 R-O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITC FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
701 00000 27 274 2314 0 2568-03 .3087-03 3087-C3 .9000 1116-04 1342-04 .8789-02 .7713-01 535 it 
701 00000 28 017 23[5 0 5674-02 6826-02 6826-C2 .9000 2467-03 2967-03 1934 2.274 538 6 
701 87500 27 275 2316 a 4739-03 5696-03 5696-(3 9000 .2060-04 2476-04 .1621-01 .1230 535 6 
701 87500 28 017 2317.0 .7687-02 9245-02 9245-(2 9000 3342-03 4019-03 2624 2 094 537 6 
701 [ 6970 28 017 2319 0 4526-02 5442-02 5442-(2 .9000 1968-03 2366-03 .1546 1 172 537 a 
701 1.8370 27 275 2318 0 .1657-02 .1992-02 .1992-(2 .9000 7203-04 8660-04 5666-01 .4iJ96 536.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC V~F HYPERS~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3148 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER B~DY FLAP IR4UZ461 
-UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH a 8.COO ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP = .OCOO sPDBRI< = 0000 
***TEsT CONDITIONS··· 
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO r P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PslA DEO. F DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
679 '5025 7.900 39 97 - 6923-02 100.5 1255 93.06 .1117-01 4881 3736 3241-03 7489-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER STU I R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
579 .1712-01 .5703-01 
···TEST DATA*" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H!TAW) aDOT OTloIOT TW 
NUMBER R= 1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWil' FT2sEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
679 00000 28 017 2315.0 4077-02 4929-02 .4929-('2 .9000 .6981-04 .8439-04 .5072-01 5995 528.2 
679 87500 28 017 2317 .0 .4641-02 .5607-02 .5607-(2 .9000 .7946-04 .9601-04 5784-01 .4643 526.7 
679 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 1537-02 1857-0~ .1857-('~ .9000 .2632-04 .3179-0Lf .1919-01 14S3 525.6 
679 1.8370 27.275 2318 0 .452i-OJ .5463-0 .5463-( .9000 .7742-0' .9353-05 5641-02 .4ag9-01 526.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH811B I"'ODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPtRS~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3149 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODy FLAP IRLtUZIfS) 
UPR BODvFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.CoO ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 8DFLAP • .OCOO SPD8RK .0000 
"'TEST COND IT IONS'·' 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG F DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
665 1.003 7 940 39 97 - 1732-01 205 8 1265. 92 93 .2213-01 9768 3752. .&f29-03 .7478-07 
RUN hREF STN NO t 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
665 2425-01 .4052-01 
'''TEST DATA·" 
RUN yo MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW.lTb HITO) HITAWl OOOT OH.jOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTum BTU.'P BTUt DEG R DEG. R 
TAWIl( FT2SEC FT2SE.C FT2~C ISEC 
565 00000 27.274 2314 0 3568-03 .4312-03 .4312-03 .9000- 8653-05 .1046-04 .634~-02 .5577-01 531.6 
665 00000 28 017 2315.0 4083-02 4937-02 4937-C? .9000 .9902-04 .1197-03 .723 -01 8532 533.7 
665 87500 27 275 2316 0 '469-03 1775-03 1775-( -S .9000 .3562-05 Lt305-05 .2610-02 .1983-01 532.0 
665 87500 28 017 2317 0 6071-02 7340-02 7340-(2 9000 1Lt72-03 .1780-03 .1077 .8612 533.5 
665 1.6970 28 017 2319.0 2371-02 .2865-02 2865-(2 .9000 5750-04 .6949-04 4213-01 .3201 532.0 
665 1.8370 27 275 2318. 0 .1081-02 1307-02 1307-(<': .9000 .2622-04 .3170-04 .1921-01 .1460 532.1 
I 
t 
DATe 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO.IC TUNNEL PAGE 3150 
OH84B!60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ461 
i UPR BODYFLAP • PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.00 J ALPHA 40.00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP = .000) SPDBRK " 0000 
"'TEST CONDITIJNS'" 
RU"l RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBE~ 1FT CEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F"J/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IF T3 IFT2 
689 I 996 7.980 39 99 -.1041-01 434.3 1303. !)4 B4 452J-01 2 015 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIR) 
FT2SEC " 0175 
6B9 3502-01 2873-01 
"'TEST DATft··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 Rz BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
689 00000 27 274 2314 0 2497-03 3002-03 .3002-0: 9000 8743-05 1051-04 .6765-02 5956-01 528 9 
699 00000 28 017 2315 0 606'5·02 7299-02 • 7299-0c 9000 .2Ia4-03 2556-03 .1636 1 930 532.3 
689 87500 27 275 2316.0 3122-03 .3754-03 . 3754-0~ .9000 1093-04 1315-04 8'159-02 .6438"01 528.9 
689 87500 28.017 2317 0 .82"9·02 .9925-02 • 9925-0C: ,9000 .28S8-C3 .3'175-03 .2228 1.78'1 531.3 
689 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 .3B3'1-02 .4611-02 14611-02 .9000 .13'12-03 .1615-03 .1037 .7888 530.1 
689 I 8370 27 275 2318.0 .1"60·02 11755-02 .1755-0;; .9000 .5111-04 .6IltS-01t 13952-01 .3007 529.4 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSCIoIIC TUNNEL PAGE 315\ 
OH848 60-0 UPPER 800'1' FLAP I RltUZlt61 
UPR BODY-LAP PARAMETRIC DAT-A 
MACH 8.0CO ALPHA .. 1t0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
8DFLIf> .OOCO $PDBRK • .0000 
"·TEST CONDITI~S··· 
RuN RN/L ~ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBE~ 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
699 2 999 7 990 itO 05 - 698'+-02 670 It 132'+. 96 lit .6923-01 3.094 3841. .19't1t-02 .7736-07 
RUN HREF STN ~o 
Nur~8E~ BTUI R RE""!R) 
F-2SEC = 0175 
699 '+351-01 -2341-01 
·"TEST DATI··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TtC NO H/HREF H/HREf H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=l 0 R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
699 00000 27 214 2314 0 3814-03 4583-03 4583-0: 9000 .1659-04 • I 99't-04 .130B-01 .1148 535 3 
699 00000 28 017 2315 0 7065-02 .8'+98-02 8498-0': 9000 3074-03 .3697-03 2411 2 834 539 1 
699 87500 27.275 2316 0 .6830-03 8207-03 8207-0:- 9000 .2971 -04 3571-04 2343-01 .1778 535 I 
699 87500 28 017 2317 0 9971-02 .1199-01 .1199-0' 9000 .4338-03 .5217-03 .3409 2.721 537 9 
699 I 6970 28 017 2319.0 4826-02 5801-02 5801-0C' 9000 2099-03 252'+-03 .1653 1.254 536.2 
699 I 8370 27 275 2318 0 2064-02 2481-02 2481-0c. 9000 .a982-04 .IOBO-03 .7079-01 5369 535.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSOHC TUNNEL PAGE 3152 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ471 
uPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0cn ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON .. 5 000 
BDFLAP z 8.0en SPOBRK = 0000 
"·TEST CONDITIONS'" 
RUN RN/.L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
683 5030 7 900 39 93 -.6896-02 100.5 1251+. !)2 99 1117-01 .1+880 3735. 3242-03 7483-07 
RUN HREF sTN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlAl 
rT2sEC = Ol75 
683 1712-01 5700-01 
.. 'T[sT DATI ••• 
RUN YO MS XO :1S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HI TOI H(TAW) ODOT 'DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO F"T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
683 00000 2B.017 2315 0 6330-02 .7651-02 .7651-02 .9000 1084-03 1310-03 7865-01 9298 527.8 
683 87500 28 017 2317.0 7821-02 9451-02 91+51-0i' .9000 1339-03 .16IB-03 .9735-01 .7815 526 5 
683 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 2291-02 2767-02 .2767-0<' 9000 3921-01+ 4736-04 .2857-01 .2179 525.0 
683 1.8370 27 275 2318.0 .751+4-03 9111+-03 .9111+-0', .9000 1291-04 1560-04 .9402-02 .7167-01 525.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF -iYPERS:tNlC TUNNEL PAGE 3153 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR'+UZ"'71 
-UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA • 
MACH 
" 
8.010 ALPHA .. 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
8DFLAP " 8.010 SPD8RK .0000 
···TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FTI~C SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
669 I 010 7 940 39 95 - 1037-01 205 9 1259 92 49 .2215-01 9773 3743. .6462'-03 .7"',+3-07 
PUN HREF S1N NO 
NUMBlR 8TUI R REF IRl 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
669 2424-01 ItOltO-OI 
···TEST OAT ... ••• 
RUN YO MS XO ~'5 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TkW/TO HITO) HITAWl aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R"O 9 R" BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
669 00000 27 274 2311t 0 3771t-03 4557-03 It557-01 .9000 91lt8-05 1105-01t 6697-02 .5903-01 526 6 
669 oooao 28 017 2315 0 6890-02 .8322-02 8322-0 ' .900a 1670-03 .2017-03 .1222 I 4 ... 5 527 0 
669 87500 27 275 2316 0 2646-03 3195-03 3195-0 I 9000 6415-05 7746-05 .4699-0e .358~01 526 I 
669 87500 28 017 2317 0 .8815-02 1064-01 1064-0 _9000 2137-03 .2580-03 1566 I 25 525 8 
669 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 .lt028-02 4862-02 4862-0' 9000 . 9761t-04 .1178-03 .7167-01 5466 524.6 
669 I 8370 27 275 2318.0 .1452-02 .1753-oc:: .1753-0 ' .9000 3520-Ult .4250-04 .2579-01 .1966 525 9 
, , DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 
or .-
UPR 80DYFLAP 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 
NuMBER 1FT orG 
XIO 6 
6B5 2 023 7 980 39.98 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REFIRI 
FT2C;EC = 0175 
685 3;97-01 .2858-01 
RU .. YO MS XO MS TIC NO 
NUM8ER 
685 .00000 27 274 2314 0 
685 00000 28 017 2315 0 
685 87500 27 275 2316 0 
685 87500 28 017 2317 0 
685 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 
685 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 
60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP 
PARA'1ETRIC DATA 
HACH "' 8.0J3 ALPHA .. lt~ 00 BETA 
8DF"LAP '" 8 013 SPOBRK = 0000 
···TEST CONDIT ::lNS'" 
BETA PO TO T P a 
OEG. PSIA DEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI 
- 653G-02 434 5 1292. 94.03 4523-01 2.016 
"'TEST OAT'\··· 
H/HREF" H/HREF H/HREF" TAW/TO HITOI HITAW) 
R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR 
TAW/TO FT2SEC f'T2SEC 
4765-03 5734-03 5734-0! .9000 .1667-04 .2005-04 
7691-02 .9260-02 S260-0.? .9000 2690-03 3239-03 
6903-03 8307-03 .8307-03 9000 .2414-04 2905-04 
1098-01 1322-01 1322-01 .9000 .3841-03 4624-03 
.6105-02 7348-02 7348-02 .9000 2135-03 2570-03 
2141-02 .2577-02 2577-01 9000 7489-04 9012-04 






BTU/ OEG R 
f'T2SEC /SEC 
1275-01 .1123 
2049 2 420 
1846-01 .1406 





















DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSJ~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3155 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IRLtUZLt71 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B 010 ALPHA • 40 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5 000 
BDFLAP .. 8 0)0 SPDBRK .0000 
"'TEST COND I T IONS'" 
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
703 2 990 7 990 40 01 - 6955-02 668 Lt 132Lt. '36 14 .6903-01 3.085 38LtI. .1938-02 .1736-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
703 4344-01 2345-01 
···TEST DAT~··· 
RUN YO MS XO HS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 Roo BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG R OEG. R 
TAWITC FT2SEC FT2SE.C FT2SEC ISEC 
703 00000 27 27Lt 2314.0 6580-03 7902-03 7902-03 9000 2858-04 3433-0Lt .2261-01 .19B7 532.7 
703 00000 28 017 2315 0 1040-01 1250-01 1250-01 9000 4518-03 5430-03 .3561 Lt.193 535.6 
703 87500 27 275 2316 0 .' 235-02 1483-02 .1483-0: 9000 5366-04 6444-04 .42Lt5-01 3225 532 6 
703 87500 28 017 2317'.0 .1366-01 1640-01 1640-01 900.0 5932-03 7126-03 4685 3.7Lt1 533.9 
703 1.6910 28 017 2319 0 .6694-02 .8038-02 8038-0? .9000 2908-03 .3492-03 .2301 1.748 532.3 
703 1 8370 27.275 2318.0 .2935-02 3525-02 3525-0: .9000 1275-03 1532-03 1009 7660 532.9 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEflSl)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3156 
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP (RIfUZIfB) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8.0)0 ALPHA . If 0.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP .. 15.,)0 SPDBRK .0000 
"·TEST CONO IT IONS· • • 
t 
RUN RN/L MACH ALfA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU NUMBER 1FT o . DEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC ~UGS LB-sEC 
XIO 6 ~F"T3 1F"T2 675 .5021 7.900 39 -.6904-02 100 2 1253. 92.91 • 1111f-0 I • If 866 3733'. • 35-0] .71f77-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
F"T2SEC = 0175 
675 .1709-01 5706-01 
··.TEsT OAT~"· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HRE~ H/H~Er H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) lITAW) OOOT onJOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR STU/R BTU I CEG. R OEG f'. 
TAW/TC F"T2sEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
675 .00000 28 017 2315.0 1125-01 .1361-01 .1361-01 .9000 1922-03 .2325-03 .1391 I.SIf3 529.3 
675 87500 28 017 2317 0 1407-01 .1702-01 1702-01 9000 .2405-03 .2908-03 .171f2 1~97 528.'+ 
675 1.6970 28.017 2319.0 3126-02 .3778-02 .3778-02 9000 531f2-01f . 6456-01f .3876-01 . 52 527.1 
675 1.8370 27 275 2318.0 .9636-03 .1165-0~ 1165-0:' .900O .161f7-01f . I 990"01f I liS-I)! .9106-01 526 B 
DA 7E 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE~Sm rc TUNNEL PAOE 3151 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP rR4UZ4S1 
UP", 60DYFLAP -PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH c 8 DOC ALPHA 'to 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BOFLAP 15. or SPOBRK 0000 
•• ·TEST CONO I T I UlS··· 
RI.,N RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG. PSIA DEG R D£G R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 Ina 
673 I 003 7 940 39.97 -.6929-02 205.6 126'+ !32 86 .2211-01 9759 3751. .6427-03 .71f72-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
673 2424-01 4052-01 
·"TEST OATA··· 
RUN YO MS XO '15 TIC NO H/t-lREF H/HREF I-i/HREF TAWI TO Hila) HI TAW1 ODOTI OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/' OEO R OEC R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
673 00000 27.274 2314 0 4895-03 5905-03 .5905-03 9000 1186-04 .1'+31-04 .8760-02 7726-01 525.3 
673 00000 28 017 23.5 0 1206-01 1456-01 1456-01 .9000 2924-03 3529-03 .2155 2 550 526.6 
673 87500 27 275 2316 0 5633-03 6796-03 .6796-03 9000 .1365-04 1647-04 1008-01 7689-01 525.1 
673 B7500 2B 017 2317 0 1644-01 1984-01 1984-01 9000 3985-03 4808-03 .2941 2 362 '5256 
673 I 6970 28 017 2319.0 7230-02 8721-02 .8721-02 .9000 .1753-03 2114-03 .1296 .9883 S24.1f 
673 1 8370 27 275 2318.0 ,2143-02 .2586-02 2596-02 .9000 .5195-0-+ 6267-04 I .3838-0 I .2921 524.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS~'IC TUNNEL PAGE 3158 
OH8'+B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZL,BI 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B. 00) ALPHA • 40.00 eFTA .0000 ELEVO~ • 5.000 
BDFLAP 15 0 I SPDBRK • 0000 
···TEST ( JI T1 JNS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA- DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
691 1.993 7 980 39 99 -.6942-02 '+3'+.6 1305 !l'+.98 .'+52'+-0 I 2 017 3813. .1286-02 .76,+3-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
691 3504-01 .2875-01 
···TEST DATA"· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAWI aOOT onmT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
691 00000 27 27'+ 2314 0 8289-03 .9976-03 9976-03 9000 .2904-0'+ .3'+95-0'+ 22'+1-01 1969 533 I 
691 00000 28.017 ?315 0 1126-01 .1356-01 .1356-01 9000 .3945-03 4753-03 .3029 3 56,+ 536 9 
691 87500 27 275 E!316.0 '638-02 1972-02 .1972-02 .9000 .5739-04 6908-0'+ .4'+25-01 .3359 533.7 
691 87500 28 017 2317.0 .1675-01 .2017-01 .2017-01 .9000 .-'3868-03 .70SS-03 .'+509 3.602 536.3 
691 I 6970 28.017 2319.0 .6529-02 7860-02 .7860-02 .9000 .-?i97-03 .e75'+-03 .1762 1.338 53'+ 3 
691 I 8370 27 275 2318.0 .3190-02 .38'+0-02 .~8'+0"oe ~goOO 11119-03 " ~5-03 ,e6J1Hll .6"538 53'+ 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3159 
OH848 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IR4UZ481 
UPR BODYFLAD PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH 8.00') ALPHA = 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP 15 0) SPD8RK 0000 
·"TEST CONOITI~NS'·· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA UEG R DEG R PSIA PSI f"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
697 2 999 7 990 40 00 - 6947-02 668 9 1322 g6.00 6908-01 3 087 3839. .1942-02 .7125-07 
RUN H~EF STN "<0 
NUMBER BTUI R RE-(Pl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
597 4345-01 "'3-i2-01 
.. 'TEST DAT,6'" 
RUN YO MS XO '1S TIC NO H/HRE- H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWl aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8EFi R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TM·UTO FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
697 00000 27 274 2314 0 969'3-03 1165-02 1165-0C' 9000 '1214-04 .5060-04 3331-01 .2929 531.3 
597 00000 28 017 23.5 0 9059-02 1089-01 1089-01 .9000 936-03 4730-03 3099 3.652 534.2 
637 87500 27 27<;; 2316 0 22"'7-02 2699-02 2699-0" 9000 9763-04 1173·03 7703-01 5851 532 7 
697 87500 28 017 2317 0 1502-01 1925-01 1925-01 .9000 6961-03 8365-03 .5484 4 396 533 9 
697 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 8285-02 99')2-02 9952-D2 9000 3600-03 4324-03 2840 2.157 532.7 
697 1.8370 'iI7 275 2318 0 3711-02 4458-02 4458-02 .9000 .1612-03 1937-03 1272 .966,+ 532.6 
DI;TE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MUDEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK~HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL 1 PAGE 3160 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY fLAP IR4UZ49) 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRTC-OATA 
MACH 8 OCD ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 




.. \ t 
"'TEST COND I T I (INS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA B:TA PO TO T r a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT CEG DEG PSIA DEn R OEG R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
677 .5060 7 900 39.96 - 6920-02 101 I 1254. 92.CJ9 1124-01 4909 J 3735. .3262-03 .74B3-07 i. 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
Fi2SEC = 0175 
677 1717-01 5684-01 
···TEST OATJ··· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIt NO H/HRE> H/I-IREF" H/HI1EF TAWITO HIlO) til TAW) aooT .OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= , BTU!R IHU/R BTUI CEG. R DEr- R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC t.T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
677 .00000 28 017 2315 0 1372-01 1658-01 1659-0 .9000 .2355-03 I?B47-03 1709 2 021 527.9 
677 87500 2B 017 2317 0 2083-01 .2517-01 2517-0 .9000 3576-03 .4322-03 25~7 2.084 527.3 
677 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 5999-02 7247-02 7247-02 .9000 .1030-03 .1241t-03 .749B-01 .5715 525.7 
677 I 6370 27.275 2316 0 .2081-02 .2514-02 251 It-O' .9000 • 3573-0lt . It317-04 .2599-01 .1930 526 3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSr I~ I C TUNNEL PAGE 3161 
OH848 60-0 UPPEQ BODY FLAP I R4UZlt9 I 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMETRic DATA i 
MACH 8.0ro ALPHA • itO 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP 23 r,O SPDBRK .. 0000 
"·TEST CI'NDIT QNS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER />T DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 In2 
671 I 007 7 940 39 96 - 1038-01 204.7 1257. 92 31t .2202-01 .9716 3740. .6435-03 .7'+31-07 
RUN HREF sm NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
671 .2416-01 4047-01 
···TEST OAT-\'·· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/\.iREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO H<TOI H<TAWI aOOT onroT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 Roo BTU/R [3TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
671 00000 27 274 2314 0 B074-03 9757-03 9157-0 ; .9000 1951-0'+ 2357-01t .1'+21-01 .1252 528.2 
671 00000 28 017 23.5 0 1473-01 1780-01 1780-0 9000 .3558-03 .4302-03 2586 3.054 529.8 
671 87500 27 275 2316 0 ,8960-03 .1083·02 1083-0 ) 9000 .2165-04 .2616-04 .1577·01 .120i ~e.1 
671 87500 28.017 2317,0 2122-01 .2565·01 .2565-0 .9000 .5.27·03 .6197-03 .3732 a.99a 528.8 
671 1.6970 28.017 2319.0 .8445·02 .I~O"OI .1020·0 1:000 .~040·P3 .2465~03 1148B •• 13l 527.5 671 1.8370 27 275 2319.0 :1163·02 ,3 240' .!aaJl·o" 000 • 6"I-Q'I ,9I3S-a" 1b570"Ol ,t62'f • 528.0 
• 
t ! ~ 
I f l.- I 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0"84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSINIC TUNNEL PAGE 3162 




B.OID ALPHA '10.00 BETA I .0000 ELEVON " MACH .. 
" 
It 5.000 
BDFLAP 23.'iO SPDBRK II .0000 
···TEsT CONDIT ON~··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PsIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 In2 
693 2 000 7.9BO 1+0 00 -.1042-01 434.5 1302. 04 76 .4523-01 2.016 3808. .128B-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF sTN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFtR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
693 3502-01 2871 -01 
"'TEsT DAT\"· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R= 1.0 R=0.9 Rc BTU/R BTum BTUI DEG R DEG. R 
TAWITO rT2SEC fT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
693 .00000 27.274 2311+.0 1079-02 .1297-02 1297-0: .9000 .3779-01+ .451+3-01+ .2925-01 .2576 527.7 
693 flOOCO 28 017 23:5 0 1339-01 1611-01 1611-01 9000 .1+690-03 .561+2-03 3616 It.268 530.7 
693 87500 27 275 2316 0 2'194-02 c998-02 2998-0: .9000 .8734-01+ 1050-03 .6756-01 5141+ 528. I 
693 .87500 28 017 2317 0 2020-01 2430-01 2430-01 .9000 .7074-03 8509-03 51+62 1+.379 529 6 
693 I 6970 28.017 2319 0 921+7-02 1112-01 1112-01 .9000 3238-03 3993-03 2506 1.908 527.8 
693 1.8370 27.275 2318 0 4311-02 5183-02 5183-02 .9000 .1510-03 .1815-03 .1168 .8896 527.8 
. \ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 I'f"lDEL 60-0 [N IHE AEDC VKF HYPER~:N[C TUNNEL PAGE 3163 
~H84B 60-0 uPPER BOOY FLAP fR'tUI't91 
UPR BODYFLAP PARAMeTRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 COO ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • .1)000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP • 23 ~IO SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST COND[lIGNS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG CEG PSIA DEG F DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
695 3 030 7 990 40 D2 -.6963-02 659.0 1313 95 34 .6909-01 3 087 3825 .1956-02 .7672-07 
t 
~UN HREf STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2Stc = 0175 
595 4340- 0 I 2332-01 
"'TEST DA1A'" 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HRr. H/HREF TAW/fa HtTO) HI TAI"P OoOT DHoIQT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R:0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R CEG. R 
TAWITC F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
595 .00000 27 274 23t:'+ 0 .4108-02 4937-02 . 4937-CC? .!looo .17S3-0l 21\.\2-03 1394 1.226 530.8 
695 00000 28 017 231'3 0 [357-01 154'1-01 • 154't-C. .9000 .5931-03 .713,+-03 't5t6 5.'i't0 534 3 
595 87500 27 275 2315.0 3137-01 3782-01 3782-(1 .9000 1362-02 . IS't 1-02 I 048 7.922 .~112.8 
695 87500 28.017 2317 0 229<3 01 .2765-01 .2765-{1 .9000 .9975-03 .1200-02 7765 6.210 53't. I 
695 1 6970 28.017 23~.0 • I 181-01 1't20-01 .1420-. I .9000 .5126-03 6161-03 '1007 3 046 531 1 
695. 1.8370 27.275 23 .0 .4696-02 .5642"0~ • 561t2-C2 .9000 .203B-03 .2't49"03 .15~5 1.213 530.1 
DA TE 23 FTB 8:J OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE: 3164 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP rR4UZ501 
UPR 80JYF"lAP PARAM(TRIC DATA 
MACH ~ 8 000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BCFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK • 0000 
·"TEST COND' TI ONS· • • 
R:.JN RN/l MACH f,LPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEO PSIA DEG R (EG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SE:C 
XIO 6 IFT3 I FTC? 
767 .5029 7.900 39 98 -.3466-02 100.1 1::>51. !:Ie 77 1113-01 4863 3730. .3238-03 .7465-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTu I R REF"rR) 
FT2SEC " 0175 
767 .170B-01 .5703-01 
"'TEST DATA"· 
PUN YO MS XO '15 TIC NO ~/~REf' H/HREF H/HREF ' AW/TO HITO) H( TAW) aDOT on.JOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O '3 I Rz BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
767 .00000 2B.017 2315 0 3072-02 3719-02 .3719-02 tOOO $246-1)4 6352-04 3768-01 .4445 532.'+ 
767 .87500 28 017 23i7 0 3711)-02 4499-02 .• '+499-02 ( ClOO .15348-04 7683-04 4566-01 .3657 531.3 
',67 1.6970 28 :l17 2.519 0 '532-02 1853-02 .IB53-02 ( 000 'f616-04 .3165-04 .18B5-01 .1'+34 530.1 
767 1.8370 27 275 2318 CI 6093-03 .7373-03 17373-0! .(,1)00 • 041-04 .1259-04 .7502-02 .5706-01 529.8 
J .. T~ 23 FEB 80 0'-184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf" HYPE~SONIC TU~NEL PAGE 3165 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLJ.:> IR4UZ50) 
UF~ BODYF!..AP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. e 000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP "' .0000 SPDBRK It .0000 
"'TEST CONe I T IONS ' . 
F<I.;N PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
I-JUIA8ER 1FT D<:G DEG PSIA DEG R Il[G. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO G IFT3 IFT2 
757 I 043 7 940 39 99 - 4654-0b 214.1 1265. '].' 93 2302-01 1.016 3752 .6687-03 .7478-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
M.if"19ER Bh.ll R qEF(RJ 
F'2SEC "' 0175 
757 24 74-(\ ! . .5973-0 I 
"·TEST DATA'·· 
PU~j YO MS YO MS TIC t,Q HlHqEF H/HREf" Y/YREF - t.WITO HCTOI HITAWI ODOT DTWDT TW 
~jU~2ER R'I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT25[C FT2SEC ISEC 
757 O[)Q('O 2-: 274 2314 '. 1911-03 2308-03 .2308-03 1JOO 4727-05 5710-05 .3'174-02 .3057-01 529.8 
757 OCJOO 28 017 23.~ 0 3%1-02 4787-02 .4787-02 .3000 .9797-04 118'f-03 .7180-01 .8471 531.8 
7'57 87500 28 017 2::17 0 5263-02 6360-02 .6360-02 'lOOO .1302-03 1573'03 9550-01 7648 531.1 
157 1 6970 28 017 2319 0 .2332-02 2816-02 .2815-02 .'l000 .5768-0'1 6967-04 .4238-01 3224 529.8 
7<;.7 1 8370 27 275 23:9 0 9842-03 .1189-02 .1189-02 -3000 .2'135-04 .2941-0" .\789-01 1361 529.9 
JATE 23 -EB 80 0'i848 ~ODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3166 
Orl84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FL,P IR4UZ501 
UP" BODv:-LAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
, 
~CH " , . (I 000 LPHA • 40.00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 FLAP 01)00 PDBRI< • .0000 
'''TEST CONDITIONS'·· 
F.J'~ QtVl. MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R :EG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI:J 5 IFT3 IFT2 
755 I 9,6 7 980 40 06 - 4self-06 429 7 1307: !) 5. 1,3 4474-01 994 3815. .1269-02 .7655-07 
RUN HP[F STN NO 
Nur.aER BTJI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC - .0175 
755 30.,85-01 2894-01 
• .. tEST DATA··· 
I 
PU'j YO MS ,0 !'1S ; I C NO H/HPEF H/fJREF H/HPEF TAW/TO HIlOI H( TAWI ODOT OTWOT TW 
NUt"SER R=I 0 ReO 9 R* BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ O(G. R CEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC /SEC 
"755 00000 27.274 231'1 0 3214-03 .3866-03 .3866-03 ,000 .1120-04 1348-04 8679-02 7629-01 532.0 
755 00000 28.017 23i5 0 5377-02 .6472-02 6472-02 .9000 .1874 -03 2256-03 1447 1.706 534.3 
755 87500 27 275 2316 0 2973-03 .3576-03 .3576-03 3000 .1036-04 1246·04 B027-02 6099-01 531.9 
7')5 87500 28 017 2317 a e363-02 1009-01 .1009-0 I .3000 .2922-03 .3515-03 2258 I 806 533.7 
755 1 6970 28 017 23:9 0 3887-02 4676-02 .4676-02 .3000 .1355-03 1630-03 .1049 .7967 532 4 
755 1 8370 27 275 23:8 0 1344-02 .1617-02 .1617-02 9000 .!t685-04 .5636-04 3628-01 .~57 532 2 
) -
~ 
OATE 23 FEe so OH84B t'O=:lL 60-0 IN THE AE~C V~F HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3167 
OHS4B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP { I RltUZ50 I 
upo BODVFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 9.000 ALPHA 
" 
40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • _7.500 
BOFLAr- .. .0000 SPDBRK 0000 -,.. 
···TEST CON') I T ION: ••• 
PU'l Pf\/L vh::'n ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NU"'2ER ,'1 DEG DEG f'SIA OEG. R (}EG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI!) 6 IFT3 IFT2 
145 3 041 1.990 4(j 06 - 3495-02 610 5 1312. ~!J 21 .6924-01 3.09't 3B23. .1962-02 .1666-07 
PIJN I-JR:F ST'~ NO 
NIJI'IBEFi 8hU R REFIR' 
FT2SEC = 0115 
145 't3't4-01 .2328-01 
···TEST DATA··' 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREf' H/HREF H/HREF TA .... /TO HIlO' HI TA .... ' OOOT OTWOT TW 
NuMBER R=I.O R=O 9 Ra BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SE.C FT2SEC ISEC 
745 00000 27 274 2314 I' .3521-03 4233-03 't233-03 9000 .1529-04 1839-0'" 1192-01 .1041 532 .... 
745 .00000 28.017 2~,~.0 6"772-02 .BI49-0? .81'tS-02 9000 2942-03 35't0-03 .2293 2.6eg 53!:1.6 
7-6 .87500 27 215 2316 0 6641-03 1985-03 .19B~-03 9000 2895-04 .3469-0't .224S-01 .1108 532.5 
745 87500 2801i 231i 0 9707-02 .168-01 1169-01 9000 .'42li-03 5013-03 .3217 2.620 534.6 
145 I 697!) 28 017 2319.0 -t355-C2 523S-02 .5?38-02 .$)00 ,JS92-03 .2275-03 .1473 I.IIB 533.2 
745 I.S370 21.275 2319 0 1923-02 219~-02 .2193-02 9000 .7922-04 .9526-0'+ .6110-01 .'iC96 532.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB'tB MODEL 60-0 IN THE fEOC VKF HYPERSONIt TUNNEL PAGE 316B 
OHB'tB 60-0 ~PER 800Y FLAP fR'tUZ-511 
UPR BODYFLA? PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B 000 ALPHA . itO.OO BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP • 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CO~OITION~;·" 
RUN P~J, L MACH ;'LD~A BETA PO 'TO T P a v RHO MU 
NU~BER 1FT DEG. DEO. PSIA OEG. R JEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
765 .5049 7.900 39.9B - 3466-02 100.it 1250. ')2 69 .1116-01 .4875 3729. • 32lt9-03 • '7It59-07 
RU~ !-'REF STN NO 
NUM8ER ShJl R REFIR) 
FT;:SEC :.0175 
765 .1710-01 .5692-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN vo MS XO '15 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF' TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) ODOT DnlOT TW 
NU:-:BER R"I.O R:O 9 Rf eTU/R 9TU/R BTU' OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO PT2SEC FT~EC FT2SEC ISEC 
765 .oooeo 28 (117 2315 0 .9558-02 .1157-01 .1157-01 9000 .1634-03 1979-03 .1172 1.303 532.it 
765 .87500 27 275 2316.0 \345-03 1628-03 .1628-03 9000 2300-05 27a3-05 .1655-02 .1258-01 530.2 
765 .87500 28.017 2317.0 '231-01 1490-01 • I't90-0 I 9000 .2105-03 .2548-03 .1512 1.211 531 3 
765 1.697!) 28.017 2319.0 4529-02 .5482-02 .5482-02 3000 7745-04 9373-04 .5571-01 .it236 530.It 
765 I 8370 27.275 2318.0 .1824-02 .?208-02 .2208-02 9000 .31 19-0lt .3775-04 .2243-01 .1706 530.5 
~ATE 23 FEB 80 Ch84B MODEL 60-0 IN THt AEoC VKF HYf ERSO~ I ; TUNNEL PAGE 3169 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER eOOY FLAP IRltUZ51 ) 
lJPR 80DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. 4U 00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP 15 00 SPOBRK • .0000 
"'TEST COtlOI T ION~'" 
I:1JN P"'/L MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT oEG OEG PSIA oEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 1F'T2 
759 I 001 7 940 39 99 - 4655-06 206 7 ,1270. J3.30 .2224-01 .9813 3760. .6433-03 .750B-07 
~UN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTL'I R REF!R) 
FT2SEC ., 0175 
759 2433-01 .4053-01 
"'TEST DATA"· 
RUN YO MS xo '15 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HI TO) H!TAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R= , a R=O 9 R .. 8TU/R Bcum BTUI DEO R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC fT2SEC ISEC 
75~ 00000 27 274 2314 0 4864-03 .5871-03 .5871-03 9000 .1183-04 1428-04 .8762-02 .7713-01 529.1 
759 00000 28 017 2315 0 1129-01 1364-01 .1364-01 9000 2747-03 3318-03 20?7 2.391 531.9 
75g 87500 27.275 2316 0 .4560-03 5504-03 .5~04-03 .9000 .1109-04 1339-04 .8213-02 .6249-01 529. It 
759 87500 28 017 2317 a 1519-01 1834-01 .IB34-01 9000 .3695-03 4462-03 .2729 2.185 531.2 
759 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 6450-02 7789-02 7798-02 9000 1569-03 1895-03 .1160 .8819 530.5 
759 I 8370 27.275 2318 0 2157-02 .2604-02 2004-02 .9000 .5247-04 6334-04 3880-01 .~951 530.2 
~ 
} 
D~ TE 23 FE8 80 01-1849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYf 'ERSON I : TUNNEL PAGE 3170 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IR4UZ51) 
UP" 90DYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8 000 ALPHA . 40 00 ' BETA .0600 ELEVON • 7.500 
BOFlAP 15 00 SPDBRK • .0000 
·"TEST CONDITIOr-S··· 
RUN RN,l MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
flUt"BEP 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT~ 
7:'3 2 02Q 7.980 40 04 - 4678-06 434 4 1293 n4 11 ."523-01 2.016 3795 .1297-02 .7573-07 
RUN hREF 'STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REFIR) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
753 .3498-01 .2859-01 
'''TEST DATA"· 
RUN YO MS XO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) H(TAWI OOOT DTWCT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
753 1)0000 27 27'+ 2314 a .2229-03 2686-03 2686-03 9000 .7797-05 9395-05 .5928-02 .5209-01 532.5 
753 00000 28 017 2315 0 6589-02 7945-02 . -/945-02 9000 .2305-03 .2779-03 1746 2 056 535.1 
753 .87500 27 275 231S .:; 1284-02 15'+7-02 .15'17-02 9000 .... 89-0 .. .5"10-04 .3"10-01 2590 533.1 
753 87500 28 017 2317 0 .1027-01 238-01 1238-01 .9COO .3592-03 4330-03 .272" 2.178 53 ..... 
753 5970 28 0.7 23:9 0 .5310-02 6400-02 .SI;00-02 .9000 • ,857-03 ~239-03 1410 1.070 533.6 
753 1 8370 27 275 2316 0 1788-02 .2155-02 .2'55-02 .9000 .525'1-0" • 537-0" .4152-01 ;3609 532.9 
. 
DA TE 2: FEO 80 OH24B f"'ODEL 5:J-0 IN' THE AEDC VKF ~'(PERsm C TUNNEL PAGE 3171 
Orl8~8 60-0 UPPER BODY ,LAP fRI+UZ511 
UP>:! BO:JYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.00C ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
8DFLAP = 15.0C SPDBRK • 0000 
.. -rEST CONDITI(t~S" • 
RLN RNtL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM3ER IF ( DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6- 1F"T3 IF'T2 
70.,7 2 979 7 990 40 05 - 4685-06 560 0 1316 95.56 6816-01 3.046 3829 .1925-02 .7690-07 
RUN HREF' STN r,Q 
NUMBE~ BTUt R REF(R. 
FT2SEC " 0175 
747 '+312-01 2351-01 
'''TEST DATA' •• 
RUN YO :-IS XO '1S TIC NO H/H'iEF H/HREF' H/tiREF TAW/TO jHTOl HITAWl ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUr-'BE8 R:I.O R=O 9 R" BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG R DEG R 
T AillTO rT2StC rT2SEC FT25EC ISEC 
7'+7 00000 27 274 231'+.0 2'.550-03 3065-03 .3065-03 9000 1100-04 '322-04 8610-02 ."1566-01 532.6 
71+7 00000 21 017 2~i5 0 0558-02 7891-02 7891-02 .9000 2828-03 3403-03 220'+ 2 591+ 536.1+ 
71+7 87500 21 275 2316 0 5921-03 6997-03 .6997-03 .9000 . 2~11 0-0'+ 30\7-0" 1966-01 11+93 532.6 
71+7 87500 28 ,17 2317 0 . 10'+3-01 125"-01 .125'+-01 9000 '+496-03 5'+08-03 .3509 2 80" 535.3 
7't7 1 6970 28 017 23:9 0 't755-02 5717-02 .5717-02 9000 2050-03 2't65-03 1603 1.217 533 7 
747 1.8370 27 2-,5 2318 0 .2036-02 .2't't8-02 .2't't8-D2 9000 .8781-0't 1056-03 6872-01 .5219 533.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-1848 MODE.L 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF I-'YPERSor~ I C TUNNEL PAGE 3172 
OH848 60-0 UPPER 80DY FLAP IRLtUZ52I 
UP~ BODYFLAo PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH 8 00) ALPHA .. 40 00 aETA .0000 ELEVON· '7.500 
8DFLAP '" 23 ~l SPDBRK .. 0000 
'''TEST CONDIT I )NS'" 
RUN RN'L :1ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBE:R 1FT OEO DEO PSIA DEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI rT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
763 498i 7.90!) 39 97 -.3462-02 99.31 1252. !l2.84 .110'+-01 4822 3732. .3209-03 .7471-07 
QUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8hJI R REF!?! 
FT2SEC =.0175 
763 1701-01 5729-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
Rl)"l VO MS YO MS TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aOOT o 1:./0 T TI-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R"'O 9 R= BTUfR BTU/R BTUI DEO R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
763 .00000 27 274 2314 0 7058-03 85'+0-03 .8540-03 .9000 1200-04 1'+53-04 .8657-02 .7615-01 530 5 
763 00000 28 017 23:5 0 .1550-01 .1877-01 1877-01 .9000 .2637-03 3193-03 1895 2.234 533 0 
763 87500 27 275 2316 0 .5101-03 .6172-03 6172-03 .9000 .8677-05 1050-0'+ .6259-02 .4760-01 530 3 
763 87500 28 0 17 2317 0 .2215-01 .2682-01 2682-01 .9000 .3768-03 4562·03 .2710 e 169 532 5 
763 I 6970 28 017 2319 0 8105-1)2 .9808-02 .9808-0': .9000 .1379-03 .1668·03 .9937-01 .7555 530 9 
763 ! R370 27 275 2318 0 .31'+8-02 .3809-02 .3809-0c .9000 .5355-0" .6479·0'+ .3863-01 .2938 530.3 
OA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8"8 1100[ ... 50-0 IN TYE AEOC VKF HYPERSC,IC TUN"'EL PAGE 3173 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BOO.Y FLAP 'R4UZ521 
UP" BODYF:"AP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 80C:; ALPHA = 40 00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP 23.'::" SP08RK = .0000 
•• -TEST CO"lO I T I :JNS"" 
PUN RN/L ~ACY ALPHA eETA PO TO T P a . v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA )EG. R DEG R PSIA FSI FT /SEX SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO t3 /FT3 IFT2 
761 1 006 7 940 39 99 - "552-06 206 4 1265. 32 93 2220-01 .9799 3752 .6449-03 .7478-07 
RUN LjQEF STN NO 
NIJH8ER BTJI R "[FIRl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
761 24?9-01 4046-01 
'''TEST DATt'·· 
'iUN vo MS XO '1S TIC NO H/H"Er H/HREF H/HREF lAW/TO HITOl HlTAWl aOOT DTlolDT TW 
N~t-"a[p R"1 0 R=O 9 R= 9TU/R BlU/R BTUt DEG R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
761 C(1000 27 274 2314 0 7373-03 8912-03 .8912-0: .9000 1791-0" 2165-04 1312-01 1153 532.3 
76: ooaao 28 017 23i5 0 1169-01 1414-01 1414-0, 9000 2839-03 .3434 -03 2071 2.440 535.0 
76: 87500 27 275 2316 0 '015-02 1227-02 1227-0, 9000 2455-04 2980-04 1806-01 .1372 532.3 
7G1 87500 28 01"7 2317 a 1967-01 2379-01 2379-" 9000 4777-03 5778-03 .3489 2 790 53'1.3 
701 I 5970 28 017 2319 0 8717-02 1054-01 1054-0 90(10 2117-0~ 2550-03 .15'19 1.176 533.2 
761 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 3495-02 4226-02 4226-0, 9000 8492-04 1027-03 5217-01 .'t722 532.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF '"iYPERSUlIC TU"JNEL PAGE 317'+ 
OH84B 60-0 UPPER BODY FLAP IRI+UZ521 
UPR B)DY-LAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 oril ALPHA 
" 
40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
8DFLAP 23 '-0 SPDBRK 0000 
"'TEST ':ONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RIVL I"ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM3P~ 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI f"T ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
)<,10 G 1f"T3 Ina 
751 I 987 7 9se 40 06 - 4685-06 435 2 1309 ~5.27 4531-01 2.020 3818. .1284-0c .7667-07 
PIJ·~ H~EF STt>.( NO 
Nt:t-'3E~ 8TUI R R[FIR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
751 3508-01 .2875-01 
'''TEST OAT,,'" 
RU"J YO MS XO '15 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HI TAW) oDOT DTWDT TW 
Nu v 3EP R= I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/~ BTUI DEG R DEC R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
751 00000 27 274 2314.0 2221-02 2670-D2 26"70-0 ? 9000 .7791-04 9368-04 6056-01 .5325 531 3 
'/51 00000 28 017 23.5 0 1580-01 1901-01 19CI-0 9000 5542-03 6670-03 4286 5 049 535.2 
751 87500 27 275 2316 0 1874-01 2258-01 2258-0 ,9000 ,6575-03 7924-03 .5054 3.B21+ 51+0 0 
751 87500 28 017 2317 a 2212-CI 2652-01 2662-0 .9000 7760-03 9338-03 6008 1+ 803 534 1+ 
751 I 6970 <:8 017 2319 0 1100-01 1323-0 I 1323-0 9000 3859-03 4641-03 .2996 2 276 532.3 
751 1 8370 27 275 2318 0 .4166-02 5009-02 5a09-a~ 9aao .146t-03 .1757-03 .1136 8630 531 6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC IIKF HYPERSI)~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3175 
OH848 60-0 UPPER BOO V FLAP fRltUZ521 
UP~ BODYFLAP PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8 OJO ALPHA itO 00 eETA 0000 ELEV"N • 7.500 
BDFLAP '" 23 )0 SPOBRK .0000 
"-TEST CONDIT·ONS··· 
RUN RN/L ~ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NIJI":BER 1FT CEO DEO PSIA DEO. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
749 2 958 7 ~90 1t0.06 - 4686-06 659 9 1322. GS 00 6815-01 3.045 3838. .1916-02 .7725-07 
RUN t-'REF STN NO 
Nu~BER BTUI R REF(RI 
F72SEC = 0175 
749 4315-01 2358-01 
··-TEST OAT'··· 
RUN YO MS XO '1S TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF" TAWITO HtTOI HtTAWI ODOT DTWOT TW 
r'U.1B[R R=I 0 R=O 9 F= BTU/R 8TU/P BTUI DEO R DEG R 
TMUTC FT2SEC F"T2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
749 00000 27 274 2314 0 11t71t-02 1771-02 1771-0? 9000 6362-04 7644-04 5012-01 1t1t02 533 e 
749 00000 28 017 23:5 0 1043-01 1255-01 1255-01 .9000 4501-03 5411t-03 3527 4 148 539.0 
7"9 87,00 27 275 2316 0 8368-02 IC07-01 1007-CI .90GO .3611-03 4343-03 2831 2 145 537 7 
749 B7501) 28 017 2317 0 1946-01 .2341-01 2341-CI .9000 .8398-03 1010-02 6585 5.257 537.6 
71t9 1 6973 28 017 2319 0 .7707-02 .9263-02 9263-C? .9000 .3326-03 .3997-03 2618 1.986 531t .7 
749 I 8370 27.275 2318 0 .1t527-02 .54"\-02 .5441-C? .9000 .195"-03 .2348-03 .1539 1.167 534.1t 
DATE 23 FEB 80 Oh84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPEA:~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3176 
OH848 60-0 OR8ITER BASE IR4UI291 





40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
8DFLAP -12 =,0 SPD8RK 0000 
·"TEST COND 11 IONS'" 
RUN PN/L f-iAC'"i ALPHA BETA PO TO, T P a v RHO HU 
Nu"eER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG F DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/~Et SLUGS L8-SEC 
YIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
717 509: 7 900 39 99 3469-02 100 3 1242 !J2 10 .1115-01 4869 3717. 3266-03 .7411-07 
RU'l HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER STUI R R[FIRI 
FT2SEC = fJ175 
717 1707-01 5674-01 
"'TEST DAiA"· 
R'-lN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HI TAW) ODOT DHolDT TI-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
T AWl TC FT2SEC FT2SE.C FT2SEC ISEC 
717 320 00 -110 00 431 00 2127-02 2567-02 2567-(2 9000 .3631-04 4382-04 2630-01 .2231 517.4 
DA TE 23 FEB 60 OHB'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPER~ClNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3177 
OHB'+8 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRLfUI291 
OP81 TEP BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.(00 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .ooon ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP = -12 ,0 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONOI' IONS··· 
RUN PN/l MACH ALPf-'A BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG. PSIA OEG. DEG. R PSIA PSI rT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
'(10 6 /rT3 /rT2 
715 1 013 7 9'+0 39 99 3'+69-02 207 7 1264. !J2 B6 .2234-01 9860 3751. .6'+95-03 .7"'72-07 
RUN .... PEF STN NO 
r.UMBER BiUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC " 0175 
715 2"36-01 4031-01 
···TEST OA' A"· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAW/TO Hero) HITAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R:l 0 R:O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/hi F'T2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
71:' 320 00 -110 00 431 00 3475-02 .4189-02 .4189-12 .9000 8468-0'+ 1021-03 6279-01 .5312 522.1 
71:' '+30 00 00000 '+28 00 3025-03 .3645-03 36'+5-13 9000 .7369-05 8881-05 5470-02 .4412-01 521.'t 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF ~YPERSOILIC TUNNEL PAGE 3178 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR4Ul291 
l'R9ITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.00 I ALPHA 
'" 
40.00 BET4 0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP -12.5 I SPDBRK ., .0000 
'''TEST COND I T II )'15··· 
RUN ?N/L MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBEP 1FT DEG :JEG PSIA CEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC stUGS LB-SEC 
X:O 6 /FT3 /FT2 
709 2 Ol! 7.980 40 04 1045-01 432 9 1294 !34.18 .4507-01 2 009 3795. .1292-02 .7579-07 
RUN HR~F STN N'J 
NUMBER BTUI R PEFIRl 
FT2SEC = Ol75 
709 3492-01 2865-01 
···TE5T DATA'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC flO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlOl HtTAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=\ a R=O 9 poo BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC tT2SE.C FT2SEC ISEC 
709 320 00 -110 00 431 00 5103-02 6134-02 6134-02 9000 .1782-03 2142-03 1373 I 150 523.5 
709 430 0(' OOOCO 428.00 2050-03 2464-03 2454-03 .9000 7158-05 .8505-05 .5509-02 .4436-01 524.1 
709 430 00 -70 000 429 00 8262-04 9932-0-. 9932-04 .9000 .2885-05 3468-05 .2220-02 1845-01 524 2 
DATt E3 FEB 90 
I J , OH8~B MQOEL-60-0 IN.THE AEOC VK~ HYPER O~1C TUNNEL PAGE 3179 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER ~ASE " fR'tUI2;) 
ORB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC OATA-
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA .. LtD.DO BETA • .0000 ELEVQN • -15.00 
8QFLAP = -12.5!) SPOBRK • .OGOO 
··.TEST CONDIT I :NS·" 
RUN PN/l MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO OEO. PSIA OEO R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEt 
XIO 6 IFT3 1FT! 
707 3 005 7.990 4C 06 .6989-02 671.7 132Lt. !J6.ILt .6937-01 3.100 38Lt I. .19If7-02 .7'736-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER STUI R RErIR) 
!"l2SEC "'.0175 
707 .4355-01 2339·01 
.. ·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREr H/HREF TAWITO IHTOI HIlAW) OOOT DTWDT 1W 
NUM9ER R:I 0 ReO 9 R- 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG R 
TAl-IlTO F'T2SEC fT2Sf.C FT2S£C ISEC 
707 .320.00 -110.00 Lt31.00 .~8~0-02 .5810-02 .58ID-Oc .9000 .2108-03 .i530-03 .1671 1·.'t06 530.9 
701 ~30.00 .00000 Lt28 00 3978-03 .477Lt-03 .Lt77~-O: .9000 .1'732-04 .2079-0~ .1375-01 .1103 530.1 
707 Lt30.00 -70.000 ~29 00 .33~7-03 .~017-03 .4017-0.3 .9000 .1458-01f . t7~9-0't .1157-01 .9579-01 530;1 
DATE 23 F"E8 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEl. PAhe: 3180 
Oli64B 60-0 ORB I TER BASE fR4UI301 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • B.O'GO ALPHA • 1t0.00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BOF"LAP .. .OOCO SP08RK • .0000 
"·TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1fT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PStA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 'F"T3 IFT2 
719 .5000 7.900 39 98 .3465-02 100 3 1257. 93.21 .1115-01 .4669 3739. .3227-03 .7501-07 
RUN hREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
F"T2SEC =.0175 
719 .1711-01 57H5-01 
"·U:ST OATJ.··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF" H/HREF" H/HREF" TAWITO HlTO) HITAWI OOOT DTHOT TIo( 
NUMBER R"1 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI O£G. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC FT25£C FT2SEC I SEC 
719 320 00 -110.00 ,,+31.00 2177-02 .2626-02 • 2626-0Z .9000 .3725-0" .4"92-0lt .27't1-01 .2321 ~0.6 
719 '+30 00 .00000 428 00 .2965-03 .357"-03 .3574-03 .9000 .5071-05 .6114-05 .3736-02 .3016-01 520.0 
719 1t30.00 -70 000 429.00 .4034-03 .4864-03 .1t864-0t: .9000 .6900-05 .8320-05 5092-02 .1t234-01 SeD.! 
'. 
DATE 23 FEB SO 
ORBITER BAse 
RlJt.I RN/L MACI-' 
NUMBER 1FT 
XIO 6 
713 .99,+3 7.940 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUI'l3ER BTUI R REF CRI 
FT2SEC .. 0115 
7\'3 .2'+17-01 .'+069-01 
RUN ZO YO 
NUMBER 
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DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8ltB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3lBa 
OH84B 60-0 ORB ITER B:,SE IR\tUI1OJ 
O~BITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0jO ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. -15.00 
BDFLAP " 00)0 SPDBRK .. .0000 
"'TEST CONDITIONS'·' 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEO PSIA DEG R DEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
711 1 999 7.980 ltD 05 .IClt8-01 Lt36.8 1307. 95.13 .lt548-01 2.027 3815. .1290-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
711 .3511t-OI .2870-01 
"'TEST DATA'·· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HtTO) HilA",) aOOT onolOT TW 
NUMaER R-l.O Rz O.9 R- BTU/R BTum BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TC fT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
711 320.00 -liD 00 Lt31.00 .5652-02 .6789-02 .6789-0C' .9000 .1986-03 .2386-03 .1550 1.307 526.Lt 
711 430.00 .00000 428 00 .3912-03 .4697-03 .Lt697-(3 .9000 .1375-0'+ .1651-0Lt .1075-01 .8651-01 !524.B 
711 Lt30.00 -70 000 Lt29.00 18Lt't-03 .2211t-03 .22ILt-03 .9000 .6'+79-05 .7778-05 .5066-02 .lt2D9-DI 524.7 
~~ .. ~,~! 
" 
DATE 23 FEB 8G OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3183 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR .. UI301 
OP81TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.(00 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -15.00 
BDFLAP = • OC 00 SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONO I' ! ONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG PSIA OEG OEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
705 3 029 7 990 40.07 .3498-02 670 2 1315 !3'5 49 .6921-01 3.093 3827 .1956-02 . 768't-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
705 .4345-01 2332-01 
'''TEST DA' A'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREI TAW/TO HITal HITAI-II COOT OTI-I01 TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI OEG. R CEO. R 
T AI"II Tn FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
705 320.00 -110 00 't31.00 .4909-02 5900 .. 02 .5900-02 .9000 .2133-03 .2564-03 .1669 1.'t03 532.3 
705 430.00 00000 428 00 .1390-03 .1671103 1671-03 .9000 6040-05 .7260-05 .4727-02 .3788-01 532.1 
705 430 00 -70 000 429.00 1442-03 .1733 03 1733·n3 .9000 .6264-05 7529-05 4902·02 .4055-01 532.1 
J 
• 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3184 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRlfU1311 
ORB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA. 
MACH 8.100 ALPIolA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP '" -12 50 SPDSRK • .0000 
•• ·T£ST \:oNDI fONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER iFT DEG DEG PSIA DEG 
" 
eEG. R PS1A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS l8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
725 4997 7 900 39 98 - 1733-01 100 5 1259 03.36 .1117r01 4818 3142. .3228-03 .7513-01 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI ~ REFIR) 
FT2SEC = !l115 
125 1113-01 5716-01 
**rrEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREf' H/HRH TAW/TO HlTO) HI TAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 Rz O.9 R= 8TL"R BTU/R BTU I OEG. R OEG R 
TAWIl.J FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
125 320 00 -110 00 431 00 1533-02 1850-0~ .1850-12 .9000 2625-04 3168-04 .1925-01 .1625 525.2 
725 430.00 00000 428 00 1872-03 .2260-03 2260-13 .9000 3205-05 3870-05 .2350-02 .1891-01 525.6 
) 
DATE 23 He 80 OH8'iB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC -VKF HYPERSO,HC TUNNEL PAGE 3195 
OHB4B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR'iU1311 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH c 8 00) ALPHA ~ 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BD'LAP - -12 5) SPDBRK 0000 
"'TEST (m-lDITI )NS'" 
RUN ~N/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
Nt'118ER ItT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTiSEe SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 5 IFT3 IFT2 
139 9B93 7 940 39 98 - 2421-01 204 0 I':S9. ~3.22 2194-01 9684 3158 .6353-03 .1502-07 
RUN hREF STN NO 
NU:1SER BTUI R REF!P) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
739 2'iIS-01 4071-01 
... 
.. -rEST DATA"" 
RU:--I ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HqEF TAWI TO HITO) H!TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NL'r~8ER R=! 0 RcO 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEQ R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
739 320.00 -liD 00 43! 00 .240S-02 2902-02 .2902-0~ .9000 5815-04 .7013-04 .'i316-01 .3642 526.3 
139 430.00 00000 428.00 .1036-03 .1250-03 1250-03 .9000 .2504-05 3021-05 .1859-02 .!495-01 52S.'i 
• t 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 110DEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC~IC TUNNEL PAGE 31BS 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRltUI311 
eRSI TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 OCC ALPHA II ItO.OO BETA .. .0000 ELEVON .. -12.50 
BOFLAP -12.~0 SPDBRK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPI-IA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO OEG. PSIA IJEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XI0 6 IFT3 IFT2 
737 2 :. 3 7.960 40 04 - 2093-01 434 1 1300 04 62 .4520-01 2.015 3805 .1289-02 ~761~-07 
RUN HREt STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI ~ REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
737 3500-01 .28 i O-01 
···TEST DATI·" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI aOOT OHolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC rT2SEC P2S£C ISEC 
737 320.00 -110 00 1t31.00 .3663-02 .4401-02 .4401-0,' .9000 .1282-03 1540-03 .9943-01 .B400 524.2 
737 430.00 .00000 428 00 22201.03 2670-03 .2670-0'; .9000 .7771-05 .9344-05 .6000-02 .lt821-01 527.6 
737 430 00 -70 000 429 00 :021-03 1228-03 .1228-0:\ .9000 .3574-05 .lt297-05 .2759-02 .2288-01 527.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf' '-IYPERS( IHC TUNNEL PAGE 3187 
OH34B 60-0 OR8ITER 8ASE IR4UI31 J 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.010 ALPHA . 40.00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDf'LAP .. -12.'1) SPD8RK .. .0000 
···TEST CONO IT' /)NS··· 
RUN RN/L MAC'H ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 5 IFT3 1F'T2 
727 3 035 7 990 40 06 - 2097-01 670 9 1314. 95 41 .6928-01 3.096 3826. .1960-02 .7678-0, 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
727 4347-01 2330-01 
"·TEST OAT,I"· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HR£F H/HREF H/HPEF TAWITO HITOl HITAWl aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R=I.O R"O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI OEG. R CEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC 'SEC 
727 320.00 -110 00 431 00 3909-02 .4685-02 .4685-01 .9000 .1699-03 2036-03 .13 .. 7 1.141 520.6 
727 430.00 .00000 42B 00 1710-03 .2049-03 2049-03 .9000 7433-05 8907-05 .5897-02 .4760-01 520.2 
727 430 00 -70 000 429 00 1256-03 .1506-03 1506-0"J .9000 .5460-05 .654't-05 .4329-02 .3606-01 520.7 
OA TE 23 FTS 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE~EDC VKF HYPERSJ~IC TUNNEL PAGE 31B9 
OH848 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI321 
OPB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'"' 
8.0)0 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BOFLAP • -5.01)0 SPOBRI< • 0000 
"'TEST CONO I 11 ONS-·· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
723 4957 7 900 39.97 - 1731-01 IIJO I 1263 (}3.66 .1113-01 4862 37LfB. .3207-03 .7536-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'lR) 
F'T2SEC = .0175 
723 1711-01 5736-01 
•• 'TEST DATa ••• 
~UN ZO YO TIC NO H/ .... REF" H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HCTO) HCTAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O A=0.9 ~a 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/Te !"T2StC FT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
723 320.00 -110 00 431.00 1459-02 .1759-02 .1759-C? .9000 .2496-04 3009-0" .1847-01 .1562 522." 
723 .. 30 00 00000 "28 00 7821-03 .9't30-03 .9"30-0::: .9000 1338-0" .1613-0Lf .9902-02 .7981-01 522.5 
723 "30 00 -70 000 't29 00 .5713-03 .6887-03 .68B7-CZ .9000 9772-05 .1178-0Lf .7236-02 .6022-01 522.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B t-IODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER:~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3189 
OH84B 60-0 ORBTTER BASE 1AttU1321 
ORBITE.R BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ~ 8. ( (,0 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP -5 (00 SPDBRK • .-0000 
···TEST COND Il IONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BErA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO RSIA DEC F ['EO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SL~05 LB-SEC XIO 6 I T3 IFT2 
741 9943 7.940 39 99 - 2082-01 20'+.3 1266 93.00 .2198-01 9699 3754. .6378-03 .748'4-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU! R REFIR) 
FT2SEC • 0175 
741 2417-01 ,.069-01 
••• TEST QAT" ••• 
RUN 10 yo TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) OOOT DT\oIOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEO. R 
TAW/Tr FT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
741 320.00 -110 00 '+31 00 2395-02 2890-02 .2890-(2 .9000 .5788-04 .6985-04 .4275-01 .3605 527.0 
741 430.00 .00000 428 00 1193-03 .1'+40-03 .1440-1.3 .9000 2883-05 3479-05 2128-02 .1710-01 527.4 
DATE 23 rEe BO OHBItB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPER',ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3190 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4U132) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
B.II )0 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP -5.(1)0 SPDBRK • 0000 
·"TEST CONDI IOIllS'" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEG PSIA DEG. fl DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
735 I 997 7 980 40.06 - 2095-01 434 8 1304. 9'+.91 .'+527-01 2.018 3811. .1287-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BlUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = CI75 
735 3504-01 2873-01 
···TEST DA·A··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HlTOI H'TAWI aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8Tum 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWIl) FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
735 320.00 -110 00 431.00 4368-02 .5247-02 .5247-02 .9000 .1531-03 .1839-03 .1191 I 005 525.8 
735 430 00 00000 428 00 2884-03 .3464-03 .3464-J3 9000 .1011-04 .121~-04 .7868-02 .6331-01 525.2 
735 430 00 -70.000 429.00 . ! 963-03 2358-03 .2358-J3 .9000 .6879-05 8263-05 .5356-02 .4449-01 525.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HrPER50NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3191 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER llASE fR4UI321 
ORB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.JOO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BOFLAr' .. -5. )00 SPD8RK • .0000 
'''TEST CONO IT IONS'" 
. 
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO t1U 
NU:1BE~ 1FT CEG OEG. PSIA OEG ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT /SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XlO 6 /FT3 1F'T2 
·'29 3 003 7 990 40 07 - 2097-01 668 3 1320 95 85 .6901-01 3.084 3835. .1943-02 7713-01 
RU'l HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R ~EFIR) 
F'T 2SEC "" 0175 
129 43"2-01 .23'+1-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE:- TAW/TO HITO) HIlA!.!) OOOT DTWDT TW 
NU1"BER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEO. R CEO. R 
TAW/T~ FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
129 320 00 -110 00 431 00 .2246-02 2~90-02 2690-02 9000 .9752-04 .1168-03 .1806-01 .6614 519.3 
129 430.00 00000 428 00 2920-03 .3$01-01 .3501-(:3- .9000 la68-04 . I 520-0lf .1001-01 .8103-01 525.3 
72'd 430 00 -70 000 429 00 1807-03 .2168-03 .2168-03 .9000 .7!lf7-05 .9"12-05 .6230-02 .5173-01 525.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8,+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSOIIIC TUNNEL PAGE 3192 
OH8'+8 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRWI33) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 0011 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BOFl.AP .0000 SPDBRK = 0000 
"'TEST CONDIT IONS'" 
RUN RN/L MACrl ALPYA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEO. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
721 .5C28 7 900 39 98 -.1386-01 100.9 1257 03 21 .1121-01 .4897 3739. .3245-03 7501-01 
RUN HI:1EF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
721 1715-01 5699-01 
"'TEST O&'TA'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlOl HIlAWl OOOT OTl.jOT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
721 320 00 -110 00 431 00 2181-02 .2634-02 263'+-02 .9000 37'+2-04 4518-04 .2736-01 2310 525.4 
721 430.00 00000 429 00 .4<'8-+-03 541'1-03 5414-03 .9000 7691-05 9286-05 5626-02 .4527-01 525.2 
721 430.00 -70 000 429 00 3676-03 4439-03 41&39-03 .9000 6306-05 761'+-05 4613-02 .3832-01 525.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B MeDEL 60-0 I N THE AEDC Vt<F flYPERSO H C TUNNEL PAGE 3193 
CY84B 60-0 OR9lrER BASt IR4UI331 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 00) ALPHA 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -12.50 
BDFLAP . 000) SPDBRK • .0000 
"·TEST COND 1 T! ;NS·· • 
RJN RN/L ~lACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI f"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 IrT3 IFT2 
743 . 018 7 94.3 39 99 - 2C81-01 209 4 1267. 93 08 2253-01 .9941 3755 . 6532-03 .7'+90-07 I 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
P2SEC = 0175 
743 2447-01 4C2!-01 
•• ·TEST DATII-·· 
I 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF tf/HPEF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) rHlAW) ODOT DTI.jDl TW 
Nl;"'~ER R:I 0 R"0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEo. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
743 320 00 -110 aD 431 00 9418-03 .1134-02 .1134-0<: .9000 2305-04 .2776-04 1722-0) .1458 519 8 
743 ')30 00 00000 428 00 1430-03 1726-03 .1726-0:: .9000 .3501-05 .4225-C5 2587-02 .2079-01 527.7 
DATE 23 rEB 80 O~B4B MODEL 60-0 I N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSC: 'II C TUNNEL f PAGE 3191+ ! 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI331 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 0(0 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -12 50 
BOFt..AP .00(0 SPDBRK \- 0000 
, I 
"'TEST CONO I TJ ONS· •• 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
733 1.990 7 980 40 04 - 2091-01 433.8 1305. !l4 9a .4516-01 2 013 3813. .1283-02 .7643-07 
RUN ~EF SlN "'0 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
F?2SEC = 0175 
733 3501-01 2877-01 
'''TEST oAT/··'-
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREr H/H~EF H/HREF TAW/TO H(lO~ HITAWI OOOT ono/Ol T\.I 
NUMBEP R"I.O R=0.9 R= BTUt BTU/R STUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
733 320 00 -110 00 431 00 .2242-02 2593-02 .2693-0;:' .9000 .7850'04 9427-0'+ 6124-01 .5172 524.5 
733 430 00 .00000 428 00 .2855-03 .3429-03 3429-0.;0 .9000 .9996-05 1200-0'+ .7796-02 .6275-01 52'+.8 
733 't30 00 -70 000 429 00 8788-04 .1055-03 .1055-03 .9000 .3076-05 3695-05 .2398-02 1992-01 525 1 
) -
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSCN[C TUNNEL PAGE 3195 
OHB4B 60-0 ORB[TER 8ASE IRIiU(33) 
OP3[TER BASE PARAMETRIC DAtA 
r"ACI-' = B.Ot IJ ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON "' -[2.50 
8DFLAP = .001'1) SPDBRK "' .0000 
··'TEST COND [T ·JNS··· 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FTtSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO f.i IFT3 IFT2 
731 3 017 7 990 40 06 - 2096-01 671 5 1320. G5 85 .6935-01 3 099 3835. .1953-02 .77[3-07 
RlJN '"iREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R PEFLR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
731 4352-01 2~35-01 
···TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO YO rIc NO HIHREF' H/HREF H/HREF' TAWITO HI TO) HlTAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUr"BER R=1 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC F'T2SEC Fr2SEC ISEC 
731 320 00 -110.00 4.31 01) 3163-02 3794-02 ~,3794-0.? .901)0 . 1377-03 1651-03 .1093 .9230 525.5 
731 430 00 00000 428 00 5257-03 6303-03 .6303-03 9000 228B-04 2743-04 .1820-01 1465 524 Ii 
731 430 00 -70 000 429 00 .3367-03 .4037-03 4037-03 9001) .1465-04 1757-04 .116'5-01 9683-01 524.5 
O"TE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERS)NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3t96 
CH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI341 
9R81TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.OJO ALPHA • 40 00 BETA .0000 ElEVON • -5.000 
80FlAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CDNOIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/l MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMSER 1FT DEG. CEG. PSIA OEG. R CEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS lB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
633 5017 7 900 39.93 -.3449-02 100.0 1252. 92.Ellt .1112-01 .4857 3732. .3232-03 .7471-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BiUI R REFIF!I 
FT2SEC = 0175 
633 1707-01 5709-01 
···TEsT OAT4··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HlTAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC f'T2SEC fT2SEC ISEC 
633 320 01) -110 00 431.00 1250-03 1512-03 .1512-n .9000 .213',-05 .2580-05 . \ 54@i-02 .1303-01 527.5 
633 430 00 OOCOO 428.00 7275-03 8797-03 .B797-C3 .9000 .1242-04 .1502-04 S9a"-02 .7215-01 528.3 
633 430.00 -70.000 429.00 .2609-03 .3156-03 .31.56-03 .9000 .4"55-05 .5387-05 .3221-02 .2670-01 528.5 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE A8DC VKF ~PER:ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3197 
OH84B 60-0 OR8ITER BASE IRI+UI341 
OP81 TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 ((10 ALPHA 1+0.00 ' BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFlAP -12 ~O SPD8RK .. .0000 
'''TEST CONDll lONS'" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P '1 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG PSIA DEG. F DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IFT2 
659 1 001 7 9ltO 39 97 -.46lt5-06 206 7 1270. !33 30 2223-01 .9BII 3760. .6431-03 .7508-07 
RUN I-'REF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R "<EF(R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
659 .2432-01 4053-01 
···TEST OA-A'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREf TAW/TO H(TOI HITAW) OOOT DTWDT TW 
NuMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R STUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
659 320 00 -110 00 431 00 4515-03 5439-03 .5439-r3 9000 . 1098-04 .1323-04 8214-02 6949-01 521.8 
659 430 CO 00000 428 DC 2lt8S-03 2995-03 299~ '3 .9000 6041+-05 .7285-05 4506-02 3628-01 52'+. t 
659 430 00 -70 000 429 00 . '225-03 1477-03 1477-1,5 9000 2981-05 3592-05 2223-02 1849-01 523.7 
t 
OA"J:E 23 FEB 80 01-'843 MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 31sd 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR'+U13". 
ORBITER BASE PARA'1ETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8 (UO ALPHA ,. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 8DFLAP ,. 
-12 !i0 SP08RK _0000 
"'TEST CONOI-;ONS·" 
~UN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUt18E~ IF"T DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. F DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
YIQ 6 IFT3 IFi2 
6"t7 I 985 7 980 4(1 00 3471-02 436.3 1312. 95 49 .4542-01 2.025 3823 .1284-02 .7684-07 
PUN .... ~EF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R qEFrR) 
Fi2SEC =.0175 
647 3514-01 2878-01 
"'TEST OA'-A··· 
PU'J ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF hllHREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTI.JDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O RooO 9 R"' BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG R OEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
647 320.00 -110.00 '+31.00 .2810-03 .3378-03 .3378-]3 9000 9873-05 .1187-04 7699-02 .6474-01 531 9 
647 '+30.00 .00000 '+28.00 4779-03 .5745-03 .5745-)3 .9000 1679-04 2019-04 1310-01 .1050 531 7 
647 430 00 -70 000 429.00 .3342-03 .401"7-03 .4017- 13 .9000 .1174-04 .1412-04 .9163-02 .7583-01 531.3 
~-
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE: 3199 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI3'+ I 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.00C ALPHA 
'" 
'+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFLAP -12.5C SPDBRK 0000 
"'jEST CONDIT letlS'" 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER IF-:- DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-sEC 
XI:J 6 IfT3 IfT2 
649 3.013 7 990 40 03 6967-02 670 5 1320. a5 85 692'+-01 3 094 3835 .195G-02 .7713-07 
RL.:N ... REF STN 1'<0 
Nu~aER STUI R REF (AI 
fT2SEC = 0175 
649 4349-01 2337-01 
'''TEsT DATA'" 
FuN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF , H/HREf' H/HREF TAW/TO H(lOl HITAWI ODOT DTWDT TW 
t.Uf1SER Rol 0 R=O 9 Rs BTU/R STU/R STUI DEG R DEG R 
TAWlTO FT2SEC FT2SE.C FT2sEC ISEC 
649 320 00 -1.0 00 431 00 4650-03 5577-03 .5577-03 .9000 .2022-04 2425-04 1606-01 1356 525.3 
649 430 00 00000 428 00 .1346-03 .1614-03 161'+-03 9000 .5852-05 7020-05 4642-02 .373"3-01 526 5 
649 430 00 -70 000 429 00 .40"11-04 ,+848-04 .4848-04 9000 .1757-05 2108-05 1!93-02 1156-01 526 8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 I N THE AEOC VKF HYPERSOr riC TUNNEL PAGE 3200 
OY84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRltUI3S1 
OR91 TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.OOIi ALPHA ,. l+{).00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP 0: -5.00·J SPDBRK ~ .0000 
···TEST CONO r T I o.~ ••• 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8(R 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
xro 6 IFT3 IFT2 
635 4892 7 90C 39.96 - 3"58-02 99 17 1249. 02 62 1102-01 .4815 3727. .3212-03 .71+53-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
635 1699-01 5725-01 
···TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HcTAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
635 430 00 .00000 428.00 .4001-03 .4841-03 .4841-03 .9000 .6799-05 8225-05 .4896-02 .3931-01 52B.6 
) , 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3201 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE fR~U1351 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.00) ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON " -5.000 
BDFLAP -5 OO~ SP08RK " .0000 
•• 'TEST CQNDITI:NS'" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
657 9860 7.940 39 99 - 46'34-06 202.4 1265 !32.93 .2177-01 9506 3752. 6322-03 74'18-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC ".0\7'3 
657 2405-01 4086-01 
"'TEST DAT.a··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HITAWI QDOT OHlDT TW 
NUM8ER R=I 0 R"O 9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R ElTUI OEG. R CEQ R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC 15EC 
657 430 00 COOOO 428 00 .1680-03 2026-03 2026-0::- .9000 .4040-05 .4873-05 .2991-02 .2408-01 524.3 
DATE ~3 rEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF -lYPERSC.N I C TUNNEL PAGE 3202 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE tR4UI351 
ORSITER BASE PARAMEiRIC DATA 
MACH 8 oeo ALPHA • 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
~oFLAP -5.0(0 SPOBRI< = .GOOO 
~ 
.hTe!;T CONOlTIONS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBt:R 1FT OEG oEG PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
645 1.997 7.980 40 01 - 4664-06 434 4 1303. 94 84 '+522-01 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07 
. 
'RIJN hREF' STN Nd 
NUMBER BTUI R REF (I~l 
F'T2SEC = 0175 
645 3502-0 I 2873-01 
·· .. "l DATA··· 
I PUN ZO yo TIC NO H/HREr H/HREr IHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) aOOT oTWoT TW 
NL.'MBER R=I 0 R=O 9 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R CEG R 
AW/TO FT26EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
645 320.00 -110.00 tt31 00 2147-03 2585-03 .2se5-03 .9000 .7519-05 9051-05 5784-02 .4859-01 533 4 
645 430.00 00000 428 00 .2333-03 .2809-03 .2809-0:' .9000 .8171-05 .9837-05 6282-02 .5029-01 533.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF I-\YPER$lifHC TUNNEL PAGE 3203 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR"+U1351 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.011') ALPHA . "+0.00 BETA • 00(1) ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFLAP • -5 orJ) SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONO IT J ONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSt FTISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
655 2 999 7 990 40 01 6952-02 675 0 1330 g6 58 6970-01 3.115 3849 1948-02 .7772-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUf"8ER 8TUI R REF (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
655 4369-01 2340-01 
-"TEST OAT I---
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAWI aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= aTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO R 
TAW/TO fT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
655 320.00 -110 00 431 00 7329-03 8786-03 8786-03 .9000 3202-0"+ 3839-04 2566-01 .2163 '328.2 
655 430.00 00000 428.00 3452-03 .4 I 38-03 .4138-0.3 9000 .1508-0"+ 1808-04 .1209-01 .9711-01 528.1 
655 430.00 -70 000 "+29 00 31"+4-03 3768-03 .3768-03 9000 1373-04 1646-04 .1101-01 .9133-01 527 8 
DATE 23 FEB BO 0"'B4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 32fl't 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI36J 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.COO ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
BQF'LAP • . oeoo SPDBRK .. .0000 
"·TEST COND III ONS" • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T ,P a v RHO MU 
Nu~aER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. P DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
6fi3 I 016 7.940 39 97 - 4643-{)6 207.3 1260. 92 56 .2230-01 9840 3745 .6501-03 .7449-07 
~UN H~EF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC " 0175 
663 2433-01 .4028-01 
"·TEST OA1A"· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREf' H/HREF' TAWIJO_ HITOI HITAWI aOOT On.,OT TW 
NUMBER R=I ::J R=0.9 R= BTUIR 8 TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC rT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
663 320 00 -110.00 431.00 2496-03 .3012-03 .3012-C3 .9000 .6072-05 .7327-05 4462-02 3768-01 524.7 
663 430 00 00000 428 00 3732-03 4504-03 .4504-t.3 .9000 9079-05 1096-04 6673-02 .5371-01 524.7 
663 430 00 -70 000 429.00 1074-03 .1297-03 1297-(3 9000 2614-05 3154-05 .1921-02 1596-01 524.6 
DATE 23 FEB SO OHS'iB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC V.,r.,f' HI'PERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3205 
OHB4B 60-0 ORBITER BASt IR4U136) 
ORBITEP BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'" 
S OOC ALPHA . 'i0 00 BETA .OOC~ ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFLAP = • 0000 SPDBRK • 0000 
---TEST COND I Tl C\lS-" 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA O':G. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XI0 6 I JF"T3 IFT2 
6'i3 2 006 7 980 39 98 -.10'i0-01 'i34 5 1239. rj4.5'i .'i523-01 2 016 3804. .1291-02 7608-07 
RUN ~REF STN NO 
NUMB[R STUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
643 3~01-01 2857-Cl 
··-TEST DATA'·· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/H"EF H/HREF I-'/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT on.DT TI-I 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTum BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC /5EC 
643 320 00 -110 00 431 CO 1948-03 2340-03 2340-03 .9000 .6BI8-05 8193-U5 .5277-02 .4IfS6-01 524.7 
643 430 00 OCOO~ 428.00 2147-03 2580-03 .2580-03 .9000 .7515-05 .903J-05 5815-02 .'t6S0-01 524.9 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF H~PERSO~lC TUNNEL PAGE 3206 
OHB48 60-0 ORBIT£R BAS~ IR4UIl61 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . B.ooe ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA 0000 ELEVON • -5.000 
8DFLAP '" .oooc SPOBRK = .0000 
• "TEST fONOTTIC NS··· 
RUN RN/L MACh ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI' FT ISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XID 6 IFTl IrT2 
653 2.99B 7 990 40 02 6962-02 672.4 1327. 06.36 .69'-14-01 3.103 3845. .191t5-02 .7754-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
653 .4359-01 2341-01 
• .. ·TE5T DATA •• 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI H( TAWI OOOT OTJ,o/OT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R" STU/R STU/R STUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
653 320.00 -110 00 1t!1.00 7063-03 8472-03 8472-03 9000 3079-0'+ 3693-04 2455-01 .2068 529.2 
553 430 00 00000 428.00 2776-03 3329-03 .3329-03 .9000 .1210-04 1451-04 .9654-02 7752-01 528.8 
653 430 00 -70.000 429 00 2740-03 .3287-03 .3287-03 .9000 .1195-04 1433-0,+ .9531-02 .7900-01 528.8 
, 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MC')EL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF f-lYPERSOr rIc TUNNEL PAGE 3207 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BA£E IRltU13n 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.00 I ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000- ELEVON • -5.000 
BDFLAP 5 00 J SPDBRK .. .0000 
">TEST C OND IT I fl'~S ... 
RUN PN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
639 5035 7.900 39.95 - 1383-01 99 79 1247. g2 47 1109-01- 4845 3724. .3237-03 .7'11+1-07 
PUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RJ 
FT2SEC =.0175 
639 1704-01 .5702-01 
"'TEST DATA .. •• 
H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO I RUN Zl) YO TIC NO H/HREF H!TOI HITAWI aOOT Dn.JDT TWd Nur18ER R-I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DE R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
639 430 00 00000 428 00 2730-03 3301-03 3301-03 9000 .4652-05 .5624-05 .3356-02 .2701-01 525.3 
639 430 00 -70.000 '129 00 .1709-03 .2066-03 .2066-03 .9000 .2912-05 3520-05 .2102-02 .1746-01 525.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERsO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3208 
OH84B 60-0 OR811£n BASE fRlfUI37J 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC OATA 
MACH 8.00J ALPHA ltD 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON - -5.000 
80FLAP = 5.00:" SPDBRK = 0000 
···TEsT ':ONOITI :NS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA SETA PO TO T P a v RHb M'J 
NUM8ER 1FT OEG OEG PslA nEG R- DEG. R PSIA PSI FTisEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
661 1.021 7 940 39 97 - 4G44-06 206 8 1254. 02 12 2224-01 .98'6 3736 .6517-03 .7lfI3-07 
RUN f-REF sTN rJO 
NUMBER STUI R REFIR) 
FT25EC =.0175 
661 2428-01 4021-01 
···TEST OAT~··· 
RUN ZO VO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HWREF TAWITO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=O 9 Rs BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2sEC FT2sEC FT2SEC IsEC 
661 320 00 -110 00 431 00 2179-03 .2632-03 .2632-05 .900:) 5291-05 .6389-05 .3859-02 .3260-01 521f .2 
661 430 oc· .OO::JOC 429 00 3477-03 .4199-03 .4199-0::: .9000 8441-05 1019-04 .6156-02 .4956-01 524.1f 
) . 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HVPERSC'IIC TUNNEL PAGE 3209 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRltUI371 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 OC.O ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON ~ -5.000 
BDFLAP 5.0((j SPDBRK 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN Rt-.J/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA psr FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
64! ? 028 7 980 39 99 -.6938-02 435 7 1292. 94 03 .4536-01 2.022 3794 .1302-02 .7567-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF!R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
641 3502-01 .2854-01 
···TEST DATI··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCT01 +HTAW) aOOT onmT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
641 320 00 -liD 00 431 CO 1299-03 .1561-03 .1561-0: .9000 4550-05 5465-05 .3508-02 .2970-01 520.7 
641 .. 30 00 00000 428 00 . 2051-03 t 65- 03 2465-0 • .9000 .7184-05 8631-05 .5532-02 4462-01 521.5 641 430 00 -70 000 429 DO ! 110-03 333-03 .1333-0: .9000 3887-05 4670-05 2994-02 .2492-01 521.If 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8,+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AE~C VKf HYPERSrm~ TUNNEL PAGE 3210 
OH8'+B 60-0 ORBtTER BASE IR'iUI37) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
-
8 010 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVeN- • -5.000 
BDFLAP • 5.01l1 SPDBRK - .0000 
·"TEST CONDIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEG. PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 5 IFT3 IFT2 
651 2.990 7 990 40 05 3490-02 671.4 1328. !36 'i3 .5934-01 3 098 3846. .1941-02 7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = .0175 
651 'i355-01 .2344-01 
·"TEST OAT,··· 
RUN 70 YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI QDOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R DEO R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
651 320.00 -110.00 431 00 'i710-03 .5645-03 .56,+5-03 .9000 2052-04 .2459-0'+ 1643-01 .1386 526 7 
551 '+30.00 00000 428.00 2838-03 3'+02-03 .3'+02-03 .9000 1237-0'+ 1482-0'+ 9905-02 .7953-01 526 7 
651 '+30.00 -70 000 '+29 00 2'+08-03 2887-03 .2887-03 .9000 .10'+9-0'+ .1258-0'+ 8'+07-02 .6979-01 526.3 
DATE 23 tES eo Oh848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSO,,-tC -TUNNEL . PAGE 3211 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR4U1381 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ... a.ol)O ALPHA 
" 
40 01) BETA • Q{JOO ELEVON .. .Iloao 
BOFLAP .. -12 ')') SPDBRK " .0000 
"'TEST CONOIT ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT OEO OEO PSIA OEO. R CEO R PSIA PSI FTlSEe SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIQ 6 /FT3 IFT2 
631 5096 7 900 39 97 .1384-01 lU1.0 1247. 92.47 .1122-01 .4903 3724. 3216-03 .71+41-07 
RUN HR::t STN NO 
NU~9ER BrUI R REFCR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
631 1114-01 5668-01 
• ... TEST O1.T-I.··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/+lREF TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAWl OOOT DTWDT TW 
N~~BER R=1 0 R=0.9 R" BTum BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R CEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC tT2SEC FT2Sfr ISEC 
631 '+30 00 00000 42B.00 5285-03 .e;3a6~03 6386-0! .9000 .9059-05 • I 09S~0'+ .'6'546-02 .5272-01 52'+.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 O~4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE,AEDC VKF MYPERSO~:C TUNNEL PAGE 3212 
0~848 6a-O OR81T£A 8AS~ fRltUJ3Bl 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH a.ooc ALPHA .. 1t0.00 8ETA • .0000 £LE.\ION • .0000 8DFLAP • -!2.5l S!>D8RK • .OOOC} 
"·TEST CONDIHCNS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IF"T2 
605 1.013 7 940 39 97 .1385-01 206 2 1258. g2.42 .2218-01 .9787 3742. .6477-03 .7437-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
605 2425-01 .4-035-01 
- -
-
···TEST DATA •• 
RUN ZO vO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAIMTO HtTOI HtTAWI ODOT DTloIDT TW 
NU~BER R=I.0 R .. O 9 R" BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
605 320 00 -110 00 431 00 1042-03 .1257-03 1257-03 .9000 .2527-05 3048-05 1858-02 1571-01 522.4 
605 430 00 00000 42B 00 .2871-03 .3465-03 .3465-03 .9000 .6965-05 8403-05 .5116-02 .4122-01 523.1 
605 430 00 -70 000 429.00 1517-03 .1830-03 .1830-03 .9000 .3680-05 4439-05 .2704-02 .2250-01 522.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OY84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF "'YPE-RSO:~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3213 
OH84B 60-0 ORBIT£~ BASE IR4UI381 
ORB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8-.00 ) At-PHA ~ 40 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP -12 5J SPDBRK = .0000 
···TEST CONDlT I )NS·" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT OEG DEG PSIA OEG. R DEC> R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 I FTC? 
603 2 009 7 9S0 39 99 1734-01 434. r 1297. '34. '+D- 4519-01 2 014 3801. .1292-02 .7596-07 
RU'l HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(Rl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
603 3·98-01 2866-01 
"·TEST DATA'·· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HlTOl HITAWl aOOT OTioIDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 Ra O.9 R" BTU/R B1u/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO rT2SEC rT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
603 ~20.00 -110 00 431 00 .2009-03 2416-03 .2'+16-03 .9000 .7028-05 8450-05 .5418-02 .4573-01 5a5.7 
603 430.00 .00000 42B 00 4165-03 .5007-03 
.
50r-03 .9000 .1457-0'1 .1752-0Lf .1123-01 .9029-01 526.0 603 430.00 -70.000 429 00 3555-03 .Lf273-03 .'12 3-03 .9000 .1244-0'1 .1'+95-04 .9590-02 "965-01 525.'+ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKr HYPERSC,IC TUNNEL PAGE 32Pt 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE fR'tU1381 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC -DATA 
MACH B {)C: ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .OotlJ .ELEVON .. .0000 
BDrUp" -12 !:: SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST COND1 T I~NS"" 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA r)EG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FTJSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
58. 2 99', 7 990 40 05 1047-01 671.7 1327. 96.36 .6937-01 3.100 3845. .1943-02 .7754-07 
RUN HRSF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REr(R) 
FT2SEC '" 0175 
581 .4357-01 2342-01 
"'TEST DATA··· 
RJN ZO YO T/C NO f-I/HREF H/HREr H/HREF TAW/TO H(lOr +H TAWI aDOT OTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IS£'; 
581 320 00 -110 00 431 00 5433-03 .6526-03 .6526-03 .9000 .2367-04 2843-04 .1875-01 .1574 53Lf.7 
58! 430 00 .00000 428 00 3031-03 3640-03 .3640-0:' 9000 .1321-04 .1586-04 .1047-01 .B385-01 533 6 
581 430 00 -70 000 429 00 4224-03 5071-03 5071-0: .9000 .1840-04 2209-04 .1460-01 .1207 533.1 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OY84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF \.iYPERSCNIC TUNNEL PAGE 3215 
• OH84B 60-0 CRBITER BASE IRtotUI39) 
ORB iTER SASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.0tO ALPHA . 40.00 BElA • .0000 ElEVaN • • 0000 BDFLAP a -s.oeo SPDBRK • .0000 
"'TEST CONDIT I)NS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETt. PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS l8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
621 "99'" 7 900 39 93 1380-01 97 55 1235 !31 58 .108"'-01 .... 736 3706 .3195-03 .7369-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NU"18ER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
621 1682-01 5733-01 
···TEST OAT,,'·· 
RU"l ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HIlAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O £ R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
621 "'30.00 .00000 ... 28 00 1"'5"'-03 .1758-03 1758-0.1 9000 .2445-05 .2956-05 17"'5-02 .l't08-0 I 520.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~INIC TUNNEL PAGE 3216 
OH84B 60-0 ORBlTER BASE .R!tUI39) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
"' 
8.0 )::J ALPHA = '+0 00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP "' ;-5.010 SPOBRI< = .0000 
---TEST CONDIT ONS"· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1F'l DEO DEO. PSIA OEG. R OEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'l3 IFT2 
615 1 002 7 94 0 39 97 1384-01 204.7 126t. 92.5'+ .2202-01 .9716 37'+6. .6'+15-03 .7'+5'+-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
615 241B-01 '+055-01 
·"TEST OAT.\--· 
RUN 10 YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TOI HtTAW) OOOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R:I 0 R"O 9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC f'T2SEC ISEC 
615 320.00 -110 00 431.00 9934-04 .1198-03 .1198-0.! 9000 .2402-05 .2897-05 .1771-02 .1'+96-01 523.'+ 
615 430 00 00000 't28 00 3725-03 .4494-03 4't94-0.! .9000 .9006-05 .1086-04 .6639-02 .53'+7-01 523.6 
615 430.00 -70.000 429 00 .1454-03 1754-03 1754-03 .9000 .3515-05 4239-05 .2591-02 .2155-01 523.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH81.+B MODEL 60-~ IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS:NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3217 
OH81.+B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI391 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.010 ALPHA . 40.00 EtETA .0000 £LEVON- • .;fOOOO 
BOrLAP =' -5.0'0 SPD8RK • .dooq , 
···TEST CONDlT IONS" • 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
593 2.004 7.980 40 00 1389-01 ~:!6. 0 l303 04.84 .1.+539-01 2.023 381b. .1292-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF sm NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
593 3509-01 2867-01 
·"TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO f1/HREF H/HREF H/HREfC TAWI-TO HtTOI HtTAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BiU/R BTUI DEG. R OEO. R 
TAW/T(l FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC 15E': 
593 320 00 -liD 00 431 00 .3549-03 1.+264-03 .4264-(,3 .9000 1245-04 1496-04 9683-02 .BI75-01 525.1 
593 430 00 00000 428 00 3214-03 3860-03 .3860-03 .9000 .1128-04 .1354-04 .8770-02 7058-01 524.9 
583 430 00 -70 000 429 00 1615-03 .1939-03 .1939-(3 .9000 .5665-05 6804-05 .4407-02 .3662-01 524 7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER;~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3219 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE fR4Ul39t 
ORBITER BASE PARAM£+RIC-OAl'A 
MACH . B_COO ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .oeoo ELEVON • .0000 BDFLAP • -5.COO SPOBRI< - :0000 
···TEsT CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO t1U 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. DEG PslA DEG. F OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/sEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
579 2 997 7 990 40 02 .104'+-01 670 8 1325. a6 21 6927-01 3.096 3842. .1943-02 .7742-07 
RUN HREF SiN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
579 .4353-01 2342-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO vo TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HIlO) HITAW) OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R-O.g R- gTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TC FT2SEC FT2SEC f"T2SEC IsEC 
579 320.00 -110 00 431.00 5824-03 .7002-D3 .7002-(3 .9000 . 2535-01f .3048-01+ .1996-01 1673 537.3 
579 430.00 .00000 428.00 2061-03 .21+79-03 • 2478-C.5 .9000 .8972-05 . 1078-01+ 7071-02 .5651-01 536 5 
579 'f30 00 -70.000 429.00 .2633-03 .3165-03 .3165-C3 .9000 .1146-04 .1378-01f .9033-02 .71+51-01 536.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERS1~tC tuNNEL PAGE 3219 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRItUlltDI 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.0m ALPHA . ltO 00 BETA .0000 ELEVaN • .0000 
BDFLAP .. . 00)0 SPOBRK .. .0000 
"'TEST CONDtTtONS··· 
PUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO . T P a v RHO HU 




623 4983 7.900 39 97 99.83 1256 03 14 1109-01 .1+8lt7 3737. .3215-03 .71+95-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFIR) 
FT2SEC " 0175 
623 1706-01 572E-OI 
"'TEST DAT~'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/H~EF H/HREF TAwrro--- - HHO-I HITAWI ODOT OH"OT HW 
NUf"'BER R= 1.0 R'"'0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG R . DEG. R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC F'T2SEC /SEC 
623 430.00 .OOOOC 428 00 .2680-03 .3234-03 323't-03 9000 4574-05 .5518-05 .3354-02 .2703-01 522.1+ 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 rN THE AEDC VKF HYPER=~NIC TUNNEL PAGE 3220~ 
OH8~B 60-0 ~BtTER BASE I R ... UI ItOJ 
OR91TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
tfACH ., 8.COO ALPHA = ItO 00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BDFLAP = .oeoo SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDiTIONS'" 
RUN RN/L - MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO DCO PSIA OEG. F- DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IF13 IFT2 
613 1 004 7 940 39 97 1731-01 204.8 1260. 92 56 .2203-01 9721 3745. .6"'23-03 .7449-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REFlRl 
FT2SEC '" .0175 
613 2419-01 .4052-01 
···TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/I-lREF' H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI OOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWIl( FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
613 430.00 00000 428 00 2496-03 .3011-03 .3011-(·3 .9000 .6034-05 .7279-05 .... 1t1t ... -02 .3580-01 523.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 O'"iS'tB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER~ONIC TUNNEL PAGE 32kl 
OH64B 60-0 ORBITER B~SE IR'tU1401 
OR81TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 (JO ALPHA 
'" 
40.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = .01rJO SPDBRK .. .0000 
---TEST CONOI" IONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG. P DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IrT2 
59~ 2 COl 7 980 40 02 1392-01 435 8 '304 94 91 .4537-01 2.022 3811 .1290-02 .7637-07 
RUN I-'REF SiN NO 
NUMBER BWI R REdRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
595 3508-01 286t-OI 
---TEST DATA--· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREI "TAW/TO HIlO) HITAWI aOOT OTWDT T,W 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI oEG R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC f"T2SEC • FT2SEC /SEC 
595 320 00 -liD 00 431 00 2605-03 .3130-03 .3130-J3 .9000 9140-05 .1098-04 7t04-02 .5994-01 5~.4 
595 430 00 OGCOO 428 OD 3105-03 3731-03 3731-13 9000 .1089-04 1309-04 .e~e:9-02 .6811-01 525.2 
595 430 DO -70 ODD 429 00 1374-03 .1651-03 .1651-J3 .9000 .4822-05 .5793-05 .3749-02 .3112-01 526.2 
DATE 23 FeB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPER iONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3222 
0H84B 60-0 ORBITER SASE fR4UI401 
ORB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH :: 8. )00 ALPHA • 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP . 0100 'SPDBRK • 0000 , 
···T('5T CONDI -IONS·" t I 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DrG PSIA DEG ~ DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 , IFTa 
577 3.019 7 990 40 06 6989-02 670.3 1318_ 95 71 _6922-pl 3.093 3832. .1952-02 :.7701-07 
RUN HPEF STN NO 1 
.; , I~ 
NUMBER BTU I R ~EF(R) 
FT2SEC = el75 
577 4347-01 .2335-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RlJ'l ZO YO TIC NO H/f-JREF HIHREF H/HRE'=' TAWt.TO HIlO) HIlAWI ~, DTWOT TW NUMBER R=I.O R:t0.9 R= BrulR BTU/R .:lEG. R DEG R 
TAWIi) FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
577 320.00 -110.00 431 00 5585-03 6715-03 6715-~3 .9000 2428-04 2919-04 1902-01 .1597 534.2 
577 430.00 00000 428.00 1500-03 .1804-03 .1804-:3 9000 6521-05 .7840-05 .5109-02 .4088-01 534.3 
577 430.00 -70 000 429 00 1478-03 .1776-03 1776-J3 .9000 6'+23-05 7722-05 5031-02 .4156-01 534.4 
DATE 23 FEB eo OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK- HYPEF£ONIC TUNNEL PA(.:i 32i: ' 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRIfUILtU 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = ... 0 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 5.1100 5PDsRK 0000 
***TEST CONDITIONS·'· 
PUN PN'L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUt"BER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG Fl DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTc 
625 5056 7 900 39 96 1729-01 100 .• 1246. !l2 40 1112-01 .4859 3723 .3249-03 7435-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBE~ BTUI R REF(P) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
625 1705-01 5691-01 
'''TEST DI7A··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) OoOT DTWOT 114 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 P= BTU/R E3TU/R BTU/ OEO R DEG R 
TAWIlO FT2SEC F"T2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
625 430 00 00000 "'28 00 4125-03 4984-03 4984-J3 9000 .7038-05 8503-05 .5085-02 .... 098-01 523 0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 CH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC Vk~ HYPEFSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3221f 
.) OH84B 60-0 OR81T£~ BASE IRIfUllf I) 
OR91 TER 8ASE • PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA .. 'to.OO 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • .ooon 
BO-LAo .. 5. (100 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST COND TIONS--· 
IiUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMB~P 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA OEG 'i OEG R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
611 9967 7 940 39 96 138'+-01 201f 6 1265. 92.93 2201-01 .9711 3752 .6391-03 7478-07 
RU"J HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTu 1 R ~EFIR) 
fT2SEC = 0175 
61 I 2418-01 4064-01 
---TEST OITA---
RUN ZO YO TI:: NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHR·.F T AI.JI TO HITO) HtTAW) aOOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"'I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8Tum 8TUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAwro FT2SEC n2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
611 320 00 -110 00 '+31 00 .13:0-03 .1579-03 .1579-03 .9000 .3168-05 .3819-05 2353-02 .1990-01 522.1 
51 : 430 00 OOCOO 428 00 .5127-03 .6180-03 6180-03 .9000 1240-0'+ .11f94-01t 920~-02 .7419-01 522.3 
611 430.00 -70 000 429.00 2308-03 .278~-03 2782 :J3 .9000 5582-05 6727-05 _'+11t -02 .3450-01 522.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MO::lEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC V F HYPE~SON[C TUNNEL PAGE 3225 
OH84B 60-0 ORB[TER BASE rRIiUlli1 I 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. 40 0(1 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP " 5 000 SPD8RK 000r) 
.. ·TE~;T CONeIT[ONS'" 
RUN PN/L ~iACH ALPHA BETA PO Te T P a· V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG ?SIA DEG. R DEG R PS[A pst FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X[O 6 IFT3 IFT2 
597 2.013 .., 980 40 02 1392-01 1i34 8 1297 94.40 .4526-01 2 018 3801. .1294-02 .7596-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT25EC = el75 
597 3501-01 2863-01 
.. ·TEST CAT A'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/-HRE-F H/HFEF TAWITO H(TOI HITAWI ODOT OTlolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R"O 9 R= BTU/R BiU/R BTUI DEG R DEp R 
TAI-:l 10 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IS£.': t 
597 320 00 -lID 00 'i31 00 3126-03 3758-03 375E-03 .9000 1094~04 1316-04 eti40-02 .7[25-01 525l1i 
597 430 00 00000 428 00 3958-03 "758-03 475E-03 .9000 [386-C4 .666-04 1069-01 e600-0[ 525 4 
59' Lt30 00 -70 000 429 ')0 1743-03 .2095-03 .209:-03 9000 6[03-05 7335'05 .1i711-02 .3914-01 52" B 
DA TE 23 'TB 80 01-<9'18 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3226 
OH9~S 60-0 O~6ITEP BASE rR4UI'til 
QQ91 TEP BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH E 000 ALPHA 
'" 
40 00 SETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
E?OFLAP ~"OOO SPOBRK .. 0000 
"'TEST CON['IT IONS' '" 
PtJ~'i R'~/L MACH ALPHA 8ErA PO Tr. T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8EP 1FT CEG DEC PSIA OEG R )EG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
'<10 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
593 2 999 7 990 40 05 1396-0l 671.1 1325 !:n 2' 6930-01 3 097 38'+2. .1944-02 .17'+2-07 
PJt~ f-"\ET sn. N'J 
t,')' 9£'< 8Tul R REFI" 
(T2SEC = 1)'75 
583 .. 3,)4 -0 I 23-+1-01 
.. -TEST DATA""' 
PUN ZC YO TIC 'lO HIHREF H/HREF H/HC<EF rAW/TO HI TO) HI TAW) OJOT OTWOT TW 
t-.J~BER R~ J 0 p=o 9 R= STU/R 8TL!/P STUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
583 ':20.00 -110 00 431 GO 517')-03 6204-03 .6204-03 .3000 2251-0-+ 270 j -04 • 178B-01 .1505 530 3 
583 '<30 00 OOOGO 428.00 2557-03 3068-03 3068-03 • :000 .1113-04 1336-0-+ 8852-02 .7105-01 529 '+ 
583 430 00 -70 OU(1 429 00 4071-03 4B83-03 .... S83-03 ;000 1772-04 .2126 04 I'tIO-OI .1169 528.8 
Dt. TE 23 FTa 80 01-<84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3227 
OH84B 60-0 O~BITER BASE IR4UI't21 
ORB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA _0000 ELEVON ~ .0000 
BOFLAP E.OOO SPDBRK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
PLN RN/L f"ACH ALPHA BETA PO Te T P a v RfJO HU 
!'..JM8EP 1FT DEG DEG PSIA OEG R JEG R PSIA PSI FT ISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X:O 6 IFT3 Irr2 
5!9 =C:7 7 900 :!9 95 1383-01 99 45 1239 !) 88 1105-01 4829 3712 3247-03 .7393-07 
RU"l HREF STN NO 
~ll.,;:-IBER BTul R P[F(P, 
FT2SEC = 01'5 
619 16')9-01 5589-01 
···TEST CATA··· 
I 
;:IN 20 YO TIC NO H/HREr H/HREF H/HREF" -AI,,/! TO HlTOI HITAWI OOOT CTWDT TW 
r4'..r~5::R R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TUIR BTUI CEG R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
613 320 00 -110 CO 431 00 1357-03 .1641-03 .1641-03 3000 2306-05 2798-05 .1652-02 .1398-01 522.0 
Fi!9 430 CO OGO'JO .,28 00 6504-03 . 7865-03 7855-03 3000 .1105-0 .. 1336-04 7913-02 .6378-01 522.6 
DATE 23 FTB 80 OH848 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3228 
OH8~9 60-0 O~BITER BASE IRlfUIlf21 
OR91TER 8:'S[ PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA lfO 00 8ETA • . 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDF"LAP .. e 000 SPDB~K .. 0000 
." "TEST CONDITIONS .. 
RU~J RlvL MACfJ ALPf-'A BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
N'Jr""'ER I"T DEG DEO PSIA oro R 1::0. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 ItT2 
6:7 , CO? 7 94 0 39 97 1731-01 206 2 1267 g; 08 .2218-01 9787 3755. .6lf31-03 .7lf90-07 . 
RU'! HREF" Sfl\ NO 
Nur-:8ER BTUI R R[F"IRI 
P2src = 01 7 5 
617 .2'+28-C! '+052-0 
"·TEST DATA··· 
R\..:N ZO YO TIC NO H/fJPEF" H/I-j~EF" H/HREF" rAW/TO HtTOI HITAWI OOOT onlOT TW 
NUMBER R= I 0 R=O 9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEO R OEO R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
bl7 320 CO -110.00 't31 CO .1229-03 .1481-03 .1'+81-03 .'3000 298'+-05 3596-05 2220-02 1877-01 522 B 
517 '+30 00 00000 '+28 00 401 4 -03 .lf838-03 4838-03 .1000 .9749-05 1175-04 7251-02 5843-01 522.9 
617 430 CO -70 000 "29 00 "190-03 1790-03 .1796-03 'JOOO 3618-05 ~:60-05 26'31-02 .2239-01 522 8 
Dt> T[ 23 FE3 80 0'-i84 3 MOJEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNE'_ PAGE 3229 
CU8~B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR'tU I't2 I 
0"'91 TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH G 000 ALPHA 40 00 SETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 8 000 SPOBRK 0000 
,···TEST CONe I T IONS" • • 
Pv'l RN/L MACH ALohA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NvM9EQ Ir r DEG DEG PSIA DEG R I")EG. R PSIA PSI tT ISEC SLUGS La-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 ItT2 
591 1 ':'88 7 980 40 01 1391-~1 '133.9 1306. yo 05 '1517-01 2 013 381'1. .1283-02 .76'19-07 
Pll~ ~.oEF SH~ 1\10 
NU"SEP BTUt P PEF'~) 
r72::EC = 0 1 75 
591 3501-0: 2878-01 
"'TEST DATA'·' 
PUN 20 '(0 TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF" :AW/TO HITOI HITAW) OOOT OTWOT HI 
r-..\JM8ER R~ 1 a R=O 9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. ~ DCG R 
TAW/TO rT2SEC rT2SEC f"T2SEC ISEC 
591 4~:J CO 00000 428 CO 17!2-03 2055-03 .2055-03 .3000 .599'1-05 7\97-05 4683-02 .3771-01 52'1.3 
DATE 23 -EB 80 OHB4B MO:;El 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE~SO~IC TUNNEL PAGE 3230 
OY94B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UII+2) 
OP91TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH E 000 ALPHA 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
eDFlAP 8 000 SPDBPK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS .. 
RUN o'Ul MACH J.lPHA BETA PC TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NU'j8ER In CEG CEG PSIA DEG R ,)EG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X:O 6 IFT3 IFT2 
':83 3 C::3 7 990 40 07 17"8-01 673 7 1327 !J.36 6357-01 3.109 3945. .1949-02 .7754-(17 
P\jt-. I--.":F STN :.0 
,>'jM8ER BTUI R REF'(Rl 
FT2SEC = 0175 
5S9 .. 3=33-01 2339-01 
··'\.TEST DATA'" 
~"r4 ZO YO TIC N::l H/ .... REF H/HREF H/HREF AW/TO HIlOl HITAWl ODOT DHolDT TW 
NJMBER R=I 0 R:0.9 R= BTU/R aTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT25E.C FT2SEC ISEC 
589 320 00 -110 00 '-31.00 5196-03 6232-03 6232-03 ):JOO .2267-04 2719-04 1909-01 1524 528.8 
589 430 CO OOCOO 428.00 2677-03 .3210-03 3210-03 . '3000 .1168-04 1401-04 9325-02 .7490-01 528.2 
589 430 00 -70 000 429 00 2802-03 "'P60-03 .3360-03 d~OO .1223-04 1466 OLf 9768-02 8101-01 527.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3231 
OH84B 60-0 ORBiTEQ BASE IR4U143) 
-
ORB ITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 15.00 SPDBRK .. .1)000 
···TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO NU 
NUf"IBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
627 .5147 7.900 39 95 .1383-01 101 4 1242. 92 10 .1127-01 .4923 3717. .3302-03 .7411-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC oo 0175 
627 .1716-01 5643-0 I 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO H(TO) HlTAW) aDOT On-lOT TW 
NUMBER R""I.O R"0.9 Roo BTU/R BTU/R BTUI :lEG. R DEG. R 
TM.JITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
627 430.00 .00000 428.00 1773-03 .2143-03 .2143-03 .9000 .3043-05 .3678-05 2188-02 .1764-01 522 5 
DA TE 23 FEB 80 OH8'+B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 3232 
OH8'+8 60-0 ORBITER BASE (R'+UI431 
ORBITER 8ASE PARAtlETRIC DATA 
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA • 40.00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 15.00 SPDBRK .. .0000 
***TEST COND I TI ONS· • * 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1fT DEO DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IfT3 IFT2 
609 1.024 7.940 39 98 • 1386-01 209.1 1261 . 92.6'+ .22'+9-01 9925 37,+6. .6553-03 .7'+54-07 
RUN HREf' STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REf'IR) 
f'T2SEC =.0175 
609 .2443-01 .4012-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREf' H/HREf' H/HREf' TAW/TO HITO) HCTAW) OoOT oTWoT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O RE O.9 R= B11IIR BTU/R BTUI oEG. R DEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC f'T2SEC f'T2SEC ISEC 
609 ,+30.00 .00000 428.00 .2424-03 .2924-03 .292'+-03 .9000 .5922-05 71'+6-05 .'+361-02 .3511-01 524.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3233 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rRltUI43) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA .. 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP .. 15 00 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
599 1.990 7.980 1t0.04 .17"14-01 435.0 1307 95 13 4528-01 2 019 3B15. .1285-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R REFeR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 





RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
599 320.00 -110.00 431 00 .1411t-03 1697-03 1697-03 .9000 .4956-05 .5951-05 .3875-02 .3272-01 524.9 
599 1+30 00 .00000 428.00 3531+-03 4244-03 4244-03 .9000 1239-04 .1488-04 .96B9-02 7798-01 521+.9 
599 430. GO -70.000 429.00 .1213-03 1457-03 1457-03 9000 .4255-05 5108-05 .3329-02 2766-01 524.1+ 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3234 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR4UI431 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON .. .0000 
BDFLAP 15.00 SPDBRK 0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS"-
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F"T3 /1'"12 
585 . 2.982 7 990 40.06 .1397-01 669.7 1328. 96 43 .6916-01 3.091 3846. .1936-02 .7760-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF"tRI 
F"T2SEC "'.0175 
585 .4351-01 .2347-01 
-··TEST DATA---
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAI-I) ODOT DTIolDT TI-I 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
585 320.00 -110.00 431.00 6486-03 .7783-03 .7783-03 9000 .2822-04 3386-04 .2249-01 .1893 530.6 
585 430.00 .00000 428 00 .2723-03 .3267-03 .3267-03 90no .1185-04 .1421-04 .9456-02 .7589-01 529.6 
585 430.00 -70.000 429 00 .3436-03 .4121-03 .4121-03 .9000 1495-04 1793-04 1194-01 .9891-01 529.1 
DATE 23 rEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3235 
OHB4B 60-0 ORBITER BASE 1R4UI44I 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
8DFLAP 23.50 SPDBRK .. .0000 
·"TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER ItT DEG. DEG PS;A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
629 5153 7.900 39.96 1729-01 101 8 1244. 92.25 1131-01 . 4940 3720 . .3309-03 .7423-07 
RUN HREr STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REF!RI 
FT2SEr = 0175 
629 .1720-01 5638-01 
···TEST DATA"· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF H/HREr TAW/TO HIlO) H!TAWI aDOT DTJ.oIOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.0 R=0.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO tT2SEC Fi2S::C tT2SEC ISEC 
629 320.00 -110.00 431 00 1323-03 1599-03 .1599-03 .9000 2276-05 .2750-05 .1641-02 .1387-01 522.7 
629 430.00 00000 42B 00 3622-03 1042-02 1042-02 9000 1483-04 1792-04 1069-01 .8614-01 522.9 
629 430 00 -70 000 429.00 .5689-03 .6875-03 .6875-03 9000 .9785-05 1182-04 .7055-02 .5869-01 522.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3236 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI4't) 
ORB I TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH B.OOO ALPriA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP 23.50 SP08RK .0000 
***TEST COND IT IONS * • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. OEG. PSIA om. R DEG. R PSIA psr FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
607 9872 7.9'+0 39.96 .1383-01 205.3 1276 93.74 .2208-01 .9744 3769. .635B-03 .7543-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'lRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
607 .2426-01 .4078-01 
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF' H/HREF TAW/TO HITOI HITAWI ODOT onolOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
607 320.00 -110.00 't31.00 9635-0'+ .1160-03 .1160-03 .9000 .2338-05 .281'+-05 .1761-~2 .1489-01 522 .... 
607 't30 00 .00000 428.00 .5070-03 .610't-03 • 610'+-03 .9000 .1230-0'+ 1481-04 .9262-02 .7'+64-01 522.6 
6C7 't30 00 -70.000 429.00 .174'+-03 2099-03 .2099-03 9000 .4230-05 .5092-05 .3187-"2 .2652-01 522.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3237 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI441 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8 000 ALPHA z 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVC"! • .0000 
BDFLAP 23 50 SPDBRK • 0000 
··-TEST CCND I TI ONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBEF\ 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT'SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
601 1.999 7.980 39 99 1388-01 435 3 1304 94 91 .4531-01 2.020 3811. .1289-02 .7637-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUME.'ER BTUI R REFeR) - ---
FT2SEC = 0175 
601 3506-01 .2871-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/hREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) HtTAW) aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
601 320 00 -liD 00 431.00 .8149-04 9793-04 .9793-04 .9000 .2857-05 3434-05 .2218-02 .1871-01 527.2 
601 430.00 .00000 428 00 .3148-03 3783-03 3783-03 9000 .1104-04 1326-04 8577-02 .6895-01 526.7 
601 430 00 -70 000 429 00 .2065-03 .2480-03 2480-03 9000 .7239-05 .8697-05 .5629-02 .4673-01 526.1 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3238 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE (R4UI4Lt) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000 
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
R",,! RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
587 3.006 7.990 40 06 .1398-01 671.3 1323. 96.07 .6933-01 3.098 3839. .1948-02 .7731-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC "' 0175 
587 .4353-01 .2339-01 
"·TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HCTO) HITAW) aOOT DnolOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU I DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
587 320.00 -110.00 431 00 .5843-03 .7013-03 .7013-03 .9000 .2544-04 .3053-04 .2017-01 .1698 529.7 
587 430.00 .00000 428.00 .3665-03 .4397-03 4397-03 9000 .1595-04 .19)1t-04 .1268-01 .1018 528.2 
587 430.00 -70 000 429.00 "'635-03 .5561-03 .5561-03 9000 2018-04 .2421-04 .1604-01 .1330 527.9 
) 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3239 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE :R41J1451 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDF'LAP -5 000 SPDBRK ,. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS .. •• 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER IF'T DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IF'T3 1F'T2 
681 5058 7.900 39.93 - 1034-01 101.2 1255. 93.06 .1125-01 . 4913 3736 . 3262-03 .7489-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'(R) 
F'T2SEC = .0175 
681 .1718-01 .5684-01 
.. ··TEST DATA .... • 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TAWITO HITOI HITAWI OOOT DnroT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R SlUl DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
681 320 00 -110.00 431 00 .1612-03 .1946-03 .1946-03 .9000 2769-05 .3343-05 .2021-02 .1707-01 52'+ 6 
681 430 00 .00000 '+28.00 .4870-03 .5881-03 .5981-03 .9000 .B365-05 .1010-04 .6105-02 .4914-01 524.8 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 In THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3240 
OH84B 60-0 OR81TER BASE IR4UI451 
OR8 ITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.ooo ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON .. 5.000 
BDFLAP .. -5.000 SPDBRK .0000 
***TEST COND IT I ONS* * * 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F"T3 IFT2 
667 1.005 7.940 39 96 -.6922-02 205.3 1261. 92.64 .2208-01 .9744 3746. .6433-03 .7454-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlRJ 
F"T2SEC = 0175 
667 .2421-01 .4049-01 
---TEST DATA-·· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTOI HITAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUM8ER R"I.o R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO F"T2SEC F"T2SEC F"T2SEC ISEC 
667 430.00 .00000 428 00 .6527-03 7882-03 .7882-03 .9000 1580-04 1908-04 .1159-01 .9315-01 527.3 
667 430.00 -70.000 429.00 .7236-0'. .8738-04 .8738-04 .9000 .17~2-05 .2115-05 1285-02 .1066-01 527.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 32lfl 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRLfUI45) 
ORBITE~ BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. OEO. PSIA DEO R OEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2 
687 1.992 7 980 'to 00 - 6947-02 434.9 1306 95 05 .4527-01 2.018 3814. .1285-02 .7649-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC = 0175 
687 .3505-01 2875-01 
"-TEST DATA"· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IsEC 
687 320 00 -110.00 431 00 .4678-04 .5620-04 .5620-04 .9000 1640-05 .1970-05 1278-02 .1078-01 526.6 
687 430.00 .00000 428 00 .2665-03 .3202-03 3202-03 .9000 .9343-05 1122-04 .7281-02 .5855-01 526.3 
687 430 00 -70.000 429.00 .1132-03 1360-03 1360-03 .9000 3968-05 ,+766-05 .3092-02 .2567-01 526.3 
DATE 23 rEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC v¥r HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 3242 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE fR4UI451 
ORB ITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
80rLAP = -5.000 SP08RK .0000 
---TEST CONO I TI ONS - - -
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER Itt OEG OEG. PSIA OEO R OEG. R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 ItT2 
701 2 998 7.990 40 05 -.697B-02 669.5 1323. 96 07 .6914-01 3.090 3839. .1942-02 .7731-07 
RUN HREr STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R RErlR1 
tT2SEC =.0175 
701 .4347-01 .2342-01 
···TEST DATA---
RUN ZO YO T/C NO H/HREr H/HREr H/HREr TAW/TO HIlOI HIlAWI aOOT DTWOT rw 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R= BrUIR BTUIR BTU I OEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC tT2SEC tT2SEC /SEC 
701 320.00 -110.00 431.00 .3315-03 .3980-03 .3980-03 .9000 .1441-04 .1730-04 .1140-01 .95B8-01 531.5 
701 430.00 .00000 428.00 .1069-03 .1283-03 .1283-03 .9000 .4647-05 .5579-05 3677-02 .2947-01 531.4 
701 430.00 -70.00& 429 00 .4539-04 .5451-04 .5451-04 9000 .1973-05 2370-05 .1560-02 .1291-01 532.0 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 32'+3 
OH84B 60-0 ORelTER BASE IR'+UI'+6) 
ORB [TER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
679 5025 7 900 39 97 -.6923-02 100 5 1255 93.06 1117-01 .4881 3736 .3241-03 .74B9-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF IR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
679 .1712-01 .5703-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITAW) aDOT onroT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
679 430.00 .00000 428.00 .3636-03 .4391-03 .4391-03 .9000 .6225-05 7519-05 .4540-02 .3653-01 525.3 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3244 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE !R4UI46) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA 
'" 
40 00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP .. .0000 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS· • • 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER IF'T OEG DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
665 1.003 7.940 39 97 -.1732-01 205 8 1265. 92.93 .2213-01 .9768 3752. .6429-03 7478-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
665 .2425-01 .4052-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H!TO) H!TAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
665 430.00 .00000 Lt28.00 .1953-03 .2359-03 .2359-03 9000 .Lt736-05 .5721-05 3477-02 .2789-01 530.5 
DATE 23 F'EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3245 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI46) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
'" 
B.OOO ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDF'LAP • 0000 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER IF'T DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T'SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 1F'T2 
689 1 995 7.980 39.99 -.1041-01 434 3 1303. 94.84 .4521-01 2.015 3BIO. .1287-02 .7631-07 
RUN HREF' STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF'(RI 
F'T2SEC = 0175 
689 .3502-01 2873-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HITO) H!TAW) ODOT OTl.JOT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"'O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAW/TO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC F'T2SEC ISEC 
689 320.00 -110 00 43! .00 .1047-03 .1257-03 .1257-03 .9000 .3655-05 .4403-05 .2850-02 .2406-01 525.2 
689 430.00 00000 428.00 .1748-03 .2100-03 .2100-03 .9000 .6122-05 .7355-05 .4757-02 .3827-01 525.6 
DATE 23 F'EB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF' HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 32't6 
OHB4B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR'tUI'tS) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 'to.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDF'LAP " .0000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER IF'T DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO S 1F'T3 1F'T2 
699 2.999 7 990 40.05 -.6984-02 670.4 132't. 96.1't .6923-01 3.09't 38't I. .19't't-02 .7736-07 
RUN hREF' ("TN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R :~EF' (R I 
F'T2SEC =.0175 
699 .4351-01 .23't1-01 
***TEST OATA*" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF' TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAWI aDOT OH.JDT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO F'T2SEC F'T2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
699 320 00 -110.00 't31 00 .2660-03 .319't-03 .319'+-03 .9000 .1157-04 .1390-0't .9174-02 .7718-01 531.1 
699 430 00 .00000 't2B.OO .9553-04 .1147-03 .1147-03 .9000 .4156-05 4989-05 .3294-02 .2641-01 531.2 
) -
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3247 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR4UI471 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8 000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP = 8 000 SPDBRK .. 0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
683 .5030 7.900 39 93 -.6896-02 100 5 1254. 92 99 .1117-01 .4880 3735. .3242-03 .7483-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC =.C 175 
683 1712-01 5700-01 
--
"·TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO HtHREF H/HREF HtHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI aDOT DHmT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTUtR BTUIR BTUt DEG R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
683 320 00 -110.00 431 00 1827-03 .2205-03 2205-03 .9000 .3127-05 3775-05 .2282-02 .1928-01 523 8 
683 430 00 00000 428 00 .3812-03 .4604-03 . It60lt-03 .9000 .6526-05 7880-05 4760-C2 .3833-01 524.2 
683 430 CO -70 000 429 00 . \799-03 2173-03 2173-03 9000 3080-05 3719-05 .2246-02 1866-01 521t.5 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3248 
OH848 60-0 ORBITER BASE fR4U147) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA ,. 40.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP B.OOO SPD8RK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG OEG PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2 
669 1.010 7.940 39.95 -.1037-01 205 9 1259. 92.49 .2215-01 .9773 3743. .6462-03 .7443-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC = .0175 
669 .2424-01 .4040-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/Hf.!iF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO HITO) H(TAW) aDOT onIDT TW 
NUMBER R=1 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
6Ei9 430.00 .00000 42B 00 .5164-03 .6235-03 .6235-03 .9000 .1252-04 1511-04 .9169-02 .7374-01 526.1 
669 430 00 -70 000 429.00 1734-03 .2093-03 .2093-03 .9000 .4202-05 .5074-05 .3079-02 .2556-01 526.0 
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3249 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRlfUI471 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. If a 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON -- 5.000 BDFLAP 8 000 SPDB~K .. 0000 
···TEST COND I TI ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEO. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
685 2 023 7.980 39.98 - 6930-02 1f31f.5 1292 94.03 .'t523-01 2 016 3794. .1298-02 7567-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER 8TUI R REFeR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
685 .31f97-01 2858-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAWI aDOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R'"I.O R-O 9 Rz BTU/R 8TU/R 8TUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAWITO tT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
685 't30.00 .00000 't28 00 .212't-03 .255't-03 .2554-03 .9000 .7't30-05 .8933-05 .570't-02 .'t593-01 523.9 
DATE 23 F"EB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPE~SONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3250 
OH8~B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR'tUI47) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. 'to.OO BETA .0000 [LEVON • 5.000 
BDF"LAP = 8.000 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST COND IT IONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUt1BER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F"T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 1F"T2 
703 2.990 7.990 40 01 - 6955-02 668.4 1324. 96.1'+ .6903-01 3.085 38'+ I. .1938-02 .7736-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF" (R) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
703 .434~-01 .2345-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/ ... REF H/HREF" H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O 9 R= "HU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
703 320 00 -110.00 431 00 3319-03 .3983-03 39~3-03 9000 .1442-04 1730-04 .11'+5-01 .5639-01 529.6 
703 430.00 .00000 428 00 .3775-03 .'+529-03 4529-03 9000 .1640-04 .1968-04 .13r;3-01 .1046 529.2 
703 '+30.00 -70 000 429.00 .3080-03 .3696-03 .3696-03 9000 .1338-0'+ .1606-0'+ .1062-01 .8801-0J 529.6 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3251 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4U148) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA . 40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVaN • 5.000 
BDFLAP 15 00 SPDBrK .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG OEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
675 .5021 7.900 39 94 -.6904-02 100.2 1253. 92.91 .1114-01 .4866 3733. .323'1-03 .7477-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R) 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
675 .1709-01 5706-01 
---TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HR;;:F H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HCTAW) aDOT on.JDT TW 
NUMBER Ral 0 R=0.9 R= ElTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO rT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
675 430.00 .00000 428 00 .3382-03 .4083-03 4C83-03 .9000 5'79-05 .6978-05 4212-02 3392-01 523 9 
675 430 00 -70 000 429.00 .3090-03 .3731-03 .3731-03 .9000 .5280-05 .6376-05 .3847-02 .3198-01 524.1 
DATE 23 FEB SO ~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3252 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR1tU14S) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH so S.OOO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON - 5.000 
SDRAP .. 15.00 SPDBRK - .oono 
···TEST CONDIT IONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
673 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.6929-02 205.6 1261+. 92 86 2211-01 .9759 3751. .61+27-03 .7472-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REr!R) 
FT2SEC ".0175 
673 .2424-01 .1+052-0 I 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREr TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R-I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC n2~C ISE'C 
673 1+30.00 .00000 428.00 .1+16S-03 .5028-03 .5028-03 .9000 .1010-01+ .1219-01+ .7't64-02 .6006-01 521+.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~9 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3253 
OH84B 60-0 OR81TER BASE fR4Ul~B) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.OOO ALPHA . ~O.OO BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP .. 15 00 SPOBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-sEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
691 1.993 7.980 39.99 -.69~2-02 ~3~.6 1305. 94.98 .~52~-01 2.017 3813. • 12B6-02 .76~3-07 
RUN HREF sTN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
F'T2SEC = 0175 
691 .350~-01 .2875-01 
···TEsT DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO! HtTAWI O"OT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R-0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU I DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2sEC FT2SEC rT2SEC I SEC 
691 320.00 -110.00 ~31.00 .~6~3-0~ .5579-0~ .5579-04 .9000 .1627-05 .1955-05 .126~-02 .1066-01 527.6 
691 ~30.00 .00000 ~28.00 .1878-03 .2257-03 2257-03 .9000 6581-05 .7910-05 .511~-02 .~IOB-OI 527.7 
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYP~RSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3254 
OHB4B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI4B) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.OOO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5 000 
BDFLAP .. 15.00 SPD8RK .. .0000 
···TEST COND I TI ONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO PSIA DEG R DEO R PSIA PSI rTlSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IrT3 IrT2 
697 2.999 7.990 40 00 -.6947-02 668 9 1322. 96 00 .6908-01 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REfIR) 
tT2SEC =.0175 
697 4345-01 .2342-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREf H/HREf H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 q= BTUm BTU/R BTUI CEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC tT2SEC rT2SEC ISEC 
697 320.00 -110.00 431 00 .2112-03 .2536-03 .2536-03 .9(100 .9176-05 .1102-04 .7261-02 .6111-01 530.4 
697 430 00 .00000 428.00 .4064-03 .4878-03 .4878-03 .9000 .1766-0'+ .2119-0'+ 1399-01 .1123 529. If 
697 1f30 00 -70.000 429 00 3251-03 3901-03 3901-03 .9000 .1412-01f • I 695-01f 1119-01 .9272-01 529.3 
) ) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3255 
OH8~B 60-0 ORBITER BASE fRltUllt9) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ~ 8.000 ALPHA . 1.+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT I SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
677 5060 7.900 39 96 - 6920-02 101.1 1251.+. 92.99 .1121.+-0 I .4909 3735. .3262-03 .71.+83-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R REF<RI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
677 .1717-01 56B4-01 
···TEST DATA"· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H<TOI H<TAWI aOOT DTWOT 1104 
NUMBER R=I.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
677 320 00 -110.00 1.+31 00 1363-03 .161.+6-03 1646-03 9000 .2340-05 .2B26-05 .1706-02 .141.+1-01 521t.7 
677 430.00 .00000 "+28 00 .1285-02 .1552-02 .1552-02 .9000 .2206-01.+ 2665-0"+ .1608-01 .1295 521.+.7 
677 "+30.00 -70 000 "+29.00 .~051-03 6100-03 6100-03 .9000 .8671-05 .1047-01.+ .6322-02 5253-01 521.+.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3256 
OH8~B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR~UI't9) 
ORB ITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH ., 8.000 ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'T3 IFT2 
671 1.007 7.9~0 39 96 -.10:!8-01 20~.7 1257. 92 34 .2202-01 .9716 37~0. .6435-03 .7431-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC -.0175 
671 2416-01 .4047-01 
···TEST OATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAI-I IT 0 HIlO) HIlAI-I) aDOT onroT TI-I 
NUMBER R .. t 0 Ra O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
671 430.00 .00000 428 00 .519t-03 .6268-03 6268-03 .9000 . 1254-0~ .1515-04 9171-02 .7378-01 525.5 
671 430.00 -70 000 429.00 .1340-03 1618-03 .1618-03 .9000 .3237-05 .2:309-05 2367-02 .1966-01 525.5 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3257 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE (R4UI1t9) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • 0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
8DFLAP 23.50 SPD8R'< .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
693 2 000 7.980 40 00 -.1042-01 1t31t .5 1302. 91t.?6 .1t523-01 2.016 3808. .1288-02 .7626-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFlR) 
FT2SEC = 0175 
693 .3502-01 .2871-01 
···TEST DATA··. 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HITA,",) aDOT DTWDT TW 
NUMBER R'"I.O R=0.3 R= BTU/R BTum BTU I DEG. R CEG R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC F T25EC ISEC 
693 320.00 -110.00 1t31.00 6009-01t 7222-01t 7222-04 .9000 2104-05 2529-05 .1632-02 1377-01 526 3 
693 430.00 .00000 1t28.00 3168-03 .3807-03 .3807-03 9000 IIIO-Olt .1333-04 8608-02 6921t-01 525.8 
693 430.00 -70 000 1t29.00 2088-03 .2509-03 2509-03 .9000 .7314-05 .8781-05 5676-02 .4711t-01 525.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 [N THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON[C TU~~EL PAGE 3258 
OH84B 60-0 ORBiTER BASE IR4U(49) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 8.000 ALPHA 
-
40 00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 5.000 
BOFLAP " 23.50 SP09RK .. 0000 
---TEST COND[TIONS---
RUN RtUL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEG. OEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
695 3.030 7 990 40 02 - 6963-02 669.0 1313. 95.34 .6909-01 3.087 3825. • [956-02 .7672-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER 8TUI R REF(RI 
FT2SEC "' 0175 
695 .4340-01 .2332-01 
---TEST DATA---
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HlTOI HlTAWI aDOT DnroT TW 
NUMBER R=I.O R"0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
695 320.00 -110 00 431.00 8341-03 . [001-02 .1001-02 .9000 .3620-04 .4343-04 .2855-01 .2'+12 524.1 
695 430.00 .00000 "+2B.OO .1265-03 .1517-03 .1517-03 .9000 .5ltB8-05 .6585-05 ."+325-02 .3"+B1-01 524.7 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3259 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR4UI501 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH . 8.000 ALPHA 
-
40.00 BETA . .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP .. . 0000 5PDBRK • .0000 
···TE5T CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEO. P51A DEO R DEG. R P51A PSi FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
757 1.043 7.940 39 99 -.4654-06 214.1 1265. 92.93 .2302-01 1.016 3752. .6687-03 .7lt78-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIRI 
FT2SEC =.0175 
757 .2474-01 3973-01 
.··TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HITAW) OOOT OTloIDT TW 
NUMBER R-t 0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ OEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
757 430.00 .00000 428.00 .1519-03 .1832-03 .1832-03 .9000 3757-05 .4532-05 .2777-02 • 2231t-Ol 525.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL P~OE 3260 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE tRW150) 
ORBITER BASE FARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA .. 40 00 8ETA .0000 ELEVON - 7.500 
80FLAP = .0000 SPOBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. OEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2 
755 1 966 7.980 40 06 -.4684-06 429.7 1307. !35 13 .4474-01 1.994 3815. .1269-02 .7655-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
755 .3485-01 .2894-01 
-
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aOOT Dno/OT TW 
NUMBER R=I.0 Ra O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC 
755 430.00 .00000 It28.00 .1507-03 .1811-03 1811-03 .9000 • 525't-05 6311-05 .'t096-02 .~-;)J2-01 527.0 
755 It30.00 -70.000 't29 00 .7373-04 8858-0lt . 8858-0lt .9000 .2569-05 .3087-05 .2002-02 .1661-01 527.Lf 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEoC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3261 
OH848 60-0 OR81TER BASE IRI+UI501 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8.000 ALPHA • ~O.OO 8ETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
80FLAP .0000 SP08RK c .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUM8ER 1FT oEG DEG. PSIA oEG. R oEG. R PSIA PSI F'T/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
X10 6 IFT3 1F'T2 
7~5 3.041 7.990 ~O.06 -.3~95-02 670.5 1312. 95.27 . 692~-01 3 094 3823 • .1962-02 .7666-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUM8ER BTUI R RE;-(R) 
FT2SEC "'.0175 
745 .1+341+-01 .2328-01 
·.·TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI H.TAW) aOOT oTWDT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
745 320.00 -110 00 ~31 00 .4315-03 .5185-03 .5185-03 .9000 .1875-01+ 2253-01+ .1465-01 .1233 530.0 
71+5 ~30.00 .00000 1+28 00 .1680-03 2020-03 .2020-03 .9000 .7300-05 .8773-05 .5703-02 .1+57~-01 ~30.5 
71+5 1+30.00 -70 000 ~29 00 .~104-0~ .~932-04 .1+932-04 9000 .1783-05 .211+3-05 .1392-02 .1153-01 530.6 
DATE 23 fEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKf HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3262 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE (RltU1511 
ORB I TER SASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.OOO ALPHA • 1+0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDfLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000 
---TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v MHO MU 
NUMBER ItT DEO DEG. PSIA DEO R DEO R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 1F'l3 /FT2 
765 .50Lt9 7.900 39.9B -.3466-02 100.1+ 1250. 92 69 .1116-01 4875 3729. .321+9-03 .71+59-07 
RUN HREf STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REflR) 
fT2SEC "'.0175 
765 .1710-01 .5692-01 
---TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREf H/H~EF TAW/TO HCTO) HtTAWI aDOT OTWOT TIoI 
NUMBER R"'I.O R-0.9 Roo BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC F'l2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
765 320 00 -110.00 1+31.00 .541+1-03 6566-03 .6566-03 .9000 .9.s01+-05 .1123-01+ .6786-02 .5746-01 520.3 
765 430.00 .00000 1+28 00 .901+3-03 .1093-02 .1093-02 .9000 .1546-01+ .1869-04 .1119-01 .9000-01 526.0 
765 430.00 -70.000 429 00 .1781-03 .2153-03 .2153-03 .9000 .3045-05 3681-05 .2203-02 .1829-01 526.2 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8ltB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3263 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE (RItUI51) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA ., 1t0.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON - 7.!:I00 
BDFLAP = IS 00 SPDBRK • .0000 
'''TEST CONDITIONS'·' 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
759 1.001 7.91t0 39 99 -.1t655-06 206 7 1270. 93 30 .2224-01 9813 3760. .61t33-03 .7508-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU I R ~EF!R) 
FT2SEC = ')175 
759 2433-01 .1t053-01 
"'TEST DATA'" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H<TO) H!TAW) OOOT onmT TW 
NUMBER P=I.0 Ra O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
759 1t30.00 .OOOCO 1t28 00 .1308-03 1577-03 1577-02 .9000 .3181-05 .3836-05 .2365-02 .1901-01 526.3 
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3264 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IR4UI51J 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 9.000 ALPHA. .. 40 00 BETA . .0000 [LEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPD8RK - .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
753 2.020 7.980 40.04 -.4678-06 434.4 1293. 94.11 .4523-01 2.016 3795. .1297-02 .7573-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REF (R) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
753 .3498-01 .2B59-01 
···TEST DATA·" 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAWITO H(TO) H(lAW) aOOT OTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R"0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R STUI DEG. R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
753 320.00 -110.00 431.00 .1093-03 .1313-03 .1313-03 .9000 .3822-05 4594-05 2939-02 .2484-01 523.6 
753 430.00 .00000 428.00 .1436-03 .1728-03 .1728-03 .9000 .5023-05 6043-05 3846-02 .3091-01 527.0 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3265 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE (R4UISIJ 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH = 8.00(1 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA . 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG. DEG PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
747 2.979 7.990 40.06 -.4686-06 660 0 1316. 95 56 .6816-01 3.046 3829. .1925-02 .7690-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC =.0175 
747 .4312-01 .2351-01 
··.TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HCTO) HCTAW) aDO! Dn-lDT TW 
NUMBER R"I.O R=0.9 R= BTU,R BTU/R BTU! DEG. R DEG. R 
TAWITO Fr~ _.: FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
747 320 00 -110 00 431 00 .2706-03 .3251-03 3251-03 .9000 . I 1.. - ',+ .1402-04 .9159-02 .7707-01 530.7 
747 430.00 .00000 428.00 .2057-03 .2471-G3 .2471-03 .9000 .8869-05 .1066-04 .6955-02 .5575-01 531.5 
747 430.00 -70.000 429 00 .0291-04 .7559-04 .7559-04 .9000 .2713-05 .3260-05 .2127-02 .1760-01 531.6 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH8~8 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC YKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3266 
OH8~B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IRttUI52) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA . 0000 ~VON • 7.500 
BDFLAP • 23.50 SPDBRK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO iO T P Q V RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT DEG DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
763 .4981 7.900 39.97 -.3~62-02 99.31 1252. 92.84 .110'+-01 .I+B22 3732. .320S-03 .7471-07 
RUN HREC" STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REFIR) 
FT2SEC .. 0175 
763 .1701-01 .5729-01 
···TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) aDOT DTWOT TW 
NUMBER R"I 0 RcO.S R= 8TUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
763 320.00 -110.00 431.00 .8620-03 .10'+ 1-02 .1041-02 .9000 . 1'+65-0~ .1771-0'+ .106B-Ol .S021-01 523.6 
763 '+30.00 .00000 428.00 .2287-02 .2763-02 .2763-02 SOOO .3890-0'+ .4699-0'+ .2828-01 .2277 524.7 
753 430.00 -70.000 429.00 .7075-03 .85'+7-03 .85'+7-03 .SOOO .120'+-0'+ .1'+5'+-0'+ .8751-02 .7272-01 524.5 
) 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3267 
OH84B 60-0 OR81TER BASE IR4UI52J 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 8.000 ALPHA .. 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON .. 7.500 
BDFLAP .. 23.50 SPD8RK .. .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO HU 
NUMBER 1FT DEO. DEO PSIA DEO. R CEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2 
761 1.006 7.940 39.99 -.4652-06 206.4 12f5. 92.93 .2220-01 .9799 3752. .6449-03 .7478-07 
RUN H~EF STN NO 
NUMBER BTU/ R REF IRI 
F"T2SEC .. 0175 
761 .2429-01 .4046-01 
··*TEST DATA··· 
RUN 20 YO TIC NO H/HREF' H/HREF' H/HREF TMUTO HIlO) HIlAW) OOOT onroT TW 
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R STUI OEO. R OEO. R 
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F"T2SEC /SEC 
761 430.00 .00000 428.00 .4285-03 .5172-03 .5172-03 .9000 .1041-04 .1256-04 .7678-02 .6172-01 527.0 
DAlE 23 tEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKt HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE .3268 
OH84B 60-0 ORBITER BASE IAAUI521 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH 
" 
8.000 ALPHA . '+0.00 8ETA • 0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
BOFLAP " 23.50 SPDBRK " .0000 
···TEST CONDITIONS··· 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER ItT DEG OEO. PSIA OEO. R DEO. R PSIA PSI tT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC 
XIO 6 ItT3 ItT2 
751 1.987 7.980 '+0 06 -.4685-06 435.2 1309. 95.27 .'+531-01 2.020 3818. .1284-02 .7667-07 
RUN hREt STN NO 
NUMBER BTUI R REtlRI 
FT2SEC = .0175 
751 .350B-01 .2878-01 
."TI;:5T DATA"· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREt H/HREt H/HREF' TAWITO HITO) HITAW) OOOT DTWOT TW 
NLt"SER R=I.O R=0.9 R" BTU/R BTUIR BTU I DEO. R DEO R 
TAW/TO tT2SEC tT2SEC tT2SEC ISEC 
751 320.00 -110.00 '+31. 00 .1101-03 .1321-03 .1321-03 .9000 .3861-05 .4636-05 .3022-02 .2550-01 526.0 
751 430.00 .00000 '+2B.00 2205-03 .26't8-03 .26't8-03 .9000 .7735-05 .9290-05 .60't8-02 .'t862-01 526.8 
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 3269 
OH848 60-0 ORBITER BASE rR'+UI52) 
ORBITER BASE PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. B.OOO ALPHA . 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON • 7.500 
8DFLAP 23.50 SPDBRK .0000 
***TEST COND IT IONS * • * 
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P a v RHO MU 
NUMBER 1FT OEO OEO. PSIA OEO R OEO R PSIA PSI FT I SEC SLUGS L8-SEC 
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2 
749 2.958 7.990 40.06 -.4686-06 659.9 1322. g6.00 .6815-01 3.045 3838. .1916-02 .7725-07 
RUN HREF STN NO 
NUMBtR BTUI R REF(R) 
i T2SEC = 0175 
749 .4315-01 .2358-01 
··-TEST DATA··· 
RUN ZO YO TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HIlO) HIlAW) aOOT DTWDT TW 
NU'1SER Ral.O R=O 9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI CEO R OEG. R 
TAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC 
749 320 00 -110.00 431.00 .3826-03 .'+590-03 .4590-03 9000 .1651 04 .1981-04 .1312-01 .1107 527.0 
749 430.00 .00000 428 00 2370-03 .2845-03 .2845-03 .9000 . 1023-04 1228-04 .8100-02 .6500-01 529.7 
749 430.00 -70 000 429.00 .7360-0'+ 8834-04 .8834-04 .9000 3176-05 .3812-05 .2515-02 .2083-01 529.8 
(THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK) 
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